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LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS
Arranged in Nunerical Order, with their Tilles at full length ; the Dates

when Ordered and when Presented to both Houses of Parliament; the
Name of the Member who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether
it is Ordered to be Printed or Not Printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. L.

1. Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1887. Presented to the House
of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper. Estimates for the fiscal year ending
30th June, 1889 ; presented lst March, 1888. Supplementary Estimates of Canada for the fiscal
year ending 30th June, 1888; presented 23rd April, 1888. Supplementary Estimates of Canada
for the fiscal year ending 30th June, 1889 ; presented 14th May, 1888-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 2.
2. Report of the Auditor-General on Appropriation Accounts, for the year ended 30th June, 1887.

Presented to the-House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 3.
3. Tables of the Trade and Navigation of the Dominion of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th

June, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Hon. M. Bowell-
Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 4.
4. Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion of Canada, for the calendar year 1887.

Presented to the House of Commons, 27th March, 1888, by Hon. J. Carling-
Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 5.
4a. Report on Canadian Archives, 1887............Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 6.
4b. Criminal Statistics for the year 1886, being an Appendix to the Report of the Minister of Agri-

culture for the year 1886. Presented to the House of Commons, 18th May, 1888, by Hon. J.
Carling............................ Printed for both Distribution an d Sessional Papers.

de. Abstracts of the Returns of Mortuary Statistics for the year 1887-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

4d. Experimental Farms. Reports of the Director, Entomologist and Botanist, Chemist, and Horti-
culturist, for 1887 .................... Printed for both Distribution and Sessionai Papers.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 7.
6. Twentieth Annual Report of the Department of Marine, for the fiscal year ended 30th Jne, 1887.

Presented to the House of Commons, 13th March, 1888, by Hon. G. E. Foster-
Printedfor both Distribution and Bessional Papere.Ga. Report of the Chairman of the Board of Steamboat Inspection, for calendar year ended 31st

December, 1887....................... Printedfor both Distribution and Se8sional Papera.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 8.
6. Annual Report of the Department of Fisheries, Dominion of Canada, for the year 1887-

Printed for both Distribution and Sesaionai Papers.
6ca. Report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire into and report upon the Lobster and Oyster

Fisheries of Canada. Presented to the House of Commons, 16th March, 1888, by Hon. G. E.
Poster.----.--- ............................................ Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

6b. SPecial Report of the Fisheries Protection Service of Canada, 1887-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Paper.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 9.
7. Annual Report of the Minister of Public Works of Canada, for the fiscal year 1886-87 on the

Works under his control. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Sir
Rlector Langevin...................................... Prinedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

74. Tables showing the extent and progress of Public Works, Distances, &c., on the main routes
of navigation; Railways, Telegraph Lines, &c. Inland Navigation of Canada, Ocean Rates
thence to Foreign Countries, Canadian Land Routes to the seaboard. Government Railways
and Telegraph Lines, &c., &c. Suez Canal and Panama Canal Routes-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
8. Annual Report of the Minister of Railways and Canals, for the past fiscal year, from the lstJuly,

1886, to the 30th June, 1887, on the works under his control. Preaented to the House of Com-
mons, 6th March, 1888, by Hon. J. H. Pope-

Printed for both Distribution and S-ssional Papers.
Sa. Report of the Royal Commission on Railways, with Appendices, viz. : 1st. Report of Commit-

tee visitiug United States. 2nd. Supplementary Report of same. 8rd. Extracts, Hadley, &c.
Presented to the House of Commons, 29th February, 1888, by Hon. J. H. Pope-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessionai Papers.8b. Reports, Railway Statistics of Canada, and Capital, Traffic and Working Expenditure of the
Railways of the Dominion, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 17th May, 1888, by Sir
Charles Tupper........................................Printed for bot/h Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 10.
9. Abstract of Statements of Insurance Companies in Canada for year ending 31st December, 1887.

Presented to the House of Commons, 4th May, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper -
Printedfor both Distribution and S&esional Papers.

9a. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance, for the year ended 31st December, 1887-
Printelfor both Distribution and Sessiona1 Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 11.
. Annual Report of the Department of Militia and Defence of the Dominion of Canada, for the

year ended 31st December, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by
Sir Adolphe Caron .................................. Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

11. Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries in Canada, for the year ended 30th June,
1887. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Hon. J. S. D. Thompson-

Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
12. Report Of the Secretary of State of Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1887. Presented

to the Bouse of Commons, 28th February, 1888, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
5
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Isa. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationery for the Dominion of
Canada, for year ending 30th June, 1887, with partial Report for services during six months
ending 31st December, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th March, 1888, by Hon.
J. A. Chapleau......................................... Prined for both Distribution and Se8sional Papers.

12b. Report of the Board of Examiners for the Civil Service in Canada, for the year ended 31st
December, 1887........................................Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

12e. (1887.) Report of the Antwerp International Exhibition for 1885-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papera.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 12.
13. Annual Report of the Postmaster General for the year ended 30th June, 1887. Presented to the

Bouse of Commons, 28th February, 1888, by Hon. A. W. McLelan-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

14. Annual Report of the Department of the Interior for the year ended 3lst December, 1887. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Hon. Thos. White-

Printedfor both Distribution ani Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 13.
15. Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for the year ended 31st December, 1887. Pre-

sented to the House of Commons, 1st March, 1888, by Hon. Thos. White-
Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 14.
16. Report, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenues of the Dominion of Canada, for the fiscal

year ended 30th June, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 24th February, 1888, by Hon.
J. Costigan ......................... Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Paper.

16ea. Canal Statistics for season of navigation, 1886, being Supplement No. 1 to the Inland Revenue
Report, for the year ended 30th June, 1887-Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

166. Fourteenth Report on Inspection of Weights, Measures and Gas, being Supplement No. 2 to the
Report of the Department of Inland Revenue-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
16c. Report on Adulteration of Food, being Supplement No. 3 to> the Report of the Department of

Inland Revenue ..................... Printedfor both Distribui ion and Sessional Papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 15.
17. Listof Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada, as on the 31st December,

1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th March, 1888, by the Hon. M. Bowell-
Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

18. The Civil Service List of Canada, on the 1st July, 1887, pursuant to section 59 of " The Civil Ser-
vice Act." Presented to the Ilouse of Commons, 15th March, 1888, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau-

Printedjor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
20. Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament on the state of the Library of Parliament. Pre-

sented to the Bouse of Commons, 23rd February, 1888, by Hon. Mr. Speaker-
Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 16.
21. Correspondence, Reports of the Minister of Justice, and Orders in Council upon the subject of

Provincial Legislation, 1884 to 1887 ............ Printed for both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
22. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since last Session of Parliament, and Expen-

diture incurred on account of same, in accordance with the Consolidated Revenue and Audit
Act, section 32, clause b. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Sir
Charles T upper................................................................................................N ot printed.
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23. Statement of Expenditure on account of Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses for the fiscal year
188-88. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper-a

Not printed.
2'4. Report Of the Commissioner, Dominion Police, under Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter 184,

section 5. Presented to the House of Commons, 27th February, 1888, by Hon J. S. D.
Thomnpson............................................................. .. ......................... N otprinted.

24a Return of the average number of men employed on the Dominion Police Force durmng each
Inonth of the year 1887, and of their pay and travelling expenses (under Revised Statutes of
Canada chapter 181, section 5). Presented to the Senate, 27th February, 1888, by Hon. Mr.
.Abbott........................................................................................... . . ........ N ot printed.

23. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th May, 1887, for a Return of lands sold
by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company up to lst April, 1887, in the North-West Terri-
tories; when sold, and to whom. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th February, 1888 -
.Mr. Perley (Assiniboia).....................................................................................N ot printed.2 5a. Return (in part) under Resolution of the House of Commons, passed on the 20th February,
1882, on ail subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, respecting details as to: 1. The
selection of the route. 2. The progress of the work. 3. The selection or reservation of land.
4. The payment of moneys. 5. The laying ont of branches. 6. The progress thereon. 7. The
rates of tolls for passengers and freight. 8. The particulars required by the Consolidated Rail-
Mvay Act and amendments thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year. 9. Like particu-
lars up to the latest practicable date before the presentation of the Return. 10. Copies of all
Orders in Council and of ail correspondence between the Government and the railway company,
or any member or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the company. Presented to the House
Of Conmons, 8th March, 1888, by Hon. Thos. White........ Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

25b. supPlementary Return under Resolution of the House of Commons, passed on the 20th
February, 1882, on all subjects affecting the Canadian Pacific Railway, respecting details as
to: 1. The selection of the route. 2. The progress of the work. 3. The selection or reserva-
t ion of land. 4. The payment of moneys. 5. The laying out of branches. 6. The progress
thereon. 7. The rates of tolls for passengers and freight 8. The particulars required by the
Consolidated Railway Act and amendments thereto, up to the end of the previous fiscal year.
9. Like particulars up to the latest practicable date before the presentation of the Return. 10.
Copies of ail Orders in Council and of ail correspondence between the Government and the
railway company, or any member or officer of either, relating to the affairs of the company.
Presented Io the House of Commons, 19th March, 1888, by Hon. Thos. White-

Prin'ed for Sessional Papers only.
26, Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General, dated

6th June, 1887, for copies of the Order in Council appointing Louis Boisvert lighthouse keeper
at Grondines, in the place of E. Trottier; and copies of ail correspondence recommending
Charles N. Trottier for this position. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th February,
1 88 8.--M r. D e St. Georges...................................................................................N ot printed.

27* Return to an Order of the Bouse ot Commons, dated 27th April, 1887, for a statement setting
forth the number of stills seized by the Department of Inland Revenue for the years 1878, '79,
'80, '81, '82, '83, '84, '85 and '86, respectively, and the first three months of the year 1887 ; the
names of the persons on whose premises the stills were seized; the names of the informers and
the sums paid to each ; also statement of the cost of effecting such seizures, and the receipts
accruing from ail sales of such stills. Also Return to an Order of the House of Commons,
dated 27th April, 1887, for a statement showing all seizures effected in Canada for illegal sale
Of tobacco for each year since 1878 up to 1st March, 1887, inclusive; the names of the persons
on whose premises the seizures were made, the amounts realized on such seizures by sale or
otherwise, and the expense of making the seizures. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th
Pebruary, 1888.-Mr. Rinfret..............................................................................N t printed.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME No. 17.
2s. Report of the Commissioner of the North-West Mounted Police Force, 1887. Presented to the

House of Commons, 3rd A pril, 1888, by Sir John A. Macdonald.
Printedfor both Distribution and Sesional Papers.
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29. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for a Return giving the tol-
lowing details of the expenditure connected with the support of the Marine and Immigrant Hos-
pital in the city of Quebec, during the term of years from the date of Confederation to June 30th,
1886, and showing: 1. The aggregate amount voted by Parliament for the maintenance of this
hospital during the said term of years. 2. The amount actually expended. 3. The number of
persons, other than sick mariners, who received hospital care there during the said term. 4. The
aggregate number of days of hospital treatment accorded to them. 5. The number of sick mar-
iners who received hospital care during the same term. 6. The number of days of hospital treat-
ment accorded to them. 7. The average cost per patient per diem of both classes of patients
during said term. 8. The price per patient per diem paid to the Montreal General Hospital for
the care of sick seamen during the same years-1867-1886 9. The aggregate amount that ha
been charged during the said term of years to the fund for the relief of sick and distressed mar-
iners, as for expenditure in connection with this Quebec Hospital, by virtue of the Act 31 Vic-
toria, chapter 64, section 12 (now 10 Victoria, chapter 76, section 16). Presented to the House
of Commons, 29th February, 1888.-ifr. Hickey ................................................ Not printed.

z0. Report of the Royal Commission on the Leasing of Water Power, Lachine Canal. Presented to
the House of Commons, 2nd March, 1888, by Hon. J. H. Pope.................................Not printed.

30ea. Return to an Address of the House of Gommons, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
5th March, 1888, for a Return of copies of all correspondence between the Government of Canada
and the commissioners appointed by the Government to take evidence and acquire information
relative to the Trent Valley Canal, and the further progress thereof; of copies of al instructions
authorizing the commissioners to act in the premises, and defining their powers and authority
and mode of procedure; and of a copy of any and all reports of the engineer or engineers in
charge of the works of said canal, made to the Government since the last session of this Parlia.
ment. Presented to the flouse of Commons, 13tb April, 1888.-ffr. Barron......... Not printed.

»ob. Return to an Address of the Senate, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 22nd March,
1888, for a detailed statement of all moneys paid to A. F. Wood, Esq., of Madoc, for services and
expenses in connection with his office as valuator or otherwise in connection with the Trent
Valley Canal, from the date of his appointment down to the 1st January, 1888. Also a detailed
statement of all moneys paid him for services and expenses in connection with his services on
the Murray Canal, from lst December, 1883, to lst January, 1888, in order to complete the full
return of moneys paid him for services in connection with the return asked for at last spssion.
Presented to the Senate, 18th April, 1888.-lon. Mr. Flint...................................Not printed.

31. Return to an Address of the Senate, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 17th June,
1887, for copies of all complaints which bave been made by the authorities of the St. Vincent de
Paul Penitentiary, since the 24th April, 1886, against Adolphe Lefaivre, formerly an employé of
the penitentiary ; as also of all reports which the Inspector may have made since the same date
against the said Lefaivre, together with copies of the decisions which the Honorable the Minis-
ter of Justice may have given upon these reports and complaints. Presented to the Senate,
29th February, 1888.-Hon. Mr. Bellerose ............................................................ Notfrinted.

32. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th February, 1888, for a Statement of the
Receipts and Expenditure, in detail, chargeable to the Consolidated Fund, from the lst day of
July, 1887, to the 1st day of March, 1888, and from the Ist day of July, 1886, to the lt day of
March, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 5th March, 1888.-Sir Richard Cartwright.-

Not printed.
as. Statement of all superannuations and retiring allowances in the Civil Service, giving the name

and rank of each person superannuated, or retired, his salary, age and length of service, his
allowance and cause of retirement, and whether the vacancy has been filled by promotion or new
appointment, &c., for the year ended 3lst December, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons,
5th Marcb, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper.................Printedfor Sessional Papera only.

34. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of petitions pre-
sented from time to time and supported by the several transatlantic steamship companies and
other persons, praying for the building of a breakwater at Pointe aux Pères. Presented to the
House of Commons, 6th March, 1888.-Mr. Fiset...........................Not printed.

:ta. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of all surveys,
reports and correspondence in connection with the L'Ardoise Breakwater, in the county of
Richmond, N.S. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 13th March, 1888.-Mr. Flynn-

Not printed.
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"b. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of all correspon-
dence and telegrams, since 31st December last, relating to the construction or repair of break-
Waters or piers at Scott's Bay, Horton Landing and Boot Island, in King's Cou nty, Nova Scotia;
and also of all instructions to an engineer of the Department of Public Works, who visited
said localities during the months of January and February last, with his reports thereon. Pre-
8ented to the House of Commons, 4th April, 1888.-Ar. Borden ..................... ...... Not printed.

34
C. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1888, for copy of report of the

Chief Engineer on the breakwater at Bay Fortune, King's County, Prince Edward Island, with
a view to its extension; together with copies of all petitions, letters, &c., in relation thereto.
Presented to the House of Commons, 30th April, 1888.-Mr. McIntyre....................Not printed.

31d. Returu to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General,
dated Gth June, 1887, for copies of all Orders in Council, or other documents, granting a power
to construct any bridge, dam, breakwater, or other obstructions in the Rideau River, from its
mouth to its source. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th May, 1888.-Mr. Robillard-

Not printed.
35. Return of the names and salaries of all persons appointed to or promoted In the Civil Service

during the year 1887, specifying the office to which each has been appointed or promoted. Sec-
tion 58, sub-section 2, " Civil Service Act." Presented to the House of Co mmons, 6th March,
1888, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau.............................................Printed for Sessional Papers only.

36. Copy of the Fishery Treaty between Great Britain and the United States, in relation to the fish-
eries of Canada and Newfoundland, signed at Washington on the fifteenth day of February,
1888 ; and the protocols of the varîous conferences, together with the protocols from the British
plenipotentiaries offering to make a temporary arrangement for a period not exceeding two
years in order to afford a modus vivendi pending the ratification of the treaty, and the protocol
of the American plenipotentiaries expressing their satisfaction with the modus vivendi communi-
cated by the British plenipotentiaries. Presented to the House of Commons, 7th March, 1888,
by Sir Charles Tupper .............................. Printed fr Sessional 1apers only.

a6a. Copy of the statement presented by the British plenipotentiaries to the Fisheries Commission
at Washington, in relation to reciprocal trade relations between Canada and the United States,
and the answer of the American plenipotentiaries thereto. Presented to the House of Com-
mons, 7th March, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper............Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

86. Two communications in relation to the Fisheries Question-one, written " personally and
'nofficially," by the Hon. T. B. Bayard, Secretary of State, Washington, U.S., and dated the
31st May, 1887, and addressed to Sir Charles Tupper; and the other, the reply of Sir Charles
to Mr. Bayard, also marked " personal and unofficial," and dated the 6th June, 1887. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 9th March, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
36c. Despatches and Documents having reference to the Fisheries Question. Presented to the House-

of Commons, 12th April, 1888, by flon. G. E. Foster-
Printedfor bott Distribution and Sessional Papers.

a7. Detailed statement of all Bonds and Securities registered in the Department of the Secretary of
State of Canada, submitted to the Parliament of Canada under section 23, chapter 19, of the
"Revised Statutes of Canada." Presented to the House of Commons, 7th March, 1888, by
Hon. J. A. Chapleau........................................................................................N ot printed.

38. List of Public Officers to whom Commissions have issued during the year 1887, under the pro-
visions of chapter 19 of the " Revised Statutes of Canada," and submitted to the Parliament
of Canada under section 2 of the said Act. Presented to the House of Commons, 7th March,
1888, by Hon. J. A . Chapleau............................................................................Not printed.

39. Annual Report (new series) of the Geological and Natural listory Survey of Canada, Volume
II, 1886. Presented to the House of Commons, 23rd March, 1888, by Hon. Thos. White-

Printed for Distribution only.
. Return to au Address of the House of Commons, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated

5th March, 1888, for copy of all reports of the commissioners appointed by Royal Commission
to enquire into the losses sustained in the North-West Territories during the recent rebellion,
and a statement of all payments made under the recommendation of such reports. Presented
to the House of Commons, 8th March, 1888.-Hon. Mr. Laurier................... ......... Not printed.
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4ea. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th iarch, 1888, for a Return showing
the total amount of money disbursed by the Government in consequence of the North-West
Rebellion. Presented to the House of Commons, 25th April, 1888.-ir. Jfulock.....Not printed.

tob. Memorial of the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-West Territories in Council, to His Excel-
lency the Governor General in Council, praying for the introduction of a new method of legis-
lation in the North-West Territories. Presented to the House of Commons, 7th May, 1888, by
Sir John A. Macdonald................................................... . . ..................... N ot printed.

40c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 5th March, 1888, for a Return showing
the names and residences of each homestead inspector in Manitoba and the North-West; the
number of inspections and reports made by each, in each month of the years 1882 '83, '84, '85,
'86 and '87. 2. The name of each colonization inspector, bis residence, the number of inspec-
tions and renorts made by each, in each month of the years 1882, '83, '84, '85, '86 and '87, and
conies of said reports. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888.-Mr. Watson-

Not printed.
40d. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for a Return giving the

names and dates of the appointment of each colonization inspector and homestead inspector in
the North-West Territories, including Manitoba; the salary paid to each, also the travelling
expenses per diem or month; the full amount for salary and travelling or other expenses paid
to each from the date of bis engagement up to the 1st of January, 1888. Presented to the House
of Commons, 19th May, 1888.-Mr. McMullen ............................. Not printed.

40e. Return to an Order of the louse of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, fora Return of all lessees
of grazing lands under old form of leases. 2. The number of these who have fully complied
with the terms of the leases. 3. The number who have partially complied, showing to what
extent. 4. The number in arrears for rent, showing to what extent. 5. The number of old
leases now entirely unoccupied. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888.-Mr.

Davis...... ..................................................... Not printed.

40f. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a Return giving:
1. The names of all leaseholders in the district of Alberta, North-West Territories. The num-
ber of cattle each have on their lease. The date of each latest return, showing the number.
2. Showing whether any are in arrears for rent. 3. Whether the land under lease is good agri-
cultural land. 4. What, if any, return bas been made of the loss and suffering of cattle during
the winter of 1886-87 in this district. Presented to the louse of Commons, 19thMay, 1888 -Sir
R ichard Cartwright ...................................................................... . . .............. N ot printed.

40g. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1888, for a Return containing
copies of aIl letters, ceorrespondence, affidavits, &c., connected with the location and sale or settle-
ment of N. ý, section 16, township 24, range 29, west, 4th meridian, North-West Territory. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888.-Mr. McMullen..........................Not printed.

40h. Return to an Order of the louse of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a Return showing the
number of Colonization Companies now in existence in Manitoba and the North-West, the num-
ber of settlers they have put on their lands during the years 1885-86-87, the amount of money paid
by the several companies on accountof lands purchased from the Crown during the same period,
the amount of money paid to the Crown on account of purchase of land from the Crown by all
other parties during the same years. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888.-
Mr. McMullen.................................................................. Printed for Sessional Papera only.

40i. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 1st Marcb, 1888, to issue to the proper officer
for a return giving copy of instructions to Dominion Land Agents in Manitoba and the North-
West, regarding instructions furnisbed to intending settlers free of charge, and a copy of in-
structions as to information for which a fee is imposed; the amount of fees received at the
several offices during the yea-s 1885-86 and 1887, for such information ; the amount of all fees
collected from intending settlers during those years, and for which no credit was given in their
purchase of Dominion lands. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888.--Kr.
M cM u/len............................................................................................ . ....... N ot printed.

41. Return to an Order of the louse of Commons, dated 25th April, 1887, for a Return of a copy of
the lease from R. T. Wilson to the Dominion Government of the new public offices for the town
of Dundas, in the county of Wentworth; report of the Post Office Inspector respecting the pre-
sent and new post offices; also copies of petitions, correspondence and all other papers relating
to the removal of the post office. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th March, 1888.--Mr.
B ain (W entworth).......................................... ................................................... N ot prined.
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42. Return to an Order ot the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for a copy of the contract
with D. A. Duffy for the erection of the new wing of the penitentiary at Dorchester; also any
claims or applications made for extras, and also any recommendations for allowance of suck
claims or any of them, and also all correspondence between the contractor and the Department
Of Public Works. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th March, 1888.-Mr. Weldon (St. John)-

Not printed.
'4. Return to an Order of the flouse of Commons, dated 27th April, 1887, for copies of all papers,

documents, correspondence, &c., in relation to the building of a post office in the town of Mont-
magny, in the county of Montmagny. Presented to the Ilouse of Commons, 8th March, 1888.-
M(r. Ch9quette................................................................................................... Not printed.

43a. Return to an Order of the House of Commoas, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of all corres-
pondence in connection with the purchase of a site for the erection of a post office and custom
bouse in the town of Arichat. Presented to the House of Commons,8th March ,1888.--Kr. Flynn-

Not printed.
43b. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a Return of all

reDorts, correspondence, petitions or documents relating to the proposed permanent building of
a post office and custom house at Strathroy, including any recommendations made respecting
its location, character, cost, &c. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 20th April, 1888.-Mr.
M e M ullen.................................................................................... . . .......... N ot printed.

43c. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1888, for copies of all letters,
memoranda, and other documents, respecting the building of the public edifices at the city of
St. Hyacinthe -such as the post office and the customs warehouse, &c. Presented to the House
of Commons, 1st May, 1888.-Mr. Dupont ............................................................ N t printed.

43d. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for a Return of all cor-
respondence and petitions respecting the construction of building for post office, customs office
and inland revenue office in the town of Picton. Presented to the louse of Commons, 8th May,
1888.-Mr. Platt.............. ................. .................... Nt printed.

44. Return of statement of Dominion Statutes of Canada sold and officially distributed during the
last two years, in terms of section 14 of chapter 2 of the Revised Statutes of Canada. Presented
to the House of Commons, 13th larch, 1888, by lon. J. A. Chapleau.....................Nt printed.

45. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th February, 1888, for a Return in the
form used in the statements usually published in the Gazette, of the exports and imports from
the 1st day of July, 1887, to the 1st day of March, 1888, d stinguishing the products of Canada
and those of other countries. Presented to the Bouse of Commons, 14th March, 1888.-Sir
Richard Cartwright ........ ................ ........................... ..... Not printed.

46. Return of new rules and procedure'of "l the Exchequer Court of Canada," in terns of sections
55 and 56 of chapter 16-50-51 Victoria. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th March, 1888,
by Hon. J. A . Chapleau ................................................................................... N ot printed.

4O8. Return in terms of section 109 of the Supreme and Exchequer Court Act, Revised Statutes of
Canada, chapter 135, with reference to General Order No. 83 which bas been made by the
Judges of the Supreme Court of Canada during the past year. Presented to the House of
Commons, 4th April, 1888, by Hon. J. A. Chapleau.............................................Not printed.

46b. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1888, for a Return showing
the names of all retired judges of superior courts of law or equity in the Dominion of Canada,
with the dates of their respective patents, and a copy Of the last patent issued to a retired
judge of the Superior Court. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th April, 1888.-Kr.
Sm all . ... .................................................................----................... ............... N ot printed.

47. Return of the Collingwood Marine and General Hospital, for the year 1887. Presented to the
House of Commons, 19th May, 1888, by Hon. Mr. Speaker....................................Not printed.

48. Statement of the affairs of the British Canadian Loan and Investment Company, on 3lst Decem-
ber, 1886. Presented to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888, by Hon. Mr. Speaker-

Not printed.
49. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated lst March,

1888, praying for a copy of letters signed Jos. H. Bellerose, addressed to the Minister of Justice
on the 27th and 28th November, 1887, with the replies thereto in connection with the destruc-
tion by fire of the property of Mr. Louis Guimond, of St. Vincent de Paul; also a copy of the

11
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evidence taken in this matter and of the report made by the Inspector of Penitentiaries after
inquiry made and the facts mentioned in the said letters. Presented to the Senate, 21st March,
1888.- Hon. Mr. Bellerose.................................................................................Not printed.

49a. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 18th April,
1888, for copy of a letter of the 31st March last from the Honorable Joseph Bellerose, in re the
burning of Mr. Louis Guimond's property at St. Vincent de Paul; also copy of a letter of
James Devlin, Engineer, on the same subject; also copy of the different solemn declarations
accompanying the above mentioned letters, and all other documents in correspontence relating
to the same subject. Presented to the Senate, 21st May, 1888.-lon. Mr. Bellerose...Not printed.

50. Return to au Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd May, 1887, for a Return showing the
names of all the parties who tendered for carrying the mails to and from the board ice at Cape
Traverse, Prince Edward Island ; the amount of each tender, and to whom contract given.
Presented to the House of Commons, 21st March, 1888 -Mr. Perry......................Not printed.

51. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to Bis Excellency the Governor General, dated
5th March, 1888, for a Return showing copies of all applications, letters or other communica-
tions to the Government, or any department or minister, or any reports, in connection with the
application on behalf of the York-Simcoe Battalion for kit allowance whilst on service in the
North-West Territories, and of replies thereto. Presented to the House of Commons, 21st
March, 1888.-M r. M ulock ................................................................................. Not printed.

52. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
lst March, 1888, for copies of regulations made by the Governor in Council respecting the
registry of trade unions. Presented to the House of Commons, 28th March, 1888.-Ar. Amyot-

Not printed.
â3. Copies of despatches from Sir L.West to Lord Lansdowne; and from Sir L. West to Lord Salis-

bury; and also a certified copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council,
approved by Bis Excellency the Governor General in Council, relative to the admission of certain
articles free of duty when it appears to the satisfaction ot the Governor in Council that similar
articles from Canada may be imported into the United States free of duty. Presented to the
Bouse of Commons, 6th April, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper....Printedfor Sessional Papers only.

54. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a copy of Mr. Parmelee's
report to the Honorable Minister of Customs regarding the desirability of making Kamloops au
outport of entry. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th April, 1888.-Mr. Mara ..Notprinted.

55. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1888, for a Return showing the
date the steamer Northern Light commenced running between Prince Edward Island and Pictou,
Nova Scotia; the number of trips made; the number of passengers crossed, and the date of last
trip made up to date. Presented to the House of Commons, loth April, 1888.-Mr. Perry-

Not printed.
55a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 29th February, 1888, for a Return showing

the names and salaries of all captains in charge of Government steamers, together with the
salaries and allowances at present payable to and received by them, together with all petitions,
correspondence, telegrams, &c., relative to the pay of the captain of the Northern Light, since
1st January, 1879 ; also for a Return showing the names and number of men employed in or about
the Northern Light during last summer, from the time she ceased running in the spring of 1887,
until she again resumed in the autumn of the same year. Presented to the House of Commons,
10th April, 1888.- Mr. W elsh..............................................................................N otprint d.

555. Supplementary Return to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 29th February, 1888, for a
Return giving the names and number of men employed in or about the Northern Light during
last summer, from the time she ceased running in the spring of 1887, until she again resumed in
the autumn of same year. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th May, 1888.-mr. Welsh.-

Not printed.
56. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a Return showing the

total amount of money paid out by the Government in connection with the Liquor License Act.
Presented to the House of Commons, 10th April, 1888.-Mr. Mulock ............ Not printed.

57. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for a statement showing the
amount of the sums expended since 1867, for repairs and improvements on the wharf at St. Jérôme
de Matane. Presented to the House of Commons, loth April, 1888.-Mr. Fiset...... Not printed.
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58. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1888, for a Return of the railway
accidents which were reported to the Government during 1886, and in respect of which actions
are not now pending. Presented to the Ilouse of Commons, 12th April, 1888.-Jfr. Denison.-

Not printed.
58a. Return to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 8th March, 1888, for a Return showing

the amount voted each session since 1880 for subsidies to railways, also the amount to each pro-
vince, and the amount that has been paid. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th April,
1 88 8.- M r. Semple ............... ................................. ........................................... N ot printed.

585. Return to an Address of the louse of Commons, to lis Excellency the Governor General, dated
9th April, 1888, for copies of ail correspondence exchanged with the Imperial Government con-
Cerning the disallowance of the Railways Acts of Manitoba. Presented to the House of Com-
Mons, 17th April, 1888.-Mr. Laurier ......... Prinfedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papera.

58C. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for copies of ail correspon-
dence, reports, &c., between Mr. Allan Knight and the Government; also the Railway Depart-
ment and any of its officers, in relation to damages sustained by him in connection with the Derby
Branch Railway, in the connty of Northumberland, New Brunswick. Presented to the House of
Commons, 2nd May, 1888.-AIr. Jonea (Halifax) ...................... .................... Not printed.

58d. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
6th June, 1887, for copies of railway surveys from the Strait of Canso to Sydney viâ Grand Nar-
rows, and from the Strait of Canso to Louisbourg vid St. Peter's, during the summer of 1885,
with the estimated cost of both lines. Also copies of surveys from Grand Narrows vid Boisdale
to North Sydney and Sydney. Also copies of surveys between East Bay and St. Peter's; copies
of reports and surveys between Sydney and Loch Lomond viâ the Mira and Salmon River Valley,
in the year 1886 ; copies of ail telegrams to the Department of Railways during the time of the
surveys. Also a copy of Minute of Council adopting the Grand Narrows route vi4 Boisdale to
North and South Sydney, with the engineer's report on the crossing ofthe Grand Narrows. AIso
a copy of ail statements and arguments laid before the Government against the Grand Narrows
route by the Cape Breton delegation in January last; and *also a statement showing the parti-
cular route advocated by the said delegation. Presented to the House of Commons, 4th May,
1888.-Ar. Flynn and Zr. McDouga'l (Cape Breton)....................... Noprinted.

58e. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of ail claims pre-
sented to the Department of Railways for lands expropriated for the construction of the St.
Charles Branch Railway in the county of Lévis; also a statement showing the amount of each
claim, the names of those whose claims have been settled up to lst April, 1887, and the amount
awarded to them, and the names of those whose claims are still pending. Presented to the House
of Commons, llth May, 1888.-Mr. Guay.................. .......................................... Not printed.

.t/. Return to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 30th April, 188R, for copies of ail correspon-
dence between the Department of Railways and Messrs. A. Pion & Co., of Quebec, in relation to
a claim for goods damaged on the Intercolonial Railway. Presented to the Bouse of Commons,
11 th May, 1888.-Mr. Langelier (Quebec Centre)...........................No printed.

58g. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1888, for copies of correspon-
dence between the Government, or any member thereof, and the municipal councils of the coun-
ties of Pictou, Antigonish and Guysboro', Nova Scotia, and any other persons; together with
copies of resolutions passed by the said municipal councils relative to the repayment by the Gov.
ernment of moneys paid by the said municipal counties for the right of way for the Eastern
Extension Railway, now owned by and in possession of the Government. Presented to the
flouse of Commons, 15th May, 1888.-A r. Kirk .................................................... Notprinted.

5 8h. Return to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, fir copies of ail papers,
writings and reports between Mr. Allan Bryanton and the Government of Canada, or anyone on
his behalf, or between the officers of the Government and him or anyone on his behalf, or be-
tween the Government and their officers, in relation to the placing of a platform and switch near
his place on the line of the Derby Branch Railway, in the county of Northumberland, N.B. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 15th May, 1888.-Air. Jones (Halifaz) .......... ...... Not printed.

58Î. Return to an Order of the Bouse of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for ail correspondence be-
tween Mr. Albert Bryanton and the Railway Department and any of its officers, and anyone on
his behalf; also ail reports and instructions between said Department and its officers in reference
to the placing of a switch and platform at said Bryanton's, on the Derby Branchj Railway, in the
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county of Northumberland, New Brunswick. Presented to the louse of Commons, 15th May,
1888.-M r. Jones (Ha lifax).................................... ........................................ '....Notprinted.

àsj. Papers, correspondence, &c , respecting subsidies to certain railway companies, and towards
the construction of certain railways as follow : Quebec Central Railway; Quebec and Lake
St. John Railway; Pontiac and Pacifie Junction Railway; Montreal and Champlain Junction
Railway; Port Arthur, Duluth and Western Railway; and Témiscouata Railway Company.
Presented to the House of Commons, 18th May, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper ......... Not printed.

58k. Return (in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1888, for copies of all

papers, documents, telegrams and correspondence as to the incorporation of the Great North-
West Central Railway Company, or relating to any land grant thereto, or to the construction of
the Une of the said railway or any part thereof. Presented to the House of Gommons, 19th May,
1888.- M r. Edgar............................................................................................. N ot printed.

5sl. Return (in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1888, for copies of all
papers, documents, telegrams and correspondence in connection with the land grant to the
Souris and Rocky Mountain Railway Company, or relating to the construction of said railway.
Presented to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888..-Mr. Edgar.......................... Notprinted.

58m. Return (in part) to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1888, for copies of all
papers, documents,[telegrams and correspendence in connection with the land grant to the North-
West Central Railway Company, or relating to the construction of the said railway. Presented
to the flouse of Commons, 19th May, 1888.--'r. Edgar........................................ Not printed.

58n. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for copies of all correspon-
dence, reports, &c., between Mr. John Knight and the Government; also with the Railway
Department and any of its officers, in relation to damages sustained by him in connection with
the Derby Branch Railway, in the county of Northumberland, New Brunswick. Presented to
the House of Commons, 22nd May, 1888.-Mr. Jones (Halifax),............................. Not printed.

58o. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for all correspondence
between Mr. Samuel Russell anid the Government of the Dominion, or of any of its officers, with
all communications and reports from such officer or officers, in reference to a claim for damages
to bis property in connection with the Derby Branch Railway, in the county ofNorthumberland,
N.B. Presented to the House of Commons, 22nd May, 1888.-Mr. Jones (Hilifaz)... Notprinted.

SSp. Return te an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for copies of all correspon-
dence, reports, &c., between Mr. Patrick Clancy and the Government or any of its officers ; also
with the Railway Department and any of its officers, in relation te damages sustained by him in
connection with the Derby Branch Railway, in the county of Northumberland, New Brunswick.
Presented te the House of Gommons, 22nd May, 188.-Mr. -Jones (Halifaz)............Notprinted.

59. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1888, for a Return showing the
quantity of rolling stock purchased for the Intercolonial Railway during the last six months
ending 31st December, 1887, giving each kind of rolling stock, and whether purcbased under
contract or otherwise, the parties from whom bought and the cost of each kind; also a statement
of what has been built in Government workshops. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th
April, 1888.-Mr. Weldon (St. John) ........................................ ............... Not printed.

59a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 8th March, 1888, for a Return giving details
of the expenditure on the Intercolonial Railway charged to capital account for the years 1879,
1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1883, 1886, 1887. Presented to the House of Commons, 13th April,
1888 .- Mr. Jones (IHalifax)............................ ............... Not printed.

59b. Return te an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a Return of the pro-
ceedings of the inquest beld at Ste. Flavie, on 23rd September, 1887, on the body of William L.
Duncan, killed on the Intercolonial Railway on the previous day, with the evidence taken at
such inquest; also any report of any investigation of the accident made by the railway author-
ities, or any report in connection with such accident made to the Department of Railways and
Canals; and also any correspondence had with said Department relating to this matter. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 18th April, 1888.-r. Weldon (St. John)............Notprinted.

59c. Return to an Order of the flouse of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for copies of all tenders
received by the Government, in February last, for fencing the Eastern Extension Railway in
Nova Scotia, and the Intercolonial Railway, from Pictou Landing to Windsor Junction; and
also a statement showing the names of the party or parties to whom contracts have been awarded,
if any have been awarded, and length of fence each bas contracted for and amount to be paid for
woik. Presented te the House of Commons, 27th April, 1888.-Mr. Kirk...............Not printed.
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and. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1888, for copies of all correspon-
dence between J. C. Pottinger, Esq., Superintendent Intercolonial Railway, and Mr. Noël Fortin,
of the parish of St. Fabien, respecting accident and damages caused to the latter. Presented to
the House of Commons, 30th April, 1888.-Mr. Fi..et........................Nt printed.

69e. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd March, 1888, for a Return of all casual-
ties to trains on the Intercolonial Railway arising from collisions, broken rails or any other cause
from lat April, 1887, to Ist March, 1888; the respective causes and dates; the names of the con-
ductors, engine-drivers or other officials dismissed, suspended or fined for any such collisions or
neglect of duty, the amount of damage (if any) to property in such cases, the amount of com-
pensation paid to owners of property destroyed or damaged, as well as amount of claims for loss
or damage to property unsettled (if any). Presented to the House of Commons, 27th April,
1888.- Mr. Weldon (St. John) .................................................................. ......... N ot printed.

50.f. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
20th April, 1887, for copies of all papers, documents, correspondence, &c., respecting the dis-
missal of Odias Corbonneau, Eudore Gaumont and Fidèle Pelletier, all three employed on the
Intercolonial Railway; the first as telegraph operator at the Chaudière, county of Lévis, the
second as section man at St. Thomas, county of Montmagny, and the third as station master at
Cap St. Ignace, county of Montmagny. Presented to the House of Commons, lth May, 1888.-
Mr . Choquette.......................................................................................... ......... N otprinted.

60. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 9th April, 1888, for a copy of the contract
Which now exists between the Government and the contractors for the printing of Dominion
Notes, and copies of all correspondence relating to the awarding thereof. Presented to the
House of Commons, 16th April, 1888.-Mr. Edgar................................................Not printed.

61. Return to an Address of the Senate, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 4th April,
1888, for a statement showing total cost of construction of varions works for the descent of tim-
ber and sawlogs on the Ottawa River and its tributaries, up to the 30th June last; also statement
showing the yearly expenditure for the maintenance of the said works for five years preceding the
30th June last, under the different heads of reconstruction, repairs and cost of management, at
each of the stations, with the names of river or tributary where the same was expended ; likewise
copies of any or all applications, whether from individuals or chartered companies, to acquire by
purchase or otherwise all or any portion of said works and improvements on the said Ottawa
River and tributaries thereof. Presented to the Senate, 18th April, 1888.-Hon. Mr. Clemow.-

Not printed.
61a. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for a statement showing

total cost of construction of various works for the descent of timber and saw-logs on the Ottawa
River and its tributaries, up to the 30th June last; also statement showing the yearly expendi-
ture for the maintenance of the said works for five years preceding the 30th June last, under the
different heads of reconstruction, repairs and cost of management, at each of the stations, with
the names of river or tributary where the same was expended; likewise copies of any or all
applications, whether from individuals or chartered companies, to acquire by purchase or other-
wise all or any portion of said works and improvements on the said Ottawa River and tributaries
thereof. Presented to the House of Commons, 26th April, 1888.-Mr. Amyot......... Not printed.

18. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for a Return of all Tenders
for Militia Clothing since the lst of January, 1883, showing the name of each firm or party ten-
dering, the amount of each tender, and the name of the person or firm to whom the contract or
contracts were awarded. Piesented to the House of Commons, 17th May, 1888.-Mr. Zc ullen.

Ntprinted.
62,3. Papers relating to the pensions to Gunner Ryan, Montreal Garrison Artillery, and Sergeant

Valiquette, 65th Battalion ; the salary of Caretaker Bedford, Rifle Range, Quebec; cost of
medicines, Infantry Schools at Fredericton, N.B., St. John's, Quebec, and Toronto, Ontario, in
1886-87; and pensions granted to representatives of Capt. F. T. Brown and Lieut. Charles
Swinford. Also statement of militia pensions payable on account of rebellion, North-West Ter-
ritories, 1885, with copies of regulatioas regarding the issue of active service pensions. Pre-
sented to the House of Commons, 17th May, 1888, by Sir Adolphe Caron ............... Not printed.

es. Retuin to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of all contracts
entered into between the Government and John Harvey for the construction of slides and other
improvements on the Mattawa River; also copies of all advertisements asking for tenders for such
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work, copies of such tenders, and ail other papers, letters and correspondence between the Gov-
ernment and Harvey relating to such contracts and works. Presented to the House of Commons,
25th April, 1888.-Mr. Lister .......................................... Not printed.

64. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a Return of ail corres-
pondence, petitions and reports respecting the Chippawa and Ottawa Nation Indians' claim to
certain lands in Lake Erie and the Detroit River. Presented to the House of Commons, 25th
April, 1888 -Mr. Patterson (Essex)....................................................................N d printed.

€4a. Return to an Address of the House of Commons, to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
25th April, 1888, for a Return of copies of ail correspondence, charges, papers and orders touch-
ing or relating to the dismissal of Archibald Culbertson from the office of Indian Councillor of
the Mohawk Band. Presented to the House of Commons, 7th May, 1887.-Mr. Burdett.-

N<t printed.
€4b. Return to an Order of the flouse of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for copy of ail corres-.

pondence between the Government and any person or persons relating to the claim of the Mis-
sissauga Indians, under the various treaties in reference to unsurrendered lands, together with
any reports and plans in connection therewith. Presented to the House of Commons, 8th May,
1888.- M r. M adill ............................................................................................. N tprinted.

etc. Return to an Address of the flouse of Gommons to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
9th April, 1888, for copies of ail correspondence between the Governments of the Dominion and
Ontario, in reference to a claim of the Six Nation Indians for compensation for lands flooded by
the construction of a dam across the Grand River, at Dunnville, by the Welland Canal Com-
pany, in or about the year 1833 ; also ail Orders in Council and ail Departmental Reports bear-
ing upon such claim or the payment thereof. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th May,
1888.- fr. Somerville ............... ........................................... .............................. N r tprinted.

€4d. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 18th April, 1888, for copies of ail letters,
telegrams and petitions forwarded by Indians of the Caughnawaga Reserve to the Minister of
the Interior, asking for an election of chiefs, in accordance with the provisions of the Indian
Act; aiso of ail correspondence on the subject between the said Indians, the Minister of the
Interior, and the Agent of the Reserve. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th May, 1888.-
M r. D oyon .......................................................................... .......................... N otprined.

es. Return to an Address of the House of Commons to His Excellency the Governor General, dated
9th April, 1888, for copies of aIl papers, correspondence, Orders in Council and Departmental
Orders not already brought down with reference to : 1. The refusal of the United States
authorities to allow Canadian wrecking vessels and machinery to assist Canadian vessels while
in distress in United States waters. 2. The refusai of the Canadian authorities to allow United
States wrecking vessels and machinery to assist United States vessels while in distress in Can-
adian waters. Presented to the House of Gommons, 26th April, 1888.-Hr. Edgar-

Printedfjr bot& Distribution and Sessioral Papers.

65a. Correspondence relating to the seizure of British vessels in Behring's Sea. Presented to the
House of Commons, 26th April, 1888, by Hon. G. E. Foster-

Printedf r both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
65b. Further correspondence relating to the seizure of British vessels in Behring's Sea. Presented

to the House of Commons, 27th April, 1888, by Hon. G. E. Foster-
Printedfrr both I)îstribution and Sessional Papers.

65c. Additional correspondence relating to the seizure of British vessels in Behring's Sea. Presented
to the House of Commons, 18th May, 1888, by Hon. G. E. Foster-

Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.
6e. Certified copy of a Report of a Committee of the Privy Council, on the subject of railways in

Manitoba, the North-West Territories and British Columbia; together with the report of the
Minister of Railways and Canals on the subject, including a copy of a proposed agreement and
schedule. Presented to the House of Commons, 30th April, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper-

Not printed.
e7. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of ail surveys,

reports and correspoudence in connection with the survey of the Straits of Northumberland
with the view of building a subway across the Straits. Also the names of engineers employed,
with detailed account of expenses incurred in said survey during the year 1886. Presented to
the House of Commons, 4th May, 1888.-Mr. Perry..............Printedfor.Sessional Papers only.
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07a. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 27th March,
1888, for a copy of the plans and reports of the last survey concerning the proposed subway
between Cape Traverse, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Tormentine, New Brunswick. Pre-
sented to the Senate, 18th A pril. 1888.-Bon. Mr. HowN..Printedfor Sessional Papers enly.

68. Certified copies of Reports of Committees of the Honorable the Privy Council and other papers,
relative to the disallowaince' of certain Acts passed by the Legislature of the Province of British
Columbia. Presented to the House of Commons, 4th May, 1888, by Sir Hector Langevin-

Jrintedjor both Distribution and Sessional Papers.

69. Report of the Quebec Harbor Commissioners, for the year 1887. Presented to the House of
Commons, 7th May, 1888, by Sir Charles Tupper .......................... V t printed.

639«. Report of the Montreal Harbor Commissioners, for the year 1887. Presented to the House of
Commons, 7th May, 1888, by Sir Charles TuDoper................... ........ Not printed.

69b. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for a Return of all cor-
respondence, petitions, reports of engineers, and others, respecting the dredging of Picton
Harbor, Bay of Quinté, not already brought down. Presented to the House of Commons, 14th
M ay, 1888.- M r . P latt ....................................................................................... N ot printed.

70. Return to an Order of the louse of Commons, dated 6th June, 1887, for copies of all papers and
correspondence relating to any proposed change in the mode of ventilating the House of Com-
mons Chamber. Presented to the House of Commons, 9th May, 1888.-Mr. Charlton-

Not printed.

71. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 28th March, 1888, for a Return of the report
made by Professor Saunders on the question of location of the Experimental Farm in the North-
West, with all letters, documents and papers referring to the several proposed locations and his
recommendations in connection therewith. Presented to the House of Commons, 11th May,
1888.- M r. M c IIullen. ............................... .......................... .............. ............. N ot printed.

72. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for a copy of all corres-
pondence, reports and recommendations having reference to the claim of Captain George H.
Young, of Winnipeg, that he and Stretchermen Bailey and King, of the 90th Battalion, rescued
the wounded Priest, Rev. Father Moulin, at Batoche, on the 11th May, 1885; and that the said
rescue was not effected by Doctor Gravely, of Cornwall, as stated in the report of the Surgeon
General of Militia as presented to Parliament in May, 1886. Presented to the House of Com-
mons, 14th May, 1888.- Mr. Daly ...................................................................... Not printed.

73. A certified copy of a Report of a Committee of the Honorable the Privy Council, approved by
His Excellency the Governor General in Couneil on 23rd July, 1887, on a Memorandum dated
19th July, 1887, from the Minister of Public Works, concurring in the recommendation con-
tained in the annexed report of the Superintendent of Government Telegraphy, and recommend-
ing that the necessary steps be taken to enable the Dominion to enter into the convention for
the protection of submarine cables. Presented to the Senate, 6th April, 1888, by Hon. 'Mr.
A bbott ........................... ......... .......................................................................... Notprinted.

'14- General statements and returns of baptisms, marriages and burials in the districts of Arthabaska,
Chicoutimi, Gaspé, Iberville, Joliette, Montmagny and Saguenay, for the year 1887. Presented
to the House of Commons, 19th May, 1888, by Hon. Mr. Speaker. ........................... Not printed.

75. Return to an Order of the House of Commons, dated 16th April, 1888, for copies of all papers
concerning the application of George J. McDonald, in connection with the Centennial Exhibi-
tion of 1878. Presented to the House of Commons, 21st May, 1888.-Mr. Landerkin-

Not printed.
76. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 27th March,

1888, praying that His Excellency will be pleased to cause to be laid before this House, a copy
of the proceedings of the Colonial Conference at London, in 1887, so far as they relate to Imperial
postal and telegraphic communications through Canada, together with any correspondence
between the Imperial authorities and the Dominion Government or any of its Departments on
that subject since the date of the Conference. Presented to the Senate, 18th May, 1888.-Bon.
fr. Dickey ............................. ............... Printedfor both Distribution and Sessional Papere.
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77. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 5th Mav,
1886, for copies of ail applications for patents and a list of ail patents issued, together with a
list of persons who received such patents in : Township 8, ranges 1 and 2. east; township 8,
ranges 1 and 2, west: township 9, range 1. east township 9, ranges 1 and 2, west; township
10, ranges 1 and 2, east township 10, ranges 1 and 2, west. Also sections Il and 29 in town-
ship 10. range 2, west, and in ail other lands comprised iii the Goulet Rivière Salé survey.
Also for copies of ail applications for scrip, a list of scrip issued, and a schedule of the naines
of ail persons receiving such scrip issued upon such applications for, in coniection with, or in
lien of said lands. Presente 1 to the Senate, 21st May, 18t88 -Hon. Mr, Schultz......Not printed.

78. Return to an Address of the Senate to His Excellency the Governor General, dated 10th April.
1888, showing the amont it has cost Canada to maintain the Goverior General's office fron
Confederation to the first of January, 1888, for salaries, residence, travelling and ail other inci-
dental expenses,so made as to show the amount charged toeach and every of them respectively.
Presented to the Seniate, 22nd May, 1888.-Hon. Mr. O'Donohoe...........................Not printed.
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REPORT ON HIISTORICAL ARCHIVES.
DOUGLAS BRYMNER, ARCHIVIST.

Ilonourable Joux CARLING,

Minister cf Agriculture,.

&c., &-., &c.

Sia,-I have the honour to present the report on the Archives for 18S7.

The State Papers in the Record Office, London (Colonial Series), for the period
from 1755 to 1791, have been copied and are now on the sholves here, availa ble
for reference. Tbe correspendence and documents contained in these covor the
time immediately preceding the cession of Canada, down to the divi-ion of the
Province of Quebec into Lower and Uppcr Canada. Among the later volumes of
this series are six volumes containing report of the investigation in 1787 into the
state of the Courts of Justice and tho conduct of the Judges of the C uts of Comn
mon Pleas, and nine volumes of the papers relating to the estates held by the
Jesuits in Quaebec, the investigation extending from November, 1790, to Miy, 1791.
Instructions have been given to have the work of copying the documents after
119t divided, so that those relating to the two old Provinces may be obtained
concurrently for reference. Copyists have been engaged on these papers for some
time, and they will e forwarded as fast as the volumes are revised and bound.

I would beg to call attention to the report on the documents in Paris, made
by Mr. Joseph Marmette, Assistant Archivist, in continuation of report of investi-
gations among the French Archives relating to the Colonies, with list of the
documents to be copied there, which can be proceeded with so soon as the necessary
ineans shall bo provided.

Sa-tisfaci.ýiy progress has been made during the year in the copying of the
land titles ard other papters in the Provincial Registry Office in Qu1ebec. Very
important additions have been made to the collection of the old French parish
registers, previously here; besides those relating to the Maritime Provinces, to
the Bay of Chaleurs, and adj)ining territory, &i, the registers of the olU Frmnch
parishas in the west, and others of the carlier dies of settlement, have been
obtained. No opportunity is lost so far as means allow, of obtaining copies of
those documents wherever their existence can be ascertained. This collection is
already beginning to assume importance, and is not only of interest, but of ma-
terial value. Mr. Riopel, M.P., placed the land register for the early settlement
of Bonaventure at the disposal of the branch, for the purpose of being copied,
Which has been done, ani the work carefully revised and bound.

4a-n

A. 1838Z1 Victoria.
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Through the courtesy of the Abbé A. Rhéaurne, of the Seminary of Qaaboc,
valuable additions have been made to the docuients rolating to the early ecclesi-
asical history of Qnebac. Among these are the unpublished annalis of the Semin-
ary, prepared by the Abbé (now Cardinal Archbishop) Taschereau; and many
important letters and reports from the agents in France of the Seminary here. One
of these-a letter or report from Fathor Tremblay to the directors of the Seminary
in 1695-is published, in full, in one of the notes to this report. In the introduc.
tory remarks to this letter, much assistance has been derived from the Annals in
respect to details not noticed in works already pablished or which were doubtful,
owing to the differing statements of writers on the history of the Saminary.

Mr. R. W. Heneker, Commissioner of the British American Land Co., suc-
ceeded, with considerable diffculty, in obtaining the most important papers relating
to the establitshment of the company and tha early settlement of the Eastern Town-
ships. These have been sent by Mr. Heneker and are now on the shelves. Papers
respecting early settlements of the country are being gradually acquired. It is

very desirable that those in possession of correspondence or other papers likely to
throw light on the opening up and settiement of the different districts in the
various Provinces of the Dominion should transmit them to this office for preserva-
tion and reference. No time is lost, after receipt of all papers, in having them
properly and systematically arranged with those of a similar kind and sD bound as
to be of the greatest possible assistance in searches.

The reports of the Deputy Keeper of Records of England and of the Historical

Manuscripts Commission, as- woll as the recent publications of the Public Record
Office, have been received dnring the year, having been transmitted by the autho-
rity of the Master of the Rolls.

Acknowledgments are due to the Governments of Quebec, Ontario and
Manitoba, and to the North-West Council for the regular-transmission of all pub.
lished official documents. Al the Parliamentary papers of the Dominion are also
regularly received. In addition, by instruction of the Hon. Oliver Mowat, a set of
the unpublished journals of the Legislative Assembly of Upper Canada has been
transmitted to the Archives, a few copies having been made for deposit in places
of special security, in which they may be of service. The Hon. C. A. E. Gagnon,
Provincial Secretary of Quebec, has forwarded the third volume of the Jugements
et Deliberations du Conseil Souverain, the other two having been previously received.
The work is one of great value, and with the Mfandements of the Bishops of Que bec,
now in course of publication under the direction of Mgr. H. Têtu and Abbé Gagnon,
Librarian of the Archiepiscopal Library, will afford a very complete view of the
civil and ecclesiastical history of Canada under French ruie, in two important

aspects.

A. 188861 Victoria.
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Many of the families in all the Provinces are descendants of the Loyaliats who
settled in 1783 and 1784. Writers on this subject'have had so much difficulty in
tracing descents, that authentic lists are valuable in a historical and, in many
cases, in a legal point of view. Where such lists exist, their value would be
largely increased were they deposited here to form part of a general collection,
whilst they are comparatively worthless when apart and so scattered as to admit
of no comparison, by which the various branches which were separated at the
close of the Revolutionary War might be traced and the connection among them
established. Mr. Henry F. Perley, C.E, Ottawa, has added a very valuable frag-
ment towards this history, by presenting an old, apparently the original, or at
least an original duplicate, list of the Loyalists who in 1783 and 1781 drew lots for
the grants of land in St. John and Carleton, N. B., on which they were to settle,
these having been laid out in 1783 previous to their arrival by Mr. Paul Bedell,
the name then given to the place bein-r Parrtown, in honour of the Governor.
The list was among the papers of the late R. C. Minnette, who was for many years
City Surveyor of St. John.

Among the additions of original MS. from private sources are the correspon-
dence of Captain A. Bulger, whilst he was in charge of the Red River settlement,
besides copies which Mr. A. E. Bulger is kindly making of other papers left by his
father, which he is unwilling to part with; the charges, decisions, &c., of Chief
Justice Sewell from 1808, in bis own handwriting, obtained from Mr. Thomas
Hodgins, Q. C.; the reminiscences of the late Lt.-Colonet Wily, Director of Militia
Stores, giving an account of the events of 1837-38, in which he was personally
engaged; the visit of the Prince of Kales, whom he accompanied in an official
capacity; these were presented by his family; orderly book during 1813 of the
embodied militia of New Brunswick, presented by Lt.-Colonel McCully, Chatham,
N.B, and others of more or less importance. At Note D is a list of works presented ;
it will show that the interest in this branch is not confined to Canada. A further
proof of this is the rapidly increasing correspondence from all quarters and the
number of personal investigations, chiefly by persons from a distance, many being
from the United States. Every endeavour has been made to furnish the informa.
tion desired without any unnecessary delay. The strictest economy ias been
observed in the expenditure of the grant made by Parliament and every effort has
been macle to use to the best advantage the amount appropriated for this branch.

The progress made in the publication of the Calendar of the Haldimand Col-
lection affords an opportunity of calling attention to its value. This collection,
together with the State Papers Of the Colonial Office (1755 to 1791) already
referred to, give the most authentic account Of the events of that period. Much
doubt and uncertainty exist as to these, a great part Of which can now be removed.
The want of information on the events of that period is evident from the following
remark in MacMullenýs " History et Canada " in reference to it;

vil
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"But few important events occurred during the government of General
Haldimand. The records of the period are of the mos meagre description." (p.
210.) It may on the contrary be said that the period during which Haldimand
was connected with Canada was probably the most important in the history of the
country, the most striking changes during that time being the transfer of Canada
from French to British rale, the passing of the Quebec Act of 1774 and the Con-
stitutional Act of 1791, the rovolutionary war and formation of the United States;
the advent of the Loyalists and foundation of Upper Canada.

The Haldimand Papers were presented to the British Museum in 1857, by Mr.
W. Haldimand, nephew of Gerteral -Haldimand, by whose care they had been

preserved. The character Of Haldimand as Governor bas been described in most
unfavourable terms. Garneau (Histoire du Canada, 1848, Tome 3, pp. 470, 471),
says that he was an imperious old soldier, good at the head of troops, but little
suIced by his training for the government of a people accustomed to the rule of
law ; that he only enforced obediencè by inflexible rigour; imprisoned citizens by
hundreds, making no distinction between the innocent and guilty. Bibaud
(Bistoire du Canada; Domination Anglaise, 1844, p. 81), says that the possession
of intellect, talents and attainments could not be denied to Hlaldimand, but that
those wsçho had complimented him on bis firm equity and affable mildness (refer-
ring to expressions in the address presented to him on bis arrival as Governor)
soon saw that they were too hasty, and adds that if some writings of the time are
to be believed, bis administration must have been one of unjust suspicion, a state
of inquisition and espionage, during which numberlesa acts of cruelty were com-
mitted; that extortion and iniquity flourished; and that most of the public fune-
tionaries were worthy of such an administration. Bibaud gives M. Pierre du
Calvet as his authority for these statements, of whom he cautiously says in a note:
"It must always be remembered that M. du Calvet is a writer who exaggerates"
(p. 81.) Other authors follow the same line, their charges all resting, so far as
can be traced, to the evidence of du Calvet alone. Bibaud, Jeune, in bis " Diction-
aire IHisterique" (1857) says that during laldimand's government there was

great dissatisfaction in Canada; there were many partisans of the Americans and
even traitors, that he repressed these without effusion of blood, which few governors
in his place could have done.

Hlow far these charges are justifid may be discovered from the correspondence.

The collection, as is evident from the most cursory examination, was not made for
the purpose Of preparing a defence or explanation of his condact, so that in that
respect its value is greatly enhanced.

Haldimand was a Swiss, born at Yverdun. The correspondence shows that in
1756, he was commandant at Philadelphia, held in esteem by the generais com-
manding, and was ordered down to Albany to take command of part of the Royal
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American Regiment, for the completion of which he had charge, being authorised
to recruit for the four battalions, first in New Ergland and afterwards in Georgia
and the two Carolinas. In 1757 he was back in Pennys!vania, in command of the
troops ergaged in protecting the frontiors of that State against the Indian, the
correspondence ýhowing the few troops available for that service. In 1758
there seems to have been an idea of sending him to take part in the attack on

Louisbourg, and on the 29th of March, General Abercromby wrote givirg him

details of the plan of campaign for that year, which included the attack on Louis-

bourg; the Southern operations under Forbes, and the attack on Cinada by way

of Crown Point, and offeiing him the command of a battalion. In Jane of 1758,
he was at Fort Edward and at various posts on Lake Champlain. The result ofthe
attack that year on Ticonderoga, with its bloody repulse by Montcalm, is well
known.

The details of the operations of 1759 are to be found in Amherst's correspon-
dence among the Colonial Office records of that date, now here, the letters preserved
by Haldimand for the same period being comparatively few in number. On his
way to Niagara, Prideaux left Haldimand at Oswego, to build a fort, and here he
successfully repelled the attack by St. Lue La Corne. On the 18th of July, 1759,
Prideaux wrote to laldimand that he hoped to ho in poasession of Niagara in a few
days. Two days later, Sir William Johnson wrote announcing Prideaux's death
and askirg Haldimand to come atonce to take command. On the 25th, Sir William
again wrote that he had defeated the French the previous day and that the fort had
surrendered on the day the letter was written.

The campaign of 1760 has been so fully described that it is unnecessary to
repoat. There are, however, many details to be found in the correspondence
botween Haldimand and Amherst that are not without interest. The sickness that
prevailed in Quebec, extended to all the posts, as is shown by the letters from
General Gage in the spring of that year. The preparations for the closing cam-

paign of 1760 ; the fortifying of Niagara, in case of defeat ; the. descent of the river
and the capture of Montreal; with its evacuation and the embarkation of the French
are to be found in the correspondence betweon laldimaand and General Amhersti
On the capitulation of Montreal Haldimand was appointed to the command of the

town, which ho retained till he was sent to Three Rivers in Jane, 1762. The want
of naturalization acted as a bar to the advancement of foreign officers such as Hal-
dimand, but in the spring of 1762 ho was informed by Colonel Prevost that an Act
had been passed by which it xas provided that foreign Protestants who had served

in the Royal American Regiment for two years might become British subjects on
fulfilling the necessary conditions, which Haldimand did not fail to do. At Three

Rivers he acted as locum tenens for Ralph Burton who had been sent to take part in
the reduction of the Havana, whilst Murray was Governor of Quebec and Gage of
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Montreal, Amherst being the Governor General. The active working of the iron

forges of the St. Maurice was an object to which he at once directed his attention

and very complete details of these forges will be found in the general oorrespond-
ence as well as in the volumes specially devoted to the accounts (B 21-1 and 21-2.)

Ialdimand complained of the litigious character of the inhabitants of bis

government who, he said, in a letter to Amherst of the 22nd June, 1762, were as

bad as those of Miontreal, and that the officers of militia were tormented with bad

lawyers. fHe, therefore, called a meeting of the officers, submitted to them a

placard which he had prepared for distribution, proposing a remedy for this state
of things. This they approved of, and the result was the amicable settlement of
nearly all the disputes. In the following July he reported a fire, which caused
great distress; to relieve this, he had applied to the different parishes for assist-
ance in wood, &c., to rebuild the houses, and had authorized a lottery, which he
thought might produce £100 sterling; Gage aIso sent assistance from Montreal.
Another fire in July of the following year did less damage.

On the 25th August, 1762, he reported that the receipt of the news of the
taking of Newfoundland by tl'e French produced no disquieting effect on the minds
of the Canadians. His belief of their feelings is thus stated:

" I am persuaded that they wonld be in despair were they to see a French
fleet ard troops arrive in this country in any number whatever; they begin to
taste too well the sweets of liberty to be the dupes of the French ; they are now
engaged at their harvest peacefullv, and it is a good one this year."

He believed also tht the reai object of the French in their attack on New-
foundlu1 .d was to make a claim for cor tain rights over the fisheries should peace
be concluded.

In March, 1763, Burton returned from the lavana, and Haldimand trans-
ferred to hirmt the cornmand at Three Rivers, but in October following, Burton and
Ggge having both declined the rosition, Haldimand became Governor of that place.

In Mareb, 1764, Gereral Amherst made appl;cation to the different Provinces
for men to act against the Indians in conjunction with the regular troops, 300 to
be Canadians, ard of this number Three Rivers was to raise 60. On the 9th of
March Haldirnand c:lled the captains Of militia together, desiring Ihem to assemble
the young men, to hy the order before them and to ask for volunteers. On the
25th ho wrote 10 Gage that his (Gage's) plan of offering the Canadians money had
not beon sucoessful, they believing that this was an offor to purchase their'services
for life, having under the old rule been obliged to serve when calle:1 out. ialdi-
mand's plan was certainly the best, if it be judged by results, as by the 9th of
April he was able to write that bis contingent had been complote for some days,
whilst in Quebec mon had to be draughted. The men lie raised were stated by
Gage, after they were reviewed in Montreal, to be the best of the contingents sent

y
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and it is in this letter that Crage gives the first hint of the discontent which was to
break out ton years afterwards and to end in the formation of the United States.
le says: " All the Colonies are in great wrath that they are to pay their propor-

tion of the expenses of the state. They are all to be taxed by a vote of the British
Parliament aund will contribute to pay the troops and fleet on t-ie American Service."

In 1767 laldimand, who had been promoted to the rank of Brigadier General,
was transferred to the military command of East and West Florida, where he found
the posts in a most unhealthy condition, the sickness and mortality among the troops
being deplorable. He energetically set about remedying this condition of affairs,
details of which will be found in the corrospondence respecting East and West
Florida, which contains, besides, an aceount of the quarrels between the Governors
and military authorities, the encroachments on Indian lands; the surveys for
openingup water communication with the Mississippi; the attempts of the popula-
tion to retain large bodies of troops, not, it is represented, for purposes of defence,
but for the advantages to be gained from military expenditure; the fortifications
of the Province and the transactions with the Spanish. The composition of the
Legislature was not, apparently, conducive to efficiency or to a proper control of
the subordinate military officers and officials, the engineer and storekeeper being
members of the Council and their clerks, members of the Assembly. Hore, as
elsewhere, he laid ont large gardens round the posts, to furnish employment to
the soldiers'and to provide thom with a change of food, in order to ward off the
attacks of scurvy, which at that date was onO of the deadliest enemies the troops
had to encounter. In a letter to Gage he says that he is extremely disgusted with
a service so disagreeable, expensive and ill-rewarded, and the correspondence fully
bears out the complaint. In February, 1772, ho visited the country to the west of
Mobile Bay, which ho reported to be barren and liable to floods, thathe found only
one settler on the river,and the people amongst whom he had been during his tour
enthusiastic for settlement on the Mississippi. By July of that year 300 persons
from Virginia and the Carolinas had settled OP the Mississippi, and 300 or 400
families more were expected before the end of the sunrner. The people of Illinois
were in a feverish condition and opposed to the establishment of a civil government.

In the spring of 1773 Gege was preparing to leave Nev York and sent a ship

to Florida to bring Haldimand to take the commnand in his room, which ho did in
June, having then attained the rank of Major General, with the colonelcy of the
second battalion of the Royal Amorican Regiment. 'Shortly after ho was caled

upon by Tryon, Governor of New York and his Coaucil to furnish a military force

to repress "%evcral late riots in the County of Charlotte, committed by Seth
Warner, Remember Baker, one Allen and other persons unknown, in which they
destroyed a gi ist mil], the property of Colonel Reid, burnt the houses of his tenants
ard pulled down those of the petitioners Brookmau and Saouse in the neighbourhood
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of Otter Creek " and the Council advised His Excellency " to request the Com-

mander-in-Chief of Ris Majesty's forces to order a sufficient number of troops t

occupy the posts of Ticonderoga and Crown Point and the officers commanding

there to givs such aid to the Civil Magistrate as ho shal from time to time require

for the preservation of the publick peace and the due execution of the laws."

(Minute of the Concil of New York, at a council held at Fort George, in the city

of New York on the 31st day of August, 1773, from Canadiai Archives, series B,
vol. 13, p. 1,7) Along with the application Governor Tryon sent a private note,
requesting the General to keep the purport of bis official letter as secret as possible,
" the Governor being informed there are spies in this city from the New Hamp-

shire rioters watching the motions of Government."

This being the first notice in the correspondonce of the formation of the Stiate

of Vermont, with the leading men of which Haldimand held such long negotiations

after he took command in Canada, the answer to the application for troops is of

interest, in that aspect as well as in view of the constitutional principle enunciated.

The answer to the Governor's application was returned on the day it was made.
It sets forth :

" That in the present circumstarces of affairs in Anerica, it appears to me of
a dangerous tendency to employ regular tro"ps where there are militia laws, and
where the civil magistrates can at any timo tall upon its trained inhabitants to aid
and assist them in the performance of their offices and the execution of the laws in
force against rioters, and for the protection of the lives and property of His Maj.
esty's subjects. That the idea that a few lswleas vagabonds can prevail so far in
such a government as that Of New York, as to oblige its Governor to have recourse
to the regular troops to suppress them, appears to me to carry with it such refleo-
tion of weakness as I am afraid would be attended with bad consequences and
render the authority of the civil magistrate, when rot supported by the troops,
contemptible to its inhabitants."

The Council accordingly withdrew the application on the ground that no pro-
vision had been made for the transoi t and maintenance of the troops, which the
General had offered to Fend if the Goverror and Council still beld it to be necessary.

It was towards the end of 1773 that the disturbances consequent on the imposi-
tion of a duty on tea began. In anticipation of an outbreak, Governor Tryon
offered the services of the Provincial troops to repress it, so that the King's troops
would not be committed. Haldimand, in a letter to Gage of the 4th of October,
1773, says that in event Of any tumult, ho would do nothing without a requisition
of the Governor in Council, nor would he allow the troops to go out without a civil

magistrate at their head, in case they should be called upon to act. At first, the

people of New York acted with moderation, but the example of Boston flled them

with fury, news of the proceedings there havirg been brought by express. In
December, whon the people wero in a ferment over the tea importation, ho wrote
to Amherst :
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"For my part I wait events without distur bing myself (sans m'inquieter) as I was
not isent here to give effect to Acts of Parliament, nor to the ridiculous preten.ions
of a spoi'ed and ignorant people. I shail romain a quiet spectator of their follies,
until the civil, after having made use of all us power, shall demand the assistance of
the military, which I shall grant them with all the precautions required by the
constitution."

Whilst this was the state of affairs in the east, tho licentiousness of traders and
the encroachments of settlers had rjused the Indiani, some of the white men were
tried for violation of the law with respcct to Indian lands; murders of Indians
were not unfrequent ; and a feeling of complete unres t tecmei to have taken pos-
session of the minds of the people over the whole country, the new arrivals speedily
entertaining more exaggerated ideas of independenco then those held by the mon
born in the country.

In May, 1774, Gage arrived in Boston to take the command, it boing considered
inadisable that in a struggle which was evidenly beginning to assume large pro.
portior s, any one but a natural born subj ect should be at the head of the military
force. Great preparations wei e made for Gage's reception, who, howe ver, said that
less ceremony and more obedîence would have pleased him botter. Ilaldimand's
own belief appears to bave been that the moderato and constitutional, but firm

assertion of amihority at the first would have preserve: order and that now (Dicem-
ber) that all hope of restoring order except by force seemed at an end, the whole
of the ports from Georgia to Halifax should be blockaded and that measures should
be taken with the smugglers the prime source of all the disorders (source première
des tous nos désordres.) The lond talk of the Bostonians he, however, believed to be less
dangerons than the attitude of the Philadolphians. In a letter from Robertson,
D.A.G., apparently written in May, 1774, a very vivid account is given of the

state of terror in which the mon of property and character lived ; they proposed
to meet to frame an address to the newly arrived Governor, " but Adams rules
absolutely in the Sonate and in the streets and threatens to have the addressers
tarred and feathered." The correspondence is full of details of the evonts as seen
from the Britsh side ; but for these the volumes themselves must be consulted.
An intercepted letter from John Adams to the on. James Warren, dated at
Philadelphia, on the 24th July, 1775, shows the violence of the means he advocated.
He says that a month ago every friend to Government on the continent should have
been arrested, and towards the end of the letter asks : " What sort of magistrates
do you intend to make ? Will youlr new legislative and executive feel bold or
irresolute ? Will your judicial hang, and whip, and fine, and imprison without
scruples ?"

During Haldimand's stay in Boston, where ho had been called by Gage, bis
house in New York was broken into, bis property destroyed or carried off, his
horses stolon and his carriages broken up, so that on leaving for London, which
ho did in the summer of 1775, only the wreck of his former establishment was left.
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In M. Badeaux's Journal of the Invasion of Canada in 1775-76 occurs this pass-
age; " I will not fear to insert in this journal facts which I foresee will dishonour
the Canadian nation, for I observe already that the Canadians have changed their
sentiments in consequence of the letter they have received from the Congress,
dated 26th September, 1774, which each interprets according to his own fancy.
Heaven grant that I may be mistaken, and that the Canadians may preserve their
honour and fidelity."

The following letter addressed to Mojor Hutchison at Bostbn, dated at Quebec
the 20th July, 1775, takes the same view as that held by Badeaux, and will serve
to some extent to account for the rapid success of Montgomery in his first attack
on Canada,until checked at Quebeo,where the Canadians of that city by their bravery
and fidelitydefeated the bold attempt that had been made byMontgomery and Arnold
to take possession of the Province. The letter was written by Captain Gamble,
one of the officers stationed at Quebec, and no doubt represents the military idea
of the time:

" Would you believe it my good friend there is not yet a single Canadian
raised, nor is there any appearance of it. These people have lost all their spirit,
and seem indeed very averse to fighting, nor can Mr. Carleton get a single regi ment
of militia to embody. They are all frightened out of their wits, and the most vio-
lent of'them only talk of defending their own Province. Many of them would lay
down their arms to the Yankees did they but appear; in fact the Seigniors have
no influence, nor can they command out a single man, but the conversation at the
headquarters of the Province is that it's to ho hoped in time the Canadians will be'
prevailed on to take arms in' favour of Government. Mr. Carleton, I am told, is
very much ont of temper and down in the mouth. We are all very anxious to have
a certain account of the affair at Bunker's Hili. Mr. Carleton is expected down
here in a few days, when ho will try to embody the militia, but 1 think you need
not expect any diversion in your favour from this Provincea, and indeed I bave my
doubts whether they will act spiritedly in it without a body of regular troops to
oblige them.

" The enemies of the Quebec Bill, who are many among the British inhabi.
tants, rejoice at the supineness of the Canadians, and you may depend upon it Yan-
kees have had their emissaries among the French, and made them thus lukewarm
to Government, besides that it appears a twelve years' peace has extinguished
their martial spirit, and that, together with the sweets of a British ,Government,
makes them dpsire to live in quiet. I am of opinion (and so are many others bore)
that could the rebels march a body of troops sufficient to overpower the regular
troops at St. John's, which only consist of two regiments, they would make a very
easy conquest of Canada, but I hope they will have enough to do at home. We
tried yesterday to get the British militia of this city and district to assemble, in
order to form and have officers appointed, but the very respectable number did not
exceed seventy; thus you may'see how the English merchant traders and inhabi-
tants are inclined. It is most certain that all winter the people of our Colonies
have been corresponding with the Canadian and English people settled here, and Il
am apt te think that is the cause of their present coolness,"

- Haldimand who, in order to make up for the loss of his position as comman-
der in North America, had been appointed, in 1775, to the position of Inspector
General of the forces in the West Indies, with the pay of Major General, was in
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August, 1777, informed that he had been selected to fl the post of Governor of
canada, and was further informed that it was the3 King's desire that ho should sail
for Quebec before the close of navigation. This, however, he was prevented from
doing by contrary winds, but he was engaged during the whole of that winter and
spring in making arrangements for supplies and in urging means for properly
fortifying the Province. On the 30th of June, 1778, he landed at Quebec and

took command, Carleton leaving immediately after his arri al.

Haldimand's situation was one of extreme difficuilty, eut off, as ho was, for six

months in the year from all communication with the rest of the world, except such
as could be kept up by the slow and precarious route by way of Halifax, or by
means of scouts or mossengers who were in constant danger of being interecpted.
Even in summer, mails were not frequent and the delay in the receipt of dispatehes

threw a great responsibility on his shouldors. One of his first proposais was to

establish a line of swift vessels, to sail once a month, or, at the least,' every six
weeks, for the conveyance of mails to and from Europe. He laid down plans of

defence for the whole Province, ilnluding the erection of a citadel ut Quebec,
defensive works on Cape Diambnd, and the purchase and fortification of Sorel to

guard against an attack by way of the St Francis. Al the posts were strengthened

so far as bis means would allow, ard the correspondence shows the energy infused

into the military operations. To give any satisfactory account of bis proceedings
during the time ho was G-avernor of Canada would be to write the history of the
country, and for that thero is an abundance of material ia tho correspondence and

State papers already roferrod to.

There are, howe ver, a few points to whieb attention may ho directed.

1. The charge made that there was a wholesalo imprisonment of Canadians,
hundros of thei being inprisoned and after every place had been crowded with
poiitical offenders, that the Recollet House wai taken to be made use ne for this
purpose, in which were confined persons who bad ineurred the ill will or suspicion
of underlings, employed as spies on the inhabitants.

The statomnt appears fro:n tho e rres)ondenco to have been basei, in the first

place, on the acuusations brougbt by du Calvet, and in the next from confounding
two classes of prisoners, namely, prisoners of war, who hadi fallon into the hands
of the troops in different engagements, and political offenders. It was with the

first that the prisons were crowded, and in 1778 when Colonel Carleton had made
use of the Recollet House for their reception without consulting with the Bishop

of Quebee, Haldimand communicated the fact to the Bishop with an apology
(B. 62, p. 253) to which the Bishop replied that he was sensible of the attention

paid to him, that in the time of war such things were unavoidable, and that he

was perfectly satisfied with what had been done,
xv
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Subsequently the Convent of the Recollets appears to have been used as a

debtor's prison, and to have been thus occupied when du Calvet was imprisoned

there, ho, according to the statement of Father Berey the Superior, having the best

rooms in the house, and being at liberty to receive freely visitors of both sexes at

ail times. The sworn statement of Father Berey strongly and emphatically con-

tradicts the accusations of ili treatment made by du Calvet. It is entitled " Re-

plique aux calomnies de Pierre du Calvet contre les Recollets de Quebe," in series B.,
vol. 205, pp. 274 to 286. The documents relating to this man, which are volumin-

ous, go to prove that his statements on matters affecting himself are to be receivpd

with the greatest suspieion, and that apart from his imprisonment, the policy of
which must be judgcd by the circumstances of the times and the amount of evi-
dence as to his part in the treasonable correspondence that was undoubtedly

carried on, bis treatment appears to have. been considerate. On the plea of the

injury bis business would sustain, in consequence of his confinement, ho offered to

sell his merchandise to Government at a reduced price, but the offer was so made

that LI.-Colonel Campbell believed its acceptance would lead to a law suit, "which

I very much dislike, but which ho seems to be fond of." Colonel Campbell sug.

gested a more business-like way, by which the goods might be delivered at once

and the price paid ait the same time. Haldimand's answer to Campbell was to

purchase the goods if the terms were fair, as " His Excellency wishes his (du Cal-

vert's) private interest to sustain as little injury as possible from his present

unavoidable position." In addition, bis store was occupied by the military

authorities, for which ho received the sum of £600 of rent.

The whole of the facts brought out in thie correspondence seem to lead to the

undoubted conclusion:-1. That a considerable number of people were arrested on

suspicion, examined and released with a caution or on bail according to the gravity

of the charge and the weight of evidence. 2. That very few were kept in prison
more th.n a few days. 3. That the charge that hundreds of Canadians were

imprisoned bas arisen from taking it for granted that prisoners of war were
poli tical offenders and basing charges under that misapprehension. As an evidence
of Haldimand's own course, his letter of the 22nd November, 1781, addressed to

Colonel de Speth, commandant at Montreal, may be quoted. After ordering that

the accusations by a prisoaer named Vroman, from the Colonies, be substantiated

before it was acted on, "otherwise we shall have our prisons filled upon trifling

suspicions and from private pique," he continues: "The liberty of the subject

being by our laws very sacred, it is necessary that suspicion should be weil

founded to jus tify imprisonment," and directs that no arrest shall take place for

state crimes until each case shall be reported to the civil Governor.

2. The oppressive burden of corvée on the people, who were dragged from
their homes and employment without compensation.

xvi
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That, contrary to the rule under the French domination, the people employed
on corvée were paid by the British military authorities, seems to admit of no
doubt. On the 25th of November, 1779, certain men who had evaded the corvée
were ordered to be prosecuted, they having been amply paid and provided for,
when called out. On the 6th January, 1780, Colonel St. George Du Pré having

sent in a representation from certain parishes that they were too frequently called

on for corvée, an investigation was ordered that a remedy might be provided, if
necessary, " but it-(the corvée) cannot be attended with much hardship, as they
are very well paid for ther labour." A little later in the same montb, on the
representation of Brigadier Maclean that certain Canadians employed on corvée to
Ticonderoga in 1777 had not been paid, lHaldimand, although be had laid down a
rule not to interfere with contingent charges incurred before bis time, made an ex-

iception in this case of hardship and ordered payment for the corvée. Instances might
be multiplied, but it may suffice to say further that instant and severe punishment

followed any proved attempt on the part of offiers or officiais to employ mon on

corvéa except for the public service.

3. That extortion and iniquity flhurished, and that most of the public fane-
tionaries were worthy of such an administration.

The correspondence gives no warrant for such a charge against Hlaldimand.
ýOn the contrary, the evidence that the most car»eful watchfulness was maintained

over the exponditure is convincing. Al the accounts appear to have been
closely serutinized, and wherever necessary, special investigations were made,
regardless of the position or influence of those concerned. The proceedings in
the cases of Cochrane, Colonel Guy Johnson and others, afford ample proof of this.
Nor is there anything to indioate that the public functionaries in laldimand's
time had the bad character ascribed to them.

There are two events of great interest to Canada in which General Haldimand
took the leading part. One was the negotiation with Vermont for its re union

with the British Crown, the other the reception and Eettlement of the loyalists

before and after the conclusion of the American Rovolutionary War.

The negotiations with Vermont were begua in March, 1779, and in the course
of that year, Ethan Allen promised Sir Henry Clinton that he would raise a body of
4,000 men to attack the Americans, and that bis magazines were ready. In con-
sequence of his nearer vicinity, Clinton advised Allen to fall back on Canada and
to co-operate with and act under Haldimand. Instructions to that effect had
previously been recoived by the latter from Lord Ge-rge Germaine in a letter
dated on the 10th of April, in which, referring to a letter to Clinton of the 3rd of
March previous, authorizing him to hold out encouragement " to the inhabitants

of the country they style 'V ermont, to induce them to return to their allegiance,"
xvii
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ho suggests that Haldimaùd's situation might enable him to have a more r'eady
access to them ; that agents were t) be 3uipioyed and that ho and Clintor were to

act in concert. Froma the fin1t, thi strongsL buspiciob wero entertained by these

two officers, of the sincerity of the leaders, those who were most prominent being

Governor Chittenden, General Ethatn Allen, Colonel Ira Allen and Colonel Fay.

Negotiabions were conducted for several years, but the decision was always post-

po.ed for one reason or another, and many questionable transactions on the part

of the Vermont negotiators, such as laying confidential letters before Congress,
the reason for which was plausibly, but not satisfactorily explained, did not tend

to diminish suspicion. The conclusion arrived at, as contained in a letter from

laldimand to Clinton, dated 2nd August, 1781, was:-" If this contest should

evidently point to a favourable termination for Great Britain, Vermont will become

loyal and offer assistance we shall not stand in need of; but if, unhappily, the

contrary she will declare for Congress." (B. 147, p. 335.) How far this conclu.

sion was justified by the action of Vermont can only be decided, if even then, by

the critical examination of the whole proceedings during the negotiations. It

may thon be possible to discover whether the leaders were sincere, or if the nogo.

tiations were the prototype of those conducted by Dumourier with the Duke of
Brunswick at the beginning of the French Rovolutionary war in 1792. After the

preliminaries of peace were settled (1782) but perhaps before word roached

New York, information was received by Haldimand, that preparations were mak-

ing at Aibany ostensibly for an attack on the advanced posta on Lake Champlain.

These, it was suspected, were for the purpose of subduing Vermont, the destruction

of the posts in question being no object. The explanation of much of the conduct

of Vermont during the war is to be found in the hostilily between the State of

New York and the mon who settled on the lands claimed by that State. In this

view, the following extract relating to the desires of Vermont after the war had
clo-ed is of interest. On the 24th of October, 1783, Haldimand wrote a private
note to Lord North, in which ho says:-

Since the provisional treaty has been made public, several persons in the
State of Vermont have been here at different times. They ail agree in describing
theso people as very averse to Congress and its measures; they now insist (in case
Congress should admit their claim to (ho) the 14th State) upon an exemption from
any part of the debts contracted provious to their admission, as having been never
represented in Congress they could not ho bound by its Acts. They seem to have
an entire confidence that in case Congress should think of reducing ther by force,
the neighbouring States of New England could never be prevailed upon to assist in
the attempt, for which reason they make no scruple of setting the State of New
York and its claims of jurisdiction over thom at deflance. They give great encour-
agement to the royalists from the neighbourhood to settle amongst them, and have
already taken possession of the lands on the south side of Lake Champlain to the
boundary lino at the degree 45. They had no scruple of telling me that Vermont
must either be annexed to Canada, or become mistress of it, as it is the only chan-
nel by which the produce of their country dan ho conveved to a market, but they
assured me that they rather wished the former." (B. 56, pp. 149, 150).
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The significance of the statement that Vermont was taking possession of the

lands above referred to may be estimated, when it is remembered that those lands

were held by the State of New York to be within its jurisdiction and tae property
of its people. A simultaneous demand was made by New York and Vermont, in

1784, for the possession of the posts on Lake Champlain. The demands from both

were refused on the ground that the treaty was made with the Congres of the

United States of America, and not with States separately.

Besides the letters and documents scattered tbrough the volumes of miscella-
neous correspondence, there are nine volumes of secret intelligence, the contents

of which relate, to a large extent, to the negotiations with Vermont, containing
the documents interchanged, reports of the interviews, &c., very few of which

have yet been made use of by historical writers.

The documents relating to the reception and settienent of the loyalists are

many and important. Several works have been written on the subject of the

loyalists, but the correspondence in the llaldimand Collection gives many interest-

ing details which have not been published. Only a brief reference can be made
to these in the present report. From the correspondence it is apparent, that at a

comparatively short time after the struggle with the Colonies had been seriously
entered upon, stragglirg parties of refugees were firtling their way into Canada,
and thoir numbers had so increased that some means of providing for them had to
be devised. In September, 1778, Conrad Gugy, who had offered a lot at Miachiche
for their accommodation, was instrueted to have huts built, orders being sent to

the captains of militia of the contiguous parishes, to assist in the work so that

shelter might be ready belore the severe weather set in; the Commissary at Three

Rivers was ordered to send a supply of provisions from the King's stores; stoves,
cooking utensils, &c., as well as building materials, were to be furnished by the

Quarter Master General, and Louis Duaigne (sic) was appointed to superintend the
issue of provisions. The details of the arrangements at Machiche will be found in B.
volume 161. Many took refuge at St. John's, where Some of them proved exceed-
ingly troublesome and great care had to be exercised to prevent the entrance of
pretended loyalists, who were in reality spies, by whose arts the minds of the

weak-minded were debauched. On the intelligence that the preliminaries of peace
had been agreed to, the most energetic measures were taken by Haldimand to have
suitable lands secured and surveyed for settlement. Exploratory surveying parties
were sent out to examine the lands along the Ottawa, the Rideau, the St. Law-
rence and on the Bay of Quinté; so soon as it was practicable, surveyors were
employed from the River Beaudet to Cataraqui (now Kingston) to have the lands

laid out in lots, to be drawn for so that no partiality might be shown; agricultural

implements, seeds and provisions were supplied, se far as seed grain was obtain-

able, the difficulty of obtaining a sufficient quantity of wheat being very great.
xix
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Missionaries and school teachers were employed; grist and saw mills were built

and every effort made to have the refugees settled comfortably. Some desired to

have lands on Gaspé, others to settle on the Bay of Chaleurs, on Cape Breton, and

part of them at and about iNiagara, all of whom were assisted, At a very serious risk

to bis own personal fortune, Haldimanci declinod to oboy the direct orders of the

Treasury to curtail and in some cases to stop the issue of rations, which on hisown

responsibility ho con tinued, awaiting the result of a remonstrance, which fortunately

for himu proved effectual. There was, however, a distinct refusal to allow settiements

on Missisquoi Bay, although parties of loyalists brought pressure to bear to obtain

permission, there beng a fear that the feud bet ween the frontier inhabitants of the

newly formed states bordering on Lake Champlain, and the loyalists, if allowed to

settie in such close proximity, might be reiewed and involve fresh hostilities.

Roference may be made for all details of the settlemont; for Lists of loyalists incor-

porated and unincorporated, for surveys and the establishment of townships to the

general correspondence (series B. 44, 45, 56, 62, 61, 126, 127 and that relating to

the different posts) and to the volumes specially relating to the subject (B. 158 and

168).

The limits of Canada, settled by the proliminaries of poace, throatened to put

an end to the fur trade as well as to commerce generally with the western country.

On tho 7th of May, 1783, after receipt of the news of the preliminary articles

being signed, Haldimand wrote to the Right lon. Thonas Townshend, that the

minds of the people were much alarmed at the idea of abaadoning the posts in the

upper country, which were no less necessary to their security than to their com-

merce. In the mean time, ho continued, ho proposed to send parties of proper

people to examine the north sidu of Lake Ontario, and the Grand or Ottawa River,
so that ho might be enabled to make the most of these places for the advantage of

commerce. " I beg, Sir," he adds, " that you will assure His Majesty that nothing

shall be lf t undone by me, which I think eau promote the good of the people

whom he has entrusted to my care." But before this he had given orders to

survey the north shore of Lakes Huron and Superior, and an examination of the

calendar of the volume B 98 will show the progress made in this direction, Captain

Daniel Robertson's Journal giving irtoresting details of his proceodings on survey.

A letter from Benjamin Frobisher addressed to Dr. Mabane, dated the 9th of April

1784 (B. 75-2, p. 75), gives valuable information respecting the fur trade, for the

prosecution of which ho and his associates pi oposed to search for new means of

communication with the North-West ; other documents on the same subject are to

be found in different volumes of the correspondence.

In addition to affairs specially relating to Canada, there are accounts of the

ill-conceived expedition of Hamilton to Post Vincennes; correspondence with Sir

Henry Clinton and Sir Guy Carleton on affairs to the southward; minute dotails
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of the scouting expeditions under Butler, Joseph Brant and other partisans, and
the more formidable expeditions of Sir John Johnson and Lt. Colonel Carleton.
The correspondence with his friends in Quebec, after Haldimand ceased to be-
Governor, gives interesting accounts of the state of the Province under Carleton,
the influence over his mind of Chief Justice Smith and the course of the latter
with respect to legal procedure. There are still 84 volumes to be calendared, among
whicb are those specially relating to the loyalists; to the affairs of Vermont; to
the proceedings against du Calvet and other political offenders, &c.

At Note " A " will be found a letter from Mr. Tremblav, agent for the Seminary
Quebec, which enters at considerable length into the affairs of the Seminary,

and shows in a confidential communication the relations between it and the Bishop
(St. Vallier), which occupy some space in the ecclesiastical annals of the country.
The origin of the Seminary may be briefly sketched. Its beginning is traced to
the teachings of Father Bagot, a Jesuit, who in 1640 drew around him the scholars
of the congregation of La Fleche, and subsequently those of the congregation of

Paris, to which he was transferred. A number of them resolved to meet weekly

for prayer and instruction, among them being the Abbé de Montigny, afterwards
Bishop of Quebec. Following on this came the proposai to live together, to which

about twenty agreed, and on the 25th ofSeptember, 1651, they carried the proposal
into effect, having rented and furnished a bouse for the purpose. At first there
were neither rules nor superior, but these were soon found to be necessary, and
Mr. Pallu at the desire of Father Bagot drew up the rules from the written sugges-
tions of the individual associates. The enthusiasm for foreign missions was, however,
excited by Father Rhades, who had been a Jesuit missionary to India, and who

brought about the determination to form a community known as the Séminaire
des Missions Etrangères. Mgr. de Laval, known at the time of his appointment
as the Abbé de Montigny, lived in the community for four years, having as a com-
panton M. de Mesy, afterwards Governor of Quebec. l 1658 ho was named Bishop
of Petræa inpartibus, and at Baster, 1659, he left for Quebec accompanied by Messrs.
Torcapel and Pelerin, and by M. lenry de Bernières, nephew of the treasurer of

Caen. The two priesto could not stand the climate and returned to France, their

places being taken by M. Thomas Morel and M. Jean Dudouyt, in 1662.

By the terms of his appointment the Bishop had the power to found and establish

a Seminary at Quebec, which ho did by mandement of the 26th March, 1663. Its

objects were to train youth for the service of the church ; to establish a chapter ; to

have, in concert, with the Bishop, full control of the parochial clergy, who were

removable at the will of the Bishop and the Seminary, and were to receive no

tithes, these being payable to the SeminarY, from whom the curés were to receive

their subsistence.

Having obtained a residence, negotiations were entered into in 1664 for the,
xxi
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Seminary of Quebec beconing a part of the Séminaire de Missions Etrangères of

Paris, and on the 29th of January, 1665, the act of union was signed at Paris by
Messrs. Poitevin and Lescot, for the Seminary of Quebec, and Messrs. DeMeurs,
Bezard, Permanel, Gazil and Lainbert for that of Paris. M. Henry de Bernières

was appointed first superior, M. Louis Ango Das Maizerets, assistant, and M. Jean

Dudonyt, Procurator. The unlimited control given by this act of union to the

Seminary of Paris over that of Quebec, was, however, relaxed by an act passed on

the 6th of June, 1682, which left the officers of the Seminary of Quebec at liberty

to choose their own superior, and to acquire property without first obtaining the

sanction of the Seminary of Paris, to which a report must, nevertheless, be made
of the necessity for the acquisition, and to which an account of expenditures had
to be transmitted.

It was in 1674 that Quebec was erected into a Bishopric, and that by the influ-

ence of Mgr. Laval certain ecclesiastical properties were set apart for the benefit

of the Seminary, details of which are given in Mr. Tremblay's letter. The Bishop
renewed the act of union, with all the termas conferring authority on the Seminary
of Paris over that of Quebec, which, as stated, above, were so greatly changed and
modified by the subsequent act of 1682.

The letter from M. Dudouyt, Procurator to the Serninary, addressed to the
Bishop in 1677, and published in the report on Archives for 1885, shows the ternms
on which they stood and affords clear evidence of the friendly relations that existed
between the Bishop and the Seminary. When it became a question of the appoint.
ment of a successor to Bishop Laval, M. Dadouyt, in a letter to Ris Lordship (a
copy of which is among the Archives), begun on the 28th March, 1684, but con-
tinued at intervals, gives the character of the Abbé de Saint Vallier, in that portion
of the letter dated on the 14th May, stating the reasons for and objections to his
being appointed to the dignity. The portion of the letter relating to Bishop Saint
Vallier is of interest, and I therefore give it in full, reproducing the exact spelling
and punctuation, and in a note have added a translation :

" Comme il serait à desirer que le Roy voulust vous accorder un coadiuteur
qui fust propre pour maintenir le bien que vous avés estably et conserver lunion
dans leglise du Canada nous avons examiné sur qui on pourroit jetter les yeux
pour cet effet. Ca esté a loccasion que nous a fait le pere le Valloie touchant Mon-
sieur labbé de Saint Vallier dont voicy les qualités pour et contre. Il est de nais-
sence considérable. Il a du bien il est aumosnier du Roy qui a beaucoup destime
pour luy il est dan parfait exemple a la cour ou il travaille avec édification il est
jeune est capable il a beaucoup de zele et de ferveur il est austere pour luy
mesme. On le veust faire Evesque en france mais il sen defend autant quil peut il
a demeuré les sx derniers mois avant pasques au Seminaire de St. Sulpice ou il a
fort édifié, le pere le Valois est son directeur et luy a fait faire ses retraittes Cest
lui qui a eu la pensée quil seroit propre pour le Canada et qui luy en a parlé, il a
dit que pour eviter estre Evesque en france il consentiroit plustost de lestre en
Canada et quil voudroit demeurer vostre coadiuteur tant que vous vivriés ; on croit
que lestime que le Roy a pour luy feroit Qiuil agreroit la chose.
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" Les raisons qui nous ont paru contraire quil a un zele un peu trop ardant soit
pour sa propre perfection toit pour y porter les autres. quil n'a pas encorre beaucoup
dexperience étant jeunne, 'quil est austere quil a raport et liaison avec Monsieur de
Grenoble ce qui fait crainde quit ne soit ataché a sa personne et a ses sentimens qui
sont austeres et severe; et semblent tenir du party de la nouvelle doctrine ; j'ay
parlé de cette affaire a Monsieur Tronson nous avons examiné les raisons pour et
contre, Mr. Tronson convient quit a beaucoup dardeur et quil na pas encore dexpe-
rience et quit a liaison et deference pour M. de Grenoble. Le pere le Valois ma
repondu quit se modere beaucoup dans son zele et son ardeur soit pour sa propre
conduite ou celle des autres. quit a proposé de lay mesme que lorsquil seroit obligé
de Conduire le dioceze il auroit un conseil composé des personnes les plus capable
par lavis duquel il se conduiroit et quil vouloit demeurer coadiateur tant que Nostre
Seigneur vous conservera la vie, le père le Valois a diù de plus quit nest point.ataché
à la nouvelle doctrine ny aux maximes de Monsieur de Grenoble et quit se détache-
roit aisement de sa personne nonobstant tout cela je nay point jugé a propos de faire
aucune démarche ny parler a luy; jay cru cependant quit falloit vous donner advis
de tout et scavoir vostre sentiment ladossus. Ses parens voudroit bien quil soit
Evesque en france mais ils auront de la peine à Souffrir quil soit Evesque en Canada
Cest pourquoy on nose pas rien faire paroistre qui fasse Connoistre quit Soit dans
cette disposition Jaurois souhaitté qu'il fust venu passer six mois a nostre Semi-
naire de paris pour le bien connoistre et afin quil y pritt lesprit qui luy seroit
nécessaire mais cela feroit juger a ses parons quil auroit quelque dessein pour les
missions étrangères et y sy opposeroit. Monsieur Tronson dit quit sera un bon
Evesque en france et quit ne peut pas eviter de lestre bientost, Mandez nous vos
pensées ladessus et nous examinerons toutes choses plus a fond supposé que vous le
jugiés apropos." *

" '' As it would be desirable that the King should grant you a coadjutor, qualified to maintain
the good work you have established and to preserve union in the Church of Canada, we have tried
to ascertain who could be suggested for this purpose. On the proposition made to us by Father
le Valois concerning the Abté Saint Vallier, here are his qualities from both sides. He is of good
birth; he has property; is chaplain to the King, who holds him in great esteem; he is a perfect
example to the court, where he labours with elification; he is young and capable; has much zeal
and fervour. and his own habits are austere. It was desired to make him a bishop in France, but
he opposes it as far as he can ; he has lived for the last sià months before Easter at the Seminary of
St. Sulpice, in which he has greatly edified (the inmates). Father Le Valois is his director, under
whom bis retreats are conducted. It was he who thought of his fitness for Caaada, and who spoke
of it. He said that to avoid being a bishop in France, he would rither consent to be so in Canada ;
and that he would wish to remain your coadjutor so long as you shall live; it is believed that the
esteem the King has for him would make him agree to the thing.

" What appear to us to be opposing reasons are, that his zeal is a littie too ardent, either for his
own perfection, or to carry others towards it ; that he has not yet had much experience, being
young; that he is austere, that he has relations and connections with Monsieur de Grenoble, which
leads to the fear that he may be attached to the new doctrine. I have spoken of this affair to M.
Tronson; we have examined the reasons for and against. M. Tronson agrees that he has mucti
ardour; that he has not yet had much exerience; and that he as a relation and deference for
M. de Grenoble. Father le Valois answered me that lie was becoming much more moderate in lis
seal and in his ardour, either for his own conluct or for that of others that lie intended that when
he should be obliged to take charge of the diocese, he would have a council, composed of the most
able persons, by whose advice lie would conduct himself, and that lie wished to remain coadjutor
so long as Our Lord ehould preserve you in life. Father le Valois said farther, that he is not
attached to the new doctrine, nor to the maximI of Monsieur de Genoble, and that he would easily
detach himself from his person. Notwithstanding all that, I did not think proper to take any stop
or to speak to him. 1, however, thought yon should have notice of everytbing, and that your feel-
ing thereupon should be known. His relations strongly wish that lie shold be bishop in France,
but they will have difficulty in suffering him to be bishop in Canada. It is for this reason that
nothing dare to appear to show that he has that inclination. I would have wished that he might
have come to spend six months at our Seminary in Paris, in order to become well acquainted with
him, and that ho might gain the spirit necessary for him, but that would make his relations con-
aider that he had some desigu towards foreign missions, and would oppose it. &f. Tronson says
that he will be a good bshop in France, and that he c anot help b3ng one soorn, Conmmnicate
your thonghts thereupo, and we shail examine everytlmg more closely, in case you should thiak
it right." xxiii
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The extract is of some length, but it seems desirable to afford an opportunity
of comparing the appreciation of Bishop St. Vallier's character before ho was selected
for the dignity, with that given by the procurator of the Seminary, as shown in M.
Tremblay's letter, after ho had filled the office for some years.

In 1685 Bishop Laval resigned his office and M. St. Vallier was appointed bis
successor, but owing to disputes between France and Rome, in respect to the Decla.
ration of 1682, the bull for the consecration of the new Bishop was not asked for
and for the same reason the resignation of Mgr. de Laval had not been officially
announced. By virtue of the rights ho therefore retained, Bishop Laval appointed
M. St. Vallier bis Vicar General, with the sole charge of the Diocese of Quebec.

In May, 1685, he left Paris and sailed from Rochelle in June in the same ship
with the Marquis de Denonville, the newly appointed Governor. On his first arrival,
M. St. Vallier made a minute examination of all the institutions in Quebec and of
the diocose generally. In bis account of the State of the Church and Colony of New
France (Estat Present de l'Eglise; &c., Paris, 1688) M. St. Vallier says at page 24, that
he bad no intention of making any changes whatever, considering himself happy in
letting everything remain as his predecessor had left it. Apparently, however, he
made various changes sbortly after, which led to misunderstandings with the Semi-
nary. At the end of 1686 M. St. Vallier left Quebec, arriving at Rochelle on the
first day of January, 1687. Mgr. Laval desired to return to his Diocese of Quebec
to die there, but was prevented by royal orders. It would be out of place to enter
bore into a discussion of the reason for this prohibition, which, however, was not
permanent.

On the 24th of January, 1688, Bishop Laval resigned canonically in favour of
M. St. Vallier, who was consecrated next day in the Church of St. Sulpice.

In the < Notice Biographique " of Laval, by the Rev. E. Langevin, Grand Vicar
of Rimouski, it is stated, in reference to the appointment in 1685 of M. St. Vallier to
be Vicar General, that " it does not seem very clear how Mgr. de Laval could at that
time have given in his resignation, pure and simple, when the official documents
show that the act was only passed on the 24th of January, 1688, on the eve of the
consecration of the new bishop." Mr. Langevin quotes the words of Mgr. St.
Vallier in bis letter, " Estat Present de l'Eglise," (p. 10 in the reprint of 1857, p.
26, in the original edition, Paris, 16.88) respecting the unqualified resignation, but
adds that it must be supposed it was an understood thing between the two prelates.

Reference has been made above to disputes between France and Rome which pre-
vented the canonical resignation of Laval and appointment of bis successor. These
arose from the demands of Louis XIV to extend the royal right (le
droit de regale) to all the dioceses of the Kingdom, on the ground that it
was the right of the King to enjoy all the fruits and revenues of vacant

xxiv
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bishoprics, and to confer the probendaries and all the benefices depending
thereon, up till the time the new Bishop took the oath of fidelity. In conse-
-quence of the opposition to this demand made by the Bishops of Alias and
Pamiers, supported by Pope Innocent XI, a meeting of prelates declared in
favour of the King, and a general meeting was called for the 9th November, 1681,
to discuss the rights of the Pope, and to place bounds to his power. A nominal
modification of the extreme claims of the King was made at this meeting, an edict
in accordance with the resolution then corne to issued by the King, and ratified by
Parliament on the 24th January, 1682. On the 3rd of February all the prelates
signed an act consenting to the extension of the royal right, and wrote to the Pope
for his apostolic benediction on this work of peace and charity. The answer was a
brief quashing and annulling the proceedings, but before it was sent off, the pre-
lates had met by the King's orders and drawn up the document deflning the
Pope's authority in France, which is known in history as the Declaration of 1682,
As a consequence the Pope refused bulls to all the Bishops named bytthe King.
It is only necessary to speak of this as far as it affects Canada, but full details may
be found in the histories of the Church; those I have referred to on the subject
are Bousquet's Histoire du clergé de France, in which the text of the declaration is
given (Vol. IV, p. 100); de Montor, Ristoire des Souverains Pontifes Romains, in
which it is stated that Innoceit XI refused to give bulle to upwards of thirty-five
Bishops appointed by the King (Vol. VI, p. 165); ifHenrion's Histoire Générale de
l'Eglise, and Rohrbacher's Histoire universelle de l'Eglise Catholique, besides special
works on the Gallican controversy

These make clear the reason for the temporary appointment of Saint Vallier
to the office of Vicar General, after the resignation of his predecessor and lis own

appointment to the dignity of Bishop. However, by great exertion he succeeded
in inducing the King to ask his bulls from Rome, in 1687, and as a new proof of his

estcem, Louis XIV engaged to be at the exponse of obtaining them. Mgr. Saint
Vallier left France about the middle of July, and arrived at Quebec on the 15th
of August 1688. He was, it is reported, received coldly, prejudices having been
concaived against him, which his own courEe towards the priests and the Semi-

nary did not help to dissipate, his idea being that he would rule as the Bishops
did in France, not making allowance for the difference between a Church esta-
blished and one newly formed. Through the intervention of the Governor peace
was arrangod between the Bishop and the Seminary, but it does not appear to
have been very cordial on either side; the Bishop made fresh demands and the
Seminary used a cypher in corresponding with the Mother-house in Paris, so as to

prevent His Lordship from knowing what passed between the two houses.

On the death of M. Dudouyt, who had acted for Mgr. Laval and for the
Seminary, he was succeeded by M. Gricourt. He died on the 14th August, 1691,
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and in 1f 93 was succeeded by M. Tremblay, who was chosen for his abilities and

because the choice was agreeable to the Bishop, the reason for which is stated to

have been that the Bishop did not like to have him at Quebec, as he was not pliable

enough. The newly appointed agent, Jean Henri Tremblay, came to Canada in

1887, being 22 years of age and a sub-deacon, having been sent from France to

take the place of M. Foulgues in the Petit Seminaire. H1e was ordained to the

priesthood by Bishop Saint Vallier in September, 1689, in the Ursuline Church,

Quebec, in presence of Bishop Laval and of the priests of the Seminary of Quebec,

of whom eighteen were witnesses of the ceremoiny. At the time of bis appoint.

ment to be Procurator General of Missions and Agent in Paris for the Seminary of

Quebec he had been admitted to the Seminary of Paris as one of its members. ie
filled this office with efficiency till 1728, when his infirmities and almost total los

of sight compelled him to resign. Hle died in France in 1741. His letter, now

published, part of which refers to family affairs, gives a good idea of the character

of the mai;, and could not have been abbreviated without detriment. For the

ofliciaI settlement of the disputes between the Bishop and the ,Seminary reference
should be made to the Edits., Ordonnances, &c., printed in Quebec in 1854, by order
of the Assembly.

With the exception of Bibaud (Histoire du Canada, Domination Anglaise,
p. 181) none of the general histories of Canada give any account of the capture of

Fort Shelby, afterwards Fort McKay, and its retention till the close of the war of
1812. The village of Prairie du Chien, beside which was the Fort, is, it may be*
stated, on the western bank of the Wisconsin River, and the expedition was sent
out by Colonel Robert McDouall, commanding at Michillimakinak (Letter from
Colonel McDonall to General Gordon Drummond, see Note B.), who gave the
command to Major William McKay, with the temporary rank of Lieutenant
Colonel. Ris report to Colonel MoDouall, dated 27th July, 1814, and other papers
are included in the same note. Bibaud's account, although short, is substantially
correct. In Lossing's "Field Book of the War of 1812," a paragraph of three
lines states the fact of the capture, but the name of the fort, of the village, and of
the officer who effected it, do not appear in the index. It is there stated that the
force under McKay amounted to 700 men, mostly Indians (p. 851). Colonel
McKay in his report gives the total number as 650, of whom 120 were Michigan
Fencibles, Canadian Volunteers and Officers of the Indian Department, the rest
being Indians, who proved to be perfectly useless,

In the third volume of the Collections of the State Historical Society of Wis-
consin (Madison, Wis., 1857) is a narrative of the expeditione obtained by Dr.
Lyman C. Draper from Captain Augustin Grignon, in the spring of 1857, he being
then 77 years of age. The narrative differs to nome extent from Colonel MoKay's
official report, which being written at'the time is more likely to be correct than A
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narrative given apparently from memory after the lapse of forty-three years.
According to Captain Grignon, Colonel McKay had been engaged in the Indian
trade from the year 1793, had been for a short time at Green Bay; returned to
Makinak, afterwards traded on the upper Mississippi, and then became a member
of the North-West Company. "Ho was," says Captain Grignon, "a man of intelli-
gence, activity and enterprise, and well fitted to command the contemplated expe.
dition against Prairie du Chien." (p. 271). The force under McKay, as given by
Grignon, may be thus tabulated:-

WHITE MEN.

Joseph Rolette and Thomas Anderson, both traders, each raised
a Company of Militia at Makinak, and among their
engagés, of 50 men.................................................... 100

Of regulurs with officers .................................... ......... 20
(Michigan Fencibles under Captain James Pullman, not

Pohlman, as stated by Mr. Grignon.)
Militia raised at Green Bay, almost all old mon unfit for

service............. . ............... 80

150
INDIANS.

Three bands of Sioux sent by Dickson from his force... 200
Winnebagoes........... ..... ................ 100
Menomonees .......................... 75
Chippewas.................................... 25

- 400

Total..........................•••••. .......... ............... 550

Mr. Grignon says further, that if the force was represented at the time to be

larger, it was for effect on the part of the British, to impress the Americans with

an idea of their great strength in the North-West; and on the part of the Ameri-

ans, in palliation of their loss of Prairie du Chien (p. 272), but it does not seem

probable that a commanding officer in an official report would have misrepresented

the strength of his force.

In the ninth volume of the collections of the same society, the personal narra-

tive and journal of Captain Thomas G. Anderson are pnblished. The former

appears to have been written when ho was 91 years of age, and many of its state-

monts are at complote variance with all the contemporary documents and with

Captain Grignon's account. Written at that age and fifty.six years after the events

it records, the errors in the narrative are not, perhaps, to be wondered at, but tbey

are nevertheless very serious. The journal, presumably written at the date it

bears, relates to the time-he was in temporary command after McKay was sent

off to carry out the instructions of Colonel McDouall in other quarters, and before

Captain Bulger's arrival. The correspondenr-e between Colonel McKay and Cap-

tain Perkins, commanding the fort, completely disproves the statements respecting
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delay on the part of the former in prosecuting the attack. The force left Michilli-
makinac on the 28ti of June, arrived at Green Bay on the 4th or 5th of July, and
reached Prairie du Chien on the 17th, at noon. On that same day the following
summons was sent :-

OLD FoRT, PaIRaIE DU CHIEN, JUly 17th, 1814.
SIR,-An hour after the receipt of this, surrender to His Majesty's forces

under my command, unconditionally, otherwise I order you to defend yourself to
'the last man. The humanity of a British officer obliges me (in case you should be
obstinate) to request you will send out of the way your women and children.

I arm, Sir,
Your very humble servant,

W. MOKAY,
Lt.-Col. Commanding the Expedition.

The answer was short and to the point, and appears to have been returned
without delay or hesitation :-

FOR SHELBY, July 17th, 1814.
Sin,-Ireceived your polite note and prefer the latter, and am determined to

defend to the last man.
Yours, &c., .PERKINS,

Capt. Commanding United States Troops.
The date on the answer was originally written the 16th, but changed appa.

rently at the time, the ink being identical in colour, by the proper figure being
written over it. Two days after, the fort was surrendered, the letter from the
-commander being in these terms:-

FORT SHELBY, July 19th, 1814.
Si 1a,-I am willing to surrender the garrison and troops under my command,

provided you will save and proteet the ofhcers and men, and prevent the Indians
from ill-treating themi.

I am, iespectfully,
Your obedient humble servant,

Col. WILLIAM MCCARY, JOSEPHI PERKINS, Caipt.,
Commanding the Expedition. Commander U. S. Troops.

The irritation of the Indians, as is shown clearly from Colonel McDouall's
letter to General Gordon Drummond already referred to, was such as to lead Lt..
Colonel McKay to take every precaution far the safety of the American troops, so
that he desired Captain Perkins to delay the surrender.

OLD FORT, PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, July 19th, 1814.
SiR,-I will thank you to prolong the hour to march ont of your fort till eight

o'clock to-norrow morning, when you shall march out with the honours of war,
parade before the fort, deliver up your arms and put yourself under the protection
of the troops under my command.

I am. Sir,
XYour obedient humble servant,

W. MOKAY, Lt.Col.,
Conmanding Expedition.
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It may be stated, as the most positive evidence of the correctness of the dates
bore given, that the correspondence is in the respective handwritings of Lt..Col.
McKay and Captai. Perkins, the original letters sent by McKay being of course
retained by Perkins, but the copies here preserved were made by McKay's own
hand, whilst the answers are the originals, as is also the report sent to Colonel
McDouall.

All the evidence, official and unofficial, shows that no injury was sustained by
the Americans, McKay having informed the Indians that any attempt at violence
would be sternly repressed, even were it necessary for the white troops to fire on
them.

In a memorial from Captain Bulger, addressed to the Duke of York, dated the
5th of July, 1815 (Archives, Series C, Vol. 121, pp. 62 to 67), asking for promo-
tion, ho states (p. 65) that in October, 1814, ho was appointed by Col. McDouall
to take command at Prairie du Chien, and loft on the 29th, the journey occupying
a month. The instructions, not dated but endorsed as given on the 29th, the day
Captain Bulger left, are in Colonel McDonall's own writing; the latter and other cor-
respondence down to the time when the post was given up are among the papers
acquired from Mr. A. E. Bulger, of Montreal, son of Capt. Bulger. These have
been arranged and bound, and can now be easily consulted. The letter to Gover-
nor Clark, or officer commanding at St. Louis, contains the closing records of the
occupation of Prairie du Chien by the British forces :

FORT McKAY, PRAIRaE DU CHIEN, 23rd May, 1815.
Siu,-*I have now to acknowledge the receipt of the two despatchos sent to me

some tme ago, viz.: one from His Excellency Governor Clark, the other from
Colonel Russell, answers to which it was not in my power to get con voyed to Saint
Louis witbout imminent hazard to the person carrying the same.

The offiial intelligence of peace reached me only yesterday, upon which I
adopted the most prudent, avd at the same time decided, measures, to put a stop
te the further hostilities of tho Indians; and I most ardontly hope, and strongly
believe, that the steps I have taken will be attended with the good effects which
the British Government and that of the United States are so desirous of.

I propose evacuating this post to morrow, taking with me the guns, &c., cap-
tured in the Fort, in order that they may be delivered up at Makirac, to such
officer as the United States May appoint to receive that poit. My itistructions
were to tend them down the Mississippi to Saint Louis, if it could be done without
hazard to the party conveying them.

My motives for immediately withdrawing from this Post, will be best ex-
plained by the enclosed extraet from the instructions of Lieut. Colonel McDouali
commaniing at Michillimakinac. I have not the smallest hesitation in doclaring
my decided opinion that the presence of a detachment of Britih and United
States troops, at the same time, at Fort McKay, would be the means of embroiling
either one party or the other, in a fresh rupture with the Indians, which I presume
it is the wish and desire of both Governments to avoid.

Should the measures I have adopted prove in the smallest degree contrary to
the spirit and intent of the Treaty of Peace, I bog that it may not be considered
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by the Government of the United States as proceeding from any other motive than
a desire of avoiding any further trouble or contention with the Indians, and of pro-
moting the harmony and good understanding, so recently restored to the two
countries.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your most obedient servant.

A. BULGER, Capt.,
Commanding a detachment of the British troops on the Mississippi.

To His Excellency Governor CLÂRK,
Or Officer commanding ut Saint Louis.

The difficulties encountered in the exploration for the line of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway through the Rocky Mountains may be guessed at by reading the

official reports, but cannot be fully understood, the bare results being given and

very littie notice taken of the sufferings of the men engaged. At Note C is given
the journal of Mr. C. F. Hanington, addressed in the form of letters to his brother,
the Rev. E. A. W. Hanington, New Edinburgh, who has presented it to this
branch, together with a map of the route, extending from Quesnelle, in British

Columbia, to Lake of the Woods. As the journal only gives details of the journey
to Edmonton, and that the rest of the route is comparatively well known, only the

part of the map between Quesnelle and Fort Victoria, a little beyond Edmonton,
bas been lithographed.

In Mr. Sandford Fleming's " Report on Surveys, &c., on the Canadian Pacifie

Railway," published in 1877, is a short narrative by Mr. E. W. Jarvis, at the head

of the party of which Mr. Hanington formed part. The narrative, which is sup-
plementary to his official report, begins at page 148, and Mr. Flemi rig has attached
to it the following note, which renders further explanation as to the object of the
jouriney, &c.. unnecessary:

"In the autumn of 1874, Mr. Jarvis was selected to make a winter exploration
of the Smoky River Pass, with Mr. C. F. Hanington as assistant, and Alec Macdon-
ald, whn was engaged to take charge of the dog trains. As this was the only
means ot carrying supplies it was necessary to limit the number oí L% party, and
also to dispense with all unnecesary impedimenta.

" The outfit, therefore, consisted of a pair of snow shoes, a pair of blapkets,
and some spare moccasins for each man; wbile a piece of light coi»Lon sheeting
was taken to make a tente d'abri, the ordinary canvas tent being too eimbersome.

" The supplies consisted of dried salmon for the dogs, and b.con, beans, four
and tea for the men and wore calculated to last two months.

" lI Docember the party pushed forward to Fort George, and there procured
four dog trains with four Indian drivers, making a total strength (ie uding those
brought, from Quesnelle) of twenty five dogs and eight men. At tuo beginn1ing of
January the party awaited the frevzing over of the Fraser, and AIds,'r roturn from
Quesnelle (where ho had been sent for more supplies).

' At this point the narrative (of Mr. Jarvis) begins."
Xxx
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The narrative by Mr. Jarvis is very intereqting, but it, of necessity, fails to
give those minute details and personal feelings which are to be found in Mr.

Hanington's journal, the one being a narrative drawn up for publication, with all
the reserve which that fact implies, and the other written from day to day
unreservedly and whilst every impression was fresh and the most trifling incidents
fully remembered. Both narratives should be read together. The map will show
*learly the course followed.

The whole respectfully submitted,

DOUGLAS BRYMNER,
Archivist.

OTTAWA, 3lst December, 1887.
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(Original.)NO EA
NOTE A.

LETTRE DE M. TREMBLAY AUX DIRECTEURS DU SEKINAIRE DE
QUÉBEC, 1695.

Je commence, Messieurs de bonne heure a vous escrire pour n'estre pas surpris
et pour ne rien oublier des choses dont il est bon que vous soyez informez. Je vous
exposeray ce qui s'est passé de principal, et ce que j'ay fait depuis le départ de nos
vaisseaux de France pour Canada, l'effet ensuite qu'ont produit les nouvelles qui en
sont venûes a larrivée des Vaisseaux en france et tout ce qui se passera jusqu'au
depart des Vaisseaux de cette année pour le Canada.
i Nous avions bien esperez de notre flotte jusqu'au retour de nos Vaisseaux de ce
que nos ennemis ne s'estoint point vantez d'en avoir pris aucun nous les avons crus en
france estre arrivez a bon port jusqu'au jour qu'on me donna avis du retour du

Pontchartrain et de la prise du St Joseph. Je fus un jour entier
Consternation pour dans une consternation si grande pour cette nouvelle que j'avoisla prise du Saint- peine a m'en relever, je ne m'y estois pas attendu en quelque ma-josephi. nière ainsy. Elle me toucha d'avantage, Dailleurs il n'y avoit pas
quinze jours que M. Grignon en m'envoyant nos comptes que je n'avois pu tirer de
lui de tout l'esté m'avoit appris qu'il avait mis dans ce Vaisseau tout ce qui estoit
pour nous. il est vray qu'il semble que la providence s'est meslée d'une maniere
toute particuliere de nous depoûiller, car ayant obtenu de faire passer gratis les trois

.gros ballots de Paris dans les Vaisseaux de Roy, et M. de la Touche, commis de M.
de Pontchartrain m'ayant assuré qu'il y avoit pour cela un article dans la lettre de
M. de Pontchartrain à M. Begon, et que je n'avois qu'a les lui faire presenter a la
Rochelle-Dieu permit que Mons? Grignon estant allé voir en l'Isle de Ré un Vaisseau
qui lui estoit venu des Isles et avoit pensé se perdre en arrivant, tombast malade en
cette Isle et n'en revinst que longtemps apres, si bien que ses gens ambarquerent
tout dans le St Joseph, quelque soin que j'eusse pris et quoy que je lui eusse recom-
mendé de mettre sur differens vaisseaux a la vérit5 je ne pouvois que l'en prier parce
que je n'avois pas de l'argent pour lui payer le fret, je scay ces choses trois mois
avant la nouvelle de la prise du St Joseph, et quoyqu'il puisse y avoir eu de sa faute
en faisant tout ambarquer dans ce Vaisseau, il est cependant excusable en partie,
pour sa maladie qui ne lui a pas permis d'agir n'ayant mesme fait que traisner toute
l'année Rien ne fut capable de me faire revenir de cet abbatement que me causa
cette perte da prime abord que la veue des desseins sanctifians que notre Seigneur
avoit sur nous en cela. Il me fit la grace m'estant allé jetter a ses pieds de m'y faire
voir une source abondante de grace, dont il nous vouloit combler, en nous ostant les
soulagemens corporels que nous pouvions attendre de toutes ces marchandises, et
quoyque de temps en temps il me vienne de facheux retours sur cette perte, qui par
la miréricorde de Dieu ne font aucune impression mauvaise sur moy, J'ay ressenty
depuis ce temps la presque toujours une soumission parfaite aux ordres de la divine
providence, Il m'est bien facile a la verté me disje souvent a moymesme de porter
cette perte doucement, tandis que je n'en ressentiray pas les incommoditez co". nos
chers Messr". Cependant je n'en seray pas exempt, et outre le deplaisir que j'auray
toujours de ne scavoir comment remedier a un mal si grand, et l'ambarras ou cet
perte me mettra, je ne seray pas exempt de bien d'autres peines qui s'en suivront de
cette perte, par le chagrin qu'auront peut estre contre moy plusieurs qui m'avoient
addre-sez leurs petites commissions dont je m'estois acquitté mieux si j'ose ainsy dire
que je n-'aurois fait pour moy mesme, et qui ont tout perdus aussy bien que nous.

Je comptois il y a quelque temps a quoy montoit cette perte et je trouve quell
eva a plus de 10500 liv. pour le seminaire en y comprenant la facture de bordeaux la
Rochelle Caen Argentan et Paris, et pour les particuliers bien 2500 liv. dargent de-
boursé et de frais qui sont tous perdus pour nous et dont nous ne devons attendre
aucune repetition du Sr Grignon qui, a ce que le bruit en court y perd pour sa fa-
mille plus de 40000 liv. qu'il n'avoit nullement fait assurer. Ce qui le met assure-
ment tres bas.
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(Translation.) NOTE A.

LETTER FROM M. TREMBLAY TO THE DIRECTORS OF THE SEMINARY
OF QUEBEC, 1695.

I begin to write you early, gentlemen. so that I may not be taken by surprise,
and that I may forget nothing of which you should be informed. I will state fully
the chief things that have taken place, and what I have done since our ships have
left France for Canada, the subsequent effect produced bv the news received by the
arrivai of ships in France, and all that has happened up to the sailing of the ships
for Canada this year.

We had reason to hope for our fleet until the return of our ships, our enemies
not having boasted of taking any of them. In France we believed that they had

Consternation at the arrived safely until the day that I received notice of the return
capture of the I of the " Pontehartrain " and of the capture of the "St. Joseph." I
Joseph." was in so great a consternation for a whole day, at the

news, that I could scarcely 'recover; I had not in the-
least expected it, so that it affected me the more. Besides, only a fort-
night before, M. Grignon in sending me our accounts, which I could not get from
him all summer, informed me that he had put on board of that ship every thing
intended for us. It is true that it appears as if Providence had interfered in a spe-
cial manner to have us deprived of our goods, for having succeeded in obtaining a
free passage from Paris of three of our large packages to be taken in the King's
ships, and M. de la Touche, clerk to M. de Pontchartrain, having assured me that
there was a clause to that effect in M, de -eontchartrain's letter to M. Bégon, and
that I had only to offer them at la Rochelle, God permitted that M. Grignon, having
gone to sec a ship at the island of Rhé which had arrived from the Islands, and sup-
posed to have been wrecked on arrival, should fail sick on that island, and only
returned long after his people had shipped the whole in the "St. Joseph," in spite of
the care I had taken, and although I had recommended him to have the goods put
on board different ships. in fact, I could only request this, as I had no money to
pay him the freight. I knew these things three months before the news of the cap.
ture of the "St. Joseph," and although he may be in fault in having the whole shipped
by this vessel, it is partly excusable on account of his illness which prevented him
from acting and which lingered on him the whole year. Nothing could rouse me
from the dejection caused by this loss, except the view of the sanctifying designs of
our Lord towards us. He gave me the blessing, having gone to throw myself at EUs
feet, of showing me an abundant source of grace, with which he wished to load
us, by taking away the bodily comforts that we might expect from our merchandise,
and although from time to time vexing thoughts of the loss returned to me, yet by
the mercy of God these left no bad impression on my mind. Since that time I have
felt almost constantly perfect submission to the decrees of Divine Providence. It is
in truth, J often say to myself, very easy for me to bear this loss calmly, whose in-
conveniences I do not suffer like our dear brethren. Yet I could not be exempt
from them, besides the affliction 1 should always have Of not knowing how to remed y
so great a misfortune and the embarrassment to which this loss subjected me, nor
would I be exempt from many other restraints which followed this loss by the grief
of several who had entrusted me with their small cOmmissions, of which I would
have acquitted myself better, if I may say so, than I would have done my own, and
who have lost every thing as well as we.

I calculated some time ago the amount of this 1os and I found it to exceed
10,500 livres for the Seminary, including the bill from Bordeaux, la Rochelle, Caen,
Argenton and Paris, and for the private property 2,500 livres of disbursements and
costs which are all lost to us and of which we can expect no return from the Sieur
Grignon, as he loses for his family more than 40,000 livres, which he had in no way
assured, which certainly reduces him greatly.
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je lui avois payé pendant le cours de cet esté plus de 6000 liv. dont j'avois em-
prunté partie de M. L'abbé de Brisacier, et il a encore une obligation de 600 liv. a se
faire payer a Bordeaux pour nous, Si bien que par les comptes qu'il m'envoya quinze
jours avant larrivée des vaisseaux nous ne lui restions redevables que d'environ 11000
liv. sur lesquels ayant touché 6000 liv. que vous lui avez envoyez nous ne 'lui reste-
rons redevables que de 4 ou 5000 liv. qu'il faut bien qu'il attende, n'estans pas a pre-
sent en estat de le payer.

Il semble que le bon Dieu ait permis pour nous depouiller davantage que plu-
sieurs personnes m'eussent chargez de plusieurs choses pour nos Miss"r. qu'ils leurs
envoyoint ce qui rend encore la perte plus considerable, et ce qui est mortifiant
pour un chacun j'avois mis dans nos balots des lettres dont on m'avoit chargé et la
plus part mesme des miennes qui toutes ont esté perdues-j'avois escrit a tous nos
Mess". sans en oublier aucun, voulant leur donner par la des marques de mon sou-
venir et generalement a tous ceux qui m'avoint escrit l'an passé; jenvoyois a nos
donnez ce qu'ils mavoint demandez aux enfans du petit seminaire abondance de de-
votions et pour nos Mess" abondance de Theses et images fort belles qui m'etoint
venues de la succession de feu M. l'abbé d'argenson et tout cela est devenu le pillage
de nos heretiques qui profaneront toutes ces choses augsy bien que tant de beaux
ornemens chandeliers et autres choses pour l'ornement, des autels dont j'esperois que
nos Messru seroint bien satisfaits, Dieu venille que je n'aye, dans le soin que j'ay
pris de toutes ces choses recherché que la pure gloire de Dieu-et non pas une se.
crette estime des creatures; Peut estre estce pour m'en purifier que notre bon Dieu
a permis toute cette perte pour mapprendre a bien purifier mes intentions, et n'avoir
que Dieu seul en veue. Je vous avoue que je ne m'attendois pas que Dieu mexerce-
roit par cette voye, j'èn appréhendois une qui m'auroit esté bien plus sensible, Ces-
toit la nouvelle de la mort de Mgr Lancien ou de quelqu'un de nos Mess" parceque Co@
nous avons esté toute l'année en france parmy les morts je craignois que cet empire
si estendu que la mort a exercé cette année en france ne se fust aussy estendu en
Canada. Maisje croyois que Dieu dont le propre est de mesler la consolation avec
l'affliction et de nous consoler d'un costé tandis qu'il nous afflige de l'autre, se seroit
contenté des espreuves tres rudes par lesquelles il m'a fait passer du costé de ma
famille, qui m'auroint paru insupportables, si Dieu par sa misericorde ne m'en avoit
fait sortir avantageusement sans me demander de nouveaux sacrifices du costé de nos
missions.

J'ay eu besoin cette année de toute la preparation que j'avois apportée pour me
soumettre au bon plaisir de Dieu dans tout ce qu'il demanderoit de moy pour porter
sans abbatement les coups dont sa justice a frapé ma famille, Il y avoit longtemps
que je pressentois que Dieu me demandoit un total abandon a son bon plaisir et une
soumission a toutes ses volontez; je l'avois longtemps prié de me donner cette dispo-
sition qui est un pur effet de sa grace, et par sa misericorde il me sembloit estre en
estat de dire avec le St. Roy David, Quid mihi est in Ccelo et a te quid volui super
terram, Deus cordis mei, et pars mea Deus in oeternum, Je croyois estre prest a tout
et disposé a tous les accidens qu'il plairoit a Dieu m'envoyer, Il m'a bien fait sentir
que toute ma force n'est que foiblesse quand il se retire tant soit peu de nous dans
les espreuves qu'il nous envoye, et que j'eusse esté incapable de porter celles
par lesquelles il m'a fait passer sans une grace bien particuliere

J'ay vescu tonte cette année fort en repos du costé de mes parens jusqu'au com-
mencement d'aoust. Ils m'avoint mesme ay-dez dans mes affaires, mon frere aisné
m'ayant presté pendant plus d'un mois un de ses chevaux de selle, pour aller faire
mon voyage de Berry et Touraine pour visiter nos prieurez. Il n'y avoit pas huit
jours que j'en estois de retour et que je lui avois renvoyé son cheval qu'on m'envoya
un matin un homme expres mavertir de venir a son enterrement sa mort estant
arrivé par un accident si funeste qu'il n'eut pas un moment pour penser a lui, car
dans le temps des recoltes Cof il faisoit valoir plusieurs fermes estant allé a une pour
y parler a deux curez qui l'y attendoint, ayant donné son cheval a une servante et
l'ayant grondée de ce qu'elle ne tenoit pas la grande porte d'une grange fermée,
Cette fille qui n'eut pas l'esprit de lui dire que cette porte estoit demontée le laissa
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I had paid him during the course of the summer upwards of 6,000 livres, of
which I had borrowed a part from the Ablé Brisacier, and ho still holds an obligation
of 600 livres to be paid for us at Bordeaux. By the accounts which he sent me a
fortnight before the arrival of the ships, there remain payable by us to him only
11,000 lirres, on wbich, baving received 6,000 livres which you had sent him we are
due him only 4,000 or 5,000 livres which he must wait for, not being at present in a
position to pay him.

It scems that the good God had allowed, in order to strip us still more, several
persons to charge me with other things for our gentlemen, which they were sending
them, making the loss still greater, and what is mortifying for each orne, I had put
into our packages the letters entrusted to me and the greater part even of my own,
which have ail been lost. I had written to all our gentlemen, wishing in this way
to show them my remembrance and generally to ail those who had written to me
last year. I sent to our donnés (mon devoted to gratuitous service to a community)
what they had asked for; to the children of the petit séminaire an abandance of
devotions and to our gentlemen an abundance of theses and of beautiful images
bought from the succession of tfie late Abbé d'Argenson, and ail that has become the
prey of our heretics, who will profane all these things, as well as so mary handsome
ornaments, chandeliers and other articles for the adornment of the altars, with which
I bad hoped that our gentlemen would be well satisfied. God grant that in the care
I have taken of all these things I may have sought only the pure glory of God and
not had a secret desire for the esteem of the creature. It may be to purify me, that
our good Lord bas permitted all this loss to teach me thoroughly to purify my
desires and to regard God alone. I acknowledge to you, that I did not expect that
God would try me by this method. I apprehended one which I would have felt
more keenly; it was the death of Mgr. Lancien or of some one of our gentlemen,
because as we have been all this year in France among the dead, I feared that the
extended empire of death in France might also have reached to Canada; but I believe
that God, whose property it is to mix consolation with affliction, and to console us
on one side whilst he afflicts us on the other, had been satisfied with the severe trials
by which he has sent me from the side of my family, which would have appeared
to me insupportable, if God in Ris mercy had not rid me of my fears to my benefit,
without demanding from me new sacrifices in respect to our missions.

I have had need this year of ail the preparation I had made to submit to the
good pleasure of God in ail that He should ask me to bear without abasement from
the blows with which His justice has struck my family. 1 had long feit that God
was asking me for a total giving up of myself to Ris good pleasure and submission
to His will; I had long prayed to have that disposition which is the pure effect of
His grace, and through Ris mercy it seemed to me that I was in a condition to say
with the holy King David: Quid mihi est in coelo et a te quid volui super terram. Deus
cordis mei, et pars mea Deus in oeternum. I believe that I was ready for all things and
prepared for all the accidents it might please God to Send me. Re has made me feel
that all my strength is but weakness when he withdraws ever so little from us dur-
ing the trials He sends us, and that I would have been unable to bear those through
which He has made me pass, had it not.been for His special grace. I have lived al
this year at rest beside my relations until the beginning of August; they had even
helped in my affairs; my brother for more than a month had lent me one of bis
saddle horses to travel from Berry and Touraine to visit our priories. Scarcely a
month after my return and sending back his horse, a man came express one morning
to notify me to attend his funeral, his death having happened by so fatal an accident
that ho had not a momit to think of himself, for at harvest time, as he was improv-
ing several farms, having gone to one of them to speak to two curés who were wait-
ing there for him, having given his horse to a servant girl and scolded her for not
keeping the large door of a barn closed, the girl had not sense enough to tell him
that the door had been taken off its hinges and allowed him to run to close it. As
soon as he moved it, the door feli on him and crushed him at once, suffo-ating him
and crushing him by its weight so that ho could give no sigu of life. This death
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courir a cette porte quil voulut fermer, et qui dez quil l'eut esbranlée tomba sur lui,.
et l'escrasa sur le champ en l'estouffant et l'accablant par sa pesanteur sans qu'il
donnast aucun signe de vie. Cette mort m'a esté tres sensible du coté de Dieu parce
que ce frere ne me paroissoit pas encore bien disposé ; Il m'avoit fait de belles pro-
messes de quitter les compagnies de debauches et de se convertir a Dieu, Il paroissoit
touché jusqu'a pleurer quand il lisoit mes lettres que je trouvay toutes apres sa mort
dans lesquelles il sembloit que j'eusse eu un pressentiment de ce qui devoit lui arriver.
Mais apres tout il n'estoit pas Co' il falloit estre pour paroistre devant Dieu ; Il avoit
un compte a rendre a des mineurs ausquels il avoit fait quelque tort par lartipathie
quil avait conceu contre leur tuteur et il mavoit promis de satisfaire au tort qu'il avoit
fait a 3es enfans, Il ne frequentoit pas les Sacremens, et j'appris avec surcroist de
douleur de son curez quil estoit incertain s'il avoit fait ses pasques ; Il estoit addonné
a la debauche de vin, et que scaije s'il n'y en avoit point d'autre, et par malheur dans
ce temps la il estoit en une espece de querelle avec ma mere pour quelques interests
temporels, et Co il y avoit plus de six moIs que je ne les avois veus je navois pu
remedier a ce different. Il meurt dans cet estat et nous laisse dans une funeste
incertitude du jugement que Dieu aura exercé centre lui, tout nous portant a croire
selon les apparances quil puny dans sa juste colère ; jamais mort ne m'a plus touchée
et fait faire de plus solides refiexions sur cette fin de l'homme et le jugement de Dieu
qui s'en ensuit. Quelqu'effort que je fisse sur moymesme pour me convaincre que
Dieu est tres juste en toutes ses Voyes, quelque soin que je prisse de m'humilier sous
sa tres puissante main, je ne laissois pas dans certains momens de sentir si vivement
cette perte en pensant que si Dieu me faisoit misericorde j'aurois le deplaisir de
scavoir mon frere séparé de Dieu pour toute L'eternité qu'il a fallu que Dieu m'ait fait
de grandes graces, en m'apprenant a aymer son bon plaisir dans l'exécution de toutes
ses volontez, pour me faire faire un St usage de cet accident. Il m'est demeuré de
cecy une si forte impression d'estre a Dieu sans reserve qu'elle n'est Dieu mercy pas
encore passée, et ne passera pas Co' je l'espère si tost.

L'estat ou il a laissé ses affaires temporelles de sa famille na pas laissé de m'in-
quieter aussy pendant quelque temps; Il avoit six ou sept fermes et receptes sur les
bras, et un Equipage de plus de soixante mil livres pour les faire valoir qu'on a
trouvez par l'inventaire qu'on en a fait il a laissé deux enfans orphelins de Peres et
meres, et une femme veuve qu'il avoit espousée en seconde noces, aucun de Parens ne
vouloit accepter la tutelle de ces enfans du grand ambaras de ces fermes; et ils auroint
tous desirez que j'eusse voulu m'en charger quelque opposition qu'ils vissent bien que
cela avoit avec mon estat, je fis resoudre avec peine mon beau pere a estre tuteur; ce
qui en partie causa la mort de ma mere qui arriva quinze jours apres, car cette
pauvre femme accablée de douleur de la mort de son fils aisné ayant voulu assister a
l'inventaire pour y faire raporter plus de 2000 liv. de meubles qu'on en avoit destourné,
y contracta une maladie qui l'emporta en cinq jours de temps, si bien qu'estant allé
pour la consoler, je me trouvay au contraire obligé de la disposer a la mort, a laquelle
mesme il me fut impossible de la disposer col j'aurois souhaitté ; l'ayant trouvée en
arrivant dans un assoupissement qui lui ostoit la connoissance et le moyen de se bien
confesser, et communier, Cette 2 mort naugmenta pas peu ma douleur, et me fit
encore plus solidement penser a ce passage; mais Dieu a depuis changé cette douleur
en joye, Il a rompu mes liens et tout ce qui pouvoit du coté des parens m'attacher
afin d'estre en estat de lui offrir le reste de mes jours un sacrifice de lohanges; Il m'a
par sa miséricorde fait sentir que si mes parens m'abandonnoint il me prenoit davan-
tage sous sa protection, et qu'il scavoit bien me tenir lieu de tout ce que jaurois a
esperer des creatures, j'ay bien reconnu que c'est un grand bien que Dieu travaille a
detruire ce qui tenoit quelque place en notre cœur et lempeschoit d'estre totalement
a lui; quoyqu'on n'ayme pas les parens d'une maniere a vouloir pour eux deplaire a
Dieu, on ne laisse pas d'y avoir un certain appuy qui s'oppose et destruit celui qu'on
doit avoir Sur Dieu Seul, j'ay esté pendant trois mois occupé de temps en temps par
toutes ces affaires mais enfin Dieu m'a fait la grace de m'en deslivrer, et je suis à la
veille de transiger avec mon beaupere tout d'un coup pour une somme très modique a
laquelle Monsr L'abbé de Brisacier m'a conseillé de me reduire plutost que d'entrer
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touched me sensibly as from God, as this brother did not appear to me yet well pre-
pared. He had made me many fair promises of giving up the company of libertines
and to turn to God; he appeared moved to tears when he read my letters. I found
them ail after his death ; in them there appeared as if I bad had a prosentiment of
what was to happen to him. But after ail he was not as ho should have been to appear
before God. He had an account to render to minors to whom he had done some
wrong through an antipathy he had conceived against their tutor, and he had
promised me to repair the injury he had done to these children; ho was not regular
at the sacrament, and I learned with increased sorrow of the grief of his curé at the
uncertainty of whether he had performed his Easter duties. He had given himself
up to excess in drinking, and how can I tell if he had not done so in other things,
and unfortunately at that time he had a kind of quarrel with my mother on account
of some temporal interests, and as it was more than six months since I had seen
them, I was not able to settle this dispute. He died in that condition and leaves us
in a sad state of uncertainty regarding the judgment with which God may have
visited him, every thing leading us to believe that ho punishes in his just anger.
Nover has a death touched me more deeply and led to more serious reflections upon
the end of man and the judgment of God which follows. Whatever effort I made
to convince myself that God is just in all his ways, whatever care I took to humble
myself under his ail powerful hand, I did not cease at certain times to feel this loss
so keenly in thinking that if God had pity on me, I would have the grief of knowing
that my brother was separate from God through ail eternity, that it was necessary
tbat God should bestow a large measure of grace on me by teaching me to love His
good pleasure in the execution of ail his desigus, that I might make a holy use of
this accident. There bas remained to me from this so strong an impression that I
belong unreservedly to God, that, thank God, it has not yet passed away and I hope
will not soon pass.

The state in which he bas left the temporal affairs of his family keeps me uneasy,
as for some time he had six or seven farms and receiverships in hand, and a stock of
upwards of sixty thousand livres to conduct operations, as has been found by the
inventory. He has left two children, fatherless and motherless, and a widow by a
second marriage. None of the relations would accept the guardianship of these
children, to the great detriment of these farms, and they ail desired that I should
take charge, although they saw plainly how opposed it was to my position. With
difficulty I induced my step-father to be tutor. It partly caused the death of my
poor mother, which happened a fortnight after, for this poor woman, overwhelmed
with grief for the death of her eldest son, having desired to be present at the inven-
tory to recover upwards of 2,000 livres of furniture which had been carried off, con-
tracted there an illness from which she died five days afterwards, so that having gone
to console her, I found myself on the contrary obliged to prepare her for death,
which it was impossible for me to do as I desired, having found her on my arrival
in a swoon, which deprived her of consciousness, and of the means of confessing
properly and of communicating. This second death did not a little increase my
grief, and made me think still more seriously on that passage; but God has since
thon turned my grief into joy; He has broken my bonds and all that could attach
me to relations in order that I might be in a position to offer lim the sacrifice of
praise for the rest of my days; by Ris mercy fie bas made me feel that if my parents
forsook me He would still more take me under His protection, and that He knew
well how to take for me the place of ail I could have hoped for from the creature. I
have recognized what a great blessing it is, that God works to destroy whatever holds
a place in our heart and prevents it from being wholly His; although a man does not
love his relations in such a manner as to offend God, ho does not, therefore, fail to derive
a certain support which opposes and destroys the love we should have for God alone.
Por three months I have been engaged from time to time in ail these affairs, but at
last God bas been graciously pleased to deliver me from them, and I am on the ove
Of coming to a compromise with my step-father for the immediate payment of a very
Mnoderate amount, to which Abbé de Brisacier bas advised me to submit, rather than
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en procez avec lui, Nous avons fort bien sceus et veus, que ce beau pere a fait sa
bourse depuis sept on huit ans, nous n'avons pas laissez de trouver pour plus de
Vingt mil livres deffets dans la communauté. Mais il nous supose prez de 8000 liv.
de dettes, d'une partie desquelles nous pourrions en plaidant nous descharger, apres
avoir pris connoissance des affaires. Comme j'estois le seul qui n'avois rien receu
tous mes autres freres ayant reçeus mil escus sur l'inventaire de feu mon Pere et en
avancement d'hoirié; je proposay a mon beau Pere que par reconnoissance pour
léducation qu'il m'avoit donnée, ayant esté entretenu aux estudes dez l'enfance avec
beaucoup de depense et'pour sortir en paix avec lui, nous lui cederions mes freres et
moy tout ce que nous i ouvions pretendre en la communauté d'entre lui et ma mere,
pour les biens meubles, a la charge qu'il en payeroit les dettes, qu'il me payeroit a
moy 1500 liv. d'argent comptant, et quil nous cederoit de son costé tant pour lui que
pour son fils ce qu'il pouroit pretendre aux immeubles, dont j'espere que nous tirerons
bien chacun 2000 liv. estans cinq heritiers a partager. Comme c'est un homme
toujours sur ses gardes ce si on le vouloit tromper il fit au commencement difficulté
d'y consentir, mais depuis y ayant fait reflexion il y trouva son avantage en bien des
manières, et apres avoir incidenté pendant trois ou quatre mois sur plusieurs articles
Enfin il est convenu de transiger avec nous dans le mois de fevrier.

Il promet de me donner 1500 liv. comptant de ceder pour son fils et pour lui ce
qu'il pourroint pretendre dans les propres de feu mon pere, qui sont peu de choses ;
et de me ceder a moy en particulier ce qui appartient a son fils dans un fonds de
cinq mil livres qui appartenoit à ma feûe mere et qui est a diviser en six, dont par
consequent j'auray deux parts, mais aussy je me suis obligé de renoncer sous le bon
plaisir de M. Larchevesque à mon titre clerical, que mon beau-pere estoit obligé de
me faire valoir, et dont je n'avois encore rien touché, et d'en raporter un autre
approuvé de M. L'archevesque dans un an du jour de la transaction ; or co' tout le
bien que j'ay en fonds ne poura monter qu'a 2200 liv. ou quelque peu plus, et qu'il
faut 000 liv, pour faire le fonds d'un titre clerical, je seray obligé de mettre en cons-
titution ces 1500 liv. comptans, mais co' j'ay un an pour cela, j'auray le temps de
prendre votre avis.

J'ay receu ces 1500 liv. vers le 15e fevrier, et c'est le 1er argent dont je me suis
servy pour nos factures en ayant envoyé 1200 liv. a M. Flurant. Mon dessein est
bien que cela demeure a notre Seminaire mais coe', je suis obligé d'en faire une cons-
titution pour ma vie durant pour me tenir lieu de titre clerical, et que je suis bien
aise qu'il ne paroisse pas a mes parens que j'en ay fait donation au Seminaire, pour
entretenir la paix avec eux, je croy que je seray obligé d'en faire un contract de
constitution dans la suite a mon profit, et par un acte posterieur faire donation au
Sominaire de ce contract. Si j'avois bien du bien il y seroit de mesme employé,
En donnant mon corps et mon aine aux missions, je n'espargnerois pas mes biens si
j'en avois. Mais -Dieu qui a voulu me faire naistre pauvre veut aussy consequem-
ment me tenir pauvre pendant toute ma vie, et bien loing d'avoir de la peine de
cela, c'est par la misericorde de Dieu. Ce qui me donne le plus de satisfaction, car
quoyque je n'aye rien, je ne desire rien, et je trouve mon bonheur dans cette depen-
dance dans laquelle Dieu veut que je vive de son aymable providence, Voulant que je
recoive ce' un pauvre ma subsistance des biens de notre Seminaire ce qui quelquefois
m'a fait de la peine parceque je me considere aux charges d'une communauté sans lui
estre presque d'aucune utilité, mais je n'en sens point presentement car je suis con-
vaincu que c'est la voye de grace par laquelle Dieu veut me conduire, et le ressort
dont se sert son aymable providence pour me faire subsister. Je tacheray a n'en
user qu'en vray pauvre, et a faire pour moy le moins de depense que je pouray en y
appliquant le plu de revenu que je tireray de mon petit bien.

Du 28e mars, 1695.
Je vous avois escrit ces choses, messieurs, il y a plus d'un mois esperant vous

rendre compte peu a peu de toutes choses, et prendre ainsy du temps d'avance pour
mes lettres mais plusieurs affaires qui me sont survenûes soit de la part de ma
famille, soit de la part de Mgr. de Quebec pour les comptes quil a fallu arrester avec
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go to law with him. We bave clearly known and seen that the step-father has been
making money for seven or eight years; we have discovered more than twonty thou-
sand livres in the community ; ho assumes that there are nearly 8,000 livres of debts,
a part of which we could get rid of in court. After having taken cognisance of the
state of affairs, as I was the only one who had received nothing, all my other brothers
having received a thousand crowns out of the inventory of my late father and as an
advance from the inheritance, I proposed to my step-father, that out of gratitude for
the education ho had given me, having been maintained during my studios from
childhood at great expense, and in order to settie with him peaceably, my brothers
and myself should code to him all we could claim from the community between him
and my mother for the movables, on condition that he should pay the debts,
that he should pay me 1,500 livres in cash, and that on bis side and on that of bis
son, he should code to us what ho could claim of the immovables, froin which I hope
that we shall draw 2,000 francs each, there being five heirs to divide. Beine a man
always on bis guard lest he should be deceived, he began by interposing difficulties
in the way of consenting. But having considered since, he finds it to be to his
advantage in many ways, and after raising difficulties for three or four months on
several articles, ho has at last agreed to settIe with us in the month of February.

He promises to give me 1,500 livres cash to code to his son and himself what
they could claim in my father's real estate, which is no great thing; and to code to
me individually what belonged to his son in stock of five thousand livres belonging
to my late motber, to be divided into six, of which, therefore, I shall bave two parts.
But as I am obliged to renounce, in the good pleasure of the Archbishop, my clerical
title, which my stop-fatber was obliged to establish, and of which 1 had received
nothing yet, and to bring another approved by the Archbishop in a year from the
day of the settiement, as ail the property I have in funds can amount to only 2,200
livres, or perhaps a little more, and that 3,000 livres are neeossary for a clerical
itle, I shall be obliged to draw on these 1,500 livres cash. But as I have a year

for that I shall have time to take your advice.
I received the 1,500 livres about the 15th of February, and it is the first money

of which I ade use for our invoices, having sent 1,200 livres to M. Flurant. My
intention ishat that should romain to oer Seminary, but as I arn obliged to make an
investment for my life in order to take the place of my clerical title and that I am
pleased that it should not appear to ny relations that it has been made a donation
to the Seminary, to maintain a good understanding with them, I believe I shall be
obliged to make a contract of constitution to my profit, and by a subsequent act to
make a donation of this contract to the Seminary. If I had more property it should
be employed in the same manner. In giving myself, body and soul, to the missions,
I would not spare my wealth, if I had any. But God who has ordained that I should
be born poor, wills also that I should romain poor all my life, and so far from being
distressed on that account, it is-, by the grace of God, that which gives me the great-
est satisfaction. I have nothing, I desire nothing, and I find my happiness in that
dependence on His loving providence in which God wills that I should live, willing
to receive as a pauper from the goods of our Seminary, what sonetimes has been a
grief to me, since I consider mysolt to be a burden on a community, whilst of little
use to it. But now I do not feel this, being convinced that it is the way of grace by
which God desires to lead me and the spring made use of by His loving Providence
to make me subsist. I shall try to use it only as a true pauper and to incur as little
expense as possible by applying towards it the small revenue I shall derive from my
little property.

28th March, 1695.
I had written you these things more than a month ago, hoping to give gradu.

ally an account ot all things, and thus to be beforehand with my letters. But
several affairs, either relating to my family or to Mgr. of Quebec, respecting the
accounts, it was necessary to arrange with him, or in fine, to attend to our invoices,
have seo filled up my time, that I find myself at the end of March and at the begip .
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lui. Soit enfin pour executer nos factures, ont tellement remplies mon temps que je
me trouve a la fin de mars, et au commencement de la Semaine Ste. sans avoir
encore escrit aucune lettres, si bien que j'apprehende de navoir pas le temps, si nos
navires partent un peu de bonne heure descrire a tous nos Messrs'qui m'ont escrit,
j'avois l'an passé escrit a tous sans en excepter un seul, je tacheray encore cette
année descrire du moins a ceux qui m'ont escrit. Mais si je manquois a quelques uns
je vous prie de leur en faire mes excuses.

Nous finismes l'an passé peu apres le depart de nos navires
Succession de feu l'affaire avec M. duDouist neveu de feu M. du Douist selon ce que jeM. Dudouist. vous en avois escrit l'an passé ; C'est à dire que nous tirasme de lui
1900 liv. en plusieurs payemens et avec bien de la peine par M. Trochu procureur du
Séminaire de Constance qui a reservé 150 liv. pour les dépenses et frais qu'il a fait
pour cette affaire, et pour agir dans celle de M. de Mesmond de qui nous avons encore
une obligation de 700 liv. dont il espere tirer quelque chose. M. Trochu vous a bien
servy dans cette affaire, Et lui et M. Sevin et tous nos Messrs estiment que nous
sommes bien heureux d'avoir tirez cette somme, Cependant vous ne me marquez
point par vos lettres, si VOUS approuvez ou desapprouvez cette remise, Je serois bien
aise de scavoir spr cela vos sentimens pour scavoir a quoy je dois m'en tenir dans de
pareilles occasions. M. Trochu n'a rien avancé depuis ce temps la dans l'affaire de

de M. de M. de Mesmond quoyque je l'en aye beaucoup pressé par plusieurs
Affaire lettres, et il n'a pas mebme repondu a deux que je lui ay escritMesmoud. depuis un mois par lesquels je le prie de tascher a finir cette affaire
il me rendra bon compte des 150 liv. qu'il a entre les mains.

Je tiray pareillement le payement lies 2000 liv. des Curez usez
2000 lv.des prestres de M. de LaRavoir malgré le mauvais estat des finances dez la finusez de l'an pas-

se. de May partie comptant, partie en billets par les amis que jem-
ployay auprèsde lui, a quoy M. de Merlac ne servit pas peu; Les

Jesuites n'ont receu ce qui leur appartient et aux hospitalieres que dans le mois
d'octobre.

M. L'Evesque d'Aire nous paya aussy a la fin de juillet 1900 liv.
Argentreçu de Mgr pour la pension de Mgr Lancien; je receus de M. de Pretnd 150 liv.Daire. de la Chapelle de M. du Pré 150 liv. de M. de Vaubesnard prez de
M. de Preaud La- 300 liv. pour reste de ce qu'il devoit pour les 4000 liv. amortis, du

chapelle de M. fermier de Parcay 7 ou 800 liv. Si bien que de toutes ces sommes
Dunpré Du Prie'-
ré de Parcay. j'ay acquitté ce que je devois à Paris pour nos factures de l'an passé

qt avec prez de 3000 liv. que monsieur L'abbé de Brisacier voulut
bien me prester pour apaiser M. Grignon qui me tourmentoit Nous lui fismes touchez
dez avant le mois d'aoust prez de 7000 liv. Si bien que par la compte qu'il m'envoya
par apres, nous ne lui devions plus tant pour Mgr Lancien pour les estofes des
pauvres que pour nous que prez d'onze mille livres, car ce que j'envoyois l'an passé
tant pour le Séminaire que pour Mgr L'ancien alloit bien a prez de 4500 liv. en y
comprenant les frais et les interests de 7 et 2 pour cent selon le compte qu'il m'a
envoyé et dont je ne doute pas qu'il vous ait pareillement fait tenir une copie.

Je n'ay point cessé de faire presser M. de Montfort de nous payer
M. de Montfort les arrérages des 400 liv. qu'il nous doit tous les ans. M. Le Tellier

Avocat a Caën et amy de feu M. du Douist ayant eu une affaire a
Paris et estant venu loger au Seminaire, je lui fis donner une chambre, et lui rendis
tous les services qui dépendirent de moy dans une affaire qu'il avoit, Il m'avoit
apporté tous les papiers qu'il a concernans notre dette de M. de Montfort; Ils sont
en bonne forme, et il me fit voir des lettres qu'il avoit receu depuis six mois de M. de
Montfort sur toutes les instances que j'avois faites pour demander de l'argent par
lesquelles Mon. d. Sr de Montfort lui demandoit du temps, et le remettoit toujours,
je le priay de continuer a prendre soin de cette affaire, et si je ne pouvois aller moy-
mesme sur les lieux, d'y aller lui seul, et de faire saisir tous les fermiers de M. de
Montfort. J'aurois bien voulu scavoir de lui ce qu'il a receu de Mon d. Sr de Mont-
fort, mais il ne put m'en rendre compte n'ayant pas apporté un memoire qu'il a de
óes payemens qu'il dit mesme estre imparfait Ce Monsr Le Tellier me paroist un
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ning of Holy Week, without yet having written any letters, so that I apprehend I
shall not have time, should our ships leave early, to write to all our gentlemen who
have written me. Last year I had written to all without a single exception. This
year I shall try to write to those at least, who have written to me. But should I
fail towards some, I pray you to make my excuses.

Last year, shortly after the ships left, we finished the business with M. du Douist,

Succession of the a nephew of the late M. du Douist, as I wrote you last year, that is to
M. Dudoist. ae say, that we drew from him 1,900 livres in several payments, with

much difficulty by means of M. Trochu, Attorney for the Seminary
of Constance; who reserved 150 livres for the costs and charges laid out by him on
this business, and for acting in that of M.'de Mesmond, from whom we have still
an obligation of 700 livres, of which he hopes to obtain something. M. Trochu has
been of good service to us in this business, and he, M. Savin, and all our gentlemen
consider that we are very fortunate in having obtained this sum, although you do
not notify me in your letter whether you approve or disapprove of this redaction. I
shall be glad to learn your sentiments on that subject, to know how to act on such
occasions.

M. Trochu bas not advanced since that time in the business of
Business of M. de M. de Mesmond, although I have urged him in several letters, andMesmond. he has not even answered two which I wrote him a month ago,
in which I requested him to try to finish this business; ho will render me a good
account of the 150 livres he bas in his hands.

I also obtained the payment of the 2,000 livres from the super-
2,000 livres from the annuated curés of M. de La Ravoir, notwithstanding the bad state of

priesta last year. the finances at the end of May, part in cash, part in bills, through
friends whom I erployed with him, of whom M. de Merlac made

no small use. The Jesuits have received what belonged to them and to the hospitaliers
only in the month of October.

Bishop d'Aire aiso paid us at the end of July 1,900 livres for the
Money received from board of Mgr. Lancien.

Mgr. d'Aire.

I received from M. de Preand 150 livres, from the chapel of M.
M. de Preand, La- du Pré 150 livres, from M. de Vaubesnard nearly 300 livres for the

Dupré, fron the remainder of what ho owed of the 4,000 livres redeemed ; from the
priory of Parcay. farmer of Parcay 7 or 800 livres, so that from all these sums I

have paid what I owed in Paris for our last year's invoices, and
with nearly 3,000 livres which M. de Brisacier would lend me to satisfy M. Grignon,
who was tormenting me, we managed to pay him nearly 7,000 livres before the
month of August. According to the account which he sent me afterwards, we owed
him, including the amount of M. Lancien, and for the cloth for the poor, as well as
the amount for ourselves, only about twelve thousand livres, for what I sent last year
for the Seminary, as well for the Seminary as for M. Lancien, came to nearly 4,500
livres, including the expenses and the interest at 7M per cent., accordi g to the account
he sent me, of which I have no doubt ho also forwarded you a copy.

M. de Montfort. I have not ceased to press M. de Montfort to pay us the arrears
of the 400 livres he owes us every year. M. LeTellier, advocate at

Caen, and a friend of the late M. du Douist, having had business at Paris, and having
come to lodge at the Seminary, I had a room given him, and rendered him all the
service that depended on me, in the business on which ho was engaged. He had
brought me all the papers in his possession respecting M. Montfort's debt to us.
They are well arranged, and he showed me letters which he had received from M.
Montfort during the last six month, referring to the frequent pressure I had brought
on M. LeTellier to ask payment, by which letters My said M. de Montfort asked for
time, and constantly put off. I requested him to continue this business, and if I
could not myself go to the place, he shotild go there alone, and to seize in the hands
of all M. de Montfort's farmers. I should have liked to know from him what ho has
received from my said Sieur de Montfort, but he could not tell me, not having

xI
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homme de bien, un peu intéressé a la vérité-mais qui ne voudroit coe je croy pas
blesser sa conscience ; Il nous a bien rendu service car a son retour Il menaca tant
qu'on lui apporta 150 liv. et comme je n'estois pas content de cette somme que j'avois
esté cependant bien aise de recevoir afin davoir droit de demander a .Monsieur de
Montfort les arrerages au dessus de cinq anneez que je n'aurois pas esté en droit de
demander selon la coutume, parceque-nous avions laissez passer plus de cinq ans
sans faire aucune poursuite, je pressay tant M. Le Tellier qu'enfin il alla vers la fin
d'octobre chez M. de Montfort esloigné de Ceaë de 18 grandes lieùes. Cette terre
est aupres de Periez, et c'est dans cette mesme terre qu'est scitué le bien de M. du
Douist qui a bien depery depuis sa mort. M. Le Tellier m'a mandé que cette terre
est d'un tres beau revenu, qu'on estime le bien de M. de Montfort prez de 200,000 liv.
qu'on connoist la beauté et bonté de sa terre-par les gros arbres dont elle est cou-
verte que M. de Montfort estoit sur le point de vendre de ces arbres pour plus de
6000 liv. a quoy il nous remettoit pour nous payer qu'il avait encore sa femme, et un
jeune marquis de Montfort qui fait grande despense, et mangera bien tout son bien
et le notre, que ce jeune marquis lui fit plusieurs menaces, s'il prétendoit faire saisir,
et que voyant que cela ne l'arrestoit pas et qu'il avoit fait venir l'huissier. Enfin M.
de Montfort chercha dans plusieurs bourses et ne put lui faire que 180 liv. en argent
et en mesme temps lui donna pour l'appaiser deux delegations pour estre payeez a
Noel c'est a dire un mois et demy apres l'une de 250 liv. et l'autre de 200 liv. que M.
Le Tellier fit accepter par les fermiers débiteurs, et crut devoir se contenter de cela
pour cette première demarche, ayant de plus tiré Vingt francs pour les frais de son
voyage dont il ne donna pas de quitance sur nos arrerages mais seulement une parti-
culiere pour les frais.

Cependant il n'a pu jusqu'apresent estre encore payé que d'une de ces delega-
tions; scavoir de celle de 250 liv. et il a fallu menacer ces fermiers de les ruiner en
frais pour les obliger de payer cette somme, avec promesse de payer l'autre de 200
liv. huit jours apres Pasques car M. de Moutfort a contrefaitdes lettres de M. LeTellier
coe sil avoit esté payé de ces sommes pour les tirer des mains de ces fermiers qui
ont esté obligez de les avancer sur leurs fermes pour payer ces delegations qu'ils
avoint acceptez. M. de Montfort est un homme qui ne va pas droit, et nous n'aurons
jamais rien de lui que par les procedures de justice. Mais j, tire un bon augure pour
la solidité de notre dette de ce que nous lui avons fait peur par ce voyage de M.
LeTellier, car je ne m'attendois pas a cela, et je craignois de n'en jamais rien tirer
qu'en faisant decreter la terre. Mais pour en venir a cette extremité, Il faut attendre
qu'un grand procez qu'il a avec M. d'Intraville son beau frere qui a une by potheque
anterieure a la notre et qui pretend que M. de Montfort lui doit prez de 80000 liv.
soit jugé. Ce procez se poursuit au parlement de Roüen, j'ay offert a M. de Montfort
de l'y appuyer des amis que nous y avons, car il nous est important que M. de Mon-
fort gagne ce procez car s'il le perd, nous courons risque de perdre notre dette il
faudra se resoudre jusqu'a la decision de ce procez qui tirera en longueur, de faire de
temps en te'mps peur a M. de Montfort, et en tirer ce que nous pourrons je ne croirois
pas inutile un vôyage que je ferois en ces quartiers la, pour voir les choses par soy
mesme, et pouvoir par la prendre de justes mesures pour nos seuretez, mais col je ne

le puis faire de cette année, mandez m'en je vous prie votre senti-
J'ay dessein defai- ment que je suivray preferablement au mien. J'avois fort prié M. Le-

re ce voyage le Tellier de compter avec mon d. Sr de Montfort, et par la verificationplutost que je.
pouray, mais coe. de toutes ses quitances dont je le priois de menvoyer copie, de voir
j ne crois pas le a quoy montent les arrerages qu'il nous doit, Mais M. de Montfort
t»aire d cet.e esté lui dit que toutes ces quitances estoint entre les mains de
mandez m'en vo-
tre sentiment. son procureur a Roueri, parce qu'elles entrent dans le compte

qu'il est obligé de rendre a M. d'lntraville. Voila ce que je puis
vous mander touchant cette affaire.

Je n'avois pu recevoir du fermier de M. du Pré depuis deux ans que 15) liv,, quel.
ques lettres que je lui eusse escrit, son bail finissoit, n'ayant plus que

Chapelle de M. Du cette année cy a joûir, je crus que pour voir lestat des choses je ne de-Pré. vois pas espargner quelque depense pour y faire un voyage et ayant
14u
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brought with him a memorandum of these payments, which he says besides is imper.
feet. This M. LeTellier appears to be a good man, a little covetous, in reality, but
who would not, a I believe, go against the dictates of bis conscience. He bas done
us goCd service, for on his return, he threatened so much, that 150 livres were brought
him, and as I was not satisfied with this sum, which I was, nevertheless, very glad
to get, that I might have the right to demand the arrears beyond the five years
which 1 would not have been legally entitled to demand according to the common
law (Coutume), aý we had allowed five years to pass without suing for them, I urged
M. LeTellier so much that at last ho went about the end of October to M. de Mont-
fort's, distant from Caen about 18 leagues. This district is beside Perriez, the same
in which is situated the property of M. du Douist, which has greatly deteriorated
since his death. M. LcTellier has informed me that this territory yields a fine
revenue, that the property of M. du Montfort is valued at 200,000 livres, that the
beauty and goodness of bis land may be known by the size of the trees with which
it is covered; that M. de Montfort was on the point of selling these trees for upwards
of 6,000 livres, but had delayed so as to pay us therewith; that he had still a wife
and a young Marquis de Montfort, very extravagant, who will soon devour his
property and ours; that this young marquis made several threats if he, (LeTellier),
attempted to seize. and that seeing that that did not stop him, and that he had
brought the bailiff, M. de Montfort at last, after searching in several purses, could
only make up 180 livres in money, and to pacify him gave at the same time two
assignments to be paid at Christmas, that 1s, a month and a half afterwards, the one
for 250 livres, the other for 200 livr<s. M. LeTellier had these accepted by the far-
mers, who were his debtors, and thought ho should be satisfied with that as the first
stop, having further drawn twenty francs for travelling expenses, for which he gave
no receipt as part of the arrears, but only a special receipt for expenses.

However, till now he bas only been able to obtain payment for one of the assign.
ments, namely, the one for 250 livres, and it was necessary to threaten these farmers
that they would be ruined with costs to compel them to pay that sum, with a promise
to pay the other 200 livres eight days after Easter. For M. de Montfort had forged
letters in name of M. LeTellier as if he had been paid these snms, so that he might
get them out of the hands of the farmers who were obliged to advance them on their
farms to pay the assignments they had accepted. M. de Montfort is a man who does
not act uprightly and we shall never get anything from him except by process of law.
But I draw a good augury for the certainty of being paid, having frightened him by
M. LeTellier's j urney. I did not expect it and feared that nothing could be secured
except by the sale of the land, but in order to reach that extremity there must be a
decision in a great suit which ho bas with M. d'Intraville, bis brother-in-law, who has
a prior mortgage to ours and alleges that M.de Montfort owes him nearly 80,000 livres.
This caqe is before the Parliament of Rouen. I have offered R1. de Montfort to support
him there by friends whom we have in that place, for it is of importance to us that
M. de Montfort should gain the suit, for if he loses it we run the risk of losing what
he owes us. We must be determined, till the decision of the case which will drag on,
to frighten M. de Montfort from time to time and to get out of him what we can. I

do not believe that it would be useless for me to take a trip to those
I propose to take parts to see for myself and in this way to be able to take suitablethis trip as soon

as possible, but means to secure our safety, but as I cannot do so this year, let me
as I do not be- know your feeling, which 1 shall follow in preference to my own.
lieve I can do it I had urged M. LeTellier to examine the accounts with M. de

ehy oumrought3 Montfort, and by the verification of ail bis receipts, of which I
on it. asked hirn to send me a copy to See what the arrears he owes us

corne to, but M. de Montfort tells him that ail these receipts are in the hands of bis
attorney at Rouen, as they form part of the account he is obliged to render to M.
fd'Intraville. This is ail I can tell you of this affair.

M. DuPrès'Chapel. I could only obtain from M. duPrèq, farmer, 150 livres for two
years, whatever letter I wrote him. His lease was closing, having

nly this year to run ; I believed, thereforo, that to sec the condition oi affairs I
xuii
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pris un cheval de loûage dans la fin de 9bre dernier j'y fus pendant quatre ou cinq jours
aresté par le mauvais temps, j'y comptay avec ce fermier de tous ses fermages depuis
seize ans et demy jusqu'a present qu'il jouit de cette chapelle je le trouvay redevable
pour toutes ces anneez jusqu'a Noel dernier y compris, en lui alloûant environ pour
cent francs de reparations qu'il a fait faire a la Chapelle par ordre de M. Labbé de
Brisacier, et quelques taxes pour les pauvres, qu'il estoit juste de lui allouer de la
somme de 590 liv. dont il me promit 300 liv. aux Rois suivant, et le surplus avant la
St Jean prochaine a la verité il me demanda fortement une diminution de presque
une année entiere du revenu de cette chapelle. C'est a dire de prez de 180 liv. Car
elle est affermée cette somme quitte et franche de toutes charges excepté des repara-
tions de la chapelle et des aumosnes extraordinaires pour l'année 1687 dans laquelle
il pretend que la gresle qui tomba en ces quartiers obligea les maitres a relascher
leurs fermages. Mais je lui fis remarquer que le revenu de cette chapelle consiste en
un gros d'un muid de bled et demy muid d'avoine qui n'avoit pas greslé pour lui, en
un petit dixmage de treize ou quatorze arpens de terre, et dans le labour d'environ
douze arpens de terre labourable, qu'il avoit receu le gros cette année, qu'il avoit
recueilly ces terres labourables avant la gresle et que tout le malheur de la gresle
n'estoit tombé que sur sa dixme de ces treize ou quatorze arpens ce qui ne valoit pas
la peine de faire de diminution, parce que les anneez fortes recompensans les foibles,
le Revenu de la Chapelle dans ces dernieres anneez cy que le bled a esté hors de prix
lui avoit valu plus de 600 liv. par an, je lui offris de lui renouveller le bail, au com-
mencement j'en voulois avoir 200 liv. en l'augmentant de 20 liv. mais coe je consi-
deray qu'il n'y vouloit pas mordre, et qu'estant solvable je ne devois pas le changer.
Je le lui laissay au mesme prix et aux mesme charges, a condition qu'il donneroit
pour Epingles du bail 2à ou 30 liv. que j'avois depensé dans ce voyage mais co' il
persista a me demander au contraire de la diminution lorsmesme qu'ilin'apporta les
300 liv. cydessus a la fin de janvier dernier. Le Chapelain qui dessert cette chapelle
et a qui j'ay promis vingt cinq francs par une lettre de M. du Douist qui lui avoit
promis peu de jours avant sa mort de le dedommager de plusieurs frais dans un procez
qu'il avoit soutenu pour le bien de la Chapelle, m'a offert un autre fermier qui la veut
prendre au mesme prix, et est très solvable, a qui co' je drois je la donneray, car
l'autre est trop fier et trop arrogant parce qu'il a assez d'autres occupations.

Mais M. du Pré n'a pas sceu que sa chapelle estoit ainsy affermée en m'en-
voyant sa procuration car je lui en demandois une non seulement pour faire payer le
fermier des fermages eschus, mais pour faire un nouveau bail et M. du Pré n'en fait
point mention dans sa procuration; Il aura la bonté de m'en envoyer une autre
generale pour donner a ferme ce benefice, et pour en retirer les revenus et y con-
traindre pour cela les fermiers si besoin est.

Nous connaissions aussy bien que vous la necessité qu'il y avoit de lever le
decret d'union des benefices simples de Meobec au Seminaire du

Decret d'union des Quebec. Ce decret a esté dressé dez le 290 xbre 1689, et nousbenefices simplese
de Meobec. n'en scavions rien; M. l'abbé Gassot chanoine de St Estienne de

Bourges, parent des P.P. Bigot, qui estoit de l'assemblée, et
bon amy de Mrs deFrisacier et du Douist lesquels l'avoint prié de prendre soin
de cette affaire, nous en donna avis lannée passée, a l'occasion du Prieuré de
St Sebastien qui estoit venu a Vacquer, Mais Le Secrétaire de L'archevesché de
Bourges en vouloit avoir 550 liv. pour l'expédier, Il alleguoit pour ses raisons
qu'il affermoit si haut le Secretariat de M. L'Archevesque qu'il ne pouvoit
moins prendre pour cette expedition comme il nous estoit important d'avoir cette
piece, monar L'abbé de Brisacier donna un billet de 484 liv. a M. de la Porte. Je

payay 66 liv. comptant et nous eusmes notre expedition double, l'une pour demeurer
icy, et l'autre pour vous l'envoyer. Ce qui nous fit encore plus haster l'expedition de
cet acte fut la mort subite de M. Larchevesque de Bourges qui arriva au commence-
ment de May Nous apprehendions que Fon ne nous fist de nouvelles difficultez sous
un autre archevesque et nous avions besoin de cette piece soit pour conserver le
prieuré de Bienavant dont nous jouissons dej, soit pour entrer enjouissance de celui
de St Sebastien, qu'on menaçoit deja de nous oster. Quoy que j'en eusse pris posses-
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should not spare a little expense for a journey and having hired a horse in the end of
November last, I was there for four or five days, having been detained by bad weather.
I made up the account with this farm of all the rent for sixteen years and a half till
the present time which he had derived from this chapel. I found him indebted for
all these years till last Christmas, inclusive, allowing him about a hundred francs for
repairs to the chapel, made by order of Abbé Brisacier, and some taxes for the poor,
which it was right to ellow him, the sum of 590 livres, of which he promised me 300
livres on Twelfth Night following and the rest before St. John's Day next. In fact,
he strongly urged me to reduce the amount by almost a whole year's revenue of the
chapel, that is, nearly 180 livres, for it is leased for that amount clear and free of all
charges, except for repairs to the chapel and extraordinary alms for the year 1687,
in which ho alleges that the bail which fell in that district compelled the masters to
reduce their rents; but I pointed out to him that the revenue of this chapel consists
chiefly of a hogshead of wheat and half a hogshead of oats, on which it had not bail-
ed, in a small tithing on thirteen or fourteen arpens and the ploughing of about
twelve arpens of arable land, that ho received the chief part that year, that ho had
harvested these arable lands before the hail and that the whole damage from the hail
had fallen on the tithe of these thirteen or fourteen arpens, which was not worth the
trouble of making the reduction, since the good years making up for the bad, the
revenue of the chapel in the last years, when wheat was very high, was worth more
than 600 livres a year. I cffered to renew the lease. At first I wanted 200 livres,
an increase of twenty livres, but as I felt that he would not bite, and, being solvent,
that I should not change him, I lot him have it at the same rate, with the same charges,
on condition that ho should give as a gratuity from the lease, twenty-five or thirty
livres which I had spent on the journey, but as ho persisted in demanding a reduction
at the time ho brought me the 300 livres at the end of January last, the chaplain who
officiates in the chapel and to whom I promised twenty-five francs in consequence of
a letter from M. duDonist, who had promised a few days before his death to indemnify
him for expenses ho had incurred in a trial he defended for the good of the chapel,
offered me another tenant, who will take it at the same rate and is very well off, to
whom I believe I shall give it, as the other is too stiff and arrogant, having other
occupations.

But M. du Pré did not know that his chapel was leased when ho sent me his
power of attorney, for I asked him for one, not Only to make the farmer pay the
rents which were due, but to make a new lease, and M. du Pré does not mention it in
his power of attorney. He will have the goodness to send me another of a general
nature, to farm out this benefice, to draw the rents and to compel the
farmers to pay, if need be.
Decree for the union We knew as well as you the necessity of having the decree for

of the sinecures of the union of the sinecures Of Meobec to the Seminary of Quebec.
Meobec. This decree was drawn up since the 29th December, 1689, and

we knew nothing about it. Abbé Gassot, canon of St. Etienne de Bourges (rela-
tive of the Fathers Bigot) who was of the assembly and a good friend of Messrs.
Brisacier and du Douist, who had prayed him to look after that business, gave us
notice-of it last year, on the occasion of the Priory of St. Sebastien, which had just
become vacant. But the secretaryof the Archbishoprie of Bourges wanted 550
livres for despatching the business. He alleged as his reason, that ho paid so much
for the office of secretary to the Archbishop that ho could not take less for copies,
and it was of importance to us to have the document. Abbé de Brisacier gave a
note for 484 livres to M. de la Porte; I paid 66 livres in 'cash and we had our dupli-
cate copies, the one to remain here, the other to send to you.

What made us still more hasten the obtaining of this act, was the sudden death
of the Archbishop of Bourges, which happened at the beginning of May. We were
afraid that new difficulties would have arisen under another archbishop, and we
required the document, either to preserve the Priory of Bienavant, which we already
enjoyed, or to enter into the possession of that of St. Sebastien, of which we were
already threatened to be deprived, although I had taken possession of it on the colla-
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sion sur la Collation qui m'en avoit esté faite par Monsieur l'abbé de Brisacier. Quand
j'eus receu cette expedition je la portay a Monsieur Noünt Avocat le plus habile pour
les matieres beneficiales pour examiner si ce decret estoit bon, et si en consequence
nous pourrions obtenir des lettres patentes confirmatives de ce decret. M. Noüet apres
bien du temps repondit a mon memoire, et ne trouva dans notre decret d'union que
sept ou huit causes, pretendit-il, de nullitez, nous ne nous contentasme, pas de cela,
nous en consultasmes plusieurs autres mais surtout M. Chuperé, et M. Sachot, qui
avoueront qu'a la verité on avoit dans ce decret gardé quelques formalitez qu'on ne
devoit pas garder, et qu'on en avoit obmis quelques autres assz necessaires, mais que
cet acte n'estoit pas nul pour cela. Et ce dernier avocat nous conseilla de nous
addresser pour le rectifier a M. Larchevesque de Bourges, nouvellement nommé, qui
est Monsieur L'abbé de gesures fils du Gouverneur de Paris qui est un de bons amis
de M. L'abbé de Brisacier et de notre Seminaire et d'engager M. Larchevesque de
nous demander en vertu de quoy nous jouissons du Prieuré de Bienavant, que nous lui
produirons notre decret d'union expedié par son predecesseur qui le con teste ra pour
les formalitez qui n'ont pas esté gardeez, fera de nouveau appeler les possesseurs des
autres petits prieurez unis dont nous ne jouissons pas encore se fera produire les
lettres patentes d'union etc. et apres avoir veu toutes ces choses confirmera le
decret d'union fait par son predecesseur, et sur cette confirmation nous obtiendrons
des lettres patentes. Mr. l'abbé de Brisacier en a parlé a Mgr. de Bourges. Il fera
pour nous ce qui dependra de lui, et j'attends apres le depart des vaisseaux a finir
ainsy cette affaire. Cependant lorsque je vis que notre decret n'estoit pas co' il faut,
il me faschoit fort de payer 550 liv. pour une piece defectueuse, j'en escrivit a 5I. l'abbé
Gassot et a M. de la Porte, et leur fis entendre qu'il n'estoit pas juste de payer comme
bon ce qui ne valoit rien; Mais comme il estoit necessaire avant, que de le faire con-
noistre de pourvoir a la seureté de nos prieurez, j'en fus retenir des dattes chez deux

differens banquiers pour Monsieur Glandelet et pour M. du Pré, afin

de besoin que Mr. que si quelqu'un nous venoit troubler dans cette possession, Nous
Glandelet et M. eussions de quoy nous deffendre par ces dattes dont nous ferions en
du Pré m'en- cas de besoin expedier des signations; c'est une pitié que de con-
voyassent u n e noistre la maniere dont on attrape et conserve la pluspart desprocuration I eneieIiunu
neraie on bien benefices, Dieu nous garde du desir d'en posseder pour nous il faut
encore M.Paquet tenir tant de detours, que je ne scay si cela saccommode assez avec
telle que l'on en la conscience. In circuitu impii ambulant. M. de la Porte ne voulut
passe ordinaire-
ment a parisendre aaucune proposition, Monsieur l'abbé Gassot me
quand on vadans pria de le dispenser de se mesler davantage (te cette affaire, et Dieu
les missions, et nous l'enleva presque en mesme temps. M. de Brisacier treborier
ont jde vouseops de France a Bourges frere de Monsieur Labbé de Brisacier, lui escri-

pour vous servir vit une grande lettre pour lui marquer les inconveniens qu'il y avoit
de modelles pour de nous mettre mal avec mon d. Sr de la Porte, qui nous pouvoit
les pf eales pour rendre service tous les jours, et nous nuire de mesme dans un lieu
prendre posses- ou nous aurons souvent affaire il lui marqua aussy combien il con-
sion en leur nom venoit peu qu'ayant donné son billet pur et simple il refusast de le
de tous benefices payer. A quoy il ne seroit pas receu, parce que M. de la Porteetc. n'avoit commercer ce billet que M. l'abbé de Brisacier ne

pourait alors refuser de payer. Enfin considerant toutes ces choses, je proposay
a M. de la Porte qu'en cas qu'il fust secretaire souz M. de Bourges dapresent
comme il l'a esté souz le precedent, Il nous expedieroit gratis la confirmation
de ce decret que nous lui devions demander, qu'il nous serviroit de ses amis
dans la chambre Ecclesiastique de Bourges pour obtenir de la diminution pour les
decimes, qu'il ne pretendroit rien dans une somme de 30 liv. pour tout le passé jus-
qu'aprésent dont M. Larchevesque nous a chargé envers son archevesché pour ses
droits de visites, et qu'avec ces conditions je lui payerois alors content 284 liv. et lui
donnerois un billet de 200 liv. payables en juin en me remettant celui de 484 liv. de M.
l'abbé de Brisacier. M. de Brisacier nous fit signer M. de la Porte et moy cette con
vention et garda l'escrit et ensuite je payay les 284, et donnay un billet de 200 liv. a
M. de la Porte pour celui de M. l'abbé de Brisacier qu'il me rendit environ le 15e xbre
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tion made to me by Abbé Brisacier. When I had received the duplicate, I took it
to M. Noüt, the most able advocate in matters relating to benefices, to examine
if the decree was good and if in consequence we could obtain letters patent con-
firrnatory of the decree. After sometime, M. Noüet answered my memorandum,
an1d found in our decree of union only seven or eight causes, he allegei, of nullity.
We were not satisfied with that but consulted several others, but especially M. Chu-
Peré, and M. Sachot, who admitted that in fact some formalities had been preserved
i this decree which should not have been, and that others, to some extent neces-
sary, had been omitted, but that the act was not, therefore, nul], and the latter
advocate advised us to apply to have it rectified to the newly appointed Archbishop
of Bourges, who is the Abbé Gesures, son of the Governor of Paris, who is one of the
good friends of the Abbé Brisacier and of our Seminary, and to-induce the Archbishop
to demand from us as erij)ying the Priory of Bienavant, that we shall produce our
decree of union sent by his predecessor, that he shall dispute it on account of the
formalities which were not retained, will call anew the possessors of the other

iall united priories, which we do not yet enjoy, will have the letters of union, etc.,
Produced, and after having examined ail these things, will confirm the decree of
finion made by his predecessor, and on his confirmation we shall obtain letters patent.
Abbé de Brisacier bas spoken of it to Monseigneur of Bourges. He will do for us
al that depends on him and I expect to close this matter after tho ship sails.
HIowever, when I saw that our decree was not as it should be, it grently annoyed
ine to pay 550 livres for a defective document, and I wrote on the subject to Abbé
Gassot and M, de la Porte, and made them understand, that it was not right to pay
gocd money for what was worth nothing; but as before making it known, it was
flecessary to provide for the safety of our priories, had certificates of registration kept
With two different bankers for M. Giandolet and for M. Dupré, so that if any one should
It would be proper disturb us in this possession, we might have wherewith to defend

in case of need, ourselves by these certificates by which we could have the signa-
that M. Glande- tures hastened in case of need. It is a pity that the manner inlet and M. du Pré
shouldsendagen- which most of the benefices are obtained and preserved should be
eral power of at- known ; God keep us from desiring to take possession of themi for
torney to me, or ourselves; so many detours are needed that I do not know how far
M. P~aquet 1 sueh t ncrut mi mas is usuay they ean be reconciled with the conscience. in circuitu impii ar-
passed at Paris, bulant. M. de la Porte would not listen to any propoýition. Abbé
when any one is Gassot asked me to excuse him from any further concern in this
°i" t the affair and God carried him off from us alrnost at the same time. M.Mnissions, (,f

Which I send you de Brisacier, Treasurer of France at Bourges, brother of Abbé
copies to serve as Brisaoier, wrote him a long letter pointing out the inconveniences
inodels to have that would arise from getting into the bad graces of M. de lathem drawn up,
and special pow' Porte who could be of service to us every day and equally injure
ers to take pos- us, in a place where we shal often have business to do. He also
session in their pointed out how inexpedient it was, having given bis note uncon-

lices, etc. ditionally, that he should refuse to pay it, which would be of no
use, for M. de la Porte had only to dispose of the note and thon

Abbé Brisacier could not refuse to pay it. At last, taking ail these things into con-
ideration, I proposed to M. de la Porte, that if ho were secretary to the present

ts he was to the previous M. de Bourges, he should prepare gratis the confirmation
Of the decree which we should ask, that he use bis influence with bis friends in the
ecclesiastical chamber of Bourges to obtain a reduction in the tithes; that he should
'âake no claim in respect to a sum of 30 livres, for all the past till now, with which
the Archbishop had charged us to go towards bis archbishoprie for bis rights of
'isitation, and that on these conditions I would then pay him 284 livres cash, and

Would give him a note for 200 livres payable in June, returning me Abbé Brisa-
Qier's note for 200 livres. M. de Brisacier made M. de la Porte and me both sign
the agreement, and kept the document, then I paid the 284 livres and gave a note
for 200 livres to M. de la Porte for Abbé Brisacier's, which he returned me about
the 15th of December, 1694.
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1694.. Nous ressentismes peu de jour après un commencement de la protection de M.
de la Porte qui nous obtint de la Chambre des decimes une diminution de 50 liv. sur
350 liv. de taxe extraordinaire faite sur le prieuré de Bienavant pour un don gratuit
de quatre millions que le clergé a fait au Roy parce qu'il a suprimé lesdit pour la
taxe des bois.

Je ne vois pas le moyen d'insinuer dans ce decret d'union le terme de Seminaire
des Missions Estrangeres de Quebec qu'on n'y a pas mis dans le commencement cela
seroit mieux a la verité mais n'est pas cependant d'une abiolüe necessité. L'Evesque
ne peut pas nous oster la qualité de Séminaire Episcopal, et par consequent les reve-
nus qui y sont attachez. Si je le puis faire dans la confirmation, je n'y manîqueray
pas. Apres avoir retiré le decret d'union nous avons travaillez dans la suite a retirer
les papiers qui estoint entre les mains de M. Salle procureur en l'officialité de
Bourges. Il a fallu tenir compte et payer a M. L'abbé Gassot plusieurs frais qu'il i,
faits pour nous montans a prez de 70 liv. et M. de Brisacier Le Tresorier a retire
de M. Sallé tous ses papiers et a reduit le memoire des frais de son salaire qui mon-
toit a 128 liv. a 76 liv. qu'il lui a payez et moy les lui ay rendus.

La mort de feu M. du Douist et le peu de soin qu'on a donné a nos affaires en
88, 89, et 90, ont esté cause des grandes depenses et du peu de saccez de toute
cette procedures il ne faut pas nous estonner de cela, il est ordinaire de recommencer
quatre ou cinq fois des decrets d'union et c'est de toutes les procedures celle qui est
la plus difficile a bien conduire. Comme je vous envoye la copie collationée de ce
decret d'union vous serez peut estre en mesme temps bien aises que je vous marque
les nullitez qu'y remarque M. Noûet.

1° La bulle d'union de la manse abbatiale de Meobec a L'Evesché de Quebec fait
une reserve expresse de la manse Monacale. Les prieurez sont censez de la mansO
Monacale, parce qu'ab institutione ils doivent estre remplis par les moines. Or
quoyque par le droit commun attribué par le Concile de Trente aux Evesques il
leur soit' permis d'unir aux Seminaires des benefices simples Cela ne leur est cepen-
dant permis que lorsque le St Siege n'a point fait de reserve particuliere de ces
benefices.

20 Les deffauts dans ce decret contre le Sr de fortia sont jugez sur des assigna-
tions nulles parcequ'elles n'ont pas esté donnéez au domicile des prieurez mais spule-
ment aux portes des Eglises parroissiales.

30 M. L'Archevesque de Bourges expose dans le veu du decret qu'il a appointé
les parties a escrire produire contredire et sauver par devers lui C'est ce qu'un
Evesque ne scauroit faire, parce que c'est exercer la jurisdiction contentieuse, ce qui
n'appartient qu'a son official.

4° Un des chefs de la Contestation consistoit a juger si le Sr Alabat estoit bie0
pourven de l'un des d. prieurez ; c'estoit une complainte beneficiale qui ne pouvoit
estre decidée que par le juge Royal et neanmoins le Sr Archevesque y a prononcé.

50 L'on n'a point fourny l'estat du revenu et des charges du Seminaire de
Quebec pour connoistro s'il estoit pauvre ou riche.

6° Il ne paroist point aussy qu'on ait expliqué quel estoit le revenu de tous 108
d. prieurez pour connoistre s'ils estoint plus ou moins suffisans pour dotter le sérau-
naire.

J° Les pièces sur lesquelles les decrets ont été interposés ne sont point raportee5
pour voir si elles sont bien ou mal faites et M. LeChancelier les demandera pour leS
faire mettre sous sceel des lettres patentes.

Je vous manderay l'an prochain ce que j'auray fait à l'esgard de cette affaire.
Je vous avois escrit l'an passé qu'il seroit bon que je fisse un tour en BerrY

visiter ces prieurez dont nous jouissons; Leurs baux finissoint a tous. Il y avoit

plusieurs affaires a regler que demandoint les fermiers, et on ne pouvoit prendre une
juste resolution faute d'avoir vue les choses par ses yeux d'ailleurs il falloit enfin voir
comment nous finirions l'affaire des Gallepis qui sont condamnez a une somme de
2400 liv. par une sentence des requestes du Palais du consentement des parties et
1685, ou environ, a laquelle on n'a pas fait signer le procureur des parties ce qui rend
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A few days after, we felt the beginning of M. de la Porte's protection, as he
obtained for us from the Board of Tithes a reduction of 50 livres out of 350 livres of
an extraordinary tax on the Priory of Bienavant, for a gratuitous gift of four millions
Which the clergy had made to the King for suppressing the edict for a tax on woods.

I do not see any means of having inserted in this decree of union the term,
"Seminary of Foreign Missions of Quebec," which bas not been put at the beginning
Of it. In truth, it would be better, but it is not of absolute necessity. The Bishop
cannot deprive us of the quality of Episcopal Seminary, and consequently of the
revenues belonging to it. If I can have it done in the confirmation, I shall not fail
to do so.

After having withdrawn the decree of union, we have subsequently worked hard
to withdraw the papers that were in the hands of M. Salle, Attorney for the Archie-
Piscopal Court of Bourges. It was necessary to take account and to pay Abbé Gassot
Several expenses which he had incurred for us, amounting to nearly 70 livres, and
M. de Brisacier, the Treasurer, bas withdrawn all the papers from M. Salle, and bas
reduced the bill of expenses from bis fees (amounting to 128 livres) to 76 livres
Which he paid him and which I have reimbursed.

The death of the late M. du Douist, and the want of care shown in 88, 89 and
90, have been the cause of great expense and of the slight success in all these pro-
teedings. We need not be astonished at this; it is usual to begin decrees of union
four or five times ; of all proceedings it is the most difficult to manage well.

As I send you the copy of the decree of union compared, you will be glad,
Perhaps, that I should at the same time point out the nullities observed by M. Nouët.

1. The bull of union of the abbatial residence Of Meobec to the Bishopric of
Quebec, makes an express reserve of the monastic residence. The priories are
leputed to be the monastic residence, because at their establishment they were to be
flled by the monks; now although by the common law conferred on the Bishops by
the Council of Trent, they were allowed to unite sinecures to the Seminaries, that
Was only allowed to them, when the loly See had made no special reserve of these
Sinecures.

2. The defects in this decree as against the Sieur de Fortia are decided on the
rullity of the citations, which were not given at the domicile of the priory but only
at the doors of the parish churches.

3. The Archbishop of Bourges states in the preamble to the decree, that he has
called on the parties to write, produce, contradict, and justify before him. This a
tishop cannot do, bocause that is to exercise the contentions jurisdiction which
belongs only to bis ecclesiastical judge.

4. One of the leading points in the Constitution consisted in deciding if Sieur
Alabat was properly provided from one of the said priories. It was a complaint
relating to a benefice which could be decided only by the Judge Royal, and yet on
Which the Archbishop had pronounced judgment.

5. A return of the revenue and charges of the Seminary of Quebec has not been
furnished, to show whether it was rich or poor.

6. Nor does it appear that any statement of the revenue of all the said priories
had been made to show if they were more or less sufficient to endow the Seminary.

7. The documents upon which the decrees have mtervened are not returned to
ascertain whether they are properly or improperly executed, and the Chancellor
Will demand then, to have them put under the seal of letters patent.

I shall inform you next year what I shall have done with respect to this matter.
'I wrote you last year that it would be well I should make a tour to Berry to

Visit these priories, of which we are in the enjoyment. Their leases ended at All
ýaints. There were several niatters to be settled, on the demand of the farmers, and
7ao proper resolution could be come to without a personal visit; in fact, it was neces-
Sary besides, to see how we should end the business of the Gallepis, who were con.
demned to pay a sum of 2,400 livres, by a sentence of the Court of Requests with
the consent of the parties in 1685, or thereabout, which the Attorney for the parties
had not signed. This renders the sentence absolutely null and the President, when
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cette sentence nulle absolument et M. Le President deffendit au Greffier de m'en
expédier une grosse apres que je l'eus fait chercher, quand il vit que le procureur des
parties ne l'avoit pas signée et il raya lui mesme cette sentence comme nulle, si bien
que par la rous nous trouvions obligez en plaidant de Recommencer a plaider comme
si de rien n'estoit, ce qui nous eust mené loing.

Apres avoir consideré toutes ces choses avec M. L'abbé de Brisacier il fut resolu
que j'irois sur les lieux, et nous y allasmes M. Muyard (avocat en parlement qui fai
les affaires de Mgr de Quebec, et qui y avoit aussi affaire) et moy. Nous partismeê
a cheval Le vendredi d'apres la feste du SI Sacrement. J'avois emprunté un cheval
chez mon f rere nous allasmes droit a Chateauroux ou nous vismes Beloche que Mg'

l'ancien connoist fort fermier du prieuré de Chezelles, et qui l'estoit

Prr *d. St aussy de celui de SI Sebastien quand le deffunct Prieur est mort.
C'est lui qui nous a donané avis de sa mort et nous a donné moyen

de conserver comme nous l'esperons, ce Prieuré, Il nous mena voir ce benefice sci-
tué a une petite lieue de Chateauroux sur la petite riviere d'Indre dans la parroisse
de Deols.

Le lieu me paroist fort agreable il y a une petite chapelle dedieé a St Sebastien
qui l'estoit autrefois a St Pierre et fort frequentée de processions de

J'y avois porté tous les lieux circonvoisins, mais mal en oidre, sans qu'il y aitavec moy une
chasuble garnie aucuns ornemens. Le deffunt prieur ayant negligé d'en mettre
une aube cein- parce qu'il n'estoit que simple tonsuré qui vivoit la comme un laie
ture corporal de- vit d'une terre, etc. A costé de la chapelle dont les murs sont boDs
audra dfauteni il y a un pavillon carré basty a neuf consistant en une cuisine

au plustost un voutée par embas, cave dessous aussi vautée chambre de domes-
petit calice d'ar- tiques cabinet pour garder des fruits, etc., et mille petites commodi-
gent. tcz dans cette cuisine qui ce semble estoit la plus grande application

du deffunt. Audessus de cette voute estoit l'appartemeut du Prieur consistant en
une grande chambre avec alcove cabinet a costé garde robe; eabinet pour une
oizelerie le tout boizé et tres propre et audessus un beau grenier. Entre la chapelle
et la maisun est un joly jardin a fleurs et derriere un jardin potager.

A vingt pas au-dessous est la ferme et la demeure du Lanoureur. Cette ferme est
bastie aussi bien que le pavillon tout a neuf de pierre chaud et sable Elle consiste
en un corps de logis pour le fermier fort vaste a costé duquel est une escurie au
dessous un corps de logis séparé de ce 1er qui sert d'estable a vache et de bergerie.
Ces bastimens font un costé de la cour et de l'autre costé tout vis a vis sont des corps
de logis semblables pour servir de granges de pressoir de Bergeries etc., car il faut en
ce pays la bien du bastiment pour de très chetives fermes. Au haut de ces deux
costez de bastimens est la chapelle a 20 pas audessus, et du bas on voit a quelque
distance la rivière d'Indre couler et le moulin de Cantigny qui est de ce prieuré.
Tous ces bastimens neufs ont coustez plus de 6,000 liv. et c'est le deffunt prieur qui les
a fait faire. On tient que sa famille ayant possédé depuis un très longtemps ce
benefices et en ayant laissé entierement ruiner les batimens son oncle qui lavoit
avant lui laissa une somme notable pour faire ces bastimens que le deffunt a fait
faire. Cependant le fermier demande encore quelques augmentations de bastimens
et je n'ay pu lui refuser d'achever un petit sellier qui avait esté commencé il ne
nous en coustera que la charpente, et faute de cela cette massonne deperiroit.

Les terres de la chapelle sont autour de la maison, elles ne payent qu'une demie
dixme à M. Le Prince qui y a esté condamné apres un grand procez que le Sr Jacob
deffunt prieur a soutenu dont j'ay toutes les pieces, les terres sont fort chetives, et ce
n'est un pays a porter bien du bled.

Le moulin est fort delabré en dehors, et il n'y a au dedans que ce qui y a esté
mis depuis la mort du deffunt prieur. Quand il mourut il s'estoit fait une bresche a
la chaussée de la rivière audessus du moulin, qui s'augmentoit tous les jours, et
comme il estoit fort chicanier il avoit intenté deux ou trois procès a des gens qu'il
pretendoit estre causes de cette bresche sans la faire reparer. Les eaux estans deve-
nües grandes cela a fait un très grand prejudice au moulin en ruinant la cour du•d.
moulin et faisant une bresche qui a cousté 130 liv. a faire restablir. Ce moulin est
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he saw the Attorney to the parties had not signed, forbade the clerk to furnish an
engrossed copy after I had made him look for it, and ho himself struck out the judg-
Iment as null. So that we found ourselves obliged to begin the pleadings again, as if
niothing had been done; which leads us a dance.

After having considered ail these things with Abbé de Brisacier, it was resolved
that I should go to the place and we went there, M. Mayard (an advocate in the
Parliament, who transacts the business of Mgr. of Quebec, and who had also business
there) and I. We set ont on horseback, on Friday, after Corpus Christi. I had bor-
rowed a horse from my brother. We went straight to Chateauroux, where we saw

.É Beloche, whom Mgr. Lancien knew as a good farmer of the Priory of
Pnory of St. Sebas- Chezelles, as well as of the one of St. Sebastien at the time of thetien. death ot the deceased Prior. It was ho who gave us notice of the
death, and also of the means, we hope, of preserving this priory. Ho took
ls to see the benefice, situated a scant league from Uhateauroux, upon the

.took there with small River Indre, in the Parish of Deols. The property appeared
me a trimmed to rme to be very agreeable; there is a small chapel dedicated to
chasuble, a 1 b, St Sebastien, which was formerly at St. Pierre, and much fre.
girdie, consecra- quented by processions from ail tho surrounding country, but in
ed linen for the bad order, and without any ornaments, the late prior havingfront of the altar;

a sma silve' neglected to put any, being only a sinecurist, living a4 a layman
chalices hould be lives on a property, &o. Besides the chapel, the wall of which are
provided imme- good, there is a square pavilion, consisting of a vaulted kitchen
diately. bt.low, underneath is a cellar, also vaulted, a room for the servants,

a closet for keeping fruit, &c., and a thousand small conveniences in this kitchen,
which it seerns was the greatest care of the deceased Above this vault was the
prior's quarters, consisting of one large room, a bed closet at the sidie, a wardrobe, a
place for birds, the whole wainscoted and very neat, and above a fine garret. Be-
tween the chapel and the bouse is a pretty flower garden, and behind is a kitchen
gardon. Twenty paces furiher is the farm bouse, where the plougbman lives. It is
as well built as the pavilion, entirely new, of Stone, lime and sand. It consists of the
rnain house for the farmer, of great extent, besides whicb is a stable underneath another
house, separate from the firmt which is used as a stall for a cow and for a >heepfold.
These buildings form one side of the court, and on the other side directly opp)osite are
similar buildings used as barns, wine press, sheep folds, &o. For in this country
there are required good buildings for indifferent farma. At the upper part of these
two sides of the buildings is the chapel, about twenty paces on, and on the lower
part may be seen the course of the River Indre, and the mill of Cantigny helonging
to this priory. Ail these new buildings have cost upwards of 6,000 livres, and it
Was the deceased prior who had thom built. It is stated that bis family baving pos-
Sessed this benefine for a long time, and allowed the buildings to fall into complete
ruin, bis uncle, who bad it before him, left a considerable sum for these buildings
Which the deceased had erected. However, the farmer wanted a still further addi-
tion to the buildings, and I could not refuse to finish a smatl barness room, which had
been bogun ; it will only cost us the carpenter work ; for want of that the mason-
Work would be wasted.

The grounds of the chapel surround the bouse; they pay only a half tithe to M.
le Prince, settled after a long trial sustained by the late prior, Sieur Jacuob; [ have
ail the papers relating to it. These lands are very poor; it is not a good country for
'Wheat.

The mill is very dilapidated outside and it is only since the deatb of the late
Prior that anything bas been put inside. . When ho died there bad be 'n a breach
bnade in the retaining wall of the river, above the mill, which was widening every
day and as ho was very ltigious, ho raised two or three suits against peopio who, ho
alleged, were the cause of the breach, without having it repaired. The rise of water
dld great barm to the mili by ruining the court yard, making a breach in it, which
tost 130 livres to repair. The mill is expensive to maintain and itstrade precarious;
tetaining walls must be kept and maintained for more than six or seven hundred



d'un grand entretien et fort casuel. Il faut conserver et entretenir des chausseez
plus de six ou sept cens pas de long des deux costez d'une petite riviere qui tombe des
forges de M. Le Prince ou quelque fois on arreste l'eau, et tout d'un coup on la laisse
aller en si grande abondance quelle brise et romp toutes les chausseez. Je remar-
quay que quoy qu'on eust mis des moulanges neufs et un mouvement de moulin tout
neuf, de' quoy je tins compte au fermier, il y avoit cependant encore pour plus de
deux cens francs de reparation a faire; car 10 Le pignon de la maison panche fort
par une grande crevasse, sestant jetté en dehors plus d'un pied, et il faut jetter bas
Ï3 haut de ce pignon et le reprendre a neuf. Les fondemens du moulin dans tous le
costé ou la roue tourne en dehors sont tous ruinez et il faut reprendre la muraille a
chaud et ciment et y mettre des pierres de tailles plus de 15 pieds en quarré il en
faut mettre encore plusieurs qui manquent a lesperon du moulin, Il faut resaper les
fondemens d'une petite estable; 'Raporter des terres dans la cour pour la rehausser.
Ces terres ayant esté emporteez par l'abondance des eaux qui venoint de cette
bresche. Il faut enfin reparer cette longue chaussée en plusieurs endroits, je ne crois
pas que nous fissions faire toutes ces choses pour cent escus. Apres avoir veus les
choses avec Beloche, je lui fis rendre compte de la jouissance du prieuré depuis dix
mois que le deffunt prieur estoit mort. Tout se trouva consomme et au dela en reps-
rations faites a cette bresche, a acheter un nouveau moulange et des mouvemens neufs
faire faire un pont nouveau et il avoit encore tant d'autres frais a me conter que je fus
oblige de transiger avec lui que pour tout le passé juqu'à la St Jean 1694, Nous ne
nous demanderions respectivement rien l'un a l'autre. Je m'estimay heureux d'en
estre quitte a ce compte la, je fus ensuite retirer les papiers concernans ce Prieuré.
Ils etoint scellez et mis en depost chez le d. Beloche, je presentay requeste au Lieute-
nant general de Chateauroux, pour la descharge de Beloche, parce que dez ce temps
la j'appris qu'un particulier qui avoit demeuré a Chateauroux pretendoit nous con-
tester le benefice, et en envoyer prendre possession au 1er jour. J'en parleray cy
dessous. On me permit d'emporter les papiers en donnant une descharge a Beloche
avec obligation de les lui rendre si le benefice ne me demeuroit pas et qu'il en fust
recherché, je parlay ensuite a Beloche de reprendre ce benefice, c'est un bon homme
bien solvable, et point chicanier, apres avoir un peu contesté, nous convinsmes que ne
rendant que 500 lv. de ce benefice sans aucunes autres charges, Il n'en payeroit pas
a la verité davantage, mais qu'il seroit obligé de faire toutes les reparations qui sont a
faire au moulin, et entretiendroit le d. moulin et sa chaussée de toutes reparations
pendant le cours du bail hors le cas de Vimeres et accidens impreveus moyennant la
somme de 125 liv. une fois payez dont je lui tiendrois compte dans tout le cours du
bail, et pour les reparations de la ferme j'en seray tenu comme estoit le deffunt prieur.
Je compte sur ce pied la que ce prieuré nous vaudra tous les ans bon an mal an 350
liv. quitte. C'est tout ce que nous en tirerons.

Je le lui affermay comme Prieur du prieuré et lui promis que lorsque ce benefice
seroit parfaitement uny au Seminaire je ferois ratifier le present bail pour neuf ans
par les superieurs du d. Seminaire.

Nous vismes aussy le prieuré de Chezelles qui n'est qu'a trois lieues de la rele-
vant de la Manse abbatiale de Meobec. Les bastimens n'en sont pas trop bien
entretenus mais comme je ne voulois pas faire croire a Mgr de Quebec que je fusse
allé la pour lui nuire, j'affectay de ne prendre aucune connoissance des choses qui
ne me regardoint pas directement et je n'allay pas visiter tous les endroits qui depen-
dent de l'abbaye de Meobee.

En effet a Meobec ou nous allasmes ensuite je ne sortis pas de l'abbaye pendant
quatre jours que nous y fusmes; a la verité le mauvais temps notre fatigue et la lassi-
tude de nos chevaux que nous fusmes bien aises de laisser se reposer en furent causes.
Je m'y entretins de Dieu avec M. le Curé nommé M. Cheroux qpi est un bon prestre,
bien zelé et qui y fait bien son devoir. J'envoiay quérir les Gallepis et les Poirons
pendant que j'y estois. Ils y vinrent et nous raisonnasmes avec les lers de la dette
de leur Pere, et avec les seconds du prieuré de Bienavant dont ils sont fermiers. Je
fis rendre compte aux Poirons de la ferme de Bienavant depuis 1690, quils avoint
arrestez un compte avec Monsieur Rochoux. Dans ce compte je remarquay leur
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paces on both sides of a small stream coming from M. Le Prince's forges, where some-
times the water is stopped, and all at once let go with such a rush that it shatters
and breaks down all the retaining walls. I observed that although there had been
put in new machinery and motive power, of which I took account with the farmer,
thore were still repairs required to the amount of upwards of two hundred francs,
for the gable of the bouse was much off the perpendicular owing to a deep gully,
being more than a foot off the plumb, so that the top of the gable must be taken
down and rebuilt. The foundations all along the side on which the wheet turned are
ruinous and the wall must be rebuilt with lime and cement, hewn stones more than
15 feet square put in, and several in the buttresses of the mill replaced; must repair
the foundations of a small stable; must bring earth to raise the court yard, instead
of that carried off by the rush of water. Finally the long retaining wall must be
repaired in several places. I do not believe we can have all these things done for a
hundred crowns.

After having seen these things with Boloche, I made him render an account of
his enjoyment of the priory during the ton months from the death of the late prior.
Every thing, and more, was eaten up in repairs to the breach, in purchasing a new
millstone and machinery, in getting a new bridge, and ho had so many expenses to
tell me of that I was obliged to corne to a compromise with him, that for what was
passed up till St. John's Day, 1694, we should rospectively ask nothing of each other.
I thought myself fortunate in being quit by this means. I was thon to get possession
of the papers concerning the priory. They were sealed and deposited with the said
Beloche. I presented a petition to the Lieutenant Generai of Chateauroux for the
discharge of Beloche, as at that time I learned that a person who had lived at Cha-
teauroux alleged that he disputed our right to the benefice, and would send to take
possession on the first day. I shall speak of this afterwards. I was allowed to carry
off the papers, by giving a discharge to Boloche, with an obligation to roturn them.
to him, if the benefice did not remain in my bands and that ho should be asked again
respecting it. I thon spoke to Beloche to resume possession of the benefice; ho is a
good man, solvent and not litigious. After having discussed the matter a little, we
agreed that ho should give only 500 livres for the benefice, without any other charges,
(he would, in fact, give no more) that he should bo obliged to make ail the necessary
repairs to the mill, and to maintain the mill and retaining walls witb all the repairs
needed during the currency of the ease, except in case of damage from storms and
unforeseon accidents, for the sum of 128 livres, paid at one time, of which I should
keep an account during the whole course of the lease, and for the repairs to the
farm I should be bound for these in the samo manner as the deceased prior. On
this footing I consider that every year, the good with the bad, that this priory will
be worth to us 350 livres a year net.

I leased it to him as Prior of the priory, and promised that when the benefice
should be completely united to the Seminary I should have the present lease ratified
for nine years by the Superior of the said Semimary.

We also saw the Priory of Chezelles, which is Only three leagues from the
abbatial residence of Moobec. The buildings are not too well preserved, but as I did
not wish Mgr. de Quebec to think that 1 had gone there to injure him, I affected to
take no notice of things which did not directly concern me, ana I did not go to visit
al the places depending on the Abbey of Meobec.

In fact, at Meobec, to which we afterwards went, I did not leave the abbey for
the four days that we were there; the bad weather, our fatigue, and the tired state
of our horses, which we gladly allowed to rest, were the causes of this. . held con-
verse with God, and with the curé, named M. Cheroux, who is a good priest, very
zealous, and who does his duty faithfully. [ sent for the Gallepis and the Poirons
whilst I was there. They came, and we discussed with the first, their father's debt;
and with the second, about the Priory of Bienavant, of which they are the farmers.
I went into the accounts with the Poirons of the farm of Bienavant since 1690, when
they settled an account with M. Rochoux. In this account I remarked their trickery
and bad faith in many items. They are either clerks, or attorneys or notaries of
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ehicane et leur mauvaise foy en bien des articles, Ils sont ou greffiers on procureurs
ou notaires du blanc en berry et ces gens la sont encore pires que les Normans pour
l'adresse et la chicane. Ils me payerent en baux et rabais d'année en année qu'ils
avoint fait publier pour des reparations de la chaussée du moulin qui s'estoit rompue
tous les ans, si bien que quoyque nous n'eussions encore receus de ce benefice que
310 liv. depuis pres de 9 ans que nous le possedons ils se trouverent ne nous devoir
presque rien. C'est-a-dire environ cent quatre vingt livres ou 200 liv. que je leur
laissay pour payer la demie année du pensionnaire a qui nous donnons 300 lv. de
pension sur ce benefice c'est lui seul qui profite de ce benefice, car il en tire tout le
liquide, et nous n'en avons que la peine. Ce Prieuré est scitué a cinq lieues de
Meobec a une demie lieue du blanc en berry audessous en suivant la riviere, directe-
ment au pied du chateau de Rochefort qui est eslevé sur un roc fort haut de l'autre
costé de la rivière d'ou on peut jetter des pierres et dans le moulin et dans la cha-
pelle, et dans presque tout le Village de ce prieuré nommé Bienavant.

Ce prieuré a esté tres considerable, on le voit encore par les restes
Il faudra necessai- d'une grande Eglise fort vaste et bien basties, dont tout un costé de

renent envoyer muraille reste, et ce n'est qu'une chapelle d'un bas costé de cette
uen ala °hn- Eglise qui sert de chapelle presentement il paroist qu'il y a en la

pelle car il n'y en un vaste monastere, par les ruines qu'on y voit, il n'y a pas
a point du tout. mesme longtemps que ce prieuré valloit quelque chose et M. L'abbé

de Rochefort qui l'a eu pendant longtemps l'affermoit 11 et 1200
liv. par an. Cependant le temps n'est plus et les Poirons n'en rendent que 725,
depuis 1693, et encore aton bien de la peine a en estre payé. Ce qui cause cette
notable diminution, sur ce prieuré, c'est que presque tous les titres en sont perdus,
et tout son revenu consistoit en tres belles redevances seigneuriales a prendre sur ce
Village de Bienavant. Le Village a bien diminué mais il rendroit encore un beau
revenu si on avoit des titres pour exiger les droits qu'on scait avoir esté autrefois
payez. Tout ces titres se sont perdus par la negligence des precedens prieurs qui
ont toujours esté de la maison de Rochefort. Il les mettoient entre les mains de
leurs fermiers pour se faire payer, et ces fermiers les gardoint sans les rendre. Il
y a eu de ces anciens fermiers qui l'an passé ont montrez de ces titres qu'ils avoint
aux Poirons pour se moquer d'eux j'ay fait ce quej'ay pu auprès de Made La Mares-
challe de Rochefort pour l'obliger a les faire chercher, elle promit merveilles, mais
elle n'est pas obeie par ses gens qui se soucient peu de ce qu'elle leur escrit.

On m'a donné ce conseil pour ce prieuré et celui de Parcay dont nous n'avons
aucuns titres de faire publier un monitoire dans tous les lieux circonvoisins pour
obliger ceux qui connoissent ou sont ces titres a les reveler. Et après avoir donné
du temps pour ces publications et depositions, il faudroit aller sur les lieux faire
dresser un nouveau papier terrier des biens des prieurez, les interessez deuemt assi-
gnez et faire faire de nouvelles reconnoissances. C'est une depense de trois cent
livres pour le moins mais qui est absolument necessaire, et sans laquelle ces biens
deperiront tous les jours, et il auroit esté a souhaiter que cela eust esté fait il y en a
cinq ou six cens le benefice voudroit a ce qu'on croit bien mil francs et peut estre
plus si cette reconnoissance des titres estoit faite. J'en ay parlé a M. Labbé de Bri-
sacier qui le juge necessaire comme moy, et peut estre, que si nous avons achevé
notre affaire de L'union vers le mois de 7bre j'y pouray aller en ce temps la passer
quelque temps.

Le grand mal de ce prieuré est davoir un moulin sur la riviere de Creuse, qui
est bien nommé Creuse, parceque c'est une petite rivière profonde serrée entre deux
costeaux qui rompt tout quand ses eaux grossissent. Le moulin qui est double, basty
de pierre de taille, mais qui ont besoin de tres considerables reparations a une-
chaussée a fleur deau faite de pierre seiche longue de cinquante pas, et large de diX
ou douze pieds. Voila trois ou quatre ans tout de suite que les glaces nous ont
enlevez cette chaussée toute entiere de mesme qu'a tous les autres moulins de la
creuse si bien que depuis ce temps il nous en couste tous les ans plus qu'on ne retire
du moulin a retablir cette chaussée car l'an passé il en cousta 380 liv. et il nous en
,coutera encore cette année plus de 200 liv. pour le ravage arrivé le 200 fevrier
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Blanc in Berry, and those people are still worse than Normans for cunning and
trickery. They paid me, at a rent reduced year by year, for repairs they declared
they had made to the mill causeway, for damages done every year, so that, although
we had so far received from this benefice only 310 livres for nearly nine years that
it has been in our possession, they made out that they owed us scarcely anything,
that is, about 180 to 200 livres, which I allowed them for payment for the half year
of a boarder, to whom we give a pension of 300 livres out of this benefice. It is ho
alone gets any profit ont of it, as he draws all the income and we have only the
trouble of it.

This priory is situated five leagues from Meobec, half a league from Blanc in
Berry, below, following the stream directly to the foot of the Chateau de Rochefort,
which stands on a very high rock on the other aide of the river, from which one
could throw a stone into the mill and chapel and into almost the whole village of
this priory, called Bienavant.

This priory has been of very considerable extent, as may still
It would be neces- be seen by the remains of a large church, vast and well-built, of

mone ornaments which the whole of one side of the wall still remains. It is only a
to the chapel, chapel on one of the lower sides of this church, which serves at
there being none present for the chapel. It seems by the ruins that an extensivewhatever. monastery had once existed iere. It is not very long since the

priory was worth something and Abbé de Rochefort, who had it for a long time, let
it for 1,100 or 1,200 livres a year. 1However, that time is past, and the Poirons hold
it for only 725 livres since 1693, and it is withgreat difficulty they can be got to pay.
What causes so striking a decrease on this priory is that nearly ail the titles to it are
lost and all its revenue consisted of large seigniorial dues drawn from the village of
Bienavant. This village has greatly lessened in size, but it would still yield a good
revenue if there were titles to exact the dues which it is known were formerly paid.
Al these titles have been lost through the negligence of former priors, who have
always been of the deRochefort family. They put them in the hands of their farers
to enable them to collect payment and these farmers did not return, but kept them.
Some of these old farmers last year showed these titles to the Poirons to annoy them.
I have done what I could with Madame La Marechale deRochefort to oblige her to
have them looked after; she promises wonders, but she is not obeyed by her people
who pay little attention to what she writes them.

1 have been advised in respect to this priory and that of Parcay, of which we
have no titles, to have a. legal notice published through the whole neighbourhood to
compel those who know where these titles are to inform and after having given time
for these publications and depositions, it would be necessary to go to the place and
have a new land register prepared of the properties of the priories, those interested
to be summoned and to give new acknoWledgments. It would cost three hundred
livres at least, but it is absolutely necessary and without it the properties would
depreciate daily. It would be desirable that it should be done; five or six hundred
for each benefice it is believed would be worth many thousand francs and perhaps
more, were this acknowledgment of the titles made. I have spoken of it to the Abbé
de Brisacier who agrees with me that it is necessary and perhaps, if we have finished
the question of the union about the month of September, I may gg at that date to
spend a little time there.

The great fault with this priory is the having a mill on the River Creuse. Itis
well named Creuse (a hole), as it is a small deep river, locked between two bills, which
breaks up everything when the waters swell. The mill, which is double, is built of
freestone, but considerable repairs are needed to a retaining wall level with the water,
of dry stone fifty paces long and ten or twelve feet wide. Three or four years in sue-
cession the ice has carried off the whole retaining wall, as it has done from all the
other mills on the Creuse, so that since that time it costs us every year more than is
got from the mill to restore that causeway, for last year it cost us 380 livres and it
will cost us again this year upwards of 200 livres for the damage on the 20th February
last and we only get 200 livres from the mili, which is included in the priory farm..
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dernier, et nous ne retirons que 200 liv. de ce moulin qui est compris dans la ferme
du prieuré, une autre incommodité est qu'il n'y a que ce seul moulin sans un seul
logis pour loger le meusnier et ses bestiaux, Si bien, qu'on a peine a trouver des
iheusniers. Il n'y a qu'une meschante tuillerie proche du moulin, et un cellier proche
la Chapelle dans laquelle il y a une cuve qui nous appartient l'ayant achetée 52 liv.

Il y a comme j'ay dit pour prez de 300 liv. de reparations a faire aux murailles
du moulin Le dedans est bon, et il y a deux moulanges qui tournent bien, J'aurois
bien voulu en affermant notre prieuré trouver un homme solvable qui eust voulu
prendre ce prieuré tel qu'il est et s'obliger d'en faire toutes les reparations tant celles
qui sont presentement a faire que celles qui seront a faire dans la suite a la charge
de nous payer moins de charge par an ; nous avions trouvez un homme pour cela,
mais il n'estoit pas solvable.

J'avois tant de raison de n'estre pas content des Poirons que mayans offerts pour
, le renouvellement du bail 800 liv. au lieu de 725 liv.je ne les voulus

Je me suistromp seulement pas escouter. Il s'en présenta deux ou trois autres dont
alet c'eis 9e l'un poussa a 850 liv. C'est cet homme a qui nous l'avons affermé,

liv. que ce fer- il est solvable estant fermier de Made de Rochefort a la porte du
mier en donne et blanc, il met son gendre dans cet employ. Les vassaux du Prieuréles poirons men sont réjouis d'estre deslivrez des Poirons qui les mangeoint enont offert 850 liv. deeorn u lsmneito
Nous payons sur frais etc. Je laissay ce bail a taire a M. de Bienassis bailly de St
cela 300 liv. de Gautier qui voulut bien venir avec moy a ce prieuré pour m'ayder
pensrion lesir a regler laffaire des Galpis qui demeurent aupres du blanc.
extraordina i r e s Ce prieuré de Bienavant ne nous rendra rien, au contraire
q vont a plus de nous serons obligez dy mettre du notre, tant que les taxes serontcesliv. par an, et si fortes, et que le Sr Gontier, à qui on fait sur ce benefice 300ces trois ou qua-
tre dernieres an- liv. de pension vivra, il est homme à vivre encore plus de 20
nees nous ont ans.
cousté prez de Nous conferasme longtemps avec les héritiers Galpy; ils me
ration. produisirent sur cette somme de 2400 liv., une quitance de 600 liv.

que toucha Mgr Lancien en 1684, ou 1685, pour un quart de cette
Affaire de Galpy. somme dont il remit tous les arrérages, ils nous firent voir de plus

environ pour 800 liv. de deniers payez pour les decimes de l'abbaye
de Meobec depuis la d. Sentence, trois ou quatre cents francs payez par eux a M. de
Bienassis que je ne recevois que pour arrerages, laquelle somme de 3 ou 400 livres. M.
de Bienassis me fit voir chez lui lui avoir esté passée en compte par feu M. du Douit.

Apres avoir bien consideré lestat de cette affaire ambrouillée, ayant sceu que ces
heritiers Galpes avoint de bon bien en fonds. Voyant qu'il n'y avoit pour nous au-
cun avantage de recommencer contre eux la procedure, et fondé sur L'Exemple de
Mgr L'ancien qui dans la quitance cy dessus avoit remis les arrerages. Je proposay
aux Galpis de leur remettre tous les arrerages dus jusqu'a ce jour sils vouloint nous
faire un contract de 1800 liv. en principal restans de 2400 liv., apres en avoir osté les
600 liv. de la quitance cy dessus ce qui rendroit 90 liv. de rente rachetable en quatre
payemens. Apres bien de la dispute nous nous donnasmes reciproquement une pro-
messe de passer le contract apres que j'en aurois conferé avec M. de Brisacier, sous
le bon plaisir duquel je faisois cette promesse M. le Bailly de St. Gauthier est allé
depuis passer ce contract, et son gendre M. du Monaut m'en a offert 15 ou 1600 liv.
contens si je le lui voulois vendre, mais je ne croy pas qu'il y ait rien à perdre cela
viendra a loisir et est à present assuré.

J'ay bien des obligations à M. Le bailly de St. Gauthier pour ces affaires, car
c'est lui qui a fait toutes ces démarches et qu'a conduit les choses a leur point, il
nous rend service par reconnoissance pour les bons offices que lui a rendu Mgr L'an-
cien. .7e prie Mgr de l'en remercier par un petit billet, s'il le juge à propos. Si nous
estions chargez de labbaye de Meobec, je ne checherois point un autre receveur que
son gendre qui est adroit, a de la conduite, et a quelque bien, mais les choses n'en
sont pas la. M. DuPin receveur des bailles du Chateauroux qui est receveur de Meo-
bec tient la recepte à 5 ou 600 liv. moins qu'elle ne vaut à cause qu'il est solvable, il y
est plus aymé et respecté que Mgr de Quebec ne l'est lui mesme, et il me racontoi
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Another inconvenience is that there is only the mill without a single house to lodge
the miller and his cattle, so that it is difficult to get millers. There is only a wretched
tile work near the mill, and near the chapel a store room with a vat belonging to us,
having purchased it for 52 livres.

As I have said, nearly 300 livres are required for repairs to the walls of the
mill ; the inside is good, and thore are two sets of mill machinery in good order. I
would have liked, in leasing our priory, to have found a solvent man, who would
have taken the priory as it is, agreeing to make ail the repairs, not only those to be
done now, but also those which may be required subsequently, at a reduced rent on
account of this yearly expenditure. We found a man to undertake it, but he was
not solvent.

I was mistaken; I I had such goodreason to be dissatisfied with the Poirons,
have seen the lease that having offered me for the renewal of the lease 800 livres, in-
since; this farmer stead of 725, I would not listen oniy to them. There came twogives us 900 livres, or three others, one of whom went the length of 850 livres; it isthe Poirons offered
850. We pay ont to this man we have leased; he is solvent, being farmer to
of that 300 livres Madame de Rochefort at the gate of Le Blanc; lie puts his son-
of pension. Th e in-law to work the place. The vassals of the priory are rejoiced
ordinary t ith e , to be delivered from the Poirons, who worried them with costs,
which are, at most &c. I left the lease to be drawn up by M. deBienassis, reeve of
250 livres a year. St. Gautier, who wished to come with me to this priory to help
four yeast thareav in settling the business of the Gallepis, who live beside LeBlanc.
cost nearly 3 0 o This Priory of Bienavant will yield us nothing; on the contrary
livres in repaire. we shall have to pay ont of our income, so long as the taxes are

so high, and that Sieur Gontier, who receives out of the benefice a
pension of 300 livres, shall live. He is a man gooc for 20 years' life yet.

We had a long conference with the Galepi heirs. They pro-
Galepi affair. duced to account of the suma of 2,400 livres, a receipt for 600

livres collected by Mgr. Lancien in 1684 or 1685, as a foarth of
that sum, for which he remitted ail the arrears. They showed further about 800
livres that had been paid for tithes for the Abbey of Meobec since the said judg-
ment; three or four hundred francs paid by them to M de Bienassis, which I had
received only as arrears, which sum of 3 or 400 francs M de Bienassis showed me in
his house had been accounted for by the late M. du Dauist.

After having considered fully the state of this intricate affair; knowing that
these Galepis heirs had a good sum invested, seeing that there would be nothing
gained by beginning again proceedings against them, and taking example by Mgr.
Lancien, who in the above mentioned receipt had remitted the arrears, I proposed
to the Galepis to remit ail the arrears due up till that date, if they would give us a
deed for 1,800 livres, as the balance of the principal of 2,400 livres, after déducting
the 600 livres for which they held the above receipt; which would yield 90 livres
interest, redeemable in four payments. After much discussion we made a mutual
promise to have the contract passed, after I should have conferred with M. de Bris-
acier, with whose approbation 1 made the promise. The reeve of St. Gautier has
since gone to pass the contract, and his son-in-law, M. du Monant, offered me 15
or 1,600 livres, cash, if I would soel it to him, but I did not believe any of it
would bo lost; it will come in good time, and just now is secure.

I am under many obligations to the reeve of St. Gautier in these transactions,
for it is he who took ail these steps and brought things to an issue. le ias been of
-service to us ont of gratitude for the good offices rendered him by Mgr. Lancien, and
I request Mgr. to thank him in a note, if he thinks right. If we had charge of the
Abbey of Meobec, I would not ask for a better receiver than his son-in-law, who is
able, well conducted and has some property. But things do not suit for this. M.
Da Pin, receiver of the leases of Chateauroux, is also receiver of Meobec, and
holds the office at 500 or 600 livres less than it is worth, on account of his solvency;
he is more liked and respected there than Mgr. of Quebec is himself, and ho told
ano that in the last journey Mgr. had made there ho was shocked at this and took it
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que Mgr dans le dernier voyage qu'il y avoit fait s'en estoit choqué et l'avoit trouvê
fort mauvais, de quoy celui cy se soucie peu.

Les babitans et fermiers de Meobec estoint l'an passé fort a leur aise
parceque dans ces annees que le bled a esté fort cher, ils ont recueiltis abondance de
seigle qui leur a produit bien de l'argent.

De Bienavant je descendis a Parcay en suivant la riviere de
Prieuré de Parcay. Creuse qui va se jetter dans la Vienne a une lieue au dessus de

Parcay-il y a quatorze grandes lieues de l'un à l'autre et je fus un
jour et demy a m'y rendre.

Ce prieuré est de tous ceux de Meobec celui qui me plaist davantage, il est
scitué à une lieue de L'Isle bouchard le long de la Vienne au dessus a trois lieües de
]Richelieu et a huit lieues de Tours, en tirantlvers le Poiron. C'est un Prieuré avec
droit de curé primitif et L'abbé de Meobec nommé a cette cure un Vicaire perpétuel,
a qui le prieur paye un gros tous les ans, et a plusieurs droits honorifiques. Le
Prieuré est scitué le long de l'Eglise qui est fort belle basties de belles pierres de
taille, il ny a que la voute du clocher qui menace ruine par quelques crevasses. Cela
nous regarde, car ce seroit une reparation dont nous serions tenus en qualité de gros
decimateurs. On pretend qu'un gentilhomme qui a voulu acquerir la qualité de 1er
Seigneur de la parroisse ayant fait abbatre une voute pour allonger l'Eglise a
esbranlé le clocher. Ce seroit une information a faire faire pendant qu'il y a encore
quelques tesmoins, afin que si cette reparation qui coutera beaucoup venoit a estre
mecessaire, nous eussions notre recours contre les heritiers de ce Seigneur. Les mai-
sons du Prieuré Consistent en un petit corps de logis bien basty tenant a l'Eglise ou
on peut entrer a couvert par la, denviron 40 ou 50 pieds, En un grand corps de logis
de plus de 150 pieds de long et 40 de large fort haut basty de belle pierre de taille
qui ne sert presentement qu'a mettre des grains il y a cave fort belle dessous
bien voutée, trois ou quatre grandes salles de plain pied, mal entretenues, et
desertes parcequ'ils ne demeure personne en tous ces logemens. Un 1er estage
ou l'on pourroit faire plusieurs chambres etc. et un second estage servant de
grenier ce bastiment est fort ancien et on n'en feroit pas faire un tel presente-
ment pour 10,000 liv. il y a de plus une grange assez estenduc dont la char-
pente de la couverture est forcée et demande une reparation, un pressoir et une
cuverie, et plusieurs escuries estables et bergeries tout de suite. Les bastimens sont
assez bien entretenus, et le fermier en a assez de soin. Ils sont faits de bonne massonne'
mais il y aura au 1er jour pour 2 on 300 liv. de reparations de Muraille de ces bas-
timens a faire, car un malheureux qui en estoit fermier avant que nous eussions le
benefice et avant que notre fermier y fust, estant Salpetrier avoit pour chercher du
Salpetre demoly toutes les murailles des estables escuries etc qui sont à la veille de
tomber,.et y sont d'autant plus exposer que ce terrain estant fort bas, et proche la
rivière de Vienne qui inonde tout le pays quand ses eaux grossissent, la force de
L'eau a miné peu a peu ces murailles replatreez et mal retablies ri bien qu'on y voit
le jour au travers attenant la maison du Prieuré il y a un fort beau jardin potager
clos de murailles et Enfermé dans un grand Enclos fermé d'autres murailles par un
Costé et par l'autre enfermé par une petite riviere de Vingt pieds d3 large qui tombe
dans la Vienne et arose les prairies enfermeez dans ce clos. il contient onze ou douze
arpens. il y a le jardin potager enfermé de murailles trois belles pieces de terres, un
patis pour mettre les bestiaux un petit bocquet de haute futaye et deux belles prai-
ries. Le Lieu est fort agreable ce prieuré a esté fort considerable autrefois. J'ai de@
nemoires d'alienations qu'on en a fait du temps d'Henry quatre et Louis treize de

plus de 2000 liv. de fonds d'heritages.
Son revenu consiste en quelques terres labourables qui sont peu considerables, et

dans la grande dixme de Parcay qui est fort estendue, il y a, a la Verité quelques
petits decimateurs mais celle du Prieuré vaut quelque chose. Le fermier y a bien
fait ses affaires dans ces dernieres anneez surtout. C'est un bon homme franc qui
fait un gros commerce de boeufs de Poitou de grains de Vins etc. Il est tres a
son aise, et de l'autre costé de l'Eglise il a fait bastir une maison pour lui dont le
Jardin touche les murailles du prieuré qui lui a du couster plus de 20,000 liv. a bastir,
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very ill, which he did not mind much. The people and farmers of Moebec were
very well off last year, because in the years that wheat was dear, they had abundant
rops of rye, which brought pienty of money.

Priory of Parcay. From Bienavant I went to Parcay, following the river Creuse,
which falls into the Vienne a league above Parcay. It is fully

fourteen leagues from the one to the other, and I was a day and a half on the way.
Of all the Meobec priories this one pleases me the best. It is situated a league from
Isle Bouchard, along the upper part of the Vienne, three leagues from Richelieu and
eight leagues from Tours. It is a priory with right to a rector, and the Abbot of
Meobec appointed to this charge a perpetual curate (vicaire) to whom the prior pays
a yearly sum, besides several honorary dues. The priory is built along the church,
which i8 beautifully constructed of fine free stone. The aroh of the steeple, how-
ever, threatens to come down, owing to craeks. That affects us, for it would be a
repair for which we would be bound as the chief tithe holders. It is alleged that a
gentleman who sought to obtain the position of first seignior of the parish, having taken
down an arch to lengthen the church, had shaken the steeple. This information
might be obtained whilst there are still witnesses, so that if this repair, which will
be costly, should become necessary, we might have recourse against the heirs of the
seignior.

The houses of the priory consist of a small main building, well constructed,
attached to the church, by which it may be entered by a covered passage of about
40 or 50 feet; of a large house, upwards of 150 fot long and 40 feet wide, built of
fine free stone; at present it is only used for storing grain. There is a fine cellar
underneath, well arched; three or four large rooms on the same floor, ill kept and
abandoned, as no one occupies any part of the residence. A first floor would furnsh
several rooms, a second serving as a garret. This building is very old, and such a
one could not be built now for 10,000 livres; there i8 besides a pretty large barn,
the framework of the roof of which is broken down and needs repair, a wine press
and vat; several stables, cow houses and sheep folds are in one range. The build-
ings are well enough kept up and the farmer careful. They are of good masonry,
but there will be 200 or 300 livres of repairs to be done immediately to the buildings.
A miserable man who was the farmer before we had the benefice, and before our
farmer was there, was a maker of saltpetre, and in looking for saltpetre demolished
the walls of the cow houses, stables, &c., which are on the point of falling, and are
the more exposed to this as the land being very low and near the River Vienne,
which inundates the whole country when the waters swell, the force of water has
gradually undermined these botched and badly repaired walls, so that daylight can
be seen through the adjoining priory house. There is a very good kitchen garden
shut in by walls, and bounded by a large fonce of other walls on one side, and on the
other side by a small river of twenty feet wide, falling into the Vienne, which drains
the meadows included within the closed field; this contains eleven or twelve arpens;
there is the enclosed kitchen garden ; three fine piecos Of land, a pasture for cattle ;
a small grove of tall trees and two fine meadows. The place is very agreeable. This
priory was formerly very considerable. I have documents relating to transfers
made i'i the time of Lenry 1V and Louis XIII of upwards of 2,000 livres of herit-
able property. Its revenue consists of. a few acres of arable land, which are not
considerable, and of the great tithes of Parcay which are very extensive. There are
certainly some small tithe owners, but those of the priory are worth something. The
farmer has managed well, especially during the last few years; ho is a good straight-
forward man, who does a large business in Poitou cattle, grain, wines, &c. He is
well off, and on the other side of the church ho has buit a house for himself, whose
gardon adjoins the walls of the priory; it cost him upwards of 20,000 livres to build
it. He was to pay, according to his lease, 735 livres for the farm. I made up the
account with him, and he was due 873 livres, which ho wished to pay me in gold, but
I would not run the risk with it, alone on the road, but left it with him to send me,
which he has since done, in two or three bille drawn on Paris.

We spoke of renewing the lease which had only a year to run. I tried to get
Ex
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Il rendroit par son bail 735 liv. de ferme je comptay avec lui et il se trouva redevable
de 873 liv. qu'il voulait me donner comptant en or, mais je ne voulus pas m'exposer
sur les chemins seul avec cet argent et je le lui laissay pour me lenvoyer, ce qu'il a
fait depuis en deux ou trois lettres de change qu'il a trouvé pour paris.

Nous parlasmes ensuite de renouveler le bail dont il n'avoit plus qu'une année a
jouir, j'en voulois avoir 900 liv. par an au lieu de 735 liv. qu'il payoit auparavant.
1Nous convinsmes a 850 liv. pour sept ans. Je le chargeay seulement de faire tous
les ans planter six on sept noiers dans les terres du Prieuré, Car c'en est le pays.
C'est un homme qui a du soin, et qui prend bien soin de la terre.

Il me demanda une grace que je lui promis qui est que comme le terrain de sa
maison confine la notre le long de l'Eglise qui est enfermée dans l'enceinte du Prieuré,
Il auroit besoin d'un terrain d'environ Vingt Cinq ou trente pieds de long sur dix ou
douze de larges dans un recoin que fait notre jardin, qui est entierement inculte et
inutile parceque Lombre du clocher et de l'Eglise le couvre entierement, et cela n'est
nullement incommode a l'Eglise et ne nous nuit nullement, il offre d'en faire telle
rente qu'on voudra mais il voudroit une concession de vous mesmes. Je vous prie
de me l'envoyer par deux Voyes.

C'est un consentement que vous me donnez comme possesseurs du Prieuré de
Parcay a cause de L'union faite du d. prieuré par Messrs Michel Amelot Archevesque
de Tours le 6e 8bre 1674, d'aliener un terrain de 30 ou 40 pieds ou mesme 50 pieds
(car je ne m'en souviens pas précisement et de 12 ou 15 pieds de large scis dans le jardin

du prieuré dans un recoin le long de la maison de X. Palla a l'ombre
11 s'appelle Louis du clocher aux clauses et conditions que je jugeray raisonnables, Il

en auroit besoin pour bastir un four, et faire un autre petit bastiment
cela ne peut faire que du profit, et on lui fera un grand plaisir,

C'est un malheur que nous n'ayons non plus aucuns titres de ce prieuré, et on ne
possede le bien que par une jouissance continuée j'ay cherché a Tours et a Paris chez
les parens de deux on trois des derniers Prieurs, s'il n'y avoit point chez eux des
papiers de ce Prieuré, un deux m'a donné ces papiers et memoires des alienations du
bien faites autrefois, mais je n'ay trouvé aucun titre. Le Seigneur de la parroisse
prétend que ce prieuré releve de lui, que nous lui devons quelque reconnaisance et le
droit de mutation a chaque Seigneur. Il nous menace de nous attaquer, quand;il le
fera nous nous deffendrons en lui demandant en Vertu de quoy il demande ces droits.
et si nous les devons il faudra bien s'y assujettir, Il seroit nécessaire pour ce prieuré
de faire aussy publier un monitoire pour rechercher les titres, et de faire ensuite
faire un mesurage nouveau des terres labourables du Prieuré, des terres Sujettes a la
dixme, les interressez deuem* appeliez ce seroit une depense de peu de consequence
pour ce benefice qui serviroit du moins a conserver ce qu'on possede, je supose que
dans ces meschantes anneez le Prieuré rendra toujours cinq a six cens livres tous frais
faits et sept cens livres en temps de paix, Il merite d'estre entretenu, et d'en
prendre soin.

Il y a a L'Isle bouchard un autre petit prieuré qui nous est uny, et dont nous ne
jouissons pas encore qui n'est guere de plus ae 60 ou 70 liv. de rente. C'est M. L'abbé
des fontaines que Mgr. L'ancien connoist qui en est titulaire, et c'est un lonheur
comment je l'ay descouvert. Il m'a promis de ne le point rasigner a d'autres, et de
nous le laisser apres sa mort. Il s'en defferoit dit-il, en notre faveur. Si ce n'est
qu'il a conservé ce seul benefice pour lui servir de titre clérical, il est prest de mou-
rir, et je compte que nous ne tarderons pas a entrer en possession de ce petit bene-
fice qu'on appelle Le Prieuré de St5. Ambroise il sera bon de l'affermer avec Parcay,
et de n'en faire qu'un.

Je m'en retournay de Parcay par Tours a Paris, et j'eus la consolation d'y
rendre pour tout notre seminaire et toutes nos missions mes devoirs au glorieux St
Martin a son tombeau ou je dis la Messe. M. l'abbé Galliezon grand chantro de St.
Martin m'y fit beaucoup d'amitié, quoyquil fast alors dans une grande consternation
causée par la mort de cinq ou six chanoines des bonnes testes de leur chapitre arrivée
depuis quelques jours dont deux mesmes moururent lorsque j'estois avec lui et par la
maladie de quatre ou cinq autres dont son oncle qui est un des doyens de ce chapitre
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1900 livres a year instead of 735 which he previously paid. We agreed on 850 for
seven years. The only obligation I laid on him was to plant six or seven walnut
trees annually in the priory lands, for that is the country for them. He is a careful
maan and will look after the land.

He asked a favour of me, which i promised. It is, that as the ground about his
bouse is in line with ours, alongside of the church, which is included within the
precincts of the priory, he would require a strip of about twenty.five or thirty feet
long by ten or twelve wide, in a nook formed by our garden, entirely uncultivated
and useless, as the shadow of the steeple and the church completely cover it. This
would be no inconvenience to the church and no annoyance to us. He wonld pay
whatever rent is decided on, but wants a favour from yourselves. Pray send it to
Me by two different ways. It is a consent that you, as possessors of the Priory
of Parcay, by the union of the said priory made by M. Michel Amelot, Archbishop
of Tours, of the 6th October, 1674, give me power to alienate a piece of land 30 or
40 feet (or even 50, for I do not exactly remember) and 12 or 15 feet wide, situated

. in the priory garden, in a nook alongside the house of M. Pallu in
He alled Louis the shadow of the steeple, on such terms and conditions as I shall

* think reasonable. le requires to build an oven and another small
building. It can only bring profit, and will be doing him a kindness.

It is a misfortune that we have no longer any titles to this priory and that the
property is only held on the ground of continuous possession. I have sought at Tours
and in Paris, among the relations of the last two or three priors, to find if they had
none of the papers relating to this priory. One or two gave me these papers and
memoranda of transfers of the property formerly made, but I found no title. The
seignior of the parish maintains that this priory holds from him, that we owe him
some recognition and the dues of mutation to each seignior, and threatens to attack
us. When he does so, we shall defend ourselves by asking in virtue of what he asks
these dues, and if we owe him he must submit his title. It would be necessary for
this priory also to have an advertisement published, that searches are to be made
for the tites, then have a new measurement made of the arable lands of the priory,
and of lands subject to tithes, and to have those interestedduly called. It would be an
expense of litile consequence for this benefice and would at least be of use in
preserving what we possess. I suppose that in these wretched years, the priory
would always yield îve to six hundred livres, after all expenses were met, and seven
hundred livres in times of peace. It deserves to be kept up and taken care of.

There is at Isle Bouchard another small priory united to us, from whicb, so far,
we derive no benefit. It scarcely exceeds 60 or 70 livres of rent. Abbé des Fontaines,
whom Mgr. Lancien knew, is the titular, and it was by good fortune I discov.red
him. Hie promised me not to resign it, and to leave it to us after his death. He
would yield it, he said in our favour. ie has kept this One benefice to serve him
for a clerical title; he is almost dead, and 1 believe it will not be long before we
enter into possession of this small benefice, which is called the Priory of St. Ambrose.
It will be as well to larm it with Parcay, making only one of the two.

I returned from Parcay by Tours to Paris, and had the consolation of there
performing my duties for our whole Seminary and all our missions, to the glorious
kSt. Martin, at his tomb, where I said mass. Abbé Galliezon, the grand chorister of
St. Martin, showed me much kindness, although thon in great sorrow at the death of
five or six canons, leading mon of their chapter, which had happened within a few days,
of whom two died at the very time I was with hirm, and on account of the illness of four
or five others, bis uncle, one of the deans of the chapter, being among the number.
These contagious diseases, which have overrun the whole of France, were so univer-
sally spread in Tours that one.third of the population was ill, and funerals were
constant; have caused the death of people in the whole of France, and in the smaR
towns of Berry, Romorantin, Issoudun and Chautroux half of the people are dead.

I had no sooner arrived in Paris than I learned, from letters written to me by
Suit for the Priory of Beloche, farmer of the Priory of St. Sebastien, that one named

bt. Sebastien. M. Pauchain, canon of Nevers, and chaplain of the Ste. Chapelle, had
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en estoit du nombre, de ces maladies pestilentielles qui ont eu cours par toute la,
france et qui estoint si universellement repandues dans Tours que le tiers estoit
malade, et. qu'on ne cessoit d'enterrer. Ces maladies ont bien fait mourir du monde,
dans toute la France, et dans les petites villes du Berry Romorantin issoudun Chau-
troux la moitié du peuple en est mort.

Je ne fus pas plutôt de retour à Paris que j'appris par les lettres que Belochê
fermier du Prieuré de St. Sebastien mescrivoit qu'un nommé M. Pauchain chanoine

de Nevers et chapelain de la Ste. Chapelle avait envoyé prendre

Prieuré de S Sebastien possession du Prieuré de St. Sebastien, et pretendoit en estre-
legitimement pourveu a mon esclusion.

J'avois retenu des dattes * eu Cour de Rome de ce Prieuré des le 5e 7bre de
Pannée 1693. Le Banquier m'en avoit deja fait expedier deux qui se trouverent
fautives et defectueuses et qu'il me fallut cependant payer comme si elles estoint
bonnes. Cette nouvelle m'obligea d'en faire venir de troisième telles qu'il me les
falloit, que je receus six semaines apres telles que je les souhaittoit. Cepeodant apres
avoir fait plusieurs consultations sur notre decret d'union comme on me dit partout
que l'on pouvait le deffendre, je fus conseillé de faire intervenir M. de la Pallière
comme grand Vicaire de Mgr. de Quebeû, pour demander dans le procez que le Sr
Pauchain m'avoit intenté que lui et moy fussions deboutez de nos pretensiors sur le
prienré de St. Sebastien et ce Prieuré uny au Seminaire en vertu du decret d'union
de M. de Bourges. Ce que j'ay fait en donnant a M. de la Pallière une indemnité de
tous les frais qu'il lui faudra faire dans la poursuite de cette affaire mais je crus
devoir auparavant faire parler a ce coureur de benefices par M. l'abbé fleuriau treso-
rier de la Ste Chapelle son prelat qui le fit venir lui monstra notre dec"et d'union
d'un costé, et ma signature de Rome de l'autre qui est anterieure de plus de trois
mois a la sienne mais cet homme chicaneur achevé qui a deja six ou sept beréfices et
n'est pas encore content pretend faire casser le decret d'union, et me lonner l'exclu-
sion a moy sur ce que j'ay fait prendre possession de ce Prieuré, sur la nomination
de M. L'abbé de Brisacier comme grand Vicaire de Mgr de Quebec or cette nomina-
tion dit-il est nul pour plus d'une raison ce qui est vray.

1° Parceque M. de Brisacier n'a fait que me nommer au Prieuré comme on
feroit a une cure, or la collation lui appartenoit de plain et non pas seulement la
nomination.

20 Parceque M. de Brisacier ne pouvoit me conferer a moy seculier un benefice
regulier.

3° Il pretend que M. de Brisacier m'ayant nommé a ce benefice causa unionis,
dest une clause simoniaque ce qui est faux et contre le bon sens comme les plus
habiles avocats nous l'ont assurez. Mais nous ne pretendons pas deffendro mon droit
par cette nomination ; nous l'avions faite pour une plus grande seureté, mais ce
imauvais titre ne peut nullement nuire au bon titre que j'ay par ma signature de
Rome de Laveu de tous les avocats.

Nous faisons donc presentement fortement soutenir notre decret d'union par
monsieur de la Pallière, et si nous ne pouvons emporter le prieuré par la, je soutien-
dray ensuite mon droit fortement contre le Sr Pauchain on a fait jusqu'a présent plu-

ieurs poursuites mais nous n'avons pas encore eus audiance ce sera peu apres
Pasques et si la ehose est jugée avant le depart des vaisseaux je vous marnderay la
succez. Le Sr Pauchain s'est beaucoup rallenty dans ses poursuites depuis deux
mois. Il a fait dire a Chateauroux a Beloche que nous nous accommoderions en-
semble, il m'a fait proposer questant aagé de cinquante-cinq ans nous le laissassions
pyur sa vie durant et quil consentiroit a L'union ; je me suis mocqué de ses offres, et

c Cette expression, que j'ai traduite, dans l'édition anglaise du rapport, par : I had sentfor regi-
Iratun, était la formule technique employée pour désigner le dépôt de documente à Rone. Prendre
une datte, ou retenmr une datte, lcrEqu'il s'agissait de bénéfices ecclésiastiques, signifiait l'envoi de do-
cuments s'y rattachant, à la Curie romaine, pour les y faire enregistrer. Lorsque plusieurs personnes
prétendaient avoir dioit à ces bénéfices ou les réclamaient, ces dattes créaient d'après la date de leur
dépôt et enregistrement, un droit de préséance parmi les prétendants au sujet de la priorité de leur
réclamation. L'expression est tirée de la formule inscrite à la fin de chaque document, c'est-à-dire 10

detuam lien, le jour, le mois, l'année, etc.
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sent to take possession of the Priory of St. Sebastien, and alloged that he waE
legitimately enabled to exclude me.

I had sent for registration* in the Courts of Rome the claims to this priory from
the 5th September, 1693. The banker had already sent me two of the certificates which
Werefaulty and defective, but which I had to pay for as if they wore good. This news
obliged me to send for a third, such as I needed, which I received six weeks after,
drawn up as I desired. lowever, after having had several consultations regarding
Our decree of union, which I was everywhere told we could defend, I was advised to,
get M. de la Pallière, grand vicar to Mgr. of Quebec, to intervone, to demand in the
course of the suit instituted against me by the Sieur Pauchain that he and I should
have our claims to this Priory of St. Sobastien rejected, and that it should bo united
to the Seminary by virtue of the decree of union granted by M. de Bourges. This I
did, giving M. de la Pallière an indemnity for all the costs which must be incurred
in the prosecution of the suit. But I thought that I shculd, in the first place, have
this picker-up of benefices spoken to by the Abbé Fleurian, troasurer of the Ste.
Chappelle, his clerical superior, who sent for him and showed him our decree of
union on one side and the sign manual from Rome on the other, which is anterior toe
his by more than three months. But this finished trickster, who has already six or
seven benefices and still is net satisfied, alleges that ho will have the decree of
union quashed, and have me excluded on the ground that I have taken possession of
this priory on the appointment of the Abbé de Brisacier, as grand vicar to the Bishop,
ofQuebec. Now, this appointment, ho says, is null for more than one reason, which
is true. 1. Because M. de Brisacier has only appointed me to the priory, as would be
done to a benefice. Now, the full power of collation belonged to him, not merely
the appointment. 2. Because M. de Brisacier could not confer on me, a secular, a
regular bonefice. 3. Ho alleges that M. de Brisacier having appointed me to this
benefice causa unionis, it is a simoniacal clause. This is false and contrary to common
Mense, as the most able lawyers have assured us. But we do not mean to defend
tay right by this appointment; we did so for greater security, but this bad title can
in no way injuriousiy affect the good title obtained by the signature from Rome, by
the acknowledgment of all the lawyers.

We are now strongly maintaining our decree of union through M. de la Pallière,
and if we cannot secure the priory by this means, I shall thon maintain strongly
lny rigbt against the Sieur Pauchain. There have been several suite, but till now
there has been no appearance at court. That will be made shortly after Easter, and
if the matter is decided before the sailing of the ships I shall let you know the result.
The Sieur Pauchain is much less esger about the suits for the last two months, and
bas had Boloche told at Chateauroux, that an understanding would be arrived at.
]le has made me the proposal to leave him in possession for life, ho being
tow fitty-five, and that ho would consent to the union. I laughed at his offers, and
have no doubt that ho would desist if we offered him the least pension, or the enjoy-
hIent of the benefice for a few years, but all our lawyers have assured me that our
ctlaim is so incontestable, that I do not believe we should grant him anything.
NTothing need bo expected for the first years from this benofice, as everything will
be eaten up with costs, but if this sort of affair is not resisted, annoyance will be
given every day by pickers up of benefices.

This is a suitable time to give an account of the state of our Sorninary in Paris,
and of our missions in the East Indies and Persia, before speaking of othor sub-
Jeets.

.tate of the Paris Our Paris Seminary is in truth almost dcstitute of people; w.
teminary. have lost all the good boardors who wro there for ton years and

employed themselves with edification to the missions of France.

The expression j'avais retenu des dattes, which I have thus translated, was the tecbnical title
given to the deposit of documents at Rome. Prendre une datte or retenir une datte, in questions con-
Cerning ecclesiastical benefices, meant the registration in the Roman curia ot documents relating to,
them. In cases where there were many claimants these dattes created, from the date of presentation
40nd registration, a right of precedence among the claimants as to the priority of claim. The expression
is-taken from the formula at the end of each document, namely, datum with place, day, month, year, &c.
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je ne doute pas quil ne se desistast si nous lui offrions la moindre pension-ou la jouis-
sance de ce benefice pendant quelques anneez mais tous les avocats m'ont assurez
que notre droit estoit si incontestable que je ne crois pas que nous lui devions rien
accorder, il faut ne rien conter de ce benefice les lers anneez qui se trouveront ainsi
consommeez en frais, mais si on ne resiste en ces sortes d'affaires on se trouve tous
les jours inquieté par ces coureurs de bonefices.

Il est aussy a propos que je vous rendre compte tout desuite do l'estat de n( tre
Seminaire de Paris et de nos missions des Indes orientales, et de Perse, avant que de
vous parler d'autres affaires.

Notre Seminaire de Paris est en vérité bien denué de sujets,
e Semaire nous avons perdus presque tous les pensionnaires qui y estoint de-

puis dix ans, et s'employoint avec edification aux missions de
France. M. Arnollet est allé demeurer à Perigoueux d'ou il est theogal, M. Moreau,
docteur de Sorbonne est aussy allé resider a Ainiens, d'ou il est chanoine, et M. Bozel
qui avoit un talent particulier pour les Missions et les retraites des pauvres ayant
voulu aller dans le mesme lieu prendre possession d'un semblable canonicat y est
mort au bout de quinze jours.

Nous n'avons plus dans le Seminaire que trois ou quatre pensionnaires, a la
verité il s'en presente de temps en temps pour y entrer, mais nos Mess-E ont ressenty
tant de mortifications de quelques esprits gens de bien dailleurs, mais qui vouloit
entrer en connoissance des affaires sans y estre appellez, ou qui avoint quelqu'autre
deffaut qu'ils sont presque resolus à ne plus recevoir de pensionnaires. Cependant
cela est facheux, car nous sommes souvent dans le Seminaire a cause du peu de
monde hors d'estat de garder la regularité, on ne peut pour la mesme raison souvent
dire de grandes messes etc., Car outre que nous avons peu de pensionnaires, nous
avons encore moins de jeunes ecclesiastiques qui se disposent pour les missions. Ils
ne sont que cinq ou six qui sont au Seminaire depuis plus de cinq ans, on n'a pas
jugé devoir encore les envoyer dans les missions d'Orient pour les raisons que je
diray cy dessous. A force d'estre gardez trop longtemps, il y a sujet de craindre
qu'ils ne se perdent au lieu de se perfectionner, car comme on ne peut garder exacte-
ment la rogularité, il y a danger qu'ils ne se relaschent. Il ne s'en presente point
d'autre. La mortalité dans la France s'est répandue sur les prestres comme sur les
autres conditions, et on a peine a trouver presentement de bons prestres, parce que la
plupa't ont esté en faisant leur devoir aupres des malades enlevez par ces maladies.

Il y a encore moins de personnes qui soint pour le gouvernement du seminaire,
car le nombre des directeurs est presentement reduit a MS Tiborge et de Brisacier
seuls il restoit encore M. Sevin, mais il nous a quitté cette année pour les raisons
que je marque a Mgr. l'ancien nous avons a la vérité M. Prioux pour Directeur,
mais il demeure chez monsieur son père, et ne sert en rien au bien du Seminaire
n'y des Missions, il ne vient que de temps en temps a des assemblez extraordinaires
auxquelles nos M"' m'appellent aussy quelque fois, et le plus affligeant est qu'on ne
voit guère de personnes propres a entrer dans ces emplois et a soutenir cet oeuvreà

On dit que peu de gens sont disposez a s'y offrir, parce qu'il y en a peu qui
ayent assez d'humilité pour servir d'ombre a Ms Tiberge et de Brisacier, dont ils
ne peuvent esgaler le merite, mais si des gens qui se consacreroint a l'ouvre des
missions estoint encore susceptibles de ces sentimens, ils ne m'y paroistroint nulle-
ment propres car nos missions ne se soutiendront que par des personnes qui soint
animeez du mesme esprit que ceux qui les ont establis qui ont renoncez a tout pour
ce dessein et qui se sont devouez au service de l'Eglise per ignominia et bonatu
famam.

Pour moy je croy que deux choses sont capables de destourner les personnes
qui ne sont pas entierement mortes au monde de se consacrer à l'œuvre des Missions.

La lere est le bruit qu'on a fait courir depuis quatre ou cinq ans que c'estoit
fait des missions et du Seminaire des Missions estrangeres a cause de ce qui so
passe aux Indes en faveur des Portugais de quoy je parleray cy dessous. La 20
est que cette maison ayant toujours fait ombrage aux Peres Jesuites de franco &
cause des differents survenus aux Indes, chacun est persuadé qu'en s'attachant'
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M. Arnollet bas gone to live at Perigneux, of which he is theologist. M. Moreau,
doctor of the Sorboune, bas gone to reside at Amiens, of which he is canon, and M.
Bozel, who had a peculiar talent for missions and retreats for the poor, having desired
to go to the same place, to take possession of a similar canonry, died there in a fort-
night. We have now in the seminary only three or four boarders. Some, indeed,
have offered from time to time, but our gentlemen have experienced so mauy morti-
fications from some minds, good people otherwise. who wished to enter into a know-
ledge of business without being called to it, or who had some other fault, that they
are alnost resolved to roceive no more boarders, But it is annoying, for often in
the Seminary, there being so few, we are not able to preserve regularity, and, often,
for the same reason, are unable to say I1igh Mass. For besides having few boarders, we
bave still fewer young ecclesiastics preparing for missions. Only five or six are at the
Seminary for more than five years. It has not been thought right to send them yet
to the Eastern missions, for reasons which I shall afterwards give. By being kept
too long there is reason to fear that they will lose rather than gain, for as regularity
cannot be strictly observed, there is danger that they become careless; there is no
other apparent. The mortality in France has spread over the priests as well as
other conditions of men, and at present good priests are scarcely to be found, most of
them having been attending to their duties by the sick attacked by those diseaes.

There are still fewer persons for the Government of the Seminary, the number
of the directors being at present reduced to Messrs. Tiberge and Brisacier alone
There remained M. Serin, but ho left us this year for the reasons I have stated to
Mgr. Lancien. We have, indeed, M. Prioux for director, but ho lives with bis father,
and does nothing for the good of the Seminary or of the missions; ho comes only
occasionally to extraordinary meetings, to which our gentlemen call me also some-
times, and the worst of it is that persons are scarcely to be seen fitted to enter these
offices and to carry on the work.

It is said that few are disposed to offer, because few have sufficient humility to
serve under Messrs. Tiberge and de Brisacier, whose merit they cannot equal, but if
men who consecrate themselves to the work of missions are stili susceptible to such
feelings they would appear in no respect suitable. For our missions are sustained
only by those who are animated by the same spirit as were those who established
themr, who renounced verything for this object, and who devoted themselves to the
service of the church per ignominia et bonam famam.

For my own part, I believe that two things are fitted to hinder persons who are
not entirely dead to the world from dedicating themselves to the work of missions.
The first is the report carrent for four or five years that work was over in the
issions, and in the Seminary of Foreign Missions, on account of the favour shown

in the Indies to the Portuguese, of which I shall speak afterwards. The second is,
that this bouse, having always given umbrage to the Jesuit Fathers of France on
account of disputes arising in'the Indies, everyOne 1 persuaded that in attaching
himself to this bouse ho must never aspire to, nor think of, any establishment. But
I hope, in spite of all, that God will not leave this house destitute, and that Ie will
furnish, in His own time and place, suitable persons to succoed those who govern it.
It is far botter that there should be no covetous persons, Or people who would attempt
by this means to rise to positions of dignity. It is our consolation, that those who
now govern it have all the good qualities desirable, and a merit which is not of a
common order. If they could distribute themselves, they could do overything, for
they are fit for everything and give themselves no relaxation, labouring incessantly,
sometimes at one thing, sometimes at another. They would require an iron con-
Stitution to resist this. Their important outside occupations do not affect injuriously
the good dispositions of their hearts, and whatever applause they may obtain, they
are not the less humble, or the less free from pride or highmaindedness. I know that
for five months the Bishop of Chartres bas wished to resign bis bishopric from bis
infirmities, and the contradictions ho has met with in bis diocese. Ho has desired
to do so in favour of M. Tiberge, or M. de Brisacier, I think it is M. Tiberge. The
King had consented to it, but M. Tiberge had so strongly opposed it that the matter
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ette maison, il faut ne jamais rien pretendre, et ne penser a aucun establissement.
Mais j'espère malgré tout cela que Dieu ne laissera pas cette maison depourvene,
et qu'il l fournira en temps et lieu de personnes propres a succeder a ceux qui lai
gouvernent. Il vaut autant qu'il n'y en ait point que d'y en avoir d'interessez, et
de gens qui sy engageassent pour seslever par ce moyen a quelque dignité, notre
consolation est que ceux qui actuellement la gouvernent ont toutes les bonnes qua-
litez qu'on peut avoir et un merite qui n'est pas commun.

S'ils pouvoint se partager ils feroint tout, car il sont propre a tout, et ils ne s0
donnent aucun relasche travaillans sans discontinuer tantost a une chose tantost a une
autre, il faut qu'ils ayent une santé de fer pour y resister, Leurs grandes occupations
exterieures ne leur font rien perdre de leurs bonnes dispositions interieures et quelque
applaudissemepnt quils ayent ils n'en sont pas moins humbles, et moins esloignez de
tout faste et de toute eslevation; je scay que depuis cinq mois M. l'Evesque de
Chartres a voulu se demettre de son Evesché a cause de ses infirmitez et a cause des
contraedictions q n'il esprouve dans plusieurs esprits de son Dioceze, Il l'a voulu faire
en faveur de M. Tiberge ou de M. de Brisacier, je crois que c'est de M. Tiberge: Le
Roy y avoit consenty; Mais M. Tiberge s'y est toujours si fortement opposé, qu'enfin
la chose est tombée, et on n'en parle plus, Le Roy a lui mesme admiré ce detache-
nent en avoüant quil y avoit plaisir de scavoir qu'il y eust encore dans ce siecle des
personnes assez detachez pour refuser de tels biens et de tels honneurs. Je vous prie
de ne rien dire de cecy a personne on n'a eu garde d'en parler dans le Seminaire et ce
que j'ay plus admiré est le soin qu'ont pris ces Mrs de tenir la chose cachée, Ces
exemples nous font plaisir, et sont bien capables de confondre nos lachetez et nos
tiedeurs dans le detachement ou nous devons vivre de toutes les pretentions du
monde, Car quels sacrifices Dieu demande t il de nous qui approchent de ceux la.
J'ay ouy dire bien des fois a Mrs Tiberge et de Brisacier que jamais Mitres ne les
tenteroint de sortir de leur vocation, Si on estoit reduit a penser a eux pour cela et
]Dieu a voulu qu'ils en donnassent des preuves. J'espere que ny pour la mort ny pour
la Vie, ils ne quitteront jamais leur Vocation. Ils avoint l'an passé la pensée
d'agreger six ou huit directeurs honoraires (ce seroit par Ex. deux ou trois Evesques
qui ont une affection particuliere pour les missions et d'autres personnes constituee%
en dignité Ecclésiastique cependant qui ne peuvent par leurs emplois vacquer entie-
rement a l'œuvre mais qui pourroint y donner un temps dans l'année, ou qui pour-
roint servir dans leur poste les missions de leur conseil, et de leur credit, Ils peu-
eeroint pour cela a M. l'Evesque de Chartres, a M. de Chaalons, a M. l'abbé de Fenne-
Ion, et quelques autres Ecclesiastiques et gens de merite, Ils pensoint encore à M.
I'Evesque de Laon, mais Dieu la retiré du monde depuis six mois. Cette pensée qu'ils
avoint eus n'a encore pu encore reussir, et ils y ont trouvez bien des inconveniens.
Ils ont priez M. l'Evesque de Metellopolis de leur renvoyer M. Pocquet de Siam pour
prendre soin du Seminaire avec eux et eslever les jeunes Ecclesiastiques dans la pieté
et dans les sciences, je ne scay si on prendra le party de le renvoyer, car comme c'est
un bon sujet on aura peine a s'en priver dans cette mission et ce sera une rude morti-
fication pour lui, s'il revient en France, mais ce seroit asseurement un grand bien
pour le Seminaire.

Pour moy quoyque j'aye toute la bonne volonté imaginable, je ne suis point en
estat de leur rendre service, j'ay trop peu d'esprit et de science, et encore moins de
vertu, je sers cependant a ce que je puis, et je soulage nos M- en ce que je puis faire,
je confesse dans le Seminaire, j'assiste aux reglemens pour entretenir la regularité en
l'absence de nos Mess"s qui ne peuvent y estre toujours. Jo ne scay mesme sils ne
Mo chargeront pas dans un mois du soin des affaires temporelles, a la place de M.
Vachet a qui ils cherchent l'occasion de l'oster sans lui faire de la peine et ils se
servent pour cela d'un voyage qu'il va faire en son pays pour en mettre un autre a
sa place, et monsieur Le Superieur m'en a deja parlé, je vous avoue que je ny aY
guere dattrait parceque je crains beaucoup la dissipation que causent les affaires tem
porelles, et j'apprehende de me laisser absorber par elles, et d'ailleurs elles n'ont au-
cun attrait au Seminaire de la maniere dont les choses y vont, j'ay representé ne
repugnances a nos Superieurs et les ay assurez que malgré ces repugnances je 'la
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dropped at last and is no longer spoken of. The King himself bas admired this dis-
interestedness, acknowledging that it was a pleasure to know that there were still
men in this age so disinterested as to refuse such gifts and honours. I request you
to say nothing of this to any one. It bas been little spoken of in the Seminary and
what I have most admired is the care taken by these gentlemen to keep the matter
concealed. These examples are pleasing to us, and are well fitted to confound our
cowardice and coldness in the detachment in which we should live from all the claims
of the world For what sacrifices does God demand of us which approach these ? I
have heard Messrs. Tiberge and de Brisacier say many times, that mitres would
never tempt then to quit their vocation. If they were thought on for that office,
and God wished to prove them, I hope that neither for life nor death would they ever
abandon their vocation. Last year they thought of admitting six or eight honourary
<directors; for instance, two or three bishops who have a special love for missions,
and other persons nominated as of ecclesiastical dignity, who could not from their
other duties attend entirely to the work, but who could give a certain time in the
year, or who might be useful in their position towards helping the missions by
their counsels and credit. For this office they thought of the Bishop of Chartres, M.
de Chalons, Abbé de Fenelon, and of some other ecclesiastics and people of merit.
They thought even of the Bishop of Laon, but God withdrew him from the world six
months ago. The idea has not yet been carried out, and many difficulties have been
encountered. They have asked the Bishop of Metellopolis to send them M. Pocquet
of Siam to look after the Seminary with them and to train the young ecclesiasties in
piety and in the sciences. I do not know if he will be sent, for as he is a good man
it would not be easy to get him to leave that mission, and he would feel it a great
nisfortune to return to France, although it would certainly be a great benefit to the

Seminary.
As for myself, although I have all the good will imaginable, I am not in a posi.

tion to render them service. I have too little intellect and science, and still les
courage. I, however, do what I can; I relieve our gentlemen so far I am able; I
confess in the Seminary ; I assist in enforcing the regulations for preserving rega-
larity in their absence, as they cannot always be there. I am not sure if they wiIl
not even entrust me, in the course of a month, with the temporal affairs in place
of M. Vachel, whom they seek an opportunity to remove from that office without.
giving him offence, and for this purpose they make use of a journey he is about to
miake to bis own country to put another in his place, and the superior has already

6poken to me about it. I confess that it has little atttractions for me, as I greatly
dread the dissipation of mind which is caused by temporal affairs, and J fear that
I may let myself become absorbed in them; besides they have no attraction at the
Seminary as things are going. I have represented my repugnance to our superiors,
and have assured them that in spite of it, I woild undertake the work if they ordered
ane. I felt more at peace after that. I acknowledge that to return to Canada would
be a greater attraction to me, especially if the first tranquillity were re-established
there ; one breathes a contagious air in France, so few disinterested people are to be
seen tnere, who are seeking God without looking for an establishment, and that
there is a)ways the fear that they are acting with the sanie spirit as animates most
people. It would be so much more pleasant to be sustained by the example of per.
sons acting with the same mind and apart from all opportunity. However, I am
free from trouble, and without agitation in this matter, ready to return there in
whatever state things may be and ready to remain whatever happens. I would have
reason to fear to return there for my health, on account of my indisposition; I have
experienced the bad effect on it of the extreme cold; this year the winter in France
has been severe, and I have suffered much from my rupture, and although I do not
let it gain ground, it is with great difficulty, which will increase with age, and
would be still greater in a colder country, so that I feel that I should not expose
iyself to great fatigues and severe labours. That will not, however, lessen my

desire to spend the rest of my days in Canada and to die there. I feel that for th
good of the soul, it would be an advantage for me to returu there, and I shoul& ex-
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chargerois sils me lordonnoint, je vis apres cela fort en repos. Je vous avoue que j'au-
rois plus dattrait a retourner en Canada, si surtout la lere tranquilité s'y retablis-
soit; on respire un air contagieux en France; on voit si peu de gens desinteressez,
et qui cherchent Dieu sans veue destablissement &c qu'il y a toujours a craindre
qu'on nagisse par le mesme esprit qui anime la plus part des gens. Il y auroit bien
plus de douceur a estre soutenu par l'exemple de personnes qui agissent par un
mesme esprit et d'estre esloigné de toute occasion, cependant je suis sans trouble et
sans agitation a cet esgard prest a y retourner dans quelque estat que les choses
soint, et prest aussy a rester quelque chose qui arrive. J'aurois sujet de craindre d'y
retourner pour ma santé a cause de mon incommodité, j'ay esprouvé combien le
grand froid y est contraire cette année qu'il a fait en france un rude hyver. Car j'ay
beaucoup souffert de ma descente, et quoique je ne laisse pas d'agir, c'est avec tant
de difficulté qui s'augmentera mesme avec l'aage et qui seroit encore plus grande
dans un pays plus froid, que je sens bien que je ne dois pas m'exposer a de grandes
fatigues, et a de rudes travaux, cela n'est pas cependant capable de rallentir mon
desir d'aller passer le reste de mes jours en Canada, et y mourir, je sens bien que
pour le bien de l'homme interieur, 1 est avantageux que j'y retourne, et j'en aurois
une joye sensible si vous me le permettiez. Cependant je demeure fort en repos, et
j'attends que vous songiez a m'envoyer quelqu'un prendre ma place, car le Seminaire
a besoin d'un homme toujours icy. Le Legs que M. Dargenson Doyen de St Germain
Lauxerrois a fait au Seminaire de ses effets mobiliers n'a pas fait un bien notable au
Seminaire il a fallu se servir de cet argent pour supleer a la gratification du Trésor
Royal que le Roy n'a pu payer aux vicaires apostoliques des Indes depuis deux ans.
ces missions sont si incommodeez et leurs besoins si grands qu'ils absorbent tout le
bien qu'on peut faire au Seminaire de Paris qui est fort pauvre, surtout depuis la
depense qu'on a faite de l'Eglise du Seminaire qui a cousté prez de cent mil francs
qui ne sont pas encore entierement payez.

Nos Mess- sont apres a travailler a L'union du Prieuré de St Benoist du Saut le
long de la Loire qui appartient a M. Labbé&de Choisy et qui vaut prez de 8000 liv. pour
servir de fonds principal a la subsistance des directeurs du Seminaire qui ne seront
pas en estat de payer leur pension, et a l'entretien des bastimens, mais ils ne sont si
tost prests d'entrer en jouissance de ce benefice, s'ils viennent a bout de le faire unir,
on doit presser cette affaire ces jours cy.

Les missions des Indes sont depuis cinq ou six ans dans une facheuse
situation ; Les Portugais ont obtenus une espece de confirmation du droit qu'ils
prétendent avoir du S* Siege de Patronage de tous les Eveschez que le St Siege
a erigé dans les pays Estrangers. Le deffunt Pape Alexandre, par le Secretaire
de la propagande pore du Cardinal Cibo qu'on croit une ame venale, a donné
deux bulles d'Erection des Eveschez de Pequin et Nanquis qui confirment ce droit au
Roy de Portugal, cela a renouvelé toutes les anciennes disputes des Missres en ce pays
la, et les Portugais tous fiers de ces bulles traitent les Vicaires Apostoliques avec
mespris, les regardent comme intrus, ne veulend prendre d'eux aucune jurisdiction
et ne les menacent de rien moins que de les faire repasser en Europe s'ils ne veulent
se soumettre a leurs Eveeques en titre qui sont les deux partis ou l'un des deux qu'il
faudroit prendre, si le 8' Sioge ne s'y opposoit car depuis deux ans M. de Quemener
Missionnaire de la Chine est a Rome pour demander à]a Congregation de propaganda
fide, ce qu'elle veut que les Vicaires apostoliques et les missionnaire fassent. Le
& Pore lui a donné dix ou douze fois des audiances de deux heurs entieres pour s'en,
tretenir des missions. Il a voulu se trouver en personne aux congregations qui se
tiennent sur ce sujet, il a recommandé aux Cardinaux de s'appliquer a regler les
affaires avec tout le soin imaginable, il leur a surtout recommandé le secret, et n'a pas
voulu que rien de ce qui estoit reglé vinst a la connoissance du Secretaire Cibo ny
des agens de la couronne de portugal, pour qu'ils ne missent point obstacle a l'expe-
dition des decrets en faveur des missions. Et comme on n'a pu encore quelque
instance qu'ait pu faire M. de Quemener faire expedier ces decrets cette année avant
le départ d'une flotte considerable qu'on envoye aux Indes et qui est parti a la fin de

Mare composée de trois gros vaisseaux de guerre, et deux vaisseaux marchands, qui
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perience a sensible joy should you permit me to do so. I live in great peace, and
wait till you think of sending some one to take my place. For the Seminary
requires to have a man always here. The legacy left by M. Dargenson, Dean of St.
Germain Lauxerrois, of his movable property has not been of great benefit to the
Seminary; it was necessary to make use of it to supplement the allowance from the
Royal Troasury, wbich the King was nDot able for two years to pay to the Vicars
Apostolic of India. These missions are so embarrassed and their necessities so great,
that they absorb all the Seminary of Paris can make, it being very poor, especially
since the expense incurred for the Church of the Seminary, which cost nearly a
hundred thousand francs, not yet entirely paid.

Our gentlemen are cager to bring about the union of the Priory of St. Benoist
du Saut, along the Loire, belonging to the Abbé de Choisy, worth nearly 3,000 livres,
to serve as the chief fund for the subsi.stence of the directors of the Seminary, who
will not be in a position to pay their board, and for the maintenance of the buildings.
But they are not so soon ready to enter into the enjoyment of this benefice. If they
succeed in bringing about the union, the business must be pushed now.

The Indian Missions have for five or six years been in a wretched condition. The
Portuguese have obtained a kind of confirmation of the right they maintain they have
from the Holy Sec, of the patronage of all the Bishoprices which the Holy See ha&
erected in foreign countries. The late Pope Alexander, by the Secretary of the
Propaganda, brother of Cardinal Cibo, believed to be venal, gave two bulis of
erection of the Bishoprics of Pekin and Nankin,which confirm this right to the King
of Portugal. That renewed all the old disputes of the Missionaries in these coun-
tries, and the Portuguese, domineering on account of these bulls, treat the Vicars
Apostolic with contempt, regard them as intruders, allow thom no jurisdiction, andJ
threaten them with nothing less than to make them return to Europe, unless they
submit to their titular Bishops. Which two parts, or which one of the two, are to,
be taken should the Holy See not oppose this ? For two years M. de Quemener,
Missionary from China, hu been at Rome to ask the Congregation of the Propaganda
what it desires the Vicars Apostolic and the Missionaries to do. The Holy Father
bas given ten or twelve audiences of two whole hours conversing regarding the
missions. He has wished to be presont at the Cengregations which were held on
the subject; ho has recommended the Cardinals to settle the business with the
greatest care imaginable; he has especially recommended secresy, not willing that
anything of what was settled should come to the knowledge of Secretary Cibo, nor
of the agents of the Crown of Portugal, that they might put no obstacles in the way
of forwar'ding the decrees in favour of the missions. And as no solicitation could
induce M. de Quemener to have these decrees forwarded this year before the sail-
ing of a considerable fleet sent to India, which left at the end of March, consisting of
three large ships of war and two merchant vessels, all loaded at the expense of the
.East India Company which for the last few years has managed its business success-
fully, the Holy Father has recommended to the Cardinal to write to the Vicars
Apostolic to encourage them to persevere in their missions until the whole question
be settled in a solid and stable manner. lis Holiness had, some time before, a brief
written by hie Secretary to the Directors of the Seminary of Paris, addressed to the
Bishop of Condom, as he bad subscribed the letter which the Superiors and Direc-
tors of the Seminary (of whom ho is one) had written to the Pope, in which His
Roliness exhorte the Superiors and Directore to maintain firmly the work of
missions. I send you copy of these two briefs, the one in Latin, the other trans-
lated from Italian into French.

M. de Quemener, who tilt now hue had his mouth Closed by the Sacred Congre-
gation, writesto our gentlemen in hie last letters, that now ho je allowed to speak, and
that although he cannot altogether say what bas been resolved upon, ho can assure
the Missionaries Apostolic, that the missions have never been so firmly established
as they shall be by these decrees; that exertions are being made to seule matter i in
auch a way that there shall be no longer disputes among those engaged in the w,--k ;
that it may be affirmed that these are the only obstacles which oppose the conver-
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sont tous frettez aux dopons de la compagnie des Indes orientales qui a fait fort
bien ses affaires dans ces dernieres anneez cy, Le St Pere a recommandé au Cardinal
Altieri d'escrire a Mrs les Vicaires apostoliques pour les encourager a perseverer dans
leurs missions, jusqu'a ce que toutes choses soint regleez d'une manière stable et
solide, Sa Sainteté avoit quelque temps auparavant fait escrire par son secrétaire un
bref aux directeurs du Seminaire de Paris, qui a esté addressé à M. l'Evesque de
Condom, parcequ'il avoit souscrit dans la lettre que les Superieurs et Directeurs du
Seminaire du nombre desquels il est avoint escrit au Pape, dans lequel Sa Sainteté
exhorte les Superieurs et Directeurs a soutenir toujours fortement lJuvre des mis-
sions. Je vous envoye la copie de ces deux brefs l'un en latin, l'autre traduit de
l'Italien en francois.

M. de Quemener qui a eu jusqu'a present la bouche fermée par la Sacré
Congregation, escrit a nos Mt dans ses dernieres lettres que l'on lui a presen-
tement ouvert la bouche, et quoyqu'il ne puisse dire entierement ce qui esté
resolu, il peut assurer les missionnaires apostoliques que jamais les missions n'ont
esté plus affermies qu'elles le seront par ces decrets. Que l'on travaille a regler les
choses de manière qu'il ny ait plus de contestations entre les ouvriers, qu'on peut
assurer estre les seuls obstacles qui s'opposent a la conversion de tous ces Royaumes.
On croit icy que le seul moyen d'empescher ces contestations est de separer le dis-
trict des Portugais et des Vicaires apostoliques, ou mesmo des Jesuites et des autres
Miss" car tandis qu'on Sera ainsy meslez ensemble, il sera bien difficile de vivre en
paix, parce qu'on est trop provenu les uns contre les autres, et que les maximes
sont trop opposeez pour vivre ensemble dans une paix entière.

Ce n'est pas que les choses en sont venues a un point que les Jesuites francois
desirent fortement que nos vicaires apostoliques puissent roussir et se soutenir
contre les efforts des Portugais pour pouvoir travailler sous la dependance des
Vicaires apostoliques car ils ne peuvent s'accorder avec les Portugais, et leur anti-
pathie est presque aussy grande, que celle qui se trouve entre les Portugais et nous.
Ils en ont envoyé en France Le P. LeComte Jesuite francois qui alla a la Chine en
16ë5 pour demander au P. General de nestre point sous la dependance des Jesuites
Portugais et d'avoir des Visiteurs particuliers; Ils en ont envoyez deux on trois
autres a Rome pour la mesme cause. Depuis surtout qu'ils ont vous quils pourvoint
entrer a la Chine sans passer par Macao en suivant les caravannes d'Armeniens
qui d'Ispahan capitale de Perse vont a aava Capitale du Mogol, et de la a travers
plusieu-rs autres provinces penetrent par les terres jusqu'a la Chine; Les Portugais
de leur costé renvoyent en Europe tout autant de Jesuites francois qui n'ont pas
pris des lettres de la chancellerie de Portugal, et ils en ont renvoyez ainsy cinq ou
six. Cependant nos jesuites françois ont perdus en partie leur cause aupres du P.
General qui n'a pas voulu choquer la couronne de Portugal, et le Pore Tachard qui
retourne aux indes (d'ou les hollandois l'avoint ramenez avec trois ou quatre autres
Peres Jesuites qu'ils ont pris dans Pondichery d'ou ils ont chassez les francois) a dit
a nos Miss- que leur Pore General avoit reglé entre eux que puisque les Jesuites
francois ne pouvoint saccorder avec les Portugais, ils seroint exclus de la Chine du
moins ceux qui ne pourroint saccorder avec eux, en sorte qu'il n'y auroit dans la
Chine que des Provinciaux et Visiteurs Portugais, et jesuites subordonnez a eux, et
que dans les autres missions les Jesuites francois seroint separez des Portugais, pour
les lieux de leurs missions pour leurs establissement et pour leur revenu, et
vivroint sous la dependance d'un superieur general des missions francoises de la com-
pagnie, en sorte cependant quils seroint obligez de souffrir tous les ans la visite d'un
Provincial Portugais qui n'auroit dauthorité sur eux que dans le temps de cette
visite. Ces Conditions sont comme vous voiez fort dures aux Jesuites françois, et je ne
doute pas que si le S* Siege separe le district des Portugais et des Vicaires aposto-
liques Les Jesuites francois ne demandent a leur Pere general permission de venir
travailler dans le district des Vicaires apostoliques. Dieu veuille que cela serve a la
paix, nos messr des Indes y sont bien disposez car ils sont las de toutes ces contes-
tations, et comme ils ne les ont faites que par obeissance au S* Siege et pour soutenir
son authorité ils voudroint bien que le St Siege pust regler les choses de maniere
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sion of all these Kingdoms; it is believed here that the sole means of preventing
these disputes is to separate the district of the Portuguese, the Vicars Apostolie, or
-even the Jesuits and the Missionaries; for as long as they are mixed up, it is difficult
for them to live in peace, for the one is too much prejudiced against the other, and
their principles are too much opposed to each other to permit them to live together
in perfect peace.

Things have not yet come to such a point that the French Jesuits warmly
desire that our Vicars Apostolie should succeed and maintain themselves against
the efforts of the Portuguese, to enable them to carry on the work under the
superintendence of the Vicars Apostolie, for they cannot agree with the Portuguese,
and their antipathy is almost as great as that between the Portuguese and us. They
have sent to France Father LeComte, a Feench Jesit, who went to China in 1685,
in order to ask the General that they may not be in subjection to the Portuguese
Jesuits and to have special visitors. They have sent two or three othera to R)me
for the same purpose, especially since they saw that they could enter China without
passing through Macao, by following the Armenian caravans, which from Ispahan,
the capital of Persia, go to Ava,capital of the Mogul,andthence through several other
Provinoes, penetrate by land to China. The Portuguese, on their side, have sent as
many French Jesuits, who have not taken letters fromu the Chancery of Portugal;
in this way they have sent five or six. However, our French Jesuits have partly
lost their case with the General, who did not wish to offend the King of Portugal
and Father Tachart, who is returning to India (whence the Datch carried him with
three or four other Jesuit Fathers, whom they took in Pondichery when they drove
out the French) told our gentlemen that their General had settled between them
that since the French Jesuits could not agree with the .Portuguese, they would be
exeluded from China, at loast those who could not agree with them, so that in China
there would be only Portuguese Provincials and Visitors, and Jesuits subordinate to
them, and that in the other missions the French Jesuits would be separated frtm the
Portuguese, in the places of their missions, their establishments and their revenues,
and would live uiider the superintendence of a general superior of the Company's
Preach Missions, but that they would be obliged to submit every year to the visit of
a Portuguese Provincial, who would have no authority over them except during the
time of that visitation. These conditions, as yoU see, are very hard for the French
Jesuits, and I do not doubt that if the Hloly See should separate the Portuguese
district and that of the Vicars Apastolic, the French Jesuits would ask their General
for permission to labour in the district of the Vicars Apostolic. God grant that
that may tend to peace. Our gentlemen in India are well disposed for this, for they
are tired of all those disputes, and as they engaged in then onty out of obelience to
the Holy See and to maintain its authority, they are anxious that the Holy Seo
should be able to settle the matter in such a way as to leave them nothing more to
discuss, so that they may attend exclusively to the conversion of seuls.

In China we have two Vicara Apostolie, Abbé de Lionne and M. Maigrot, a doc-
tor of the Sorbonne. M. Pin, who was a third, died whilst returning to Europe a
year and a half ago. We have there eight or ton good French workers also, who
labour successfully. Several letters have been recoived from there this year. In
Tonquin we have two Vicars Apostolic,the Bishops of Ascalon and Auren, two former
lissionaries sent into these countries numed Messrs. de Bourges and Deydier, with

six or soven French priests and twelve or fifteen Tonquin priests. It is they who
have been labouring for a long time, with extraordinary apolication, for the estab-
lishment of religion in those countries. I may tell you In Pasf2ing that these gentle-
,nen, the Vicars Apostolic, who are the oldest on the staff of the mission, have
lamented to our fathers, with much mildness and charity, that they are afraid :
1. That they might have neglected the business of the missions, since they did not
Oppose the sending of the balls in favour of the Portuguese. 2. That they had not
desired to render themselves absolutely masters of the revenues of the mission, and
Of the disposai of the persons. Upon which our fathers sent them last year a plan
fOr the regulation of the officers of the Seminaries of Foreign Missions, and told thet
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qu'ils n'eussent plus rien à demesler afin de sappliquer tous entiers a la conversion
des ames.

Nous avons à la Chine deux Vicaires apostoliques M. l'abbé de Lionne, et M.
Maigrot docteur de Sorbonne, M. Pin qui en estoit un 3e est mort en revenant en
Europe depuis un an et demy Nous y avons aussy huit on dix bons ouvriers francois
qui y travaillent avec succez, on en a reeu plusieurs lettres cette année nous avons
au Tonquin deux Vicaires apostoliques Messieurs Les Evesques d'ascalon, et D'auren
qui sont deux anciens missionnaires envoyez en ces pays la nommez Mrs de Bourges
et Deydier avec six ou sept prestres francois douze ou quinze prestres Tonquinois.
Ce sont ceux qui travaillent depuis longtemps avec une application extraordinaire a
l'establissement de la Religion en ces pays là, je vous diray en passant que ces Mrs
Les Vicaires apostoliques qui sont des plus anciens du corps de la mission, se sont
plaints avec beaucoup de douceur et de charité a nos Messs qu'ils craignoint 1° qu'ils
ne negligeassent les affaires des missions puisqu'ils ne s'estoint pas opposez a lexpe-
dition de ces bulles favorables aux Portugais. :° qu'ils ne voulussent se rendre abso-
lument les maistres des revenus de la mission et de la disposition des sujets, sur ce
que nos mess"s leur avoint envoyez les anneez passeez un projet des reglemens des
officiers des Seminaires des missions Estrangeres et avoint marquez qu'ils croyoint
que pour le soutien de ces missions il falloit establir le centre de L'union de ces mis-
sons et la supériorité dans les sup" et officiers du Seminaire de Paris; 30 ces vicaires
apostoliques se plaignent que le Seminaire de Paris s'est chargé de fournir des sujets
a trop d'endroits voulans parler de la Perse et du Canada, et marquans en particulier
qu'il leur est revenu qu'on avait envoyé en Cauada dans une seule année jusqu'a dix
sujets, pendant que leurs missions n'en avoint pas receus dix depuis trente ans, nos
M" leur ont repondus avec la mesme douceur et la mesme charité et leur ont donnez de
si bonnes raisons de leur conduite, qu'ils en seront tres satisfaits. Nous avons à la,
Cochinchine-un vicaire apostolique et six ou sept miss" francois. A Siam Mgr de-
Metellopolis seul, avec huit ou dix ouvriers car Les miseres qu'ils ont soufferts en ont
retirez. presque autant de ce monde, Enfin il y en a trois ou quatre a la Coste de
Coromandel. Les choses se remettent a Siam fort bien, nous avons receus des lettres
des Indes de-mars 1694, qui marquent que tous les français sont en une entière liberté,
que les missO sont rentrez dans leur Seminaire que le Roy de Siam ayant appris que
le P. Tachart estoit a la coste de Coromandel avec des lettres du Roy de france avoit
envoyé des mandarins pour le chercher et l'amener a la cour, mais par malheur ces
mandarins trouverent le P. Tachart party pour revenir en Europe dans les Vaisseaux
des Hollandois. Ce Pere y retourne avec des lettres du Roy et des ministres et espere
se restablir de nouveau a Siam ; Dieu veuille que ce soit pour sa gloire et que les
choses se fassent avec plus de concert et de bonne intelligence qu'autrefois.

La mission de Perse a esté plus agitée cette année que toutes les autres. Nous
y avons deux ou trois missionnaires qui dependent de M. Pidoux Evesque de Babi-
lone qui a esté Theatin; Mons, Samson fils du geographe y avait fait un establisse-
ment assez bon a Ispahan Capitale de Perse, ou il demeuroit en qualité d'hoste dm
Boy de Perse, et recevoit en cette qualité une pension du Roy de Perse de prez de
1500 liv qu'il avoit obtenu par des lettres de recommandation de notre Roy, et servoit
en ce poste la religion dans les affaires qui survenoient dans ce Royaume cette qua-
lité un peu distinguée l'a accoustumé a agir d'une manière un peu hautaine, et il est
survenu entre lui et un autre missionnaire quelques contestations qui n'ont pas
edifiez. M. LEvesque de Babilone l'ayant envoyé en france et il y a deux ans pour
les affaires de son Eglise, nos Mrs ont esperé que mon d. Sr Samson reprendroit dans
le Seminaire une manière d'agir plus moderée et plus soumise, et ont taschez pour
cela de l'y retenir le plus longtemps qu'ils ont pu. Il n'a pas bien pris la chose, et
Enfin apres bien du chagrin qu'il leur a causé il s'est retiré des missions, et a pris
une cure proche d'abbeuille que M. Damiens lui a présentée, C'est dommage qu'un
homme qui scait les langues Turque Persanne et Armenienne, et qui pourroit faire da
bien dans les missions s'il avoit un peu plus d'humilité et de subordination soit reduit
a estre curé de Village; cela fait bien voir que nous devons craindre ces emploie
esclattans qui nous produisent dans le monde, car on y prend un esprit si opposé 8
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they believed that for the support Of these missions, it would be necessary to estab-
lish the centre of union of these missions and the superiority, in the Superior and
officers of the Seminary of Paris. 3. These Vicars Apostolie lament that the Sem-
inary of Paris is burdened with sending persons to too many places, meaning Persia
and Canada, and pointing out in particular that it was reported to them that in a
single year as many as ton persons had been sent to Canada, whilst their missions
had not received ton in thirty years. Our gentlemen replied with the same mildness
and charity and gave them such gool reasons for their condact that they will be
satisfied. We have in Cochin China a Vicar Apostolic and six or seven French
missionaries. At Siam, Mgr. of Metellopolis alone, with eight or ton workers ; for
the misery they have endured has withdrawn almost as many trom this world.
Finally, there are three or four on the coast of Coromandel. Things are going on
very well in Siam. We have received letters from India of March, 1694, which state
that all the French have complote liberty, that the Missionaries have returned to
their Seminary; that the King ot Siam, having learned that Father Tachart was on
the coast of Coromandel with letters from the King of France, had sent mandarins
to seek him and bring him to the Court. Unfortunately, these mandarins tound that
Father Tachart had left to return to Europe with the Da'ch ships. This father is
returning there with letters from the King and from the ministers, and hopes te
re-establish himself at Siam. God grant that this may be for Ris glory, and that
everything may be done with greater harmony and good understanding than
formerly.

The mission to Persia has been more discussed this year than any of the others.
We have thore two or three missionaries, subject to M. Pidoux, Bishop of Babylon,
who was a Theatin; M. Samson, son of the geographer, had made a pretty good
,establishment at Ispahan, the capital of Persia, where ho lived as a guest of the king
of Persia, and in that capacity received froin the king of Persia a pension of nearly
1,500 livres, which he obtained on aceunt of letters of recommendation from our king
and in that post was useful to religion in the business which arose in that kingdom.
This quality, which was one of some distinction, accustomed him to act in rather a
haughty manner and disputes arose between him and another missionary which were
not v.ry edifying. The Bishop of Babylon having twoyears ago sent hum te France,
our gentlemen hoped that M. Samson would have resumed in the Seminary a milder
-and more submissive stylo of conduct and to this end tried to keep him as long as
they could. fHe did not take this in good part and finally, after causing then much
annoyance, he withdrew froi missions and took a charge near Abbeville, to whieh
M. Damiens presented him. It is a pity that a man who knows the Turkish, Persian
and Armenian languages, and who could de goed in the missions if he had a little more
humility and subordination should be reduced to be a village curé. It shows that we
should tear those distinguished positions furnished to us in the world, for they produce
a spirit so opposed to the grace and humility of the Gospel and so great a yielding to
the natural man as cannot afterwards be got rid of. I do not know if he will per-
eevere in his course; our gentlemen desire that he should admit and confess hie
errors, and after that they would be happy to send him back, the more so as every-
thing concurs towards sending hiim back, even without being subject to the Seminary
in the place of his mission, for since his return from Persia there has been a very
unfortunate revolution in that court. The King Of Persia has with his own hand
killed his son, the presumptive heir of the Crown, because h. had entered the seraglig.
The Queen, his wife, mother of the young Prince, has oarried her revenge so far that
she has killed the king and had herself declared Regent of the Kingdom during tho
minority of a second son whom she has borne to the king. and as money is wanted
for these revolutions, the Armenian versatiests or bishops and doctors have taken
this opportunity to expel all Catholics from Ispahan, driving out the missionaries
who were engaged in converting these people from schism and heresy to wiich they
are unfortunately bound, so that having obtained a considerable sum of money they
have made a present to the Queen, in order to demand the expulsion of Catholies
which has been granted. The propaganda which was aware of the servies readerei
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la grace et a l'humilité de L'Evangile, Et on se le rend si naturel qu'on ne peut apres
cela s'en deffaire, je ne scay s'il perseverera dans sa disposition, nos Messb" voudroient
qu'il rentrast un peu en lui mesme, qu'il reconnust et avouast ses fautes et seroient
apres cela bien aises de le renvoyer, d'autant plus que tout conspire a le faire retour-
mer, mesme sans dependance du Seminaire dans le lieu de sa mission; car depuis
qu'il est revenu de Perse, il est arrivé une revolution tres facheuse en cette cour.
Le Roy de Perse a tué de sa propre main son fils presomptif heritier de la couronne,
parce qu'il estoit entré dans son serrail; La Reine sa femme, more de ce jeune
Prince a porté si loing sa Vengeance qu'elle a fait tuer Le Roy et s'est fait declarer
Regente du Royaume dans la minorité d'un second fils qu'elle a du Roy, Et comme
on a besoin d'argent pour se soutenir dans ces revolutions, Les Versatiests des
armeniens, C'est à dire leurs Evesques et Docteurs se sont servis de cette occasion
pour expulser tous les catholiques d'Ispahian en chassant les missionnaires occu pez
a convertir ces peuples du Schisme et des heresies ou ils sont malheureusement
engagez; si bien qu'ayans fait une somme considerable, ils en ont fait present a la
Reine, pour lui demander cette expulsicn des Catholiques qui leur a esté accordée.
La Congregation de Propaganda fide, qui sceu les services que M. Samson a rendu a
la mission quand il estoit hoste du Roy a Ispaham, qualité qui repond a celle d'en-
voyé ou de resident dans nos cours a cru que s'il y avoit esté dans cette revolution il
l'auroit destourner, et croit qu'il peut restablir aysement toutes choses, ai bien que
l'on presse fortement nos M"11 de l'envoyer a Rome a quoy ils ne sont guere port ez,
je ne scay quel tour prendront toutes ces choses.

Il faut enfin commencer a vous rendre compte de ce qui s'est

France. pasé en france depuis le retour de lgr. de Québec, Il y arriva
vers le milieu de decembre, Comme je vous ay marqué cy dessus.

Dans l'affliction que je receus de la perte de tous nos effets de l'an passé je ne laisay
pas de ressentir une secrette joye de ce qu'il estoit levenu ; car ce que japprehen-
dois le plus estoit quil ne prist la resolution sentant qu'on nestoit pas a la cour bien
disposé pour lui de rester dans le pays ; ce qui estoit nous mettre hors d'estat de
revoir de son vivant la paix et la tranquilité dans cette Eglise; Dieu dont la Sagesse
est infinie a permis ces brouilleries si sont arrivez l'an pasté pour le bien de la paix,
et rien ne m'a touché davantage que de Voir que par une providence toute parti-
culière K. L. D. 73 L D G L K 78 M 2 K fhy 2 d h 8 628 M 2 y 9 h 72 p d f huh 59
k ! u 9897 k L 7 fy 9' etc.

J'ay vu si clairement la conduite de l'aymable providence de Dieu dans toute
la suite de cette affaire, que je ne puis m'en estre pas tres reconnaissant, envers ce
Dieu de bonté qui veille sur ceux qui mettent en lui toute leur esperance, car qui
auroit cru l'an passé que Mgr. de Québec revenant en france se fust ebiudié de publier
par tout qu'il est paifaitement reconcilié avec nous, eust rechei ché notre amitié se fust
efforcé de dire du bien de nous, et eust lui mesme trop fait connoistre par ses nouvelles
brouilleries qu'il estoit d'un caractere d'esprit a ne pouvoir vivre en paix avec personne,
et causer du trouble de plus en plus. S'il reste davantage en Canada, car nous n'avons
pas eus la peine de le representer a qui que ce soit et les personnes les plus prev enues
pour lui l'an passé comme monsieur de Pontchartrain et d'autres ont esté celles qui
ont esté le plus frapez de cette pensée.

Dieu permit que Mgr. fit une grande faute pour ses interests apres estre arrivé
en France, Il laissa prevenir la Cour et toutes les personnes iiteresez par les lettres et
les officiers qui arriverent trois semaines ou un mois avant lui ; car comme il vou-
loit pressentir avant que d'y venir ce qu'on pensoit de lui, et en quelle situation estoit
les esprits a son esgard il prit le pretexte de quelques Jffail es qu'il avoit en son
abbaye de Bennevent pour y passer et de la dans son abbý,ye de Meobec, ce qui
lui fit faire un detour qui retarda son arrivée a Paris de trois semaines. Et il escrivit
an mesme temps a monsr de la Palliere pour lui donner avis de son retour, des
mouvelles affaires qu'il s'estoit fait cette année de sa piétendûe reconciliation avec
le Seminaire, et lui deiandoit en mesme temps avis du lieu ou il iroit desuendre
pour y loger.

M. de la Palliere vint nous tesmoigner Sa joye de cette reconciliation, nous lui
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by M. Samson to the mission when ho was a guest with the king at Ispahan, equiva-
lent to the position of envoy or resident in our courts, believed that if ho had been
there during that revolution ho might have averted it and believes that ho can easily
restore matters, so that our gentlemen are strongly urged to send him to Rome, to
which they are not greatly inclined. I do not know what turn all these things may
take.

It is time now to begin to give you an account of what has
Mur. de S. V -ier in taken place in France since the return of Mgr. of Quebec. HoFrance. arrived there about the middle of December. In my affliction for
the loss of our goods, I could not help feeling a secret joy that ho had returned.
What I was most afraid of was that knowiig the court was not disposed in bis
favour, ho would resolve to remain in the country which was to deprive us of the
hope of seeing peace and tranquility again in this church during bis life timo. God,
whose wisdom is infinite, has permitted these disturbances which took place last
year for the promotion of peace, and nothing bas touched me more than to see that
byaspecialProvidenceK.LD73LJDGL K78m2kfhy2dh8 628 m2y9
h 72 p d f h a h 89 k 9 w 9897 k L 7 f y 97, &c.

I have so clearly seen the leading of the kind Providence of God in the result of
this affair, that I cannot be too grateful to that God of ail goodness who watches
over all who put their trust in Him. For who would have believed last year that
the Bishop of Quebec on roturning to France should have taken pains to announce
everywhere that ho was perfectly reconciled with us, had sought our friendship, had
put himself out of the way to speak well of us, had himself shown too much by his
new misunderstandings, that by bis turn of mmd ho could not live at peace with any
one, and would cause greater trouble if ho remained longer in Canada? For we have
not had the trouble to represent this to any one whatever, and those who last year,
like M. Pontchartrain and others, were most prejudiced in his favour, were those,
who were the most struck with this tbought.

God permitted the Bishop to commit a great mistake for his own interest after
his arrival in France. He allowed the court and all other persons interested to be
warned by letters and the officers who arrived three weeks or a month before him;
for as ho wisbed to ascertain before coming what was thought of him and what dis-
position there was towards him, ho made a pretext of business to be transacted at
his abbey of Bennevent to visit it, and from there went to his abbey of Meobec,
causing a detour which delayed bis arrival in Paris for three weeks. At the same
time ho wrote to M. de la Pallière, to informhim of bis return, of the new business
ho had done this year, of bis alleged reconciliation with the Seminary, asking him
at the same time where ho should go to take up his lodging.

M. de la Pallière came to testify his joy at this reconciliation. We informed.
him that ho had not given very certain proofs of it yet, and our gentlemen at the
same time requested him to dissuade the Bishop from coming to lodge with us. They
gave as a reason that as all the differences were not settled, if no agreement wera
come to it would be annoying for the Bishop and us to live under one roof. Que,
turpius ejicitur quam non adnittitur hospes; and that after all they would have some
difficulty in teiling Mgr. of Quebec what ho had said of them as a reproach on a
former occasion, that tbey were unwortby of the honour of having him to live with
them. This was said jokingly; but finally the blow was skilfully averted and M.
Tiberge especially appeared very earnest in the matter, so that M. de la Pallièra
having asked where ho should advise him to lodge, no difficulty was made of ad-
vising him. It was evident that bis inclination was for the Seminary of St. Sulpice.
Our fathers had consulted the Archbishop of Paris and the Reverend Pére de la,
Chaise respecting the refusal, of which they bad groatly approved, so that we were
thus freed from a very painful affair, I, especially, who had been every day busied,
with a thousand commissions on bis account and constantly constrained in his
presence to conceal my real feelings.

For this cause we had always refused to receive M. de Merlac, both on account
of what had passed between him and us and for fear that receiving him would formn
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fismes connoistre qu'il n'en avoit pas encore donné des preuves qui fussent bien assu-
reez et nos mes rs le prierent en mesme temps de le destourner de venir descendre
chez nous pour y loger, Ils lui dirent pour cela que comme tous les differens n'estoint
point terminez, si on venoit a ne point saccorder il seroit facheux a M. et a nous de
demeurer sous un mesme toict; Que, turpins ejicitur quam non admittitur hospes;
et qu'apres tout ils auroient peine a entendre dire a Mgr. de Quebec Comme il leur
avoit autrefois reproché, qu'ils estoint indignes qu'il leur fit l'honneur de demeurer
chez eux. Tout cela fut dit en raillant. Mais Enfin on detourna adroitement le coup
et Mr Tiberge sur tout y parut fort empressé, si bien que M. de la Palliere ayant
demandé ou Il pouvoit lui conseiller d'aller loger, on ne fit point de difficulté de lui
conseiller Le Seminaire de Stt Sulpice ou on voyoit qu'il avoit de l'inclination; nos
Messrs avoint pris avis de Mgr. L'archevesque de Paris, et du R& Pere de la Chaize
eur ce refus, qu'ils avoint fort approuvez, si bien que nous nous vismes par la debar-
rassez d'une chose qui nous paroissoit la plus penible, moy sur tout qui eusse esté
tous les jours occupé de mil commissions de sa part et toujours obligé de me con-
traindre en sa presenca pour ne pas lui faire paroistre mes veritables sentimens.

Nous avions pour cette raison toujours refusez a Monsieur de Merlac de le rece-
voir chez nous, et a cause de tout ce qui s'est passé entre lui et nous et de pour qu'en
le recevant ce ne fast une planche pour recevoir Mgr. il nous en a fait cinq ou six
instances avant larrivée de Mgr. pendant le cours de l'année, Et depuis mesme que
Mgr. est a Paris, et demeure au Seminaire St Sulpice mon d. S de Merlac a qui la
regularité de S* Sulpice n'accommode pas, et a qui mesme Mgr. n'a pas offert de la
faire demeurer avec lui, est revenu encore nous le redemander, et n'a tiré sous diffe-
rens pretextes qu'un refus de toutes ces demandes, Ce qui comme je croy l'aura indis-
posé contre nous mais il faut a cela prendre patiance.

Mestrs de bS Sulpice qui vivent bien avec les Jesuites parceque plusieurs de leur
maison sont dirigez par Le Pere Guimon et le Pere LeValois du Novitiat des
Jesuites furent aussy demander au R. P. de la Chaize conseil s'ils recevroint Mgr.
de Quebec pour le loger. Le Pere de la Chaize le leur conseilla et ils resolurent
sur cela de le mettre au petit Seminaire de St Sulpice dans la rûe ferou.

Cependant nos lettres arriverent et nous aismes rendre aux personnes que vous
ecavez les letties qui leur estoint addresseez. Le R. P. de la Chaize lut avec beaucoup

d'attention au Roy toute la lettre qui lui estoit escrite par la per-
(M. de la colom- sonne que vous connoissez. Il y a fait toute lattention possible surbiere). tout a lavis qui y est que Mgr. soit en france soit en Canada ne doit
point se charger d'un Evesché quil n'est pis propre a gouverner, Car je crains que
cela n'empesche effectivement qu'on ne pense a lui pour un Evesché en France ce qui
rendra très difficile le remede qu'on juge devoir apporter au mauvais estat de l'Eglise
du Canada.

Vous pouvez bien juger que nous ne manquasmes d'informer les personnes inte-
resseez en toutes ces affaires a qui Mgr. avoit fait dire par M. de la Palliere qu'il
estoit en parfaite intelligence avec nous de la Vérité des choses; Et il n'estoit pas
necessaire de le faire, on jugeoit cela assez impossible, pour qu'il ne fast pas néces-
esaire de leur en rien dire davantage.

Ce qu'il y a eu de facheux est que les officiers ont fait mettre dans les gazettes
d'hollande et de flandre, que M. l'Evesque estoit repassé en france a cause des diffa-
rens qui s'egtoint esievez entre lui, le Gouverneur les officiers et quelques Commua-
nautez regulieres et qu'il venoit remettre son Evesché entre les mains du Roy; vous
ne doutez point que du caractere d'esprit dont il est cela ne l'ait porté a se roidir
davantage contre ces faux bruits et a prendre la resolution et la publier partout qu'a
quelque prix que ce soit il retournera en Canada.

On ne peut tstre plus descrié qu'il l'a esté a la cour par les bruits repandus par
ces officiers; on a sur tout relevé les cent pistolles donneez pour empescher la come-
die du Tartuffe, Chacun en parloit selon son caprice. On rassembloit votre interdit
celui des Recollets et de ces officiers. On disoit sur cela plusieurs choses mesme
fausses qu'il vaut mieux ensevelir dans l'oubly que les escrire; Mais ce qui estoit pluS
fascheux, C'est qu'on prenoit de la occasion de descrier la devotion et les devots
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a stepping stone for receiving Mgr. He pressed us five or six times before the
arrival of the Bishop in the course of the year and even since Mgr. has been in Paris
and staying at the Seminary of St. Sulpice. Sieur de Merlac, whom the strictneis
of St. Sulpice does not suit, and to whom besides the Bishop made no offer to come to
live with him, returned to ask us again and under different pretexts was met with
a refusal to ail bis demands, which, as I believe, has set him against us, but that
nust be borne in patoence.

The gentlemen of St. Sulpice, who are on good terms with the Jesuits, because
several of their house are under the spiritual direction of Father Guinon and Father
LeValois of the Seminary of the Jesuits, also asked the advice of Father de la Chaise
if they should receive the Bishop of Quebec to lodge with them. Upon the advice
of Father de la Chaise they resolved to put him in the Petit Séminaire of St. Sulpico,
in the Rue Feron.

However, our letters arrived and we transmitted to the persons whom you know

'M. de la Olombière. the letters addressed to thein. Father de la Chaise read to the
. King with great care the whole of the letter which was written ta

him by the pers'n whom you know.le has paid ail the attention possible to it,especially
to the opinion there, that Mgr. either in France or in Canada should not burden him.
self with a bishopric which he is not fitted to govern. I fear that that will only
effectively prevent him being thought of for a bishopric in France, which will ren-
der extremely difficult the application of the remedy requisite for the bad state of
the Church of Canada.

You may readily understand that wo did not fail to inform of the truth of the
tnatter the persons interested in these affairs, to whom the Bishop had communicated
through M. de la Pallière that he was in perfect accord with us; though it was not
necessary to do so; it was believed to be impossible, so that it was unnecessary to
say anything further.

The annoying part of it is that the officers have had inserted in the Datch and
Plemish newspapers, that the Bishop had returned to France on account of differences
which had arisen between him and the Governor, the officers and some of the regular
,communities, and that he had placed the resignation to his bishopric in the King's
hands. You do not doubt that from his disposition, these faise reports would make
hiim more pertinacious and to resolve and pablish everywhere that at any oost ho
wilI return to Carada.

No one can be more decried at court than he is, by the reports spread by these
officers; everywhere is the story of the bundred pistoles given to stop the comedy
of the Tartuffe; every one spoke of him according to his fancy ; your interdict, that
-of the Recollets and of these officers were collected and many things were said on
that subject, even falsehoods, which it is better to bury in oblivion than to write.
But what was more annoying was, that the opportunity was seized to decry devotion
and devotees as troublesome people with whom it was impossible to live in peace,
and even the wisest took occasion to say that it Was mach better to give the
bishoprics to people who bad not so much apparent piety and more good sense, than
to these rash devotees who turned everything into fire and fury. I prefer to pass
these things in silence rather than write them to you. We should be sensibly Alicted
with it ail, and fear that our sins have drawn down ail the contempt from whica, by
this means, truth and real piety suffer.

It has not been merely before the arrival at court of the Bishop of Qaebec that
lt these things have been said that I have just mentioned; they continue to say

'them and it only appears to excite people to repeat them to one another.
It was necessary he should see the King after arriving in Paris. H[e told us on

'his return from Versailles that he had been perfectly weil received by His Majesty,
'by M. De Pontchartrain and by the other persons whom he ha satuted. Ie has
'clearly perceived since then that this reception was no mark that he was in the good
graces of these persons. It is a common fashion at Court to overwhelm with
attentions those with whom the least satisfaction is felt.

For, in f act, M. de Pontchartrain had suffiiently explained himself to M. de
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comme gens incommode et avec qui il est impossible de vivre en paix, et les personnes
mesme les plus sages en prenoint occasion de dire qu'il valoit beaucoup mieux donner
les Eveschez a des gens qui neussent pas tant de pieté apparente et plus de bon sens
qu'a ces devots indiscrets, qui mettent tout en trouble et en combustion: J'ayme
mieux passer sous silence toutes ces choses que vous les escrire, nous devons estre
sensiblement affligez de tout cela, et nous devons craindre que nos pechez n'ayent
attirez tout le mespris qu'en souffre la vraye et solide pieté.

Ce n'a pas esté seulement avant l'arrivée de Mgr. de Quebec a la cour qu'on a dit
tout ce que je viens de marquer, on continüe encore a les dire, et il n'y paroist que
pour exciter les gens a se les dire les uns aux autres:

Il fut voir le Roy apres estre arrivé à Paris; il nous dit a son retour de Ver-
eailles qu'il avoit esté parfaitement bien receu de Sa Majesté, de M. de Pontchartrain
et des autres personnes qu'il avoit saluez. Il a bien veu depuis que cette bonne
reception n'estoit pas une marque qu'il fust bien dans l'esprit de ces personnes. C'est
mn style ordinaire de la cour de combler d'honnestetez ceux de qui on est le moins
satisfait.

Car en effet Monsieur de Pontchartrain sestoit assez expliqué à M. de Brisacier
ou pluitost a un des amis de M. de Brisacier quil avoit chargé de lui en parler sur le
chapitre de M. do Quebec, et il assura cette personne qu'il voyoit bien quil estoit
necessaire de le retirer du Canada pour y remettre la paix, M. Larchevesque de Paris-
et le R. P. de la Chaize estoint du mesme sentiment et S. M. mesme en estoit per-
suadée, mais la difficulté estoit de prendre des moyens suaves de le retirer. Les,
ehoses ne sont point dans une situation pour que le Roy agisse en cette affaire par
anthorité, il a une douceur et un mesuagement extraordinaire, et comme il sent que
Mgr seroit peut estre dans la disposition de lui refuser sa demission s'il la lui deman-
doit Eous le spécieux pretexte que vous avez vous mesmes remarquez dans vog
lettres, il n'a pas voulu s'exposer à ce refus, pour n'estre pas obligé apres cela d'agir
par authorité pour avoir ainsy ce qu'il n'auroit pu avoir par douceur, car comme on
m'est point dans la disposition de lui donner un autre evesché en France on ne peut
lui rien promettre de positif, et lui qui le sent bien ne veut pas se depoûiller quil ne
se voye prest a estre revestu de quelqu'autre chose.

Il a donc agy depuis son arrivée à Paris, comme estant absolument resolu a
retourner a quelque prix que ce soit en Canada; et pour persuader quil estoit par-
faitement reconcilié avec les Jésuites et nous, il fit assembler chez le P. Provincial
Le Pere Lambervillo, Le P. LeVallois et M. de la Palliere; il y proposa avec beaucoup
de chaleur au P. Lamberville que Les PP. Jesuites de Canada laissassent faire le
Tournage qu'ils ont fait jusqu'à present a la haute ville a six heures, a sept heures a
la basse ville, et le catechisme a la paroisse les quatre ou cinq lers mois de l'année
moyennant quoy il leur permettoit de tenir la congrégation a Montreal. Il fut dit de
part et d'autre bien des choses que vous scaurez assez des Peres de Quebec. Mais je
vous ay fait remarquer dans une lettre en chiffre que je vous ay escrite par le vais.
seau de Laccadie, et que j'ai fait mettre sous l'envelope de M. Le marquis de Chevry
addressecz a M. Razeur, marchand de Quebec, je vous ai dis je fait remarquer que
j'avois tiré un fort bon augure de ce que le R. P. de la Chaize dit au P. Laimberville
avant cette conference. Mon Pere accordez lui tout et ne lui refusez rien ; nous avons
mn an devant nous, puisqu'il ne s'en retourne pas cette année, nous verrons ce qui
arrivera d'icy la.

C'est par le mosme principe qu'il tesmoigna peu apres estre arrivé, à nos Mess"
qu'il vouloit regler avec eux tous ses differens sur le temporel et le Spiritûel du Semi-
maire de Quebec et nous fusmes bien aises de nous servir de cette occasion pour tirer
de lui ce que nous pourions de tout ce qu'il nous devoit pour remedier un peu par la
a nos affaires temporelles qui comme vous pouvez juger estoint en un pitoyable estat.
Je lui presentay donc un memoire de nos pretetions pour le temporel pour parvenir
a un compte Et le voicy en abrogé.

Pour compter avec Mgr. de ce qu'il doit au Chapitre il faut remarquer que Mgr.
passa le Fe Janvier 1688 une transaction avec feu M. du Douist par laquelle il s'enga-
gea de payer au Chapitre 2500 liv. par an exemptes de toutes charges excepté des
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Brisacier, or rather to a friend of M. de Brisacier, whom he had requested to speak
to him about it, respectirg the Chapter of the Bishop of Quebec, and ho assured that
verson that he saw plainly that it was necessary to remove him from Canada to
restore peace. The Archbishop of Paris and Father de la Chaise were of the same
mind and Ris Majesty himself was persuaded of it. But the difficulty was to take
gentle means to remove him. These things are not in a situation for the King to act
with authority; ho bas extraordinary mildness and discretion, and as ho feels that
the Bishop would perbaps be disposed to refuse his resignation, if ho was askod for
it, under the speclous pretext which you have yourselves remarked in ,your letters,
ho would not subject himself to this refusal, se that ho would not be obliged after-
wards to act authoritatively, so as to obtain what ho could have by gentleness For
as there is no disposition to give him another bishoprie in France, nothing definite
can be promised him, and ho, who is well aware of this, will not strip till ho seea
some other clothing ready.

He has thus acted since his arrivai in Paris, as having actually resolved to
return to Canada at any cost, and to eonvinCe every one he was perfectly reconciled
with the Jesuits and us, ho had a meeting at the bouse of the Provincial to which ho
invited Father Lamberville, Father Le Valois and M. de la Pallière. At this ho
warmly proposed to Father Lamberville that the Jesuit Fathers of Canada should
allow the procession, which until now bas been done in the upper town at six o'clock,
to be at seven o'clock in the lower town and the catechism at the parish during the
four or five first months in the year, on condition that they be allowed to hold the
Congregation at Montrent. Many things were said on both sides of which you will
know enough from the Fathers in Quebec. 13ut I have called your attentiou in a
letter in cypher which I have written to you by the sbip from Acadia and bad put
under the envelope of the Marquis de Chevry addressed to M. H azeur, a mei chant at
Quebec; I have told you, I say, that I drew a very good augury from what Father
de la Chaise said to Father Lamberville before the conferonce: " Father, grant hira
everything; refuse him nothing; we have a year before us; since ho does not return
this year we shall see what may happen in that time."

It is on the same principle that ho testified some eagerness to get at our gentle.
mon, as ho wished to sottie with them all the temporal and spiritual affairs of the
Beminary of Quebec, and we were happy to avail ourselves of that opportunity to
draw from him what we could respectiig ail that ho was bound to do for us so as to
remedy a little our temporal affairs, which, as yo may judge, are in a deplorable
State. I presented to him, thon, a note of our claims respecting our temporal affaire,
ao as to have a reckoninng, and bore is an abstract of it:

To settle with the Bishop what ho owes to the Chapter, it must be remembered
that Ris Lordship came to a compromise with the late M. Dudouyt, by which ho
agreed to pay to the Chapter 2,500 livres a year, exempt from ail charges except
pensions to the monks. i found a settlement of the account in March, 1688, by
'which Ris Lordship acknowledged hie liability for the payment for the year 1687,
due at the beginning of January, 1688. The tum twolve hundred livres, &c.,
11.009 livres. I cannot see where Ilis Lordship has paid the years 1688, 1689 and
1690, but I find in the settlement of Abbé de Choisy that Ris Lordship acknowledged
Owing, for the rest of the year 1690, the sum of 700 livres. I do not find by our
accounts that Ris Lordship paid anythirg else for the Chapter in Canada than 1,680
livres in 1689 and 1,300 in 1690, which added to the above 700 livres make 1,EO for

1 1690, and further, I found that Bis Lordship bas not paid either the year 168&
7 o ur the year 1689. Thus 1 maintain that ho owes us this 1,800 livres. I cal-

18o culate for the year 1691, 2,000 livres. For it does not appear to me that there
2000 were thon more pensions to monks than at present, which amount to only 5006000

livres, that is 2,000 livres. 'I ho same sumas should be put for the years 1692
116oo and 1693, and if 1694 is counted, which is not included in the compromise,

700 that would for these three be 6,000 livres. Further, Ris Lordship bas received
760 the liquidation of the rent of St. Josse, out of the principal of 3,200 livres, of

a3o50 which one-half belongs to the Chapter. Out Of this Ris Lordship bas givent
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pensions de religieux j'ay trouvé un arresté de compte en mars 1688, par lequel Mgr.
reconnoist devoir pour le payement de l'année 1687 eschùe au commencement de
Janvier 1688. La somme douze cent livres etc-cy L1009 liv. je ne puis voir en quoy
Mgr. a payé Lannée 1688, 1689, et 1690, mais je trouve dans le reglement de M.
l'abbé de Choisy que Mgr. reconnoist devoir pour reste de L'année 16'0 la somme de
700 liv. cy-70 0 liv. je ne trouve point par nos comptes que Mgr. ait payé autre
choses pour le Chapitre en Canada que 1680 liv. en 1689, et 130i) liv. en 1690, lesquels
joints au 700 liv. cydessus font 1800 liv. de 1690, et partant je trouve que Mgr. n'a
pas payé ou l'année 1688, ou l'année 1689, ainsy je protons qu'il nous doit pour ce
1800 liv. Je compte pour l'année 1691, 2000 liv. car il ny avoit ce me semble pas

alors plus de pensions de Religieux qu'apresent qu'elles ne montent qu'a 500
11'00liv. cy 2000 livý Oa doit mettre les mesmes Sommes pour l'année 1692. et
1800 1693. Et si on compte 1694 qui n'est plus comprise dans la transaction ce sera
2000 pour ces trois 6000 liv. De plus Mgr. a recen lamortissement de la rente Sb
6000 Josse au principal de 3200 liv. dont il appartient moitié au Chapitre Sur quoy

7eo Mgr. a donné en france et en Canada au Chapitre pour sa part une cloche esti-
700 mée environ 3. ou 400 liv. Monsieur Le Curé de St Josse m'a dit que ces
750 cho-es ont esté ainsy estimez Mgr. n'a pas cependant voulu demordre d'estimer

1.o5o l'un 500 liv. et l'autre 800 liv. Je ne scay par quelle conscience, et un orne-
- ment estimé au plus 500 liv., Ces deux sommes font au plus 900 liv. ainsY
Mgr. doit encore de cette partie 700 liv.-cy 700 liv.

Plus il doit tenir compte au Chapitre de la moitié qui lui revient dans les den
contracts provenans de la vente des bois qui monte jusqu'en janvier dernier a la
somme de 750 liv pour tout le passé cy 750.

Je ne scache point d'autres payemens qu'ait fait Mgr. que ce
ene crys q t ' y quil a donné par an pour lentretion de la fabrique depuis quatre
en a que trois. ans a 400 liv par an, dont Mgr doit porter moitié et pirtant ce me

sera que 800 liv pour le chapitre. Jobraets le surplus que vous verrez
dans la reponse qu'il m'a fait que je vous envoye duplici via je lui demandois pour
les arrerages d'une constitution de 110 liv de rente faite au profit de Mgr Lancien
sur Labbaye de Lestrée pour 9 ans 990 liv, mais il me montra une quitance en 1687
par laquelle Mgr. l'ancien le descharge de moitié de ce qu'il avoit droit de repeter
contre lui dans les nourrins vaches, &U. qu'il avoit laisse pour garnir les fermes de
Labbaye de Meobec montans a 200 liv et de moitié dans cette partie de rente, si bien
qu'il en est dechargé pour sa part, et il ne reste que celle du Chapitre a payer et c'est
ce dont il vous a demandé une quitance generale pour le Chapitre, et ce qu'il nous a
encore demandé comme Vous le Verrez cy.dessous.

Je lui demandois pour le Seminaire 800 liv pour reliquat du compte que Je lui
avois presenté autrefois, et 1053 liv pour celui de M. Buisson cy 1853 liv. Je lui
demandois de plus pour les 400 liv du Curé de Quebec depuis 4 anneez qu'il touche
cette somme celle de 1600 liv cy--1600 liv.-

Je marquois aussi pour memoire les 800 liv de Mgr. Lancien; et je finissois en
l'assurant que j'esperois qu'il nous tiendrcit compte des gros interests au denier
quinze que nous avons esté obligez de payer a Mr. Grignon d'une somme de prez de
17000 liv depuis deux ans faute de payement.

13050 Les articles donc qui me paroissoint moins sujets a aucune contestatioa
1853 montoint pour le chapitre à 13050, a la somme de 1853, pour le Seminaire
- et 1600 liv. pour le Ouré de Quebec ces trois sommes ensemble font celle

16503 de Seize mil cinq cens trois livres, 16503.
Vous verrez que nous avons esté obligez de bien dechanter et pour vous expli

quer comment la chose s'est passée il faut vous faire remarquer que nos Messe ne
croyoint pas que nous puissions rien tirer de lui et plusieurs choses leur persuadoirt
cela ils ne jugeoint pas devoir entrer en contestation et en procez avec lui pour dos
interests temporels apres lui avoir protesté comme ils lui avoint fait autrefois qu'ils
u'auroint jamais aucune contestation avec luit Ils estoint persuadez que Lanion des
abbayes n'estant pas faite nous aurions peine a le contraindre au payement de la part
du chapitre, et qu'il pouvoit nous faire mil chicanes sur cela, ils avoint enoore plé'
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in France and in Canada to the Chapter for his share a bell valued at about
300 or 400 livres. The curé of St. Josse told me the valuation of these things. His
Lordship, however, would not give up his estimate of 500 livres for the one and for
the other 800 livres, I do not know with what conscience, being au ornament valued
at the most at 500 livres. These two sums amount, at most, to 900 livres, so that
Ris Lordship still owes for that item 700 livres.

Further, ho must account to the Chapter for the half coming to him of the two
contracts arising from the sale of the woods, which, up till January last, amounts to
the sum of 750 livres for the time past.

I do not know of any other payments made by Ris Lordship,
Ithoughtthatthere except what ho bas given yearly for four years for the maintenance

were four Year'; of the Fabrique, at 400 livres a year, of which Ris Lordship shouid
the were only bear the half, leaving only 800 livres as the share of the Chapter. I

omit the rest, which you will see in the reply ho has made me,
which I send you duplici via. I asked him for the arrears of an annuity of 110 livres
for the benefit of Mgr. Lancien in the Abbey of Lestrée for 9 years, 990 livres. But
ho showed me a <ischarge in 1687, by which Mgr. Lancien releases him of half of
what ho had a right to receive from him in breeding cows, &c., which ho had left to
stock the farms of the Abbey of Meobec, amounting to 200 livres, and of half of that
part of the annuity, so that ho is released of his share and there romains only that of
the Chapter to bo paid, and it is for that ho has asked you for a general release for
the Chapter, and what ho bas again asked us as you will see further on.

I asked him for 800 livres for the Seminary, being the balance of the account
which I had formerly presented to him, and 1,053 livres for that of M. Buisson, that
is 1,853 livres.

I asked him, further, for the 400 livres of the Curé of Quebec, which ho received
for four years; that amounts to 1,600 livres.

I stated also, as a memorandum, the 800 livres of Mgr. Lancien, and wound up
by assuring him that I hoped ho would take acoo0unt of the large interest of seven

and a-balf per cent, which we had been obhged to pay M. Grignon for a sur&
13,050 of nearly 17,000 livres, for two years for non-payment. The items, then,
1,65 which seemed to me less subject to any dispute, amounted for the Chapter to
115 13,050 ; to the sum of 1,853 tor the Seminary and 1,600 for the curé of Quebee ;
16,5o3 these three sums together make sixteen thousand five hundred and thre
livres (16,503).

You will see that we have been obliged to lower our tone, and in order to show
you the reason, I muet explain that our fathers did not believe that they got anything
from him, and several things persuaded them that it would not be proper to enter
into a dispute and take a suit against him for their temporal interests, after having
protested to him, as they formerly did, that they never had any dispute with him 1
They were persuaded that the union of the abbeys not having been accomplished,
they could not compel payment of the Cbapter's share, and that ho could make a
thousand quibbles in that matter. They had besides several other reasons for settling
with him amicably at any cost with respect to these accounts and bills. However
little reasonable ground there was for the reply which his Lordship made to my
claims; they did not wish me to answer him, but after several afternoon meetings,
entirely useless for the settlement of this business, which Ris Lordship assembled
either at the Seminary, at his own bouse, or at that of M. de la Pallière, the following
articles were agreed on, after having allowed what His Lordship wished as regards
the 100 ells of de Berry cloth whicb ho alleged ho had furnished, although I could
give proofs by letters year by year from the Seminary of Quebec that they had nover
been received.

2, After having made His Lordship see and admit, in presence of M. de la
Pallière and of M. de Tiberge, that ho bad not paid the year 1688 for the Chapter, it
had at last to be agreed to lose the half, and that it sbould be reduced for that year
to 900 livres, so that we should count 6'5 as the balance for the year 1687,
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ieurs autres raisons de terminer avec lui a lamiable a quelque prix que ce fast ces
comptes et ces momoires. Et c'est pour cela que quelque peu fondée en raison que
fst la reponse qu'a fait Mgr. a mes pretentions ils n'ont pas voulu que j'y respon-
disse, mais apres plusieurs apres-disneez entieres perdües pour cette affaire en des as-
sembleez que Mgr. faisoit tenir soit bu Seminaire soit chez lui, soit chez Monar de la
Palliere Enfin on convint des articles cy dessous apres qu'on eut passé par ou vou-
lut Mgr. dans ce qui regarde les 160 aunes destofes de Berry qu'il pretendit avoir
fournies quoyque je donnasse des preuves par des lettres anneez par anneez du Semi-
maire de Quebec d'ou on mandoit qu'on ne les avoit pas receus.

20 apres que j'eus fait Voir a Mgr et enfin avoner en presence de M. de la
Palliere et de M. Tiberge qu'il n'avait pas payé l'année 168S. du Chapitre il fallut lui
accorder qu'on en perdroit la moitié et qu'on se reduiroit a la somme de 900 liv. pour
cette annnée, Si bien que nous comptasmes les 675 liv. pour reste de l'annee 1687,

plus 900 liv. pour 1688 et 663 au lieu de 700 liv. pour reste de 1690 parceque la
675 quitance de Monar Demezerets montent a onzs cent trente sept livres argent
900 de France pour cette anneê ces trois sommes font celle de 2438 liv. nous ne
663 comptasme pour l'annc 1691 que 1,900 liv. parce que Don Laverge religieux a

2438 qui on faisoit 200 liv. de pension ne mourut quau milieu de cette anneé la et nous
comptasmes les autres anneez 1692 1693, et 1694. Sur le pied de 2000 liv. a condi-

tion qu'on lui alloueroit tous les payemens fait pour la fabrique et aux particuliers du
Chapitre comme vous le verrez cy dessous, qu'on lui alloueroit de plus les depenses
qu'il a fait pour parvenir à LUnion des abbayes de Meobec Bennevent et Lestreez,
Ces trois annéez montent a la somme de 6000 liv. cy. ................ 6000 liv.

Quant a lamortissement de la rente de MidIe de Beauvais par la fabrique de St
Josse, il me fut impossible de lui faire entendre raison sur cela, Il me compta la
cloche 500 liv. et l'ornement 800 liv. quoyque M. Le Curé de St Josse moust dit que
les choses navoint esté comptée que 3, ou 400 liv. l'une et 500 liv. l'autre, mais
comme je ne pus trouver aucun mémoire de cette estimation ni chez M. Le Curé
de S Josse ni chez le notaire qui a passé lacte de cet amortissement, Et que
d'ailleurs Mgr me montroit la ratificatiou que Votre chapitre a fait de cet
amortissement, dans laquelle ratification vous passez ces choses a ce prix, et
donnez une quitance pleine et entière à Mgr de cet amortissement, Je n'ay
pu revenir la contre, et j'ay été obligé de rayer entièrement cet article
Quant aux contracts de constitution faits sur l'hostel de Ville provenans de la vente
des bois de Meobec, nous disputasmes longtemps sur ce que j'en pretendois la moitié,
et quil voulut me reduire au tiers, mais comme je consideray que prenant moitié je
porterois moitié des frais faits jusqu'a present pour la vente de ces bois, et qui mon-
tent assez haut ce qui est suffisant pour absorber tous les revenus eschus Voyant que
cela ne porteroit aucune consequence pour L'avenir, parceque nous estions convenus
que pour le partage des reverus avenir des dites abbayes nous nous en raporterions
les uns et les autres a un habile avocat pour nous regler sur cette matiere, aussi bien
que sur L'obligation que nous protendons qu'a Mgr. de fournir sa part pour les frais
de la sacristie, a quoy il n'a voulu se rendre pour le passé, mais il est convenu que
pour lavenir il s'en raporteroit a un avocat que nous nommerions ; je passay donc
cet articles des rentes de Meobec au tiers pour nous, et il s'est effectivement trouvé
absorbé par les frais fits pour cette vente des bois qui quoyque nous ne fussions point
légitimement obligez de les alloIer à Mgr. n'ont pas laissez de l'estre pour finir
d'affaires.

Je vous laisse afaire toutes les reflexions qu'on peut faire sur les responses
qu'il a faites a mon memoire pour en venir aux deux articies qui regardent le Semi-
naire, Vous jugez bien que nous ne pouvions revenir cuatre quitance gnale pour
pretendre quelque chose de ces 800 liv. restans de ce compte que je lui avois autrefois
presenté, et je ne l'avois mis que pour memoire. C'est pourquoy je fus obligé de
raier cet article.

Nous avons trouvez bien des difficultez à l'égard du compte de M. Buisson. 1° i
vouloit que nous lui diminuassions la pension de M. Trouvé qui en qualité d'usé disoit
il n'en devoit point payer. 2° Il estoit encore plus esloigné de payer celle de
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675 plus 900 for 1688, and 663 instead of 700 as the balance for 1690, because the
discharge of M. Demezerets amUunts to eleven hundred and thirty-seven livres,-.. money of France, for that year. These three sums make 2 ,4381ivres. We counted

2438 only 1,900 livres for the year 1691, because Don Laverge, a monk, who was
allowed 200 livres of pension, only died in the middle of that year, and we counted
the other years at 2,000 on condition that we should allow him for all the payments
,on account of the Fabrique, and to the individual members of the Chapter, as yoii
will see below; further, that ho should be allowed the expenses ho had incurred to
bring about the union of the Abbeyi of Meobec, Bonnevent and Lestrée. These three
years amount to 6,000 livres.

As to the liquidation of the income of Mdlle de Beauvais by the vestry (fabrique)
of St. Josse, it was impossible for me to make him listen to reason. He counted the
bell at 800 livres and the ornament 800 livres, although the curé of St. Josse had
told me that the articles had been valued at 400 livres for the one and 500 for the
other. But as I could find no note of this valuation, either at the curé's house or at
the notary's, who passed the act for the liquidation, and that besides lis Lordship
showed me the ratification made by your Chapter of this liquidation, in which ratifi-
,cation you acknowledged these things at that price, and gave a full and entire
discharge to His Lordship for that liquidation, I was not able to run counter to it,
and was obliged to erase the item entirely. As to the contract for the annuity on
the Town Hall, arising from the sale of the woods of Meobec, we disputed for a long
time on my claiming the half of it, which ho wished to reduce to a third. But as I
reflected that by taking the half I would beccme hlable for half of the expenses to
the present time for the sale of the woods, which is sufficiently high and enough to
absorb alt the revenue now due; seeing that it must be a matter of no consequence
for the future, as we had agreed that the division of the future revenues of the said
abbeys, we were mutually to refer to an able lawyer to settle the question for us,
as well as the obligation that we maintain Bis Lordship is under to turnish bis share
of the expenses of the sacristy, to which ho would not consent for the past, but has
agreed that for the future ho would refer it to a lawyer whom we should name.
I assented, thon, to the items for the rents of Meobec at one-third for us, which in
absolutely abeorbed by the expenses incurred for this sale of the woods, which
although we were not legitimately obliged to allow to His Lordship, we could not
Ihelp paying to end the business.

I leave you to make your own reflections on the answers ho has made to my
inemorandum, in order to come to the two items which concern the Seminary. You

see that we cannot get even the general discharge, so as to claim any part of the
800 livres remaining of the account I formerly presented to him and I only
inserted it as a note. This is why I was obiiged to strike out that item.

We have found many difficulties in respect to the accounts of M. Buisson.
1. He wished us to diminish the pension of M. Trouvé, who as being super-

anuated should not, ho said, be paid. 2. He was still more averse to paying that of
Mebsrs. Deschambeaux and Testu, as well because you had given them the soutane
without bis consent, which is contrary to the custom Of the Seminary when the
Bishop requires it, as because M. Daschambeaux had been intended for one of the
Seminary's missions (speaking of Pentagout). I do not give you the replies which
We made to all these roasons, bu't as our fathers were tired of all these disputes
which continued for more than three weeks, on five or six different occasions, after
having considered all the sums which hu maintained we should allow him for expen-
ses, thoy agreed with him, that is Lordship should acknowledge for all that was past
up till the end of 1634, eleven thousand livres; we should admit as five thousand
livres the items of payments which ho alleged he had made us, and ho would pay

aIs the remaining 6,000 livres in cash or assignments.
What led our fathers to this was that M. de la Pallière came and told the Abbé

de Brisacier that His Lordship, in order to gain our hearts, had resolved, after the
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M" Deschambeaux, et Testu, tant parceque Vous leur aviez donnez sa sotanne
sans son consentement, ce qui est contre l'usage des Seminaires, quand l'Evesque-
l'exige ainsy que parceque Mr Deschambeaux avoit esté destiné pour une mission du
Seminaire, (parlant de Pentagoûet) je ne vous marque pas les repliques que nous
fismes a toutes ces raisons, mais comme nos Mess- estoint las de toutes ces contesta-
tions, qui durerent a cinq ou six reprises plus de trois semaines, apres avoir considerez
toutes les sommes qu'il pretendoit nous faire alloüer en depenses, Ils convinrent avec
lui que Mgr. reconnoistroit nous devoir pour tout le passé jusqu'à la fin de lannée
1694 orze mil livres desquelles nous recevrions pour cinq mil livres les articles de
payemens qu'il pretendoit nous avoir faits, et il nous payeroit les 6000 liv. restans
comptans en argent ou en delegations.

Ce qui y porta nos Mess8 fut que M. de la Palliere vint dire a M. l'abbé de
Brisacier que Mgr. pour gagner nos cœurs avoit resolu apres les comptes arrestez de
nous faire present de cent pistolles ou 2000 liv. si bien que nos comptes finirent ainsy
apres bien des contestations, ou je faisois toujours le fasché, comme en effet je l'estois
souvent, non pas a la verité intérieurement, car je suis persuadé qu'il faut nous
attendre a perdre toujours, avec Mgr. tant que nous aurons des affaires a demesler
avec lui.

Vous verrez la copie de notre arresté de compte par lequel Mgr. reconnoist nous
devoir la somme douze mil quarante cinq livres, pour tout ce qui peut estre pre-
tendu par le chapitre et Seminaire jusqu'a la fin de 1694, pour la jouissance des
abbayes de Meobec et Lestreez et de la part advenant aud. Chapitre des constitutions
de rente sur lhostel de Ville comme auesy pour pensions et autres deubs generalement
quelconques ; j'y stipule au nom du Chapitre et du Seminaire de l'avis de nos
mess" parceque quoy qu'ils ayent bien voulu mettre sous leur nom les procurations
de Monseigneur l'ancien du Seminaire et du chapitre. Ils ont voulu me substituer
pour agir en leur lieu et place, J'y reconnois done qu'il doit estre deduit a Mgr.
Sur lad. somme de 1000 liv. celle de 5045 liv. portée au compte de depense que je
vous envoye. et recois pour le payement de 6000 liv. restans des delegations sur M.
Rotrou, sur M. Beloche sur M. Le Comte de Cossé, et Mgr. par gratification ajoute
mil livres de cette somme, et de plus me donne un billet que je vous envoye pour
recevoir pour trois anneez les deux precedentes et la courante de 400 liv. chaque
douze cent livres de M. de Villeray a prendre sur l'un des tiers des 4000 liv. des
charges indispensables ce qui est une des choses que j'ay encore tasché de tirer le
mieux qu'il m'a esté possible pour le curé de Quebec, pour lequel Mgr. ne vouloit me
rien allouer nous nous cedons respectivement toutes pretentions passéez ce qui enfin
finira toutes ces anciennes dettes que Mgr. pretendoit lui estre deûes par le Semi-
naire, ou mesme par Mgr. Lancien, je ne marreste pas a vous marquer toutes celles qu'il
pretendroit nous pouvoir compter s'il vouloit, il y avait disoit il un article de 8000
liv. un autre de 700 liv. et un autre de 5000 liv. cela ne merita pas d'estre relevé.
Nous disputasmes longtemps pour le payement de cette somme de 700 liv. et pour
les delegations que je devois accepter. Je ne voulois prendre que 600 liv. sur Be-
loche 1500 liv. sur M. Rotrou, 250 liv. sur M. de Cossé et le surplus argent comptant,
Enfin il fallut pour sortir de ses mains accepter les delegations porteez dans l'arrestê
de compte je tireray de M. Rotrou mon payement je n'ay deja receu pres de 1000 liv.
et j'en attends bien autant au 1er jour, Il n'y a que les 1200 liv. que j'ay a prendre
sur Beloche qui me font de la peine, car il faut prendre des estofes en payement, que
Beloche me vend 5 liv. 5s. ce qui est cher a les prendre en ces lieux la, D'ailleurs on
ne les void pas et on ne scait ce qu'on achette, Enfin on n'est point assuré de les
faire arrivez assez tost à la Rochelle ; car quoy qu'aussitost que notre compte fust
arresté avec Mgr. J'eusse escrit a Beloche de me preparer sur cette somme de 1200
liv. pour 800 liv. destoffes dont je lui marquois les especes et le nombre d'aunes de
chacune fort clairement Beloche m'a tiré les choses en longueur quoyque je le pres-
sasse toutes les semaines et en prolongeant les choses il s'est avisé de m'en vouloir
fournir pour 1500 liv. au lien de 800 liv. que je demandois, et ce de toutes les sortes

qu'il vouloit ce qui apparemment est du rebut de son magazin j'ay
DE 18 avril. esté obligé de rescrire cette semaine dernière qu'on ne m'en mette

que pour 800 liv. des especes et nombre daunes que j'ay marqué et
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accounts were arrangod, to present us with a hundred pistoles, or 2,000 livres, so
that our accounts will thus be closed after many discussions, in which I always took
the part of the aggrieved, and indeed often was so, not in reality in My heart, for I
an persuaded that we must always expect to lose with His Lordship, so long as our
affairs are mixed up with his.

You will see the copy of the settlement of Our accounts, by which His Lordship
acknowledges ho owes us twelve thousand and forty-five livres for the whole, which
may be demanded by the Chapter and Seminary to the end of 1694, for the posses-
sion of the Abbeys of Meobec and Lestrée, and from the s-hare coming to the Chapter
from the annuities on the Town Hall, as well as for pensions and debts generally
of whatever kind. I made this stipulation in the name of the Chapter and of the
Seminary by the advice of our fathers, because although they wished to put under
their name the powers of attorney of Mgr. Lancien from the Semirary and Chapter,
they desire to substitute me to act in their room and stead. I acknowiedged thon
that there ought to ho deducted for His Lordship ont of the said sum 1,000 livres,
that of 5,045 livres carried to account of the expenses, which I send you, and that we
should receive in payment of the remaining 6,000 livres, assignments on M. Rotrou,
M. Beloche, the Count de Cossé, and Ris Lordship as a gift adds a thousand livres to
that sum and further gave me a note, which I send you, to receive for three years,
the two preceding and the current year 400 livres lor each, or twelve hundred
livres for M. de Villeray to be taken out of one of the thirds of the 4,000 livres of
indispensable charges. This is one of the things I have done all that is possible to
obtain for the Curé of Quebec, for whom His Lordship would allow nothing. We
respectively gave up all past claims, which will at last end all these old debts which
Ris Lordship maintained were due to him by the Seminary, or even by Mgr. Lan-
cien. I do not stop to tell you of al] those which ho alleged ho could count against
us, if ho wished. Thcre was, ho said, an item of 8,000 livres; another of 700 livres,
and another of 5,000 livres, which did not deserve to be set off. We had a long
dispute over the payment of the 7,000 livres and as to the assignments which I
should accept. I would take only 600 livres on Beloche; 1 500 on M. Rotrou; 25e>
on M. Cossé and the rest in cash. Finally to get rid of it, I had to accopt the assign-
ments specified in the settlements of the account. I will draw from M. Rotrou my pay-
ment; I have aiready received nearly 1,000 livres and I expect as much before long.
It is only the 1,200 livres I have to take on Beloche that gives me any trouble, for cloth
rnust bo taken in payment, which Beloche sells me at 5 1. 8s., which is dear, for
taking it on the spot. Besides one neither sees nor knows what is purchased. Finally,
there is no assurance of the cloth arriving in time at la Rochelle, for although as.
soon as the account was arranged with Rit Lordship, I wrote to Beloche to get
ready for me out of the 1,200 livres, 860 livres worth of cloth, of which I notified
him the kinds and the number of yards of each very plainly ; ho is putting me off,
though I am urging him every week, and by delaying ho seeks to furnish 1,50 livres-
worth instead of the 800 livres ordered, and that of all sorts at his pleasure, appa-
18 April. rently from the refuse of his warehouse. i have been obliged to write

again this last week, that he was to send only 800 livres worth of the kinds
and nu.nber of yards ordered, and that they were to be sent off immediately. I am.
greatly afraid the cloth will not arrive at Rochelle in time for the sailing of our
ships. I go back to explain how the sum of 5,045 livres allowed to His Lordship is
made up.

There are, 1. 1,200 livres for three years' expenses Of the vestry paid on the
receipts of M. de Maizerets and M. de Berniére.

2. Payments made to individual members of the Chapter, the names and sums
are: M. Boucher, Chaplain, 320 livres; I am much surprised that M. Boucher sbuld,
have thus received this sum without your knowledge, and I complained of it to him-
self, for I have the receipts of all these gentlemren.
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q'on les fist partir aussitoSt .e crains fort que cela n'arrive pas assestôst a la Ro-
chelle pour le depèrt do boa Vaiseaux, je revieùê a vous e* ùir en qtoy obsiàst
cette somme de 545 Ilv. que nous avons allouée de depense a r.

Il y a 10 120t liv. po trÔle ihnoe de depenses de la fabrique payez sur les
quitances de M. de Màiraérete et de M. de Berr.iere.

2° Les payemens faits aux particuliers du chapitre dont voicy les noms et les
somlmes.

A M. Boucher Chapelain 320 liv. Je suis bien surpris que M. Boncher ait ainsy
receu cette somme s"Ms votre participation et je m'en plains a lui meéis cear j'ay le
quiLtances de tous ous Ma

A M. Soàmande .................... 9 lv.
a. M. de Léese .0 liv.
a. M. Vafet......................90 liv.
a. M. Gauthier............ 90 liv. sùr leUrs quitances
a. M. de la Colombire.............. 180 liv.
a. M. de Merla ........... 120 liv.
au mesmn...................... 120 liv.

780
320

1100
3° Mgr. a alloué a M. de Rotrou sur le billet que je lui ay donné la somme de 477.

,que nous lui devions pour les toiles de cotton qui ont esté perdues l'an passé, et pour
60 liv. que Mgr. Lancien m'a ordonné de lui alloüer pour des redevances anciennes
quil a payeez pour Mgr. Ces trois articles dont le 1er et le dernier sont legitimes, et
le second peut en partie estre aussy regardé ainsy font la somme de 2777 liv. une des
choses que nous avons eus le plus de peine a passer et qu'il nous fait payer le tiers
des frais qu'il a fait jusqu'a présent pour parvenir a L'union de L'abbaye de Benne-
vent dont nous n'avons encore rien touchez mais comme c'est en effet pour le bien du
chapitre et qu'il nous a d'ailleurs fait Voir qu'il ne touchoit rien dans cette abbaye de
ce qui devroit revenir au Chapitre, parcequ'a mesure que les Religieux meurent il est
dit-il, obligé d'y mettre des Ecclesiastiques qui y acquittent loffice et les fondations
jusqu'a ce que L'union soit faite, nous lui avons allouez ces depenses qui ne laissent
pas selon son memoire dans lequel il a fallu s'en raporter a sa bonne foy-a la somme
de 1220 liv. et partant c'est 407 liv. pour la part du Chapitre.

2° Les depenses pour la Vente des bois suivant son memoire outre prez de 1000
liv. qu'on a payez pour la descentes des maistres des eaux et forests, les encheres et les
crieez lesquelles 1000 liv. ont estée prises sur la somme de 20O0 liv. que ces bois ont
esté vendus. Les autres depenses disje ou autres frais a cet effet vont a la somme de
plus de 560 liv. pour le tiers du chapitre. Il y a plusieurs autres depenses quil porte
dans son memoire qui montent encore a prez de 300 liv. pour le Chapitre; mais une
des principales quil ne tire pas et qui nous a fait passer a cette somme est que quoy-
que par la- transaction il soit porté que Mgr. nous fournira 2500 quittes et exemptes
de toutes charges, cependant il avoit droit de nous faire porter notre part du don
gratuit de 1690, et de 1694, aussi bien que notre part des aumosnes extraordinaire
qu'on a fait l'an passé par ordre du Roy dans toute la France car ces choses sont des
depenses extraordinaires que chacun doit porter et dont personne n'est exempt et les
edits du Roy soit pour ces dons gratuits, soit pour ces aumosnes le portent formelle-
ment et nous y auroint condannez, car c'est une chose que j'ay consultée.

. l Après avoir terminer cette affaire avec lui, il nous présenta un
Mémoire des frai- long memoire dont je vous envoye des copies par deux voyes qu'ilres spiritueles. appella memoire des affaires spirituelles qu'il avoit a regler avec soi'
8eminaire Il en fit la lecture a nos Mess" qui eurent la patiance d'y passer une apreO
dionée entière, nos Mess" qui ont toujours taschez d'agir avec lui avec beaucoup de
,douceur et dhonnesteté ne lui firent point paroistre la peine quils avoint sur plusieurs
articles de ce memoire, Ils m'y laisserent seulement en présence de Mgr. faire lea
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M. Soumandé .......... 90 livrs.
M. de Leuso .......... ....... ... i
M. Vallet ......... 90 . .
M. Gauthier ................... 90 by thoir rocipt
M. de la Colombière ............. 180
M. do Mele........e o
To the sameo..................... ..... '180

~3±0

3. His Lordship has allowied M. R*tron O' the -dote which I have given him,
tho sum of 477 litres, *hiôh iWe owed him for thé calico lost last voar, and for 60S
livres which Mgr. Lancien ordered ne to allow him for old claims whleh he hàs paid
for His Lordship. These three items, of which the first and the last are legitimate,
and the second may be partly so regarded, amount to 2,777 livres. One of the things
we have had most trouble in agreeing to is his making us pay one third of the
expenses tilt this date to aoeomplish the union of the Abbey of Bennevent, from
which we have received nothing yet, but as it is an asset for the benefit of tho
Chapter and that he showed ns besides that ho had received nothing in that abbey
of what should come to the Chapter, becanse as the monks die ho is, ho says, obligod
to put in ecclesiastics who discharge the office and retain the endowment until the
union be accomplished, we allowed him thesO Oxpenses which we were obliged to
trust to his good faith, amounting, according to his memorandum, to 1,220 livres,
-which is, therefore, 407 for the share of the Chapter.

2. The expenses for the sale of the woods which, according to his memorandum,
-are upwards of 1,000 livres paid for the surveys by the inspectors of streans and
forests; the auctions and criers, of which 1,000 livres have been taken out of the
sun of 25,000 livres for which these woods have been sold. The other expenses or
other costs for this purpose amount to more than 560 livres as the Chapter's third.
There are several other expenses which ho had on his .memorandum, amoanting to
nearly 300 livres, as the Chaptor's share. But one of the principal of which ho did
not speak, which made us agreo to this sum, is that although by the compromise it
was stipulated that Ris Lordship shall furnish us 2,500 livres free and exempt from
all charges, yet ho had the right to make us bear our share of the gratuitons gift of
1690 and 1694, as well as our share of the extraordinary alms made last year by the
King's order throughout tho whole of France, for these are extraordinary expenses
which each one is to bear and from which no one ils exempt and the King's ediets,
either for these gratuitous gifts, or for these alme, bear this formally, and would have
condemned us, for this is a matter I have consulted upon.

Morandum con- usaAfter having finished this business with him, ho presonted to
cerning spirital us a long mémoire, of which I send you copies by two different ways,
agairs, which he calls a mémoire concerning spiritual affairs which ho had

to settie with bis Seminary. He had it read to our fathers, who
had the patience to spend a whole afternoon there. Our fathers who have always
tried to act towards him' with gentleness and civility, did not show the pain they
felt at several of the paragraphs of this mémoire. They let the matter pass in
prosence of His Lordship with verbal replies, which came immediately after eaech
paragraph, and resolved from that time to answer only after as great a delay as
possible, which they have done, for whatever request the Bishop of Quebec may have
nade, and still more than ho, those by M. de la Pallière, they would make no reply,

and yesterday I roturned the mémoire to M. de la Pallière, who had again coine to
urge the matter, after M. Tiberge, our saperior, had told him that ho was astoaished
at the cagerness of M. de la Paliière, that we were certain His Lordship wohud not
ind it of service to him; that in order to have it believed evMywhere that ie is
iprfectly rèôoneiled to us, ho feared thit M. de la Pallière would one day repent of
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repliques verbales qui me vinrent sur le champ sur chacun de ces articles, et ils reso-
lurent deslors de ne repondre a ces articles que le plus tard qu'ils pourroint, ce
qu'ils ont fait, car quelque instance qu'en ait fait Mgr de Quebec et encore plus que
lui M. de la Pallière ils n'y on voulu faire aucune response, et je rendis hier ce me-
moire a M. de la Pallière qui estoit encore venu presser apres que M. Tiberge notre
Superieur lui eust dit qu'il s'estonnoit d'ou venoit en M. de la Pallière cet empresse-
ment que nous estions assurez que Mgr. ne s'en vouloit servir, que pour faire croire
par tout qu'il est parfaitement reconcilié, qu'il croiunoit que M. de la Pallière ne se
repentist un jour d'avoir donné dans les veües de Mgr. comme il faisoit, que l'on
ne doutoit pas que son dessein de destruire le Seminaire ne fust toujours le mesme,
que par la necessité de ses affaires seulement, il en prenoit un autre chemin, que pour
tesmoigner de belles choses il ne le croyoit pas interieurement changé, qu'Enfin il

croiroit que le miracle seroit aussy grand si l'esprit de N. devenoit droit, comme
s si ses yeux le devenoint. Je vous envoye duplici via ce memoire pour y faire

toutes les reflexions que vous jugerez à propos, Voicy quelques-unes de celles que nos
Mesb" y ont fait.

1,

Ils ne trouveroint pas un grand inconvenient sur le 1er article de terminer
ainsy le procez entre Mgr et le chapitre, je n'ay pas manqué de faire remarquer que
ce n'estoit pas Mr" de Berniere DesMaizerais et Glandelet qui avoint appelez de
Lordonnance de Mgr. Mais M. de Berniere seul au nom du Chapitre.

2.

Nous sommes verbalement convenus avec Mgr sur la 2de difficulté de nous en
raporter de part et d'autre a un habile avocat qui décidera sans difficulté en faveur
du Chapitre. Car les raisons qu'allegue Mgr n'ont aucune force.

3.

- de la Palliere
lui a fortement
representé qu'il
devoit réaccor-
der cette union ;
Cependant au-
jourd'hui 1ee May
il m'a dit qu'il ne
vouloit nous ac-
corder cette gra-
ce que quand il
seroit de retour
en Canada de
peur qu'il ne pa-
rust qu'il enît
acheté son retour
par la, et qu'il
nue eust esté for-

Il ais il m'est venu
une veue ,i vous
ne pourriez y
mettre M. Poc-
quet, il auroit du
talent pour faire
de bons prosues
s'il s'exercoit et
estant aydé de
M. le Curé dans
a conduite des

ames et visites

Ce qui nous touche le plus est le 3e article qui regarde la Cure
de Quebee, Nos Mess" qui ne voudroint point avoir rien a regler
avec Mgr. persuadez que tout ce que nous reglerons avec lui, nous
sera toujours tres desavantageux, n'ont pas crus devoir rien remüer
au sujet de L'union de la Cure de Quebec au Seminaire dont toutes
les procedures faites a ce sujet ne valent du tout rien, et aymeroint
mieux attendre un autre Evesque si la providence nous en voulot
donner un, Ils senteût bien que Mgr. ne consentira point a cette
union, et que sans son consentement nous aurons peine a obtenir des
lettres patentes du Roy ils n'ont garde de convenir de son prétendu
droit de nommer a cette cure; Ils avoint seulement resolus 10 de
renvoyer cet article a regler a M. Larchevesque et au P. de la
Chaize, 20 de leur proposer que Mgr. consente a cette union de la
cure de la haute et basse Ville de Quebec a condition qu'il aura pour
une fois seulement la nomination de cette cure, en choisissant un
des sujels du Seminaire.

Je n'ay pas manqué de représenter que M. Glandelet a cause
de sa foible santé estoit tout a fait incapablo de cet employ; et que
ce seroit le faire mourir, qu'il estoit inutile de le lui proposer, et on
est convenu de n'y pas penser. Pour ce qui regarde le prosne et le
Catechisme, nos Messrs sont convenus avec Mgr. que vous ne devie%
pas manquer de les faire faire tous les dimanches Soit par M. Li
Curé soit par quelqu'un de nos Messrs ou mesmes des Peres Je
suites.

Il sera bon daccoutumer les jeunes Ecclesiastiques a faire des
Catechismes. Mgr. s'est plaint que tous nos Ecclesiastiques nO
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having yielded to the views of His Lordship as he was doing; that there was no
doubt that his design to destroy the Seminary was still the same; that only the
necessity of his affairs had led him to take another path; that although speaking
fine words, ho did not believe him to be inwardly changed; that, in fine, ho believed
that the miracle would be as great if the spirit of X became straightforward, as if Ais
eyes should become so ! 1 ! I send you duplici via, this memoir so that you may make
thereon all the reflections you may think proper. Here are some of these eur
fathers have made.

1.

They found no great difficulty regarding the first article, to end in this way the
suit between Ris Lordship and the Chapter. I did not fait to point ont that it was
not Messrs. de Bernière, Desmaizerais and Glandelet who had appealed from Ris
Lordship's ordinance, but M. de Bernière alone, in name of the Chapter.

2.

We have verbally agreed with Ris Lordship respecting the second difficulty with
us, by referring it on both sides to an able lawyer who will without difficulty decide
in favour of the Chapter, for the reasons alleged by Ris Lordship have no weight.

3.

What affects us most is the third article which concerns the parish (cure) of
Quebec. Our fathers who did not wish to have anything to settie with His Lordship
persuaded that everything we may sottle with him shall be always to our great
disadvantage, did not think they should move in the question of the union of the
parish of Quebec to the Seminary, all the proceedings so far being worth nothing,
M. de la Pallière hias and preferred to wait for another Bislop, shou Id Providence give

trogly represent- us one. They feel that His Lordship will not consent to this
ed that le was to union and that without his consent we would have difficulty in
renew his agree- obtaining letters patent from the King. They were not inclined
ment to this union; to agree to his pretended right to appoint to this parish; theyhowever, to-day,
lOth May, he told have only resolved:
me he would grant 1. To return this article for settlement to the Archbishop
us this favour only and to Father de la Chaise. 2. To propose to them that HiES
when he was on hie
return to Canada, Lordship should consent to this union of the parish of the upper
lest it should appear and lower town of Quebec, on condition that he shall have, for
as if he had purchas- once only, the appointment for that parish, selecting one of the
ed hie return tnd
that he had been persons et' the Seminary.
forced into this.

But I have another
idea, if yen might
no t M. Pocquet
there; he would
have the talent for
making good ser-
mons if he exerted
himself, and being
helped by the curé
in the direction of
souls and [n visit-
ing the parish, he
would do well. ln
that case he muet
reeign [n the Court
of Rome, and send
hie resignati on
next year. You
wll have time te
think of it. I have

I have not failed to represent that on account ot his weak
state of health, M. Giandelet was altogether unfit for that office,
and that it would be useless to propose it to him. It was agreed
not to think of it. So far as regards preaching and the catechistn
our fathers have agreed with Ris Lordship that you should not
fail to have them every Sunday, either by the Curé or by one of
our gentlemen, or even by one of the Jesuit fathers.

It will be a good thing to accustom the young ecclesiastics to
catechise. His Lordship complains that none of our ecclesiastios
could do so, and that a nin of the Congregation having come to
Quebec and seen one of our ecclesiastics catechising, had been
surprised at his inability to perform that duty. I do not know
hoW the matter stands.

4.
For the fourth article, our fathers saw no appoarance of
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de la parroisse scavoint nullement en faire, et qp'une Sour de la Congregation
i pourro int estant descendue a Quebec, et ayant veue un de nos Ecclesia8tiques

f4ire il faudrcat
en ce cas la lui en faire un, avoit esté surprise de son inhabilete a cet exercise je re.
resigner en cour scay ce qui en est.
de Rome et en-
voyer sa resigna- 4tion dez l'an pro-

cha teap auez Pour le 40 article nos Messe ne voyent aucun apparence d'ob-
ser, je n'en ay tenir l'exemption des dixmes sans le consentement de l'Evesque ils
pas parlé a nos y voyent mesme de l'impossibilité veu la grace que le Roy fait
mesars n'y au- daccorder des suplemens pour les Curez. Cela ne pourroit se faire

que de concert avec un Evesque; Encore ne voudroisje pas l'estendre
sur toutes les terres, et je me bornerois au seul Cap Tourmente ou a LIsle Jesus, Mgr.
pretend que votre exemple empesche et les Jesuites et les Religieuses de payer
dixmes, et que ces dixmes des Jesuites et des Religieuses vous vaudroint autant
que le profit que vous retirez de cette exemption, il m'a aussy fort assuré que
vous les payez deja a Mrs Volant a LIsle Jesus, a qui dit-il Mgr. Lancien est convenu
de donner tous les ans une somme pour ces dixmes, nous avons er us ne devoir rien
repondre, et reculer toujours jusqu'a l'année prochaine ; M. l'abbé de Choisy n'avoit
marqué quatre ans dans son reglement que dans lesperance qu'il y auroit du chan-
gement dans ce temps la, Dieu veuille que cela soit.

5e

Sur le 5e article vous voyez bien qu'on doit accepter la 2de chose qu'il offre
plutost que dentier avec lui en discussion, pour ses livres. Il faut laisser cet article
tomber par terre.

6e

Mgr. nous mcnstra tous, les papiers concernans le terrain qui est autour de
'Eglise, nos Mess" conviennent que si ce terrain estoit en effet destiné pour un

presbytere, que vous ne pouriez Laliener, mais cela n'est pas expliqué dans [acte de
concession; Ils vous prient d'accommoder les choses sur les lieux avec les marguilliers
plustost que de les avoir a traiter avec Mgr. ils ont fait convenir Mgr. verbalement
qu'on renvoyeroit les contestations sur les lieux a estre regleez et que comme Mgr.
de Quebec a.trouvé fort raisonnable loffre que vous avez faite de fournir un autre
terrain de long de la closture des hospitalieres Mon d. Sgr. porteroit les marguilliers
a en coavenir avec vous, et mesme a acheter un p us grand terrain s'il est nécessaire
pour un cimetiere Qu'il trouveroit moyen d'appliquer pour les frais de la cloture de
ce cimetiere trois ou quatre cens livres du tiers des 4000 liv. des charges indispen-
sables dont il peut disposer.

Que vous jugeriez pour la 2de demande si en effet la cloture de pieux qui est,
proche L'Eglise gaste la face de l'Eglise.

Pour la Se demande on a fait encore convenir Mgr. de ne poirt exiger cette
nomination, et on lùi en a fait tant voir d'inconveniens qu'Enfin il a pr<mis dB n'en
plus parler et d'obliger mesme les marguilliers de s'en desister, Tout ce qu'on pour-
roit promettre en cette occasion seroit que l'on choisiroit ces quatie enfans de Que-
bec, preferablement a ceux des autres lieux ; Il faudroit faire en sorte de regler 1-
chose av<c eux en labsence de Mgr. J'ay fait bien des difflcult(z sur la 4e demande
10 que je croiois que vous pretendiuz en donnant un terrain ailleuis pour faire un
cimitiere estre les maitres de celui dont on se sert apresent pour Cimetiere ; Lo Que
pon ne 1 ourroit laisser le tour de l'Eglise libre a cause du Vestiaire qui l'a joint a
travers duquel il seroit impossible de faire un passage; b° que si on vouloit faire le
tour des maisons de L'ancien Seminaire butre que le tour seroit long, on seroit oblige
encore de traverser L'allée qui va du nouveau a L'ancien Seminaire ce qui seroit
incommode et seroit mesme malseant parcequ'il faudroit laisser la croix en p4ssant
sous cette allée etc. 4° enfin qu'en faisant ce tour on se re4uiroit dans le Seminaire *
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neith e r ap oke n obtaining exemption from tithes without the consent of the-
&bout it to our fath. Bishop; nfc hysei obUers or any on Bish; in fact theysee it to be impossible in view of tbe favour

which the King did in granting supplements for the curés. It
could not be done except in concert with a Bishop. Stili, I would not seek to have
it extended over all the lands. I would limit myself to the single one-Cape Tour-
mente or Isle Jésus. His Lordship alleges that your example hinders both the
Jesuits snd Nuns from paying tithes, and that these tithes of the Jesuits and Nuna
would yield yon as much profit as you derive from the exemption. Be also strongly
assured me that you bad already paid them to Messis. Volant at Isle Jesus, with
whom, he says, Mgr. Lancien has agreed to give every year a sum for these tithes.
We thought we should inake no reply and still put off till next year. Abbé de
Choisy had worked four years in bis settlement, only in the hope that there would
be a change in that time. God grant it !

5.

On the fifth article you'see that the second thing he offers must be accepted,
rather than to enter with him into a discussion about his books. This article
mauat go.

6.

His Lordship sbowed us all the papers relating to the ground around the church.
Our fathers agreed that if this ground was really intended for a presbytery, that you
could not alienate it, but that is not set out in the deed of concession. They request
you Io arrange on the spot with the cbrch w4rdens, rather than to leave them to
treat with His Lordship. Ris Lordship has made a verbal agreement with them to
refer the dispute to be settled on the spot, and that as the Bishop of Quebec bas
found the offer you have made to be reasonable, to give another piece of ground
along the enclosure of the hospitaliers, my Lord would induce the churchwardens
to agree with you, and even to purchase a larger piece of ground for a cemetery, if
necessary; that ho should find means to apply towards the cost of enclosing the
cemetery, three or four hundred livres from the third of the 4,000 livres of indis-
pensable changes of which ho can dispose.

That you may judge of the second demand, consider if, in fact, the picket fonce
near the church does not spoil the front of the church.

For the third demand, fis Lordship bas agreed still further not to insist on this
appointment, and ho bas been shown so clearly its inconveniences that at last he has
promised not to speak of it again, and even to oblige the churchwardens to desist
from it. All that could be promised at that time was, that these four children of
Quebeo should be chosen in preference to those from other places; it would be
necessary to have the matter settled in this manner with them in the absence of
fiz Lordship. I raised many difficulties with respect to the fourth article:

1. That I believed that by giving a piece of ground elsewhere for a cemetery
you would maintain that you were the masters of the ground now used for a
cemetery. 2. That the tour of the church could not be left free on account of the
vestry room which joins it, across which it would be impossible to make a passage.
3. That if it was sought to make the tour of the houses of the old Seminary, besides
the turning being long, the alley leading from the new to the old Seminary must be
crossed, which would be inconvenient, and oven unbecoming, as it would be neces-
sary to leave the cross in passing under that alley. 4. Finally, that in making that
tour, the Seminary wonld be reduced to great suffering for a piece of land that in
no way belongs to the church, such as that which is on the other side of the said
alley in going towards Lower Town; add further, that these processions could take
p lace only five months in the year on accountof the snow. In spite of these reasons
Ria Lordship still insisted on this demand and our fathers themeelves ccnsidered it
to be roasonable. If it la possible to leave the tour of the chureh free, as it is the
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une grande souffrance pour un terrain qui n'appartient nullement a l'Eglisse, tel
'qu'est celui qui est par de la la dallée en allant vers la basse ville, ajoutez enfin que

ces processions ne se pourroint faire que cinq mois de lannée a cause des neiges.
Malgré ces raisons Mgr. n'a pas laissé d'insister sur cette domande, et nos Mess" mes-
me l'ont trouvez raisonnable, S'il est possible de laisser la tour de l'Eglise libre,
ce que c'est l'esprit de l'Eglise de faire ainsy des processions tous les dimanches,
Vous verrez ce que vous aurez a repondre a cet article et me manderez ce qu'il sera
possible de faire a ce sujet.

Nos M" ont representez a Mgr. sur la 5e demande que pourveu que par la con-
vention le Seminaire ne soit point obligé de contribuer sa part des depenses de la
Sacristie auxquelles il n'est point tenu et qu'on donne au d. Seminaire a peu pres ce
que peut couster la depense totale de cette sacristie on peut faire cette convention,
mnais que cela ne se peut faire que sur les lieux entre vous et les marguilliers, dont
les uns et les autres disputeront pour la somme. Vous seriez surpris de ce qui nous
a esté dit sur la 6e demande que jamais vous n'avez voulu donner un inven-
taire signé ou de M. Le Doyen, ou de M. Le Curé ou de quelqu'un de Vous des
meubles ornemens et linges appartenans a la fabrique, que les marguilliers avoint
soupconnez que vous n'aviez pas voulus donner ce memoire parceque Mgr. Lancien
vouloit retirer tous les linges et ornemens qu'il y avoit donnez, et que cela les avoit
tout a lait indignez, je ne scay ce qui en est, vous en pourrez scavoir la verité.

7e

Sur le 7e article M. de Brisacier fit connoistre a Mgr. que le Seminaire et le Cha
pitre estoint encore trop meslez ensemble par la pluspart des sujets du Chapitre qui
sont du Seminaire pour quils pussent transiger ensemble pour se ceder reciproque-
ment toutes leurs pretentions. Le Chapitre doit a Mgr. L'ancien sa moitié dans une
somme de prez de 3000 liv. pour des norrins Vaches, poisson a empoissonner les
estangs et autres meubles qui garnissent labbaye de Meobec, et en une somme de
pros de 2400 liv. deue par Labbaye de Lestrée a Mgr. Lancien comme estant aux
droits de Chaufourneau, Mgr. de Quebec a sa quitance de Mgr. Lancien pour la moi-
tié qu'il devoit payer de toutes ces deux sommes.

8e, 9e et 10e.

Nos Mess- ont repondus verbalement a Mgr. sur ces trois articles que nous
fournirions quand il en seroit besoin, la part du Chapitre pour L'union des abbayes a
LIEvesché et Chapitre de Quebec, qui ne seroit point retardée faute de payement de
notre part pour ces bulles d'union, a la verité si cette union ne se consomme pas si
tost. Le dessein de nos Messra seroit de destiner le revenu qu'on doit doresenavant
tirer des d. abbayes, la depense de la sacristie prealablement prise, pour ces unions,
quoyqu'il semble que pour esgaler toutes choses il faudroit auparavant vous rembour-
ser sur l'année courante de la somme de 2271 liv. que Mgr. nous passe en compte
pour frais faits pour parvenir aux d.Unions ou pour la vente des bois et autres de-

. p penses, dont Mest" de Merlac de la Colombiere, Valet de Leuze &c.
la Cloce que er ne se ressentiroint pas si vous ne les diminuiez sur lannée cou-
vous envoye cet- rante, et les suivantes, car ce seroit vous seuls qui porteriez cette
te année. deponse.

Quant a la maniere dont on fera le partage des abbayes, nos
Messrs sont (comme je vous ay dit cy devant) convenus avec Mgr. de s'en raporter
reciproquement a un avocat habile, et ils croyent qu'il vaudra mieux faire un regle-
ment provisionel jusqu'à ce que L'union soit consommée, en se fixant a une somme
franche et quitte de toutes charges que d'entrer en partage des domaines &c. Pour
moy j'ay proposé deux veues a nos Messrs la lere de laisser a Mgr. une abbaye et
d'en prendre une pour nous, afin de n'avoir ensemble aucun raport pour le temporel,
-et en cas que l'une fast plus forte que l'autre en esgard aux charges decimes dons
gratuits &c. on pourroit faire la part de celui qui auroit la plus foible abbaye plus
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xnind of the church to have processions thus every Sunday, you will consider what
you may have to answer to this article, and will notify me what it will be poqsible
to do in this matter.

Our fathers represented to His Lordship on the fifth demand that provided by
the agreement the Seminary should not be obliged to contribute its share of the
expenses of the sacristy, for which it is not bound and that the Seminary should receive
nearly the full amount of what the sacristy would cost, the agreement could be made,
but that that could oniy be done on the spot between you and the churahwardens,
both of whom would discuss the amount. You would be surprised at what was said
respecting the sixth demand that you would never give an inventory signed by the
dean, the curé or any one of you, of the furniture, ornaments and linen bolonging to
the vestry (fabrique); that the churchwardens had suspected that you would not give
this account, because Mgr. Lancien had wished to take back the linons and ornaments
which had been given, which had greatly irritated them. I do not know what founda-
tion there is for it; you may know the truth respecting it.

7

On the seventh article M. de Brisacier showed Ris Lordship that the Seminary
and the Chapter were still too much joined together, the greater part of the mombers
of the Chapter being from the Seminary to allow of thom to make a reciprocal cession
of all their claims. The Chapter owes Mgr. Lancien its halt in a sum of 3,000 livres
for cows, fish for stocking the ponds and other movables with which the abbey of
Meobec is furnished and in a sum of nearly 2,400 livres due by the Abbey of Lestrée
to Mgr. Lancien as belonging to the dues of Chaufourneau. Ris Lordship of Quebeo
has his receipt from Mgr. Lancien for the half which ho was to pay of the whole of
these two sums.

8, 9 and 10.

Our fathers answered verbally to lis Lordship on these three articles which we
were to furnish when required; the share of the Chapter for the union of the abbeys
to the Bishoprie and Chapter of Quebec, which would not ho delayed for want of pay-
ment on our part for the bulls of union, In fact, if this union be not consummated
oon the design of our fathers would ho to devote the future income of these abbeys,

the expense of the sacristy being previouslY taken out, for these unions, although it
seems that to equaliza ail things, it would be necessary previously to reimburse your-

ÀLdr 400 livres selies out of the current year for the sum of 2,271 livres, which his
for the ber1 Lordship agreed to in the account for expenses incurred to bring

which I am send- about the said unions or for the sale of the woods and other expenses
ingyou this year of which Messrs. de Merlac, de la Colombière, Valet de Leuze, &c.,

would not resent if you lessened them in the current year and in the following
.years, for it is you alone who must bear this expense.

As to the manner in which the division of the Abbeys is to be made, our fathers
(as I have already said) have agreed with His Lordship to refer the question
mutually to an able lawyer, and they believe that it would be botter to make a
provisional settlement, until the union be consummated, by fixing on a sum free and
clear of ail charges except of entering into the division of the domains, &c. For
nyself, I have presented two views to our fathers; the 1st, to leave one abbey to His
Lordship and to take one for ourselves, so that we may have no connection together
in temporal concerns, and in case one is more heavily charged than the other with
respect to tithes, gratuitous gifts, &c., the share of the one who may bave the poorest
abbey could be increased by means of the rent which M. de Matel paid to the Abbey
of Lestrée, and which he bas redeened (which is a benefit to the Abbey), on which
an annuity has been secured on the Hotel de Ville ; or by means of part of the
income arising from the woods of Moobec. I especially desire that we should have
Lestrée for our share. We shall thon have no need of a farmer general, to make a
profit out of it, and it would be easy by making two or three journeys a year to sa-
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forte par le moyen de la rente que payoit M. de Motel a L'abbaye de Lestrée et qu'il
a rachetée, (ce qui est un bien pour l'abbaye) dont on a acquis une constitution sur
l'hostel de ville, ou par le moyen des parties de rente provenans des bois de Meobec,
je voudrois sur tout que nous eussions Lestrée pour notre part, nous n'y aurons pas
besoin d'un fermier geneial qui y fait son profit, et il seroit aysé en y faisant deux
ou trois voyages par an de sous fermer soymesme le bien de L'abbaye il y auroit tou-
jours comme je croy plus de 500 liv. de profit ce qui sui viroit a payer les frais di
procureur de Paris, j'en dirois volontiers la mesme chose de celle de Meobec si ce
n'est qu'elle est un peu trop loing, M. du Pin qui en est le receveur dit tout haut que
par ses sousfermes il en tire tous les ans 500 liv. de net outre les petits profits qu'il
en tire qui ne vont guere a moins.

L'autre veue que j'ay proposé, est de nous en tenir au tiers exempt de toutes charges
ce qui est le droit commun, Mais il a en cela tant de chicannes a faire, que c'est une
mer a boire,-Car 1° Mgr prétend qu'il y a pour plus d'un tiers de charges sur tout
en Labbaye de Meobec, et que par conséquent nous ne devons pas avoir notre tiers-
franc. La conséquence seroit juste, si la proposition estoit vraye; 2° il voudra dans
motre tiers nous faire entrer enpart du don gratuit, et d'une infinité d'autreç avances
en consommeront une partie, et nous serons obligez de disputer tous les jours contre
lui, ce que nous ne pouvons faire avantageusement qu'apres que Lunion sera con-
sommée il ne faut pas pour la mesme raison que nous voulions jouir des offices
claustraux separement du revenu de L'abbaye jusqu'apres L'union entiere de la d.
abbaye Car je croiois ces offices claustraux unis par Mgr de Bourges et cependant je
n'en ay trouvé aucun acte, quelque recherche que j'en aye fait. Il faut attendre la
consommation de cette union, pour faire separation exacte, et cependant d'icy a cela il
fautfaire un reglement provisionnel pour une somme dont Mgr assurera le payement on
iur lhostel de ville, ou sur des fermiers assurez afin de ne point passer par ses mains;
nous vous laisserons toujours les maistres de ce reglement provisionnel que vous
casserez ou approuverez en tout ou en partie, comme vous le jugerez a propos.

Il ne faut pas non plus que nous pensions a rien toucher de l'abbaye de Bennevent
jusqu'a son union, Mgr s'est engagé dans le concordat qu'il a fait avec Mgr de Limoges
et les Chanoines de cette abbaye que l'office divin seroit acquitté dans l'Eglise de Benne-
vent jusqu'a ce que L'union soit consommée, et en cas que les Chanoines vinssent s
manquer que l'on y mettroit des prestres pour acquitter cette fondation c'est a ces
prestres que Mgr et M. de la Pallière assure qu'on paye la part qui devroit revenir
au Chapitre, si L'union estoit consommée nous entrerions dez aussitost en jouissance
de tout ce qui doit revenir au Chapitre car il ne reste plus que sept Chanoines regu-
liera qui n'ont fait aucun novitiat en cette abbaye, et qu'on en chasseroit comme
intrus, si on estoit muny des bulles d'union.

1le

Vous serez surpris lorsque je vous diray au sujet de l'onzième demande que le
cbangement qui fut fait l'an passé par les commis de M. de Pontchartrain dans les-
moncé de l'estat des charges indispensables a lesgard de 14,000 livres se fit sans la
participation de M. Labbé de Brisacier et de personne de notre part, nous n'aurions
eu garde de demander ce changement comme contraire à ce qui a esté reg!é par Mgr.
de Paris et Le Rd. P. de la Chaize; Il est vray que nous aurions souhaittez et que
mous le desirerions encore que outre votre tiers on eust fixé 1,200 liv. Sur le second
tiers pour le curé et ses deux Vicaires et que ces deux sommes ne passassent point
sur les quitances de Mgr. mais sur les votres, mais M. l'abbé de Brisacier n'a point
voulu que nous fiesions aucunes demandes cette année et quelque instance que j'el
aye faite il n'a pas cru que nous dussions rien remuer sur tous ces articles; a la verité
comme M. de la Touche lui donna avis que Mgr. s'estoit fortement plaint de ce
changement et demandoit qu'on remist les choses comme elles estoirnt, dez qu'il
arriva a la cour, M. l'abbé de Brisacier, pria mon d. S. de la Touche de tascher s'il
estoit possible de faire laisser les choses comme elles estoint l'an passé sur i'estat,
Mais comme Mgr n'a depuis ce tempe la point cesEé de demander fortement la
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ae the property of the abbey; there would always be, I believe, upwards of 500e
livres of profit, which would serve to pay the costa of the attorney from Paris. I
would willingly say the same thing of that of Meobec, were it not a little too far off.
M. du Pin, who is the receiver for it, says openly that by his sub-leases ho derives
every year from. it 500 livres net, besides his small profits, which are not much lees.

The other view which I presented is for us to hold one-third exempt from all
charges, which is the common law, but in this there are so many quibbles to be made
that it is like trying to drink the sea. For, 1. His Lordship alleges that there is
more than a third for charges, especially on the Abbey of Meobec, and that conse-
quently we should not have one-third free. The deductions would be right were the
proposition true. 2. He would wish in our third that we should engage at the outset
for the gratuitous gift, and an infinity of other advances which wilI consume a part
of it, and we will be obliged to have daily disputes with him. which we cannot do to
advantage, until after the union shall be consummated. For the same reason it is
not necessary that we should desire to poseses cloistral offices separately out of the
revenues of the abbey until after the complete union of the abbey, for I believed
these offices united by the Bishop of Bourges, and yet in spite of every search I can
find no deed to tbat effect. We must wait for the consummation of this union to.
Make an exact separation, although till then a provisional arrangement must be
made for a sum, the payment of which shall bc secured by His Lordship either on
the Town Hall, or on farmers, so secured that it shall not pass through his hands;
we shall still leave you masters of this provisional arrangement, which you can either
set aside or approve, in whole or in part, as you may deem best.

Nor need we think of receiving anything fron the Abbey of Bennevent until
after its union. His Lordship las become bound by the concordat whieh ho made
,with thé Bishop of Limoges and the canons of that abbey, that the holy office shall
be maintained in the church of Bennevent until the union be accomplished, and in
case it happened that canons could not be maintained, priests should be placed there
to discharge the duties of the endowment, It is to these priess that Ris Lordship
and M. de la Pallière affirm that is to be paid tbe share which should come to the
Chapter. If the union were completed, we should immediately enter into possession
of all that should come to the Chapter, for there remain no more than seven regular
canons who have made no novitiate in this abbey and who would b. expelled as
intruders when the bulls of union are obtained.

11.

You will be surprised when I speak to you on the subject of the eleventh demand;
that the change which was made last year by M. Pontchartrain's clerke in the
account of the state of the indispensable charges in regard to the sum cf 14,000 livres,
was made without the participation of Abbé de Brisacier or of any one on our bebalf.
We would not have sought to make this change, as being opposed to what was settled
by Mgr. of Paris and the Reverend Father de la Chaise. It is true that we should
have wished, and that we still desired that besides your third, 1,200 livres had been
fixed on the second third for the curé and bis two curates and that these two sums
should not enter into His Lordship's quittanoe but into yours. lowever, Abbé
Brisacier did not wish us to make any demand this year, and however urgent I might
b. he did not think that we should take any action on all these articles. In fact, as
M. de la Touche gave him notice that His Lordship had loudly complained of this
change, and demanded that things be restored to their position at the time he arrived
at Court, Abbé Brisacier requested M. de la Touche to try if possible to have ibings
as they were on last year's statement. But as His Lordship bas since then not ceased
to demand urgently the same thing, and that this appears to have some conformity
with the settlements formerly made, M. de la Touche says that ho will have diffi-
culty in refusing it to him; M. de Brisacier refers the matter to him and makes him
master of it. I do not know what may happen.

I have strongly urged Hie Lordship in the private conferences ho has had with
Mcv
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mesme chose, et que sa demande paroist avoir quelque conformité avec les regle-
nents cydevant faits, M. de la Touche dit qu'il auroit de la peine a le lui refuser. M. de

Brisacier lui remit la chose, et l'en rendit le maitre; je ne scay ce qui en sera arrivé.
J'ay fortement demandé a Mgr dans les conferences particulieres qu'il a eni

avec nos Messrs, de fixer cette somme de 1,200 liv. pour le curé et ses deux Vicaires
mais nous devons nous attendre que tant qu'il sera Evesque nous n'aurons rien de
favorable a cet esgard; Quand on le presse ainsy il dit que Quebec n'a pas besoin de
deux Vicaires, etc.

12e

Je n'ay rien a vous marquer au sujet de la 12eme demande si non que je vous
envoye un billet qu'il m'a donné addressé a M. de Villeray pour toucher 1,200 liv.
Cette année sur la somme des 4000 livres il m'a dit qu'il craint que M. de Villeray ne
fasse difficulté de payer cette somme, je crains encore davantag e quil ne lui inspire
ces difficultez.

13e

Quant a la 13e demande j'ay fait voir a nos Messrs en dressant le mieux que j'ay
pu un petit plan de notre enclos, et de celui de Mgr. L'impossibilité ou est le Semi-
fnaire d'aliener un terrain ou Mgr, en demande car il le voudroit au lieu ouest placée la
croix du Saut au Matelot; j'en ay fait mesme convenir Mgr. et je ne crois pas qu'apres
tout ce que je lui ay dit sur ce sujet il fasse de nouveau cette proposition.

14e

Je n'ay pas repondu tout de mesme a la 14e demande que fait Mgr. que vous
donnassiez des emplacemens le long d'une rue que vous feriez au bout du clos proche
la closture des hospitalieres, car j'ai dit a Mgr. que si au lieu de mil escus nous en
pouvions seulement tirer 1500 liv. de rente bien assurée, je vous conseillerois fort de
taire cette rûe et de donner ces amplacemens. Nos Messrs ont paru gouter les deux rai-
sons qu'allègue Mgr. la tere qu'il doit y avoir une rûe entre nos clos, et celui des Reli-
gieuses, et la 2de que Mrs les gouverneurs et intendans ont jugez la chose necessaire
pour Lambellissement de la ville, il m'ont dit que par tout en France un magistrat
eeroit en droit d'exiger cette rüe de haute lutte, et ne consulteroit pas sur cela la
commodité ou incommodité des proprietaires et des particuliers dez que la chose
seroit utile au public, lis m'ont enfin chargez de vous mander que leur avis seroit si
vous y voyiez un profit assuré pour la s nite, et que vous n'en souffrissiez pas une
notable incommodité, d'accorder cette rue et d'en faire mesme une honnesteté a M.
le Gouverneur et a M. L Intendant, je croy qu'en donnant ces amplacemens le long
du cimetiere que vous avez dessein de donner au bas du clos vous donneriez un ter-
rain fort ingrat et fort inutile faisant passer ensuite cette rúe, ou dans l'encoignure
de la maison ou demeuroint autrefois les sœurs, ou la faisant percer vis a vis de
l'Eglise des Jesuites en abattant une des Maisons qui sont sur le terrain de la fabrique
ou enfin la faisant aboutir vis a vis du portail de la grande Eglise, auquel cas vous
auriez un bien plus grand nombre d'emplacemens a conceder dans des endroits si
pierreux, et si raboteux, que vous ne vous osteriez pas grand chose nous n'avons pas
cependant laisser et nos Messrs et moy de porter Mgr. a ne nous point presser de ces
choses, et les reflexions que je viens de vous marquer n'ont esté faites qu'en son
absence, j'ay appris que vous estiez obligez daccorder a M. Le Gouverneur aux P. P.
Recollets, aux Jesuites etc, le passage dans votre clos, c'est une servitude dont vous
seriez delivrez en accordant cette rûe, Dailleurs si vous en faisiez une honnesteté a
M. Le Gouverneur il pourroit ou M. l'intendant faire travailler les troupes a dresser
cette rüe, et a applanir ce chemin, Vous verrez avec Mgr Lancien sur tout ce qui
sera expédient a ce sujet, mais je ne croy pas que si le pays s'augmente on nous laisse
posseder un si grand terrain dans le cœur de la ville si vous accordiez ce terrain, il
faudroit vous en reserver les lots et ventes, et autres droits seigneuriaux, et si vous
n'avez pas ce droit il faudroit lobtenir avant que de donner ces emplacemens c'est s
dire en offrant de donner une rue pour la commodité du public.
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our fathers, to fix the sum of 1,200 livres for the curé and hie two curates, but so long
as be is Bishop we must expect nothing favourable in this respect. When pressed
in this way, ho says that Quebec bas no need of two curates, &c.

12.

I have nothing to remark regarding the twelfth demand, except that I send you
a note he gave me, addressed to M. de Villeray, toreceive 1,200 livres this year out
of the sum of 4,000 livres. H1e told me he was afraid that M. de Villeray would raise
some difficulty about paying this sum. I fear still more that he is inspiring the
difficulty.

13.

As to the thirteenth demand I have shown to our fathers, drawn up as well as I
could, a small plan of our enclosed laDd and that of His Lordship. It is impossible
for the Seminary to alienate a piece of land where fis Lordship asks, for he wisbes
to have it at the place where the cross of the Sault au Matelot is placed. I have
convinced even His Lordship of this, and I do not believe that after all I have said
to him on the subject ho will renew his proposal.

14.

I bave not answered in the same way to the fourteenth demand made by Ris
Lordship, that you should give lots along a street which you should open at the end
of the enclosure, near the fonce of the Hospitalières, for I told His Lordship that, if in
place of a thousand crowne, we could only draw 1,500 livres of income wel lsecured,
I would strongly advise you to make that street and to give these lots. Our fathers
appeared to appreciate the two reasons given by Ris Lordship; the first, that there
ought to be a street between our enclosure and that of the nuns; and the second, that
the governors and intendants believed it to be necessary for the embellishment of the
city. He told me, that everywhere in France a magistrate could legally exact this
street by main force, and would for thiat purpose neither consult the convenience nor
inconvenience of the proprietors or individuals, so long as it was of publie utility.
They finally instructed me to notify you that their advice would be, if you saw an
assured profit in consequence, and that you would not suffer serious inconvenience,
to grant this street and even to make a virtue of it with the governor and intendant.
I believe that by giving these lots along from the cemetery, which you intended to
give at the lower part of the enclosure, you would be giving a poor and useless piece
of ground, making the street pass either by the angle of the bouse in which the
muns formerly lived, or making an opening for it opposite the Church of the Jesuits,
by demolishing one of the houses on the ground of the Fabrique, or ending opposite
the doors of the large church, in which case you would have a much larger number
of lots to dispose of on ground so stony and rough that you could mage little out of
it. We have not ceased, however, our fathers and mysolf, to urge Ris Lordship not
to press us on these things, and the reflections I have just stated to you, were made
only in his absence. I have Jearned that you were obliged to grant to the Governor,
to the Recollet Fathers, to the Jesuits, &c., the passage through your enclosure. It is
a servitude from which you would be relieved by granting this street. Besides, if
you made a virtue of it with the Governor, ho or the Intendant might employ the
troops in straightening the street and levelling the road. You wil sce, with Mgr.
Lancien what on the whole is most expedient in this matter, but 1 do not bel ieve, if the
country increases, that we would be allowed to possess s0 much land in the heart of
the city. If you grant this Land, you must reserve the lods et ventes and other
seigniorial dues, and if you have not that right, yon must obtain it before giving
these lots, that is, in return for giving a street for the Convenience of the public.
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15e

J'ay fait comprendre a nos Mess"m que cette somme de 900 1v, dont parle Mgr dans
sea 15e demande avoit esté accordée pour la Baye SPaul dez l'an 1687, ou 88, avant
que Mgr de Quebec fust en possession de son Evesché, et que cette somme avoit esté
employée pour bastir la chapelle de bois qu'on y fit construire en 1689. Vous voiez
assez que tout cela ne nous fait que trop connoistre qu'il ne faut pas que nous nous
4ttendions que les terres qui dependioit du Seminaire recoivent de lui àncune grati-
dication.

16e

Nos Mesbe ne repliquerent verbalement autre chose a la 16e demande dQ lir
Sinon que le Chapitre estoit presentement trop pauvre pour donner 1000 liv. de soa
revenu pour la batisse de la Cathedrale.

1% '

Mais pour la 17e demande nos Mesb- n'ont en garde de la regler sans scavoir
Votre avis, Mg propose de faire dans le Seminaire quelque distinction pour les jetnes
Ecclesiastiques qui ne sont pas prestres, et qui sortent du petit Seminaire, il p&etend
,qu'on pourroit les nourrir moins bien que les Prestres, cette distinction n'est pas sans
exemple, Car dans notre Seminaire de Paris les MisE qui ne sont pas prestres n'ont
qu'un demi septier de vin, au lieu que les Prestres ont chopine, Ils ont un pain plus
gros, ils n'ont du rosty le soir que deux fois la semaine, et a disner ils ont aussy
moins de viande, ils n'ont point d'entrée, point de dessert etc. J'avoue que cette
distinction me fait de la peine, mais on la juge necessaire; Mgr croit qu'elle conviex-
droit encore mieux aux jeunes gens eslevez dans le petit Seminaire, qui n'y sont pas
nourris delicatement, qu'on pourroit de mesme les habiller de maniere qu'on sceust
ce qu'on devroit leur donner de hardes. Il consent de donner 400 liv. pour la nouri-
ture et l'entretien des prestres, et 300 liv. pour celles des Clercs. Je voudrois quil don-
mast pour ces derniers 350 liv. et a ce prix, je croy que nous pourions transiger avec
lui pour tout le temps qu'il sera Evesque sans que cela tire a consequence Je prevois
que nous aurons peine a l'y resoudre, Et en ce cas je croy qu'il vaudroit encore mieux
tirer 300 liv. que rien du tout, pour veu que le payement en fusT assuré; Car il vau-
droit mieux qu'il en coustast quelque chose, et avoir toujours chez soy ces jeunes
Ecclesiastiques a former que de les laisser allez chez lui, Il ne ma pas dissimulé que
son dessein en batissant le logis qu'il a basty estoit de les loger chez lui, Il tesmoigne
estre bien revenu de cela, et en estre a present bien esloigné Dieu Seul le scait, Car
je ne scay s'il le scait lui-mesme-et quoyqu'il fist icy de tres sinceres protestations
de cela-je ne repondrois qu'estant retourné il ne les fist venir chez lui sur le moindre
sujet de peine qu'il pretendroit avoir contre le dernier du Seminaire vous aurez la
bonté de marquer vos voües l'an prochain sur toutes ces choses, et s'il est possible de
reduire en effet la pension a 300 liv. par les expediens qu'il inspire, Il faudroit regler
les choses de manière qu'on sceust ce qu'on doit fournir a ces jeunes gens d'habitS
etc., ce qu'ils en doivent emporter quand ils en sortiront etc., atin de couver le che-
min s'il est possible aux contestations, Il y aura assez de choses qu'on n'aura pu pre-
voir qui seront capables d'en donner matiere, Il faut prevenir toutes celles qu'il sera
possible de prevoir.

. . e Car il ne faut pas s'attendre à sa démission, 'est un coup du ciel
Demission refuée. s'il le fait et je le regarderai comme un miracle. Il faut sattendre
au contraire que quelque chose que disent les officiers contre lui il retournera en
Canada peut estre dez l'année procbaine, il y fera du moiuns ce qu'il poura, et il est
d'une extresme consequence que vous soyez bien reservez dans tout ce que vous direo
a cet esgard car on ne manquera pas de vous faire partir et dire beaucoup de choses
qui pourroint laygrir de plus en plus contre nous. Il l'est deja assez de ce que Ùos
Mesers. n'ont pas cru devoir entrer dans ses interests en se deoclarans contre M. 10
-comte de Frontenac; je suis peirsnadé qu'il sent cela vivement et je cas bién .ll
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15.

I made our fathers understand that this sum of 1,500 livres of which Uis Lord-
hiiip speaks in his fifteenth demand, had been granted for St. Paul's Bay from thé

year 1687 or 1688, before His Lordship of Quebec was in possession of his
Éishopric, and that this sum had been used to build the wooden chapel erected in
1989. You see well enough that that showq plainly that we need not expect that
the lands which shall be held hy the Seminary are to receive any of his liberality.

16.

Our fathers replied verb.lIy to the ixtieenth demand of His Lordship nothing
*lae but that the Chapter was at present too poor to give 1,000 livres of its income
for the building of the Cathedral.

17.

But for the seventeenth demand, our fathers took care not to arrange it without
knowing your opinion. Hie Lordship proposes to make some distinction as regards
the young ecclesiastics who are not priests, and who come from the Petit Semi-
maire. He maintains that they should not be so well fed as the priests. This dis-
tinction is not without precedent. In our Seminary of Parie, the Missionaries who
are not priests have only a quarter of a pint of wine, whilst the priests have a pint;
they have coarser bread, they have roast in the evening only twice a week; and at
dinner they have also a smaller supply of meat; no entrée, no desert, etc. I acknow-
ledged that this distinction was painful to me, but it was considered necessary. His
Lordship believed that it would be still botter suited to the young people trained in
the Petit Seminaire, who are not delicately nnrturad; that they might even be
dressed in such a manner, that it might be known what clothes to give them. He
consente to give 400 livres for the food and maintenance of the priests and 300
for those of the scholars. I wish ho would give 350 for the latter and at that rate I
believe we could make a bargain with him for the whole time ho shall be Bishop.
Without laying stress on it, I anticipate we shall have difficulty in settling it in that
way, and in that case, it would be botter to get O00 than nothing at all, provided the
payment were secured, for it would be much botter though it shoald cost us something,
that we should always have with us these young ecclesiastics to train, than to allow
them to go to him. He does not conceal that his design in building the dwelling ho
has built was to lodge them with him. fie declares that ho has given that up, and
to have abandoned it at present. God alone knows him; for I do not know if ho
knows himseolf, and although he made here very sincere protestations on that sub-
ject I would not answer for it, that on hie return ho would not have them brought
him, on the least subject in dispute alleged by, him against the Seminary. You
'will have the goodness to state next year your views on all these things, and if it is
possible to really reduce the board to 300 livres, by the expedients which he sag-
geois, that muet be settle: in such a way that we may know what clothes, etc., to
supply these young people with, which they are to take with them when they leave.
lu o der to stop disputes, if po<sible, thore are many things to give to them which
cannot be foreseen. All those that it is possible to foresee should be anticipated.

For his resignation muet not be expected. It would ho a
Resignation refused. blessing from Reaven if he resigned, and I would regard it as a

miracle. The contrary may be expected; whatever the officials
inay say against him, ho will return to Canada, perhaps next year ; ho will there
do at least what ho is able, and it is of extreme importance that you be reserved on
ail you say in this respect, for an attempt will be made to get you to speak and to
say many things that might add to hie bitterness against us. He is sufflciently so
already, bocause our fatiers did not believe they should espouse his intereste by
declaring themselves against the Count de Frontenac; I am persaaded that he foels
that keenly, and I greatly fear that if ho should return to Canada be will resenat it.
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retourne en Canada qu'il ne s'en ressente; nos Messrs ont cependant usé a son
esgard d'une entiere moderation en ne se declarant ny pour ny contre, et quoyque
les officiers ayent dit que nous estions sa plus forte partie, quoy qu'ils ayent publiez
que nous agissions sous main pour l'arrester en France et le retenir, rien n'est plus
faux que tout cela, nos Messrs ont veue a la vérité que les choses estoint dans une
situation avantageuse à cet esgard par l'estat des affaires de Mgr et jugez qu'il estoit
inutile de s'en mesler, tandis que Le bon Dieu disposoit ainsy toutes choses, C'est
pourquoy ils n'ont fait aucunes demarches, ne voulans pas d'ailleurs qu'on pust croire
qu'ils se joignoint aux seculiers contre LEvesque, et taschoint avec eux à l'opprimer
comme on nauroit pas manqué de dire, et comme quelques gens mesme asses
considerables, peu instruits de ces affaires le disent quelque fois.

Il est encore plus important que vous usiez a son esgard de tous les mesnage-
inens imaginables, car on ne manquera pas de lui mander ce que vous aurez dit ou
fait par raport à son retardement en France, et on examinera mesme vos moindres
gestes et sentimens. Les PP. Jésuites courent les mesmes risques que nous. Il a fait
assez paroistre icy qu'il n'a pas de meilleures volontez pour eux que pour nous.
Leurs principaux Peres en sont tres persuadez, et je ne doute pas que ceux du Canada
ne se ressentent du peu de suport que Mgr pretend avoir trouvé dans le P. de la
Chaize aussy bien que dans nos Messrs.

M. de la Palliere est un homme de bien, il a les meilleures intentions du monde,
mais il ne connoist pas encore assez Mgr de Quebec. Il croit qu'il

K. de la Palliere' pourra revenir et faire des merveilles apres les fautes au'il avoue
qu'il a faites ; nous nous mesnageons avec lui et en lui disant certaines choses,
mous lui cachons celles qui pourroint nous nuire s'il venoit a les raporter a
Mgr. Comme il s'est ouvert a moy ces jours passez de plusieurs choses
secrettes, je me suis aussy ouvert assez avec lui pour lui dire que quoyque
je pusse l'assurer en toute confidence que nos Messrs navoint nullement agis
contre Mgr. ny aupres du P. de la Chaize ny aupres de Mde de maintenon. Cependant
nous ne pouvions nous empescher de desirer apres toutes les connoissances, que nous
avions de l'impossibilité ou est Mgr de changer de conduite dans le Gouvernement de
son Eglise plutost tout autre Evesque que lui, estans persuadez qu'il n'y en auroit
aucune autre, qui pris les choses en ce pays la du travers dont il les a prises, et avec
lequel nous ne vescussions en la plus grande tranquilité du monde M. de la Pallière
void bien qu'il seroit a propos que Mgr. se retirast du Canada, mais il souhaitteroit
qu'on obtinst a Mgr. un autre Evesché et je vous ay toujours dit que je ne croiois pas
qu'on fust dans le dessein de lui en accorder d'autres. Je suis persuadé que Dieu veut
que nous nayons a cet esgard aucune volonté, et que nous lui remettions tous nos
interests; on ne croid pas que Le Roy veuille en venir jusqu'a demander a Mgr. sa
demission de peur d'en estre refusé, ny mesme a lui dire de rester en France, si sur
tout Mgr. lui represente (coe. il le dit deja), qu'il na pas fait de crimes qui méritent;
ce traitement et s'il se rescrie fortement la contre, nous vivrons dans la confiance et
dans lattente de tout ce que Dieu voudra disposer en faveur de notre mission, si j'ap-
prends quelque chose qui merite de vous estre mandé, je vous lescriray par mes
lettres particulières que je m'en vais faire ; accordez moy toujours bonne part en vo9

prieres et en votre memento. Je vous suis autant uny d'esprit et de cœur qu'on le peut
estre, je tasche a participer a la ferveur que je scay estre parmy vous je voudrois m'y
reunir et jescris ladessus a Mgr. l'ancien ; je suis cependant fort tranquille en l'estat
ou je suis et si jaurois de la joye a vous aller rejoindre, je ne suis pas affligé de ne le pas
faire pour un temps jusqu'a ce que vous ayez envoyez ici une autre personne en na
place, si Mons'r de Brullon estoit plus en estat d'agir quil n'est je vous prierois de l'y
laisser et de me rapeller, ny ma santé ny aucune autre chose ne m'attache en France.
et Dieu a pris soin de rompre tous les liens qui pouvoint encore m'y attacher, je n'ay
presentement d'attache que pour l'endroit ou je pouray vivre dans un plus grand
oubly des creatures et dans une plus grande ferveur d'esprit. Je ne scache pas d'endroit
plus propre a cela que le Canada si surtout Dieu y remet un peu de paix, notre
Seminaire de Paris est soutenu par l'exemple de nos deux Messrs qui sont des per-
sonnes d'une vertu consommée, mais il y a peu de soutien dailleurs, etil faudroit AS
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Our fathers have, however, sbown great moderation in this respect by declaring
themselves neither on the one side nor the other, and although the officials may have
said that we were bis strongest opponents ; although they may have publishod that
we were acting in an underhandway and to stop him in France and keep him there,
nothing is more false. Our fathers have, in fact, seen that in this respect matters
were in an advantageous position, owing to the condition of His Lordship's affairs,
and considered that it was useless for them to interfere whilst the good God was
thus disposing all things. For this reason tbey have taken no steps, having no
desire besides to have it believed that they were joining the seculars against the
Bishop, and were trying with thom to oppress him which would certainly bave been
said, and as even some people in important position, but ill informed of these affairs,
do say sometimes.

It is still more important that you should use in respect to him all imaginable
discretion; for he cannot fail to have been informed of all you may have said or
doue with respect to his delay in France, and even your slightest gestures and senti-
ments will be examined. The Jesuit Fathers run the same risks as we do; he bas
made it plain enough bere that bis good will is no greater for them than for us.
Their leading fathers are fully persuaded of it, and I have no doubt of those in
Canada feeling the effects of the littie sopport which His Lordship alleges ho found
from the Father de la Chaise, as well as from our fathers. M. de la Pallière is a
K. de la Pallière. good man; ho bas the best intentions, but ho does not yet know

al enougb of bis Lordship of Quebec; ho believes that ho could return
and do marvels after the faults ho acknowledges ho bas committed. We managed him
by telling him certain things; we concealed those which might injure us, snould ho
repeat them to Ris Lordship. As ho bas been frank witti me these few last
days, I have also been open enough with him to tell him that although I could
assure bim in all confidence that our fathers had in no way acted against fis Lord-
ship with Father de la Chaise, nor with Madame de Maintenon, yet we could not
help desiring any other bishop than ho, after all the knowledge we possessed of the
impossibility of His Lordship changing bis course in the government of bis church,
being persuaded that no other would show such caprice as ho bas done, but that we
might have one with whom we could live in the greatest possible tranquillity. M.
de la Pallière sees plainly that it would be the right thing for His Lordsbip to with-
draw from Canada, but ho would wish that another bishopric should be obtained for
Ris Lordship and I have always said that I did not believe there was any intention of
giving him another. I am persuaded that in this respect God intends that we shall
have no desire, that we should lay on Lim all the care Of Our interests. It is not
believed that the King will go the length of asking fis Lordship for bis resignation
for fear of being refused, nor even to tell him to romain in France, especially if Ris
Lordship represent to him (as ho bas already done) that ho bas committed no crimes
which call for this treatment, and if ho strongly protest against it. We will live in
the faith and confidence of receiving everything which God may prepare for the
benefit of our mission. If I learn anything worthy to be communicated, I shall in-
form you in the private letters which I am about to write. Grant me always a good
part of your prayers and in your remembrances. I am as much united to you in
mind and heart as any one can be; I try to participate in the fervour which I know
to be among yon; I wouild wish to be reu4ited to you and I write on that subject to.
Mgr. Lancien. I am, however, contented in my present situation, and if I should
have the joy of going to rejoin you, I am not afflicted with not doing so till you
have sent another person in my place. If M. Bruilon was in a botter state to act
than ho is, I would pray you to leave him and recall me. Neither my health nor
any other thing attaches-me to France. At the present moment I have no attach-
ment except for the place where 1 could live in greater forgetfuiness of the creature
aLd in greater fervour of spirit. I know no more suitable place for that than
Canada, especially if God should restore pe4ce to it for a time. Our Seminary of
Paris is sustained by the example of our two fathers, who are persons of the highest
virtue, but there is little of other support; on the contrary 1, who am only a bro-
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ontraire que moy qui ne suis qu'un foible roseau soutinsse les autres qui sont avec
moy et j'en suis tout a fait incapable " Quam jucundum et dulcé," dit ce petit à Kem-
pis, " videre fervidos et devotos fratres, etc."

Je mande a Mgr. Lancien que je me trouve assez bien pour ma santé excepté que
mon incommodité augmente tous les hyvers, et j'en ay plus souffert celui cy que tous
les autres, je crains mesme que ma rupture ne me tombe aussi bien du costé gauche
que du côté droit, c'est une legere participation de la croix de N.-S. que je souffriray
aussy bien en Canada qu'en France et quoyque cette infirmité me rende incapable de
grands travaux comme d'une grande mission etc., je pouray toujours bien en remplir
une petite je m'occupe dans le Seminaire a y confesser les personnes qui se presen-
tent, mais je me trouverois plus content a estre relegué dans un petit coin du Canada
pour y entretenir le pieté de quelques pauvres gens. Il vaut mieux n'avoir aucune
volonté et se laisser conduire.

Je repondray a M. Glandelet aux articles de sa grande lettre auquel je n'auray
pas repondu dans celle cy.

Je n'ay aucunes nouvelles de M. Foulgues, il ne m'a point repondu quoyque je lui
aye escrit 5 ou 6 lettres je croy qu'il a cependant envoyé a Mgr. sa demaission de son
Canonicat. M. Brullon est apres a regler ses affaires de famille M. de Brisacier
apprehendant quil ne sabsorbe dans son temporel lui a conseillé de refuser la cure
de la parroisse pour laquelle on lui a fait de grandes instances et de se reduire a
5ou 600 liv. de pension bien assurée, et se retirer avec cela en Canada pour le reste de
ses jours. Nous n'avons point vous M. Trouvé a Paris je croy qu'il ny mettra pas le
pied, je ne croy pas que M. Herault retourne en Canada, MIr Merlac est toujours a
Paris, il se remüe fort pour avoir une benefice du P. de la Chaize; Il nous a offert de
nous remettre la chantrerie si nous lui faisions obtenir un Canonicat de M. de Chartres
ou quelqu'autre benefice; nos Messrs ne l'ont pas seulement escoutez; Il ne nous
void plus, et ne void mesme plus guere M. de Quebec.

M. Baudoûin est a Paris a St Sulpice et espere retourner l'an prochain en Canada.
Je finis en vous assurant de mes tres humbles respects et l'affection avec laquelle

je suis
Messieurs

Votre tres humble et tres obeissant serviteur

Ce 15e May 1695. TREMBLAY P. L
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ken reed, must sustain the others who are with me and I air. altogether incapable of
doing se. " Quam jucundm et dulce," saya the littie à Kempis, " videre fervidos et
devotos fratres, etc." *

I may inform Mgr. Lancien that my health is pretty good, except that my
trouble increases every winter, and I have sutfered more from it in the last than
during ail the others. I am even afraid that I may be ruptured on the left as well
as on the right side. It is a slight share in the cross of our Lord, which [ sbalt
auffer as well in Canada as in France, and although this infirmity unfits me for heavy
labour, as of a great mission, etc., I could still perform a smali one. I might employ
myself in the Seminary in confessing persons who present themselves, but I would
be botter satisfied to be relegated to a small corner in Canada to maintain in it the
piety of a few poor people. It is botter to resign the will and let oneself be guided.

I shall answer the items in M. Glandelet's long letter, which I May not have
answered in this.

I have no news from M. Foulgues; he has not answered me, although I have
written him five or six letters. I believe, however, that ho bas sent His Lordship
his rosignation of his canonry. M. Brullon is anxious to settie family affairs; M.
de Brisacier, apprehending that ho would become absorbed in his temporal welfare,
advised him to refuse the charge of the parish, which was earnestly pressed on him,
and to reduce himself to 500 or 600 livres of pension, well secured, and with that
amount to retire to Canada for the rest of his days. We have not seen M. Trouvé in
Paris; I believe ho will not set foot in it. I do not believe M. Herault is returning to
Canada; M. Merlac is still in Paris; ho is striving to obtain a benefice from Father
de la Chaise; he has offered to restore to us the office of chanter, if we will obtain a
canonry for him from M. de Chartres, or some Other benefice; our fathers have not
listened to him; he no longer seos them and scarcely sees more of Monsieur of
Quebec. M. Baudöuin is in Paris at St. Sulpice, and hopes to return next year to,
Canada.

I end by assuring you of my very humble respects, and the affection with which
I am,

Gentlemen,
Your very humble and very obedient servant,

TREMBLÂAY.
15th May, 1695.

* The quotation is from Thomas à Kempis " De Imitatione," Book 1, Chapter xxv, vol. 5.
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NOTE .B.

CAPTURE OF FORT MoKAY, PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, IN 1814.

(Archives C 685, p. 62,)

MICHILIMAKINAC, 16 July, 1814.

SIR,-I beg leave to acquaint you that on the 21st Nov. I received information
of the capture of Prairie des Chiens on the Missisippi by the American Geni. Clarke-
who had advanced from St. Louis with six or eight very large Boats with about three
hundred men for the purpose of establishing himself at that post by building a Fort the
situation being very eligible for that purpose. As the greater part of my Indian Force
was from the countries adjoining La prairie des Chiens, they felt themselves not a
little uneasy at the proximity of the enemy to their defenceless families, but on tbe
arrival next day of the Susell or tête de Chien, a distinguished Chief of the Winebago
Nation (who came to supplicate assistance) & on his mentioning the circumstances of
its Capture, particularly the deliberate and barbarous murder of seven men of his own
nation, the sentiment of indignation & desireto revenge was universal amongst them ;
al were bent upon returning for the deliverance of their Wives and Children, & to
drive from their Country these unprincipled Invaders whose appetite for encroach-
ment grows by what it feeds upon and can never be satisfied.

I saw at once the imperious necessity which existed of endeavouring by every
means to dislodge the American Gent from his new conquest, & inake him
relinquish the immense tract of country he had seized upon in consequence &
which brought him into the very heart of that occupied by our friendly Indians,
There was no alternative it must either be done or there was an end to our connex-
tion with the Indians for if allowed to settle themsolves by dint of threats, bribes,
& sowing divisions among them, tribe after tribe would be gained over or sub-
dued, & thus would be destroyed the only barrier which protects the g"reat trading
establishments of the North-West and the Hudson's Bay Companys. Nothing could
then prevent the enemy from gaining the source of the Missisippi, gradually ex-
tending themselves by the Red River to Lake Winnipic, from whence the descent of
Nelsons River to York Fort would in time be easy. The total subjugation of the
Indians on the Missisippi would either lead to their extermination by the enemy or
they would be spared on the express condition of assisting them to expel us from
Upper Canada. Viewing the subject in this light I determined to part with the
Sioux and Winebago Indians to give them every encouragement and assistance, &
even to weaken ourselves here, rather than the enterprize should not succeed. I ap-
pointed Mr. Rolette and Mr. Anderson, & Mr. Grignion of Green Bay to be captains
of volunteers, the two former raised 63 men in two days, whom 1 completed, armed
and cloathed, the latter takes with him all the settlers of Green Bay. I held several
councils with the Indians on this important business. The solenn & impressive
eloquence of the tête de Chien, excited a general enthusiasm, & never was more
zeal or unanimity shown amongst them, this chief is sctrcely inferior to Tecumseth,
& I doubt not will act a distinguished part in the campaign; he was particularly
urgent with me for two favours-the first-one of thoir Fathers officers to command-
the expedition,-the second-one of their Father's big guns to strike terror into thoit
enemys-the latter request had been repeatedly made by most of the Indian chiefs,
& I agreed to let them have the thiee pounder I brought from York, chiefly froM
the novelty of the thing amorg the Indians, & the effect it will have in augment-
ine their numbers, I attached to it a Bombadier of the Royal Artillery & a ser-
geant, corporal & twelve smart fellows of the Michigan Fencibles. I next ap-
pointed Major McKay to command the whole, with the local rank of lieutenant
colonel, & in thus acceeding Io both their requests the chiefs told me they had not
a wish ungratified, that they & their young men would die in defence of their gun,
but as to McKay they had not words to express the fulness of their delight &
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0satisfaction; ho is certainly well qualified for the task ho has undertaken, being
determined yet conciliatory, well acquainted with the language & mode of man-
aging the Indians, & familiar with the place intended to be attacked.

Everything being prepared, Lt. Col. McKay sailed under a salute from the
Garrison on the 28th ultimo, taking 75 of the Michigan Fencibles and Canadian
Volunteers, & about 136 Indians. lIe arrived at Green Bay about six days after,
at which place such was the great zeal displayed, that his force was immediatoly
doubled, but as every arrangement had been made previous to his departure for the
junction of the Winebagos & Follsovine Indians at the portage of the Ouisconsing
River, I have scarcely a doubt but that his force at thai place will h at least 1,500
mon, besides being afterwards joined by the Sioux from River St. Peters & other
tribes. Upon the whole, this rapid advance of Genl. Clark's upon the Missisippi,
inay ultimately prove a lucky circumstance, it has already tended to unite the Indians
in the common cause, & tribes who before have cherished an bereditary enmity for
nearly centuries have, on this occasion, forgot their ancient feuds, & vie with each
other who shall be foremost in chastising the merciless invaders of their country;
the horrible cruelties which the enemy in their late operations have been guilty of,
has roused such a spirit of vengeance amongst them that I am apprehonsive if they
do not effect their escape, neither the Genl. or his troops stand much chance of
being able to recount the tragic particulars that will ensue. This Ruffian on taking
the Prairie des Chiens, captured eight Indians of the Winebago Nation; they cajoled
them at first with affected kindness, set provision before thom, & in tha act of eat-
ing treacherously fell upon them & mardered seven in cold blood-the eighth
escaped, to be the sad historian of their horrible fate! The tête de Chien has told
me this story, unable to support his indignation at their being butchered like go
many dogs. An event has happened since of so aggravated a nature as must awaken
in the breast of apathy itself, every latent quality of revenge and shut the gates of
Inercy upon these relentless assassins. Col. McKay writes me that Genl. Clarke
invited, & by much promises of friendship got hold of four more of the Winebagoes;
ho shut thom ûp in a log house, & afterwards shot them thro' between the loge.
One of them was the brother of the Susell or tête de Chien! Another Victim was
the wife of Le Feuille, the first Chief of the Sioux, who was with me here. After a
recital of these atrocities it is scarcely necessary to ask if the enemy are likely to
meet with mercy, but do they deserve it ? By this time Col. McKay is near his
destination. If successful and the thing is practicable, I have directed him to descend
the Missisippi and also to attack the Piorias Fort on the Illinois River.

I have the honour to be, &c.,

R. McDOUALL,
To Lt. Genl. DRUMMOND. Lt. Col. Comg.

(Archives C 685, p. 7.)

PRMRIE DU CHIEN, FoRT MOK.AY, July 27th, 1814.
Lt.-Colonel R. Mc DoUALL,

Commanding Michilimackinac
and its Dependencies, &C., &C.

Si,-I have the honour to communicate to you that on My arrival here the llth
inst. at 12 o'clock, my force amounting to 650 mon, of which 120 were Michigan
Pencibles, Canadian Volunteers and Officers of the Indian Department; the romain-
der were Indians that proved to, ho pertectly useless. I found that the enemy had a
small fort, situated on a small hill immediately behind the village, with two blook
houses perfectly safe from Indians, and that they had six pieces cannon and sixty or
soventy effective mon, officers included. That lying at anchor in the middle of the
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Mississippi, immediately in front of the fort, a very large gunboat, called Governor
Clark, gunboat No. 1. She mounts 14 pieces cannon, some six, three, and a number
of cohorns, is manned with 70 or 80 men with firearms, and measures 70 feet keel.
This floating blockhouse is so constructed that she can be rowed in any direction, the
mon on board being perfectly safe from smail arms while they can use their own to
the greatest advantage. She goes remarkably fast, particularly down the current,
being rowed by 32 oars.

At half past 12 o'clock I sent Cant. Anderson with a flag of truce to i'vite them
to surrender, which they retused. My intention was not to have made an attack till
next morning at daylight, but it being impossible to control the Indians I ordered
our gun to play upon the gunboat, which she did with a surprising good effect, for
in the course of three hours, the time the action lasted, she fired 86 rounds, two.thirds
of which went into the Governor Clark. They kept up a constant fire upon us, both
from the boat and fort; we were about an hour between two fires, having run our
gaun up w:thin musket shot of the fort, from whence we beat the boat out of ber
station. She cut ber cable and ran down the current and sheltered under an island.
We were obliged to desist, it being impossible with our little barges to attempt to
board her and our only gun in pursuit of her would have exposed our whole camp to
the enemy. She therefore made her escape.

I immediatoly sent off a canoe with ihree men, an Ioway that came from Mack-
inac with me and two of six Sauks that joined me in the Fox River. I gave then
four kegs gunpowder and ordored them to pass the gunboat and get as soon as pos-
sible to the rapids at the Rock River, where it is generally believed the gunboat will
run aground, and have ail the Sauks assembled to annoy the men and prevent their
debarking to get firewood, &c. The next morning I despatched two boats under
Vapt. Grignon with one officer and 26 mon to go in pursuit of ber and observe ber
motions. They fell in with ber the day after leavinge this, but having only small
arms could do her no injury. Capt. Grignon summoned ber to surrender to no pur-
pose; ho, however, followed ber up till within a league of the rapids, when they met
another of the enemy's gunboats, tho' smaller, arranged in the sarge manner as
the Governor Clark. The wind favoring lier she made after our boats, but could not
overtake them. She in a short time throw ber anchor and Capt. Grignon very
improperly made the best of bis way here, since when I bave had no news from there,
notwithstanding J have despatched canoes almost daily ever since. On the nine-
teenth, finding there was only six rounds round shot remaining, including throe of
the enemy's we bad picked up, the day was employed in making lead bullets for the,
gun and throwing up two breastworks, one within 700 yards and the other within
450 yards of the fort. At six in the evening, everything being prepared, I marcbed
to the firet breastwork, from whence I intended to throw in the remaining six rounds
iron ball red hot into the fort in order to set it on fire, the only apparent recourse.
At the moment the first bail was about being put into the cannon a wbite flag was
put out at the fort and immediptely an officer came down with a note and surren-
dered. It being now too late, I deferred making them deliver up their arms in form
tili morning, but immediately placed a strong guard in the fort and took possession
of the artillery. From the time of our landing till they surrendered the Indians
kept up a constant but perfectly useless fire upon the fort; the distance from where
they fired was too great to do execution even had the enemy been exposed to view.

I am happy to inform yon that notwithstanding every man in the Michigan
Fencibles, Canadian Volunteers and officers in the Indien iJepartnent bebaved as
well as I could possibly wish and tho' in the midst of a hot fire not a man was even
wounded except three Indians, that is one Puant, one Follavoine and one Sioux, all
severely but not dangerously. 1 beg you will excuse my not having it in my power
to give you a full account o the things taken in the fort, for a man baving to do with
Idians in my present situation is more tormented than if in the infernal regions.
One Lieut. 24th U.S. Regt., 1 Militia Capt., 1 Militia Lieut., 3 Sergts., 3 Corporals,
2 Musicians, 53 Privatep, 1 Commissary, 1 Interpreter, 2 women and 1 child-1 iron
âix-pounder mounted on garrison carriage. 1 iron three-pounder on field carriage, 3
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swivels, 61 stand arme, 4 swords, 1 field carriage for six-pounder and a good deal of
ammunition, 28 barrels pork and 46 barrels flour. These are the principal articles
found in the fort when surrendered.

I will now take the liberty to request your particular attention to Captains,
Rolette and Anderson, the former for his activity in many instances but particularly
during the action, the action having commenced unexpectedly he run down from the
upper end of the village with bis comp'y thro' the heat of the fire to receive orders,
and before and since in being instrumental in preserving the citizens being quite
ruined by pillaging Indians-and the latter for bis unwearied attention in keeping
everything in order during the rout and bis activity in following up the cannon
during the action and assisting in transporting the ammunition. Lieut. Porlier of
Capt. Anderson's company, Lieuts. Graham and Brisbois of the Indian Department,
Capt. Dease of the Prairie du Chien Militia and Lieut. Powell of the Green Bay all
acted with that courage and activity so becoming Canadian Militia or Volunteers.
The Interpreters also behaved well but particularly Mr. St. Germain from the Sault
Ste. Marie and Mr. Renville Sioux Interpreter; they absolutely prevented their
Indians committing any outrages in the plundering way. Commissary Honoré who,
acted Lieut. in Capt. Rolette's Company whose singular activity in saving and-keep-
ing an exact account of provisionssurprised me and without which we muet unavoid-
ably.have lost much of that essential article. The Michigan Fencibles who manned
the gun behaved with great courage, coolness and regularity. As to the Sergt. of
Artillery too much cannot be said of him for the fate of the day and our successes
are to be attributed in a great measure to his courage and well managed firing.

I am sorry to be under the necessity of reproaching some of the Indians, but
Puants particularly, for shameful depredations committed during the action on the
1lth and since. Many of them (Puants) in place of meeting the enemy immediately
on their arrival ran off to the farms killed the inhabitants' cattle and pillaged their
bouses even to the covering ofi their beds, and leaving many without a second shirt
1o put on their.backs. Even in the village they did the same outrages, breaking to
pieces what they could not carry away. This prevented the Militia joining me, being
absolutely obliged to keep guard over their bouses, &c.

The Sioux, Soteux, Court Oreilles and part of the Follavo.nes though perfectly
useless ubeyed my orders pretty well, but the Puants behaved in a most villanous
manner and were I permitted to decide their fate should never receive a shilling's
worth of presents from Government, on the contrary I would out them off to a man.
They despise the idea of receiving orders from an officer that does not hold a blanket
in one hand and a piece of pork in the other to pay them to listen to what he may
have to say, audaciously saying they are under no obligations to us but they have
themselves preserved tho country. The moment they had finished pillaging and got
their share of the prize they marched off, except about ton men who are this instant
in the act of cutting up the green wbeat, which if they do not desist I shall be obliged
to confine them to the fort, not only for the good of the citizens but for our own
safety as provisions will be very scarce till after harvest.

Since the surrender of the Fort and the departure of the Puants the inhabitants
have all come forward and taken the oath of allegiance, and are now doing duty on
patrol or otherwise as required.

As to going down the Mississippi and returning by the way of Chigago as was
originally intended, is now rendered impracticable for the present-no dependence
whatever to be placed in the Indians except the Sioux, the others having abandoned
me immediately on the receipt of their share of the prize, my trifling force of Volun-
teers cannot warrant anything honorable by making that tour.

I beg to remark that in case the intention is to retain this place, a reinforcement
of Fifty regular Troops would be necessary, a quantity of ammunition, agreeable to a
list herewith, for the guns, and pork for their provisions. As to flour plenty of that
article can be procured here in a month and a half from this. My rea son for making
this remark is that my decided opinion is that from this to the fall an attack may
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undoubtedly be looked for from below, and if four or five of these floating block
houses come up armed, as the Governor Clarke was, our present force is certainly not
equal to prevent thoir repulsing us unless more particularly favored by providence
than before.

As soon as I can get certain information of the enemies situation, and if I find
they are fortifying themselves anywhere from this to Fort Madison, I will go down
and try and dislodge them. But if I am convinced there is no danger by lIaving
this, 1 will as soon as such news may be ascertained go into Mackinac. But not
otherwise.

It was with much difficulty I preserved the prisoners from the Puants, but
having made use of supplications, then threats, &c., till at length they became less
violent, and at last by keeping a strong guard over them, the Indians went off doing
them no injury.

My intention was to have kept the prisoners here till I got certain information
from below,.and if the enemy came here and fired a single shot, to have sacrificed
them to the Indians. But I am sorry that circumstances oblige me absolutely to send
them to St. Louis. By keeping them here any longer would eut me quite short of provi-
sions, and ss to sending in to Mackinac, a sufficient force to guard them would leave me
quite destitute of resources in case of an attempt from below, I have therefore doter-
mined to sond them off to-morrow morning and let them take their risk under a small
guard. The enemy bad three men wounded in the Fort, two severely but not danger-
ously, the other slightly, and report says five men wore killed and ton wounded in the
gunboat, but more surely must have been killed and wounded from the great
number of shots that went into her. I take the liberty to refer you to Robert Dick-
son, Esquire, for his opinion respecting my information of the Puants.

Report says that 400 Cavalry are about this time to leave St. Louis for here; if
so, they will give us our hands full.

I send this by Indians express. to the Green Bay from whence I have directed
Mr. Porlier to send off a canoe to Mackinac. I adopt this method being the shortest
route, from here by land the Indians will reach the Bay in four days and tour from
that to Mackinac, which is the shortest passage that eau possibly be expected.

My force bore at present amounts to about 300 strOng, that is 200 Michigans,
Volunteers and Militia and 100 Sioux, Soteux, Court Oreilles and Puants.

I have the honor to be. Sir,
Your most obedient humble servant,

W. MOKAY,Lt.-Colonel Commanding.

SUPPLEMENT.

After my despatches were gone about ten minutes a few Sauks arrived from the
Rapids at the Rock River with two Canadians and bring the following information.
On the 2 Ist instant six American barges, three of which were armed, were coming
up and camped in the Rapids that night; that in the course of the night the party
et Indians having the four kegs gunpowder I sent from this on the 17th reacbed
them. The barges being camped at short distances from each other, they on the
22nd early in the morning attacked the lower, they killed about one hundred· per-
sons, took five pieces cannon, burnt the barge, and the other barges seeing this dis-

ster and knowing there were British troops here run off. This is perhaps one of
the most brilliant actions fought by Indians only since the commencement of the
war. I think now there is little danger here for the present, but I have not the
amallest dou bt but an attempt will be made either this fall or early in the spring. I will
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lsend off to-morrow for the cannon, the size cannot be properly ascertained but from
the description the Indians give there are 2 three-pounders and 3 mortars. The
Sauks, Renards and Kickapoos were engaged in this action, they lost two men and
One woman killed. To give an idea how desperate the Indians were, the women
even jumped on board with their hoes, &c., some breaking heads, others breaking
asks, some trying to cut holes in her bottom to sink her, and others setting fire to

her docks. As one of the barges was making from shore the Ioway that came
from Mackinac with me jumped on her dock and with his hatchet cut a hole and
ired his gun among the Americans in the boat, thon plunged into the river and
iade his escape ashore.

Those Indians came here for a supply of ammunition. I send them off to-morrow
lnorning with ton kegs gunpowder and a few presents of goods, &o. It is very
fortunate that I received your reinforcement of gunpowder at the Bay, the demand
for that article has been very great, as also for tobacco, but now both are nearly out.
I shall now go to work and have the fort, &c., put in as good repair as circumstances
Will admit.

I was taken very ill last evening with a swelling on the right side of the head,
and has kept me in a violent fever ever since. I believe it is what in Canada is
generally called the mumps.

I have the honor to be,
Your very obedient and humble servant,

W. MOKAY,

Port McKay, 29th July, 1814. Lt.-Colonel Commandùs•.
Lt.-Colonel McDoUALL.
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NOTE C.
JOURNAL OF MB. C. F. HANINGTON FROM QUESNELLE THROUGH THE

ROCKY MOUNTAINS, DURING THE WINTER OF 1874-5.

My Dmn EDwAnn,- QUESNELLE, B.C., December 6, '74.

We have finished our season's work in the way of line runing and have comoe
down the Fraser River to this place, a town, as it iS called.

Alter our line was finished I took two indians and a canoe and made a cache
up the North Fork of the Fraser, where we go next winter to explore a supposed
gap in the ]Rocky Mountains, known as the Smoky River Pass. The North Fork
joins the FraEer River some 60 miles from Fort George and I went up the N. Fork
some 30 miles till a canon prevented niy further progress. I then cached the bacon
and flour and returned down stream to this place. Quesnelle is (by the River) b2 mile5
below Fort George and there are two canons in that distance, both of which we
passed through without difficulty.

The party (Divn. M.) went down by stage and steamer to Victoria while Jarvis
(in charge) and I are waiting here for cold weather. When the river takes a notion
to freeze we start at once. Quesnelle is a queer sort of a place with a strange mix,
ture of several kinds of people. Most of the inhabitants have been miners and go
into other business when their coin runs short. The -Hotel is kept by Brown and
Gillis, who do things in first class style and charge $3.50 per diem for doing it.
Drinks, beer or otherwise, 25 cents per glass, very small glasses. Gillis is a native of
P. E. Island and a good fellow he is. As Jarvis is also a P. E. Islander and I a Blue
Blue nose, we are great friends of Gillis. The butcher in this town is also from the
Lower Provinces, being a flaligonian; his brother is organist in one of our churches
there and poor Mike (Hagarty) has gone into the meat business having failed in the
mines.

There are several stores here, Read's, Girod's and Kuong Lee's being the most
important. Pead is a capital fellow and keeps a lot of good cigars for his own and
friend's use. Girod is a Frenchman and hot after money. Kuong Lee the Chinese
firm do a very large business in all sorts of goods, they have on hand a lot of Green
Ginger and several kinds of fruit which I had never seen before, but which I likO
-exceedingly. Like the other merchants, they are very good at " setting it out" for
their customers.

We are here only 60 miles from Cariboo the great mining region of B. C. and
the E. end of the stage road and telegraph line.

They are doing well up at Cariboo just now and each week's mail brings down
more gold dust than I'd like to carry; it goes to Victoria and is there sold to the
bmnks, who either sell it, or send it to San Francisco to be* coined. I may add that
the Victoria company took 1,100 ounces out of their mine last week and it has been
doing nearly as well as that for some time. Gold is worth 816 per oz.

We have been here since the 20th October, and are getting very sick of it. WO
have a telegraph wire from the main office to the office of the hotel, and Jarvis and
I practice a few hours each day; I have become quite an Operator, and shall keep
at it till I am a better one. We take a walk each day to keep our muscles in order,
for though we make light of the coming trip, it is going to be rather a tough one.
In the evening we either spend the time in Read's store with cigars and talk, or sit
&round the huge stove in Brown & Gillis' with our pipes, and listen to the yarns of
the miners, who are always ready to tell a good one. I like Quesnelle very much
indeed. It is slow enough, but the fellows are jolly and independent, and the gridb
good. The population is, I forgot to say, about 100, including Chinamen and
.Indians,
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December 7th, '74. We have concluded to abandon the idea of going to Fort
George by the river, and take the trail for it, though the latter is a good deal longer
and very much the harder road, but the river shows no sigu of being frozen, and as the
Beason is getting on we must go. We had engaged an Indian (Johnny) and a young
Red River quarter-breed, who has been in British Columbia some two years; his
'ame is Alec Mc Donald. We had also bought two teams of dogs (8), and got the
bleds loaded for a start to-morrow. The dogs look first rate, being large, long-haired
And fat. One, " Chun," is a tearer; we bought him from an Indian, who had him
eIuzzled to ensure safety. Alec and I got him and fastened a long stick to his neck,
and started to take him to the hotel. Of course the 100 Quesnellites turned out to
bee the fun, and they made it lively for us, with advice how to treat a dog who
Wouldn't come where he was wanted. In the midst of it poor " Chun " got loose,
and the way he cleared that sidewalk was a caution to dog fanciers; some of the
People nearly got into the river in their fright, while Chun went off to the bush,
where ie was captured next day. Our dogs had made it rather uncomfortable for
the people here, who prefer to sleep at night instead of being kept awake by the
dleful music of eight good howlers. But you ought to hear train dogs sing to
aPpreciate their feelings. My train is " Marquis " leader, " Cabree " 2nd, " Sam"
31rd, and " Buster " 4th. The dogs are barnessed one before the other, and fastened.
to the sled by traces only; I mean there are no shafts. Ill write you from Fort
George, where we hope to be in a week or so.

Yours,

C. F. H.

FoRT GEORGE, B.C., 19th Dec., 1874.
'iy DEAR EDWARD-

I wrote you on the eve of our departure from Quesnelle and I now con-
tinue from that point. We got away from Quesnelle on the 8th about 12 noon with
teams pretty weli loaded with grub and other supplies. Bpn Gillis "set it out
for us," and the whole town turned out to bid us " God speed." They had a very
exalted idea of the pleasure to be derived from our trip across the mountains and
'We heard many prophecies in regard to our going to destruution. In fact the last
Words we heard were " God bless you old fellows-good-bye; this is the last time we
Will see you," &c., &c., not a very pleasant starter but we came off in no very
deeponding frame of mind. We found the trail for a short dimtance very good, it
having been kept broken by some ranch men who live a short distance above, but it
Was billy and side hill at tbat, so that with upsets, broken sled and other disasters
being the results, we found ourselves at dark only 3 miles from Quesnelle. We
Struck for the last house and got to Pollock's at 6, rather used up and having left one
load behind. Pollock was kind and gave us a supper and a place for the dogs who
alo were played cut.

The next day we mended broken sleds and broke a track a few miles out so that
the start might be a good one. I also went back and brought up the cached sled.
OnI the 10th we made a fresh start, and left some of our stores at Pollock's, as the
eleds were altogether too heavy for sncb a trail as this promised to turn out, ani here
1 Inight say a word about the trail. It was built by some telegraph company (I for-
Ret whicb) who proposed to run a telegraph line up rortb to Behring's Straits and
thence to Asia by a short cable. The line was actually in working order for some
200 miles, when the news of the success of the Atlantic cable put a stop to the oper-
ations. The director and promoters of the scheme died of the disappointment. and
the company left everything as it then was. The wire now bangs broken and twisted
trom the poste, the greater part of the offices are burned down and the only result of
auch a vast expenditure of money is the trail we take on our way to Fort Geo'ge.
'Ol the 10th we took a fmal leave of civilization and started off. After a hard day
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we made camp only 7 miles from Pollock's or 10 miles from Quesnelle. Our
camp was most primitive, being a piece of catton tbrown over potes stuck in the
snow sloping towards the fire. This served to keep the wind from our heads at any
rate and we certainly were able to enjoy a good sleep after the day's labours.

On the 13th we were 45 miles fron Quesnelle, having had some fearfully bad
trail over side hill and deep snow. Of course side hills are good enough for mule
trains but when you try dogs yon will find they won't work worth a cent. The dogs
go straight enough but the sled won't keep .after them, being more inclined to seek
the valley below. So as you can imagine it requires a good deal of work and pati-
ence to keep the sled in the road white the dogs haul.

The 13th was Sunday, and we had a very heavy fall of snow, but were able to
make 12 miles that day. As tho snow was now very heavy I gave my train to
Johnny and went ahoad with Jarvis, who in addition to the w)rk of breaking track
had been very busy ail the time counting his steps, so as to get the correct distance.
lenceforth I shared his labour, and I can't say that I like pacing distances. Ha-ird
work it is to break track, but when you have anything to think of it is pleasanter.
Bat when you walk ail day and think of nothing but 1, 2 3, &a., &c., it is monoto-
nous enough for anything. However, ail this is a part and a necessary one of the
proposed exploration, and I shan't growi at anything we have had so far.

We had a hard bit of work at the Blackwater River, 50 miles from Quesnelle.
The river is bridged by poles and telegraph wire, but on this side it is bare ground
and the hill is very steep indeed. The poor dogs did their best to get up, but the end
of the matter was that we hauled the loads and they looked on. I went back to my
own train, and with thrce men hauling, we got it up at last, but I am afraid my
whip òid more than its share of duty that day. We got on top of the hill about noon,
and had rest and lunch there. We now had about two feet of snow, which was very
soft and clung to our snowshoes in great masses; it was also very hard on the dogs,
this wading through snow, only freshly beaten down by two pair of snowshoes.

On account of the heavy snow we had, on the 16th, to make another cache (No.2)
of provisions, stationery box, &c., and on the 17th one of our sleds rolled down a
steep side bill, and when recovered wasn't worth mach, except as kindling wood.
The dogs were ail right; how they manage themselves I don't know, so we had to
cache what stuff we could spare, put some on the one remaining sled, and take the
rest on our backs, the four dogs ranning with only their harness to trouble them
(Cache No. 3.)

I forgot to mention that after croEsing the Blackwater we left the telegraph
trail, which goes on north, and took a C. P. R. trail to Fort George. This latter is
if possibie a worse one than the telegraph trail. At noon on the 18th, as we were
at lunch, an Indian from Fort George came along, and in reply to our questions said
we wouldn't get to the fort that night, as it was "siah," a long way. This Indian
had a small dog, on which he had his kettile, blanket and grab, he himself carrying
the axe and some fuel. Happy thought for us, why not make these beasts of ours
do some of our work, and take the packs which are wearing our shouiders away.
No sooner said than done, we loaded them and started, Jarvis ahead, counting one,
two, three, I next, calling along the packed dogs, and Johnny behind, poking Up,
the lagging ones with a stick. Alec drove the sled behind. It was a comic s'ght
to see the dogs who had never packed before, go rolling from side to side with their
loads. As sure as one would try to jump a log, the weightof the load would tumble
hi m back, and if he did manage to get on the top of the log, zhe weight would tumble
him forward in the snow, where he would lie till helped up, but they soon got used to it
and wore able to follow us, and we went at a good pace, being on a hard track and
in a hurry. At any rate we got into Fort George about 5 p.m. that (last) night,
though Alec and his train didn't arrive for some hours after. Distance by our
pacing, 125 miles from Quesnelle. By the river it would have been 83 miles. We
spent 12 days on the way, one of which was at Pollock's. Greatest distance we did
was on the last day, 23 miles. On the way we hadused up one sled completely, and
the other is fit for nothing now. We made three caches, containing in all about
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two-thirds of our original loads. This looks bad for our future journey, of which
this is scarcely a beginning, but then the road we bave come over is a most fearful
One, while the river which we will follow from here will we trust be much botter.
At any rate, as we expresss it, " the country is quite safe," meaning we are quite
safe. The country between Quesnelle and here is wooded, in some places burnt over,
in others green. It is very hilly and broken, and the trail generally ruans from the
top of one hill to the tQp of the next, making it first rate for a telegraph line, but
very tough on the dogs and us. On the whole it is the worst place I ever saw to do,
this kind of travelling, and I shall never try it again.

We found Fort George in charge of Mr. Bovil, a son of the Chief Justice of England.
With him is staying Charlie Ogden from Stewart's Lake Post. Re, the latter, came
down to help us get a fair start, and seems very ready to put us in the way of getting
dogs, mon, &c.

After supper last night we lit our pipes, and we spent the evening discussing
the plans to be adopted &c., &c. Ogden is pretty well poeted in the country. Bovil
is just out from England, and consequently very green in these matters. Ie is a
gentleman and a good cook. As his rations in the H. B. Co. don't amount to more
than 25 lbs. dried salmon per week, flour and tea in addition, he won't have much
chance to exercise his knowledge of the culinary art At present ho has killed one,
of Ais working oxen and we are living well. What he will do for bis next year's crop I
don't know, but ho bates the sight of a dried salmon and I hardly wonder at it. l'il
put some more to this shortly.

FORT GEORGE, Dec. 2Oth.
On the 19th we had a square loaf of which we all stood in need. Thon having

on that day got a new sled and an Indian (Quaw), Alec and Johnny started back
to Quesnelle for the caches. They left early this morning, Quaw going part of the
Way. He will return from eache No. 3 with articles (books, sextant, &c.) which we
Want here. Ogden leaves to-morrow for Stewart Lake and he will send down some
dogs, dried salmon and sleds from there.

Salmon and dogs are scarce articles at Fort George, and as we want them, of
Course, the noble red man won't sell except at exorbitant prices. This shows that
civilization bas been making rapid strides among the Indians of British Columbia.

FORT GEORGE, Dec. 26th, 1874.
MY IDEAR EDwÂRn,-

From the date of my last letter we spent the time reading, smoking and baving
a very comfortable time generally. Occasionally we took a walk on the river, which
'8 frozen bard and very good travelling.

Getting ready for Xmas was a novelty. We helped Bovil to make a pudding,
alad he seems to understand the business perfectly. Christmas day was very cold
indeed, but a very pleasant one nevertheless. We dined at 6 p.m., and I enclose a
bill of fare, lhat you may know that we had grub, if other things were wanting.

SQup, clear, (à la Bovil.)
Fish, salmon, (dried à la sauvage.)
Pièce de Résistance; roast working ox.
Entrées, turkey (à la grouse.)
Vegetables, potatoes.
Plumpudding and brandy sauce, pipes, tobacco and a glass of

brandy and water, to absent friends.
Since ny last, we have had a few inches of snow, but the weather generally has

been fine and very cold.
My dogs are as lively as crickets and are getting as much salmon as they will

eat. The trip from QuçFnelle galled some shoulders, but they are rapidly getting
well under my care. A tiain dog isn't very loving but these are very fond of me-
at eeding tie. .xiii
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My DEAR BDwARD,- FORT GEORGE, January 7, 1875.

After 'Xmas we began to look for Alec every day and finally to fear that
he bad fallen into the river which he was ordered to follow on his return.
Our time was spent in taking long walks up and down the river and in
cutting a trail around some open water a few miles above.; the season is getting on
.and it begins to look as if we wouldn't get off before spring. Still we flatter our-
selves that the "country is quite safe." To-day we started an Indian down the river
to look -up Alec, giving him orders to bring him dead or alive, so I hope we will
hear something in a few days more. We are O. K., the dogs ditto. Bovil bas a queer
specirmen of a cur which he fondly imagines is welI bred. His idog's name is Jack,
he doesn't know it himself, but Bovil says so. His obedience is really wonderful,
when Bovil says cone bere Jack," he starts at once to get under the bed, and then
his master says, "that's right go and lie down under the bed, you beast," or else he
gets the beast in one hand and a dog whip in the other, and makes music for the
million. We are having some snowshoes and toboggans (dog sleds) made while we
wait; ours are pretty well used up in the Quesnelle trip.

FORT GEORGE, January 13th, 1875.
Mr DEAR~ Enwann,--

On the Sth of this month, the day after we started the Indian to look for
Alec, he returned having met the yonth down the river a day's travel. Alec
had a bard trip, having brought the dogs, sleds and loads up the river as far as
1st canon in a canoe. Hie then started up the river with the train, but the
ice was very bad and he finally had to leave bis load, the dogs being played out for
want of grub. You see he had started from Quesnelle with six days' grubexpecting
to make quick time on the river. At Blackwater he got an Indian to help him and
together the three packed a good part of the load up, one important part wasa mail
containing letters from home. The 8th was vory cold,-47°, but as I had given you
a register already, I won't repeat ail the thermometer readings in my letters. Alec
and Johnny returned with fresh dogs the next day after arriving and brought up the
sled, &c., on the l2th; between the 9th and 12th we had sent off a H. B. Co.'s servant
to buy salmon for us, and on the 13th he arrived bringing with him a mesienger
from Ogden saying that the trains would ho on hand in a fow days. So we are nowv
all ready to start on the Smoky River Exploration, and will leave tomorrow, I
thini. Before I give you an idea of how our loads, &c., are made up,
I must tell you of a fight we had in the bouse this afternoon. We
were sitting smoking quietly when the door opened and in walked au
Indian, he muade straight for Bovil, and before you could say " Jack," he bit at
him with a hardwood club made for the purpose; fortunately Bovil caught part of
the blow with bis arm or it would have been the last of him, he thon jumped up and
grabbed the Indian and around the room they waltzed, each trying to get a good
blow; at last I saw the Indian feel for bis knife, so I took a hand by gotting my dog
whip and putting the handle into Bovil's hand. The handle is loaded you know, for
the purpose of knocking down a refractory dog. Well, as soon as Bovil felt bis
weapon, he jumped back, broke away from tne noble red, and gave it to him good.
After that we had no trouble in dragging him to the door, where he remained sone
time after recovering, with the blood running down bis face and his knife in bis hand,
ready to let daylight into our host. There was great exoidment among the Indians,
who gathered outside in crowds. Finally the savage was coaxed off and I was asglad
as any one to see him go, tho' I had a good six shooter and wasn't much afraid. It
seems that an Indian boy had told atories, lies, about Bovil and some squaw, for
which Bovil kicked him well, hence the row, in which the father so ght to revenge
the kicking of bis son.

All's well that ends well, but Bovil botter be careful with these brutes.
exiv
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,Mere I will give you an idea of what we have to consider in making up our load:
First, grab per man per day, 4 Ibs. 4 men ..................... 16 Ibo.

"é dog " 2 Ibs. 8 dogs....... ............. 16 Ibs.

32 Ibo.

Blankets, instruments, kitchen, &o., &c., for 4 men....... 150 lbs.
2 dog trains will carry, No. 1 ...................... 250 Ibs.

No. 2..................................... 350 be.

600
Subtract............................. . 150

32) 450 (14 days.
32

130
Bo we leave to-morrow morning with only 14 days' grub for ali, but at " anington'a
tache " there is bacon and flour and at Bear River we will get some salmon. So when
the Stewart Lake trains arrive we will be able to go on again with full loads. The
W.P.R. rations amount to 4 lbs. 5 oz. per day, and it is all eaten, the air in these moun-
tains giving one a great appetite. I will give you the ration list on a separate sheet.

I have been puzzling over our supplies and trom what I can make out we will have
some small rations before we get through, but our instruments must go or else we
rnight as well stay. The weights I have given for our dead weight (articles not grub)
are under the real weight I am sure.

But Good Night,
Yours,

. F.H.

CAmr No. 4, FRAsER RIVER,
17th Jan'y., 1875.

Y DEAR EDWARD,-
We got away from Fort George on the 14th Jan'y. about 2 p. m. and camped

'1 miles up River. Bovil looked very sad as he won't see any white man till
iext spring. We took with us " Quaw," an Indian who has fish on Bear River
(see plan) and " Te Jon " an Indian boy. It was very cold-53° and my nose
as usual got fits. We camped in the old style with boughs at our backs and
Under as and a good fire in front. Each man has two pairs of blankets and all his
clothes on his back. This avoids loading the dogs too heavily and at any rate one
ieeds; them at night. The first night I can't say I slept very peacefully,-530 don't
allow that, but I slept a little and that's something. We were up early next day and
had breakfast at once, no time being lost ina washing or dressing. I found my leader
(" Marquis ") with both fore feet frozen hard that morning, so I had to let him run
loose and try three dogs. We killed a grouse to day, I Quaw " having a gun with
hlim. I forgot to say that we have a rifle and cartridges, but we left the gun in
Quesnelle, too heavy to pack. This morning poor old Marquis' feet were in a dread.
ful state, having frozen and thawed several times, so he had to be shot and it was
done accordingly. Jarvis did the deed and we left the good old brute at our lat
Ilight's camp more comfortable than he has been since he froze his feet. We had
some hard travelling to-day through the .Giscome Rapids where open water kept us
off the river. Al the dogs are lame, very lame. Thoir feet get wet and the snow
sticks to them, then of course the poor brutes pull the lumps off with their teeth and

the hurry they bite their toes fearfully, but we can't help that and they must go on
cxv
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sore or not. I can't imagine a quicker way to harden a man's heart than to put him
driving dogs.

This is Sunday in civilization, the only thing we have to remind us of the fact is
the date in our diaries and I suppose we won't have one till we get to the east side of
the mountains. Our camp to-night ia 52 miles from Fort George and about 12 miles-
below mouth of North Fork. Still very cold indeed.

IANINGTON's CACHE,

My DEAR EnWAnn,.- 
CAmp No. 7, Jany. 20th, '75.

Rere we are at last, 82 miles from Fort George, in 7 days. We came along
pretty well, though as I said before the dogs were very lame indeed, and the travel-
ling bad in many places. We saw a ptarmigan on the 18th, the only one I ever
came across, a very pretty white bird, smaller than our partridge, and very fond of
enow clad mountains, where it stays in summer. We have four feet of snow, and
find it bard work to shovel out room for camp, but so far we have done it always, it
has been very cold and my poor nose has caught it often. A common wind in
summer would freeze it anyhow I believe.

These dogs of ours are rather used up, but I have shod most of my three with deer
skin shoes and they are getting over their lameness. The Chief (Jarvis) and Quaw
now generally break track ahead of the trains; about noon they are sometimes half
a mile ahead, when they stop toimake a fire for lunch. N. B. At the first stroke of
the axe, dogs which a moment before could scarcely crawl, prick up their ears and
take the load along as if it were nothing. It's no use to yell, " ulwa " they won't stop
till they get to the fire. I think it would be a good idea to keep a man ahead to
chop the dogs along, instead of baving one behind for the same purpose.

We got here at 9 a.m., and I leave in an hour for Salmon Cache, taking
Quaw and Te Jon with me, also two trains empty to bring up a fish supply.

While we are away, Jarvis, Alec and Johnny are going ahead to break track
and we hope to bear of the Stewart's Lake trains before we meet here où my return.
There is a good deal of fresh snow on the ground and the river in consequence is
overflowed. This as you can understand makes it lively for the dogs, and gives us
exercise in hauling dogs as well as in driving tbem. But l'Il close this for the
present as I must leave for Bear River.

C. F. Ili

SALMON CAcHE, BEAR RIVER,

My DEAR. EDWARD,- 21st January, 1875.

I left camp No. 7 yesterday at Il and with the light trains over very bad snow
made 22 miles to last night's camp. I would bave gone further than that but QuaW,
who broke track, was used up, so I stopped. This morning we were at the portage
early and started across it, Quaw said it was good for dogs. Qnaw is a liar, and I
believe he never saw the portage before, at any rate he couldn't find it half the time.
]Iowever, after much climbing, hauling the dogs up and letting them down per-
pendicular places by ropes (the truth) we got to Bear River at 4 p.m. Distance
across portage about 3 miles, which we did in 7 hours hard travelling, I am mad to-
night and have been giving Quaw a piece of my mind. After getting to Bear River,
we came up 5 miles and found the cache in a good state of presorvation. Quaw ha9
quite a bouse bere and in it we now Bit. Brush on the floor, a good fire and a drY
roof overbead, all make a very good picture, which I'd like to sketch.

The salmon caches are outside in some large pine trees, where the bears and-
wolverine cannot get.

cxvi
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DHANINGTON CACHE, 26th January, 1875.
]KY DEARa EDWARD, -

On the 22nd I entered into a discussion with Quaw as to the benefit 'o be
derived from a cheap sale of salmon. Among other things I told him he would
certainly have a fair chance of goivg to Heaven when ho died, all of which being
spoken in the chaste language of the Chinook, ho took into his heart. The end of
it was, that after breakfast ho handed over 650 salmon at 10 cents each, and ho also
holped to pack thom on the two dog sieds. The noble red man is a strange individualh
Last summer when the salmon were running up the river, and we wanted some,
fresh, Quaw wanted us to pay 81.50 each for them, now after having cured and dried
them ho sells ten for one dollar. Quaw says he has been up the pass we are going
to explore and that it is good, but ho won't go as guide at any price. I tried him again
when at his cache, but no go; ho says " in three days journey you will get to a fork of
the N. Fork, take the left. In two days more ycu will strike a fall as high as a tree,
which you will have to portage around. In 5 days more you will see meadows and,
a very small stream running through. After that you will travel 3 days when you
Will find water running east, and you will see the sun rise out of the prairie." This
is a very good prospect for us, if his word can only be depended upon, but I'd rather
see the old chap go up as guide than hear all his ways and means of getting through
the pass.

The great pointis, how long are Quaw's "suns" or days, but that we'll find out in time.
Well, as I said before, I got the salmon loaded on the sleds and having given Quaw
an order on the H. B. Co. for his monoy (which they will probably pay in goods at 500
per cent. profit) I Faid good bye, wishing him suecess in his trappings, &o., and left.
Te Jon takes one train and I my own and we came around by Boar River, the portage
being as I said before; the travelling on Bear River was very bad and I soon had to
maake Te Jon drive both trains while I broke track. We got only five miles down
river and camped, the dogs boing completely played ont. I broke track a few
rmiles abead after we got comfortable for the night. The next day was a little botter
and we made 8 miles, getting two miles below the month of Bear River, but I had to
leave one sled at Bear River, and putting 8 dogs on the other drove to camp. Thon
while I made ready for the night, To Jon went back and brought up last sled. lu
the evening I broke track ahead. The next day we found the river frightful, the
water having overflowed on account of the heavy snow. As you can imagine, the
sleds stuck fast in this slush, and we have to get polos, turn them (the sleds) over and
scrape off the bottoms, thon we go on a few more yards, whon we repeat. It was
fearf ul both on men and dogs, and I was delighted when I saw the N. Fork on which
hoped to see some romains of the track we made on the way d wn; we got there about
3 o'clock on the 25th, with one sled and 8 dogs hauling, so I set Te Jon at the camp
and went back for the remaining sled; 8 dogs make a fine train, I can tell you, but
they have had such a hard time of it that their spirits are about broken. It was
late when I got that sled to camp and it didn't take much cradling to send me to
Sleep. This morning I made up my mnd to leave one sled here, and with the other
and all the dogs, go to my cache before night. This I did and we leit camp early. It
snowed hard all day but wo got here at 4 o'clocir, altho' we had some overflowed ice
to work with.

I forgot to say that three miles from here we found a fresh track and after that
we came in in fine style. I found Jarvis and the others bere, having roturned to day
from the trip up river. They report a good track ahead now, but to night will fill
it up I think. A heavy snow storm. So far we have never seen a track romain
Open more than one day, but this may be an exception to the rule. •

I have had a square feed to-night. My stock of grub having given out some
time ago, and my taste for salmon not being devoloped yet, I have been hungry.

Jarvis is sorry that Quaw didn't come back as guide, but as usual we agree in
saying that so far " the country's quite safe."

But I'lI turn in-good night. 0. F. H.
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MY DEAR DwARD,- HANINGTON'S CAcHa, January 28th, 1875.

On the 27th Alec and Tohnny, with two trains of dogs, left to bring
up the sled I had cached at the mouth of the river. It snowed nearly all day
and camp was most miserable in consequence. This morning we had a consultation
and concluded that the Stewart Lake trains would fail to appear, so as we are bound
to get through this pass, we set to work to make a toboggan to be drawn by our-
selves. We had it in a good state about 5 P.M. when in came Alec and Johnny with
trains, and with them three trains from Stewart's Lake. A very agreeable surprise
to us, I can tell you, trains loaded with salmon and drawn by good looking doge.
The drivers are Hassiack, Ah-kho, and Tsayass, smart looking fellows. So we are
now in good trim and bigh spirits. We had letters fron Bovil, who reports that
the pugilistic Indian came to him and asked to be forgiven, so they are now friends
and happy. Alec met the trains at the mouth of the river and they made good time
up bore; I am delighted at the arrival, as I never was fond of hauling a toboggan
through four or five feet of snow. Jarvis looks happy and relieved in mind.

l'il turn in now and finish the night thus. Yours,
C. F. H.

Yt DEAR EDWARD,-- THE FoRK, CAMP No. 9, 30th Jan., 1875.

We spent the 29th in packing the sleds and getting everything ready for
a start. We have now 5 trains of 19 dogs. Tiger was shot on the 29th,
as his lameness prevented him from doing anything but eat grub. We had
about one month's grub when we came to examine it; thatis one month's full rations
for men and dogs, but we won't use full rations, so it must last longer. We started
bright and early this morning, and found the track, for the most part, drifted fuIl,
sometimes it would be visible and then we made good time, the new dogs doing very
well.

We had to leave some bacon and beans in my cache, the dogs not being able to
take all of it. We did 18 miles to-day, and our camp is at the Forks to-night. If this
be the place meant by Quaw when ho said 3 days' journey to the Forks, we must
have walked very slowly. I believe though that ho knows nothing about tbe country.
The North and South branches are here about the same width, 200 feet. Our camp
is between the two.

DiAR E»WARD,-- CAMP No. 12, Feb. 3rd, 1875.

We followed Quaw's instructions, and took the North Branch, On the 31st
we had a blinding snowstorm, which filled the track completely and didn't
surprise us by doing so. The weather has been pretty cold and the travelling
bad now. 'Took an observation at noon on 1st and made Lat. 540 26' North. On that
day Sam's shoulders were so much galled that the beast couldn't work and was
turned out to run; on the 2nd we came to the conclusion that this sort of work will
kill the dogs completely, so Jarvis started off with one train and three mon, while
Aloc, Johnny and I spent the day waiting for a track to be made. In this country
a track made in the coldest weather will with one night's frost harden so that it will
bear dogs and loaded sleds easily; hence the two parties. I enjoyed the rest very
much and did some mending on trowsers and shirts, duplicates of which I have none.
This morning I had the camp up long before day and we had to wait for light to
show us the dogs. We made good time over a capital track, but it wasn't much use,
9 miles up we found Jarvis making a portage around " falls as high as a tree," 80
this atternoon we all were at that and got through about 5. The portage is 3 miles
long and after passing the falls we have some very bad canon to go through. The
river is open for the most part, and we have only a narrow ledge of ice and snow tO
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make a track on. On the right rises perpendicular rock 400 or 500 feet high, on
our left is the river roaring and rushing 20 feet below. This ledge was formed when
the water was high and when the river subsided it was left. High water mark is
here some 60 feet above our heads and it must be a grand looking place at high
water.

To-night we are all in camp here, where we returned from portage building.
We begin to believe that Quaw is not a liar, sure this fall is as " high as a tree"

but his days muet have been short.
Yours, C. F. H.

CAMP 1 o. 15, 8th February, 1875.
MY DEAR EDWARD,-

On the 4th we had a very heavy snowstorm, just to make things lively
I suppose. Jarvis left early with two mon and a very light sled, while the
rest ot us spent the day in getting the stuff over the portage and through the
canon. It was a bad trait and the late snow hadn't improved it at all. The first
trouble was a steep hill, about 150 feet high, and it took us ail to get one sled up at
a time. The dogs didn't seem to care for the place at all and when two men would
be hauling and two pushing the sled, ten to one the dogs would turn about and go
down the hIL. Tough on the whip. However, we got everything over safely about
4 P. M. and camped at end of canon. The next morning we were off bright and
early and went only a short distance before we struck another canon and fat and
had to follow another portage made by Jarvis. It wasn't very bad and with 8 dogs
on each sled we took the staff over in fair style. The worst part was at the further
end where the descent to the river was almost perpendicular. Here the sled inva-
riably reached bottom b3fore the dogs, though the latter did their level best to get
out of the way. It was killing work on the beasts; how they stand it I can't sec.

After crossing the portage we had canon all the afternoon and after working
hard, very hard ail day, we camped just 6 miles from last camp. I broke track all
day, Jarvis' trait having drifted full. I managed it thus: Started off about 5 miles
an hour and walked away some distance, thon back to the dogs and then forward
again, hoping to give them the benefit of three pair of snow shoes. We didn'lt get
to camp till 6 and the doirs couldn't have gone another mile. Poor beggars, some-
times I am sorry for them, but that doa't pay, we can't afford to rest them or our-
selves and we both need it.

On the 6th we had very warm weather which made it worse. We passed another
fall, and had the usual amount of hauling, dog whipping and general hard work.
Road bad enough far anything. Overflowed with water and no track visible, though
Jarvis and men passed over it only the day before; at 10 A. M. on the 7th we came
to the forks (No. 3) and I got a note from Jarvis with instruction3 to follow N. Fark
up to where I'd find his sled. This I did and camped there. Jarvis came in in the
evening, having been to head of South Branch and found no pass. He had also fired at
a moose but the distance was too great and he didn't hit. A moose would be a great
thing for us, as with it we could take a rest and feod ourselves and dogs. ThoughL
we are not very hard up yet if the rations be a leetie small.

To-day I have been 7 miles up this the N. Branch. Above camp 1 mile is a fail of
200 feet which I went around via side of mountain, above that the river widens out
and meanders through muskeg and meadow for three miles, thon it gets rapid
and canony and turns to north. Evidently it rises in the mountains and comes
from glaciers.

Camp No. 15. Continued&
I turned when I had reached au elevation of 4,000 ft., which is 250 ft. higher

than the Yellow Head Paso ; so that from an engineering polint this branch is
'worthless. There is nothing left for as now but to retrace our steps to Camp No. 9
and try the south branoh. This we will do to-morrow. We both f.eel that it is tough
to turn back but the quality of the Smoky River Paso muat be known and we are
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going to find it out. The Stewart Lake Indians are delighted, as they think we are
going to Fort George. Johnny is as unmoved as ever, and Alec ready for any-
thing. So good-night. Yours slepily,

C. F. H.

Ti FoRKs, 13th February, 1875.
My Dzia EDWARD,

The night before we left the camp (No. 15) at head of N. Branch of N.
Fork of N. Fraser River, we had a heavy snowstorm, and consequently had
no track to return on. This was expected, as so far it has always been the case.
I won't trouble you with a history of each day's journey over familiar ground,
except to say that the portages around the canons gave us as much trouble
and hard work as the up trip. We got here yesterday having done the 63 miles in
4 days. Capital time considering the road we had. It would have been amusing if
not so serions, to see the number of times a sled had to be turned up to get the slush
off its bottom in each mile. However, we arrived safely and are glad to be here.
This morning Jarvis sent Alec, Johnny, and Ah Kho, ahead up S. Branch to
make a trail, as 'tis the only way we can work at all. They took a hand sled as the
snow is too deep to take dogs without a track. Tsayass and Te Jon were sent to
Fort George with seven dogs and one sled. They are to get their provisions at my
cache and seem to be delighted at the chance of going away. Before starting they
said good-bye to their Indian friends and said that was the last they would ever see
of them. This was comforting to them to say the least of it. We sent Sam out by
them, also Chun and Tyepaw, a Fort George dog, which I drove as long as lie could
go, and these with Tsayass' train made up the seven. We have been going over our
supplies, and by a froc use of the Muplication Table, and some addition thrown in,
we find that we still bave one month's grub on hand. Just the sane as we had two
weeks ago, some sense in this kind of grub which gets larger every day. We have
invented a scale by which we can weigh our stuff. 25 rifle carti idges make a
pound is Alec's belief, so on that we work, with a bag of cartridges on one end of a
stick and some grub on the other, we lay out each day's grub for each man, and the
beauty of the arrangement is, that we can shorten the rations by taking out a
few cartridges while it appears as if we were giving good weight. But it is cheat-
ing our own stomachs after all, and I would like one square meal occasionally.

CAmP (17) 16th February, 18i5.
Mr DEÂR EDwaR,--

Early on the 14th we left camp, and went up the South Branch. Imagine our
disgust when 3 miles up we found Alec making a portage around a " fail as high as a
tree," we camped and the whole party went at it in the afternoon. The next day Alec
left early to finish portage and go on ahead with the trail, while we took over half
loads, dropped them at the end and came back to camp. This was the worst port-
age yet, very full of holes and hills and fallen trees, and dogs take advantage of these
places, when they get stuck going up hill, and the driver takes the rope ahead to
haul on, the brutes turn about and go; then after pulling and working your hardest
you get them to the top, away they go down the other side, and no power on earth
can stop them till they get to the bottom, where when you reach it you will pro-
bably see sled and dogs piled in a confused heap and well used up, and it takes a good
humoured man to get them started again withont some swearing and a good deal of
whip. I regret to say that I havn't a temper of that kind. The worst place in the
trail was where it takes to the river again. Alec made that part of it, and I think
he must have let hi& sled go. My dogs took a run when they got near the top and
laughed when I calied "u lwa"! I held on to the rope as long as I could and then let
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go when dogs and sled disappeared. When I got to the edge a pretty sight met my
view, about half way down stood a tree, on one side of this was the sled and on the
other the dogs in a sweet state. Evidently they had been unable to get out of the
way of the sled and tried a side trail with the above result; I cut the tree, and told
them to go to - below and they went, the sled first and the dogs yelling and
struggling after, lastly your humble servant who had some broken harness to
mend and some bruised dogs to attend to when he got down. We went back to camp
after the one trip and found Sam and Chan who had evidently broken away from
their keepers.

This morning Jarvis shot them both after seking me to do so. I couldn't shoot
Sam at any rate. He worked himself nearly to death for us, and it is too hard. Bat
we havn't very many salmon for thema now and can't afford it. This was a
very warm day with snow and drizzling rain, we got over the portage all right and
camped in Alec's camp of yesterday, 14 miles from the Forks; I hope we have got
clear of these canons, a few more would kill our dogs completely, and our own con-
dition wouidn't be improved by them For my own part I can only say that on this
trip I have worked harder than ever before; physically I mean, otherwise there is
little to do.

We are travelling through an unknown country without a guide anc take thinga
s they come. Good night.

CHAS.

CAMP No. 20, NEÂa TURN INTo THE PAsS,
19th February, 1875.

Mr DzAa EnwARD,-
On the 17th nothing of note occurred; on the 18th we met Alec, who had been

to another fork, and didn't know which one to take, as to him they both looked un-
promising. We camped at the Forks, and I went up the South Branch, white the
chief and Alec tried the north. We found that the river here takes a turn to the
north, and that the South Branch is a short glacial stream, though looking at the
place from here, yon would think the mountains shut the whole place up. To-day
Alec went off again and we spent a very jolly evening, having found what certainly
seems to be a pass through the mountains. We are now 47J miles from the Forks,
and have found this branch so far a great improvement on the north.

CAmP 22, 21st February, 1875.
On the 20th we had a first-class trail and did seven miles before uoon. Camped

in Alec's last camp, and a queer place it is. The valley is here about a mile wide,
the river rnnning through meadow and muskeg. Our camp is on an island in the
centre, and all around are the mountains, some of them beautiful, if we only had the
apirit to enjoy their beauty. To-day it snowed all day, and of course the track was
full before night, and not to be found. We did 11 miles thongh, and didn't say
much, though we thought a good deal, I fancy. So far we haven't been able to keep
an open track more than one day. We have plotted up our work to this Camp
No. 22, and find that in a straight Une we are only nine miles from Camp 15, on the
North Branch. If we had only known, what a lot of time and distance we could
have saved, and our dogs would have escaped some 100 miles of travel, poor brutes;
but as we didn't know it, it can't be helped. CAMP 25, 24th' February, 1875.

AT THE SUltIfIT.
Mr DEAR EDWARD,-

On the 22nd we met Alec coming back as ho didn't see the use of breaking track
only to have it filled up by snowsto'ms, so we went 7j miles and camped with him,
after that I broke track a few miles ahead.

On the 23rd we came to falls and canon after canon, and had a good deal of
trouble in hauling along dogs and sleds too. I saw Jarvis stop once and begin to
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think over the situation, so I stopped, too, in fear and trembling, for I was afraid he
would give it up. Presently ho came along and said: "Frank, do you know what i
was thinking of'?" I said, "Yes; don't go back for God's sake." Well he said that
if we all came to grief he would be responsible, and it was a bad look out now. But
1 told him I'd be responsible for myself, Alec didn't care about going back, and as
for the Indians if they starved or not it didn't matter. So on we went to my great
delight, for I'd Econer be found in the mountains than give up the ship. Though,
so far as a railway is concerned, this pass is of no use.

After camping at the foot of a fall, the two of us walked on and climbed a moun-
tain to 5,600 feet. Here we saw an apparent fall to the east and our hearts beat
high, so we returned to camp and said nothing.

To-day we made a portage and started the men getting the loads up the 2 miles,
while we went forward to explore. We found the summit, think of it, at last. Thia
branch flows out of a chain of 5 lakes which lie 5,300 feet above the sea, thon you
cross a sort of muskeg containing a lake which flows nowhere, then a little more
imuskeg and a lake out of which trickles a tiny stream running to the east. We went
down this stream about a mile to be certain, and then we took a drink of the blessed
water, which was the sweetes.t thing I have drunk for many a day. A splendid view
from summit. There are no high mountains in the far distance except one peak
(Smoky Peak). It looks like a park inclining gently towards the east, studded with
oak, and carpeted with grass (it would be if the snow were not so deep).

Smoky Peak resembles Mount Ida. One rises in striking grandeur to guard the
western side of the pass, while the other guards the east. They both present the
same aspect, solitary, with their white summits in the clouds, glaciers covering their
aides to the line of vegetation, and then the blue and green of the forest covering,
they are indeed grand sights and worthy of an artist's brush.

After the discovery of the water flowing east, we returned to camp in high
spirits, hurrah, had a drink of Brandy-hurrah, and had the pleasure of seeing the
others as excited as ourselves. It was indeed a merry evening and one I won't
forget in a hurry. The country is quite safe now sure. There are 6 feet of snow
at this camp and we have shovelled out camp to the ground. So our view is limited
when we camp.

CAmP No 26,
25th Feby., 1875.

We left camp early this morning and made good time across the lakes. At the
summit we stopped, marked a tree, "Summit between B. Columbia and the N. W.
Territory," date and names, thon with one leg on each side of the line drawn on the
enow, we drunk the last of our brandy and gave three cheers. I repeat them.
Hurrah ! Then we started down the creek along which the snowshoeing was very
bad. At noon we saw a lot of prairie chickens, but having no gun didn't get any.
We did 13½ miles to-day and the creek which was about three inches wide at the
start is now about 15 feet. A good fall in it all the way. We haven't " seen the
sun rise out of the grass " yet, but we hope to soon. We are as happy and contented
to night as if we had had a good dinner, a thing we have almost forgotten. The
camp isn't very blue generally, but there are some puns and jokes goir g to-night.

But now to sleep.
Yours,

C. F. H.

CAxe No. 30,
SAoKY RiVER, March list, 1875.

MY DEAI EDwARD,-

On the 26th we pushed along as usual over very bad travelling, the snow was
bard enough to bear us on snowsbces, but the dogs would go clear to the bottom and
stick fast, so we had to break the crust down every step, which was as you can ima-
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gine very hard work. Early that morning we were stopped by a fall, the finest one
we had yet seen. I crawled to the edge on my stomach, the ice being thin and
looked over. The river lay 250 feet below and the trees, &c., looked very small at
that distance. On each side of the river the rock rose nearly perpendicularly and
altogether it was a hard looking place to get around.

After satisfying ourselves with the view we turned to go back when one of
the mon proposed a drink. To get it he took a small axe which at the first blow
(a very light one) went straight through. You may bet we got out of that in
a hurry. We went back about a mile and took to the side of the mountain which
we followed with much trouble till we got a mile below the falls. To get the
Bleda down to the river required no trouble ; to get them down whole took a good
deal, as it was as near perpendicular as could be. Finally we took off the dogs,
turned the sleds on their sides and got down in that way; you can imagine it waa
steep when I tell you that one sled having got stuck half way between some trees, I
tried to go up to help the driver and couldn't possibly do it, though I did my best.
That night we camped late, having done 5j miles and found only one foot of snow
in the woods. This will appear strange to you, but the same peculiarity extends
along the eastern slope of the mountains for a belt of about 60 miles wide. Beyond
the snow gets deeper again.

On the 27th we passed a 20.foot fall, around which we made a portage without
rauch trouble. Just below this fall we struck good travelling hard crust and we did
14 miles that day, passed a branch coming in from south, which Jarvis explored for
some distance up.

On the 28th we bad a good deal of open water and had to take to land frequently.
Another dog dropped to day. Jarvis bad to follow behind slowly as ho is suffering
from mal de raquette. He doesn't say much about it but when ho takes to the broken
track with a white face and set lips you may guess ho is in pain. I have ben doing
the track breaking since ho fell to the rear, and I bogin to feel a littie pain in my
ankles to-day. To-day we did 13 miles and camped early to mend snowshoes which
are very much used up. We have got over the good snow and are now in bad
travelling again. Snow hard enough to bear us but which the dogs broke up. If
we were certain what river this is it would be more satisfactory. At present when
it turns to the east, we think it falls into the Athabasca and our hearts beat high.
Thon we come to a turn toward the north and we are sure it is Smoky River, and
muist lead to Peace River and our spirit go to zero at once.

Passed another branch from south to-day.
C. F. I.

86 Minas FROM SUMMIT,
CAMP 33, SMOKY RIVER, March 5th, 1875.

DilAz EDWARD,-

The 2nd was very unpleasant, a heavy snow storm, river overflowed and deep
snow, river turning more to the north and dogs getting awfully used up.

Our camp on the 3rd was at mouth of small stream from south and we had not a
very comfortable evening. Another dog died that day, died of starvation, and worse
etill the river turned more to the north, and that as I said before means Smoky
River.

Yesterday we camped 1 mile above a small fork from south, and after plotting
up our work conoluded that this river is Smoky River beyond a doubt. We saw an
old track of a snowshoe, but the maker may be hundreds of miles away by this time.
I got very bad with mal de raquette yesterday and cannot recommend it as a travel-
ling companion to any one who has to travel every day and all day.

To-day we have been in camp all day making packs and a cache in which we
will leave our heavy stuff. By observation at noon we find we are in latitude 5W
23' N. We will strike across country from here steering by the compass witi our doga
following us. Our packs won't b. heavy, very; mine is about 35 Ibe., but with mal de
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raquette it will be heavier a good deal. We are going to take one sled, but it will be
light, the others romain here " to be called for " I hope, but not by us. We will
leave no grub of course, but our sextant, stationery, books, &c, &c., with extra
clothing remain here; the last clause doosn't trouble me as I put on my trowsors,
drawers and shirts at Quesnelle and won't take them off till we reach Edmonton.

By the way, I forgot to mention that at Camp 15, and also at the Sum'nit, we
washed our faces and hands. It's a fact. The first time at Camp 15, and thon again
at the " Summit." I don't know the reason for the first wash, unless it was disgust
at having to turn back. The last was a wish to leave ail the British Columbia dust
behind us. To proceed. I may mention that the men from Stowart's Lake are
gotting longer faces every day, and they evidently don't think much of this trip,
either past or future. Alec is aIl right and Johnny as good-natured as ever. Ris
constant sentence is, " Cultus kopajnika. Cultus kopa mika "--" What's bad for me
is bad for you."

And now l'il stop for to-night.
Yours,

C. F. H.

CAxe No. 34, 6th March, 1875.
To-day we started early with our packs on our backs, on small rations. Climbed

al day, and were glad enough to stop to-night, having done seven miles. We are on
a high piece of ground to-nîght, and before us lies a large valley, so we will have
down-hill work to-morrow. My pack to-night weighed 300 lbs. at least, and my legs
are as sore as Jarvis'.

Yours,
C. P. R.

CAmP No. 39, March 11th, 1875.
Don't exactly know where.

My DEAR EnwaRn,--
On the 7th we had it down hill tilt we reached the valley before mentioned.

Down-hill travelling is 0worse for mal de raquette than up-hill, though I didn't
think so when we were climbing. At the bottom we found a large river, which we
thought was the Athabasca. We followed it up a short distance, and thon turned
off on our old course, following up a tributary which seemed to come from that
direction, We turned off for this reason. If this be the Athabasca, we will, in a
few miles, strike the McLeod, and will then know where we are and be able to make
St. Anne's easily. If not, it is useless and worse to follow up an unknown river. So
we called it " This River." Jarvis and I still kept the lead, though the pain we felt
at every stop cannot be expressed in words.

As we turned a corner suddenly on the 8th, I in front saw two moo-e in the
river about 150 feet from us. As is usual in such cases, the rifle was in the sled
behind, and before we could get it the moose were away and lost. Those were the
first lve things we had seen since we crossed the Summit, and our disappointment
was very great when we missed killing one of them, we ail stand so much in need
of moat.

On the 9th we left the creek, which was as crooked as a corkscrew, and struck
across country over valleys, hills and deep snow. Our camp that night was on a
creek runuing north, and probably into the last river we saw. Our meat was nearly
finished that night, and our stomachs felt empty.

Yesterday we had as usual very heavy walking across these valleys, In the
afternoon when we were on a sammit, before us we saw an immense valley, about
2 miles wide. You may imagine our delight; here was the end of our troubles and
eur want of grub in particular. So with renewed vigour we posted down. When we
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reached the bottom we found a muskeg with a small creek running through the
iniddle of it, down went our spirits again. To-day we came on a creek running
about east so wo followed it, and found the trail blazed as if by white men. To-
riight everything was jolly as can be though our meat is done and our tea @o small
it can't be counted. Alec shot a rabbit to-day, quite a feed for 6 men. River bore
460 ft. wide, with grassy banks, etc.

But I must sleep; good night. O.F.H.

CAMP No. 43, 15 March, 1875.
Where P

MY DEAR EDWARD,-
On the 12th we had snow all day, and very bad snowshoeing. River 100 ft. wide

and running north like the others, we commenced to think that times were hard
when we began to eat dog to keep our strength up. Dog too which had been
Starved and worked nearly to death. I don't believe dog soup is good, but it goes
Very well. On the 13th we left the river and struck out on the old course about
RE. The Indians from Stewart's Lake went on with their wail about never seeing
thoir friends again. They gave up all hope, and I scarcely wonder at it; still they
naeedn't howl so about such a small thing. Others have friends and just as strong
feelings for them, and they may think a good deal, but they don't cry. Yesterday
the 14th it snowed all day and we weren't able to see anything. In the afternoon
after crossing a river, we came upon a pile of horse dung. It was the prettiest I
ever saw and 1'd liko a picture of that very pile; we examined it and cheered lustily
thinking that we must be near somewhere. Buster, my favourite dog, died yesterday.
To-day the snow stopped and we saw about 20 miles away a high rock which
Iooked like a photograph we once saw of Roche à Miette at Jasper louse. So we
turned toward it at once. To-night we are in camp on a ridge or summit. Before
'us is a valley, a small insignificant one, which in my opinion contains another creek.
]Beyond it are some hills and further in the distance a ridge of mountains. So the
thing has come down to this:-If the Athabasca be not in that valley it is beyond
those mountains. In this case as Jarvis says to me, we neither have enough grub or
enough strength to carry us across. So our end will be near here.

You must imagine our camp then to.night. Opposite sit the Indians, Johnny as
Usual silent aid impassive, the other two with thoir heads in their hands sobbing
Out their grief a, usual too. On my right is my worthy chief Jarvis, very thin,
very white, and very mach subdued. Ile is thinking of a good many things I sup-
Pose like the rest of us. On my left is Alec chewing tobacco and looking about
1used up. He had seen " Roche à Miette " onCe from the east side, but isn't sure
'Whether this is it or not, so he is blue. In the centre I sit, my looks I can't des-
cribe and my feeling scarcely. I don't believe the Athabasca is in that valley. I
do believe that we have not many more days to live. I have baen thinking of " the
dearest spot on earth to me," of our Mother and Father, of all my brothers and
biaters and friends. Of the happy days at home, of alt the good deads I have left
'Lndone and all the bad ones committed. I wonder if ever our bones will be dis-
covered, when and by whom, if our triends will mourn long for us, or do as is often
done, forget us as soon as possible. In short 1 have been looking death in the face,
and had come to the conclusion that C. F. Hà. has been a hard case, and would like
10 live a while longer to make up for it.

But I am glad since we started that we didn't go back, though this ha been a
Very tough trip and this evening is the toughest part of it.

But I must say good.night. C. F. il.
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CAMP No. 44,
FIDDL RivzR DEPOT, March 17th, 1875.

My DzAa EDWA,--
The day after that terrible ovening of doubt and uncertainty, we went only 6

miles when we struck Lac Brulé. You can imagine our feelings without my trying
to describe them. Then 8 miles up the lake to the Depot where we found a family
of Indians who set ont a lot of boiled rabbits when they found we were hungry. We
went for that rabbit and then interviewed the natives. There is no one at Jasper
-House. This is a disappointment as we hoped to get dog trains and men there to>
take us east. But the Indians say they can give us some dried deer meat and a
piece of mountain sheep. We are all looking very much pulled down; all our dogs
are gone but three, and they are kli bones and skin. Our one sled is here, and here
it wili remain. Our distance from Smoky River is 119 miles from summit, 205 frorn
Fort George; we have travelled about 600 miles. The Indians say the track made
on Smoky River was by one of their number who was hunting thore early in the
winter. That the river we followed from summit was Smoky River and also the
2nd one another branch of the same.

We are getting well used here. Rabbit straight three times a day. To-night we
bave our supplies in. Some dried meat and mutton and we start to-morrow. By
the map Lake St. Ann's is about 200 miles from here by the way we go. The mon
want to stay here and go back to Stewart's Lake in the spring. Upon my word I'd
like to stay, too; I dread this part of the trip more than anything, although now we
have the satisfaction of " knowing where we are." Alec bas been over this part of
the trip, baving come from Red River a couple of years ago. " Roche à Miette " i8
bere ail right and I won't mistake it again, should I ever have the honour of seeing
it.

The great peculiarity about it is its west side. It is as perpendicular as the side
of a bouse and as dificult to climb. A man by thé name of " Miette " got up the
eat side and on top, and it has borne his name since. Rightly enough too.

Well now l'Il conclude, very thankful I am that we are thus far on our journeY
and have been kept through such trial and danger.

Yours, CHAS. F. HANINGTON.

CAMe No. 51.
MOLzOD'S Rivia, 24th March, 1875.

Mr Du&AR EDwaR,--
We left the Depot very early, in a gale of wind which blew down the lake, our

logs, Cabree of my train, Captain of Alec's and Musqua from Stewart's Lake didn't
offer to follow us as they preferred grub to starvation I suppose; we went down the
Lake in a hurry, rather too fast for our own comfort sometimes, and then followed
the Athabatca having done 14 miles when we camped, had a little dried meat and
a little bread for supper, turned in tired enough, Next day we followed the river
14 miles and thon left it to take trail across to McLeod River camp 1 mile on traii
Found the walking warm that day and the rations very small for snob hard work.
On the 20th the walking was very bad and we only did 8j miles passing a lake in
P.M. On Sunday the 21st we did 4 miles to the McLeod and 8 down it on a trail
inade by one of the C. P. R. parties two years before. Very heavy travelling but

the trail is botter than the river whioh was overflowed.
22nd. Travelled 15 miles, 5 to portage across bend of river and 10 to campa

Nothing eventful my diary says, sick of this work, "b ard work and deuced small
grub." On the 23rd we did 16J miles, 1 to end of portage and 15 more down the
river by trail, met Adam, a man from Edmonton, en route to Jasper louse. 11e
gave us some tea but his grub was about gone as ho had been detained by the heavl
lravelling.
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We had a cup of strong tea immediately, and it made us drunk, think of it,
drunk on tea. He gave us some sugar which we ate up at once, like Indians exactly
and thon we pushed on. On the 24th we made good time on Adam's track and did
221 miles, though a little fresh enow fell in the evening, that is to-night. We start
early and stop to rest every hour being rot so strong as we once were. At night
We stop, Jarvis and I clear up a place for camp, Alec and Johnny get brush and
the others tut wood, as Eoon as camp is made Johnny cooks supper (so called) but
long before that I am asleep. I am waked to eat my share, which is measured by
the chief carefully and is hardly perceptible sometimes. Then I light my pipe and
ara asleep before I get a dczen pulls, Fo you will believe me when I say that I am
about used up. Tobacco is the main stay; I chew it all day and smoke in the ove-
'hing and it is a great improvement on nothing. Our tea now is everything for us,
though that first very stl-ong cup made a hole in the supply. However, we boil it
over and over very carefully, Jarvis carrying the sack and putting in a fresh grain
every time. But we know where we are perfectly and we would have no trouble in
getting through were we not so much used up when we left the Depot.

vY DFAR BRoTHER,- 
CAmP No. 54, 27th March, 1875.

On the 25tb we did 25 miles on the river, our grub getting very short,
antd the tea nearly gone. I had a sort of fainting fit that day so Jarvis went on
a little further made camp, leaving Alec to see me through; all right in evening,
Plenty of tobacco. On the 26th we followed the river 4 miles and thon struck off

%esterly doing 9 more; had two bares for supper and the last of the bread. The
]nen eat the insides without cleaning them, afier they had taken their share of the
taeat.

To day it bas been very warm and hard snowshoeing, we did 11 miles and struck
%creek running east. Killed four hares to-day and had a first rate supper; though it
aight have been botter.

I would give anything to-night for a good square meal of bacon, beans and
bread, to say nothing of such a one as I often dream of. Still it is well I have some-
ihing. Good niglit. Yours hungrily,

O. F. H.

CAmp 57, LAKE ST. ANN'S,
31st March, 1875.

lil J)AR BROTHER,-
On the 2ith we did 18 miles and got nothing. My diary says, very hungry

and it says truth. We crossed Dirt Lake or Chip Lake, and camped on the creek,
no1wing all night. On the 29th we did 23 miles, 15J to Pembina River, 3 down it

to Portage and 4 to camp beside a lake. We lived on tobacco and water, and though
eery weak made very good time with frequent rests. On the 30th, that is yesterday,

it was warm and hard walking. Alec lay down several times, but toward evening
*e met an Indian who acted as guide, so we strained every nerve, O. F. H. in front,

ar'vis next, thon Alec and lastly the Indians; and we got to this Post at 7 P.M. in
>te of all the hunger, weakness and misery. I could have gone a good deal farther
14U day, with that Indian in front, but when ho stopped of course I was played out
t Once.

Mr. McGillvray, God bless him, set out a supper of white fish, potatoes, milk,
rad, sugar and tea and asked us to go at it. There wasn't a word said for about

half an hour, and thon we wern't able to speak much. For mysolf I staggered to a,
Àgo where I suffered from the grub as much as I had from the want of it. This
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morning we were up at 5 and no one boing awake I stole some bread. At 7 we had
breakfast, a repetition of last night. After breakfast Alec and [ took McGillvray's
horse and cutter and went to the village, where is a R. C. Mission, to buy eggs,
butter, &c., at one of the half breed's houses (a little mixel this) they asked us
to eat and set out grilled buffalo bones, pot itoes, tea, &o., and we had a capital feo, at
another they gave us bread and milk which wa did jastice to. Thon with a lot of
eggs and cream (no butter) we returned to the house and spent the time till noon
eating cream and sugar with our bread. At noon another fill, ate ail the afternoon
and evening and are now as hungry as ever though suffering from the effects of
gluttony. This is the end of our great exploration so far as hunger and great danger
are concerned. When I think of it, I wonder how we ever got through, for without
any guide and knowledge of the country we could hardly expect it. To use Jarvis'
words, "It is altogether too large a country for 6 mon." My weight here is 1251 lbs.
but l'il make up for it in a short time; I have nocessarily written this sketch of the
trip more in reference to myself than my chief. So here I want to say that the
credit of the success of the exploration is due to E. W. Jarvis, whose judgment,
energy and pluck brought us through. I only seconded him and did my best. -But
a divine Providence watched over us ail through and we owe him our most heartfel t

thanks.
To-morrow we start for Edmonton, in two sleds with horses, and any amount

of grub on board.
I'll write you from Fort Garry if not before.

I remain,
Your loving brother,

CH AS.

FORT GARRY, MANITOBA,

MY DEAR EnwAan,- 22nd May, 1875.

We were two days from St. Ann's to Edmonton; spent five days there; had a
good deal of vomiting and diarrhea, which lasted nearly to Fort Pitt. We were
four days to Victoria, and rested there two days. Nine days more to Pitt where we
stayed one day. Nine days from Pitt to Carlton where we rosted five days. WO
left Carlton on the 8th May, and were at Ellice on the 15th; stayed there only half
a day and reached Portage la Prairie on the morning of the 20th. Thon Jarvis and
I took the stage and got here yesterday. We left the Stewart Lake Indians St
Edmonton to return in the spring. Johnny, Alec, and a guide (Norris) a trader
came through with us. I cannot here give you a description of our day's journey, Of
securing rides on horseback, riding on carts, camp, and ail the rest, but it was jollyp
fine weather and plenty of grub. J now weigh 163 pounds, more than I ever weighedt
and I feel like a bird, but hungry yet. We left Elmonton with horse sleds (tobog'
gans), at Victoria we packed our horses and left sleds. At Pitt we left pack
saddles, got some fresh horses and carts and came to Carlton. At Carlton more fresh
horses; at Ellice more fresh horses and a waggon which we engaged to the Portage•
From St. Ann's to Fort Garry we were just fifty-one days, thirty-seven of whioh
were spent in travelling, and the others in loafing.

Some time I may give you an account of the trip from Edmonton (nearly 900
miles) of the game on the prairie and the prairies themselves. But now L'Il concladO
by thanking the officers of the Hudson Bay Company for their generosity and goOd
nature. Every one of them did his best to make us comfortable, took us to his od
house, though we were perfect strangers to ail of them west of Ellice. There I found
two old friends of mine, who had partaken of our hospitality when we kept house '
Fort Garry, two years ago.
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This has been a hard trip from first to last. One that I will never forget, and
never repeat, I hope. I am now in the office here, waiting for orders to go some-
Where to work, and making the plan, a tracing of which I send you.

My eye bas just caught this sentence in Jarvis' report, which I have been
'eading (his report to the Chief Engineer, Mr. Fleming): " I cannot refrain from
rnentioning in terms of the highest praise, my assistant, Mr. Hanington, to whose
Pluck and endurance the success of the exploration is so largely due."

I put this in because I am proud of it, and I will add that that one sentence from
Jarvis is pay enough for all I did through the winter. Jarvis bas gone to St. Paul
to see a friend, so I am alone here, except that I have any amount of friends who are
kind as ever.

And now good bye. Your loving brother,
CHAS.

The country between Quesnelle and Lake St. Ann's is heavily wooded for the
tnost part. West of the mountains it is much broken and rugged. The streams
there are rapid and their banks rocky.

After crossing the mountains things appear in a more settled form, and on a
binaller seale, the hills particularly. On the Smoky River there is some fine sand-
8tone, about all we saw on the trip. We had heard of a great canon on the Athabasca
but when we reached it we found the rocky sides to be about 20 feet high and flat on
the top. We were disappointed. On the Pembina River there are some coal beds
Which have been burning for many years. We could smell the smoke about a mile
14, and it put us in mind of a city. At one place where the smoke comes out of lhe
Bide of a perpendicular rock it is particularly striking. The surface cf the ground is
very bot in many places, hot enough to boil the kettle; and by the way I might
Inention here that the proper name for " Smoky River " is " Smoking " River, so
given from some burning coal ieds about 50 miles below wbere we left it.

The wood about St. Ann's is small and mostly cotton wood. From that to east
it exists only in patches and is very small. East of Edmonton a man knowing
the country can generally find enough wood to make a fire, but there are places
'Where wood bas to be carried in the carts, such as the Salt Plain, Pheasant Plain, and
home others. I am speaking of the trail which we followed from Edmonton. There
1 a trail south of the Saskatchewan where the kettle most of the time has to be
boiled by the use of buffalo chips. One reason why we did not take it was the season
bot being far enough advanced and fires being necessary there.

The map, 25 miles to an inch, is a tracing I compiled from My poor data. It
Will do to give you an idea of the locality we are now in as well as that followed last

inter ('75). It is not correct as regards distance. The trail I have dotted in red,
% well as the other part of our journey. The line of the C.P.R. 1 laid down as near
% I could from information gatbered in letters, &c. " The plan of our Smoky River
']ploration " is as correct as can be, having been plotted from the original notes. The

nps are marked in red and the elevations in blue.
You will see that I haven't wasted much time on them, but I trust they are plain

liid will serve their purpose.
I send the " Smoky River plan " in toto, but a very small strip of the other one.

cause, not very Much time to spare just now.
Hoping you'll excuse all the deficiencies which can't be helped,

I remain,
Yours sincerely,

C. F. RANINGTON.
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DISTANCE TRAVELLED ON SMOKY RIVER EXPLORATION.

From Quesnelle Mouth to Fort George..............................
" Fort George to mouth of North Fork ......................
" North Fork to Hanington's Cache...........................
" Ranington's Çache to Salmon Cache (Bear River),

going by Portage and returning vid Bear and

Miles.
125
64
18

Fraser Rivers............................................... 73â
Hanington's Cache to the Forks.............................. 18
The Forks to head of North Branch........ ....... 63
Return to the Forks........ .................... 63
Forks to turn into Pass..................... ......... 48J
Tarn into Pass to Summit of Mountains...... ....... 40t

" Summit to Cache on Smoky River.......................... 86
" Cache on Smoky Rixer to Next River....................... 9
" Next river to Fiddle River Depot............................ 110
" Fiddle River Depot to Lake St. Ann's............. 217

Lake St. Ann's to Edmonton............--.................... 60

Miles................................. ........ 996

Distances measured by Pacing between Quesnelle Mouth and
Edmonton on Exploration.... . .................... 826

Number of paces counted, taking inside figures..........2,188,"00

DISTANCES PROM EDMONTON EAST.

Miles.
From Edmonton to Fort Victoria..................... 80

" Victoria to Fort Pitt............................................. 113
" Pitt to Fort Carlton............... .............. 167
" Carlton to Fort Ellice..................................... .... 307
" Ellice to Fort Garry............................................. 220

Total............ .... .................... ................ 887
996

Total distance travelled........................ 1,883

No. of camps between Quesnelle Mouth and Fort Garry....... 106

cxxx
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RATION LIST, CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY SURVEY, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

For one man, per day and per month:-
Per day. Per month.

Bacon and hams.............................. 1i lb. 45 Ib.
Flour........................... . . ............. . 1 " 37j
Beans and poase........ ..................... 12 os. 25
Oatmoal.................... ........................ 4.&- "2 c
Dried apples and plums .......................... 4 " c
Tea.................................... ................ l 2"
Coffee........................... ........ ............ 1i " d
Sugar...... ........................................... 2j "4j c
ilice ...... .................................. 2 4 tg
Molasses ......................................... i1 gali.
Yast powdr........................3 tins to 50 Ib.. of four.
Sait ......................................... 4
Mustard .......................................... cc
Pepper ............................................ *
Pickles .................................... Ptenty.
Soap............................ .......... ::do 4
Canciles ................................... do in officors' mess.
Vinegar ............................ ........ do
Lime juico ........................... ........ do
Matches ...................................... do

NOTE.-When fresh boof is used instead of bacon, 60 Ibs. must be allowed per
lInonth.

Thoe rations are used regularly in B .C. The sugar particularly ie very often
1thort.

C. F. HA.NJNGTON.

TÊTE JAUNE CACZe
I!y Dz&a EDWÂRD,- ROCKY MOUNTAINS, May 4th, 1876.

1 loft Fort Garry in June last, after having spent throe weeks very pleasantly
there. Johnny thought Winnipeg a fine place; it was his first appearance in a town.
Ile had some money when he arrived, and the first time he appearod after, ho wag
dressed in black broadcloth, swell hat and patent leather b3ots. His board was paid
,411 the timo titi a chance should occur of seziding him home to British Columbhia.
TIhe last time I saw him ho was sitting by the sidao0f a dry goods store with one artu
Around the neck of a very good-looking squaw, who evidently thouglit him. no end of
4 swell. Late last fait ho came over here, having been forwiarded by express. ne
had learned to talk Bnglish, and when I said, 1,lkcta mika tamtuai kopa
ODkook cala inate la monte ? " * he replied, IlDamn liard. " fie had a good
lmmer of it; lived with tho object of hie affections (thougli se did flot

%poak bis language nor ho hors3), and was load in the praises of Winnipeg.
teLijuired about the health of his wife, and ho informed me that sho oriod

grnod deal whon ho came away; also that should nothing occur to prevent &h.
1vould be a father shortly. So I gave him some clothes, &c. andh treoft is
home in tho tower Fraser. Alec was hired as a mail carrier betweon Garry and
hldmonton till the autumfn, when ho waM sent to le nry fiouise, 64 miles from here, te
10ok after the supplias there in depot. Ho came over to seo me this winter, and was
here on tho annivorsary of the day on which we reached Lake St. An's. We did
'Dur best to celebrato it in rum and water, a thing we woren't able to do last year. IL
had him in our mess, and enijoyed lis vîsit very mudli, living over past scones more
leasantly than was possible at the time they were enacted. fie wont back to hie

Osand will go to Fort Garry early in the spring. The chief (Jarvis) went ta, St.
P'aul and was sent for froîn Ottawa, where ho was wanted to tako a party to, British

Vourbia. Being as fond of this country as I amn, and being able to afford hirusoif à

"What do you think of the trip &cross the mountains8i
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rest, he refused and left the C.P.R. for a season. After making a visit to PRE. Island
and other parts of the Dominion, he returned to Fort Garry and went into the
lumber business, where ho is now making a good deal of money. I hear from him
often. ie said once that the mention of Smoky River made him shudder, and I
dare say it would. I came out here last summer, ard we commenced locating the
lino from the summit of Yellow Head Pass down the Fraser River to meet another
party commencing at Fort George. In November we went into quarters here, and
have spent a most miserable winter, the last I wili ever spend in thi way. We will
be at work long before you get this, pushing steadily towards Fort George and
civilisation after. The sketch I send of our trip is, I think, full of errors, though
not any serious ones. I have written it very hurriedly at differeîit times, with all
the din and noise of my friends in arms sounding in my ears.

I know you, will make every allowance for my mistakes, which I cannot correct
as I've no time to read the whole again.

I know it is written in a rambling desultory sort of fashion, but you'll believe
me when I say that I did the best I could under the circumstances. And now lIl say
good-bye. I remain,

Your loving brother,
CHAS. F. HANINGTON.

THERMOMETRICAL Readings; Minimum Temperature, from Ist January to 6th
April, 18 i5.

January. February. March.

Date. Temperature. Date. Temperature. Date. Temperature.

1 -32 1 -23 1 -6
2 -26 2 -29 2 12
3 -40 3 -10 3 -11
4 -10 4 7 4 -8
5. -33 5 -8 5 -15
6 -28 6 2 6 -5
7 -46 7 4 7 22
8 -47 8 8 8 15
9 -25 9 24 9 5

10 -45 10 -22 10 26
il -31 il 8 il 27
12 -40 12 12 12 15
13 -80 13 2 13 -2
14 -53 14 3 14 -32
15 -48 15 25 15 -30
16 -- 36 16 15 16 -23
17 -41 17 27 17 -20
18 -45 18 32 18 - 8
19 -45 19 28 19 -12
20 -31 20 25 20 9
21 3 21 29 21 622 7 22 25 22 - 3
23 -10 23 il 23 -12
24 8 24 - 2 24 - 9
25 14 25 -15 25 4
26 - 2 26 - 2 26 - 6
27 -23 27 -10 27 5
28 -29 28 8 28 - 4
29 - 10 ............ ..................... 29 15
30 14 ....................... ...... 3o 5
31 - 2 ................................... 31 9
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NOTE D.

LIsT OF BOoKs, &C., PRESENTED, WITH THE NAMES OF THE GIVERS,

AKINS (Dr. T. B.) Halifax, N.S.
BAcoN (Lt. (Jol.) Ottawa.
BAIN (James, jun.) Toronto.
BELL (Charles N.) Winnipeg.
CaRISTY (Robert Miller)Chelmsford, Eng.
DAwsoN (Henry B.) Morrisania, N.Y.
DRAPER (Dr. Lyman C.)Madison, Wis.

FALGAIROLLE (Edmond)Paris, France.
PEATHERSTON (J.P.) Ottawa.
GAoNoN (Abbé) Quebec.
GAGNON (Hon. C. A. E.)Quebec.

RIENEKER (I. W.)

UORN (John)

UOWARD (A. McLean)

IIULL (John T.)
I N D IA NA BISTORICAI

SoCIETY.
JESUP (Rev. H. G.)

MCOULLY (Lt. Col.)

Sherbrooke.

Montreal.

Toronto.

Portland, Me.

Indianapolis.
Dartmouth College,

Hanover, N.H.
Chatham, N.B.

McLAcHLAN (R. W.) Montreal.
MANITOBA (Government

of.) Winnipeg.

14ASTER OF THE ROtts. London, Eng.

MINNEsOTA
SoCIETY.

HISToRÎcAL
St. Paul, Min.

MOWAT (Hon. Oliver.) Toronto.

NEILEON (Dr. H. R.,
Surgeon Major.) Kingston.
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Collection of pamphlets.
Report of Dominion Rifle Association.
Collection of pamphlets.
Collection of pamphlets.
Manitoba Described.
Collection of Historical Magazines-
Ninth Report of the State Historical

Society of Wisconsin.
Montcalm, Étude Historique.
Diplomatic correspondence, U.S., 1864.
Esquisse de Mgr. Laval.
Jugements et Délibérations du Conseil

Souverain. Vol. III.
Documents (Ms. and printed) relating

to the formation and operations of
the British American Land Co. in
the Eastern Townships.

View of Fort McKay, Prairie du
Chien, in 1811.

The New Jersey Volunteers (loyalists)
in the Revolutionary War.

Siege of Fort Loyal (1690).

Historical Tracts.

Jessup Genealogy.
Orderly Book (1813) of the embodied

Militia of New Brunswick, present-
ed through Lt.-Col. John McPher-
son, Ottawa.

The Louisbourg Medals.

The published official documents of
the year.

Report of the Historical Manuscript
Commission, Report on Records, and
the recent publications of the Publie
Record Office.

Report of the discovery of the sources
of the Mississippi.

The first journals of the Legislative
Assembly of Upper Canada, from
1792 to 1823, so far as they have yet
been found.

Mss. relating to the elections in Que-
bec Courty, 1817, &c.
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NELSON (Thomas F.) Chicago, Ill.

NEw YORK STATE
LIBRARY. Albany.

NORTH-WEST CoUNCIL. Regina.

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT. Toronto.

PERLEY (H. F.) Ottawa.

PILLING (J. C.) Washington, D.0.
QUEBEC (Government of)Quebec.

RHÉAUME (Abbé A.) Quebec.

RIOPEL (L. J., M. P.) Quebec.
ROYAL SOCIETY oF CAN-

ADA.
SEORETARY OF STATE. Ottawa.

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUE. Washington, D.C.
STEPHENS (Geo. W.) Montreal.
SURTEES (Robert) Ottawa.
WHITE (Richard) Montreal.
WHITE (William) Ottawa.
WILY (Family of the late

Lt.-Col. Wily, Ottawa)Montreal.

WINsoR (Justin) Harvard College,
Cambridge, Mass.

Collection of pamphlets on the source
of the Mississippi.

Report on New York Archives.
The published official doouments of the

year
The published official documents of the

year.
Ms. list of loyalists who drew lots ift

St. John and Carleton, N.B., in 1783,
1784.

Bibliography of the Eskimo language.
The published official documents for

the year.
Collection of Historical works and

documents.
Land register of Bonaventure County-

Proceedings and transactions.
Cadastre map of the County of Terre-

bonne.
Sundry reports.
Collection of official documents.
Report on Ottawa Waterworks.
Collection of pamphlets.
Collection of pamphlets.

Unpublished reminiscences of affairs iP
Canada. •

Note on the spurious letters of Mont-
calm, &c.
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REPORT OF MR. JOSEPH MARMETTE,

ASSISTANT ARCRIVIsr.

SIa,-I have the honor to present to you my report on the historical researches'
resumed by me at the " Archives Coloniales de la Marine " in Paris, in December, 1886,
and carried on up to tho month of August, 1887.

The work included in my last report was suspended at vol. 76th of " La Corres-
pondance Générale " relating to Canada ; I have since completed the analysis of that
series, which comprises in ail 124 volumes in folio, and two cartons, also filled with
documents relating to the history of the country.

I also examined and made a summary of the contents of the series intituled:
"Acadie," consisting of ten volumes, and the series entituled : " Continuation
de la même Série," containing 16 volumes and covering the settlement of
the question as to the limits of Nouvelle France, Acadia and Hudson's Bay,
from 1685 to 1811, and the history of the posta in the " upper country " and the
West.

Lastly, I was enabled to complete the analysis of " La Correspondance Générale"
relating to Ile Royale (Cape Breton) and Ile St. Jean (P. E. Island), consisting of
47 volumes.

The analysis of the aforesaid documents is the subject matter of this report.
Volume 76 of " La Correspondance Générale " relating to Canada proper, opens

With the year 1742 and treats chiefly of the opening of roads in the colony under the
"Grand Voyer " (Surveyor of roads), Sieur de Boisclerc, and, together with the two or
three subsequent volumes, shows the progress made in ship-building at Quebec from
that period; it enables us to witness the launching of men-of-war, transports and
frigates, such as " Le Canada," " Le Caribou," " Le St. Laurent," " Le Québec " and
" L'Orignal," the latter of which was fated to run upon the rocks and become a total
loss as she left the ways on which she was built, in Anse du Foulon.

But this period of progress and prosperity enjoyed for some twenty years by the
Prench colony, waa already drawing to a close. In 1744 we find trade suffering from
the anticipation of an invasion, and English privateers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Then we come to the long succession of bad harvests, soon to culminate in famine,
the dread sister of approaching war.

With the fall of Louisbourg, where he had acted as Commissary, &c., coincides
very closely the arrival in Canada of Intendant Bigot, who, by his shameless rob-
beries prepared the way to the abyss of ruin into wbich New France was to be preci-
Pitated eleven years later. This degraded being would seem to have inoculated his
subordinates with all his own vices as soon as he reached Canada; for, previous to
his coming, we find again and again in the letters of the Governors and Intendants,
reference to the probity and zeal of Varin, Morin, Martel and Others, ail of whom
Were afterwards the accomplices of the infamous Intendant.

Nevertheless, while it is true that, simultapeously with the arrival of that worthy
representative of the " Fermiers Généraux " of France, the corruption of the Court
Of Louis XV manifests itself even on the banks of the St. Lawrence, the spectacle
aforded at that very time by the nobility of character and courage exhibited by the
children of the soil, casts into the shade the turpitudes commnitted by the band
0f robbers lead by François Bigot. Thus in 1748-the very year that Bigot landed
at Quebec-M. Hertel de St. François tells, in a letter to the Minister, of the death
of one of his sons, a cadet in the army, " killed in his sixth incursion into the enemy's
' country. The Abenakis, who were most conversant with the facts as to bis fate

4 assured me in the presence of Rev. Père Aubry, that being unwilling to abandon
an Iroquois comrade who was killed beside him and whom he could not remove

" from the field of battle, though the risk was pointed out to him, ho received gun-
cxxxv
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" shot wound in the upper part of left thigh, under whieh he merely stooped. E
"then sprung up again and fired at bis enemy, and while the blood flowed
"freely from his wound attempted to reload his weapon. While so doing, he re-
"ceived a second wound in the body and fell to the ground. Shortly afterwards ho
"was heard to cry out, like one who bas received a dangerous wound, and thon ho
" uttered a smothered cry which ho was unable to finish. Inasmuch as ho was

surrounded at the time by English Indians, the Abe1 akis conclude that his head
was Cut off at that moment, for the enerny shouted their death cry over him."

Does not this tala in its sublime simplicity remind one of Homer's narratives of
the falt of bis heroes !

The following year witnessed the death of one of the greatest glories of French
Canada, in the person of De La Verendrye, the poor but great discoverer of the
North-West! He fell worn out with hardships and crushed beneath the blows of
inveterate envy and hatred, leaving behind him in proof of his rectitude of life and
perfect disinterestedness, a large family in indigence.

With the Seven Years' War opened the last act of the bloody drama played by
France and England for a century and a balf, for the possession of Nort h America ; and
a perusal of the correspondence of the French Governors and Generals enables us tO
witness the evolution in detail of all the events of that grand epopee. Mingled with
episodes familiar to all. such as the alternate successes ard reverses of the armies of
France, occurring throughout the vast regions extending from La Belle Rivière (the
Ohio) to the plains of Ste. Foye, in every page of this correspondence we meet with
incidents and details which shed fresh light on general facts already known. Thus,
in relation to the Belle Rivière expedition, de Vaudreuil wrote to the Minister as
followe, on the 30th October, 1755: " The number of Canadians who perished is larger

than any losses we could possibly sustain in severat years of war; and this occurred
because they were compelled, without regard to the dictates of common humanitY,

" to carry baggage, &c." Thon, to take but one, amongst a thousand incidents, comles
the cry of distress extorted frotn de Vaudreuil by the famine which prevails through-
out the land: " The distress is extreme, especially in Acadia. Hleartrending misery'

prevails there; infants are dying at the breast." Or else, sad to relate, we find a
misunderstar ding occurring and an outburst of discord between the two chiefs, Van'
dreuil and Montcalm, Ut a time when perfect harmony between them is of vital
importance to the safety of New. France. Or, lastly, de Vaudreuil's indignant
denunciation of the fout cupidity of certain purveyors in France, who were not
ashamed to furnish for the use of the troops sent out to Canada, in 1760, on board
the Machault, the Bienfaisant, and the Marquis De Malausse, " quantities of rottenf
" horse meat and beef which the men were unable to eat."

lu addition to the narrative of the events which precipitated the downfall Of
French rule in North America, the concluding volumes (106 and 107) of " La Corres-
pondance Générale du Canada" contain also revelations invariably interesting and
occasionally of a lively character, in relation to the clergy cf Canada, during the
period fï om 1714 to 1766 ; the history of the redemption of the paper-money of
Canada, the discovery and settlement of Labrador and the management and working
of the St. Maurice Forges, from 1729 to 1754. And, to conclude that sEries, cornesa
review of the military and civil establishment of the whole staff, and of the nobiliY
of Canada, with the history of the beavor trade; and, lastly, general memoirs 011
Canada, papers of a remarkable chaaor attributed to the Intendants Raudot.

Not less interesting undoubtedly is the next series, which comprises the corree-
pondence of the Governors and other officials of Acadia. _Hence I deeply regret that
the necessarily narrow limits of this report should put it -)ut of my power to sketcb,
even in outline, the bright lights and gloomy shadows of the picture presented bY
the beautiful and touching history of the Acadians, froi the dramatic contests O
Latour and Charnizay for the possession of the country, the progress of colonizatior
and its devolopment by the French settlers, the long strnggles of the latter with their
hostile neighbors of the English colonies, to the final ci ushing, under overwhelmin.
numbers, of that valiant little people, who are Ut length violently driven from their
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homes and scattered over the American colonies, the Islands of Cape Breton, Prince
Edward Island and St. Pierre et Miquelon, England and may places in France, such
as Bee Isle, Morlaix, Boulogne, Cherbourg, St. Malo, Blaye in Lorraine and even
the thickets of Corsica.

I must, 1 am sorry to say, refer you to the accompanying analysis of the ten
Volumes of general correspondence relating to Acadia, if you would form an idea of
the interesting narration of facts they contain.

Though apparently less interesting in character, the second part of this series is
nievertheless of more practical importance for a solution of questions as to the limits
of Canada, Acadia and Hudson Bay, questions which are fully treated in the first
eleven volumes of this part of the series. Volume 12 contairs a prec:ous paper
Which gives a description of each parish of Canada in 1721, while volume13 embodies
a number of memoirs respecting the navigation of the St. Lawrence, the establish-
)nent of various posts on that river, the Ohio, Lakes Ontario, Champlain. Superior
and Temiskaming, &c., as also in Libra or and in the North-East. Vo'umes 14 and
15 cunsist almost wholly of the correspondence of La Mothe Cadillac with the
claims put forward by bis heirs. They extend from 1693 to 1745 and treat of the
Posts in the upper country, such as Ottawa, Michillimakinac, Miamis and especially
-Detroit. The 16th and last volume of this series relates to the establishment, &c.,
Of the western posts, such as Tekamameouen, Kamanistigoya, Michillimakimac, the
Bay, Beauharnois, Lake Ouinipégon, Fort St Charles, Lake of the Woods, Fort La
Peine, Ouyatanous, Owabaches and lastly Fort de Chartres. But by far the most
attractive matter it contains is the account of the discoveries of Sieur de la Verendrye
and bis four sons, one of whom was fated to lose his life in one of their expeditions
into coun ies which were thon nothing but a savage wilderness.

Tho bis ory of lie Royale (now Cape Breton) and of Ile St. Jean (îow Prince
Edward Island) nay be said to form the complement of the history of Acadia, so
closely is it con nected therewith, for no sooner had Port Royal, which withstood so
rnany sieges, finally falien into the bands of the English in 1710, than France, as a
compensation for the loss of that b3autiful country, secured a footing on the Island of
Cape Broon, and in 1713 laid the basis of a settlement destined in the mind of Louis
XIV to counterbalance the preponderance of the English in the adjaining Province
of Acadia, and probably to lead to the recovery of the latter, on the first opportunity.

The first thing that strikes one on reading the correspondence of the Governors
and officials of Ile Royale, is the neglect invariably manifested by France towards
the new colony, from its foundation in 1713 down to the fall of Louisbourg in 1758;
then the indolence of the settlers is another point which soon becomes evident. In
Place of seeking their support from the soil, we find the people trying to live almost
'holly by flshing, while the upper class strove to live at the King's expense. Fish-
ing, with its prompt profits and easy returns-at that period particularly-first
attractedl the attention and absorbed all the energies of the first settlers on the
island, fr we find M. de St. Ovi le de Brouillan, the Governor, complaining to the
lIinister, as early as 1717, that the inhabitants paidbut little attention to the cultiva-
tion of the soit. This improvidence increased with the lapse of time, and later on
We find the authorities of Louisbourg making constant appeals to the CouIt of
France and to the Intendants of Canada for help in grain at times when the latter
tolony was itself in the tbroes of famine, resulting from successive bad harvests
and the oxigencies of war. It is quite true that maritime people have at all times
despi6ed agriculture, enticed as they are by the easily attained and often abundant
Yield of the products of the sea, and attracted also,.no doubt, by the soothing or
0eitinig emotions iLspired by that great encbantress.

After 1722, it is true, when Prince Edward Island bad been opened up for settie-
Irent, we find the population attempting agricultural pursuits. But the little assist-
ance sent from France to the new settlements, together with bad crops and the
"imigration of Acadians who after 1750 were cast upon the shores of the island, on
One occasion to theinumber of 1,500 to 2,000 at one time, in a state of utter destitution,
Iendered itimpossi ble for the residents even to provide for their own subsistence and
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utterly so to send help to Ile Royale. Hence the correspondence of the authorities
of these two now fertile islands, during the period from 1714 to 1758, is but one long
cry of famine.

It would seem that the one sole object which occupied the attention of the Court
of France was to make Louisburg a fortress for the defence of the entrance to the
Gulf. But even though this were true, how are we to account for its negligence and
penuriousness 1Despite the supplications of the Governors, arms and soldiers are
always wanting; thus we find Louisbourg defended by only thirteen hundred men
and compelled to surrender-after a siege of 47 days it is true-in 1745, to an army
of thirteen thousand assailants; whereas, in 1758, the capital of Ile Royale, with
barely seven thousand defenders-including seamen from the warships kept in port
on bis own responsibility by de Drucour, the Governor-made a glorious resistance
of 54 days, but succumbed at length to the overwhelming force of some forty thon-
sand men under General Wolfe.

But with this reservation as to the defective colonial policy of France under the
regency and during the reign of Louis XV we may at once say that nothing can be
more interesting as nothing is less known than the annals of Cape Breton during its
short half century under the flag of France. A perusal of the accompanying synop-
sis of the 47 volumes of the correspondence of the officials ef Ile Royale, will suffice
to prove the truth of that assertion.

The leading fact, the principal event of this epopee of fifty years' duration, is the
covert or open but unceasing struggle of the little colony of le Royale against the
encroaching spirit of the English, who ruled with superior forces in the adjoining
colony of Acadia. Then comes the pathetic history of the Acadians; and taking
our stand upon the walls of Louisbourg we may reach with ease across the Straits
of Canceau, the several statiois of their dolorous Calvary.

Next we have the details of the daily life of the stirring population-officialis,
officers, soldiers, fishermen and seamen,-placed as sentinels at the entrance to the
great river, between Canada and their distant motherland of France, a mother but
too forgetful of ber children beyond the seas. We may aho give a passing glance
at a little matter, the story of the " Tour de feu " of Louisbourg, the first lighthouse
erected cn the St. Lawrence, whose rays pierced the night shades of the Gulf for
twenty years, until in 1758 its flame died out together with the naval supremacy
which France had wielded for two centuries on the King of North American rivers.

Before leaving the series of letters relating to le Royale, I ventur e to quote two
documents which relate to the matter of the claims of the Bisot heirs in connection
with the property of the Seigniory of Mingan, and which I treated in last year's
report,

On the 21st December, 1752, de La Fontaine, an officer of the Cabanac Company,
then in garrison at Louisbourg, sent the following letter and memorial to the Min-
ister of Marine:

"ILE ROYALE, 2 ist December.
"I take the liberty on just grounds of asking for a grant of the Post of Mingan,

" which was always held by my ancestors, and send you herewith a short memorial
"respecting this matter.

" My claims to the post would most assuredly have been presented to you by
"the Intendant, had I been able to lay my case before him during the autumn, and
"had not my duty in the service compelled me to leave Canada hurriedly in order to
"follow the Cabanac Company, to wbich L arm attached and which is now in garrison
"bhere. I venture to hope, Monseigneur, that you will obtain for me the favor L ask
"for, and to which I venture to tbink I have a stronger claim than a stranger.

"I have the honor to bo,
"Your ob'edient Eervant,

"(Signed.) DE LA FONTAINE.
"LeuisBouRo, this 2lst DocemnberX 1752."
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" Memorial (with La Fontaine's letter of 21st December, 1752) on grant in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence."

" The Post of Mingan, on the Labrador Coast belonged to and was worked, dur-
ing more than thirty years, by Sieur Bissot, my maternal grandfather, in pursuance
of the priviloge to him granted by the King in 1679. After his death, Dame Bissot,
his widow and heiress, leased it for nine years to Sieur Volant, whose lease is now
about to expire. Inasmuch as I am the first heir of that branch, I beg that you
Will renew in my name the said possession, inasmuch as seal-fishing cannot be
carried on to advantage at the post, if the person holding the same does not enjoy

"the islands and islets situated between Mingan and La Baie des Espagnols, which
Were granted as a seigniory, avec haute, moyenne et basse justice (with power to
administer justice), to Sieur La Lande Gayon, brother of the said Sieur Bissot, and
iny uncle, who made me a donation thereof in 1750, whereof I cannot avail myself
unless the post on the mainland be thereunto annexed, a favor which I now ask
You to grant to me in order *that the said two posts may be rendered productive,

by procuring for me a grant of the post I now ask for.

LouianoUG, 21st December, 1752.'' (Signed) DE LA FONTAINE."

I have made a fruitless search in the " Minutes des Lettres," or correspondence
of the Ministers with the Governors, officials, &o., of the several colonies, for a reply
to La Fontaine's application.

There still remain to be examined and summarized in the Colonial Archives of
the Marine, in Paris: 17 volumes of the collection headed Moreau de St. Méry (des.
eriPtion, &c., of the colonies), consisting of a series of memorials on Canada ; 3
Volumes on the religious missions of Canada; 12 volumes on Newfoundland; 12 vol-
'q1aobs containing royal instructions to Governors, correspondence and memorials of

. Raudot, Intendants of Canada, and decrees and decisions relating to Canada;
certain records respecting troops sent to Canada; 119 registers, nearly every one
Coltaining at least one cahier on Canada, Acadia, Ile Royale, &c.; 6 volumes of civil
status of Ile Royale and Ile St. Jean; 34 cartons, each containing two or three
records ielating to the Superior Council, the Bailiwick, criminal proceedings, &c., of
LOtisbourg; and lastly, 16 cartons containing each, at the least, two notarial regis-

t of le Royale and of Canada. This gives, say, at the least, 269 volumes remaining
t0 be analyzed or examined in the Colonial Archives of " Le Ministère de la Marine,"

Paris.
More than ever convinced of the great importance of the large collection of MSS.

relating to Canada preserved in that Department, I beg, in conclu-ion, Sir, to again cal
Your attention to the necessity of procuring copies of those papers at an early day.
Oly a few weeks ago a fire occurred in the buildings and threatened the destruction
Of the vast collection of the colonial archives of France. Are there not good grounds
for anxiety in view of the possible loss, which a mere accident may at any moment
cause, of the vast and invaluable collection of MSS., which is, in itself alone, therlihest treasury of material for the early history of Canada ?

I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

JOSEPH MARMETTE,

23rd December, 1887. Assistant Archivist.
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SYNOPSIS OF MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS RELATING TO
CANADA EXANIINED AT THE MINISTÈRE DE LA
MARINE, PARIS.

(Continued.)
COLONIAL ARCHIVES.

" CANADA- CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1741.
YOLUME 76.-M. MOCQUART, INTENDANT. OTIIER OFFICIALS OF THE

COLONY.

C. 11.
1741.

October 12, M. Hocquart to Comte de Maurepas, Minister of Marine. Details
Quebec. respecting Tadoussac. Fol. 8. 10 pages, say 7 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Details as to presents made to Indians.
Quebec. Fol. 14. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Statement of sale of furs derived from
Quebec. traffic at Forts Frontenac and Niagara in 1741. Fol. 18. 1 p
October 25, The saine to the same. Card money. Fol. 19. 4j pages, say 3j pp.Quebec.
October 25, The same to the same. Respecting a petition, enclosed from Sieur
Quebec. de La Gorgendière asking for a position as marine pupil for his son

aged 17 to 18. Fol. 22. 21 pages, say 1i p.
October 27, The saine to the same. Asking instructions as to the child of
Quebec. Louis Mallet and his wife, executed for forging card money. Fol.

24. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 28, Tho same to the same. Illicit trade with New England. Manu.
Quebec. facture of glue. Fol. 28. 3½ pages, say 2 pp.
October 28, The same to the same. As to the pay ofSieur du Buisson, a cadet.
Quebec. Fol. 31, 32, 33. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
Qetober 28, The same to the same. Building of royal transport " Le Canada."
Quebec. Channel of River St. Charles, Quebec. Refitting of the Palais redoubt.

Construction of new wharves, storeship, &c. Fol. 35. 9 pages,
say 6pp.

October 29, The same to the same. Respecting debt of Sieur Lanouillier to His
Quebec. Majesty. Fol. 52. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
Ocober 29, The same to the same. Statement of receipts and expenditure of
Quebec. the Domaine in 1739. Fol. 55. 21 pp.
October 30, The same to the same. Letter on same subject. Fol. 57. 28
Quebec. pages, say 20 pp.
October 30, The same to the same. Respecting bills of exchange drawn during
Quebec. the autumn by the clerk of the Trésoriers Généraux de la Marine.

Fol. 79. 4 pages, say 20 pp.
October 9, The same to the same. Two lists of persons who sailed for France
Quebec. on the King's ship " Rubis." Fol. 117, 118. 21 pages, say 2 pp.October 3, The same to the same. Respecting the increase in expenditure.
Quebec. Fol. 171. 5 pages, say 4 pp.
November 1, ''he same to the same. Autograph letter as to debt of Sieur de La
Quebec. Gorgendière to the India Company. Fol. 175. 1 p,
December 17, The same to the saine. St. Maurice Forges and the Post of
Quebec. Tadoussac. Fol. 177. 6, pages, say 4j pp.
April - Baron de Longueuil, Governor of Montreal, to the Minister. As to
Quebec. services rendered by certain officers in war against the Chicachas.

Fol. 255. 1 p.
May 10, M. de Beaucour, Commander at Montreal, to Minister. On
Montreal. punishment inflicted on certain counterfeiters. Fol. 258. 1½ p.
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1741. M. de Beaucour to Minister. Official statement of the foregoing
February 16, matter. Fol. 259. 1½p.

1740-41. Memoire concerning the Indians of the West and of the Valley
of the Mississippi. Fol. 263. 31 pp.

February 6 M. de Beaucour to Minister. Two curions papers respecting the
Quebea1 counterfeiters aforesaid. From Fol. 267 to 270. 5ý pages, say 6 pp.
Augast 24, M. de Noyan, Major, to the Minister. As to general affairs of that
Detroit. Post. Fol. 279. . 5 pp.
October 31, M Chaussegros de Léry, Engineer, to Minister. Respecting the
Quebec. construction of ships in Canada, and the low cost of building timber.

Fol. 284. 3 pages, say 1 p.
October 10, Sieur Levasseur, Engineer, to same. On the same subject. Fol.
Quebec. 292. 7J pages, say 5 pp.
No date. Memorial, unsigned, on trade of Canada. Fol. 318. 55 pages,

Bay END OF YOL. 76. 50 pp.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉsALE."
1742.

YCL. 77.-M. DE BEAUHIARNOIs, GOVERNOR GENERAL, M. HoCQUART,
INTENDANT.

o. 11.
1742.

February 16, MM. de Beauharnois and Blocquart to Minister. Ile Royale can
Quebec. receive but a smail supply of provisions from the colony during the

winter. Fol. 3. 1 p.
September 10, The same to the saie. Anchors. Promotion of officers. Pay of
Quebec. troops. Protestants in the colony. Fol. 11. 51 pages, say 2ý pp.
September 13, The same to the saie. Praise of Sieur Gautier, physician. Sieur
Québec. Felz having been appointed surgeon general to the troops at Mon.

treal, compensation is due to Sieurs Benoit, father and son. Fol. 14.
4 pages, say 2 pp.

September 13, The same to the same. They have informed the superior of the
Quebee. Jesuits and Missionaries of Sault St. Louis and other places, of the

King's will as to the suppression of the store established in that mis-
sion. Fol. 19. 3 pages, say l p.

September 17, The saie to the saie. The harvest has been bad. They ask for
Québec. 300 bbis. of flour. Fol. 22. 5 pages, say 2J pp.
September 21, The saie to the same. As to suppression of taverns kept by ser-
Quebec. geants. Fol. 27. 2 pages, say 1i p.
September 28, The same to the saie. Invalid soldiers to be sont to France.
Quebec. Retirement of Sieur André, Lieut.-Geol. at Quebec, who desires to

enter a religious community. Sieur Vallier, priest, nominated to
council. Fol. 29. 4 pages, say 2 pp.

September 28, The same to the saie. As to illicit dealers in sait sent to
Quebec. Canada. Fol. 33. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
October 11, The same to the same. Praise of Sieur Mercier, nominated to the
Quebec. artillery. All the batteries in a state of defence. Work done at

Forts Frontenac and Niagara. Fol. 42. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 12, The same to the saie. Respecting the escape of persons named
Quebec. Printemps and Bontemps. Fol. 48. 1 P.
October 12, The saie to the saie. As to the working under lease of the
Quebee. trade of Forts Frontenac and Niagara by Sieur Chalet. Fol. 50.

6 pages, say 3 pp.
October 19, The same to the saie. Shipbuilding in Canada. Fol. 54. 8
Quebec. pages, say 4 pp.
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1742.
October 20, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Card money.
Quebec. Fol. 60. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 26, The same to the same. Distress about to result from bad bar-
Quebec. vest. Fol. 63. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 29, The saime to the same. Asking for pensions for the widows of
Quebec. La Ronde and de La Richardiére. Fol. 66. 1½ page, say ip.
October 30, The same to the same. Asking the Minister to grant to Baron
Quebec. de Longueuil the pension of 800 livres, enjoyed by the Baronne de

Longueuil, who died on the 25th February preceding. Fol. 70. j p.
November 6, The same to the same. Precautions to avert famine. Fol. 74 to
Quebec. 77. 7 pages, say 31 pp.
November 13, The same to the same. Another letter on the same subject.
Quebec. Fol. 79. 2 pages, say 1i p.
August 14, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Account of Indian deputations
Quebec. received at Montreal. Fol. 83. 1½ page, say 1 p.
August 26, The same to the same. Gratuity to be given to Sieur de La
Quebec. Fontaine for period of residence at Montreal, when acting as Lieut.

Genl. Punishment of de Linctot and le La Janière, in connection
with the escape of prisoners. Fol. 86. 2 pages, say 1½ p.

September 2, The same to the same. Respecting the displeasure manifested
Quebec. by the King at the report of laxity in duty exhibited by officers of

Fort St. Frédéric. Fol. 88. 2j pages, 'say 2 pp.
September 3, The same to the same. Reception of crosses and insignia for
Quebec. certain officers. Fol. 90. 1 p.
September , The same to the same. On the inexpediency of disposing of
Quebec. leases of posts in the upper country by awarding them to the

highest bidder. Fol. 94. 5j pages, say 4 pp,
September 13, The same to the same. As to complaints about excessive con-
Quebec. sumption of muskets. Fol. 98. 1 p.
September 14, The same to the same. The pension by Sieur Felz, surgeon, to
Quebec. M. Benoit, cannot last long, inasmuch as the palsy of the latter is

growing worse. It is very difficult to prevent officers from taking
their wives with them to the posts. Fol. 100. 1i p.

September 16, The same to the same. Good feeling between the Indians of
Quebec. Sault St. Louis and the people of the Lake of Two Mountains.

Despatches sent by royal transport " Le Canada." Fol. 102. 1 j p.
September 19, The same to the same. Precautions for the safety of the Colony.
Quebec. Fol. 104. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
September 20, The same to the same. Vacancies in the Council to be filled.
Quebec. Plants sent to the King. Fol. 106. 2 pages, say 1- p.
September 24, The same to the same. Relations with the Cha8anons, the Ouya-
Quebec. tanous and Mascoutins. Defeat of the Prairie Sioux by the Indians

of Lac à la Pluie, of Cristinaux and Assiboëls, which will fnot assist
the discoveries of Sieur de la Verendrye. Expeditions of the Indians
against the Chicachas. Good disposition by the Montagnais and
Sonnontouans towards the French. Submission of the Renards
Sakis and Sioux. Fol. 108. 9 pages, say 6 pp.

September 25, The same to the same. Misconduct of Sieur de Noraye, a cadet à
Quebec. l'aiguillette. Fol. 113. 1 p.
September 26, The same to the same. Lenioncy must ho shown to Sieurs de
Quebec. Saint Castin, in view of their influence with the Abenakis. Pre-

cautions as to foreign trade. Sieur Lanouiller and his affairs. Seal
fishery. Fol. 115. 7j pages, say 6 pp.

September28, The same to the same. Subalterns whom he bas allowed to goQuebec. to France. Personal description of the parties. Fol. 123. 2½- pages,say 1 p.
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September 30, M. de Beauharnois to Minister, Incurable soldiers sent back to
Quebec. France. Fol. 126. 1½ page, say 1 p.
October 1, The same to the same. Respecting two blacksmiths at Michilli-
Quebec. makinak. Fol. 128. li page, say 1 p.
October 6, The same to the same. The English cannot reap any great
Quebec. benefit from the conference they have had with the Abenakis. Fol.

130. 1i page, say 1 p.
October 24, The sanie to the same. English settlement at Choueguen. Fol.
Quebec. 133. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.
October 27, The same to the same. Brigands and vagabonds on the high-
Quebec. ways. Fol. 135. 2± pages, say 2 pp.
October 29, The same to the same. As to Ordinance respecting illicit dealers
Quebec. in salt. Fol. 139. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 31, The same to the sanie. Respecting works executed at Fort St.
Quebec. Frédéric. Fol. 141. 2 pages, say 1 p.

0ovember 1, The same to the same. As to working of the St. Maurice Forges.
Quebec. Fol. 143. 8 pages, say 6 pp.
Je 22 Copy of writ granted to Sieur Lamarque & Co. against Sieur de
Ilontreal. la Verendyre, in relation to their dealings. Fol. 149. 2j pages,

say 2 pp.
XO date. Continuation of " statements " of varions Indian tribes made to

de Beauharnois, with his replies. Fol. 151 to 269. 206 pages,
say 140 pp.

ule 1, M. Hocquart to Minister. The transport " Le Canada" was
quebec. launched on the 4th June. Her armament. Sieur Beauvais, appointed

to coimmand ber, not yet arrived. T he vessel will be sent to Roche-
fort with a cargo of boards, iron and oil. Scarcity at Louisbourg.
M. Bigot asks for provisions. Crew and stores of the transport
"Le Canada." Fol. 271. 9½ pages, say 6 pp.

June 11, The same to the same. Scarcity of wheat. Hlelp sent to lie
Quebec. Royale. Unwillingness of the Hurons of Detroit to remove to

Montreal. Massacre of ten men by the Chicachas at a place called
Le Mine de Fer, 40 leagues from " Les Illinois." Fears entertained
respecting a fleet of 30 English vessels ready to sail from Boston.
Fol 277. 12 pages, say 8 pp.

Je 28, The same to the same. HeIp sent to Ile Royale. St. Maurice
Quebec. Forges. Frauds committed by Sieur Simonet the younger, forge

master. lie is sent back to France. Work of the Forges continued.
Fol. 285. 8 pages, say 5 pp.

ý&,gust 25, The same to the same. Approaching departure of transport " LeqUebec. Canada." M. de Beauvais, who is to command her, lias arrived.
Persons going to France. Fol. 293. 9 pages, say 5 pp.

SePtemaber 12, M. de Beauharnois to the same. Misconduct of soldiers. Their
quebec. punishment. Fol. 323. 3½ pages, say 21 pp.

Ptember 16, The same to the same. Manufacture of glue. Fol. 326. 2 pages,Quebec. say 1 P.
SePtenber 16, The same to the same. Louis Malet, a child whose parents were
quebec. executed for forgery, should be placed in an hospital in France.

Work on the fortifications of the colony. Notaries of Quebec. Fol.
328. 6 pages, say 4 pp.

Sptenber 17, The same to the same. Praise of Sieur Varin. Comments onQUebec· other officials. FoL. 332. 11 pages, say 7 pp.
9° teber 22, M. Hocquart to the same. Forts St. Frédéric and Chambly andquebee. their garrisons. Tar, &c. Culture of flax. Roads opened by Sieur

Boisolerc. Death of Marquis die Durfort at Quebec. Fol. 344. 14
pages, say 8 pp.
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September 22, M. Hocquart to Minister. Illicit trade by the Misses Desauniers
Quebec. at the mission of Sault St. Louis. The Jesuits are greatly pained by

suspicions entertained against them on the subject. Fol. 352 to
354 Sipp.

September 24, The same to the same. Disputes in relation to the trade ot the
Quebec. upper country. 'Building and armament of the transport < Le

Caribou." Wintering the ships. Fol. 355. 9 pages, say 6 pp.
December 24, The same to the same. Informing him that M. de La Barro,
Quebec. ensign, has left for Louisiana, also M. Leverrier, &-. Fol. 361. 2½

pages, say 2 pp.
December 28, The same to the same. Building of transport " Caribou." Fol.
Quebec. 363. 2 pages, say ,1 ½ p.
September 29 The same to the same. Trade carried on by the Misses Desau-
Quebee. niers at Sault St. Louis, and as to the suspicions cast upon the

Jesuit Fathers. Fol. 365. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
END OF VOL. 77.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉaALE."

1742.

VOLUME 78.--M. HoCQUART, INTENDANT. OTHER OFFICIALS OF THE
COLONY.

C. 11.
1742.

October 8, M. Hocquart to Minister. Letter respecting general expenditure
Quebec. and administration of the colony. Fol. 2. 22 pages, say 12 pp.
October 14, The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 27. 14 pages, say 7 pp.

teber 5 The same to the same. Respecting Sieur Chalet, who had leased
Quebecr the posts of Niagara and Frontenac. Fol. 47. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 19, The same to the same. Wreck of the ship " St. Joseph " on the
Quebec. coast of Anticosti. Fol. 50. 1½ page, say 1 p.
October 15, Declaration made at the Aduiiralty of Quebec by Sieur Joseph
Quebec. Damours Desplaines, owner and master of that vessel. Fol. 52.

ô pages, say 4 pp.
October 20, M. flocquart to Minister. Asking for an improvement of the
Quebec. position of Sieur Guiton de Maurepas, Lieut. General of Montreal.

Fol. 56. 1 page, say l p.
October 20, MM. Hocquart and Varin to the saine. Return of the fur trade
Quebec. of Frontenac and Niagara in 1742. Fol. 57. 1 p.
October 29, M. Hocquart to the same. Administration of the western Domain
Quebee. for 1739. Fol. 92. 1 p.
October 25, Statement of tobacco and liquors imported at Quebec in 1742.
Quebec. From Fol. 94 to back of 96. 5 pp.
October 25, M. Hocquart to Minister. Receipts and expenditure of colony.
Quebec. Fol. 97. 16 pages, say 8 pp.
October 30, The same to the same. St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 107. 2 pages,
Quebec. say 1 p.
October 31 The same to the same. Military and naval works at Fort St.
Quebec. ' Frédéric. Fol. 103. 3 pages, say 1i P.
October 31, The same to the same. Cost of building and fitting out the trans-
Quebec, port " Le Canada." Fol. 166. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
September 20, M. Boisberthelot de Beaucours commanding at Montreal. Sends
Montreal. to Minister three short memorials on Canada, as to the relations of

the authorities of the colony with the several Indian tribçs and the
fortifications of Montreal. (Amost interesting document.) Fol 316
to 320. 7¾ pages, say 9 pp.

exlby
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1742.
Augst 25, M. Levasseur, building engineer, to Minister. The transport
Quebec. "Le Canada" finished and " Le Caribou " undertaken. He is work-

ing at the plans of the 26 gun frigate. Asks to be rewardel for his
pains with these works, &c. Foi. 322. 2- pages, say 2 ppý

September 30, The same to the same. Two further letters on the same subject.
Quebec. Fol. 324 to 327. 4 pages, say 3pp.
October 30, M. Chaussegros de Léry the younger. Setting forth the fortification
Quebec. works he has extended during his father's absence and claims the

gratuities in firewood, &c., which it was usual to allow to engineers.
Fol. 329. 3 pages, say 1 p.

October 30, M. Chaussegros de Léry, Senior, to Minister. As to fortifications
Quebec. and ship building. Fol. 331 to 342. 21 pages, say 9 pp.
August 20, M. de Noyan, Miajor, to the same. As to steps taken by him in
Fort Pont- order to expel the Eoglish from Belle Rivière, &c. Defence as to
chartrain, charges made against him. Fol. 348. 13 pages, say 8 pp.
Detroit.8 .

September 25 Memo. of Sieur D'Eschaillon (captain) as to a discovery of honey-
Quebec. ' bees made by him at Fort St. Frédéric. Fol. 360. 21 pages, say 2 pp.
August 22, M. the Bishop of Quebec to Minister. Suggestions as to pre-
Quebec. vention of scarcity in the colony. Fol. 398. 2 pp.
August 22, The same to the same. On the collection of tithes. Fol. 400.
Quebec. 3 pages, say 6 pp,
Angust 22, The same to the same. Asking His Majesty to grant power to
Quebec. collect titbes on hemp, hay and tobacco. Fol. 402. 1 page. j p.
August 22, The same to the same. Permanency of parish curés. Fol. 403.
Quebee. 3 pages, say 4Î pp.
August 22, The same to the same. Suggestions for the prevention of mendi-
Que'bse. 'cancy. Fol. 405. 1t pages, say 2 pp.
Auguet 22, The same to the same. Liquor traffic. Fol. 407. 4j pages,
Quebec. say 3 pp.
September28, The same to the same. As to certain religious communities. lis
Quebee. small income, and the large expenditure ho is obliged to incur.

Priests of Acadia Misconduet of Sieur Le Voye-, missionary at St.
Anne. Mlle. de Rigauville takes the veil. Necessity of a dower
for nuns. Recommends M. Raymond, a lieutenant, and M. Duples-
sis, an ensign, to the Minister's favour. Departure for France of
M. de Gannes. Changes to be made in the parishes. General
Hospital and Hotel Dieu of Montreal, &c. Fol. 423. 1 pages,
say bi pp.

October 3), The same to the same. Asks that one Nouette de la Bouffellerie be
Quebec. sent back to France, inasmuch as he is living at the house of a

woman whose husband is absent and thus he (Nonette) is a great
cause of scandal. Fol. 429. 3 pages, say li P.

November 4, The same to the same. Repairs to episcopal palace. Sickness
Quebee. brought out on board the King's ship. The harvest is no botter

this year than last. Fol. 431. 3½ pages, say li P.
END OF VOL. 78.

"CANADA--CoRRESPoNDANCE GÉNÉRA L."

1743.
on.' .- M. DE BEAUHARNOIS GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. HOCQUART,

INTENDANT.

1743. C. 11.
June 17, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Precarious con-
Quebec. dition of the colony as to provisions. The colony is impoverished

by the loss of two year's trade and by bad harvests. M. Bigot, ot IDe
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1743. Royale, asks for pease for the subsistence of the troops. Building
of " Le Caribou." Death of several dignitaries. Fol. 11. 5 psges,
Say 32 pp.

September 29, The sane to the same. Leasing of posta of Niagara and Fron-
Quebec. tenac. Fol. 32. 3j pages, say 1î p.
October b, The same to the same. Suspension of soldiers' leave up to Janu-
Quebec. ary, 1745. Fol. 36. - p.
October 9, The same to the same. Sieur Farrobert, who bad served as a
Quebec'. soldier, bas been made a cadet. Folz 42. i p.
October 10, The same to the same. Settlements of Rivière Blanche and Detroit.
Quebec. Fol 44. 4 pages, say 2 pp.

Memoir by "Navarre" respecting the Iroquois settlement of
Rivière Blanche. Fol. 48. 8½ pages, say 61 pp.

October 12, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Dates of saling
Quebec. of King's ships. Fol. 56. 3 pages, say Il p.
October 14, The same to the same. Sieur Vallier appointed conseillier-clerc to
Quebec. Superior Council. Other places to be filled. Death of Sieur Courval,

Lieut.-General of Three Rivers; eucceeded by Sieur Hertel de Rouville.
Difficulty of locating the illicit salt dealers sent out from France.
Sieur André, Lieutenant General of the magistracy, tenders his
resignation. No successor proposed. Fol. 58. 7 pages, say 3j pp.

October 14, The same to the same. The harvest has been worse than the last.
Quebec. Means of preventing famine. Fol. 62. 10 pages, say 5 pp.
October 15, The same to the same. Pensions granted Mmes. de Longueuil and
Quebec. de Ramezay. Fol. 68. .1 p.
October 15, The same to the same. Disappearance of Chevalier de Beauville,
Quebec. who had been transferred to the Colony by order of the King. Fol.

72. ½ p.
October 29, The same to the same. Card money and bills of exchange. Fol.
Quebec. 75. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
October 30, François-Etienne Cugnet to Beauharnois and Hocquart. Respecting
Quebec. the establishment of Kitchechatehouan, north shore. Fol. 79. 5

pages, say 4 pp.
October 30, The same to Minister. In relation to next precoding paper. Fol.
Quebec. 82. 1 page, say i p.
October 30, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Pensions granted
Quebec. to Mmes. de Ramezay and de Boisbébert. Death of Sieur Sicard de

Carufel and de Belleval the younger. Fol. 83. 2 pages, say 1½ p.

November 2, The same to the same. They have awaited the completion of
Quebec. repairs to the episcopal palace, before recording His Majesty's de-

cree setting aside the claim of the nuns of the General Hospital of
Quebec to the said building. Fol. 85. 6 pages, say 3 pp.

October 26, Abstract from the records of the magistracy of Quebea, as to
Quebec. repairs mentioned above. Fol. 89. 4j pp.
November 3, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister, asking for assist-
Quebee. ance for the widow of de La Ronde. Fol. 92. 2 pages, say 1 p.
June 6, M. de Beaubernois to Minister. Upper posta leased. Inundations
Quebec. in districts of Montreal and Three Rivers. Intrigues of the English.

Fol. 97. 4 pages, say 1 p.
September 16, The same the to same. Precautions against smuggling.
Quebec. Fol. 106. 2 pages, say 1 p.
September 17, The same to the same. Details respecting the posts; Indians of
Quebec. the west; Sieur de La Verendrye, &o. Fol. 108. 12J pages, say 91 pp.

The same to the same. Measures to prevent a union between the
september 18' Sioux and the Foxes. The news that the Chicachas had abandoned

their lands needs confirmation. Fol. 115. 7j pages, say 51 pp.
cxlvi
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September 25, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 133.
Quebec. 5 pages, say 4½ pp.
8eptember 19, The same to the same. Military discipline. Artillery needed.
Quebec. Brigandage committed in the country. Fol. 137. 8 pages, say 6 pp.
September 20, The same to the same. Measures adopted to prevent the waste of
Quebec. arms. Sieur Benoist, the younger, and his claims. Officers at the

posts. Fol. 142. 2 pages, say l p.
September 22, The same to the saine. Good conduet of young Panet. Drawbacks
Quebec. resulting from the leasing of the posts. Fol. 144. 5 pages, say 3 pp.

The same to the same. List of officers serving in the several
posts of the country. Fol. 147. 2 pages, say 1i p.

September 23, The same to the same. Asks for a gratuity for Sieur de Lantagnac
Quebec. to enable him to provide the dower of his daughter, who has become

a nun. Sieur de St. Castin will share in the distribution of the pro.
duct of the fees from trading licenses. Medals for the Indian chiefs.
Fol. 148. 4j pages, say 31 pp.

September 24, The sane to the same. Selection of officers for Fort St. Frédéric,
Quebec. Means adopted to prevent encroachments of the English. Fol. 152.

l7 pages, say 6 pp.
October 1, The same to the same. Certificate of service of Sieur Chavoy de
Quebec. Noyan. Fol. 157. 1 p.
October 4, The same to the same. Thanks the Minister for assisting him in
Quebec. matters of a private nature at Leogane in France. Fol. 160. 1½ p.
October 4, The same to the same. In relation to a child, the issue of the
Quebec. marriage of Sieur de Franssure. Fol. 162. 1 p.
October 10, The same to the same. Respecting a military deserter whose sen-
Quebec. tence was commuted on the ground that he had been enrolled before

the full age of 16 years. Fol. 164. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 13, The same to the same. The difficulty between the Indians of
Quebec. Sault St. Louis and those of the Lake of Two Mountains has not had

any evil results. The Misses Desauniers and foreign trade. Fidel-
ity of the Indians of the Lake of Two Mountains in standing out
against the Flatheads. Conduct of the ChaSanons. The Chicachas.
The Ottawas of Michillimakinac have located themselves at Arbre
Croche. Iroquois of the Five Nations. Sakis and Renards. Fol.
167. 20 pages, say 12 pp.

The same to the same. Addresses of various Indian tribes accom-
panying the next preceding letter. Fol. 179 to 184. 8 pages,
say 6 pp.

October 14, The same to the same. Furloughs with leave to go to France.
Quebec. Fol. 186. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
Date Le Chevalier de Beauharnois to his uncle, le Marquis de Beauhar-
illegible. nois. Giving an account of his visit to Fort Chambly. Fol. 190. 1½ p.
October 20, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. His reasons fors ending his nephew
Quebec. to France. Fol. 191. 1 p.
October 20, The same to the same. las sent Sieur de Léry, the younger, to
Quebec. prepare a map of the country from the Fort of Chambly t:> Orange

River. Fol. 193. 1 p.
October 20, The same to the same. Respecting the officers of the colony,
Quebec. their records of service and merits. Fol. 195. 9 pages, say 6 pp.
October 27, The same to the same. The English are making.no attempt to
Quebec. fortify Choneguen. Fol. 203. 1½ p.
October 27, The same to the same. Discord between the officers of justice and
Quebec. the officers of the garrison at Montreal. Fol. 205. 2 pages, say 1U p.
October 27, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Claims of Sieur de Sonneville, an
Quebec. officer. Fol. 207. P.
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M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Reccmmending Sieur de la
Fontaine as Lieut. General of Magistracy of Quebee, in place of
Sieur André. Fol. 200. 1½ p.

The same to the saime. Necessity of appointing a captain of the
gates at Montreal. Fol. 211. 2 pages, say 1½ p.

The saine o the saie. Statement of trading licenses granted in
1743. Fol. 213. 3 pp.

The saine to the saie. As to application for an ensigncy in
expectancy for the second son of Sieur de Léry. Fol. 216. 1½ page,
say 1 p.

The same to the same. St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 218. 2k pages,
say 2 pp.

J. Bte. Coste, court-bailiff of the jurisdiction of Montreahi 0i-
cial statement respecting the refusal by Messrs. de Varennes and
Repentigny to assist him in the arrest of Sylvain, a physician,
lather-in-law of Sieur de Varennes. Fol. 222. 31 pp.

March 26. Posts in the upper country leased in 1743. Foi. 221. k p.
July 14, M. Hocquart to Minister. The grub is devastating the crops.
Quebec. The vicar-general bas empowered the parish priest of Prairie-de-la-

Madelaine to exorcise the insects. Public prayers and processions
in that behalf. Details as to ravages of the grub. Asks that flour
be sent from France. Fol. 231. 16 pages, say 8 pp.

July 14, The saine to the same. Same subject. Scarcity in the country.
Quebec. Flour wanted. Death of M. de ContrecSur and M. des Meloises.

M. Péan dying. Fol. 240. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
July 19, M. Hocquart to MM. Duquesnel and Bigot. Asks them to come to
Quebec. the assistance of famine-stricken Canada. Fol. 250 to 256. 11

pages, say 8 pp.July 27, The same to Minister. Details as to destruction caused by
Quebec. the grub. Fol. 257. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
August 9, The saine to the same. The help in provisions brought by " Le
Quebec. iRobuste," will enable us to await the harvest. Uneasiness caused

by the ravages of the grub. The work of building ' Le Caribou "
is well advanced. Fol. 260. 3k pages, say 2 pp.

September 2, The saine to the same. The harvest of wheat will probably exceed
Quebec. that of last year. Death of M. de St. Vincent. Fol. 266. 2k pages,

Say 1k p.
September 15, The same to the same. Description of the shipyard, wharves
Quebec. and ship-building of Quebec. Fol. 270. 18 pages, say 10 pp.
September 25, The same to the same. Building of "Le Castor" and "Le
Quebec. Caribou." Fol. 2f0. 9 pages, say 6 pp.
September 28, The same to the saie. Arrival of the King's ship Great length
Québee. of voyages. Fol. 285. 1 page, say Ji p.
September 29, The saine to the same. Leasing of Posts of Niagara and Front
Qaebec. tenac. Fol. 287 to 292. 9 pages, say 6 pp.
October 1, The same to the same. Financial details. Applications for em-
Quebec. ployment. Difficulties at Montreal; Sieur Maurepas, Lieut..General,

is the cause. His animosity against Sieur Silvain, whom he charges
with insulting him. Fol. 294. 9j pages, say 6 pp.

October 2, The saine to the same. Ship-building. St. Maurice Forges. Build-
Quebec. ing work expensive. Fol. 300. 12 pages, say 6 pp.
October 5, The same to the saine. Concerning a concession of land which he
Quebec. had obtained on Lifke Champlain. Fol. 31L hp.
October 5, The same to the same. Arrival of the " Rubis." The " Caribou'
Quebec. is being finished. Building of the " Castor." Theship-yards. Fol.

313. 10 pages, say 7 pp.
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1tobra, The same to the same. Remarke and details on the trade of 1739
Quebee. to 1741. Fol. 319. 13 pages, say 8 pp.
October 9, The same to the same. Judicial vacancies. Trade with the
Quebec. Antilles. Naval works. Fol. 343. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
October 12, The same to the same. Building of the " Castor " and " Caribou."
Quebec. Fol. 355. 9 pages, say 6 pp.
*etober 13, The same to the same. Vacancies and promotions among the
Quebee. troops. Fol. 361. 3 pages, say 2 pp

END OF VOL. 79.

" CANADA-CORRsPONDANCE GkNÉRAL E."
1743.

VOL. 80.-M. HOCQUART, INTENDANT. OTHER OFFICIALS.

C. 11.

October 4 M. Hocquart to Minister. Great scarcity of wheat in the country ;
Quebec. help must be sent. Fol. 3. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 15, The same to the same. He prefers that the stores for the colony
Quebec. should be furnished by Sieurs Pascaud, of LaRochelle, rather than

by the officers of the Intendant at Rochefort. The former will per-
form the service for a commission of 5 per cent. Fol. 9. 7 pages,
Bay 31 pp.

October 15, The same to the same. To Sieurs Pascaud, of LaRochelle, on the
Quebee. same subject. Fol. 14. 1 p.
October 19, The same to the same. Cultivation of tobacco. Fol. 19. 6 pages,
Quebec. Bay 3 pp.
October 20, The same to the same. Hie sends nine packages of plants for
Quebec. the King's gardon. Fol. 69. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 18, The same to the same. List of persons going to France on the
Quebec. "Rubis." Fol. 71 to 73. 2 pp.
October 22, The same to the same. On the gauging:of spirits sent to Canada.
Quebec. Fol. 74. 2 pages, say 1 P.
October 22, The same to the same. Canadian tobacco. Fol. 76. 1½ page,
Quebec. say 1 p.
October 23, The same to the same. Estate of Abbé Norey. Fol. 78. 9 pages,
Quebec. say 4½ pp.
0etober 23, The sane to the same. St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 84. 18 pages,
Quebe. Bay 9 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Manufacture of glue and cultivation of hemp.
Quebec. Land rolls. Boards shipped on the " Rubis." Timber cutting.

Schooner built at Fort St. Frédéric. Naval works. Fol. 99. 9
pages, say 4 pp.

Dotober 24, The same to the same. The crew of the " Rubis" being sick;
quebee. the " Centaure " ha been disarmed, in order to enable the King's

ship to proceed to France. Fol. 157, 14 pages, say 7 pp.
Octob 26, The same to the same. Official statement as to the substitution
Quebec. of another crew for that of the " Rubis." Fol. 165. 5 pp.
October so, The same to the same. General receipts and expenditure.
Quebec. Miserable state of the country. Commendation of the conduct of

Sieur Michel and the other accountants. Praise of Sieur Martel,
who has succeeded Sieur Robert, storekeeper at Montreal. Measures
relating to the finances of the country. The making of bread.
Fol. 240. 17 pages, say 81 pp.

Niovembe r i The same to the same. The anchor and chain lost by the
Quebec. Rubis " off St. François, Island of Orleans, have been recovered.
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13. The crew recovering. Remarks on shipments of stores. St.
Maurice iron. Carpenters sent back. Fol. 262. 8 pages, say 4 pp.

November 2, The same to the same. Sale of metals. Fol. 267. 7 pages,Quebec. say 31 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. He has sent back to France a man named
,Quebec. ' Nonette dit La Soufflerie. Fol. 274. 1l p.
November 4, The same to the same. Loss inflicted on Sieurs lavy and
Quebec. Lefevre, agents of Sieur Dugard of Rouen, by the transfer of the

crew of the " Centaure " to the " Rubis." They should be indem-
nified. Fol. 278. 2 pages, Bay 1à p.

1743. The same to the same. Petition of said parties. Fol. 280.. 3 pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Letter accompanying the list of officers,
Quebec. marines and seamen of the "I Rubis," sick at the Hotel Dieu of

Quebec. Fol. 282 to 284. 3 pages, say. 2 pp.
November 8, The saie to the same. Two anchors reguired. Fol. 287. 2J
Quebee. pages, say 2 pp.
June 12, M. de Beaucours, commandant at Montreal, to the same. Rup-
Montreal. ture between the English and the Iroquois. Fol. 290. 1 p.
MOtoberl' The same to the same. Deserters. Fol. 292. 2 pp.
Oct.ober it, M. de Vaudreuil, Major, to the same. Asking that the inhabi-
Montreal. tants of Vaudreuil may enjoy the right of trading with the French

and ibe Indians. Fol. 295. 2 pages, say i p.
October 26, M. Varin to the same. Posts in the upper country. HlarmonyMontreal. restored among the officials of Montreal. Precautions taken by the

Intendant, the bishop and the rich have saved the town from famine.
Naval works. Fol. 298. 7 pages, say 4 pp.

1743. List of vessels arrived at Quebec from the opening of navigation
to 25th June, 1743. Fol. 303. 2 pages, say 1àp.

July 9, M. Varin, Controller, to Minister. .Naval works. Wharves. News
Montreal- of naval encounters. St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 304. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. Late arrival of King's ships. Merchandise
Montreal. selling at Montreal 25 per cent. cheaper than at Quebec. Labour is

too high there. Sieur Robert, storekeeper, replaced by Sieur Martel.
Fol. 310. 6 pages, say 3 pp.

Jaly 10, The same to the same. Order to stop vessel ready to sail for France.
Montreal. Ravages of the grub. Fol. 307. 2 pages, say l p.
November 3, The same to the same. Abstract of financial operations in Canada,Montreal. autumn of 1743. Fol. 314. 3 pages, say 21 pp.October 30, M. Levasseur, naval engineer, to Minister. He has almost
Quebec. finished the "Caribou." Preparing the " Castor." Selection of

timber. Fol. 317. 5 pages, say 4 pp.
October 20, Sieur Chaussegros de Léry to Minister. Repairs to episcopalQuebec. palace. Asks for promotion for hie sons. Fol. 329. 8 pages, say 3½ pp.
October 22, M. Verrier, Procureur Général, to Minister. le continued to

give great attention to his law lectures, and is about completing the
land.roll. Fol. 344. 2 pp.

October 20, M. the Bishop of Quebec to the same. Hle has been obliged to
Quebec. borrow five thousand livres to help the poor. Asks for pensions for

Dames St. Vincent, de Rigauville and des Meloises. Curacies. One
Vicar General sufficient for Louisiana. Missionaries in Acadia.
Liquor trafic. Religions communities. Mission of Lake of Two
Mountains. Estate of Abbé Norey, &c. Fol. 340. 10 pages,
say a pp.

October 24, The sane to the sane. Recommending Mme. de la Ronde and
Quebec. her family to the goodness of the Minister. Fol. 354. I p.
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1743.
March - Requests of private individuals. Fol. 370. 13 pages, say 10 pp.
March - Memoir. Imposition of royal duty on goods imported into
Quebec. Canada. Fol. 379. 7 pages, say 5 pp.

END OF VOL. 80.

" CANADA.--oORRE5PtN0E GÊNRA1L E."174

VOL. 81.-M. DE BEAUHARNOIS, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. HOoQIUART,.
INTENDANT.

C. 11,
1744.

October 7, MM. de Beanharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Sieur Remond hasQuebee. been enrolled as a soldier. His conduct will be watched. Lease
granted to IN icolas Chrestien to go to France. Fol. 4. 1 page, say j p.

October 10, The same to the same. Post of Lépimigon. Fol. 5. 2j pages,Quebee. say Il p.
October 11, The same to the same. Fortification works doue during the year.
Quebec. Fol. 7. 7½ pages, say 3 pp.
October 12, The same to the same. Reasons which prevent them from enter-
Quebec. ing into all details of the King's memo. Parish curés. Festivals.

Hospital Nuns of Montreal and Three Rivers. Sieur Guillemin
and the office of accounts. Sieur Gautier and the Council; death of
Sieur d'Artigny, a member of Council; Sieur Perthuis might take his
place. Small harvest in 1743. Disposal of provisions sent out as aid.
]Harvest of 1744. Steps taken to supply Ile Royale. Protection of trade
and fishing. Trade between Ie Royale and Martinique. Cattle. Bay
des Esquimaux. Fisheries in lower river. Cultivation of land. Settle-
ments of Lake Champlain and vicinity of Lake St. Frédéric. Sub-
division of farms. Mission of the village of Michiscouy. Posts of De-
troit and Michillimakinac. Expedition for the discovery of the
Western Sea. Naval works. Foreign trade. Militia; recruits;
soldiers arms. Abenakis. Fol. 12. 50 pages, say 25 pp.

'October 14, The same to the same. Hudson Bay and the English settlement
Quebec. of River Blanche. Fol.
October 15, The same to the same. Trade of the colony. Fol. 43. 10 pages,Quebec. say 5 pp.
October 17, The sanie to the same. Artillery and war munitions. Fol. 49.Quebec. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

ctober 17, The game to the sane. Same subject. Fol. 52. 1 P.

October 17, The same to the same. Certain officers to be placed on the retired
Qaebec. list. Fol. 53. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
October 17, The same to the same. Concerning currency. Fol. 56. 2î pages,
Quebec. say Il p.
October 24, The same to the sane. Suggesting that the frigate < Castor" beQuebec. accompanied by one or two armed vessels. Fol. 70. Ji page, say 1 p.
October 25, The sanie to the sane. Trade of posts of Frontenac and NiagaraQuebec. carried on by Sieur Chalet. Fol. 72. 8 pages, say 4 pp.
October 25, The same to the sane. Gratuity to Sieur St. Simon. Sieur deQuebec. Rouville and the post of Lieut. General of Three Rivers. Concess-

ions to Sieurs Marsal and Bazile. Fol. 77 8 pages, say 4 pp.1744. Petition of Sieur Louis Fournel as to the lease of a post on the
north shore of the St. Lawrence, for a sedentary fishery. Fol. 82. 2½ p.

October 16, Petition of Louis Bazile as to a fishing station at Baie desuebec· Chateaux Fol. 85. 8j pages, say i pp.
oli
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'744.
October 26, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Pensions to be
Quebec. granted to Dames Desmeloises, de Boishébert and St. Vincent. Foi.

90. 1 4 p.October 26, The sanie to the sanie. Pay of M. Tremont, Captain of the GatesQuebec. at Montreal. Fol. 94. 2 pages, say 1l p.October 30, The same to the same. Gratuity to M. D'Eschaillons. 1oI.
Quebee. 96. ½ P.
November 1, The sane to the seme. Letter accompanying a petition of the
Quebec. inhabitants of Rivière du Sud, asking for justice in view of an order

of the Superior Council refusing;their request that Sieur Couillard,
their Seignor, be compelled te repair his mill, or build another to
which they might go without risking their lives. Fol. 102 to
106. 4 pp.

April 14, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Means adopted to prevent the en-Quebec. croachments of the English. Fol. 108. 7J pages, say 5 pp.April 15, The sane to the same. Cipher despatch respecting the rivalry of
Quebe. the English. Fol. 114. 4 pages, say 14 p.
April 20, The sane to the sane. Cipher despatch. English attempts to
Quebee. win over Iroquois. Fol. 117. 3 pages, say 1 p.

1744. Words of the Iroquois addressed to the Five Nation Iroquois.
Fol. 119. 1 page, say i p.June 15, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Chevalier de Boisrond sails on the

Quebse. " Caribou " for Louisbourg. Fol. 120. î p.June 30, The sane to the sane. Precautions adopted in the event of war.
QSebec. Fol. 122. 6 pages, say 14 p.
November 7, The same te the sane. Indians of Detroit well disposed. Neu-
Quebec.j trality of the Iroquois in case of war with the English. Fol. 126.

74 pages, say 3 4 pp.
November 8, The sane to the same. Promoting offlers. Foi. 132. 4 p.Quebec. The same to the same. But one soldier has deserted since 1742.
October 5, Gratuity to Sieur St. Simon, who was not appointed a member of
quebee. the Council. Recommendation in behalf of Sieur Chevremont. Fol.

134. 24 pages, say 14 p.
October 6, The same to the sane. Distribution of proceeds of trading
Quebec. licenses. Fol. 136. 2J pages, say 1 p.October 7, The sane to the sane. Criminal trial of one St. Louis. Mini-
Quebec. mum age of recruits. Fol. 138. 2 pages, say 14 p.October 8, The same to the sane. Detailed statement as to the defense the
Quebec. colony could make against an English invasion in the several towns

and posts. Fol. 140. 29 pages, say . 20 pp.
October 8, The sane te the same. As to the dower claimed by Sieur De
Quebec. Lantagnao for bis daughter,who desired to become a nun Medals for

the Indians. Fol. 156. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
October 9, The samne to the sane. The Hurons of Detroit refuse to take the
Quebee• field. Missionary of that post. A sedentary commandant needed.

Indians of the west. Trade of ;the posts of Niagara and Fort Fron-
tenac. Fol. 160. 8 pages, say 6 pp,

October 11, The same to the sane. Indians caught smuggling arrested.
Quebec. Grave suspicions of frauduient trading against Dlles Desauniers.

Lake of two Mountains. Transmigration of Indian tribes. Fol.
166. 124 pages, say 8 pp.

October 15, The sane te the sane. Cipher letter accompanying the general
Quebec. census of the militia of Canada. Fol. 174, 175 and 177. 2½ pages,

say 14 p.
October 17, The sane te the same. Lease granted to Joseph François
Quebec. Devienne, employed by the Intendant; in bis office. He will not be,
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1744. allowed to leave the country. Allusion to his personal affaire in St.
Domingo. Fol. 178. 2î pages, say 14 p.

October 18, The same to the same. As to suggestion made by M. Hocquart
Quebec. that Sieur de Belugard, commanding the artillery, be replaoed by

Chevalier de Beauharnois. Fol. 180. 2J pages, say 2 pp.
October 21, The same to the same. Importance of making a solid peace with
Quebec. the Chicachas and Cherakis. Fol. 182. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 21, The same to the same. Respecting orders as to disconnecting
Quebec. the fur trade of the Illinois and Missouri Rivera from that of Canada.

Fol. 166. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 25, The same to the saine. Respecting undertaking for the recovery
Quebec. of Acadia. Fol. 192. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 25, The same to the same. Insubordination of the lessees of the Post
Quebec of LaBaie. Fol. 196. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 25, The saine to the same. Recommends the appointment of the
Quebec. second son of Baron de Longueuil as " Garde de la Marine." FoL

198. à p.
October 27, The saine to the same. Gratuities to Sieur Lanouillier. FoL
Quebec. 200. 2 pages, say 1i P.
October 28, The same to the same. Navy yards at Quebec and the Island of
Quebec. Orleans. Fol. 202. 6J pages, say 4 pp.
October 29, The saine to the same. Attitude of the English and the Iroquois.
Quebec. Fol. 206. 1 page, say * p.
October 19, News brought to M. de Beaucour by Tecananeouassin, chief of the
Quebec. Indians of Sault St. Louis, returning from Orange to Montreal. Fol.

208. 24 pages, say 2 pp.
October 21, News brought to M. de Beaucour by Néraguindiac, chief of Indians
Quebec. of Sault St. Louis. Fol. 210. lp,
October 30, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Vacancies and promotions of offi-
Quebec. cers. Fol. 211. 8 pages, say 5J pp.
March 6, Extract from letter of M. Levasseur to M. Hocqaart, respecting
Borel. his mission to Lake Champlain in search of building timber. FoL

222. 5J pages, say 3 pp.
May 13, M. Hocquart to Minister. Launch of the " Caribou" and details as
Quebec. to that vessel. The Governor General has travelled to Montreal on

the ice. Seed sown in April. Injury suffered by the " Rubis " in
passiDng through the "Gouffre." Fol. 217. 8 pages, Bay 4 pp.

June 22, The same to the same. The ship " Le Philipeaux " has reached
Quebec. St. Male with the crew of the " Caribou." Fine appearance of the

crops. Fol. 225. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
July s The same to the same The appearance of the crops je still good.
Quebec. Sieurs Duquesnel and Bigot ask for help for Ile Royale. Fol. 228,

14 page, say 1 p.
July 6, The same to the saine. Crew of "Le Caribou." FoIs. 230,
Quebec. 231. 2 pp.
,Îuîy 10, The same to the same. List of passengers on " Le Caribou,"

Qnebec. Sieur Dubois, commander. Fols. 232, 233. 2J pp.
July 9 The same to the same. Respecting a disreputable German named
Quebec. Makep, whom ho sends away on " Le Caribou." Fols. 234 to 241.

10 pages, say ô pp.
July 9, The same to the same. Crew, passengers, equipinent and cargo of
Quebee. the " Caribou." Fol. 240. 10 pages, say 5 pp.
July 12, The same to the saine. Pay of Sieur Boierond as naval ensign
Quebec. and ensign inthe infantry. Fol. 248 1½ page, Bay 1 p.
July 16, Message to Governor General, to be delivered by Hag8irres, a
Iquebec. Indian of the village of Ganna8aghé (Saut St. Louis). The 

Government of America have resolved to Ideal rigorously witk
eìi
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1744. French and Indian prisoners, if the latter continue their cruelties
during the war. Fol. 250. 1 page, say i p.

July 22, M. Hocquart to Minister. Departure of the "Caribou." Looking
Quebee. for vessels from Europe. Ropes of a good harvest notwithstanding

the heat. The English want to attack Quebec. .Attitude of the
Indians. The several posts reinforced. Fol. 251. 7 pages, say 3 pp.

July 26, Reply of Governor of Boston to M. Duquesnel, as to prisoners of
Bostoi., war taken at Canceaux by the French. Fol. 255. 10 pages, say 8 pp.
September 7, M. Hocquart to Minister. Arrival of ship " Trois Maries" with
Quebec. 2,000 quintals of flour, after escaping from the English. Arrival of

the "Sultana," " Déesse," "Andromède," "Vierge de Grâce," " Adé.
laïde " (Larochelle), and "Ville de Roüen," from Bordeaux. Abun-
dant harvest. Duquesuel and Bigot ask for provisions for lie
Royale. Fol. 260. Si pages, say 3 pp.

September 15, Copy of letter from Duquesnel, Commandant of Ile Royale, to M.
Louisbourg, Shirley, Governor of Boston, as to prisoners taken at Canceaux. Fol.
ie Royale. 264. 6 pages, say 4j pp.
September22 M. Hocquart to Minister. Assistance for lie Royale. Building of
Quebec. frigate " Le Castor." Fol. 267. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 1, The same to the same. Statement of artillery, arms and muni-
Quebeo. tions received at Quebec to date. Fol. 269. 1 p.
September 21, The same to the same. Copy of letter to M. Bigot in relation to
Quebec. the supplying of lie Royale. Fol. 270. 'l pages, say 4 pp.
October 7, The same to the same. Timber for shipbuilding. Ship-yards.
Quebee. Munition@, &c., required for the vessels built at Quebec. Fol. 274.

20 pages, say 11 pp.
October 8, 'fhe same to the same. Arrival of the "Caribou" at Louis-
Quebes. bourg. Sailing qualities of that vessel. Munitions, rigging, &o.,

for the "Castor" have arrived. Building of "Castor." Favours
solicited for Sieurs Etienne and David Corbin, master carpenters,
both good men. Fol. 294. 9j pages, say 5 pp.

October 9, The same to the same. Two frigates required to convoy Cana-
Quebec. dian vessels trading with lie Royale. Danger of navigating the

St. Lawrence because of English cruisers. It is believed that three
French vessels have been captured. Fol. 300. 16 pages, say 8 pp.

Oet9ber 10, The same to the same. Bigot asks for a supply of wheat for Ile
que o. Royale. Fol. 323. 3 pages, say 1½ p.
Oçtober 10, The same to the same. Sieur d) L'Isle and the accounts. Re-
Quebee. commends son of M. de la Gorgendière, who wishes to enter the

navy. Has given a storekeeper's commission to Sieur Martel. Ser-
vices rendered by Sieur Levasseur, engineer. Detailed interesting
account of difficulties at Montreal between Sieurs Monrepos and
Sylvain, de Varennes, Michel, &c. Public buildings, &c. Fol. 327.
27 pages, say 14 pp.

October 12, The same to the same. Recommends appointment of Sieur La
Quebee. morille as port ensign. Fol. 341. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 15, The same to the same. Services rendered by ieurs Dumont,
Quebee. Mercier and La Pérade. Fol. 343. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 16, The same to the same. Two letters respecting the advance in
Quebe.. price of beaver, and the general trade of Canada. Fol. 348 to 353.

Il pages, say bi pp.
October 22, The same to the same. M. Michel is much grieved at not being
Quebec. promoted. Commendation of Sieurs Varin and de L'Isle. Fol. 398.

2 pages, say là P.
October 22» The same to the same. Estate of Abbé de Norey. Fol. 400. &
Quebec. pages, say 1½ P.
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October 22, M. Hocquart to Minister. Sends abstract of return of sale of
Quebee. furniture, &c., left by Abbé de Norey. Fol. 402. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
October 23, The same to the same. Exploitation of posts of Frontenac and
Quebee. Niagara by Sieur Chalet. Fol. 404. 14 pages, say 7 pp.
No date, but Statement of furs from Frontenac, Niagara and Toronto. Fol.
evidently the 412. 1 P.ame year. Statement of costs at Quebec of merchandise sent to Forts Fron-
oceber.i' tenac and Niagara. Fol. 413. 5 pp.
October 20, Memoir from lessee of posts of Frontenac and Niagara to the In-
Quebee. tendant. Fol. 425. 2à pp.
October 24 M. Hocquart to Minister. Glue. Hemp. Public roads. Land
Quebee. Roll. Timber. Fol. 427. 10 pages, say 5 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Merchandise and war munitions needed.
Quebee. Fol. 433. 6j pages, say 3 pp.
October 27, The same to the same. Canadian tobacco. Fol. 446. 3 pages,
Quebec. say 1½ p.
October 28, The same to the same. Expenditure and income of the colony.
Quebee. Fol. 448. 8pages, say 4 pp.

END 0F VOL. 81.

" CANADA-CORREPONDANOE GÉNÉRAÂLE."
1744

VOL. 82.-M. IIOOQLUART, INTENDANT. OTHE] O rFIIALs or TF M
CoLoNY.

o. 11.
October s, M. Hocquart to Minister. Cost of building King's ship's. Fol. 3.
Quebee. pages, say 3 pp.
October 29, The same to the same. Pendulum and telescope with quadrant for
Quebec. Père Bonnecamp, professor of hydrography. Observatory projected.

Fol. 82. 1 p.
October 29, The same to the same. Necessity of renewing the lease of
Quebec. Tadoussac. Etienne Gochereau, a smuggler, sent out to Canada,

asks that his family be sent out. Fol. 85. 3 pages, say 1½ p.
October 29, The same to the same. The shipyard of " cul.de-sac." Fol. 87.
Quebec. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 29, The same to the same. Expenditure in anticipation of war. Fol.
Quebee. 159. 10 pages, say 5 pp.
October 30, The same to the same. Services of Sieurs de Léry, father and
Quebee. son, as engineers. Fol. 193. 3j pages, say 1i p.
October 30, The same to the same. Receipts and expenditure of the colony
Quebee. for 1741. Fol. 198. 11 pages, say 6 pp.
October 24, Abstract of product of duties of the Domaine d'Occident in 1744.
Quebec. Fol. 204. 1 p.
November 1, M. Hocquart to Minister. Quantity of iron sent to Rochefort in
Quebec. 1743. Fol. 220. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
November 2, The same to the same. Amount of exchange drawn in 1743,
QuebeC. 1744, 1745, for building vessels. Fol. 241. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
November 2, The same to the same. General expenditure. Fol. 243. 3 pages,

"®ee- say 1î p.
November 2, The same to the same. Passengers on King's ship " La Gironde."'
Quebee. Fol. 274, 275. 2 pp.
July Io, M. Varin, Controller, to the same. Crew of " Le Caribou." Fol.
Quebe*' 282. 2 pages, Say 1 P.
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1744.
November 1, . Varin, Controller, to the same. General expenditure. Fol.
Quebec. 284. 16 pages, say 8 pp.
November 1, M. Chaussegros de Léry to the same. Asking for payment of
Quebec. travelling expenses of himself and his son. Fol. 294. 1 p.
October 26, The same to the same. Fortifications of the colony. Fol. 296.
Quebec. 14 pages, say 6 pp.
October 26, The same to the same. Proposal for the casting of cannon at the
Quebec. St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 304. 2 pages, say 1 p.
November 7, The same to the same. Respecting a map made by him of the
Quebec. country between Prairie de la Madeleine and Chambly River. Fol.

306. 2j pages, say 1à p.
May 14,' Sieur Levasseur, engineer, to the same. Respecting the building of
Quebec. "Le Caribou " and " Le Castor." Fol. 309. 3½ pages, say 2 pp.
October 20, M. Le Verrier, Procureur Général. Asking the Minister.for a gra-
Quebec. tuity for his services. Fol. 313. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
September 30 The same to the same. Reprosenting the services ho rendors by
Quebee. his law-lectures, &c. Fol. 315. 2j pp.
October 25, M. Levasseur, engineer.-Building of King's ships. Fol. 317.
Quebec. 7 pages, say 41 pp.
March 21, M. de Beaubassin, an officer Cipher despatch on voyage, in com-
Fort st. pany with de Boishebert, to Fort de la Reine, to watch the move-
Frédéric. ments of the English. Fol. 322.. 4 pages, say l p.
October 30, M. the Bishop of Quebec. Thanks the &inister for a gratuity.
Quebee. Intercedes in behalf of M. de Varennes. Asks whether, in his

declaration of 25th Nov"., 1743, forbidding holders in mortmain to
make any further acquisitions, it is the intention of His Majesty to
include new parishes? If so, it will be impossible to establish any
Religious communities. Prudence recommended to the missionaries
in Acadia. He is disposed to reduce the nu nber of festival days.
Fol. 326. S pp

October 30, Statement of foreign tobacco landed at Quebec in 1744. Fol.
Quebee. 336. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 30, Petition of Quebec merchants praying that trade and navigation
Quebee. be protected against English cruisers and containing other most

interesting details. Fol. 338. 8 pp.
END OF VOL. 82.

" CANADA-CORR SPONDANCE GÉNRAfKLE."
1745.

VOL. 83.-M. Du BEAUHARNoIs, GoVERNoR GENERAL.-M. oOcQUART,
INTENDANT.

C. i1.
1745.

september 12, MM. De Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. They inform himof
Quebec. the taking of Louisbourg by the English, who thus become masters

of Ile Royale. Project for the recovery of the island and of Acadia.
Interesting details as to both countries and as to measures adopted
for their recovery. (This document is most important.) Fol. 3.
66 nages, say 45 pp.

October 12, ''he same to the same. Destination of " Le Castor." Fol. 31.
2 pages, say ij p.

October 19 'The same to the same. As to proposed stone rampart for Q#e-
Quebe. 1 bec. Fol. 39. 2 pages, say là p

The same to the same. Surrender of the lease of the posta of
elvi
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1745.
October 23, Frontenac and Niagara by Sieur Chalet. Scarcity of cloth for barter.
Quebec. Fol. 42. 9 pages, say 41 pp.
July 28, Copy of letter from de Longueuil, commander at Detroit, to M.
Detroit. de Beauharnois, informing him that the English have sent intoxi-

cating liquor to the Indians of Detroit, in order to win them over.
Fol. 61. 1 p.

October 29, M51. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. In support of the
Quebec. petition of M. de Verchères, captain of Infantry, asking for a remis-

sion of the Seigniorial dues accruing to the Crown in respect of his
recent acquisition by retrait lignager of one-half of the Seigniory of
Verchères from Sieur Ranger, purchaser, under a judgment.
Fol. 62. 4 p.

July 2, Deed of sale of the said half of Seigniory of Verchères. Foi.
Montreal. 63. 3 pp.
September 13, Another deed respecting the grant of the same. Fol. 65. 9j pp.X6ntreai.

Petition of Sieur de Verchères, asking remission of seigniorial &ies
1745. on one-half of the seigniory. Fol. 70. 2 pp.

October 30, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Letter with list of
Quebec invalids dead or disappeared since lst January, 1740. Fol. 72,

73. 14 p.
November 2, The same to the same. The merchants of Quebec ask for a war-

ýQuebec. ship to convoy trading ships. The Governor of Boston has not
replied as regards an exchange of prisoners. Arrival of 300 to 400
Indians from Acadia. Fol. 74. 64 pages, say 51 pp

November 7, The same to the st.me. Chevalier de Beauharnois, bearer of con-
Quebec. fidential dispatches, asks to be sent back to the colony in case of

war. Fol. 78. 1i p.
November 9, The same to the same. Letter accompanying the declaration of
quebec. a prisoner of war respecting preparations made by the English

against Canada and for the defence of Louisbourg. Fols. 80, 81, 82.
4 pages. 2 pp.

'December 1 The same to the same. Arrival of Indians from Beaubassin, with
quebee. letters respecting the condition of Louisbourg. (The letters are

not with the record). Means suggested for retaking Louisbourg.
Fol. 83. 10 pages, say 5 pp.

June 19 M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Revolt of the garrison of Louis-
'Quebec.' bourg. Measures for defence of colony. Favours solicited. Trading

at the posts is becoming difficult and business is suffering greatly.
Fol. 90. 6 pages, say 5 pp.

June 21 The same to the same. Ias just learned that Louisbourg is in-
huebec. vested by ten large warships and some thirty others. Fol. 94. 2¾

pages, say 1 p.
October 15, The same to the same. Munitions wanted. Steps taken to asist
Quebec. posts of Frontenac and Niagara in the event of an attack. FoL.

96. 84 pages, say 6à pp.
October 20, The same to the same. Respecting decorations granted to officera.
Quebec. Fol. 101. 14 pages, say 1 p
October 28 The same to the same. The Iroquois come to see him in the
quebec. spring and seemed to be well disposed, at least as to neutrality. The

other tribes have begun to make incursions on the English. The
transmigration of the Cha8anons has at last taken place. The
want of merchandise is the cause of a great change as regards the
Indians. Bad state of trade in the upper country. Fol. 102. 1ti
pages, say 7 pp.

4 etober 28 Report of one Kincaid, a prisoner taken by the Abenakis of
Quobee. Bécancour, as to preparations made by the FngLish. FoL 108. Il p.

oirä
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Nove1nber -- M. de Beauharnois to Minister. As to instructions given to Sieur
Quebee. du Bois, commander of " Le Castor." Fol. 109. 3i page, say 1 p.
November i, The same to the same. Want of arma and munitions. Fol. 111.
Quebec. 3½ pages, say 2 pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Asking for arma and munitions. Fol.
Quebec. 114. 1½ p.
November 4, The same to the same. Cipher dispatch on the general state of
Quebee. the colony. Fol. 116. 3p pages, say 1½ p.
NoRvember 6, The same to the same. Sickness among the Iroquois. Fol. 119.
Quebec. 2 pages, say l p.
November 6, The same to the same. Cipher dispatch respecting plans of the,
Quebec. English against Canada. Fol. 121. 3 pages, say 1 p.November 8, The same to the same. Retirement of Sieurs de Beaujeu, de
QuebeO. Perigny, Cournoyer, Darnaud, &c. Vacancies. Fol. 124. 8 pages,

say 6 pp.
November 8, The same to the same. Death of Sieurs St. Michel, Le Saulnier,
Quebec. Montmidy and Sicard, retired officers. Application for pensions for

their widows. Fol. 130. 1 P.
November 9, The same to the same. As to a party of Canadians and Indian&
Quebec- who had set out from Montreal to make war on the English. Fol.

134. k P.
November 10, The same to the same. Sends his nephew to France with
Quebec. dispatches, and asks that he be given the Cross of St. Louis. Fol.

136. 1 p.
November 10, The same to the same. Asks for the recall to France of a soldier
Quebeo. named Michel Senneville, who had been condemned to the galleys

and afterwards pardoned. Fol. 137. à P.
March 30, Measures for the defence of Quebec and the country submitted to,
Quebea. M. de Beauharnois, by M. Chaussegros de Léry, Chief Engineer

Fol. 139. 1o pages, say 91 pp.
lkrch Bo The same. Mode of employing fire ships. FoL 145. 4 pp.

M. locquart to Minister. No news from the 120 Canadians andgay 19,
Quebee. 400 Abenakis and Hurons sent out to take possession of Acadia.

The upper country is quiet. Ile Royale can be furnished with stores
from Quebeo. The " Castor " has been launched. Work has been
commenced on the 22 gun frigate. Fol. 156. 8½ small pages,
say 3 pp.

May 1, Directors of " La Compagnie du Commerce de l'Occident " to M.
Quebee. Hocquart. Beaver trade. Fol. 161. 4 pages, say 2à pp.
June 18, M. Hocquart to Minister. He is building a small vessel to accom-

Qer-. pany the "C astor " in guarding the coast. News from the party of
Canadians and Indians sent to Acadia. Preparations of the English
for an attack on Canada. Destination of vessels built at Quebec.
Fol. 166. 10 small pages, say 4k PP.

June 2 , The same to the same. Account of matters of interest occurring
Quebee. in the service at Quebec from the departure of M. Morin for

Acadia, in January, 1745, up to date, in relation to the affairs of
Acadia and le Royale. Fol. 173. 15 pages, say 10 pp.

September24, The same to the same. Urgent request for assistance. Lack of
Quebec.* good superior officers. Necessity of building a atone rampart at

Quebec. Praise for officers and cadets who served in the last cai-
paign in Acadia. Capture of ten French vessels by the English.
Fol. 182. 13 pages, say 9 pp-

Oetober 1, The same to the same. Building of the 22.gun frigate and of the
.quebee, d Caribou." Fol. 189 11 pages, say 7 pp-
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1745..
Febr ry 22, M. Levasseur's report of a voyage to Lake Champlain for the
Quebec. purpose of cutting masts for vessels. Fol. 251. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
October 8, M. Hocquart to Minister. Trade; receipts and expenditure of
Quebee. colony for 1744. (The statements referred to are not with the

letter.) Fol. 257. 4 pages, say 2j pp.
Uctober 8, The same to the same. Report on seal oil, 1744. Fol. 261. j p.Quebec.
October 8, The same to the same. List of vessels from France and from
Quebec. Martinique in 1745. Fol. 262. ý p.
October 8, Same to the same. List of vessels in port of Quebec and about to
Quebec. sail for France and for Martinique. Fol. 263. 1 p.
October 17, The same to the same. The son of Sieur Boisclere has been shipped
Quebec. on board the " Castor " as an apprentice. Capture of two English

vessels by " L'Heureuse Marie " of St. Malo. The crew of " Le
Castor," convoyed by " L'Heureuse Marie," claim a share in the
prize. Fol. 264. 5 pages, say 2½ pp.

June 30, Declaration of Sieur Joseph Desquesty, Captain of " L'Heureuse
Quebee. Marie," of St. Malo, in relation to the two English vessels captured,

by him. Fol. 267. 3 pp.
October 16, M. Hocquart. General remarks on the product and trade of the
Quebec. colony. Fol. 270. 10 pages, say 7 pp.
October 2e, The same to the Minister. Product of the lease of the Domaine
Quebec. of Tadoussac. M. Cugnet bas provided for the autumu outfit. Fol.

286. 2 pages, say 1½ P.
October 29, The same to the same. Supplies for Isle Royale. Fol. 328. 6
Quebee' pages, say 4½ pp.

END OF VOL. 83.

" CANADA-CRREsPoNDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1745.

VOL. 84-M. HoOQUART, INTENDANT. OTHER OFFICIALs OF THE
COLONY.

C. 11.

1o45 M. Hocquart, Intendant, to Minister. Letter respecting the
Quebec. building of the King's ships. Fol. 3. 4 pages, say 2j pp.
October 31 The same to the sane. Letter as to expenditure in connection
Quebec. with the war party sent to Acadia. Fol. 103. 9 pages, say 6 pp.
8 ePtember 3, The sanie to the same. On the state of trade. Fol. 167, 3 pages,
Quebee. say 1à P.
§eptember 8, The same to the same. List of persons crossing on the King's
Quebee. ship. Fol. 171, 173. 1½ P.
Nvember 4, The same to the same. List of English prisoners sent to France.
Quebec. Fol. 18. 1 p.
N1<oembers, The same to the same. Letters as to the outfit and armament of
Quebee. • the vessel " Saint Laurent," &c. Fol. 183. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
1ovember 6, The same to the sane. General expenditure. Fol. 187. 34
Quebec. . pages, Bay 21 pp.
»ovember 9, M. Chaussegros de Léry, engineer, to the same. Fortifications.
Quebec. Fol. 207. 21 pages, say là P.
7ovember 9, The sane to the same. As to the plans for the cathedral of Que-
Quebee. bec which le has been requested to prepare. Fol. 209. lj page,.
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1745.
November 9, The same to the same. Ship-yards. Artillery. Project for the
Quebec. recapture of Louisbourg. Fol. 211. 4 pages, say 2 op.
November 27 M. Verrier to the same. Land rolls. His lectures on law. Fol.
Quebec. ' 217. 1 P.

(The remainder of this volume consists almost exclusively of details of
accounts for the building of vessels, furnishinq supplies, &c., of no his-
torical interest.)

"CANADA.-CRRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1746.
VOL. 85.-M. DE BEAUHARNOIS, GOVERNoR GENERAL. M. HOCQUART'

INTENDANT.

C. 11.
1746.

June 8, Commission of lieutenant of an infantry company given by Wil-
Boston. liam Shirley, Governor of the State of Massachusetts, to George

Gevrith (or Gerrib), under command of Silvain Cobb, in the regi-
ment of Colonel Samuel Waldo. Fol. 6. 1 p.

September 18 MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Advance in the
Quebec. price of beaver. Fol. 7. 1 P.
September 19, The same to the same. Building of war ships. Fol. 9. 6 pages,
Quebec. say 4 pp.
September 22, The same to the same. Trade of posts in upper country. Fol.
Quebec. 15. 7j pages, say 5 pp.
September 23, The same to the same. M. de Rouville, appointed Lieutenant
Quebec. Generai of Three Rivers, is noW in the lower St. Lawrence with a

Biscayan boat, on the lookout for hostile vessels. The post of Bay des
Cbateaux has been abandoned. Vacancy in the Council to be filled.
Fol. 21. 4 pages, say 2j pp.

September 22, M. Hocquart. Deed between himself and the Bishop of Quebec in
ýQuebec. relation to the repairing of the episcopal palace. Fol. 24. b pages,

say 3 pp.
September 26, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Arms and mun-
Quebec. tions of war. Fol. 27. 4 pages, say 2j pp.
'Oobe'er , The same to the same. Seigniory of Verchères. Exchange of
Octber English prisoners. Fol. 31. 3 pages, say 2 pp.'utober 7, The same to the same. Respecting the voyage from France to

'uee Canada of the schooner " La Marie," commanded by Sieur de Sala-
berry. Praise of the latter. Fol. 34. 1 page, say * p.

August 2, M de Beauharnois to Minister. Order to Sieur Salaberry,commander
ýQuebec. of a Biscayan boat, directing him to proceed to the gulf and watch

the movements of the enemy. Fol. 36. 3 pages say 2 pp.
November 5, Abstract from records of Admiralty at Martinique respecting Sieur
Quebec. Salaberry's voyage from France to America. Fol. 38. 6à pages,

say 4pp.
October 7, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Measures for de-
Quebec. fence of colony. Settlements interrupted by the war. Gratuities to

individuals. Dowry for nuns. Artillery, &c. Fol. 42. 10 pages,
say 6 pp.

October 8, The same to the same. Trade, weights and moasures, &c. Fol.
Quebec. 50. 2à pages, say l P.
October 9, The same to the same. Naval works. Manufactures of pitcb
Quebec. and tar. Hemp culture. St. Maurice forges. Ship-building. F09l.

54. 21â pages, say 15 pp.
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O 4to .., MR. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Impost to be
Quebec. levied for the fortifications of Quebec. Fol. 74. 3 pages, say1½ pp.
July 26, The same to the same. Sending report of meeting held respect-
Quebec. ing the fortifications. Fol. 76. 4j pp.
October 10, The same to the same. Misconduet of Sieur de Remont (Raimond?)
Quebec. Fol. 79. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 16, The same to the same. St. Maurice Forges. Sieur Cugnet and
Qub the Post of Tadoussac. Fol. 81. 6 pages, say 3½ pp.
October 17, The same to the same. It has been impossible to send a war
Quebee. party te Hudson's Bay. The failure of Sieur de La Verendrye to

complete his discovery of the Western Sea, is caused by the refusai
of the Indians to act as guides. Fol. 85. 4 pages, say 21 pp.

OCtober 22, The same to Duc d'Anville, who arrived at Chibouctou on the
Quebec. 20th Sept., as to combined steps to be taken for the recovery of

Acadia. Fol. 89. 8 pages, say 5½ pp.
November 4, The same to Minister. Journal of matters of interest which oc-

iQebec. curred in the colony, in relation to war movements and intelligence
received after the sailing of the vessel " Saint Roch," Captain Les
Petrimoulx, for France, on the lst December, 1745. (This journal
gives a daily account of the movements of the land and sea troops,
.French and English, in the direction of Massachusetts, etc., and in
Acadia and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and is of great interest.) Fol.
101. 136 pages, say 50 pp.

iovember 1, The same to the same. Arrival of " L'Androméde " and " La
Qfebec. Sultane." News from the lower St. Lawrence. Fol. 173. 5 pages,

say 3 pp.
November 13, The same to the same. Report by Chevalier de Repentigny of
Quebeo. his observations between Orange and Sarasto, as to an English war

party apparently on the way to attack fort St. Frédéric. Fol.
176. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

Niovember is, The same to the same. Instructions to Sieur de La Jonquière
uebee. commanding in Acadia. Fol. 181. I p.

Xovember 22, The same to the same. Letter to Sieur de La Jonquière giving him
Quebec. instructions and information as to events at Fort St. Frédéric. Fol.

185. 7½ pages, say 5½ pp.
Bpt4mem M. de Beauharnois to the same. Measures for the defence of Fort
QUebe.e: St. Frédéric against an attack of the English. Movements, &c., of the

expedition sent out for that purpose under M. de St. Pierre.
Fol. 190. 12 small pages, say 6 pp.

Oelober 1 The same to the same. Death of the younger son of M. de St. Cas-
Qber 1, tin, killed by his nephew, an Indian. He leaves a son who is well

spoken of. Medals wanted for the Indians; relations with the
latter. The English have abandoned some of their settiements about

Orange. Disposal of proceeds of trading-license fees. Distribution
of muskets, &c. Fol. 197. 13 pages, say 7 pp.

OCtober 7, The same to the same. Informing him that he caused a Te Deum
Quebe. to be sung on hearing of the taking of the city and citadel of

Tournay, Fol. 206. 1 page, say 1* P.
Ottober 10, The same to the same. Fortifications to be constructed at Que-
Quebec bec. Possibility of its being besieged by the Englisb, &c. Fol.

208. 14 pages, say 9 pp.
Octobr 1, The same to the same. Commanders of Posta. Has been obliged
Quebec' to recall Sieur de Celoron from Niagara and put Sieur Duplessis in his

place. The son of Sieur de Longueuil appointed Garde de la Marine.

OOUIe 289 Gratuity to Sieur de Lanouillier. Fol. 218. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
Queb., The same to the same. Defence of towns and posts. Smuggling
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1748. by coureurs des bois. Insignia conferred on Chevalier de Longueuil.
Fol. 224. 10 pages, say 5 pp.

November 3, The same to the same. Dearth of merchandise paralysing trade.
Quebee. Raids on English territories. Escape of English prisoners effected

by the aid of the Chouanous. Relations with the Chicachas .and
Chéraquis. Difficulty between the Christinaux and Sioux. Fol.
230). 9 pages, say 5 pp.

November 8, The same to the same. Arrival of M. le due d'Anville and M.
Quebee. de L'Estournel at Ohiboucton, with a squadron. Death of the

former and retirement of the latter. The squadron has arrived too
late to do anything. Fol. 237. 6 pages, say 4 pp.

November 7, The same to the same. Sieur d'Armand, who has been placed on
Quebec. the retired list, proceeds to France. Fol. 242. à p.
November 1o, The same to the same. Respecting his recall to France. Fol.
Quebee. 244. 1 p.
November 12, The same to the same. Respecting balance owing to Sieîr
Quebeo. Lanouillier, for 1746, out of the product of the Post of Témisoam-

ingue. Fol. 246. 1 p.
November 13, The same to the same. Autograph letter. War parties sent
Q ber3. against the English. Arrival of ships. lHis approaching departure

for France. Fol. 248. 2 pp.
Noyémber 13 Report of M. de Repentigny respecting an English detachment he
Quebec. had discovered and followed, 30 leagues from Fort St. Frédéric. Fol.

250. 3J pages, say 21 pp.
December 24, Captain J. Large, commander of " La Catherine." Events which
Deceber2 occurred during his voyage from Chibouctou to Rivière St. Jean.

Fol. 252. 2 pp.
1746, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. Commendation of officers coin-

manding certain detachments. Fol. 254. 1 p.
1746. M. Hocquart to the same. News from Acadia. Death of M. le due

d'Anville and of M. Destournel who, in the delirium of fever,
pierced himself with his sword. • Destination of the several ships of
the squadron. Fol. 256. 10 pages, say 5 pp.

1746. The same to the same. Letter accompanying memorial of Sieur
Guiton de Maurepas, Lieut. General of Montreal. complaining of the
conduct of Sieur Michel, sub-delegate of the Intendant. Fol. 270
to 274. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

1746. Ruling of His Majesty respecting prerogatives of Sieurs de Maure-
pas and Michel. Fol. 275. 8 pages, say 5 pp.

&eptember 7, M. Hocquart to Minister. Rejoicings in colony on the news of
Quebec. the victory of Fontenoy. Fol. 296. 1 p.
September 18, The same to the same. Uncertain and alarming news from Acadia.
Quebec. Increased expenditure. Product of seal fishing. Burning of potash

warehouse at Quebec. Fol. 309. 12k pages, say 7 pp.
September18, The same to the same. General expenditure of the colony.
Quebec. Fol. 323. 15j pages, say 8 pp.
October 6, M. Hlocquart to Minister. Commendation of Sieur Michel, com-
Quebec. missary at Montreal,and of M. de Rigaud, of the Chevalier de Niver-

ville, of M. de Montigny, M. de Montesson, M. Marin the younger,
M. de St. Pierre, the eldest son of Sieur de Sabrevois de Bleury,
Sieur Le Mercier, Père Germain, a Jesuit Missionary at Beaubassin,
and of Père La Corne, Recollet Missionary at Miramichi. Deaths:
MM. de Gannes, de Perigny; de La Gauchetière and de Linctot.
Sieur Dumont, Lieutenant at Fort St. Frédéric, asks for promotion or
the Cross. Sieur Péan, the younger, asks for the junior majority of
Quebec. Fol. 354. 12J pages, say 7 pp.
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1746.
October 1o, M. Hocquart to Minister. Death of Sieur Robert, store-keeper.
Quebec. Fol 362. 3 pages, say l p.
'October 24, The same to the same. Use of timber. Tadoussac land roll.
Quebee. Domiciled Indians. Supply of bread. Estate of Abbé Norey.

Establishment at falls of the Chaudière, &c. Fol. 375. 8 pages,
say b pp.

October 22, The same to Duc d'Anville. Scarcity of merchandise in the
Quebec. colony. Fol. 380. 3 pages, say 2½ pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Latter and document as to increase in
Queceo. price of beaver. Fol. 382 to 387. 9ý pages, say 7 pp.
October 31, The same to the same. Trade in 1745. Fol. 456. 2 pages,
Quebec. say 1ND OF VOL. 85. là p.

"CANADA-CRRsPONDANOE GÉNÉRALE."
1746.

VOL. 86-M. HOCQUART, INTENDANT. OTHER OFFICIALS OP THE
COLONY.

C. 11.
1746. M. Hocquart to Minister. Respecting the recall of M. de Reau-

Quoember ', harnois, Governor General, to be suceeded by M. de La Jonquière.
Fol. 34. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

NRovember 5, The same to the same. General expenditure. Fol. 36. 1 .

o mer 6, The same to the same. Another letter on the same subject. Fol.
Quebec. 51. 8 pages, say 4 pp.
November 8, The same to the same. Third latter on the same subject. Fol.
Quebec. 53. 6 pages, say 3 p.
NOvember 9 The same to the same. Latter with copy of record of criminal
Quebec. proceedings against Hyacinthe Olivier Pressé, charged with

omicide on the person of Joseph Heu dit Millet, and against Pierre
,François Rigaud as an accomplice. (Pressé was convicted and con-
demned to the galleys for life and Rigaud was acquitted.) Fol. 91 to
154. 125 pages, say 85 pp.

November 12, The same to the same. Representing that he has ineurred debt
Quebec. in maintaining a suitable establishment, and commends himself to

the Minister's kindness. Fol. 172. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 31, Letter from Sieur Cugnet. Contribution of the inhabitants of
QuebeC Quebec towards the fortifications of the city. Fol. 246. 4 pp.
Qvember 13, M, de Léry, engineer, to Minister. Respecting the preparation
Queb>ee' of fire ships to destroy the enemy's vessels. Fol. 250, 3j pages,

say là p.
]Ovemaber il, M. Levasseur, naval architect. Construction of war ships. Fol.
Qutebec. 253. 4 pp.
eOvemaber s, M. de Rigaud de Vaudreuil presses his claims in view of longQnebeo. service. Fol. 257. 4p.

'ember':10, The Bishop of Quebec to the Minister. He baga for a continu-
ance of his favours. The decree forbidding persons holding in a
mortmain to acquire even annuities, is au obstacle in the way of
religious communities. Abolition of certain religions festivals.
The Ursulines and the Commissary of Louisiana. The brothers
Charrons. How the French missionaries of Acadia are to act in deal-
ing with the English. Advantage of keeping the Indians domiciled.
Religious communities. Fortifications. Necessity of rebuilding
the cathedral of Quebec, &c. Fol. 260. 17 pages, say 12 pp.
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1746.iso fQeooteFebrary 2s, Abbé de L'Isle Dieu,Vicar General of the Bishop of Qucbec,to the
Quebee. Minister ; three letters. -Religious communities in Canada. le

Royale, &c. Foi. 270. 22 pages, say 10 pp.-
November 11, M. Desauniers, contractor, to Minister. As to building fortifica-
Quebee. tions of Quebec. Fol. 283. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
March 18, Governor of Boston to M. de Beauharnois. Exchange of prison-
Bouton. ors. Fol. 292. 4 pages, say 5 pp.
April 29, Abstract of items of intelligence respecting the English forces.
No place Fol. 296. 2J pages, say 3ý pp.
given.
June 17, News from England. Fol. 298. 2 pp.
No place
given.
May 21, News from London. Fol. 299. 2J pp.
No place
given.
May 17, Abstract of latest news from England as to division of English
No place naval forces. Fol. 301. 2 pp.
given.

1746. Abstract of events at Montreal in connection with the war, from
No day of December. 1745, to August, 1746. Fol. 302. 12 pages, say 9 pp,
imonth.

END OF VOL. 86.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1746.
VOL. 87.-M. DE LA GALISSONIÈRE, GOVERNOR GENERAL.

C. 11.

1747. Memo. of war parties equipped at Montreal, and other movements
in relation thereto, from 22nd Sept., 1746, to 10th Aug., 1747.
Fol. 2. 23 pages, say 15 pp.

1747. ".Mémoire du Canada " by Sieur de Boishébert. Conspiracy of
the English and, Indians against the French. Events at Detroit,
Fort St. Frédéric, River St. Joseph and Niagara. Praise of several
offcers, &c. Fol. 16. 101 pp.

1746(sio.> Journal of matters of interest in the colony, war movements, in-
telligence received since the departure of the ships in November,
1746. From Fol. 22 to 97. 151 pages, say 110 pp.

1747. Continuation of journal of interesting events in the colony. Fol.
99. 9 pp.

september 26, MM. de la Galissonière and Hocquart to Minister. Recail of 300
Quebec. men sent to Acadia and momentary abandonment of the plan of re-

taking that country. Farming of the posts of Frontenac and Niagara
and Sieur de Chalet. Navigation of the lakes. Trade, &o. Fol.
110. 9 pp.

October 2, The same to the same. Sieur Lamorille, post captain ad interim.
Quebec. Dower of nuns. Arrival of an armourer. Death of M. de St. Ours

d'Eschaillons. Fol. 118, 4 pages, say 3 pp.
cetober 7, The same to the same. Shipyard of Cul-de-sac. Naval works.

Quebec. Difficulties at Detroit aud Michillimakinac. Farming of the several
osts of Baie des Chateaux and the lower river. Caulking of " Le

Rubis." Vacancies in the Council. Fol. 122. 12 pages, say 9 pp.
October 12, The 'same to the same. Sending him an extract from Boston
Quebec. newspapers. Fol. 129. 1 p.
October 14, The same to the sane. Respecting a new vessel to be launched.
Quebec. Fol. 134. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
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1747.
October 2, The same to the same. Trade. " La Compagnie des Indes." Ex.
Quebec. change of prisoners, &c. Fol. 146. 8 pages, say 5 pp.
October 25, The same to the same. Asking him to graut the grade of engineer
Quebec. to Sieur Levasseur, shipbuilder. Fol. 15-. 1 p.
October 28, The same to the same. Respecting the granting of a pension to
Quebec. Sieur Gautier, an inhabitant of Acadia, who bad sacrificed his fortune

in the service of the King of France. Sieur Marchal de Noroy must
be sent back te France. Fol. 154. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

October 25, Petition of Sieur Noroy aforesaid, asking to be sent back to France.
Quebec. Fol. 158, 1 page, say ½ p.
October 25, MM. de La Galissonière and Hocquart to the same. As to replacing
Quebec. Sieur Michel at Montreal by iieur Varia. Fol. 159. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 29, The same to the Fame. Asking for a pension for Mlle. de Repen-
Quebec. t2gny. Fol. 161. 1 page, say i p.
November 5, The same to the same. Application for an extension of title by
Quebec. the grantees of Gros-Mécatinat, and for a gratuity by Sieur Chéron.

Placet ot the said Chéron. Fol. 169. 1 p.
1747. The same to the same. Petition of the lessees of Gros-Mécatinat.

Fol. 170. 1 p.
November 7, The same to the same. In support of the application of Mme
Quebec. LaRonde, asking for a continuance of the right of working the-

copper mines of Chaguamigon. Fol. 171. 2 pages, say 1 p.
November 9, The same to the same. Sonding continuation of journal of war
Quebec. movements and items of intelligence received since the departure of

the ships in November, 1747. Fols. 173 to 225. 10 3 pp.
September 27, M. de La Galissonière to the same. Asking for a gratuity. Fol.
Quebec. 228. ý P.
October 7, The same to the same. Asking for exemption from the penalties
Quebec. of desertion for Jean Ravaled, dit LaRose, a soldier, who lo5t hia

way when hunting, and remained in Acadia, where he was in service
with the troops. Fol. 230. 1 p.

No day of The same to the same. Arrangement. as to garrison of Louis-
month. bourg, in the event of its restoration to France. Fol. 232. } p.
October 10, The same to the same. Claiming protection for his nephews and
Quebec. nieces. Fol. 234. î p.
October il, The same to the same. Asking for reinforcement of troops. Fol.
Quebec. 236. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 11, The same to the same. Posts in the upper c>untry. Trade. Fol.
Quebec. 238. 1½ p.
October 12, The same to the same. On the necessity of granting a retiring
Quebec. pension to Sieur de Beaujeu, King's Lieutenant at Three Rivers.

Fol. 240. 2 pages, say !î P.
October 12, The same to the same. On the necessity Of paying the bill of
Quebee. exchange drawn by M. de la Boularderie on himself, in order to

secure his liberation as a prisoner of war. Fol. 242. ý p.
Oetober 10, Petition of Sieur de la Boularderie in relation to the above. Fol.
Quebec. 213. 3 pages, say 1½ pp.

1745 (sic.) Copy of bill of exchange of Sieur de la Boularderie, with certifi-
cate. Fols. 246, 247. 2 pages, say î P.

OCtober 19, M. de La Galissonière to Minister. On the necessity of locating
Quebec. the post of Niagara on the other side of the river. Fol. 248 à p.
October 19, The same to the same. On the gratuity granted to Sieur Lanouil-

nebec. lier. Fol. 250. 1 p.
October 20, The same to the same. On distribution of favours to poor families.
Quebec. Fol. 252. p.-
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1747.
October 21, De La Galissonière to Minister, Severe measures should be taken
Quebec, against the coureurs des bois. Fol. 254. 1 p.
-October 21, The same to the same. Arming and defence of the colony..
Quebec. Fol. 256. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
October 22, The samA to the same. Relations to be maintained with the
Quebee. Indians. Fol. 260. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 23, The same to the same. Difficulty of securing good interpreters.
Quebec. They should be botter paid. Fol. 262. 2 pages, say 1i p.
October 24, The same to the same. Advantages to be derived froma the colony.
Quebec. Fol. 264. 51 pages, say 4ý pp.
October 25, The sane to the same. Duty to be levied on beaver. Fol.
Quebec. 268. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. In relation to his salary as Governor
Quebec. General. Fol. 270. ¾ p.
November 3, The same to the same. Replacement of invalid soldiers. Fol.
Quebec. 274. 1 p.
November 3, The same to the same. On the expediency of causing yoaths of
Quebec. gond family to serve in Saint Domingo. Fol. 276. 1½ page, say 1 p.
November 3, The same to the same. Respecting certain officiais of the colony.
Quebec. Fol. 280. 3J pages, say 2½ pp.
No day of The èame to the same. List of officers presont at the affair at
month. Les Mines. Fol. 283. 1 P.
November 4 Tne same to the same. On the flight of Sieur Raimond sent to
Quebec. Canada under lettre de cachet. Fol. 284. 1 p.
November 6, The same to the same. Uneasiness of merchants in relation to
Quebec. matur ing of bills of exchange. Fol. 286. . i p.
No day of Represontations made by merchants of Canada in relation to the
month. above. Fol. 290. 2-à pp.
November 7, M. de La Galissonière to Minister. Sending petition of Sieur Caubet,
Quebec. ensign in garrison of Louisbourg, praying that Sieur de Subercaze

be compelled to pay him 5,100 livres which ho owes him. Fol. 292
and 294. 1 p.

November 7, Tne saine to the same. Sending memorial of Sieur Le Mercier
Quebec. asking for an increased number of gunners in Canada. Fol. 295,

297 and 298. 4 pp.
November 8, The same to the same. Promotions. Fol. 303. 2 pages, say 1 . p.
Quebec.
No day of Words of Indian tribes addressed to Governor, and reply. Fol.
month. 305 to 312. 15 pp.
November 7, Sieur de Beaujeu's journal of the campaign of the detachment
Quebec. sent from Canada to Acadia and the Mines, in 1746 and 1747.

Fol. 31 to 361. 9 5 pp.
1748 (sic.) Description of Acadia, with number of parishes and number of

inhabitants. Fol. 363. 4 pp.
1749 (aic) Ordinance of Sir Edward Cornwallis, Governor in Chief of Nova
ouet 1o2 Scotia, or Acadia, granting the free exorcise of their religion to the

Acadians, on condition that thoir missionaries be by him approved
and authorizod, and that the said inhabitants take the oath of
allegiance (set forth in the Ordinance) to the Sovereign of Great
Britain. Fol. 365. 2J pp.

1749.
September 8. Petition of the Acadians to the King of France. Asking hima to

enforce the Treaty of Utrecht; to urge the King of Great Britain to
revoke the late ordinances of Lord Cornwallis; to proserve for them
the free exercise of the Catholic religion and allow them to have
their French missionaries sent by the Bishop of Quebec; to exempt
them from military service; and, lastly, that the year's delay for the
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49. removal of their personal effects should date only from the publica.
tion of the new treaty. Fol. 367. 2½ pp.

Potition of the Acadians to Lord Cornwallis, claiming the afore-
said rights. Fol. 369. 3 pp.

September 5, ieply of Lord Cornwallis to the Acadian delegates. Informs thom
Louibbourg. that they have been subjects of the King of England since 1714, and

that only on certain conditions can they cease to be subjects. Fol.
371. 3î pp.

1749. Petition of the inhabitants of Port Royal to Sieur de la Jonquière,
asking him to help them to leave the place and locate themselves
somewhere on the lower St. Lawrence. Fol. 373. 2½ pp.

1749. Petition of the Acadians of - - , asking M. de la Jonquière to
help them to leave Acadia. Fol 375. 2 pp.

1751 (sic.) Journal of events at Chignectou and other points of the frontier
of Acadia, from lth September, 1750, to 28th July, 1751. Fol.
376. 2'1 pp.

1756 (sic.) Copy of letter from Abbé Le Guern, Indian missionary in Acadia,
to M. Prevost, commissary officer at lie Royale, a duplicate whereof
was sent to U. le Chevalier de Drucour, Governor of the island. De-
tailed account of the unhappy state of the Acadians. Fol. 388. 24
pages, say *26pp.

1755. Memorial to be presented to M. de Stanley, ambassador of the
King of Great Britain to the Court of France, by Abbé de L'Isle-
Dieu, Vicar-General of the Diocese of Quebec, respecting the
Acadian misionaries. Fol. 401. 7à pp.

1757. Copy of a letter of the inhabitants of Port Royal, refugees at Le
January 1, St. Jean, accompanying the letter of Abbé de L'Isle-Dieu, represent.
River at. ing their misfortunes, the persecution inflicted by the English and
Jean. the dispersion of the Acadians. (Important.) Fol. 405. 3 pp.

1759. Copy of inanifesto of the Governor of Louisbourg, accompanying
letter of M. de Vaudrueil of 6th May, 1760. Abstract of an edict of
Mr. Whitmore, Governor General of lies Royale and St. Jean. This
manifesto calis upon the French people of North America to
remain neutral. Fol. 407. 1 p.

1760. Copy of articles of submission made and entered into by M.
February 6. Menack, priest, François Arseneau, Abraham Dugaz, Michel Bourg

and Paul LeBlanc, for themselves and on behalf of the French
residents of Miramichi, Richibouctou, Bouktop, Memeramkouk and
Petkoutiak, to Joseph Frye, Esquire, Colonel commanding the Eng-
lish garrison at Fort Cumberland. Fol. 408. 3 pp.

April 5, Copy of manifesto of Marquis de Vaudreuil Governor of La
MtontreaL Nouvelle France. The manifesto blames the Acadians for their

submission to the Commandant of Fort Cumberland and urges them
to retract. Fol. 410. 7 pages, say 51 pp.

Iay 20, Copy of manifesto of General Murray, accompanying de
Montreal. Vaudreuil's letter of 24th June, 1760, inviting the Canadians to sub-

mit. Fol. 414. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
May 3o, Copy of circular letter of M. de Vaudreuil, Governor General,Montreal. (aciompanying his letter of 24th June, 1760) and addressed to Militia

Captains of the Governments of Montreal, Three Rivers and Que-
bec " as far as Pointe aux Trembles inclusively." The circular
directs the Militia to hold themselves in readiness to march against
the English. Fol. 416. 3 pp.

'June 15 Memo. of M de Vaudreuil. Instructions to Chevalier de Saint
Mkontreal. Louis, captain of infantry, directing him to take chief command of
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1760. ail French posts and possessions in Acadia, frontiers of Canada and
directing him how to act. Fol. 418. 9 pp.

END OF VOL. 87.

"CANADA-CORREsPOWDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1747.

VOL. 88.-M. HOCQUART, INTENDANT.

C. 11.

1 9747. M. Hocquart to Minister. General defences. Fol. 3. 6 pages,
Quebec. say 4 ppI,
September 24, The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 15. 24 pages, say 16 pp.
Quebec.
September 25, The same to the same. As to appointment of Sieur Varin in place
Quebee. of Sieur Michel. Financial administration. Fol. 29. I pages, say 3 pp.
September 26, The same to the same. Letter and memo. respecting arrival of M.
Quebec. de La Galissonière, Governor General, at Quebec. Fol. 32 to 38.

11j pages, say 9 pp.
AuguBt 2, Declarations in relation to the circumstances which compelled the
Quebec. crew of the " Blancfort " to throw merchandise overboard. Fol. 40

to 45. 7½ pages, say 5 pp.
October 2, M. Hocquart to Minister. Informing him that no person has been
Quebec. willing to farm the post of Tadoussac. Fol. 44. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.
October 4, The same to the same. Naval works. Fol. 52. 10 pages, say 7 pp.
Quebec.

October 7, The same to the same. Commending M. de Beauharnois, commander
Quebec. of artillery, to the Minister's kindness. Fol. 74. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 11, The same to the same. Food supply of Colony and general ex.
Quebec. penditure. Fol. 78. 5 pages, say 3½ pp.
October 11, Report of Larreguy, captain of "La Vierge de Grâce," arrived
Québec. from Boston. Fol. 81. 3 pagas, say 21 pp.
October 15, M. Hocquart to Minister. St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 86. 3 pages,
Quebec. say 2½ pp.
No day of The same to the same. Product of St. Maurice Forges, 1st January
month. to 14th October, 1747. Fol. 91. 1½ p.
October 25, The same to the same. Beaver trade. Supplies to Ie St. Jean
Quebec. by Sieur Duvivier. Death of Captain RCusseau at Ile Royale. Fol.

150. 4 pages, say l p.
October 27, The same to the same. Expenditure and finances of Colony.
Quebec. Fol. 155. 11 pages, say 8 pp.
October 28, The same to the same. States that he is a ruined man; asks to
Quebec. be recalled to France and commends himself to the Minister's good-

ness. Fol. 167. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. Vessels built in Canada. Fol. 169. 7
Quebec." pages, say 5 pp.
October 31, The same to the same. General expenditure of the Colony.ý Fol.
Quebec. 184. 28 pages, say 20 pp.

END OF VOL. 88.
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"CANAD A-CORRESONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1747.

VOL. 89.-M. HoCQUART, INTENDANT. OTHER OFFCIALS OF THE
COLONY.

C. 11.
1747.

November 3, M. Hocquart to Minister. List of passengers on King's ships.
Quebec. Fol. 5 to 14. 6 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. Provisions and general expenditure.
Quebec. Fol. 21. Il pages, say 8 pp.
November 4, The same to the] same. Same subject. Fol. 52. 6 pages,
Quebec. say 4 pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Promotions in the army. Services ren-
Quebec. dered by M. de Rigaud de Vaudreuil. Fol. 56. 1 page, say . p.
November 6, The same to the same. Administration of Domaine. Receipta
Quebec. and expenditure. Fol. 57. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
November 9, The same to the same. General expenditure. Fol. 63. 8 pages,
Quebec. say 6 pp.
No day of The same to the same. Sending to Comte de Maurepas the poti.
month. tion of Nicolas Gautier, an Acadian, with evidence respecting his

losses in the service of the King of France. Fol. 124. 231 pages,
say 15 pp.

November 29, Marquis de Beauharnois. Informs the Minister that he has just
Brest. arrrived from Canada, and that before leaving he had transferred

the command to M. de la Galissonière, the new Governor. Fol.
143. 2 pages, say p.

April 10, M. Boisberthelot de Beaucour. Agreement for the trade of day
Montreal. des Puants. Fol. 146. 7 pp.
October I, Le Chevalier de Beauharnois, commander of artillery, to Minister.
Quebec. Two letters as to state and service of the artillery. Fol. 151 to 156.

9 pages, say 8 pp.
October 4, M. de Rigaud de Vaudreuil, Major, to Minister. Two letters as
Quebec. to his campaign at Fort St. Frédéric. Fol. 168 to 173. 8- pages,

say 6 pp.
No day of Letters and petitions of Sieurs de Lusignan, father and son, respect-
Inonth. ing their services, wounds, &c. Fol. 175 to 182. 10 pages,

say 8 pp.
October 8, M. Varin, Controller, to Minister. As to his being removed to
N ivýmber 5, replace M. Michel at Montreal. Fol. 184 to 187. 4½ pages,Quebe •. say 2 p p .

1740 (sic.) M. de Noyan, Major. Report to Minister respecting post of
Duet 6, Detroit, where he is in command. Fol. 194. 3 pages, say 2J ppl
Oetto3t. M. Chaussegros de Léry, engineer, to Minister. Two letters.
oct Q o &e30, Fortifications, barracks, wharves. Fol. 198 to 205. 12 pages,Quebec. say 5 pp.
August 10, M. Levasseur, naval engineer and builder. Building of King's
November 9, ships. Fol. 207 to 2t2. 8 pages, say 6 pp.
Nov. 4 and 5, M. Lanouiller de Boisclerc to Minister. Opening and maintain-
Quebec. ing of roads. Fols. 218. 4½ pages, say 3 pp4
November 3, M. de Raymond to Minister. Revolt of the Indians in the Detroit
Quebec. country. Fol. 225. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
November 8, M. de St. Simon, Commissary of Police, to Minister. DescribingQuebec. his position and the state of the police in Nouvelle France. Fol.

230. 6 pp.
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1747.
October 1, M. de la Corne, Captain. Two letters to Minister. The first

and represents his services and the second describes a raid by a party of
September29, English, Datch, Agniers, Sonnontooans, Anneyouts, of the FiveQuebec. Nation Indians on the Island of Montreal, Fol. 235 to 240. 9- pp.
July 17, M. Milon. ensign, acting major at Fort St. Frédéric, sets forth hisFort Saint services. Fol. 242. 2J pages, say 2 pp.Frédéric.
October 20, M. de Ramezay, an officer, to Minister. Describes Port Royal.
Quebec. Fol. 245. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 10, M. Grandville-Formille to Minister. Asking reward for services.
Quebec. Fol. 249. 2 pages, say ½ P.
November 2, Madame Joibert de Longueuil, wife of the commandant at Detroit.
Quebec. Asking the Minister to reward her husband for his services. Fol.

252. 2 pp.
July 10, The Bishop of Quebec to Minister. Informs him that ho is about
Quebec. to apply to the English Government for leave to send missionaries to

Acadia. Praises MM. de Ramezay, Coulon, de La Corne and de
Lusignan, the younger, for their noble conduct in Acadia. Fol.
255. 4 pages, say 1i p.

October 8, The same to the same. Asking for a continuance of his favours
Quebec. for himself, and the several religious communities. M. de Lotbin.

ière, Dean of the Chapter, and M. Vallier, clerical councillor, are to
be replaced. Fol. 257. 7 pages, say 5 pp.

Aprnl 21, Abbé de l'Isle Dieu, Vicar-General of the Bishop. to Minister.
Quebec. Requests aid for the nuns of Ile Royale and eulogises MM. le Loutre

and Maillard, missionaries in Acadia. Fol. 266. 2½ pages, say 1] p.
March 1, Abbé Le Loutre to Abbé de l'Isle , Dieu. Representing services
La Rochelle. rendered by the nuns of Louisbourg and himself. Fol. 263. 1½

page, say î p.
Beptember 12, Abbé de l'Isle Dieu to Minister. Respeeting the monks and nuns
Rouen. of New Orleans. Praise of M. de Vaudreuil, &c. Fol. 270. 8 pages,

Say 6 pp.
September 12, The same to the same. Asking for help and protection. Fol.
Rouen. 274. 2ý pages, say 1 p.
October 16, The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 276. 5J pages,
Rouen. say 3 pp.
January 15, Memorial, not signed, intituled " Nouvelles." A narrative ofWithoutname recent events. Fol. 280. 7 pages, say 5 pp.of place.5 p

A series of letters bearing the title: " Lettres Anglaises." They
are all in French, except the last quoted at the end of the volume.

May 27, and Letter signed Charles Knowles, unaddressed but evidently to M.June 7. de Beauharnois, as to exchange of prisoners. Fol. 285. 1 p.
No day ot Copy of letter of Geo. Dumarm. Same subject. Fol. 286. l p.month.r.
July 31, and Copy of letter of William Shirley, apparently to Governor of
August 11, Canada. Same subject. Fol. 287. 4 pp.Boston.
August 7, Copy of letter of M. de Beauharnois to M. Knowles, Governor of
Quebec. Louisbourg. Same subject. Fol. 290. 3ý pp.
Àug. 10 & 21, Copy of letter signed Geo. Wanton. Same subject. Fol. 292. 2½Baie Espag-
nole, Cape pages, say 2 pp.
Breton.
August 26, Copy of letter signed John Law. Same subject. Fol. 294. ½ p.
Milford.
No dy of Copy of letter signed Pierre Théodore Atkinson LeCry. Same
month. subject. Fol. 295. ½ p.
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September 16, Copy of letter of M. de Beauharnois to M. Shirley, Governor of
Quebec. Boston. Same subject. Fol. 296. 3 pages, say 21 pp.
September 16, Copy of letter of M. Knowles to Governor of Louisbourg. Same
Quebec. subject. Fol. 298. 2J pages, say 2 pp.
September 2, Long letter, written in Englisb, by M. William Shirley to M. de
Boston. Beauharnois, on the same subject. Fol. 300. 6 pages, say 8 pp.

END OF VOL. 89.

" CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE G ÉNÉRALE"

1747.

VOL. 90.-DEEDs OF SALE OF PRIVATE PROPERTIES sOLD TO THE KING.
C. 11.

(In this volume there is nothing of the slightest historical interest for
Canada.-J. M.)

"CANADAé-CORRESPONDANCE GÉ NÉRALE."
1748.

VOL. 91.-M. DE LA GALIssONIÈRE, GOVERNOR GENERAL.-M. BIGOT,
INTENDANT.

C. 11.

A 17. MM. de La Galissonière and Hocquart to Minister. Arrival of
ne ec. King's ships. Launch of the " Saint Laurent." Suspension of hos-

tilities. Death of M. Bégon, Governor of Three Rivers. Death of
Sieur Philibert, a merchant, killed by Sieur De Repentigny. Fol. 3.
2 pages, say 1½ P.

Beptember 3, MM. de La Galissionière and Bigot to Minister. They have re-
eber s'ceived his letter informing them that Louisbourg is to be restored

to France. Food has been given to the people from Acadia and Ile
Royale who were in Canada and who are being sent home. Steps
taken with a view to the evacuation of Acadia, at le Royale and
Ile St. Jean. Fol. 6. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

The same to the same. Assistance c'aimed by widow Lagrois, in
eber14' view of her husband's services in his voyages to Ile Royale. Fol.

10. 1 page, say i p.
The same to the same. Dames d'Eschaillons and de Gannes have

September14' been informed as to the pension granted them, but the pension of
c. 150 livres obtained by the Minister for Sieur de Lusignan the younger

is too small inasmuch as he is crippled from the effect of his wound.
Fol. 12. ý P.

epteer le, lThe same to the same. Fitting out of the "St. Laurent." Fol.
Quebec. 18. 1- p.-

The same to the same. As there was n0 applicant for the farm-
September 20, ing of the post of Chag8amigon the agent of Mme. de La Ronde has

been allowed to resume possession. Fol. 24. P.
Beptember 22 The same to the same. Amalgamation of L'Hopital Général with
Qteber. ' L'Hôtel Dieu and the supplying of ialt for the Colony. Fol. 30. 1 p.
Siptember 25, The same to the same. As to dowry of tour hospital nuns granted
Quebec. by the Minister. Remarks respecting the said nuns and those of

t'Hopital Général and as tb their right to acquire property. Fol.
32. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
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septer 25, MM. de La Galissonière and Bigot to Minister. Recommends that
-Quebec. Sieur Levrard the younger, master gunner at Quebec, be appointed

to succeed bis father who is dead. Fol. 36. ½ p.
September 26, The same to the same. Journal of war movements in Canada and
Quebec. of intelligence received at Quebec since November, 1747. Fol.

38. 34 pp.
September À6, Tho same to the same. The attacks of the Agniers have failed.
Q àebec. Efforts to increase the number of catte. There is no cloth made in

the country except what the farmers make for their own use. Forts
St. Thé ô 'e, St. Fi édérie, St. Jean and Chambly. Casting of cannon
at St. Maurice forges. Fol. 40. 10 pages, say 7 pp.

Feptember28, The samie to the same. Cessation of hostilities. Fol. 46. 2 pages,
Quebec- say 1 p.
September 29, The same to the same. Beaver trade. Fol. 48. 3 pages, say 1i p.
Quebee.
September 30 Tho same to the same. Sieur Lamorille, the younger, continues
Quebec. to act as post captain in the absence of Sieur d'Aillebout de Cerry,

captured on "Le Tourny." Sieur Gautier proscribed by the English
and forced to abandon his establishments in Acadia and locate him-
self at Lounibourg ; he should be assisted. Fol. 55. 3 pages,
say 2 pp.

Septeinber 1, M. Bigot to Minister. Respecting a settlement proposed to be
Quebee. estahlished by the gentlemen of St. Sulpice, with a view to locating

the Five Nation Iroquois Indians. Fol. 58. 1 p.
October 8 M M. de La Galissonière and Bigot, commending to the Minister's
Quebec. ' favour, M. de Beaucour, " formerly Governor of Montreal and a dis-

tinguished officer, who is reduced to poverty." Fol. 60. I½ page,
say 1 P.

October 10 The sane to the same. As to gratuity to be granted to M.
Quebee. ' Robert de la Morendière, assistant engineer at Montreal. Fol. 62.

2j pages, say l½ p.
Oct.ber 15, The same to the same. Gratuity to be granted to Sieur Hertel,
Quebec. an ensign. Fol. 65. li page, say 1 p.
October 20, The same to the saine. Stops to be taken to revive the beaver
Quebec trade, &c. Fol. 67. 8 pages, say 6 pp.
October 22 The tam" n the same. Work being done on the fortifications of
Quebec. Q"<bec. Fol. 73. ). - page, say 1 p.
October 23, The same to the saie. Expediency of granting the post of Baie
Quebec des Chaleurs Io Sieur Bazile. Fol. 75. 4 pages, say 2 p.
October 25, The saine to the sane. As to pardon to be granted to soldiers
Quebec. who renained in Acadia and lie St Jean, Fol. 83. i p.
October 27, T e tame to the saine. Recommending the appointment of Abbé
Quebec. de La Corne in the place of M. Vallier, clerical member of couneii.

Fol 15. 1 P.
October 29, The sane to the same. Launière, a resident of St. François,
Quebec. appointed interpreter to the Abenakis. Fol. 94. 1 p.
November t, The same to the saie. Recommending M. Duchesnay, " gentil-
Quebec. homme," as successor to M. Saint Simon, " Grand Prévost," de-

ceaeed. Fol. 95. i P.
November 6, The sanie to the same. As to new import duties. Fol. 99. 1i
Quebec. page, say 1P.
November 2, The same to the saine. Forwarding representations made by
Quebec. traders of the colony, amongst others Sieurs Gamelin, Taché and

Berthier, respecting the new import duties. Fol. 101. 4 pages,
say 3 pp.

Noverber - Remarks of the " Directeurs du domaine," respecting the above
Quebet. representations. Fol. 103 to 112. 18 pp.
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1748
Janu&ry 28, M. de La Galissonière to Minister. Reports on the several war
Quebec. parties, composed of Canadians and Indians, sent out during the

previous year, to make raids upon the English colonies. Fol. 114.
2½ pages, say 2 pp.

September 1, The sa me to the same. Details respecting the Illinois settlements.
Quebec. Fol. 116. 13½ pages, say 9 pp.
September 6, The same to the same. Sieur Le Mercier, an officer of artillery,
Quebec. goes to France. Fol. 124. 1J page, say 1 p.
September 6, The same to the same. Expeditions against the I1nglish, before
Quebec. receipt of news of suspension of hostibities. Detachments sent to

lie Royale and lie St. Jean to eut wood for the garrison of Louis.
bourg. Fol. 16. 5 pages, say 21 pp.

September 25, The same to the same. Details respecting Detroit. Fol. 130.
Quebec. 5J pages, say 3 pp.
October 4, The same to the same. M. de La Boularderie goes to France, in
'Quebec. order to obtain remuneration for the destruction of his ostablishments

in Labrador by the enemy. Fol. 136. 1 P.
October 4, The same to the same. Recommends that a soldier named d'Es-
Quebec, trades claiming to belong to the same family as the Marshal of tVat

name, be made an officer. Fol. 138. ½- p.
October 5, M. de La Galissonière to Xinister. Has not decided how to act in
Quebee. relation to Niagara. Proposed mission for the Iroquois of Fort

Frontenac. Fewer complaints respecting coureurs des bois. Fol. 140.
4J pages, say 3 pp.

October 5, The same to the same. Gratuities to Sieurs de Beaubassin and
Quebec. Marin. Fol. 143. 1 p.
October 6 The same to the same. lias entrusted dispatches for the Court
Quebec. ' to Sieur de Gaspé, an officer of merit. Fol. 145. 1 p.
October 6, The same to the same. Reply to complaints of M. Hpson,
Quebee. Governor of Louisbourg, against Sieur Marin the younger. Fol. 147.

3 pages, say 2 pp.
Oetober 11 The same to the saine. Reception of MM. de Croizille and de
Quebec. 'Ramezay as Knights of the Order of St. Louis, and their record of

service. Fol. 149 to 154. 3J pages, say 2 pp.
October 12, The sarne to the same. Appointments and promotions in the
Quebec. army. Fol. 201. 5 pages, say 4i pp.
October 15 The same to the sane. Destination of " La Friponne " and "Le
Quebec. Zéphir." Ful. 204. 1 p.
Octber 17 The same to the same. Barracks. Fol. 206. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 18 The same to the same. Artillery of the Colonly, Fol. 208. 10
Quebee. pages, say 8 pp.
OCtober 20 The saine to the same. las remitted to Sieur Robert de la Mor-
Quebec. andière the oider entitling him to a future onsigney, and placed in

the troops the two children of Mme. de Bjisberthelot. las em-
ployed Sieur de Lotbinière as assistant engineer. Sieur de Gannes,
Senior, asks to be appointed second major of Three Rivers. Sieur
Volant d'landebourg, !essee of the post of Mingan, asks for a
command in ithe viciuity of thit post. Fol. 214. -1 pag<s, say 2 pp.

October 21, The same to the same. As to the employment of certain officers
Quebec. in the St. Domingo companies. Fol. 218. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
NO day of The same to the sa ne. Promotions. Interesting remarks in rela-

tion to the records of service in each case. Fol, 220 to 227. 14
pages, say 10 pp.

October 22 The same to the same. Letter with two rep:orts, showing troope
Quebee. 'in garrison at Q tebec, Montreal and Three Rivers. Fol. 228. 3 pp.
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october 2, M. de La Galissonière to Minister. Re-establishment of the farming-
Quebec. out of the upper country. Fol. 231. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. As to certain soldiers sent ont under
Quebec. lettres de cachet. Fol. 234. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 31, The same to the sane, Letter with vouchers respecting
Quebec. Mlle Barragué, daughter of Pierre Barragué, who claimed a gratuity

in view of the losses suffered at Plaisance by her father, in the
King's service. Fol. 240 to 244. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

November 8, 'The same to the same. Commending to his favour Sieur Hertel,
Quebec. in view of the death of his son, a cadet in the troops, killed duriDg

his sixth incursion into the enemy's country. Fol. 245. 1 p.
July Letter of Sieur Hertel, accompanying the above. Gives an ac-
t. François. count of his son's death. ( The letter is quoted in full in the general

report precedinq these abstracts )
November 8, M. de La Galissonière to Mini4ter. Letter with document in relation
Quebec. to a deputation from the Five Nation Iroquois, but not including the

Agniers. Fol. 248 to 254 - 13 pp.
November 11, The same to the same. Supporting the petition of Sieur de Jon-
Quebec. caire, lieutenant of ir fantry. Fol. 257. 2 pp.
November 16, The same to the sane. Curious details relating to the flight of
Quebec. one Revol. Fol. 261 to 267. 5½ pages, say 4 pp.
November 16, M Hocquart, Intendant, to the same. Launch of the " St. Lau-
Quebec. . rent." Restoration of 1De Royale to France. Help for Acadia.

Harvest injured. Supply of provisions for the colony. Fol. 269.
4 pages, say 3 pp.

December 31, The same to the saine. Arrival of the " Zéphir " and of M. Bigot.
Quebec. Fol. 273. P.
September 5, The saine to the same. Respecting services likely to be rendered
Quebec. by M. Le Mercier, aide d'artillerie, who is going to France to per-

fect himself in the practice of his profession. Fol 275. 1 p.
September 6, Chevalier de Bea ubarnois to Minister. Guns and mortars cast
Quebec. at St. Maurice Forges. Fol. 278. 1 p.
October 1, The same to the same. Casting of guns at St. Maurice Forges.
Quebec. Artillery service in towns and forts of the colony. Fol. 280. 13

pages, say END O OL. 9pp.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1748.
VOL. 92 -M. BIGOT, INTENDANT. OTHER OFFICIALS OF THE COLoNY.

C 11.
1748

March 23 M. Bigot, Intendant, to Minister. Difficulties he had in relation
Rochefort. to a puichase of horses, on his voyage from La Rochelle. Fol. 5.

6 pages, say 4 pp.
April 9, The same to the same. . Asks that he may not be obliged to go to
Rochefcrt. Canada if the ships do not sail before the 15th April. Fol. 9. 4½-

pages, say 3i pp.
April 6, The same to the same. Shipping of his household effects.
Rochefort. Fol. 13. 1 P.
April 15, The same to the same. He is about to sail, though he thinks the
Rochefort. start too late. He bas delivered to M. Prévost the Louisbourg

papers. Fol. 15. Ji p.
Beptember 7, The same to the same.q He is working with M. Hocquart in
Quebec. order to familiarize himself with the administration. Commends
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M. Nepveu, commander of " Le Zéphir," to the Minister's kindness.
Want of help from France for Ile Royale. Fol. 55. 3 pages,

1748. say 2 pp.
September 12, M. Bigot to Minister. Ias given to Sieur Bréard his commission
Quebec. as Controller of Marine. Fol. 57. à P.
Beptember 16, The same to the same. Respecting arrears in accounts of M.
Quebec. Taschereau, clerk to the Treasurers.General. Fol. 58. 1 P.
September 21, The same to the same. Clerks employed in the Marine should
Quebec. be well paid, in order that efficient persons may be secured. Fol.

61. 2 pages, say 1 p.
No day of The same to the same. Scarcity of flour and wheat. Fol. 63.
lonth. 2 pages, say 1 p.

October 1, The same to the same. ' Letter accompanying the accounts of the
Quebec. estate of Abbé de Norey. Fol. 67. 31 pages, say 2j pp.
October 9, The same to the sane. Asking for mathematical instruments on
Quebec. ' behalf of Père Bonnicat for the use of youths studying navigation.

Fol. 73, 74. 1 page, say à p.-
October 10, The same to the same. Pay of judicial officers. Fol. 76. 2 pages,
Quebec. say 1 p.
October 10, The same to the same. Ship building; trade; St. Maurice Forges;
Quebec. new ship-yards at Quebec. Fol. 79. 10 pages, say 7 pp.
Oetober 11, The same to the same. Respecting Sieur Robert's debet to the
Quebec. store. Fol. 93. l pages, say à p.
October 16, The same to the same. As to anchors lost by the frigate " Le
Quebec. Zéphir." Want of ship-wrights. Fol. 106. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 19, The same to the same. Claim of Sieur Douville, commander of
Quebec. the poste pillaged by Miamis. Fol. 108. à p.

1747 (sic.)
Septem bera, Memorial of Sieur Douville as to the above claim. Foi. 110. 1 p.
Quebec.

1748. M. Bigot to Ministe e. Farming of the posts. Trading licenses.
October 22, Fol. 113. 3 pages, say 24 pp.
qebec. The same to the same. Provisions required for Canada. FoL
0Ctober 24
Quebec. 115. 2 pp.

October 24, The same to the same. Proposes to get card money printed, in
Quebee. order to avoid counterfeits. Fol. 117. 1 pages, say 1 p.
00tober 26, pThe same to the same. Furnishing and maintenance of barracks.
Quebec. Fol. 121. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
No day of Memorial, not signed,on same subject. Fol. 124. 24 pagessay 2 pp.
Inouth.
October 27, M. Bigot to Minister. Merchandise, provisions and munitions.
QUebec. 'needed. Fol. 127. 54 pages, say 41 pp.
October 28, The same to the same. Representing that the punishment here-
Quebec. tofore inflicted on counterfeiters is too lenient. Fol. 131. 2 pages,

say 1à p.
OCtober 28 The same to the sane. Clerks of the Marine employed in Canada.
Quebec. Fol. 133. 2 pages, say 1 p.
Xovember The same to the same. Iron knees for ships. Fol. 140. 1 page,
Quebec. say à p.
8ePtenber 1 The same to the same. Expenditure incurred by King's sisips
Quebec. while last in Canada. Fol. 142. 1 page, say à p.
No date, but The same to the same. Iron. tar, &c-, shipped on the King's
"ldently the vessels at Quebec. Fol. 147. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

" jf ear.
November 2 The same to the same. Official record of speeches made by the
Quebec. ' Iroquois Six Nation Indians, ât the Chateau St. Louis, at Quebec, in

1748. Fol. 172.« 6j pages, say bi pp..
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1748.
Novenher 3, M. Bigot to Minister. Building of Fort St. Jean. M. de Léry
Quebec. does not furnish him with accounts of work on fortifications. Fol.

176. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
November 3, The same to tbe same. General review of financial situation in
Quebec. Canada. Fol. 181. 11 pages, say 10 pp.
November 7 The same to the saie. The large number of vesselsarriving fromn
Quebec. France has cansed a heavy fall in prices of merchandise. The farm-

ers, on the other hand, want to keep grain at the high prices it
reached during the war. Fol. 189. 2 pages, say 1 p.

November 7, The same to the saie. Want of a suitable residence for the
Quebec. Intendant at Montreal. It would be botter to build one. Fol. 193.

3 pages, say 2 pp.
November 7, The same to the same. Supply of provisions for the Colonv. Pro.
Quebec. visions distributed to Indians. Ambassadors of the Five Nations.

Loss offurs between Niagara and Frontenac. Fol. 195. 21 pages,
say 2 pp.

November 8, The saine to the same. Farming of Bay Des Esquimaux and
Quebec. Tadoussac. Fol. 229. 1p
November 8, The same to the same. Bills of exchange drawn, and general
Quebec. expenditure. Fol. 232. 31 pages, say 2½ pp.
October 20, The same to the saie. Fortifications of Quebec. Fort St. Jean.
Quebeo. Barracks. Cathedral and shipyard in Quebec. Fol. 284. 10 pages,

sY 4 pp.
Orct. 8, and M. Varin, Controller, to the same. Two letters. Stops taken to
November 2, prevent waste of King's goods in the several stores and forts. Fol.
Quebec. 292 to 26. 7j pages, say 5 pp.
November 2, M. de Vaudreuil to the same. His advice as to uniting the Post of
New Orleans. Illinois with Canada. Fol. 298. 16½ pages, say 8 pp.
October 10, M. Levasseur, Engineer. Building of King's ships. Asks for
Quebec. promotion, in view of his services. Fol. 308. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
September 1, M. Le Gardeur de Repentigny, Lieutenant in the Army. Letter
Quebec. to Ministor, with petition to King praying for pardon for having,

in self defence, killed with his sword Sieur Philibert, a merchant of
Quebec. Fol. 317 to 323· 10 pages, say 8 pp.

October 4, M. Marin, the yGunger, a Captain, to Minister. Account of an
Quebec. expedition, conducted by him, in the direction of Louisbourg. Fol.

325 to 327. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 8, M. d'Aillebout, Commander of " La Friponne." Respecting troops
Quebec. ho had carried to France. Fol. 333, 5 pages, say 4 pp.
September 8, M. de Raymond, Commander at Niagara. Events at that post
Fort Niagara Fol. 338. 2?D- pages, say 2 pp.
October 12, M. Bréard, Controller. M. Hocquart left the finances of the
Quebec. Colony in such confusion, that it has not been possible for him to

enable M. Bigot to furnish a statement for the retarn of the King's
ships. Fol. 341. 4j pages, say 3 pp.

July 29, M. de Villejoin, commanding depot of Colonial troops. Five
Quebec. letters to Minister, giving a general review of the state of the troops.

Fol. 345 to 356. 15 pages, say 10 pp.
November 10, MM. Havy and Lefebvre, traders, Quebec. Letter and petition
Quebee. to Minister, respecting the trade of the Post of Baie des Chateaux,

Labrador. Fol. 358 to 366. 15 pages, say 8 pp.
No day of Giles Stroud, a native of London, who lived for a time in Caro-
Mnonth. lina, settled in Canada since 1738, asks for letters of naturalization.

Fol. 307. 2 pages, say 1 P.
March 29, Reply to momorial respecting beaver trade sent from Canada tO
Quebee. Comte de Maurepas. Fol. 383. 7 pages, say 6 pp-
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1748.
September 9, Bishop of Quebec to Minister. Hôtel-Dieu nuns. Pardon requested
Quebec. for Sieur de -Repentigny. Missionaries applied for by the Aca-

dians. Fol. 388. 2 pages, say J½ p.
OÇtober 9, The same to the same. Hie needs assistance. Proposed union of
Quebec. l'Hopital Général with l'Hôtel-Dieu. Chapter of Quebec. Mission-

aries. Fol. 390. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
November 7, The same to the same. The Ursulines in want lof nuns. They
Quebec. should be supplied from France. Convent of La Congrégation at

Louisbourg. Jesuits' College, Quebec. Completion of the cathedral
at Quebec. Abbé La Corne recommended as clorical memberof Coun-
cil. Fol. 394. 3½ pages, say 2 pp.

March 2, Abbé de L'Isle Dieu. Sends to Minister extracts from letters
Paris. received by him from Canada, by the last vessel, respecting the

clergy and religious communities of that country. Fol. 397. 8
pages, say 6 pp.

September 6, The same to Minister. Respecting the administration of the
Paris. revenues of the Hospital of Montreal. Fol. 401. 2 pp.
No day of The same to the same. Remarks on the same subject and in
aonth. relation to nuns from Louisbourg who had found refuge at LaParis. Rochelle. Fol. 407. 4½ pages, say 31 pp.

October 18, The same to the sane. Montreal hospital. Fols. 411 to 414.
Paris. 5 pages, say END O VOL. 92. pp.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1749.

VOL. 93.-M. DE LA JONQUIÈRE, GOVERNOR. M. BiGOT, INTENDANT.

C. 11.
October 1 Letter from 3M. de La Jonquière and Bigot to Minister. With
Quebec. memorial from la Compagnie des Indes respectiug beaver trade.

Fol. 6. 11 pages, say 8 pp.
September 28, The same to the same. iHlôtel-Dieu and Hopital Général, Quebec.
Quebec. Fol. 17. 2j pages, say 4 p.
September 28, The same to the same. Tiade of posts in upper country. Fol. 19.
Quebec. 1½ page, say 1 p.
October 1, The same to the same. A number of Acadian families want to
Quebec. 'locate themselves at lie Royale and Ile St. Jean. Mission to be

established at Fort Frontenac. Hopital Général at Montreal and
at Quebec. Fol. 21. 5 pages, say 3î pp.

September 4, The same to the saime. Gratuities to be granted to Mme des
Quebec. Meloises and Mme ce Senneville. Fol. 25. 1 page, say à p.
October 4, The same to the same. Insufficiency of rations allowed to
Quebec. soldiers. Fol. 27. ip.
October 4, The same to the same. Vacancies in the Conneil. Death ot de
Quebec. MM. Lotbinière and Taschereau. Fol. 29., î page, say 1 p.
Oetober 5, The same to the same. Remarks respecting the posts of Detroit.
Q 'iebe0  Fol. 31. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
October 6, The same to the same. Necessity for increasing the number of
Quebec. troops in the colony. As to exempting officers from payment of

duties, as proposed by M. de La Galissonière. Fol. 35. 3 pages,
say 1½ p.

October 7, The same to the oame. Housing troops in barracek. Fol. 37.
Quebec. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
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1749. The same to the sane. Respecting petition of the hoirs ofOctober 8, Jacques Cochu for a ratification of the grant of Grande Rivière,Quebec. Baie des Ohaleurs, made to Jacques Cartier. Fol. 40. 2 pages,
say 1 p.

October 9, The same to the same. Posts of Baie des Puants, Detroit,
Quebee. Toronto and Niagara. Fol. 42. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 23, The saine to the same. Fortifications and barracks. Fol. 45. 3Î
Quebec. pages, say 2 pp.
October 29, The same to the same. Revol, who made his escape, bas been
Quebec. arrested, and the master and mate of the vossel " Comte de Saxe "

are also to be arrested. Fol. 49. !½ page, say 1 p.
October 31, The same to the same. Iroquois mission to be established on
Quebec. Presentation River. Fol. 51. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
No day of Momorial of Sieur de Léry, the younger, respecting the said
mouth. mission. Fol. 55. 1 p.
November 8, MM. de La Jonquière and Bigot to Minister. Granting of Post of
Quebec. Cap Charles, Labrador, to M. Banne, captain of M. de La Jon-

quière's guards. Fol. 56, 57. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
November 12, M. De La Jonquière to the saine. Copies of letters, &o., from
Quebec. Sieur Raymond, commander in Miamis country, describing the ill-

feeling on the part of those Indians for the French. Fol. 58 to 64.
b½ pages, say 6j pp.

July 4, The same. Conclusion of peace. Garrison sent to Louisbourg.
Quebec. Troops, &c. Fol. 76. 3. pages, say 21 pp.
July 4, Copy of letter from Captain Rous, an Englishman, to Sieur
River St. de Boishébert, asking under what authority he entered River St.John. Jean. Fol. 78. 1 page, say
May 9, Copy of lotter from M. Shirley, Governor of Boston, as to whether
Boston. the Abenakis were to be included in the peace. They shall not be,

unless they make suitable amends for tbeir treachery. The power
claimed by the bishop of Qaebec to sond French missionaries to
Nova Scotia and to visit the Acadians, cannot be admitted. " The
French Governor must not interfere with the punishments which
His Majesty, the King, of England, would inflict on his rebellious
subjects in Nova Scotia." Fol. 80. 9 pages, say 7 pp.

November 3, M. de La Galisonière requests the Minister to issue orders to retain
On board at Rochefort M. Bégon, who had been made a " garde du pavillon "'Le Léopard. and was to arrive on "La Diane." Requests that he be put back in

the company of " Gardes de la Marine." Fol. 87. 1 p.
September 20, The same to the same. Expediency of bringing up the number
Quebec. of troops to fall strength. Fol. 90. î p.No day of The same to the sanie. Schedule of the several companies, with

' names of captains, to accompany the above. Fol. 93. 2 pp.
September 20, M. de La Jonquière to Minister. Proposes his nephew, Abbé de Caba-Quebee. nac Taffanel, for ihe vacant post of dean of Quebec. Fol. 94. ý p.
September20, The same to the same. Be has shipped on board the " Léopard "
Quebec. the Swiss detachment of the Karrer regiment, in order that they

may rejoin their regiment. The commander of the detachment has
been drowned and his effects will be sold to pay his creditors. Fol.
9.). 2 p.

Supember 20, The same to the sane. Details respecting the several posts of the
Q colony. Fol. 101. 12 pages, say 8 pp.

September 20, The same to the sane. Recommends bis nophew for the position
Quebec. of C ommander General of the troops and militia of the colony. Fol.

110. 1i pages, say 1 p.
September 20, The same to the sane. Recommends Sieur Péan for a captaincy,
Quebee. in view of his services, and that the cross of St. Louis be given t,
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1749. on h le' Sieurs de Fouville, de S ibrevois, La Martinière, La Corne the elder,
de Lusignan and de Gannes. Fol. 112, 3 pages, say pp.

M. de la Jonquière to Minister. Pensions for Sieurs Coulombe,September20, Major at Three River , and de Lusignan and Mme des Meloises.
Fol. 114. 2 pages, say 1 p.

Septemberi2O, The same to the sawe. M. Bigot is back from Louisbourg and
Quebec. they have resumed work together. A good understanding prevails

between the bishop and the Intendant. Fol. 117. ý p.
September 20, The same to the same. Urgent need of gunners in the colony. Fol.
Quebec. 119. 2 pages, say 1 P,
September20, The same to the saine. Supports the petition of Sieur de Var-
Quebee. ennes, a captain who lost bis rank in 1744 for refusing to act in con

nection with the imprisonment of bis brother-in-law, on the order of
de Maurepas. Fol. 121. 4ý pages, say 2 pp.

September 20, The same to the same. Limits of Acadia. Fol. 127. 1 p.
Qeptember9 The same to the same. Attitude he maintains towards the

Quebec. English. Has sent orders to the inhabitants of La Baie Française,
situated without the peninsula of Acadia, fnot to recognize the Eng-
lish Government. He bas sent to that point a detachment under M.
de La Corne, a brave and able officer. Fol. 130. 4J pages, say 3½* pp.

July 25, M. de La Galissonière to Minister. Pretensions of the English, not
Quebec. only as to Acadia, but in relation to French settlers occupying lands

belonging to Canada. Procautions against their encroachments.
Their complaints respecting Fort St. Frédéric are quite unfounded.
By abandoning Fort St. George to Enigland, France might, perhaps,
recover Fort Chouëguen. Ris reasons for forbidding the Abenakis
to submit to the Englisb. Fol. 133. 19 pages, say 12 pp.

June 26 The same to the same. Measures he bas taken to check the
Quebee.' encroachments of the English at various points. Fol. 143. 5

pages, say 3 pp.
April 21, Tbe same to the same. Copy of letter to himself from M.
Quebec. Mascarene, respecting suspension of hostilities- Missionaries of

Acadiq. Oath of fidelity taken by French families living on River St.
Jean, whom he always looked upon as British subjects. Signing of
the treaty of peace. Fol. 146. 9 pages, say 6 pp.

July 14, Copy of Ordinance ot Sir Ed. Cornwahis insuring to the Acadians
Chibouctou. free possession of their lands and the exercise of their religion, on

condition of taking the oath of fidelity to the King of Great
Britain. (,See back of Fol 152.) 22 pp.

August 26, Copy of letter of M. de Boishébert to M. de La Gatissonière. His
Without interview with Captain Rous. Englisb claim to River St. Jean. (Dehae of Boishébert's reply missing.) Foi. 153. 4 pages, say 3½ pp

M. deLongueuil to Minister. Thanks him for commission as
Quetember20, King's Lieutenant at Quebec. Asks for a second ensigncy for his

son. Fol. 156. 1 p>
SePtember 22 M. de La Jonquière to Minister. Lacks funds to pay arrears due to
Quebee. ' officers of posts. Asks for a secretary. Fol. 158. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
Stember 22 The same to the same. Treaty with the English made by the
Quebec. ' domieiled Indians of the Sault and particularly the Iroquis. Ris

orders to prevent the same. Fol. 162. si pp.
ePtember 22 The same to the same. Sends his dispatches to the Court by M.uebec. ' de Gannes. Fol. 165. 1 p.
ePtember 24 The same to the same. Announcing the departure for France of

Quebec. 'M. de La Galissonière. Fol. 167. 1 p.
Oetober 9, The same to the same. M. de La Galissonière has copies of

papers showing the little foundation that exista for the, caims of the
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1749. English to lands in New France. The English are still molesting
the Acadians. Fol. 169. 7 pages, say 5 pp.

October 9, M. de la Jf>nquière to Minister. Recommending the granting of the
Quebec. Cross of St. Louis to M. de St. Pierre. Fol. 173. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 11, M. de La Galissonière to Minister. Proposal of promotion for
Louisbourg. the garrison of Louisbourg. Fol. 175. 4 pp.
Without Petition of M. Le Gardeur de St. Pierre, asking for the cross, fol-pa. or lowed by his record of service. Fol. 177 to 179. 3j pages, say 4 pp.
October 9, M. de La Jonquière. Asks the Minister for a free passage for his
Quebec. wife and daughter and the Marquis de Noé, bis son-in-law, whom he

wishes to bring to Canada. Fol. 180. } p.
October 9, The same to the same. As to the settlement of Missiskoui, at the
Quebec. head ot Lake Champlain. Fol. 181. 1 p.
October 9, The same to the same. Exchange of English and French prison-
Quebec. ers. Fol. 183. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
October 10, The sanie to the saine. Commission as engineer for Sieur de Lot-
Quebec. binière. Fol. 189 ý p.
October 10, The same to the same. Asking for a gratuity for his nephew, de
Quebec. La Jonquière, and for the command of the artillery in place ot K. de

Beauharnois, or else a lieutenancy, for bis other nephew, Lacary.
Fol. 191. 2ý pages, say 2 pp.

October 11 The same to the same. Asking for a pension for the widow'of
Quebec. Sieur Taschereau, treasurer of the colony. Fol. 193. ý p.
October 11, The same to the same. He has received the letters of pardon
Quebec. granted to Sieur de Repentigny, whom he intends to send to the

islands on service, in order to avoid a confliet between him and the
Philibert family. Fol. 195. 1 p.

1749 or 1750, Memorial, unsigned, complaining of annoyances suffered by French
(this date is vessels from the Erglish, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Fol. 199. 7j pp.
lu pencil.) M. de L% Jonquière to the Minister. le bas sent home, on the

1749. "Prospérant," Sieur de Coissy d'Argenteuil,. whose conduct he
October 31, highly praises. Fol. 203. Z p.

Qnebe. 31 iThc same to the sanie. Report of a peaceful deputation from the
October 31' Five Nation Iroquois. Fol. 205. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 31, The same to the same. Measures to be adopted for the safety of
Quebee. Chouëguen. Suggests that Fort Frontenac bo abandoned. Fol. 207.

4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 31, The same to the same. In relation to Sieur de Montbalin and
Quebec. Sieur de Grammont, nephew of La Jonquière Taffanel, remaining in

the colony on account of sickness. Fol. 210. 1 p.
October 31, The same to the same. Respecting Sieur de Lusignan's request
Quebec. for the command of Fort St. Frédéric. Fol. 212. 1 p.
Oetober 31, The same to the same. Letter accompamnying the statement of
Quebec. soldiers allowed to return to France on six months' leave. Fol. 214

to 217. 4j pages, say 3 pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Recommending that the first vacant
Quebec. lieutenancy be given to Sieur de La Ronde. Fol. 218. ý p.
November 5, The same to the same. With a memoir from Sieur de Léry, the
Quebec. younger, respecting the artillery required for the strong places of

the colony, and brief description of the fortifications of Quebec as
they then were. Fol. 222. 6 pp.

November 6, The same to the same. Has entrusted the dispatches to M.
Quebec. Volant d'Haudebourg. Fol. 229. 1 P.
November 7, The same to the same. Suggesting that M. Hrtel de Rouville be
Quebec. sent as an ensign to Louisbourg, where he owns some property.

Fol. 231. 1 page, say î p.
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1749.
September 25, M. Bigot, Intendant, to Minister. As to cultivation of flax, which
Quebec. the settlers have abandoned for several years. Fol. 234. 2½ pages,

say 1 Ip.
8eptember 25, The same to the same. Salary of Governors of Montreal and
Quebec. Three Rivers. Fol. 236. 1½ P.
October 26, The same to the same. Construction of a shed at Montreal for
Quebec. storing the King's boats and effects. Fol. 238. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
September 25, The same to the same. On the concession of the posts of Bie des
Quebec. Esquimaux and Tadoussac to the widow Fornel. Fol. 241. 2j

pages, say 2 pp.
September25, The same to the Same. Respecting the removal to Louisbourg of
Quebec. the troops and inhabitants of the colony, on boat d " L'Aimable

Marthe " and " Le Maringouin." Fol. 243. 2 pp.
September 28, The same to the same. Gratuity to be granted to Sieur Douville.Quebec. Fol. 245. 1 page, say ý p.
September 28, The same to the same. Asking that the salary of the mem-
Quebec. bers of council and the Attorney General, be included, as before,

in the statement of charges on the Domaine. Fol. 247. ý p.
September 30, The same to the same. Respecting finances and stores of Canada
Quebec. and the disorderly state of the accounts, in consequence of the death

of the treasurer, " who was, however, a strictly honest man." Fol.
249. 7 pages, say 4 pp.

September30, The same to the same. Gratuity to Sieur Gtutier, his establish-
Quebec. ment at lie St. Jean. Abbé Le Loutre writes: " If the English carry

out their plan of obliging the Acadians to take up armq against the
Indians many (f the former will leave the country, and if an attempt
is ma-e to compel them to take the oath, they will take up arms
with the Indians," &c. Fol. 25l. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.

October 1, The same to the Same. Asks for promotion for his brother, a
Quebec. naval ensign, and for his nephew, Reynack ; and for a writer's

commission for his cousin Lombard. Fol. 25. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 3, The same to the same. Represents that it is most injurious to
Quebec. the colony to allow Protestants to trade in the country. Fol.

257. 3 pp.
October 4, The same to the same. Sieur Boucault, notary, does not seem to
Quebec. him a proper person to succeed his brother as Lieutenant.General

of the Admiralty. M. Verrier goes to France. Steps must be
taken to appoint a successor, should he not return to Canada. For.
gers executed. Sale of furs. Fol. 259. 4 pages, say 21 pp.

tober 4, 4. The same to the same. Represents to Minister that his loses at
Quebec. the taking of Louisbourg and the cost involved in the removal of

his household to Quebec, compel him to ask for an indemnity and
an increase of salary. Fol. 263. 2î pages, say îi P.

October 5, The same to the same. Recommendations in favour of Sieurs Lan-
Qucbe. driève, Martel and Almain, writers. He has rented the house of

Mme. Bégon, at Montreal, for an Intendant's residence. Fol. 264.
4 pages, say 2 pp.

October 6, The same to the same. Naval work. Fol. 267. 10 pages,
Quebec. say 6 pp.
October 7, The same to the same. Requests that ho will compel bi. La
Quebec. " Corne La Colombière to pay, " as ho had bound himself to do," for

Sieur Robert. Fol. 273. 2½ pages, say i p.
October 7, The same to the same. Recommends that, in place of quartering
Quebec. a company of troops at St. Maurice Forges, it be placed in garrison

at Throe Rivers, the soldiers, neverthelesis, to work at the forges.
Fol. 275. 3 pages, say 1½p.
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1749.
October,11, M. Bigot to Minister. Post of Tadousýac. Sieur Cugnet had
Quebec. worked this post, making a considerable profit. Fol. 279. 6½ pp.
October I, The same to the same. Has sent assistance to Ile St. Jean. Fol.
Quebec. 283. 2 pp.
Oetober 12, The.same to the same. Concerning Sieur de Léry, father and son.
Quebec. The latter has resigned his position as assistant engineer, " admit-

ting that he is unfit for the work; while the father is no longer
able to go about." An able, active engineer is needed to rerplace
then. Fol. 285. 4 pages, say 2½ pp.

October 15 The same to the same. Sieur Pierre Kalm, a Swedish naturalist.
Quebec. His mission and expenses while in Canada. Fol. 288 to 292. 7

pages, say 5 pp.
October 21, The same to the sane. Asking for servant-men, and two or
Quebec. three asses. Fol. 295. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 21, The same to the saine. Asking for gratuities for Sieurs Varin and
Quebec. Monrepos. Fol. 299. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 29, The same to the same. Asking for billets de caisse. Fol. 301. 1 p.
Quebec.
October 27 The same to the same. Complains that the Sisters of the Hôtel
Quebec. Dieu keep all the clothing of soldiers who die in the hospital. Fol.

3w9. 1 p.
October 27, The same to the same. Letter, with statement of furs, from forts
Quebec. Frontenac and Niagara. Fol. 311 to 313. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 30, The same to the same. M. Prévost, Commissary at Louisbourg,
Quebec. complains of annoyances he is suffering from M. Séguin, Controller.

Fol. 352. 3 pages, say 1i P.
October 31, The same to the same. General expenditure. Fol. 359. 4 pages,
Quebec. say 2½ pp.
November 2, The same to the same. Another letter on the sane subjoet. Foi.
Quebec. 381. 15 pages, say 8 pp.
November 2, The same to the same. Asks for seamen to work in the port of
Quebec. Quebec. Iron knees mado at the St. Maurice Forges for the ships.

Fol. 399. 3 pages, say l p.
November 4, Tue same to the same. Duties on merchandise. Fol. 405. 7½
Quebec. pages, say 3 - pp.
November 4, The saine to the same. General receipta and expenditure. Fol.
Quebec. 411. 5 pages, say 2½ pp.
November 7, The same to the same. Increase of expenditure. Fol. 422. 3
Quebec. pages, say 2½ pp.
November 7, Tho same to the same. Letter respecting the inferior quality of
quebec. certain merchandise sent from France. Fol. 424 to 427. 61 pages,

say END OF VOL. 93. 5 pp.

"CANADA.-CORREsPONDANCE GÉNÉR.ALE."

1749.
VOL. 94.-DEDs oF SALE AND TITLE DEEDS OF PRIVATE PROPERTr.

C. 11.
(As in the case of Vol. 90, this Vol. (94) does not contain, with a

very few exceptions, which will now be noted, any documents of historical
interest for us.-J. M.)

1749. Extract from travelling journal of M. de Celoron, captain of
infantry, &c., sent by M. de La Galissonière to take possession of
Belle Rivière and its tributaries. Fol. 54. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
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1749.
October 8, M. Chaussegros de Léry, senior, Engineer, to Minister. Fortifi-
Quebec. cations of Quebec. His services and those of his son. Thinks their

pay insufficient. Fol. 59. Il pages, say 5. pp.
November 2, M. de Léry, the younger, Engineer, to Minister. Giving an account
Quebec. of his work. Fol. 67. si pages, say 1½ p.
May 29, Memoir respecting Indian meetings at Detroit and Michilli-
Quebec. makinac. Fol. 75. 1i p.
ÂAugut 29, English establishments in Acadia. Fol. 76. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

END OF VOL. 94.

" CANADA.-CORREPONDANOE GÉNÉRALE."

1750.

VOL. 95.-M. DE LA JONQUIÈaE, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. BIGoT,
INTENDANT.

1750. C. 11.
Without MM. de La Jonquière and Bigot to Minister. Respecting Detroit
lonth or and the new families recently sent there. Fol. 3. 7 pages, say 3j pp.place.

October 1, The same to the same. Letters (2) respecting the loss of the
ýuebec. "l'Orignal." Fol. 23 to 32. 15 pages, say 8 pp.Without Memorandum, disposing of the claims of the English to the lands
]outh or of Nouvello France. Fol. 33. 20½ pages, say 18 pp.Place.
October 2, MM. de La Jonquière and Bigot to Minister. Asking for a pen.
Quebec. sion for the widow of Sieur Coulon, mijor of Three Rivers, who died

of his wounds after the action at Mines. Fol. 49. 1 page, say j p.
October 5, The same to the same. Migration of the Acadians to Ile Royale
Quebec. and Ile St. Jean. Their destitution. Fol. 51. 4 pages, say 2j pp.
October 8, The sane to the same. It was found necessary to employ " habi.
Quebec. tants " to transport the troops in canoes from Montreal to Quebeo,

" the soldiers sent out this year being too old, very mutinous and
dissolute." Fol. 55. 2 pages, say 1½ p.

October 12, M M. de La Jonquière and Bigot to the Minister. Causes of increased
Quebec. expenditure. Fol. 59. 1 p.
October 13, T he same to the same. Import duties payable by the Governor,Quebec. the Intendant and the Bishop. Fol. 61. 4 pages, say 2pp.
October 12, The same to the same. Establishment of an artillery company in
Quebec. the colony. Fol. 66. 2 pages, say ½p.
October 16, The same to the same. Uniting of l'Hopital Général of Montreal,
Quebec. with that of Quebec. Hôtel-Dieu, Quebec. Fol. 70. 5 pages,

say 3pp.
October 16, The same to the same. The insufficiency of soldiers' rations.
Quebec. Pensions for Mmes. de Croisilles, des Meloises and de Boishébert.

A successor must b found for M. de Léry, the elder; meantime M.
Franquet's services will be utilized as far as possible. Fol. 73. 4
pages, say 2i pp.

October 16 The sameto the same. Concession of Baie des Chateaux to Sieur
Quebec. s Gaiftier, physician; of Baie des Esquimaux to widow Fornel, and of

Grande-Rivière, in Bay des Chaleurs, to the heirs of Jacques Cochu.
Slave trade. Fol. 76. 5 pages, say 3 pp.

October 18 The same to the same. Expediency of substituting Sieur Pelegrin,Quebec- a pilot, for Sieur Lamorille, port.ensign. Fol. 80. 3 pages, say l½ p.
October 18, The same to the same. Increase and housing of troops in colony.
Quebec' Fol. 84. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
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October'0, MM. de La Jonquiere and Bigot to the Minister. She asses sent
Quebec. to the colony. The 72 gun vessel bas been commenced. Fol. 87.

11 pages, say 1 p.
October 20, The same to the same. Importance of the Post of Toronto; if it
Quebee. does not induce the English to abandon Chouëguen, it will help to

diminish the trade they are carrying on there. The Post.of La
Baie is under command of Sieur Marin, who has been instructed "to
go to the source of the Mississippi in order to ascertain whether
there exist, at the height of land, rivers flowing into the western

. sea." Fol. 89. 5 pages, Say 3 pp.
October 21, The same to the same. Selection of a site for barracks at Mon-
Quebec. treal. Arrival of Abbé Cabanac, Dean of the Chapter of Quebec.

The grant of the Magdalen Islands withdrawn from Sieur Taché.
Fol. 96. 3 pages, say 1 p.

October 21, The same to the same. Fortifications of Quebec completed. Bar-
Quebec. racks nearly finished. Fol. 100. 2 pages, say ]½ p.
October 23, The same to the same. Only 33 English deserters have remained
Quebec. in the country, most of them bad characters. Fol. 102. 2 pages,

say 1 1P.
October 24, The same to the same. Advantages of the posts of la Présentation,
Quebec. Toronto and Niagara. Fol. 104. 7 pages, say 4 pp.
October 25, The same to the same. The suit of the heirs Haymard against
Quebec. the irustees of the estate of Sieurs Lachenaye and Gobin has-

ended in a settlement. Fol. 108. 1 page, say i p.
October 25, The same to the same. Concession of seigneuries to Mlle de
Quebec. Ramezay on Lake Champlain. Fol. 110. 1 p.
October 26, The same to the same. Grant of a seigniory to Mme de Boishé-
Quebec bert and Mlle Gatineau. Fol. 111. 1 page, say ý p.
October 30, The same to the same. Concession of seigneuries to M. de Bonne
Quebec. and to Chevalier de Repentigny. Fol. 112, 1 page, say i p.
November 1, The same to the same. Movements of the several King's sbips.
Quebec. Fol. 116. 1 page, say i P.
November 2, The same to the same. As to grant of a seigniory to Sieurs
Quebec. Sabrevois and Sabrevois de Bleury. Fol. 117. 1 page, say i P.
November 5, The same to the same. Sieurs Bréard and Estèbe renounce their
Quebec. concession on the north shore. Fol. 122. 11 p.
February 27, M. de La Jonquière, Governor, to Minister. The English retired
Quebec. from the vicinity of Belle Rivière so soon as M. de Celoron called upon

them to do so. Sieur de la Verendrye, captain, charged with the
work of discovering the Western Sea, died on 6th December. Sieur
de Saint Pierre takes his place. Garrison sent to Toronto. Fol.
129. 3S pages, say 2î pp.

July is, The same to the same. Arrivai of new recruits and their distri-
Quebee. bution throughout the country. Fol. 141. 1 page, say i P.
July 16, The same to the same. Exchange of prisoners and exchange anid
Quebec. ransom of certain slaves. Fol. 142. 7 pages, say 5 pP.
1755(sic.) Mem. Limits of Acadia. English proceedings as to the saine.
Wrh 2at' Despatch of Duc de Mirepoix of 24th March, 1755. Fol. 146. 61
name of pages, say 5 pp.
place.
1759 (sie.) Letter from Abbé Desenclaves to Minister. Enumerates the
March 8, o
Honfleur. causes of weakness which brorght about the loss of Acadia, &0•

(This is a most curious paper). Fol. 150. 7 pages, say 4 pP.
1750. M. de La Jonquière to Minister. On the reciprocal restoration OfJuy6 prisoners English, French and Indian. Fol. 155 to 159. 9 pagesrQuebec. say gs7 pp.
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1750.. Pastoral letter of Mar. de Pontbrian respecting victories recently
May 14, atrllta fM-,.d otra epcigvcoisrcnl

Quebee. gained by the King of France. Fol. 160. 31 pp,
July 16, M. de La Jonqu.ère to the Minister. Ris voyage to Montreal. Des.
Quebee. patch of business. Fol. 162. 1 p.
July 25, The same to the saine. Respecting illicit trade with the Eng-
Quebec. lish carried on by Dules Desaulniers, at Sault St. Louis. The

Jesuits are accused by the Indians of being in complicity with
them Fol. 163 to 182. 31 pp.

August 3, The saine to the saine. Recommends his relative, M. de Bonne,
Quebec. for the position of Major of Three Rivers, vacant through the death

of M. de Coulon. Fol. 197. 2½ pages, say p
August 18, The same to the saine. The post of Baie des Puants will not be
Quebec. leased, but worked under license. Sieur Marin is in command

of the post. Tragie death of Sieur Millon. Fol. 199. 10 pages,
say 7 pp

August 20, The sane to the same. Indians passing the portage of Sault
Quebec. St. Louis in order to trade with the English. Fol. 211. 3 pages,

say 2î pp.
September 16, The same to the sane. Recommends Sieur de Lusignan for the
Quebec. command of Fort St Frédéric, "the key to New England for la

Nouvelle France." Fol. 213. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.eptember 16, The same to the same. Declaring that information he hasQuebec. obtained convinces hima that Sieur Péan is not guilty of the abuses
of which he was accused in relation to supplying the barracks.
Fol. 215. 2 pages, say hi p.

SePtember 17, The same to the same. Details as to the loss of the yessel
QIebec. "L'Orignal." Fol. 218. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
SePtember 16, The same to the saie. Respecting the engagement entered into
Quebec. by Sieur de La Corne La Colombière, for the payment of the debt

which had devolved upon Sieur Robert, storekeeper. Fol. 217. 1
page, say ý p.

8eptember 20, The saine to the saine. Sieur Duplessis Fabert and the post of
Quebec. Michillimakinac commanded by him. Posts on River St. Joseph.

Missions of Sieur Marin to La Baie and to the Sioux, arid of Sieur
Celoron to Belle Rivière. Fol. 237. 6j pages, say 4 pp.

'Ptember 21, The same to the same. Thanking him for the gratuity to his
Quebec. nephow, La Jonquière and for the advancement of his nephew,

L'Accary. Asks for the cross for Sieur Marin. Fol. 253. 2j
pages, say 1p.

BePternber 23, The saine to the same. Measures adopted at Niagara to prevent
uebec. the Indians from going to trade at ChouDeguen. Fol. 257. 4 pages,

say 2½ pp.
Septemuber 29, The saine to the same. Trade of the upper country. Fol. 260.DQUebec. 10 pages, say 7 pp.October 3, The same to the same. Details from River St. Jean and Acadia.
Quebec. Fol. 267. 12 pages, eay 9 pp.
Oetober 5, The saie to the same. Arrival of recruits; their distribution
Quebec. throughout the several points of the country. Fol. 274, Ji p.
October 8, The saine to the same. Cross of St. Louis granted to Sieurs de
Quebec. Fouville, de Sabrevois and de St. Pierre. Fol. 276. 11 page, say 1 p.

ektober 10, The same to the same. As to station ing a company atSt. Maurice
Quebec. Forges. Necessity of preserving Fort Frontenac. Fol. 278. Ji page,

say 1 P.
etober 10, The same to the same. His instructions to Sieur de Celoron,
ebe- 1 commander at Detroit. Fol. 282. 2 pages, say 1½ p.Quher 12, The same to the same- Recommends that Sieur Volant be ap-

ee• pointed commander at Niagara. Fol. 284. 1 .
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October 15, M de La Jonquière to Minister. As to news received from M. de
Quebec. Vaudreuil respecting conduct of the Indians in the vicinity of New

Orleans. Fol. 286. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
October 15, The same to the same. News sent by Sieur Benoist St. Clain,
Quebec. commander of Fort de Chartres, respecting crimes committed by the

Indians of that vicinity. Fol. 289. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
October 16, The same to the same. Asking for a head-clerkship for Sieur
Quebec. Martel, storekeeper. Fol. '49 .- p.
November 1, The same to the same. As to recruits arrived during the year.
Quebec. Many of them men of bad character. Fol. 335. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. General reorganization of the troops of the
Quebec. Colony. Fol. 338. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Letter with plan of Sieur Fleury
Quebec. d'Eschambault for promptly forming war parties, and - a general

census of the militia of the country. Fois. 341 to 319. 11½ pages,
say 10 pp.

1737 (aic.) Statement of vessels purchased from the English, at lie Royale,
in 1737. Fol. 352. î p.

1749 (sic.) Abstract of letters respecting return of prisoners in New York to
September 9, Canada and elsewhere, 1748-49. Fol. 353. 13 pages, say 6½ pp.
Versailles.

1750. M. de La Jonquière to Minister. Recent events in Acadia. Fol. 361.
November 6, 4 pages, say 3 pp.Quebec.
November 6, The same to the Same. State of affairs at the post of La Pré-
Quebec. sentation. Fol. 364. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
November 8, The same to the same. Asking that the pension of the widow of
Quebec. M. de Beaucour, formerly Governor of Montreal, be paid to ber in

Canada, and that a supplementary gratuity be paid to M. de Celoron,
commandant at Detroit. Fol. 369. 2 pages, say 1½ p,

November 23, Copy of letter from M. de La Jonquière to Cornwallis, Governor of
Quebec. "Annapolis Royale." reproaching him with having attacked and

arrested subjects of the King of France during the year. Fol. 371.
3 pages, say 2 pp.

1746 (aie.) Pastoral letter of Mgr. Henri-Marie Dubreuil de Pontbriand, bishop
July 17, of Quebec, respecting the Te Deum His Majesty had ordered to be
Quebec. sung. Fol. 373. 2 pp.

1749. Abstracts of lettei s and intelligence sent to M. de La Jonquière by
October 11, Sieur de Raymond, Commander in Miamis country. Fol. 375 to
Miamis 397. 45 pages. 50 pp.contry. END OF VOL. 95.

"CANADA-CoRREsPoNDANCE:GÉNÉRALE."

1750.
VOL. 96.-M. BIGOT, INTENDANT, AND OTHER OFFICIALS.

C. 11.
1750. M. Bigot to Minister. Supplies to Acadian refugees in lie Royale,

.&ngust 20,
Quebee. Fine appearance of crops. Fol. 5. 7j pages, say 31 pp.
September25, The Same to the same. The English bave taken French vessels
Quebec. at Chédaïk and have intercepted dispatches. The expenditure is

lar ely increased. Fol. 10. 5 pages, say 21 pp.
September 29, he Same to the same. He bas divided amongst the religious
Quebec. communities the sum of 1,944 livres, 58., consisting of one-hall the

debit of Sieur Dormicourt to the estate of Abbé Norey and the
clxxxvi
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1750. residue of the said estate. The Hôtel Dieu nuns have been notified
of the orders given to the Intendant to recover the clothing of
deceased soldiers, &c. Fol. 16. 1½ page, say 1 p.

October 9, M. Bigot to Minister. Details respecting the building of the
Quebec. King's ships. Fol. 24. 12 pages, say 9 pp.
October 12, The same to the same. Officers' quarters. Fol. 35. 1 page,
Quebec. say 1 P.
October 15, The same to the same. Again asks for indemnity for bis losses
Quebec. at the taking of Louisbourg, and the expense caused by bis several

removals. Fol. 40. 1 pages, say 1 p.
October 15, The same to the same. Advancement for Sieurs Bréard, Estèbe
Quebee. and Martel. Fol. 41. 2 pages, say i p.
October 17, The same to the same. Asking for authority to tax the tavern
Quebec. keepers in order to provide funds for repairing the streets. Bad

state of the roads. Sieur Boisclerc hasbecome bei pless from excessive
drinking; recommendsthat bis position be taken by Sieur de La Gor-
gendière. Fol. 42. 3½ pages, say 21 pp.

October 17, The same to the same. Excessive profits made by the Town
Quebee. Majors of Quebec, Montreal and Three Rivers, from the sale of

spirits to the soldiers. Fol. 48. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 18, The same to the same. Steps taken to cause the Abenakis to
Quebee. remain faithful to France and to cause the Acadians to leave Acadia.

Begs the Minister to send Sieur Ducham bon Vergor froma lie Royale
to Canada, so that ho may have bis friend near him. Fol. 51. 5
pages, say 3î pp.

October 20 The same to the same. Asks that Sieur Landriève be sent back to
Quebec. him from France, to act as chief clerk at )etroit. Fol. 54. it p.
October 20, The same to the same. Works executed for the improvement of
Quebec. the rapids of " Catarakoui." Fol. 56. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 20, ,The same to the same. Requests that Sieur Foucault, chief elerk,
Quebe. be allowed to retire, as requested by himself. Fol. 58. 1½ pp.
October 22, The same to the sane, Respecting impost levied on the inhab.
Quebee. itants of Quebec for maintenance of the barracks. Fol. 60. aJ

pages, say 2 pp.
October 22, The same to the same. Assistance sent to Ile Royale and
Quebec. Rivière St. Jean. Fol. 63. 8 pages, say 6 pp.
October 22, The same to the same. Collection of duties of the Domaine. Fol,
Quebee. 69. 7 pages, say 5 pp.
October 22, The àame to the same. Saint Maurice forges maintained with
Quebec. difficulty. Fol. 73. 7 pages, say 5 pp.
Oct. 28,29,30, The same to the same. Four letters respecting receipts and
Quebec. expenditure of colony. Fol. 82 to 95. 21 pages, say 12 pp.
October 30, The same to the same. Post of Tadoussac; lease thereof to
Quebec. Widow Fournel and her memorial. Fol. 96 to 102. 13 pp.

IRovember 1 The same to the same. As to assistance sent to River St. Jean
Quebee. and " Chdalk," for the Acadian and Indian refugees there. Fol.

120. 2 pages, say l p..
Sovember 4, The same to the same. Product of Royal duties. Fol. 129. 3
Quebee. pages, say 1½ P.
November 6, The same to the same, Arrival at Quebec of Chevalier de La
Quebec. Corne, succeeded by M. de St. Ours in the command of " Chédalk."

The Acadian refugees from Beaubassin, now in French territory,
are destitute of clothing. Fol. 137. 3 pages, say l1 p.

Ilareh 8, Chevalier Le Mercier, commander of artillery at Quebec, to the
Raucognes. Minister. Report of bis visit made to the Rancognes forges in order
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1750. to acquire such information as would enable him to get guns and
projectiles cast at St. Maurice forges. Fol. 140. 1 p.

October 18, Chevalier Le Mercier to Minister. Review of the state of the
Quebue arti lery at Montrea;. Fol. 141. 4 pp.
Novemiber 1, The same to the same. Review of the state of the artillery at
Qutbec. Quebec. Fol 168. 6 pp.
November 2, The saue. Amks to be appointed Captain of the company of
QL.ebec. '' Canonniers bombardiers " of Quebc. Fol. 172. 2 pp.
July 4, M. do Longueuil, e mmander of the troops, to the Minister. Ask-
Quebec. ing for con firmatiin of a concession made to Sieur Prévost in 1674.

Arrival of tho King's frigate. Artillery practice, &c. Fol.
177. 4 pp.

November 6, The samo to the sane. Profits of canteens established for the
Quebec. soldiers in Quebec, Three Rivers and Montreal. Fol. 180. 4pp.
November 6, M. Lanouiller to the Minister. Asking for a continuance of aQuebee. gratuiity of 3,000 livres. Fol. 187. 2½ pages, say 1 p.
March 31, M. de La Corne, Captain, to Ministor. Measures he bas taken
Neinram-

iouk. to maintain himself at " Chédaïk " and to hold the English in check.
Fol. 190. Z pages, say 1 p.

October 3, M. de Chaussegros de Léry, engineer. Three letters respecting
Quebec. fortifications of Quebec. FoL 199 to 204. 9 small pages, say 2j pp.
October 29, The saine to the same. Three memorials. Posts of Cocagne and
Beaubassin. Egetd;,4ïk, navigation of rivers Chipoudy, Memramkouk, Beaubassin,

&c. FoL. 205 to 208. 5 pp.October 4, M. Robert de Lamorandière, engineer, to the Minister. Asking
Fort Piésen- for promotion. Fol. 210. 2 pages, say 1½ p.tation.
February 7, Abbé de L'Isle Dieu, " Vicaire Général des colonies du Canada."'
Paris. Pive letters to Minister. Clergy and religious communities of

Canada and Louisiana. Fol. 213 to rý23. 20 pages, say 15 pp.
tember - Memorial prepared by M. de La Galissonière andde Silhouette, on

name of colonies of France in North America. Fol. 248. 44 pages, say 30 pp.
place.
September 15, Remarks on the reply to memorandum delivered at Compiègne
Without by Comte D'Albermarle to Comte de Puysieulx, on complaints ofname of
of place. M. Cornwaillis, Governor of Acadia. Fol. 293. 8j pages, say 7 pp.
"Atter1748." Memoiial by M. Payès (or Pagès) de Montauban, on the state of
W "tho"t Canada, population, agriculture, number and cargoes of vessels
palcef fret'quenting its ports yetrly. Nature and value of merchandise

.imported and exported. Fol. 298. 6 pp.
END OF VOL. 96.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉlNÉaALE."

1751.
VoL. 97.-M. DE LA JONQUIÈRE, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. BIGOTt

1751. INTEND INT.
November 6, MM. de La Galissonière and Bigot to the Minister. Letters withQuebec. list of persons applying for half-pay. Fol. 3 to 6. 2½ p.
Without M. de La Gorgendière to Nfinister. Application for position ofmonth cr chief inspector of roads vacant through death of de M. Boisclere.jlacc. Fol. 8. 1 page, say 2 pp.
May 1, M. de La Jonquière to the same. Report of events at the frontier
Quebec. posts of Acadia, since letters sent by last vessels. Fol. 16. 19

pages, say 12 pp.
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1751,
Mav 5, M. de La Jonquière to the Minister. Dearth of wheat and dis-
Quebec. content of the people compel him to direct M. Bigot to reduce

by one-balf the supplies ho intends to send to Louisbourg. If
the crop does not look promising, they will send nothing at alil.
Fol. 35. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

J1 22, Extracts froim newspapers published at Boston, New England,
London'. 31st May, 1751. Attack on Fort Dartmouth by a party of French

and Indians. Fol. 46. ½ p.
Aigust 26 M. de La Jonquière to Minister. Dispute with the English as to
-tiebec. limits of Acadia. Punishment of revolted Indians. Drilling of

troops. F. 60. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
September 16 The same to the saame. Report of Sieur Marin's measures at the
Quebec. Sioux Post. Fol. 65. 6 pp.
September 17, The same to the same. Details of events at Michillimaknac.
-Quebec. Fol. 69. 7 pages. say 6 pp.
September 25, The saine to the saine. Recent events of interest in Illinois
Quebec. country. Fol. 82. 14 pages, siy 11 pp.
September 27, The saine to the same. Events in Louisiana as stated in letters
Quebec. of M. de Vaudreuil. Fol. 90. 13 pages, say 10 pp.
October 8 The saine to the same. News fron the post of Nepigon, to the
Quebec. command of which ho bas named Sieur Rimbeau de Simblin. Fol.

97. 7 pages, say 6 pp.
The same to the same 3ioux post established at Sault Sainte

Quebec. ' Marie, to prevont the Indians from communicating with the English.
Fol. 104. 7 pages, say 6 pp.

October 6, The same to the same. Post of Toronto Fol. 110. 4 pp.
Quebec.
Oetober 6 The saie to the same. Settlement established below the Fort of
Quebec. ' Niagara in order to diminish the trade of the EnglishatChoueguen.

Fol. 113. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
,Qctober 11 Tho same to the same, Re.vietualling of the Post of Pointe de
Quebee. Be'auséjour, and defenîce of Baie Verte. Fol. 116. 2 pp.
OCtober 17, The saine to the same. Report of his visit to Sault Saint Louis
Quebec. and Lake of Two Mountains. Fol. 1i8. 1 page, say ½ p.
October~17 The same to the same. Report of communications between hLim-
Quebee. self and the Governor of New York respecting four English prison.

ers. Fol 120. 1 P.
Oc'ober 19, The same to the saine. Uniting the hospital of Montreal with
Quebec. that of Quebec. Foi. 1:2. 3 pages, say 2i pp.

Oeobeor 19, Petition of leading eit izens in relation to the above. Fol. 124. 5 pp.

OCtober 19 M. de La Jonquièe to Minister. Difficulty of preventing foreign fur
Quebee. trade. Arrangements ho has made on the subject with the Iroquoi%

of Sault 8t. Louis ad Luke of Two Mountains. Fol. 127. 3 pp.
OCtober 19, The saimo to the - ne. Praying for a pension of 3,000 livres on
Quebec. the order of St. Ljruis. Fol. 1-O. 1 p.
OCtober 19, The same to the saime. Replying to complaints made to the King
Quebec. respecting the trade of the colony. Fol. 112. 3½ pages, say 3 pp.
October 21, The saine to the same. .Recommends the granting of the prayer of
Quebec. Sieur Goynard for a pension, for his services and in consideration of

a wound received in the King's service. Petition of Sieur Goynard.
Fol. 137 to 140. 3 pp.

October:21 The same to the saine. Recommends that Chevalier de Bonne,
Quebec. ' his cousin, be appointed major in the colonial troops. Fol. 141. 1 p.
'Uctober 24, The saine to the same. Report of a council held with the Non-
QUebee. tagués and the Sonnontouans of the Five Nations. Fol. 148. 8

pages, say 6 pp.
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1751.
October 29 M. de La Jonquière to the Minister. Complains that Sieur de Coloron
Quebec. has not carried ont bis orders to destroy the Miamis and other rebels.

Copy of bis letter to Celoron. Fol. 162 to 170. 15 pages, say 12 pp.
November 1, *The sane to the same. Illicit trade carried on by Dites. Desaul.
Queber. niers at Sault St. Louis. Coinplicity of Père Tournois. Fol. 173 to

179. 10 pages, say 8 pp.
November 1, The same to the same. Suggests that M. de St. Ours be main-
Quebec. tained in bis position at Threo Rivers. Fol. 184. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
November 3, The sane to the saie. Protection of the frontiers. English
Quebec. continually fortifying. Fol. 189. 3 pages, say 21 pp.
November 3, The sane to the same. Bateau "l e London " and brigantine
Quebec. "Saint Frarçois " taken by the English, &c. Fol. 191. 2j pages,

Bay 2 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. Line of conduct he intends to pursue
Quebec. towards M. Cornwallis. Fol. 193. 2 pp.
November - The same to the sane. Sieur Picotté de Belestre sets out with
Quebec. the despatches Praise of that officer. Fol. 198. 1 p.
November 6, The same to the same. Represents that the salary of Members of
Quebec. Council is too small. Fol. 202. 1 p.
November 9, The same to the same. Applies for 300 recruits. Fol. 203. 1 p.Quebec
November 13, The same to the same. Representations respecting proposed re.
Quebec. duction of 12,000 livres in bis salary. Fol. 205. l3 p.
October 28, M. Bigot to the Minister. Remarks respecting usage in relation to
Quebec. debts and estates of deceased persons. Fol. 208. 10 pp.
October 25, M. de Chaussegros de Léry, Enginer, to the Minister. Quebec
Quebec. fortifications. Record of bis services and those of bis children. Fol.

215 6 pages, say 2j pp.
October 12, M. Varin, Controller to the Minister. Report of his inspection of
Quebec. Fort St. Frédéric. Fol. 219. 3 pages, say 1½ p.
October 20, The sane to the saie. Asking for advancement. Fol. 221. 1
Quebec. page, say i p. a

M. Levasseur, engineer and ship.bnilder, to the Minister. Com-
Novem ber 10, plaining that his services are not appreciatcd, and that ship-buildingQuebc. is greatly neglected, very expensive, &c. Fol, 225. 7 pages, say 6 pp.
November 4, thevalier Le Mercier, comma-der of artillery, to the Mir ister.
Quebec. As to company of gunners and bombardiers recently formed, their

good conduct, dress, &c. Fol. 2.5. 1½ P.
June 16, M. de Gaspé, commanding the fort of Nérépice, on the Rivet St.
Quebec. Jean, to the Minister. Letter respecting state Of things there. Fol.

250. 1 P.

1748 (eC Memorial on beaver trade of Canada. Fol. 263. 2 pages, say 6 pp.ctober 20,
Without
Mame of
place. Potition of Delles Deulniers to Minister. Asking for a restora-

15 1. tion of their property at Sault St. Louis. Fol. 378. 21 pp.Witbont
nonth or

place. The saine to the same. Another petition to the director of the
March 2,, " Compagnie des Indes " on same subject, with letters in their favor.
No place Fol. 380 to 387. 5 pp-given. Sieur de Rayrtond, Captain. Representing to Minister hie record
October 1, of services. Fol. 388. 5 pages, say 6 pp.
No place The same to the same. Copy of letter to himself from M Benoit,given.
October 1 commander in Illinois country, respecting a cons piracy among the
No plac ' Miamis. Fol. 392. 1ý P.
given. END OF VOL. 97.
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"CANA»A.-CORREPONDANC E GÉNÉRALE."

1752.
VOL. 98.-M. DU QUEsNE, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. BiGoT, INTEN-

DANT.

1752. C. 11.
October 3, MM. du Quesne and Bigot to Minister. As to right claimed byQnebec. the Hôtel Dieu nuns to separate their property from that of the

poor, and not to be compelled to build, at their own cost, a sick
ward. Fol. 3 to 7. 6 pages, say 3 pp.

October 15, The same to the same. Have received the commission appoint-
Quebec. ing Sieur Levasseur, Inspector of woods and forests in Canada.

Measures to be taken to preserve the woods and forests. Fol. 8..
6 pages. say 3 pp.

May 25, M. du Quesne to the Minister. Has received commission appoint-
Rochefort. ing him Governor General of Canada. Fol. 13. ½ p.
Auguet 21, The same to the same. Complaint laid by M. de Rigaud de Vau.
Quebec. dreuil, Governor of Three Rivers, against Captain Dayma. Repre-

sents that M. de Vaudreuil is under heavy expenseq and advises that
ho be granted the trade of the post of La Baie. Fol. 15 to 17. 5
pages, say 4 pp.

.&ugust 21, The same to the same. Details as to his voyage across the sea,.
Quebec. and praise of the officers of " La Seine." Fol. 18. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
August 21, The same to the same. He sends to France Sieur de Contrecour,
Quebec. the younger, and asks that he be promoted. Fol. 20. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
September 30, The same to the same. Extract from his letter to IL. E. Peregrine
Quebec. Thomas Hopson, Governor of Nova Scotia, as to English deserters

"over-running the country." Fol. 22. 1 p.
October 21 The saine to the same. Asks for the cross of St. Louis for MM.
Quebec. de ContrecSur, Marin and Péan. Fol. 23. 2j pages, say 1i p.
October 25, The same to the same. Asks for a pension of 300 livi es for Sieur
Quebec. de Langlade, who distinguished himself in an expedition against the

Miamis. (Langlade's Journal mentioned in the letter is not with
it.) Fol. 27. 2 pages, say li p.

October 25 The same to the same. English deserters a scourge to the colony.
Quebec. ' Fol. 29. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 28 The same to the same. It has been found necessary to banish from
Quebec. Sault St. Louisthe Dlles. Desaulniers,who had requested a delay of 24

hours. Difficulties caused at that post by Père Tournois. Fol. 33.
4 pages, say 2 pp.

14ovember 1 The same to the same. M de Raymond has sent back to him two
Quebec. companies. Difficulties between the commandant and other officers.

All quiet at River St. Jean and the frontiers of Acadia. Fol. 36. 4
pages, say 2 pp.

NOvember 1, The same to the same. Has conferred the rank of Chevalier do
Quebec. St. Louis on MM. de Lusignan and de Vergor. The nephews of the

late M. de La Jonquière asks that his cordon rouge be sent to his wife.
Fol.39. i p.

?ovember 2 The same to the same. Additional artillery and munitions required.
Quebec Fol. 40. 2 pages, say i p.
October 20 Chevalier Le Mercier to Minister. Asks for piomotion. FoL
Quebec. 42. 1 p.
October 20, The same to the same. State of the artillery at Qaebec. Fol.
Quebec. 66. 5 pp.

° Ovember 3 The same to the same. Praises of MM. Franquet and de Couagne.
Great expense of living for officers at Quebec. Fol. 78. 4 pages,
say 2 pp.
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1752.
November 3, M. du Quesne to Minister. Necessity of increasing the companies
Quebec. of troops. Satisfactory state of militia. Fol. 82. 5 pages, say 2½ pp.
May 6, M, Bigot, Intendant, to the Minister. Announces the death ot M.
Quebec. de La Jonquière, on 17th March. M. de Longueuil, who fills his place

ad interim, lias concerted with the Intendant on stops to be taken to
chastise the rebellious Miamis. Piquet, missionary at la Présenta-
tion, writes that ho intends to lead his Indians against the Chien
tribe and then against the Miamis. News from river St. Jean.
Work on the King's ship is well advanced. Fol. 86. 17 pages,
say 9 pp.

February 8 C opy of letter from Abbé Piquet respecting the expeditions above
La Présenta- referred to, against the Chien tribe and the Miamis. Fol. 06. 5ý
tion. pages, say 4J pp.
May 8, M. Bigot to Minister. Dearth prevailing in the colony. Fol. 111.
Quebec, Il pages, say 6 pp.
May 10, The same to the same. Rule to be observed as to payment of
Quebec. officers and soldiers of the troops in Canada. Fol. 126. 9 pages,

say 51 pp.
May 15, The same to the same. Has received the flour sent from France ;
Quebec. butit is not suffiiient. He is starting for Montreal. Fol. 132. 2½

pages, say 2 pp.
Augnet 20, The same to the same. Letter with list of persons going to
Quebec. ' France on the King's ship. Fol. 138. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
September 9 The same to the same. The ship " Benjamin," loaded with wheat,
Quebec. ' las arrived, bringing great relief to the colony, " the inhabitants

having been reduced for six weeks to a quarter of a pound of bread a
day." Fol. 141. 3 pages, say 1½ p.

September27 The same to the same. Proposing to grant Sieur de Lino the
Quebec. ' place of Grand Voyer, Sieur de La Gorgendière, the incumbent, being

found incapable, &c. Fol. 143. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 1 The same to the same. Expenditures on frontiers of Acadia. Asks
Quebec. for a clerk froin France in the place of Sieur Almain, and insists

that supplies for Acadian posts be sent from Quebec. Fjl. 146. 14
pages, say 7 pp.

October i, The same to the same. Copy of letter from Abbé Le Loutre to
Quebec. Baron de Longueuil, as to supplies for the posta on the rivers of

Acadia. Fol. 155. 5 pp.
October 2, The same to the same. Asks for writers' certificates for Bouron
Quebec. ' and d'Hauterive, employed at Montreal underVarin. Fol. 158. ý p.
October 2, The same to the same. Rejoicings at the birth of the Dake of
Quebec. Burgundy. Fol. 165. 1 p.
October 10, The same to the same. lie has consulted with M. Da Quesne as to
Quebec. possibility of reducing the expenditure, and has been unable to do

so. It must, on the contrary, go on increasing. Fol. 171. 2½ pp.
October i The same to the same. Explanations respecting the freigrting
Quebec. ' of the schooner " L'Aimable Jean ne," of Sieur Larcher, who has

been paid all that can be due him. Fol. 177. 4½ pages, say 2½ pp.
Without Petition of the said Sieur Larcher. Fol. 180. it p.
month or
place. M. Bigot to Minister. Discipline among the troops; payment of
October 12, second ensigns, who are botter paid at Louisbourg than at Quebec.
Quebec. Fol. 208. 3 pages, say 1½ p.
October 14, The same to the same. Asks for 100,000 treasury notes. Repre.
Quebec. sents that ho bas received only 16,000 instead of the 60,000 he had

asked for. Fol. 217. 3 pages, say 1½ p.
October 15, The same to the same. Disposal of wheat sent out. Fol. 210. 4
-Quebec. pages, say 2 pp.
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1752.
October 21, M. Bigot to Minister. As to completion of outfit of the " Algon-
Quebec. quin." Inventory of timber remaining in port of Quebec. Fol.

250. 13 pages, say 7 pp.
October 25, The same to the same. Flour to be sent to Quebec, Baie Verte
Quebec. and River St. Jean. Fol. 264. 2 pages, say 14 p.
October 26, The same to the same. Expediency of sending a strong war
Quebec. party to Belle Rivière, and establishing a settlement there in order

to drive away the English. Fol. 269. 17 pages, say 8 pp.
October 27, The sane to the same. Supporting the petition (with evidence
Quebec. appended) of Sieur Taché, claiming the value of brigantine " La

Trinité," chartered to carry provisions and munitions to River St.
Jean, and lost off LouisbDurg. Fol. 2:8 to 292. 24 pages,
say 18 pp.

October 28, The same to the sane. Collection of duties for Domaine. Fol.
Quebec. 293. 10 pages, sny 5 pp.
October 30, The same to the Same. Asking for 6,000 livres sols marqués, cop-
Quebec. per coin, and three young chimney sweeps. Fol. 301. 2 pages,

say 1 .
November 1, The same to the sane. Difficulty of collecting from merchants
Quebec. of the colony the duties on goods as received. One of them, in fact,

is going to France in order to solicit a delay of a year for the pay-
ment of duties. He is opposed to granting what they ask. Safe
basis of trade in Canada. Fol. 303. 9 pages, say 4j pp.

November 2, The same to the same. Gratuity for Sieur Sacquespé, who had
Quebec. suffered the loss of a leg. Fol. 308. - p.
November 2, The sane to the same. Finance of Canada and steady increase
Quebec. of expenditure. Fol. 309. 12 pages, say 7 pp.
November 2, The same to the same. Payment of invalids. Fol. 316. 4
Quebec. pages, say. 3 pp.
November 4 Ti e same to the same. Aks for a post officer capable of taking
Quebec. charge of the " Algonquin " when launched. Fol. 332. 2 pages,

say l2 P.
April 26, M. de Longueuil, Governor, ad interim, to Minister. As to the ort
Quebec. to be constructed by M. de Gaspé, at Menag8ache, on the River St.

Jean, and his mission there. Fol. 335. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

April 27, The same te the same. Ile St. Jean. Fidelity due by its inhabi.
Quebec. tants to the King of France. Fol. 338. 2ý pp.
May 1, The same to the same. Asks to be appointed Governor Geîeral
Quebec. of the colony. Fol. 345. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
August 18, The same to the same. Giving an account of bis administration
Quebec. up to the arrivai of the Marquis Da Quesne. General state of the

country. Fol. 350. 4à pages, say 31 pp.
August 20, The same to the sane. Asks for a company for his son and a
Quebec. gratuity for himself. Fol. 351. 1 P.
October 31, M. Levasseur, engineer, builder of King's ships to the Minister.
Quebec. Report on timber. Precautions to be taken in launching the

" Algonquin." Fol. 367. 8 pp.
1751 (sic.) Abbé de l'Isle Dieu, " Vicar General of the French colonies," to

March 19, Minister. Limits of Acadia. Fol. 371. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
Paris.

1752 The same to the same. Reinforcement of secular priests to be
March 28, sent to M. Le Loutre in Acadia. Fol. 376. 7 pp.

Pais ~, The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 380. 2 'pages,July 5,
Paris. say 1'
JuIy 24 The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 382. 6 pages,
Paris. say 3 PP.
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l1752.
August i'e Abbé de l'Isle Diea to Minister. Clergy and religious com-
Paris. munitics of Louisiana. Fol. 386. 2½ pp.
August 26, The same to the same. Missionaries for Louisiana. Fol. 389.
Paris. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
August 26, The same to the same. Gratuity to missionaries. Fol. 393. 3
Paris. pages, say 1½ p.
Auguat 28 The same to the same. Two Capuchins (the first) sent out trom
Paris ' France to Louisianna. Fol. 395. 21 pp.
December 30 The same to the same. Missions of New Orleans and Acadia.
Paris. ' Fol. 398. 3 à pp.
December - The same to the same. Ganeral remarks on the clergy and
Paris. the nuns of Louisiana. Fol. 400. 61 pages, say 6 pp.
Oct. 30, and M. Franquet, engineer. Two letters to Minister as to fortifications
November 4, of Quebec. Fol. 405 to 411. Il pages, say 10 pp.
Quebec' M. Bréard, commissary of marine, to Minister. Refuting acca-
October 28, sations charging him with being interested in contracts for supply-

ing the colony, and having vessels built for himself at the King's
expense. (Defence rather weak.-J. M.) Fol. 417, 13 pages,
say 6 pp.

November 5, M. Martin to Minister. Pian of establishing a surplus granary
Quebec. at Quebec. Fol. 425. 8 pages, say 6 pp.
Without date. Jean Larreguy, Captain. Plan for whale fishery at Sept les.

Fol. 437. 5½ pp.
Without date. Memorial respecting lands on south shore of Gulf of St. Lawrence,

from St. Barnabé to Baie Verte. Fol. 441. 7 pages, say 3j pp.
September, 1, M. Levasseur to Minister. Memorial respecting the preservation
Quebec. of the forests of Canada. Fol. 445. 21 pp.

1752. Memorial of Sieur Taché, a merchant of Quebee, asking, on behalf
of the merchants of Canada, for a delay of a year for the payment of
import duties. Fol. 460. 2 pages, say 1½ p.

END or VOL. 98.

"CANADA.-CORREsPNDANVCE GÉNÉRAL E."
1753-1754.

VOL. 99.-M. Du QUESNE, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. BiaoT,
INTENDANT.

C. 11.
August 8, M. Du Quesne to Minister. English deserters infesting the colony
Quebec. must be got rid of. Fol. 7. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
August 20, The same to the same. Good effect of granting commissions to
Quebec. young Canadians tu serve in the islands. Fol. 10. 5 pages, say 2ý pp.
October 2, The same to the same. Arrest of two English spies in the Loup
Quebec. village, below River Au Beuf. Fol. 14. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 3, The same to the samce. Sieur Péan has set out to join Sieur
Quebec. Marin, below River Au Bouf. Fol. 19. 1½ p.
October 4, The same to the same. Letter with statement of application of
Quebee. proceeds of farming of posts for 1752. Fol. 23 to 29. 9j pages,

say 7½ pp.
October 20, The same to the same. Letter with list of Canadian officers ho
Quebec. is sending to Martinique. Fol. 30. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.
October 23, The same to the same. Arms needed lor the colony. Fol. 34. 2j
Quebec. pages, say 2 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Fortifications of Quebec now so far ad-
Quebec. vanced that the ordinary yearly work will suffice to complete thema.
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1753. New barracks better fitted for stores than for housing troops.
Sieur de Léry, is botter as a designer than as an engineer, &o.
Fol. 36. 4½ pages, say 2 pp.

October 27, M. Du Quesne to Minister. Excellent effect produced on the Indians
Quebec. by movement of troopi under Marin. Fol. 39. 10 pages, say 5 pp.
November 2, The same to the sa me. Learns that Sieur Marin is reduced to
Quebec. extremity by a dysenterv. His death would be a great loss. Hle is

sending Sieur de St. Pierre, who has just returned from " the
western sea," to replace him in command of Belle Rivière. Sieur
Péan will take the 0 iio River and push on to the Mississippi.
Praises the Canadians for their courage in enduring fatigue. Fol.
59. 7 pages, say 3J pp.

November 29, The same to the same. Wretched condition of the detachmient
Quebec. arrived from River la B )euf, after camping out during threo months.

Sieur Marin was right in not pushing them on to the Misiissippi;
the Ohio would have been choked with their corpses. Insubordi-
nation of Sieur de Ropentigny. Praise of certain officers, MM.
Drouillon, Celoron, &c. Fol. 70. 5 pages, say 2î pp.

1753. Document unsigned. Arrival of the " Algonquin," built at Quebec.
Indians brought to France by Abbé Piquet. They must be allowed
to see the King. M. Du Quesne's project at Belle Riviére. Acadia and
Ile Royale are quiet, but the English have broken their treaty with
the Micmacs. Fol. 74. 1 p.

August 28, M. Bigot, Intendant, to Minister. Letter, with list of persons
Quebec. sailing for France on the "Algonquiti." Remarks on certain

colonists sent back to France by M. Du Quesne. Severity of the
latter. Fol. 80 to 86. 9 pages, say 6 pp.

October 12, The same to the same. Asks whether the officials of the Council
Quebee. are to enjoy the priviieges of nobility. Fol. 87. 5 pages, say 3J pp.
October 25, M. Du Quesne to Minister. Attempt to winter a vessel at Saut de la
Quebec. Chaudière. Fol. 90. 1 p.
October 25, The same to the same. Praying that ho may be given the nomi-
Quebec. nation of the post of Temiscamingue, in order to reimburse him for

the 27,000 livres deducted from his salary. Fol. 92. 5 pages,
say 4 pp.

October 26, The same to the same. He is trying to remedy abuses among
Quebec. the troops-the soldiers as well as the officers. Soldiers' marriages

generally turn out badly. Bad characters in the troops. Fol. 95.
11 pages, say 5½ pp.

OCtober 26, The same to the same. Details as to the farming and trade of
Quebee. the posta. Fol. 103. 13 pages, say 6à pp.
October 31, The same to the same. Events at the posts. In spite of the

ec. precautions of Sieur Villiers, the rebel Miamis have scalped two of
the English. Attack on a convoy of provisions by the Chicachas.
Recommends that Sieur Macarty be relieved of his post as comman-
der in Illinois, for illicit sale of liquor to Indians and French. Dis-
orders at that post arising from drunkenness of officers and soldiers.
M. Péan has been sent to receive the submission of the Peauguichias.
M. de St. Pierre was unable to push on bis discoveries as far as he
wished towards the western sea. Northern posta quiet. The
Abenakis are harast.ed by the English. News from River St. Jean
and Beauséjour. Stores at Baie Verte, Fort Gaspéreaux. Fol. 114.

October 26 pages, say 12pp.
Quebec. ' The same to the same. Displacementot M. de Celoron, commander

of Detroit; he is to he appointed major at Montreal. Replacing
officers; cross of St. Louis, &c. Fol. 128. 18 pages, say 9 pp.
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October 31 M. du Quesne to Minister. Reasons which have induced hita
Quebec. to place confidence in certain oflicers, notably Sieurs Marin, Péan

and Le Mercier. Fol. 139. 10 pages, say 5 pp.
No day of Abbé de l'Isle Dieu. Series of letters to Minister. Details as
maonth, to missions and religions communities of Canada, Acadia, lie RoyaleParis. and Louisiana. Fol. 152 to 206. 85 pages, say 70 pp.
October 24, M. Verrier, Procureur Général, as to giving places in Superior
Quebec. Counoil to youths lollowing his law course. Fol. 210. 2 pages,

say 1½ P.
December 24, M. d'Aillebout to Minister. The inhabitants of Pointe-à-la-Junesse
Louisbourg, ask leave to go to Acadia, should it remain a French possession, the

soil in the former locality being unfit to support them. Intends to
send the 20 Acadian familios in question to Ile St. Jean. Difficulties
at Petit Brador settled. Fol. 213. 2î pp.

Without Memorial, unsigned, intituled: " Etat de la pêche de la Nouvelle-
month or Angleterre en 1753, ainsi que sur les bancs de la Nouvelle-Ecosse."
name of place. (Nova Scotia and New England fisheries in 1753.) Fol. 216. 9j pp.
Without Memorial, nnsigned, intituled: 'z Etat de la pêche des Anglais à

amonth or Terre Neuve en 1749." (English fisheries of Yewfoundland, 1749.)nameofpîace. Fol. 221. 
3 pp.

1754.' M. Du Quesne, Governor General, to Minister. State of the troops.October 29, Recruits wanted. Satisfaction given by the Militia. Fol. 238. 11
pages, say 5ý pp.

October 29, The same to the same. Asking for a pardon for four deserters.
Quebee. Fol. 244. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 1, The sane to the same. Asking for modals for the Indians. Im-
Quebec. portance they attach to them. Fol. 249. 2 pag€s, say ] p.
October 5, The sane to the same, Representing that it is useless to
Quebec. remove troops from Canada to lie Royale. Fol 253. 3½ pages 2 pp.
October 5, The same to the sane. Death of Sieurs Marin, de Fouville, Cab-
Quebec. anac, Herbin, de La Nouë and Bonat. Fol. 25>6. 1 page, say ý p.
October 7, The same to the same. Sieur de Rîymond's claims excessive. 11e
Quebec. made a great deal of money by the Miamis Post. Fol. 257. 2 pages,

Say 1 p.
October 7, The same to the same, Death of Sieur Marin an irreparable lossQuebec. to the colony. Details as to the expedition of the latter on the Ohio.

Fol. 259. 5ý pages, say 2j pp.
October 8, The same to the same. Loss of the " Caméléon " near Saut de ILa
Quebec. Chaudière. Fol. 263. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
October 8, The same to the same. Praise of M. Le Mercier, to whom he bas
Quebec. given the Department of Engineering and Artillery. Fol. 266. 2½

pages, say li P.
October 10, The same to the same. Forts St. Frédérie and Niagara in a bad
Quebeo. condition. Fol. 268. 5 pages, say 21, pp.
October 9, The same to the same. Expresses his satisfaction at returning tO
Quebec. France; but complains that his succossor, M. de Vaudreuil, has

announced his appointment to several persons in the colony without
deigning to notify him. Fol. 271. 3 pages, say 1½ p.

October 10, The same to the same. fias been obliged to recall M. de Celoron
Quebec. from bis post at Detroit. Asks for promotion and favours for severil

officers. Fol. 273. 16 pages, say 8 pp.
Without Schedule, intituled : " Remplacement d'officiers i faire dans les

rme fce. troupes du Canada en 1754;" army appointments.

October 12, M. Du Quesne to Minister. States that the French had a fort beforeQuebee.
cxcvi
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1754. the English on Belle Rivière and that their attack on M. de Jumon-
ville's detachment is inexcusable. Fol. 284. 2 pages, say I p.

October 12, The same to the same. Recommends that Père Tournois, who
Quebec. bad been the best head of the Saut St. Louis mission, be sent back

there. Fol. 286. 1f p.
October 12, The same to the same. It is probable that he may not be present
Quebec. at bis successor's reception, should he arrive in May. Fol. 288. 21

pages, say 1 p.
October 13, The same to the same. State ment of events at the several nosts
Quebec. during the year. Fol. 290. 9 pages, say 4J pp.
October 30, The same to the same. Farming of the Post of Témiscamingue.
Quebee. Fol. 304. 2 pages, say 1f p.
October 30, The same to the saine. Explanations respecting that Post. Fol.
Quebee. 306. 11 page, say 1 p.
October 30, The rame to the same. Sieur do Senneville St Paul asks leave to
Quebec. retire, and Sieur Pellegrin for a commission as Port Ensign. Fol.

309. 1 pages, say 1 p.
October 31, The same to the same. Complaints against M. de Vaudreuil,
Quebec. Governor of Three Rivers, to whom he had given the trade of La

Baie. Fol. 311. 2f pages, say 2 pp.
October 31, The same to the same. Method of fortifying Gaspé without ex-
Quebec. pense to the King. Petition of Sieurs Arnoux and Revol on the

subject. (The petition precedes the letter). Fol. 313, 315 et seq.
8J pages, say 6 pp.

October 31, M. Du Quesne, Governor General, to Minister. The firmness with
Quebee. which he bas treated the Five Nation Indians has made a strong

impression. Fol. 349. 10 pages, say 5 pp.
Noveniber 3, The same to the same. Transmits intelligence sent him from Fort
Quebec. Du Quesne, by ContrecSur, as to attempts made by the Engiish on

the Obio, &c. Fol. 399. 7 pages, say 31 pp.
November 6, Copy of letter from "Le Garde-des-Sceaux " to Marquis Da Quesne,
Paris. recommending prudence in dealing with the English on the Ohio.

Fol. 403. 2½ pp.
November 7, M. Du Quesne to Minister. Recommends that M. Guiton de Mont.
Paris. repos be granted the yearly pension of 40 livres, which had been

cancelled. Fol. 409. 1 p.
1754. Abbé de L'Isle Dieu, Vicar General of the Colonies of Nouvelle

France to Minister. Series of letters in relation to the missions
and religious communities of Canada, Acadia, Le Royale, Ile St.
Jean and Louisiana. Fol. 415 to 481. 70 pp.

September 25, M. d'Aillebout de Cerry, captain, reports to Minister the loss of
Quebec. the "Caméléon" at Saut de la Chaudière. Fol. 490. 3 pages,

say 2 pp.
July 24, M. Varin to Intendant. Informs him that the English have been
Montreal. beaten by de Villiers at Belle Rivière and surrendered after a six

hours' fight. Fol. 493. 3 pages, say là p.
1754. The same to the same. " Extract from de Villiers' journal" re.

lating to that event. Fol. 495. 3 pages, say 1i p3
April 29, M. de Chaussegros de Léry to Minister. Informing him that theDetroit. Governor Geueral bas given him command of a brigade in the Belle

Rivière detachient, and that he is now at Detroit. Fol. 498. j p
tber 6, The same to the same. Remarks on the fortifications and in rela-

tion to bis own treatise on Fortification. Fol. 499. d pages, say 2,- pp.
October 6, The same to the same. Asks for a commission of " PremierQuebec. Ingénieur de la Marine." Fol. 502. 2 pages, say 1 p.

Axcvii
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Februar 25, M. Levasseur to Minister. Sets forth his record of service. Asks
Quebec. that his son and Sieur Cressé be allowed to enter the service.

Remarks on naval works. Fol. 505. 4 pages, say 31 pp.
September 14, The same to the same. Loss of the " Caméléon." H1e is waiLing
Quebec. for instructions as to the name and destination of the frigate now

under construction. Fol. 507. 1½ p.
October 15, The same to the same. State of the frigate under construction.
Quebec. Masts. Fol. 509 to 513. 4 pp.
October 12, M. Bréard, controller to Minister. Asks for leave in order to go
Quebec. to France. Fol. 517. 2 pages, say 1 p.

1754. Capitation trx of Canada. Fol. 529. 9j pages, say 8 pp.
END OF VOL. 99.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1755.

VOL. 100.-M. DU QUESNE, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. DE VAUDREUiL,
GOVERNOR GENERAL.

C. 11.
1755. M. du Quesne to Minister. A despatch froin Sieur de Contrecour

May 31, informs him that the Cha8anons have taken 17 scalps and made iMontreal. prisoners among the English of Virginia. News of the assistance
which the King has sent to the Colony has produced the best possible
effect. War appears to him to be inevitable. Fol. 3. 2 pages,
say 1 p.

June 12, The same to the same. Trusts they may soon receive help. He
Montreal. has sent the Abenakis against the English. Fol. 7. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
June 25, The saie to the saine. Attempt of the Engliish to stir up the
Montreal. southern tribes against New France. Fol. 15. 2 pages, say 1 p.
June 25, The saine to the saine. Statement of movements operated by the
Montreal. troops during the year (to accompany the above.) Fol. 17. 13

pages, say 9 pp.July 12, The same to the same, Gratuity he has had to give to Abenakis
Quebec. and to 18 settlers injured in the affairunder M. de Villiers. Fol. 24. 2

pages, say 1i p.
July 12, The same to the same. Account of receipts and expenditures of
Quebec. the upper country. Distribution of the King's gratuities. Fol. 28

to 34. 12 pages, say 9 pp.
July 15, The saine to the same. He placed himself at M. de Vaudreuil's dis-Quebec. posai, in order to push on matters at Chouëguen. Regrets that M. de

Vaudreuil did not accept his offer and that he was not kept in com-
mand until the autumn. He is about to return to France. Fol. 35.
5 pages, say 2j pp.

July 15, The saine to the same. Trade regulations for Michillimakinac.
Quebee. Fol. 41. ô pages, say 2j pp.
noth out The same to the same. Informing the Minister of his arrival at

nameof place. Ile Daix. Fol. 41. 2 pages, say 1 p.
April 15, M. de Vaudreuil, Governor General of Canada to Minister.
Brest. Acknowledging receipt of commissions, ordinances and instructions

respecting himself in his new position of Governor General of
Canada. Fol. 48. P.

1755. "l Extract from instructions to M. de Vaudreuil." Fol. 50. 5
pages, say 21 pp.cxcvnl 4pp
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April 55. M deVaudreuil, Governor General of Canada, to Minister. He will
Brest. comply with his instructions and wilI do his utmost to act in accord

with Baron Dieskau, commander in chief of the troops. The
squadron is only awaiting a fair wind to set sail. Fol. 52. 2 pages,
say 1½ p.

June 27, The same to the same. Announces his arrivai at Quebec on the
Quebec. 23rd June. Fol. 53. 1 p.
July 1I, The sane to the same. Strong force o£ English near Chouëguen,
Quebec. of which they want to take possession. The same as to Forts St.

Frédéric, Niagara and Frontenac. Difficulties in which he is in-
volved on arriving. Fol. 54. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

August 24, General orders for march and attack, by Baron Dieskau. Fol. 57.
Fort St. 4ý pages, say 3½ pp.Frédéric.
July 6c M. Du Quesne. Memorandum for the Intendant, respecting certain
Quebec. works which must of necessityý be executed. Fol. 63. 4j pages,

say 3 pp.,
July 24, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. News from Forts St. Frédéric and Du
JMontreal. Quesne bad, both being menaced by the English. Bad state of the

Fort of Niagara. Too much freedom allowed to English officers,
prisoners at Quebec, for they have succeeded in sending information
to their friends. Disheartening state cf affairs. Destruction of
Chouëguen necessary. Expedition proposed by Dieskau. Fol. 66.
11 pages, say 8 pp.

September 5. Letter from the Minister to M. de Vaudreuil. News has been re-
ceived at Court of the defeat of General Braddock at Fort Belle
Rivière, and of the capture of Forts Gaspéreaux and Beauséjour by
the Englisb. Tbe officers who have distinguished themselves in the
first named engagement are to be rewarded, while punishment
awaits those who made so poor a defence at Gaspéreaux and Beau-
séjour. Fol. 72. 3pp.

September 5 Letter, unsigned, but apparently from the Minister to Chevalier
Versailles. de Drucourt and to M. Prévost. Instructions for the defence of Isle

Royale. He awaits impatiently the arrival of M. de Salvert, who
is delaying at Louisbourg. Rumour prevailing in England that the
forts of the River St. Jean and Pointe à la Chevelure on Lake
Champlain, have surrendered to the English. On the other hand
comes the news of Braddock's defeat. The King is most anxious tO
preserve Louisbourg. Fol. 74. 3j pages, say 3 pp.

September 19, Letter, or memorial, unsigned, stating the late news received
Quebec. from Quebec. Capitulation of Fort Beauséjour; capture of two of

the King's ships, " Le Lys " and " L'Alcide," by the English squad-
ron. Preparations of the English at' Forts du Quesne and des Fran-
çais to take Chouëguen. Fol. 76. 6 pages, say 4j pp.

September 15 Replies of a prisoner respecting events amongst the English, bo.
No Pl ac tween Orange and Lake St. Sacrement, at the " Lydius " fortified
given. . house, with a description of the place. Fol. 84, 3j pages. 3 pp.
October 18, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. M. de Boishébert bas had to burn his
Kontreal. fort on River St. Jean. The English have ordered the Acadians to

take the oath of fealty to the King of England and to take up arms
against the French. They have imprisoned 400 heads of families.
The Acadians are flying to the woods. The English have burnt the
village of Chipody; M. de Boishébert attacked and deteated them at
River Pelkoudiak. M. de Boishébert has received orders to hold out
at River St. Jean. M. de Vaudreuil's reasons for giving the advice.

'October 18, Fol. 86. 6j pages, say 5 pp.
Montreai. The same to the same. Asking for the place of General in com-

cxcix
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1755. mand of the Militia for Sieur Fleury d'Esjhambault and twelve
commissions in blank for militia captains. Fol. 90. 3 pages,
say 21 pp.

October 28, The same to the same. Necessity of leaving M. Bigot in Canada.
Montreal. Difficulty of finding a substitute for the Intendant. Fol. 92 . J p.
October 31, The same to the same. Indians ot the Five Nations badly dis-
Montreal. posed. Measures he is about to adopt in order to make them remain

neutral. Al, 93. 3 pages, say 2. pp.
1755. Roll of the Company at St. Michel, two leagues from Montreal.

Fol. 96. 2k pages, say 3 pp.
October 22, Reply of M. de Vaudreuil to Five Nation Indians. Fol. 98. 7 pages,
Montresa. Bay 6½ pp.
October 30, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister, Respecting the sum for which M. Du
Montreal. Quesne remained liable to the Kirng. Fol. 112. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 30, The same to the same. Asking that MM. Duvivier and Senneville
Montreal. de St. Paul be granted commissions as captain and lieutenant

"reformés," respectively. Fol. 114. - p.
October 30, The same to the samie. Nominates M. Le Gardeur de Repentigny
Montreal. to replace Duplessis Fabert. Fol. 118. ý p.
October 30, The same to the same. Asks that the Canadian officers serving
Montreal. at Ile Royale be sent back to Quebec. Fol. 119. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. Praises of MM. Le Gardeur de St. Pierre
Montreal. and de Beaujeu, captains, deceased. Fol. 121. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 30, The same to the same. Asks for authority to issue commissions
Montreal. to ensigns. Fol. 124. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 30, The same to the same. Setting forth that the settlement of
Moutreal. Belle Rivière has caused the death of many colonists. Fol. 126. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. Commendation of MMI. Doreil and de Mont-
Montreal. repos. Fol. 127. ý p.
October 30, The same to the same. Praises Sieur Martel, storekeeper. Fol.
Montreal. 128. ý p.
October 30, The same to the same. News sent to him by Sieur de Boishébort
Montreal. from Acadia. Cruelties of the English towards the inhabitants.

Snall-pox has prevented P. Gounon's Indians " from acting vigour-
ously against the English." Fol. 130. 3 pages, say 2k pp.

October 30, The same to the same. He finds the tribes in the upper country
Montreal. neglected. Many of them at war. le will restore order. Fol.

132. 2 pp.October 30, The same to the same. 10 officers and 155 men have been taken
Montreal. on the " Alcide." Records of service by the commanders of several

battalions of the troops. The Canadians and Indians prefer officers
of the colony to command them. Fol. 134. 4 pp.

October 31, The same to the same. lie is checking the English in their
Montreal. operations. Fol. 137. 1½ p.
November 2, The same to the same. Departure of " La Sirène " and M. de
Montreal. Tourville. Praise of that officer. M. Shirley and his army have

left Chouëguen. Fol. 189. I p.
November 6, The same to the saine. Asks a pardon for Pierre Chartier ditMontreal. Lavictoire, a deserter, who has behaved well in Acadia since his

desertion. Fol. 140. 1 p.
November 6, The same to the same. Ie sends back to France for insubordina.
Montre.l. tion Sieur de Bayenville. Fol. 141. P.
October 15, M. Varin, " Ordonnateur," to the Minister. Asks to be placeca at
Montreal. Cap Français or in Louisiana. . Fol. 143. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
November 6, M. Levasseur, naval architect to Minister. Two letters in rela-
Quebee. tion to building of King's ships. Fol. 146 to 149. 3 pages, say 2 p-

ce
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1755.
February 2, M. Imbert, treasurer of Canada to Minister. Letter with memo.
Paris. in relation to the funds. Foi. 153. 7½ pages, say 6 pp.
August 13, M. Bréard, Commissary, to the Minister. Has sent to Montreal
Quebec. 300 men from Queboc and 50 from Three Rivers to work at the har-

vest. The mon from Montreal were ready for marching, being
under orders to protect Fort St. Frédéric. Asks leave of absence to
recruit his health in France. Fol. 160. 5½ pages, say 4ý pp.

september26, M. Olivier de Vezzin to the Minister. 3ad state of the Saint-
e aux Maurice forges. Fol. 164. 3 pages, say 1pp.

Coudres. .

October 20, M. LeMercier, commander of artillery to Minister. Application
Quebec. for artillery and munitions, &c. Fol. 167. 1 p.
October 20, The same to the saine. Bad condition of Fort St. Frédéric.
Quebec. Fol. 170. 1 p.
October 20, The same to the same. State of the artillery at Quebec. Fol.
Quebec. 172. 3 pp.
October 20, The same to the same. States his record of service and asks for
Quebee. the cross. Fol. 203. 1 p.
March 7, Abbé de l'Isle Dieu to Minister. Memorial respecting the build-
Pari8. ing of a dyke to reclaim the lands on the rivers of Fort Beauséjour.

Fol. 207. 8 pp.
July 12, The same to the same. Respecting difficulties between the Jesuits
Pari8 . and Capuchins in Louisiana. Fol. 211. îi p.
July 19, The same to the same. Plan of sending fresh settlers to Louisi-
Paris. ana, for poste des Allemands, twelve miles from New Orleans. Ad-

vantages of the plan. Fol. 212. 9 pages, say 7 pp.
July 21 The sane to the same. Clergy and religious communities of
Paris. Louisiana. Fol. 217. 4 pp.
July 30, The sane to the same. Respecting the capture of " L'Alcide " and
Paris. "Le Lys." As to power of French Acadia to resist the English.

Pol. 219. 4 pages, say 32 pp.
September 22, Copy of letter to the Minister from Abbé Le Loutre, who had
Plymouth. been taken prisoner by the English. Asks that stops be takon to

free him. Fol. 221. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 4, Abbé de l'Isle Dieu to the Minister. Intercedes in behalf of the
Paris. liberation of Abbé Le Loutre. Fol. 222. 3 pages, say 21 pp.
December 8, The same to the same. Means taken to furnish money to Abbé Le
Paris. Loutre, detained at Plymouth. Three secular missionaries and Père

Ambroise, curé of Louisbourg, who left Rochefort in July, reached
Louisbourg, and the threo secular priests not being required there,
are to go to Quebec. Fol. 224 3 pp.

October 10, The same to the sane. Informs the Minister that Abbé Le
Paris. Loutre must have been taken at sea. Fol. 226. 1 p.
September 29 The same to the same. Respecting danger of capture incurred
Paris. ' by Abbé Le Loutre in the taking of Beausejour, the English being

dotermined to make him sutLr. Fol. 227. 3j pages, say 3 pp.
September 15, The same to the same. The bishop of Quebec needs assistance.
Paris. Fol. 229. 2 pp.
November 3, The sane to the sane. Abbé Le Loutre must have reoceived the
Paris. 500 livres sent to him. Difficulty between the Jesaits and Capu-

chins of New Orleans. Bishop of Quebec and the spiritual affairs of
bis diocese, Fol. 231. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

November 18, The same to the same. Begs the Minister to interest himself in
Paris. behalf of Abbé Le Loutre who has been transferred from Plymouth

to Portsmouth. Fol. 237. 2j pages, say 2 ppi
Novemnber 29, The same to the same. Intelligence from Louisbourg in-Paris. forma him that there are no missionaries ih English Acadia;

cci
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1755. they have been removed and their whereabouts is unknown; The
Acadians have been driven away from their farms and reduced to
the utmost distress. No news of Abbé Le Loutre. Thinks him still
at Portsmouth. Knows that M. P. Simond, his London correspon-
dent, has sent him money. Fol 239. 21 pages, say 2 pp.

December 15, The same to the same. -je will have the honour of presenting
Paris. to the Minister, Abbé Daudin, who bas arrived from English Acadia,

and who will give him news from that country. fias just received a
letter from Abbé Le Loutre; he is stili a prisoner on board the
" Royal George " at Portsmouth and not permitted to go on shore,
though ho requires to do so in order that he may undergo treatment
for asthma, by which he bas been reduced to the last extremity.
Fol. 241. S39 pages, say 3 pp.

December 23, The same to the same. There are no more French missionaries
Paris. in Nova Scotia, nor in French Acadia, in the settled districts below

Fort Beauséjour. Names of missionaries who have left Acadia
for Quebec. Other missionaries who have returned to France, for
whom he asks help. Has had no news from Abbé Le Loutre since
the 3rd instant. Fol. 243. 7½ pages, say 6 pp.

July 20, M. de Contrecour, commander of Fort Du Quesne, to Minister.
Fort Du Report of a victory over the English at a distance of three leagues
Quesne. from that fort. Noble conduct of all the officers. The fatigue he

has undergone may compel him to retire from the service, but he
leaves two sons to take his place. Fol. 248. 1½ p.

November 28 The same to the same. iaving remained at Fort Du Quesne up
Montreal.' to the 5th of this month, ho reached Montreal on the 26th. Asks

for the uross of St. Louis and the advancement of his two sons, one
an ensign and the other a cadet. Fol. 250. 2 pages, say lI p.

November 11 M. de Léry,engineer to Minister. Report of victory over the English
Quebec. near Fort Du Quesne. His eldest son bas put in a state of defence the,

forts of Detroit, Niagara and Du Quesne. Fire at Quebec in the
Hôtel Dieu and in the new Dauphines prison. Work at the Quebec
fortifications has fnot progressed this year. Asks for a place as
junior clerk for his nephew at Toulon, the transfer of his younger
son from Louisbourg to Canada, and proposes his other two sons as
engineers. Fol. 253. 3 pages, say I p.

March 22, Memorials unsigned, of armament and transport of troops for
Quebec. Canada, with a roll of the officers of marine and of the army who

had embarked. From Fol. 256 to 261. 8J pages, say 8 pp.
March 22, Three memorials, unsigned. Instructions given to commanders
Quebec. of the squadron sailing for Canada, and to Baron de Dieskau and M.

de Vaudreuil. From Fol. 302 to 3)8. 11, pp.
December - Summary of news brought by " La Sirène," which reached Brest
Queber. on the 10th December, having sailed from Quebec on the 8th

November. Fol. 309. 3ý pages, say 3 pp.
About 1755. Memorial by M. de Behague, brigadier in the King's army, in-

tituled : " Observations politico-militaire sur la puisance Britannique."
Fol. 312. 7 pages, say 8 pp.

No date. Memorial, intiluled : " Canada; commerce intérieur. .Monnaies,
&c.," with the following heading: "Specie sent to Canada in 1755
and 1756; criticism of the operation; bad effects it has produced."
Fol. 317. 14 pages, say 10 pp.

Copy of letters from M. de La Galissonière to M. Rouillé. Limits of
March 7- French and English colonies. Fol. 324. 2 pages, say 1i p.

Extract from letter of M. du Quesne to Chevalier de Drucourt,
iMarch 8. respecting a blow struck against the English at Belle Rivière, by

the Cha8anons. Fol. 326. ½ p.
ccil
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7pri . Memo. on despatches of Duc de Mirepoix as to limits of New
France. Fol. 327. 19 pages, say 12 pp.

END OF VOL. 100.

"CANA DA.-CRREPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1756.

VOL. 101.-M. DE VAUDREUIL, GOVERNOR GENERAL. OTHER OFFI-
CIALS OF TUE COLONY.

o. 11.
1756.

Jannary 16, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. He returns King's order giving to
Montreal. Montcalm the command of militia; be considers that it would be

inexpedient and gives his reasons. Fol. 3. 21 pp.
Februáry 2, The same to the sane. Condition of Forts of Niagara, Frontenac
Kontreal. and Chouëguen. Little confidence to be placed in the Five Nation

Iroquois. Fol. 5. 3 pp.
ebruary 8, The same to the same. Sends his despatches by way of Ile

Montreal. Royale and hopes for help in the spring. Fol. 7. I p.
Without The same to the same. Since his brother cannot have the govern-
Month or ment of Montreal, he requests for him a suitable pension and that

ame ofplace. he retain the Post of the Bay for three years. Fol. 9. 21 pp.
June 1, The same to the same. Details recent events in Acadia. Cap-
Montreal. ture by the Indians, at Bavre à L'Etang, of an English 6 gun

schooner, with suppli es for lie Royale. ' The Indians have pre-
sented the vessel to the King, but appropriated the greater part of
the cargo." Operations of M. de Boishébert. " The English having
forcibly shipped 226 Acadians at Port Royal, the latter took pos-
session of the vessel and brought it to River St. Jean." Eoglish
prisoners sent to Quebec. English preparing to take complete pos-
session of the lower St. Lawrence. fHe will not bring the Acadians
into the interior of the colony unless it cannot be helped. Fol. 11.
6 pages, say 5 pp.

Julie i The same to the same. Details as to the taking of a powder and

MontreaL provision depot in the vicinity of Fort Chouëgîuen, with journal of M.
de Léry, in command of the expedition. Fol. 15 to 20. 9j pages,
say 8 pp.

The sane to the same. Measures adopted against the English.
IontreaL Fol. 21. 3 pp.
June 12 The same to the same. Again urges that the Government of
Montreali. Montreal be given to his brother. Fol. 23. 5 pages, gay 4 pp.
Jule 15, The same to the same. Arrangements for blockade of Chouëguen.
Montreal. Has sent his orders to de Boishébert, but expects no good news

from Acadia. Provisions and arms insufficient. Ravages of smalil-
pox. Fol. 28. 7 pages, say 5i pp.

Julie Ir. The sane to the same. Asks for an increased nurnber of gunners,
Montreal, and for increased pay for artillery officers. Fol. 32. 6 pages,

Bay 4j pp.
JUne i6 The same to the sane. Sends his despatches by the frigate " La
Montreal. Sauvage." Fol. 36. 2 pages, say 1i p.
June 17, The same to the same. M. de Beaussier de l'Isle will sail with the
Montreal. King's two ships. The crew of the " Léopard " suffering severely

from the epidemie. M. Gommain, the commander, is dead. Fol.
39. 3 pages, say 21 pp.

July 5, The same to the same. Naval skirmishes on Lake Ontario. Fol.
Montreal. 41. 2 pages, say pp.

cc111
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1756.
August 1, The same to the sarne. Blows struck against the English by
Montreal. Indians ot M. de Villier's detachment. Fol. 72. 1½ page, say 1 p.
August 4, The same io the same. M. Pouchot reports the fortifications of
Montrtal. Niagara in a satisfactory state, work theroat continues. The Loups

have arrived and have promised to farnish 100 men to fight the
English. Fol. 74. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

August 4, The snme to the same. M, de Villier's detachment increased.
Montreal. Means of atacking Fort Chouë.yuon, which de Villiers is sure to

carry. Praise of Sieur de Langy. Fol. 76. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
August 6, The same 1v the same. News from River St. Jean. Blow struck
Moutreal. by Indians up:n the inhabitants of Merligueche who were found to

be French. M, do Boishébert does not fear for his post. Want of
provsioiis has cornpelled him to send Acadians to Ile St. Jean and
Quebec. At-ks for provisions for 2,500 persons. Return to River
St. Jean of 5 f amilies, from Carolina and Fort Du Quesne. Measures
for the safety of River St. Jean. Fol. 78. 9½ pages, say 7 pp.

Auguet 7, The same to the same. Details as to condition of Ile St. Jean.
Montreal. Steps taken to locate the Acadians there. Fol. 84. 5 pages,

say 4 pp.
Auguet 8, Tho same to the same. Events at Fort Du Quesne. War parties,
Mcntreal. movements of Indian tribes. Provisions from Illinois arrived at

Fort Du Quesne. Necessity of building a Fort at La Chute, to
secure communications with Illinois country. Virginia not in a
condition to do anything. Garrison of Fort Cumberland badly paid
and sick. Want of seed grain in three English Provinces. General
Loudon is to attack Carillon and St. Frédéric. Should the enemy
attack Fort da Quesne, M. Dumas is prepared to meet him. Fol.
88. 12½ pages, say 10 pp.

August 13, The same to the same. Thinks he has won over the Five Nation
Montreal. Iroquois. Fol. 95. 6½ pages, say 5½ pp.
September 5, The same to the same. Acknowledges letter informing him that
Montreal. the English King had declared war. Fol. 99. Ji page, say 1 p.
September 5, The same to ibe same. Sends his dispatches by corvette " La
Montreal. Lé ère." Fol. 101. 1 p.
September2l, ' ie same to the same. Asks fer a three years' extension of the
Montreal. lease of the Post at La Baie. Fol. 102. 1½ page, say 1 p.
September 22, The sane to the same. Acknowledges receipt of the extra
Montreal. gratuity of 15,000 livres granted him by the King and dwells on the

great expenditure he is compelled to incur. Fol. 106. 1 p.
September 22, The same to the same. Thanks him for pensions given to various
Montreal. persons in the colony. Fol. 108. 1½ page, say 1 p.
Beptember 27, The same to the same. Sends prisoners and despatches by
Montreal. " L'Outarde." Fol. 110. 2 pages, say 1 p.
October 12, The same to the same. The misconduct of M. de Challemaipon,
Montreal. a cadet à l'aiguillette, has compelled MM. de Montcalm and Lévis to

dismiss him. Sends him back to France. Fol. 113. 2 pages, say lip.
October 19, The same to the same. Has, at M. Bigot's instance, issued fresh
Montreal. orders to commanders of posts, directing them to confine their expen-

diture to what was absolutely necessary. The consumption of pro-
visions owing to the insatiable avidity of the Indians, was enormous.
Theft and losses during transport, &c. Fol. 117. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

October 18, The same to the same. M. de St. Gobert, Lieutenant in 2nd
Montreal. Battalion Royal Roussillon, is obliged, by ill health, to go to France.

Fol. 120. à p
October 18, The same to the same. Construction of two French privateers
Montreal. at Fort Frontenac. Asks for a builder's certificate for Sieur Cressé.

Fol. 121. P.
ciy
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October 20, M. dc. Vaudreuil to Minister. Receipt of a writ of pardon for one
Mlontreal. Charlier, a so'dier in the colonial troops. Fol. 122. ý p.
October 20, The same to the same. Asks for pensions for the widow of
Mon real. Baron de Longueuil and Mlle. Gilette de Léry. Fol. 125. 3 pages

say 21 pp.
October 22, The same to the sane. Representations in behalf of the nuns of
Mtontreai. the Hôtel Dieu, Quebec. Praise of the Bishop of Quebec. Fol. 127.

2 pages, siy 1½ P.
October 23, The sane to the same, Praise of officers of the colony and
Montreal. notably of MMU. Péan and Marin. Fol. 129. 3 pages, say ½ pp.
October 31, The same to the same Asking for a gratuity for M. de Montrepos,
Montreal. Leiutenant-General of Moitreal. Fol. 131. 1i p.
October 31 The same to the same Recommends the completion of the forti-
Montreal. fications of Quebec. Fol. 132. 2 pages say 1½ p.
OCtober 31, The sane to the same. He sends 130 prisoners to England. Foi.
Mlontreal. 136. 1 p.
XOvember 3, The sane to the saine. The expenditure of the year will be con-
Ixontreal. siderable. Fol. 137. 1 P.
y e The same to the same. Orders given to MM. de Drucourt and de
ÝOflt1a.r 3Boishébert, in the event of an attack on Louisbourg by the French.

Fol. 138. 2 pages, say 14 p.
Xovember 4 The same to the same. Supporting the requests of Chevalier Le
MlontreaI. Mercier, respecting the artillery. Fol. 141 1 p.
'Ovember 4, The sane to the same. .tolice ef Canada. Fol. 143. 1 p-
Ifontreal.

0vember 5 The same to the same. Reasons for prolone;ing his stay at Montreal
MontrEal. Fol. 141. 1½ pages, say 1p

ovember 6 The saine to the sanie. Summary of recent operations in Canada.
Montreal. 'le thinks tbe English operations are directed against Carillon.

Asks for merchandise, munitions and an increase of troops. Fol.
148. 11 pages, say 8 pp.

eOvember 7 The sane to the sane. Asks for a commission of lieutenant
Montreal. colonel of infantry for Sieur Pouchot. Fol. 154. 1 P.
eOvember 8, The sanie to the same. Asks for a pension for MM. de Contrecour
Montreal. and de Ligzneries. Fol. 156. 2 pages, say 1t p.
IOvember 8 The same to the same. List of officers whom he proposes to sub-

ontreal. ' stitute for those who are dead, with records of service of the former.
Fol. i1à8. 94ý pp.ko'vember 10, The same to the sane. Has given command'of "L'Abenakise" to

Oti:eal. M. Pellegrin, captain en second of the port of Quebec. Fol. 163.
2 pages, say li p.

Xovember 10, The sane to the same. Sending copy of record and judgmen ofMontreal. Council of War on trial of Sieurs Stobo and Wambrant, delivered
to M. de Villiers as surety for the articles of capitulation granted to
Major Washington, and since accused of high treason. Fol. 165 to
246, say 120 pp.

Quebec. Chevalier de Longueuil, King's Lieutenant at Quebec, to the Min-
ister. Asks to be appointed Governor of Three Rivers. Fol. 284. 1 p.

Pebruary 7, M. de Bienvil le. Sands the foregoing petition of his nephew to
Parie. the Minister. Fol. 285. 1 P.
October 15, M. Varin to Minister. Asks leave to go to France for thebenefit
qnebec. of his health, Fol. 287. 1i P.
October 30, M. Le Mercier, commander of artillery to Minister. Expresses

Ontreal. his re2ret at nothaving as yet received the cross. Necessity of
improving the position of the artillery officers. Fol. 292. lip.

'0etober 30, The same to Minister. " .Mémoire sur l'artillerie du Canada." Fol.
Ontreal. 294. 6 pp.
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November 1 Sieur Levasseur, engineer and shipbuilder to Minister. Launch-
Montreal. ' ing of filgate " L'Abenakise " and laying of the keel of the frigate

" Le Québec." Fol. 318. 2 pages, say 1 p.
November 19, M. Dumas, captain to Minister. Narrative of the battle of
Fort Du Monongahela, won by him. Fol. 322. 19 pages, say 12 pp.Quesne. MM. de Lotbinière, captain, to Minister. Account of the cam-
Ooto ,paign of St. Frédéric, which, under orders from M. de Vaudreuil, he

commenced immediately after the affair of M. de Dieskau. Fol.
333. 2à pp.

November 2, The same to the same. Summary of operations of the campaign
Carillon. just ended. Fol. 335. 5à pp.
December 16 Abbé de L'Islo Dieu to Minister. Respecting a pastoral letter of
Paris. ' the Bishop of Quebec. Missionaries of Canada and Louisiana. Fol.

339. 8J pages, say 8 pp.
August 28, M. Desandrouins. Letter to Minister as to the sites of the forts-
Montreal. of Ontario and Chouëguen. Death of M. Lombard des Combles,

killed accidentally by an Indian; he leaves his family in poverty.
The Colony is in need of engineers. Fol. 350. là p.

eptember 15, Abstract of intelligence from New France. Fol. 352. 16 p'ages,
No place say 14 pp.

Record of French victory at the siege of this fort. Fol. 360. 4 pp.

Memorial, unsigned, but evidently from the English Court,
enumerating the causes of the late war. Fol. 353. 111 pages,
say 10 pp.

Memorial respecting application for lettres de grdce for Sieur St.
Pierre Montferrand det Chevalier, a surgeon, who had accidentally
killed, with his gun, Louis Cheste dit St. André, in the parish of St.
Thomas, when entering the house of Sieur Thibault, major of militia.
Fol. 369. 1à p.

Summary of letters of M. de Vaudreuil of 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8
February. Fol. 370. 11- pages, say 9 pp.

Summary of letters of M. de Vaudreuil of first days of June. Fl.
376. 14J pages, say p.

Memorial unsigned intituled: "Plan de limites et de conquêtes
pour le Canada." Fol. 385. 7 pp-

END oF VOL. 101.

CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1757.
VOL. 102.-M. DE 'VAUDREUIL, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. BIGoTy

INTENDANT.

C. 11.
177• M. de Vaudreuil to Minister, Attitude of the Iroquois towards the

Montreal. English. Fol. 2. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
April 19, The same to the same. Late events at Ile St. Jean and in French
Montreal. Acadia. Fol, 6. 2J pP.
April 19, The same to the same. Operations of Captain Pouchot at Niagara.
Montreal. The Loups have brought him scalps taken in raids upon the English.

Fol. 9. 3 pages, say 21 pp.
April 19, The same to the same. Operations of General Montcalm at Car-
Montreal. illon and the operations of the English General Loudon at Forts

Lydius and George. Fol. 12. 4 pages, say 3½ pp-
cov1

given.
August 22,
Camp at
chouëgnen.
Jauary -
Nop place
given.
January -
No plae
given.

Without
xnonth or
name of place.
Without
montb or
name of place.
Wit>our

ontf or
mame of place.
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1757.
April 19, M de Vaudreuil to Minister. Gives an account of his voyage to
Montreal. Quebec in January and of bis preparation for the coming cam.

paign. Self abnegation of the Canadians. Fol. 15. 1ý page,
say 1 P.

April 19, The saie to the saine. Measures for the defence of the post of
Montreal. Gaspé. Fol. 17. 2 pages, say lý p.
April 19, The same to the same. Account of a combat on the 21st January
Montreal. in the vicinity of the Fort of Carillon. Fol. 19. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.
April 19, The same to the saie. He bas directed Sieur de Boisbébert to
Montreal. follow the orders of M. de Drucourt. Compliance of the former. Fol.

22. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
April 19, The saie to the same. Two Iroquois have pillaged an English
Montreai. trader on the Chouëguen River. Fol. 24. 1 p.
April 19, The same to the saime. Ias successfully treated with the Tête-
Montreai. Plates and induced them to make war on the English. Fol. 25.

82 pages, say 6 pp.
April 19, The same to the saie. Acadia is holding out, though reduced

ontreal. to the last extremity. Deep wretchedness of the Acadians; chil.
dren dying at the breast. Destruction of Fort Gasparsux by the-
English themselves. Fol. 30. 6 pages, say 5 pp.

April 19, The same to the saie. The Loups have burnt 40 English dwell-
ifontreal. ings, taken 6 scalps and made 1 prisoner. Fol. 34. 1, page, say 1 p.
April 22, The same to the saine. Steps taken to counteract the movements
Montreal. of General Loudon at Fort George (William ienry). A party of

1500 Canadians and Indians, commanded by his brother, M. de
Rigaud, have succeeded in destroying boats, hospitals, bouses and
a vast quantity of provisions of all sorts under the very walls of
Fort George, the English boing unable to interfere. Good results of
this expedition. Fot. 36. 6j pages, say 5. pp.

April 24, The same to the saie. The English forces infinitely superior to
Montreai. the French. He is eagerly awaiting help. Fol. 40. 2 pages,

Bay 1 P.
April 28, Madame de Rigaud de Vaudreuil. Two letters to Minister, set.
Paris. ing forth he- husband's services. Fol. 43 to 45. 4 pages, say 1ý p.
June1, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. General preparations ot the Eng-
Montre., lish and French for the coming campaign. Fol. 41. 6j pages,

eay 4 pp.
JUy 1, The saie to the same. Most of the inhabitants of Gaspé have

ontreal. been compelled'to leave ti.t posu owing to the famine which pre-
vails. Sieur Revol remains there with but a few men. Fol. 51.
2½ pages, say 2 pp.

July 12 The saie to the same. Interesting incidents at the posts on
koatreal. Belle Rivière; advantages gained by the French and their Indian

allies. Death of MM. de la Saussaye, de St. Ours and Bolestre, killed
in an ambuscade. Reports of preparations made by the English given
by prisoners. Measures for safety of Belle Rivière posts. The
whole country redueed to extreme want. Fol. 53. 15J pages,
say 10 pp.

July 12, The sa-ne to the saie. Account of present events at Carillon.
Moutreai. Skirmish at Fort Lydins, near Chicot River. Learns that Lord

Loudon has sailed for Louisbourg or Canada; that there are some
2,500 militia at Fort George and the same number at Fort Lydius,
and that the English do not anticipate an attack. Fol. 6:. 3
pages, say 3 pp.

July 12 The same to the same. Events at Lake St. Sacrement ince 1st
Montreal. June. Has formed an army of 9,000 men, troops, militia and

Indians, giving the commatid to M. de Montcalm, who has just left-
ccvii
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1757.. for Carillon, whence he set out for Fort George. He bas been in'
structed to reduce that fort and Frt Lydius. M. do Rigaud, bis
brother, is engaged in the same campaign, with the troops of the
marine, Canadians and Indians, under the orders of M. de Montcalm.
Fol. 65. 12 pages, say 4 pp.

July 13, The same to the same. Has effected an alliance with the Loups
Montreal. and sent them against the English. Expeditions of the latter in the

vicinity of Skamoken and on the frontiers of Pennsylvania. Fol.
71. 7 pages, say 5½ pp.

July 13, The same to the same. Has succeeded in inducing the Belle
Montreal. Rivière Indians and the Iroquois of the Five Nations to take the

field against the English. Fol. 77. 6Î pages, say 5 pp.
July 14, The same to the same. The famine prevailing at River St. Jean
Moritreal. las forced many Acadian families to fly to Quebec. Fol. 81. 1 p.
July 20, The same to the sane. Ho has forgiven the Ayo8ois for the
Montreal. murder of two French subjects, in order to win them over and induce

them to come out against the English. Fol. 84. 2 pages, say lý p.
Jnly 22, The same to the same. Raids by Indian allies at Corlar. Fol.
Montreal. 91. 1 p.
July 20, The same to the same. Arrival of the King's ship " St. Laurent."
Montreal. Forces which have reached Louisbourg will enable that place to

withstand the attacks of the English. Fol. 88. 2'pages, say 1½ p.
No day of Abstract of a letter, unsigned, announcing the arrival at Brest, of
xmonth, the brigantine " le Charmant," captain Nicolet; news from Louis-
Brest. bourg and Quebec. Fol, 93. 1 p.
November 24, Abstract of a letter announcing the arrival at Brest of the fleet

rest. from Louisbourg. On leaving the latter port they picked up 332
shipwrecked people from the English fleet. The best care was
taken of the poor people, and the King has ordered that they be
sent to .England. Fol. 94. ½ p.

July 25, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Sends 320 English to England. Fol.
Montreal. 95. ½ P.
August 13, The same to the same. The plan formed by the English for the
Montreal. surprise of Quebec, is impracticable. The designs of Lord Loudol

on Forts George (William Henry) and du Quesne, have not suc-
ceeded. Fol. 97. 6 pages, s;ay 5½ pp.

Auguet 18 The same to the same. Ssnds " La Fortune " with account of
Montreal. the success against Fort George. Fol. 102. 1 p.
September 9, The same to the %ame. Parties of Indians sent to River Corlar;
Montreal. capture of a guard-house. Fol. 103. 1 p.
September 9, The same to the sane. The Five Nations fighting against the
Montreal. English. Fol. 104. p.

September 12, The same to the same. A party of Loups have made a raid in
Montreal. the direction of New York and returned with one prisoner and

several scalps. Fol. 105. 1 P.

September 12 The same to the same. The crops again a failure and the colonY
Montreal. will again be reduced to great straits. Fol. 106. ý p.
September 12 The same to the same. Has been unable to refuse leave to I.
Montreal. ' Dora, lieutenant of de La Sarre regiment and to two cadets of the

Guienne regiment, to go to France. Fol. 108. ý p.

September12, The same to the same. A Te Deun bas been sung at Quebec and
Montreal. in all churches in the colony, for the taking of Port Mahon and the

whole island of Minorca. Fol. 109. ½ P.

September 12, The same to the same. He bas given leave to the sisters
Montreal. Drouillez and de Foresta Colongue to go to France. Fol. 110. 1 P•
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1757.
September 16 The same to the same. le sends back to France the King's ships
Iontreal. Le Bizarre " and " Le Célèbre" with his despatches. Fol. 111. 2

pages, say 1 p.
October 26, The same to the same. Since the surrender of Fort George mat-
Quebec. ters have not changed at Forts Carillon and St. Frédéric. Fol. 113.

pages, say l p.
October 26, The same to the saie. Preliminaries of peace with the Cherokis.
Quebec. Fol. 118. 1 p.

OCtober 27, The same to the same, Recommends that, inasmuch as His
Quebec. Majesty has discontinued the building cf vessels in the colony, Sieur

Levasseur be recalled to France and given an appointment propor-
tioned to his eminent services. Fol. 119. 1½ page, say 1 p.

October 28, The sane to the same. Respecting artillery and bombardier com-
Quebec. panies established in Canada. Fol. 121. 18 pages, say 12 pp.
October 29, The same to the saie. Ten officers selected by His Majesty to
Quebec. command the corps of foreign volunteers. Fol. 131. 2½ pages,

say 2 pp.
October 29, The saine to the same. Promotions recommended. Fol. 133. a
Quebec. pages, say 2 pp.
October 29, The same to the saie. Asking for a levy of 1,150 recruits. Fol.
Quebec. 135. 2 pages, say 1i p.
October 29, The same to the saie. Asking for six militia captain commis-
Quebec. sions in blank. Fol. 137. 1 p.
October 29, The same to the same. As to rewards to officers who have dis-
Quebec. tinguished themselves. Fol. 139. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 29, The same to the same. The company of troops, marine detach-
Quebec. ment, must be completed. Fol. 142. 2 pages, say Il p.
October 30, The same to the saie. Recommends theretirement of MM. de
Quebec. Cabanac, La Corne. and de Boucherville, captains in the marine

October 30, detachment, and unfit for service owing to infirmity. Fol. 144. 1 p
Queber 3' The same to the same. Increase of expenditure. Fol. 145. j p.
OCtober so, The same to the same. Has been unable to refuse leave to Lieu-
Quebec. tenant Le Blanc of the La Sarre regþnent to go to France. Fol. 146. j p.
October 30 The same to the saie. fhanking the Minister and the King for
Quebec. ' having given him the Grand Cordon, and for appointing his brother

Governor of Montreal. Fol. 147. 2 pages, say 4½ p.
OCtober 30, The same to the same. Reforms needed in the troops of the
Quebec. colony. Fol. 149. 6 pages, say 4 pp,
October 30, The same to the saie. List of officers of the four battalions of
Quebee- troops, marine detachment, with remarks on their respective merits.

Fol. 153. 21 pages, say 2 pp.
October 30 The same to the saie. Promotion to be granted to officers of the
Quebec. colony. Fol. 159. 2½ pp.
October 30 The sa:ne to the saie. Has excellent news from Louisbourg. The
QuIebec. ' English fleet, in presence of the French squadron, did not <are to

attack the place. When retiring the former suffered severely from
storms. As the English fleet is to winter at Halifax they will pro.
bably resume the attack early in the spring. Want of a fresh squad-
ron to insure the freedomn of the St. Lawrence. Fol. 161. 1½ p.

October 30 The saie to the same. Praise of the Canadians in relation to the
Quebec. ' Chouëguen and Fort George expeditions. Fol. 163. 3 pages,

say 2 pp.
October 30, The saine to the saie. There is an abundance of furs at the upper
Quebec. posts, but a scarcity of merchandise. Fol. 165. 1 p.
October 30 The saie to the same. Asks for the plans of the fortifications of
Quebee. ' Quebee by M. Franquet. Fol. 166. 11 p.
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October 3, Statement with the foregoing, of work at fortifications at Qebec,
Quebec. 25th June to 25th October. Fol. 168. 3 pages. say 2f pp.
October 30, M. de Vaudreuil to M inister. The Nontagués, during a recent visit
Quebec. to Montreal, have manifested good feeling for the French. Fol. 171. 1 p
November 1, The same to the same, Asking for promotion for Sieur Cressey,
Quebec. assistant builder. Fol. 172. 1 p.
November 1, The same to the same. Aska that Sieur Charley, ensign at Le
Quebec. Royale, be paid his salary, of which he has been deprived for two

years. Praise of that officer. Fol. 174. 1 p.
November 2, The same to the same. Askirng that the King's favours be extended
Quebec. to the officers of the colony in the saine way as to the officers of the

army, the former being quite equal to the latter in their zeal for the
service. Fol. 175. 2 pages, say 1½ p.

November 2, The same to the same. Sieur de St. Vincent does not deserve so
Quebec. rapid an advancement as the Minister has ordered. Fol. 177. 1 p.
November 2, The same to the same. Praise of Sieur Rozier, captain of the
Quebec. vessel ' le Robuste," for his combat with an English frigate. Fol.

178. 
. p.

November 2, The same to the sane. Asks for pension for the widow of Sieur
Quebee. de Villiers, captain of a company, marine detachment, who has just

died of small-pox. Praise of that officer. Fol. 179. 1 p.
November 2, The sane to the sanie. Asks that al) merchant vessels coming to
Quebec. the colony be compelled to import a certain quantity of provisions,

in order to prevert a fresh famine. Fol. 180. 1 p.
November 3, The same to the sane. Asks for a commission as militia colonel
Quebec. for M. d'Eschambault. Fol. 182. p.
-October 22, M. Bigot, intendant, to Minister. Difficulty of getting out masta
Quebee. and spars, owing to constant incursions of the enemy in the vicinity

of Lake Champlain. Fol. 188. 1 pages, say L p.
October -, Abstract of review of troops of marine detachment in October,
Quebee. 1757. Fol. 189. ui p.

November 3, M. Bigot to Minister. Vast increase of expenditure. Fol. 191.
Quebec. 41 pages, say 3 pp.
July 11 M. de Montcalm, general of land troops, to the Minister. Repre-
Montreal. sents the difficulty of his position, which places him under M. de

Vandreuil. Praise of Lévis, and especially of Bourlamaque.
Reforms needed in the colony. Fol. 197. 9 pages, say 7j pp.

October 30 M. Le Mercier, commander of artillery, to Minister. Muskets
Quebec. needed. Fol. 204. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. Artillery of colony. Fol. 217. 3 pp.
Quebec.
November 1 M. Le Vasseur, engineer and builder. Completion of the frigate
Quebec. "le Québec." Fol. 223. 4 p,
November 4, M. de Léry, engineer. Asks for a pension. Fol. 226. i p.
Quebea. Summary of letter from Intendant Bigot. With inventory ofJanuary 15. arms,munitions and provisions in the Forts of Ontario and Chouëgues

after pillage by the Indians. Fol. 233. 7 pages, say t; pp.
January 15. Details as to help in troops, munitions, &c., to be sent to Canada.

Fol. 238. 1 1 pages, say 9 pp.
March 19. Document showing the needy condition of 800 recruits en rote

for Canada by way of Bordeaux. Fol. 247. 1i pages, say 1 P.
July 31. Paper respecting efforts made by Marquis de Vaudreuil to Win

over the Iroquois. Fol. 265. 5j pages, say 4j PP.

October 7. Brief review of the situation in Canada at the end of July and in
the first days of August, 1757 Fol. 270. 6 pages, say 5 pP•
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Nov r 1 Memorial respecting the fact that Fort Lydius, or " Edward," was
not beseized and taken immediately after the capitulation of Fort
William Henry. Reasons pro and con given by Montcalm and
Vaudreuil. Fol. 278. 1½ p.

August 7. Abstract of letter of M. de Vaudreuil to M. de Montcalm, directing
him to besiege Fort Lydins. Fol. 280. 1i p.

August 18, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Respecting the taking of Fort George
Montreai. and the instructions he had given to Montcalm to take possession

at once of Fort Lydius (Edward). Fol. 281. 9 pages, say 7½ pp.
November i, Abstract from Engi-h letter, unsigned. Lt reviews the sad situa-
Pennsy.' tion of the English colonies at that period. Fol. 237. 2j pages,
Vania. say 2 pp.
October 30, Abstract of letter from the Bishop of Quebec to Abbé de l'Isle
Quebec. Dieu, his Vicar General in France, containing many details as to

the clergy, missionaries and religious communities of the colony.
Fol. 295. 23J pp.

October 18, Narratives of the taking of Fort George (William Henry) and of
the campaign of 1757. From Fol. 310 to 3 12. 7 pp.

1757. Memoir intituled: Itinéraire partant de l'embouchure de la rivière
de Chouëguen, &c.," being an account of a journey from the mouth
of the Chouëguen River, on Lake Ontario, to Lake des Anoïotes,
and up the River Vilrick to the height of land, the source of the
Mohk, or " Agniers," which can be descended to Corlar (Schenec.
tady) and thence to Albany or Orange, with a description of forts
and places along the route. Fol. 3i23. 24J pages, say 20 pp.

END OF VOL. 102.

" CANADA.-CORRESPNDANCE GÉNÉaA.LE,"

1758.
VOL. 103.- M. DE VAUDREUIL, GOVERNOR GENERAL. M. DE MONT-

CALM, GENERAL OF THE ARMY.

C. 11.
1758. MR. de Vaudreuil and Bigot to Minister. It would be most advis-
uset8' able to introduce the cultivation of potatoes into the colony. " They' are known in Canada, but the farmers have never cultivated them y

because they are accustomed to the use of wheaten bread." Fol. 3.
3 pages, say 2j pp.

fPebru 1M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Good dispositions of the Nontagués,
Montreaai. 1' Onneyouths and others of the Five Nation Iroquois, who constantly

keep war parties in the field against the English. Fol. 10. 2
pages, say li p.

?ebruary 13, The same to the same. Expects a deputation from the Têtes-
Montreai. Plates. The Cherokis, who were to have come, are too near the

English not to accept their alliance. Fol. 12. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
February 13 The same to the same. The garrison of Fort Lydius (Edward) is
Montreal. ' large. English attack on Fort Carillon defeated. Fol. 14. I p.
Pebru The same to the same. Parties of Indians are beseiging the
Meute 13, English fort near Fort Machault. Fol. 16. p
February 18 The same to the same. Prisoners and scalps taken by the Indian
'ontreai. allies of the French at Belle Rivière. The settlers of Pennsylvania,

Maryland and Virginia have deserted their dwellings and taken
refuge in the forts and towns. Those of Pennsylvania have offered
to make peace with the Loups. The English have extended the for-
tifications of Fort Cumberland. Fol. 17. 4j pages, say 3 pp.
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1758.
February 13, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Success of parties sent to Corlar
Montreal. River. Fol. 20. 1 p.
February 16, The saine to the same. 11e has destroyed the village of the
Montreal. Palatins. The disputes between the Dutch and the Nr-ew England

troops has not produced any results. Fol. 21. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
Februay 16, The same to the same. Recommenda to Minister M. Martel who
Montreal. takes the place of M. Varin as commissary at Montreal. Fol. 23. 1 p.
February 16, The same to the same. le sends his despatches by way of Louis-
Montreal. bourg. Fol. 25. 2j pages, say 1* pp.
February 18, The same to tho same. Details respecting the Five Nations;
Montreal. their spirit of independence. Fol. 28. 5 pages. 2 pp.
Februa r8 The same to the same. A party of Indians from La Présenta-
Montre. ' tion have burnt a house within sight of Fort Konary and killed 4

men and 1 woman. Fol. 77. ½ p.
February 18, The same to the saine. Correspondence with commander of Fort
Montreal. Edward as to return of Indian and Canadian prisoners. Fol. 78-79,

2j pages, say 2 pp-
February 18, The same to the same. Neglects no means of detaching the
Montreal. Têtes-Plates fron the English. Fol. 81. 1 page, say ½ p.
february 18, The same to the same. Chevalier de Villier's expedition in
Montreal. Virginia. Fol. 82. 1- page, say 1 p.
April 21, The same to the same. Another Indian expedition to vicinity of
Montreal. Fort Kouary. They burn 4 houses and 1 storehouse full of grain,

and kill 2 mon. Fol. 83. ý p.
April 18, The same to the same. Sieur de Boishébert is ready to set out with
montreal. a detachment for Louisbourg. Uncertainty as to Lord London's

plans. Fol. 84. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
April 21, The same to the same. Lieutenant de Clerville goes back to
Montreal. France on account of infirmities and M. de Godeneche is sent back

because of his bad character. Fol. 86. ý p.
April 21, The saine to the saine. Asks for ensigncies in expectancy for
Montreal. Sieurs de La Durantaye, de Richarville and de La Chevrotière, who

have distinguished themselves. Fol. 87. 1 p.
April 21, The same to the same. The Iroquois reject Colonel Johnson's
Montreal. proposals. Fol. 88. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

April 24 and The same to the saie. Copy of General Aborcromby's corres-
June 5, pondence with Marquis de Vaudreuil as to return of prisoners.
Montreal. Fol. 91 to 100. 14 pp.
June 10, The same to the same. Interesting events at Carillon. Skirmishes.
Montreal. News of preparations made by the English. Fol. 101. 2½ pp.
June 10, The saine to the same. War parties in the direction of Fort
Montreal. Chamokin. Fol. 108. 1 p.
June 12, The saine to the same. The officers under accusation as to capitula-
Montreal. tion of Forts Beauséjour and Gasparaux have been acquitted. Fol.

109. 1 p-
June 17, The same to the same. Learns with pleasure of the arrival of
Montreal. the " Rhinoceros " with assistance. Fol. 110. 1 p.
June 28, The same to the saie. Details of negotiations of the English
Montreal. with the Five Nations with a view of winning thei over. Fol. 111.

3 pages, say 21 pp.
Montresi. The same to the same. Success of Indian war parties in vicinitY

of Fort Chamokin. Fol. 113. i p.
July 28,
Montreal. The same to the Same. War parties and their operations in

Virginia, Rivière-aux-Boeufs, near Fort Du Quesne, &c. It is expected
that the Englsh will shortly march on the last named fort. Fol.
114. 51 pages, say 5 pp.
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1758 30 M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. MM. Lassaulx, de Frichengen and
Montreal. Granderen, officers, have resigned and are returning to France.

Fol. 118. 1 p.
August 2, The same to the samo. Letter with correspondence of General
montreal. Abercromby and of MM. de Vaudreuil and Montcalm as to exchange

of prisoners, and the capitulation of Fort William Henry or
George. Fol. 119 to 133. 23 pp.

August12, The same to the same. Hie has appointed Le Chevalier de St.
Montreal. Rome a Lieutenant in the marine detachment. Fol. 137. 1 p.
August 2, Marquis de Montcalm to Marquis de Vaudreuil. Complains of
Carillon. the proceedings of M. de Vaudreuil. The rumour of the discard bet-

ween them has transpired to such an extent, that a New York paper
speaks of it. He begs M. de Vaudreuil to charge the style of bis
secretary and to apply for his (Montcalm's) recal to France. Fol.
138. 3 pp.

August 3, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Arrival of M. de Boishébert at iie
Montreai. Royale. Fol. 140 2 pages, say 1½ p.
August 3, M. de Montcalm to Minister. Sending him a copy of bis above
Montreal. letter to M. de Vaudreuil. Begs the Minister not to condomn him un-

heard; to rest assured, thongh M. de Vaudreuil bas written to the
contrary effect, that it was not possible for him to go and attack
Fort Lydius (Edward) after the capture of Fort George, and to
believe that ho will shed the last drop of his blood for the King's ser-
vice. Fol. 142. li p.

August 4, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Details as to difference between M. de
Montreal. Montcalm and hinself. Complains bitterly against that General, and

asks bis recall. With this letter are : lst. Memorial of ii structions
to M. de Mrontcalm ; 2nd. Complainte of the Iroquois, Nipissingues,
Algonquins, &c., against Montcalm. Fol. 14t to 161 (except 151
and 158). 24 pp.

August 4, The same to the same. As to supply of provisions for the colt ny.
Ilontreal. Zeal displayed by M. Bigot. Fol. 162. 2 pages, say 1¾ p.
August4, The same to the same. As the English are striving to detach the
Montreal. Iroquoifs from the French, ho bas sent de Longueuil as a delegate to

the Five Nations. Fol. 164. 2 pages, say t p.
August6, The saine to M. Allaron (or Accaron). Giving a faIl account of ihe
Idontreal. battle of Carillon and praising M. Péan, who is going to France to

find a cure for "a great pain ho has in his arm." Fol. 166. 3ý
pages, say 3 pp.

Auagust8, The same to Minister. Asks for lettres de lieutenant reform.é for
MOntreal. Sieur de la Milice (sic), who is compelled to retaru to France for his

health. Fol. 170. ý p.
A.ugst 20, The saine to the same. Mission and negotiations of M. de Lon-Montreal. gueuil with the Iroquois, with a view to counteract the machinations

of the English amongst them. Fol. 173. 4 pages, say 3½ pp,
August 27, The same to the same. Copy of memorial setting forth the con-
montreal. ditions on wbich M. de Noyan, commander of Fort Frontenac, offered

to surrender it to the King of England. Fol. 177. 3 pages, tay 2½ pp.
r»Ptember 2, The same to the same. Summary of bis previous despatches.
Montreal. M. de Noyan, attacked by superior forces, has been compelled to

surrender Fort Frontenac lo the English. Mensures uider con-
sideration for the recovery ef that fort. Thelarge number of troops
at the disposal of the English places the Colony in great danger as
regards the coming campaign, unless France sends out nbundant
holp in provisions, men and munitions, &c. Fol. 179. 11½ paLes,
Bay 11 pp
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1758.
September 1 M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Measures to be adopted and next
and 12, operations on Lake Ontario. Fol. 187 to 196. 17ý pages,sayl6 pp.
Montreal. The same to the same. Measurcs to be adopted on the frontier at
No date. Lake St. Sacrament. Fol. 197. là p.
September12, Tho same to the same. Memoir on Carillon. Fol. 198. 2k pages,

Eay 2 pp.
September 12. Memoir by the Marquis de Montcalm. General remarks on mea-

sures for the defence of the Colony. Fol. 209. 9T pages, sy 8 pp.
September 12, M. de Vaudreuil. Remai ks on the foregoing memoir. Fol. 205, p
Mon treal. I

October 2, The qame to the Minister. Acknowledging receipt of the Cross
Montreal. of St. LDuis for M. de Boisbébert. Fol. 210. 1 page, say } p.
October 2, The same to the saie. Sending him a translation of the histori-
Montreal. cal work (with a map) of one Lewis Evans on the English Colonies.

Fol. 212. 2 pp.
October 3, The same to the saie. He defers the fortifying of Fort DuQuesne
Montreal, until peace bas been proclaimed. Praise of the land officers. Asks

for the rank of field marshal for le Chevalier de Lévis. Fol. 214
3 pages, say 2j pp-

October 4, The same to the same. He will not use, until after the war, the
Montreal. blank commissions for the purpose of sending Canadian officers to

the Islands. He has given but one, namely, to Sieur Dusabié. Fol.
216. 2 pages, say 1k p.

October 6, The same to the same. Precautions taken to discover the coming
Montreal. movements of the English on land and on the St. Lawrence. Fol.

218. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
October6, The saie to the saie. Gratuities to b granted to officers of the
Montreal. Colony. Fol. 220. 2k pp.
October 8, The same to the same. Copy of letter written to him by M. de
Montreal. Montcalm respecting the wretchedness of the troops at Carillon.

Fol. 222. k p.
October 15, The same to the same. Hopes to detach the Têtes-Plates from
Montreal. the English: Fol. 223. k p.
October 15, The same to tho same. News from the south-west frontiers.
Montreal. Fol. 224. 5 pages, say 4k pp.
October 25, The saie to the saie. Dissatisfaction of certain officers in the
Montreal. army in relation to promotions. Fol. 227. 5î pp.
October 25, M. de Rigaud de Vaudreuil to Minister. Setting forth his record
Montreal. of service in command of Canadians and Indians. Fol. 230. 2

pagzes, say 1k P.October 26, M. de Vaudreuil, Governor to the Minister. Favours to be grantedMontreal. to militia officers. Fol. 232. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
October 26, The same to the same. H1is own personal interest and those ofMontreal. his brother, M. de Rigaud. Fol. 236. 1 p.
October 26, The same to the same. The Nontagués have renewed their pro-
Montreal. testations of fidelity to the French. Fol. 241. 2 pages, say 11½ p.
October 30, The same to the same. Praises M. de Lévis and asks that ho beMontreal. granted the rank of field marshal. Fol. 246. 1 p.
October 30, The saie to the same. Complains that M. de Montcalm should
Montreal. have terminated the campaign without having sont forward the

Canadians against the gnglish alter the battle of Carillon. Fol.

October 3, 247. 5 pages, say 4j pp-
Montreal. The same to the same. The English baving hastily retired fronm

Fort Frontenac and fallen back on Fort Ball, ho has revictualled
Niagara and strengthened its garrisons. Fol. 250.3k pages, say 3 pp.

October 31, The same to the same. Praises Sieur Martel and asks that hi
Montreal. ccxiv
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1758. position as acting commissary, in the place of Sieur Varin, be made
a permament one. Fol. 256. 1 p.

November 1 The same to the same. Results of his conference with Montcalm
Montreal. in relation to the defence of the colony. Fol. 257. 9 pages,

say 7 pp.
November 1, The same to the same. Munitions of war needed. Fol. 262. 2
Montrea. pages, say 1½ p.
November 1, The same to the same. Officers proposed to complete the two
Montreal. comnpanies of artillery. Fol. 272. 2 pages, say 1i p.
November 3 The same to the same. MM. Doreil and de Bougainville set ont
Montreal. ' for France, to call the King's attention to the sad state to which

the colony is reduced. Fol. 274. 3 pages, say l. p.
November 3, The same to the same. Letter ecuicsing copy of correspondence
Miontreal. with Abercromby as to exchange of prisoners at Fort Frontenac.

Fol. 276 to 292. 24 pages, say 20 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. Cipher dispatch setting forth the small
Montreal. means at bis disposal as compared with the vast resources of the

English. Fol. 298. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Letter to M. LeNormand, informing him
liontreal. that he is sending M. de Bougainville to France to represent to the

King the precarious position of the colony. Fol. 297. 1 p.
November 4, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Complains that M. de Montcalm did
Montreal. not pursue the English after the battle of Carillon. Fol. 298. 1 p.
Novembre 4, The saine to the same. Repugnance manifested by officers from
Mlontreal. France to taking service in the artillery companies of the colony.

Fol. 299. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
November 4, The same to the same. Claims of offioers of regular troops for
Montreai. higher pay. Disinterestedness of Canadian officers in that respect.

Fol. 301. 4 pp.
November 6, The sane to the saine. Steps to be taken as regards officers.
Montreal. Fol. 308. 3½ pages, say 3 pp.
N >m , The same to the saine. Sime subject. Promotions, insignia and
Montreal. pensions; amount to be distributed amongst offlcera who have dis-

tinguished themselves. Fol. 311. 2 pages, say 1i p.
November 12, Copy of letter from M. Prévost, commander of Fort Edward, to
Montreal. M. de Bécourt (sic) commander of Fort Carillon. Fol. 315. 1 p.
November 15. Memorial, unsigned, on the critical position of Canada at that

time. Fol. 316. 4 pp.
November 20, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Measures to be adopted in the event
Mjontreat. of the King concluding a peace during the winter. Fol. 318.

5 pages, say 4½ pp.
November 20, The same to the same. The pay of Surgeon Alavoine, of Three
Montreal. Rivers, is too small. Fol. 321. 2 pages, Hay 1½ p.

1758. Account of the battle of Carillon, 8th July, 1758, with marginal
notes. Fol. 331. 22 pp.

1758. List of dead and wounded French at the battle of Carillon. Fol.
347. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.

1758. Plan of Fort Carillon and of the entrenchod camp where the bat.
tle was fought. Fol. 350. 4 pp.

July 16, Copy of letter and remarks of M. de Montcalm to M. do Vaudreuil
carilion. Fol. 360. 6j pages, say 6 pp

1758. Copy of Memoir of M. de Montcalm. Fol. 364. 5 pages, say 4 pp.
1758. "Relations de la descente des Anglais en Canada, et de la victoire

remportié sur eux à Carillon," &c. (Printed.) Fol. 372. 2 pp.
JuIy 9, Printed copy of letter written by M. de Montcalm to M. de Vau-

°-illof. dreuil. Fol. 373. 5 pp.
ccxv
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A ,5.. "Extra of London Gazette, published by authority. Abstract of
Whitehall. letter from Major General Abercromby to Mr. Pitt, Secretary of State,

dated Camp at Lake George, 12th July, 1758." Fol. 376. 61 pp.
July 21, Oopy of letter from M. de Vaudreuil to M. de Montcalm. Fol.
Montreal. 380. 6 pp.
August 13, M. Bigot, Intendant, to Minister. Complaints made by MM. de
Quebec. Vaudreuil and Montcalm, the one against the other. Qualities of the

two men; their rivalry. His opinion of M. de Lévis and Bourla-
maque. Eulogy of M. de Montcalm. Fol. 391. 21 pp.

A pril 24, M. de Pontleroy, Engineer, to Minister. Difficulties respecting the
Quebec. construction of a marine hospital in Quebec. Fort Niagara, Stone

revetment. Repairs to fortifications of Montreal. Fort St. Jean.
Fortifications of Quebec. Complaints against M. de Lotbinière, who
thought himself botter fitted than M. de Léry for the post of chief
engincer. Fol. 395. 41 pp.

August 15, The same to the same. He has prayd the Marquis de Vaudreuil
Quebec. to write to the Minister respecting the fortifications of Quebec. Asks

an increase of pay for M. de La Morandière, an engineer. Fol.
398. 1 p.

July 26, The same to the same. Thanks to the intervention of M. de Mont-
Carillon. calm, ho has been enabled to proceed to Carillon and assume the

duties of chief engineer. Ho finds fault with M. de Lotbinière's
work in the construction of Fort Carillon. Fol. 399. 1 p.

August 28, The same to the same. The Fort of Frontenac too badly built to be
Quebec. tenable. Ho asks for two or three engineers and draughtsmen.

Fol. 401. n 1 p.
October 26, The same to the same. Memoir. Examination of the grornd be-
Quebec. tween the Montmorency River and the St. Charles; obstacles that

might be opposed to the enemy, &c. Fol. 402. 4 pp.
December 1, The same to the same. Tho Marquis de Vaudreuil desired to
Quebec. secure the appointment of bis relative, M. de Lotbinière, as chief engi-

neer, and ho, Pontleroy,-when be arrived, was looked upon as an
intruder. Difficulties were put in bis way. Great expense of build-
ing forts in Canada. Asks that M. de Vaudreuil and the Intendant'be
instructed to give him their support in the diseharge of his duties.
lie is but poorly paid. Asks to be recalled, &c. Fol. 404. 6 pp.

May 19, M. Daine, Commissary, to same. Describes the cruel distress pre-Quebec. vailing in the Colony. Fol. 409. 7 pp.
October 30, M. Le Vasseur, engineer and builder, to same. Frigate" Québec."
Quebec. Fol. 414. 1 p.
July 28, M. Doreil, Commissary. Letter to Minister. Details in relation
Quebec. to the battle of Carillon. Fol. 419. 54 pp.August 31, The same to Minister. Demonstrates that the colony is on the
Quebec. brink of ruin and that nothing but peace cau save it. Fol.

423. 6 pp.February 23 M. de Paulmy to Minister, with replies, respecting changes in the
Quebee. troops. FM. 428 to 432. 7 pages, say 5½ pp.
June - Directors of " La Compagnie des Indes." Letter and memorial
Quebec. respecting trade in scarlet cloth in Canada. Fol. 435 to 442. 10

pages, say 8 pp.
February 24, Extract from letter written to " La Compagnie des Indes ' by M.Montreal. d'Eschambault, the chief agent of the company in Canada, as to

the capture by Sieur de Belestre, in November, 1757, of five English
forts near the Corlar River. Fol. 443. 7½ pages, say 6 pp.

October -. Memoir, unsigned. Critical position of Canada. Fol. 44'ý. 3
pages, say .2? pp.

cexvi
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1758.
November 31. Memo'r handed to Minister by M. de Bougainville,as to best method

of employing a large force, if sent out from France, in order to
secure the safety of the colony. Fol. 451. 1 p.

December 28. Memoir respecting M. de Vaudreuil's letter of 3rd November, in
reference to the precarious position of the colony. Fol. 452. 7 pp.

-December 28. Draft of mcm. advising His Majesty to recall M. de Montcalm and
api)oint M. de Levis in his place. (But the following is written on the
margin): " All things considered, this arrangement must not be
carried out, M. de Montcalm being necessary under the present
circumstances." Fol. 456. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

1758. Memoir on militia of Canada. Defects in constitution of militia.
Means of utilizing militia in next campaign. Fol. 460. 31 pp.1758. Memoir suggesting that orders bo 'issned prohibiting the sale of
fire arms, by fishermen from Normandy or St. Malo, to the Esqui-
maux. Fol. 4(2. i p.

December 29. A series of papers delivered to the Minister by M. de Bougainville:
the position of Canada; what France can do to save the colony;
remarks on the coming campaign, 1759. Fol. 463 to 485. 30 pp.

eetober 27. Memoir delivered to the Minister by M. de Beaumat. (This docu-
ment is highly unfavourable to Canada). Fol. 488- 1½ p.

October 27. Memoir delivered to the Minister by M. de Beaumat. As to pro-
posed transmigration of the Canadians to Louisiana. Fol. 490. 10 pp.

December 11, Memoir and letter of M. de Capelis, concerning the colonies and
Brest. peace. Fol. 497 to 501. 8 pp.
December - Memoir, unsigned. Impossibility of making Louisbourg a place

capable of holding out alone. How to secure for France the control
of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence and Quebec. Fol. 502. 7j pp.

December - Memorial, unsigned, but most curions, intituled: "Causes de
dépenses énormes en Canada." A serions attack on Intendant
Bigot. Fol. 506. 2 pp.

October - Memoir delivered by M. de Beaumat to the Minister. Present con-
dition of Canada. Foi. 508. 28 pages, say 33 pp.

END OF VOL. 103.

" CANADA.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE.
1759.

VOL. 104.-M. DE VAUDREUIL, GoVERNoR GENERAL. M. DE MONT-
cALM, FIELD MARSHAL.

C. 11.
1759. MMi. de Vaudreuil and Bigot to the Minister. Superiority of the En-

October 22, glish pilots over the French as regards knowledge of the St. Law-
' ronce. Fol. 3. ., pages, say 2 pp-

January i M. de Vaudreuil to the same. Report made by a Caradian
Montreal.' escaped from the English fort built at Menagoeche, on the St. John

River, respecting the invasion of Canada by the English. Fol. 8.
4 pages, say 31 pp.

January 3 The same to the same. News brought from the English colonies
Montrea.' by four Canadians escaped from among the English. Fol. 11. 2j

pages, say 2 p.
January 20, The same to the same. News from Belle Rivière. M. de Corbière
Montreal. has beaten off 800 English with about 50 mon, on this side of Loyal

Hannon, and has killed an officer. M. de Ligneris has been compelled
to evacuate Fort Du Quesne, being threatened by the overwhelming
forces, and has retired to Fort Machault, which is too weak to stand
a seige, and " so badly situated that from the tops of the mountaiwi

ccxvi
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1759.. which are very close to it, all that goes on within is visible." He
will forward a relief to M. de Ligneris in the épring, and has for-
warded instructions to him. Fol. 13. 10 pages, say 8 pp.

February 15, The same to the same. Learns that it is quite true that the Loups
Montreal. and other Indian tri bes of Belle Rivière have made peace with the

English. Has directed M. de Ligneris to do his utmost to win them
back. Fol. 19. 6 pages, say 4 pp.

February 15, Report made to M. de Ligneris, commandant of Fort Machault on
Montreal. Rivière aux Bœufs, 4th Jan., 1759, by Caestogain,cbief of the Loups

ot the said river, on returning from the English settlements with
his brother. Fol. 23. 18 pages, say 15 pp.

February 16. Letter from the Ministerto M. de Vaudreuil. In forming him that it
is rumoured that General Wolfe is going to lay seige to Quebec, and
ordering him to put the place in a conJition of defence. Fol. 28.
2j pages, say 2 pp.

March 5, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. He is doing his utmost to make M. deMontreal. Ligneris hold out at the post of Machault News from that post.
Fol. 30. 2 pp.

Mareh 28, The same to the same. Messures adopted on Lake St. Sacre-
Montreal. ment, at Carillon. A party of French workmen sent to the vicinity

of that fort. News from the English colonies. Fol. 32. 10 pages,
say 8 pp.

March 30, The same to the same. M. de Ligneris informs him that the English
ilontreal. have established a fort on the Monongabela, a little abovo the site of

Fort Du Quesne. Dealings of the English with the Loups. English
designs upon Fort Machault and Niagara Fol. 38. 8 pages, say 61 pp.

March 30, The same to the same. Situation of Louisiana. M. de Kerbret's
Montreal. method of inducing the Indians to act with the French. Fol. 43.

ô pages, say 4 pp.
April 1, The same to the same. Description of Fort Loudon coustructed
Montreal. for the English on the " Cherakis " River, and of Fort l'Assomption

erected to counteract the former. Fol. 47, i½ p.
April 1, The same to the same. Summary of general plan of operationsMontreal. for the compaign of 1759. Fol. 47. 12 pages, say 10 pp.
April s, The same to the same. Respecting two corvettes he is getting
Montreal. built at La Présentation. Fol. 53. 1 p.
May 5, The same to the same. M. de Ligneris at Fort Machault. Means
Montreal. adopted to strengthen bis post. Fol. 7. 2 pp.
Ray8, The same to the same. Cipher despatch describing the wretehed
Montreal. condition of the colony. Measures adopted for the defence of

Quebec. Fol. 79. 9 pages, say t pp.
September13, M. do Rigaud de Vaudreuil, Governor of Montreal. Thanks the
Montreal. Minister for giving him a life grant of the Post of La Baie. Meas--

ures he bas adopted for the defence of the upper country. He has
succeeded in getting the harvest saved, &c. Fol. ( 6. 13 pages,
say 9 pp.

October 2, The same to the same. Precarious condition of the colony. The
Montreal. enemy can penetrate it on all sides. Fol. 101. 2 pp.
October 12, The same to the saie. Asks for the general calling ont of the
Montreal. militia of the colony. Fol. 103. 2 pages, say l3 p.
October 15, M. de Vaudreuil, Governor General, to the Minister. Bad quaiity
Montreal. of clothes sent out this yoar. Fol. t06. 1 page, say . p.
October 15, The same to the same. Defending M. Bigot against suspicions
Montreal. attaching to him as administrator of the finances. Fol. 107. 3

pages, say 2½ pp.
November 3 The same to the same. Praises the conduct of Canadian militia,Ioctreaiv
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1759. in the last campaign, also Sieurs Perrault and Simon Réaume. Fol.
109. 2 pages, say 1î p.

November 5, The same to the same. Replacement of artillery officers. Fol.
lontreal. 111. 3 pp.

Novemiber 8, The same to the same. Praises M. de St. Sauveur, bis secretary,
montrea1. and asks that ho be appointed inspector of stores. Fol. 113. 2½ pp.
November 8, The same to the same. lighly praises the conduct of Captain
Montreal. Kanon. Fol. 115. 3 pages, say 2½ pp.
November 8, The same to the same. Recommends to the King's favour, Sieurs
Montreal. Courval, Denel, LeGaroux, Neau, Roussel, Dubuisson, LaValle,

Reboul and Lesage, officers of marine, who had distinguished them.
selvesduring the seige 0f Quebec, Fol. 117. 3J pages, say 3 pp.

November 9, The same to the samo. Sieur de LaColombière, captain of marines,Montreal. has assaulted, with a stick, Sieur Clapier, his comrade, who was cap-
tured with him at the battle of the 13th September. If the English
send M. de La Colombière to France, ho should not be sent back to
Canada,lest a conflict ensue between hi m and M.Clapier. Fol.119. 1 p.

November 9, The same to the same. If peace be made, he asks that the land
Montreal. troops shouldremain as settlers in the colony. Fol. 120. 1½ p.
November 11, Chevalier de Levis to Minister. Praises M. Le Mercier, sent to court
Montreal. with M. de Vaudreuil's despatches. Fol. 122. p.
Rovember 9, M. de Vaudreuil to the same. Same subject. Fol. 123. § p.àlontreal. P
November 8, The same to the same. His reasons for proferring M. de Longneuil
Montreal. to M. d'Aillebout for the appointment of Governor of Three Rivera.

Fol. 124. 2 pp.
November 28, The same to the same. The schooner " Nanette " bas reached
Montreai. Quebec with despatehes frofn the court; M. Bigot bas caused the

schooner to be prepared for a prompt return on receipt of mails.
Destruction of Palatin village by party under M. Belestre. Devoted-
ness of the Canadians. Dearth increasing. Return of M. Boishébert
from Louisbourg. M. de Ligneris still holds out at Fort Du Quesne.
Situation of the colony. Fol. 127. 12 pages, say 9 pp.

October 10, Recommendations in relation to offices to be established in the
M(ontreal. Colony. Fol. 135. 51 pages, say 5 pp.
January 19, Copy ofletter from M. de Berryer to M. Bigot respectirg abuses
Versailles. in expenditure. Fol. 138. 9 pages, ay 7 pp.
April 15 M. Bigot to M. Berryer. Explanations respecting expenditure.
Quebee Fol. 150. 8½ pages, say 6½ pp.
January 10 M. de Montcalm to Minister. Asks for sashes for troops, similar to
Without those lately furnished to infantry in Europe. Fol. 156. 1 p.Place. The same to Marshal de Belle Isle. Shows that the Colony is
&prîi1 going to ruin, owing to M. deVaudreuil's incapacity atnd the rapacity

of M. Bigot and his accomplices, who are busy enriching themselves.
Fol. 157. 7 pages, say 6 pp.

April 12, The same to M. Le Norman. The forts are badly built, owing to
ionutreal. the grasping cupidity of those who were entrusted wit h the work.

Obstacles put in the way of M, Pontleroy, an able and disintereted
engineer, who has succeeded to M. de Léry the elder, the latter being
"grossly ignorant of bis profession." Rapacity of M. Bigot and bis
partisans, &c. Fol. 161. 10 pp.

no piace nor " Extract from the journal of the army commanded by the late
imath given. Lieutenai!t General de Mon tcalm, treating of the events of the cam-

paign of 1759." Fol. 168. 88 pages, say 80 pp.
Memorial, unsigned, intituled : " Events in Canada from October,

1759, to September, 1760." Fol. 261. 8 pp.
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1759. "Journal by M. de Soligné, of facts relating to the army of Que-
bec, capital of North America, during the campaign of 1759." Fol.
265 to 6, 60 pp.

1759. "Relation of events in Canada respecting the assault and capture
of Quebec." Fol. 297. 3 pages, say 3 pp.

1759 "Impartial judgment ou military operations of the campaign of
1759 in Canada." Fol. 301. 8 pages, say 6½ pp.

December 29, M. Jean Montresor, lieut. colonel, engineer.in-chief of the depart-
New York. ment of New York. "Plan of campaign operations for the year 1759

for Department of New York." Fol. 306. 6 pages, say 4â pp.
June 27 and " Placard posted up at the church doors by order of M. Wolfe, on
September27. arriv ng in front of Quebec." Fol. 309. 3½ pp.
September 21, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Informs him of the loss of the " Bat-
Hlead tle of Abraham" and the capitulation of Quebec. Fol. 313. 1½ p.ýQuarterg,
St. Augustine
September 18, Articles of the capitulation of Quebea, formulated by M. de
Québec. Ramezay. Fol. 315. 2j pp.

1759. Explanatory memorial of M, de Ramezay, commandant of Quebee,
on the capitulation. Fol. 318. 41 pp.

1759. Statement of artillery and munitions of war delivered up to the
English commissary, by M. Joseph Olivié, acting for M. Chevigny,
keeper of the stores at Quebec, on 18th September, 1759. Fol. 340.
1 page. say 2 pp.

September 22. M. Kerdisien-Trémais, Commissary of Marine, to Minister. Abuse
of the administration of Canada. Strives to exculpate M. Bigot from
charges now beginning to be made against him. Fol. 344. 2½ pp.

April 15, M. Bernier, Commissary to Minister. General state of the country.
Montreal. Fol. 349. 0-' pp.
May 8, The same to the same. Praises M. de Montcalm, &c. Fol. 351.
Montreal. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.
April 12, M. de Pontleroy to M. Le Normand, Intendant of the colonies.
Quebec. On the abuses committed in Canada. Fol. 356. 31 pages, say 3 pp.
April 12, The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 358. 3 pp.Queber-
November 9, The Bishop of Quebec to Minister. Letter tending to exculpate
Quebec. M. de Vaudreuil from the charge of having caused the recent mis-

fortunes of the colony and describing the wretchedness prevailing in
Canada. Fol. 366 to 370. 7j pages, say 5 pp.

February 23, " Extract from a paper subrmitted to the King in relation to pen-
Versailles. sions granted to MM. de Longueuil, de Noyan, de La Valtrie and de

Raymond." Fol. 437. p.
Janliary , "iReplacement of military officers of Canada." Fol. 436. 8î pp.Versailies.
February 22, "Memoirs by M. Dubois on the navigation of the St. Lawrence."
No place Fol. 446. 7 pages, say 6 pp.given. "On the trade of France in Canada and as to the means of having
January 16 O
No place two voyages made each summer to Canada by vessels and frigates."
given. Fol. 451. 51 pages, say 5 pp.
February 5, Marisbal de Belle Isle (apparently to M. de Bougainville). As to
Paris- certain help to be sent from France. Fol. 455. 2 pages, say 1 p.
February 8, Letter from M. de Silhouette to duc de Choiseul. On the importance
Paris. of retaining Canada. Fol. 456. 10 pages, say 8 pp.

" Memorial on Canada, dealing with the following queries: 1st.
1759. Whether it is important to retain the colony; 2nd. Whether it -eau

hold out should the war continue in 1759; 3rd. Whether it can be
easily helped under present circunistances ? " Fol. 462. 16Î pp.
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After 1759. Long and interesting memorial on the abuses which had prevailed
in the administration in Canada. Fol. 473. 43 pages, say 50 pp.

END OF VOL. 104.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1760-1768.

VOL. 105.-M. DE VAUDREUIL, GOVERNOR GENERAL.
INTENDANT.

C. 11.

M. BIGOT,

June 260. M. Bigot to Minister. Letter showing that M. de Montcalm, far
Montrea. from being in debt to the King in Canada, was, in the person of his

beirs, a creditor of the treasury to a large amount. Fol. 4 to 6. 3
pages, say 2 pp.

.April 16, Copy of circular letter from Marquis de Vaudreuil to the militia
siontreal. captains of the parishes of the Government of Quebec, north and

south. Fol. 8. 4 pages, say 31 pp.
April 16, Copy of circular letter from same to the curés of the Government
Montreal. of Quebec, north and south. Fol. 10. 3 pp.
May 3, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Account of the battle of Ste. Foye.
Montreal. Victory won by M. de Lévis. Eulogy of that general, and of Staff

Captain des Meloises. Fol. 12. 61 pages, say 6 pp.
May 3, The saine to the same. Sonds an account of the Quebec expedi-
Montreal. tion under M. de Lévis. Fol. 16 to 28. 24ý pp.
May 3, The same to the same. Ordinance proclaiming a pardon for
Montreal. deserters. Fol. 29. -1 pages, say 2pp.
May 6, Tbe same to the sa1me. Serions complaints against missionariea
Montreal. who had directed the Acadians from their submiission to France by

making for them a species of treaty with the English. Fol. 31. 21
pages, say 18 pp.

May 6, Letters from missionaries, &c., in relation to the next preceding
Montreal. paper. Fol. 42 to 62. 25 pp.
May 20, Manifesto of General Murray. Fol. 64. 2 pp.Quebee.2 .
'Juie 24, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. The Five Nation Indians have gone
Montreal. over to the English. Fol. 65. 2 pp.
June 24, The same to the saine. The movements of the English on the
Montreal. lakes are still undecided. Has taken all the precautions in his power.

Fol. 67. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
-June 24, The same to the saine. Arrival of King's ships at Restigouche,Montreal. under command of M. Danjac. Touchingly painful position of the

Acadians. M. de Vaudreuil's instructions to MI. Danjac. Com-
plaints against the local missionaries. Fol. 71. 5 pages, say 4j pp.

June 24, The same to the saine. Details respecting the Indian tribes, and
Pontreal. more particularly those of the south, and their feelings towards the

French. Fol. 74. 3½ pages, say, 3 pp.
June 24, The same to the saime. State of the French of Belle Rivière andMotrea. the Illinois. Fol. 77. 3 pages, say 21 pp.
June 2C, The same to the saine. Sods copies of letters and replies of M. de
Montreai. Lévis and General Murray, &., respecting prisoners. Fols.81, 82, 87,

88, 89, 90, 91. 10 pages, sav 7 pp
,une 26, The same to the saine. Want of officers. Pensions to be grant-
Montreai. ed. Fol. 92. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.
Moatrai The same to the same. Establishment of look-outs on the St.
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1760. Lawrence, for the benefit of French vessels frequenting the river.
Fol. 96. 2i, pages, say 2 pp.

June 26, M. Bigot to Minister. Letter with statement of expenditure for
Montreal. the current year, 1760. Fol. 98 to 114. 24 pages, say 20 pp.
June 28, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Letter with copies of sundry orders
Montreal. made on him by M. de Vaudreuil, for brandy, merchandise, &c., for

the service of the troops and Indians. Fol. 116 to 132. 20 pp.
1760. Extracts from letters of MM. de Vaudreuil and Bigot, on the condi-

tion of Canada, during the four months before the taking of the
colony. Fol. 133. 1½ pp.

June 28, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Sonds his despatches by three small
Montreal. vessels, of sixty to seventy tons. Fol. 134. * p.
June 29, The sane to the same. Sends bis despatches to M. Berryer, by
Montreal. M. de Villemont, an ex captain of the troops of Louisiana. Fol.

136. 1 p.
June 30, The same to the same. Asks payment of bills of exchange for
Montreal. 28,000 livres due him for his salary. Fol. 137. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
August 7, The sane to the same. Informing him that the owners of the
Montreal. vessels " Machault," " Bienfaisant " and " Marquis de Malausseo "

had furnished, for the supply of the troops carried on those vessels,
a quantity of decayed horte meat and beef which the men were
unable to eat. Fol. 139. î P.

August 7, The saine to the sane. Suspicious attitude of the Iroquois. Fol.
Montreal. 140. 2 pages, say l P.
AÂgust7, The samue to M. Berryer. Measures adopted at Lake Champlain.
Montreal. Fol. 142. 2 pp.
August?, The same to the same. Measures adopted on Lake Ontario.
Montreal. Events there. Fol. 144. 4 pages, say 3t pp.
August 13, The sane to the sane. Sends back to France the schooner com-
Montreal. manded by Cap: ain Barré. Fol. 154. 1 p.
september 7, " Copy of letter from General Amherst to M. deVaudreuil," calling
Before upon him to surrender upon the conditions set out in articles of
Montreal. capitulation. Fol. 155 to 166. 2 1 pp.
September1, "Articles of capitulation for Fort Jacques Cartier." Fol. 161.
Before 2½ pages, say 1½ p.
Montreal. List of the crewof the vessel " Petit Marquis de Malauze," return-
8eptember14, ing to France with despatches and part of the crew of the " Ma-
Ristigouche. chault." Fol. 169. 2Î pp.
November 28, M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Commends to him M. de Villemont'
On board f bearer of despatches. Fol. 171. 11 p.B Aveture, at
Brert. The same to the same. An attack of gout bas prevented himDeoember 5, from proceeding at once to court. Fol. 172. ½ P.
December 10 The sane to the same. Arguing that the fail of Canada before
Bret. ' the English forces was inevitable. Fol. 173. 2 pp.
November 27 Chevalier de Lévis to Minister. Eulogises M. deVaudreuil and says
La Rochelle.' that the loss of Canada is due to a series of inevitable nnd uncon-

trollable circumstances. Ho has crossed the sea on a vessel of 200
tons which barely escaped destruction. Sends a list of troops
shipped at Quebec for France. Fol. 183 to 185. 4 pP.

April 16, "Copy of instructions to Chevalier de Lévis, field marshal of theMontreal. King's troops." Fol. 186. 8 pp.
September 16, M. Le Mercier, commander of artillery in Canada. The news just-Pb-s. received from New France leads him to hope that the King will

retain that colony. Fol. 196. 2 pp.
October 28, M. Landriève, commissary of marine, to the Minister. Respecting
Montreal. certain soldiers and prisoners sent in from St. Frédéric, Fort Chain-
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1760. bly, lie aux Noix, &c., to be forwarded to France. Assistance to
be given thom. Fol. 199. 2 pages, say 1 p.

September 25, M, Bernier, commissary, to M. Accaron. General capitulation by
Quebec. M. de Vaudreuil. Review of troops of the marine. Bad weather

prevents thom from sailing. Fol. 202. 32 pp.
October 11, M. Bourdon, an officer, to Minister. Ris procarious position as
Itiatigouche. commander of that post, being unsupported by troops. Fol. 218.

31 pages, say pp.
September17, M. Bazagier, a clerk, acting commissary to Minister. Statement of
Riatigouche. troops at that post, and of Acadians and Indians there. Captures

by privateers. Fol. 222 to 226. 5 pp.
October 28 The same to Minister. Recent events at that po-t. The English
Ristigouche. announce the capitulation of Montreal. Fol. 227. 1 p.
December 4, The same to Minister. Has just arrived, having left Ristigouche
01n board the
«Bonne on the 29th October, after Danjac's capitulation. Fol. 228. 1ý page,
Inention," Say 1P.

Bay of
Olbedebois. M. Massé de St. Maurice, an officer in the de Berry regiment. Let er
JaUu.y ?, to Minister enclosing a memorandum as to. best means of retaining

ersailles. that part of Canada which France still held at that period, above
Quebec. Fol. 232. 7j pages, say 5 pp.

Ûetober 12, M. Daine, lieutenant general of magistracy of Quebec, to Minister.
Quebec. Has lost everything in consequence of the bombardment and capitu-

lation of Quebec, and asks for assistance from the King. Fol. 239.
2 pages, say 1½ p.

No date. Memorial intituled: " Plan de fortification pour rendre Québec
imprenable," and "Projet pour la flotte de l'Amérique." Fol.
242. 5 pp.

RO date but Memorial containing a description of the south shore of the St.
evedently Lawrence, from Pointe Lévis to Rivière des Caps. Fol. 245. 10- pp.
about 1760.
January 7 A Chevalier Le Mercier. Sketch of the position of France in North
Versailes. America. Fol. 257. 2 j pp.

1760. Memorial, unsigned, intituled: "Observations sur certains mouve-
ments de la Nouvelle France." This document treats of the last
events proceding the cession of Canada t.) England, and more espe-
cially the abuFes of the administration. Fol. 259 to 263. 7½ pp.J'auary 7, Momorial of M. Le Mercier as to measures to bo adopted for tho

Versailes. purpose of saving the colony for the King until the spring of 176 1.
Fol. 267. 5 pp.

1761. M. de Vaudreuil. Complains to the Minister that ho has not re-
y1s ceived bis salary for 1760. Fal. 273. 13 p.

nune 7 The same to Minister. Explaining that ho aprplied the bills of
Paris. exchange sent to him for his salary for 1760, exclusively to the pur-

chase of wheat required for the subsistence of the King's troops.
Fol. 275. 3 pp.

Jne il7 Memorandum of M. Berryer. Depredations committed in Canada.
iDebts to be paid by France at that period. Fol. 277. 6 pages,
Bay 3 pp.

1761. Chevalier de L'Herminat to the Minister. Letter and memorial
enumerating his services in Canada, and asking for the cross. Fol.
285 to 295. 7 pp.4 flgust 26, M. de Conagne. Memorial, addressed to M. Berryer, as to method

Rochelle. of establishing order in the outlay for fortifications in Canada, in the
event of the Colony being restored to France. Fol, 296. 11½ pages,
say 8 pp.
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1761.
octobar 17. M. Jacques Antoine Tourton, a clerk (écrivain ordinaire) of the Ma-

rine in Canada. Asks Minister to pay bills of exchange for the amount
due to him, which constitutes his only resource. Fol. 306. 5 pages,
say 4k pp.

September 7 Extracta from the St. James' Chronicle, showing the great benefits
and 16 Great Britain would derive from the possession of Canada. Fol. 313
London. to 317. 9 pp-

1761. "State of things at Ristigouche, 27th July to 5th November,
1760." Fol. 319. 4 pp.

December 14, M. Bertrand Davernay to Minister. Importance of the cession of
Fontaine- New Franco to England. Fol. 322. 7 pages, say 6 pp.bleau.
December 9, Extract from the St. James' Chronicle. The importance of the
London. conquest of Canada for Great Britain. Fol. 326. 8 pages, say 7 pp.
May 15, Captain de Fiedmont. Informs the Minister that ho was ship-
le de Flore. wrecked when returning from Canada and lost his all. Asks for a

pension. Fol. 348 to 350. 2 pp.
1762. Chevalier de Drucourt to Minister. Asks for a pension, in view of

February 5, his services and of the expense incurred by him as Governor of
Versailles. Louisbourg for four yoars. Fol. 354. 2 p.
June 16, M. Piquotée de Belestre to Minister. Asks fora company in Louis-
Paris. iana for bis son, whom the Cherokis have adopted as their chief,

and who is still making war on the English. The Detroit IndianS

1760. rofiie to submit to the English. Fol. 356. 2 pages, say 1 p.
November 28, The same to the same. Sending him the '' words " of the IndianS
Paris. of Detroit, who refused to submit to the Eoglish. Fol. 358. 2 pp.

176?. M. de Bourlamaque. Letter to Minister, with an interesting me'
August 1, morial on Canada. Fol. 359 to 376. 30 pp.Paris.
Augst 6, M. Dalet, lieutenant, 2nd Battalion, Berry regiment. Capitulationcalais. of Qaebec in 1759. Fol. 377. 7 pp.
September 1, M. Landriève, chief clerk of Marine, remaining in Canada as Com-
Quebec. missary of France. Loss of the ship " Auguste," at Cap Nord, le

Royale, 15th Nov , 1761, on her voyage to Franco, "of 100 persons on
board including the crew, only the captain, one colonial officer and
five soldiers or servants were saved." Receipts and expenditure up
to 1st of Soptember, 1762. ' Although the harvest of 1761 was not
good, the supply of wheat did not run short; the country was well
supplied by the English trade ; the wants of all classes were provided
for. Fol. 382. 1 p.

December 8, Extract from Lloyd's Evening Post. An article showing that the
London. vast extent of the new acquisitions of England in America, is a dis-

advantage for her older colonies. Fol. 384. 5 pages, say 4½ pp.
1762. " Memorial on present position of tho Commission established for

the liquidation of Canada." Fol. 387. 6 pages, say 5 pp-

Apri1730 ad Notes on paper money in Canada. Fol. 403 to 406. 6½ pp.
May 10. M. Landriève, remaining as commissary of Franco in Canada.(1)

ontembr 10' Letter to Minister as to bis work. The board established at iontreal
for justice and police have made representations to the court of
London, wih a view to secure the redemption of paper money re-
maining due. The new Government does not enjoy ail the tran-
quility that was anticipated. The Indians have committed the
most dreadful cruelties ail over the continent, and have taken pOO.
session of most of the posts. Fol. 407. 2 pp.

(1). On the loth December of the same year, La Cour du Châtelet conden&m«
Landriève an accomplice of Bigot, to 5 years' banishment, a ßne of 500 âvres 4"
100,000 livres restitution. J. M.
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1763.8 eptember io, The same. To accompany the foregoing letter: " Extract from
Montreai. statements and certificates of expenditure, presented from 1st Sep-

tember, 1762, to lst September, 176,1. Fol. 409. - pp.
1763. Plan of operations for New Orleans, in relation to Canada. Fol.

421 to 427. 12î pp.
December 10, Abstract of judgments delivered by La Cour du Châtelet against

a-B Bigot and his accomplices. Fol. 428. 1½ page, say 1 p.
1763. Memorial of Sieur de Ramezay, late commandant at Quebec,

respecting the surrender of that place on the 18 September, 1759. Fol.
455. 35 pages, say 40 pp.

1764. Memorial and letters relative to the liquidation of the debt of the
King of France for Canada. Fol. 476 to 503. 44 pp.

1764. Replication to answer of the Court of France, respecting liquida.
tion of paper money in Canada. Fol. 512. 6j pages, say 6 pp.

(or 7r.) Another memorial on the same subject. Fol. 517. 7½ pp.
1766. Chevalier de Repentigny. Petition to Duc de Praslin. Enu.

merates lis services and asks that the liquidation of 150,000 livres
in bills, offered him as the price of property left by him in Canada,
be effected without diminution of the capital sum, &c. Fol. 526. 2 pp.

pril 28. Baron de Longueuil to Minister. Asks for the rank of captain.
Fol. 529. 1 p.

1766. The same to the same. Setting forth bis record of services and
asking for a dragoon compary. Fol. 530. 3 pp.

December Decree of King's Council of State defining the terms of liquida.
Parer 15' tion of Canadian paper money in the hands of the English.

Fol. 556. 2 pp.
No date. " Statement of sums to be recovered under restitutions ordered by

judgments of the Commision du Châtelet, in the matter of Canada."
Fol. 559. 1 p.

o date. Statement of moneys sequestrated in pursuance of judgments for
restitution against Bigot, Varia, &c. Fol. 564. 4½ pp.

%ptember6, Abstract of.records of Council of State as to liquidation of claims
pai of Widow Arnoux, for support and treatment of the sick by her hus-

band, in bis life timo a surgeon at Quebec. Fol. 570. 3 pages,
Say 4 pp.

No date. A most curious memorial presented by Joseph Leblanc dit Le-
maigre, an Acadian of the Mines, parish of St. Charles, aged 70 years,
describing bis misfortunes. Fol. 578. 6 pp.

769. " Description of places situated between Cap Reel and Cap Bona-
vista,' Fol. 582. 6 pages, say 8 pp.

END OF VOL. 105.

"CANADA-ORESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1714-1731,
VOL. 106.-CiURcii IN CANADA.

%ptember u. The Bishop of Quebec. Statutes respecting the organizition of
the church of Canada. Fol. 2. 16 pp.

1696(sic.) Memorial on the btate of the church of Canada. Fol. 10. 31
Ifo date, pages, say 26 pp.

" rénoire pour le Canada." Against Mgr. de St. Vallier. Fol.
26. 6 p1p.

1727. M. Dupuy, Intendant, to Minister. Seminary of St. Sulpice and the
Quebee. Hôtel Dieu. Fol. 137. 361 pages, say 24 pp.
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1727.
October 16, M. de Beauharnois. Governor, to Minister. Divisions among the
Quebec. clergy. Fol. 172. 5½ pages, say 5 pp.

1728. M. Plante, canon of the catthedral, to Minister. As to compeiling
October 19, canons to reside and be assiduous in attendance at the place where
Quebec. their canonry is located. Fol. 180. 2 pages, say 1i p.

1722. Decree of King's Council as to the misrion of Saut St. Louis. Fol.
May 8, 18 1. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

177. Bishop of Quebec to Minister The religious from Brittany, whom
October 9, the Minister wishes to leave at Louisbourg, are not capable of the
Quebec. duties required of them. Ecclesiastics would do much botter there

than re'ligious. Reforms neoded in the Chapter of Quebec,-only
three of the canons assiduons. Revenue of the See insufficient.
Extraordinary state of preservation in which the bodies of three
nuns of the General Bospital, Quebec, were found, 25 years after
burial Fol. 191. 5 pp.

July 18, Copy of lctter from the Interdant, Dapuy, to the Superior of the
Montreal. -Hospital Nuns, Montreal, iuforming her, that, in pursuanco of the

King's orders, she must abandon her claim to compel Sieur Tetro
to close up the windows of his house looking towards the couvent.
Fol. 1 8. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

Februar 10, Statement of property and revenue of the Chapter of Quebeo.
Quebec. Fol. 230 Io 234. 6 pp.

1723.: Memorial rospecting the Catholie Church, Quebec. Fol. 235. 8½
pages, say 6 pp.

1722. Copy of memorial presented to Council of Marine by Sieur
April il. d'Auteuil, prayirg that he be not deprived of the right he possesses

of having a parish church and curé on his estate of Grande Anse, and
that no division of the inhabitants be inade in order to supplement
adjoining parishes. Fol 264. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

1718. Letter from MM. de Mezerets and Glandelet to the Conseil de
September 21, Marine, in reply to a memorial against them, in which it was stated
Quebec. that subjects trained by tho Quebec Seminary refused to oboy their

bishop. Fol. 266. 4 pages, say 5 pp.
1719. Ordor of Conseil de la Marine, to U. de Vaudreuil, directing that be

March 14, send back to France a fugitive monk whom ho allowed to romainParis. in Canada in spite of the bishop, Fol. 268. 2½ pages, say i p.
No date. Instructions in explanation of points embodied in letter to Abbé

Brisacier rospecting memorial sent himn. This relates to the
Seminary of Quobec and the priests of the diocese. Fol. 270. 3½ pp.

1717. Decree of Council respecting mission of Louisbourg. Fol. 276.
November 30, 1½ pages, say 8 pp.Paris. Decrce of Council in relation ta obedience due by the clergy of
October 15, diocese cf Quebec to the bishop. Fol. 285. 12 pages, say 10 pp.

Pa0. NIM. de Beauharnois and Iflocquart toConseil de Marine. Measures
1ctober 25 to be adopted to enforce regularity of conduct on the part of ecclesias.

Quebec. tics of Quebec. The result of these measures, say MM. de Beauhar-
nois an(a Hocquart, will be " that there will no longer be found in
Quebec so maniy useless ecclesiastics, who, lor want of employment,
are bcginning to engage in wordly amusement, play, feasting and
dissipation. The effect of their idie life is that they think of nothing
but qoarelling amongst thomselves and creating discord amongst
laymen." Fol. i92. 7 pages, say 4 pp.

October 23, M. Hocquart, Intendant. Informs the Minister " that a canon of
Quebec. the church of Quebec has intimated to him that the Chapter intend to

transter to a Recollet the mass which should be said at the Palace
by one of the canons. It is but right that they should complY
with so easy a duty, in return for the sum of 1,000 écus given theva
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1730. by His Majesly. Th bhour for the mass is 9 o'clock in the morning;
and, in the bad weather of winter, I take the precaution of sending
a sleigh for the ecclesiastic who comes to the Palace to say mass."
Fol. 296. 2½ pages, say 1 p.

October 23. MM. de Beau harnois and Hocquart to Minister. Père Lue, Recollet,
Quebec. bas been appointed to the mission of Ristigouche. 1,200 livres in

place of 800 should be allowed for the missionary of that place and
also for Miramichi. Fol. z98. l½ page, say 1 p.

December 21, The same to Conseil de Marine. They ask for an annuity of 3,000
Quebec. livres for the Quebec Seminary. The difficulties of that institution

are caused: 1st, by threo fires; 2nd, by several heavy losses on the
sea; 3rd, by the extraordinary liberality with which the superiors for
over sixty years past have undertaken the charge of large num-
bers of the most gifted youths of the colony, who, owing to their
poverty (so common in Canada) paid nothing, or only a sum sa
small as to be quite insufficient. In that institution the priests of
the colony were trained gratuitously. Lastly, the help of the Semi-
nary was extended to the Indians of Acidia, the M4ississippi, &c.
Fol. 300. 4ý pages, say 3 pp.

1728. Mandate of Vicars-General Etienne Boullard, Thierry Hazeur and
eptember-, Charles Plante declaring : "That all confessions made to priests

other than those by them approved of in writing, shall be null, and
that confessors contravening (this regulation) shall be liable to the
penalties imposed by the canon law; and that all missionaries,
both secular and regular, coming to this town (Queboc), shall take
out fresh letters of approbation for preaching and hearing confes-
sions." Fol. 303. 1 page, say 2î pp.

1731. Notes of the Council on Jetters of the coadjitor of Quebee; as to
December 25. his proposal to appoint M. Vallier as lecturer on divinity of the

church of Quebec ; on the dismissal of certain curés for their very
bad conduct ; importance of appointing a vicar-general at Louis-
bourg, &. Fol, 305. 16J pages, say 10 pp.

1716. Decree of Conseil de la Marine as to honours due in the churches
&pril 1, of Canada. Fol. 332. 13 pages, say 7 pp.

715 Memorial respecting the matter of the Bishop and Chapter of
1 Quebec. Fol. 3b9. 9: pp.

1680. Subsistence of curés in Canada. Fol. 315. i p.
No date. Patronage of curés in Canada. Fol. 347. 1 p.

1716. M. de Vaudrouil to Minister. Maintenance of decayed curés. Fol.
eOveuber 8, 349. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

o date. Copy of memorial of curés of Canada who are no longer able to
serve. Fol. 355. 1t p.

1693. Abstract of advice given to the King by the Archbishop of Paris
ebruary 20, and Père de La Chaize as to difficulties between the Bishop of Quebee,
an. his chapter and seminary, &c. Fol. *-57. Il p.

1692. Abstract of advice to the King by the archbishop of Paris and
February 11, Père de La Chaize respecting priests in Canada who are unable to

"ari. serve. Fol. 359. 4 pages, say 31 pp.Xo date. Memorial of Quebec SOminary. Same subject. Fol. 362. 2k pp.
Xo date. Momorial of the Bisbop of Quebec. Same subject. Fol. 364. 3 pp.

1717. Decree of Conseil de la Marine. Subordination of ecclesiastics and
Pehruary 26, of the Seminary of Quebec to the bishop ; permanency of curés;Pe priests and missionaries coming to Quebec to be provided with quar-

ters at the Seminary; number of nuns; pensions to widows and
children of officers ; curés, missionaries, and hospitals; M. Bégon'a
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1718. integritv of character; Hôtel Dieu, Quebec; subordination of mili-
tary officers, officers of justice and ecclesiastics. Fol. 366. 13k-
pages, say 10 pp.

february.1, Decree of Council. Honours in churches. Fol 376. 7 pages,
say 5 pp.1722. M. de Vaudreuil. Memorial on events connected with the subject

Quebec. ' of church bans in the colony. Fol. 82. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
Decree of Conseil de la Marine respecting the Recollets at le

May 5, Royale. Fol . 3'4. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.
Paris. M. de Vaudreuil to Minister. Asking for the placing of a secular

1716. priest at Three Rivers and that the holding of parish curés be mado
November 13, permanent. Fol. 391. 2 pages, say ]½ p.
Nodate. M. Boucher, curé of St. Joseph. Letter respecting the application
No date. of moneys intended for the support of curés. Fol. 393. 3 pages,

say 4 pp.
1717. Memorial annexed to letter of MM. deVaudreuil and Bégon on the

QNuember6' benefices and parishes of Canada. Fol. 395. 3 pp.

No date. Plan of the property of the Recollet Fathers at Louisbourg. Fol.
399. dp .

No date. Memorial of the Bishop of Queboc. The Recollets have disobeyed
bis orders and erected another community in the upper town of
Quebec. Fol. 400. 9½ pp.

Apri. Letters patent for the establishment of the Religieux de la Charité
Parie. at le Royale. Fol. 406. 5 pp.

1717. M. de Costebelle. Momorial respecting monks from Brittany at
Ile Royale. Fol. 409. 1 p.

December 7 Decree of Conseil de la Marine on changing the mission of Saut St.
and ii, Louis. Fol. 413. 6± pages, say 4 pp.Paris. The same. Number oi lay sisters at General Hospital, Quebec, in-
PMar s creased by two. Fol. 417. 2 pages, ay 2 pp

MM. de Vaudreuil and Bégon to Conseil de la Marine. RespectingQu er 6' the formation of new parishes in Canada and enumoration of ol i par-
ishes. Fol. 418. 6 pages, say 3i pP.

March 9, Decree of Council " as to priests in Canada who are no longer fit
Paris. for duty." Fol. 224. 14 pages, say 6 pp.
March 2, Decree of Council " on the establishment of a secular priest, with
Paris. the title of curéfixe, at Three Rivers." Fol. 432. 1½ p.
No date. Replies and explanations as to certain charges laid before Mgr.

Pontchartrain against the Jesuit Fathers at Saut St. Louis. Fol.
443. 4J pages, say 3 pp .

1718. Decree of Conncil, respecting Jesuit Mission at Saut St. Louis.
PFaruary 8s Fol. 442. 4J pages, say 3 pp.
February i Deerce of Council, respecting an increase in number of nuns of
Paris. General Hospital, Quebec. Fol. 445. 7 pages, say . pp.
No date. Petition of the Jesuits of New France, asking for authority to

hold in their own name certain Indian lands conceded to them.
Fol. 451. 1 page, say 2 pp.

June 15. Deed of concession of land at Saut St. Louis to the Jesuits. Foi.
452. 2 pp.

1716. Dacree of Council as to propased change of the mission of Saut
March 31. au Recollet. Fol. 455. p

1724. Memorial of the gentlemen of St. Sulpice iq relation to fortificationS
of Montreal. Fol. 457. 9 PP

1724. Memorial of theso gentlemen respecting the claim of Madame
d'Argenteuil to land granted to her at the Lake of Two Mountains-
Fol. 461 4 pp.
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1724.
No da. Decree of Council as to right to administer justice exercised by

the gentlemen of St. Sulpice, at Montreal. Fol. 464. 17 pages,
say 81 pp.

No date. Royal letter, respecting the advancement by the gentlemen of St.
Sulpice, at Montreal, of the right to administer justice held by
them. Fol. 481. 2J pp.

1715. Royal decree rejocting the petition of the dean, canons and
April 1. chapter of Quebec, respecting the revenues of the said chapter.

Fol. 483. ai pp.
1714. The gentlemen of St. Sulpice. Representations to Minister respect-

Montreal. ing concessions of lands made by them. Fol. 487. 6J pp.
1715. Decree of Council. Church and chapter of Quebec. Fol. 191. 16

November 17, pages, say 8 pp.
1715. Royal decree appointing commissioners to adjudicate finally upon

November 19, all difficulties between the bishop and chapter of Quebee. Fol.
Paris. 510. 6 pp.
No date. The Recollets and their residence at Catarakouy. Fol. 515. 1 p.

1691. Memorial as to the matter of the interest charged uaon the church
of the Recollets at Montreal by the Bishop of Quebec. Fol. 516.
E pages, say 4 pp.

1723. MM. do Vaudreuil and Bégon. Letter respecting the Seminary
etober 14, of S. Sulpice and the enceinte of Montreal. Fol. 518. 3 pp.

No date. Royal decree on same subject. Fol. 522. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
1716. Royal decree for the seulement of difficulties between the Semi-

May 5. nary of St. Sulpice and its grantees. Fol. 524. 4e pp.
1730. MM. de Beauharnois and flocquart to Minister. Tithes. Fol. 527.

October 23, 3 pages, say 1½ P.
Quebee. Sundry royal memorials. Indian mission of Saut aux Recollets.

1716-17. Fol. 53Y. 6 pages, say 5p
1717. Letters patent. Establishment of the Recollets at Dle Royale.

May 10. Fol. 537. 41 pages, say 3½ pp.
ED OF VOL. 106.

CANADA.

1731-1766.

VOL. 107.-CHuacH oF CANADA.

(. 11.

1766-63. Nuns of General Hospital. Memorials and letters asking for
indemnity in view of assistance given te the wounded in 1760. Fol.
2 to 6. 8 pages, Fay 7 pp.

1763. " Observations" as to employing a portion of the estates of the
Jesuits in France for the American missions. Fol. 7. 9½ pp.

1762. Momorial for the Chapter of Quebec. Fol. 14. 3 pages, say 2½ pp.
1756. M. de Vaudreuil, Governor to Minister. Supporting the Sulpicians

ctober 18 of Montreal in their request for a continuance of the gratuity of
Montreal. 6,000 livres. Foi. 23. 2J pages, say 1 p.
N170. M. de La Jonquière to Minister. Suit at law between the Chapter of
Quebee. * Quebec and the Seminary. Fol. 24. 3 pages, say zî pp.
NOvember 4, M. de La Jonquière Cabanac, Doan of the Chàpter of Quebec to
Quebeo. Minister. Same subject. Fol. 26. li p.
November 6, The same to the same, in bohalf of the Chapter. Sadj state to

Qnebee- whieh the latter is reduced. Fol. 28. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
ccxxix
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1753. Memorial filed hy the Bishop of Quebec respecting his interven-
tion in the case botween the Chapter and the Seminary. (In print.)
Fol. 30. 7 pp.

1755. Chevalier de Drucourt. Confirming a concession of land to the
Loaisbo 'r. Roligious of Isle St. Jean in charge of the King's hospital at Louis-

1756. bourg. Fol. 31. 2j pages, say 4 pp.
November 11, Bithop of Quebec to Minister. Small incomes of curés; capture
Quebee. of Chouëguen; religious communities. Fol. 36. 3 pages, li p.

1750. M. Bigot to Minister. The Ursulines of Three Rivers wish to be
Qctoer 24' relieved of the hospital. Fol. 39. liP.

1749. M. de La Jonqu ère to Minister. Asking that his nephew, de da-
October 30, banac, be granted the income of Dean of the Chapter of Quebec.
Quebec. Fol. 41. à p.

1750. MM. de La Jonquière and Bigot to Minister. Asking for a gra-
November 4, tuity for the Chapter of Que bec. Fol. 43. 1 p.Quebee.

1749. Petition of the Chapter as to the foregoing. Fol. 45. 1 p.
October 24,
Quebee. M. Bigot to Minister. In relation to suit at law between the Chapter

1750. and Seminary of Queboc as to the right of administering the parish
Noueber 5, of Qiebec, claimed by the former. Fol 46. 31 pages, 1½ p.

1719. MM. de La Jonquière and Bigot to Minister. Asking on behalf of
September25, themselves and the bishop exemption from new duLies on 300 livres
Quebec. $of salary drawn by them fron France for Sieur de La Corne,con-

seiller clerc, and yearly gratuity of 609 livres for the Ursulines of
Three Rivers. Fol. 49. 2 pages, say 1½ p.

1748. MM.de La Galissonière and Bigot to Minister. As to the expediencY
October 4, of combining the revenue of the hospital nuns of Quebec with that of
Quebec. the pcor. Fol. 51. 1 P.

1747. MM. de La Galissonière and Hocquart to Minister. Hospital nuns
October 8, ask authority to receive nuns with a dowry as low as 1,500 livreS
Quebec. only. Fol. 56. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

1744. MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to same. Temporalities of reli-
October 19, gious communities. Fol. 62. 2½ pp-
Quebec. MM. du Quesnel and Bigot to same. Asking that M. Maillard bO

1743. called upon to give up the title of Vicar General of Louisbourglor
November 7, that ho be rccalled to France. Fol. 76. iEP
September15, Copy of letter from the Bishop of Quebec to the Superior of thO
Quebec. Recoliets of Lousbourg, in relation to the last mentioned paperà

Fol. 78. 3 pages, say 21 pp-
1735. MM de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister.Letter giving a sur-

October 3, mary of the case between Frère Turc dit Chrestien and his creditors,
Quebec. and the General Hospital of Montreal. The judgment declared;

" That the said community owed to the creditors of the said Frère
Turc the sum of 24,940 livres 13s. 9d, and ordered payment thereof."
Frère Turc, after judgment in his case, " asked leave to proceed to St.
Domingo, where he hoped to support himself by establishing &
brewery." His creditors offered no opposition and his request WS
granted. Fol. 93. 3 pages, say •1 P-

1737. M.locquart to Minister. Recommends the granting of the petitiol
October 28, of the Sisters of La Congrégation of N. D. of Quebec, asking for aidQuebec. to enable them to render their establishment fire proof. iol. 225. à p.

1732. Sister Marguerite Leroy,of La Congrégation of N.D. of Louisbourg,
December 23, askimg leave to receive the additional sisters she has applied for.
quebec. Fol. '27. 2½ pages, say 2 pP

1731. Memorial intituled : " Etat de l'Acadie pour le GouverneneNovember 28. eccléiastique." Fol. 235. 2j pages, 2 pP-
ccxxx
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1727.
October 16, M. de Beauharnois to Minister. In relation to a curé whom it had
Quebec. been necessary to removo on account of sickness. Fol. 237. 4 pp.

1731. Memorial on the Church of Canada. Discipline, administration,
Janary 9, and subsistence of curés. Fol. 248. 2 0 'pp.
Quebec.
No date. Abbé de l'Isle Dieu. Memorial soticiting a gratuity of 6ß00

' livres for the Bishop of Ouebec. Fol. 265. 7 pp.
1746. The Sisters of La Congrégation of Louisbourc, asking for a pen-

March 18, sion to support them at the iospital of La Rochelle, where they had
ît. Etienne taken refuge. Fol. 269. 14 p.Ibospital,
La Rochelle. Sieur Lyon St. Féréol, curé of Quebec, to Minister. Building of a1736.
Pebruary -, parish church, and establishment of Sisters of La Congrégation at
Quebec. Louisbourg. Fol. 271. 4 pp.

1747. MM. de La Galissonière and Hocquart to the Minister. Asking
October 18, for a pension of 600 to 800 livres for Abbé Piquet, missionary at
Quebec. Lake of Two Mountains, in view of his zeal in the conversion of the

Indians. Fol. 274, 2 pages. 14 p.
1733. MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. Multiplicity of

October 12, officers to be established in the Cathedral of Quebec for the chapterQuebec. and the parish. Fol. 282. 6 pages. 4 pp.
1749. Abbé Picquet. Gives an account to M. de La Galissonière of his

ugust 4 voyage and mission at La Présentation. Description of the country,
r ena-&c. (Interesting narrative.) Fol. 286. 10 pp.

2Îo date. Memorial as to necessity of preparing separate reports as .to re-

1731. pairs of bishop's palace and of the abbey of Benevent. Fol. 291. l p.
October 2, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to the Minister. Retirement
Quebec. of the curé of Batiscar. Titbes. Fol. 308. 16½ pages. 8 pp.

1732. The same to the same. Revenue of the dean of the Church of
October 3, Quebec. Fol. 318. 2 pages. 1½ p.Quebee. Memorial, prepared by order of the Cbapter of Quebee, setting

1732. forth thoir reasons for obliging the Fabrique of Quebec to contribute
towards the yearly expenses of the sacristy, &c. Fol. 320. 11 pp.

1734. Memorial on the state of the clergy in NewFrance. Fol. 333. 14 p.December 27. MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to the Minister. As to legacy
1733.

October 8, of Mgr. de St. Vallier to General Hospital, Quebec. Fol. 334. 1½ p.
Quebec.

1733. Memorial and inventory relating to the chapel of Chicoutimi.
Fol. 336. 9 pp.

October 6, MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. On the want of
Quebec. professors at the Jesuits' Colle-e Quebec. Fol. 342. 4j pages. 2 pp.

1732, Messire Eustache Chartier de Lotbinière, Archdeacon and vicar of
1735, Quebec. Three mandments or orders for reforrms to be carried out

• at Church of St. Ignace, Seigniory of Gamache. Fol. 346. 4 pp.
1735. MM. de Beauharnois and locquart to the Minister. Gratuity of

October 6, 10,000 livres to nuns of Mantreal Hospital, on the occasion of the
Quebec. burning of their institution. Fol. 351. 5 pages. 3 pp.
'(etober 15, The same to the same. Their opposition to the establishment of
Quebee. a farm at Long Sault, which had been given to the Chapter of Que-

bec by Mgr. de Laval. Fol. 355. 9 pages. 6 pp.
1734. The same to the same. Letter with statement of income and lia-

Oetber 10' bilities of the Seminary of Quebec. Fol. 370 to 381. 19J pages. 13 pp.
1735. The same to the same. Recommend that M. de Lotbinière,

October 19, Archdeacon, be appointed dean of the Chapter of Quebec, in the
Quebee. event of M. de La Tour resigning. Fol. 392. 2 pages. t p.
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1737.
October 24, The same to the same. Respecting M. de Mornay's claims against
Quebec. the nuns of the General Hospital, Quebec, in the matter of repairs to

the Bishop's palace. Fol. 397. 12 pages. 7 pp.
October 27, Petition of the said nuns on the subject. Fol. 404. 4 pp-
Quebec.

1736. Abstract of minutes of Chapter of Quebec, respecting the seigniory
October 1> of Lake Champlain, which it was proposed to give to the Chapter in
Quebec. place of that at Long Saut. Fol. 411. 1½ P.

1738. MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to Minister. They have hand-
October 1, ed to M. de Lotbinière the letter appointing him dean of chapter ofQuebec. Quebec. Memorial for the missions of the Kahoskias. Fol. 430. 1 p.

1742. The same to the same. Repairs of Bishop's Palace, Quebeo.
Oetober 26, Fol. 434.

1725. Will of Mgr. de St. Vallier. Fol. 468. 3 pp.
March 25,
Quebec.

1688. Deed of the ground of the Bishop's palace. Fol. 470. 8 pp-
November 12, END OF VOL. 107.
Quebec.'

CANADA.

1763-1767.
VOL, 108.-REDEMPTIoN OF PAPER MONEY.

C. 11.

Negotiations between the Courts of France and England as to the
redemption of Canadian paper money. From fol. 91 to ,191, say

143pp.
END OF VOL. 108.

CANADA.

LABRADOR AND BAIE DES EsQuimAux.

VOL. 109.-MMoRIALs, DiscovEIEs AND SETTLEMENTS.

No date, but C.11.
evidently Description of the Esquimaux coast. Memno. on voyage of Sr de
before that of '<D
1702 men- Courtemanche from Kegaska to Havre St. Nicolas." Fol. (0). 7 pP-
tioned in the
text.

1743. " Memorial respecting new settlements formed in Baie St. Louis,
from River Kitchechatchou to Rivière Blanche." Fol. 2., 12J pP-

1721. Decree of Council (Marine) approving of report sent by Sieur dO
January 18, Brouague on the state of the Labrador coast. Fol. 9. 4½ pp.
Parie.

1722 Deed of grant by Council (Marine) of five leagues of land along
July 13. the coast of Labrador to Dame de Courtemanche and her children.

Fol. 14. 3 pp.
1715-16-17. Memorial of Sieur Lair, a priest, respecting Labrador and the

settiements existing there at that period. (Interesting). Fol. 16
to 35. 31 pages. 27 pP

1713. Topography of harbours fron Belle Isle to Forteaux. Fol. 3f. 3 pP•
Septenber 24,
la Forteaux.

September 17, Statement of fishing vessels frequenting the coast of Labrador,
Baie de Phéli- Fol. 38. là >
peaux.
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1717.
La Brador. Three " Relations " of M. de Courtemanche, with letter of M. de

Brouages (Brouague). Recent events on Labrador coast. Fol. 39 to
48. 14 pp.

1718. Vessels frequenting the coast of Labrador in that year. Fol. 49.3 pp.
1718. Statement of codfish taken on the coast of Labrador that year.

Fol. 51. 1½ p.
September 9, Sieur de Brouague. (He signs thus.) Informs Council of eventsBaie de -Phéli- on the Labrador coast since the departure of the vessels in 1717.peaux. Fol. 53. 10 pp.

1723. Memorial, unsigned, on the Esquimaux of Canada; their man-
ners, dress, mode of living, &c. Fol. 60. 3 pp.

1721. Memorial, unsigned, on the Esquimaux country, Fo!. 62. 5 pp.
1718-1723. Series of memorials, addressed to Council, by Sr de Brouague.

Events on Labrador coast. Fisheries and trade of that country.
Fol. 65 to 122. 93 pages. 80 pp.

1736 MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to the Minister. Respecting
October 7, representations made by Sieur Constantin, as to concessions made to
Quebec. Sieurs Foucault and Boucault, of land on the Labrador coast, which

he, Sieur Constantin, maintained formed part of another concession
made to him in March 1716. With papers in support of his claim
furnished by Constantin. Pol. 123. 50 pages, say 35 pp.

1744. Memorial containing proposalis made by Sieurs Cugnet and Estèbe,
October 28, for the establish ment of a seal fishery and trading post on the bay
Quebec. of Kitchechatsou. Fol. 159. 9j pages. 8 pp.
" r1737. MMi. de Bsauharnois and llcqaart to the Minister. Sieur Con-
OCtober -, stantin's claim to land on coast of Labrador. Fol. 164. 13 pages,Quebec. say 6 pp.

1738. MM. Foucault and Boucault to the Minister. Letter with petition
October 30, and papers in support thereof, respecting their contestation with
Quebec. Constantin, as to the post of Grand St. Modet, on Labrador coast.

Fol. 171 to 248. 126 pages. say 80 pp.
1739. MM. de Ferant and Bigot. Letters to Minister, as to concessions

eOvemnber 2, made to M. de La Boularderie at Labrador. Fol. 249. 1 pLouisbourg.

1739. List of fishing vessels on Labrador coast in 1739. Fol. 251. 1 p.

1739-1740. MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to the Minister. As to
contestation between Sieurs Constantin and Sieurs Foucault and
Boucault, respecting the Post of St. Modet; with ordinance secur-
ing the post in question to Sieur Constantin. Fol. 252 to 255. 4 pp.

1740. The same to the same. Respecting petition of Sieur Godfroy de
'PPtember 22, St. Paul, asking for the ratification of a concession made to his
QQebee. 2brother in 1706, on the coast of Labrador, at the place called Baie

des Esquimaux. Fol. 256. 31 pp.
Xo date. Consus of Acadian families at Pointe-à'la.Jeunesse, Labrador.

Fol. 259. 4 pp.
1742. List of fishing vessels on Labrador coast in 1742. Fol. 261. 1 p.
1742. Sieur Fornel to the Minister. Concession made to Sieur Bazile,

OCtober 27, 1st Oct., 1730, of La Brie des Chateaux in Canada. Fol. 262. 4 pp,CQUebee.

o date. Appeal made by M. de Courtemanche to Mgr. de Pontchartrain, for
aid in maintaining the establishment at Labrador. Fol. 266. 8 pp.

1743. Account of discovery by Sieur Louis Fournel of Baie des Esqui-
eeh 5 maux, called by the Indians Kesesakiou. Fol. 272. 30 pp.

puars2.5, Sieur Cagnet to the Minister. Letter with description of Labrador
and an account of the country. Fol. 310. 8 pp.

END O VoL. 109.
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"CANADA.-CORRE3PONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1729-1741.
VOL. 110.-ST. MAURICE FORGES.

(This volume consists of 394 folios, say, 500 pages.)

"CANADA.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉALE."

1741.

VOL. Ill.-ST. MAURICE FORGES.

(This volume consists of 305 folios, say 400 pages.)

"CANADA.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1741-1760.

VOL. 112.-ST. MAURICE FORGES.

(This volume consists of 342 folios, say 450 pp.)
Affer a careful examination of the three prereding volumes, I came I&

the conclusion that they must be copied " IN EXTENSO." At a first
glance, many of the papeis contaned in these volumes, which are
merely statements of accounts, might, to a coreless enquirer, appear to
be of no utility. But closer examination will reveal in nearly each and
ail of them names of persons, certain in.terestinig little facts, curious
details calculated to throw light on the history of Three Rivers and
which will gladden the heart of my friend Suite. And, moreover, dO
they not embcdy the histcry of one of the most impoi tant of the industries
of the early days of Canada, one of which. up to this time, but littie is
knowcn. An analysis of all these details relating to the administration of
the St. Maurice Forges would have taken loo much time, and 1 ai»
compelled Io give in few> words a summary of what they contain, insisting
meantîme on the expediency of having then copied in full.

As to volumes 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118 and 1i1, which contai»
details of " General Expenditure " of the colony from I t63 to 1754, it
is easy fo see at the outset that they lack historical interest ; mort
especially in view of thefact that in each of thefirst 105 volumes of this
series (Correspondance G4énérale) I have laen care to quote and set
down as to be copied the letters of the Governors, and e.pecially of the
Intendants, which deal in a general uroy with the revenue and expend-
ture of la Nouvelle France from ils first establihment up to 1760. gacA
of these letters gives a yearly summary of the financial situation of the
Administration of the country, and offords ample material for future
economists, who may be tempted ta deal with that branch of our history,
and I feel gute sure that I am not heidirg uiser the bushel measur6
anythîng calcu/ated to give light to anyone when I relegate to the shade
the seven volumes just mentioned.

Next comes, under the tille: "CANADA, CORRESPONDANCE G:NÊ-
RALE, VOL. 120," a carton endorsed : " MARINE ET COLONIEs*
NOUVELLE FRANCE. PERSONNEL MILITAIRE ET CIVIL. PERSONNElp
COLLECTIF. NOBLE8bE DU CANADA, &c, VOL. 120. o. 11." Thefirst
package of this " carton " conssis wholly of abstracts made in France
of letters and petitions of oOicers or citizens, ecclesiastics or communities
in Canada, asking in some cases fer the cross of St. Louis or promotions,
in others for trading licenses, gratuities or pensions. This series, whichý
is not paged, forms in ail 460 âmall pages, or say (for copying) 230 PP•
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The second packaqe endorsed : "NOBLESSE DU CANADA," contains
a small cahier of 6J pages giving the list of persons raised to nobility in
Canada from 1710 to 1733, or who sought to establish a title thereto
during thit period. 6½ pp.

The third package, endorsed: "CANADA, CONSEIL sUPÉRIEUR," com-
prises 4 small cahiers'containing the " lit of olficers of justice employed
in the several tribunals of La Nouvelle France," with remarks on each
of them. 28 pp.

The fourth package intituled: Il RÔLE DES OFFICIERS," comprises 8
small cahiers, containing a partially incomplete list of officers serving in
Canada, from 1692 to 1705, in 1722 and in 1751. 44 pp.

The fifth and last package " I PERSONNEL COLLECTIF," forms a
cahier with the heading: " Chronological table of Governors, Bishops,
and Intendants of the colony of Nouvelle France, and officers of the
Superior Council and military officers and oficials," from the creation of
the colony to 1755. 191 pp.

END OF CARTON, OR VOL. 120.

"CANADA.-CORREsPONDANOE GÉNÉRALE, NORTH AMERICA."

VoL. 121.-BEAVER AND TRADE.

C. 11.

1686. Opinion of M. de Meulles as to trading licenses for trafficking
with the Indians. Fol. 4. 4 pp.

1717. Control of beaver trade, 1607 to 1709. Fol. 8. 2 pp.
1675. Remarks on proposed lease to Pierre Domergue. Fol. 9 to

12. 6J pp.
1706. Contract of Sieurs Aubert, Neret and Gayot as to beaver. Fol. 13

,(ay 10. to 24. 21 pp.
No date. Reply of La Compagnie des Indes to memorial of merchants and

settlers of Canada, as to beaver skins. Fol. 26. 14j pp.
1751. Memorial respecting beaver trade in Canada. Fol. 34. 18 pp.juI1S 26.
1756. Memorial respecting beaver trade in Canada. Fol. 61. 4 pp.

Auguat 7.
1718. "Trade and merchandise." "Suggested instructions for the Gov-

June Ms. eraor General and Intendant of Canada in relation to trade to be
established there. Fol. 64. 21 pp.

1717. Minute of Council of State. "Statement of various articles of
'ebruary 20. merchandise the Canadians can supply to France, with prices which

French traders can pay therefor on the spot." Fol. 78. 7 pp.
e0br "Memorandum as to Canadian produce, with current prices of

b this year." Fol. 84. 5 pp.
1737. Minutes of Council of State. Import and export trade of Canada,'ebruay 11 1734 and 1735. Fol. 88. 3J pp.
1739. Minutes of Council of State. Import and export trade of Canada,ebruary - in 1736 and 1737. Fol. 96. 4 1 pp.
1745. Abstract of trade returns of Canada in the year 1715. Fol. 104. 1 p.
1741. "Statement of French vesse1s from Canada arrived at Martinique,

and of merchandise and produce so imported, in 1741." Fol. 174. 4 pp.
4.8. List of vessels arrived at Quebec in 1748. Fol. 176. 4 pp.

1748. " Tariff of duties to be levied in Canada under the edict of 1748,"
with memorial respecting the administration of the said duties, &c.
Fol. 180 to 236. 92 pp.
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Series of memorials in relation to lease and sub-lease of trade Of
Tadoussac and Malbaie. Fol: 239 to 304. 100 pp.

END OF VOL. 121.

"CANADA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉALE."

VOL. 122.-MEMRIALS ON CANADA ATTRIBUTED TO M. RAUDoT.

C. il.
The memorials contained in this volume are not paged, and each of

them forms a separate cahier. These documents consist, in most cases,
of a brief account of Cartier's voyages and of th- settlement of the
Colony by Champlain, with a concise sketch of the history of the Colony
up to 1722 or thereabouts, and contain but littie matter of interest.
Jience I have set down for copy only the followinq three papers :

Memorial (without date or signature) on the Sioux or Nadouessis.
Beginning of volume. 16J pp.

Four short papers in the form of letterp, concerning the Esqui-
maux, thoir manners, language, &c. They are contained in a letter
of Pète Frarçais, dated 1732. About the middle of volume. 30 pp.

Another memorial respecting the Indian tribes of North America,
intituled: " Suite de Relations par lettres de l'Amérique Septentrionale"
On the back is the following note of M. Margry: " This Relation is
compiled by Raudot the younger, from the memoirs of Sieur de
Louvigny in so far as regards the Indians." 100 medium pages,
pay 75 pp.

The last cahier is a paper on fishing and hunting in Canada, the
various kinds of fish cauglitand theseveral fur-bearing animals. 30 pp.

END OF VOL. 122.

"CANADA.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

" DÉCIsIoNs."

1712-1717.
VOL. 123.

C. 11.

AND "CANADA.--CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

" DÉCISIONS."

1718-1723.
VOL. 124.

C. 11.
These two volumes or cartons contain the Décisions or decrees of the

"Conseil de Marine" relating to Canada. These Décisions (whick are
by no means complete, as they cover cnly the years from 1712 to 1723,)
being expressed in the identical terms of the letters from Governors or
Intendants who referred to the Council the cases to be decided, which said
letters form part of the " Correspondance Générale" above analyzed, -
do not reccommend that they should be copied. It is also to be noted that
these I Décisions du Conseil de Marine" are set forth in the several
letters of the Governors and Intendants of Canada acknowledging receipt
thereof.
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"CANA DA.-CRREPNDANCE GÉ'NÉaAL E."

2ND SERIES.

1690 (1632) to 1760 and 1763.
CARTON 11.

C. 11.
The documents in packages, contained in this carton, are not paged.

1632. Undertaking between Cardinal de Richelieu and Sieur de Caën as
January 20, to taking possession of the tort of Quebec in Canada restored by the1etz. English. 4 pp.
December 2, "Articles " granted to Sieur de Caën empowering him to take pos-
Paris. session of the fort of Quebec. 5 pp.

1645. Articles of agreement between " La Compagnie de la Nouvelle
January 14. France " and the delegates of the inhabitants of the said colony,

accepted and confirmed by the King on the 6th March, 1645. 10 pp.
1645. Decree whereby His Majesty approves of the proceedings of La

larch 6. Compagnie de la Nouvelle France and of the agreement in pursuance
thereof entered into between the said company and the delegate of
the inhabitants of Nouvelle France. 3 pp.

1663. Copy of letters revestinig in the Crown the title to La Nouvelle
March -, France, on surrender by the company. 6 pp.Paris. The next document is a duplicate of the preceding one.

1663. Edict creating a Sovereign Council at Quebec. 5 pp.March -,
Paris. Decree onacting that the settlers of Canada shall clear the lands

1663. gi anted to them, under pain of forfeiture. 2 pp.Marci 21,
Paris. Decree enacting that all proprietors of outstanding shares of La

1663. Compagnie de Canada of 1627, shall deliver to Sieurs d'Aligre, de
Sève and Colbert'documentary evidence of their rights. His Majesty
meantime assumes to himself proprietorship of the said coun-
tries. S1 pp.

1666 Decree of Council of State confirming the right of La Compagnie
April 8, de l'Occident to one-fourth on all beaver, and one.tenth on moose.3 pp.Paris. The next paper is a duplicate of the preceding one.

1669. Letter from the King to M. de Courcelles, commanding him to
April 3, divide the inhabitants of Canada into companies in order that theyParis. may be trained to the use of arms. 3 pp.
MM 1669. " Decrce ordering that all inhabitants of New France having as
APril3and12 many as 10 living children, the issue of a lawful marriage, not being
Paris. priests, monks or nuns, shall be paid out of moneys to be sent to the

said colony by lis Majesty, a pension of 300 livres each year; and
those having 12, a pension of 400 livres." 3* pp.

1669. Decree giving permission to the inhabitants of Canada to send in
April 16, to France cod and other fish taken in the colony. 2j pp.Paris. p

1669. Brief memorial of the chief points of the King's instructions as
May 17, to the colony of Canada, which His Majesty wishes to be delivered
Panis. to Sieur Talon." 4 pp.

es 1669. " Memorial as to what bas been done for Canada in parsuance ofJUn6 22, lis Majesty's orders and as to what may still be done." '6j pp.Par. Series of interesting momorials comprising 19 papers, all relating
1691-1699- to Hudson Bay, to the settlomnont of limits and the struggle as te

that country between France and England. 150 pp.
1692. Memorial (for instruction) on New England and New York, pre-

sented to Comte de Frontenac. (6th Cahier.) 9 pp.
Set aside first 5 cahiers of " Canada avant 1700."
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1692. Memorial of observation made by Chevalier Daux (wbo had
been sent by Frontenac to treat with the Iroquois) during an
imprisonment of two years and a half in New England. 4 pp.

Cahiers 9 and 10 to be omitted.
1693. Plan for the capture of Newfoundland by M. d'Iberville. (11th

Cahier). 1 p.
1693. M. d'Iberville's signals for recognizing vessels in the " Quebec

1bruiry 24,
Rochefort. River," wbereof M. de Bonaventure has a copy." 1 p.

Set aside Cahiers 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
les. Memorial on the present state of the colony of Canada, with a

description of the country and of the habits and manners of the
Iroquois. 17½ pp.

Cahier 20 already mentioned above.
1698. Historical memoir on the farming of the " Domaine d'Occident"

December 28. (Cahier 21). 9 pp.
1698. " Conférence sur la molùe de l'Acadie." (Cahier 22.) 2 pp.

March.
Cahiers 23 and 24 useless.

1699. Result of meeting called at Dieppe respecting vessels returning
from the islands of America. (Cahier 25.) 1î p.

1699. " Copy of letters from Chevalier de Callières to M. de Bellomont,"
August 7. as t0 maintaining peace until otherwise ordered by their

Sovereigos. 1 p.
The 4th package: Canada, 1712-1716 and 1720, consists of 23

decrees of Council of State in relation to the beaver trade. 65 pp.
The 5th package : Canada, from 1700 to 1749, contains a number

of memorials and documents, of which the following must be copied
(with the exception of the 1st Cahier, which consists of forms of
cmmissions, &c.,) :

1704. Copy of letter of M. de Pontchartrain to M. de La Mothe Cadillac,
June 14, commander of Fort Pontchartrain, granting to him the control and
Versailles. command of the post of Detroit, for which ho had applied. 6 pp.

1706-1707. Two lists of members of the Superior Council and of judicial officers.
of Canada, with remarks on capacity, &c., in each ease. 6 pp.

1708. General ist of associates of " La Compagnie de la colonie du
Canada," the number of shares taken and an estimate of personal
means in each case. (This paper is interesting inasmuch as it
exhibits the property and resources of the leading families of Canada at
that period). 10 pp.

1712. Letter from M. Bégon to Minister. General expenditure and
Novtember 12, government of the colony. 5 pp.

1716a. Remarks on statement furnished by the farmers (lessees) of the1716. Domaine d'Occident, respecting duties collected by thom, with an
estimate of their net yearly recaipts. 8 pp.

The " statenent as to thefarm of Malbaie," and the " letter of Sieur de
Lino." which tolow, have been mentioned above.

1726. Instructions to Marquis de Beauharnois. 10 pp.
No date. Three memorials. Instructions to M. Hoequart. 73 pp.

1731. " Journal (accompanying letter of M. Daine, of that date) of what
Ostober 17, has oceurred since our arrival ut Fort Chambly en route for Lake
Pointe-la- Champlain." Z0 pages. say 15 pp.
Chevelure. Omit two nexi cahiers.
No date. " Memorial (most interesting) of M. de La Boulaye, urging that it is

absolutely necessary, in the King's interest, to revoke the permissioni
granted to pretended traders of Canada and the Windward Islands
to combine for the purposes of maritime trade." 16 pp.
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1742.
April 30. Instructions by the King to MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart

1 concerning the administration of the colony. 48 pages, 35 pp.

Septemer8, Sr de Brouague to Minister concerning posts in Labrador. 3 pp.
Baie de
Phélipeaux. Omit last six documents.

6th package, 1750 to 1784. Omit first 4 sheets.
1755. " Deposition and report made by a Canadian named Mercier, who

December 1, left Carolina on 20th August and arrived at New Orleans on lat
New Orleans. December, 1755." An account of his adventures, and news from

Carolina, Georgia and Virginia. 5 pp.
1784. Memorials*and letters in relation to Canadians and Acadians, who

emigrated to France after the cession of Canada and Acadia to
England.4 pp.

England. END 0F CARTON 11..-C. 11.

CANADA.-ILE ROYALE AND ILE ST. JEAN.

M&Ps AND PLANS.

This carton, which bears no number, contains a number of plans,
chiefly of Louisbourg, its fortifications and environs. There are
also plans of Quebec, a general plan of Montreal in 1723, and of Ile
St. Jean and lie Royale. This case must be availed of when copies
are made of al] the plans to be found in the general map depositary
of the Department of Marine.

ANOTIIER SERIEs.

NORTH AMEaicA-ACADIA.

"CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1603-1685.

VOL. 11.

C. 11.
No date List of Governors, Lieutenant Governors, Commandants and

Royal Lieutenants in Acadia, 1603 to 1710. Fol. 3. 2 pp.
No date. Description of the country, its coasts and adjacent islands. Fol.

5to 15. • 14 pp.

1603. Letter whereby King Henry IV appoints Sieur de Monts his
Lieutenant General in Acadia. Fol. 17. 6½ pp.

1603. " Articles," submitted to the King by Sieur de Monts, for the ex-

4oneaber 6, ploration and settlement of the coasts and lands of Acadia, in 1603.
bleau. Fol. 22. 5 pp.

1603. " Remontrances du Roi, &c." The King's remarks on the said
December 18, Articles. Fol. 25. 3 ppi
Paris.

pars. I Convention avec Sieur de Razilly, &c." An undertaking entered
March 27 into with Sieur de Razilly, commissioning him to receive restitution
Paris. of Port Royal and Acadia from the English. Fol. 47. 3 pp.

1632. "Grant made to M. le Commandeur de Razilly, of the river and
!4y 19, bay of St. Croix in New France. Fol. 52, 2½ pp.Paie. Mémoire pour fre. Charles de St. Etienne, Chevalier, Seigneur de la
No date. Tour, &c. Memorial respecting the title to lands, forts and "habita-

tions " aituated in Acadia, conceded to Sieurs Claude and Charles de
St. Etienne, Sieur de La Tour and to Sieurs de Razilly and d'Aunay
de Charnizay, and wherein Sieur de La Tour and bis brothers and
sisters ask to be maintained,-their rights to some of the same being
contested by M. de Vendôme, &c. (Printed) Fol. 55 to 61. 30 pp.
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February 10 Order issued by Louis X[II to Sieurs d'Aunay de Charnizay and
St.-Germain'- de La Tour, directing them to maintain a good understanding. Fol.
en-Laye. 63. l-p.

1611. Letter of Louis X[II to Sieur d'Aunay de Charnizay, informing
February 13, him that he has ordered Sieur de La Tour to take shipping and come
enLayrmnun- to him, the King. Should Sieur de La Tour fail to obey, Sieur de

Charnizay is ordered to put him under arrest. Fol. 66. i p.1612. Memorial in relation to the claims of the Le Borgne heirs in
This i Acadia. Fol. 68. 2½ pp.,clearly an 2 p
error, frsub-
sequent dates
occur in teit.

1643. "Narrative " by the Capuchin Fathers, missionaries in that place,
October 20, of the descent of the English, on the 6th August, 1643, on Port Royal,
Port-Royal. under the command of 9. de La Tour. Fol. 70. 2 pp.

1645. Official statements and other documents relating to the revolt of
Sieur de La Tour and his wife, against the King of France, in
Acadia. Fol. 72 to 79. 12 pp.

1651. Proposal for an offensive and defensive league with the English
against the Iroquois. Fol. 81 to 85. 8 pp.

1652. Agreement between M. de Vendôme and Dame Veuve Charnizay as
February 18, to joint ownership of the seigniory and property of Acadia. Fol.
Pari'. 87. 

7à pp.
1653. M. Nicolas Denys and La Compagnie de Miskou. Concession ofland

and islands situated "entre la Grande Baie St. Laurent," beginning
at Cap Cance3aux and extending to Cap-des.Roziers. Fol. 93. 3 pp.

1654. Capitulation of Port Royal. Fol. 96. 6 pp.
1656. Grant of Acadia by Cromwell to M. Charles de St. Etienne de La

August 9, Tour, Baron of Scotland, MM. Thomas Temple, and William Crowne,Westminster. knight, Fol. 101 to 113. 21 pp.
1658. Royal letters commissioning Le Borgne to demand restitution of

JanaarY and the country taken by the English in New France. Fol. 115. 3 pp.-October.
1669. Merorial of Sieur Le Borgne du Coudray, King's Lieutenant in

Acadia, on the state of the' country. Fol. 118. 1 p.
1666. Draft of treaty of peace or neutrality between the French and

English colonies. Fol. 120. 1 p.
1667. Confirmation of grants made to Nicolas Denis in 1653. Fol. 121.

li p.
1668. Colonel Temple refuses to restore Acadia. Fol. 124 to 131. 9 pp.
1669. Orders of King Charles I of England, commanding Colonel

March 89 Temple to restore Acadia to France. Foi. 135 to 136. 2¡ ipp.
Whitebal. Memorial respecting Acadia by Chevalier de ;Grandfontaine.

Fol. 139. 1 p.
1673. Order of King of France. Commissioning Sieur de Chambly to

May 5, take command in Acadia, in place of Chevalier de Grandfontaine.
Peronne. Fol. 141. I P.

1676. Commission for com mand in Acadia granted to Sieur de Chambly.
Fol. 143. 1 p.

1677. Ordinance of Intendant Duchesneau, confirming grants made to
.August 11. Sieur Denys. Fol. 145. 2 pp.

1678. Commission given by Count de Frontenac to M. de la Vallière for
command of Acadia. Fol. 148. 1i p.

1682. Documents relating to grants made to Sieur Bergier in Acadia and
to settlements established by him. Fol. 150 to 170. 34 pp.

1684. Documents relating to the fisheries of Acadia. Pol. 181. 2 pp.
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April 4, King's order enacting tb.at M. de la Vallière is not to command in
Versailles. Acadia. Fol. 183. 2 pp.

1684, King's order conferring command of Acadia on Sieur Bergier.
April14, Fol. 1U5. 3 pp.
Versailles.

1685. Grant from Seminary of Quebec to Sieur Denis. Missions in
Auguet 13, Acadia. Fol. 188. 5 pp.Quebec.

1685. Declaration by Sieur Bergier Deshormeaux as to violence offered
May 12. to him by Sieur de la Vallière. Fol. 192. 1 p.

1685. Memorial of " La Campagnie de Pesche Sédentaire " of Acadia.
Fol. 193. 2 pp.

1685. Memorials as to " La Compagnie de Pesche Sédentaire" (Fishery
December 18. Company), the Magdalen Islands, Cape Breton and St. Jean.

Fol. 195 to 198. 4½ p.
END OF VOL. i (ACADIA.)

NORTH AMERICA.

"AcADIA.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE"
1686-1695.

VOL 2.

C. 11.
1686. Memorial by Sieur Beauregard on Acadia. Brief description of

settlements on the coast of Acadia. Proposes to erect two forts for
the safety of the country. Fol. 3. 3 pp.

1686. Memorial respecting sedentary fisheries. Fol. 5. 1 p.
January 21.

1686. Petition of the daughters of Sieur d'Aulnay Charnizay, praying
June 30. that in view of their poverty, they may be granted a sum of money

in repayment of all expenditure incurred by their father in Acadia.
Fol. 6. 1 p.

1686. Memorial of Chevalier de Grandfontaine respecting Acadia.
January 28. Fol. 7. 1 P.

1686. Regulation enacted by M. de Meulle, at Percé Island. Fol. 8. 2½ pp.
June 19,
Ile Percée.

1686. Summary ofcertain documents relating to Acadia. Fol. 10. li p.
July 23.

1686. Papers by Sieur Perrot, relating to Acadia and Port Royal.
August 9 and Fol. 12 to 24. 20 pp.
29.

1686. Memorial as to what may be done in Acadia. Fol. 26. 15 pp,
1686. Proposal as to mode of carrying on sedentary fisheries on the

coast of Acadia. Fol. 37. 71 pp.
1686. Memorial in relation to the Company undertaking to carry on

sedentary ffsheries on the coasts of Acadia. Fol. 41. 3 pp.
1686. Memorial in relation to the Company undertaking to carry on

sedentary fisheries on the island of Percé and Bonaventure. Fol.
43 9q pp.

le. Memorial relating to Beaubassin or Chignecton and Baie Verte.
Fol. 48. 5 pp.1686. Memorial relating to the Bay at entrance of River St. Jean.
Fol. 52. î p.

1686. Memoijal relating to Port Royal. Fol. 53. 2j pp.
1686. Memorial relating to Port Rossignol. Fol. 55. ? P.
1686. Description of Port La Haine. Fol. 56. 1 p.
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1686.
1686.

1686.
1686.
1686.

1687.
1688.

April 10.'
1689.

September 10.
1689.

Memorial on Bay of Chibouctou. Fol. 57-58. 2 pp.
Instructions as to mode of conducting fisheries prevailing at Isle

Percée and elsewhere, by Ni, de Meulles. Fol. 60. 4 pp.
Memorial, fromn the same, as to Bay of Chidaboucton. Fol. 63. 14 p.
Trade of Acadia. Fol. 67. 12 pp.
Instructions transmitted by the King's ordors to Sieur de Mèn-

neval, Governor of Acadia. Fol. 78. Il pp.
M. d'Annay de Charnizay sent to Port Royal River. Fol. 85. 2 pp.
Instructions to Sieur Goustin, selected by the King to act asjudge

and " écrivain du Roy " in Acadia. Fol. 88. 4 pp.
Memorial of Sieur Mennoval, Governor of Acadia, as to the affaire

of the Province, for the year 1688. Fol. 96. 22 pages, say 30 pp.
Memorial of Nicolas Denys to Marquis de Seignelay, concerning

Acadia. Fol. 108. ? pp.
1689. Grant of Ouceobegui, les Mines, to Mathieu Martin. Fol. 110. 2 pp.

March 28. " Extract from letter of M. de Menneval to Marquis de Seignelay1689.
September7. on the affairs of Acadia. English rivalry. Interior administration,

&c." Fol. 112. 51 pp.
1689. MM. de Menneval and de Chevry to Minister. Complaints against the

September 8, conduct of Sieur des Goutins, judge, &., at Port Royal. Fol. 115. 6 pp.Port-Royal. M. de Men neval to same. Mem orial respecting the seditions conduct1690. of Sieur des Goutins, who he savs was excited by Sieur de LaMothe
Cadillac. Fol. 119. 2 pp.

About 1689. Extracts from correspondence between the Bishop and M. de Mon-
neval. Capture of English vessels. Complaints against M. des Gou-
tins. La Mothe Cadillac compelled to live by borrowing, &c.
Fol. 121. 91 pp.1689. Extract from a letter or M. do Menneval to M. de Seignelay. Neces-September 7. sity of fortifying Acadia. Complaints against M. de Soulègre and
M. des Goutins. Fol. 123. 6 pp.

1789. Instructions to the sarme, respecting Sieurs de Soulègre and desNovember 7'. Goutins at Port Royal. Fol. 126. 14 pp.
1690. Sieur de Saccardy to Minister. Description of the Bay of Cheda-

January , bouctou and its environs, and of Port Royal. State of Acadia and
means of promoting its settlement. Fol. 134. 16 pages, say 19 pp.

1690. Jommission for the office of judge at Port Royal and in Acadia for
February 21, Sieur iDubreuil, Fol. 146. 1 p.

1690. Memorial of Sieur des Goutins to the Court. Means of preserving
Acadia for the King. Proceedings of the priests and missionaries.
Foi. 147. 10 pp.

Sieur des Goutirs to Minister. Accuses Sieur de Menneval of
September2a impeding the course of justice and of dealing with the English in
Port-Royal. concert with the priests and missionaries. Scandal caused by some

of the lattor. Vexatious concussions of Sieur LaNiothe Cadillac. Fol.
153. 91 pp.About 169. Fortifications of Port Royal. Fol. 159. 3 pp.

From 1604 to " Sur la lettre de M. Arnoul touchant l'Acadie." A retrospective
1690. and historical summary of the various phases through which the

colony had passed. Foi. 163. 6½ pp -
1691. M. de Chevry. "Memorial re-pecting the etate of Acadi.

February 5. and the means of saving it ftor the King duriiig this war." English
rivalry. Complaints against Sieur Petit, curé of Port Royal, charged
with having been the cause of the capture of that fort. Fol. 168. 71 pp.

1691. Proposal by Sieur de Villeboi as to Acadia and making war on the
February - English and the Canibas by attacking them at River St. Jean. Fol.

172. 3à pP-
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Febuary. Instructions to Sieur de Villebon aq to operations for the retaking
of Port Royal, &c. He must send Sieur Petit, a missionary, back
from Port Royal to Quebec. Fol. 174. 3 pp.

Februar 20, Decree respecting the sedentary fishery of Acadia. Fol. 176. 2½ pp.
Ferary 20,Versailles. Instructions to Sieur de Villebon, Commander in Acadia. Fol.
April 9. 178. 4 pp.

1691. Memorial of the King to Count Frontenac as to Acadia and an
April 7, attack on Fort Nelson in Hudson's lHay. Fol. 180. 2 pp.

1691. Memorial of " La Compagnie de l'Acadie." Fol. 185. 1k p.
January 22. Memorial on payment of the salaries of the several officials of
No date. Acadia. Fol. 187. 1 p.

1692. Sieur de LaMothe Cadillac on Acadia. Description of that
country and of New England. Plan for an attack on New York
and Boston. Fol. 193. 16 pages, say 20 pp.

1692. Abstract of the log-book of King's ship " Poly," under command
of M. d'Iberville, on her voyage to Canada. Fol. 201. 10 pp.

1693. Memorial, unsigned, respecting the conduct of the miesionaries of
Acadia. Fol. 211. 5 pp.

1682 to 1694. Memorial on sedontary fisheries and trade of Acadia. Fol.
217. 2 pp.

1694. Plan for the Pemeuit undertaking. Fol. 220. 8 pp.
1694. Instructions given by M. de Villebon to M. de Villieu for an expe-

dition against the English. Fol. 225 1k P.
1694. M. de Villebon proposes that a fort be built on the Lower St. John

August 24. River. Fol. 226. 2 pp.
1694. M. de Villieu to Minister. With the Indians ho had taken two

Beptember 7, small English forts, burnt 50 or 60 houses, taken prisoners. &c.
'Ville-Marie. Fol. 228. 2½ pp.
No date. Memorial. unsigned, addressed to M. de Pontchartrain concerning

Acadia and English rivalry. Fol. 230. 4 pp.
169t Sieur des Goutins to Minister. Presents to Indians. Difference

September 9, with M. de Yillieu. Cormplaints against Sieur Cosme, missionary, and
F'ort Mfix-
-oua, River other priests in Acadia, for whom ho proposes to substitute Recollets.
st. John. Fol. 232. 8 pages, say 4 pp.

1695. Memorial as to dividing Acadia into north and south. Admin-
istration of the country. Fol. 236. 4½ pages, say 3j pp.

1695. Memorial, unsigned, respecting settlements to b established by the
King in Acadia. Fol. 240. 6 pages, say 4 pp.

1695. Remarks on despatches, memorial and papers relating to Acadia.
Fol. 244. 4 pp.

1695. Memorial as to grants claimed by the brothers Damour on River
St. John and at Ricbibouctou. Fol. 246. i P.

1695. Memorial, unsigned, as to fort at entrance of River St. John.
English rivalry. Settlement at Naxouat, &o. Fol. 248. 3 pp.

1695. The same on the re-establishment of fort at the mouth of River
(For 1696.) St. John, Fol. 250. 4j pp.

1695. M, de Villebon to Minister. Bad quality of firearms given to
Ju1y 20, Indians. Complaiiits against M. do Villieu. Justifies M. de Bonaven-
River St.
John. ture as to not touching at Pentagotiet. Fol. 258. 3 pp.

1695. Journal of events in Acadia since departure of King's shipa
JulY 22. under M. de Bonaventure. State and condition of New England. Fol.

260. 5j pages, say i4 pp.
1eptem9er 9 Journal of events in Acadia. Fol. 264. 10 pp.
to

July 20, 1695.
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1695.
November 2 "Journal of events in Acadia from November of last year up to

to sailing of King's ships in 1696." Fol. 269. 12 pp.
July 14, 1696..

1695. Memorial of M. de Villebon as to right of fishing claimed by the
English. Fol. 275. 2 pp.

1695. Chevalier de Villebon to Minister. Journal of recent events in
October 1, Acadia. Engagement between M. de Bonaventure's frigate and l ho
Naxouat. English. Complaints against M. de Villieu and the brothers Damour,

&c., Fol. 277. 34 pages, say 5 pp.
END OF VOL, 2.-ACADIA.

NoRTH AMERICA.

"ACADIA.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1696-1699.

VOL. 3.

C. 11.
1696. Memorial of Sieur Riverin on sedentary fisheries of Canada, and

January 28. more especially of Gaspé Bay. Fol. 3. 3 pp.
1696. Memorial on English settlements between Pemquid and Boston.

Their importance, trade and population; their capacity for resisting
invasion. Fol. 12. 3 pp.

1696. Memorial on Acadia, Newfoundland and Hludson's Bay. Fol.
14. 4 pages, say 5fj, pp.

1696. Sieur de Villebon to Minister. In relation to Sieurs d'Iberville and
July 26. de Bonaventure. Has found it impossible to rebuild fort on River

St. John. Pemquid. Missionary Beaudoin gives satisfaction.
Misconduet of brothers .Damour. Fol. 16. 4 pages, say 5 pp.

1698. The eame to the same. Pemquid captured from the Englisb.
September 24, Reinforcements of recruits needed for the reconstruction of fort asaxouat. mouth of River St. John. Plan for an attack on settlements beyond

Pemquid and on Boston. Fol. 19. 5 pp.
1696. The same to the same. His fears as regards M. de Villieu, who has,

October 20, he thinks, been captured with bis detachment. Asks for troops.
Naxouat. A party of Indians have killed 10 of the English. Fol, 23. 31 pp.
From June 26, Journal of M. Beaudoin, missionary. Voyage froin France tu
1696, to Sep- Acadia and thence to Newfoundland (d'Iberville's expedition tO
tember 2, Newfoundland.) Fol. ::7. 35 pp.1697.

1697. Plan for an attack on New York and Boston. Fol. 41. 61-½pp.
January 20,
Par Memorial as to orders to be given for North America. Fol.

1697. 52. 7½ pages, say 51 pp.
1697. Abstract of treaty of peace concluded at Ryswick between France

September 20. and England. Fol. 62. 2 pp.
167. Letter from Sieur Deschambault, priest, doscribing the attac

September 24. made by the Indians on the English at Pemquid. Fol. 66. 21 pp.
1697. M. de Villebon to Minister. Fears that the English are about to

October 1, attack Port Royal. Complaints agaiinst M. dIborville. Asks for iso
Naxouat. diers, and for promotion for MM. Dosiles and de Neufvillette. M. do

Falaise sent to Port Royal. Complaints against the Chaplain of the
fort. A party of 300 Indians sent out against the English. Fol-
68. 8 pp.

1697. Extracts from despatches from Acadia. Fol. 72. 10ý pp.
October 1.
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1697.
October 9,
Naxouat.

1697.

1697.
1697.

November -

1698.

1698.
July 28,
River 8t.
John.

1698.
October 3,
River St.
John.

1699 (aie.)
April 8-11.

1698.
October 3,
Fort on
1ower St.
John.

1698.
October 4.

1698.

1698.
December 9

1698.

1699.
June 27.

1699.
January 18

and
february 7.

1699.
January.

1699.
February 10

1699.
Pebruary 10

1699.

1697.
1699.

July 31,
Fort on
lower St.
John.

1699.
October 27,
Fort St. Jol

Remarks on Acadia. Canadian troops. Fol. 173. 9 pp.

M. de Chevry to Minister. Means of carrying out measures for
Acadia proposed in 1699. Fol. 178. 2 pp.

The same to the same. Fishing carried on by the English on the
coasts of Acadia. Fol. 180. ]½ P.

Extract from letters from Acadia, from fort on River St. Jonn,
27th June, 1691. Fol. 182. 81 pp.

Settlements of Acadia. Fol. 187. 7 p2ges, say 6 pp.
Declaration of S-. Bourgeois, surgeon, concerning the establish,

ment of Acadia. Fol. 191. 2 pp.

Memorial of M. de Villebin, respecting settlements and harbours
situated between les Mines, at the head of " La Baie Française "
and Cape Breton Island. Fol. 193. il pp.
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M. de Villebon to M inister. Battle at Pemquid. Need of an engineer
to rebuild fort on lower St. John River. His doubts as to Captain
Caliste being liberated by the English, &c. Fol. 78. 4 pp.

Necessity of rebuilding fort on the lower St. John. Fol.
81. 4 pp.

Settlement to be established in Acadia. Fol. 83. 10½ pp.
Another memorial on same subject. Fol. 89 to 95. 9 pp.

Instructions for MM. de Bonaventure and de L'Hermited Fol.
99. 2 pp.

MM. do Villebon, de Bonaventure and de L'Hermite. Minutes of
conference hold by them as to rebuilding fort on lower St. John
River. Fol. 10 1. 4½ pp.

Copies of orders issued by M. de Villebon at Port Royal, the Mines
and Beaubassin, in pursuance of orders given by His Majesty,
Fol. 102. 1 p,

Decree ordoring that aIl grantees of lands, ports, harbours and
rivers of Acadia, shall deliver up to His Majesty, during the yoar,
the title deeds oftheir holdings. Fol. 103. 1 p.

M. de Villebon to Minister. Reprehensible conduct of M. Mandoux,
a missionary, in connection with trade. Presents to lIndians.
River St. Jonn Fort. Boundaries of Acadia and census of the country.
English rivalry. AIks for recruits, &o. Fol. 104. 20û page,, say 18 pp.

Sieur de Goutirs (ho signs thus) to Minister. Robuilding and vie-
tualling fort on lower St. John River. Fol. 116. 21 pp.

Abstract of letters from Acadia roceived from M. de Villebon on-
16th October, 1693, Sieur de Thury,missionary, M, de Goutins, Père
Simon (Recollet), M. de L'Hermite (Major of Plaisance and Engi.
neer), Sieur de Villieu (Captain of the squadron) and from " la Com.
pagnie de la pêche sédentaire de l'Acadie," Fol. 118. 18 pp.

Memorial (general) on Acadia. Fol. 132. 52 pages, say 40 pp.
Memorial for Sieur de Goutins, " Ecrivain du Roi en Acadie."

Fol. 161. 3 pp.
Interesting memorial of M. de Villebon to Mgr. de Ponchartrain, in

relation to one Basset de Mareine, a religious sectary, who fled to
Boston, after fighting against France in Acadia, where ho was still
engaged in smuggling. Fol. 165. 4Î pp.

Plans of M. de Chevry as to the Government of Acadia and the
command of the frigate " Vieuxport." Fol. 169 to 171. 2 pp.

I.
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1699.
October 27, Memorial of M. de Villebon. Present state of Port Royal. Situa-
Quebec. tion. Reasons for fortifying it. Fol. 199. 10 pp.
October 27, The same. On fisheries of the. Acadian coast, and the mode of
Quebec. conducting the same. Fol. 205. 5 pp.
October 27, M. de Villebon. Letter to Minister. General remarks on Acadia andFort St. John. its inhabitants; resources to be derived from the country. Fol.

208. 13à pp.
April 28, The same. Declaration as to necessity of sending to Boston for
Fort St. John. 800 bushels of Indian corn. Fol. 215. 1 p.
June 21. Memorial of Sieur Thibierge, on the trade of Acadia. Articles

for export. Necessity of preventing priests from trading. Fol.
216. 7 pp.

October 29, Sieur de Goutins to Minister. Administrative details. Fol.
Fort St. John. 220. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

1699. The Rame to the same. Difficulty betweon certain settlers and M.October 29,
FortrSt John. de La Vallière. Fol. 225. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

1684 (sic) Memorial of Sieur de La Lanne, sent to Acadia by order of tho

Rocembrt Court, to inspect the forests, ports, harbours, rivers and roadsteads.
Nochdt. Fol. 227. 7 pages, say 6 p

Marquis de Chevry, director of the sedentary fishery of Acadia.
Remarks on defence and administration. Fol. 231. 5 pp.

No date. " Considérations sur ce qui regarde l'Acadie." Fol. 236. 4 pp.
1699. Defence and trade of Acadia. Fol. 240. 8 pages, say 5 pp.
1699. Sieur de Goutins to Minister. Complaints against M. de Villebon.

October 29. Fol. 248. 2 pages, say 1 p.
END OF VoL. 3. -ACADIA.

NoRTH AMERICA..

"AcADIA.-CRREsPoNDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1700-1703.

VoL. 4.

C. 11.
1700. Decree, extending to the close of the year the limit of time allowed

March 9, to the settlers of Acadia for presenting the title deeds of theirVersailles. grants. FoL 4. 1 p.
M 700. Manifesto, unsigned, on same subject, and evidently published in

March. Acadia. Fol. 5. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
1700. Extract from letter from Minister to M. de Villebon, as to autnoriz-

April 1. ing fishing on coast of Acadia by the English. Fol. 7. k p.
1700. Fortifications for defence of Port Royal. Naxouat. Parish curés.

Fishing by the English. Chaplain of Fort St. John, &o. Fol. 9. 2j pp.
1770. Fands granted for support of two Acadian companies in 1696-97-

98-99. Fortifications of Plaisance. Fol. 12. 3 pp.
1700. M. de Goutins to Minister. Prefers the settlement of La Hève to

September 29, Fort Razoir. Necessity of having good fortifications. English in-
Port Royal. trigues. Asks to be again appointed Lieut. General. Fol. 15. 2 pp.

1700. M. de Villien to the same. Death of M. de Villebon. Indians of
September 29, Vinibeki Mission trading with the English. Parish curés of MinesPort Royal. and Port Royal. De3ree as to title deeds in Acadia. Establishment

of Beaubassin. Relations with Boston. Rebuilding of fort at Port
Royal. Demolition of Fort Naxouat. Troops. Replacement of
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1700 officials. Enlarges upon his own services. Fol. 17. 12 pages,
say 9 pp.

1700. The same to the same. Census of Port Royal. Rebuilding of
October 20, fort. Complains that M. de Saint Castin and the missionaries are
Port Royal. carrying on illicit trade with the English. Fol. 24. 3 pp.

1700. Memo. on sedentary fishery in Acadia. Fol. 26. 4j pp.
1700. Memo. for M. de Bonaventure on his stay in Acadia. Fol. 29 4 pp.
1701. Memorial respecting difficulties to be settled in Acadia. Fol. 34.

3 pp.
1701. Decree appointing MM. d'Aguesseau, Amelot and Deshagues to

March 23. examine title deeds of grants and holdings of leases in Acadia.
Fol. 36. 1½ p.

1701. King's order commissioning M. de Brouillan as commander in
March 28. Acadia. Fol. 37 1 p.

1701. Notice to M. de Bonaventure directing him to retain commanl in
March 30. Acadia until M. de Brouillan's arrival. Fol. 38. ½ p.

1701. " Provisions de Juge pour Sieur de Goutins." . Fol. 39. 1 p.May 8.
1701. Copy of letter from M. de Brouillan to M. de Bellomont, and reply

Augrst 22, by the Council of Boston, as to the maintenance of peace between the
r R° a two colonies. Fol. 40. 9 pages, say 4- pp.
170. M. de Brouillan to Mirister. Necessity of establishing a good port

Octobe at La Hève. Mutiny repressed at the Mines. Destruction of Fort
Port Royal. St. John. Fol. 45. 10 pp.

1701, .. de Villieuto Minister. Trade. M. Basset de Mareine and his rela-
October 12, tions with the English. Activity of the inhabitants in constructing
Port Royal. works in hope of securing freedom of trade. Has sent 80 masts to

France. Regrets that his services have not been appreciated. Fol.
51. 6j pages, say 4j pp.

1701. Memorial to accompany M. de Brouillan's letter of 6th October,
1701. His Majesty's interests in relation to settlements Ris Majesty
proposes to establish in Acadia. Fol. 55. 55 pages, say 38 pp.

1701. Memorial to accompany letter of M. de Bonaventure, 12th Ootober,
October 12. on Port Royal and the coast of Acadia. Description of the country.

Fol. 83. Z6 pp.
1701. Sieur de Falaise to Minister. Asks, in view of his services, to be

October 22, appointed a naval ensign and King's Lieutenant at La Hève. Fol.
Port Royal. 99. TI P.

1701. M. de Goutins to Minister. Administration and finance. Fol. 101.
October 26, • 5p.
Port Royal. M. de Brouillan to Minister. Asks for more troops. Complains that

1701. M. de Monie has ill treated his nephew, de St. Ovide. Asks for aOctober 30,
Port Royal. frigate and two vessels to prevent the English from fishing on the

coast of Acadia. Sends a map of Boston and of the " Quinébéki."
Is about to furnish a large supply of masts. Asks for cord to make
nets for taking white porpoiso. Uselessness of a special treaty with
Boston. Fol. 107. 11 pp.

1701. M. de Brouillan. Plan (to accompany preceding letter) respecting
October 30. course of action which might be adopted, in case of war, against

Boston and other small towns on the coast towards the east. Fol.
113. 3 pp.

1701 Memorial on Acadia. Fol. 115. 3 pp.
1702. Commission as Governor of Acadia for Sieur de Brouillan. Fol.

february 1. 148. 1 P.
1702. Extract from letter of Minister to M. de Brouillan on the subject of

Karch 15. trade. Fol. 149. P.
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1702.
March 5. Extract from letter of Minister to M. de Brouillan, on the fisheries.

Fol. 150. i p.
March 15. Memorial against M. de Brouillan and his administration. Fol.

152. 1 pp.
March 15. Extract from letter of Minister to M. de Brouillan, on the fisheries.

Fol. 156. ý P.
March 15. The same to the same. Ris Majesty bas issued orders for a seiz-

ure of the goods and effects of Sieur Basset de Mareine. Fol.
158. jp.

March 15. Tbe same to the same. On the permission granted to the Cana-
dians to settle in Acadia. Fol. 160. 1 p.March 15. The same to the same. On road opened between Port Royal and
les Mines. Fol. 163. 1 p.

March 15. . The same to the same. His Majesty has recalled to France Sieur
Mondoux and ordered that he be replaced by another missionary.
Proposal for permanent supply of missionaries. Fol. 165. 1½ p.

March 15. The same to the sane. On the opening of a market. Fol.
166. ±p.

March 15. The same to the same. Militia. Fol. 167. ½ p.
March 15. The same to the same. Port La Hève. Fol. 168. 4-p.
March 15. The same to the sane. His Majesty approves of M. de Brouillan's

policy of undertaking nothing against the English until he is well
prepared. Sends assistance. Fol. 169. 1 p.

March 15. The sane to the same. Ris Mjesty has approved of the proposed
attack on Boston. Fol. 171. 1 p.

March 15. The same to the same. His Majesty does not intend to re-establish
the company holding a monopoly of trade. Fol. 173. p.

March 15. The sane to the same. Ris Majesty bas approved of bis selection
of the former site of the Church for the building of the tort. Fol.
174. ý p.

October 20, M. de Goutins to Minister. Administrative affairs. Pending litiga.
Port Royal. tion between bieur de Vallière and the settlers located on one of the

rivers of Beaubassin, Sieur Tbibaudeau and others. Great drought.
Complaints of soldiers as to the mode adopted for the distribution of
rations. Complains that bis services are not recognized. Fol.
176. 13 pp.

October 20, Sieur Labat, engineer, to the Minister. Fortifications. Fol.
Port Royal. 184. 2 pp.
October 22, Sieur de Villieu to Minister. Asks to be rocalled on account of
Port Royal. the state of bis bealth. Has had a contestation with Sieur de Falaise

and M. de Brouillan has given bis decision against him. Asks for
orders on the subject. Fol. 186. 3 pp.October 23, Sieur de Falaise to Minister. As to case between himself and

Port Royal. Sieur deVillieu. Fol. 188. 1 p.
November 29, M. de Goutinq to the same. Provisions sent to colony. Con-
Port Royal. plaints against M. de Brouillan. Administration ; cadets; trcops, &c

Expenditure; fortifications. Difficulties created for him by Sieur
de Brouillan. Scandal caused by Mme. de Freneuso and M. de
Bonaventure. A soldier put to the torture. Complaints against
Sieurs de Brouillan and de Bonaventure. Soldier convicted of forging
money, &c. Fol. 191. 35 pages, say 25 pp.

December 30, M. de Brouillan to Minister. Re bears on all sides that the Eng-
Port Royal- lish wili attack Acadia in the spring. Asks for munitions. Indians

0f Pentagouet have abandoned the French. It would be well to
send back Sieur de Saint Castin, who is at La Rochelle and who
can be of service in the colony. Asks for a master nast maker.
FOI. 209. 1 pp.
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1702. Memorial of Sieur Le Borgne on the province of Acadia to Mgr.
de Pontchartrain. Asks that a fort be built at Pontagouet. Fol.
215. 3 pp.

October 21 Abstract of letter, M. de Brouillan to Minister. Has received the
munitions, &c., sent him. A fort must be built at La Hève. Plan
for taking Boston. French prisoners claimed. Masts to be sent to
France. The lIdians. Missionaries. Bad quality of spirits sent
out for workmen. Sieur Basset and bis illicit trade with Boston. Com-
missions for officers. Discipline. Complaints against M. de Villieu,
and the curés of Port Royal and les Mines. Changes to be effected.
Favours for certain officials. Fol. 222. 50 pages, say 30 pp.

No date. Extract from a letter, which a marginal note attributed to Sieurs
Mondodx, who had gone to France. Serious charges against Sieurs
de Brouillan and de Bonaventure. Their scandalous conduct. Fol.
247 (verso,) 4 pages, say 21 pp.

1703. King's order to Clerk. directing him to strike ont of the records a
June 6. declaration injurious to Sieur de Brouillan made by curé Mondoux.

Fol. 262. 1 p.
June 20 Reogulation on certain points relating to ecclesiastical jarisdiction

in Acadia. Fol. 263. 1l p.
October 4, M. de Brouillan to Minister. ias been notified that eighteen
Port Royal. English frigates are gathered at St• John, for the -purpose of taking

Plaisance and Port Royal. Sends a memorial as to an expedition
against Boston. Slaughter of the English by the Canibas and
Malécite Indians, acting in virtue of orders. Fol. 264 4 pp.

November 25, M. de Villieu to Minister. Strives to justify himself. States his
Port Royal. record of service. Asks to be recalled to France and commends

himself to the generosity of the Minister. Fol. 2oi8. 6-k pp.
November 25, M. de Brouillan to same. Provisions sent out insufficient. Has
Port Royal. been compelled to issue card money. Soldiers sentenced to death.

Incapacity of 3. Labat, an engineer. Necessity of establishing La
Hève. Has offered to settie the Indians at Chequabenakadi. Defends
himself again-t charges made against him and defends M. de Bona.
venture against the charge of misconduct. Fol. 272. 35 pp.

Kovember 3o, The same to the same. Provisions received from Canada. Presents
Port Royal. to Indians. ïVreck of an English vessel, &c. Fol. 294. 2 pp.

1703. Memorial as to administration of justice in Acadia. Fol. 297. 2j pp.
No date. Extract from letter of the Bishop of Quebec. Suggests the removal

from Canada of two women who are said to be cause of scandal;
Mmes. de Freneuse and Barat. Missions and communities to be
established in Acadia. Fol. 316 (verso). i p.

Wo date. M. de Chacornac to Minister. Complains of the cruelty of M. de
Brouillan to a soldier, whom ho compelled to burn a slow match
between his fingors, after making him confess to a theft he had
not committed. Fol. 322 (verso). . P.

Ro date. Extract from a petition of Sieurs d'Amours des Chauffours and
d'Amours des Plaines, setting forth that, having been ruined by the
English, they are unable to live without assistance from lis Majesty.
(A marginal note shows that their prayer was granted). Fol. 323
(verso). j p.

Nio date. Extract from letter of Sieur Pontif, surgeon-major, complaining
of ill treatment inflicted on him by M. de Bonaventure, on account of
Dame Freneuse. Fol. 329 (verso). p.

BND oF VOL. 4.-ACADIA.
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NORT AMIRIA,

ACADIA.

"CORRESPONDANCE GÉNýÉRALE."

1704-106.

VOL. 5.

C. 11.
A 1rl04. M. de Brouillar to Minister. The frigate ho had caused to be
Port Royal. built during the winter is ready for planking. Fol. 3. 2½ pages,

say 1 p.
17o4. Expeditions by the English of New England to Port Royal, les

Mines and Beaubassin. Fol. 8. 4½ pp.June 4. Extract from letter of Minister to M. de Brouillan as to the ap-
pointment of M. de Goutins as a judge. Fol. 11. * p.June 4. The same to the sanie. As to indemnity to be granted to certain
inhabitantsof Acadia. Fol. 12. 1 p.

June 4. The same to the sanie. Reproaching M. de Brouillan with having
maimed a soldier by making hira burn his fingers with a fuse.
" This cruel deed has horrified His Majesty, and he orders that the
sotdier be placed on half pay, which is to bo deducted from the sal.
ary of M. de Brouillan." Fol. 13. i p.

June 4. The sane to M. de Goutins. Commanding him to attend councils
of war. Fol. 14. 6 lines.

June 4. The same to the same. The King wills that the people of Acadia
be allowed to appeal from his decisions to the Superior Council of
Quebec. Fol. 15. 1 p-

June 4. The same to the sanie. The King disapproves of the liberty he
has taken of issuing card money. Fol. 17. i p.June 4 The same to the sane. As to the building of the church. Fol.
18. 1 p.June 6. The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 21. ý p.

June 6. The same to the sane. As to execution of judgments by soldiers.
Fol. 22. i p.

June6 The same to the saine. The King desires that, in time of peace,
the inhabitants be allowed to travel as they require, the same as in
France. Fol. 24. à p.June 6• The same to the same. Informing him that the King appoints, in
place of Curé Mondoux, Abbé de St. André of the Order of Prémon-
trés. Sieur de Brouillan is instructed to maintain cordial relations
with him. Fol. 25. 11 p.

June 6. The same to the sane. The King allows hir to construct amil,
but he must allow the settlers the same privilege. Fol. 26. Il p.

December 8, M. de Goutins to Minister. Complaints against M. de Brouillan-Port Royal. Soldier charged with robbery. Administration of justisce. Acadian&
shipwrecked at Boston. Masts for France. Relations with Boston.
Distress in Acadia. Dame de Freneuse sent to River St. John. Demoi-
selle Barat goes to France. Charges Sieur de Brou ilan with melting
coin in oider to convert it into plate. Defends himself as to making
of card money. Trade exactions committed by Demoiselle Barat.
English vessel lost on the coast. Administrative details. Pay Of
troops. Fol. 31. 23 pages, say 17 pp.

December 12. M. de Bonaventure to the same. He is amazed at the charges
laid against him. Repairs of fort. Rumours of another expedition
of the English in the spring. Asks for a vessel of 40 guns to meet

col
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the attack of the enemy on the river; and praye for an ensigncy for
his son. Fol. 47. '1 pp.

1704. Sieur de Labat, engineer and lieutenant. Complaints to Minister
December 12. against M. de Brouillan. Fol. 49. 21 pp.
xay 22. Petition presented by Sieur de Labat to M. de Villieu. As to

diffinultios of the former with M. de Brouillan. Fol. 51. 4 pp.
1704. M. de Labat to Minister. Same subject. Fortification of Port

Royal. Fol. 53. 6- pp.
1705. Memorial of M. de Brouillan on important affairs of Acadia.

March 5, Bad material of troops at Port Royal. Lack of discipline amongstVersailles. mon and officers. Fol. 64. 8 pp.
March 5. The same. Another memorial on Port Royal and Acadia. Fol.

69. 8 pp.
May 11, The same. Another memorial. Masts to be sent. Complaints
Paris. against M. de Goutins. Road in vicinity of Port Royal. Fol. 73.- l p.
May 19, The same to the Minister. Payment of accounts in Acadia. Sal-
Paris. aries of officiais, officers, &c. Fol. 75. 2- pp.
May 28, The same to the same. As to certain soldiers and settlers. FAl.
Pans. 77. 1 p.
Je 2, Decree giving to widow of Sieur de Belleisle possession of a farm
Versailles. and water mill in the Province of Acadia. Fol. 79. 2 pp.
June 2 Decree confirming title of M. de la Vallière, of Montreal, as to
Versailles. grants in Acadia. Fol. 81. 4u pp.

Extracts from Minister's letter to Sieur de Lopinot. Has told M. de
Brouillan that he had done wrong in melting silver coin in order to
make it into plate. Punishment must be provided against parties
doing so. Fol. 84. 1 p.

June 3. Extract fxrom memo. of King to M. de Brouillan. As to his con-
duct towards M. de Goutins. Fol. 87. 1 p.

June 3. The same to the same. He is not to make settlers work without
paying them. Fol. 88. 1½ P.

July 4. Memorial respecting His Majesty's service in Acadia. Fol.
90. 7 pages, say 5 pp.

July 15. Sieur Lopinot, delegate from the Acadians, to Minister, to repre.
sent their wishes. They ask that M. de Bonaventure be Governor ;
payment for work done for M. de Brouillan ; that Sieur Lopinot shall
purchase ail merchandise for the country. They prefer secular
priests to regular. They ask to be sustained in the employment
of the little fisheries on their lands, and of the lands themselves.
Fol. 95. 3Î pp.

November 25, M. de Falaise to Minister. As to bis grant at River La Hève;
Port Royal- the carrying off of a barque by four soidiers, who sold the cargo at

Boston; complaints of soldiers against M. de Goutins. Trial of a
deserter. Fol. 98. 5 pp,

November 28, The same to the same. Has just learned from a vessel arrived
Port Royal. from Boston that the English are preparing to attack Acadia in the

spring. Difficulties with M. de Gontine. Fol. loi 2 pp.
November 30, M. de Bonaventure to Minister. He took command of the country
Port Royal. on the death of M. de Brouillan on 22nd September. Insubordination

of M. de La Tour. Contempt manifested by the monks for the
King's authority. English said to be preparing at Boston to attack
Port Royal. Arms distributed to the Canibas and Micmacs; doser-
tion of soldiers frequent. Complaints against Engineer Labat. Im-
portance of establishing Fort La Hève. Protests indignantly against
charges made against him as to Mme. de Freneuse, and asks to be
allowed to stand his trial. The Recollets are a burden on the coun-
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1705, try. Ris opinion on the officers of the garrison. Fol. 103. 38 pp.
December 4, M. de Goutins to Minister. Defends himself against charges
Port Royal. made by M. de Brouillan. Shipments for the garrison and inhabi-

tants have arrived. Impossibility of establishing La Hève before the
peace. Exchange of prisoners. Intention of the Bostonians to
invade Acadia. Mme. de Frenouse. Launcbing of frigate
" la Riche." Fol. 127. 23 pages, say 13 pp.

November 25, M. Labat to Minister. Fortifications of Port Royal. Asks for
Port Royal. instructions in matters of discipline. Fol. 153. 6 pp.
December 2, The same to the same. Land occupied by Fort of Port Royal
Port Royal. and houses impeding fortifications to bo demolished. Fol. 157. 3j pp.
No date. Extract from letter of Père Félix Pein, chaplain of Port Royal,

to the Minister. Affirms the truth of the scandal given by Mme. de
Freneuse and M. de Bonaventure. Fol 195. 1 p.

No date. Extract from letter of Pére Patrice René, Recollet, as to needs of
the mission. Fol. 195 (verso) 2 pp.

No date. Extract from letter of Frère Justinien Durand, Recollet, acting
curé of Port Royal to Minister. Dame de Freneuse bas gone to France
and sbould be kept there. The woman Barat should be sent to her hus-
band, who is at Plaisance. Testifies that " since M. de Bonaventure
has been in command, peace bas reigned in the colony, and ho has
won the esteem of all." Fol. 197. î p.

No date. Extract from letter of M. de Villieu to the Minister. Asks to be
appointed King's lieutenant in Acadia. Fol. 198. 1 p.

No date. Extract from letter of M de La Tour to the same. Protesta against
his interdiction and attributes it to the fact that neither he nor
his wife have visited Mme. de Freneuse. Fol. 198 (verso) 1p.

No date, Extract from lotter of Sieur de la Boularderie to the same. Sol-
dier§' clothing; payment for work done by settlers ; pay of certain
officers. Fol. 200. 3 pages, say là p.

No date. Extract from letter of one Jacau (or Jacob), gunner, to Minister.
Asking for increased pay in view of bis services. Fol. t21. 1 p.

No date. Extract from letter of the Acadians. Complain of the high prices
of merchandiëe, and represent that secular priests would suit them
much better than Mendicant Friars. Fol. 2 L2 (verso) 1½ p.

1706. Letter of Minister to the Provincial of the Recollets of Bretagne.
May 5. Recollet missionaries of Acadia. They are not to marry officers

without the permission of the Governor, and must henceforth be
more punctual in the discharge of their duties in the care of souls.
Fol. 221. 1 p.

May 22. Extract from King's memorial to Sieur de Subercase, The syndic
of the inhabitants must be changed every year. Fol. 222. 1 p.

December 21. Sieur Lopinot to Minister. Defends himself against charges made
bycertain settlers. Asks for an increase of pay. Fol. 25. 4 pp.

Decembpr 22, Letter from M de Goutins to Minister. Praise of M. de Subercase,
Port Royal. the new Governor. Abundant harvest. The card money has been

withdrawn, but much inconvenience bas ensued. The exchanging
of prisoners has been the means of introducing English merchan-
dipe into the country. Fol. 229. 20J pages, say 15 pp.

December 24, M. de B3naventure to the Minister. Disappointment which he felt
Port Royal. at not succeeding M. de Brouillan as Governor. Praise of M. de Suber-

case. A sergeant having killed one of lis comrades in a duel, has
taken flight. Complaints against one Allein. Discontent among the
Indians. Repairs to the fort. He asks for the Cross of St. Louis for
himself, a brevet rank in the Marine Guard for his son and perMis-
sion to reside at La Hève. Fol. 24t. 12J pages, say 10 pp.
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1708.
December 25, M. de Subercase to the Minister. Exculpates M. de Goutins from the
Port Royal. accusation made against him of having pillaged the treasury in 1690;

explains the sending of a vessel to Plaisance by MM. de Goutins and
Bonaventure and expresses bis opinion that those two gentlemen have
been calumniated by ecclesiastics jealous of the temporal power.
Praises the chaplain and curé. Fol. 248. 8 pages, say 7 pp

1706. The same to the same. He has found the colony to be in want of
Port Royal. everything. Litigious spirit among the inhabitants and the troops..

Want of war stores. Necersity for keeping the Indians friendly by
meaus of presents. The son of M. de St. Castin will be very useful to
France among them all Destitution of the officers. Merchandise
sent to the colony. Communication with Quebee. Prisoners of
war. Good harbours with which Acadia is supplied. Navigation.
The priests wish to domineer over ail in temporal as well as in spiri-
tual matters. Exculpates MM. de Goutins and Bonaventure from the
charge of having robbed the treasury in 1690. Praises these two men.
M. Belisle Le Borgne and tAbe Acadian lands. MM. de La Boularderie
and Villieu in the matter of the Mastapagan lands. Asks for favours
for bis civil and military oßicers. Disinterestedness of the Acadians.
Appreciates the garrison. Nothing more is heard of Dame de Fre-
neuse, &c. Fol. 259. 64 pages, say 40 pp.

END oF VOL. 5.-ACADIA.

" ACADIA.-CoRRESPONDANCE GhNÉRALE.
NORTH AMERICA."

1707-1708.
VOL. 6.

C. il.
1707. Extract from a letter of the Minister to M. de Su'orcase. The liti-

June 30. gious spirit which rules in Acadia must be banished. The inhabitants
must take part in the administration of criminal justice. Fol. 3. 1 p.

July 5, M. de Sabercase to the Minister. Arrivai of a privateer at Port
Port Royal. Royal to repair its bottom. Bad quality of the arms and flour sent

from France. Fol. 4. 1½ p.
Juy 5, M. do Bonaventire to the Miinister. Sickness prevented bis assist-
Port Royal. ing M. de Subercase at the lime of the attack bv the English,-who

have left the colony in a bad plight. Fol. 6. 3 pages, say 1½ p.
July 6, M. Labat to Minister. Bad condition of the fort. A musket
Port Royal. which burst in bis hand bas crippled him. Asks for another em-

ployment. Fol. 8. 1 p.
July 7, M. de Suber case to the Minister. 11e asks for one hundred additionat
Port Royal soldiers. Measures to be taken to keep superior to the English.

Splendid behaviour of a privateer. Details rcspecting the expedition
of ihe English against Port Royal and their retreat. Fol. 9. 6½ pp.

December 18, M. de Bonaventure defends himself anew against the attacks of his
Port Royal. enemies. Expeditions of the English. Pretentions of Alain res-

pecting a sum of money which he claims. CO)nduct of the Indians.
Recent events bave preveted the starting of the establishment of
La Hève. Decends himself frorm the accusation of M. Labat. He asks
for a company for his son. Fol. 13. 10 pp.

June 28, Extract from a letter from M. de Subercase to tho Minister. Detaila
Port Royal. -respecting the English expedition which was before Port Royal on

the 6th June. They were compelled to raise the siege, after having,
coliii
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1707. however, committed great depredations in the neighbourhood of the
place. He asks for reinforcements of troops. Bad condition of the
garrison and the fort of Port Royal. Fol. 19, 27 pages, perhaps,
nearly, 15 pp.

July 6, M. de Falaise to the Minister. Giving an account of the noble con-
Port Royal- duct of M. de Subercase at the time of the descent of the English

upon Port Royal. Fol. 33. 1 page, say
December 23, M. de Gontins to the Minister. Claim of Allein. Destitution of
Port Royal. certain of the inhabitants caused by two attacks of the Englisb.

Rewards to be granted to those who distinguished themselves
therein. Houses burned during the two sieges. Distinguihed con-
duct of Jacaut, Master Gunner. Madame de Freneuse. Fol. 40.
19 pages,say 16 pp.

December 20 Extract from a letter from M. de Subercase to the Minister. It gives
and 25 details about the two expeditions of the Englisb. Goods which hePort Royal. requires. Stops to be taken to bind the Indians to himi. Complaints

against M. Labat, Engineor. Details of civil govern ment. Whales
are abundant on the coasts. Masts and naval buildings. Zeail
displayed by the inhabitants at the time of the late attacks by the
English. Asks for promotion and gratuities for the officers. Dis-
tinguished conduct of M. de St. Castin. Eulogy of M. de Goutins, &c.
Fol. 72. 46 pages, say 30 pp-

No date. Extract from a letter from Madame Gourdault, asking for assist-
tance. Her husband is a prisoner at Boston, and she finds herself
without means. Fol. 104.

No date. Extract from a letter from the Superior of Recollets of the Acadian
Mission, respecting the scandal caused by M. de Bonaventure and
Dame de Freneuse. Fol. 104. 2 pages say 1½ P.

1n8. M. Barraith, commanding the ttansport "La Loire," to the,
Belle yle, Minister. With a journal of his voyage to Acadia. FA. 107 to 138.
Barbour. 60 pages, say 40 PP-
August 25, Copy of a letter from M. Dudley,Governor of Boston, to M. de Suber-
Boston. case respecting the exchange of prioners. ie explains how the re-

mainsof M. de Brouillan were disenterred. He accuses the French of
inciting the Indians of Pentagouet and Kanebekey to rebellioD
against the English. Fol. 142. 7j pp.

December 20, M. de Subercase to the Count Pontchartrain. Ne3essity for estab-Port Royal. lishing maritime posts at La -Hève, River St. Georges, Macondoif,
English Harbour and Spanish Bay, in the Island of Cape Breton.
Naval building operations in New England. A means of making
Acadia to prosper, would be to form companies in the great trading
centres of France, to develop the products of the colony. Fol. 146.
16 pages, say 12 pP.

November 3, Copy of a letter from M. de Costebelle to M. de Subercise,respectinlg
Plaiance. a capture effected by M. de La Ronde, and the return of the forces

which the latter,who had gone back to France, had withdiawn froM
Acadia. A detachment winters at Plaisance. News ot the suc-
cess gained by M. de Rouville over the English, near Boston.
Fol. 157. 3½ pp-

December 20, M. de Subercase to Minister. Report of a coming attack by the
Port Royal. English. Kindly feelings of the Indians. The writer defends M. de

Bonaventure against bis enemies, and praises him. Burning of the
bouse of the Recollets. Bad marks against certain officers. EulogY
of M. Consolin. Peat bog. Complaintsagainst M. de La Ronde. Fol-
211. 105 pages, say 70 pP.

December 25 M. Lopinot to the Minister. Complaining of the disorders whicb
Port Royai. reign throughout the colony. Asks for the confirmatory patent of

a seignory. Fol. 215. 4J pages, say 3 PP-
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December 25, M. de Subercase to the Minister. Asks for a war vessel to cruise
Port Royal. about to watch over the safety of the coasts and to facilitate the

forming of the establishment of La Hève. Sets forth a project for
attacking Rodellin (Rhode Island), in the Province of Connecticut,
&c. Fol. 219. 7pp.

becember 20, Extract from a letter from M. Gaulin, a missionary,respecting the
8 ainte-Marie. order for mustering the Indians of Acadia. Fol. 250, 3J pages,

say 2J pp.
December 26, Extract from a letter of M. de Bonaventure. He is worn out with
Port Royal. grief at seeing himself accused as he has been. He charges Father

Patrice with having written against him, because he was opposed to
improper marriages which the father wished to perform. He is per-
suaded that M. de Subercase will do him justice. Fol. 250 (verso)
3 pages, say 1½ pp.

No date, but Document respecting the division of the fiefs of Port Royal and
after 1703. les Mines between the widows and the children of Sr de Belle Isle

and those of the late Sr de St. Etienne. Fol. 267. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
1708. M. de Goutins to the Minister. He does rot live on good terms with

December 29, M de Subercase, but only by dint of tact and good management. The
Pot Royal. losses suffered by the inhabitants at the tirne of the last incursion by

the English are beginning to be made good. Card money has been
withdrawn, but that has had the effect of bindering business. En-
mity between the Acadians and the Bostonians. Pressed by neces-
sity, the Indians have carried their pelts to Orange. The attack of
the Acadians upon Boston causes a dread of reprisals in Acadia.
Differences between M. de Bonaventure, Madame de Freneuse and
Madame de St. Vincent and M M. Labat and Allein. Litigation between
the family of Le Borgne Belle Isle and M. de La Tour. Advantages
of erecting an establishment at Cape Sable. Fol. 279. 20 pages,
say 15 pp.

END oF VOL. 6-AADIA..

NORTH AMERICA.

"ACADIA.-CoRRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1209-1711.
VOL. 7.

C. 11,
1709. Various requests from privato persons and officers in Acadia. Fol.

10 to 16. 6 pp.
1710. M. de Subercase to the Minister. Project of the English against

January 3. Port Royal. Capture of several privateers by the English. A sol-
dier is executed for having killed the captain of one of these priva-
teers. Exchange of prisoners with the English. Need of forestall-
ing the enemy by proceeding to attack Boston. Want of a vessel;
sickness. Scarcity of money. Fol. 32. 51 pages, say 35 pp.

January 4, Extracts from letters of MM. de Subercase and de Goutins to M.
e Royal. Bégon respecting stores required by the colony, with the opinion

given to the Minister by M. Begon, and the answor of the Minister
to the latter. Fol. 81. 5 large pages, say 6 pp.

May 20. The Minister to M. de Subercase. Informing him that the King
has disapproved of what he had done respecting the card money, and
that he must withdraw it. Fol. 87. LI p.

&Y Io. The same to the same. The King desires that M. de Subercase
should give an exact statement of what has passed in Acadia i and.
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1710. that he must keep u p a constant connection with Canada. Fol. 88. 1 P-
May 20. The samne to the same. Respecting the tolle to be deducted froa

the prizes captured from the enemy. Fol. 89. 1 P.
October 1, M, de Suborease to the Minister. The English occupy the et-
Port Royal. trance to the basin, and reckon upon starving ont the garris'of-

Fol. 90. 1½ P.
October 13, Articles of capitulation between MM. de Subercase and Nicholson,
Port Royal. for the surrender of Port Royal. Fol. 94. l page, say 1 P-
October 3, Letter from M. Nicholson to M. de Subercase. Summoning him
Port Royal. to surrender Port Royal. Fol. 92. 2k pP.
November 13, Copy of letter from the leading inhabitants of Port Royal to M. de
Port Royal. Vaudreuil, asking him for assistance in order that they may leave

the country " where they are treated like negroes by the English
Governor." Fol. 98. 3 pages, say 1½ P.

December 24. ' The Minister to M. de Beaubarnois. He desires to retake Acadia,
and begs hin to come to an understanding with MM. de Bonaventure,
du Vivier, and de Subercase, about the steps to be taken. The loss Of
Acadia and Newfoundland deprives France of all her fisheries, and
endangers Canada. Fol. 100. 2 pp.

1710. Conditions on which propositions may be made to form a coCM-
pany to retake Acadia. Fol. 103. 21 pP-

1710. Siemorandum of necessaries, if it is desired to retake Port Royal.
Fol. 105. î5 pages, say 4 PP-

1711. Memorandum about the importance of retaking Acadia. Foi•
109. 13 pages, say 9 PP-

About 1710 or Memorandum ab>ut the trade and importance of New England,
1711. and the necessity for opposing its zrowth. Expedition to be made

against Rodellin (Lhode Island). Fol. 118. 8 pP-
1711. Appointment by M. de Vaudreuil of Baron de St. Castin as coin-

January 1. mandant of Pentagonet, with the position of infantry captain l
the army. Fol. 122. 2 pp3

January 13. Projected expeditionary force to retako Acadia. Fol. 126. 3
pages, say 3½ pP-

January 18. Orders and instructions from M. de Vaudreuil to Baron de Sairt
Castin. Fol. 129. 9j pares, say 4j PP-

January 7, M, do Sabercase to the Minister. About the manner of retaking
Rochefort. Acadia. Fol. 135. 2k pages. say 1 P•
March 14, The sane to the same. About the bad habits of the garrison Of
Rochefart. Acadia. Requests that his atfair be promptly disposed of. FoI

148. 2 pages, say 1l p-
June 19 and Two letters from the Count d'rliers. About the scheme for re-
30,
Rochefort. taking Acadia. Fols. 153--9. 4 pages, say il P.
July 3, The Minister to M. de Sabercase. Ordering him to proceed to
Paris. place himself under the orders of M. de Vaudreuil in Canada.

Fol. 160. k P'
July 9 and 6, Two lotters from M. Jourdan to the Count de Pontchartrain and
Paris. M. de Fontaiàzneu. About the plan for retaking Acadia. Fol. 161

and 170. 16 smail pages, say 12 PP.
July 20, Letter from Christophe Cahouet to the Minister. About the
Plaisance. condition of Acadia. Rising of the people and Indians. Fol. 173. 4 PP-

1711. Letter from Biron de Saint Castin to the inhabitants- of the
outskirts of Port Royal, who had arranged matters with the
English. Fol. 175. ip.

1711. M. Ganiin, a missionary, gives au account of the situation la
paanber5 Acadia, and the efforts, up to that time ineffectual, which the in'
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habitants and the Indians had made to re-capture Port Royal.
Fol. 177. 8i pages, say 6 pp.

END OF VoL. 7.-ACADIA.

NORTH AMERICA.

"ACADIA-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE.

1713-1718.

(1711-1788.)
Vol. 8.

C. il.
uly, 1711, to Sketch of what had taken place during the negotiations for the
ay, 171.3. peace of Utrecht, in the matter of Acadia, whichi the English had

re-christened Nova Scotia. Fol. 3. 45 pages, say 30 pp.
1713. Letter from the Minister to M. Gaulin. Begging him to make

june 1. known to the people of Acadia, that orders have been given by the
Queen of Great Britain, to the effect that they may be permitted to
sell their real proporty and proceed to the new settlement of Cape
Breton. Fol. 28. 1 p.

1714. Copy of a letter, written by M. de Vaudreuil to M. Nicholson.
17y .11, Fol. 30. 3 pp.Loniisbourg.

162 bo 1715. The Duke of Noirmoustier, heir, on bis wife's side, to the Marquis
de Chevry. Sets forth the sacrifices made by the Stationary Fish-
ing Company. Fol. 33. lo pp.

1717. Memorandum respecting the inhabitants of Acadia. Fol. 40. 3 pp.
1720. Proclamation by M. Richard Phillips, Governor in Chief of Nova

April 19, Scotia or Acadia, enjoining the inhabitants to take the oath of
Annapolis- fidelity to the King of England, or leave the country. Fol. 45. 1 p.

120. Letter from General Phillips to the inhabitants of les Mines, in-
April 28. viting them to take the oath to the King of Englaind. Fol. 49. 2

pages, say l! p.
4 pril 28. Proclamation by General Phillips, including a regulation res-

pecting grain from Nova Scotia. Fol, 51. 2 pp.
May l6 Letter from the inhabitants of Acalia to M. de Saint Ovide, res-

pecting the summons made to them by the English General to take
the oath of fidelity to the King of England ; and asking him for
his advice and assistance whicti they needed in this juncture,
Fol. 53. 2 pp.

Letter from les Mines to M. Phillips, Governor of Acadia, respect-
ing the difficulties which prevent tho execution of the orders which
have been sent by Sr Blin with respect to them; and asking him,
that after the valuation of thoir property by commissioners, the
receipts should bo sent them, in accordance with the terms of the
letter written by the late Queen Anne. Fol. 55. 2 pp.

Bepternber 12. Letter from the Count de Toulouse to the Archbishop of Cambray
respecting the French population of Acadia who will remain under
the English rule, and those of the population who dosire to leave
the country, Fol, 6 L 1½ p.

1720. Answer by MM. do Saint Ovide and Demers to the letter of M-
Ldue"nbeg®2 Phillips, Governor of Acadia. Fol, 62. 3.pp.
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1724. Extract from news from Acadia, brought by Father Félix, Recol-
let Missionary from Acadia. Fol. 65. 1½ p.

1727. Extract from the 6th Article of the orders of Governor Arm-
strong, commander-in-chief in Acadia, respecting particularly the
people of this province, Fol. 67. 4ý pages, say 3j pp.

1730. Report from Baron de St. Castin respecting what had taken place
in Acadia among the English. Fol. 72. 2 pp.

Undated, but Petition from the inhabitants of the parish of St, John the Bap-
enclosed in a tist to the King of France, representing to him their sad condition.
wapoerbe37. (T heir signatures are appendei,) Fol. 75. 2 pp.

1737. Consus of the number of Miquemaque Indians bearing arms,
according to the statements furnished by the missionaries. Fol.
76. 1 p.

1741. Plan respecting the capture of Acadia, Fol, 83, 5 pp.
Augut. Unfinished narrative of an expedition against Port Royal, which174 4. failed from an error of M, de Gannes. Fol. 87. 16½ pages, say 13 pp.

1744. Various letters written by MM. du Quesnel, de Beauharnois, du
Vivier and the Minister, respecting the atoresaid expedition. Fol.
96. 13 pp.

1744. M. Shirley, Governor of Boston. Letter unaddressed, respecting
October 27, the exchango of prisoners of war. Fol. 103. Il pages, say 9 pp.

Bo74. Statement of the sum due to the afternamed persons for varions
Les Mines. supplies and work done at les Mines, &. (This is an important

document, inasmuch as it gives the names of several inhabitants of
les Mines at this time). Fol. 109. 6 pp.

1744. Chevalier de Gannes to the Minister. He gives an account of his
November 8, expedition in Acadia, and an explanation of his couduct at Port
Acadie. Royel. Fol. 112. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

1744. Petition of the inhabitants of les Mines to Chevalier de Gannes.
October 13, Begging him to cause bis troops to retire, as well as the Indians,
Les Mies. from their camps, in order not to cause loss to them. Fol. 114. 1 p.

1744. Certificates from M. de LaVallière, M. Duchambon, jun., M. du
November 2, Vivier, &c., officers, attesting to the difficulty which they had
Beaubassin. experienced in prozuring foocd for the inhabitants of les Mines. Fol.

115. . p.
1746. Letter, in cipher, translated, from M. de Beauharnois and M. Hoc-

October 31, quart to the Minister, respecting the arrivai at Chibouctoux of thoQuebee. squadron commanded by the Duc d'Anville. Preparations, as a
whole, in order to resitt the Englisb. Fol. 119. 17 pages,
say 8 pp.

September28, Narrative by M. de La Corne of an expedition made against the
Montreal. English in the Acadian district, on the 1lth February, 1747, by a

detachment of Canadians. Fol. 130. 8 pp.
1747. Unisigned memorandum as to the condition of Acadia at this time.

December 26. Fol. 135. 10 pages, say . pp.
1717. Certificates certifying that Pierre Gautier, an inhabitant of Port

Royal, was taken by force and compelled to serve as a pilot to the
French squadron in Acadia. From Fol. 141 to 146. 91 pages,
say 5 pp-

1749. Copy of the petition from the inhabitants of the parish of l'Assomp-
February 18, tion de Pigeguit to the Bishop of Quebe0, complaining that they
( pigeuit. have no priest to administer to thom the sacraments of their

religion. Fol. 148. 5 pages, say 4 pp-
1749. Copy of a letter from M. Brossard, a prieet in Acadia, to the

June 2, Bishop of Quebec, respecting the order of expulsion which had been
Beaubassin. served upon him by the English. Fol. 151. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.
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1749
August 12, Copy of the summons by the English Captain Rous to M. de Bois-
Menecouche. hébert, ordering him to make no settiement in Acadia. Fol. 153.

2½ pages, say 2 pp.
1749. Copy of a letter from the Rev. Father Germain, missionary, to

AuguEt 16, M. de La Jonquière, respecting the situation in Acadia. Fol. 156.
John. 2½ pp.

1749. M. Agemar. Memorandum about Acadia and the condition of the
Oct3obr 14,Acadians. Fol. 158. 61 pp.

1749. Father Charlevois to the Minister. About the necessity of doter.
August 23, mining, as soon as possible, the question of the boundaries of Nova
Paris. Scotia and French Acadia. Fol. 163. 31 pp.
Wo date. Memorandum entitled: "Conduct of the French in Nova Scotia

since their first settlement up to the present lime, in which are set
forth the falsities and absurdities in the reasons which they employ
to evade the force of the Treaty of Utrecht and to support their
unjust proceedings, in the form of a letter to a member of Parlia-
ment in London." From Fol. 165 to 203. 76 pages, perhaps
nearly 60 pp.

1751. M. Vergor du Chambon to the Minister. He asks for the Cross of
ovember 6, St. Louis, stating that he deserves it. (1) F0 . .204. 1 p.

1754. Copies of three documents, entitled as follows: " Copy of a writing
given to the refugeo inhabitants at Beau-éjour by M. Hussey, com-
manding at Mesagouech, on the 10th of August, i754;" " Copies of a
letter from the Abbé La Loutre to âf. Lawrence, the Commander-in-
Chief of the Province of Acadia, at Hialitax, dated the 26th of August,
1754;" "Au extract from the letters written from les Mines to the
Abbé Le Loutre, dated the 29th of August, 1754." Fol. 207. 9 pages,
say 8 pp.

Januar 5 M. Brissart. Memorandum to the Minister respecting a project for
St. Malo. retaking Acadia. Fol. 213. 4 pages, say 4½ pp.

1754. M, Duchambon Vergor to the Minister. Condition of the forts and
November 14, garrisons of French Acadia. Fol. 215. 6 pages, say 5½ pp.
Beauséjour. The same to the same. Statement, giving by villages, the
November 14, refugee inhabitants and original inhabitants who were in
Beauséjour. a condition to bear arms throughout French Acadia. Fol. 219. 1 p.

1755. The same to the same. Terms of the capitulation of Fort Beausé.
1 une 16, jour. Fol. 221. 1 p.Beauséjour. Extract from the journal (kept by M. de Boishébert, as indicated

1755.
Septem ber 20. by a marginal note) of the various ovents which have taken place in

Acadia since the capture of Beauséjour. Fol. 222. 5 pages, say 4 pp.
1756. Three letters signed by J. Cleveland to Captains Spry, of the

Adneiralty "Fougueux" and Darbé, of the" Cheval Marin," containing instruc-
tions with regard to the operations which they had to carry out.
FoIs. 226 to 228. 2± pages, say 2 pp.

1757. A document entitled: " Acadia or Nova Scotia." This contains
a record of the number of mon killed on board the privateer
"Huzza,'' Captain Scott. Fol. 230 ½ p.

(1). Doubti. ss because he was to surrender on the 16th of June,
1755, the fort of Beauséjour to the English alnost without striking a
blow, after a mere shadow of a siege, whic n evil-minded people of the
tine designated by the hunorous appellation of " siège de velours."
And, again, this is Ihe person who, when commanding the post at the
Coves, allowed himself to be captured in his bed and gave so easy an
entrance to the English troops to the Plains of Abraham on the 13th
September, 1759. It was not the Cross, but rather the hangman's rope
which these two scandalous aifairs ought to have gained for him.-J.M.)
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1763.
July 20, Sýheme of M de Tressan to settie a certain number of Canadians
Bitche. in the County of Bitche, in Lorraine. Fol. 235. 12 pages, say 10 pp.

1763. Reflections upon a memorial from the Duke de Nivernois, respect-
March 4. ing the Acadians who had been transported to England after the

Treaty ot Utrecht. (Tho memorandum of the Duke de Nivernois
to which allusion is made above, is found at the office of the Mipister
of Foreign Affairs, and we have analysed it in our report of 1883.)

1763. Memorandum respecting the Acadians who had takon refuge at
April 16. Belle Isle. Fol. 253. Il p.

1763. Memorandum respecting 77 Acadian families who had takeai
October 23. refuge at Morlaix. Fol. 253. 1 p.

1764. Copy of the last letter written by Sr Perrault to the Acadians of
Septernber16. Miquelon, respecting the scherne for transporting men to Cayenne.

Fol. 254 2½ pp.
1764. Copy of an answer written by the Acadians to Sr Perrault witb the

Septenber 16, names of the inhabitants. They refused to quit the island. Foi.Miquelon. 25.Q
256. 2½Plp.

1764. Another letter from the same Perrault to the Acadians on the
september 1, same subject. Fol. 258. 3 pp.Miquelon.

1767. Sundry dcouments setting forth the names, the services, and
the needs of the various Acadians who had taken refuge in France.
From Fol. 260 to 266 7 pages, say 4 pp.

1767. A continuation of the documents respecting the Acadians of noble
birth who had sought refuge at Cherbourg. From Fol. 268 to 280.
20 pages, say 15 pp.

1767. Letter from the Abbé Le Loutre, respecting a poor Acadian,
June 26, seventy years of age, who had come from the Islands of St. Pierre et
Paris. Miquelon, to rejoin the eldest of his children at Belle Lle. Fol.

281. 1 p.
1737. Letter and memorandum of Abbé Le Loutre in favour of Sr

June 26, Leblanc, dit Le Maigre. Fal. 283. 2 pp.
Paris.

1774. Memorandum respecting certain Canadian and Acadian families'
March 23. who, after the cession of Canada, had taken refuge in France;

proceeding from Acadia and Isle Royale to England. Fol. 287. 9 pp.
No date. Copy of a letter from Sr du Dezert to Count do La Marche, res-

pecting eighty Acadian families, refugees in France, ani about their
transport to Corsica. Fol. 293 to 295. 2 pp.

No date. Settlement of Acadian families according to the Fcheme dcter-
mined upon by the Comptroller General. Remarks upon their
present condition. Fol. 296. 5 pp.

No date. Acadian families. A scheme of settlement of Acadian families
as a compromise between the offers of the Marquis de Pérusse and
the plans of the Minister. Fol. 299. 6ý pp.

No date. Memorandum about settling the Acadians in the neighbourhood
of Blaye. Fol. 303. 2( pp.

1784 and 1788. Five other sniall documents respecting theý Acadian refuged
in France. From Fol. 315 to Fol. 320. 6 pages say 5 pp.

END OF VOL. 8-ACADIA.
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4ACADIA -CRRESPNDANCE GÉNÉRA LE."

VOL. 9.-SUPPORT oF ACADIAN REFUoEE FAMILIES.

0. 11.
This volume which contains the names of the Acadiani supported

by the State, with their rank, and a statement of the services of
each of the heads of family, forams. 70 mediura sizei pages sty 50 pp

END OF VOL. 9.-ACADIA.

ACADIA.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRAL E"

1605, 1645-17 4 9.

Volume (or rather portfolio) 10.

C. 11.
1605. Points proposed to the King by I. de Monts for the discovery andJanuary 29. peopling of the coasts and lands of Acadia. (The documents contained

in this portfolio are not paged.) 30 pages, say 20 pp.
March 19. Registration of the letters patent from the King, of the 6th of

November, 1603, which entrust and appoint M. de Monts to be
Lieutenant Governor of Acadia, 3 pages, say 2 pp.

No date. Memo. of things necessary for the support of Indians in
Acadia. 1 p.

1338. Letter from the King, Louis XIII, to M. d'Aunay Charnisay,
Pebrary 10. Lieutenant General in Acadia, respecting the regulation as to the

boundaries of bis Govern mont and that of M. do La Tour, and res-
pecting communication held by the sail M. de La Tour with
foreigners. 2j pages, say 2 pp.

[Note.-It is useless to copy this writing as it is found printed in
the "MtmorŽndum of the CommiNsioners of the King and of those
of Bis Britannic Majesty about the rights of the two Crowns res-
pectively, in Anerica. Paris, 1755."]

1641. Letter from the King, Louis XLIi, to Sr d'Aunay Charnisay,
February 13. Lieutenant Goneral in Acadia, ordering him to seize the body of Sr

de La Tour and to make an inventory of all that belongs to him.
1 page, say ½ p.

Note.-The same remark as is made on the preceeding writing.]
1644. Lummons ordering Sr Charles de St. E tienne de La Tour to pre.

Mareh 6. sent himself before the Council, in order to answor the charges
made against him. 10 pages, say 7 pp.

[lNoe.-The same remark as on the two foregoing writings).
1645. Letter from Queen Anne, Regent, to Sr d'Aunay Charnisay,SePtember 25. Lieutenant General of Acadia, about the evil designs of Sr de La

16 4. Tour, and bis communication with foreigners. 1 p.
Sptember 28 Letter from King Louis XIV, to Sr d'Aunay Charnisay, Lieute-

2 nant General, Acadia, respecting M. de La Tour. 1½ p.1647. Stipulations, by the Governor and Lieutenant General of Acadia,
Pebruary - in favor of Sr de Charnsay. 11 pages, say 10 pp.

1650. Active tutorship in favour of Sr deCharnisay by the children of
?ovember 5. Sr de d'Aunay the Kings, lieutenant in the Acadian Islands. 71

pages, say 6 pp.1651. Power of attorney made by Madame d'Aunay to Sr de La Croix.Jn•y 30. 4 pages, say 31 pp.
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Februar 18 Articles of partnership between the Duke de Vendôme, and the
Paris. widow of Se de Charnisay for the seigniory and property in Acadia.

24 pages, Fay 18 pp.
February 6, Power of attorney from the Duke de Vendôme in favour of Sr

hâteau de Pierre de La Boulaye.Vdôrne. l p

1657. Stipulations by the Governor and Lieutenant General of the
December 10. Province of Acadia, for Sr Le Borgne du Coudray. 5ý pages, say 4j pp.

1667. Grant made by the West Indian Company to Sr Emmanuel Le

aRtemhe e7, Borgne, f the greater portion of Acadia, and the appointment of the
e said Le Borgne to the Government of the said country. 6½ pages,

say 51 pp.
1668. Deed under which the King of England cedes to Ris Most Chris-

February 7, tian Majesty the country occupied by the English as well in Acadia
Whitehall. and New France as in the Islands and Equatorial France, 5 pages.

say 4½ pp.
1668. Instructions respecting the Government of a portion of Acadia in

April 4, New France, to Sr Le Borgne. 2 pp.
St. Germain-
en-Lae. Letter from Colonel Temple to Sr du Bourg, respecting the orders

November 29, which prevent him from restoring Acadia. ½ p.
Bostoa.

1869. Order from the King of England to Colonel Thomas Temple to
March 8, give up Acadia to France. 3 pages, say 21 pp.
Whitehail. [Note.-This is to be found in the Memorandum by the King's

Commissioners, above cited].
About 1669. A narrative of Acadia, 6 pp.

[Note.-A pencil note in the margin says that this writing is by
La Mothe Cadillac].

1692. Memoirs of Acadia, New England, New Rolland and Virginia, by
Cadillac. 201 pp.

1693. M. de La Mothe Cadillac. Memoir respecting Acadia and New
England. 26 pp.

[Jote.-This memoir, although reproducing a portion of the fore-
going, gives greater details and is longer. The two must be copied].

1712. A memorandum respecting Acadia. 1o pp.
About the
month of
March. Copy of letters patent from the King, respecting the cession of

1713. Acadia and the Island of St. Christopher to the Queen and Crown ofM ay -,
Marly. England. 3 pp.
After 1713. Present condition of the Missions in Acadia. pp.

e171. Decree of the Couneil of Marine, respecting a gratuity lo be
January 4. granted to Sr Duret de La Boulaye, a former Lieutenant of the King

and Commander of the Troops kept in Acadia. 1 p.
Paris. Extract for a memorandum given to the Duke of Orleans by Sr

1720. de La Mothe Cadillac, formerly Captain in Canada and Governor of
the Mississippi. 7 pages, 4ay 5 pp.

1748. Memorandum respecting Acadia. 6 pp.
1749. Extract respecting the extent and the boundaries of Acadia

according to the pretensions of the English. 15 pages, say il pp.
No date. Memorandum about Acadia. 2 pp.
No date, but Memorandum about the favours granted to families from rth
after 1773. America. 9j pages, say 7 pp.
No date. Proposals made at Paris to the Acadian representative$

from Nantes, respecting the settlement of Acadian families in
Guiana. clxii pp
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1814.
June 3, Memorial from several Canadians and Acadians praying for the
La Rochelle. restoration of their pensions, which had been granted to them in

1762. 2 pp.
END OF PoRT-PoLIo OE VOL. 10.-ACADIA.

Continuation of the same series.
" CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE "

NORoT AMERTCA.-NEW FRANCE.

BOUNDARY REGULATIONS.

1685 to 1700.
Vol. 1.
C. 11.

Regulation Respecting the Boundaries between the French and
English Colonies.

No date. Title on the back of the document: " Second memorandum from
the French company to serve as a reply to the English company."
Fol. 4, 12j pages. say 9 pp.

1697. Memorandum by the English, transferred by the Dutch to the
August 26. King's ambassadors sent with the letter from M. Stanley. Fol. 12,

4j pages 3à pp.
September 2, Letter, unsigned, to M. Maurepas, respecting Hudson Bay. Fol. 1,
Oourbevoie. 2j pages 2 pp.

September 7. Remarks upon a memorandum by the English, transferred by the
Plenipotentiaries of the States General (Holland), to the King's
ambassadors, respecting the allegod ownership of the English of
the North eay, caled by them Hudson Bay. Fol. 20, 7ý pages,
say 6 pp.

1697. Memorandum, given on the part of the English to the Convention
of Ryswick, respecting their pretensions to the Hudson Bay. Fol.
30, 5 pages, say 4 pp.

1697. Copy of the first 1pemorandum of M. de Chevry, respocting Hudson
&ugust. Bay, &c. Fol. 37. 7 pp.

1697. Copy of the second memorandum of M. de Chevry, on the same
August. subject. Fol. 41. 3 pp.

1698. Two letters from M. de Chevry, respecting boundaries of Canada,
Acadia, Hudson Bay, and Newfoundland. Fol. 43, 3à ppges,
say . ' pp.

1698.99. Memorandum, in English, respecting the rights of the English
over Hudson Bay. Fol. 45. 5 pp.

1698. Question referring to the rights which the French and the English
October 15. allege to possess over the North American Territory, and particu-

larly over the country of the iroquois and Outaouais. Fol.
48, 10 pp.

1699. Memorandum respecting the encroachments of the Enghsh in
North America. Fol. 54. 6j pp.

1699. Answer to the memorandum preaented by the comnmissioners of
March 26. the ]ing of ingaird, the 7th and 17th March, 1698-99. 10J pages,

say about s pp.
1699. Memorandum to support the pretensions of France as to Fort

March 26. Bqurbon. Fol. 68. li p.
No date. Inventory of documents necessary for M. d'Herbault, in order to

sustain the rights of the King over Canada and the islands as

cclxiii
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opposed to those of the English. Those papers were sorted into
bundleF in the order of years up to 1696. Fol. 70. 9 pp.

1700. Letter from M. Tallard to * * * ,respecting the negotiations
February 19, which were carrie: on at London in the matter of American affairs.
London. Fol. 75. 4j pages, say 4 pp.

1682-1688. Copies of several plans respecting North America. Fol. 80. 6j pp.
No date, Memorandum to define the boundaries of New France and New

England. Fol. 84. 24J pages, say 20 pp.
No date. ", Memorandum about the encroachments of the English on the

French colonies of America." Fol. 97. 4½ pp.
No date. " Statement showing the rights of lis Majesty over Hudson Bay

in connection with the present treaty in France." Fol. 100. 7
pages,say 4 pp.

No date. Extracts from the voyages of Champlain, to establish the rights of
France over Canada. Fol. 104. 12½ pages, say 9·pp.

Decebe.r il A copy of the provisional treaty respecting America. Fol. 112.
Whitehall. S pages, say 2½ pp.
No date. Memorandum from the Northern Company established in Canada.

Fol. 117. 6j pp.
1685. Memorandum froin the Marquis de Callières respecting the

February. encroachments of the English on the French colonies in America.
Fol. 121. 51 pp.

1687. Memorandum consisting of several writings, respecting New
May 13. France, sent to M. de Bonrepaus in England. Fol. 129. 7 large

pages, say 8 pp.
1687. Answer to the memorandum which had been presented by the

King of England's Commissioners, at the Conference on the 8th of
June, 1687. 5 pp.

1687. Memorandum transmitted by the King of England's Commission-
June 8. ors, respecting the rights of His Majesty over Hudson Bay. Fol. 137.

3j pages, say 3pp.1687. Copy of a memorandum transmitted by the King of England's
June 8' Commissioners, respecting the damage suffered by the Hudson Bay

Company, and also the answer of MM. de Barillon and Monrepaus.
Fol. 139. 11½ pages, say about 14 pp.

July 17. Copy of the answer transmitted by the English Commissioners,
' 1 on the 6th of July, 1687, to the reply given by the French Com-

1687. missioners, etc. Fol. 146, 9 pages, say 8 pp.
August 12. Answer to the last memorandum from the French Company of

Canada, respecting the rights and demands of the English Company
over the Hudson Bay. Fol. 151. 8 pp.

1687. " Memorandum respecting the rights which the French possess
over all the territory of New France, and of the nullity of the En-
glish pretensions." Fol. 155. 17 pages, say nearly 10 pp.

1687. Memorandum respectilng the French domination in Canada. sentJuly. to M. de Bonrepaus in London. Fol, 164, 96 medium pages, say 60 pp.
1688- Memorandum %ent to the Marquis de Seignelay respecting the

North Bay matters in Canada, sent by the Company of the said
Bay established at Quebec. Fol. 226, 19 pages, say 12 pp.

END OF VOLUMER I-BoUNDARY REGULATIONs.
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NORTH AMERICA-NEW FRANCE.
BOUNDARY REGULATIONS.

1712 to 1739.
VOL. Il.

C. il.
1713. Memorandum respecting the Districts in Camada ceded to the En-

July 1l. glish. Fol. 6. 2½ pp.
1713. Memorandum about the territory in America whieh France will

Jannary 13. have to cede to the English during the coming peaco. Fol. 10. :3 p.
No date. Petition from the inhabitants of Plaisance to the Duke ofOrleans,

Regent, setting forth that it is contrary to the Treaty of Utrecht
that the English should take possession of their immovable pro-
perty without paying for it. Fol. 14, 2 pages, say 1 p.

1718. Memorandum which will serve to fix the boundaries between
November 8. New France, New England and Acadia. Fol. 16, 26 pages, say

about 14 pp.
No date. Request from the English Commissioners in the matter of Hud-

son Bay. Fol. 33. 2 pp.
1719. Extract from the answer, dated the 26th of October, 1719, made

October 26. by MM. de Vaudreuil and Bégon to the King's memorandum, dated
the 24rd of May, of the same year. (Note-This is to be copied as
far as to the middle of Fol. 36.) Fol. 35, 2j pages, say 2 pp.

1720. Memorandum respecting the claims of the French and English
over the territory of New France. Fol. 38. 30 pp.

1720. Secret memorandum from M, d'Auteuil to the Duke of Orleans,
January. Regent, Respecting the boundaries of Acadia, and what appeared

to him, from the papers which had been forwarded to him in this
manner, blameable in the conduct ofthe Marquis of Vaudreuil and
M. de St. Ovide; and about the eagerness which the English displayed
in encroaching upon the French territory. Fol, 59. 7 pages, say 6 pp.

1720 Memorandum about the boundaries of Acadia, sent from Quebec
October 19. to the Duke of Orleans, Regent, by Father Charlevoix, a Jesuit.

Fol. 63, Il pp.
17n0. Memorandum respecting the boundaries of Hudson Bay, Fol. 69.

nnary. 11 pages, say 7 pp.
1720. Extract from a file of papers respecting the boundaries of Canada

January 10. and Acadia. Fol. 75. 14 pages, say 11 pp,
",U720 Extract from papers respecting Canada, Acadia, &c,, forwarded

January. by Marshal d'Estrées to M. d'Auteuil for him to examine, Fol. 82.
14 pages, say 11 pp.

1720. Memorandum from Father Aubry, a Jesuit missionary in Canada,January. respecting the boundaries of New France and New England, Fol.

720. 90. 6Î pages, say 5j pp.
January. Memoir about Acadia. Fol. 94. 61 pages, say 5 pp.

1720. Memoir concerning Hudson Bay. Fol. 98, 10 pages, say 9 pp,JSaUary.

1720. Another general memorandum respecting the boundaries of
January. Hudson Bay. Fol. 110 . 20 pages, say about 16 pp.
No date. Remarks and reflections by M. d'Auteuil, serving as answer to

the proposal of the English commissioners respecting the boundaries
to be determined of Hudson Bay, Fol. 121- 8 pages, say 6 pp.o date. Copy of a memorandum in the matter of the boundaries of Hudson
Bay, forwarded by Lrd Stairs to the Marshal d'Estrées. Fol. 125.
5 pages, say 2i pp,
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1735. Memorandum respecting the boundaries of Acadia. Fol. 139.
5 pages, say 4j pp.

1720. Memorandum, containing remarks tending to the clearing up of
January. difficulties which present themselves against the carrying out of

Article 12 of the Treaty of Peace of 1 th April, 1713, respecting the
cession of Acadia on the part of France to England. Fol. 144.
17 pages, say 15 pp.

1720. Extract from papers forwarded by Marshal d'Estrées to M. d'Au-
February 9. teuil, in the matter of the differences between the French and

English in Acadia and Canada, Fol. 158, 30 pages, say about 22 pp.
1723. Memorandum respecting the claims of the English to the southern

portion of New France. Fol. 211. 18 pages, say 16 pp.
1735. Memorandum about Acadia. Fol. 213. 8j pages, say 6j pp.

END OF VoL. 2.-SETLEMENT OF BUNDAUIES.

NoRTH AMEMic.-NEw FRANCE.
VOL. 3.-SETTLEMENT oF BoUNDARIEs.

1749-1751.
C. 11.

1749. Memorandum respecting the establishments of the English in
June 7. Acadia, forwarded to the English Minister by Sieur Durand, the

King's Plenipotentiary in London. Fol. 9. 7 pp.
1749. Letter from Father Charlevoix. a Jesuit, to M. de Rouillé, respect-

Parist 23, ing the boundaries of Acadia. Fol. 14. 3* pp.
No date. Memorandum respecting the boundaries. Instructions to the

Commissioners. Fol. 16. 19 pages, say 16 pp.
No date. Memorandum respecting the boundaries. Farther instructions

to the Commissioners. Fol. 26. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
1749. Extract from a letter of M. Durand, written from London, the 11 th

of June, 1749, about the settlement of the English on the shores of
Nova Scotia and Hudson Bay. Fol. 29. à p.

1750. Memorandum about the boundaries of Acadia. Discussion in this
May. matter. The old established population claim the protection of

France. Fol. 30. 21J pages, say 16 pp.
1749. M. Bigot to the Minister. In the matter of the boundaries Of

October 13. Acadia. Fol. 41. 7 pages, say 5n pp.
1750. Unsigned letter to M. de Puysieulx respecting the questions

September 9, regarding the boundaries of the English and French Colonies in
Paris. America. Fol. 50. 5 pages, say 3 pp-
No date. Memorandum on the part of the British Cabinet, in answer to

that presented on the part of the King, respecting the proposed
settlement in Nova Scotia and on the islands now in dispute. Fol.
53. 11 pages, say 8 pp.

1750. MM. William Shirley and William Mildmay and MM.de La Galis-
September, sonière, and Silhouette, English and French Commissioners. Con-Paris. ferences respecting the boundaries of the French and English

Colonies in North America. Fol. 62 to 69. 12J pages, say 10 PP•
1750. MM. de Puysieulx, de La Galissonière and de Silhouette. Varions

September, letters respecting the Conference held at Paris by the English andOctober and French Commissioners, in the matter of the boundaries of Acadia,November. &c Fol. 70 to 95. 32 pages, say nearly 25 pP.
1750. Letter signed P. R. B. Sent from Quebec by M. de Vaudreuil to

September20, M. de La Galissonière, giving curious details about Acadia and itsQuebee. people. Fol. U6. 16 pp.
cclxvi
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1688. Memorandum serving to throw light upon tho rights which the
French possess in the ownership of the North A merieun country.
Fol. 108 to 119. 22J pages, say 18 pp.

1720. Extract from a memorandum of the King to LU. de Vaudreuil
June 12. and M. Bégon, about tbe Abenakis Indians. Fol. 120. 1 p.

1720. Extract from the answer of M. de Vaudreuil and M. Bégon to
October 26. the foregoing memorandum. Fol. 22. 2 pages, say 1½ pp.

1722. Extract from the answer, dated the 17th of October, 1722, made
by M. de Vaudreuil and M. Bégon, to the memorandum of the King,
dated the 8th of June, of the same year, respecting the Abenakis.
Fol. 124. 10 pages, say 8 pp.

1723. Another memorandum respecting the said boundaries, presented
March - by M. Bobé. Fol. 130 to 137. 14 pages, say 1i pp.

1750. Memorandum respecting the place where the land marks of the
Abenakis, in the country calle I Indian Acadia, should be placed.
Fol. 161. 24 pp.

1731. Extract from the answer by M. de Beauharnois and M. Hocquart,
to the memorandum of 1he King, dated the 8th of May, of the said
year, respecting the erection of a palisaded fort at Pointe à la Che-
velure. Fol. 163. 2½ pages, say 2k pp.

1748. Memorandum respecting a meeting of representatives of the five
November 2, Iroquois tribes, who declared that they weie not English subjects.
Quebec. Fol. 211. 5. pp
Prom 1740 to Memorandum respecting the position of the River St. Jean and
1750. the adjoining district of Acadia. Fol. 215. 11 pp.

(With the small map at the end.)
No date. Memorandum respecting a question of the boundaries of the

French and Englièh colonies. There is written in the margin :
" This has been copied from a memorandum forwarded by M.
Bombarde, into whose bands it fell by chance." He writes that it
came from the house of Cardinal Dubois. Fol. 225. 2 pages, say lip.

1751. M emorandum, attributed to the Bishop of Quebec, and addressed by
September 30, him to M. de La Galissonière, respecting the question whether France,Quebec. in giving up Acadia, with its old boundaries, under the Treaty of

Utrecht, ceded not only the peninsula of Acadia, but also all the
adjoining territories. Fol. 2z9. 10 pp.

1781. Two letters from the French Commissioners to M. de St. Contest,
October 12. respecting the conference held with the English Commissioners

respecting the boundaries. Fol. 234. 11 pages, say 2j pp.
1751. Answer to the remarks of -His Most Christian Majesty's Commis,

Noember 23 , respecting the captures on the sea. Fol. 237. p.
1751. Copy of a letter written to the Marquis de Saint Contest by MM.

December 8. de La Galissonière and Silhouette on the same subject. Fol. 238. 1
page, say k P.

1749. Extract from a letter by M. Durand to M. de Puysieulx, respecting
July ,17. the memorandum f rom the British Cabinet, in answer to those pre-

seited on the part of the King, about the English settlements in INova
Scotia and the islaids now in dispute. Fol, 239. 3j pages, say 2k pp.

1751. Marshal Noailles to M. Rouillé. Sending him an extract from an
October 6 Engiish pamphlet bearmng the title: "Desription of Nova Scotia,tonflaitne-t
bleau. &u." Fol. 241 aid 242. 2 pp.
No date. Miemorandum entitled: "Anecdotes respecting the origin and

long possession of Acadia." Fol. 253. 2 pp.

END 0 VOLUME 3.-SETTLEMENT oF BOUNDARIES.
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NoaHii AMERICA,-ACADIA.

VOL, 4.-SETTLEMENT OFi BOUNDARIES.

C. 11.
The first memorandum (the conduct of the French in regard to

the E:,glish possessions, and particularly in regard to Nova Scotia)
has alt eady been mentioned in Volume 8 of General Correspondence,
AcUdia.

No date. Memorandum respecting the boundaries of Acadia. Fol. 35. 23 pp.
No date. A memorandum, without a signature, without date and without

conclusion, whieh commences in this way: " After various opera-
tiors during the war by Queen Anne made to conquer Nova Scotia,
this Province was at last aigain placed under the authority of Eng-
land, in 1713, &o." Fol. 47. 20 pp.

(This document is tound in the office of the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, and is cited in my report for 1883. J. M.)

1749. Extract from a pamphlet pubbshed in London, in 1749, respecting
the extent of the boundaries of Acadia as claimed by the English.
Fol. 74. 14â pages, say 12 pp.

1753, Memorandum to be presented to the Cabinet, on the absolute
and pressing necesmity for determining and fixing the boundary line
between France and England in Acadia. Foi. 90. 45 pages,
say 38 pp..

1753. District map, which may have been presented to the Cabinet, to
facilitate the fixing of the boundaries, &c., in Acadia. Fol. 114.
14½ pages, say 12 pp.

Statement of the actual condition of the French and Indian
1763. missions in the southern portions of New France, to wit, those of

the River St. Jean, Louisbourg, and the varions posts which are
supported by it; a comprehensive view of those parishes peopled by
the French which are still under English domination in Acadia.
Fol 122. 22 pages, say 18 pp.

1756. Journey of Sieur Gauthier, inhabitant of Ile St. Jean, in winter,
on the ice, from Chedaïque to Quebec. Foi. 134. 7 pages, say 6 pp.

END OF VOLUME 4.-SETTLEMENT OF BoUNDARIES.

NORTH AMERICA, -ACADIA,

1751,
VOL. 5.-SETTLEMENT OF BOUNDARIEs.

1751. C. 11.
Memorial presented by His Majesty's Commissioners to those of

Ris Most Christian Majesty, in answer to the memorial of the 4th
October, 175 i, concerning Nova Scotia or Auadia. Fol. 2 to 146.
292 pages, say about 200 pp.

(It is useless to copy this document, which is found printed at
length in the transactions of the King-a commissioners and those of
His Britannic Majesty, about the po:sessions and the rights of the
two Crowns, respectively, sin America. Paris M DJLV. Tome .

END OF VOL. 5.-SETTLEMENT oF BoUNDAERES,
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NORTa AMEaICA,-AcADIA,
1753 to 1755.

VOL. 6.-SETTLEMENT OF BOUNDARIES.

c, 11,
Notes upon the English memorandum of the 23rd of January,

1753, From Fol, 2 to Fol. 182 (many blank sheets,) 3q4 pages,
say nearly i15 pp.

1755. Memorandum about the boundaries between France and England,
April 28. both in South and North America, Fol, 191, 81J pages, say

about END OF VOL. 6.-SETTLEMENT oF BoUNDARIEs. 60 pp.

NORTH AMERICA, Nzw FRANCE.

1754 to 1755.
VOL, 7,-SETTLEMENT OF BOUNDARIES.

C. 11.
1754.55. Memorandum sent to the keeper of the seals, and to M. Rouillé,

Minister of Marine. Notes by the Marquis de La Galissonière.
Fol. 2 to 62. 120 medium-sized pages, say 82 pp.

1755. Answer to the memorandum from the Court of London. Fol. 154.
-June. 52J pages, say 30 pp,

1755. Memorandum signed T. Robinson, and beginning in the following
June. words: " About the four points respecting America." Fol. 196.

38 pages, say about 35 pp.
1755. Remarks upon the conduct of the French with respect to the

English colonies in North America, extracted in great part from
the memoirs of Shirley, Governor General of New England, by Dr.
Clarck, printed and published in Boston, in 1755, 48 pages, say
nearly 40 pp,

END OF VOL. 7.-SETTLEMENT OF BoUNDARIKs.

NORT AMEaioA.

1754 to 1762,

VoL, 8,-SETTLEMENT oF BoUNDARIES.
C. 11.

1754-17r5. Correspondence of MM. de Silhouette and Rouillé, in the matter of
the Boundary Settlement betweon the French and English Colonies
in North America. From Fol, 4 to 35. 53 pp.

1755. Memorandum about.the dispute on American affairs. Fol, 36.
•Pil. 80 pages, say 60 pp,

'1755. M. de La Galissonière to X-X-X, Sending him a copy of a letter

ur y8, from M. Rouillé. Fol. 77 and 78, 2 pp,

1755. Summarized memorandum on the boundaries of Acadia. Fol. 79.
july 18. 91 pages, say 80 pp-

END Of VOL, 8.-SETTLIIENT OF BOUNDARIEs,
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NoaTi AMERICL,

VOL. 9.-BUNDARIES OF THE FRENCH AND ENGLIsII COLONIES.
C. 11.

(I have already disposed of the greater part of the memoirs, con-
tained in this volume, not including those which follow. J. M.)

No date. Memorandum respecting the settlement of the English in Hudson
Bay. Fol. 34. 4 pp.

No dat'. Memorandum respecting the settlement of the English from
Pemquid, which is the one nearest tous, as far as Boston. Fol.36. 5 pp.

1097. Extract from memoranda and letters sent to the Plenipoten-
tiaries respecting the restorations to be made on one side and the
other, in the colony. (Acadia, Newfoundland, Hudson, Bay). Fol.
40 to 43. 6j pages, eay 4j pp.

1698. Memorandum respecting the settlements in Acadia. Fol. 52. 4 pp.
No date. Memorandutm to be written to England, in the matter of the

Abenakis. Fol. 74. 4j pages, say 2 pp.
(These documents should be placed with those contained in Vol. 1

of these series : Settlement of Boundaries.)
END oF VOL. 9.-STTLEMENT oF BoUNDARIEs.

NoRTH AMERICA.

VOL. 10.-RIVALRY BETWEEN THE ENGLIsH AND FRENCJH COLONIES.

1689 to 1764.
C. 11.

1686. Translation of the Latin letter written by M. Dongan to Father
May 20. Lamberville, a missionary among the Iroquois. Fol 2, 1 p.

1690. Copy of the letter written by Father Carheil, Jesuit Missionary,
September 17. to the Governor of New France, received by the Cou-t de Fron-

1691. tenac, at Quebec. Fol. 3. 10 pp.
April 1, Copy of letter written by Father Bruyas, a Jesuit, to Count de
At the rapide Frontenac. Fol. 9. 5 pp.
near Mon-
treal.
No date. Memorandum from Sieur d'Ibereille, about the establishment at

Boston and its connections. Fol. 13. 24 pages, say 18 pp.
i634. Memorandum, unsigned, respecting Carolina. Fol. 27. 2j pp.
1C96. Description of Carolina as regards the products of the soil.

Fol. 29. 7 pp.
1702. Memorandum from Sieur d'Iberville (look on the back of the

St. Malo. document) entitled : Memorandum of what I have learned of NeW
England and Boton. Fol. 39. 2j pages, say 2 pp.

1700. Unsigned memorandum entitled: Narrative of a voyage made tO
New England by M. de Callières. Fol. 41. 4 pages, say about 6 PP.

1710. Memorandum bespecting the demand which the English have
made for Port Plaiance and the Isiand of Newloundland. Fol.
4ti. 3 pp.

1727. M. de Beauharnois to the Minister. Forwards a memoir of Father
October 13, Laffiteau reslpecting the two claims of the two Crowns. Ile Royale,
Quebec. Quebec, Chouë2uen. Importance of Canada for the fidberies.

Fol. 54. 4j pages, say 2j pp.
About Utility ot Canaia and Louisiana. Necessity for retaining tbem
1747-50. (A note credits this memorandum to M. d3 La Galissonièro). Fol.

90. 21 PP-
eclxx
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1753. Journal of the voyage of Major George Washington, sent by
M. .Robert Dinwiddie, Goveoî o'f Viirginta, to the commander of
the troops on the Ohio, *ith the translation of'the letter from the
English Governor as well as the answer of the French officer. Fol.
150. 22J pp.

1757. Memoranda respecting the condition of the various English
Colonies in North America. Fol. 164 to 190, 46 pages, say 35 pp.

1756. History of the capture of Fort Bull. Fol. 200. 8 pp.
1159. Memorandum respecting the expense of living in Canada. Fol.

&ýri1 17. 229 and 230. 3 large sized pages, say 4 pp.
NKo date. Memorandum, unsigned, about the subjects of complaint which the

Canadians have against those who rule and pillage them. (Allusions
to Bigot, and other public functionaries). Fol. 231. 5 pages,
say 4 pp.

1761. Letter and memorandum written against MM. Bigot and Cadet.
October 19. Fol. 234 to 238. 7 pages, say ô pp.

l76. M. André Grasset de St. Sauveur, formerly General Secretary to
the Governor of Canada, claiming from the Minister payment for
bills of exchange. Curious memorandum containing details res-
pecting the actions of Bigot and his allies. Fol. 241. 18 pages,
say about 28 p^p.

3ar s. Historical and political sketch of Canada, presented to the
le pluviose. National Convention by citizen Cebet, chief of the executive depart-

mqnt of the board of arms and ammunition. Fol. 252. 6J pages,
say 8 pp.

iffl. Letter from M. Bernier who temained at Quebec after the capitu-
October 15, lation of that town, respecting the condition of the country. Fol.
Qièbec. 262. 2 pages, say

1759. M. de Lotbinière, Engineer, to the Minister, in order to justify
November 11, himself, against the suspicions which lie had excited in the matter of
XontreaI. expenditure which he had been charged with. Fol. 263- 2 pp.
No date. Unsigned memorandum entitled, 1 Political and Military Reflec-

tions upon Canada," in order to assist in its restoration. Fol. e69.
20 pages, say .8 pp.

END Op VoL. 1O.-RIVALRT OF THE ENGLISH COLONIEs.

" CoRREspoNDANcE GÉNÊRALE."

VOL. 11.-NORTII AMERICA, oANADe, AND THE UNITED STATES.

1651 to 1818.
C. 11.

1651 and 1703. Documents relating to the granting and the confirmation of the
grant of the Seignioiy of Sillery, to the Jesuit Fathers. Fol. 4 to
8. 7½ pp.

1656. Grant to the Jesuit Fathers, of a Seigniory in the country of the
&pril-. Upper Iroquois called the Onnontgeronons. Fol 9. lip.

1667. Statement of lands possesmed by the Jesuit Fathers in Canada,
according to their own declaration. Fol. 14. If p.

N 1712. Memorandum about the establishment of Missions among the
orember 12. Iroquois, and the adviritage which will result from their being kept

1672. up by the French. Fol. 1-. 3½ pages, say 3 pp.
Petition fiom the inhabitants of Quebec, Beauport, Beaupré, the

Island of Orleans, Cape Rouge, &c. Protesting against the tithe
which the Bishop of Petrée had imposed upon them. Fol. 18. 1 p.
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1705. Lettor from M. Duchesnay to the Minister, respecting thea lawsuitOctober 22, which the Jesuits had brought against him respecting his Seignory,Quebee. with two documents establishing his rights. Fol. 20 to 27. 12 pp.
1728. Document respecting the Mission of the Lake of the Two Moun-

March 9. tains, with a plan of the proposed fort. Fol. 29 to 32. 4 pages,
nearly 5 pp.

1712 and 1713. Mathieu Benoist Collet, Attorney Gencral for the King in New
France. Petition to the Minister representing the expensive char-
acter of living in Canada, and asking for a further increase of
salary. Fols. 43 to 48. 8J large sized pages, say 10 pp.

No date. The same to the Minister. Respecting the building of churches In
Canada. Fol. 49. 2J pp.

1717. The same to the same. Respecting the deeds and contracts by
notaries, their registration, deposit, &c. Fol. 51. 21 pages,
say 3 pp.

11m. The same to the same. Setting forth the injustice done to nota-
ries and bailiffsin the pleading of suits.- Pol. 53. 2J page, say 3 pp.

No date. The same to the same. Requesting that the officers of the Supe-
rior Council be authorized to act as attorneys for their friends.
Fol. 55. 1i pp.

No date. Memorandum respecting the sale of brandy, and drunkenness
among the Indians of Canada. Fol. 67-82. 26 pp.

1697-99. Two memoranda respecting the affair at Mount Louis and the
stationary fishing nets. Fol. 102-106. 8 large pages, say 10 pp.

1764. M. Peronet, trader, to the Minister. Respecting trade in Bor-
January 21, deaux wines, brandy, &c., in North America. Fol. 146. 18 pages,
Bordeaux. say 12

1728. Anatomical description of the muskrat of North America. Pol.
157. 24J pp.

1777. M. Cebet to the Minister, (1) Scheme for again bringing Canada
under French domination. Fol. 190. 2 pp.

1777. M. Cebet to the Minister. Memorandum about Canada connected
July 12. with the foregoing letter. Fol. 192. I11 pp.

1790-91. Three letters from M. François Cazeau, formerly a merchant of
Montreal, respecting the services rendered by him in America in the
cause of France, Fol. 198-202. 5 small pages, say 2 pp.

1783. Two extracts from the reports made by the consuls of North
America on the articles of trade, Fol, 203-210. 15i pp.

Year 2. M, H. Mezière. Memorandum addressed to Citizen Dalbarade,
a 2 Minister of Marine, about the political and moral condition of Canada

and the 'United States. Fol. 243. 17 pages, say about 10 pp.
No date. Memorandum, signed by M. Charles Dubois, about the old Frenoh

colonies in North America. Fol. 252. 59 pages, say 40 pp.
1718. Information respecting Canada extraeted from an English news-

paper, The Observer, of date 20th September, 1718. Fol. 284. 16 pp.
(1) Cebet was, as he says himself, married to a Canadian

woman. See, in the preceding volume, the scheme about the same
matter, which he presented later on to the Convention.-J. M.)

END OI VOL. 11.-NoRTH AMERICA, CANADA, AND
THE UNITED STATES.
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NORTH AMERICA.

CANADA.

VOL. 12.-RvER ST. LAWRENCE. -PARCHIAL DISTRICTS.
1721.
C. 11.

1721. Regulation of the parochial districts of New France. Fol. 2.
September 20. 114 medium sized pages, say 60 pp.

1722, Decree confirming the regulation respecting parochial districts
March 3. in New France. Fol. 53. 1 p.

1722. Representations made by the owners of seigniories, and by the
priests and people of Canada respecting the regulation of paro-
chial districts in this Colony. FoIs. 54 to 64. 22 pp.

1721. Reports respecting conveniences, and inconveniences, prepared
in eachof the parishes of New France by M. Collet, the King s Attor-
ney General in the Superior Council of Que bec. (This document
is very important, inasmuch as it gives a sketch of the condition of
the parishes, roads, &c , of Canada, at this period.) FoIs. 65 to
231. 165 pp.

END OF VOL. 12.-PARCHIAL DISTRICTS.

NORTH AMERICA.
CANADA.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF VARTOUS TRADING POSTS.

River St. Lawrence, Lake Champlain, Chio, Lake Superior, Labra
dor, etc.
VOL. 13.
C. 11.

1754. Bellin. Statement of the observations and data in accordance
with which the chart of the Gulf and River St. Lawrence was
engraved. Description of the coasts, bays, harbours, &c. From Fol.
75 to 100. 52 medium pages, say 40 pp.

[.Note.-It would be useless to copy this document which is found
included in a work by Bellin, printed at Paris in 1755, and entitled
'l Remarks about the Map of North America, with a description of
these parts of the World "].

No date. Unsigned memorandum, entitled: "Remarks about the River
St. Lawrence." Fol. 101. 4 pp.

1727. Memorandum by M. L'Hermite, respecting the Bay des Chaleurs.
Fol. 103. 19 pp.

M. Talon. Remarks about the navigation from La Rochelle to
Ctober 4' Canada. Fol. 113. 5 pages, say 3Î pp.

About 1666. Description of New France, New Holland and New England.
drawn. Fol. 116. 17½ pp.

ebr 1689. M. Audiffredy. Narrative of his voyage on the "Emerillon."
ko4i%"ty' Fol. 127. 3 pp.

1685. Remarks on the navigation of the River St. Lawrence, upon
which the map sent to Monseigneur, by M. de Denonville, was
Fol. 129. 9½ pp.

1we 165- M. Jolliet. Autograph letter to the Marquis of Seignelay, when
Vaaaber 1o, sending him a map, which he had prepared, of the River St. Law-

rence. (This map does not accompany the letter.) Fol. 135. 1½ p.

cclxxiii
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1699. Unsigned memoir containing a description of Mont-Louis. Fol.
137. 2 pp.

UPPER POSTS.

About 1723 Statement of the detached companies of troops in these posts.
and 1725. Fol. 140. 3½ pp.

CHAIN OF POSTS.

Description of the various posts of Canada, on the St. Lawrenoe,
the great lakes, the Mississippi, &c., with details about their pro-
ducts. Fol. 143. 18 pp.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN.

1707. Mines on Lake Champlain. Fol. 153. 3 pages, say 2J pp.

FORT PONTCHARTRAIN AT CHAMBLY.

1712. Extract from a register of the Council of State, respecting the
marking off the outskirts of this post. Fol. 156. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.

1726. M. Chaussegros de Léry. Memorandum respecting Lake Ontario.
Fol. 159. 4 pagea, say 3 pp.

FORT PRÉsENTATION.

1751. Memoirs of M. Picquet, a missionary, entitled: " Journal which can
stand as the Memoirs and Narrative of the Voyage which I made on
Lake Ontario, in order to attract to the new establishment of Pré-
sentation the Iroquois Indians of the Five Nations." Fol. 172. 10
large pages, say 15 pp.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN, POINTE 1 LA CHEVELURE.

1749. Copy of the grants given by Sieur Coulonges, the King's store-
keeper at Fort St. Frédéric. Names of the grantees, &c. Fol.
184. 8 pp.

MIAMIS, RIVER OUABAOHE.

1725. Extract from a letter of the Indian Company to M. de Boisbriant,
December 22. respecting the establishment of a post on the River Ouabache. Fol.

190. 1 p.
1747. Agreement of M. Boisberthelot de Beaucourt, Governor of

Montreal, and Sieur Honoré Michel de Villebois, with Sieur Charly
St. Ange, or the erection of the posts of Miamis and the Rivière
Blanche. Fol. 191. 5J pp.

1750. Instructions for M. de Villiers, commanding the post of Miamis.
Fol. 194. 3½ pp.

OHIO OR BELLE RIVIèRE.

1750. Narrative of the voyage of Father de Bonnecamps, a Jesuit,Ootobr 17, made to Belle Rivière, in 1749, by the orders of M. Celoron. Fol.
19a.

1750. Copy of the instructions given to M. de Joncaire, infantry
June 22, nant, about the voyage which ho had to make to Belle Rivière;bydontreal. the Marquis de La Jonquière. Fol. 216. 5< pp.

1755-56. Printed document. A journal of what took place in Canada,
from October, 1755, up to June, 1756. Fol. 248. 3J pages in
cramped writing, say 15 pp

(NOTE.-This document gives many details and is very curious.)
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LAKE SUPERIOR.

1687 to 1740. M. Denys de La Ronde to the Miinister. Setting out his periods
of service and gi'ing information about the copper mines of Lgke
Superior. Fol. 251. là pp.

LAC A LA CARPE.

1752. M. Du Quesne to the Minister. Advantages of this post, &q.
be28, Fol. 258. 9 pages, say 6 p

NORTH-EAST LABRADOR.

1718. M. de Courtenanche. Gives an Account to the Ministeir of the situa.
Sptember ' tion he is placed in at this post, which they have just granted to
Bay. him. Fol. 264. 1i pp.

1733. M. de Brouague to the Minister. Gives an account Qf what took
Reptember?8, place on the coast of this country, since the preceding year.
Labrador. Fol. 266. 31 pp.

1735. The same to the same. Gives an account of what took place on
Xaga d'or. the coast of this country, since the preceeding year. Fol. 269. 5à

pages, say 3 pp.
LAKE TEMISCAMINGUE.

1686. "Road from the end of the Island of Montreal to Lake Temisca-
mingue, on the shores of which is the lead mine, and giving the
length of each portage, from the end of the island up to the mine."
Fol. 277 and 278. 2 pp.

1751. . Memorandum from M. de Cherizy. Respecting the Northl.West
ary 13, passage. Fol. 289. 3½ pp.

END OF VOL. 13.-EROTION OF VARIOUS POSTS.

NORTH AMERICA.

CANADA.

VOL. 14,-PosTs IN THE UPPER COUNTRY.

1693-1704.

C. 11.
The greater portion of this volume is made up of the correspondence of

Lamothe Cadillac. He writes his name " Lamothe " and not " La
.Mothe '" Cadillac.-J. M.

1695. Sieur de Lamothe Cadillac. Sets out cases of conscience for the
AprU 17, Jesuit Fathers, and bege them to answer them. Fol. 6. 5 pp.a'Millima-
knac.

1695. Letter from Sieur de Lamothe Cadillac to the Minister, in which
ognst3, he points out the necessity of capturing Manhattan. He complains of
i a®>li- the forgetfulness of the Court with respect to his supply of brandy,kisc. which may lead to the withdrawal of the Indians, who will apply

to the English to obtain some. Fol. 15. 7à pp.
1695. Extracts from certain articles in the journal sent to M. do Fron-

ugust, tenac by Sieur de Lamothe Cadillac. Fol. 15. 5à pp.
1e92. Memorandum te serve as an answer to the letters of M. de Fron-

tenac ana M. de Champigny. Respecting the farming of the posts
in the upper country. Fol. 20. 3 pp,
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1701.
Octobr 5. Description of the River Detroit by M. de Lamothe, who is in com-

mand there. Fol. 23. 2ý pp.
1697. Letters from M. de Lamothe Cadillac to the Minister. About the

October 20, condition in which ho finds the Ottawa country, where he bas been
Quebec. in command for three consecutive years. Fol. 26. 2 pp.

1697. M. de Lamothe Cadillac. Memorandum respecting the posts of
October 20, Michilimakinac and Miamis, and other posts in the upper country.Quebec. Fol. 128. 4 large pages, 5 pp.

1699. M. de Lamothe Cadillac. " Memorandum for Canada." Fol.
31. 3 pp.

1699. Scheme of M. de Lamothe Cadillac respecting Canada addressed
to M. de Maurepas. Fol. 34. 10 pages, say 12 pp.

1699. M. de Lamothe Cadillac to M. de Maurepas. Respecting what
- took place in Canada with reference to the above mentioned scheme.

Fol. 40. 7 pp.
1699. Extract from the memorandum of M. de Lamothe Cadillac about

the settlement among the Outaouais. Fol. 44. 13 pages, say 8 pp.
No date. Memorandum about the scheme of M. de Lamothe Cadillac. To

briÉg the Indians of Canada within villages and under police con-
trol. Fol. 51. 3½ pp.

1699-1700. Memorandum of M. de Callières, in answer to that of M. de La-
mothe respecting the situation of the varions posts of New France.
Fol. 53. 3 pp.

1700. Let ter from M. de Lamothe Cadillac to the Minister respecting theOctober 18, Detroit Settlement. Fol. 56. 6 pp.Quebeo. p
1700. M. de Callières informing the Minister that the Company formed in

November 9, New France desires that the trade with Fort Frontenac should be
Quebee. granted to them. Fol. 60. 4j pp.

1701. M. de Lamothe Cadillac, commanding at Detroit. Statement to
August. the Minister of the difference between Lake Huron and Lake Erie.

Fol. 64. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
1701-2-3. " Observations by M. de Lamothe on letters written to him by

the Jesuit Fathers concerning Detroit." Fol. 67 to 78. 22 large
pages, say 35 pp.

1701-2-3. Interview by M. de Lamothe with varions Indian tribes and the
speeches of the latter. From fol. 79 to 93. 291 pages, say
about 40 pp.

1702. Two letters from M. de Lamothe to Father Marest, a Missionary
among the Outaouais of Michillimackinac respecting the slanders,-
which he states that the said Father has uttered -about him. Fol.
114. 4 large pages, say 6 pp.

1702. M. de Lamothe Cadillac to the Minister. Description of Detroit.September 25, Advantages which it offers; necessity for, and the means by which
this post may be perfected. Fol. 116. 20 large pages, say 30 pp.

1702. Judgment rendered by M. de Callières, Governor General, against
September 25, Father Bouvard. Superior of the Jesuits, assisted by Father GermainQuebec. and M. de Lamothe Cadillac on account of the complaints which hO

has made against several missionaries. Fol. 127. 2 p-.
No date. Copy of a letter from M. de Lamothe to Father Marest, respecting

the missions. Fol. 128. 6 pages, say 4j pp.1702. Description of Detroit by M. de Tonty. Fol. 132. 2j pp.
1703. Third letter from M. de Lamothe to Father Marest, Superior of the

missions among the Outaouais, in answer to the fifteenth letter from1
the same Father. Fol. 135. 1 P.

1703. Letter written by M. de Lamothe, without address, respecting mat-
Detroit. ters at Detroit. Fol. 136. 2j pages, say 4 pp-
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No date. Remarks made by M. de Lamothe for the Government. Fol. 151.
4 pages, say 5 pp.

1703. Letter from M. de Lamothe to the Minister. Giving details respect-
August 31. ing the settlement at Detroit. Fol. 153. 23 pages, say 30 pp.

1704. Reflections on the present condition of the settlement of Detroit
April 29, in Canada. Signed Riverin. Fol. 166. 21 pages, say 3 pp.Paris. 2

1704 Memorandum by M. de Lamothe Cadillac, in which are brought out
Nov ember 14, all the reasons for or against the settlement at Detroit,with an estima-
Quebec. tion of the importance of the events which took place there, in the

form of a dialogue between himself and the Minister. Fol. 168.
47 large pages, say 60 pp.

1704. Letter from the Court, or agreement made between the King and
June 14, M. de Lamothe as respects Detroit. Fol. 192. 6î pages, say 5j pp,
Versailles.

1705. Agreement between M. de Lamothe and the directors of the Colo.
September 28, nial Company. Fol. 197. 5 pp.Quebe. EN» Or VOL. 14.-POsTs IN THE UPPER COUNTRY.

NOLTH AMXRacA.

CANADA.

VOL. 15.-POSTS. IN THE UPPER COUNTRY.

1704 to 1749.

C. 11.
rom 1707 to Statement of deeds granted by M. de Lamothe Cadillac to the inha-

10 bitants of Detroit, in accordance with the power which he had received
from His Majesty, in 1704-5-6. Fol. 3. 26 pages, say 20 pp.

1704-09. Extract from letters by the Minister to M. de Lamothe. Fol. 20.

1708. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
SeptemberiS, Extract from a letter by M. de Lamothe respecting the post of
Detroit. 'Detroit, and its management. Fol. 25. 191 pages, say 10 pp.

1710. Letter from M. de Pontchartrain to M. de Lamothe Cadillac. In-

ay3, forming him that the King had appointed him Governor of Loui.
170. siana. Fol. 36. 21 pp.

june 7 Extract from the report of a consultation between M. de Lamothe
Detrot. and the inhabitants of Detroit. Fol. 38. 2 pp.

1710. M. de Vaudreuil to M. de Lamothe. Informing him that the King
'ePtember 13, had appointed him Governor of Louisiana, and that M. de La Forest

Quebec. would replace him at Detroit. Fol. 39. It p.
f the ame Extract from a letter by M. de La Forest to M. de Lamothe on the

Yearwithout same subject Fol. 41. 3j pages, say uP p.doubt.
1711. Memorandum as to the instructions to be followed by M M. Du-

Jannary 17. buisson, de Lamothe, and de La Forest. Fol. 41. 3 pp.
onte i, M. de Lamothe Cadillac to M. de Vaudreuil. Asking him for an

real. escort in order to proceed to Louisiana. Fol. 45. 2j pp.
June 15. The same to the same. Respecting M. de La Forest, his successor
Montreal. at Detroit. Fol. 48. 5 pp.
jn e 16 Answer from M. de Vaudrenil. Fol. 51. 2 pp.
Monitrea'i. nwrf .d adei.Fl 1 p

jaly. Correspondence between MM. de Lamothe Cadillac and de La
Forest, about the posts at Detroit. Fol. 57. 23 pages, say 20 pp.
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1711. A paragraph from a letter by Father Cherubin de Niau, Recollet
etroit. 2 Missionary at the Fort of Detroit, written to M. de Lamothe, who was

then at Quebec, respecting the disorder which reigned at Detroit,
owing to the conduct of M. Dubuisson. Fol. 75. 1 p.

1711. Geineral inventory of buildings, mills, cattle, merchandise, mov-
August 25. ables, &c., belonging to M. de Lamothe at Detroit. Fol. 77. 12 pp.
No date. M. de Lamothe Cadillac, asking the Count de Toulouse for a grant

of the whole of Detroit. Fol. 86. 3 pp.
1718. The same to the same. Respecting the stores which had been

taken by him to Detroit for the King's service. Fol. 92. 9 pp.
1718. The same to the Council of Marine. On the same subject. Fol. 97.

6 pages, say 5 pp-
1719. The same to the Council of Marine. On the sane si^ject. Fol.

102. 13 pp.
1719. The same to the Count de Toulouse. Claiming the carrying on of

the trade at Detroit. Fol. 113. 1 p -
1719. The same to the same. On the same subject. Fol. 115. 14 pp.
1719. Copy of a letter of MM. de Vaudreuil and Bégon about the claims

November 14, of M. de Lamothe Cadillac. Fol. 125. 1 p.
Quebec.

1719. The same to the Minister. Statement of the moneys advanced,
November 14, which they think ought to be repaid to M. Lamothe Cadillac.
Quebec. Fol. 129. là p.
No date. M. de Lamothe Cadillac to Count de Toulouse. Respecting his

claims on Detroit. Fol. 131. 2 pp.
1720-21. The same to the same. On the same subject, with a collection of

documents connected with the matter. Fol. 134 to 169. 60
pages, say 50 pp.

1721. Alexis Lemoyne, Montreal merchant, to Count de Toulouse.
October 30, Claiming two lots which M. de Lamothe had granted to him in
Quebec. Detroit, in 1708, and complaining of M. de Tonty, who was in com-

mand of that post. Fol. 172. 1 p.
1722. MM. de Vaudreuil and Bégon. Acknowledging the receipt of

October 17, the order of the Council of State, dated the 19th May of the samO
Quebec. year, in favour of M. de Lamothe Cadillac. Fol. 175. 1 p.

1727. M. de Tonty to the Minister. Respecting the complaints which
Augut8, had been made against his government, &c. Fol. 178. 3 pp-
Detroit.

1721. Petition by MM, Langlois, Parent, Trudot and other inhabitants
of Detroit to the Council of Marine, complaining of having been de-
prived of their rights by M, de Tonty. Fol. 180. 7 medium pageS,
say 5 pp-

1721. Statement of building lots occupied by the inhabitants of Detroit,
who pay two sous per foot, front. Fol. 186. 5 pP.

r-1727. Memorandum about the debates which had taken place betwel'
January 28. MM. de Lamothe and de Tonty, who was in command at Detroit.

Fol. 190. 8j pages, say 6 Pp.
1732. Petition from the eldest son of M. de Lamothe Cadillac to the

February - Minister. Claiming either to be put in possession of the post of
Detroit or that he be granted an indemnity. Fol. 199. 1 P.

1745. ' Petition of the eldest son of M. de Lamothe Cadillac complaini'g
June - of the obstacles with which they had opposed the execution of the

order of 1732, which maintained him in possession of the Po
of Detroit. Fol. 202. 2 pages, say là P•

END Or VOL. 15.-PosTs IN THE UPPEIR CoUNTRY.
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NEw FRANCE.

VOL. 16.-PoSTS IN TH1E WESTERN COUNTRY.

1679 to 1759.
c. 11.

1679. Daniel Greyselon Du Lhut to Count de Frontenac. About his
April"5, rye
saut Ste. travels to the country of the Nadouecioux, &c. Fol. 2. 7 pages,
Marie. say 8 pp.

1685.! The same to M. de Seignelay. His memoirs on the same subject.
Fol 7. 5î pp.

No date. The same to the same. Another memoir about his discoveries.
Fol. 11. 1 p.

1716-17. Memoir respecting the attempts to discover the Western Sea, and
the journey made to Lake Assiniboëls and to the River Kama-
nistigoya. Fol. 13 to 26. 231 pages, say 15 pp.

1718. Memorandum for the discovery of the Western Sea drawn up and
April - presented by M. Bobé, a priest. Fol. 40 to 73. 64 large pages,

say 80 pp.
1718-19. Memorandum signed Pachot, respecting the settlement of Te-

kamamionen in the country of the Sioux. Fols. 75 to 83. 14
pages, say 12 pp.

1720. M. de Vaudreuil to the Minister. Respecting the posts of Kaman-
November 4, istigoya and Tekamamiouen. Fol. 86-92. 13 small pages, say .6 pp.

1721. M. de La Noue, Lieutenant, commanding the Post of Kamanisti-
October 15, goya from 1717 to 1721 (a fragment). Fol. 94. .11 page, say 1 p.
Quebec.

1721. Father Charlevoix to the Minister. He has visited all the poste in
July 21, the upper country except those on Lake Superior. He proposes M.
Misillima- Pachot for the latter named station. Fol. 96. 1 p.
kuac.

1722. M. de Vaudreuil to the same. It would be preferable to leave M.
October 20, de Montigny in command of the Post of La Baie than to appoint M.
Quebee. Pachot to it. Fol. 99. 2â pages, say 1½ p.

1723. Father Charlevoix. He gives an account to the Minister of the
January 20, mission which had been given to him: " To proceed to the principal

ris. posts of the upper country in order to make enquiries there respect-
ing the Western Sea." Fol. 102. 6 pp.

1723. The same to Count de Morville, the Secretary of State. On the
pril 1, same subject. Fol. 106. 3 pp.

1723. The same to the same. Two other letters on the same subject,
Iiay il and and about the Sioux mission. Fol. 108-109. 2 pages, say l½ p.
J'ne 26.

1728. Narrative of the travels by Father Guignas among the Sioux.
May 29, Fol. 112. 11J pages, say 9 pp.
Port Beauhar-
noie, in the
Sioux
County.

173o. MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart to the Minister. Respecting
e tober 15, a scheme of settlement on the shores of Lake Ouinipigon by M.Quebee. de la Verendrye. Fol. 119. 6 pages, say 2½ p.*

1731. Articles for the government of the post among the Sioux. Fol.
124. 5ipp.

A 1gust1i M. de la Verendrye to Minister. Asking him for power to work the
asilima- posts of Kamanistigoya and Nipigon for five years, in order to decide

inae. whether to form a settlement upon Lake Ouinipigon. Fol. 134.
3 small pages, Bay 11 p.
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1731. MM. de Beaubarnois and Hocquart. Letters, with remarks upon
October 1, the memorandum of M. de la Verendrye respocting the undortakingQuebec. for the discovery of the Western Sea. Fol. 136-141. 71 pp.
October 1, M. de Beaubarnois to the Minister. Giving an analysis of the
Quebec. two letters which he has received from M. de la Verendrye in the

matter of the undertaking for the discovery of the Western Sea.
Fol. 136-141. 7 pp.

1132. M. de Beauharnois to the Minister, Giving an analysis of two
October 15, letters which ho has received from M, de la Verendrye, respecting
Quebea. the expedition for the discovery of the Western Sea. Fol, 143, 4

pages, say 3 pp,
No date. Memorandum giving the news which M. de La Jemmeraye bas

brought from the country of the Sioux and Renards, Fol, 147. 4
pages, say 3 pp.

1733. Extract from a letter written to M. de Beauharnois, by M. de la
ort 't. Verendrye, giving an account of the kindly feelings of the Cristi-

Oharles on naux. Fol, 151. 2 pages, say 1 pp.
Lake of the
Woods. MM. de Beauharnois and Hocquart. Respecting the mission en-
October 13 trusted to M. de La Jemmeraye for the discovery of the Western Sea.
Quebec. Fol. 153. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

1734 Extract from a letter by M. de Beauharnois to the Minister,
May 23. narrating the facts gathered by M, de la Verendrye in the direction

of the discovery of the Western Sea, Fol, 156, 7J pages, say 6 pp,
1734. M. de Beaubarnois to the Minister. Rendering account of the

October 8. proceedings of MM. de la Verendrye and de la Jemeraye for the
discovery of the Western Sea. Fol. 162, 6J pages, say 4 pp-

1734. M. de la Verendrye to the Minister, respecting the efforts made by
O-tOber 12, bimself and his four sons towards the discovery of the Western Sea.Quebee. Fol. 166. Ji p.

1735. M, de Beaubarnois to the Minister. Respecting the departure of
October 8, MM, de la Verendrye, father and son, for the posts of the upper
Quebec. country. Fol. 169. 4J pages, say 3j pp,

1735. Extract from a memorandum sent by M. de la Verendryo to
M. de Beauharnois, respecting the events which had happened at
Fort St. Charles to the west of the Lake of the Woods. Fol. 173.
12J pages, say 10 pp.

1736. M. de Beauharnois to the Minister. Bad news sent to him from
October 14, Fort St. Charles by Sr de la Verendrye. Fol. 182,8 pages, say 13pp.Quebee.

1736. Murder at Lake of the Woods of 21 voyageurs, among whom were
June - Sr de la Verendrye, fils, and Father Auman, Jesuit. Fol. 189. 2kpp-

1737. M. de la Verendrye to the Minister, The considerable loseS
October 1, which ho bas sustained in mon and stores, bas compelled him, tem-'
Quebec. porarily, to abandon operations, which, however, ho will agnia

resume. He asks for a company as a reward for his services. Fol.
192. 4 small pages, say 1½ pp.

1737. Extract from the journal of M, de la Verendrye in 1736 and
October 14. 1737. Fol, V>5, 22 pages, say 18 pp,

1738. M. de Beauharnois to the Minister, He excites the zeal of M. de
Ober' la Verendrye, The small confidence that can be reposed in the

Western Indians, &c. Fol. 211. 13 pages, say 10 pp-
1739. The same to the same. He bas not as yet received news fror'

AuPst 14, M. de la Verendrye, but he learns that ho has penetrated as far sQuebeC the tribe quite unknown up to the present time, called the " Blancs-
barbus." Fol, 220. P-

1739. The same to the same. M. de la Verendrye bas penetrated as
Quebe , far as the tribe which the Assinibols call the Mantannes, Fathe'
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du Jannay asks to be appointed a missionary to these Indians,
Condition of the Hurons of Detroit. Fol. 222. 10. pages, say 8J pp.

1740. Extract fron the journal of M. de la Verendrye. Who the Man-
tannes tribe are. Fol. 229. 5ý pages, say 4 pp.

1741. M. de Beauharnois to the Minister. Death of M. de LaRonde. The
I!ay 12, ice bridge at Quebec did not break up until the 9th of May. Trans-
Quebec. planting the Hurons, &c. He will make M. de la Verendrye, on his

arrival, leave at once to proceed to bis post. He asks for himself
the company of M. de LaRonde. Fol. 237. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

1741. Order in Council of M. Hocquart, permitting M. Soumande
unebe2.' de Lorme, merchant at Quebec, to make use of the skins belonging

to M. de la Verendrye, at Michillimakinac. Fol. 240. Sà pp.
1741. Letter from M. Hocquart to the Minister. Respecting the foregoing

QebPember 27, matter. Fol. 24'. 15 pages. 10 pp.

1742. M. de la Verendry (he signs it in this way) to the Minister. He
May 12, explairns why he bas not been able to push f urther forward the dis-

Reine Rivière coveries of the previous year; he has sent two of bis sons further on
&silibouenes to the west. Fol. 253. 1½ page, say 1 p.
r 1742. M. de Beauharnois to the Minister. He gives an account of the

October 12, news which he has received from Michillimakinac, La Baie, Kama-
Quebec. nistigouia, Fort LaReine, Lake of the Woods, the Miamis, the Ouya-

tanous, Ouabache, and Fort DeChartres. Information which M. de
la Yerendrye bas sent him. Fol. 258. 14 pages, say 12 pp.

¾È 1743. Extract from a memorandum by M. de la Yerendrye. He has
Pebruary 14. sent one of bis sons to the country of the Mantannes, with two

Frenchmen. Fol. 267. l p.
1743. Extract from a letter by MM, de Beauharnois and Hocquart to the

October 29, Minister. Respecting the discoveries made by M. de la Yerendrye,
c. and lis financial embarrassments. Fol. 269. 5 pages> say 4 pp.

1744. The same to the same. Showing to the Minister reasons why
Pebruary 10, the English will not be able to attempt to discover the Western
Quebec. Sea. Fol. 272. 3 pages, say 2J pp.

1744. The same to the same. M. de la Verendrye having asked to be
OCtober 21, relieved from bis post, they have chosen M. de Noyelle in order to
qutbee. replace him. Fol. 274. 4 pages, say 21 pp.

1744. M. de Beauharnois to the same. When sending him the journal of
'Quebe. the discoveries of M. de la Verendrye, junior, (this journal does not,

accompany the letter) praises M. de la Yerendrye, senior; his
poverty. Fol. 2i7. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

1744. M. de la Yerendrye (he spells it this way this time) to the sane.
October 31. He complains of the misery which he had had to undergo, and sets

forth the needy condition in which he finds himself. He forwards
his memorandum respecting the settlements which he as made in
order to assist in the discovery of the Western Sea. Fol. 280 to 290.
19J pages, say 15 pp.

Ot1746. M. de Beauharnois to the same. Letter in which, among otherOCtûber 15,
'Quebec. things, he shields M. de la Verendrye from the charges brought

against him. He sends him back to continue bis discoveries in the
west, and to relieve M. de Noyelle from bis post. Fol. 292. 5-

1746. pages, say 4 pp-
17oyee M. de la Verendrye to the same. He thanks him for the promotion
QUebec. ' which he as given him, and informs him that he is going to push

forward bis discoveries more actively than ever. Fol. 296. 1i p.
1747. M. de La Galissonière to the sanie. He praises M. de laVerendrye.

Quebe.. Fol. 300. p.
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September 17, M. de la Verendryo. He thanks the Minister for having procured
Qùebee. for him the Cross of St. Louis, and tells him that ho is going to leave

for the west. Fol. 303. 1 p.
1750. Two short memoirs respecting the discoveries of M. de la Veren-April and drye. Fol. 305 and 306. 3J pp.
1750. M. de la Verendrye, junior, to the Minister. He tells him of the

September 30, death of bis father, which occurred in the month of December oflontreal. the previous yearî sets forth the destitute condition in which he
bas left bis family, as well as the injustice which las been done to
his children, and claims the protection of the Minister. Fol. 308.
11 pages, say 9 pp.

No date. Record of the services of M. de la Verendrye. Fol. 314. 5J pp.
1815. M. Holandre. Letters and memorandum of a scheme respecting

Nouls'nv lle the settlement of a colony to be engaged in the fur trade on thenear north-west coast of America. Fol. 319--327. 12 pp.
1759. Memorandum for M. Veron, to proceed to the entrance of

Hudson Bay to cut off the Bnglish vessels. Fol. 327-330. 4 pp.
END OF VOL. 16. -PosTa IN THE WESTERN COUNTRY,

(Another Series.)

"CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
VOL. 1.-ILE RoYALt-1712 to 1716.

M. COSTEBELLE, GOVERNOR.
C. 11.

1712. Order in Council respecting the preliminary stops to be taken to,
establish a settlement on Cape Breton. The despatch of a frigate
from Rochefort to Plaisance, and from Plaisance to lie Royale, or
Cape Breton, in order to choose a suitable fort there, &c. Fol. 3.

1713 2J pages, say 1 p.
October 18, M. de Rouville to the Minister. About the settlement of Cape Bre-
Port St. ton. Description of the country. Fol. 7. 7 small pages, say 3 pp.
Louis.
September 2· The taking possession of the Island of Cape Breton by M. Joseph

de St. Ovide de Brouillan and others. Fol. 11. 1 p.
Unsigned memorandum on lie Royale. Fol. 12. 10 pages, say

about 6 pp.
January 24, Another memorandum on the same subject. Fol. 17. 4 pageS,Cape Breton. say 3 pp.
July 10, M. Denys de La Ronde to the Minister. Informing him that ho
Plaisance. is about to proceed to Cape Breton, in accordance with the order

which ho has received, and asking for the Cross of St. Louis for hia
past services. Fol. 19. 3 small pages, say 1 p.

August 9, Letter from M. de Pontchartrain to M. Jérémie. With regard toMarly. the cession of Hudson Bay and Straits to the Queen of Great Britain.
Fol. 21. 1 p.

M. Denys de La Ronde to the Minister. Giving him an account
Hrber.9, of what ho saw in the Island of Cape Breton. Fol. 22. 7 pp.
En br 9% The same to the same. On the same subjeoct. Asks for a grantEnglish
Harbour. and empliyment as port captain. Fol. 26. 6 pages, say about 4 pp.
Auguet 10, M. de Costebelle to the Minister. Respecting the settlement of the
Plaisance. Island of Cape Breton. Fol. 30. 7 pp.
August 3, The same to M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan. Giving him instructiona
Pamuee. as regards the settlement of Cape Breton. Fol. 38. 3 pages,say 2J PP.
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1714'@
October 29, M. de Costebelle to the Minis;ter. General considerations about
Louisbourg, the settling of Cape Breton. Fol. 42. 2½ pp.
BePtember 23, Order in Conncil respecting the evacuation of Plaisance and the
Marly. settiement of Ile Royale Fol. 42. 2J pages, say 1 pp.
Auigst 25, Major L'Hermite to the Minister. Gives details respecting the
LOuibourg. wintering of the first colonists on le Royale, and their first works.

Fot. 47. 39 pages, say 25 pp.
uliy 19, The same to the saine. Memorandum to serve as instructions to,
ouisbourg. M. de LaRonde. Fol. 67. 3 pages, say 21 pp.

October 26, The same to the same. Respecting the works on the harbour
LOuibourg- and fortifications of Louisbourg. Fol. 69. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
]ovember 3, The same to the same. Death of M. Duvivier. Mutiny among the
LoUiabourg- soldiers; wretchedness of the people. Fol. 73. 7 pages, say 6 pp.

mOvember 2, Memorandum and plan indispensable in order to begin the
Ouibourg. Fortifications of Louisbourg. Foi. 77. 5î pages, say 5 pp.

Xovember 8, M. L'Hermite to the Minister. Naval construction, Fol. 80.
Louisbourg. 2 pages, say ly p.
Useember 1, The same to the same. He complains of M. de LaRonde and of the
Luisbourg. want of discipline among the soldiers, who allege that they had

not been paid ; they are bad workmen. Trade is open with Boston.
Fol. 82. 5ý pages, say 4J pp.

October 27, M. de Soubras, Commissioner Comptroller, to the same. Visit of M.
Louisbourg- de Couagne to Labrador, with several Acadians who did not think it

expedient to settle there. Praises M. de Couagne. M. de St. Pierre
and the scheme for settling Acadians there. Fol. 87. 4 pages,
say 3 pp.

November 12, The same to the same. Wintering of officers and soldiers. Suffer-
Louisborg- ings of people from Newfoundland, who have come over to Cape

1714. Breton. Building of barracks. Fol. 90. 4J pages, say 3 pp.
bfteber 3, The saine to the same. Difficulties encountered in building of
toi8bourg. houses. Loss of several ships which had left Plaisance for

Ile Royale. Want of discipline among the soldiers. Absence of
order in the Government. Arrival of vessels from Plaisance. Fol.
93. 9 small psges, say about 7 pp.

1714. Extract, for the Council of Marine, from a letter by M. de St. Ovide,
respecting his visit to Ile Royale. Fol. 99, 5 pages, say 3J pp.

1714. Memorandum of the Council of Marine respecting the evacuation
of Plaisance and the settlement of Ile Royale. Fol. 102. 3 pages,
say 2 pp.

&'4· " Memorandum of the people of Acadia who have just examined
Loirebourg. the lands of Ile Royale." Names a number of these persons. Fol.
OCto4r 2 104. 3 pp.

tober 22, Memorandum from the Council respecting the transport of the
1anem8I 19. inhabitants of Plaisance to Ile Royale. Fol. 106. 1 page, say à p.

aber 19, Extract, for the Council,from a letter by M. Saujon,respecting the
complote evacuation of Plaisance, where there remained but four or
five inhabitants who have taken the oath of allegiance to the King
of England. Fol. 108. à p.

ocille M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan to the Minister. Respecting measures
Rc to be taken for theevacuation of Plaisance. Fol. 109. 2 pages,

saY 1½ P.

Memorandum from M. Bourdon respecting the settlement of Ile
Royale. Fol. 111. 11 pages, say about 9 pp.
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1714.
April 9, Letters patent from the King, Louis XIV., authorizing MM. de
Versailles. Costebelle and de Soubras to make grants of land on Ile Royale.

1715 Fol. 117. 1½ p.
January '15 M. de Costebelle to the Minister. Reepecting the settlement of the
lie Royale. accounts connected with Plaisance. Foi 120. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
September 9, The same to the same. Respecting the beginning of the settle-PortDauphin. ment at Port Dauphin. Shipwreck of the " St. Jérôme," coming

from Quebec, on Sable Island. Survey of the Port of Toulonse.
Hatred of the Indians in Acadia towards the English. Apathy of
thie Acadians in coming to settle in Ile Royale. The fi-beries
have had bad success. Fol. 123. 20 pages, say 10 pp.

September3O, The same to the same. lie has just roturned from Louisbourg.Louisbourg. Events which have occurred in his absence. Fol. 135. 41 pp.
July 2b, M. de Costebelle. Answer to the scheme of M. de Soubras for theLouisbourg. transport of the inhabitants of les Mines to lie Royale. Fol.

138. 31pp.
September30, The same to the Minister. Condition of the cannon brought from
Lonisbourg. Plaisance. Fol. 140. 1 p.

November 5, The same to the same. Cordial relationship exists between
Louisbourg. M. de Soubras and himself. Evacuation of Plaisance. Assistance re-

quired for the inhabitants transported to Ile Royale. Exemption
from the King's duties, of fisb, oils, &o., from Ile Royale. Hostiiity
of the Indians against the Enghsh. Harsh treatment by General
Nicholson, of the French inhabitants of Acadia. Condition of Acadia
and le Royale. Fisheries. Surgeons and druggists. Miemao
Indians. Food rations to the children of officers. Abandonad
women. Panishment of criminals, &o. Tavern keepers. Arrival
of M. de Beaucour and M. de La Ronde at Louisbourg. Pressing
need for assistance, &c. Fol. 141. 15 pp.

Novenber 28, The same to the same. Deplorable situation in which the new
Louisbourg. colony finds itself. Character and value of the officers em-

ployed in the service of the King at lie Royale. Fortifications
and defences of the island. Eulogy of M. de Mechin. Zaal of the
Recollets. Complaints against M. de LaForest, writer to the King.
Fol. 165. 2 pp.

Auguet 3, M. de Soubras, Commissary Comptroller. Memorandum for Cap-
Louisbourg. tain de Pensens, who has gone off to command at Port St. Pierre,

and is at present at Port Toulouse. Fol. 168. 2 pp.
August 21. The same. Memorandum for M. de Costebelle, respecting the port

St. Pierre or Toulouse. Fol. 170. a pp.
Se ptember 21, M. de Soubras to the Minister. Annoying result of the enmity of
Louisbourg. the Indians against the English. Efforts to attract the Acadians to Ile

Royale. Importance of obtaining the bearings of Sable Island. Fol.
172. 7 pages, say 5 pp.

October 20, The same to the same. Food, stores, &c. Requisition for re-Louisbourg. victualling the vessels. Armaments of the ports of the island.
Irksomeness felt by the soldiers who have married. Details re-
specting the Goverument. Arrival of M. de Beaucour with his
family, as well as that of M. de La Ronde. MX de St. Ovide useless
at Louisbourg, and usefal at Port Toulouse. Fol. 170. 10 pages,
say 8 pp.

October 31, The same to the same. Preparations for wintering. Praiqes
Louisbourg. M. de Courcy, commander of " La Mutine." Particulars about certain
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inhabitants of the island. Saw mills proposed for Port Dauphin,
&c. Fol. 182. 7 pages say 5 pp.

1 715.
November 1, M. de Soubras to the Minister. M. de L'Hermite crosses over to
Louisbourg. France. Fol. 186. 3 small pages, say 1 p.
Nvember 28, The same to the same. Plans for the fortifications of Port
Louisbourg. Dauphin and Louisbourg by M. de Beaucour. Immediate assistance

required. Tavern keepora acting contrary to the law. Fol. 189.
6 pages, say 5 pp.

December 2, The same to the same. Tours of inspection. Conflicts of
ouisbourg. authority. Fol. 193. 7 pages, say 51 pp.

&ptember 10, M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan, the King's Lieutenant, at Louis-Louisbourg. bourg, to the Minister. He would have liked to have commanded
the detachment sent to Port Dauphin. Stops which he took on
learnirg that the King had appointed him to the command of the
Port of Lonisbourg. About twelve to fifteen of the inhabitants of
Acadia have come to settle with their families at Port Toulouse.
The fishery yield not abundant. Fol. 198. 3 pp.

December 2, The same to the same. Dislike of the Acadians to settle on Ile
Louisbourg. Royale; they prefer Lie St. Jean. Measures to be taken with

regard to the fishermen. Settlement of a bill of exchange drawn
by him. Fol. 200. 10 pages, say 7 pp.

January 12, M. du Ligoudes, commander of the troops. He gives an account to
le Royale. the Minister of the condition of the garrison of Ile Royale. Fol. 209.

2 pages, say 1 p.
January 23, The same to the Minister. Stating the difforence which exista
Louisbourg. between himself and M. de St. Ovide. Fol. 211. 7 pages, say 3 pp.
January 10, Major L'Hermite. Gives an account to the Minister of certain
Louisbourg. works eompleted on the island. Sickness brought from Plaisance.

He complains of injustice done him. Fol. 211. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
Jtnuary 11, The same to the Minister. Respecting a certificate which MI. de

Louisbourg. St. Ovide had asked of him for M. de La Ronde. Fol. 220. 2
pages, say 1 p.

AngUet 26Y
1ouisbourg.

'October 28,
LOui8bourg.

Xovember 10,
Port
Toulouse.

Decomber3,
port
Toutou.

.r -

The same to the same. Respecting works of construction,
clearances, sowing, &c. Fol. 223. 6J pages, say 5 pp.

The same to the same. Respecting works of construction. He
crosses to France. Fol. 227. 2 pp.

Captain Denys de La Ronde to the same. He has reached
Port Toulouse, where he found the works almost completed. This
port is bound to become a flourishing one. fHe asks for the rank of
King's Lieutenant and the Cross of St. Louis. Fal. 230. 4 pages,
say 1p.

The same to the same. Wretchedness of the Acadians settled at
the port of Toulouse, as well as that of the soldiers of the garrison.
Works executed at this port, etc. Fol. 232. 2 pp.

L ar 14, M. de La Forest, cleik, to the Minister. Gives an account of hia
journey from Plaisance to Ile Royale. Fol. 235. 4J pages, say 3 pp.

Xo erber 17, The same to the same. Respecting his duties and the chargesLouisbourg- which may be brought against him. Fol. 238. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
Pebruary 25, Memorandum about Ile Royale, with a sketch of the people andV'erEailes-y the establishments which have been erected there. Fol. 241. 11
JaQuary l0, pages, say 9 pp.
Loaiabourg. M. de Couagne to the Minister. Respecting the timber and the soil

of le Royale. Fol. 247. 1 p.
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Later than Memorandum respecting the missions to the Micmac Indians and
171575. Acadia. Fol. 249. 10½ pp.
October 19, Enunmeration of the King's storehouses south df the port of Louis-
Louisbourg. bourg. Fol. 255. 2 pp.
September 30, Inventory of the buildings belonging to the King at Louisbourg.
Louiabourg. Fol. 257. 21 pp.
September 7, Brother Dominique de La Marche, Superior of the Recollets, to,
Loiabourg. MM. de Costebelle and Soubras. Gives an account of his mission to

the Acadians, settled at Toulouse. Fol. 259. 3j pp.
September 7, Deliberations of the Council at Louisbourg, on the subject of
Louiabourg. sending a vessel to Acadia in order to endeavour to bring the people

there to Ile Royale. Fol. 261. 21 pp.
January 12, Extract made for the use of the Council, from a letter, respecting

the vexatious conduct of the English towards the Acadians. Fol.
265. 2 pp.

1715. Memorandum for M. de Castebelle respecting the port of Toulouse.
Augnet 5,
Louisbourg. Fol. 267. 3j pages, say 3 pp.

1706 (sic.) Memorial addressed to M. de Pontchartrain about the establish-
Xovember 30, ment of a colony in the Island of Cape Breton. Fol. 269. 36 pp.
Parka

1716. Memorandum of the Council of the Regency about a letter from
M. Morpain, harbour captain at lie Royale, asking for a passage to
France. Statement of the record of the said M. Marpain. FoL.
289. 2î pages. l p.

1716. Memorandum of the Council of the Regency on the three posts in
Marck Ile Royale, and the official staff forming them. Fol. 291. 10 pages,

say 7 pp.
March 14. Memorial to the Couneil of the Regency respecting taxes upon

the fishermen, in aid of the hospital of lie Royale. Fol- 317. 21
pages, say 14 pp.

July 7, Memorandum from M. de Soubras for M. Morpain, the port cap-
PortDauphin, tain. Fol. 382. 1 p.
Pebruary 27. àemorandum of the Council of the Regency respecting le utprs froin

MM. de St. Ovide de Brouillan, de Barailh, de Cour bond, St. Léger,

April 25. and L'Hermite, giving the latest news from Louisbourg. Fol. 384.
23 pages, say 18'pp.

Memorandum of the Council of the Regency respecting letters of
settlement on Ile Royale asked for by the Recollets from Brittany.
Fol. 398. 1i P.

October 8, M. de Costebelle. Unaddressed letter. Arrival at Louisbourg of M.
Louisbourg. Barailh who went on to Port Dauphim. Little eagerness displayed

on the part of the Acadians to emigrate to le Royale. Worka
executed at Ports Dauphin and Toulouse. Fol. 404. 4 pages,
say 3â pp.

November 1. M. de Costebelle to Father Justinien. Arrival of Father -Dominique
at Toulouse, in the interests of the scheme for causing the Acadians
to emigrate to le Royale. Fol. 411. S small pages, say 1½ p.

December so, The same. Unaddressed letter. Gives an account of his crossing
risc to France. Cannot say at what time he will go to Paris, &c. Fol.

413. 2 pp.
November 9, M. de Soubras, Commissioner, to the Minister. Respecting polieO
Port
Dauphin. duty among the troops. Fol. 416. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
Rovember 22, The same. Unaddressed letter to accompany his request for
port

Daphn mouey supplies for the year 1717. Fol. 417. 5 pages, e-ay 3j PP'
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1716.
Novenber - M. de Soubras to the Minister. Respecting the bills of exchange
Port drawn. Fol. 4Z0. P.
Dauphin.
November 26, The same to the same. Respecting the delay caused to business
Port matters owing to the late arrival of the King's vessel. Fol. 421.
Dauphin. 7 pages, say 51 pp.
December 1, The same to the same. Unfinished letter respecting the want

Dauphin. of currency for the colony. Fol. 426. 6 pages, say 4½ pp.
December 1, The same to the same. Respecting the food rations issued to the
Port officers, &o. Fol. 429. 1 p.
Dauphin.
December 4, The same to the same. Reepecting the artillery. Fol. 430. I p.
Port

Deember4, The same to the same. Respecting the Indians. Fol. 431. 4
Port pages, say 3 pp.
Dauphin.
December 5, The same to the same. Respecting the refusal to carry officers'
Port baggage, and the little care taken of it. Fol. 435. 1 p.
Dauphin.
Deeemiber 6, The same to the same. Respecting the complaints brought

port against them. Fol, 436. 4 pp.

Deember The same to the same. Remarks upon a memorandum by M. de
Port Varville, respecting fortifications, buildings, &c. Fol. 438. 6 pages,
Dauphin. say 4J pp.
December 11, The same to the same. Remarks about the charges brought
port against him. Fol. 4-1. 6 pages, say 4J pp.
Dauphin. a

9arch 9 Document signed M. de La Boulaye, entitled: Memorandum to serve
Paris.' as instructions to the Governor and the King's Commissioner at Ile

Royale. Fol. 448. 7 pp.September 29, M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan. Respecting the arrival of several
Louisbourg. vessels, among others, of an English frigate, commanded by M.

Benjamin Gwyon. Fol. 453. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
October 27, The same to the Council. Respecting the fisheries of Louisbourg.
Loluisbourg. Fol. 457. 5J pages, say 4J pp.
?fo'vember 18, The same to the same. Respecting the fortifications and buildings
Louisbourg. of the place. Fol. 460. 4 pages, say 3½ pp.
novenber 20, The same to the same. Respecting certain bills of excbange
LouiSbourg. drawn by the merchants of Louisbourg. Fol. 462. 5J pages,

say 4j pp.
0 Ctober 4, Major L'Hermite to the Council. Giving an account of a tour ofLouisbourg' inFpection which ho has made. Fol. 470. ½ pages, say 3 pp.
Poauary 8, M. de La Forest, clerk, to the Minister. -Respecting the misery
'ou1ouee. and sickness which prevailed among the inhabitants of this place.

Fol. 474. 2J pages, say 2 pp.
1718 (Sie.) Unsigned memorandum giving a sketch of the condition of Ile

Royale at this time. Fol. 479. 13 pages, say 10 pp.
D, e tM. Denys de La Ronde to the Council of Marine. Memorandum
P.lober 5, settibg forth his length of service. Fol. 486. 5 pages, say 4J pp.

toiO1use.

1716. Statement of the vessels of St. Jean de Luz which fished at Ile
Royale in 1716. Fol. 522. 1 p4

716. Statement of the vessels from Brittany and Normandy which
fished at Ile Royale in 1716. Fol. 523. 1à p.

ter than Memorandum about the Island of St. Jean, Tracadie, North St.
Peter, Malpec and the Port of Three Rivers. Fol. 524. 7 pages,

say 6 pp.
END OF VoL. I.-ILE ROYALE.
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ILE ROYALE.

CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE.

1717.

M. DE COSTEBELLE, GOVERNOR.

VOL. 2.

C. 11.
1717. Order of the Council of Marine, about a memorial from M. de Sou-

April 13. bras respecting the trade of Louisbourg, and the trial of Rappiot.
Fol. 4. 10 pages, say 7 pp.

April 13. The same. About the tavern keepers and foreign merchants who
sell by retail. Fol. 9, 8 pages, say 6 pp.

January 6. The same. Respecting a memorandum from M. Courbon St.
Léger respecting the remarks made by him on Ports Dauphin and
Louisbourg. Fol. 14. 13 pages, say 9 pp.

February 26. The same. Respecting a memorandum from M. de Costebelle res-
pecting Ports Dauphin, Louisbourg and Toulouse. Fol. 21. 12k
pages, say 10 pp.

March 2. The Council of Marine. Order upon a memorandum from Father
Dominique de La Marche, Recollet, upon the missions of Ile Royale.
Fol. 30. 7½ pages, say 6 pp.

February 26. The same. An order upon a memorandum by M. de Costebelle res-
pecting the fortifications and the troops. Fol. 34. 7 pages, say 5î pp.

1717. The same. Order on a memorandum by M. de Soubras respecting
April 10. the harbour of Cancoaux. Fol. 38. 2 pages, say 1k p.
April 10. The same. Order on a memorandum from M. de Soubras respect-

ing the Indians. Fol. 40. 10 pages, say 8 pp.
1717. The same - Order upon a memorandum by M. de Soubras on

the subject of land grants. Fol. 45. 6 pages, say 4J pp.
1717. The same. Order on a memorandum from M. de Soubras respect-

April 13. ing the valuation of the bouses of Louisbourg. Fol. 49. 3f pages,
say 21 pp.

April 20. The same. Order on a memorandum. by M. de Soubras respecting
the Acadians and Port Toulouse. Fol. 51. 10 pages, say 8 pp.

April 13. The same. Order upon a memorandum by M. de Soubras respect-
ing the artillery which had been obtained from the capture of Fort
St. Jean. Fol. 57. 4J pages, say 3 pp.

April 20. The same. Order respecting trade and fishing. Fol. 60. 11
pages, say 9 pp-March 17. The same. Order with reference to a memorandum by M. de Coste-
belle respecting the advantages to be offered to the soldiers who felt
inclined to settie on Ile Royale. Fol. 67. 2 pages, say 1 p.

1716 (sic.) The same. Order on a memorandum by M.de Costebelle respect-
March 27. ing disorders caused by the excessive number of taverns. Fol. 84.

0 pages, say 8 pp-
1716 (sic.) The same. Order respecting the attempts made to induce theMarch 28. Acadians to settle in Ile Royal. Fol. 90. 16 pages, say 12 pp.

1717. The same. Order respecting the administration of justice in I1
June 7. Royale. Fol. 99. 2J pages, say 1l P.
June 12. Ordinance in order to regulate at what distance from the three

posts at le Royale, it will be permissible to build, to erect fences,
and to plant trees. Fol. 101. 2î pages, say 2 pp.

J 18. Order of the Council of Marine. Respecting the Superior CORu-
cil and the Bailiwicks of Ile Royale. Fol. 103. 1k page, say 1 .
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1717. The same. Order concerning the trade which the English are
June 5. going to engage in with Ile Royale. Fol. 104. 9 pages, say 7 pp.
June 5. The same. Order respecting the French settled in Acadia. Fol.

110. 9à pages, say 7î pp.
1718 (aie.) The same. Order respecting the fishing off Ile Royale. Fol.

April 14. 117. 21 pages, say 1 p.
1718. The same. Respecting an opinion by M. de Verville about the

Aprili. fisheries. Fol. 119. 1 p.

April1. The same. Respecting trade carried on by the officers. Fol.
120. 6 pages, say 4J pp.

March 30. The same. Order respecting the buildings, &c., in the three
ports of Louisbourg, Port Dauphin and Toulouse. Fol. 125. 9
pages, say 7 pp.

April 1. The same. Order respecting the fortifications and buildings at
Louisbourg. Fol. 131. 14J pages, say 10 pp,

Apr111. The same. Order respecting the hospitals on Ile Royale. Fol.
139. 7 pages, say 5 pp.

Auguat 6., The same. Order respecting the trade and fisheries of Ile Royale,
of Canceaux in Acadia, and of Newfoundland. Fol. 143. 6J pages,
say 41 pp.

1717 (sie.) Enumeration of deeds granted by MI. de Costebelle and Soubras
to the inhabitants of Louisbourg, LaBaleine, Scatarie, Ile de la Trem-
blade, Petit Laurent-Bee and Port Toulouse. Fol. 151. 21 pp.

1Y17. Memorandum by MM. de St. Ovide de Brouillan and Soubras
Novenber 13, about the details of Government at Louisbourg. Fol. 163. 43
Louisbourg. pages, say 30 pp.

1717. Memorandum respecting the distribution of presents to the In.
dians of Antigoneshe and Miramichi gathered at Port Dauphin. Fol.
181. 1 P.

1717. Memorandum by M. de Costebelle respecting the contests for
power between the Colonial Government and the Controlling Com.
missioners. Fol. 190. 2 pp.

1717. . Petition by M. de Costebelle to the Count of Toulouse, asking that
justice may be done him. Fol. 192. à p.

The same to the Council of Marine. Making representations
1717. to them in the matter of certain difficulties which had been met

with in the carrying out of public works at le Royale. Fol.
193. 2 pp.

Memorandum from the same. Respecting the poor success of
1717' the efforts made to induce the Acadians to emigrate to Ile Royale.

Fol. 204. 1 p.
1717. Certificate given by MM. de Ste. Marie, de La Forest and de

yay 1, Costebelle, in proof of the expenditure made by the latter person,
pazis. at the time of the evacuation of Plaisance. Fol. 207. à p.
August 9 M. de Costebelle, respecting'the delays met with before his depar-
La Rochelle. ture for île Royale. Fol. 208. 3 small pages, say 1 p.
&pril 11, Ordinance by M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan forbidding the
Louiabourg. French merchants from selling by retail on shore. Fol. 211. à p.
February 1, The same. Unaddressed letter respecting certain details of Gov.
Loisbourg. ernment. Fol. 2 i2. 6 pages, say 3½pp.
April il The same. Ordinance respecting- the purchase of goods forming
Louisbourg• the cargo of a vessel Iby private persons who sold them to others.

Fol. 216. T p.
1, lo Petition by the inhabitants of Ile Royale to the Count de Ton-

urg. loube, praying him that M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan be the successor
of M. de Costebelle, as Governor. Fol. 217. 2J pp.
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October 20, M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan to the Minister. Giving him an
Louisbourg. account of the moasures taken by him since the death of M. de Cos-

tebelle. Fol. 219. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Statement of the vessols which have corne
Louisbourg over, as much to fish as to trade with lie Royale, in 1717. Fol.

223. 2k pp.
November 6, The same to the Council of Marine. Arrival of M. de Beaucour at
Louisbourg. Louisbourg. Fol. 227. 2 pages, say t p.
November 8, The same to the same. Respecting the distribution of clothing and
Louisbourg. food to the soldiers. Foi. 229. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
November 11, The same to the same. Respecting the officers. Fol. 232. 2 pages
Louisbourg. Bay 1 p.
November 30, The same to the same. Details about Port Toulouze. Complaints
Port made against M. Morpain, Port Captain. Gratuitous distribution
Toulouse. of food stopped. The people but little inclined to cultivate the soil.

Population of Canceaux. Resources of this post. Ile Madame.
Passage over to France of M. Gaulin, Indian Missionary. Fol.
237. 8 pp.

November 19, M. Boisberthelot de Beaucour, the King's Lieutenant, to the Coun-
Ile Royale. cil of Marine. H1e gives an account of the events whieh have occured

during the absence of M. de Costobelle, and certain details of Gov-
ernment. Fol. 243. 9 pages, say 6 pp.

1717. M. de Soubras, Commissioner, to the same. Memorandum of what
may be agrecd upon for the establishment of the Sisters of Charity
in each post. Fol. 250. 1 p.

1717. Tho same to the same. Respecting certain payments made with
too much haste. Fol. 251. 1k pp.

1717. The same to the same. Extra rations of food asked for. Fol.
254. ½ p.

1717. The same to the same. Respecting the installation of M. de
La Forest at the port of Toulouse, and the clothing and food of the
soldiers. Fol. 255. k p.

1717. Tho same to the same. Respecting the troops. Fol. 256. 3à
pages, say 2 pp-

1717. The same to the same. Respecting tho taverns to be done awaY
with. Fol. 258. 1½ pages, say 1 p.

1717. The same to the same. Respecting the tour of M. L'Hermite
through Ile Royale. Fol. 259. 1 p.

January 20, Major du Ligoudez. Gives an account to the Council of the con-
Port dition of this post. Fol. 261. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
Dauphin. The s5me. Serious charges against M. de Soubras, who bad beenl
Noember 16, the cause of a mutiny in tho gàrrison, &c. Fol. 265. 8 pages,
Louisbourg. 6j pp.
November 12, M. de La Forest, clerk. He gives an account to the Council of his
Port arrivai at Ile Royale from Franco; the condition of his departmeflt
Toulouse. and the disorders caused by taverns. Fol. 273. 6j pages, say 4 PP.

1717. The same to the Missionaries of Acadia. Offeriug them bis
Port services. Fol. 277. 2 pages, say about 1 P.
Toulouze.
September 27, M. de La Forest's instructions. Fol. 278. 3 pP.
Port
Dauphin. M. de La Forest. Makes a claim to the Couneil for services

1717. rendered and money expended by him in Newfoundland. FOI-
280 2* PP-

December 18, Petition by M. Morpain to M. de Beaucour respecting a diaP
Louiabourg.
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whicb he had with MHI. de Ligoudez and de La Boularderie. Fol.
1717. 282. 1 large page, say 2 pp.

November 15, M. de Ste. Marie. Begs the protection of the Minister for Mlle
Louiebourg. Costebelle, his neice, and for himself. Scheme for raising a company

of gunners and bombardiers. Fol. 290. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
September 28, Instructions given to Sr Florenceau, clerk. Fl. 293. 3 pp.Louisbourg. M. de Laboulaye. Memorandum respecting the proposed settle-
January 30,
Parie. ments in Ile Royale. Fol. 298. si pp.
No date. Unsigned memorandum respecting the benefit which would be

derived from attracting the Roman Catholie Irish, now living with
the English in the neighbourhood of lie Royale, towards the settie-
ment of this portion. Fol. 301. 3J pages, say 3 pp.

1717.1 Remarks about the arrival of the vessel, the disorder among
the troops, and about the useless expenditure made in comformity
with the plans of the fortifications. Fol. 304. 0 pages, say 9J pp.

No date. Extract from the police regulations, drawn up at Louisbourg,
since the year 1717. Fol. 311. 4 pages, say 31 pp.

END oF VOL. 2.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE. -CRREsPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1718.

VOL. 3.-M. DE ST. OVIDE, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.

1718. Judgment of the Council of Marine, on a memorial from M. de St.
March 30. Ovide and M. de Soubras. English vessel at Louisbourg. Abolition

of the canteens; disorders caused by tavern keepers. Foreign
merchants at Louisbourg. Troops &c. Fol. 4. 4 pp.

'April 1. The same. Respecting the extra rations asked for. Fol. 10. 2
pages, say 1 p.

Apriî 1. The same. Chiefly concerning the mafter of M. Morpain, and hie
quarrel with M. de Ligoudez and M. de La Boularderie. (This affair
is told in far different words in this place than it is in the complaint
made by M. Morpain and cited above. Vol. 2, pages82.) Fol. 14.
14½ pages, say 9 pp.

êpril 1. fThe same. About a memorandum from M. de St. Ovide and M. de
Soubras, containing details about the Government of Ile Royale, and
especially an analysis of the population. Fol. 22. 15 pages, say 9 pp.

May 1o. The same on the application of Sr Gaulin, missionary, for a gratuity
to enable him to pay his debts. Fol. 42, 2J pages, say 1 p.

October 25. The same. Respecting the famine which prevails on lie Royale.
(This writing is incomplete.) Fol. 45. 2 pages, say 1 p.

July is, Extract from a memorandum from the King to M. de St. Ovide and
M. de Mézy, to prevent any dispute between them. Fol. 64. 4 pages
say 2 pp.

September 24. Order in Council upon a letter from M. de St. Ovide, dated Louis-
bourg, 14th August, 1718. Lodgings for the troops. Scarcity of provi-
sions. Fisheries, &c. Fol. 68. 6½ pages, say 4 pp.

November 29. The same. Upon a letter from M. de St. Ovide and M. de Soubras,
about the opposition made by the English, to the fishing by the
French at Canceaux. Fol. 72. 5 pages, say 3 pp.

January 9 Letter from M. de St. Ovide and M. de Soubras to the Counoil.
LOuisbour'g. Lively representations as to the critical condition of Ile Royale.

Fol. 76. 28 pages, say 20 pp.
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1718.
October 2, Order for M. de La Forest to obtain information as to what took
Louisbourg. place at Canceaux. Fol. 92. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.
October 13. Declaration by Captain Dominicé, respecting the plundering of

Canceaux. Fol. 94. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 19. M. de St. Ovide and M. de Soubras to Couneil. Reireat of the troops

from the ports of Toulouse and Dauphin. Ask for assistance. The
affair at Canceaux. Fol. 102. 11 pages say 8 pp.

October 19. The saine to the same. The rolls of the companies of M. de La Rondo
and M. de Pensens complete, and a'so those of the soldiers detached
from the other companies in Ile Royale, who remained there after
the retirement of the troops sent out to Canada. Fo?. 109. 6½
pages, say 5 pp.

October 6, Copy of an order from M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan to M. de Ste.
Lousbourg. Marie, Captain of the Garrison of Louisbourg to proceed to Canceaux.

Fol. 113. 1 p.
November 16, Opinions of various officers respecting the post on the Island,
Louisbourg. which ought specially to be devoloped. Fol. 114. II p.
June 4. Statement of the quarrel which has arisen between Martin

Massonde, and Jean Baptiste Villedieu, at the Michaux Islands. Fol.
134. 51 pp-

Iouisbourg. Ordinance respecting the tavern-keepers. Fol. 146. 1 p.

Noveaber 29, Copy of the letter from M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan, Governor
Louisbourg. of Ile Royale, to the Governor of Boston, respecting the bad treat-

ment whieh several merchant masters fishing at Canceaux received
at the bands of the captain of an English frigate, who plundered
them. Fol. 147. 7 pages, say 7½ pp.November 15, Certificate, signed by MMl. de St. Ovide and others, of the ser-

Louisbourg. vices rendered by M. de Soubras. Fol. 152. 1 p.
1718. Petition by the officers in lie Royale to M. de St. Ovide com-

plaining that their services had not been recognized, and that pro-
motion, to which they were entitled, had not been granted them.
Fol. 153. 1ý p.

1718. M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan to the Minister. After having
December 10, spoken of some things in Ile Royale, he gives an account of a mis-
Louisbourg. understanding which took place at Canceaux, between the Indians

and the English; to the latter he has proposed that the boundaries
ofAcadia should be defined. Fol. 154. 18 pages, say 8 pp.

December 20, The sane to the Council, Respecting two men who had beeo
Louisbourg. killed, the one by Sr Morpain, the port captain, the other by Jean

Vildieu. Fol. 166. 2 pages, say 1 p.
December 22, The saine to the same. Respecting the plundering of merchant
Louisbourg. fisherman at Canceaux by an English frigate. Fol. 168. 1½ page,

say 1 p.
(NoT.-The word Canceau is found written in the two ways,

with or without an " x " at the end, in the documents which we are
analyzing. We follow the orthography that we meet with in each
document, adopting the same course with respect to the remainder Of

September 23 the proper names-J.X.) Fol. 170 to 173. 7 pp.
Louisbourg. Other documents on the same subjects.

October 18, M. de Soubras to the Council. Making an appeal to their kindness
Lonisbourg. to aid him in making good the losses which a fire had caused him-

Fol. 186. 5 pages, say 4j pP-
1718. List of inhabitants engaged in fishing off Ile Royale, together witll'

the number of their boats. Fol. 206. 5 pp.
END OF VOL. IlI.-ILE ROYALE.
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ILE ROYALE.

"'CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1719.

VOL. IV. M. DE ST. OVIDE, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.

1719. Order in Council with respect to M. de St. Ovide, dated the 4th
March 5. January, 1719. Administration of the finances; food and clothing ;

trade of the Colony. Fol. 9. 1I1 pages, say 5i pp.
March 28. The same. Respecting a letter from M. de St. Ovide, dated the

9th January, the same year. Provisions and ammuni ion; fishing and
commerce ; population of Ile Royale; plunder of theCanceaux post.
Fol. 19. 15 pages, say 8 pp.

January 9. The same. Respecting the difficulty about the succession of
M. de Costebelle. Fol. 46. 10 pages, say 5 pp.

August 27. The same. Respecting the victualling, the fortifications and the
barracks. Fol. 52. 7 pages, say 3 pp.

»Ovember 21. The same. On a letter from M. de Barrailh, on board the
" Dromadaire," at Louisbourg, giving an account of his passage and
of his arrival at Louisbourg. Fol. 56 Il pages, say 5 pp.

Ovember 21. The same. Respecting a letter from M. de St. Ovide reepectingthe new settlerent of the harbour of Saint Eiprit. The commission
and sojourn of M. de Ste. Marie at Boston, with respect to the claims
in the matter of the plundering at Canceaux. The intrigues of
Sr Petitpas among the Iidians, in order to bring them over to the
English. Fol. 62. 8 pages, say 4 pp.

January 24. The same. Upon a letter from M. de Verville, an engineer,
respecting the fortifications and the price for their labour paid to
the workmen. Pol. 66. 4½ pages, say 24 pp.

March 4. The same. On a letter from MM. de St. Ovide and Soubras,
chiefly concerning the advantages offered by the port of Toulouse.
Petition from the inhabitants of Louisbrurg, in the case of the
Recollets. Fol. 76. 18 pages, say 10 pp.

March 25. The same. On a letter from M. de Brouague, of Phélypeaux
Bay, respecting the fisheries and the Indians of Labrador, as well as
the want of respect towards him which had been exhibited by X. de la
Valtrie, an ensign of the Canadian troops. Foi. 86. 10 pages, say 5 pp.

Ilarch 29, The same. On a letter from MM. de St. Ovide and Soubras, res.
pecting foreign merchants, and the religions orderý. Fol. 92.
7j pages, say 31 pp.

Xay 23. The same. On a letter from Father Dominique de La
Marche, respecting the present condition of the Acadians. Fol.
96. 12 pages, say 6 pp.

JIly 18. The same. Respecting the plundering affair at Canceaux.
Fol. 109. 4 pages, say 2 pp.

ithout date, Petition from the inhabitants of Ile Royale to the Council of Marine,
but about asking that they be allowed to keep the Recollet Fathers, instead of

'9 accepting the secular priests which they wisbed to give them. Fol.
125-127. 3 pages, sav 2à pp.

1719. Memorandum from the King to serve as instructions for MM. de
y 18 St. Ovide and de Mézy. Fol. 128. 9 pages, say 6 pp.

o'0emIber 27, MM. de St. Ovide and de Mézy. Memoran dum, without address. Pro-
visions and stores. Fortifications. The pillage of Canceaux. Offl ers'
commissions. Contraband goods. Fol. 133. 14 pages, say 7 pp..
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1719.
July 20, Copy of a lutter written in English by M. Samuel Shute, Governor
Boston. of Bomton, to M. de St. Ovide. Respecting relations between the two

colonies. Fol. 172. 1½ P.
June 22, Copy of a letter written by MM. de St. Ovide and Soubras to the
Louisbourg. Council of Boston, respecting the pillage of Canceaux. Fol. 180. 1½ p.
October 23, M. de St. Ovide to the Council of Marine. Arrival of the " Dro-
Louisbourg. madaire " at Port Dauphin. The lodging of MM. de Soubras and de

Mézy ; fortifications ; arms ; recruits, &c. Fol. 183. 6j pages,
say 3 pp.

October 30. The same to the same. Loss of the King's ship " Marie Joseph."
Return from Boston of M. de Ste. Marie. without bringing any tiding
as to the settlement of the pillaging affair at Canceaux. Fol. 188.
3 pages, say li P.

November 24 The same to the same. The reception of officers commissions
Louisbourg. troops and discipline ; distribution of arms. Fol. 191. 5 pages,

say 2j po.
November 24, The same to the same. Relations with the Indians. Fol. 19à.
Louisbourg. 2 pages, say f
November 25, The same to the same. Respecting a dispute which he had with
Louisbourg. M, de Mézy. Fol. 197. 6 pages, say 3½ pp.
Noveiber 28, The same to the same. He marks with surprise the disapproval of
Louisbourg. the Councit as to certain expenditures which he has authorized.

Crossing to France of the Count d'Agrain. Fol. 205. 11 pages,
say 5 pp.

November 29, The saime to the same. Distress of the family left by M. de Ville-
Louisebourg. joing. He asks for a secretary. Debts left by Jean Bruneau, who bas

departed for Newfoundland. The mission of Lieutenant Dlaperei le
to Boston, with the people who were plundered at Canceaux, in order
to claim their effects. Fol. 211. 5 pages, say 2j pp.

November 29. Trade return of Ile Royale in 1719. Fol. 223. 1 p.
November 29, M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan to the Council. Fortifications; bos-
Louisbourg. pital; &c. Fol. 224 8 pages, say 4½ pp.
December 2, The same to the same. Death of Captain de Villiers. Ofticers
Louistourg, to be appointed. Fol. Z9. 2 pages, say 1 p.
Saint Pierre. M. Gaulin, a priest, to M. X. Respecting hs mission, and the

Indians. Fol. 251. Il pages, say 5 pp.
1719. Captain de Rouville to the Count de Toulouse. InsufficieTicy of

clothirg given Io the soldiers; bad quality of the muskots given
to tbem, &e. F 1. P..p.

1719. Pt fition by M. de La Boularderie tothe Count de Toulouse. respect-
ingtho settlement of the Island of Niganiche, &c. Fol. 287. 3 pp.

1719. Petition from the inhabitants of the port of Toulouse to the
Courc!l. Regnesting that M. de LaRonde be again appointcd to the
command of this post. Fol. 289. 3 pages, say 1½ p.

END OF VOL. IV.-ILE ROYALE.

ILE RoYAL E.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE.
1720-1721.

VOL. V.-M. DE ST. OVIDE, GoVELRNoR.

Ç. 11.
1720. M M. de St. Ovide and de Mézy to the Council of Marine. They ans-

November 10, wer the charges made against thern of having bindered the work onLouisbourg. the fortifications. A surgeon ut Port Toulouse. Troops. Barracks.
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1720. Hospital. Naçal movements. Disputes between certain of the
inhabitants. English vessels at Canceaux pillaged by Indians. &c.
Fol. 136. 15 pages, say 9 pp.

December 7, The sane to the same. Asking that the same facilities be granted
Louisbourg. to trade at Lruisbourg as in other parts of the island. The English are

establishing themselves firmly at Canceaux. Maintenance of the hos-
pital. Failing condition of M. Gaulin, the Indian missionary at Anti-
goniche. Tàe nonks of St. Francis. Fortifications. Houses.
Lodgings of the staff. Etienne Burel, tavern keeper, a bad
c aracter. Ordinance respecting foreign merchants. Pension to
the wife of M. Villejoinc. Fol. 148. 15 pp.

1720. Ordinancets respecting the tavern keepers and fishermen. Fol.
157. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

June 22, NI. de St. Ovide to the Council. On the bad condition of the troops
Louisbourg. of Ile Royale, and of those which they send ont to him from France.

Fol. 161. J îpage, say 1 p.
Jullne 2, f lie same to the Minister. Complains of the violent character
Louisbourg. of M. (e Mézy, &c. Foi. 166. 7½ pages, say 6 pp.
July 2. Memorandum from the King to M. de St. Ovide and M. de Mesy.

Respceting their administration. Fol. 171. 10 pages, say 8 pp.
August 30, M. de Gotteville Belisle,naval lieutenant. Requests that they should
Louisbourg. giv.; him M. Denys de La Ronde, in order that they should pass the

winter together on Ile St. Jean, on which he was going to make a
settlement. Fol. 180. p.

September 4, M. St. de Oçide to the Council. M. de Gotteville bas arrived and is
Louisbourg. about to go to lie St. Jean, where he will look lor a port at which to

make a settlement. Fol. 181. 2 pages, say 1 p.
September 5, The same to the same. The merchants who were plundered at
Louisbourg. Canceaux have not received nor can thoy recover any portion of

their goods. Meeting of Micmacs of the Antigoniche mission. They
plunder the English at Canceau. Fl. 184. 9 pages, say 4j pp.

June 30, Tue same to ine Governor of Port R .l. Defending himself from
Port the charge of doing anything respecting the Acadians which mayToulouze. be of a rature to disturb the peace between the two Crowns.

Fol. 189. z½ pages, say 2 pp.
September- Copy of a letter from M. Philips, Governor of Acadia, to M. de St.

Ovide. Respecting the plundoring of the English at Canceau, and
asking for satisfaction, &c. Fol. 19:. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

Septernber27, R.eply by M. de St. Ovide to the foregoing letter. Fol. 124, 4
Louisbourg. pages, say 3 pp.
November 11, M. de St. Ovide to tho Council. M. deVerville, who is crossing over
Lo1isbourg. to France, will give a detailed statement of the works of fortifica-

tions, of which he includes a sketch. Q&arteiing of the troops.
The command of Port Tounouse. Want of foresight of the soldiers
who spend ail their money as soon as they roccive it. Report
concerniog the office:s. Unsatisfactor y quality of the soil at lIe St.
Jean. Dibtribution of food suppy. Fol. 206. 20 pages, say 10 pp.

December 3, The same to the same. Complains th at M. de Verville gives way
Louisbourg. too much to the contrat ors for the fortifications, and that they leave

thora iii want of storts Fol. 223. 4j pages, say 3 pp.
June 19, M. d e Verville to th. sam ýe. Respecting the works on the fortifica.
Louisbourg. tions. Fol. 235. 41 pag2 , say 3 p.
November 18, Major do Bourville. Lutter to the Council accompanying a return
Louisboui.g. of the seven companies of marine infantry, who make up the

garrison of Louisbourg. Fol 266 and 267. : pp.
SePtember 11. Capt. de P..nsens. "Proès-verbal" respecting the disorders brought
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about at Canceau by the Indians. Fol. 279. Il pages, say 13 pp.
1720. Documents respecting the foregoing affair. Fol. 285 to 297. 17ý pp.
1721. M. de St. Ovide to the Council. Respecting his relations with the

September15, Indians. Fol. 358. 12 pages, say 7 pp.
Loui8bourg. p
September 20. The same to the same. Plan of General Philips for fortifying
Louisbourg. Canceau, &c. Fol. 367. 3 pages, say 2 - pp.
November 27. The same to the same. Need for an armourer ; military stores.

Recommends the promotion of M. de Consolin. Fol. 372. 3 pages,
say 2 pp.

November 28 M. de St. Ovide de Brouillan to the Minister. Complaining of the
Louisbourg. charges brought against him in connection with the harbour works

of Louisbourg. Fol. 374. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
November 29, The same to the same. Respecting the troops. Fol. 378. ·12
Louisbourg. pages, say 6 pp.
November 30, The same to the same. On the same subject. Fol. 386. 6 pages,
Louisbourg. say 3 pp.
December 7, The same to the Council. Respecting the punishment inflicted
Louisbourg. on several soldiers who had killed some oxen belonging to the

inhabitants. Fol. 391. 1 page, say 1 p.
1721. The same. Ordinance passed with reference to this matter.

Fol. 392. % p.
1721. The same to M. Maurepas, Minister of Marine. Sets forth his

record of service, and asks for a pension. Fol. 394. 2J pages,
say lI pp.

1722 (sic.) M. de Mézy, comptroller. Financial statement for 1723. Surgeon
November 20, at Port Toulouse; Madame Chambon, interpreter; Sieur de Chambon
Louisbourg. is nominated to the command of Port Dauphin ; the seven Indian

villages; statement of the food supply, &c. Fol. 397. 5½ pages,
say 3 pp.

1721. F'rther documents respecting the negotiation by M. de Hirriberry,
at London, to cause to be restored to himself and other subjects
of the King of France, the goods and chattels looted at Canceau, in
1718, by an English vessel, commanded by Captain Smart. Fol. 441
to 486. 55 p.

END OF VoL. V.-ILE ROYALE.

ILE ROYALE.-" CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1722-23.
VOL. 6-M. DE ST. OVIDE, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
1722.i Order of Couneil of Marine. Respecting the claims made atIarch 3. London by M. de Hlirriberry. Fol. 4. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.

March 10. The same. Respecting the grant to the Count de St. Pierre of
the Islands of St. Jean, Miscou, Madeleine, and other islands and
islets adjacent. Fol. 6. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

March 24. The same. Respecting assistance granted to 54 Acadians,
who had taken refuge at the port of Toulouse. Fol. 8. 2î pages,
Say 2 pp.

March24. The same. Respecting the utility of having one company at
Port Toulouse, the boundaries of Acadia, and the settlement at
Canceau. Fol. 10. 3J pages, say 2½ pp.

April 2. The same. Respecting the building of a church at Louis-
bourg ; the care of the sick, and the collection of taxes for these
purposes. Fol. 12. 3J pages, say 2½ pp.
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May 5.' The same. Respecting a police regulation forbidding cap-
tains of foreign vessels to hire crews made up from the popula-
tion, in order to carry on the autumnal fishing, and to buy from
other vessels provisions and fishing apparatus, the surplus of their
supplies for barter. Fol. 14. 1½ page, say 1 p.

May 5. The same. Respecting a topographical description of le Royale
and its fortifications. Fol. 15. 2 pages, say 1 p.

May 28. The samo. Respecting the small arnount of success that
M. de Hirriberry bas met with in England, in the direction of caus-
ing them to rep ty the value of the goods looted at Canceau. Fol. 17.
41 pages, say 3 pp.

May 12. The same. Respecting the people of Ile Royale, who passed over
to 1le St. Jean, in order toavoid thoir creditors. Fol. 20. - p.

May 12. Tho same. Rospecting the collection of a tax of a hlundred weight
of codfish per fishing boat. Foi. 21 f p.

September 14. The same. Respecting the attacks made by the Abenakis
on the English, and the crimes committed by a brigantine and
schooner owned by pirates. Fol. 22. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.

May 12, Memorial from the King to MIL. de St. Ovide and de Mésy, Fol.
Paris. 25. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
May 9, Ordinance by MM. de St. Ovide and de Mésy. Respecting the per-
Louisbourg. sons who gave intoxicating liquors to the soldiers, &c. Fol. 29. 1 p.
May 12, MM. de St. Ovide and de Mésy. Regulation respecting foreign
Louisbourg. merchants who-bought cargoes. Fol. 36. 2½ pp.
June 28, Letter by M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Informing him of the
Louisbourg. murder of the Count Dagrain by two Indians,who have been captured.

Assuring him that the Micmac chiefs had received presents of con-
siderable value from the English. Stating to him that the colony
was suffering from want ot provisions. Fol. 38. 2J pages, say ]½ p.

December 5, The same to the same. Informing him of his arrival in France.
]Rochefort. Fol. 44. i p.
November 4, The same to the same. Arrival of the King's vessels. Measures
Louisbourg. taken by General Philips to make himself secure against the attacks

of the Indians. Complaint made by the English against the latter;
they threaten to carry off M. Gaulin, tbeir missionary, and to destroy
the Antigoniche mission. Fol. 46. 5J pages, say 3 pp.

August 7, M. Lenormant de Mésy to the saie. Arrival of the King's ves.
Louisbourg. sel " Le Paon." Matters of detail. Depredations committed by

the pirates. The Acadian Indians harass the English. Hie thanks
the Minister for the tile of " writer," conferred upon his son. Fol.
51, 3½ pages, say 2½ pp.

8ePtemaber 1 The saime to the same. Arrival of the " Eclatant " and the
Louisbourg. Amazon," with cases of scurvy on board. Wood and coal placed

on board these vessols. Indians surprised and killed by the English.
Grant of le Madame to M. d'Auteuil. Fol. 53. 4 pages, say 2 pp.

December 10 The same to the saie. Respecting presents to the Indians, and
Louisbourg their mission. Fol. 73. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
December 27, The same to the same. Making him acquairted with the news
LouIabourg. brought by Father Gaulin respecting Acadia and the Indians of tbat

country. Fol. 75. 3J pages, say 2 pp.
December 27, Census made in 17 12 by M. Gaulin, as well of the population of le
Louisbourg. Royale as of the people of the Peninsula of Acadia who have been

removed by the missionaries. Fol. 77. 1 p.
December 22, Major de Bourville to Minister. M. Gaulin reports that the En-Louisbourg. glish in Acadia have made a declaration of war against the Indians,
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in which they desire to embroil the French of this Province. Fol.
102. 1 p.

1722. The same to the same. Copy of a proclamation by Governor
Philips in tbis matter. Fol. 107 to 110. 5 pp.

1722. M. de Verville, engineer to Miniir. Respecting the garrison
epember 20, and the fortifications of lie Royale. Fol, 1ib. Si pages, say 2½ pp.Louisbourg.

November 30, M. Isabeau, contractor, to the Minmter. He defends himeilf from
Louisbourg. the charges brought against bm with respect to the treffi which he

carries on with the soidiers. Fol. 127. 3½ pages, say ' pp.
February 26, M. d'Auteuil, formerly Attorney General. Leter to the Minister,
Rochelort. respecting the grant of lie Madame. Fol. 132. 3 pages, say 1 p.
October 21, The same to the same. Ses forth that ho has left for France
Neritchac, on with four loaded vessels and 66 persons, and that one of his vessels
le Madame
Province of having been obliged to slacken speed near Newf urdland has been
[le Royale. stopped, pillaged, and detained by the English, which bas cost him

a loss of more than 12,000 livres. Fol. 1 "i4, 1½ p.
February - The Count de St. Pierre, the grantee of the lie of St. Jean, asks

of the Minister that M. de Beaucourt bo appointed to replace M. de
Gottenville, as Governor of the lie of St. Jean. Fol. 1:D6. 1 p.

1722. Other letters to M. de Beaucourton the same subject. Fol.
137. 51 pp.

1723. M. do Maups to the Snperior Council of Ile Royale. Informing
December 3. them that t1o Duke f Bourbon, on iccount of the dceath of the DAke

of Orless wbiei he ppened on the 2nd of Decem br, is in! usted, by
the K;ng with the dutiIes and functions appertaiuing to the office of
the prci tii ni.ter of Siate. Fol. 149 1 p.

DecemAber 9, M. de St. Ovide rd de Mesy to tho Miâister. Varinous details
Louibourg. respctnatters of administration in lie -Ro yalo. Fol. 152. 21

pages, say 10 pp.
May 27, Memorandum from the King to MM. de St. Ovide and de Mésy, giv-
Versailles. ing them instructions with regard to carrying on public business.

Fol. 170. 61 pp.
November 22, Memorandum from M. de St. Ovide respecting the safety of the
Louisbourg, Port of Louisbourg. Fol. 178. ù½ pages, say 4 pp.
November 24, The same to the Minister. Givmng an account of the condition of
LouiEbourg. the colony. Fol. 193. 11 pages, say 52 pp.
November 26, The same to tic saie. On the same subject. Fo. 199.
Louisbourg. 9 pages, Fay 4½ pp.
Novemb&r 29 The same to the. same. The French soldiers are worth more
Louisbourg. ' than the Swiss, Rendering of judgments in civil suits. Foi. 217.

8 pages, say 4 pp.
DecembOrer 12, The saie to the satme, Statement of the vessels which bave ar-
Louisbourg. rived to carry on trade with Ile Royale, the codtish and oil which

have been placed on board the vessels, obtaincd as much from their
own fisbhing as from that of the inhabitants of the Island, with their
prime cost in the country. Fol. 223. 1 p.

1723. M. de Mésy to the Minister. Respecting the succession of the late
Count d'Agrain. Fol. 225. 2 pages, say 1 p.

November 23, The saine to the same. Respecting the havcc caused by a pirate.
Louisbourg. Fol. 233. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.
November 24, The same to the same. Giving details on public matters. Fol.
Louisbourg. 235. 15 pages, say 7½ pp.

The same to the same. Statement in detail, of the product of the
November 26, fisheries of lie Royale, in 1723. Fol. 215. 2 pp.-
.Louisbourg.
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1723
November 26, The same to the same. Gives a record of bis services, and asks
Louisbourg. leave to go to France to look after his oivn affaira. Fol. 253. 1½

page, say 1 p,
September 28, The same to the same, giving two lists of vessels which have carried
Louisbourg. enlisted soldiers into the colony. and of those vessels which have

brought none there. Fol 257 to 259. 2 pp.
November 19, Major de Bourville. Letter to the Miaister accompanying an ex-
Louisbourg. tract from the criminal action against Antnine Courrieu, alias Petit-

Boulanger, condemned to doath as being the murderer of the Count
d'Agrain. Fol. 261 to 282. 37 pages. sey 30 pp.

November 17, The same. Gives an account to the M inister of bis commanud of
Louisbourg. Ile Royale, during the absence of M. de St. Ovide. Measures taken

in case of an attack by pirates. Fol. 283. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
1723. Description of the fortifications o Louitbourg. Fol. 295 to

311. 30pp.
March - Memorandum about the Canceau matter. Fol. 330 to 34 4. 24

pages, say 18 pp.
So date. Another memorandum on the same subject.. Foi. 351. 1 p.

END OF VOL. 6.-IL E RoYALE.

"ILE RoYALE.- CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE.
1724-17 25.

VOL. 7.-M, DE S-. OVIDE, GOVERNOR."

C. 11.
17-24. Memorandum from the King to Mn. de St. Ovide and de Mésy,X&y ,

Versaies. replying to their letters and giving them instructions. Fol. 4. Il pp.
June 5 Police regulation, ordering that pigs should not go at large.
Louiebourg. Fol. 10. C p.
Sptember 8. Regulation as to the preference wbich the rest of the population

should give to the codfish and oil belonging to their fishermen
comrades. Fol. Il. 1 p.

October 28, MM. de Pensens, de Ste. Marie, and other persons. Petition to the
Louisbourg. Minister in the matter of the deduction to be made from the reckoning

of soldiers who are acting as workmen. Fol. 12, 1½ p.
loivember 16, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Acknowledges the receipt of the

oOurg. Cross of St. Louis for Captain Danjac. Arrivai of fifty Swiss.
Frenchmen are better adoptea for military service. Deduction to
be made from the pay of soldier workmen. Fol. 14. 10 pages,
say 3 pp.

November 19, The saime to the samne. Respecting certain officers who are
Louisbourg. about to cross over to France. Fol. 22. 2 pages, say 1 p.
NoVember 24, The sane to the same. Distribution of presents among the
Loliisbourg. Indians. Attack which was made upon the English from the Fort

of Port Royale. Vengeance taken by the English Governor.
Mission to the Indians. Surprise of the Abenakis. Fort in the upper
part of the River Kénébeky, by the English. News from Canceaux.
Fol. 24. 12 pages, say 6 pp

&Ugut 2. M. de Mésy to the Minister. Arrival of the King's ships,
" Hercule " and " Protée, " commanded by M. de Roquefeuille, with
many cases of scurvy. M. Courtin, a missionary, replaces M. Gaulin
Fol. 35. 3 pages, say 1f p.

November 15 The same to the same. General expenditure. Building of a
Loiebourg. church at the Antigoniche Mission. Food, grains, &c. Fol. 39.

12 pages, say 10 pp.
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November s, The same to the same. Respecting family matters. Fol. 46.
LQuisbourg. 3 pages, say 2½ pp.
November 15, The same to the same. Respecting the Louisbourg Hospital,
Louisiourg. F 1. 57. l- page, say I p.
November 22, The sne to the same. Respecting the building of fortifications
LouiUbuurg. and bartrcks, the quartering and commanding of troops, &c. Fol.

59. 3½ p- ges, Say 12 pp.
Novernber 27, The samne to the same. Owing to the failure of assistance from
Louisbo'urg. the compary, almost all the inhabitants of Ile St. Jean have retired

to Ile Rovale. Estate of Count d'Agrarn. Deserters. Superior
Council. Considerable returns from the fisheries at Niganiche.
Asks for instructions respecting certain persons who bave con-
mened to sottle on Cape Ray, on the coast of Newfoundland.
Opening of the road from Louisbourg to the Miré River, &c. Fol.
68. 10 pages, say 8 pp.

November 10 M. Boisberthelot de Beaucourt. Gives the Minister a record of his
services. Fol. 98. 1 p.

August 3, and The same. Two letters respecting the forward condition of the
Novemer 17, fortifications of this place. Fol. 135. 6 pages, say 4 pp.Louisbourg.
Quebee. Patil Denis de Saint Simon, Provost of the Marshalsea. Com-

plains to the Minister that his eldest son, in whose favour ho
gave up his office, has left him in poverty. Fol. 139. 3 pp.

1724. Memorandum respecting the River and Lake Miré. Fol. 164.
3 p tees, say 2 pp.

December 17, MM. de St. Ovide and de Mésy, to the Minister. Giving details of
Louisbourg. their government. Fol. 171. 8 pages, say 6 pp.
August 17, M. de St. Ovide to the same. Expedition of sixty Abenakis and
Louisbourg. Micmacs against Canceaux. Fol. 179. 2 pages, say 1i p.
September 12, The same to the same. Wreckof the " Chameau." Fol. 181.
Louisbourg. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.
The end et Petition trom the inhabitants of Ile Royale to the Minister, set-
October, ting out the injury which is done to them by the English vessels
Louisbourg. who corne to trade with the colony. Fol. 183. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
November 14 M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Respecting the fortifications and
Louisbourg. the engineers, and 'he relations sustained with the English in

Acadia. Fol. 185. 10 pages. say 5 pp.
December 10, The same to the same. Missions in Acadia. Peace concluded
Louisbourg. between the English and the Malécites. Fol. 191. 4½ pages,

eay 2 1pp.
1725. The same to the same. Respecting Ile St. Jean. Fol. 200. 6

December 18, pages, say 4 pp.
Louisbourg, h
Deceober 21. The same to the same. Respecting the troopa in le Royale.

Asks for M. de Beaucour the governorship of Trois Rivières. Gives
details respecting certain officers and the troops. Fol. 204. 10
pages, say 7 pp.

August 16 M. de Mény. Arrival of the King's ships " Victoire" and
Louisbourg. . "Elizabeth." Chase given to a pirate. The sick; hospital. Fol.

211. 2 pp.
August 29, The saime and others. "Procès verbal " respectiug the loss of the
Louisbourg. "Chameau." Fol. 213. 4 pages, say 3j pp.
Beptember 3 Two letters fron M de Mesy to M. de Vaudreuil and M. Bégon
Louisbourg. On the same subjeet. Fol. 216 to 219. 8 pages, say 3 pp.
September 6, The same to the Minister. On the saine subject. Fol. 221. 2
Louisbourg. pages, say 1 P.
November 24, The same to the same. Respecting his services, &c. Fol. 254.
Louisbourg. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

cce
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1725.
December 3, The same to the same. Respecting the works on the fortifica
Louisbourg. tions and the building of certain vesselh. (Contains interest-

ing details about the topography of Louisbourg.) Fol. 261. 11
pages, say 7 pp.

December 10, The same to the same. Giving certain details of the wreck
Louisbourg. of the " Chameau." Fol. 274. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
December 12, The same to the same. Respecting the grant made to M. LeBrun,
Louisbourg. director of the Boularderie Company, about tho island at the

entrance of Royal Bay, and about ibe lands opposite the said island
on the south-east eoast, which form Little Brador. Fol. 278.
4 pages, say 2ý pp.

December 15 Extract from letters by M. de Maurepas. Respecting the claims of
Louisbourg. MM, François Alain de La Motte, Claude Morin, &a., respecting the

estate of M. Pierre Alain de La Motte. Fol. 281. 2 pp.
Aug. 12 & 27, M. Sabatier, comptroller. Two documents connected with the
Louisbourg. foregoiig, in the matter of the estate of M. Pierre de La Motte.

Fol. 290 to 393. 6J pages, say 5 pp.
December 21, Captain de Pensens to the Minister. Respecting the order which he
Louiabourg. received to go and take possession of lie St. Jean, in the King's

name. Fol. 3ý l. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
1721 (sic.) The same to the same. Respecting the order which ho bad re-

November 28, ceived to proceed to take command of Port Toulouse. Fol. 38-3. 2½Louisbourg. pages, say 2 pp.
N 1719. The same to the same. Informing the Minister of his arrivai atNoveimber 3
Louisbourg. ' lie Royale. Foi 3à-5. 3½ pages, say 2J pp.

1725. The Admiralty ( fficers oi Luuisbourg to the Minister. Respect-Deceber 17, ing naval operations Irom this island. Fol. 396. 6 pages, say 4½ pp.
LOUisbourg. END 0 VOL. 7.-ILE ROYALE.

ILE R YALE,-" CORRESPONDANOE GÉNÉRALE."

1726.

VOL. 8.-M. de Sr. OvIDE, GoVERNOR.

C. 11.
1726. MW4. de St. Ovide and de Mezy to the Minister. The English trade
ember 28, on 'le Royale. Fisheries of lie Royale and Isle St. Jean. Tinber for
sbourg. spars. Forlifiations, barracks, &c. Refusai of the soldiers to set-

tile in the colony. Need of a shipload of peasants. Daties paid to
the farmers of Canada on articles of produce. Buildings. Destruc-
tion caused by tempests. Greater facilities are offered for the
timber traie in Canada than in Ile Royale. Fol. 8. 25 pages,
say neerly 17 pp.

Decemuber 1 The same to the same. Cadets among the troops. Expensive
Louisbourg' living. Persons in distress. Clothing of the troops, &o. Good

yield of the fisberies. The clerical livings at Louisbourg and Ile
Royale, &c. Fol. 21. 12 pages, say 9 pp.

Se6Ptember 8 M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Interviews with the Indians; rela-
luisbourg. tions of these people with the English. Injuries to the " Néréïle."

Semi-friendly relations with Mr. Armstrong, Lieutenant-Governor of
Nova Seotia. Visit to le St. Jean. Fol. 34. 9 pages, say 6à pp.

1726. Answer from M. Armstrong, Lieutenant Governor of Nova Scotia,
to M. de Pensens, respecting the commission given to the latter by
M. de St. Ovide. Fol. 39. , p.
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i726.
September 4, Instructions from M. de St. Ovide to M. de Pensens respecting
Louisbourg. his mission to M. Armstrong. Pol. 41. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.
November,8, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Complains of.Canon Fournel, who
Louisbourg. bad been sent by the Bishop of Quebec to take possession of the

curacy of Louiabourg. Fol. 43. 7 pages, say 5 pp.
November 18, The same to the same. Presents to the -Indians. Temporary
Louisbourg. capture of an Snglish vessel. by the Indians. Missionaries. . Seal

hunting by Indians. Claims made by the latter. Fol. 47. 10
pages, say 7 pp.

November 20, The sume to the same. Arrival of recruits , movements among
Louisbourg- the soldiers. Necssity for retaining Canceau at any cost. Sick-

ness has prevented M. de Perntens from going again to. Iie St. Jean.
Receipt of muskets. Fresh application for arms. Want of surgeons.
M. de Merveilleux, commanding the Swiss, and the complaints made
by him. Departure of the widow of M. de Rouville for Canada. She
leaves three of ber childron with the troops. Granting of the Order
of St. Louis to M. de Ste. Marie. Asks for favours for several officers.
Fo. 55. I11j pages, say 12 pp.

November 28, The same to the same. 1Le St. Jean. Excellent quality of the
Louisbourg. timber for spars The surrender of the Isle Madame granted to

M. d'Auteuil, as we'l as that oi the Island of Verderonne and that of
bliganiche. Road to Lako Miray. Arrival of M. Dubuisson, sub-dele-
gate lrom the Intendant of New France. Fol. 66. 8 pages, say 5j pp.

December 2, The same to the sanie. The patients in tho hospital are neg-
Louisbourg. lected by the Brothers <f Charity, who are wholly given up to

trading, &c. Fol. 76 2j pages, say 2 pp.
December 2, The same to the same. Respecting the correspondence which he-
Louisbourg. had kept up with M. Armstrong vesnecting the Acadians. Nmeessity

for maintaining priests in Acadia. Ho is busy in causing a census
of the Acadians to be made by their missionaries. M. Armstrong has
armed a vessel which is cruising about Canceau. A. small frigate
must be sent from France in order to cruise in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, under the command of M. Conteneuil. Fol. 78. 6 pages,
say 4 pp.

October 12. Copy of a letter from M. de St. Oývide to M.Armstrong. Fol. 82. 1 p.
Juge .7, M. Mezy, Comptroller, to the Minister. Naval operations from'the-
Louisbourg. port of Louisbourg. Ile St. Jean. Presents to the Indians. Fol.

85. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
Auguet 14, The same to the sanie. Voyage' of M. de St. Ovide, to the port.
Louisbourg. of Toulouse, and Ile St. Jean. Advantages derived from this

island. Tenders ofi'red to raise from the water the goods from
the "Chameau." Works on the fortifications. Arrival of the-
Spanish vessel with French passengers, among others M. Grandjean.
Fol 87. 8 page-, say tipp.

S8eptember 14, The same to the same. The "Néréïde" goes aground opposite
Louisbourg. Louisbourg. They succeed in raising her, and in briniging her into

the harbour, where she is placed in the graving dock. Capture by
the English of a little schooner in the King's service. Fol. 93. 6
pages, say 3½ pp.

December 4, The same to the Fame. Search for the goods on board the " Cha-
Louisbourg. meau," and return from the sale of the goods. FoL 97. 3 pages,

say 2 pp.
The sane to the same. Troops, war stores, &c. Fol. 100. 4Loiuabourg. pages, say 2 pp.

Lembrg. The same to the same. Respecting the parish of Louisbourg.
Fo.-104. 4 pages, say 2. pp.
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1726.
November 14, M. de Mezy, Comptroller, to the Minister. Respecting the claims of
Louisbourg. M. de Montholon and others on the estate of the Count d'Agrain.

Fol. 108. ' p.
October 10, M. Verrier, engineer, to the Minister. Progress made by the
Louisbourg. public works on lie Royale. Fortifications, hospital, chapel, bar-

racks, &c. Fol. 111. 4J pages, say 3 pp.
December 1, The same to the same. Statement respecting the works and forti-
Louisbourg. fications, &c., of Louisbourg. Fol. 115. 12½ pages, say 91 pp.
December 1, M. Boucher, engineer. Asking the Minister for a court of officers.
Louisbourg. Fol. 149. 1½ page, say 1 p.
December 15 Captain de Ste. Marie. Narrative of his voyage to New England
Louisbourg. and Canceau in 1718. Fol. 151. 9 pages, say 7 pp.
October 14, Brother Michel-Ange, missionary priest, to Father Isidore.' Res-
Louisbourg. pecting the interment of 180 persons drowned in the wreck Qf the

"Chameau." Fol. 177. 1 p.
Septpmber 9, M Lenormant de Mezy, junior, to his father. Respecting the search
La Baleine. for goods from the " Chameau." Fol. 179. 3 pages, say 1 p.
Sept. 12, 14, The same to the same. On the same subject. Fol. 14 to 188. 4_
and 20. pages, say 2 pp.
October 28, Answer from Canon Joachim Fornel, tO M. de St. Ovide, who was.
Louisbourg. opposed to his taking possession of the parish of Louisbourg. Fol,

190. 5J pages, say 4½ pp.
1726. Representations by the same to M. de Maurepas. Fol. 194. j p.

December 4, The Admiralty Officers to the Minister. Respecting naval opera-
Louisbourg. tions from Louisbourg* Fol. 197. 6ý pages, say 5 pp.
February 20. Certificate from H. de St. Ovide as to the services rendered by-
Louisbourg. M. Çhaslin de Thierry Fol. 229. 2 pages, say I p.

1726. Fishing and trade returns of Ile Royale in 1726. Fol. 230. 1 larg6i
page, say 2 pp.

1726. M. Martin Descouts, surgeon. Asks for his half pay. Fol.
231. I p.

END OF VOL. 8.--lLE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉaALE."

1727.

VOL. 9.-M. DE ST. OvIDE, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
1727. Regula ion by MM. de St. Ovide and de Mesy respecting the feesà

June , to be paid to the Adiniralty Officers. FoL. 30. I p.Louiabourg.
Decem-br 15 MM de St Ovide de Brouillan, Governor, and de Mesy, sub-delegate-
Louisbourg.' of the Intendant of Naw France. Troops. Peasants required. Re-

placing Fathers Variri and Isidore who bave crossed over to France.
Warming of the soldiers. Rations. -The Lartigue matter. Trade-
with the lndians. Chapel required at St. Jean. Sisters of the Con.
gregation at Louisbourg. Lighthouse required at the entrance of
the port. Half pay. General expenditure, &c. Fol. 37. 18 pages,
say pp. 10,

September 13, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Arrival of the King's vessel,
Louisbourg. the " Profon." Progress made in the building operations. Cap-

ture of an English vessel by the Indians. Fol. 50. 2 pages, say 1 p.
November 10, The same to the same. Resources of lie St. Jean. Opportune
Louiabourg. time for building a vessel for revictualling purposes, &o. Settlement
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1727. of the Verderonne and Niganiche Islands. Maudonment of Isles M2-
dame by M. d'Auteuil. Fol. 52. 4 pages, say 2 pp.

November 12, Tho same to the same. Estate of tho Count d'Agrain. Fol. 56.
Lorisbourg. 2 pages, say 1 p.
November 20, The same to the same. Respecting the Indians. Fol. 64. 12.
Louisbourg. pages, eay 6 pp.
November 21, The same to the same. Respecting the troops. Asks for leave of
Louisbourg. absence for six months. Fol. 72. 13 pages, say 6 pp.
December 16, The bame to the saine. Respecting works of construction. The
Louisbourg. refusal of the offieers of the Swiss troops to assist at the procession8

of the lost at the head of the troops ; garrison expenditure, &o.
Fol. 86. 6½ pages, say 3 pp.

November 24, -M. de Mesy to the samo. Statement with regard to the works on
Louisbourg. the fortifications. Sbops, hospital, lighthouse to be buift on the

island at the entrance. Expenditui o, Fol. 93. 112 pages, say 7 pp.
November 27, The same to the same. About the crossing to France of his son,
Louisbourg. for whom ho requests promotion. Fol. 115. 2 pages, say 1 p.
December 16, The same to the same. Asking for promotion. Fol. 118.
Louisbourg. 2 pages, say 1 p.
November 20, Captain de Pensons to the same. Respecting Ile St. Jean. IIe asko
Louisbourg. for an increase of salary. There are six additional families in the

island. Asks for permission to keep a smal. vessel, &o. Fol. 252b
10 pages, say 6 pp.

1727. Fishery and trade returns in 1727. Fol. 259. 1 large page,
say 2 pp.

1727. Memorandum respecting the Superior Couneil of Louisbourg.
Fol. :Z60. 1½ p.

Maly 19, Representations from the officers of the Ad miralty asking to be
Louisbourg. secured in their fees and emoluments. Fol. 261. 4½ pp.

END OF VOL. 9.-ILE ROYALE.

"IILE 'RoYALE-CRREPoNDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1728 to 1729.

VOL. 10.-M. DE ST. Ovoa, GOVERNoR.

C. 11.
1727. Extracts from letters by M. de St. Ovide respecting Ile Royale.

Capture of an English vessel by the Indians. Presents given to the
Indians by Mr. Armstrong. Negotiations betweon M. de St. Ovide and
the latter person. Arrival of missionaries from Quabec. No longer
any Recoolet missionaries in Acadia. Number of the families in
each parish in Acadia,. making in all 927 families. Number of
Indians on lie Royale. Church and Presbytery of Mirliguesche.
Augry feelings of the Indians in Acadia against Governor Arm-
strong. Fol. 4. 15 pages, say 9 pp.

March 11. Document respecting the parochial duty of the Curé of Louis-
bourg and of Ile Royale. Fol. 12. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

May 8. Document respecting the fisheries, trade, &o., of Ile Royale.
Fol. 17. 8 pages, say 5 pp.

1728. Another document respecting foreign trade. Fol 22. 31 pages,
May 17. say 20 pp.

1728. Condition of the artillery, the arms, and stores kept at Louis-
bourg. Fol. 38. 2î pages, say 2 pp.
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17218
NovTember 3, M. de St. Ovide and M. de Mésy to the Minister. Arrival of the
Louisbourg. " Dromadaire ", commanded by M. de Conteneuil. Regulation res.

pecting military crimes and offences. Recruits. Troops. Missions
in Acadia. Trade. Grants of land. The warming of the soldiers.
Projected lighthouse. The building of fortifications and publie
edifices. Fol. 41. 26 pages, say 13 pp.

April 5, Regulation by M. de St. Ovide and M. de Mésy respecting the
Lisbourg. hunting and pigs. Fol. 56. 1 p.

pris 25r The sanie. Regulations respecting taverns. Fol, 57. 1 P.Louisbourg. C
April 27, The same. Regulation respecting those who purchase arms from
Lonisbourg. the soldiers. Fol. 59. 1 p.
October 24, The same. Opposition to the taking possession of the Parish of
Louisbourg. Louisbourg by Canon Fornel. Fol. 60. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
Decenber 14, Statement of the permits granted by M. de St. Ovide and hi. de
Louisbourg. Mésy to the captains of the English vessels, to trade with Ile Royale.

Fol. 61. 10 pages, say 6 pp.
>ovenber 3, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Meeting of the Indians at
Louisbourg. Antigoniche. The persons called " Petitpas " suspected of acting in

concert with the English. They must be sent ont of the country.
His visit to Ile St. Jean. Regulations with the Indian Missionaries
in Acadia, &c. Fol. 67. 21- pages, say 10 pp.

1ovember 3 The same to the same. Respecting Ile St. Jean which M. de St.
lOUisbourg. Ovide proposes to reunite to the Crown domain. Havoc cansed in

the wheat by little animals of the rat kird. Asks for promotion for
M. Dubuisson. Fol. 79. 3 pages, say 1i p.

1iovember 3 The sanie to the same. The fortifications of Louisbourg are almost
Louibourg. completed. It is necessary to look to the putting of the port of

Toulouse into a condition of defence. Fol. 81. 6 pages, say 2j pp.
lo ember 13 The sanie to the same. Defending himself against the charge of
Lonisbourg. carrying on trade. Fol. 85. 3½ pages, say 1J p.
October 31, Captain de Pensons to the same. Letter respecting the settlement
Lonisbourg.. of Ile St. Jean. Fol. 157. 14 pages, say 10 pp.
,&RuSt 14, M. de St. Ovide. Gives notice to the Minister of bis return from
'oibourg. Port Toulouse and Ile St. Jean, where ho caused a distribution of

presents to be made to the Indians. Recommends that M. de Beaucour
be app->inted Governor of Three Rivers. He has proclaimed M. de La
Tour in the place of M. de Catalogne. Fol. 183. 2j pages, say I p.

17n29. The same to the same. Gives an account of his interviews with
LoUiabourg.' the Indians &c. Fol. 187. 10 pages, say 6 pp.

1729. The same to the same. Respecting the troops and the famine
ovemrber i, which is prevailing in the colony. Fol. 193. 4 pages, say 2j pp,

ourg. M. Lenormant de Mésy to the Minister. Deplorable condition
Jeu2(Sie.) which ho ha left IeR Personal expenditure which heIl in wchh alotIeRoyale.
yersaiueés. is obliged to make. Asks for the position of commissioner co mp.

troller at Calai. Fol. 197. 3j pages, say 3 pp.
Angust 21, The same to the same. Arrival at Louisbourg of the " Mercu re "
Loisbourg. with sixty men down with scurvy. General Philips is at Cano eau.

The Indians must be provented from capturing English vessels for

Fi Or fear of reprisals. Scarcity of wheat. Fol. 199. 2j pages, say 1i pp.
LPtember 21, The same to the same. Arrival of the " Dromadaire," commanded
ouiSbourg· by M. de Pardaillan. Loss of the " Eléphant," near Quebec. Fol. 201

1 page, say i p.
)Ctober is The same to the sanie. Arrival at Quebec of the officers of the
0 isbourg. " Eléphant," and other persons, whom ho is going to send baock to

France on the " Dromadaire." Fol. 203. 1 page, say j p.
cccv
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september 16, Statement of the arrival of M. Gilles La Porte, who on coming froni
Louisbourg. St. Domingo has been robbed by pirates. Fol. 205. 3 pageS,

say 2 pp.
1729. Tabular statement of the garrison of Louisbourg. Fol. 207. i

large page, say 1½ p.
1729. M. de Mesy to the Minister. Respecting the measures which they

November 14, are about to take in regard to the famine. Fol. 208. 3J pages,
Louisbourg. say 3 pp.

1729. G-eneral list of vesseis, schooners, &c., which have carried on
fishing from le Royale, during the year. Fol. 211. 1 p.

Navember 14 Major de Bourville to the Minister. He bas been married and asks
Louisbourg. for promotion. Fol. 216. 1 P.
October 22, Capt. de Pensens, commanding at Ile St. Jean, to Minister. O
Louisbourg. the island in the previous year there bas only been an increase to

the population of four families. He cannot do without the small
vessel which ho bas built. Stops which he has taken for the colomi-
zation of the island. &c. Fol. 233. 7 pages, say 4½ pp.

1729. M. Rousseau de Souvigny of Louisbourg to the Minister. He asks
November 6, for the first vacant company command. Fol. 247. 1 P.
Louisbourg.
December 16, The Admiralty Officers t the Minister. Letter and document
LouiBbourg. respecting trade. Fois. 250 to 257. 12 pages, say 8 pp.

END OP VOL, 10.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE RoYALE.-CRREsPoNDANCE GÊNÉRALE."

1730.

,VOL. 11.- M. DE ST. OVIDE, GoVERNOR.

C. 11.
1730. Council of Marine. Document respecting the increase of troops,

February 14, &c., on lie Royale. Fol. 4. 6½ pages, say 4 pp-

July 20, M. de Bourville, King's Lieutenant, and M. de Mesy, the C)mp-
Louisbourg. troller, to the Minister, Respecting a complaint by the inhabitants of

Niganiche against the Company of M. de La Boularderie, on account
of the crews which M. de Longuemar, in chai ge of the business of
this company, bires for carrying on the fishery. Fol. 14. 1½ p.

December 3, The same to the same. Invalids sent to France. Fortifications.
Louisbourg. Re-uniting Lie St. Juan to the Crown dcmain. Trade. Visit of

v.arious ships. Rejoicings on account of the birth of a Dauphin-
Payment of titbes. Fol. 16. 12 pages, say 8 pp-

September 30, Major de Bourville to the Miaister. Respecting sick soldiers and
Louisbourg. the hospital. Fol. 24. 3 pages, say 2 pp-
November 30, The same to the same. He thanks him for having made hirn
Louisbourg. King's Lieutenant, and represents that his emoluments are not suff-

cient. Fol. 26. 2 pages, say P-
September 30, The same to the same. Respecting some Englishmen who had
Louisbourg. entered the port with some plarks and shingles and who wanted to

sell tbem. &o. Fol. 28. *½ pages, say 2½ pp-

November 30 The same to tie same. Rejoicings on the occasion of the birth of
Louisbourg. ' tL Dauphin. Promotions amorg the troops and disputes amOng

cortain officers as to the right of precedence. The arrival of the
troops. They areinsufficient. Taking of the oath by the oficers.
M. Despiet, Staff Major, nephow of M. de Pensens, crosses to FrancO
to look tufter the private affairs of his uncle. Tho former remains a
Louisbourg, and Sieur du Haget. a lieutenant, and M. de Persen1 5

replace him on Ile St. Jean. Charges made by the officers of thO
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1'30. garrison against Lieutenant Tonty, who is accused of theft. Mar-
riage of M. de Gannoes with Mlle de Catalogne, a, well as that of
Ensigu de Bishébert to Mlle de Goutin, the latter marriage made
up somewhat suddenly. Good quality of the recruits collected
at Paris. Contagious disease at Boston. Fol. 30. 14Î pages,
say 9 pp.

NOvember 30, The same to the saime. Relations with the Indians. The English
Louisbourg. avoid the neighbourhood of Ile St. Jean ever since the time they have

had vessels piundered by the Indians. The English fortify their posi-
tions from Pemquid as tar as the River St. Jean. Gener al Philips has
compelled the Acadians to take the oath of allegiance to England.
Missions. Good returns from the harvestofile St. Jean. M. Courtin,
a missionary, crossing over to France. The commander at Canceau
has secured three deserters. Two were delivered up to him, the
other having declared himself to be a Frenchman and having been
recognized as such. Eoglish and French vagabonds have taken
refuge on Ile des Graules, near Cape Ray Fol. 38. 7 pages, say 6 pp.

March 4 M. de Mesy, the Comptroller, to the Minifrter. Respecting the ex.
Versailles. penditure and certain charges brought aLcainst himself. Fot. 45. 8

pages, say 6 pp.
M&rch 21, The same to the sanie. Respecting the confiscation of a vessel
Versailles. which came to Louisbourg unier the British flag. Fol. 51. 1i P.
July 20, M. Lenormant de Mesy, junior. Respeeting the pasage to Que.
Louisbourg. bec of M. de Beaucour, who had been appointed Governor of Three

Rivers. Fol. 53. 1½ page, say i p.
July 23, M. de Mesy, senior, to the Minister. Hie embarked on the 16tb and
0n board the Waits for a favorable wind to leave the Harbour of Chef de Baye.
"Drona- He will obey the orders which he hus received. Remarks upon the
re' "ear administration Complains that ho has only had the thankless portion

of the duty. F0l. 55. 4½ pages, eay 31 pp.
December 4, The same to the same. Remarks respecting the finances o the
Loiisbourg. colony, the troops, food, armarnent, stores. The oath required from

the officers, the fiheries, commerce, etc. Fal. 6 i. 14 pages, say 9 pp.
Tabular statement respecting the fisberies and trade of lie

Louisbourg. .hoyale. Fol. 69. i large page, say 2 pp.
N<Ovember 30 . de Pensens Io the Minister. ResoIecting the [le St. Jean.
Louisbourg. The inhabitants are in want of sait for their fisheries. Progress made

in clearing the land. The hesitation of the Acadians in going to
settle on the lie St. Jcan, on account of the difficaliy of living
there for the first year. He asks for a grant of money. Fol. 95.
5- Dages, sav 4½ pp.

Niovember 302 The same to the sane. Bad condition of the muskets at Louis.
Louisbourg. bourg. Bad management at the Hospital. Want of a surgeon.

Fol,. 99. ]i p.
lOvenber 3, The same to the same. H31 bas received his Major's commission.
Lou rg.30, Ad vantages offered by the Ile St. Jean. Condition of the

harvest at the various posts of the island. Begs leave to cross over
to France when M. de St. Ovide shall have returned. Fol. 101. 5
pages, say 4 pp.

ovemrber 30, M. Levasseur, Lieutenant General of the Adnmiralty at Louisbourg,
LOuisbourg. to the Minister. He complains that bis services have not been

appreciated and asks that theyshould leave him at leasttsome employ-
ment. &c. Fol. 105. 5½ pages, say 4 pp.

December 5 M. Claude Joseph Leroy Desmarest, clerk of the Admiralty Court,
LOuisbourg.' Louisbourg. Requests from the Minister a confirmation in his

office as Royal Notary. Fol. 109. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
cccvi
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1730.
December 5, The same to the same. Foreign trade. The loss of a veîsel
Louisbourg. from St. Jean de Luz, at the entranco to Louisbourg, as well

as that of as mall English vessol. Trade. FAl. 111. 6 pages,
say 4J pp.

December 5, Varions extracts from the Admiralty registers at Louisbourg,
Louisbourg. respecting naval operations. the statements of captains of vessels,

&c. Fol. 115 to 157. 60 pages, say about 40 pp.
November 22, Captain Rousseau de Souvigny to the Minister. Sets forth his
Louisbourg. record of service, and asks for the cross of St. Louis. Fol. 214. 4 small

pages, say 1 p.
October 13, Certificale of being a mem ber of the Roman Catholie Church in
Louisbourg. favour of Captain Michel Le Neuf de La Vallière. Fol. 217. j p.
Oct. 27, and Captain Dupon Duvivier Duchambon to the Minister. He sends
December 1, him his certificate as being a m'embor of the Roman Catholie Church,
Louisbourg. thanks him for the Cross of St. Louis, which he bas sent him, and

asks for an ensigncy for his son. Fols. 218 to 221. 5 small pages,
say 2J pp.

October 1, Petition from the inhabitants of Port Toulouze to Count de btau-
Port repas, respecting certain injuries of which they had to complain to
Toulouse. him. Fol. 222. 3 pp.

END oF VoL. 11.-ILE RQYALE.

"ILE ROYALE.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1731-32.

VOL. 12.-M. DE ST. OVIDE, GoVEaNoL.
C. 11.

1731. M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Asks for a commission as captain
une -- for M. de Couaigne, and for that of Lieutenant for M. de Bois berthelot.

A building for barracks necessary at Port Toulouse. Ask for favours.
Explains that if it is permitted to every private person to cut timaber
on granted lands, nobody will take the lands in order to clear them.
Destitution of M. Lartigue. It is necessary that the Minister in person
should order the inhabitants of Ile Royale to pay to the priests of
the parishes the tithe of one cwt. of codfish, to each boat. Fol. 22,
4 pages, say 31 pp.

November 24, The same to the same. Fresh recruits are necessary. M. de La-
Louisbourg. b vallière is, as a rule, highly esteemed at Port Toulouse, and the

complaints made against him eau only come from the missionary
of the place, " A man of very active mind and bad heart." le has
sent M. Laperelle to the le St. Jean, while waiting M. de
Pensens, return from France, whom he recommends to be appointed
King's Lieutenant and Commandant of the île St. Jean.
Captain and Staff Major Despiet bas been acknowledged as Captain in
the place of M. de La Tour. Other promotions to be made. MM. Rous-
seau de Souvigny and M. Duvivier ask permission to cross over to
France. The inhabitants are leaving Port Dauphin. MM. Laperelle
and Rousseau de Souvigny ask for the cross. Fol. 26, 9 pages,
Say 7 pp.

No date. Return of the companies in garrison at Ile Royale. Fols. 32 to 35.
8 small pages, say 4 pp.

Nvember 25, EM. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Relations xeisting between the
Louisbourg. English and the Indians. Doath of Father Loyal. lie St. Jean -

General Philips has given no answer respecting the French
and English refugees on Ile des Graules. "l It is a handful which
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1731. increases every day and must be destroyed." Compromise made by
the Micmacs with the Englisb. There only remain two missionaries
in Acadia, MM. de L. Goudaly and Classes. le regiets that the ad.
vanced âge of M. de Noinville, a missionary, compels him to cross
over to France." Fol. ý6. 5½ pages, say 4 pp.

Ovember 25, M. do St. Ovide to the Minister. Respecting trade. Fol. 42. 3 pages,
Louisbourg. say 2 pp.

0Ovember 25, The same to 'he saine. MNI. de Merveilleux and Volant cross over to
Louisbourg. France. Hâe hopes that they will not send him M. Cailly, who has

killed bis cousin M. de Noyé at St. Domingo, in order to replace
M. de Merveilleux. Fol. 44. 1 p.

November 30, The same to the same. Asking for a pension on account of his
Louisbourg- services. Fol. 47. 1 P.
August 28, M. de Mesy, Comptroller, to the Minister. Death of Captain de LaLouisbourg. Tour. Indian interpreters. Fol. 53. 1. p.
December 25, The same to the same. He bas just arrived and will proceed
Rochefort. within ton days to Paris, &c. Fol. ï,5. 2 pages, Say 1 p.

1731. Return of tho fishery and trade of lie Royale. Fol. 61. 1 large
page, say 2 pp.

1731. Unsigned document entitled: "Abridged narrative of the last
attack made by the French on the Natchez Indians, in the Province
of Louisiana, in the month of January, 1731." Fol 84. 6 pp.

1731. Major de Bourville to Minister. Asks for a commission as second
?<ovember 28, Ensign for M. Desfontaines, his brother-in-law. Fol. 91. ½ p.Louisbourg.
Xovember 28, The same to the same. He bas handed over the Colony to M. de St.
Louisbourg. Ovide, on the arrival of the latter from France. The English no

longer fish on the banks of the le St. Jean. The Indians on
this side are quiet. General Philips has been recalled to England.
M. Armstrong succeeds him and he bas released the inhabitants of
les Mines from their oath. The Acadians do not trust him at ail,
and several of them have corne over to take up ]and in the spring
on le St. Jean, where the harvest has been most excellent. Fol.
93. 5 pages say 4 pp.

Augut 20, M. Mouret, a writer, gives an account to the Minister of the
Louisbourg. arrival at Louisbourg of the King's ship, " L'Heureux," commanded

by M. de Caumont. Fol. 173. 3 pages, say 1 p.
)ecember 26, M. do Pensens, commanding at lie St. Jean, to Mirister. ie sets

Louisbourg. sait for France. Aqks a Staff.Majorship for M. Laplaigne, lis
nephew, &c. Fol. 176. 1 p.

xfvember 12 M. Dubuisson sub-delogate at Ile St. Jean, to the same. Two
Louisbourg. vessels during the preceding year came direct from France to lie

St. Jean. They return thence heavily laden. Inconveniences result-
ing in the vessels and schooners being obliged to go to Louisbourg
to obtain sailing permits there. The building of-a store necessary.
The distribution of goods. Fol. 171. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

NOvember 10, Return of the Enghsh vessels which have stopped at Louisbourg
Louisbourg. since the beginning of October, with an enumeration of the goods

forming their cargoes. Fol. 181. 4 pp.
eOvember 30 Brother Zacharie Caradoc, Superior of the missions on Ile Royale,
LOuisbourg. to the Minister. Respecting the tithe of a cwt. of codfish to each

boat. Fol. 185. ip.
1731. Extract from a letter by M. de Pensens to Minister. Giving an

Âpir 22. account of the present condition of Ile St Jean. CeDsus, pro-
ducts, needs, requirements of the island. Fol. 195. 13 pages,
say 8 pp.
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November 16, MM. de St. Ovide and Lenormant to the Minister. Generai
Louisbourg. expenditure. Foreign trade. Confiscated vessel. Missions, Indians,

troops, Canadian konr, minor expenses, &c. Fol. 204. 10i;small
pages, say 71pp.

November 18, The same to the same. Concerning Ile St. Jean. Fol. 210.24½
Louisbourg. paves. 3 pp.
December 22, The same to the same. Necessity for granting to trade a prolonged
Louisbourg. exemption from taxation. Check met with by the establishment

of the Sisters of the Congregation at Louisbourg. English and
French settled at Cape Ray. Survey of the environs of the Port of
Louisbourg. Sicknesses. Fol. 213. 10 pages, say 7 pp.

Jannary - M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Regulation respecting publie ac-Louisbourg. counts. Gratuities to the officers. Asks 1or the retirement of Sr.
Lambert, an Artillery officer, a wrong headed man. Asks for cadets.
Honours claimed by M. Lenormant. Sisters of the Congregation.
Fol. 221. Il pages, say 7 pp.

January - The same to the same. Requests that a salary be attached to the
Louisbourg. position of surveyor given to M. Vallée. Missionaries required. Grant

of the Magdalei Islands. Fol. 227. 2 pages, say Il p.
January 19, The same to the same. Givinz an account of certain dissensionsLouisoourg. which have arisen between him and M. Lenormant, respecting the

troops, &c. Fol. 229 to 233. 8 pages, say 5 pp.
April 27, Regulation respecting the Harbour Police. Fol. 238. 4 pages,Louisbourg. say 3 pp.
August 20, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Arrival of the King's vessel com.
Louisbourg. manded by M. de L'Estanduère, with a great number of sick. After

having seen to the necessities of these latter, he proceeds to Ports
of Toulouse and Lajoye, where a great many Indians were waiting for
him. Fol. 243. 2 pp.

November 10, The same to the same. Respecting certain disputes which he had
Louisbourg. with M. Lenormant de Mésy. Fol. 247. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
November 14, The same to the same. Interviews and relations with the
Louisbourg. Indians. Illicit trade. Missionaries. Presents to the Indians. One

of the latter killed by the English. Fol. 254. 15 pages, say 9 pp.
November 15, The same to the same. Arrival of the " Héros." Troops. Build-
Louisbourg. ings. Muskets required. Details respecting military service, and

other matters. Fol. 263. 10 pages, say 7 pp.
November 15, The Pame to the same. M. de La Ronde crosses over to France.Louisbourg. M. L'Espérance is no longer fit for service. Asks for decorations.

Praises M. Chassin de Théry. Fol. 269. 4 pages, say 3 pp.November 16, The same to the same. lie acknowledges the receipt of his coin-Louisbourg. mission as captain. of a vessel, and asks for a pension on account of
bis wounds. Fol. 272. 2j pages, say 1i p.

December 24, The same to the same. The disease brought by the king's vesselLouisbourg. las spread throughout the country. M. DeCoux temporarilY
replaces M. de Laperelle, who is lying sick at Ile St. Jean, &c. Fol-
274. 2j pages, say là p.

END OF VOL. 12.-ILE ROYALE.
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"ILE ROYALE -CORRESPONDANCE GtNÉBALE."

1732.

VOL. 13.-M. DE MÉsY, COMPTROLLER.

C. 11.
1732

February 3, M. Lenormant de Mésy to the Minister. Abundant yield of the
Versailles. fisheries. Navy buildings. Fol. 7. 2 pages, say l p.
Pebruary 3, The same to the same. General expenditure. Missionaries. Fol.
V7 'ersailles. 9. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
eebruary 3, The same to the same. Respecting the store, the government,

ersailles. the Sisters of Charity, &c. Fol. 11. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
ch 17, The same to the sane. Troops on le Royale. Various buildings.

ersailes. Bickeringe between his son and M. de St. Ovide. Fortifications of
Louisbourg. Hospital, Sisters of Charity. Fol 12. 4 pp.

karch 17, The saune to the sane. English vessels. Complaints made by theYersailles. inhabitants of Petit Lorambec' and LaBaloine. Grant of land at
Port Lajoye. Number of families at the different ports. Presents
offered tothe Indians by M. de Pensens at Port Toulouse. Recollet
Fathors from the Province of Brittany. Fol. 18. 16j pages, say 11 pp.

June 10, The same to the same. Death of M. Carerot, collector of Ad-Lauisbourg. miralty dues. His son will take his place until he bas been officially
appointed to his position. Fol. 31. j p.

August 15, The sane to the same. Departure of M. de L'Estanduère for Que-
Louisbourg. bec, leaving a number of sick at Louisbourg. He replaces thema by

sailors taken from merchant vessels, &c. FoL. 37. 3Îpages, say 2½ pp.
January 9, The same to the sane. Complaining that M. de St. Ovide refuses
Louisbourg. to accord him certain honours which ho claims .Fol. 41. 2 pares,

say l p.
ePtember 7, The same to the same. Naval operations from Louisbourg.ouisbourg. He sends a plan of the harbour of Three Rivers where M. Roma is

stationed. Fol. 53. 2 pp.
8ePtemnber8, The saune to the same. Arrival of the " Héros." Capture of an
lOuisbourg. English vessel. Fol. 55. 2 pages, say l p.
>iovemnber 3, The same to the same. Complaining of M. de St. Ovide. Fol. 64.Louisbourg. pages, say 3½ pp.
Xovenber16, The same to the same. Datails respecting the harbour of Trois.

bourg. Rivières. The Company of La Boularderie, for the opening up of La.
brador and Verderonne Island. Privileges going with the Magdalen
Islands. Fol. 73. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

ember 17, The same to the same. Condition of the fortifications. Fol. 83. 3
oQibourg. pages, say 2 pp.
Lei aber 19, The saine to the same. Requests to be appointed marine com-
Febourg. missioner and comptrolle'. Foi . 88. li page, say 1 p.

&bruary i0, M. de Pensons to the Minister. lis bad state of health has prevented

uea' him going to see him as soon as he would have wished. Fol 189. j p.
argo The sane to the same. A detachment of 30 men is not sufficient

' force to assist him in keeping Ile St. Jean. He asks that his
nephews, Laplaigne and Pensons, be attached to his company. . He
accepts the 1,500 livres which the King has kindly given hima for to
maintenance of a vessell. He sets ont for Rochefort. Fol. 190. Si pp.

12,eiot The sane to the same. He expects to set sail the day after to-
x Oefort. morrow. Complains of his health. Fol. 192. 2 pp.
Loisber is M. Dabaisson, the sub-delegate. Gives an acconot to the Minis-

u ter of the position of Ile St. Jean. Its fisheries. Insuffloienoy of
his salary. Fol. 195. 2kpp.
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1732. The same to the same. Respecting the charges brought against
him by M. Roma. Fol. 197. 2l pp.

January 8, The Admiralty officers to the Minister. Foreign trade. Various
Louisbourg. bhipwrecks. Fol. 208. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
January 8, Several extracts from the registers of the Admiralty at Louis-
Louisbourg. bourg, respecting naval operations from that port. Fols. *1I to

257. 71 medium pages, say 50 pp.
March 19, Police regulations respecting fishing and trading vessels at Louis-
Louiabourg. bourg. Fol. 258. 3½ pp.
April 27, Police regulation respecting the Port of Louisbourg. Fol. 263.
Louisbourg. 2J rages, say 2 pp.
December 10, M. Lartigue to the Minister. Complains of acts of injustice of
Louisbourg. which ho hes been the victim. Fol. 269. 2J pages, say 1½ p.

1732. M de L'Espérance to the same. Asking permission to cross tO
France on account of his health. Fol. 271. 1 p.

END OF VOL. 13.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1733.
VOL. 14.-M. DE ST. OVIDE, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
1733j MM. de St. Ovide ard Lenormant tothe Minister. Troops sent to

October 10, lie St. Jean. Maintenance of the Recollet chapel. Guardship atLouisbourg. entrance of the harbour. Soldiers on furlough. Settlement of Little
Brador. Establishment of the new Company of Ile St. Jean.-
M. de Pensens has returned there. Works at Port LJjoye. Soldiers
settled at lie St. Jean, &c. Fol. 22. 16½ pages, say 6 pp.

October 11, The same to the same. Replying to a despateh of the 16th Of
Louisbourg. June, respecting a memorial presented by the merchants of St. JeaD

de Luz and Cibourre, respecting the rent for the beach lots leased
by them. Missionaries. Sisters of the Congregation. Fol. 31. 21
pages, say 8 pp-

October 13 The same to the same. Departure of the King's vossel premal%'
Louisbourg. turely. Pay ment of the public supplies. Completion of the worke

on the fortifications of Louisbourg. Provisions required. Th"
Brothers of Charity and the hospital. The matter of the widow Of
Louis Scaux. Trade by the inhabitants of Capo Ray with the shiP5

Fol. 43. 15 pages, say 6 pP.
October 15, The same to the same. The death' of the Abbé Courtain, a mi'
Louisbourg. sionary among the Indians, who has been replaced by an IrishIman•

Imposition of lighthouse ddties. Lighthouse keeper. Ordinances
promulgated. Trade. Fol. 54. 13 pages, say 5 PP•

Noda. Petition to M td. de bt. Ovide and Lenormant respecting tbe
fishing duties. Fol. 62. 8 pages, say à pP»

October 18, MM. de St. Ovide and Lenormant to the Minister. Respecting •
Louisbourg. Darrigrand's scheme. Fol. 67. 6J pages, say 2½ PP'
Novembers, Ordinance respecting the sending of a vessel to buy flour 11
Louisbourg New England. Fol. 73. 1 P
November 14, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Scarcity of provisions. Visits
Louisbourg. from vessels. Various expenditures. Fol. 77. 9 pages, say 6 PP-
November 24, M M. de St.Ovide and Lenormant to the same. The famine increaseS•
Louiabourg. Pressing want of food. Fol. 82. 5 pages, say 3 pP
Various Extracts from various police regulations respecting fishing "a
dates. trade. Fol. 87. 4J pages, say 5 PP'
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1733
SePtember 20, Ordinance respecting fishermen. Fol. 92. 1½ p.
Louisbourg.

ePtember 4 Ordinance forbidding vessels from remaining moored in the
Louisbourg.' harbour of Niganiche after the 15th of August. Fol. 93. 1½ p.
Septemaber 1, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. Small-pox epidemie. Arrival
LOisbourg. of M de Pensens in a sickly eondition. Vossels supposed to be lost.

Fol. 95. 2 page', say l p.
October 18, The same to the same. Death of M.Courtain, missionary. Disease
LOuisbourg. which carries off the Indians. Relations botween the English and

the Indians. Missionaries in Acadia. Indians summoned to meet
on Ile St. Jean. Road to be opened from Port Lajoye to Malpec.
Fol. 103. 13 pages, say 6 pp.

October 20, The same to the same. Respecting Lo St. Jean. Small yield
Lonisbourg. from the fisherie. Trade with the American islands. Tithes,

famine, &c. Fol. 110. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
October 2t, The same to tho same. Retirement of M de Mésy, who is succeeded
Louisbourg. by bis son M. Lenormant, as Marine Commissioner. Flower gardeners

sent back to France. Fol. 114. 4j pages, say 3 pp,
ctober 22, The same to the same. Recruits put into the ranks. Officers
ouisbourg. commissions received. Praises the cadets, for whom ho requires

a toacher in geo;graphy. Fol. 117. 10j pages, say 5 pp.
Ctober 23, The same to the saine. Brings a complaint against his brother,ouisbourg. inasmuch as ho does not fulfil his engagements towards him. Fol.

124. 3 pages, say 1k p.
eOverber 29, The same to the saine. Assistance in the way of provisions
Loluisbourg. arrived. Falling off in trade. M. Rondeau and his duties. State-

ment of expenditure. Fol. 126. 5 pp.
.ine 3o, M. Lenormart, Comptroller, to the same. Ravages caused by
Loui'urg. small-pox. Disappearance of Abbé Courtain, who must have

perished at sen. Vessels which have come over from France.
Fortifications. Fol. 133. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

AuIst14, The same to the same. Arrival of the " Héros," commanded by
o'isbourg. M. de St. Clair. Fol. 135. 1 p.

Octobt.r 8 The same to the same. Thanking him for the retirement per-
Lyuisbourg. mitted to his father, whom he succeeds. Fol. 139. 1k page, say 1 p.
october 9, M. de St. Ovide and M. Lenormant to the sîme. They thank him
Louisburg. for the prolongation by ton years of the exemption from taxes,

granted to M. Vallée, a surveyor. Fol. 141. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
Letober 1i, M. Lenormant to the same. Respecting the Hospital of the

Ouisbourg. Brothers of Charity. Fol. 147. 4j pages, say 3 pp.
october 20, The same to the same. Respecting general expenditure, dis.
Lo4isbourg. tribution of food, &c. Fol. 161. 7 pages, say 5 pp.
October 23 The same to the same. Commending M. Lambert, of the artillery

ouisbourg. staff, a relation (if his, who crosses to France. Fol. 169. 1 p.
1ovember i The same to the same. The brigantine " La Revanche," on board

OUlisbourg.' which ho had placed the sick mon of the " Rubis," left at Louisbourg,
lias been wreck.d at Niganiche. Fol. 171. 1k page, say 1 p.

"'ember 16 The same to the same. Respecting the dispatch of two vessels to
ouiebourg. New York, to purchase food supplies. Causes of the scareity which

prevails throughout the country, &c. 'Fol. 173. 10 pages, say 7 pp.
Xovember as The same to the same. Asking for leave of absence in order to

aOisbourg. cross over to France. Fol. 183. il page, say 1 p.

eovember 24 Table showing the fishery and trade of Le Royale, in 1733. Fol-
Louiabourg. ' 233. 1 large page, say 2 pp*

2eember 2 General list of boats, &c., carrying on the fishing business at lie
ouisbourg.' Royale, in 1733. Fol. 234. lp
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1733.
September2, General list of the ships which have touched at le Royale in
Louisbourg. 1733. Fol. 235. 1 p.
January 1, M. Sabatier, comptroller. to the Minister. Soldiers on furlough.
Louisbourg. Contagious diseases among the troops. Orphans placed with the

Sisters of the Congregation. Moneys required for this purpose.
Vacancies to bo filled in the Council and Municipal Corporation, &c.
Fol. 260. 4½ pages, say 3½ pp.

1733. Statement of the sea.going vessels built at Ile Royale, and bought
from tho English in 1733. Fol. 292. 1 page, say 1 p.

October 2?, M. Verrier, engineer, to the Minister. Gives a general sketch of
Louisbourg. the condition of the works on the fortifications and elsewhere. Fol.

298. 20 pages, say 15 pp.
January 20, M. Levasseur, comptroller, to the same. Asks for the appointmentLonisbourg. of senior Judge at Louisbourg. Fol. 364. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
December 2, The same to the same. Asking for bis half-pay as comptroller.
Louisbourg. Fol. 366. 2 pageF, say 1 p.
October 24, Major de Bourville to the same. Asking for a gratuity. Fol. 373.
Louisbourg. 1 page, Fay c p.
April 27, M. de Pensens, Commandant of lle St. Jean, to tho same. He is
Margouet. sick, but hopes to continue in the service. Asks for retirement on

full pay. Quarters required at Port Lajoye for the commandant and
bis officers. Giants to be made. He has a chaplain, but requires a
great many things. Recommends M. d Laplaigno to the go>diiess of
the Minister. Fol. 3-à6. 3 pp.

June 11, The same to the same. Notwithstandirg bis failing health he isMargouet. goiug to leave; asks that a private cabin be allowed him on board
ship. Fol. 378. 2 small pages, say 1 p.

September 18, The same to the same. Gives an account of lis voyage from
Louisbourg. Frarce to Ile Royale. He is going to proceed to Ile St. Jean. He

does not know where be will find lodgings there. He
bas hardly recovered, and dreads passing the winter at Ile St. Jean,
where the surgeon refuses to remain if he is not botter paid. Bauild-
ings to be erected there. Company established on the eastern point
of this island. Fol. 379. 10 pages, say 7 pp.

September 24, The same to the same. Be learns that they are going to com-
Louisbourg. mente to build quarters for him at Ile St. Jean. He praises M. de St.

Clair, the commander of the vessel which brought him out. Fol.
385. 2½ pages, say 1½ p.

October 27. M. Roma to M. de Pensens. Difficulties which tho former had
experienced when dealing with the Abbé de Bierne. Fol, 387.
4 large pages, say 5½ pp.

February11, Memorandum signed by M. de LaBoulaye respecting Ile Royale
Paris. and Ile bt Jean. Fol. 389. 4 pp.

1733. M. Lambert, on the artillery rtaff. Asks the Ministor for a sub-
lieutenancy on account of his Fervices. Fol, 392. Il page, say 1 p.

November 5, The same to the sane. Acknowledging the receipt of war stores,
Louisbourg' and asking for gunners. Fol. 393. 1 p.
NoT: 16 & 28, M. Lartigue,councillor in the Superior Council. Two letters settingLouisbourg. forth bis misfortunes to the Minister and aEking for his assistance.

Fol. 398 to 401. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
August, M. Roma. Thanking the Minister for having appointed him comr-Harbour of mandant of this port. Fo!. 403. i p.Three Rivérs.
November 3, The same. Respecting the annoyances which he had met with.
Harbour of Fol. 405. 3 pages, say Ji p.
Three River .. Valée, surveyor. Thanking the Minister for having grantedOctober 23 Vlé,Takn aigg
Louiabourg, him a gratuity. Fol. 413. 1p.
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17-13.
Noiember 22, The same to the same. Asking for a waggon in order to explore
Loulisbourg. the island.Fol. 414. 1 p.
»ecember 2 The Admiralty Officers of Louisbourg. Regulation respecting
houisbourg.1 the vessels mooring at Louisbourg. Abundant yield of fish. Tolls

paid by vessels, &c. Fol. 417. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
JTune a, Draft of the regulation respecting the vessels mooring at Louis-
houisbourg. bourg. Fol. 420. 31 pages, say 2 pp.

END OF VOL& 14.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE .- CORRESPONDANCE G!NÉRALE."

VOL. 15. M. DE ST. OVIDE, GOVERNOR.
c. il.

173. Extract from a letter from MM. de St. Ovide and Lenormant to the
Lolisbourg., Minister. Enclosing a statemeà.t of the land granted in Louisbourg.

Gratuities to be granted to M. Vallée, surveyor, the chaplain, the
surgeons of Ile St. Jean and Port Toulouse, as well as to the Indian
interpreter. Fixed salaries to be given to the judges. Other ex-
penses. Four other master gunners required, &c. Fol. 12.
4 pages, say 3 pp.

1734. The same to the same. Statement of the lands granted in Louis-
bourg and Ile Royale. Fol. 15 to 49. 69 page s, say 80 pp.

1734. Tho same to the same. ROspecting the selection of a suitable
January 23, place for landing the sick from the King's vessel.. The harbour
LhOisbourg works. The fortification' and roads of Ile Royale. The public

funds and the grants of land. They recommeni the appointment of
M. de Lartigue as judge. Requesting that orders be given to offi-
cers commanding the King's vessels to carry passengers to France.
Fol. 52. 14 pages, say 10 pp.

1734. The same to the same. .Regulation respecting fishing off Ile
Royale. Fol. 61 to 65. 5 pages, say 3 pp.

1734. The same to the same. Distress of the inhabitants on the arrival
October 21, of the first ship on the 21st April. M. Serry's vessel bas been re-
oiourg. questod to leave at Louisbourg the provisions wbich she was carry-

irg to Martinique. The lighthoure light was kindled on the first of
April. It was perfectly visible for six leagues out to sea. They
thank the Minister for the promotion granted to M. Lambert. Fol.
68. 4 pages, say . 3 pp.

XOvember 2, The sane to the same. Payments in arrear. The dispatch of a
Louisbourg. fresbhsupply of recruits and stores. Fol. 72. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
Xovember 2 The same to the sane. Respecting the discontent exhibited by
LoUisbourg' the grantees of the eastern portion on the Ile St. Jean with M.

Roma, who nevertheless bas cnrried out most important works and
has shown himself to be a faithful and intelligent servant. Fol. 84.
5 pages, say 3p.

IOveruber r, The same to the same. Respecting the payments to be made te
401Èabourg. the Sisters of Charity. Buccaneers established at Cape Ray, &c.

Furloughs granted to the soldiers, tour of whom are afflicted with
venereal diseases. Measures to be taken in the direction of treating
such diseases in the colony. Progress of the settlement made by M.
de la Boularderie at little Brador. Killing the sea cows at the Mag-
dalen Islands. Fol, 93. 9 pages, say 6 pp.

e M. de St. Ovide, Governor, and M. Sabatier, Comptroller, to the
Lotisbouig.' Minister. Respecting the choice of land on which to build a hos-

pitai for contagions diseases. Fol. 99. 1 page, say i p.
cccxv
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Loui3bo4rg. General statement of the tolls collected by the Admiralty officers,
at Louisbourg. Fol. 103. 6 pp.

December 2, MM. de St. Ovide and Sabatier to the Minister Respecting the
Louisbourg, opening of the road to Miré. Losses suffered by the soldiers

through the burning of a but. Fol. 106. 2 pages, say 1i p.
December 5, The same to the saie. Asking f>r pardon for M. Morel. Fol.
Louisbourg. 108. 1 p.
December 6, The saie to the saie. Grants on lie St. Jean. Map of
Louisbourg. tbe coasts of lie Royale. Fortifications, roads, harbour works,

&c. Fol. 112. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
Jannary 28 M. do St. Ovide to the same. M. Duvivier cannot cross over this
Louisbourg. year to France. Progress of public works. In order to ligbt up

the lantern in the lighthouse they are only waiting the arrivai
of the glasses. Unfavourable position of the powder magazine. Fol.
117. 2 pages, say 1i p.

September 3, The same to the sare. Respecting the famine which reigns
Louisbourg. througbout the colony. Fol. 119. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 28, The same to the same Dispatch in cipher. Foreshadowings of a
Louisbourg. war with Efngland. Measures to ba taken in order to put themselves

in a position of defence. Reflections on the situation of the English
Colonies. The schemes which they entertain with regard to le
Royale It would be better to take the offensive than to wait for
au attack. They cannot reckon with too much certainty upon the
Acadians, as the uncertainty of success wpuld keep them wavering.
Easy methois of taking possession of Port Royal and Plaisance.
Warlike stores required. Defence of Boston, &c. Fol. 121. 32
small pages, say 10 pp.

November 1, The saie to the same. The Abbé Bierne cannot live among the
Louisbourg. Indians. He bas been permitted to return to France. Narrative

of bis interviews with the Indians. Missionaries among these latter.
Fol. 139. 17 pages, say 12 pp.

November 4, The same to the saie. Respecting the works for the defence of
Louisbourg. Ports Toulouse and Lajoye, and the cost of the bouse for M. Verrier.

Fol. 149. 5j pages, say 3 pp.
November 5, The same to the sane. Respecting the arrival of recruits for
Louisbourg. the barbour guard. Furlough granted to cortain officers. The

excellent conduct of the cadets. The crossing to France of the sons
of M. Vallée and the son of M. Thomassin, &c. Fol 153. 7 pages,
say 5 pp.

Noveniber 6, The same to the some. At leasttwenty compainies are required
Louisbourg. for the port of Louisbourg in the time of war, &c. He asks for a

pension. Fol. 159. 9 pages, say 4j pp.
November 8, The same to the same. He learns that there is no change in
Louisbourg. European affairs. In this country everything is quiet. He leanra

that the English Government bas given orders to bave the
English and French removed who had settled themsclves near Cape
Ray, and who bave been provided with food by the English as well
as by two Basque vessels which are fishing in the neighbourhood.
Tbere is. this year an abundant supply of food in lie Royale. Fol.
164. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

December 4, The same to the saie. A vessel arrived from Martinique brings
Louisbourg. the news that the Siamese fever bas been brought there be a slave

ship. Sickness haï hindered M. de Pensens from returning to De
St. Jean. Fol. 170. 2 pages, say 1 p.

August 18, M. Lenorimant to the Minister. He thanks him for bis six month»
Louisbourg. furlough, given him that he might cross over to France, and for the
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1734. brevet rank of sub.lieutenant of artillery, granted to S' Lambert.
Fol. 185. 1l p.October 14, The same to the saine, Respecting the arrival of two vessels

boisbourg. which had been ladeu with provisions at New York, and upon
which were embarked MM. de Gannos and Bonaventnre. Fol. 187. 41
pages, say 3 pp.October 31, The same to the same. Respecting the receipt of supplies of

Otisbourg. food, stores and goods, biought over by the "i Héros," and their
distribution in the varions stores. Fol. 190. f pages, say 5 pp.ýOvember 3, The saime to the same. Respecting the paynent of half-pay to

L the invalids. Fol. 203. 3 pages, say 2l pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Respecting the armament of Louisbourg.
Louisbourg. Fol. 205. 2j pp.
1ovember 5, The same to the same. Respecting the Ho3pitals at Louisbourg.

Louiabourg. Fol. 208. 4½ pages, say Ca pp.
eOvember 5, The same to the sane. He has caused assistance to be sent to
Louisbourg. the Abbé St. Vincent, missionary at Mirliguèche, in Labrador.

The Abbé Byrne has given up the missionary service. Gives an
account of the tour which ho has made at Port Toulouse and Ile
St. Jean, with M. de St. Ovide. Confiscation of twoEnglisli schooners.
Fol. 211. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

November 5, The same to the same. Condition of the English vessels bought
ouisbourg- at lie Royale. Fol. 216. 1 p.

END OF VOL. 15.-ILE ROYLE.

"ILE ROYALE.-CoRRESPONDANOE GÉNÉaALE."

1734.
VOL. 16.-THE COMPTROLLER. VARIoUS FINOTIONARIEs.

C. 11
1734. M. Sabatier to the Minister. M. Lenormant has left for France on

l 'nlber 6, board the "l Héros," and has left him charge of government affairs.oliibourg. Fol. 3. 
i p.

e0vember 30, The same to the same. Respecting certain much needed works.
Louisbourg. The light in the lighthouse has been extinguished that very day.

Fol. 5. 6½ pages, say 5 pp.
December 15, The saine to the same. Staternent of the merchant vessels w'ich
Louisbourg. had come to trade at Louisbourg, from Canada, and from Martinique,

du-ing Novermber and December. Fol. 12. i p.
1734. Summary of the vessels built during thatyear. Fol. 116. 1 p.
1734. Summary of the boats, schooners, &c., which have been engaged

Novenber in fishing off lie Royale, in 1734. Fol. 119. 1 P.
Louibeur30, Returu of the vessels which have come to fish and trade at lie

obrg. Royale, and of those which have been fitted out there as well for the
unbrokeni voyage to Quebec as for the trade from port to port, in
1734. Fol. 120. 1 P.

Sctober 20, M. de Pensens to the Minister. Respecting [le St. Jean. Scarcity
ourg' of provisions, quarters, shops, barracks, &c. Rumours of war witth

the English. Fol. 153. 10 pages, say 8 pp.
ber 20, Tho same to the same. Cantingencies in case of a war with the

0ibourg. English. Fol. 159. 2 pp.
'October 24, The same to the same. The Eastern and lie St. Jean Company.'LOuiIbourg' Harbour of St. Pierre. The affair of M. Roma with the curé of Three

Rivers. " The latter appears to hi m to be a sharp witted fellow, to
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17a4. whom a Seminary would have been more consonant, than the care of
souls." " These gentlemen," ho adds," when they are left alone imagine
that they have a tiara upon their head and desire to be ont and out
little bishops, they wish to be supreme in spiritual as well as in
temporal matters, and if any one resists them it is the crime of
treason against the Divine Being," &c. Fot. 161. 51 pages, say 4 pp.

No date. Summary of the speculative scheme of Ile St. Jean. Fol. 165. 7 pp.
September 19 M. de Roma. Memorial on this scheme to the Governor and In-
Lonabourg. tendant of Ile Royale. Fol. 169. 6½ pages, say 5 pp.

1734. Table respecting colonization works on Ile St. Jean, from the 18th
June, 1732, to the 18th August, 1734. Fol. 173. 8 pp.

November 6, M. Verrier, engineer, to tho Minister. Respecting the defensive
Louisbourg works and other buildings in Ile Royale. Fol. 182. 22 pages, say

about 15 pp.
November 6, M.Verrier, junior, a cadet and sub-engineer, to the same. Respect-
Louisbourg. ing the works at Toulouse. Fol. 191. 1 p.
November 24, M. Verrier, senior, to the samo. Asks that his son. who has been
Louisbourg. placed on the engineering staff, may remain with him. Fol.

195. ýp.October 22, M. Potin Dubuisson, a sub-delegate, to the same. Asking for anLouisbourg. increase of salary. Fol. 215. 1½ p.
September 2, M. Roma, Commandant, to the same. Complains of the calumnies
Barbour of which have been uttered against him, and represents what he hasThree Rivera. done for the welfare of the Eastern Company of Ile St. Jean. Fol.

224. 3j pages, say 1½ P.
Beptermber2, M. Lartigue, Bailiff, to the same. Represents that his fees are
Louisbourg. not sufficient to allow him to live. Fol. 227. 1½ p.
1September 10, M. de Mésy, ex-Intendant, to the same. Letter and memorandum
Paris. respecting the claims of the owner of the ship "Ville de Louis-

bourg." LaBorde, a trader of Dunquerque. Fol. 230. 3½ pages,
Bay 21 pp.

December 2, The Admiralty Officers at Louisbourg, to the sane. Letter and
Louisbourg. documents respecting naval operations from the Port of Louisbourg.

Fol. 235 to 250. 25 pp.
February 21, Extract from the proceedings of the Eastern Company of Ile St.
Louisbourg. Jean. Fol. 252. 2 pp.

1734. Return of fishing and commerce at Ile Royale. Fol. 257, 1 large
page, say END OF VOL. 16.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1735.
VOL.17.-M. DE ST. OVIDE, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
1735.

October 19, MM. de St. Ovide and Lenormant to the Minister. Difficulties
Louisbourg. which have arisen, after the death of Lieut. Catalogne, respecting

the apposing of seals on his goods, and the difficulties encounterod
by M. Dub".iason when desiring to review the troops. Fol. 3. 2ï
pages, say 2 pp.

October 20, The same to the same. Chevalier de la Sausaye has employed his
Louisbourg. crew in transporting cannon and mortars. Remarks respecting the

dangers presented to navigation in the neighbourhood of Louis-
bourg. The affair of Jean Boiteau. Fol. 5. 2 pages, say 41 pp.
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October 21, The same to the same. Respecting the debt of M. Dolabarats
Louisbourg. towards M. Duperier. The settlement of M. Doranoder on the Mag-

dalen Islands. The office of Attorney Goneral of the King entrusted
to M. Desmarets. The commission as Couneillor given to M. André
Carrerot Delort. The dues, salaries, &c.. of the Admiralty Officers
at Louisbourg, &c. Fol. 7. 2½ pages, say 2 pp.

1735. The same to the same. Grants in the town of Louisbourg. Pay-
October 22, ments made towards the keeping up of Ile St. Jean. Inereased sala-Iouisbourg. ries paid to the surgeons of lie St. Jean and Port Toulouse. Waht of

gunners. Trade. Sickness at the Hospital. Another surgeon, in the
stead of M. Lagrange, is required, if his infirmities are such as to
prevent his returning. Fol. :. 6 pagds, say 5 pp.

1735. Trade return for 1734, with reflections upon it. Fol. 13, 3f
pages, say 3 pp.

1735. MM. de St. Ovide and Lenormant to the Minister. Respecting the
October 28, works on the fortifications, &c. Fol. 17. 6 pages, say 5 pp.Louisbourg. p.

<ovember 11, Copy of the representation of the Admiralty Officers at Louisbourg
Louisbourg. respecting the contravention of some police regulations. Fol. 21. 1 p.
December 26, MM. de St. Ovide and Lenormant to the Minister. Respecting the
Louisbourg. new police regulations made by them respecting passages to France,

and the share of oils which the fishing crews demand from their
masters, over and above their wages. Difficulties respecting the
appointment of MM. André and kelort, as councillors. Fol. 2S. 21
pages, say I p.

APril 14, M. de St. Ovide to the Minister. It has been a good season for
Louisbourg. the fisheries, but the rains have greatly spoilt the fish. Silver

mines dicovered in Acadia. Presents distributed among the Indians.
Fol. 25. 3 pages, say li p.

Vetober 24, The same to the sane. He learns that there will be no rupture
Louisbourg. between France aid England. All is peaceful on the Bide of the

English colonies. Measures taken and to be adopted for the defence
of the colony. Fol. 30. 7 small pages, say 3 pp.

october 25, The same to the same. Respecting the troops. Fol. 34. 10 pages,
IOuisbourg. say 7 pp.
October 26 The same to the same. He will engage to live on good termus
Louiabour,, with M. Lenormant, who comes over again to lie, Royale as the

successor in office to his father. Fol. 240. ; pages, say i½ p.
OCtober 28, The samue to the same. Respecting the works and the paymentsouiabourg. on their account, as well as the silver and copper mines discovered

in Acadia. Fol. 42. 6 pages, say 31 pp.
fay M. Lenormant. Asks from the Minister the rank of principal

Louiabourg. writer, for M. André Carrerot. He asks for orders respecting the
inspection of the company on garrison duty .at Port Lajoye and
Ile St. jean, H[e asks for two surgeons for Louisbourg. Fol.
53. 2J pages, say 2 pp.

735. Fishing and trade returns. Fol. 90, 2 pages, say 1 p.
1735. Memorandum from the King to MM. de St. Ovide and Lenormant

Yi1es. respecting their Government. Fol. 108. 9½ pp.
April 20, Police rogulations for the Port of Louisbourg. Fol. 250. 1 large
Louisbourg. page, say 2 pp.
October 28, ? M. Verrier, an engineer, to the Minister. Report on the works
Louisbourg. i of the fortifications of Ile Royale and Ile St Jean. Crossing of

his wife to France. Fol. 252. 16 pages, say 11 p.

1r;¿ Major de Bourville to the same. lie asks for a gratuity, &c. Fal.
264. 2 pages, say là p.
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1735.
October 18, M. de Ponsens, commanding in the Ile St. Jan, ta the Minister.
Louisbaurg. He defends himself against certain charges which have been made

against him fie represents that the soldiers are very badly lodged,
and that it is not surprising that they should desert. Fol. 267. 7j
pages, Say 4 pp.

Octooer - The same to the same. Respecting his sickness, the condition of
Louisbourg. the quarters, the increases granted to the surgeons, the sad state to

which the soldiers are being reduced. Tho harvest for the year has
been tolerably good. The wretched condition in which the
company leave lie St. Jean. Fol. 27J. 10 pages, say 7 pp.

Decmber 22, MMi. Levasseur, a writer, and La Forest to the Minister. Seizure
Louisbourg. of cadfish and cod oil. Terrible storm on the ilth November..

Namerous shipwrecks. Fol. 281. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
December 20, M. Lartigue, bailiff, to the Minister. Rospecting a grant of land
Louisbourg. which he had received in 1714. Fol. 289. 7 pages, say 4½ pp.
November 6, M. Loroy Desmarets, the King's Attorney at Louisbourg, to the
Louisbourg. same. Respecting the will of a person named Fourna. Fol. 294.

3 pages, say 2 pp.
April 28, Provisioual tariff, passed by the Superior Council of Ie Royale,
Louisbourg. for the focs of the officers of the Baihwick of Louisbourg. Fol.

319. 13 pp.
May 24, iRegulation respecting the fees and salary of the officers of the
Louisbourg' Admiralty Court of Ile Royale. Fol. 330. 13 pages, say 9 pp.
May 24, Memorandum to serve as a tariff of focs to bo collected by the
Louisbourg. officers of the Admiralty Courts of Quebec and Ile Royale. Fol.

337. END OF VOL. 17.-ILE ROYALE. 14 pp

"ILE ROYALE.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1736.

VoL. 18.-M. DE BROUILLAN, GOVERNOR.
C. 11.

1736. MM. de Brouillan and Lenormant to the Minister. Respecting
November 7, the condition of the fortification works and the harbour of Louis-Louisbaurg. bourg. Fol. 11. 9 pages, say 7 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. Respecting the requests for gratuities
Louisbourg. by MIII. de Bourville and Morpain. Fol. 16. 3½ pages, say 2j pp.
November 5 Tho samo to the same. The case of M. Jung, a trader at Bor-
Louisbourg.' deaux, and of Joseph Lagaud, a soldier charged with desertion

and acquitted. The troops are not up to their strength. M. de Ste.
Marie, bas become a lunatic. M. Chauvreux, a missionary. Fol. 20.
6j pages, s' y 4 pp.

November 6, The same to the same. Rospecting the cost of the voyage of
Louisbourg. MM. de Gannes and Bonaventure to New York. Fol. 23. 3 pages,

say 2 pp.
November 8, M. de Brouillan and M. Lenormant to the same. Respecting their
Louisbourg. quarters. Fol. 28. 1i P.
November 22, M. de Brouillan to the same. Admission to the military
Louisbourg. order of St. Louis of MM. de Laperelle and Rousseau de Souvigny.

MM. d'Aillebonst, Despiet and de Gannes, ask for the same favour.
Fol. 36. I p.

October 23, The same to the same. Respecting the dismissal from Acadia of
Louiabourg. - MM. de St. Poncy and Chauvreux, missionaries, by M. Armstrong.
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1736. Prohibition made by the latter, applying to the English as well as
the French, against meddling with the silver or copper mines, &c.
Fol. 38. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

October 30, The same to the same. Respecting the fortifications of the bar.
Louisbourg. bour of Port Royal. Fol. 43. 7 pages, say 5 pp.
November 7, The samne to the same. Respecting military desorters. Arrival
Louisbourg. of recruits. M. Lambert, sub-lieutenant of artillery, asks permis-

sion to proceed to France. M Vallée, junior, might tako bis place.
Expenses of two officers in the trial of the two deserters. Fol. 47.
11 pages, say 8 pp.

November 7, Roll showing the soldiers wbo are dead, who have deserted, and
Louisbourg. are on farlough on account of being invalids. Fol. 53. 2ý pp.
November 8, The same to the same. Asking for a grant of land at the foot of
Louisbourg. the bay. Fol. 55. 1 p.
November 10, The same to the same. He was compelled to relieve the com-
Louisbourg. pany in garrison at Ile St. Jean, and to replace it by a detachmont

of 40 men commanded by Lieutenant Duhaguet, and MM. de Ste. Ma-
rie, senior, Ensign on foot, and Beaubassin, second Ensign. The bad
state of I. de Pensens' health compels 4im to return to France. M.
Duchambon bas the necessary qualities to take his place, and M.
Lavallière deserves to fill the post of Major of Ile Royale. Promo-
tions proposed for the other offIcers, &c. Fol. 57. 9 pages, say 7 pp.

November 18, M. de Brouillan to the Minister. He remains in cordial relationsbip
Louisbourg. with M. Lenormant. He will wait until peace has been firmly

established, before crossing over to France. He asks for a pension.
Ensign de Lafite proceeds to France. Fol.67. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

October 8, Copy of a letter foom M. de St. Ovide to M. Armstrong respecting
Louisbourg. the dismissal of M. de St. Poney, parish priest of Annapolis Royal, &c.

Fol. 73. 5 pages, say 4 pp.
July 27, Copy of a letter from M. Armstrong to M. de St. Ovide upon the
Louisbourg. saie subject. Fol. 76. 3- pages, say .2 pp.
May 17, The sarne to the same. Respecting the plundering by Indians of a
Louisbourg. vessel which had been driven into the neighbourhood of Cape Sable,

and whose crew had perished, with the exception of the wife of the
owner and two sailors. Fol. 78. 6 pages. say 4 pp,

M. Lenormant, comptroller. Asks the Minister for a clerkship
Lonuasurg. for M. Philipe Carrerot, and recommends himself to the Minister's

goodnoss. Fol. 83. ½ p.
July f, The saie to the sane. Respecting the new company for the
Louisbourg. building of vessels at Labrador, and the prolonged absence of M. de

La Boilarderie. Scheme for a canal to Plédieu Brook, at Louis-
bourg. Settlement of the Magdalen Islands. Attempts at whale
fishing. Arrival of Ni. de la Richardière. Military deserters. The
fishery yield is abundant. Fol. 85. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

Noveniber 1, The same to the same. Burning of the lantern of the lighthouse,
Louiebourg. which they are to rebuild. Abortive scheme of H. Duverger, from

Bayonne, respecting the Acadian mines. Fol. 89. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
Novenber 11, The same to the same. -Hospital at Louisbourg. M. Bertin, a
Lousbourg. surgeon, has settled at Louisbourg, &c. Fol. 92, 4Î pages, say 3J pp.
November 15, The same to the sane. Arrangement of the difference between
Louisbourg. MM. de La Biulardorie and Gombert respecting Labrador. Crossing

of M. Roma to France. Fol. 105. 4 pages, say B3½J pp.
The same to the same. Respecting the claim of M. L'Esclanches,Lovboer 16, missionary in Acadia. Fol. 114. 1 P.

Noveberg M. Bertin, a surgeon at Louisbourg, asks the Minister for the

Loubbourg. ' position held by his father-in-law, M. La Grange, who died in France.
Fol. 115. 1 P.
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1736.
Decenber 2, "Procès verbal" of the inspection of the battery on the island at the
Louisbourg. entrance of the port of Louisbourg. Fol. 127. 1 P.
December 4, "Procès-verbal" of the inspection of the royal battery. Fol. 131.
Louisbourg. 1 p.

December 7 Report in detail about the buildings on the King's bastion, on
Louisbourg. the Dauphin's half bastion, the general storebouses, &c., within the

fortifications of the town of Louisb:ourg. Fol. 132. 1 p.
December 27, M. Lenormant to the Minister. Respecting the burning of the
Louisbourg. lighthouse lantern, and its reconstruction. Fol. 149. 5 pages, say 4 pp.
December 30, The same to the same. Enclosing fishory and trade returns forLouiebourg. 1736 Fois. 168 to 173. 8½ pp.
November 10, M. Verrier, an engineer, to the Minister. Condition of the work
Louisbourg. in the fortifications on lie Royale, giving a description of Louisbourg

at this period. Fol. 271. 23J pages, say 18 pp.
November 6, M. Sabatier, comptroller, to the Minister. On the same subject.
Louisbourg. Fol. 289. 10 pages, say 8 pp.
September 15, Instructions for M. Dubaguet, lieutenant of this garrison, and in
Louisbourg. command ut lie St. Jean. Fol. 310, 2 pp.
July 11, Major de Bourville to the Minister. Departureof M. doSt. Ovide
Louisbourg. for Ile St. Jeln. The desertion of several soldiers. The chase after

them. There is every likolihood of a good fishing season. Arrivai
of the " Profond." Fol. 3Il. 3 pp.November 14, Major Duchambon to the Minister. Military deserters. Sets

Louisbourg. ont his record of service and asks for promotion. Fol 325. 6 pages,
say 4 pp.

November 14, M. Lartigue, tho bailiff. Recounts to the Minister his record of
Louisbourg. service and asks for promotion. Fol. 325. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
November 14, The Admiralty officers at Louisbourg to the Minister. Letters
Louisbourg. and documents respecting naval operations and the harbour police.

Fol. 343 to 354. 17 medium pages, say 12 pp.

END OF VOL. 18. - ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYAL E-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE ."

1737.
VCL. 19.-M. DE BRoUILLAN, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.

June1' MM. de Brouillan and Lenormant to the Minister. Critical con-
Louisbourg. dition of Ile Royale on account of the lamine which reigns through-

out the colony. They asks for assistance. Fol. 4. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
October 23, The same to the same. Recceipt of his dispatches. Insufficiency
Louisbourg. of the salary of M. Lartigue. Zeal of the Sisters of the Congrega.

tion at Louisbourg. M. Bertin, the surgeon. rSlaughter house
established at Louisbourg. Naval construction. Establishments of
MM. de La Boularderie and lHaradener. Crops burnt at lie St. Jean.
flydrographical works. Public works. Difficulty exporienced by
merchants in causing the inhabitants to pay up. Fol. 13. 12 pages,
say 8 pp.

October 24, The same to the same. Respecting the hospital at Louisbourg.
Louisbourg. Fol. 20. 4J pages, say 3 pp.
October 26, The saine to the same. Arrival of the King's vessel, under the
Louisbourg. coimand of M. de La Galissonière. Duties on goods. Furlough

granted to a soldier. Ganners. MM. de Ste Marie sent to the Gene-
ral Hospital at Quebec, Fol. 28. 4J pages, say 3 pp.
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1737. The same. Furloughs granted to soldiers. Fol. 31. 1 page,Octoher 27,
Louisbourg. say ½ p.
October 28, The same to the same. Salt smugglers. The whale fishery in
Louisbourg. the St. Lawrence most successful Foi.33. i p.
October 29, The same to the samo. MM. François Lefebvre and Roger de
Louisbourg. Schabot are admitted as cadets with the troops. Return of M.

Roma to Three Rivers. Ris zeal for bis settlement. Fol. 35. 2
pages, say l p.

October 30, The same to the saine. Works on the fortificatiors. Rebuilding
Louisbourg. of the lighthouse. Walls of Louisbourg. Scheme for building a

road from Louisbourg to Brador. Fol. 37. 9 pages, say 6 pp.
October 31, The same to the same. Death of' Captain Dangeac, leaving bis
Louisbourg. family in poverty. Conflagrations. Fol. 45. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
November 2, The same to the same. Respecting the extreme dearth which
Louisbourg. reigns over the country. Pressing need for assistance. Fol. 45.

4 pages, say 3 pp.
November 7, M. de Bourville, the King's Lieutenant, and M. Lenormant, Corup-
Louisbourg. troller, to the Minister. Arrival of two ships from France bringing

assistance. No assistance is to be expected from Canada, where
the harvest has fai!ed. Provisions required in the spring. Fol.
50. 4J pages, say Bi pp.

December 27, The sane to the same. The division of the assistance in the
Louisbourg. shape of supplies which came in the autumn. Death of the Indian

chief, who is buried at Louisbourg. Fol. 54. 5J pages, say 4 pp.
August7, M. de Brouillan, the Governor, to the Minister. Ries..pecting certain
Louisbourg. difficulties which have arisen in connection with the lands ceded

at 11e Royale. Fol. 61. 5 pp.
1737. Unsigned documents respecting M. Roma and his settlement on

the eastern end of Ile St. Jean. Fol. tb7. 2J pages, say 2 pp.
1737. M. Lenormant to the Minister. Arrival of the King's ships. M.

Loisb 2urg de Brouillan's return from Port Toulouse and lie St. Jean.
' Departure of M. de La Boularderie for Labrador expected. M. Roma

is preparing to set out for Ile St. Jean. Death of M. Desmarest.
Distribution of food. Fol. 82. 2à pp.

December 4, The same to the same. The hospital. Fol. 98. 6 pages, 4½ pp.
Louisbourg.
December 18, The same to the same. Receipt of provisions. Heated flour and
Louisbourg. bad butter sent ont. Distribution of provisions to troops. Fresh

application for help, &c. Fol. 111. 61 pp.
0eber 20, The sane to the same. General expenditure. Fol. 116. 5 pp.

December 26 The same to the same. Complains of the fact that Père Zacharie
Louobourg. has been left at Louisbourg, Père Etienne, who had taken his place

as curé of Louisbourg, having succeeded in gaining the good opinion
of all. Fol. 120. 3 pp.

December 28, The same to the saine. Opportune arrival of help in provisions,
Louisbourg. and distribution thereof. Foi. 129. 8 pp.
December 30, The saine to the same. Defends himseif against certain charges
Louisbourg. made against him. Fol. 134. 10 pp.
December 31, The saine to the saine. Asking for leave to go to France. Fol.
Louisbourg. 141. là p-
Dece ber 319 The same to the same. Fishing in 1737. Fol. 143 to 146. 4 pp.Louiabourg.
October 24, M. de Bourville, Major, to Minister. Represents that bis pay is
Louisbourg. insufficient to enable him to live. Fol. 148. 2J pages, say ]à pp.

iovember 29, The same to the same. Departure of vesseis for France, and
oUisbourg. arrival of Canadian and French vessels. F >1. 154. i p.
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October M. Duchambon, Major. Thanks the Ministec for his commission
Louisbourg. and asks for advancement for his children. He will do his best at

Ile St. Jean. Fol. 157. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
November 30, M. Verrier, engineer, to the Minister. As to the condition of the
Louisbourg. fortifications of Louisbourg. Fol. 232. 15 pp.
October 24, Memorial respecting the completin of the enceinte of the town
Louisbourg. of Louisbourg. Fol. 244. 4 p p.
October 14, M. Roma, Commander at Three Rivers, to the Minister. Describes
Louisbourg. the position in which ho is placcd, and the annoyances to which he

is subjected. Makes complaint against the Superior of the Recol-
lets. Fol. 248. Si pp.

November 14, Sieur Lartigue, " Bailli " of Louisbourg, to the same. Concern-
Louisbourg. ing certain.abuses to be remedied, and the vacant post of publie

prosecutor to be filled. Fol. 269. 14 p.
December 1, The sane to the same. Asking that a salary be attached to bis
Louiabourg. office. Fol. 271. 1 p.
January 29, The Officers of the Admiralty to Minister. Letter and documents
Louisbourg. relating to naval matters and police at Louisbourg and Ile Royale.

Fol. 274 to 279. 8½ pages, say 6 p.
1737. Return of trading and fishing vessels at Ile Royale in 1737. Fol.

290. 2 large pages, say 4 pp.
1737. Return ot fishing and trading vessels from France, Canada ard

the American Islands at Ile Royale in 1737. Fol. 291. 1 large-
page, END OF VOL. 19 .-- ILE ROYALE. pp.

ILE ROYAL E,--" CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRAL E."

1738.

VOL. 20.-M. DE BROUILLAN, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.

1738. Abstracts of private letters asking for favours. Fol. 16. 7
pages, 5 pp.

1738. MM. de Brouillan, Governor, and Lenormant, intendant-com-
November 15, missary. Rebuilding of lantern-tower and various other works. Fol.
Louisbourg. 24. 13 pagos, 7 pp
My 3, M. de Brouillan to Minister. M. de Bonaventure asks for a free
Luuisbourg. passage to Ile Royale for bis nephew. Asks for a future second

lieutenancy for M. d'Orfontaine de Villejoint. Missionaries wanted
in Acadia. Fol.35. i p.

September 4, The same to the same. Sudden death of M. Despiet. Fol. 39. ý p.
Louisbourg.
November 3, The same to the same. Reviews. Troops. Fol. 41. 5 pp.
Louisbourg.
October 21, MM. de Bourville and Lenornant to the same. Visits to the
Louisbourg. hospital by the Surgeon General of the troops. Death of M. de

La Boularderie. Asks for salt-smugglers. Lands revested in the
King. Sisters of La Congrégation. Meat market at Louisbourg.
Naval works. Want amongst the settlers of le St. Jean. Gra-
tuities and rations. Midwife required at Louisbourg. Fol. 52. 8 pp.

October 23, The same to the same. Leave granted to soldiers. Recruits
Louisbourg. needed. Fol. 60. Ji P.
October 24, The same to the same. Famine. Supplies of food. Fol. 74. 2ý pp.-Louiabourg.
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No date. Instructions to Chevalier de Gannes for the purchase of four in

1738 New York. Fol. 76. 1i p.
January 24, M. de Bourville, Major, to the Minister. Abundant auturn
Louiabourg. fishery. Vessel carrying despatches built at lie Royale. FAl.

79. 1 p.
June 30, M. de La Vallière, for M. de Bourville, to Minister. Miserable
Louiisbourg. condition of the colony. Fishermen, &c., must be sent back to.

France. Fol. 81. 2 pages, l p.
Auguet 16, M. de Bourville to Minister. Arrival of 50 recruits on the vessel
Louisbourg. " Jason." Fol. 83. là p.
October 30, The saine to the same. Presents to Indians. The latter well
Louisbourg. disposed towards the French. Conferences with them. Missionaries

of Acadia and Ile St. Jean. M. Armstrong forbids the inbabitants
of Acadia to approach the mines. He is most anxious to have M.
Le Loutre, a missionary, in Acadia. Fol. 85. 11 pages, 8 pp.

November 2, The same to the same. Recruits incorporated. Details as to
Louibbourg. troops. Fol. 91. 13 pages, 9 Pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Details as to troops and officers. Un-
Louisbourg. easiness of lir. Armstrong respecting M. Lagoudalie, curé of

Cçbeguit. Vol 98. 3 pages, 2 pp.
December 24, The same to the same. Further details as to the troops. Fol.
Louisbourg. 104. 3 pages, 2 pp.
December 24, The same to the same. Representing his needs and his services.
Louisbourg. Fol. 108. lp.
October 15, %[. Lenormant. intendant-commissary, to the Miniter. Rec'iur.
Loutebourg. traction of the lantern-tower and opening of a roa I to it. Fal.

115. 2 pp.
October 25, The same to the saine. Distribution of provisions to the troops.
Louiabourg. Fol. 118. 4J pages, 3à ýp
October 28, The saine î,o the saine. Wretched condition of the inhabitants of
Louisbourg. Ile St. Jean. Fol. 122. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
November 2, The saine to the same. Letters and documentg as to reveRting in
Louisbourg. the domain the lands of Sieurs Moisel and Tournac. Fol. 128

to 136. 14 pages, 10 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. Fishing and trade ; E nglish vessels par.
Louisbourg. chased in the colony; meat market of L9uisbourg. Dia th of M. de

La Boularderie, who is replaced by his mon. M. Le Poupet at La-
brador. Settlement of River Miré fisheries. Establishment ot a tan-
nery by Sieur Muiron. Fol. 137. 5J pages, 5à pp.

November 4, The same to the same. Provisions received. Details as to general
Louisbourg. expenditure. Fol. 146. 13 pages, 9 pp.
November 3, The same to the saine. Return as to fishing and trade. Fol.
laouisbourg. 220. 2 pp.
November 1, M. Verrier, engineer, to the Minister. Fortifications of Louis.
Loui.bourg. bourg. Construction and demolition of houses. Fol. ?27. 15J

pagee, 10 pp.
November 29 M. Sabatier, controller, to the Minister. Harvest and fisheries.
L9uisbourg' Fol. 240. I pages, 3 pp.
December 15. The same to the eame. Marine matters and accidents. Fol.
Loaisbourg.' 247. 4 pages, 3 pp.
November 10, Major Duchaipbon to the same. Remarks on Ile St. Jean and its
Louisboure. resources. Fol. 271. 13 pages, 9 pp.
Nov imber 4 M. Morpain, port captain, to same. Concerning landing places
LouImbourg. of Ile Royale. Fol. 280 to 282. 31 pp.
November 4, M. Lartigue, bailiff, to Minister. Salary of his office. Lind granted
Louisbourg. to him. His precarious position. Fol. 285. 4 pages, 2 pp.
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1738.
November 25,
Louisbourg.
November 27,
Louisbourg.
December 3,
Rochefort.

November 4,
Louisbourg.
October 20,
Louisbourg.

November 26,
Louisbaurg.
December 27,
Louisbourg.
October -

"ILE ROYALE. -CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1739.
VOL. 21.--M. DE FORANT, GOVERNOR.-M. BIGOT, ACTING INTENDANT.

C. 11.
M 1. de Forant and Bigot to Minister. Construction of an embank-

ment at Louisbourg. Fol. 3. 2 pages, 1 p.
The same to the same. Offices of public prosecutor and bailiff.

Gift of 3,000 livres to Sisters of La Congrégation. Gratuity of 1,#00
livres to M. de Botîrville. Fol. 7. 3 pazes, 2 pp.

The same to the same. Artillery. Fol. 9. 7 pages, 4j pp.
The same to the sanie. Bedding required for the troops. Fol.

15. 2 pages, 2 rp.
The same to the sanie. Discipline of the troops. Fol. 17. 1½ P.

The same to the same. Foreign trade. M. Armstrong, the
English Governor, wants to change the missionaries of Acadia.
Fol. 21. 2½ pages, 1 p.

The same to the same. Plan for the prevention of scarcity at D1e
Royale. Fol. 23. 1 p.

The same to the same. Fortifications. " We have found the forti-
fications in good condition, considering the fact that in this climate
mortar will not bold when exposed to the air; and this is so well
known that settiers, who have the means to do so, face their bouses
with boards. M. Verrier has done well in getting the battlementS
and remainder of the new enceinte faced in that way." Fol. 25. 1 p.

The same to the same. Repaire to Miré road. Fol. 29. 1 p.
The same to the same. General estimate of expenditure for

bridges, ditches and swamps on Miré road. (Interesting details as
to country traversed by the road.) Fol. 31. 6 pages, 5 pp.

The same to the sanie. Recommends that M. de Castillon bO
cccxxvi
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M. Lartigue to the Minister. As to his appointment as keeper of the
seals of Ile Royale. Fol. 288. 2 pages, 1½ p.

The sanie to the same. Complains of encroachments on his juris-
dictioi. Fol. 290. 3 pages, 2 pp.

M . Duhaget. lieutenant, to same. Account of his voyage from
Ile Royale to Fi ance. Difficulty between himself and Sieur Prévost.
Asks for a company. Fol. 294. 2j pages, l p.

Sieur Muiron. contractor for fortifications, to the same. On the
establishment of a tannery. Fol. 297. 2j pp.

Sieur Chaussegros, engineer, to the same. Port of Louisbourg
and means of meeting any attack by the English. Fol. b00. 41
pages, 3 pp.

Petition of the fishermen inhabiting Ile Royale, setting forth their
grievances, &c. Fol. 304. 6 j pp.

Memoir, unsigned, respecting trade carried on by the Enghish at
Port Royal. Fol. 309. 7 pages, 4 pp.

Widow Rodrigue to Minister. Land claim. Fol. 315. fi pp.
Memoir, unsigned, respecting troops in garrison at Ile Royale.

Fol. 317. 6 pages, 4 pp.
Officers of Admiralty at Louisbourg to Minister. Trade and fish-

eries. Fols. 321 to 3à4. 16 pp.
END OF VOL. 10 .- IL E ROYALE.

O uurg.
1738.

January 31,
Louizbourg.

1739.
October 27,
Louiebourg.
October 3,
Louisbourg.

October 30,
Louisbourg.
November 4,
Louisbourg.
November 4,
Louisbourg.
November 9.
Louisbourg.

November 14,
Louisbourg.
November 14,
Louisbourg.

November 14,
Louisbourg.
November 9,
Louisbourg.

November 16,
Louisbourg.
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1739. appointed Lieutenant of artillery at Ile Royale, in the place of Sieur
Lambert. Fol. 43. 1½ p.

November 16, Tho same to the same. Absolute necessity of revictualling the
Louisbourg- colony; impossible to hold out in the event of a war. Fol. 35. 1â p.
March 28, M. de Foran t to the Minister. Declines to take the position held by
kochefort. M. de St. Ovide. which bas been offered to him. Reason for hie

ref usal. Fol. 40. lj p.
-May 26, The same to the same. Asks for the establishment of a school of
Rochefort. artillery at Louisbonrg. Fol. 44. à p.
April 3. Letter, unsigned, but evidently from the Minister to M. de Forant,

informing him the King insiste on his accepting the Governorship of
le Royale. Fol. 46. 1 p

june 2, M. de Forant to Minister. Asks the help of hie influence for the
Rochefortý recovery of a sum of money owing to him by a man residing at

Bazas. Fol. 47. 1 p.
July 16, The same to the sane. Has received his commission as Governor
Roehefort. and is prepared to sail on the " Jason." Fol. 50. 1 p.
*8Ptember 22, The same to the sane. An account of his voyage and of hie
LOuisbourg. arrival at Louisbourg. Reproaches addressed to the captains on

arriving. Has appointed M. Caubet a cadet à l'aiguillette. Has
entrusted details as to artillery to M. de Ste. Marie. Other promo-
tions. Recruits, invalids, &c. Fol. 51, 6 pages. 5 pp.

-0tober 2, The samo te the same. Reforme as to troops. Fol. 55. 5 pp.LOiisbourg.
' The same to the same. Recommends for commissions certain

LOuibbourg. gentlemen who had served a long time as cadets. Fol. 56. Iî p.
lovember 14 The same to the same. Complaints made by the soldiers against
Louisbourg. their officers have been found to be groundless in every case. Fol.

58. à p.
November 14 The same to the same. Officers and soldiers who have been

Onishourg. changed from ono post to another. Fol. 59. 2j pp.
IOvember '14 The same to the same. Acquittai of certain soldiers charged with
Louiebourg. aiding in the escape of aprisoner. Fol. 61. i p.
1ovember 14, The same to the same. Necessity of increasing the number of
Louisbourg. troops in case of war. Promotions. Fol. 63. 2 pp.

,iGvember 14 The same to the same. Asks that the cross be given to Mi.
Louisbourg ' d'Aillebout, de Gannes and de Cailly. Fol. 65. î p.
1rOvember 14, The same te the same. Respecting request made by several
Louisbourg. youths to be allowed te serve in other parts of the country, in order

that they may be enabled to get promotion. Fol. 66. i p.
OVember 14, The same te the same. Asks for the establishment of an artihiery

Louiebourg. company, &c. Fol, 68. i p.
1fOvember 14, The same to thc same. Has not received official news of the con-
LOuisbourg. clusion of peace between the King of France and the E mnperor. Fol.

70. 1 p.
,XOvemaber 14, The same to the same. Ramours of the near approach of wartouisbourg. received from Europe. Measures te be taken for Ile Royale, in the

event of war. Thinks the majority of the Acadians would be for

Xovernber14, France. Fol. 72. M i4 pp.
eber 14, The same to the same. Missions of Ile St. Jean and surrounding

OUlabourg, districts. Fol. 75, 5 pages. 4 pp.

uisbourg 4 ' The same to the same. Harvests of Ile Sti Jean. Fol. 79. j p,

ovember 14, The same to the same. Difficulty between MM. de Bourville and
O1uisbourg. Duchambon. Fol. 80. 1 P.

Xovemaber 14 The same to the same. M. Laperelle, an officer, goes te France.
LQiabourg. Fol. 82. p-
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1739.
Novemner 15,
Louisbourg.

November 16,
Louisbourg.

November 19,
Lôiuabourg.
December 23,
Louisbourg.
Au t 19,
On- bord the
41Jaeon."

September 14,
Louiabourg.

October 3,
Louisbourg.

October 29,
Louisbourg.

October 29,
Louiebourg.

Sessional Papers (No. 4À.) A. il'

M. Forant to Minister. Four marriages of officers at Louisbourg.
Fol. 84. 1 p.

The same to the same. Necessity of fortifying the port of Tou-
louse in case of war. Medals for the Indians. Munitions required.
Fol. 86. 2 pp.

The same to the same. Maintenance of the embankment of
Barrachois de Lasson. Fol. 88, 2½ pages. 1 P.

The same to the same. Repairs needed at his own residence and
at the barracks. Fol. 90. 1à P.

M. Bigot, Commissary to the Minister. Gives an account of his
voyage. Death of M. Belamy during the voyage. Hopes soon to
reach Lonisbourg. Fol. 93. à P.

The same to the same. He arrived on 9th September and took
charge of the administration. The take of cod bas been pretty good•
Permission has been given to English vessels to land and seil cattle,
four, &c. Fol. 95. si pp-

The same to the same. Condition in which ho found the storeO
on arriving. Fol. 97, 7 pages. 4j pp-

The same to the same. Estate of Pierre Pigoirard, who died at
Louisbourg. Fol. 101. 3 pages. 2 pp.

The anme to the same. Has received his commission as " Ordo"-
nateur," Chief of the Superior Council and sub-delegate of the Inten-
dant. Fol.103. 1 p.'1

November 2, me same to Ie same. State of the stores, &c. Pol. 1U. &
Louisbourg. pages. 8 pp.
November 6, Thosame to the same. Product of fisheries, trade, naval works,
Louiabourg. meet market, Sieur Muiron's tannery, &c. Foi. 112. 7 pages. 5à PP•
November 6 The same to the same. The hospital. Fol. 116. 1 P.Louiebourg.
November 6, The same to the same. General expenditure. Fol. 118. 13
Louisboirg. pa es.p
December 15, M. de Forant and Bigot to the Minister. Seiznre of an Bnglish
Louisbourg. vessel. Fol. 144. 5 pages. pP-
December 19 M. Bigot to the same. Expenditure. Tannery. Fishing. Mani"
Louibourg. 1 facture of glue. Fol. 148. 5 p£•
November 3, The sape to the same. Fishing and trade returas for 1739. Fol.
Louisbourg. 152.1 large page. 2 pp-
8eptember 3, M. Sabatier controller, to the same. The crop has been a beavl
Lioniabonrg. one. Wlrade diR Abuntdfißlulties between Canada and Ile Royale. Abun

harvest'in Acadia and Canada. Shipwrecks. Troops. Fortificatione
&c. Fol. 168. 9 pages. 6 pp

September 14, The same to the same. Arrival of MR. de Forant and Bigot 0I1
Louisbourg. the "Jason," commanded by M. de Vaudreuil. Soldiers sentenced W

the galleys. Hopes of a good harvest. Pol. 173. 8 pages. 2 pP•
November 12, The same to the same. Asks leave to return to France. ASl
Louisbourg. for a clerk, in view of the fact that his brother is now employed at

the bakery and the artillery, Ho intends to oall for tenders for th'
painting of all woodwork exposed to the weather. FoL 175. 11
pages. 8 pp.

December 19, The same to the same. Repairs te houses of MM. de Forant ad
Louisbourg. Bigot. Fol. 268. là P

1739. emoir as to work to be done on fortifications of, Louisbourg A0
Louisbourg. ýr its de4nce. Fol. 275. 11 pages. 8 PP•
November 4, Major Duchambon to the Mmnister. The )arvest has been
Louisbourg. at Il1 St. Jean. Asks that the pease to be sold by the inhibitan01

of the island be put in King's stores. Two vessels from St. M1 0'
have visited Ile St. Jean this year. Asks for the command of th*
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1739. island in the absence of the Governor. Presents for the Indians'
Fol. 283. 6 pages. 4 pp.

January 2 M.de Brouilian, ex governor. Sends to minister the cross of St.
8&nt Sever. Louis, entrusted to him by M. d'Espiet, deceased. Garrison of Ile

Royale should be increased. Fol. 288. 1 p.
4pril 4, The saine to the same. Refutes certain charges made against

him. Fol. 209. 2½ pp.
July 28, The same to the same. Has conferred with M. de Forant as to the
La Rochelle. government of Ile Royale. Regrets the fact that lying charges have

been made against him to his injury in the ésteem of the Minister
Fol. 294. l p.

March 7, M. Lenormant. Memoir on the inhabitants of Ile St. Jean . Fol.
V'ersailies. 297. 16 pp.

1739. Police regulation. Weights and measues, ganging of casks, &o.
Fol. 305. 1 pp.

1739. M. de La Boularderie, the younger, naval ensign, to the Minister.
Port of Orléans (formerly " Niganiche "). Precarious state of hig
affairs. Fol. 307. 5 pp.

Cetober 20, M. Pottier Dubuisson, sub.delegate at Ile St. Jean to the saine.
Louisbourg. Good harvest. Asks to be indemnified for sacrifices he has made in

order to assist the poor. Asks for certain honôin-8. Fol. 314. 3 pp.
END oF VOL. 21.-ILE ÉOYALE.

"ILE RoYALE.-CORRSPONDANOE GÉR&ALE."

1740.
VOL. 22.-M. DE FORANT, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
17404 anuaryi5, MM. de Forant and Bigot to the Minister. Devastation caused

Loisbourg. by a cyclone. Fol. 13. 2 pages. i p.
Taiuary i The same to the same. The fisheries and fishermen. Fol. 15. 1 p.

Juary 19, The same to the same. Meat market. Fol. 21. 1à p.
ua 21 The same to the same. Manufacture of glue. Fol. 23. 1i p.

lebruary 8, M. de Forant to the same. Repairs to fortifications. Fol,
Luisbourg. 27. 2 pages. 1½ p.
ebruary 8, The same to the saine. Armourers wanted. Fol. 29. 2j pages. Ji p.
Oseibourg. The same to the same. Ciaims of M. de La Baalarderie, the

11iSrch 1, 9 h aet h ae liso .d àBuadre h
Louiabourg. younger, in respect to Niganiche Island and the coast of Niganiche

Ctober 1 on lie Royale. Fol. 31. 3 pages. 2 pp.
LOuisbourg. MM. de Bourville and Bigot to the same. Sane subject. Fol. 34. I p.
OctOber 17, The same to the same. Missionary required at Malpec. Foi. 36.
ouisbourg. 5 pages. 4 pp,
otober 20, The same to the saine. Soldiers' bedding. Vacancies in tue

Lonisbourg. Superior Council of Louisbourg. Fol. 40. 5 pages. 4 pp.
oCtober 20, The same to the same. Propotal to stablish a artillery coinpany

Boaîbourg ,LOlibor at Louisbourg. Fol. 43. 10 pages. 7 pp.
'Ctober 25, The same to the same. Sisters of La Congrégátlon of Louisbourg.

"bourg. Agriculture at Ile Royale and Ile St. Jewa. Fibur and biscuit stores
to be established. M. de La Boularderie ànd hie metáblishment at
Niganiche. Fol. 49i 4½ pes. 8 pp.
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1740. MM. de Bourville and Bigot. Clain to elect sub.delegates at IleOctober 25,
Louisbourg. St. Jean. Fol. 52. 1 p.
October 25, The same to the same. Foreign trade. Fol. 54. 1½ p.
Louisbourg.
October 25, The sane to the same. Confiscation of an English vessel. Sieur
Louisbourg. Lagarande charged with illicit trading. Fol. 56. 1 p.
October 25, The same to the same. Fresh meat contraet awarded, soldiers
Louisbourg. discharged, &c. Fol. 58. 1 p.
October 25, The same to the same. Work at fortifications. Embankment of
Louisbourg. Dauphin gate, suburb, barracks, cemetery, &3. Foi. 60. Il pýjges. 8 pp.
October 25, The same to the same. Asks for 60 recruits. Fol. 68 i p.
Louisbourg.
October 30, The same to the same. Abbé Le Loutre asks for aid to build a
Louisbourg. Church at Chebenacadie. Fol. 69. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. Salt smugglers sent to Ile Royale. Fol.
Louisbourg. 71. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. Pardon granted to Sieur Morel. His secret
Louisbourg. trade in wool with New England. Measures in relation to the vort.

Fol. 74. 3j pages. 2ý pp.
October 30, The same to the same. The hospital. Frères de La Charité. Fol.
Louisbourg. 78. 2½ pages. 1i p.
November 7, MM. Duquesnel, Governor, and Bigot, " Ordonnateur," to the
Louisbourg, Minister. Attempt to manufacture glue. Fol. 81. lp.
December 5, The same to the same. Armament of Louisbourg. Fol. 82. 3
Louisbourg. pages. 1½ p.
December 19, The same to the same. Asking for the arrest of M. Jacques La-
Louiabourg. porte, captain of the brigantine " L'Aimable." Fol. -4. 1 p.
December 19, The same to the same. Personal description of M. Laporte. Fol.
Louisbourg. 86. ½ P.
September 19, M. iDuquesnel, Governor in place of M. de Forant, deceased, to the
Bordeaux. same. He is ready to take shipping. Fol. 88. ½ p.
November 7, The same to the saine. Gives an account of his voyage and of bis
Louisbourg. first steps on arriving. Supports the application for an increase of

the troops made by MM. de Bourville and Bigot. Fol. 89. 3-
pages, l p.

Novenuber 7, The same to the same. He bas gone into debt in the discharge
Louisbourg. of the duties of his office, and asks for aid. Fol. 91. 2 pages, 1i p.
December 1, The same tn the same. He visited the fortifications on arriving.
Louisbourg. Condition of the saine. Asks for more troops. Fol. 93. 6 pages, 4 pp.
December 1, The same to the same. Cipher dispatch respecting the defence
Louisbourg. of Ile Royale, in the event of war with England. Fol. 98.

7 pages, 21 pp.May18, M. de Bourville, King's Lieutenant, to the same. He is on hisLouisbourg. guard in view of a probable rupture with England. Fol. 103. 1 p.
Xay 28, The same to the same. Medals for the Indians. Fol. 109. j p.Louisbourg.
May 28, The same to the same. Informs him of the death of M. de Forant,
Lounibourg. who died on the 10th May, after 13 days' iltness. Fol. 112. ½ p.August 3, The same to the same. Cipher dispatch as to measures to beLouiebourg. adopted in the event of a rupture with England. Fol. 114.

4 a~e
October 25, Plg% .

Loabor. 4The same to the same. Death of Mr. Armstrong, Governor of
Acadia. Replaced by M. Mascarene, whose views appear to coin-
cide with those of bis predecessor, as to aseisting the missionaries,
regard for the feelings of the inhabitants, maintaining friendly
relations, &r. Missions of Acadia. Fol. 116. 3 pages, 1 p.

October 26, The same to the same. Relations with the Indians of lie Royale
Louxibourg. and viinity. Fol. 118. 12 pages, 8 pp..
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1740.
October 27, M. de Bourville to the Minister. Announces the death of M. de
Louisbourg. Forant and M. de La Vallière, and asks to be appointed Governor.

Promotions. Fol. 125. 5 pages, 3 pp.
xovember 1, The same to the same. Details as to troops in garrison at lie
Louisbourg. Royale. Fol. 128. 1 pages, 8 pp
*ovember 1, The same to the samae. M. de La Vallière, the younger, and M.
Louisbourg- de St. Aigne, going to France. Baron de L'Espérance asks to be

appointed a cadet à l'aiguillette. Fol. 131. 2 pp.
?ovember 5 The same to the same. Arrival of the new Governor, M. Duques.
Louisbourg. nel. Fol. 136. 3 pages, 1½p-.
JaUuary 18. M. Bigot to the Minister. Injury done hy a storma at Louisbourg.
Louiabourg Salary. Hospital. Hopeless condition of M. Decouaine, an engi-

neer. Fol. 139. 3 pp,

'an bora3 The same to the same. Death of M. Decouaine. Fol. 143. 4 p.
Pebruary 7, The same to the same. Bad quality of peas and beans furnished
Louisbourg. to the troops. Fortifications. Precedence as between M. de Pensens

and Lieutenant Benoit. Fol. 144. 4Î pages, 3 pp.
kav 29, The same te the same. Details as to the death of M. de 'Forant.
LOuisbourg. Eulogy of same. Fol. 149. 5 pages, 31 pp.
Reptember 5, The same to the same. Replacement of seamen on the " Rubis."
Lo.ulbourg. Fortifications. Fol. 153. 2J pa tes, 1½ p.
October 1, The sane to the same. Tower-lantern. Abandonrent of the
Louisbourg. proposed road fron the tower to the careening ground. Fol. 155. i p.
October 4, The same to the same. Details as to lie St. Jean, which he bas
Louisbourg. just visit ed. Improvements to be made there. Productions of the

island. Fol. 158. 3't pages, 6J pp.
October 15 The same to the anme. Administration and employés of the
LoUisbourg'. store at Louisbourg. Fol. 164. 2 pages, là p.
OCtober 15, The same to the same. Death of Major de La Vallière on lith.
Louiabourg Oct. Fol. 166. i p.
Oetober i7, 7 The same to the sane. The hospital arid the religious who
AOuisbourg- served in it. Fol. 167. 6ý pages, 4 pp.
October 2, The isame to the ame. Repairs to bis lodging. Crossing to
Louisbourg. France of M. Sabatier. Fol. 171. 1½ rage, 1 p.
October 25, The same to the same. Proceeds of the capture of the " Dau-
LoUiabourg. phin," taken in 1739. Fol. 173. 3 pages, 2 po.
October 28, The sanie to the sane. Amounts recovered and to bo recovered.
Lonisbourg• at Ile Royale and Ile St. Jean. Fol. 179. 5 pages, 3 pp.
*etnber so, The same to the same. Stores, munitions, arms and fortifications.
Lou'sbourg. Fol. 184. 10½ pages, 7 pp.
fveber 7, The same to the same. Product of the fisheries in 1739. Trade

Louisubourg. carried on by the English at Ile Royale and Ile St. Jean. Naval
works. Butcher's meat contract. Fol. 200. 5 pages, 1à p.

rovrember 7, The same to the same. Asks for promotion and an increase of
LOuibourg. pay. Fol. 205. 1 p.

oivember 8, The same to the same. Will live on good ternis with the new
Louisbourg. Governor M. Duquesnel. Receipt of war munitions. Asks for

more money. The harvest in Canada. Fol. 207. 4j pages, 3 pp.
1 Oember 17, • The same to the same. Trade. Passports requirecd from Acadians
LOUsbourg. by the Admiralty. They miake complaints in relation thereto.

Provisions. Fol. 219 5½ pages, 3* pp.
oeember 23, The same to the same. Asks for an executioner to apply the

Louisbourg• rack in criminal cases. Fol. 223. 1 p.
ie°snber 7,, Table of fisheries and trade in 1741. Fol. 238. 2 pp.

September15, M. Duchambon, King's Lieutenant at Ile St. Jean to the Minister.
Uibourg. 'Asks for promotion. Increased quantity of land put under crop. Large
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171O. outlay for the relief of the Indians during the prevalence of scarcity.
. Foi. 210. 3 pages, 2 pp.

June 12, M. Poupet de La Boularderie, naval ensign. Asks the Minister for
Louisbourg. a commission as commandant of Niganiche or Port Orleans.

Fol. 274. 3½ pages, 2ý pp.
Jamuary 20, M. Muiron to the Minister. Asks to be granted the exclusive
Louisbourg. privilkge of working a tannery, Fol. 277. 2 pp.
January 24, Officers of the Admiralty to the same. Bad quality of meat fur-
Louisbourg. nished by the contractors. Fol. 288. 2 pages, 1 p.
January 15, The same to the same. Marine, returns for the year. Fol.
Louisbourg. 290. 2½ pages, 1 p.

END OF VOL. 22.-1LE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE"
1741.

VOL. 23.-M. DUQUEsNEL, GoVERNOR

C. 11.
1741.

July 4, Ordinance of MM. Daquesnel and Bigot, respecting tavern-keepers.
Louisbourg. Fol. 3. 2 pp.
October 10, MM. Duquesnel and Bigot to the Minister. Respectilg salt stieg-
Louisbourg. glers. Fol. 5. 3 pages, lI 06'
Cetober 10, The same to the same. Fortifloations. Foi. 7. 11 pages, 6 pp.
Louisbourg.
October 10, The same to the same. Illicit trading. Bills of exchange. Hoe.
Louisbourg. pital, &c. Fol 13. 2j pages, 1½ p.
October 12, The same to the same. Rieturn to France of Père Etienne. Fol.
Louisbourg. 15. 1 p.
Oetober 12, The same to the same. Confiscation of Brigantine " l'Aimable,"
Louiçbourg. commanded by Captain Laporte. Fol. 17. 3½ pages, I½ p.
October 15 The same to the sanie. Recrnits and troops. Fol. 19. 2j pages, l p.
Louisboarg.
October 17. The same to the same. M. de La Boularderie installed as coin-
Louisbourg. mander of ile Niganiche. No reliance can be placed on the crops

of lie Royale, where the fogs prevent the grain from ripening. Must
rely on [le St. Jean. Bad condition of the barracks and other
buildings on the latter. FoI. 2t. 5½ pages, 3à pp.

October 20, The same to the same. Establishment of an artillery company at
Louisbourg. Louisbourg. Abuges resulting from the selling of liquor to the

soldiers by the officers. Fol. 24, 8 pages, 5 pp.
October 20, The same to the same. Suggesting that leave to go to France be
Louisbourg. granted to soldiers paying 150 livres to the treasurer. Fol. '0. j p.
October 20, The same to the same Artillery company to be established at
Louibbourg. Louisbourg. Fol. 31. ri pages, 2 pp.
October 21 The same to the same. Recommend the grantibg of a gratuit
Louisbourg. to M. Duchambon in view of the outlay incurred by him for the

Indians; a pension for the widow of M. de La Vallière and an increase
of pay for the surgeon major. Fol. 33. 3 pages, li p.

cetober 24, The same to the same. In praise of M. de La Boularderie. Po.
Louisbourg. 37. k p
November 13, The same to the same. Salt smugglers. Fol. 39. 8 page., 1½ p.
Louiborg. M Duquesnel, Governor, to the same. News from, M .rtdnique
Jouishurg. of coin bats between English and French vessels. Suspien hotibg

vessel in sight of Louisbourg. Measures taken to meet an ittsok.
Difficulty of restoring order in the Colony. Fortificatiokîs. Pol.
42. 3 pages,
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1741
October 19, M. Duquesnel to the Minister. Urgent appeal for artillery, arms
Louisbourg. and munitions. Fal. 46. 2j pp.
October 19, The same to the same. Asks for the Cross of St. Louis for MB.
Louiebourg. d'Aillebout, de Gannes and Duvivier. The offlers have promised

not to keep canteens. Fol. 49. 2 pages, 1½ p.
'October 19, The same to the same. Furloughs to officers going to France.

louisbourg. Recommends that Sieur Rousseau be allowed to retire with full pay.
Fol. 51. l p.

October 19, The same to the sanie. The majority vacant through the death
Louisbourg. of M. de La Vallière bas been given to Sieur Laperelle. Promotions,

pensions, &c., for officers, &c. Fol. 53. 4 pp.
October 19, The same to the same. Interchange of civilities with the English
Louisbourg. authorities in Acadia. Complaints of M. Cosby, commander of

troops in Adadia, against Sieur de St. Poncy, missionary. The latter
Jacks prudence. M. de La Gondalie would be a better person for the
position. Presents to Indians. Does not intend to make his usual
rounds lest the town might be attacked by the English. Fol.
57. 4 pages, 3 pp.October 19, M. Duquesnel, Governor, to the Minister. NI. de Cailly,Louisbourg. commander of the Swiss, bas treated him disrespectfully. Fol. 60.
4j pages. 31 pp.OCtober 19, The same to the same. Thanks him for a gratuity of 5,000 livres.

Bbourg. Recommends that his son be given the first vacant governorship.
Fol. 65.. 2½ pages. Iî p.

October 19, The sane to the Aame. Ras caused MM. de Boisberthelot and
Ouisb.urg. Danjeac, of Ports Toulouse and Dauphin, to be relieved by MM.

Benoit and Duchambon Vergor. Foreign trade. Interpreter needed.
Fol. 67. là p6

October 19, The same to the same. Impossibility of reducing the nudabeý ofLouisbourg. soldiers at Ile Royale. Fol 69. . 1 p.
1741. The same to the same. Details as to manning of posts at leLouisbourg Royale. Fol. 71. 1 large page. 2 pp.October 19, The same to the same. Asking for instructions in the matter of

Louisbourg. privileges claimed by the Swiss. Fol. 72. Ji p.
IfOvember 23, The same to the sanie. Fresh complaints as to the Swiss. Fol.lOuisbourg. 78. it T C-
Janauary is, M. Bigot to the Minister. Thetroops and the Swiss. Complainta
Idouisbourg. against Sieur Cailly. Fol. 82. 2 pages. l½ p
LU . The same to the Hame. Scurvy caused by the severity of the

sbourg. previous winter. The autumn fishing a failure. Profitable irade
with Martinique. Fortifications. Fol. 84. 3 pages. 2 pp.

eptember15, The same to the same. Respecting a debt of Sieur Bon( it, oftonisbourg. Louisbourg, to Sieur Vallée, of Havre. Fol. 87. 2 pages. 1 p.
October 16, The same to the same. As to an endowment established by X.

ouisbourg. de Forant, deceased, to defray the board ahd tuition of 8 pupils,
daughters of officers, at the convent of La Congrégation. Fol. 93.
2 pages. 1 p.

(Ctober 16, The same to the sanie. Details concerning troops. Fol, 95. 61sbourg- pages. 4 pp.
etober 19, The same to the same. King's stores, provisions, &r. Sieur

Lbuibourg. Sabatier goes to France. Recommends that Sieur Sabatier's salary
be increased. Fl. 99. 19 pages. 94 pp.

t.ober 25 The same to the same. Selection of chief post to be establisbed
Louisbourg. at Ile St. Jean; suggests Saint Pierre. Abundant harvest. Ereo-

tion of barracks at Port Dauphin. But little progress made at River
Miré, owing to the indolence of the soldiers stationêl there. Fol.
125. 14 pages- 6 pp
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Novenber 26, M. Bigot to the Minister. The Sisters of Charity refuse to take into
Louisbourg. the hospital soldiers suffering from venereal disease. Fol. 133. 1 p.
Novenber 28,' The same to the same. Movement of shiping at Louisbourg. Fol.
Louisbourg. 134. 4 pages. 2 pp.
December 30, The same to the same. Fishing and trade. Fol. 137. 18 pages. 9 pp.LouitbJlArg.
June 3, M. Verrier, ergIneer, to the same. Tbree letters respecting forti-
Louisbourg. fications. Fol. 187 to 200. 22 pages. 15 pp.
October 22, Majonr iluchambon to the Minister. Respecting bis promotion and
Louisbourg. that of his sons. Harvest at lie St. Jean. Fol. 211. 1½ p.
May si, M. Roma, commander at Three Rivers, to the same. Losses sus-
Louisbourg. tained by him at Ile St. Jean. Asks for aid. Fol. 220. 3 pages. 2 pp.
September 1, The saine to the saine. Asks for an advance of 500 livres. Fol.
Three Rivers. 222. 2 pp.
October 20, M. de La Boularderie, ensien, to Minister. Asks for the cross and
Louisbourg. for a salary for the post of Niganiche, commanded by him. Fol.

225. 1 p.
December 23, Officers of the Admiralty to the same. Fishing and trade. Fol.
Louiabourg. 227. 3 pages. 1½ p.

BND OF VOL 23.-ILE ROYALE (CAPE BaETON).

ILE ROYALE-" CORRESPONDANOE GÉNÉRALE."-VOL. 24.
1742.

M. DU QUESNEL, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
1742. M. Duquegnel and M. Bigot to Minister. Respecting vacant land

Janury 2, at Louisbourg. Sieur Jouet asks to be granted ten years' privilegeLouiubourg. for fishing at the Magdalen Islands. Fol. 3. 5j pages. 2 pp.
July 29, The same to the same. Having failed to procure four at Canceaux,
Louiabourg. and in view of warlike preparations in New England, they send a-

vessel to France, to inform the Minister of the precarious position
of the colony. Fol. 6. 2½ pages. 1½ p.

Beptember 27, M. de Beauharnois and M. Hocquart 'to M. Duquesnel and M.
Quebec. Bigot. Notifying them that it is impossible for Canada to assist le

Royale. Fol. 8 1 p.
Beptember 30, M. Duquesnel and M. Bigot to Minister. Pension granted to M. deLomsbourg. La Gondalie, by the Bishop of Laon. Fol. 9. 1 p.
October 4, The same to the same. Soldiers settling in the country.
Louisbourg. pol. 16. 1 page. P.
October 8, The same to the same. As W th vessel "La Baleine" of Nantes,
Louiubourg. commanded by Sieur Leduc, which had put into Louisbourg.

Fol. 18. 1 P.
October 14, The same to the saine. The inhabitants cannot tolerate the salt
Louisbourg. smugglers. Fol. 22. à p.
October 14, The same to the same. Payment of workmen. Sieur Muiron
Louisbourg. and his dealings with soldiers. FoL. 24. 2 pages. 1 p.
October 17,
Louisbourg. The same to the same. Arms and munitions required. Fol. 26. 1 p
October 17, The same to the same. Missionary and armourer sent to Malpec.
Louisbourg. Foreign trade. Mackerel fishing this year. Grants of land. Fol.

28. 4j pages. 3 pp.
October 21, The Famne to the same. Arrival of recruits. Gratuities to be
Louisbourg. granted to M. Duchambon in view of bis outlay for the Indians of

Ile St. Jean. Fol. 33. 1 P.
October 25,, The same t the same. Supply of provisions for the colony-
Louisbourg. Fol. 35. 32 pages. 1ý p.
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1742. M. Duquesnel and Bigot to the Minister. Fortifications. FoI 37.
Lobur g.7 pages. 31 pp.

15 The same to the same. Right of fishing in the barbour of Petit
Loe 15, Degrat, which the Fnglish lay exclusive claim to. Fol. 41. 2

pages. 1 p.
1742. The same to the same, Sending petition of the inhabitants of

Petit Degra.t, who complain that the English refuse them the right
to fish. Fol. 43. 2 pages. Il p.

May 4, The same to the sane. Asking for a pardon for M. Cailly.
Louisbourg. Fol. 47. 1 page. i p.
May 30, M. Duquesnel to the same. Desperate state of the colony.
Louisbourg. Fol. 48. 1 page. ý P.
October 6, The same to the sane. Again imploring mercy for Sieur Cailly.
Louisbourg. Officers going to France. Asks that Captain Rousseau may be

allowed to remain in the service for life, though his infirmities
render him quite helpless; otherwise he would be without resource.
Fol. 49. 2 pages. Ji P.

October 7, The same to the sane. Plan for recovery of Acadia. Praise of
Louisbourg. certain officers. Fol. 51. 4 pages. 3 pp.
October 8, The same to the sane. Promotions. Fol. 54. 2j pages. 1i p..Louisbourg.
October 9 The same to the same. Measures adopted and to be adopted in
Louisbourg. case of a rupture with England. Fol. 56. 3 pages. 2 pp.
October 20, The sane to the same. Fortifications. Fol. 58. 4 pages. 2j pp.LOUisbourg.
October 22, The same to the same. Promotions. Fol. 61. 2 pp.
LOuiEbourg.
October 24, The same to the same. Pressing needs of the colony. Fol. 63. 4t
Louisbourg. pages. 21 pp.
October 25, The same to the same. Soldier convicted ofrobbery. Difficulties
Louibourg. with the provost on the subject. Fol 66. 2j pages. l p.
January 9, The same to the same. Probability of distress in the coming-

onisbourg. spring. Fatilure of autumin flshirg. Fol. 72. 2 pages. 1 p.Pebruary 1, The same to the same. Bad quality of flour sent ont on vessel
LOuisbourg. " Le Profond." Autumn fishing will not be an utter failure.

Fol. 75. l p..
L0oiEbourg. The same to the same. Sad condition of the colony. Asks for

aid. Fol. 77. 11 pages. 8 pp.
2Onaourg. The same to the same. Distress increasing. Fol. 83. 6 pages. 3 pp.

1 ,une i The same to the same. Famine increasing. Fol. 87. 5î pages. 3 pp.
ouisbourg. M. Prévost, in the absence of M. Bigot, who is visiting the ports,

O&gusAt 19, of the Island. Informs the Minister that soine assistance bas been
Loisbourg. received from Quebec and New England, which will enable the-

people to wait for a month until help comes fromq France. Bad
prospects as to the harvest. Dearness of provisions in the English
colonies. Wharves Fol. 91. 2j pages. li p.

8ePtember 1, M. Bigot to the Minister. Arrival of " Le Profond." Abundant
Loisbourg. help received. Fol. 93. 5 pages. 3 pp.
Fptember 15, The same to the sane. One Devsux (who died on board the
Lotisbourg- schooner " Concorde," Captain Le Large, from St. Domingo) carrieê

on trade in partnersbip with one Chevelu. Fol. 97. 4 pages. 3 pp.
BSteraber 1 The same to the same. Arrival of provisions. The people will
LOisbourg. ' be unable to purchase the provisions at the exorbitant prices asked

for them. Fishing bas failed in all the harbours. Fol. 100. 3.
pages. 2 pp.

octobAr 4, The same to the same. Means of providing food for the colony.
Uhmbourg. Fol. 111. 16 pages. 9 pp.
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1742.
October 6, M. Bigot to the Minister. Trade of Magdalen Islands controlled by
Louisbourg. MM. Pascaud, who replaced Sieur Harnader. Coal sent to France.

Fol. 120. 2½ pagepa 1½ P.
October 8, The same to the same. Intervention of Admiralty officers in the
Louisbourg. sale of property and effects left by fishermen who perished at sea.

Fol. 122. 6 pages. 4½ pp.
October 5, The éame to the same. Provisions to be sent by all vessels comingLouisbourg. from France. Details in relation to the troops. Fol. 126. 3 pages. 2 pp.
October 10, The same to the same. General expenditure. Fol. 132. 14
Louisbourg. pages. 9 pp.October 12, The same to the sane. Service of the hospital. Fol. 140. 3½
Louisbourg. pages. 24 pp.
October 16, The same to the same. Provisioning the colony. Fol. 146. 6
Louisbourg. pages. 4 pp.
October 2a, The same to the same. Repairs to King's transport " La Caille,"
Louisbourg. which came near being lost on her voyage out. Fol. 150. 1 p.
October 30, The same to the same. Persons sent home on " Le Profond."
Louisbourg. Fol. 153. 11 pages, say 7 pp.
November 10, The same to the same. The armourer of Ile St. Jean having
Louisbourg.' taken the place of the armourer of Louisbourg, who was a person of

bad character, another is needed. Fol. 161. 1 page, say 1* p.
Xovember 14, The same to the same. Regulations to be made as regards the
Louiabourg. Swiss. Fol. 16. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
Kofember 1 The sane to the same, Provisioning the colony. Fol. 166. 2 ppLouiubourg.
December 13- The same to the same. Flour and vegotables sold from the
Louiebourg. King's stores. Fol. 170. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
:May 2, M. Verrier, engineer, to the same. Three letters as to fortifi-
Louisbourg. cations of Louisbourg. Fol. 208 to 217. 14 pages, say 9 pp.
October 14, Major Duchambon to the same. The harvest has been poor at
Louisbourg. Ile St Jean and in Acadia. Eight French families in Acadia are

about to remove to Malpec. Commends himself and his children to
the Minister's goodness. Fol. 282. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

January 18, Captain de Pensons to the same. When his health is restored he
Aignan. will return to his post. Fol. 285. - pP.November 12, M. Boucher, engineer,to the same. Sends the plan of the har bour
Louiabourg. of Petit Brador, &c., and asks for the cross of St. Louis. Fol. 289. 1 p.
November 17, M. Despiet, an officer, to the sane. He was ill when ho left
Louisbourg. France. and came near dying on ship-board. In view of bis infirm-

ities he asks leave to retire, with the cross. Ho claims land granted
to him in 1719. Fol. 292. 2 pp.

April - Officers of the Admirahrv, Louisbourg, to the Minister. Duties of
Louisbourg. the Admiralty Officers of Le SL. Jean, and their sub.delegates. Fol.

300. 2½pp.
December 10. The same to the same. Maritime and commercial affairs of the
Louisbourg, Port of Louisbourg. Fol. 303. 2 pages, say 1* p.

1733 (siC ) Ordinance of Governor and Intendant. As to passage money paid
otptebr 29, to fishermen. Fol. 306. 1 p.

1733. Royal ordinance. Declaration of war against the Emperor.
October 10, Fol. 306 (sic), 1½ p.Louisbourg.

1734. Ordinance of Governor and Intendant. Public houses and taverns.
Na b23, Fol. 307. 2 pages, say 1l P.

1 733. Decree of Royal Council of State. Prohibiting the trade in printed1733. goods from India, Persia, China and the Levant, in the colonies.
Leufsbourg. Fol. 309. 4 pp.
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1ane 33. Decree of Concil of State. Regulations for Port of Louisbourg.
Fol. 310 (back). 2 pp.

1733. The saine. Quantity of flour to be kept in store at Louisbourg.
June 2. Fol. 312. 1 p.

1733. The same. Ile Royale to enjoy freedom from duties for a further
March 17. period of ten years. Fol. 312 (back). 3 pp.

1733.
July 24, Ordinance of Governor and Intendant. Anchoring of vessels at
Louisbourg. Niganiche. Fol. 314 (back). 1 p.

S ber 20 The same. Abolishing tolls, &c., exacted from the settlers by
noueboue o, the fishermen, &o. Fol. 315. 1½ p.

1734. The same. Fine of 150 livres exacted against fishxermen charg-
l>rg 22, ing tolls. Fol. 316. ½p.

Louioebourg.
May 24, The same. Concessions. Fol. 316 (sie). 1j p.
Louisbourg.

1732. Royal decree. Light dues. Fol. 316 (back). 2½ pp.
January 26.

1733. Ordinance of Governor and Intendant. Tavern keepers of Nigan-
July 24, iche forbidden to give drink to fishermen. Fol. 317 (back). 1 p.
Louisbourg.

1734. The same. Concessions in town of Louisbourg. Fol. 318. j p.
August 25,
Louisbourg. The same. As to fishermen who have charged toils. Fol. 318
October 4,
Louisbourg. (sic). iP.

1737. The same. Police regulations as to Port of Louisboûrg. Fol.
Junie 7, 318 (back). ip.
Louisbourg.1738our. The isaine. By-liw for the building of the. church of Lorembec.1736. Thsm.
September 10, Fol. 319. P.
Louisbourg.

1740. The same. Protection of partridge. Fol. 319 (sic); ip.
April 9,
Louisbourg. The same. Meaeurement of timber. Fol. 319 (back). P.
April 23,
LoPofbourg.

1741. The sabe. Tavern keepers ot to purchase provisions on board
&aguet 19, vessels until 24 ours after the anohor et. oM.bak. 3 p.
Louisbourg.

December 24, The same. Price of fresh cod. Fol. 320. i p.
Lonisbourg. The same. Discharging firearms in Louisbourg forbidden. Fol.

1742.
Âpril 19, 320 (bak). p
LonAbourg. The same. New police regulation as to tavern keepers. Fol.

org. 321. 1 P.
a g6, The same. Limiting the consumption of bread in view of a.
Luisbourg. scarcity. Fol. 322. ½ p.

7, r. 1, Te i ame. [rice of fresh cod. Fol. 322 (back). * p.ouisbourg.
July 23, The same. Consumption of bread. Fol. 323. 1 p.
Louimbourg. END OF VoL. 24.-ILE RoYALE,
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"ILE ROYALE.-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1743.

VoL. 25.-M. DU QUESNEL, GoVERNoR.
C. 11.

1743. MM. du Quesnel and Bigot to the Minister. They have ordered inAugust 12,
Louisbourg. New England 4,000 barrels of flour for Canada, and the order was

countermanded by M. Hocquart. Fol. 3. 3 pages, say li pp.
October 8, The same to the same. Help in provisions received; it is to be
Louisbourg. feared that it must be renewed next year. Fol. 6. 1 p.
October 17, The same to the same. Recommend that M. Descourt. surgeon at
Louisbourg. Ile St. JeL-n, be allowed to retire, and a successor named. Fol. 8. 1 p.
October 20, The same to the same. Have received letters patent, empower-
Louisbourg. ing them to appoint assessors to the courts of justice, in . rder to

expedite business. Fol. 10. p.
-)ctober 21, The same to the same. Expropriation of land. Fol. 12. P.
Louisbourg.
October 24, The same to the same. King's ordinance as to diminution of sols
Louisbourg. marqués, (copper coirJii). Fol. 14. ½ p.
October 25, The same to the same. Objections to salt smugglers on the part
Louisbourg. of the inhabitants of île Royale. Sale of English vessels necessary.

Furloughs. Gratuity of 800 livres granted to Sieur Dachambon.
Fol. 16. 4J pages, say 3 pp.

October 28, The same to the same. Fortifications of Louisbourg. Fol.
Louisbourg. 19. 7 pages, say 5 pp.
November 2, The sane to the same. As to soldiers working at the fortifica-
Louisbourg. tions Fol. 23. 1 page, say . - p.
November 4, The same to the same. Services rendered by Sieur Morpain,
Louisbourg. port captain, compel them to ask for him the position of captain of

fire ships. Fol. 25. 1½ p.
November 5 The same to the same. Recommend that Sieur de Couagne,
Lorisbourg. cadet à l'aiguillette, be appointed assistant engineer, in the event of

M. Verrier, the yonnger, being recalled. Fol. 27. ý p.
November 5, The saine to the same. Permits still granted to boats going te
Louisbourg. Newfoundland coasts to gather eggs. Fisheties at Magdalen

Islands a success. Fol. 29. 1 page, say i p.
November 7, The same to the same. Artillery Company. Fol. 30. 2 pages,

-Louiabourg. say 1 p.
November 20 The same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of the decree of
Louisbourg. the Council of State, exempting from duty all produce and merchan-

dise furnished by the French islands to Ile Royale. Also the regu.
lations respecting concessions, &c. Fol. 32. 1 p.

1744. M. Bigot to the Minister. Respecting the proposal to take possess-
November 14, ion of Port Royal, Acadia and Plaisance. Fol. 37. 4J pages, say 3 p.Loulebourg. Project, signed by MM. Duchambon and Bigot, for taking posses-
Louimbeour sion of Port Royal and Acadia. Fol. 40. 4 pages, say 3p.

y 24, Copy of articles of capitulation granted by M. Duchambon to
canceau, Captain Patrick Heron and to M. Philips, commandant of Canceau.
on board the Fol. 42. 1½ p.",Succès."
November 4, Deolaration made in presence of MM. Bigot and Sabatier, by
Louisbourg. Captain Jean Hinard, commander of brigantine ' La Trompette, "

and Jacob Coste, coasting pilot, to the effect that the garrison of
Port Royal were prepared to surrender had the French flag
appeared before the place. Fol. 43. 31 pp.

November 2, Declaration by MM. de la Vallière, Duvivier, Duchambon and
Beaubassin. others, setting forth the difficulty experienced by the inembers o
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the expedition sent against Port Royal, in procuring provisions
from the Acadians. Fol. 46. 1 p.

1'4n (aic M. Duquesnel, Governor, to Minister. States that his wife is in
Louibbourg. danger of being deprived of a farm which he had purchased for her

and on which he owes 40,000 écus. Asks for a gratuity to pay the
arrears due. Fol. 48. 2Î pp.

1743. The same to the same. In conjunction with M. Bigot he had
&ugust 11,
Louisbourg. purchased provisions on behalf of MM. de Beauharnois and Hoc-

quart, which purchase the latter afterwards countermanded. Fol.
50 to 52. 3à pp.

August 12, The same to the same. French fishermen disturbed by the
Louisbourg. English at Canceau. Auacks on French vessels. Fol. 54. 1, p.
August 28, The same to the same. Asks for the post of Governor Generai of
Louisbourg. the Island of St. Domingo. Fol. 56. 1 p.
October 27 The same to the same. Donation made by M. de Forant to enable
Louisbourg. 8 daughters of officers to be placed at the convent of the Sisters of

Louisbourg. Fol. 58. 1 p.
October 29, The same to the same. Distribution of troope at le Royale.
Louisbourg. More troops wanted. Fol. 60. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
October 31, The same to the same. As to permission to go to France granted
Louisbourg. to M. Dupré d'Aunay and the Lons of M. Laperelle. Fol. 63. 1 p.
November 2 The same to the same. Reply to charges made against him by
Louisbourg.' ship.owners of St. Malo. Fol. 65. 21 pp.

The same to the same. Thanks him for pardoning M. Cailly.
November ' Is much pleased with Sieur Schoner, who has replaced M. Cailly at
ouisburg. leRoyale. Discipline is fully maintained there. Asks for tur-

loughs for several officers desirous of going to France. Fol. 68. j p.

November 4, The same to the samo. Fortifications of Louisbourg. Fol. 70. 2j
eouisbourg. pages, say 2 pp.

November 4, The same to the same. Asks that leave to retire be granted to
Louisbourg. MM. de Bourville and Rousseau de Souvigny. Promotions. Fol.

72. 21 pp.
ovemnber 5, The same to the same. Details as to artillery company. Fol.

Louisbourg. 74. là p.

Ovember 7, The same to the same. Thanks him, for protecting himself and
Louisbourg.' his family. Asks for promotion for his son, and for positions of

captain ot gates, and wharf master for M. Artel and Ml. Baron, and the
cross for certain officers proviously recommended. Fol. 76. Il p.

XOvember 9, The same to the same. Provisions. Rebuilding of Fort Annapolis
Louiebourg. Royal by the English. Fol. 78. 1 P.
!iovenber 15 The same to the sane. M. de Forant's donation in favour of eight
Louisbourg. daughters of officers. Fol. 80. 1 P.

ril - M. Bigot. Order addressed to M. Duvivier, directing him to send
Louisbourg. to Boston for 4,000 barrels of four, &c. Fol. 83. 1½ p.
June 30, The same to the Min ister. Purchase of provisions fromu the Englsi.
Louisbourg. Provisions in store. Foreign trade. As to 4,000 barrels of four

purchased by M. de Beauharnois and M. Hocquart. Death of M.
Lartigue. Fol. 85. 10 pages, 6 pp.

August 12, The same to the sane. Purchase of provisions for Canada, by
Louiabourg. order of M. de Beaubarnois and M. Hocquart. Fol. M1. 10J

pages, 6 pp.
JIly 27, Three letters from M. de Beauharnois and M. Hocquart to the same,
Louisbourg. on the same subject. Fol. 97 to 106. 18 pages, 10 pp.
OCtober 13, M. Bigot to the Minister. As to application of moneys. He does
LOUisbourg. not avail himself of his leave to go to Franoe. Fol. 107. 2 pp.
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October3.8, M. Lsigot to the Minister. Shipments of coal to France where
Louisbourg. was found unsuitable for general purposes. Fol. 113. 2â pp.
October 22, The same to the same. Gratuity to M. Sabatier. Fol. 119. j P.Louisbourg.
October 23,. The same to the same. Asking leave to go to France the folloW-
Louisbourg. ing year. Fol. 121. P.
October 25, The same to the sAme. Fortifications. Circulation of copper coin.
Louisbourg. Fol. 123. 4 pages, 2 pp.
October 28, The same to the same. Confiscation of property and effects of
Louisbourg. one Devaux. Fol. 127. 1 p.
November 3, The same to the same. Residence for the Controller. Fol.
Louisbourg. 131. ] p.
November 8, The sanie to the sanie. Administrative details. Fol. 137. 5 pp-Loaiebourg.
November 20, The same to the saie. Debta of Sieur de La Boularderie. Fol.
Louisbourg. 147. 3 pages, 2 pp.,
November 21, The same to the same. Administration. Fol. 149. 14 pages, 8 pp.Louisbourg.
November 25, The Offleers of the Admiralty of Louisbourg. Maritime and
Louisbourg. commercial returns for the year 1743. Fol. 166 to 168. 4J pp.
November 26, M. Bigot to the Minister. Receipts and expenditure of the colony.
Louisbourg. Fol. 179. 15 pages, 10 pp.
November 27, The sane to the same. Provisions. Fol. 169. 19 pages, 8 pp.
Lousbourg. M. de Bourville, King's Lieutenant, to the same. Asks to beBeptexober 8,
Louiabourg. allowed to retire. Fol. 212. 1 P.
December3, M. Boucher, engineer. Work on fortifications of Louisbourg.
Louisbourg. Fol. 221. 1 p.
October 20, Major Dachambon to the Minister. Acadians to come to le St.
Louisbourg. Jean. The harvest,has been pretty good. Fol. 223. 3 pages, 2 pp.
November -, Captain Dahaget to Minister. Asking for leave to go to France.
Louisbourg. Fol. 226. i p.
November 8, Captain Despiet to the sane. APksfor an indemnity and leave 10
Louisbourg. retire. Fol. 229. l P.

END OF VOL. 25.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE.-CORRESPoNiDAN0C G$NÉaALE."

1744.
VOL. 26.-M. DU QUESNEL, GOVERNOR.

c. 11.
1744

May 9, U .M Du Quesnel and Bigot to Minister. Ask for speedy help in
Louiebourg. provisions. A great dearth prevails and things are in a deplorable

condition. Fol. 3. 9J pages, 6 pp.
gay 9, The same to the sanie. They have learned that the King of
LoùmbOurg. France has declared war against the King of England. Defensive

measures adopted by M. Du Queïnel. Want of arma. Fol.
8. 5 pages, 21 pp.september 3, MM. Duchambon and Bigot to Minister. M. de L'Estenduère

Louisbourg. has left for Quebec, escorting several vessels in order to save theni
from privateers. Fol. 13. 4 P.

olber 1g. The same to the same. Salary of Sieur Hattel (Hertel) ap-
Lobrg ipointed port captain. Fol. 15 i p.

Lou'org. The same to the sane. General amnesty granted to officers,
marines and seamen. Fol. 17. à p.

October 3, The same to the same. Concession of land claimed by the SisterLoulbourg. of Charity. Fol. 19. a½ pages, 2½ pp-
cccxl
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OCtober 4 MM. Duchambon and Bigot to the Minister. Respecting the share
Louisbourg. of one tenth of the prize money to be awarded to the admiral. Fol.

21. i p.
October 5, The same to the same. Sieur Corbier, who was appointed a cadet
Louiabourg. has not as yet come to the colony. Fol. 23 1 p.
October 7, The same to the saine. The French settlers at Cape de Ré, La
LOisbourg. Poèlle (sic) and Port aux Basques withdrew to lie Royale at once

when ordered so to do; the English privateers burnt their dwellings.
The war has interrupted the seal hunting operations, organized by

Sieurs Pascaud. Fol. 25. i p.
LU18bouru . The same to the sane. Repairs to the "Caribou," Fol. 27. p.
October 13, The same to the same. Armed vesse1 sent last year hy Sieur La
-Lonisbourg. Garande to Ile Royale. The captain would have doue better for the

colony if he had preferred cruising to fishing; however, he captured
two prizes. Fol. 2j. i p.

OCtober 26, The same to the bame. Ordinance respecting sedentary fisheries.
Louisbourg. Fol. 31. p,
November 4, The same to tho same. They had fitted out cruisers as soon as
L4Ouisbourg. war was declared. Captures and losses by the cruisers. Fol.

32. 9j pages, 6 pp.
November 18, The same to the same. Proposing to devote the frigate " Castor,"
LOuisbourg. bui]t at Quebec, to coast service at lie Royale, under command of

Sieur Morpain. The detachments will be recalled Irom Ile St. Jean,
Port Dauphin and Port Toulouse, where they can renler no ser-
vice. Fol. 38. 2j pp.

Leuber 20, The same to the same. The " Ardent " arrived too late at Louis.
Louizbourg- bourg to be of much help to the colony. She captured one prize.

Port Roya! reduced to extremity. The enemy at Boston planning
to reduce Louisbourg by famine. Fol. 40. 6 pages, 4j pp.

eovember 23, The same to the same. The news from Boston induces them to
Louisbourg- ask for an increase of the garrison. Fol. 44. 2 pp.
*Ovember 24, The same to the saine. The war party M. de Beauharnois wanted to
Louibourg. send next winter to Acadia wouid be of no avail, the troops having

left it. Fol. 46. 3 pp.
Xbvember 25, The saine to the same. Return of M. de Ganues froin Acadia with
Louisbourg. his detachment. He represents that want of provisions compelled

him to abandon Port Royal, but M. Duvivier and others greatly
blame him for so doing. Fol. 48. 9 pages, 5 pp.

ay il, The samine to the saine. Sad condition of the colony on the arrival
LUabourg. of the first little vessel froin Nantes. They had hoped for better

help. Measures for defence of the place. Fol. 55. 1i p.
XOSIember 10, M. Duchambon, King's lieutenant, to the saine. Respecting

iabourg. his recall to Ile St. Jean from Ile Royale. Ie will strive to show
that ho is not unworthy of the confidence placed in him. Asks for
the governorship of le Royale. Fol. 58. là p.

mber 10, The saine to the saine. Return of artillery and munitions for theboure. defence of Louisbourg. Fol. 60. 1½ p.
Mber 10, The saine to the same. MeasUres adopted for the defence of Louis-44bourg. bourg. Praise of M. Duvivier. Want of troops, &c. Fol. 70. 11â

îemer 1o, sam to the same. Announdng the sudden death of M.
t- Quesnel and askiag for hie plaoe. Fol.77. 1 p.ber 18, The saine to the same. Giving an coeunt of the operations of

ourg. M. Duvivier in Acadia, and of those of M. De Ganneswho had been
relieved some time before the death of M. du Quesnel. Hie complains
of the conduct of M. de Gaines. It is to be feared that the English
will ill-treat the Acadians. Fol. 79. 18 pages, say 10 pp.
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1744.
November 27 •- Duchambon to the Minister. There will be a sufficiency of pro-
Louisbourg. vsions on le Roy.le up to the month of May, 1745; M. de Beau-

harnois having resolved to send fitty Canadians and tifty Indians to
Acadia, and that they would arrive there in the month of January,
ho will sond an order to the commandant to remain there until the
spring lime. Fol. 90. 4 pages, say 2j pp.

May 9, M. Bigot, comptroller, to the same. Einumerates the stops which
Louisbourg. he has taken in order to ensure that bis despatches shall teach the

Court. Fol. 94. 2 pages, say 1 p.
May i, The same to the same. Respecting the alarming condition in
Louisbourg. which the colony is placed owing to the famine. Fol. 96. 3 pages,

say 21 pp.
May 14, "The same to the same. The ship " Phélippeaux " bas arrived
Louisbourg. with an. English brigantine from Boston, which she has captured

while on her course. Fol. 98. l pages, say 1 p.
October 7, The same to the saine. Coal sent to France. M. de La Boular-
Louisbourg. deries debts. The office of bailli is administered with zeal by M•

Cournoyer. Fol. 101. 3 pages, 2 pp-
October 12, The same to the same. Fishing and trade returns for 1744. FoI.
Louisbourg. 103. 1 page, say 2 pP.
October 18, The same to the same. Respecting the soldiers on guard duty on
Louisbourg. the island at the entrance of the port of Louisbourg. Fol. 104. 21

pages, say 2 pp.
October 19, The same to the same. States that he fears that the provision$
Louisbourg. whieb he had ordered, amounting to 2,000 l4res, had been captured

by the enemies' vessels, and he a4ks for ten tons of freight for the
coming year. Fol. 108. 2 pages, say 1i p.

November 3, The same to the same. Respecting the division of the prizO
Louisbourg. money. Fol. 112. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
November 4, The same to the same. Asking for promotion for M. Prévost. Fol.
Louisbourg. 114. 1 P.
November 13, The same to the saine. Respecting the expenditure and variotO
Louisbourg. works of public utility. Fol. 116. 12 pages, say 7 pp•
November 14, The same to the same. Respecting the arming of a privateer
Louisbourg. from St. Malo. Fol. 1.24. 2 pages, say là p.
November 16, The same to the same. Respecting the English prisoners of war.
Louisbourg. Fol. 128. 3 pages, say 2 pp•
November 17, The same to the same. Respecting the division of the prize
Louisbourg. money. Fol. 130. 3 pages, say 2 pP-
November 17, The same to the same. Respecting the arming and the loading
Louisbourg. of aschooner which had served as a coast guard vessel. Fol. 132. 1 P•
November 23, The same to the same. About the* building necessary for tWO
Louisbourg. flour mills. Asks for two grindstones. Fol. 139. 3 pages, say 2 pP.
November 29, The same to the same. Asking to be forgiven the payment o
Louisbourg. the freight on five hundred cwts. of sugar on the " Gironde," whioh

ho had charged against his account, and which had formed a portion
of his prize share. He asks this favour in consideration of loseOs
which ho had suffered in privateering and the great interest which
ho had taken in it in order to excite emulation in the colony. Fol•
143. 2 pages, say 1* P•

December 17, The same to the same. Concerning the debt owing by the Wido<
Louisbourg. Laftourie to the King. Fol. 145. 1 page, say j P.

1744. The same to the same. Statement of the goods captured ae
Canceaux. Fol. 194. 2 pages, say là P•

1742 (sie.) Regulation against games of chance. Fol. 195. l P.
October 23,
Louisbourg.
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1744.
Anguî 27 Order of M. Duvivier, captain commanding the expedition against
Grandpré. Port Royal, to the inhabitants of les Mines de Grandpré, to furnish

horses. Fol. 196. 1 p.
Pember 2, List of the inhabitants of Grandpré who have furnished horses,

&c. Fol. 197. P.
1 ebruary 8, M. Verrier, engineer. Memorandum as to what remains to beVersailles. done in order to complete the fortifi3ations of Louisbourg. Fol. 200.

4j pages, say 3* Pp.
?ovember 2, M. de Gannes. Gives an account of his expedition to Port Royal;
Louisbourg. explains his ill-success, and defends himself against the charges

brought against him by M. Duvivier. Fol. 204. 7 pages, say 6 pp.
1744. Two memoranda about Canceaux Island, endeavoring to prove

that it belongs to France. Fois. 239 to 246. 13 pages, say 9 pp..
END or VOL. 2 6 .- ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE-oRRsPNDANcE GkNtALE."

1745 TO 1748.
VOL. 27.-M. BIGoT, COMPTROLLER.

C. 11.

%Ptember 1 M. de Bourville, King's lieutenant at lie Royale. Sets forth te the
LOuisbourg. Minister his record of service, &c. Fol. 4. p
Àprl 2t M. Bigot, comptroller, to the. Minister. Respecting two vessels
ouisbourg. which he has secretly sent to France in order to carry his despat-

ches. Fol. 7. 5 pages, say 2j pp.
1o41ember 3, The same to the same. Respecting the garrison and fortifications

Ochefort. of Louisbourg. Great wretchedness among the officers, the soldiers
and the inhabitants. Fol. 10. 4j pages, say 3 pp.

etober 14, The same to the same. Respecting the sailors and fishermen
à00hefort. who had been taken on board at lie Royale by the company. Fol.

13. 6j pages, say 4 pp.
OCtober 14 The same to the same. Respecting the detachment of gunners,
iOchefort. who, having no place t:> lodge in the barracks at Rochefort, were

obliged to pay for their quarters in that town. The adjustment of
accounts. Fol. 17. 8 pages, say 2½ pp.

ovemaber 2 The same te the same. He has left Bordeaux and gone te Roche-
OChefort. 'fort. M. Salaberri is preparing to leave with the schooner which

they have given him in order to carry the King's orders to Canada.
Ho will leave in four days. Auditing theaccounts. Fol. 20. 2j pages,
say 2 pp.

The same to the same. Respecting the claims of M. Rodrigne,
'tflbeh * the owner of a vessel which M. Bigot had despatched to the King

from Ile Iloyale, and which he had sent back te Louisbourg--
whence they had returned on finding out that it was in the pos-
session of the English. They must mistrust a person named Yallais
(or Gallais), an Englishman who had arrived at St. Male with a
passenger vessel from Boston, and they should send him back, &c.
Fol. 22. 4 pages, say 3 pp..

em 13,The same te the same. Statement of expenses atIle Royale.
%ihefort' Desertion of the sldiers. Fol. 26. 2j pages, 2 pp.
1 kovember 16, The same te the same. Letter and document respecting the
%chefort. expenditure at lie Royale, the expendition against Canceaux and
lu Ust 13, Acadia, &c. Fol. 29 te 31. 3j pages, say 21 pp.

1ie laie M. Dachambon, King's lieutenant, te the same. Announcing that
he has been compelled te surrender Louisbourg to the English after

eccxliii
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1745. nearly forty-seven days of siege. He had only 1,300 men with
whom to oppose 13,000, &c. Fol. 34. 2j pages, say 1ý p.

September 18 M. Duchambon to the Minister. Says that he did all that lay in
Rochefort. ' his power to defend Louisbourg, and asks permission to go to Paris

to give an account to him of his conduct,with his own lips. Fol. 36.
li page, say 1 P.

.1ugust 22 M. Verrier, engineer, to the Minister. Details respecting the
La Rochelle. capitulation of Louisbourg. Fol. 41. 4½ pages, say 2½ pp.
August 28, M. Boucher, sub engineer, to the same. fie remained at Louisbourg
Rochefort. for eighteen days after M. Verrier; the English had as yet done noth-

ing to repair the breaches: but they were working at the completion
of the battery which they had erected at the lighthouse, and in
placing roofs over the ships in order to lodge the five thousand
militia men who remained in the place. The greater portion of the
regular troops had sailed away with Admiral Warren. He asks for
the position of the keeper of plans at the Marine Office. Fol. 48.
2 pages, say 1½ P.

&eptember 14. Two unsigned memoranda respecting the capitulation of Louis-
bonrg. Foi. 5t to 54. 6½ pages, say 4j pp.

1745. Memorandum respecting the mutiny of the soldiers at Louis-
bourg on the 7th December, 1744. Fol. 55. 6 pages, say 4 pp.

Aril 645. Extract from a letter respecting the expedition to Louisbourg.
London. Fol.58. là P.
June 26, List of guns and mortars mounted in the town, the Grand-Island
Louisbourg. battery, with the number of shot and shell of each nature remain.

ing, as also the powder found in the place. l1th June, 1745.
Fol. 102. 1 page, say 2 pp.

June 22, list of small arme, bayonets, cartouche boxes, pole axes, &c., ià
Louisbourg. the armoury. Fol. 103. 1 P.
November 6, Memorandum respecting the transport to France of the troops of
&dehefort the garrison of Louisbourg. Fol. 111. 1 p.No date. M. de Meyracq, a lato clerk in the admiralty office at Louisbourg

to the Minister. Asking th be reimbursed the sum of 759 livres 10
sols. Fol. 112. 1 page, say 1 p.

No date. Curions memorandum by M. Le Neuf de La Vallière, respecting
the dangers which he had incurred in passing over to France, in
order to carry despatches to the court, and claiming the reimburse-
ment of the money expended by him. Fol. 131. 1 p.

October 12, Memoratidum respecting the entry into France of more than one«Rochefort. thousand sailors, fishermen and salt smugglers, &e. Fol. 132. 1 p.
1746. M. Bigot to the Minister. Sets forth how on his return fror

February 20, Louisbourg, he rented at Rochefort the house of the late CountVerasains. d'Arquiem. Silace then the house has been sold to M. de Yaudrouil.
He aske permission to occupy the house belonging to the StatO
used by the first lieutenant of the port, and now vacant by the
death of M. Audrieu. Fol. 147. 1 P.

April 5 The saine to the same. Respecting the eqùipment at Rochefort
RochfO'rt. of the feet which the King was sending out to Acadia, &c., under

the command of the Duke d'Anville. Fol. 153. 4j pages, say 3 pP.
April 24, The saime to the same. Respecting the chase given by an En •Rochefort. lish privateer tô the King's transports. He blameè the PM.ëhdäO

officerm Fol. 163. 2 pages, say pp.
beoember 14, The same to the same. Ho gives bad news respècting tai
Port Louis. squadron of the Duke d'Anville. Loés of theI "Borée,' &c. Fol.

166, 6 pages, say 4 pp.
buary, M. Morpàin, Port Captain' at Louisbourg. Letter to the Minie'Blaye.S
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ter, in which ho pretends to establish that if they had listened to
him Louisbourg would not have fallen into the hands of its enemies.
Asks for the command of a King's ship. Fol. 191. 3 pages,
.say 2* pp.1746. M. Fretel, formerly of Louisbonrg, to the Minister. Claiming

ane- certain moneys for services rendered the King. Fol. 213. 2½ pp.
®t 8, M. Julien Fizel, formerly of Ile Royale. Asking for the protection

of the Minister in order to obtain justice from the judges of Brest,
in respect to the enjoyment of a house whioh he had purchased in
that ort. Fol. 215. 3 pp.

1747. M. Bigot, Comptroller. Sets forth to the Minister the losses
~Ob~t. which he has suffered, and commends himself to his goodness.

Fol. 243. 2 pages, say 1½ P.5PU 1, The same to the same. Respecting certain expenses incurred
4ih for t. while in Acadia in 1745 apnd 1746. Fol. 245. 2 pages, say 1 p.

ýOiayfort The same. Thanks the Minister for having granted him his
rt. salary for 1746 and 1747, ,s be had received it in Ile Royale. AsIks

for permission to go to ]o$rdeaux .#nd thence to the Bagnières
Springs. Fol. 247. 1½ p.sy48, The same to the same. Respecting the sad condition in whieh

4he the families of the offlgers from ;[le Roysle found themselves st
Rochefort. Fol. g49. 2j pages, say 2 pp.

e 17 The same to the same. Respecting the damages to be given to
orfet, M. Duvivier. He leaves on that very day for the Bagnières Springs.

He would be ready to legye for Canda if 1;he M[inister had need of
his services. Fol. 453. 2j pages, ay 2 pp.

,148. The same to the same. Respecting the assistance whiqh hePteçber 7~, thinks that the King ought to grant to the inhabitants of TeRoyale and Ile St. Jean inorder to settle them agen. Fol. 280.
8 pgel, say 6 pp.

Aug t 2, Copy of a letter from the Governor of Louisbourg, unaddressed.
°I"laboug Complaining of the arrest at Lake Miré of several glish officers,

17& FoI. 308. 1½ p.
PtIber io, IUnsigned answer to the foregoing letter. Fol. 3Q6. (sic). 4 pp.

1ies. Memorandum furnished by Alain Legras, formerly one of the
inhabitants of Ile Royale, to go with the other instructions or mem-
oranda addressed to Comte de Maurepas, reforring to the resettle-

y b, ment of this colony. Fol. 309. 2j pages, say 3j pp.
• alo. Letter to accompany the foregoing memorandum. Fol. 311. i p.
e<B date. Importance of Cape Breton to the English, as shown by the pro-

duct of the French fisheries. Fol. 312. 4j pp.
t raft of a memorandum from the King to serve as instructions

for M.Desberbiers," capitaine de vailsseau," as to what it will be noces-
sary to do in order to retake possession of Ile Royale. Fol. 3?2 to
326. 7 pp

END oF VOL. 27.-ILE ROYALE.

"IL E ROYALE-CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1749.
Vo.-28.-M. DEsHIRBIERs, GoVERNoR£

C. 11.
rV. Desberbiers, Govarnor, and Prévost, COmmissary Corpptroller-

oohefort. They acknowledge to the Miuinter the receipt of their letitars >f
fc tcoyj
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credit and their instructions in order to proceed to retake possession
of Ile Royale. Fol. 3. 1 P.

July 26, MM. Desherbiers and Prevost to the Minister. Difficulties which
Louisbourg. they experienced in hastening the evacuation of the colony by the

English. The situation of the placd. Fol. 5. 2j pages, say l p.
August 1, The same. Ordinance respecting the occupation of granted lands.
Louisbourg. Fol 8. 1 p.
August 15, The same to the Minister. Respecting the settlement which the
Louisbourg. English had made at Chibouctou. Settlement of seven heads of

Acadian families on Ile Royale; others ought to follow. These seven
families include 100 persons who have settled in Spanish Bay.
There are still others from Beaubassin who have retired to lie St.
Jean and the Abbé Le Loutre is going to do all in his power to
send yet more. Grant of lands to the Acadians. The dispatch of
M. de Bonaventure to Ile St. Jean to govern it. Fol. 10. 7 pages,
say 6 pp'

Auguat 5, The same. Ordinance forbidding the making of any payment to
Louisbourg• foreigners in the money of France. Fol. 14. 2 pages, say 1½ pp.

September 10 The same to the Minister. Measures which they have taken for
Loumsbourg. the more prompt fulfilment of the Treaty of Peace. Military build-

ings erected by the English. Present use for them. Houses and
lands which have become vacant. French families which have re-
mained at Louisbourg. New settlement made at Chibouctou by the
English. Oath which they require from the Acadians on Ile Royale
and Ile St. Jean. Fol. 16. 9j pages, say 6 pp.

September 15, The same to the same. Excellent quality of the food received
Louiebourg.. from the shipe, with the exception of the salted meats. Fol. 24. 2*

pages, say 2 pp.
september 30, The same to the same. Respecting the working and use of coal
Louisbourg. got out by the English, near Indian Cove. Fol. 26. 4 pages,

say 3 pp.
October 12, The sanie to the same. Arrival of M de La Galissonière. He visits
Louisbourg. the fortifications of Louisbourg, with respect to which he makes some

suggestions. Reforms to be made among the troops. Cadets " à
l'aiguillette" performing the duties of officers. Fol. 30. 4 pages,
say 3 pP.

Octoter 16, The same to the same. Salaries of superior officers. Recollets
Louisbourg. and the Brothers of Charity. Gen.eral expenditure. Fol. 34. 8

pages, say 2 pp.
October 19, The same to the same. Setting forth the sad condition to whicb
Louisbourg. the family of M. de La Boularderie are reduced, in consequence of the

fire at their establishment at Labrador, eet on fire two years be
lore by the French, in order to annoy the English, in obedience tO
the orders of M. de La Galissonière. Fol. 38. 21 pages, say l P.

October 15, The same to the same. Presents given to the Indians. Fol.
Louisbourg. 40. 1 P.
October 20, The same to the same, on the' same subject Fol. 42. 2 pageS,
Louisbourg. Say

October 21, The same to the same. Rèspecting the troops and the fortitica'
Louisbourg. tions. Fol. 44. 6 pages, say 3 pp
Octòber 21, The same to the same. Arrival of assistance for Ile Royale, and
Louisbourg. its distribution. Fol. 48. 8 pages, say 5 pp.
October 22 The same to the same. Respecting the estate of George RosSO.
Louisbourg. Fol. 54. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
October 22, The same to the same. Return from Quebec of the old corn-
Louisbourg. panies. Incomplete companies. Fol. 56. 1½ P
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1749.
October 22, Mi. Desherbiers and Prevost to the Minister. Re'pecting tha
Lois1hourg. troops. Fol. 57. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
October 22, The mame to the same. Concerning duties on goods, roads opened,.
LOuiabourg. etc. Fol. 5P. 2 pages, say 1 p.October 27, The same to the same. General amnesty to be granted to the,
LoUisbourg. soldiers, &c. The Abbé Jean Maillard, missionary among the

Indians, asks for a pension. Fol. 60. 2j pages, say 1i p.
January 30, M. Desherbiers to the Minister. Respecting the officers who,

onisbourg• have remained in France, in order to pick up recruits. Other
details respecting the troops. .Fol. 63. 1 p.

APril 9 The same to the same. Respecting the appointment of a writerLOuiubourg. at Ile Royale. Fol. 65 1 p.
April 6, The same to the same. Respecting the moderate nature of his
Louisbourg. salary. Fol. 67. 1½ p.
April , The same to the same. Praises M. de l'Esteniuère, who desires
Louisbourg. to take office in the colony. Fol. 69. à p.
APril 17, The same to the same. Increase of the garrison. Thanks the
Louisbourg. Minister for the advance of 12,000 livres, which he has made to

him. Cadets " à l'aiguillette," and those of long standing with
the troops. Fol. 71. 1½ p.

-ril The same to the same. Receipt of provisions. M. de Ste. Marie
Louiubourg. receives the knighthood of St. Louis. Artillery and warlike stores

given over to the English at the time of the capitulation. Want of
soldiers and officers. Poverty of M. de La Boularderie and his
family. Fol. 73. 2 pp.

The same to the same. Giving an account in detail of what took
Lousbourg. place at the time of the retaking possession of Ile Royale. Repairs

to houses in the town. Recruits sent from France. Acadians who
had come to settie at Spanish Bay. Fort erected by the English
upon one of the points formed by the Indian River at Cape Char.
bon. M. Duchambon is sent with twenty men to occupy it. Good
feeling entertained by the Indians of Ile Royale towards the French.
Presents which have been made to them. Unloading of the
"Intrépide." Arrival of the "Diane." Fol. 75. 6j pp.

eptember 22, The same to the same. Peace has not as yet been so well assured
Louiabourg as to permit of one not being on bis guard. Steps to be taken with

regard to the defence of the place. Fol. 79. 2Î pp.
XOVember 5 The same to the same. Condition of Fort William, built by the

onuibourg. English at Cape Charbon, near the Indian River. Fol. 81. 2 pp.
LOVemaber 5, The same to the same. Precarious position of the inhabitants of

'oisbourg. Ile St. Jean in consequence of the general failure of the harvest.
Confusion existing with respect to the old grants on this island.
Increase of the population of Port Toulouse. English privateers
prowl about in the neighbourhood with the view of hindering the
Acadians from coming here. Necessity of sending from France a
well armed frigate. The English have built a stockaded fort at les
Mines, from which they dare not emerge for fear of the Indians.
Fol. 83. 21 pp.

oYember 7, The same to the same. Appointment of cadets " à l'aiguillette."
'shJourg, Return from Canada of M. Canne de Ste. Agne, an officer.

His eulogy. Fol. 85 (both sides). 1 p.
vmber 4 7,The same to the same. Fnrloughs granted to the soldiers to
Uibourg. work on the island. Military discipline. Bad condition of *the

artillery. Trade. Armed positions of the English at Canceaux
and Chibouctou. Fol. b7. 6 pp.
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Documents and formal reports respecting the rettkng possession
of Ile Royale and its dependencies. From Fol. 92 to 100. 14 large
pages, say 20 pp.

July 23, Condition of the artillery of Louisbourg at the tirne of the resto-
Louisbourg. ration of the place on the 28th June, 1745, as weil as the condition

in which it has been restored by the English when the French
retook possession, with the variances between what they added and
what was found lacking. Fol. 121. 4 pp.

July 30, M. Bigot, comptroller, to the Minister. Respecting the increase of
Louisbourg. Chibouctou, as effected by the English. Fol. 124. i p.
August 9, The same to the same.- Arrivai from Quebec of the "I Diane,"
Lomisbourg- which comes in order to bring him there. Magazines to be placed

ini order. A number of Acadians apply for permission to come and
settle on Ile Royale and Ile St. Jean. Purchase of provisions for
one year. The barvest of Ile St. Jean has been ravaged by gras-
sho pers. Fol. 126. 2 pp.

ugust11 rthe same to the same. Letter respecting the claim of M. iliriard
Louiàbour'g. who asks to be indemnified for the losses which ho had suffered at

the time of the capture of Louisbourg by the Englisb. Fol. 128
to 131. 4 pp.

A 1 The same to the same. Letter accompanying the petition of M.
Lou ourg. Duvivier de Gourville, who claimed the price 6f a vessel which had

been sunk Fol. 132. 2 pages, say 19 p.
August 16, The same to the same. Respecting the expenditure for the year
Louilsbourg. 1749. Fol. 134. 61 pages, say 5 pp.
August 20, The same to the same. He has purchased provisions for the sub.
LO.uisbOurg. sistence, for one year, of 1,200 men in the garrison and for 2,000 in-

habitants of Louisbourg. This assistanee must be continued for
three years. Losses caused to certain of the population by the
siege; .indemnities te be granted them. Poor condition of King's
stores, etc. Appointments to be made, &o. Fol. 138, 22 pages,
say 15 pp.

August 21, The same to the same. The bacon sent from Br est is spoilt in,
Louisbourg. great part. Pl. lôO. 1½ page, say 1 p.

jagUut 4, Regulations respecting taverne. Fol. 153. 2 pp-
Lo»isbourg. Appointment of M. de Goutin, as storekeeper at Ile St. Jean,
Augus t2t Fol. 155. 1 p.Louiabourg. M. Prévoat to the Minister. He asks that there be granted to

oiuaber 16' M. ]Barbet, a Canadian who was wounded at the siege of Louisbourg,
the means of livelihood. Fol. 189. 1 p.

November 16, The same to the same. Respecting trade and fisbery. FoL 191.
Louiabourg. 51 pages, say 4 pp.
NQvember 30, The same tothe same. Condition of the vessels which have been
Louisbourg. bought from the English at Ile Royale, in 1749. Fol. 195. 1 p.
Angusti14, M. Thierry de Chassin to the Minister. Asks for the cross cf St.
icuisbourg. Louis and for promotion for his son. Fol. 353. 1 pp.
November 29, The Admiralty Officers at Louisbourg to the Minister. Respecting
LQuisbourg. trade and fisbery. Fol. 356. 1 p.

174Q M. Nicolas Gautier. Informs the Minister that he bas been ruined
by the war, and asks for an indemnity. Fol. 359. 14 smail pages,
say 8 pp.

Memorandum to serve as instructions fnr M. de Goutin, sub-delegate
Lw" i 2rg. of theCommissary-Comptroller of Ile Royale, and the King's etQre-

keeper on Ile St. Jean Fol. 367. 54 pageas,-say 4 PP.
114 Extract from the " London Magazin.," respecting Nova Scoti.

Kl. 375. 12 np.,
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1749. Memorial drawn up by Father Germain on the situation of Ile St.
Jean and the neighbourhood of Acadia. Fol. 381. 12J pages,
say 9 pp.

IEND OFP VOL. 28. ILE ROYALE,

"îILE ROYA&L-CRREsPONDNOIR GtNÊAÂLE ."

1'150.
VOL. 29.-M. DEs HERBIERs, GovIRNOL

o. 11.
1750. MM. Des Herbiers and Prévost to the Minister. Respecting M. Mon-

uis a teils de Plafay, a gentleman by birth, who bad engaged himself as
rg. a soldier and desired to shorten his time of service. Fol. 3. 1 p.

gRut 9 The same to the same. Arrival of the King's vessels, the
Louihbourg. " Prothêe " and the " Amphion." Fol. 4. 2 pages, say 1i p.
July 21 Certificate from René de Monteils de Plafay, attesting that he had
Louisbourg. enlisted voluntarily. (See above). Fol. 8. ½ p.
!ar.15, Regulation respecting the abuse of the fishing population as to the
Leiibourg. priee of codfleh, which they delivered by tally to various private

persons. Fol. 9. 2 pp.
Mgngt 26 Regulations obliging ail the owners or captains of vessels in the
Louiasbourk. colony engaged in fishing, to carry at least one load, either of wood

or coal, as soon as they have given up thoir fishing lines. Fol.
11. i p.

Ju111, i Regulation respecting the last assistance in the way of provisions
Lïtoibourg. which the King desires to grant to the population. Fol. 12. li p.
July 22, M. Des Herbiers to the Minister. The yield of fish during the year

4iimbourg. las been abundant, and the fish superb. Twenty-five vesselis came
from Amerioa laden with goods for the islands; but the Enk
traders did not show themselves in consequence of the prohibition of
M. Cornwallis. There came, however, seventeen English vessels, of
whom seven were purchased, and two were sent off because thY
wese suspected of carrying on foreign trade. There arrived one of
the English King's ships, the " Success," commanded by Lord
Colville, in order to claim the anchors left by the English, b»t thig
was only an ereuse to see if there were not in the ptrt any vessels
from Boston. Fal. 14. 5 pages, say *i pp.

1%e, The same to the same. Se submits to the orders of the King to
L«4Ihourg. pass one year more at Ile Royale, and thanks the Minister for thq

gratuity of 14,U00 h'vres which he has granted him. FoL. 18, 4
pages, say 1à p.

The same to the same. Respecting the unfortunate posio Q'
4OUisbourg. M. Odar de Beauregard, of gentle birth, who had come to tena&

and had enlisted as a soldier; Fol. 20. 2 pagesi, say là p.
\y 26, The same to the samue. Arrest at Oobeguit of nine rebels and

olisbourg. deserters. He asks that M. Dutraque be appointed to command the
gunners. Increase required in the company of gunners. Fol. 26.
4 pages, say 21 pp.

August 6. The same to the same. Arrival of the " Prothe" and the
LQqilbourg. " Amphion." Arrival of the« "Victoire " with recruts. The greater

portion complain of having been taken by surprise by the edBss
and are in want of necessaries. They were obliged during the
passage to make them breechsu with saoks belonging te the vessels.
One of them is marked with the Fleur.de-lis. A certain number

ec2i
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1750. have been sent to Quebec. The others have been embodied in the
24 companies forming the garrison. Many families of Acadia are
retiring to I1i St. Jean. Foi. 29. 6â pages, say 4j pp.

September 18, M. Desherbiers to the Minister. Arrival of the " Iphigénie," M.
Louiubourg. Dufresne and M. Montalambert, officers,being on board. The recruits

who came over on this vessel were of good quality. Clothing required
for the troops. Crossing of M. de Pensens to France for the recu-
peration of his health. Marriage of M. Duchambon with Madame
de Couagne, widow of an engineer. Fol. 33. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

Oetobr 14, The same to the same. There are wanting 151 men to complete
Louisbourg. the garrison. • Reckoning those who are sick, 200 more are required.

Twelve cadets "à l'aiguilette" are required. He has appointed
two, M. Villeray, son of a lieutenant in the garrison, and M. Cour-
noyer, nephew of M. Hertel, captain of the gates. The latter asks for
a commission as lieutenant. He has granted a furlougi to M. Bois-
berthelot de Beaucour. Appointment of M. de Vergor to the com-
mand of the brigantine " St. François," of Quebec. He is still in
want of other officers. MM. Tiery, d'Angeac and de Pensens, cap.
tains of long standing, ask for the cross of St. Louis. He praises
M. de La Vallière, who was sent with 50 men tÔ Ejadaïk, by order of
M. de La Jonquière. Captain La Houssaye asks for his rank of
seniority, as does M. de Mezière. MM. d'Aillebout and d'Estimau-
ville, bis son-in-law, de La Pérade and Daleché ask for furloughs in
order to cross to France. The writer asks permission to return to
France in the follcwing year. Fol. 39. 9j pages, say 6 pp.

October 14, The same to the same. Respecting the condition of the place and
Louisbourg. its artillery. Fol. 45. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

1750. Return of the grade of the officers in each company after their
promotion. Fol. 48. 1 large page, say 1 p-

November 2, Lord Cornwallis. Copy of bis letter in the matter of the capture
Halifax. and confiscation of the brigantine "St. François," armed at Que-

bec. Fol. 49. 1 p.
November 3, M. Des Herbiers to the Minister.. Receipt and placing in posi-
Louisbourg. tion of artillery and war material. Fortifications. There are no-

longer any troops at Port Dauphin. Fol. 51. 6 pages, say 4 pp.
November 5, The same to the same. Asks for 250 recruits. Details respect-Lonisbourg. ing the recruits. All the officers who have come ont from France

appear to be good officers and zealous for the service. It is impos-
sible for them to live on their pay alone. Fol. 55. 8j pages,.
say 5½pp.Noveiber 2, The same to the same. Copy of bis letter in answer to Lord

Loulsbourg. Cornwallis in respect to the capture and condemnation of the bri-
gantine " St. François." Fol. 60. 1 P.November 23, The same to the same. M. de Vergor, taken with the brigantine

Louisbourg. " St. François," crosses to France, where he will render an account
of his conduct, his motives for fighting, and his capture, &c. Fri-,
gates are required in order to oppose the English, force with force.
Deserters executed. Protestations of fidelity to France on the part
of the Indians of Ile Royale. Fol. 63. 1 P.

September 2 Speeches by the chiefs of the Amalécites, Canibas and Medoctels.
Louisbourg. Fol. 64. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
December 6, M. Des Herbiers, governor, to the Minister. News from le
Loulibourg. St . Jean, brought by a vessel, the " St. Jean," which came froin

Quebec and was carrying a detachment, whose destination was
Ejadaïk. He will not suffer Acadians to cross to St. Jean in the
spring, because they are afraid of being stopped by the Erglish.
An English schooner coming from Plaisance is obliged to stop at

ccl
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1750. Louisbourg, and has left there eight Irish Catholic fishermen who
have requested permission to settle on the island with their
families, which was granted them. They have taken the oath of
allogiance to the King of France. M. d'Aillebout, the King's lieu-
tenant, asks for a commission in the marine guard for his son. Naval
operations during the year. M. de Gourville asks for a furlough in
order to cross to France. A French vessel has been conflscated for
having sold the cargo at Rodelan (Rhode Island.) An English
schooner loaded with codfish has also been confiscated. Division of
the shares of these vessels thus confiscated. Fol. 66. 11 pages,
Bay 7à pp.

jfly 22 M. Prévost, Comptroller, to the Minister. Bad weather has
Louiubourg. hindered the autumn fishing. Several of the inhabitants have died

of scurvy during the winter. Rigorous measures adopted by Lord
Cornwallis to prevent the Acadians from leaving Acadia. The
abduction of the curé of Cobequit, M. Girard, by Captain Goroom
(Gorham), who has endeavoured to fortify himself at Chibouctou,
but bas been prevented from doing so by the Indians. M. de La
Oorneasks for reinforcements for his Acadian detachm3nt. Descent
upon Grandpré de Beauséjour by 350 Englishmen, whom M. de La,
Corne and the Indians have compelled to re-embark. Fol. 73.8 pages,
say 5 pp.

1749. Copy of a letter from M. Hugh Davidson to K. René Le Blanc at
December 1, Pigequitk, sending him a packet to be forwarded to the Governor
Ralifax. of Canada as coning fromi the Governor of Nova Scotia. Fol. 78. j pý

1749. Copy of a letter from Lord Cornwallis, Governor of Nova Scotia,
December 1, to the Governor of Canada, M. de La Jonquière, respecting prisoners
Ralifai. of war, detachments which the French Governor had undertaken to

send back to ihova Scotia ; and the marking out of the frontier
line. Fol. 79. 2 pp.

1749. Copy of a letter from Lord Cornwallis to the Bisbop of Quebee,
Decemiber 1, informing him that he will not be able to receive him within the

ailifax. Province, and complaining greatly of the missionaries in Acadia,
among others. of the Abbé Le Loutre, who excites the Indians against
the English. Fol. 81. 1i p.

1715o. M. Prévost, Comptroller, to the Minister. Asks that a bill of
Je 24,' exchange for 3,600 livres which he has given to M. John Proctor, an

Louiabourg. English captain, from whom he had bought a cargo of frozen beef
and mutton, be paid. Fol. 82. 1 p.

17o The same to the sane. Arrival of the " Aigle " and the " Minerve "
41Y 2,' from Nantes with the King's stores. Obstacles thrown in the way
Louliabourg. of trade by Lord Cornwallis. Two hundred Acadians pass over to

Ile St. Jean. Means of a subsistence to be guaranteed them. Fol.
84. 9 pages, say 6 pp.

Apri 9 The same to the sane. Arrival of stores and recruits and of the
Louiabourg. King's ships, the " Prothée " and the " Amphion." Fol; 89. 4j,

pages, say 2j pp.
August27 The same to the same. Arrival of the King's ship and of
Louiabourg. M. Franquet, the engineer. Fol. 96. 2 pages, say l½ p.

SPtember 1 The same to the sane. He sends back 14 soldiers to France.
oulisbourg. The "Prothée " and the 'Amphion " return to the Grand Banks.

Differences between MM. de Blénac and Sénac. Fol. 98. 2 pages,
say li p.

eptember i, The same to the same. Arrival at Louisbourg from Canada of

Louisbourg.' M. Péan, principal clerk of Marine. He waits until he bas recovered
bis health before sending him back to France. Fol. 100. } p.
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1750.
September 21, M. Prevost to the Minister. Respecting the division of the prize
Louiabourg. money in 1744. Fol. 102. 1 p.
September 26, The same to the same. Lieutenant de la Bréjonnière ,is going to
Louisbourg. proceil to pass the winter in Canada on family business and M. de

Pensens and M. Dahaget cross to France to recruit their health.
Fol. 104. 1 page, say 1 p.

September 27, The same to the same. The English have disembarked 2,000
.ouisbourg. men at Beaubassin to form a settlement there,. Indians desire to

disturb them, but the Acadians oppose this move, and the greater por-
tion fiy into the woods while waiting for the settlement of the bound-
aries. Abduction of five French sailors by the English. Soldier de-
sert4gs sent back by the Indians on condition that their lives should
be spared. Operations of the Kig's vesaels. Success attending the
settlements on Ile St. Jean, &o. Fol. 106. 7 pages, say 4 pp.

Qotober 14, The same to the same. Arrival of the "Gaapard " after a passa ge
Lnuisbourg. of 73 days. Inspoction of the fortificaitions by M. Franquet, the

eogineer, Remarks on this subject. Fol. 110. 10 pages, say 6 pp.
2etober 14, The sane to the, ame, The 4eAlth of 14. Péau having been
Louibg. restored, he, returAs to Fripçe. Fol. 116. 1 page, say i p.
October 14, The same to the amme, lspeetiig tho pyment to be made to
Loiiibourg. the. invalida. Fol. 118, 1 page, say ip.
0Otober 25, The same to the same. Return of the provisions Uad stores for
Up«ishagg. the feeding aDd clothing of the troops, and of 2,000 new inhabitants

from Acadia who have taken refuge at lie St. Jegn. Fortifications.
Public, bil4ings. Fol. J4, à pges, say

Qt.bes 37, The sam to the same. Newga brought from Acwdia by several
Lozisbourg, Acadian falpilies. Tboy inform him that the atall fort raised by

the Eglish at jeaubassiu is of swall importance. Their soldire
desert daily. &tta*ks made by the Indis upon the English.
Fol. 130. 3 pages, say 1½ p.

ýOtbr 31, The same toQ the. same, Dét»ils respcting the etmploymept of
Loqisbounr the pabliC Moneys. Fol. 183. 1? pages, ey pp.

oGvber 4, The sace tg the samge. Details respecting the troope. Fol ,%
isboutg. 6 pages, say 4 pp.

November 4, The same to the same. Respecting the repairs to be made to the
LoUibourg, fortifications. Fol. 152. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
November 12, The same to the same. R 'specting the proclamgtion appointing

ieboiirg• MX. Boucher and de Boulogne as Treussrers-Qeneral of theiooui.
Fol. 156. 3 pages, say . 1 p.

November 14, The same te the anme. RespeQting the Iospital and the com-
l.ouisbourg, plaints which have been made by the paients against the Sisters of

Charityi Fol. 165. 4 pages, say 
Nevember 1, The saine to the same. Pension given to the Widow Carrerot.
Louiabourg. Leasing of houses for the King's service, Sad condition of Sieur

Barbel, a Carnadian and cptain of a vessel. Fol, 168. 4 pages,
say . ppo

November 20, The same to the same. Respecting the condition of the prov-
4oniabourg. isions ieceived 'from France, and the qfice of storekeeper, which

he begs the Minister to give to If. Marin, san. Fol. 111. 4j pages,
sa 1 3 pp.

November 25, sa he same to the sane. He sends to the Minister sorne ipe Q3
Louisbourg. mens of grains, wheat and barley, which have been harvested on lie

November 27Royale. Indolence of the Acadians. Fol. 174. 4 pages, say 2 pp.
kouiebourg. The saine to the sanie, e a asks the Minister to procure from the

Board of General Assuranue which has just been estagbiahed M*
Paris, an undertaking to appoint some Commimsary Directars at B1
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1750. Royale in order to sign the policies and receive the premiums for
vessels which are reguired to be insured. Fol. 177. 4 pages,
say 2 pp.

December 1, M. Prevost to the Minister. Asking for assistance for Joseph Le
Louisbourg. Blanc dit Le Maigre, a poor Acadian who was rescued at lie Royale

after having been plundered and burnt out by the English in Acadia.
Fol. 180. 2 pages, say 1 p.

December 1 The same to the same. Condition of the food supplies. Foreign
Louisbourg. trade. The pôsition of Port Captain ably filled by M. Dollabarats.

The sailors most suited for the work of the country are those from
St. Mato, and the Basque Provinces. Fol. 182. 10pages, say 5 pp.

December 26, The same to the same. An insane soldier sent back to France.
[ouisbourg. Departure of the last vessels. Fol. 188. 2.ý pages, Bay 2 pp.
December 4, The same to thesame. Asks for some good workmen for the-
louisbourg. coal mines. Fol. 190. 3 pages, say 1½ p.
December 10, The same to the same. Letter respecting trade and the fisheries.
Louiebourg. Fol. 206. 5 pages, say 2½ pp.
December 9, The saine to the saine. Return of the buildings which have been
LoUisbourg. bought from the English at le Royale in 1750. Fol. 209. 1 p.
December9, ''he same to the saie. Return of the buildings built on lie
Louisbourg. Royale in 1750. Fdl. 209. l p.
October 20, Petition from Joseph Leblanc, an Acadian, setting ont his services
LouibouTrg. and tihe losses which he had suffered 'and claiming 6;567. livres 14. 6.

Fol. 211. 21 pp.
September 29, M. Boucher, the engineer, to «the Minister. Respecting repairs to
Louiabourg. the fortifications and the public buildings. Foi. 266. 3½ pages,

say 3 pp.
August 9, M. Franquet, the engineer. Gives an account to the Minister of
Louisbourg• his arrival at Louisbourg, of his inspection of the fortifications, and

of the works which must be executed there. Fol. 301. 3 pages,
say 21 pp.

October 13, The same to the same. Another letter about the fortifications of
Louiebourg. Louisbourg and Ile Royale. Fol. 306. 18 pages, say 12 pp.
December 12, The saie to the same. Third letter on the same subject. Fol.
Louisbourg. 316. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
October 15, Major Du layet (or laget) to the Minister. Gives a detailed
Louisbourg. account of the mutiny of the sofdiers in garrison at the port of Toe-

louse, and what ensued. The wound'which he received in this affair
compels hin to return to France. Fol. 319. 12 pages, say 16 pp.

November 29, M. d'Olabarats, Port Captain at Louisbourg. Represents to the
Louisbourg. Minister that the'salary of his office does not yield him suffidient to

live upon, and asks the imposition of certain dues upon vessels for
his benefit. Fol. 327. 4,pages, say 3 pp.

November 14 M. de Ste. Marie to the Minister. Asking for the command of the
Louisbourg. ' artillery in Canada. Fol. 332. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
Noveliber 14, The saine to the same. Respecting the artillery at Louisbotrg.
Lofisbourg. Fol. 334. 3 pages, say t}ip.
n0enmber 9, The offlcers of the Admiralty at lie Royale to the Minister.
Louisbourg. Respecting maritfine operations from the Port of Louisbourg. Fol.

337. 6 pages, say 3 pp.
DOber, The same to the same. Reepecting two vessels, one English andLouiabourk. the other Frenob, which had been seized. FoL 341 to j54. 22

pages, say 18 pp.
Marh 11, M. Roma. Sends to the Minister a memorandum respeeting tie1Martinique Royale. Fol. 356 to 384. 52½ pages, say 70 pp..
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1750.
October 11 Copies of letters from M. de La Galissonière and M. de Silhouette

and to M. de Puysieulx. Respecting the question of the boundaries of
Nonmber 23, Acadia. Fol. 386 to 389. 7J pages, say 6 pp.
Pjnars. M. de St. Ovide de-Brouillan to the Minister. He asks to be paid

St. Sver.' what is still owing to him of his pension of 3,000 livres, and represents
that M. Des Herbiers and M Prévost have taken possession of his
grant of Miré in Ile Royale. Fol. 390. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

February 15, M. George Rosse, trader at St. Malo. Claims from the Minister a
Stb Ma1' grant of land which he had at lie Royale. Fol. 391. 2 pages,

say 1à P.
November 16 Memorandum concerning the boundaries of Acadia forwarded by
Louisbourg. ' the King's Commissioners to those of His Britannic Majesty. Fol.

393. i p.
October 7, Letter from M. de Puysieulx to the Commissioners of the King of
Brunoy. France, respecting the boundaries of Acadia. Fol. 394. 1 p.
November 17, Copy of a letter written by M. de La Galissonière to M. de Puysieulx.
Paris. Fol. 3495. 3 pages, say 3 pp.
No date. M. Thomas Porée, the Harbor Commissioner for Scatary. Claim-

ing a share of prize money. Fol. 397. 3 pp.
October 10, Sworn deposition of M. John Kouse, Commander of the English
Halifax. sloop of war " Albany," respecting the capture of a French brig.

Fol. 399. 1j page, say 1½ p.
May 10, M. Roma. Continuation of his plans respecting Ile Royale and Ile
La.Martinique St. Jean. Fol. 400 to 427. 52 large pages, say 70 pp.

END OF VOL. 29.-ILE ROYALE.

ILE RoTALE, " CORRESPONDANCE GÉNÉRALE."

1751.
VOL. 30.-M. DES HERBIERs, GOVEaNoa.

C. 11.

1750. M. Des Herbiers, Governor, and M. Prévost, Comptrollor. Ordin-
ance respecting the dispensing of justice in Ile Royale. Fol. 3. 2 pp.

1751. The same to the Minister. Sending him letters from M. de St.
June 28, Ours and the Abbé Le Loutre, with copies of his answers to these
Louiubourg. gentlemen. Fol. 6. 1 p.

1751. Copy of a letter from M. de St. Ours de Chaillon to M. Des Herbiers.
May 23, The Abbé Le Loutre has ransomed three English prisoners, cap-
Beauséjour. tured by the Indians of River St. John. These prisoners have

informed him that the English were waiting for 600 men from
Boston and a fleet from Europe in order to dislodge the French from
Beaubassin. Asks for gun flints. M. de LaVallière expects to be
relieved at the earliest opportunity. Fol. 9. 21 pages, say I p.

1751. Copy of a letter from M. Des Herbiers to M. de St. Ours, in answer
June 9, to the foregoing. He has had no news from France, but everything
Louisbourg. tends to make him believe that the boundary question can only be

settled by cannon. The King of France has been very much
annoyed by the capture of the brigantine " St. François," com-
manded by M. de Vergor, but the King of England has offered every
satisfaction. There is a report of considerable warlike preparations
in England and they must be on their guard. M. de LaVallière cannot
be relieved at the present time. Fol. 7. ý½ small pages, say 1 p.

June ô Copy of a letter from M. Des Herbiers to M. de St. Ours in reply to
Louiabourg. one fro:n the latter (not annexed), of the 12th May. He has no
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1751.* news to give him. He is afraid that the King's vessel which is next
expected to arrive will be too large to proceed to the coast of
Beausêjour. Public report announces the appointment of the sue-
sessor of M. Des Herbiers. M. de Vergor bas been made a Knight of
the Order of St. Louis, and becomes captain in Canada. Fol. 11.
1½ page, say i P.

[NoTI.-Letters by M. Le Loutre with the answers indicated in
that of M. Des Herbierp to the Minister, cited above, are not found
with the preceeding.]

June 26, M. Des Herbiers to the Minister. Sending him a copy of a
Louisbourg. letter from M. de Bonaventure respecting Ile St. Jean, with a copy

of bis answer to M. de Bonaventure. He begs the Minister to grant
a gratuity to the latter. Fol. 13. 1 p.

June u, Copy of a letter from M. Des Herbiers to M. de Bonaventure, in
Loui8bourg. reply to two of bis of the 13th and 14th June. They are going to

send him some provisions. He eau not give him any certain infor-
mation as to the time when he will be relieved. Refueal of the
Acadians to pass over to lie St. Jean because they wait for, as Abbé
Le Loutre writes, a settlement of the boundaries. Fol. 14. 1½ p.

-June is, Copy of a letter from M. de Bonaventure to M. Des Herbiers,lie Saint- respecting the want of food among the Acadians who have taken
Jean, Port refuge on Ile St. Jean. Fol. 16. 6 pages, say 3 pp.

June 14, The same to the same. Respecting the Acadians who now refuse
Port Lajoye. to pass over to Lie St. Jean, because they wait for the settlement of

the boundaries. Fol. 20. 2 pages, say i P.
ày 4, Copy of a letter'from M. Des Herbiers to M. de Bonaventure,
Louiubourg. respecting what has passed on Ile St. Jean during the winter. Fol.

22. 12 pages, say 6 pp.
April 17, Copy of a letter from M. de Bonaventure to M. Des Herbiers,ie St.-ean, respecting what was wanted to carry on the service in a regular
Port Lajoye. manner. Fol. 29. 5 pages, say 21 pp.
June 17, The sane to the same. Respecting the dismantling and winter-
Port Lajoye. ing, at Port Lajoye, of vessels, schooners, &o., laden with the King's

stores to be sent to Ejadaïk to the order of M. de St. Ours, and other
details. Fol. 33. 7 pages, say 3j pp.

June 17, The same to the same. Respecting the want of meat for the
Port Lajoye. population of Ile St. Jean, and other details as to what had passed

during the preceding winter on this island. Fol. 37. 5¼ pages,
say 2j pp.

-June 26, M. Des Herbiers to the Minister. He will remain at Louisbourg
Louisbourg. sufficiently long to give the necessary instructions to the officer who

will replace him, fHe is uneasy about the frigate which left France
at the beginning of March in order to bring him orders. Fol. 41.
2 pages, say l p.

June se The same to the same. The English have made no further
Louisbo'urg. attacks upon the French posts in Acadia. He will do all in bis

power to favour the transplanting of the Acadians. It will be
necessary to look to the settling of the boundaries of Acadia as soon
as possible. MM. Jaco and Rouilly, officers, have left for Canada.
The brigantine " St. François " wintered at Louisbourg, but ber crew
has returned to Quebec. Fol. 43. 4 pages, say 3 pp.

Jlune 2e M. Des Herbiers. Copy of his correspondence with M. de La
Louisbourg. Jonquière, respecting the seizure of the English vessels ; reprisals

by the English; Ile Royale, Ile St. Jean and Acadia, &c. Fols. 47
to 91. 46 pages, nearly 40 pp.

Jue 26, The same to the Minister. He has received the King's regulations
Louiabourg. respecting the manual exercise for the infantry. Fol. 92. 1 p.

ccclv
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March 6, M. de St. Ours Dechaillon,commanding the posts of Acadia Letter
Au Lac. to M. Des Herbiers, giving him an account of what had passed in his

posts during the winter. Fol. 96. 4j pp.
May 12, M. Des Herbiers to M. de St. Ours. Respecting the vessels which
Louisbourg. had wintered at Ile St. Jean. Fol. 100. 2j pp.
May 8, Copy of a letter from the Abbé Le Loutre, respecting the provision
Au Lac. to be made for the inhabitants of Acadiù wbo are about to pass over

to Ile Royale and ie St. Jean. à Fol. 104. 7 pages, say 3j pp.
June 1, Copy of the answer from M. Des Herbiers to the Abbé Le Loutre
LOuiebourg. about his request for provisions for the Acadians, whodesire to cross

over to le Royale and Ile St. Jean. Fol. 102. (sic.) l P.-
March6, Copy of a letter from M. de St. Ours Dechaillon. Reasons for which
Au Lac. the " Sans Pareil " has not been able to reach its destination; he has

made it bis duty to build two forts, the one at Point Beauséjour, the
other at Green Bay, where he will wait for all his reinforcements.
Attack made by the Indians on the English. Shipwreck of an
English vessel on the coast of Oneskak. The crew were protected
by the French against the Indians, who held a carnival for four
days owing to the whiskey which formed part of the cargo. He
stove in the casks on the spot. Navigation has been open during
the whole of the winter. Scouting, signals, &c. Fol. 110.
5½ pages, say 41 pp.

Narch 6, The same to M. Des Herbiers. He mentions t him the orders
Au Lac. which M. de La Jonquière has given him about the Indians. Fol.

113. 1½ pagesay i p-
April 4, Copy of a letter from M. Des Herbiers to the Abbé Le Loutre. It
Leuiubourg. bas not been his fault that the latter has not received isooner the

presents for the Indians; and he hopes that they will arrive soon.
Instructions in this matter. Fol 116. 2j pp.

June 29, M. Des Herbiers to the Minister. Ârrival of the " Triton " and
Louxlbourg. the "Gracieuse." He has conferred with M. de la Clue with respect

to the different subjects included in his instructions. He bas stopped
and seized four English vessels as satisfaction for the coets incurred
by His Majesty in the arming of the ship "London " and the
Brigantine " St. François," and the insultoffered to the French flag.
Bad condition of Ile Royale, in consequence of the famine
which reigns throughout Canada. It is necessary that M. de la Clue
should go to Green Bay, in order to convoy there the ships which
should go from thence to Canada. Loss of the Brigantine ' Trinité,"
which was sent to carry provisions from Quebec te River St. John.
Fol. 118. 7j pages, say 4 j pp-

june 7, M. de La Jonquière,Governor General ofOanada,to M. Des Herbiers,
Noutreal. Governor of lle Royale. Giving him instructions in cases where

French frigates should capture Englieh vessels showin g a disposition
te oppose theý pussag of French vossels. Shows his disatisfaction that
PrévoSt has taken upon himself to contradiet bis orders. Instructions
rospecting the capture and sale of the cargo of English vessels.
Arrival of MU. Jano and Brotilli. He bas giv-et orders to M. Taché,
a trader at Quebec, to send two dozen young turkey to M. Des Her-
biers. Revictaalling of Ile Royale and Ile St. Jean. Fol., 181. 5
paàgt* Say 4j pp.

Augnut 19, M. Des Herbiers to the Minister. Count de Raymond who comes toLouiubourg. take bis place has arrived. fle bas handed over the command to hini,.
and given him all possible instructions. Asks for a settlement
of his salary. Fol. 184. 3 pages, say là p-
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1751.
tober 7, M. des Herbiers to the Minister. Gives an account of his passage

'Dubard the and of bis arrivai in France. Asks for a settlement of his salary.
"Ronrenx9' Fol. 186. P.I the0 road-
hbad of lie
' Aix.

june 24, M. Prévost, comptroller,to the Minister. Shipwreck and ioss of the
Ioiebourg. brigantine "Trinité," sent from Quebec to carry to lie St. Jean war

stores and provisions. Attack made by the Indians of Acadia on
the English near the town of Halifax. First arrival of ships of
the season. Fol. 189. 5 pages, say 4 pp.

J'Ile 26 The same to MMI. de La Jonquière and Bigot. Ditails respecting the,
Louisbolurg. capture by the English of the brigantine " St. François," commanded

by M. de Vergor. Praises the latter and bis officers. Injury which is
about to be caused to Il a Royale by the impedinients to trade raised
by Lord Cornwallis. Fol. 192. 5 pp.

Rae 26 The same to the same. Respecting the scarcity of provisions.
Lolisbourg. Fol. 195. 4½ pages, say 4î pp.
'IQu1e 26, The same to the same. General return of the census of the
Liibourg. troops of the garrison, officers' families, permanent residents of Ile

Royale and Ile St. Jean, for wbose subsistence it is necessary to
provide. (I all 7,526 persons.) Fol. 198. 1 p.

'11y 29, The same to the same. Respecting the jurisprudence followed,
Oiabourg. on the occasion of cases of insolvency, between creditors residing

in the colony and those residing in France. Fol. 203. 3k pages,
say 2à pp.

&ust 19 The same to the same. The "Triton " bas escorted as far as
Ouisbourg. Cap de Sable, a boat laden with goods saved from the brigantine

" Trinité " to carry them to River St. John. The " Fidèle " has
returned from River St. John. Arrival ot the " Heureux," with M. de
Raymond, the new Governor. Works upon the fortifications and
on the roads of communication in lie Royale. Fol. 207. 4 pages,.
say 2 pp.

tember 9, The same to the same. Arrivai of provisions for furnishing the
oisbourg. stores. List of passengers on the ships. Return of M. Franquet

from his tour of inspection. Fol. 212. 3½ pages, say 3 pp.
The same to the same. Quarrel which bas taken place between

Stftaber i, M. de Couzinière and Sieur Druillon. Departure of the first for
'bourg. France and of the second for Canada. Fol. 215. p.
e ber Io, The same to the same. Soldiers sent back te France. Fol. 216.

urt. 1 page, say à P.
>,ember 30, The same te the same. Respecting the general government of

Is@bourg. the colony. Fôl. 219. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
ober 14, Thesame te the same. Departure of the King's ships " Heureux,"

bourg. " Triton " and " La Gracieuse " Incidents which have marked the
refitting and the departure of the first, which wa obliged to leave
behind one of ita boats. aa a portionof its crew. Fol. 221., 6

etober is Bay. to thesame. iRes ating the wintering -at Louiabourg
rg. of the frigpte " la Fidèle" Fol.22Ï 1 P.

br The same te the same. Respecting th. repaire ta the house of
bourg. M. DaVivier. FoL22,7. p.

Extract from the registers of the King's Hospital at Louisbourg.
Showing the attendance of the soldiers of this garrison for the three
last months of IT, and the first nine of 1752. (These two tables
give the names of the captains of each company.) Fois. 230,
and 231. 3 pp.
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November 1, M. Prévost to Minister. Respecting food supplies. He bas made use
Louisbourg. of the subsistence granted to the refugee Acadians on the basis of 3,000

persons, " because the total number of these new inhabitants amouts
this year to 2,200 souls on the two islands, and if the transmigra-
tion continues until the settlement of the boundaries, it is probable
that the number of refugees will even exceed the estimate which
bas been made." Fol. 233. 3 pages, say 2. PP•

November 4, The same to the same. Respecting the hydrographical observatioB
Louisbourg. of M.Dollabarats on the shores of the port ot Louisbourg. Foi.250. 1 P•
November 6, The same to the same. About the return to France of the transport
Louisbourg. "La Chèvre," commanded by M. Le Large, on board which vo 8

there crossed to France, MM. de Gourville, father and son, and l•
Chabot. Fol. 252. k P.

November 11, Tho same to the sanie. Complaints made against MM. Lartige,
Louibourg. father and son, and M. Séguin. Fol. 254. 8 pages, say 6 PP•
November 12, The same to the same. Details respecting the hospital. Fol. 259•
Louisbourg. 4½ pages, say 3k PP.
November 13, The same to the same. List written in the margin of the mattero
Louisbourg. within the control of his office. Asks for promotion. Fol. 202 to

266. 6 pages, say 4 PP'
November 14, The same to the same. Allotment of the coal necessary for tbe
Louisbourg. troops,and the other needs of the service. Necessity lor the sending

out of experienced miners. Fol. 267. 5 pages, say 4 PP'
November 15, The same to the same. Details respecting the troops and prO0O"
Louisbourg. tions to be made. Fol. 270. 3 pages, say 3 P'
November 16, The same to the same. Details respecting the food supplies Of th
Louisbourg. Colony. Fol. 273. 10 pages, say s p
November 28, The same to the same. Details respecting the condition of Port
Louisbourg. joye. The inhabitants, cultivation of the land, the grants,&c.,and abolet

le St. Jean generally. The population is about two thousand peroD5'
&c. Asks for a harbour pilot for Port Lajoye, a chief clerk for 110 Stý
Jean (M. Des Goutins being in a dying condition), and a survelor
Fol. 294. 14J pages, say 10 pp

November 29, The same to the sanie. Departure of M. de Montalembert,
Louiubourg. despatches, on the store ship the "Seine." Fol. 302.
December 3, The same to the same. The frigate "la Fidèle " winters in a c05 9
Louisbourg. Dumenil ; necessity for erecting a shed at this place. Propo 8es tbg

this frigate should convey, in the spring time, M. Franquet to Gas
in the Bay des Chaleurs, &c., and to Quebec. Fol. 304. 8 pageot
say 6 PPr

December 12, The same to the same. Respecting the synopses of accouni for
Louisbourg. the years 1749 and 1750. Pol. 309. 12 pages, say 9

The same to the same. Asking for promotion. Fol. 332. 2 P4 '
December 15, say :1 P'
Louisbourg. ay
December 15, The same to the same. Asking for a furlough in order to pr
Louisbourg. to France. Fol. 334. 2 pages, say
December 28, The same to the same. Respecting the salaries of MaL de la
Louiubourg. sinière and Hertel, ensigns. Asks for seven bakers in order tO rPS38.

those who have gone back to France, and one armourer. Fol .
4j pages, Bay

END OF VOL. 30.- ILE ROYALE.
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ILE ROYALE-CORREsPONDANcE GÉNIÉRALE.

1751.
VOL. 31.-M. D RAYOND, GOVERNOR.

1751. C. 11.
&<Ovemiber ii, M. Prévost, Comptroller, to the Minister. Acknowledges the receipt
toibourg. of letters of pardon granted to the men named François Bouiller

dit Lisbonne, François Turcot dit Verse-à-boire, and Michel
Jouïre dit Belle-fleur, soldiers who have deserted. Fol. 3. 1 p.

1Pteaber 14, MM. de Raymond,Governor, and Prévost, Comptroller. Regulation
"'bourg. ordering the ifhabitants to provide themselves with four and

biscuits from the ships in the harbour of Louisbourg. Fol. 5. 1 p.
4kUry 27, MM. Des Herbiers and Prévost. Ordinance fixing the place where"Ebourg. the parish church for the harbour of Petit Laurembec shall be built.

(The two plans of Laurembec and la Baleine must be copied). Fol.
6. 2 pp.&Pri1 14, Count de Raymond to the Minister. Proposing to him a surveyor for

' Ile Royale. Fol. 11. 2 Emall pages, say 1 p.
flay 12, The same to the same. Respecting his coming journey to Ile Roy-gonie,1me• aie. Foi. 12. i p.

ay 25, The same to the same. He will leave on the day after to-morrowsAQIouleôme. for Rochefort. He is bringing with him two surveyors and a sur-
geon. A great number of people have offered to go out with him.
Fol. 13. 2j emall pages, say 1i p.•G12, The same to the same. He has received his instructions and ishrt. just about to leave. Asks for a gratuity of 20,000 livres. Praises the
courtesy which he bas received from M. Magnemara. Recruits sent
to Ile Royale. Fol. 15. 3 pp.

. e 18, The same to the same. Gives an account of his passage across,
boabrd%0 and of the condign punishment suffered by a soldier who had excited
eureux."Y the others to revolt. The passing took fifty days. Be has been

thoroughly well treated by M. do Caumont, as well as by M. de
Ville, who commands as second officer. Soldiers sent back to
France. Fol. 17. 3 pp.

' 7, The same to the same. Good reception given to him by M. Desurg. Herbiers. Praises the latter. Inspection and preliminary measures.
He has sent M. Dangeac with his company to Port Dauphin. Details
respecting the troops. The crossing to France of Lieutenant Belle-
fosse. Praises M. Prévost. Fol. 19. 10 pages, say - 7 pp.

Qtoist 20, The same to the same. While playing billiards MM. Druillon and
bourg. de la Cousinière came to high words, and the first struck the second,

who was in tne wrong, with his sword. He sonde M. de la Cousinière
to France and despatches M. Druillon to Canada. Fol. 25. l pages,
sb, Bay 1 p.

br1 The same to the same. He has given orders to the commander
of the " Gracieuse," M. Saurin, to escort a schooner from Canada,
laden with provisions, as far as River St. Jean; but, owing to the
want of a skiiful pilot, the frigate could only proceed as far as Sable
Island. Fol. 27. 1 P.

~ber 13, The same to the same. MM. Chabert and Disier have arrived,
oorg- and will accompany M. La Clue to the Azores. Fol. 29. 1p.

L boer 1s, The same to the same. M. La Clue left for France in the "Graci-
org. euse," without escorting, as far as Sable Island, the schooners sent

%ptembe from Canada to the River St. John. Fol. 31. i p.
LO1i8bour 'gaS The same to the same. Respecting the gratuity of 2,000 livres

which he asked for. Fol. 33. 1 p.
ecelix
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Septemb r26, Count de Raymond to the Minister. Prolongation of the furlough
Louisbourg. of Captain de Pensons. M. Du Fresny expects an ensigncy of tho

second rank. Promotion of ensigns to second grade. M. Franquet
put the finishing touch to his plans of fortifications. Fortified posts
erected at Ile St. Jean. New slaughter house erected at Louis-
bourg, &n. Fol. 35. 5j pages, say 4j PP•

October 1, The same to the same. He bas just finished a tour through the
Louisbourg. island, and reports that ho bas a favorable impression of itl

Fol. 38. 1 P•
November 4, The same to the same. Ie bas received the provisions and the
Louisbourg• reinforcements asked for. M. Franquet is going to send the pla»

of the fortifications which ho bas drawn. English prisoners. The
King's vessels sent this year have much impressed the English.
There are five English war vessels at Halifax. Need ofcoast pilOtO'
Asks that MM. de Cherizey and Caumont ho appointed commandeor
of the vessels whicb will come out next year. M. Macarty bs
bas returned from Green Bay where all was quiet, as well as at
Beauséjour. Ho has caused the port of Justaucorps on the islad
lying to the west of lie Royale to ho sounded. It can hold 20 large
vessels of war and many ships. He asks for enlisted soldiers. Sale
of four captured English vessels. He asks leave to appoint ble
secretary M. Pichon, the King's Counsel for the Admiralty, at Louis'
bourg, in the interests of the trade. Fol. 47. 9j pages, say 6½ P-

November 4, The same to the same. Favours requested by officers. Fol. 3Loui4bourg. ,Jpages, 3½ PP.
November 4 The same to the same. Supplementary statement for the sche'N
Lonisbourg. for the organization of bodies of troops for Ile Royale. Foh 6

3j pages, say 2 pP..
November4 The same to the same. ietails respecting the troops and tii
Louisbourg. promotions to be made. The Abbé Maillard, missionary, has est»

lished himself on lie de la Sainte-Famille, near Port Toulouse
Necessity for having an interpreter. Fol. 58. 3 pages, say 2½ PP

Beptember 16, The same to the same, Furloughs granted in order to proceed t'
Louisbourg. France. Fol. 60. 2½ pages, say 29
November 19, The same to the same. He bas caused the Micmacs from1 ;
Louisbourg. Royale and those from Naltigoniche to come to him, and bas bou

them to send one of their nation as a deputation to the Indian:s
Acadia, in order to persuade the latter to break the peace which
the have concluded with the English. Fol. ô2. 2j pages, say 2 PP•

November 20, The same to the same. He sends M. de Montalembert as the bearer
Louisbourg. of despatches. Transmits samples of grain, as well as a sqer

totgUy different from those in France. Asks for the portrait5'
the Minister. Fol. 64. 3î pages, say 3 PP

November 24, The same to the same. Respecting the fortifications and tI
Louisbourg. plans of M. Franquet. Fol. 56. ô pages, say 3 pp
December 12, The same to the same. Details respecting the troops. FoL 69#
Louisbourg. 94 pages, say I
December 12 Menorial from M. Armand-François Maizière de Maisoncel
Leulabourg. ' Setting foxth his record of service, and claiming his former rAnIk t

which ho bad a right as an offcer. Fol. 74. 3 PP
Decoember 12, Anowerto this memorial by M. Duchambon and other. pe
Louiubourg. Fol. 76.

1150. E ltraots from a letteir written by MN Rouillé to M. Dee Herb
June l'e respcg.the promotion of offieers, Fol. 77. 2j pages, BAY 21*

•nio Reply to the mnemorial from the captains, who hae arrived fr
December 12 France, made by the captains of the Colony, which M.de La Yaàl
Louisbourg. has signed, as representing the other captains. FoL 79. 3-PPr
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Dee be r 12, Memorandum from M. Baptiste-Philippe d'Estimauville de Beau.
oU1iibourg. ' mouchel, claiming his former rank as an officer. Fol. 81. 2 pages,

spy l½ pp.
becember 12, Memorandum, with marginal notes, by M. de Raymond, respecting
Loiisbourg. the claims of other officers. Fol. b3. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
rOecmber il, Memorandum from M. de Raymond, respecting the length of

ouisbourg- service of officers. Fol. 85. 9k pages, say 7 pp.
ncnmber 12, Memorandum from various officers, respecting their claims in

Lsbourg. this matter. Fol. 90. 5 pages, say 4 pp.
12 Another memorandum, on the saine matter. Fol. 93. 2 pp.

?tmber il Memorandum respecting the clothing, arming, and equipping of
afsbourg. ' the troops of lie Royale. Fol. 94. 7 pages, say 6 pp.
o'ember 13, M. de Raymond to the Minister. Respecting the work to be done
4isbourg. in the fort and to the fortifications, aud the gratuity to be granted to

MM. Rosse and Chaton, surveyors. Fol. 98. 3 pp.
mber 14, The same to the sane. Suggestions and schemes. Fol.
abourg. 102. î½ p.

bmber 15, The same to the same. Departure of M. de Cabauac, for France,
bourg- with the plkns of M. Franquet. Wintering of the frigate " Fidèle."

She will be very useful in the spring. Plundering of the
schooner " Marie," by the Engliah. His hopes of being able to break
the peaoe between the Indians of Acadia and the English. The
destination of theI "Fidèle." Fol. 104. 10 pages, say 61 pp.

1-ber 8, Extract from the registers of the Admiralty Office at Louis.
%bourg, bourg respecting the plundering of theI " Marie " by the English.

Fol. 110. 0 pp.
btàerb 1, M. l'abbé Maillard to M. dQ ltayçnond. The Indians have carried

la ste. away a good impression of M. de Raymond. René has left for the
River St. John to fulfil his mission. Fol. 116. 1 p.

> 4aber 20, M. Boucher, the engineer, to the Minister. Statement of the
shorg. repairs made and to be made to the fortifications, and to thie oiil

buildings. Fol. 118. 64 pages, ay 4 pp.
ber n, The sane to the same. On the same subject. Asks for a for-
-urg. lough. Fol. 122. li page, say 1 p.

M. Franquet, the engineer. Thanks the Minister for the com-
or mission of colonel which he has given him. Fol. 131. i p.l'en r 12, The same to the sane. Gives an account of a tour of Ile

bu"ur. Saint-Jean, whiuh he has just made, and of his visit to Fort Beausé-
jour. " The troops on both aides keep themselves on the alert and in
such a position as to b. able to repel by force any operations-which
well establisied relations would suspend. The English, annoyed
by the insulta given by the Indians up to the time of the departure
of Abbé Le Loutre for Quebec, bave with difficulty been persuaded
that the Indians have not been tampered with and rendered hostile
by the French commandant." Refdections on the remainder of
his voyage. fle counts Ùpon leaving for Quebec in the month of
June. Fol. 32. 7 fageà, say 5 pp.

ibo r 24 The same to the sane. Letter respecting the improvements and
repairs to the works at Louisbourg. PoL 136 to 143. 14 pages,
say 11pp.

tl b1 l, The same to the same. Letter and memorandum respecting the
o work to be executed on the covered way, and the slips in the

harbour of Louisbourg. FoL. 150 to 154. 8 pages, say 6à pp.

1ot M. Querdisien, Commissary, to the Minister. dritical position lâ

coolxi
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1751. wbich Louisbourg is placed. They are preparing to defend thern'
selves. Fol. 222. 1 P.

(This letter ought evidently to have been placed further on.)
December 2, M. Querdisieu to the Minister. Asks for the command of Port
Louisbourg. Dauphin. Re will bring there more than 60 Acadian families. FOl

224. 1 P•

June 5 Captain Dubaget. He is ready to recross to Ile Royale and
Rochefort. will go without taking the waters. Fol. 226. I P
October 9, M. Séguin, comptroller. Asks the Minister to ratify the furlough
Rochefort. which he bas given to M. Prévost, to enable him to cross to France.

Fol. 228. i P•
November 18, M. d'Olabaratz, port captain, to the Minister. Asks for a
Louisbourg. increase of salary and for employment for his eldest son. Fol.

231. 2Î pages, say 2 pp'
December 11, The same to the same. Respecting the port of Louisbourg, and
Louisbourg. the staff required for it. Fol. 233. 2 pp.
December 15, The same to the same. Asks for a stop in rank for bis son,aan6
Louisbourg. that ho should assist him as aide-de-camp in the harbour. Fol•

235. iP•
November 21, M. de Loppinot, second Major. Asks for promotion. Fol.
Louisbourg 237. 1à P.
December 31, The officers of the Admiralty at Louisbourg to the Minister. Re'
Louisbourg. pecting trade and the fisheries. Fol. 240. 2 pages, say 1½ P•
November 4, The Sisters of Charity to the Minister. Yarious requests con-
Louisbourg. cerning their hospital. Fol. 249. 2½ large pages, say 3 pPé
September 10, M. Nicolas Gantier. Represents to the Minister that he ha$
Louisbourg. arrived to settle on Ile St. Jean with his family and other Acadians,

to the number of from 200 bo 300 families, with their cattle ;ibut

they require grain with which to sow their lands. Asks for tle
position of port captain. Fol. 251. 11 P•

1751. Extract from a letter written by M. de Mirepoix to M.de Puyieulk
March 25, and a memorandum furnisbed by the latter to the Council of State,
London. respectin g the attitude of the two Cro-ns on the subject of Acadi8•

Sketch of the latest events in this Province, and on the coastOf
le Royale. Measures taken by the two Governments to maintafin
their supremacy in this part o f North America. Reproaches cast
upon the French by Lord Cornwallis. In conclusion, copies of the
instructions from M. Rouillé to M. de La Jonquière. Fols. 253 tO
262. 19 pages, say 12 pp•

END oF VOL. 31.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE RoYALE-CORREsPoNDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1752.

VOL. 32.-M. DE RAYMOND, GovERNoR.

C. 11.

1752. MM. de Raymond, Governor, and Prévost, Comptroller, to the MXi'
June 11, ister. They have received despatches from the Court by the troop shipLouisbourg, " Chariot," commanded by M. de Salaberry. They send back 1,045

bad muskets to France, in order to have them repaired or replaced.
Fol. 3. 2 pages, say 4 P,

1752. The same to the same. Respecting Baron du Hart,who bas gone toJuxie 12. ak
Louisbourg Ile Royale in order to settle hi affluairs, and who desires ato jtahe

coal for bis vessels. Fol. 5. P.
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1752.
n1e 12, MM. de Raymond and Prévost to the Minister. Respecting the

Lunibourg. sad plight of lie Royale and Ile St. Jean owing to food having
become scarce. Fol. 6. 2½pages, say 2 pp.

ioYember 19, The same to the same. About the advi nces made to the inhabi-
LOnisbourg. tants and the repayments to be made by them. Fol. 9. 4 pages,

say 3½jpp.
*fO1ember 19, The same to the same. They ask that the despatch of supplies
Lonisbourg. of flour be hurried forward, and that a bell, which they sent to

France to be cast, be returned to them. Fol. 12. 3 pages, say 2j pp.
loember 20, The same to the same. Arrival of M. Le Breçon, engineer, and
LOloIbourg- his two sons, by the " Perle." Fol. 15. li p.
XOVemiber 20, The same to the same. Respecting the fortifications and certaintOtibourg- bouses which private persons have built immediately opposite

ther. Fol. 16. 1 p.
19eember 2, The same to the same. Respecting the assistance in rations to-
Lonisbourg. be given to the officers,and the salary of an interpreter. Fol. 18. 2 pp.
pebruary 7 The same to the same. Regulations forbidding certain games.
LouJibourg'. Fol. 20. . p.

The same to the sarne. Regulation forbidding private persons to
Otober 31, allow their cattle to wander at large in the King's highways. Fol.

LOisbourg. 21. 1 p.
October 26, The same to the same. Ordering the inhabitants to provide
LO8liabourg. themselves with flour from the vessels which lie in the harbour.

Fol. 22. 1 .oanuary ro, M. de Raymond to the Minister. Respecting the necessity forLOI•sbourg, d'Olabaratz having sailors and boats for the harbour service. Asks
for promotion for the son of M. d'Olabaratz. Fol. 24. 3 pp.

1752. Memorandum by M. d'Olabaratz. Showing the profit which would
accrue to the King in buying five ships for making voyages, and
performing the necessary transport service for His Majesty in the
colony. Fol. 26. 6î pp.1753_(si.) The same. Order for bidding the captains of vessels to receive
any person whomsoever on board, and to carry them out of the
colony. Fol. 30. 1 p.

1752. M. de Raymond to the Minister. The vessel of Baron du Har is
LiouryIg. going to leave the harbour this very day. As it is the birthday of the

Minister he will hold in bis honour a grand reunion of the notables
of the place. Enumeration of the requests which he bas made.
Fol. 31. 1 p

April 8 T h e same to the same. Announcing that he bas been sick,
Louisbourg. but has recovered. Fol. 32. 1 p.
Jane 16, The same to the same. Public rejoicings at Louisbourg. Fol.

oitsbourg. 33. 2 pages, say 1p.
uae 18, The same to the same. Respecting the instructions from the

Louisbourg. court relating to the English deserters, whom it is ncce8sary to
send to France. Fol. .14. 1 p.

Jne 18, The same to the same. Respecting the fortifications and the de.
Louisbourg. fence of Louisbourg, Departure of M. Franquet for Canada, on

the 15th of June. Fol. 35. 2 pages, say 1½ p.
june 28 The same to the same. New information advises him that the
Loniabo'urg. Englislh are making great preparations in view of a coming war.

Statement of the English forces at Halifax (2,600 men.) Fol. 37.
2 pages, Say 1½ P.

Setember 1o, Ihe same to the same. MM, d'Aillebout and Prévost have
.oliubourg. granted permission for the obi. ining of flour and pork from New

England. Slaughter bouse erected at Louisbourg. Fire at the
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1752. coal mines. M. d'Estimauville loses some personal effects there.
He complains bitterly of M. Prévost, and of his intrigues agailnst
him. Fol. 39. 6j pages, say. 5 pp.

September 17, M. de Raymond to the Minister. M. de Sérigny having beenl
Louisbourg. commanded to escort two schooners to Sable Island, has shirked

going there. Reflections on his conduct. Fol. 43. 2½ pages, say 2 pP.
September 22, The same to the same. Gives an account of his tour of inspc'
Louisbourg. tion to River and Lake Miré. Excellence of the land in that quar-

ter. Fol. 45. 1 P.
Oçtober 9 The same to the same. He is going to send to France twelvO
Louisbourg. Irish soldiers who have desorted. Purchase of a cargo of provi-

sions brought by an Englishman. The pntting into harbour of
the' Etoile-de-Mer," at Louisbourg. Arrival of the " ultano." Fol.
46. 3 pp.

October 10, The same to the same. Lengthy complaints against M. Prévost.
Louisbourg. Fol. 48. 6 pages, say ô pp.
October 26, The same to the same. Enumerates his services and asks for the
Louiabourg. " cordon rouge." Fol. 52. 31 pages, say 2 pp.
Novenber 5, The same to the same. Asks for a gratuity of 5,000 livres. o0l-
Louisbourg. plains of the manner in which M. Prévost has made him pay 2,000

francs in advance,-of which 1,000 was by bill of exchange. DOCa-
menta in support. M. Prévost alleges that ho was not bound to makO
him acquainted with the state of the public moneys. Fol. 64 to 57•
5 pages, say 41 PP•

November 10, The same to the same. The regulation respecting precedence ot
Louisbourg. officers has caused a lively sensation. Fol. 58. 2 pages, say I P•
November 12, The same to the same. Clearings and buildings 'n the neighbotr-
Loul*ourg. hood of Louisbourg. Asks for a grant. Mines discovered on the

Spanish Bay aide. Fol. 60. 2 pages, say 1i Pl
1751 (sie.) The same to the same. Copy ot the deed of purchase of the land

October 10. and dwelling of M. de Brouillan made by M. de Raymond; and coP1
Louibourg. of the deed of concessiori in favour of M. de Brouillan. Fol. 62 to 65.

6 PP.

1752. The same to the same. Repairs to be made to the fortifientionsl-
o 19, The beautifying of Louisbourg. Necessity for making a settleient

Louisbourg. at Spanish Bay. Fol. 66. 10 pages, say 8 pP•
November 24, The same to the same. Respecting the troops and the ofoOle
Louisbourg. Fol. 72. l0 pages, say 8 PP'
November 24, The same to the same. Remarks about the company sent O%
Louiabourg. from lie Royale to garrison the posta at Point Beauséjour.

Fol. 78. 1 P•
November 24, Letters from several officers to accompany the foregoing one re-
Louiubourg. specting their former rank. Fol. 79. 2 pages, say Il P'

1752. Another letter from other officers on the same subject. Fol. 81. 1 P"
1752. M. de Raymond to the Minister. ]Remarks about the cruisers at

lNoeinr 2' Ile Royale, &c. Fol. 82. 3 pages, ay 2j PP•
November 30, The same to the same. Respecting the want of flour. FoL. 8•
Louiebourg. 2 pages, say
December 4, The saie to the same. Details respecting the troops. Fol. 86.
Louisbourg. 2 pages, say i P
DaCember 4, The same to the same. If Lieutenant de Bellefobse has got Over
Loulisbourg. his touchy disposition, ho will see him return, with pleasure, to the

Colony, for ho is a talented offcer. Fol. 88. 2j pages, say 2 PP.

December 4 The same to the same. The necessity of increasing the trOOPS
Iouisbourg. Fol. 90. ii p*
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1752.
eber 5 M. de Raymond to the Mimister. Praise of Sieur Laroque, a sur-

Louisbourg' veyor. Recommends that he be granted a certificate as an assistant
engineer ; asks for a 4th surveyor. Fol. 92. 6 pages, 4 pp.

LrUbeber 10, The same to the same. Artillery and war material. Fel. 98. 4 pp.
DOceMber 16, The same to the same. Displacement of M. Lartigue, a Rtoie
lOuisbourg. keeper, condemned. Praise of M. Lartigue. Fol. 99. 3 pages, 2J pp.
DectInber 16 Letter of M. Séguin to M. de Raymond, as to the dismissal of
toulibourg. M. Lartigue, store-keeper. Fol. 101. là p.
'une 4, M. Prévost, Commissary, to Minister. Explanations as to a yearly
LOUisbourg. rental due to the heirs of M. Pierre-Alain de La Mothe, formerly a

trader at Louisbourg. Fol. 104. 2 pp.
-une , The same to the same. Wintering of " La Fidèle," a vessel which
LQisb'ourg. had snffered great damage. Fol. 106 to 108. 4 pages, 3 pp.ne6e. The same to the same. Rejoicing for the birth of the Due de

LDuýibourg. Bourgogne. Fol. 110. î p.
J 10, The same to the same. Supply of provisions. Fol. 112. 2 pp.sil'bemrg.

Jiae 14 The same to the same. Insufficiency of provisions sent out that
Labo'urg. year. Foi. 114. 8 pages, 6 pp.

e 13, The saime to the same. Statement of provisions sent out fron
&OXisbourg. France for the support of the inhabitants of Ile Royale, in 1752.

Fol. 119. 1 p.
ince l The same te tIh same. Deficiency of provisions for the support

L-11sburg. of the inhabitants of Ile Royale, from lt June, 1752, to 3 1st NIay,
1753. Fol. 121. 1 p.

ta te The same to the same. Ras chartered a vessel to take M. Fran-
4ïOg- quet to Canada. He is to make observations during the voyage.

Pol. 122. 1 P.
The same te the same. The King's transport " Chariot " has

abourg. arrived and je ready to sail again. Persons going to France on that
veasel. Fol. 124. 2 pages, .t p.

2, Letter from thr Minister te M. de Raymond. Yearly gratuity of
~';èlgae. 26 iires granted te widow Oarrerot, mother.in-law of M. Prévost.

Fol. 152. 1 p.
Jaw ag M. Prévost te the Minister. SaiHig of " La Fidèle." Arrivai 0f

dimbourg. " Fripoene," " Aigle " and "Chèvre." Fol. 153. li p.
1752 'I he same to the same. Distribution of flour sent out from France.
neu l, Has found it necessary to get flour from New Engtand, in which ho
"bourg. was opposed by M. de Raymond. He alseo refused to send te their

destnation the two companies ta be teat there £rom De R&oyraM.
Expense involved. Fol. 155. 8 prges, G ppmes, IC Letter from Intendant Bigot to M. Prévost. As to supply of

LÏishoburg. provisions for the colony. Fol. 160. 1) p.
&liuâat 19, M. Prévost to the Minister. An English vessel, the " Round," bas

UUisbourg. touched at Louisbourg in order to deliver to M. de Raymond a
farewell letter from M. Cornwallis, who returns to England.
Fol. 161. li p.'80naber 10, The sanie te the same. Two English schooners captured by th

iabourg. Micmac Indians. Fol. 163. 6 pa es 4 pp.
IQi'tber 14, The saine to the same. Defen s himself against charges made

iOurg- against him by M. de Raymond, and asks for an opportunity to
justify himseUf Fol. 167. 2 p.

se , The same to the same, concerning the troops. Fol. 171. 6
44bourg. pages, pp.
4 s The same to the same. Sailing of the vessl. " Aigle," "F riponne'
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'. and " Fidèle " for France. Praise of M. Macarthy, commander of
the latter vessel. Fol. 175. 4 pages, 3 pp.

October 18, M. Prévost to the Minister. Farloughs granted by M. de Raymond
Louisbourg. with leave to go to France. Fol. 178. 2 pp.
October 24, The same to the same. Provisions and supplies needed. Fol. 180.
Louisbourg. 4 pages, 3 pp.
October 25, The same to the same. Sudden death of M. de Gannes, retired
Louipbourg. Major, at the residence of M. de Raymond. Fol. 191. i P.
November 15, he same to the same. Management of the hospital. Encruach'
Louibourg. mente of M. de Raymond. Fol. 193 6 pages, 4J pP.
November 16, The sane to the same. Fire at the coal mine. Indemnity to
Louiabourg. soldiers for loss of effects sustained by them at the said fire. Brick•

yard at Baie des Espagnols. Miners wanted. Fol. 199. 4 pages, 2J pp.
November 17, The same to the sane. Asks for promotion. Ras sent bis
Louiebourg. brother to France. Fol. 203. 3 pages, 1 p.
November 17, The same to the same. Special gratuity for M. de Surlaville, A
Louisbourg. major in the army. Advances to M. de Raymond and discontent

expressed by him. Fol. 205 to 209. 7 pages, 5 pp.
November 21, The same to the same. As to flour purchased abroad. Rui,
Louisbourg. molasses, pork and flour to be sent to Acadia. Fol. 210. 7

pages, 5 PI>
November 21 The same to the same. Abstracts from letters of M. de MalmaiD,
Louisbourg. acting commissary in Acadia, dated 16th October, 1752. As to provi-

sioning the French posta in Acadia, and as to the haughty manner ili
which, as it appears, M.de Raymond treats M. Prévost. Fol. 214 tO
217.7 pages, 3

The same to the same. Cadets enrolled as soldiers by order of M.ld
Novembur 23, Raymond. List of soldiers discharged. Asks for a head clerk'SLoniabourg. certificate for his brother. Fol. 218. 3 pages, 2 pp.
September 27, The same to the same. Condition of IDe St. Jean. Sieur Rome
Louisbourg. not a fitting person te replace M. de Goutins. Ie is not of a concili-

ating character. Statement of cattle lost by the inhabitants Gf 110
. St. Jean. by sickness and want of fodder, during the winter of 1751-

1752. Fol. 220. 12 pages, 8 pp.
Deceniber, 5 The same to the sane. Provisions received from France and
Louisbourg.' from foreign countries. Receipts and expenditure for 1749-50-51-

52. Fol. 231. 16 pages, 10 pp.
December 6, The same to the same. As to certain persons employed at 11
Louisbourg. Royale. Fol. 240. 3 pages, 2 pp-
December 13, The same to the same. Passengers for France. Fol. 242. 1½ p.
Louisbourg.
December 13, The same to the sane. Provisions and finances.. Fol. 244.
Louisbourg. pages, 5½ pp.

The same to the same. Four letters. Work and repairs to forti-
From June to fications of Louisbourg. Asks for leave of absence in order to go to
October, France, &c. Fol. 259 to 270. 15J pages, 10 pp.
Louisbourg. M. Franquet, engineer, to the Minister. Asks leave to take with

au g. him to Quebec M. Laroque, a surveyor, a young man of talent
whom ho wishes to train as an engineer. Fol. 272, 1 P.

May 25, The same to the same. As te the means of attacking the Englishl
Louisbourg. in Acadia. Fol. 280, 3½ pages, 2½ pP•

1752. The sane to the sane. Remarks on Ile St. Jean. Fol. 283. 6
pages, 4J PP'

June 12, The same to the same. Redoubts which M. de Raymond pro-
Louisbourg. vosed to construct on the coasts of le Royale. Memoir on 1le

Royale and his voyage to Canada. Fol. 287. 6 pages, 4 pP&
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1752.
June 12, M. Franquet to the Minister. Coast redoubts proposed by M. de
Louisbourg. Raymond. Fol. 291. 7 pages, 5 pp.

arch -, Memorial, unsigned. Fortifications of île Royale. Sieur Fran-
Louisbourg. quet, &c. Fol. 295. 4à pp.
August8, M. Séguin, controller, to Minister. His voyage across and arrival

o'aisbourg. at Louisbourg. Fol. 298. j p.
4prii 8, The same to the same. Io about to set sail for lie Royale on
Ichefort. board the " Chèvre." Fol. 300. à p.
Neeraber 2, The same to the same. M. Prévost places obstacles in the way of
Louisbourg. hie assuming hie position as controller. Fol. 302. 4J pages, 3½ pp.
'Otober 10, M. d'Olabaratr, port captain,to the Minister. M. de Raymond oblig-
Luibourg. ed him to accompany him to lie St. Jean and caused, by so doing,

the loss of the port barge. Fol. 316. 2J pages, l p.
January 20 Major de Loppinot asks that the rent of stores leased by him to the
Loxlisbourg. King be increased, and that he may be entrusted with the des-

patches when he goes to France. Fol. 319. 1 p.
October 22, Assistant Major Duhaget to the Minister. Asking for the majority.
LOuisbourg. Fol. 322. j p.
JanUary 8. M. Desherbiere, ex-Governor of le Royale to the same. Asks for
LOuisbourg. payment of the balance of hie salary and a pension from the Order

of St. Louis. Praises Sieur Johnston, ensign at Ile Royale. Fol.
324. là p.

March 19. The same to the same. Reiterates hie request as to hi& salary.Louisbourg. Fol. 327. l p.
December 21, Letter of M. de La Fontaine, lieutenant in the Cabanac Company,
loniabourg• to the same. (1) Asking for a grant of the post of Mingan, with a

memorial in support thereof. Fol. 33u. 2 pp.
ptember 10, Baron d'Huart, proprietor, to the Minister. Is compelled to winter

Louisbourg- in the colony. His co-operation in the establisbment of slaughter
bouses. Meat and flour are now cheaper. Coal mines. Fol.

1752 333. 3 pages, 21 pp.
December 14, Letters from officers of the garrison of Louisbourg respecting
1762, and No- their priorily in rank. Fol. 336 to 347. 10J pages, 8 pp.Yetaber 10, Widow Gautier to the Minister. Two letters as to land taken from1753.
Louiabourg. ber and given to M. de St. Ovide. Fol. 349 to 351. 5 pages, 2J pp,

Jaauary 7, Ordinance respecting the prices of game. Fol. 352. 3J pages. 2J p.
Louisbourg.
April il, Official report as to the deplorable condition of two prisoners
Louisbourg. found in a foui dungeon in the right flank of the Kirg's bastion.

Fol. 354. Il pages, 9 pp.
Mfy 27, Ordinance as to public rejoicings for the birth of the Duke of,Louisbourg. Burgundy. Fol. 360. i p.

END OF VOL. 32.-ILE ROYALEZ

"ILE ROYALE-CORRESPONDANOE GÉNÉRALE."

1753.
VOL. 33.-M. DE RAYMOND, GOVERNOB.

C. 11.
1753. MM. de Raymond and Prévost to the Minister. The " Marie-Anne,"SY25

Louisl'ourg. formerly the " Balance," bas arrived with despatches. Fol. 3. 1 p.
July 14, The same to the same. On the arrivai of M. Franquet work
Louisbourg. on the fortifications will be undertaken. Fol. 4. p.

(1) See my preliminary Report.-J. M.
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October 1, MM de Raymond and Prévost to the Minister. M. de Raymond haS
Louisbourg. taken charge of the 6,000 livres to bedistributed amongst the offlcers.

M. Prévost will settle the matter of the remission on contributions
for 1749. Vessel returned from St. Domingo. Fol. 5. 2j pages, 1½ p.

Octdber 1, The same to the same. Concerning the former owners of lots.
Louiubourg. Lots in the town and round the port bave been bu-it on again. A

eensu8 of the taverne must be made with a.view to fix a rate Of
taxation. Fol. 7. 4j pages, 2 pp.

etomer 1, The same to the same. They will assist M. Darrigrand in his
Ldoisourg. undertaking. Fol. 10. * p.
Oetobèr 1, The same to the sane. Asseitance for the people of Acadit.
Louisbourg. Fol. 12.3 pages, 1ip.
October 1, The same to the same. M. Franquet has Teturned. Work to
Liouishoug. be done on fortifications and public buildings. M. Franquet is

returning to France. Fol. 14. it p.
November 9, MM. d'Aillebout and Prévost. Ordinane respecting taverns.
L*uisbourng. Fol. 17. 1 p.
Noember 12, The same to the Minister. Recommend the granting of e nfr-
Lonluboung. ther sum of6,000 livres for distribution amongst theomfcere. As *0

supplies famnished for offloers and mên. Asking for an increase of
pay for artiilery officers. M. de Pensons is no longer fit for duty.
Ap pointment of a cadet recommended. Fol. 18. 6* pages, 4 pp.

November 14, Th e »am to the eaue. Ask fr -a gratuity of 800 livres for M.
Lntuèbourg. de Villejoin and Dangeac in consideration of expenditure incurrèd

by t*em for the Indians, and in oouaeetion with M. de Raymond's
inspectiona. Fol. 22. 12 pages. 1*p.

Deember 14, The same to the wse. Dyoe to be made at Béewaéjour. Fol.
,Loaibourg. 24. f pages. 4p.
eeeber 14, Memorial aecompanying the foregoing 1ettér. Building of a
Ledtebourg. dyke as proposed to the Court by &bbé Le Loutre. Fol. 28. 14½ pp.
December 14, M. Prévost to MM. Du Quesne and Bigot. Same subject. Fol.
loisbomg. 36. 2 pp.
September 25, The same to MM. de La MrtinèeM , .acaudet and Le Loutre, 6n
Llktsbourg. Oame subjeet. feu. 38i 1 #.
October 2, MM. Frasquet and PrSvost to the Minister. Reduation au
Louiubourg. former prices for work on fortifications. Fol. 43. 1 p.
January 8 M. de Raymond, Governor, to the same. Assistance for M. de Lu
Loaibourg. Boularderie. Praise of that officer. Pension for widow Gautier

mother-in-law of Captain de Goarville and of MX. de Bosredon an'
La Forest, officers. Fol. 48. 5j pages. 4 pp-

The same to the same. Flour asked for by MM. Da Quesne and
LYabourg Bigot. Complains as to M. Du Quesne's course towards him and

asks to be recalled to France, rather than submit to such treatment.
Treatment of English and French deserters. Fol. 53. 4 pp.

May 2 The same to the same. Sends him a copy of a letter written to
Loui; ourg. him by Mme. de Raymond, his cousin, from Xaintes, on the 14th1

January of the same year, respecting anonymous letters sent
from Louisbourg, blaming M. de Raymond and turning bimu
into ridiogle. FoL. 59. 3 pages. Ji p.

May 15, The same to the same. M. de Beaureau asks leave to returu
Louisbourg. to France on account of a wound in the head, which causes

oontinued suffering. Fol. 62. à P-
June 15, The same to the same. Fortifications. M, Boucher, engiaeer, i
Louisbourg. very iR. Fol. 68. 1* P.
June 15, The same to the same. Th anks him for leave to return to FraneO.
Louisbourg. Hopes to set out in Septem aer. Ip the meantime hé will enquire

into the needs of the covong. Po. 65. 31 pages. 2 pp
ecclxil
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1753ne so,' M. de Raymond. Reminds the Minister of the rejoicings he had
Lonisbourg. ordered for the birth of the Dauphin. M. Prévost refused to take part

therein. Fol. 67. 2 pp.
une 28, The same to the same. Baron de, L'Espérance, ensign at St.

Louisobourg. Domingo, asks to be allowed to go to Ile Royale for the benefit of
his health. Fol. 69. ï p,

joi 4, The same to the same. Illness and death of M. Boucher, anLoiiibourg- engineer. Requests that M. Pichon be sent to Beauséjour. Necemsity
of preserving Canceau. Fol. 70. 21 pp.

August 13, Tie same to the same. Asking for relief from the reduction madeLouiobourg. from bis salary. Fol. 73. 3 pp.
Augulst 12, The same to the same. Return of frigate " Thétis." EverythingLouiebourg. reported quiet at Baie.Verte. Fol. 77. 1 p.
kugust 27, The same to the same. fias returned from his visit of inspectionLouisbourg. in Ile Royale. Fol. 78. i p.
%Ptember- The same to the same. Sieur Larcher has had a wooden slip con-
Louisbourg. structed. The works may be injurious to the colony and be used for

foreign trade, which he is suspected of carrying on. Fol 79. 1¾
pages. 1 p.

ORPtemberO, The, same to the, same. Cartel between MM. Du Quesne and
Loqiebourg. Hopson respecting prisoners of war. Fol. 81. 4 pp.
OCtober 1, The same to the same. Fortifinations. Fol. 86. 2 pages. j p.
Octoerg The same tu'the same. From every side ho is informed that the

Louisbourg. English are preparing to attack the colony on the first oppçrtunity.
Fol. 87. 1 p.

OctOber 12, The saine to the same. The troops, promotions and rewarda for
Louisbourg. officers. Fol. 89. 4pp.
Noveraber 7, The same to the same. The harvest of Ile St. Jean has disappointed
Louisbourg. the hopes entertained. A fort needed. Fol. 95. 3 pages& 1- p.
December 28, M. d'Aillebout, Governor, to Minister. M. de La Boularderie came
Louisbourg. near being assassinated by one of his servants, who has been oom-

mitted for trial. Memorial from Sieur Didion respecting bis diffi-
culty with Baron d'Huart. Fol. 97. 1½ pp.

January 1, M. Prévost, Commissary, to the same. Soldiers discbarged.
oflsbonrg. Marriage of soldiers. Complïints against M. de Raymond. German

. village at Miré, Fol. 100. 10 pages. 7 pp.
J!anuary 3, T.he same to the same. Fresh complaints against M. de Raymopd';LAotisbourg. respecting M. de Lartigue and his functions. Fol. 106. 6 pp.

The same to the same. Trade of Ile Royale. Fol. 111. 2 2 ,pp,
January e, The same to the same. The Charity nuns slaughter cattle, to the
Louisbourg. prejudiceofthe contraetersfer supplying meat. Complaints against

M. de Raymond respecting a woundesodier sent to hospital. Fol.
123. 9 pages. 6 pp.

Tha same to the-same. Taree documents respecting the matter
Louisb , of wounded soldiers removed to hospital.. FoL 128 to 131. 4 pp.
January 6, The same to the same. Statement of powder in the colony. Fol.
Loutisbourg. 132. 1 p.

nUuary 7, Thesme to the sagme. Discharge of two soldiers granted by I. deLOisebourg. Ba d 1 

ibrourg.. Themame tt4e same. Warns the.Minister respfcting a letter of
Jikuary 23, of M. deRaymondt against himeself (Prévost). Fol. 140, 3j pp.
L ieyboUrg. The same to the same. Asks fôr advancement. FoL 14a. -p.

fOMary25, The same to th* ame. M. Lartigze goes to France, withoheM*
intervention, bearing letters from M. de Ray mond calculated to-injre»
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1753. him. Fresh encroachments of M. de Raymond on his departmenlt
Fol. 145. 2 pages., 1 P-

May 8, M. Prévost to the Minister. Flour scarce, and what is on hand is of
Louaisbourg. poor quality. M. de Raymond's hostility against him daily in-

creasing. Fol. 147. 5 pages. 3 pP•
May.9, The same to the same. As to applications for provisions for
Lornsbourg. Beauséjour. Fol. 150. 10j pages. 6* pp.
May 11, The same to the same. hxpenditure. Fol. 156. 4 pages. 3 pp.
Louisbourg. The same to the same. Attitude of the Indians towards the
Loinb urg. English. Only about a hundred Micmacs have entered into a

treaty with them. News from Halifax. Fol. 159. 6* pages. 4* pp.
May 14, The same to the same. Soundings off the coast. Fresh difflicultY
Louisbourg. with M. de Raymond. Fol. 163. 9j pages. 6j pP.
May 12, Petition of M. René-Pierre La Chone de Villedez to M. Prévost.
Louisbourg. Demands reparation for insult offered to M. Joseph La Choue,

his nephew, by M. Joseph d'Huart the younger. Fol. 170. 2 pp.
May 19, M. Prevost to the Minister. As to false statements about the
Louisbourg. writer contained in a letter to Minister from M. Brécon, an engineer.

Extract from the said letter. Fol. 172. 9 pages. 6 pp.
June 1, Comte de Raymond. Orders M. Prévost to make him a further
Louisbourg. advance of 2,000 livres on his salary for 1753. Fol. 178. 1 P;
lune 15, M. Prévost to the Minister. Arrival of King's ships " Rhinocéros,
Louisbourg. " David," and " Infante du Roi." Fol. 179. 2 pp.
June 17, The same to the same. Conduct of Acadian Indians towards the
Louisbourg. English. In revenge for the death of an Indian and his wife, they

have killed ten English seamen. Fol. 181. 4 pages. 21 pp.
Junie 18, The same to the same. Cod fishing a failure this year. Unload'
Louisbourg. ing of the " Rhinocéros." Fol. 184. 1 p.

Louibourg. The same to the same. As to advances demanded by M. de Ray-
Luur , mond. Fol. 186. 7 pages. 5 pp.

JuDe 29. The same to the same. Te Deum and rejoicings for the recoverY
Lousbourg. of the Dauphin. Fol. 190. à p;
July 2, The same to the same. The " Rhinocéros " and " Anna Sophia"
Louisbourg. returning to France. Cruise of " La Thétis " in the Gulf. Small

yield from the fisheries. M. Franquet is anxiously expected. Fol.
191. 2½ pages. 1 P.

July 4, The same to the same. Death of M. Boucher, engineer. NecessitY
Louisbourg- of appointing another should M. Franquet go to France. Fol. 193. à p.
July 21, The same to the same. News from Canada, Boston, Acadia, ka.
Louisbourg. Fol. 195. 2½ pages. l p.
August 16, The same to the same. Frontier Indians constantly harassing
Louisbourg. the English. They brought to Fort Beauséjour 18 English scalps_

for which M. Le Loutre had to pay thein 1,800 livres. Deserters. M.
de Raymond too lax in dealing with English deserters. Splendid
appearance of the crops of Ile St. Jean. Fol. 197. 8 pages. 5 pP-

.aÂguet 19, The same to the same. Soldiers gone to France. Fol. 202. 1* P-
Louisbourg.
August 20, The same to the same. Return of M. Franquet. FortificationS.
Louiabourg. Fol. 204. 3½ pages. 2 pp.
September 18, The same to the same. Arrival of transport " Parham" and
Louisbourg. ship " Reine des Anges." Is informed that M. Hopson, Governor

of Halifax, is going to Europe, and is to be replaced by M. LaW
rence, commander of Annapolis Royal. Fol. 207. * P-

October 1, MM. de Raymond and Prévost to the Minister. Furloughs. Fol.Louisbourg. 208. 2j pages. 1* p.
October 1, M. Ropson to M. Prévost. Expects to go to England soon.
Balifax. Fol. 210. 1 P.
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1753
Oetober ', M. Prévost to the Minister. M. de Raymond sets ont for France
LOuisbourg. with all bis suite. Lengthy exposition of his grievances againet M.

de Raymond. Fol. 211. 17J pages. 10 pp.
1753. General enumeration of residences, barracks, guard house, powder

oniabourg. magazines, and provision stores in Louisbourg. (An important
document.) Fol. 221. 28 pp.

October 9 Statement of payments made at Ile Royale to M. de Raymond.
Louilsbourg. Fol. 236. 1 p.
OCtober 12, M. Piévost to the Minister. Plans and contracts for the fortifica.
Louisbourg. tions. Brick.making, &c. Fol. 237. 8â pages. 5 pp.
OCtober 12, The same to the same. Kind reception of a missionary, M.
Louisbourg. Dandin, by M. Hopson. Forty-seven vessels driven ashore by a storm.

Fol. 242. 2j pages. 1½ p.
'October 25, The same to the same. Details as to the several posts, &c.Louisbourg. Fol. 246. 5Î pages. 3 pp.
September 21, The same to the same. Copy of letter from M. Bigot, infÔrming
Quebee. him that he must curtail the supply of provisions, on account of

bad harvests in Canada. Fol. 254. 2à pp.
'OCtober 21, The same to the sanie. Details respecting the hospital. Fol.
Louisbourg. 262. 6 pages. 4 pp.
October 30, The same to the same. Soundings. Fol. 275. là p.
October 31, The same to the same. Success of agriculture in Ile St. Jean.
Louisbourg. One-half the funds intended for Ile Royale ahould be appropriated.

to clearing land in Ile St. Jean. Fol. 279. 16* pages, 10 pp.
October 31, Letter from M. Girard, curé, to M. Prévost, thanking him for
Pointe Prime. relieving Acadian refugees. Harvest not so good as it was hoped.

Wretchedness of the Acadians, most of whom are in want of cloth-
ing. Fol. 288. 2 pages, 1½ p.

November 1, M. Prévost to the Minister. Abuses to be corrected. Fol. 290. 7j
Louisbourg. pages, 4* pp.
Rovember 2, The same to the same. Cannon and muskets needed. Fol. 295.
Louiabourg. 31 pages, 2 pp.
November 3, The same to the same. As to defence made by Abbé Le Loutre.
Louisbourg. An experienced financier should be sent ont to control the expen-

diture. Fol. 298. 8 pages, 5½ pp.
December 1, The same to the same. Indemnity to be granted to Joseph Le
Louisbourg. Blanc dit Le Maigre, an Acadian refugee who had been deprived of

bis all by the Englisb. Fol. 301. 2 pages, 1* p.XoVember 3, Petition of Joseph le Blanc dit Le Maigre for indemnity for losses
Lofuisbourg. incurred. Fol. 312. à p.
Xovember 3, Pierre Faribault. Petition (incomplete) for the same object.
Louisbourg. Fol. 314. 3 pp.
Niovember 4, M. Prévost to the Minister. Asks for clerkships for MM. Martisons,
LoutBbourg. Préville LeRoy and Beaudéduit. Fol. 317. 3 pages 2j pp.
1ovember 12, The same to the same. Ris visit to the new settlements. Crops
Louiabourg. for which the soil is adaptable. Fol. 320. 10 pages, 6* pp.
November 15, The same to the same. Asks for the position of Commissary
Loulsbonrg. General. Fol. 326. 1 P.
Xovember 20, The same to the same. Sends MM. Lartigue and Morin to France
Louisbourg. to answer the charge of dishonesty. Fol. 328. 12 pages, 8 pp.
November 23. The same to the same. Details as to goods brought out by King's

ships. Fol. 335. 9à pages, 7 pp.
November 24, The same to the same. The English intend to furnish prieste to
Louisbourg. the Acadians without the concurrence of France. Abbé Lemaire
10tob 23, must be recalled. " Ho has lost his senses." Fol. 341. 2 pages, l p.
Lbo urg. Abetract of letter from M. Dandin, missionary, respecting sib-
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175. ject of next preceding paper. Fol. 343. 2 pages, 1i P.
November 27, Mi. Prévost to the Minister. Respecting the sentencing to the
Louisbourg. galleys of a soldier, André Bremont. Fol. 344. à P.
Novenber 27' The same to thesame. xpenditure. Fol. 352. 12 pages, 7½ pp•Louisbourg. Epniue ~P
November 29, The same to the same. M. Séguin asks to be allowed to retur
Loulubourg. to France, and for promotion or leave to retire. Fol. 418. 1 P•
December 12, The same to the same. Supplies of flour. Fol. 420. 5 pages, 3 PP.
Louisbourg.
December 14 The same to the same. Enolosing a letter from M. Bigot to
Louisbourg.' Minister attesting the honesty of Sieur Morin. Fol. 424. 4 pages, 3 pP.
December 19, The same to the ane. Purchase of a piece of land. Offers to
Louisbourg. lease the same, together with a storehouse ho has built, to the King•

Fol. 427. 5J pages, 3 pp.

December 23, The same to the saine. Accounts. Asks for promotion. Fol. 431
Louisbourg. 2k pages, 1k P
December 24 The same the same. Asks for a surgeon's commission for M. Bar'
Louisbourg. budeau and a gratuity for Surgeon-Major Bertin. Fol. 433. 1 P•
December 24, The same to the same. Tables of fisheries and trade for 1753.
Louisbourg. Fol. 436. 1 large pages, 2 pp•
December 14, The same to the same. Details as to fisheries and trade for 1753.
Lonibourg. Fol. 437.12 pages, 7à pP
December 25, The same to the same. Illicit trade carried on by M. Bassac, a0
Louisbourg. American. Fol. 444. 3 pages, 1 P•
December 31, The same to the same. Claude Melot, a soldier, sentenced tO
Louisbourg. the galleys for having, while on duty, forced a settler to give him 0110

dollar. Fol. 446. 1 p
August 26, M. Franquet, engineer, to the same. Navigation of the St. LaW
Louisbourg. rence. Necessity of preventing the English from navigating it•

Fol. 450. 1 p•
Auguet 26, The same to the same. His return to Louisbourg. Death of •

Louisbourg. Boucher; other engineers not competent. Fol. 451. 2 pages, 1Î P•
September 10, The same to the same. Fortifications. Engineers. Aska for
Louisbourg. the position of Governor, in succession to Mi. de Raymond, who 10

about to leave. Fol. 453. 2 PP
September 9, The same to the same. Details as to works to be done on fortifi'
Louisbourg. cations. Fol. 455. 4 pages, a pp-
October 9, The same to the sarne. Four letters on sane subjeot. Fol. 46
Iouisbourg. to 463. 6k pages, 5 p-
November 11, The same to the same. Arrivai at Brest. Fol. 466. ½ P
Best.
December 8, The same to the same. Arrivai at Paris. Fol. 467. P

sr s, M. Duhaget to the same. Thanks him for his majority. FOl.
Octoberi1S, 41Louisbourg, 471.
Ja ao M. Séguin, controller, to the same. Complaints against M. Prévot
Louisbourg'. Praises M. Lartigue. Maintains that M. Morin is a man of bad char&"

ter. Fol. 475. 3 P.
November 27, The sarne to the same. Asks to be recalled to France. ol'
Louiebourg. 477. 1 pages, kP'
June 14, M. Boucher, engineer, to the sane. As to work on fortiloatiO'
Louisbourg. and bad state of his health. Fol. 480. 2 Pp
Jauuary 23, Major de Loppinot to the same. M. de Raymond has appropriaU
Louiebourg. part of the proceeds of the canteen. Fol. 483. 2 pages, 1 P.
November - U. d'Olabaralz, Port Captain, to thessame. Dredging of pob of
Louibourg- Louisbourg, Fol. 488. 2 pP-
Nfovember -

.Louibourg. The same to the same. Pilote at Louisbourg, Fol. 490* 1 P'
ocixlzii
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1nnaryIo, Admiralty of Louisbourg. Maritime and commercial returns of
LOUbburg. the Port. Fol. 493-497. 5 pages, 2* pp.

uuary 25, Sieur Hivriard to the Minister. Asks for paymient of an account of
logibourg1. 6,054 livres. Vouchers in support of claim. Foi. 499 to 504 5 pp.
1145 (sie> The same to the same. Condition of Canada and Aoadia.
n U28t Fol. 505. 5 pages, 6 pp.0cefort.

1753. M. Le Neuf de Beaubassin. Asks the Minister to remit payment
bIO2d0, of duties, at Louisbourg, on vessels he is fitting out for fishing.

a Fol. 509, 2* pages, i p.
END OF VOL. 33.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE iROYALE-CRRE8PoNDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1754.

VoL. 34.-MM. D'AILLEEBOUT AND DE DRUCOURT, GoVERNoRs.
C.11.

154y MU. d'Aillebout and Prévost to the Minister. Fortifications.
Lisbourg. Fol. 3. 3 pages, 2 pp.

anaàry 3Y, The same. Ordinance forbidding the discharging of firearms by
LUisbourg. hunters in gardens, &c. Fol. 7. à P.

Ptehber 28, The same. Ordinance respecting tavern-keepers. Fol. 8. 1* p.
*rûber 19, The same to the Minister. Shipbuilding. Fol. 9. 1* pages, 1 p.

October so MM. de Drucourt and Prévost to the same. Praise Sieur de Cou-
Lisbourg. agne, who had just received his commission as engineer. Fol. 12. J p.

October 3o, The same to the same. Claim of M. Brécon against Comte de
4uiabourg. Sparre. Fol. 13. 1 p.

ovember 6 The same to the same. Asking for a gratuity for M. d'Aillebout,
4uisbourg.' and an inerease of pay for the Major and King's lieutenants.

Foi. 18. 2* pp.
o0vemrber 7 The same to the samn. They will act cordially tegether. Fol.

ibourg' 2 t. 1 p.
Xå®gber 26, The same to the same. Artillery company. Fol. 23. 2 pp.

4îborg.2 .

foleber 27 The same to the same. Recommend that the amount of the King's
Ulsbourg. grant be remitted in money. Remarks on certain additional items

of expenditure. Fol. 25. 3 pages, 3 pp.
-eenber 4, The same to the same. Asking for an allowance of 3,000 livres

uOisbourg. each, chargeable to the " Domaine " of lanada. Fol. 28. 2 pp.
buaber 12, The same to the same. Dotsils as to work on the fortifications.

4Zbourg. Rate of wages to workmen. Fol. 33. 4 pages, 3 pp.
anary The same to the same. Canteens. Marriage of M. de Villejoin

OiSbour'g. with the widow of M. Delord. Fol. 36. I p.
ebh 25, The same to the same. Seed put in the ground at Le St. Jean.

4isbourg. Fol. 37. 1 P.
SPteaber21 M. de Druc-)rt to the same. Enquiries as to company in which

Otibourg.' M. d'Olabaratz has been appointed ensign. Ile St. Jean prosperous,
but Rouillé Village is far from being so. Fol. 39. 2 pages, 1 p.

ber 27, Extract from letter from Louisbourg to M. de Raymond at Paris,urg. with information from a trader who had gone to Boston to learn
English. Rumours of approaching war. English talk of capturing
Louisbourg. Fol. 41. 1½ p.,r 8 M. de Drucourt to the Minister. Recommends that M. Villejuin be.

ourg. commissioned as lieutenant and M. de Charley as ensign. As to cer-
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1754. tain officers going to France. Recruits. Praises of Sieur de Noé.
Recommends the granting of a pension of 400 livres for Sieur de LA
Biplarderie. Fol. 42. 6 pages, 5 pp-

August 1, M. Duchamhon, Commandant of Fort Beauséjour, Acadia, to M.-
Beauséjour. de Drucourt. Found the fort in a bad state, but is gettingit repaired.

Does not rely on the Acadians, for the English are intimidating
them by their threats. Rumours of war. Fol. 46. 2 pp.

September 12, M. de Boishébert to the same. Fort muât be well armed. Arrival
Fort La of English vessels. Fol. 48. 1 P-
Tour, River
St John.
November 25, M. de Drucourt to the Minister. Appointment of officers, &c. Fol.
Louisbourg. 49. 4½ pages, 3 pp.
November 25. Te same to the same. Deserters from Halifax. Fol. 53. 1 p.
November 25, The same to the same. No more troops to be sent from Ile Roy-
Louisbourg. ale to Beauséjour. Garrison in need of 250 more men. M. de Cou%

must be left at Port Dauphin and troope increased at Ile St. Jean.
Fol. 54. 2* pages, 2 pp.

lune 7, M. Pi évost. Letter appointing M. Jean Pascand to act as Royal
Louisbourg. Attorney, in place of M. Jean Laborde, who has become inmane.

Fol. 60. ]j p.
June 15, The same to the Minister. Price of bread. Fol. 61. j p.Louiebourg.
July 29, The same to the same. Accounts of colony. Fol. 62, 2j pages, IJPLouisbourg.
August 29, The same to the same. Arrival of royal transports " Caméléon
Loui2bourg. and " Parham," and other vessels. M. Séguin goes to France for

his healh. M. Bertin, surgeon, not yet tit for duty. Fol. 66. 4ý
pages, 3à pp.

September28, MM. de Drucourt and Prévost to the same. Abuses in saie of
Louisbourg. intoxicating drink. Fol. 82. là pp.
September9, The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 83. 31 pp.Louiabourg. M. Pr-évost to the same. One frigate and a schooner sufficient forOctober 6,
Louisbourg. cruising. M. de Drucourt is sending back to France M. Bogard de la

Noue, whose marriage is a matter of litigation. Père Hyacinthe,
Recollet, who officiated at the marriage sent back to France. Fol.
b7, 4½ pages, 3 pp.

October 6, The same to the same. List of 22 soldiers sentenced by defanit,
Louisbourg. by court martial. Fol. 91. p l
October 10, The same to the same. State of funds. Roduction as to certain
Louisbourg. matterm. Fol. 92, 3 pages.
October 18, The same to the same. Estimates for 1755. Special items of in-
Louisbourg. creased expenditure. Fol. 95, 3j pages, 2 pp.
October 19, The same to the same. Demand for provisions, munitions and
Louisbourg. merchandise. Fol. 102, 8 pages, 5 pp.
October 20, The sane to the same. Hospital. Fol. 110, 6 pages, 3j pP-

Augut 21, The same to the same. Contract for fresh meat. Fol. 114. 4j
Louisbourg. pages, pp 2½.
October 24, The same to the same. Details concerning troops. Fol. 117, 8Louisbourg. pages, 5 pp•
October 25, The same to the same. Provisions on hand. Supply of flour
Louisbourg. must be laid in. Consumption of powder. Artillery. Sieur

Morin must be appointed store-keeper. Fol. 122, 12 pages, 7j PP
August - Report of inquest on M. Ducaubet, who died from a sword wound.
Louisbourg. Fol. 146 to 165. 28 pP.
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1754.
November 15, M. Prévost to the Minister. Promotions. Fol. 167. If p.
Lomuabourg.
November 15, The same to the same. Same subject. Fol. 168, 6J pages, 4 pp.
euil'bonrg. The same to the same. Sale of his houses for the use of the

Lovenber 17, King's ships. Fol. 172. 1½ p.

NOvember 17, The same to the same. Has agreed with M. Franquet as to
Louisbourg. prico of his houses. Fol. 174. 1t p.
November - The same to the same. State of garrison of Louisbourg. Fo.
LOuisbourg. 176. i P.
Xovember 30, The same to the same. Asks to be appointed commissary-
Louisbourg. general or intendant of Canada in the event of M. Bigot returning

to France. Fol. 177 3J pages, 2* pp.
December 19, The same to the same. Fishing. Trade with the Islands and
LOuisbourg.' with France. Complaints against M. d'Aubermeny, a trader froin

Martinique. Complaints as to trading with the English. Reme-
dies proposed. Fol. 180. 14J pages, 9 pp.

December 19, The same to the same. Statement of vessels built at Ile Royale
Louisbourg. in 1754. Fol. 188. à p.
Oecember 19, The same to the same. Statement of English vessels purchased
Louisbourg. at le Royale in 1754. Fol. 189. à P.
feer.20 & 22, The same to the same. Accounts and expenditure for 1752.
Louisbourg. Fol. 190. i1 J pages, 7 pp.
Uscember 24, The same to the same. Asks for leave to go to France. Fl.
Louisbourg. 197. 2½ pages, là p.
April 19, M. Franquet, engineer, to the same. Engaging workmen and
Eitomer. purchasing Lools for Ile Royale. Fol. 201. 2 pages, li p.

A&ukust 30, The same to the same. Appointment of the son of M. Boucher
Louisbourg. as a cadet. Fol. 203. à P.
August so, The same to the same. Gives an account of his passage from
Louisbourg. Frauce and of the work on fortifications which are going on actively.

Fol. 204, 2 pages, 1à p.
October8, The same to the same. Fortifications. Fol. 206. 1à p.Lonatib0 arg.
October 9, The same to the same. Increase of pay for M. de Brécon. Fol.
1ouisbourg. 204. 1p..
WOvemaber 13, The same to the same. Congratulates M. de Rouillé on his appoint
Louisbourg. ment as Minister of Foreign Affaira. Events at Belle Rivière would

indicate the approach of hostilities with the English. Louisborg
ill supplied. MM. de Drucourt and Prévost close friends. Fol. 210.
4 pages, 3 pp.

1Ovember 15, T he same to the sane. Has been compelled to dest[oy Cap Noir,
louisbourg. at the entrance to Louisbourg. Fol. 217. 1 p.
DeCemfber 4, The same to the same. Recommends the purchase by the KingLOuisbourg. of two houses belonging to M. Prévost. Fol. 22 L 1 P.
December 9, The same to the same. Fortifications. Bngtneers and assistant
LOU!ibourg. engineers. Asks for a good engineer from France, and for money.
D Fol. 223. 14 pages, .10 ppecember 21, The same to the same. Ris last gratuity was a very small one.

*Ouisbourg• Trusts it may be granted yearly. Fol. 231. .
eeelber 2 1, The same to the same. Fortifications. As to the necessity of

uisbourg. attaching Beauséjour to the Government of Ile Royale. Fol.
233. 8 pages, 5 pp.

M. de Raymond, ex.Governor, to the same. Remarks on financial
te '' . statement for Ile Royale. Fol. 240 to 244. 7 pages, 6 pp.

JAsharg Major Duhaget to the same. Canteens. Fol. 248. i p.
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1754.
October 10, Major de Loppinot. Thanks the Minister for the Cross of St.Louis.
Louisbourg. Recommends his son,Beauport,a cadet "à l'aiguillette." Fol. 251. J p.
October 29, M. Séguin, Controller, to the Minister. Enumerates bis services,
Rochefort- represents that he is in bad health, and asks for a retiring allow-

ance. Fol. 253. 2 pp.December 10, M. Roche, a Surveyor, to the same. Asking for a gratuity for his-
Louiabourg. diploma as surveyor. Fol. 256. 1 P.
December 17, Widow Lartigue to the same. Claim for money due to her
Louisbourg- husband. Fol. 259. 2 pages, I pý

END OF VOL. 34.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE iROYALE.-CoRREsPNDANCE GÉNÉRALE."
1755.

VOL. 35.-M. DE DRUCOURT, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
J 17, MM. de Drucourt and Prévost. Grants to the community of
Louiabour. " Frères de la Charité." Fol. 3 to 7. 5j pages, 4 pp.
Jamnary 27, The same to the Minister. Establishment of a Board for the
Louisbourg. prevention of fraud and abuses in relation to trade. Fol. 8 to 16. 2e'

pages, 17 pp.
June 2, 'The same to the same. Artillery, &c., for Rivière St. Jean. Ail
Louisbourg. quiet on frontiers of Acadia, but the English are working day and

night at the fortifications of Halifax. French schooner, with guns
and munitions,coptured by the English; satisfaction demanded fron
Governor of Halifax. Shipping at Louisbourg. Work of sowing
grain ail finished at Ile St. Jean. Epidemic of small-pox at Ile
Royale. Fol. 19. 6 pages, 51 ppi

Yebruary 27, Abstract of letter from MM. de Drucourt and Prévost to M. D:
Louisbourg. Quesne. English colonies preparing for war. They send M. de la

Saussaye with the dispatch. Plans of the English. All quiet in
Acadia. Fol. 23. 5 pages, 3 pp.

January 8, Letter, unsigned, to M. Prévost, The French are not allowed tONew York. leave their own territory. Fol. 26. 2 pp.
June 11, MM. de Drucourt and Prévost to the Minister. Capture of vesselS
Louisbourg. " Alcide" and "i Lys." Provisions needed. Fol 28. là p.
June 19, The same to the same. Proximity of English fleet preventS
Louisbourg. vessels from leaving Louisbourg. Colony badly in need of proviS-

ions. Fol. 30. 1 p.
June 19, The same to the same. Arrival of troops; difficulty as to housingLouisbourg. them. Want of provisions. Precautions adopted for defence.

Fol. 32. 4à pp.
June 27, The same to the same. Batteau and schooner sent off with
Loulbourg• despatches. Fol. 35. 1 p.
July 6, The same to the same. Rations for officials of the colonY.
Louisbouig. Fol. 36. 1 P,
October 27, The same to the same. Help for the widow and children of
Louisbourg, Captain de Thierry. Fol. 37. P.
October 28, The same to the same. Ship " Montrozier," from Rochefort, wit
Louisbourg. clothing for troops in Canada, puts Into Louisbourg in a sinking

condition. Cargo sent to Canada. Fol. 38. 2 pp.
October 28, The same to the same. Official statement as] tol vessel " Mon
Louisbourg. rozier " putting into Louisboug. Fol. 40. , 2 pp•
October 29,
Louisbourg. ne same to the same.RScheme of fraudulent trading betwee»
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1755. M. Piquenot, who bas since died at Guadeloupe, M. Desbirières, M.
Chollet and a London merehant. Fol. 42. 2 pp.

Ostober 29, M. de Dracourt and Prevost to the Minister. Furlough granted to
Louuibourg. one M. Puech. Fol. 44. 1 p.November 6, The same to the same. Money received by " La Diane." Draft
Louisbourg. of estimates for 1756. Fol. 45. 5 pages, 4 pp.
eovember 9, The same to the same. Defence of colony. M. de Drucourt hasLouisbourg. decided to retain "LaValeur" for the winter. Fol. 48. 7J pag. 5 pp.
November 9, The same to the same. Provisions received by " La Mutine;"
Louiabourg. she is about to return to France. Foi.,53. 2 pp.
NOvember 10, The same to the same. Inorease of pay for officers of artillery
Louibourg. company. Fol. 55. .NOvenber 18, The same to the same. Will send back " Le Rhinocéros " and " La
Louisbourg. Mutine." Have sufficient provisions until next year. Fol. 57. l p.
November 25, The same to the saie. As to shipments made to France. Ask
Louisbourg. for 600 muskets, &c. Acadians and Indians destroying food sup-

plies. Fol. 59. 4î pages, 3ý p.
December 18., The same to the same. Provisions and merchandise from New
Louisbourg. England. Fol. 62. 6Î pages, 41 pp.
' X1S 13, M. de Drucourt to the same. Will enforce justice as between the
'Louisbourg. Artois and Bourgogne battalions and the companies previously

stationed at Louisbourg. Arrival of " Le Défenseur." Fol. 7 1. J p.
T une 12 M. de Drucourt to Commandant at Halifax. Capture of schooner
Louisbourg. " Marguerite " by the English. Asks that the vessel be sent back

of him. Fol. 73. si pp.
nue 18, The same to the Minister. Promotions. Eight or ton vesseis ot war

LOuibourg. cruising off Louisbourg. Fol. 75. 1 p.
Otober 9, The same to the same. M. de Latour to be appointed lieutenant-colo-
ouisbourg. nel. M. de Latour's petition in that behalf. Fol. 77 to 81. 2 pp.

JUIy 19, The same to the same. Arrival of M. de La Jonquière for the pur-
Louisbourg. pose of convoying a ves-el ; arrival of ship " Renommée" with

provisions, and the La Ronde and Repentigny companies sent back to
Louisbourg by the Governor General of Canada. Troops and settlers
of Beauséjour and Gaspereau have* set out for Quebec. English still
cruising in sight of the coast. Fol. 82. l p.

Augst 25 The same to the same. Measures for defense of port. Arrival
Louiabourg. of " L'Outarde." Cartridges received, also officers' commissions,

Cross of St. Louis, &c. They are pushing on defensive works. Fol.
84. 6 pages, 4J pp.

3ePtermber 7, The same to the same. Concerning the demand for provisions
LOuisbourg. made to M. Prevost and himself by the officers. Fol. 88. 1 p.
eptember 8, The same to the same. Marriage of M. de Montalembert with Mlle.
omisbourg. Tbyerry and of M. De Vannes with Mlle. Lafitte. Fol. 90. 3 pp.
terber 8, The same to the same. Signals for war vessels coming to Louis-
Labourg. bourg. Fol. 33. i p.

Lokbr 23, The saine to the same. Datails about troops. Fol. 94. 3 pages, 2l pp.

October 14, The same to the same. Sailing of " L'Espérance " and " L'Ai-
Louisbourg. guillon." Ensign de Trosbriand asks for command of a guard-ship.

Acadians inform him that the English have destroyed Cobeguy, Tate-
migouche and devastated the country in the vicinity. Fol. 96. l p.

GOtOber 29 M. de Drucourt to the Minister. Arrival of " La Valeur," command-
LOuibourg. ed by M. Macarthy. Fol. 98. p.
LoVember 10, The same to the same. He is not rich and trusts in the Minister's

abourg. bounty. Recommends that his secretary be paid a salary of 800
livres. Fol. 99. 2 pp.
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1755.
November 10 M. de Dracourt to the Minister. Has heard nothing against M. de
Louisbourg. Vergor. " He made a stont resistance,considering the circumstances,

both as agard the fort and the numbers of the garrison'" Details
as to troops. Fol. 101. 12 pages, 9 pp.

October 29, Roll of officers of the guard and patrol. Fol. 108. 1 P.
Louisbourg. M. Drucour to the Minister. Precautions as to suspected persons.Louisbr Fol. 109 to 111. 2½ pp.
November 11 The same to the same. Has great fears for the safety of '' Le
Louisbourg. ' Diadème " and " Le Pontchartrain." If the " Outarde " is to be

sent back, Captain Pinguet would boa fitting commander. Fol-
112. ]i p-

November 12, The same to the same. Death of Captain Thierry; pension for
Louiabourg. hie widow. Details as to offlcers recommended for the Cross of St.

Louis. Sends back to France two youths belonging to good families.
Asks for medals, another chaplain. Recollets for lie St. Jean. 300'
troops, gratuities for officials of the colony,&c. Fol. 114. 9ip., 7Î pp.

November 12 Statement of guis in position around Louisbourg, and of detached
Louiabourg. ' batteries. Fol. 120. 2 pp.
November 14, M. de Drucourt to the Minister. The officera of the land army, and
Louiabourg. especially thoeo of the regiments of Artois and Bourgogne, do not.

submit to the authority of the Governor. M. Prévost and M. Fran-
quet suffered from a like want of discipline. The officers should b&
instructed to exhibit greater courtesy and submit to circumstances
Fol. 122. 3 pp.

November 18, The saine to the same. Arrival of transport " Rhinocéros." The
Loaisbourg. " Mutine " is about to sail and " L'Outarde " will take the last

despatches. Provisions received. The Acadians and Indians con.
sume vast quantities. Fol. 124. 2 pp.

November 22, The same to the same. It is Paid that 18 Einglish war vesseil
Louisbourg. are to winter at Ohibouctou, in ,rder to be ready to attack Louis-

bourg in the early spring. Asks for 4 mortars. Has prepared
furnaces for heating shot. Fol. 126. 2î pages. 1½ P.

December 1, The same to the same. News from Acadia since the burning of the
Louiabourg. small fort at River St. Jean by M. de Boishébert. He is a deserviing

officer. Letters to be sent to MM. de L'Ile-Dieu ard Le Loutre. Sailing
directions for frigates going to lie St. Jean. Pilots for their localitY-
Fol. 128. l½ P.

October 10 Copy of a letter from M. de Boishébert to M. de Drucourt. Since
River St. the capture of Be"uséjour, he has destroyed the fort, or rather thO
John. house ho occupied on the lower St. Jean River, and stood on the

defensive, preventing the settlers from falling under the rule of the
English. In spite of his efforts ho was unable to prevent the enemY
from burning the honses at Chipody ; but he pursued them on the
following day and compelled them to take to their ships, with a
loss of 45 men, left on the field, many drowned and 60 who reached
the ship dangerously wounded. Bad treatment snffered by the
Acadians. Ho bas helped several families to retire to Ile St. Jean.
He expects help in provisions and munitions. Fol. 130. 21 PP•

December 1. Declaration made by La Rue, a deserter, as to the movements
and forces of the English, their plans for taking lie St. Jean and
Louisbourg in the spring. The transportation of 400 Acadians, and
the advantage gained over the English by M. de Boishébert,
Foi. 132. 2 pages, 1i P.

November 27, M..de Villejoin sends to MM. *** (probable MM. Drucourt and
Port Lajoye, Prevost) a proclamation from Captain Nicolas Cox, commander of

Fort Edward at Pigequid, to the inhabitants of Pigequid, inviting
coolxxviii
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1755. them to come for th from their retreat and allow themselves to be
removed to the English colonies. Fol. 133, 4j pages, 3 pp.

Deember 2, M. de Drucourt. Sendsto Minister letters from Acadia for MM. de
Loulabourg. L'Ile Dieu and Le Loutre. (Letters not forthcoming.) Fol, 1 à8. ½ p.
Oeetmber 9, The same to the Minister. Canteen. Fol. 139. 1½ p.Loqiisbourg.
December 22, The same to the same. Two soldiers sentenced to the galleys for
Louiubourg. drawing their swords. Fol. 141. l p.
JnuUary 28, M. Prévost to the same. Wdl send him, in the spring, a oopy of
Louibourg. the decree respecting the marriage of M. Bogard de La Noue. An

Eng lish schooner has brought in some frozen meat. Fol. 144. 1 p.
J%» 7, eThe same to the same. The law which forbids the inhabitants
Louisbourg. of English colonies to sell provisions to French colonists is very

severe. It can, however, be rendered abortive by compelling them
to come to 1De Royale for syrup and rum, wbich they cannot do
without, and thia can be acompliahed b strietly excluding foreigners
from Martinique and St. Domingo. Fort Beau>éjour is threatened
by the English, &c. Fol. 146. 6 pages, 3 pp.

June , Thesame to the ame. M. Bigot has handed him in passing 40,000
Loaisbourg. livres. Will act in pursuance of despatches received. Housing of

offleers; provisions, &o. Fol. 150. 8 pages 4 pp.
Jnie 9, The same to the same. Housing of officers and men formîng
Ltisbourg. garrison of Louisbourg. Fol. 155. 2 pp.
Juce 14, The same to the same. Arrival of King vessels ' Bizarre " And
Leoasbourg. a Défenseur." Letters from Virginia-and Newfbnndland confirm the

news that the posta of Belle Rivière, Pointe à la Chevelure, River
St. Jean and Beaufejour are to be attacked by 18,000 men in three
corps, and that nine vessels are expected at Chiboactou, pxobably
the same that atttcked " L'Alcide." It is also asserted that there
are six vessels at la Baie Fiançaise. The English, it is said, do not
intend to attack ainy of our older settlements§ unless in the event of
a rupture in Europe; but they are resolved at any price to take
possession of the land as far as the Guit of St. Lawrence, claiming
that the said land belongs to them. le is in hopes. of obtaining
flour, provide that he geta it at sea or in some uninýhabited harbour,
because any Englishman who dared to lard en a French coast would
run the risk to be hanged. Fol. 156. 3 pages, 1j p.

Juse i. The same to the same. Treatment of the troops. Fol. 159. 1 p.

g Provisions required for the garrison and inhabitants of lie
Loîisbourg. Royale. Fol. 161. 1 p.
se her yo M. Prevostto the Minister. Departure of vessels " Défenseur " and

Louisbourg. " Dauphin Royal." Anchors and boats left in the Colony by those
vessels. " L'Espérance " and " L'Aquilon " about to sail. Arrival
of theI "St. Luc." Fol. 162. 4 pages, 2 pp.

lepteaber 2, M. Bellevant Cormier, the younger, to the same. Account of his
Bie du arrival and of bis voyage. Fol. 165. 2 pp.

ol8eNMO1. M. Prévost to the Minister. Trouble caused by Anjou andOtober 14,
Louiubourg. Bourgogne regiments ; other details respecting the troops. Fol.

167. 28j pages, 20 pp.
oltober 3o The same to the same. Arrival of frigate " La Valeur." Ships

Lfeisbourg'. missing. Shortness of provisions. " L'Outarde " to be sent back to
France, and the despatobes for MM. de Vandreuil and Bigot to h.
sent by land. Arrival of the " Montrozier " in a sinking condition..
HaR sent her cargo and the recruits to Quebec by two small vesoels..

Fol. 182. 44 pages, 2 pp.
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November 3, M. Prevost to the Minister. Barthélemy Micheville'dit La Ver-
Louisbourg. lope, a soldier sentenced to the galleys for beating hi@ sergeant. Fol.

188. à p.
November 5, The same to the same. Administrative details as ito the troope.
Louisbourg. Fol. 190. 4 pages, 2 pp.
November 7, The same to the same. He has lost hope for the vessels " Pont-
Louiubourg. chartrain " and "Diadème." Magazines, powder, &o. Fol. 193. 4

pages, 2 pp.
Novemiber 7, The same to the same. The " Pontchartrain " and the " Diadème "
Louisbourg. still missing. Arrival of King's vessels " Apollon," " Jason" and

" Mutine." There is uneasiness at Halifax since the events on the
Ohio. Fol. 196. 5 pages, 21 pp.

November 10, The same to the same. Though the "Diadème" and " Pontehar-
Louisbourg. train " have not arrived the colony bas provisions enough until

geprin. M. de Dracourt will retain " La Valeur " and send back
" La Mutine" with last despatches. Fol. 200. 4 pages, 3 pp.

November 10, The same to the same. Invalids, &o. Fol. 203. 1½ p.Louisbourg. The same to the same. General statements as to munitions, artil-
obu 12, lery, &., to be sent to the colony. Fol. 205. 11 pages, 7 pp.

November 14, The same to the same. Farlougbs. Death of Lieutenant de Presle.
Louisbourg• Return of M. Daligny to France. M. Marin is less incined to come

to terms than M. St. Julien. Troops, &c. Fol. 211. 161 pages, 10 pp.
November 14, The same to the same. Has sent certain suspeeted persons on
Louisourg. board ,L'outarde. Gives orders not to allow any persons to take

shipping at St. Malo but those who are known and who will be
useful. Passengers on the transport. List of best pilota at Ile
iRoyale. Fol. 20 to 223. 5â pages, 3 pp.

15, The same to the same. Asks for promotion. Fol. 224.2 pages. 1 p.Louiabourg-
November 18, The same to the same. Provisions. There will not be sufficient
Loui8bourg. for Acadia and lie St. Jean. Fol. 226. 6 pages. 3 pp.Deember , The same to the same. Invalids. Prize money. Fol. 230. 4 pages.
Loubourg. 2 pp.
December 3, The same to the same. Clerkships. Fol. 233. 3j pages. li p.
Louisbourg.
December 6, The same to the saime. Laying up of " La Valeur," and arran-
Louibourg. gemonts respecting ber captain, M. Macarthy, and crew. Asks

whethe- the King will purchase the bouses leased to him by himself
(Prévost). Fol. 236. 4 pages. 2 pp.

December 9, The same to the same. Pilots for frigates coming from Franc tq
Louisbourg. guard lie Royale. The migration of Acadians to lie St. Jean

continues. They are in need of provisions. Works to be carried out
and stores to be established at lie St. Jean for the storing of wheat
A chief clerk needed. Fol. 289. 7 pages. 5 pp.

LDoeebr • The same to the same. Details respecting troops, &o. Fol. 244. 81
Louisbor 1,pages. 5 pp.December 13 The same to the same. Prize money of 1744. Faithlessnesa andLouisbourg' insubordination of Sr Meyracq. Fol. 249. 6 pages. 3 pp.December 15; The same to the same. Accounts for 1753. Fol. 253. 9 pages. 4j pp.Louîobourg
December 15 The same to the same. Vouchers for drafts for expenditure of
Louisbourg. King's ships. Fol. 258. 3 pages. 2 pp.
December 16, The same to the same. Asks that his supplies may be shipped oP
Louisbourg. the King's vessels. Fol. 26 1. 1 p&
December 19, The same to the same. Vessels loaded at St. Malo have fnot
Louisbourg. arrived. Asksfor promotion, and for leave of absence, in 1756,

should war be averted. Fol. 263. 4 pages 2 pp.
coolxxx
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r 755
aUne 7, M. Franquet, engineer, to the Minister. Fortifications. Fol.
Louisibourg. 267. 6 pages. 4 D
-Luf8bo 8 The same to the same. Barracks, and hoasing of troops. PU.
LOTIlBbourg. 271 to 273. 3 pp.

16,býg The same to the sanie. Course followed by the English in mak-
ou.e 20 ing Beauséjour. Fal. 274. 1 P.

Souebonrg. The saie to the sane. Housing of troops. Fol. 275. 2j pages. i p.
one 21, The sane to the sane. Summary of news from Acadia, Ile St.

Louiabourg. Jean and lie Royale. The English still cruising in sight of Louis-

JUD -28 bourg. Fol. 277. 2 pp.
tQUisýrg. The sane to the same. Fortifications. Fol. 279. 2 pages. 1i p.

Ugust 31, The same to the same. Departure of " La Comète " for Frane.,
ousbourg. Fol. 281. 1 page. ½ p.

livember 4, The same to the same. Praises MM. Pont LeRoy, de Poilly and
isbourg. de Couagne. Asks for a captain's commission for M. de Couagn%

and for a commission as assistant engineer for M. du Portail, &c.
Fol. 282. 2 pages. 1 p.h,° ®gber 4, The same to the same. Services of M. Michel de Couagne, engi-Luisbourg. neer. Fol. 284. 1 P.

'OOezber 18, The same to the same. Work contributed by the land troope.
Louisbourg. Fol. 289. 1 p.
Çovelber 12, Major du Haget asks for a pension. Fol. 297. 11 page. I p.

Lslbourg.
*Ovember 13, The same to the Minister. Letter with returna of naval detachment
houisbourg. in garrison at lie Royale. Fol. 299. 1i p.
9Pebruary 7, Comte de Raymond, eà-Governor of Ile Royale, to the same.

aris. Letter and memorial on lie Royale. (See memorial at end of VoL)

.r Fol. 302. 3 pages. 1 p.
P aryi , The same to the same. He will proceed to Versailles to explain

matters in relation to Ile Royale so soon as he recovers his health.
Fol. 303. 2½ pages. 1 P.

bruary i9, The same to the same. Three letters respecting Ile Royale. Fol.ari]s. 304, 305, 308. 7 pages. 3 pp.
Dr.il 22, The same to the sanie. Asks for command of Normandy. Fol.

Panis. 307. ½ P.one 10, The same to the same. He has just made a tour of inspection ofaen- the Province of Normandy (of which he had no doubt obtained the
commandment). Suggestions as to Ile Royale. Fol. 308. 2 pages. 1 p.

y 14, M. Bigot to the Minister. Troops. Fortifications. Fol. 310. &
Louiebourg. pages. 4 pp.

ane 24, Lieutenant de Loppinot to the same. Account of his mission for
&°a0a of the recovery of a French schooner, taken by the English. Capture
leagues'f 1 of " L'Alcide." English cruisers in Gulf. Capitulation of Beaue6.

ifax. jour. Fortifications of Halifax. Fol. 314. 3J pp.
eemIber 5 The sane to the same. Gives an account of his sufferings since

istock ' ho was arrested at Boston and brought, a prisoner, to England.
gland.) Begs 0to be released. Fol. 317. 4 pages. 21 pp.
1755. The same to the sanie. Memorial on sane subject. Fol. 319. 7J pp.

Zbsa M. Séguin to the same. Asks to be allowed to retire. Fol. 324. * p.
'0tober 25 The same to the same. Thanks him for having accepted his re-

tQChefort. signation and granted him a pension. Fol. 32. , 1 page. i p.ne 15, M. Perrier de Salbert to the same. His arrival at Louisbourgý% Zd the and encoanter with English squadron. Fol. 329. 4J pages. 3 pp.
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1755.
ember 20, M. de Villeray to the same. Giving an account of the eapituaI-

imLibourg. tion of Gaspareaux. FoI. 333. 6 pages. 4 pp.
October 19, M. de Salbert to the same. Declarations made at LouisbourgLouisbourg. by masters of vessels, during his stay there. Fol. 337. 6 pp.

1756. Declarations of Captains Sansin, Halvuet and Joannis Lafratche,
June 17, from St. Jean de Luz, going to fish at Cape .Ray. Fol. 841. 3 pp.
Beauséjour. Copy of letter from General Moncton to M. de Vergor. Fol.

34A. à p.
August le. Orders of the Court as to a successor to M. de Druoourt, in the

event of hie death. Fol. 345. 1 p.
175. Memorandum concerning the position and movements of English

fleet. Fol. 350. 2 pp.
June 12, M. de Salbert to Minister. Report of hie enounter with the En-
Louisbourg- glish fleet. Fol. 352. 11 P.
February 7. M. de Raymond's memorial i especting Ile Royale. Fol. 354. 3j

pages. 4 pp.
eptember 7. Copy of agreement between Sieur Pascaud and Captain LeRoy.

Fol. 356. 1 p.
END OF VOL. 35.-ILE ROYALE.

" îLE RoLrA--CORRimPoNDANoU G*NiALE."
1756.

VOL. 36-M. DE Daucoua, GovENoR.
C. 11.

17ss. MM. de Drucour and Prévost to the Minister. Arrival of Royal
April 6, transport "Rhinocéros." Praise of M. LeLarge, captain of that vessel.
Lomsbourg' They have doue ail in their power to strengthen the place. Mortar

carriages needed. All quiet in Acadia during the winter. Garrisons
of Forte Gaspareaux an: Beauséjour closely beset by the Indians.
" Infamous treatment of Acadian settlers by the English." They
will do their best to help those who remain, and to remove them to
Le St. Jean. Provisions reeded, &c. Fol. 3. b pages. 7 pp.

Ayrn 17, The sarne to the same. Arrivai of vessels. Asking for instrue-
Louiabourg. tions as to pretensions of officers of land troops. Urge the release

of Sr de Loppinot, the younger, a prisoner in England. Fol. 8. 6-
pages. 4 pp.

June 16, The same to the same. Frigate " Concorde" pute into Port Dau-
Loui8bourg- phin. Uncasiness about " L'Arc-en-Ciel." M. Prévost has sent a

schooner to Port Dauphin for the money and passengers. Fol.
12. 3 pages. l p.

June 25, The same to the same. Capture of an English boat; the proceeds
Louisbourg· of sale of boat to be deposited ; coxswain in charge and two sea-

men sent to R, chefort. Fol. 14. 2 pp.
June 25, The same to the same. Documents in relation to sarne subject.
Louisbourg. 2 pages. Fol. 16. 1i p.
June 25, The same to the same. Inventory and sale of cargo of the said
Louiabourg. boat. Fol. 18. 9j pages. 6 pp.
July 24, The same to the same. Arrival of the " Langard " and " Ai m-
Louisbourg. able." Vessels of that clasa are well adapted for carrying despatches

in summer, but not in the spring and autumn. Fol. 23. 2 pp.
July 24, The ame to the same. Prize money, &c. Fol, 25. 5 pages. 2½ pp.
Louisbourg.
October 1, The aime to the same. Buruing of the King's bakery. Fol. 28. 1 p.
L.usbourg.
Voreuoer 25, The same to the same. The English have sent back some 200
Louisbourg. prisoners to Louisbourg, most of them drones whom they doubtless

wanted to get rid of. Exchanges of the kind are effected by order
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' of the naval commanders and not by the governor of Halifax. A
great deal of discord prevails between the latter. A French squadron
should be sent out very early to le Royale. The brigantine expedi-
tion is for the assistance of le St. Jean. Ile Royale itself will run
short of provisions unless a supply is received on the opening of
navigation. Fol. 29. 10 pages. 7 pp.

liOvember 25, MM. de Drucour and Prevost to the Minister. Copy of letter from
Louisbourg. M. Rousseau de Villejoin, commandant of Ile St. Jean, dated Port La

Joye, 3rd November 1756. Sad state of the island; difficulty of main-
taining 1,400 persons, some of whom have been on the island since
last autumn and others since the spring. M. Dorfontaine is taking
to Louisbourg seven English prisoners, two of them, deserters. Fol.
35. 6 pages. 4 pp.

Deember 26, The same to the same. Supplies for ofiers. Fol. 46. 3½ pages. 2pp.
»ecebeurg. 2 The same to the same. Asks for increase of pay and a gratuity
Loulabourg. for M. de Bonaventure. Fol. 49. 2j pages. 1t p.
fay 10, M. de Drucour to the same. A deserter, an Irishman, has been
Louisbourg. brought to Toulouse. He reports that, for want of men, only three.

out of the five vessels thgt wintered at Halifax, can be equipped.
The deserter bas been shipped on the frigate " La Valeur." Hopes.
two frigates have been sent to Ile St. Jean. The garrison have
neither shoes nor stockings. He bas forbidden the export of hides,
with a view to furnishing Indian shoes 4f required. Arrival of
" Le Brillant." Fol. 52. 4* pages. 3 pp.

Atat si, M. J. Cleveland to Captamn Spry, " Fougueur," Halifax. Their
Admîralty Lordkhips have learned with satisfaction that he bas captured the
office. war vessel " Arc-en-ciel," and ordered the destruction of French,

fisheries of Newfoundiand. Fol. 55. 1 page. ½ p.
May 19, M. de Drucour to the Minister. Ships and frigates in the Giilf.Louisbourg. Another deserter shipped on " La Valeur." Fol. 57. 1 p.
May 27, The same to the same. Sends back " La Valeur " and retains" La,
Louisbourg. Concorde." Fol. 59. 1 p.
June 27, The same to the same. Inconveniences resulting from allowing
Louisbourg. soldiers to marry. Sad state of the village of Rouillé. Praises M.

Macarthy and M. Franquet. Suspected persons. Foi. 61. 2 pp.
July 10, The same to the same. Arrivai of vessel " Parfaite Union " at
Louisbourg. Seatary. She sailed thence for Ste. Anne. Capture of " L'Arc-en-

ciel." As there are English cruisers in these waters, " La Parfaite
Urion " must remain where she is. Fol. 63. 31 pages, 2 pp.

July 1o. The same to the same. Details concerning the colony. Fol. 66.
2 pages, ]. P,

JuIv 18, The same to the sane. Moveinents of English and French vesselsLouisbourg. in the Gulf. Fol. 68. 4 pages, 3 pp..July 18, The same to the same. Copy of letter to writer. from M. Beau-Louisbourg. bassin de L'Isle, under date Quebec, 3rd July, on the same subject.
Fol. 71. 2à pp

Auguste, The same to the same. The " Concorde " is about to set sail. M.
Louisbourg. Prévost bas sent for bis recruits and for the cargo of " La Parfaite-

Union." Arrivai of a vessel fron Bordeaux with provisions. The
" Charmante" bas arrived at Louisbourg. Fol- 73. 1½ p.

December 4, The same to the sane. Letter enclosing petition fron the
Louisbourg. officials of the colony asking for an amoiioration of their condition.

Fol. 75. là p.
December 8, The same to the same. Proposais as to replacement of officers.
Louisbourg. Fol. 78. 3 pp.
December 21, The same to the same. Sends despatches by M. de Bellefosse.,Loulibourg. Fol. 80. i p
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1756.
December 27, M. de Drucour to the Minister. State of the garrison. There will
Louiubourg. be 300 men short in the spring. Gratuity for M. de La Potterie.

Two English prisoners sent to Bordeaux. Fol. 81. 3 pages, 2 pp.
December 27, The saie to the same. " Notes of private requests made from
Louisbourg. Louisbourg. Fol. 83. 2j pages, 2 pp,
April lo, M. Prévost to the Minister. Details as to army provisions fnrnishd
Louisbourg. to land troops. Regimental officers send too many men to hospital

on pretext of sickness. Sargeon Guérin is too independent. Far-
ther details as to troops. Fol. 86. 12J pages, 7 pp.

December 12, M. de Drucour to the same. Vessel " Saint Joseph," of St. Malo, has
Louisbourg. put into Port Dauphin. Fol. 95. 1 p.
December 17, The same to the saine. Arrival of vessels " St. Esprit " and
Louisbourg.' "Heureuse-Marie " of St. Malo. Fol. 96. 1 p.
December 17, M. Prévost to the saie. Burning of the storehouse. Fol. 91. 1 p.Louisbourg.
April 17, The same to the same. Statement of receipts and of consumption
Louisbourg. of provisions in October, November and December, 1755. Arrival

of vessels from St. Malo. It would be well to send more flour than
biscuit. Sieur Le Large is better. Ile St. Jean will be supplied
with provisions within a week. Asks for promotions. Fol. 99. 4 pp.

April 24, The same to the same. Arrival of vessels for [le Royale and
bouisbourg. Canala. Fol. 103. 1 p.
May 12, The same to the saie. Provisions received in a very bad con-
Louisbourg dition. Details as to provisions. The "St. Antoine " has not

arrived ; no sigu of the English. Fol. 105. 3 pages, 1½ p.
May 28, The saie to the saie. lias sent 500 barrels of coal to M. Bigot
Louisbourg. and asked him for masta, timber, iron, &c. Fol. 107. 2 pp.
June 9, The saie to the saie. Difference in weights of flour sent froin
Loulabourg. St Malo. Fol. 109. 2½ pages, i½ p.
June 15, The saie to the sa me. Arrival of frigate " Concorde " at Port
Louisbourg. Dauphin. Arrangements as to cargo. Thanka him for a gratuity

of 2,000 ivres. Fol. 112. 4 pages, 2 pp.
June 26, The same to the saie. Arrival of recruits and money by " La
Louisbourg. Concorde." M. Macarnhy settiug ont again. Exponses of the frigate.

Passengers, &c. Fol. 116. 2j pages, 1½ p.
July 1, The same to the saie. Deserters from land troops. The officers
touiabourg. do not pursue them. Details as to a deserter who returned.

Complaints against the surgeon. Fol. 120. 7 pages, 4 pp.
July 18, The same to the saie. M. de Beaussier, captain of a vessel, has
Louisbourg. been informed of what bas occurred on the coast. " La Charmante "

anchored at Menadore. A detachment was sent there to guard her
and the recruits on board were landed. Fol. 125. 3j pages, 2 pp.

August 11, The same to the saie. Passengers on the "I Héros" and
-Louisbourg. "L'illustre." Diath of Naval Ensign de Faget. Capture of au eight

gan English schooner. Sieur Simonin brought her to Baie des
Espagnols. Fol 128. 2j pages, 1½ p.

August 11, The same to the same. M. de Beaussier is about to sail with
Louisbourg. " L'illustre" and two frigates. Further movements of vessels.

English at Halifax fitting ont schooners, &c. Frigates must be sent
ont next year. Provisions. Fortifications. Foi. 130. 7 pages,4 pp.

eptember 27, The saie to the same. Acadian refugEes in Canada and Ile St.
Louisbourg• Jean. Is waiting for census returns to estimate the wants of Ile St.

Jean. All the Indians but 40 have left Port Toulouse. Fol. 134.
4 pages, 2 pp.

October 1 The saie to the same. Burning of the bakery. Fol. 145. 4j
rLoulsbourg. pages, 2½ pp.
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1756.
October 2,
Louisbourg.

lovember 13,
Louisbourg.

November 26,
Louisbourg.

Xovember 29,
Louisbourg.
December 1,
Louiubourg.
December 4,
Louisbourg.
December 4,
Louisbourg.

December 9,
Louisbourg.

December 10,
Louisbourg.
December 16,
Louisbourg.

Dec. 17 & 20,
Louisbourg.

December 31,
Louisbourg.

April 19,
Louisbourg.
April 20,
Louisbou rg.
May 19,
Louisbourg.
June 2C,
Louisebourg.
July 14,
Louisbourg.
August 10,
Louisbourg.
&uguet 12,

December Il
Louisbourg.
December 9,
Louiebourg.

December 16
Louisbourg.
December 20
Louisbourg.
Narhe 26,
Versailles.

A. 1888

M. Prevost to the Minister. Tools, &c., required by M. Franquet.
A second detachment has defeated 30 English, whose scalps have
been brought in by the Indians. Fol. 148. 1 p.

The same to the same. Arrival and installation of M. de La
Grève, commissary. State of troops, &e. Fol. 154. 5 pages, 3 pp.

The same to the saine. Ias not sent to Ile St. Jean all the
assistance requested for the 1,400 refugees still there. The harvest
has failed, and it would be well to send ont wheat from France.
Letter from M. Villejoin, commander at Ile St. Jean. Buildings
at Port La Joye in ruins. Fol. 168. 9j pages, 6 pp.

The same to the same. Stores. Fol. 165. 7j pages 4 pp.
The same to the same. Payment and clothing of troops. Fol.

173. 5 pages, 3 pp.
The same to the same. Details as to expenditure, &c., for land

troops. Fol. 178. 11 pages, 6 pp.
The saie to the same. Piovisions will be nearly all spent by

the month of April. Fol. 184, 6 pages, ~3 pp.
The same to the same. bends off the brigantine " Charmant " to

Brest, for wheat for Ile St. Jean. Uneasiness about transport
" Chariot Royal." Fol. 188 4 pages, 2 pp.

The same to the same. Asks for promotion. Fol. 194. l p.
The same to the same. Vessel with Acadian families going to

Gaspé from Halifax, bas put into Baie des Espagnols. Provision for
their subsistence. Fol. 197. 3 pages, 1à p

The same to the same. Two letters as to expenditure. Fol.
201. 7 pages, 4 pp.

The same to the same. Asks for a decision as to officers' elaims.
Asks for a salary chargeable to Canada for Sieur Bacquerine, a first
clerkship for Sieur Prévost de La Croix, a clerkship for Sieurs
Preville and Beaudéduit, and a position as store-keeper for Sieur
Morin. Fol. 208. 6 pages, 3î pp..

M. Franquet, engineer, to the same. As to the burning or the,
store bouse. Fol. 247. 1 p.

The same to the same. Indians. Masons required. Fol. 249. 1à p.

The same to the saie. Fortifications. Fol. 251. 1½ p.
The same to the same. Praises M. Macarthy. He would be the

man to conduct the attack on Halifax. Fol. 253. à P.
The same to the same. Snndry items of news. Fol. 254. 1 p.

The same to the saie. Fortifications. Fol. 256. 6 pages, 5 pp.
The same to the same. Advantages gained by M. de Villiers over

the English at Chouêgpen. Fol. 260. 2j pages say 2 pp.
The same to the saie. Asks for the position of ensign of the

second grade for M. de Poilly, engineer. Fol. 262. 1 p.
The same to the saie. Respecting the works on the fortifica-

tions. Fol. 263. 8 pages, say 6k pp.
The same to the same. Demands made by the engineers. Fol.

268. 3 pages, say 2½ pp.
The same to the same. Two letters about the works on the forti-

fications. Fol. 271 to 275. 6à pages, say 5 pp.
Copy of a letter from the keeper of the seals to M. Franquet, in

answer to one by the latter, dated 24th June, 1756. Fol. 279,12
pages, say 10 pp.

END OF VOL. 86.--ILE ROYALE.
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"ILE ROYAL--CORREPONDANCE GiNhRALE."

1757.
VoL. 37.-M. DE DRUCOUR, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
17 MM. de Drucour and Prévost to the Minister. They believe that

,Ry 12, the " Chariot Royal " has been captured by the English. They
Louiebourg. receive no food supplies and the greatest scarcity exists throughout

the colony. The English have not cruised in the neighbourhood dur-
ing the autumn and winter, Prizes captured by the Frencb priva-
teers. No news has been brought from Ile St. Jean. Shipwreek
of a schooner which had been sent there with provisions. The
English letters found on the prises contain nothing of any import-
ance. Pressing need for assistance. Fol. 3. 10J pages, say 8 pp.

Apr.9, Var. 30, Extract from letters from New London, New York, and Ports-
April 7. mouth, respecting the embargo which had been placed on vessels in

the English colonies of America. Fol. 9. 21 pp.
-October 22, Letter from M. J. Cleveland to Captain Darby, of Newfounciand,
Admiralty respecting the cruises and prizes. Fol. 11. ½ p.Offiee,
London.
August 12, MM. de Drucour and Prévost to the Minister. Asking him for the
Louisbourg. prompt despatch of assistance, in the shape of food. Fol. 12. 3

pages, say 21 pp.
September30, The same to the same. Respecting the means of defence in the
Louisbourg. power of the garrison of Louisbourg. Fol. 14. 6 pages, say 5 pp.
September 30, The same. Memoire to serve as an answer to the requests which
Louisbourg. the Governor and the Comptroller of Ile Royale, make to the

duke de Moras for an increase of troops. Fol. 18. 8j pageta,
say . 5 pp.

September30, The same to the Minister. Respecting the annoyance produeed
Louisbourg. in the Colony from the want of food. Fol. 23. 3 pages, say 2½ pp.
October 22, The same to the same. Despatch in cipher. They are busyLouisbourg. planning the means for destroying, in the month of January, the

new vessels and store house built at Halifax, &o. Fol. 25. 1 p.
October 22, The same to the same. Respecting the want of food in the Colony,
Louisbourg. and the number of vessels whioh are supposed to have been lost.

Foi. 27. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
October 22, The same to the same. Memorandum, including a return of the
Louisbourg. provisions in the King's storehouses at Louisbourg. Fol. 30. ½ p.
December 10, Thesame to the sane. Arrival of the "Aigle." Condition of food sup-
Louisbourg. plies at Ile Royale and lie St. Jean. They despatch the brigantine

"Chameau." They ask for money to pay the troops. Fol. 31. 7j
pages, say 5 pp.

December 28, The same to the same. Respecting privateering and prize money.
Louisbourg. Foi. 36. 4 pages, say 3 pp.
December 28, The same to the same. Respocting an increase for varions offi3ora.
Louisbourg They request also the separation of the offices of the judge of the

ordinary jurisdiction from that of the judge of the Admiralty, &».
Grataities asked for in favour of the Sisters of the Congregation.
Repayment of the Abbé Maillart, missionary, of the 3,600 livre&
which ho bas spent in building a church at La Bras d'Or. Cora-
mission as surveyor for hI. Roche. Withdrawal of laims, in favour
of M. Porée, against a prize which he has captured. Regulation
respecting the giving of honours in the Colony. Fol. 39. 14 pagesi
Bay 10 pp.
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May 3. M. de Drucour to the Minister.. Respecting precautions to be taken
Louisbourg. with respect to traitors. Fol. 48 2 pages, say là p.
June 16, The same to the samae. Respecting the means for reviotualling
Louisbourg. the Colony, and the movements of vessels. Fol. 50. 6 pages,

say 4 pp.
June 18, The same to the same. The " Achille " has arrived, but the " Hec-
Louiabourg- tor," the "Vaillant " and the " Sage " are behind.hand. Stil three

war vessels are to be seen manouvring in sight of the port. No word
is spoken about the enemy. Fol. 54. 2 pages, say 1 p.

July 12, The same to the sane. Pressing need for presents whereby to
Louisbourg. attach the Indians, who are only to be led in this way. Fol. 56, il

page, say lp.
October 4, The same to the same. Te Deuma chanted at Louisbourg on theLouiabourg. occasion of the capture of Minorca. Fol. 58. . p.OCtober 5, The same to the same. Asking what steps are to be taken re-

ouiabourg' specting M. John Thane, kept a prisoner at Louisbourg since the ship-
wreck of the ship of war the " Tilbury"; suspicions against this
officer. Fol. 59. 1 page. say .

October 5, The same to the same. Respecting the crossing, to France of KM.Louibourg. des Bourbes and du Blezel. Asks for the Cross for several officers.
October 7 Fol. 60. 2 pages, say là p.
Louisbourg. The same to the same. Respecting the quarters of the garrison.

Fol. 62. 1 page, say . p.October 10, The same to the same. Making representations respecting the
Louisbourg. enormous expenditure which he is obliged to make, and asks for

help. Fol. 63. 1 p.
October 11, The saine to the same. Retpecting precautions taken with regardLouisbourg. to persons under suspicion. Fol. 61 2 pageo, say lj p.
LoCber 11 The same to the same. Arrival of the "Apollon " with despates.abourg. Fears respecting the "Cumberland." Sad condition of the colony

as to the food supply. Pressing need that they sbould procure
Oesober 15, eme. Fol. 66. 1 P.
LOUisbourg. The same to the same. The creation of a company of artillery.

Fol 68. î p.
OCtober 25, The same to the same. Recom mends M. de Tropbriant to be placed

iouisbourg. n command of the coast guard frigates. Fol. 69. à p.October 28, The same to the bame. As ho is ignorant as to what may ho the
1ouisbourg. signals of 1758, ho asks that the first voseela should make those of

1757. Fol. 70. 2 pages, say 1 p.
oifvember 16, The same to the same. Arrival of the ship " Gloucester " andLouisbourg. vessel " Lady " from Brest. Appearance and disappearance of an.

English frigate. Importance of sending a smalt squadron to cruise
on the banks of Newfoundland to harass the fishery of English

Pnyember 22, colonists. Fol. 72. 2 pp.
LoDiisbourg. The saine to the same. Maritime operations. Fol. 74. 1 p.
November 26, Letter, unaddressed, about the interior and exterior situation ofLouimhourg. the colony. Fol. 75. 3 pages, say 2 pp.
Lecenber 8, K. de Drucour to the Minister. Respecting the officers to be re-D 0'bourg. placed. Fol. 77 to 79. 4 pages, say 3à pp.Leftmber 9 The same to the same. Exposes the necessities and penury ofL'Ouisbourg the officers. He says, among other things, when speaking of the

latter, there is hardly a servant of the meanest gentleman in the
Kingdom who is not botter off than they are. Fol. 80. 1l page,
Bay? 1 P.

oune 14, M. Prévost to the same. Ie senda him news of Canada. Fol.
Louisbourg. 83. 2j pages, say 1½ p.
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1757l.
JuIy •, M. Prevost to the Minister. Loading the brigantine "Charmant."
Louisbourg. Arrangements for the squadron. There are many sick persons.

Need of food. Fol. 86. 5 pages, say 3 pp.
July 6, The same to the same. The expedition made by M. de Beauf-
Louisbourg. frémont, in an open boat belonging to the King, did not have the

success which was expected of it. Fol. 91. 4 pages, gay 2 pp.
July 12, The same to the same. Arrival of the " Favorite." Arrival of
Louisbourg. M. de Boishébert with 100 Canadians or Acadians and -'50 Indians.

He bas been ordered to proceed to Gabarus Bay, which will be
defended by a six-pounder cannon. Capture of a small brig by an
English cruiser. Fol. 94. 2j pages, say 1½ P.

August 12, The same to the same. Work on the fortifications. The sick:
Louisbourg. persons are placed on board the vessels. Death of M. Lambert,

chief clerk, and the surgeons of the " Duc de Bourgogne," the
" Belliqueux " and the " Abenaquis." Uneasiness with respect to
vessels which are expected. The English forces at Halifax. Fol.
96. 9ï pages, say 6 pp.

September 21, The same to tha sane. Appearance of an English fleet, which
Louisbourg. on seeing that they were preparing to receive them at the various

forts of the Island, tacked off and disappeared. Despatch of M. Gan-
tier on a reconiaissance to the coast of Halifax. fHe has only seen
one war vessel. Works done on the fortifications of this town.
Appearance anew of the English fleet, which keeps away evidently
fron eight to ten leagues in the offing. He concludes from the
movements of the enemy, that they have given up the attempt of'
attacking Ile Royale this year. Fol. 102. 14 pages, say 8 pp.

September 30, The same to the same. Respecting the clothing of the infantry
Louisbourg. troops of the colony. Fol. 110. 8½ pages, say 41 pp.
October 1 The same to the same. Arrival of the brigantine " Charmant."
Louisbourg. Fresh provisions and other necessaries for the sick, the supply being

exhausted. Powder sent to Quebec. Fol. 135. 5j pages, say 2½ pp.
October 5 The same to the same. Sends a letter signed "Legac," on the
Louisbourg. same subject. Fol. 144. 3½ pages, say 1½ p.
October 6, The same to the same. Respecting the provisions. Fol. 147. 6
Louisbourg. pages, say 3à pp.
October 6 The same to the same. He has received arins and eatables sent
Louiabourg. on the frigate. Destitution of the inhabitants. Several of them

have gone to Canada, in order to escape their misery. Fol. 151.
4j pages, say 2î pp.

October 15, The same to the same. The ship " Tonnant" has been repaired.
Louisbourg. Capture of a small English lugger of six cannon and 30 men. Fol.

169. 5 pages, say 21 pp.
October 16, The same to the same. Respecting the hospital. Fol. 172.
Louisbourg. 5j pages, say 2½ pp.
October 17, The same to the same. About the troops. Fol. 189. 4j pages,
Louisbourg. say 2Î pp.
October 22, The same to the sane. Respecting the situation of the colony,
Louisbourg. with reference to its food supply. Fol. 192. 2± pages, say li p.
October 29, The same to the same. Respecting the expenses of the squadron.
Louisbourg. Fol. 195. 1 p.
November 21, The same to the same. He encloses the statement made by
Louisbourg. Captain La fontan of the brig " Coquette," captured by the

English. Fol. 200. 1 P.
November 27' The same to the same. Arrival of the Portuguese vessel the
Louisbourg. "Notre Dame du Mont Carmel," with 1,420 barrels of flour. Asks

for assistance of all kinds. Fol. 201.- 5j pages, say 2 pp.
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eceher 10, M. Prévost to the Minister. Departure of the brigantine " Char-
Oibourg. mant." Grain required for lie St. Jean. The harvest bas failed.

Recommerds that the cargoes of flour be increased. Asks for
funds to pay the troops. A detachment of Indians is sent
in order to take prisoners at Halifax. Fol. 215. 10 pages, say 5 pp.

h. er The same to the sane. Asks for promotions. Fol. 221. 1 p,
December 27, The same to the same. He has loaded the brig " Cerf-Volant."
IOusbourg. The mixing of rice with flour in order to make bread, has not been

a success. The " Aigle " is ready to return to France. Fol. 223.
6J pages, say 81 pp.

December 28, The sanie to the same. Ie asks for clothing, &c., for the troops.
ouisbourg. Details respecting the troops. Fol. 227. 17J pages, say 9 ppè

December 2s, The same to thae same. Copy of his letter to M. Bigot respecting M.
Ouisbourg. de La Grève des Asises, to the commissioner of war about his duties,

&c. Fol. 239. 13 pages, say 9 pp.
December 28, The same to the samne. Sends a copy of a letter written by M. BigottLouisbourg. to M. de La Grève, respectiig the infantry troops at Louisbourg.

Fol. 249. 6 pages, say 4à pp.
December 28, The same to tie same. Details respecting the position of the
Louisbourg' Colony. Fol. 253. 8J pages, say 6 pp.
December 28, The same to the sane. Statement of the favours which the Gov-

Oulisbourg. ernor and the Comptroller ask froma the Minister for the year 1757.
Fol. 257. 3J pages, say 1l p.

No date. Regulations respecting the honours to be g.iven in the colony of
Ile Royale. Fol. 259. 1p.

#December 29, M. Prévost to the Minister. Although he is short of food, princi.
Louisbourg. pally flour, they have wanted nothing. Precautions to be taken.

Ile St. Jean has suffered mach. Ie has sent vessels to purchase
molasses at Martinique. Fol. 265. 6 pages, say 3 pp.

December so, The sane to the sanie. Respecting expenses. Fol. 269. âj
Louiubourg. pages, say 4 pp.
December 31, The same to the same. Respecting the return from the sale of the
Louisbourg. prize lugger or brigantine, the " Doscay." FoI. 273. 4½ pages,

Bay 2 pp.
Nove:ber 28, M. Dabaget, major at Louisbourg, to the Minister. He has arrived
Brest. at Brest in such a tearful condition that he bas not been able to leave

his bed. Asks for assistance. Fol. 281. 1½ pages, say 1 p.
December 21, Madame Duhaget. Informs the Minister of the death of her hui-
Breut. band, and asks for a pension. Fol. 283. i p.
From May ô5, M. Franquet, the engineer. Nine letters to the Miinister, ail
to Nov. 16, treating of the work on the fortifications and the defence of Louis-
Louisbourg. bourg. Fol. 285 to 305. 191 pp.
October 12, M. Legac, Comptroller, to the Minister. Respectirng the capture
Louisbourg. of the English vessel the "Hamilton Galley." Fol. 307. 8J pages,

say 2* pp.
July 31 M. de La Touche de Tréville to the same. The captain of the
Bayon.'e. brigantine " Louise," sent from Louisbourg on the 5th July, informa

hi m of the arrival at Louisbourg of M. Bois de La Mothe, with ail his
squadron, as well as that of M. Durevest. Fol. 119. i p.

October 24, MM. Joubert, Garsement and Defrêne to the Minister. Respect.
Louimbourg. ing the seniority of the officers. Foi. 320. 3 pp.
October 20, Extract from a letter by M. Prévost to the Minister. Details res-
Louisbourg. pecting the stay of the squadron at Louisbourg, and the bickerings

which arose between M. de Beauffremont and M. de La Mothe. Fol.
322. 3à pp.

177. Notes by the Minister of Marine respecting le Royale ana its
requirements. Fol. 324. bi pages, êay 41 pp.
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(17e7 Letterwithout signature, but with the name of " M. de Bompar "at
penou.) the head. Complaints against M. de t. Jullien. Bad condition of the

fortifications of Louisbourg. Suggestions as to the means of delendiflD
the place. Fol. 327. 8î large pages, say 10 pp-

END OF VOL. 37.-ILE ROYALE.

"ILE ROYALE.--CoRESPONDANCE GÉNrAR&LE."

1758 TO 1162.

VoL. 38.-M. DE Daucoua, GOVERNOR.

C. 11.
1758I'~ a-MM. de Drucour and Prévost to the Minister. M. d'Olabarats, port

Loabourg.' captain, asks for bis superannuation. His eulogy and rewards which
he deserves. Fol. 4. 2k pages, say 2 pp-

Ray a, The same to the same. Arrival of various government ships.
Louiabourg• The " Raiéonnable," obliged to lay up in France. The transport

"Messager " burnt on the Spanish coast. The " Prudent " and the
*Chèvre " have entered Louisbourg; but the " Diane " was seen tO
disappear followed by seven vessels and frigates of the enenY
Sickness bad placed her crew in a bad condition. Other vesselO
are expected. Preparations for defence. He asks for fundO.
Fol. 6. 9 PP•

July 1 The same to the same. Praises the bravery of M. Vauqueinfl,
Louiabourg. captain of the frigate " Arethuze," and of M. Queue. Services rendOr-

ed by them durinig the siege. Fol. 11. 1 P.
January 15, M. de Drucourto the same. The state of his health compels M. Pil'
Louisbourg. lette to return to France. News from Halifax, where the Indians3

have carried off two English scalps. In the harbour of Halifax there
are only eight or ten vessels, three of which appear to be frigates•
Thirty soldiers have died since the month of October. Remark0
upon the recruits. Salary of M. Doumet. Fol. l. 2 pP.

April 8o, M. de Moras, Minister of Marine, to MM. de Drucour and Prévost•
Louisbourg. Instructions to put an end to the bad understanding between M. de

St. Julien, M. de La Grève, and other officers. Other details respecting
the troops. Fol. 16. ô pages, say 2j PP•

May 4, M. de Drucour to the Minister. Arrival of varions vessels. Man0
Louisbourg. preparations for defence. Fol. 19. 2k PP•
Juno 10 The same to the same. M. des Gouttes intends to send off the
Louisoaurg. " Comète " with despatches. Fol. 23. 1 P.
July -% The same to the same. The " Arethuze," which he reckoned
Louisbarg. upon leaving on the 7th, has only been made ready this evening•

Up till to-day the enemy has not made much advance on the hoer
of the town, but has completed his trenches. Sortie against the
.English on the night of the 8th of July. The French volunteer$
captured one of the enemy's entrenchments. The French lost 18,
killed, and had 27 wounded. MM. de Chauvelin and Garument were
kilied, and M. de Jarnage was wounded and taken prisouer. M. de
Boislébert is at Miré with 500 men who make up his detachmelt'
M. Franquet has not as yet been able to decide in what manner and
what place the enemy will make the attack. Fol. 24. 4 pageS?
Say â* PP

July s Extract from a letter fiom Louisbourg respeoting the siege of1 tn
Louabourig. place by the .English. Fol. 2L 2. PP'

çoffl
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1758. Two very short documents respecting the capitulation of Liuis-
bourg; and the victory of General Montcalm at Ticonderoga. Fol.
29. 2 small pages, say 1 P.

Uly 15, M. de Drucour to the Minister. He explains to him the reasons
Louisbourg. which had determined him upon keeping the King's vessels in the

harbour of Louisbourg, contrary to the advice of their commanders.
Fol. 31. 4J pages, say 34 pp.rly 15, M. PrévoAt to the Minister. Respecting the despatch to France of

Loui8bourg. a captain of the navy by M. Desgouttes. Fol. 34. Il pages, say 1 p.
41y 7,9 The same to the same. Works for attack and defence made bLOfisbourg. the English around Louisbourg. The bombardment bas commened.

Shells and cannon balls rain upon the town. Up to this day 18
officers have been wounded, 80 soldiers and 12 inhabitants have been
wounded and some of them are dead. A bimbshell fell upon the
hospital and killed the surgeon of the volunteer battalion and
wounded two nuns. He sends this despatch by the "Arethuze."
Lengthy eulogy of Captain de Vauquelin and services rendered by him
during the siege The five King's vessels have been abandoned two
days ago; they have, however, as yet only lost ,three men and a
midshipman by the fire of the English, independent of three offlcers
killed on the "Bienfaisant." The vessels have hitherto obtained
more assistance from the town than they have given to it. Fol.
36. 3 pp.

Iy 2%, Representations made to M. de Drucour and to the council of war
Louisbourg. held this day by M. Prévost. The latter shows to what a condition the

bombardment has reduced the town, and to what a terrible fate an
assault would abandon the 4,000 persons who live in the town, and
the one thousand to twelve hundred sick left in the hospitals, and
he determines to capitulate. Fol. 38. 6 pages, say 5 pp.

ly28, M. de Drucour to the Minister. Details respecting thelast days ofouisbourg, the siege and the capitulation. He asks for orders. Fol. 42. 1 p.
Juiy 29, M. Prêvost to the same. Datails about the bombardment, burn-

oL0uisbourg. ing of the vessels in the harbour. Barning of the barracks. Capitu-
lation. Overwhelming superiority of the enemy's forces. Fol. 43.
5 pages, say 4J pp.

8ePtember 24 M. de Drucour to the same. Before embarking on the " Terrible," he4ndover. has entrusted to M. Prévost, who left for France direct, his journal,
to place it in the hands of the Minister. Crushing superiority of
the enemy at Louisbourg, asks for his return to France. Fol. 47.
2J pages, say 2 pp.

Ptember 29, The same to the same. He is satisfied with the choice they have
Adover. made of M. de la Houillière to command the troops on Ile Royale.

Fol. 49. à P
ifOe,br 1 The same to the same. Complains of the silence which is

dover. 'kept with respect to himself. He justifies himself and asks for some
reward, although he has been an unfortunate man. Fol. 52. 4J pp.

80Vember 20, c The same to the same. His impatience at his receiving no de.
1&!1doYer. cision upon his conduct. Asks, seeing that he is not himself

allowed to cross to France, that the Admiralty provide a passage
for Madame de Dracour, who will place his justification in the hands
of the Minister. Fol. 55. 2} pages, say l1 p.

Journal or narrative of the attack, of the defenee and capitulation
178. of Louisbourg, by M de Drucour. (This document is exceedingly

interesting.) Fol. 57 to 110. 103 pp.
January 24 M. Prévost to the Minister. He sends the remainder of the sick by
Louisbourg. the " Aigle " with the English prisoners, and asks for a gratuity

for the surgeon whom he has employed, Oattle are wanted. The
cozoi
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' squadron commanders claim as their right the feet and bellies of
the oxen. He asks for orders on this subject. Asks for Sisters of
Charity, hospital nurses. &c. Fol. 112. 14* pages, say 8 pp.

May 4, M Prévost to the Minister. Arrival of the " Apollon," the
Louisbourg. " Prudent" and the " Chèvre," as well of the division of M. de

Beaussier. The harbour was blockaded two days after by nine
English vessels. He was driven to the last extremity when the
" Apollon " appeared. Difficulty in quartering all the troops.
Dispositions for the defence. Asks for supplies of money. Fol.
122 to the reverse side of 128. 10j pages, say 7 pp.

September 28, The same to the same. He has just arrived in this port, and i3
La Rochelle. going to proceed as soon as possible to meet the Minister. Fol.

134. 1 P.
November 28, The same to the same. Respecting the defences of Ile Royale.
La Rochelle. Fol. 135. 2j pages, say 1 P.
December 2, The same to the same, respecting the hire of the boat " Eliz
La Rochelle. beth." Fol. 137. 2j pages, say 2 pp-
December 5, The same to the same. Respecting the expenditure at lie
La Roohelle. Riyale. Fol. 139.; 2k pages, say 2 pp.
Decenher 9, M. Prévost de LaCroix, on the same subject. Fol. 145. P p.
La Rochelle.
May 31, M. Marchault de la Houlière commanding the troops, gives ani
Louisbourg. account to the Minister of his departure from Brest and of bis

arrival at Louisbourg. after a keen chase by an English frigate.
They expect to see the barbour closed every day. Fol. 148. 1 P.

June 10, The same to the same. The English blockade Louisbourg. TheY
Louisbourg. set foot on land. The first fight. Retreat of a detachment sent

against them. Evil plight of the place. Fol. 150. 3 pP.
June 22, The same to the same. Scheme for sinking vessels at tho entrace
Louisbourg. of the harbour in order to close it against the enemy. A thick fog

bides the enemy's works from the sight. The fatigues of the service
exhaust the troops. Fol. 152. 2 pp.

July 7, The same to the same. MM. de Drucour and de Goutes come to the
Louisbourg. decision to send off the " Arethuse " to France, under cover of the

fog. The enemy have opened fire upon the place. Noble conduct Of
M. deVauquelain. The besieged bave already had 19 officers wounded
and about 100 soldiers killed or wounded. Fol. 154. 2 pp,

July 15, The sane to the same. The night was too clear on the 13th to allow
Louisbourg. M. de Vauquelain to leave with the " Arethuse." Trenches made

practicable by the enemy. Defence by the besieged. Fol. 156. 1 pP.
July 28, The same to the same. Details respenting the surrender of Louis-
Louiebourg- bourg. Fol. 158. 2 pp.
November 25, The same to the same. Praises the garrison of Louisbourg for itS
No placeî
named. conduct during the siege. As for himself he has also donc bis duty.

Fol. 160. 2 pages, say 1½ PP.
November 25. The same to the Marshal de Belle Isle, on the same matter. Fol.

162. 2 pp.
September8, M. deVillejouin, Commandant of Ile St. Jean, to the Minister. A
Port Lajoye. letter which has been sent to him by M. de Drucour bas determined

him to place 11e St.Jean in the bands of the English who scem deter-
mined to make him evacuate it completely. Although 700 persOns
bave embarked with him,who are now in the roadstead cf Port La
Joye, there still remain nearly 4,000 souls upon the Island. Sad cOn-
diiion of these poor unfortunates. Hardly three years have pas'
since the last ayrived Acadians have taken refuge on the Island.
Bespeaks the commiseration of the Minister for them when tbey
shall have returned to France. He himself loses a great deal, as

cooxoi
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1758 well at Ile St. Jean as at Louisbourg, and begs the Minister not to
desert him. Fol. 165. 4 pp.

Janury 24, M. Franquet to the Minister. He asks for favours for the
ouisbourg- engineers employed at Louisbourg. Fol. [69. l½ p.x&7 6, The same to the same. Appearanco of the enemy. Preparations

Louisbourg. for defence. Fol. 172. 3 pages, say 3 pp.
June 20, M. Kerdisieu, commissioner, to the same. The stowing of the sick
Louisbourg. on board several vessels in the roadstead. Hie is busied in landing

from the vessels a certain proportion of the food supplies, ii case
of being compelled to sink the vessels, and this juncture seems to
him to be unfortunately but too close at hand. Fol. 182. 1 p.

June 22 The same to the same. Respecting the destination of the squa.
Louisbo'urg. dron in the harbour at Louisbourg. Fol. 183. 2j pages, say 2 pp.
January 5 Count de Raymond to the sane. Letter respecting the Royal
Paris. battery of Louisbourg, which some people desire to do away with,

but he advises to retain it. Fol. 186. 21 pages, say 1 p.
June Io M. Desgouttes, commanding the French squadron, to the Minis-
Louisbourg. ter. Arrival of the English fleet, Landing from the fleet of the

besiegers. Preliminaries of the siege. He regrets being compelled
by M. de Drucour to remain with the fleet at Louisbourg, where
ho can only be useful by blocking the entrance tu the harbour.
Fol. 189. 2j pp.

Sptember 16, M. Ardibus to the same. Details respecting the siege of Louis-
La Rochelle. bourg. Fol. 193. 12J pages, say 61 pp.

1759. "Reflections upon Louisbourg,Plaisance and the cod-fishery." Fol.
201. 9 small pages, say 4 pp.

1758. M. Boux, lieutenant of a frigate. " Remarks upon what can en-
sure the security of Canada." Fol. 206. 4½ pages, say 5 pp.

SePtember 19 Unsigned letter to the Minister. Blaming the sailors and
ROchefor1 especially M. Desgouttes, for their conduct during the siege of

Louisbourg, and on the contrary bestowing praises on the land
forces. Fol. 210. 3 pages, say 21 pp.

August 18. " News from London of the 18th August. Capitulation of Louis-
bourg." Fol. 214. 21 pages, say 2 pp.

April 28, M. de Moras to MM. de Drucour and Prévost. General instruc-
Versailles. tions. Fol. 217. 9 pages, say 61 pp.

1758. Copy of tho articles of capitulation of Louisbourg, drawn up by
M. Denis de Bonaventure. Fol. 225. 3 pages, say 3 pp.

October 3 M. Macarthy. Sends to the Minister two memoranda (not
Rochefort' included) respecting the best way for assisting Canada, &c. Fol.

228. 1 page, say à P.
september 5, Extract from a letter from President Ogier to Abbé de Bernis,COOenhagen. expressing the regrets which the Danish Government feel at the

capture of Louisbourg, and the offers which it makes to furnish
provisions. Fol. 231. 2pp.

1759 M. Prévost to the Minister. Respecting the claims made by M.
April 28' de Salaberry, commanding the " Fidèle," for the pitch and tar fur-
La Roch'elle nished by him. Fol. 236. 4 pages, say 3pp.
October 9, M. Le Gac to the Minister. Respecting the auditing of the
La Rochelle. accourits. Fol. 239. 81 pages, say 4 pp.
JuIy 22. Memorandum, unsigned, rospecting the arrangements to be

made in order to employ in a useful manner, the garrison of Ile
Royale and also the officers of the staff of justice, of the civil staff,
and other employés. Fol. 244. 10 pages, say 8 pp.

1759. Unsigned memorandum, entitled " Refugiés." Contains a list of
Oberbourg. the inhabitants of Ile Royale, le St. Jean and Acadia, who have

sought refuge at Cherbourg. Fol. 249 tg 264. 26 pages, say 12 pg
o0Eim
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Apri .28, General list of families of military and civil staff officers, traders,
La Rochelle. the principal inhabitants, and other private persons from Ile Royale,

who have landed at La Rochelle as well those who have remained
in that place as those who have left, with permission, for various
places in the Kingdom. Fol. 265 to 266. 44 pages, say 55 pp.

1760. Certificate from the King's doctor -certifying as to the complaint
April 23, of the widow and daughters of M. Lartigue, and of the impossibilityLa Rochelle. of their travelling. Fol. 288. 1½ page, say 1 p.
November 15, M. Jean La Borde, Treasurer of Ile Royale, to M. Prévost. Res-
Rochefort. pecting the auditing of the accounts. Fol. 289. 2 pp.
November 1e, The widow Morel, Angelique, Gervaise, and Marie Paris froml
La Rochelle. Louisbourg. Claims on the Minister for one of their houses which

had been demolished and the materials of which had been used in
the King's service. Fol. 291. 8 pp.

Detember 6, M. PrévoRt to the Minister. Respecting the auditing ot the
La Rochelle. accounts. Fol, 293. 4 pp-
December 6, The same to the same. Respecting the troops at Ile Royale.
La Rochelle. Fol. 296. 10 pp.
May 21, The same to the same. Respecting the expenditure at Ile Royale.
Rochefort. Fol. 303. i P.

1762. Copy of the orders given by Lieutenant Rodrigue, respecting
Dechmber 18, the defence of the entrance to the River Miré. Fol. 306 and 307.
La Rochelle. 2 pages, say 1 P.
August7. Memorandum, unsigned, respecting the expedition made bY

M. Ternay for the retention of St. Johns, Newfoundland. Fol.
308. 4j pP.

END OF VOL. 38.-END OF THE FIRsT PART OF THE SERIES,
"ILE ROYALE."

Continuation of the same Series.
[Note.-I leave a side for the moment Volumes 1 to 7, inclu-

sive, which treat on Newfoundland, and I take up the end of the
series, starting from Volume 8, in order to finish up everything
respecting Ile Royale and lie St. Jean..--J.M.]

NoRTH AMERIcA.

VOL. 8.-GAsPÉ, CANCEAUX, fILE ROYALE, ILE MADAME, ILE
ST. JEAN.

C. 11.

Jul 1755. MM. Prévost and Arnoux, partners in cod fishing at Gaspé. Ask
Quebec. for the grant, with the title of Seigniors, of the lands situate

between Cape Rosier and Grande Rivière, on the condition of build-
ing a fort there. Fol. J. 4 pages, say 2 pp.

No date. Memorandum, unsigned, respecting Canceau Island. Fol. 7.
2 pages, say i P.

1706. Memorial, unsigned, to M. de Pontchartrain,respecting the settle-
November 30. ment of a colony on the Island of Cape Breton. Reasons for such

a settlement. Fol. 10. 56à pp.
Auguet 7, Memoir of M. Raudot, jun., on the present state of affairs in
Quebec Canada, and the settlement of Cape Breton. Fol. 40. 22J pages,

Bay 18 pp-
oooxov
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April1,' Copy of the commission of M.Soubras, Commissary Comptroller of
'Versaillea. lie Royale. Fol. 61. 2k pages, say 2 pp.

1716. Memorandum by M. de la Boulaye, respecting the colony of Ca-
areb1 1, nada and what they propose to do in lie Royale. Fol. 63. 12 pp.

1717. Judgment of the Council of M arme respecting the settlement at
Karch 9. Louisbourg of the Recollets from the Province of Brittany. Fol. 69.

Nodt. 9 pages, say 7à Pp.
9agDocument entitled: " Grant of beach lots of the Town of Louis.
bourg." Fol. 80. 3 pp.

1760. Memorandum by M. de Couagne about lie Royale. Fol. 82. 19
nber 4, large pages, say 24 pp.
aRochele.p

1719-1722. Title deeds to grants to M. d'Auteuil, and other documents, re.
specting the settlement of Ile Madame. Fols. 93 to 123. 47 pages,
say 30 pp.

1712. M. de Couagne to Minister. M. de Costebelle, Governor of le
tember 10, Royale, should give him, as well as Captain La Sonde, an order to

Louis, t make a survey on lie 8t. Jean. Fol. 1--6. ½ p.
COape Breton.

1719. Grant of the Islands of St. Jean and Miseou to Count de St. Pierre.
Fol. 127 to 139. 24 small pages, say 1 pp.

1720. Letters patent granting the Magdalen Islands, Brion or Ramées to
January - M. de St. Pierre. Fol. Z40. 2½ pp.

17aa-1749- Continuation of the documents respecting the grant of lie dt.
Jean with the claims of certain traders of St. Malo and St. Jean de
Luz, respecting the right of tishing in this neighbourhood as weil
as the claims of M. de St. Pierre's family respecting this island.
Fol. 142 to 190. 81 pages, say 60 pp.

1861 (sic.) Letter from M. U. J. Tessier, an advocate of Quebec, asking for the
.February 25, titles of the grant of the Magdalen Islands to count de St. Pierre, these
Quebec. islands having been granted anew in 1798 by the En glish Governor

of Canada, who disregarded the original grant to Captain Ignace
Coffi, whose heirs refuse to recognize, as regards the inhabitants of
these islands, the ownership of the soil which they occupy. Foi.
not numbered, but coming after 190. 3 pp.

1749. M. de la Jonquière, Governor of Canada, to the Minister. Respect.
OCtober 31, ing the harsh conduct of Lord Cornwallis towards the Acadians.
Quebec. Fol. 193. 3 pages, say 1½ p.

b her 11, M M. de la Jonquiôre and Bigot to the same. On the same subject,
ee' and the victualling of lie St. Jean. Fol. 19à. 1 p.

bout 1778. Memoir on lie St. Jean, its resources and its people. Fol. 197 to
203. Il pp.

1818. Translation of a notice about Prince Edward Island (le St. Jean)
October 22. sent to the colonial directors by M. César &oreau, Vice Consul of

France at London. Fol. 2u4. 15 pp.
END OF VOL. 8.--oRTHf AMEaIo&, GAsPÉ, CANCEAUX, ILE

ROYALE, InE MADAME, ILE ST. JEAN.

NORTa A aicgIOa.

VOL. 9.-ILE ROYALE. ÎLE ST. JuI".

1717-1758.
C. 1II

117e M. Boisberthelot de Beaucourt. Formal retur of the arrest of
eurg M. Morpain, port captain, for nocturnal rowdyism. Fol. 2. 1

pages, say 1 y
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No date. Petition from the Ursulines of Saint Germain, asking permibsion
to enjoy the revenues of the Congregation, now delunct, of Notrd
Dame de Louisbourg. Fol. 4. 2 pp.

1720 and 1721. List of vessels which have arrived at Ile Royale. Fol. 5 to 41.
26 pages, say 36 pp.

1721. List of vessels in commission, in the interest of the inhabitants of
lie Royale and the Acadians. Fol. 22 to 26. 8 pages, say 6 pp.

1734. Grant to M. Darrigrand of the creek and " Barrachois," called F1e-
April 21. dieu, at lie Royale. Fol. 42 to 48. 12 pages, say 8 pp.

1744. MM. Duchambon and Bigot to the Mînister. Asking for sait

Lobou 9 smugglers and 30 recruits for le St. Jean. M. Maillard, the mis-
sionary, had, at the request of the Indians, followed them to Acadiai.
By means of the division of the duties of Grand Vicar between the
Superior of the Recollets and this missionary, effected by the Bishop
of Quebec, the missionary lives more happily with the Reucollet.
They cannot be expected to make fish-glue at lie Royale. Fol. 100•
3 pages, say 2à pp.

1745. M. Bigot to the saime. Respecting the bad conduct of M. Jeau
ovember 9, Daguet, captain of a vesel, towards him. Foi. 10à. 1 p.Louisbourg. ugeciti favaetwid l.Fi 0.ip

November 16, The same to the same. .Respecting the scheme of M. Hiriart to
Rochefort. come to Quebee with a vessel before the English are able to clos0

the navigation of the stream by cruising in the Gulf. Fol. 104-
à* pages, say 4à pp.

December 7, The same to the same. On the same subject. Fol. 114 to 1 l7.
La Rochelle. 51 pages, say 4½ pp.
September 29, The same to the same. Respecting the obstinate deterLinationl
Quebec. 2 of the Governor of Chibouctou to cause the oath of allegiance to the

King of England to be taken by the people of Acadia. Fol. 126•
2 pages, say 1à Pd

1749. Hesumé of a letter by the Abbé Le Loutre, about events in Acadia
July as- during this period. Fol. 130. 3k pages, say 3 pp.
September8, M. Desherbiers to the Minister. Respecting the events which iti
Louisbourg. taken place at Louisbourg since the retaking of its possession bf

1749. the French. Fol. 132. o½ pages, say 7 pp-
October 3, M. Bigot to the Minister. Respecting the representations made bf
Quebee' the Bishop of Quebec in order to prevent the Protestants from Oar-

rying on trade in Canada. Fol. 139. 4à pages, say ai pp.
1751. Journal of the voyage of M.Franquet to Port Lajoye, to the harboar

of St. Pierre, to the harbour of Three Rivers, to lie St. Jean, to Baie
Verte, to Beauséjour, to Fort Gaspareaux, and to Port Toulouse il'
lie Royale, with 18 charts and plans of these various localities as
well as of Louisbourg. Fois. 143 to 174. 53 large pages in ail,
say 70 pp•

(Besides 18 large plans to be draughted).
1762. Count de Raymond. Gives an account to the Minister of his tour

Septeber g, in the western part of le Royale. Fol. 1 1. 7 pages, say 6 pP•Louiabourg. -

1755 M. Poisset. Offering to the Minister the sum of 18,000 livres, paY-
November 4. able in three years, in full discharge for all exchange, sales aiLnd
Quebe@.i other dues owing to Ils Majesty, since 1740, by the Goverament Of

Montreal, its dependencies, Fort St. Frédéric, and Detroit. Fol•
186. ip.

Memorandum, on the same subject, annexed to the foregoLn
document. Fol. 188. 2 pages, say 1k p•

1757. M. Le Neuf de Beaubassin settled at Louisbourg. Claims in comler
Jan e, cialmatters. Fo. 196. pp•

La Roohelle
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1758.
Novemaber 5, d . de Vaudreuil to the Minister. Respecting the operations of M.Mostreal. de Boishébert after bis departure from le Royale, and the advan-

tages gained by him over the Englislh. Record of eve nts in Acadia.
Fol. 19J. 4 pages, say 3 pp.1758. " Remarks as to what has taken place with regard to the trade of
France with Ile Royale, from 1750 to 1753." Fol. 202. 5 pp.

o date. Extract showing the grants issued at Louisbourg. Fol. 206. 7J
pages, say 4J pp.date. Statement of the lots occupied at Louisbourg within the circum-
vallation of the place. Fol. 210. 1 p.

END of VOL. 9.-NoTa AMEaRoA, ILE ROYALE AND ILE ST. JEAN.

NORTH AgRICA.-ILE RUXALE.

1758.
'oL. 10.-APTURE oF LouisBouRG.

C. 11.
1758. A journal, without signature, of the siege of Louisbourg. Pol. 2.

40 pages, say about 50 pp.
1758. A nother journal, unsigned, of the siege of Louisbourg. Fol. 22.

120 medium pages, say 80 pp.
1758. Continuation of notes written by M. de Drucour to M. Des

Gouttes, commaider of the squadron, during the siege of Louis-
bourg. Respecting defensive operations. Fol. 180 to 207. 27
small pages, say atout 10 Pp.

1758 M. Prévost. Details respecting the siege of Louisbourg. Fol.
L'' 209. 2 pp.

UIy 12, The same. " Extract from a return of officers, soldiers and inhabi-
Ouiibourg-- tants killed or wounded from the 8th June to and including the 12th

July following the siege of Louisbourg." Fol. 211. 1 p.
July 13, M. Lahoulière to the Minister. Details of the events during the
LouiBbourg. the siege from the 8th June to the 13th July. Fol. 212. 5 pp.JUIY 13, M. Franquet to the.Minister. On the same subject. Fol. 215. 21Louisbourg, pages, say 

2 pp.July 15 M. Des Gouttes to the same. On the same subject. Fol. 217. 4
Loluisbourg. pages, eay 2J pp.
Auigust 6 M. de La Houlière, in command of the troops, gives an account
Louiabourg. to the Minister of the incidents during the siege and of the sur-

render of Louisbourg. Fol. 221. 2 pp.
g, M. Martel, commander of the " Célèbre," gives an account to the

'ouisbourg. Minister of tne loss of his vessel burnt by the English during the
siege of Louisbourg. Fol. 233. 3 pages, say 2 pp.

Chevalier de Courserac, commanding one of the ships of the flect.
Louisbour'g. Gives an aceount to the Minister of the loss of his vessel, the - .

Fol. 235. 2 pp.
1758. Letter, unsigned, but probably by M. Des Gouttes, giving an

account to the Minister of the arrival of the squadron at Louis-
bourg. Fol. 237. 4 pp.

Peb 172. M. de Drucour, ex-Governor of Ile Royale, to the Minister. Setting
No nam of' forth his services at Louisbourg, and asking for a pension. Fol.
Place. 239. il page.

Occxcvii
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1766-7-8. Journal of Chevalier de Tourville, commanding the "Sauvage."
Respecting bis cruise in the Gulf (f St. LawieLce and the siege of
Louisbourg. Fol. 241 to 327. 161 large pages, say about 200 pp.

No.date. Memoir by M. de Choiseul, " the sailor," on the advantages accru-
ing to the French from the possession of Louisbourg. Fol. 329. 18 pp.

END OF VOL. 10.-oRTH AMEIicA, ILE, ROYALE, CAPTURE O?
LouisEouaG.

The four following volumes of this series, Volumes 11, 12, 13 and 14,
only contain details respecting Me receipts and expenditure of lie
Royale, of which we have moreover given the analysis and résumé in
the gentral correspondence.

As to the volumes or portfolios 15 and 16, they only contain an abridg•
ment prepared for the judgments of the Council, of the correspondence
between the Governors and the Intendants and the Minister, of which
we have just given the analyss.

END CF THE SERIES REL-PECTING ILE ROYALE.
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1784
August 30, Armstrong to Mathews. The reduced seamen are gone down;
4iagara. hopes that Captain Grant may prevail on some of the seamen at

Carleton Island to remain and navigate the " Seneca," otherwise
seamen must be sent up. Letters, &o., arc forwarded to Captain
Harrow at Detroit. Page 423

Septeniber22, Batior to Haldimand. Presses for a settlement of the contingentQuebec. account of the Indian Department; explains the nature of some
items in the last account, which were rejected by Sir John John-
son. 424

Xo date. Certificate that Mr. Conely acted as Deputy Governor under
Lord Daunmore. 434

Description of Captain McKee's lot of ground. 434
The same of Captain Lamothe's lot. 435
A list of prisoners at present in Niagara, sent to General Clinton.

of the continental forces. Probably in the spring of 1779. 439
Letter from Lieut. Drummond, of éloAlpine's corps, requesting to

be exchanged. 440

CORRESPUNDENCE WITH COLONEL GUY JOHNSON-17179-1783.

B. 106. B.M., 21,766.
1779

JuIY 24, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. (No. 1.) Has reduced to generalQuebec' heads, an account of his transactions in order to save time. The
absolute necessity of his going to England in 1775. Who went with
him; the two India*ns sent at the request of the Six Nations. Was
sent by New York as the nearest route for the Indians to make &
junction with the proposed movement up the Hudson; his long
detention. His reasons for desiring to go up the country with as
little delay as possible; these are strengthened by the report of cer-
tain movements that threaten the back country and other circum-
stances that may be productive of ill consequences. Asks leave to
go to Niagara and declares bis earnest desire to gain the reputation-
of being a useful officer, having already made great sacrifices of bis
private interests. Page 1

&Ugust 9, Same to the same. (No. 2.) Urges at considerable length the
Quebee- propriety of bis being allowed to go Io the upper country. What

he proposed to do with the indians, and the nature of the duties to
which he was appointed. 4

%Ptember 30, Same to the same. (No. 3.) His arrival two days before from
drton St. Régis with 200 people, 120 fighting Indians, the rest officers and

'd white mon, with some squaws and children; the latter tewer in
number than usual with the Six Nations. Has appointed Wilkinson
to be lieutenant. The complaints of the Onondaga and St. Régis
Indians of their country being given up, after baving had the rosent-
ment of the rebols drawn on them by their services; their threats to
make terms with the invaders; their intention prevented. Has
received report from Butler of the destruction of the Indian towns
and consequent distress; had purchased a supply of Indian goode in
anticipation of delay in receiving those from England; bas drawn
for the amount. The efforts necessary to encourage the Indians.
Fraser's expedition with the Indians; their distress; anticipates a
large consumption of provisions throngh the winter. b

etober 22, Same to the same. Arrangements respecting Indians at Carleton
U °g Island. The greater part of the Mohawks and some of the rest

will be prevailed on to go there. The feeling respecting an attack
a 105 HALDIMAND COLLECTION6 S4a4-1
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1779. on the Oneidas; has good hopes of large parties of their determined
enemies being made during the winter. Settlement of Butler's
account, who Iad arrived on the 20th. Gratification of Sayengher-
aghta at His Excellency's attention. Desires to have his (Johnson's)
exact rank in the field settled, to prevent prejudice to his influence
with Iodians. Page 11

November 21, Guy Jobnson to Haldimand. (No. 5.) Respecting bills draçvn for
Niagara. his department. Bolton has ordered provisions, &3., from Carleton

Island, but the contrary winds cause deVy. Thanks for approval of
Wilkinson's appointment; the cause of a probable increase to the
Indian exponses. His qualifleations for the office he bolds. Proposes
to get out a good party about the end of next month. His gooc

1780 understanding with Bolton. Batler offords every assistance. 14
May 3, Same to the same. (No. 6.) With returns, accounts, &c. The
Niagara. intelligence from papers taken by the Indians confirms the reports

of distress in the colonies. Is satisfied with the conduct o! the
Indians ; their affairs methodised so as to secure as much regularity
and economy as could be expected from tho nature of the department.
The correspondence with Schuyler as to Indian prison ers; clothing
the Indians; the severity of the season prevents expeditions; pre-
parations made by Brant and other chiefs. Expedition in the middle
of February, followed by smaller parties. The Delawares killed
seven and took six prisoners at Wyoming; three of the Iudians
killed in the night. Good account from McKee of the Six Nations.
The disaffected Oneidas desirous of coming in; the difficulties in the
way. 17

May 3, Same to the same. (No. 7.) The arrangement of the Indians in
Niagara. seven companies or divisions, with officers for each; the advantege

of the system for supplies, &c. The supply of rum. Desires instruc-
tions as to the mode of obtaining supplies for the Indians; the large
demand for axes, hoes. &c., rocommended to be supplied. Respect-
ing accouants and how they should be settled. 21

Jnne 15, Same to the same. (No. 8.) The new settlements by the IndiansNiagara. on the routeto Fort Pitt advantageously situated, and the soil fertile.
Return of party with 26 prisoners and scalps taken about Ligonier ;
three detained by the Indians ; the rest dolivered up. The Indians
pleased; Butler will explain their wants. Lieut. Lottridge returned
from the Mohawk with prisoners and scalps. Dockstedder set off
from Kadaragas with a good party. A party of 60 rangers and 90
lIndians on their way towards the Mohawk River. 25

July 3, Sanie to the sanie. (No. 9.) Remarks on the estimates forNiagara. Indian goods, and the increasing demands of the Indians. 27
August 11, Same to the same. (No. 10.) Dockstedder bas returned after
Niagara. baving reduced a rebel blockhouse in Woodcock Valley, Bedford

County, Penusylvania, Capt. Phillips commanding. Indians could
not be restrained from kitling ton of the rebels. Dockstedder has
destroyed the blockhouse, burned seven bouses and seven granaries
and killed some cattle and horses. Phillips' commission to raise
rangers transmitted; he affects simplicity and greatly prevaricates.
Brant advancing against the rebel frontiers. Treachery of the dis-
affected Indian village sixteen miles from Fort Stanwix; village
fort and other buildings burned; Oneidas in camp near Fort Staa-
wix ; about one hundred joined Brant, the rest ran for the fort.
The advantage gained by the destruction of the fort at Woodcock
Valley. 31

August 11, Same to the same. (No 11.) Brant's success on the Mohawk;
Niagara. destroyed the Oneida village and fort; recently destroyed a rich
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1780. settlement and two smal forts and above a hundred houses, &o.
Brant thinks it the finest opportunity to attack Fort Stanwix;
asks for instructions. Page 34

A ugust - Guy Johnson ta Haldimand. Remarks on the steps taken to watch
Niagara. the south-west; the scattered Senecas and Delawares of the Upper

Ohio sent ont towards that communication. Scouts sent from two
vags.. Cultivation rostricted f'rom the number going to war, which
though distressing to the rebels, increases the charge on the depart-
mont. All the parties from hence have behaved well; the ill
bohaviour of the one from Carleton Island will be properly
represented. and hopes that it will have a good effect. Hopes
that the course towards the Oueidas will produce suitable atone-
ment. 36

August 24, Same to the same. Arrival of Oneidas; they now number above
Niagara. 500 souls; the last arrivals treated with more severity than the

first, as they bad been more blamable. They delivered up a rebel
flag and commission; the rebel intention to form the Oneidas into
a corps; a French officer sent among them for this purpose. They
have presented him (Johnson) with 20 young warriors to be of the
party of IVO preparing to march with Captain Nelles. Success of
the subdivided parties fron Brant, who himself destroyed 20 houses
in Schoharie, took and killed 12 persons, releasing the women and
children. Lieut, Vroman is one of the prisoners, the settlement
being of that name, Capt. David's party killed 35, took 46
and released 40. The conmmunication rendered most distressed, and
the inhabitants of ro service to the rebels. Other parties falling on
the frontiers at different places. 37

September 18, Same to the same. Will assist the proposed expedition with a
Niagara. party of good officers and Indians. The Oneida village with its

fort, church, &c., and the Tuscarora town have been burned, also two
stockaded torts below Fort Stanwix. Brant has destroyed Kleysberg,
&c., containing a church, 100 houses, barns, mills and 500 cattle and
horses. Neîles with 10 Indians has marched for Conajoharee.
There are niow 405 w4rriors out in different parties, besides some
firom Kadaiagaras. The greater part of the rest are at their hant-
ing ground; many sick with fovers and fluxes which provail at the
post. Measîurs taken to supply the men wanted. Bolton gives all
possible aid to the Indian Department. There are 424 Oneidas and
other lately disaffected come in; some have done good service with
Brant. Thiose going off have left their familles as hostages. How
the disaffected are to be reached through the Six Nations; the small
romains of these can do little harm. Brant and Dockstedder much
bonoured by His Excellency's approbation. A prisoner from the
Susquehanna reports the Militia called towards New York. Ie
(Johnson) in want of arms and ammunition. 40

September 30, same to the sarne. Successful expedition of Lieut. W. Johnson,Xiagara. with Montour and Shenop's party; 20 rebels killed in action, besides
those kilied and taken before; party with prisoners e.xpected. Ex-
pects to bear of the party under Nelles agains: Stone Arabia. Young
tEdongat just arrived with Il prisoners taken in Pennsylvania.
Militia hastily called to the sea coast in July, which corresponds to
the date of a battle reported to have been fought near New York.
The measures ho shall employ to make the Oneidas useful. Oare
will be taken of the prisoners. The grain expected from the pro-
posed cultivation should reduce the consumption. Diffioulties in the
way of cultivation. The favourable circumstances for Sir John
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1780. Johnson's expedition given in detail. P. S.-Death of Montour from
wounds received in action. Page 43

Oetober 1, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. The arrangements made for ce-operat-
Niagara. ing with Sir John Johnson's expedition; the willingness of the Indians

and their alacrity in getting ready. The late arrivais to be SeDt again st
Fort Pitt. What should be done on the Ohio to croate a diversion
in favour of the Indian country, invaded by the rebels. The intrigues
of the rebels with the Delawares, &c. A party of about 200 will bo
sent in that expedition; 70 Senecas sent across the country to try to
overtake Sir John Johnson; a party of 40 sent towards the Katskill.
Those for the Ohio still 'on the ground; expects the rear to be

1781 marched off to-morrow. 17
April 20, Same to the same. Enclosing accounts &c. The necessities and
Niagara. services of the Indians ; arrival of supplies ; his efforts to keep

down expenses. 5t
June 30, Same to the same. The return of Nelles from a successful expedi-
Niagara. tion ; 13 killed, 7 prisoners. Capt. Boyd, of the Pennsylvanian Con-

tinentals, was recruiting at Bedford ; reports an action between
Phillips and Steuben, the latter defeated ; Petersburg in Virginia
reduced. Return of small parties with prisoners and scalps.
Returns sent, showing 150 persons killed and prisoners; timely
intelligence of successes to the southward bi ought in and the evacua-
tion of Fort Stanwix. Small parties now on the frontiers for intelli-
gence besides two large parties, and others marched to the Indian
settlements. The Indian corps piomise well ; thoir need of pro-
visions until their grain is ripe. Arrival of goods, but others are
necessary. Shall buy as little as possible till he hears from lis
Excellency. Remarks on the quality of the goods received. 53-

July 26, Same to the same. Detailed account of the causes of increased
Niagara. expense in the Indian Department; ho will do all in his power to

retrench, but the Indians have been taught to expoct more than w.s
given before the war. 58

Auguet 30, Same to the same. Detailed explanation respecting the expendi-
Niagara. ture in the Indian Department. 6Z
8eptember 30, Saine to the same. Is making arrangements for the expedition
Niagara. ordered. Is concerned to find that the bills drawn in favour of Tay-

lor & Forsyth have not been accepted. The threatened charge by
one of their clerks ; enters into explanation of his transactions with
them. Considerable reduction in expenditure since the Indians have
gone to their planting grounds. 67

September 30, Same to Mathews. Respecting the expenses in the Indian
Niagara. Department. Will answer lully by the next opportunity. 69
October 10, Same to Haldimand. Will strictly obey orders respecting the
Niagara. management of the Indian Department. Will call the chiefs together

and explain the orders. They have long been accustomed to articles
of luxury, and these are often necessary for various reasons given..
Sends separate estimate of things absolutely necessary ; the address-
required in every new system with Indiaus ; the danger lest the
rebels should take advantage of discontent. The chief causes of
expense. Will enter cordially into every measure for redacing the
publie expense ; the importance of his department. Is greatly
aggrieved at the refleetions cast by Knox on his department. X hy
he did not affix the co t te the estimates, only the quantitieS
being asked for. The remarks and cxplanations are very lull. 70

October 11, Sane to the same. Ras stopped purchasing from morchants sincO
Niagara. receiving orders on Oth July. lHow ho proposes to draw for Taylor

& Forsyth's accounts; can see nothing that should condemn thema.
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1781. How the goods were ordored; the reduction in the last half year's
acc-ount. Sond pay list for which ho bas drawn. Page 79

October 22, Guy Johnson to laldimand. That ho will attend the prosecution
Niagara. against Taylor & Forsyth. 81
November 15, Same to tbc same. Enclosing a general return of the state
Montreai. of bis departmont. The trial of Taylor & Forsyth postponed.

Lieut. Kylman made prisoner. Capt. Tice, ordered by Ross to destroy
the boats, has had au action with the l-dians; hopes that the affair
is not as roported. 82

December 9, Same to the same. Enters into an explanation of the circumstan-
Montreal. ces of the Indians requiring so large an expenditure. iow this may

1782. be rcduced. 83
February 25, Same to the same. Has drawn- for cash advanced by Forsyth to
Montreal. his order. Respcting Indian accounts. Thanks for warrant; be-

lieves a scrutiny of the accounts will do him honour. 85
March 26, Same to the same. Has received orders for the officers in the
Montreal. Indian service to return to Niagara. Eplarations as to the mode

of checking the accounts of Taylor & Forsyth. Has grdered the
officers tg be ready to proceed, and asks to be himself allowed to
return to his public duties. 86

April 30, Same to the same. Asks for instructions relative to the settle-
Montreal. ment of Taylor & Forsyth's accounts. 89
May 1, Same to the saine. Enclosing answer from Taylor & Forsyth,Montreal. respecting thoir accounts. 90
May 10, Same to the same. Asking for permission to return to bis duty,Montreal. with arguments in support ot his roque-t. %1
May'30, Same to Mathows. Is unable from illness to go to Quebec to
Montreal. attend the meetings of the board for the examination of accounts.

Is desirous of knowing the probable length of time that will be
occupied, and if ho is to remainafter the proceedings of the board
are closed. 92

July 7. Same to the same. Explanations regarding the settlement of the
accounts of the officers of the Indian Dopartment; dotail of some of
the settlements. , 93

Augist 8, Same to Haldimand. Urging his request to bo allowed to return
Quebec. to bis duty, a decision in the case of Taylor & Forsyth having been

given. 96
August 10, Same to the same. Will wait the arrival of Sir John Johnson at
Quebec. Montreal, having the option to remain at Quebec or go there, all his

papers being in 'lontreal. Asks for a copy of the report on Taylor
& Forsyth's accounts, so that he may examine such parts as may be
of interest to him, to prevent him from being a loser. 97

August 16, Same to the same. Repeats his request to be allowed to return
Quebec. to his daty, for which ho has sacrificed all his means. Will con-

tinue the same loyalty which h has always shown. 98
2eptember 9, Same to the same. Ddaling with the quarrol between Butler and
Montreal, Dease as to rank in the Indian Departmont. 100
November 30, Same to the same. WitLh accounts of his department and remarks
Montreal. thercon. 103

Review of Col. Guy Johnson's procecdings from the end of 1775,
(p. 107) with relative documents, nauely, confirmation by Haldi-
mand, dated 7th April, 1779, of Carleton's promise te the Mohawks
to have their settloments repaired (p, 106). Letter to Lord George
Germaine, dated at Montreal 5th Septembor, 1779, respecting the
Indian Department (p. 114) to Germaine, dated Niagara, 11th
November, 1779, giving an accouant of his and Sir John Johnson's
combined expedition against Fort Stanwix, &o. (p. 117). The cor-
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respondence which foilows, from p. 122 to 202 and extending fron
the 12th August, 1779, to '6th October, 1783, relates entirely to
the invostigation of the disputed claims of Messrs. Taylor &
Forsyth. Pages 106 to 20:

January 11, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Acknowledges receipt of tho
Montreal. repoit of the Board on the Indian accounts, and gives a history of

bis services, as a reason for being treated liberally, in the consider-
ation of these accounts. Served tilt the end of the campaign in
1758. Was appointed Sir W. Johnsorn's immediate deputy in
1763 and named as his succensor. Lie success in keeping tho
lidians faithful in 1774, and in quicting the opposition U the
inhabitants to Government. The atterpt of Congress to maka
him prisoner foiled. H!s march to Fort So:nwix and on to Ontario,
where he collected 1,450 ot the Six Natiors, who entered into Lin
agreement to support the Crown, ard sccure~d the friontiers. Similar
trcaty by the Hurons. The influeLceof the Six Nations ; the war
of 1763 pr<jected and Pontiac'm mensures i- fluenced by the Senecas
alone. 1He proceeded to Montreal to juin Carleton ; the want of
officers, boats, &e. to transport tbe fifth part of the IndiaLa assembled,
yet in Juily, 1775 ho vas enabled to collect 1,700 Indians, 1,i00 of
th-em men. They received tho atcbet, anid a portion at St. John'3
repulsed the first division of Montg orn ys army. lis commission,
&c. Bis opeiatioi s up Ihe Iudson duxrg the campaign of 1776.
The readiress of the Indians for Ih next year's campaign. Tha
delay in granting bis application to be ient to Canada compelled
him to winter in Balifax ard to purchase a sloop to convey him up-
in the spi ing. The system of keeping accouts which ho found on
taking chJarge; bis other employ ment and the piospcct cf an er-
larged experditure for Indians in cunsequei ce of a bti oug rebel inva-
sion,. te Ie confederacy hEd been living belore ihat in opulence, re-
quilirg only a few suppliks to keep up 1heir stock, so that the tiouble
and expenme must have been a mexe tifle in comparison with what
it beame when îby lest iheir country; an argument on this point
foll(ws. His 1 ffoits to reduce the 4,000 Indians et Niagara to a.
mexe mçderate tunbr ; his partil success. The rebel opera-
tions towards Fcrt Pitt, &c. Eow Bolton deait with the accounts.
Bis (Johnson'r) Fuccess with the Irdins in 17E0, &c., given in
detail. 'Ihe mode of deuling wiih the supplics; the delays in the
ariival of gcods and the dibappointjment caused by the loss of the
" Ontario " are given at lengtb, as well as bis efforts to prevent all
acbubs in tIe Fupplies and chargcs. 204

January 11, Same to the sane. Calling Atcntion to the preceding letter, and
Montreal- utging Ris Excellency's consideration of its btatements. 226
January, Guy Johnson. Answers and observations ou the remarks of the
Montreal. Board on Messrs. Taylor & Forsyth's accouts. 2(i3
February 10, Same to Hald inand. With remarks on tho report of the Board. 228
Montreal.

The remaks, cf the same date, follow, refeniing io bis long letter
(p. 2,4) and rcpcating the arguments Le madc ute of and the statO-
ments re'spectirg 1he immenbe irrease in tLe number ofIndians, as
well Es the attention he lad called cn bis ai ival to the demand for
mauch more expensive rticks ilhan tihco to which they had bcd)
accustomed before the war. 229

February 16, Same to the same. Has forwarded, by a train returning to Que-
Montreal. bec, the answers and explanations on the Board's reporte, Rcfers tM

Lieut. Ryckman's pay. 234
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l183.
March 9, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Explaining why ho had wished
Montreal. certain accounts of bis department to be considered by nis Excellency

rather than by a Board, &c. Page 236
April 27, Same to the same. Sending copies of vouchers, &c., he retainingMontreal. the originals. 239
April 20, Same to the same. Farther remarks on the accounts. 240Montreal.
June 16, Surme to the same. Transmitting accounts and pleading for an
Montreai. early settlement. 245
June 29, Same to the same. Urging the appointment on the Board of
Montreal. Inquiry of gentlemen thoroughly accquainted with Indian affaire,

-who would be competent to deal with his accounts. The reasons
are given in detail. 246

Jnly 16, Same to the same. Further respecting the Board of Inquiry. 249Montreal.
July 24, Same to the same. Further respecting the Board; the number ofMontreal. witnesses ho intends to call is limited to three, Captains Powell and

Lottridge and Lient Dockstedder. Would require more, but wishes
to create few difliculties. Has received accounts of Indian expendi-
tures in New York for 1775; asks instructions thereon, 251

July 31, Same to the same. Has been informed of the orders to call down
Montreal. the witnesses he named; sends a list of some near at band. Would

have wished Butler and others from Niagara, but is afraid that
would interfere with the service. 252

Aauust 25, Same to the saine. Requesting that the Board may be called to
Montreal. sit in Montreal. 253
Beptember 15, Same to the same. That the sudden death of Sir William John-
Montreal. son prevented him from receiving the belts, papers, &c. Had given

Sir John part of the records and other papers which shall be given
up when wanted. 254

Beptember 16, Same to the same. Forwarding a representation from the officers
Montreal. of the Indian Departmnent. 255
October 7, Same to the same. IRecommending the application of officers of
Quebec. the Indian Department for grants of ]and. 256
October 10, Sane to the same. Respecing leave for the officers called as
Quebee. witnesses to return to their posts. 256
OCtober 18, Same to the same. Enclosing a letter from Sir John Johnson de.
Quebec. siring him to return to Niagara, and asking commanda thereon.

iReturning the tharks af the officers for Ris Excellency's intentions
as to their application. 257

October 20, Saine to the >ame. Is anxious, owing to the advanced season, to
Quebec. bave fis Excellency's commanda on the subject of Sir John John-

son's letter. 257
October 24, Sqme to the same. Desires to know Ris Excellency's decision on
Quebec. receiving the report. As to the necessity of bis going to England to

have the accounts settled. Asks for a copy of the report and orders
thoreon. 258

October 24, Same to the same. la anxious for a speedy decision as to hisQuebec. movements. Ris servicets, and the effect the late Act of Pariiament
may have on bis affaire. 259

October 24, Same to the saine. IReferring to the immediately preeding
Quebee. letter. 261.
October 25, Same to the same. Fui ther respecting tho accounts, of which a

Qe. partial settlement is requested ; bis desire to return to Niagara,
although for pecuniary reasons he would rather go to London. 261
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CORRESPONDENCE WITHI COL. GUY JO1NaON-1778-1783. VoL. I.

B. 107. B.M., 21, 767.
1778

October 20, Col. Guy Johnson to General Raldimand. Ship obligod to put in
Halifax. here by stress of weather. Mr. Johnson, of the 29th Regiment, wil

carry despatches to Canada by the St. John's River. fHe had
obtained leave to come to Canada to conduct some measures and

1779 hipes toget to Quebec by April. Page 1
ilarch 1. Account of sundry articles delivered by Jonas Wood to Indian

war parties, on account of Government, in 1778 and 1779. 4
March 2. General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Ilad received des-

patches by Ensign Johnson. The Six Nations well disposed. fias
written to Brigadier Maclean about forwarding those who missed
their passage in the " Nancy." 5

A pril 7, General Haldimand. Gaarantee to the Mohawks of Canajoharre,
Quebec. &c., that their property, ruined by the rebels, should be put in the

same state as before the war. (See B. 106, p. 106.) 6
May 6, Col. Guy Johnson to General flaldimand. Major lolland goes
Halifax. to join the General. He (Johnson) would have done so also, could

ho have carried bis papers. 7
July 20, The same. Review of bis proceedings from the end of 1775
Quebec. till the date of bis arrival at Quebec. 9
July 24, The same to General Haldimand. Transmitting the Review,
Quebec. and soliciting to be sent to Niagara as the most central situation for

operations. 17
àugust 9, Same to the same. Renewing his solicitations to be sent to the
Quebec. upper country. 20
August 12, General Raldi mand to Col. Guy Johnson. Granting permission
Quebec. to go to the upper country and giving instructions as to his course

and position there. 24
August 14, Return of officers and mon going on service from Quebec under
Quebec. Colonel Guy Johnson. 28
August 14, Colonel Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Asking for a vessel
Quebec. for lhe purposes of bis expedition, with arms, &o., for the men. 29
August 30, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. That commissions
-Quebec. are to be issued to the officers of the Indian Department. MocKee

to be continued in bis present situation. 30
September 5, Colonel Guy Johnson to Lord George Germaine. Ris delay at
Montreal. Halifax and stay at Quebec by the General's orders. Will leave

Montreal in two days. Indians anxious about the post at Ontario
not establiehed on account of the difficulty of getting provisions;
the enemy taking possession of Indian country. Troops to re-
inforce the Indians. Is anxions to form the loyalists into corps.
Burning of Indian stores in New York. I not doubtful of success,
if supported in bis authority and field rank. 31

Sept. (8?) Same to faldimand. Has collected articles wanted and will go up
Montreal. the country to-morrow. The Indians hearty for tho service ; good

effect of bis brother.in-law's regiment being sent up with them.
Will take the shortest route from Lako Ontario to his destination.
Many accounts of the apiproach of the rebels to the Seneca country-
Claus desires the Six Nation disbursements to be includcd in his
(Johnson's) accounts. 42

September 9, General Raldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Is glal that ho haO
Quebec. been able te proceed expeditiously. Respecting Indian accounts.

Arrangements for Miss Mollv to go to the Seneca country or remain
in Montreal. What should be done with the children. 35
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1779
Septemnber 11, Col. Guy Johnson to Geocra l laldimand. His progress and the
9edare Land. Indians, troops, &c., who acconpany and will join him. Miss

Molly's anxiety to havo her children with her is insurmountable.
Will issue commissions to Indian officers, &o. Page 36

S9ptember 16, Same to the same. Incursion of a party of rebels; retirement of
auke st. the party at the Long Sault and of the officor in charge of clothing;

frangis. will take both parties back with him, and hopes to give a good
account of the rebels. 38

SePtember 30, Col. Guy Johnson to General laldimand. His arrival with 200
Oarleton people-120 of these being fighting Indians. Seveze speeches to a

'1d meeting ofIndians, hold at night, by two chiefs, inveighing against
Government for leaving them unsupported agairst the rebels.
Destruction of Indian towns, &c, reported by Batier. Fortunately,
he (Johnson) had laid in Indian supplies. Has drawn for these
and for official salaries to account. Expeditions under Fraser and
from Niagara, The distress of the Indians will cause an immense
consumption of provisions. 39

ýGetober 6, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. The expedition of Sir
Quebec. John Johnson will have a good eflect in confirming the Five Na-

tions. The importance of Carleton Island as a scouting station re-
quires the presence of a strong party of Indians for scouting.
Feaser to take charge ; a stroke should be made against the Oneidas.
Pension of $100 to be given Schonderachta vice Soyawa. Merchanta
should sell at a reasonable rate goods returned to Niagara. 44

ttober 15, Col. Guy Johnson to General laldimand. Ras had conferences
Vawego. with the Indians at Niagara ; thoir readiness to enter into proposed

measures. Sir John Johnson arrived here. Senecas arrived and
sent out scouts. Witt employ the Indians all winter in scout-
ing. 46

Oet.bEr 18, General laldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Acknowledges biH
Quebec. drawn for Indian presents. Approves of the appointment of Wil-

kinson as an officer. Caro must bo taken to lessen the enormous ex-
pense of the Indian Departmentincreased this year by the destruction
of Indian villages. Cannot understand his reference to restriction.
The Five Nations have remained faithful, and the business of the
Department was carried on by Bntler to advantage. 48

Cetober 22, Col. Guy Johnson to General Hialdimand. Witl have Indians at
OSWego. Carleton lsland, as sanctioned by the general ; the arrangement

proposed. The Indians in good spirits; the most of them unwilling
to go against the Oneidas. Hopes to get parties of the enemies of
the latter to go against them in winter. Has drawn for the settie-
ment of Butler's accounts. The annuity to the Indian chief is
gratifying to the recipient. Urges that his rank in the field be
fixed. 50

1;nvetnber 1i, Same to Lord George Germaine. Giving an account of his
xagara. proceedings since the date of his last letter (September 5, p. 31.)

Recommends the officers and others under his charge for their good
conduct. 54

eovevnber 11, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Acknowledging draught
Quebec. for Indian Department. Is satisfied at assurances of economy, and

that a good selection of Indians for Carleton Island has been made.
Indians well when well treated. Is glad that they are to settle on
the Genessee. fas desired Col. Campbell to signily to the Indians
of Canada his displeasure at the rolease of the Oneidas. The tbree
sent as hostages to be kept secure. He bas sent a pair of his own
double barrelled pistols to Sayenquerachta and Joseph. 59
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17ve .er 12, Col. Guy Johnson to Goneral Haldimand. Troops sont to winter
Niagara. quarters. Indians unwilling to ejarate, but bomo prevailed on to

go down the country; 52 to Carleton Island; others have gone
hunting. Owing to their lato losse s, overy indulgence must b
shown them, both from policy and justice. Capture of thre, Oneidas;
what sho&d bo clone about reloasing one of theru as proposed by the
Senecas. The importance of re-establishing Ontario. Respectilng
puy lists. Page 6 L

November 21, Same to the same. Repeocting bills and supply of provisions, &c.,
-Niagara. from Carleton Island. The greatnst possible cuonomy will be prac-

1780 ticed. He will endeavour to merit the esteem of the General, &c. 65
February 10, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. From political and
Quebec. other reasons, is pleased that the Irdianu did not come. A. message

of acknowledgment to bo given to thein. The difficulty of sending
necessaries to support roinforcements which would otherwise be
sent. Be hopes to be able to do something advantageous in the
coming summer. Sonding up corn to be distributed to Indians3
settling on the Genossee. Will send out a flag to effect the exchange
of Butler's fanily but does not mean to make the exchange general.
Is glad to learn of the zeal of Bolton and Butler. How the Missis'
taugas are to be supplied. 68

February 10, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Is surprised that he
Q"®e® (Johnson) should make proposals for raising corps and recomnond

measures that are impraeticablo in the Province of which ho (l.al'
dimand) is Governor and the army of which he i8 commander-ia-
chief. The want of success in similar efforts. The letter has been
forwarded to Lord George Germaine, and a request sent for copiee
of all letters on business from Johnson. 72

April 26, Colonel Guy Johnson to Gen. Haldimand. Justifying his corre-
m@a- spondence with Lord George Germaine, referrod to in letter 10th

February, p. 72. 74
Ay A Same to the same. That ho has forwarded documents (enumOr-
mNiagara. ated). Is satisfied with conduct of the Indians. Correspondence'

with Schuyler as to the release of Indian prisoners. Çlothing the
Indians; preparations for incursions; they set out under Brauit,
î\ elles and other officers, besides chiefs. Intrigues of the rebels with
Indians. The doings of the different bands. Fivo parties still Out.
iMcKee's account of the Indian nations to the westward very pleas-
ing. Disaffected Oneidas desirous of joining the confederacY.
Colonel Batler's desire to give every assistance; the attention of the
officers. 78

Ray 3, Same to the same. Tho arrangements of the Indian Departmot;
Niagara. will help to brirng about future retrenehment. The supplies brought

,p inadequate; shali ho buy them from the traders? Respecting
the rendering and settling of accounts. 83

*Y zt, Intelligence given by prisoners and a deserter brought in by theNagara. Indians from the frontier. Stato of the garrison and outpost of
Wyoning. leported arrival of a large fleet ut New York. FartnI
in Pennsylvania lying waste. No troops ut Albany, but the reOI
general Clinion was to move up unless peace was made with tho
l dians. Proposed attack on Canada, but the peoule dishcartened at
their bardships. Prevalence of desertion in Washington's arn3y-
Reported submission of North Carolina. Stato of Fort Stanwix. 8

May Prices of articles extracted from accounis found with somo of the
prisoners. Tho prices are-in Continental monoy and are from &P'
tomber, 1779, to March, 1780.
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Ray 8 ) General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Has determined, in
qlebee. order to check the enrmorius exiense, to order Indian goods from

England. Estimates of the different articles wanted to be trans-
mitted. Page 92

4Y Col. Guy Johnson to Gen. Hlaldirnand. New York papers sent
.down show the success of His Majesty's arms and the low state of

rebellion. Party of Senecas and Mohawks sent off; is in hopes they
will prorote the success of Sir John Johnson's expeditirri. List of

18 prisoners sent. 93
is, Same to the sarne. List sent of the priseners rnd killed by parties

sent out in March and April. Movement of scouting parties, with
numbers, &c. 95

Xnia1 Sme to the same. 1endirg return of Indians and other parties
Rta. on the frontier egaiîrst the rebels. Respec.ting McKee's accounts;

bis influence over the ludians. The village of Kadaragaras (40 miles
abovçe Fort Erie) greatly increserd by the Lcce-sion of the people of
the villages destroyed by the Virginians. A large party settled at
Buffalo Creek. Be is about to visit the settlements. Indians ap-
plying for hoes and corr. I6

15, Saime to the same. TrarŽsmitting a memnorial from bisàligara. officers. 98ene 15, Same to the same. Has returned froin the settlements; the fer-
'gara. tility of the soil. An Indian party returncd with prisoners and

scalps from Ligonier. The Indiars pleased with bis visit; their
wants will be reported by Butler. The state of the tettlements ; the
want of boes. Movement of scouts. 99

4une 18, General Ilaldimand to Col. Guy JohEnson. Accepts bis explana.
q"ebee. tion as to correspondence with Lord George Germait e; the serious

consequences that might bave followed. Will recommend him for
bis zeal, ard bas no objection to his correspouding with Lord George,

e9 acquainting him with the contents of the letters. 102
Same to ihe same. Is pleased at tb steady conduct of the Indians

and the eceonimy practiced. Approves of tbe expeditions; hopes
that the prescnt nt cesity will rot lead lo constant demands by the
Indians. The necessity of raising provisions; seed will be sent
early next scaon. Is shocked and alarmed at the enormous expen-
diture; cannot authorize new appointments. To continue the em.
ploymeut of the Indians as hitherto. Bis bighb satié-action with tho
conduct of Sy(ndeachta and Aron in their speeches to the Oncida
Indians; Ihey and Joseph Brant are to be assured of bis perfect
regard. 104

,xiIiagu25, Col. Guy Jchr son to General IHaldimand. Arrival of scouting
parties. OJondagas and Tuscarcras preparing to join the Six
Nt-on. Thbe Oneides peparirg te leave for Canada, being ashamed
of their corduct. 'lheir loss will be felt by the rebels. is sendirg
out Ecouts for the Philadelphia commnnication, and the Mo-
hwk. 10 9

t20, Gcreral HUaldimaid to Colorel Guy Jchnsor. Acknowledging
ec. lelters, &c. To euteract the intention cf the Viiginians to settle

in Kentuchy, (outirg parties muLt be kept out. )esires informa-
ticn cf the seed waried ; is particulzrly anxious abuut the schee
for setth ment. The j eturn and success ef bir John Johsen. McKee
cannot be rcmoved frcm Detroit. 111

Colonel Guy Johron to General Baldimand. Arrival of Oneidas
who wiEh to ofler ibeir services. Speeches sent addressed to
Xayoshata, sent on an embassy to the lIndian confederacy. Parly

of Indians under Nelles gone to the Mohawk. Returna sent of pris.
HALDIMAND COLLEoTION. 9
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1IS3). oners and killed by'Indian parties. Interview with Oneldas. ShenoP
(Nanticoke chief) arrived with prisoner and scalp. Page 114

July 3, Guy Johuoi to laldimand. Sending estimate of supplies wanted,
Niagara. with explanations. 111
July 13, General fHaldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. iRemarks on the ,on-
Quebec. tents of letters received. 121
July 13. Same to the same. That ho is to purchase ground belonging tO

the Mississaugas opposite Fort Niagara, the boundaries being
given. 123

July 17, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. With reference to bis lotters to tb
Niagata. Secretary of State, and explanations thereof. 324
July 24, Abstract return of Indian parties of Colonel Guy Johnson's Depart-
Niagara. ment, now on sorvice against the rebels. 126
July 24, General llaldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Acknowledges letters;guebee. bis pleasure at seeing that the confederate nations are united and

determined to fulfil their engagements. Is afraid the Rurons are
less hoarty in the cause. His approbation of the Indian parties
sent ont, and of the course to be taken with the Oneidas; they inY
be serviceable. Remarks on the twelve monthe' estimate for India"*
goods. 127

July 25, Col. Guy Johnson to Goneral Haldimand. With reports, returns,
Niagara. &c. Return of Nelles from the German Flats with prisoners, scalps

and horses, after destroying grain, cattle and houses. War parties
gone on service, Brant having the largest party. The necessity Of
supplying provisions to parties planting. Hoes and axes arrived
Sullivan's assurance to Congress that the Six Nations are humbled
and the frontiers secure proved to be an error. Must keep the
Indians employed. Remarks on Indian supplies. He must providO
accommodation for his officers. The Indians in high spirits fron
the hopes of reducing the rebels. 130

August 2, Captain Lothrop Allen to the officer commanding militia for the
Fort a4lfarkimer. garrison. If he bas no catle to seize those of the inhahitants. 135
August 11, Colonel Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Lieutenant Dock-
Niagara. stedder bas returned having taken the blockhouse in WoodcocX

Valley, Pvnnsylvania, and the garrison, with details. Affected
ignorance of the captain taken prisoner. Brant going against Fort
Stanwix, burns ihe rebel fort at an Indian village; he brings in tb
Oneidas, except a few. 136

August 11. Letter enclosed in the preceding addressed by John Piper to CaP-
tain W. Phillipg, taken prisoner at Woodcock Valley, dated 29L
May, desiring him to raise a company of rangers. 139

August 12, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. There is reason to
Çuebec. credit the sincority of the Onoidas. Approves of the precautiofns

against the Indians' expectations of beoing supplied; will supply
them with seed corn, &c , and will depend on his attention to tbe
cultivation of their settlements, Economy to be observed. Tho
Indians to be informed that the want of means to transport suflicient
provisions arises from their enormous consumption which thus pre
vents troops being sent. The number of parties out must spreW
alarm along the frontiers. 14

A ugust 14, Lieutenant Joseph Clement to Col. Guy Johnson. The attackS
Ngar by Brant on the Oneida village; his proeedings on the MohaWd

River, where they burned 100 bouses, 2 mills, 1 church and 2 fort9;
took 300 cattle, 200 horses, besides sheep, &G., and 45 prisoners aènd
killed. He intends to pay the rebels another visit. 14%
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]'180
AUgnst 14 Colonel Guy Johnson to General Haldimand, enclosing the preced-

gara. ing letter with remarks. Page 145
4 Ugust sto, George Forsyth & Co. Account for expenses of officers and In-

aîgara. dians despatched to Carleton Island. 147
g9ust 20, Colonel Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Cônveying the

e'agara. thanks of the officeis of the Indian Department for commissions
sent them, with remarks. 14&

&ugust 21, Same to the same. Will proceed to execute the order to purchase
n1agara. Indian lands (see 13th July, p. 123) with remarks on previous

arrangementa in Apifil and July, 1764. 151
Auust 24, Same to the samo. Arrival of Oneidas, who deliver up the rebel

Àag&ra. flag and commissions. They are sending their quota of a party to
go with Nelles. Proceedings of parties under Brant, who sub-
divided; their successes. 153

an1Rust 28, Same to the same. Advising that ho has drawn for expenses at
X<igara. Carleton Island. 155
4 "gust 28?) Samo to the same. Had sent parties to the south-west; the pro-
Ilargan. gress of Indian settlements. There will be expenses for these and

war parties this year, but they should be lessened by cultivation.
The bad conduct of the party from Carleton Island ; they will be repri-
manded. 156

Ptember 1, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Has determined on
Qlebec. reducing the Oneidas and on cutting off the enemy's supplies on the

Mohawk; ho has resolved on an expedition under command of Sir
John Johnson. 158

ptember 3, Col. Guy Johnson to General llaldimand. The spirited conduct
l1i5gara. of the Six Nations has roused the western Indians, but the Hurons

are a cunning people and doubtful of the event of the war. Indians
collecting to oppose the rebels and have killed prisoners on hearing
of the approach of Clark. The late parties have spared women and
old people. Hopes to make use of the Oneidas, who are united with
the confederacy. The good conduct of Shenop and Montour. 159m

%Ptember 18, Same to the same. He will use his best efforts towards the
Xi&gaï-. expedition under Sir John Johnson. The object has, however,

already been achieved; 405 warriors are out on different parties,
but the greater part of the rest are at their hunting grounds.
The importance of destroying the enemy's supplies. The greater
number of the Oneidas have already come in; the few that have not
done so are in no position to give much trouble. Report from the
Susquehanna that the militia had been ordered to New York. 162

%Ptember 29, Generai Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Commissions for two
9euebec. additional captains, with remarks. Urges the speedy purchase of

the land from the Mibsissangas. 166
8Ptember 30, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Success of Montour

gara. and Shenop's party. The arrival of varions parties; the despatch
of militia to the sea coast confirmed. Respecting the Oneidas; the
supply of provisions; planting at the settlements. Has great hopes
of the expedition under Sir John Johnson, for reasons given. News
of the death of Montour received. 168

%tober 1, Same to the same. Sending accounts, with remarks. Want of
g a. arms, ammunition, vermillion, &o. 172

'etober 1, Same to the same. Preparations to assist Sir John Johnson's
xiagara. expedition. Returns sent of the state of the war parties. A good

body of Indians may strike a successful blow at Fort Pitt. The
rebels tampering with the Delawares. Is doing all in his power to

get parties sent off. 174
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October 9 General lHaldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Respecting the insluf-
Quebec. ficient supply of provisions, &o. Saspects that the Oneidas hlve

poured their families down so as to distress the posta by the 0011-
sumption of provisions. Page 178

October 13, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. las drawn to mnee
Niagara. commissary's accounts. 180
October 14, Sume to the same. Return of Shenop and the late Montour's partY
Niagara. f.om Pennsylvania; list of killed, &c. The distress of the frontier

from tbe Indians. Captain Nelles obliged to retreat; he bas pr-
hably j>ined Sir John Johnson. Tho accident on board tb
"Seneca." 181

October 30, Sane to tho same. The intemperate babits of Captain Joh1l
Niagara. Joinston necessitato his leaving the corps, &c. 18
October 30, Same to the same. Letters received ; his concern at the
Niagara. consaruption of provisions; his efforts to.check it. Chiefs pre-

sented to General Powell, when they took leave of Colonel Bolo-
Oneidas behavo well, and have taken prisonors. Reports of a
French army spread by rebels to alarm the Indians. Rospectitc"
arms, stores, &c. 18

November 18, Sime to the same. With duplicates of letters lost with COlnel
Niagara. Bolton on board the " Ontario." Every stop taken to prevont the

loss of provisions being felt. Brigadier Powell taking means to
provent the introduction of goods without authority. Good con-
duct of Indians and Indian officers on Sir John Johnson's expedi-
tion. 188

November 20, Sane to the same. With account and abstracts of Indian expe"'
Niagara. diture; fall accounts will be sent on the retura of parties. *0-

marks on the service of the Indians; the influence of chiefs, &n-
The good effect of white men among them. Respecting claims seat
in. Asks for a commission for Captain Dease. 191

December 4, Same to tho same. With full return of the Department tO
Niagara. date. His effirts to reduce the consumption of provisions; i$

encouraging the Indians to hunt for the winter. RemonstralceO
of the Indians on the reduction of the allowance of flour. Has
been able to procure a small quantity of Indian goois at Carlet0o
Island.: The difficalty of gotting forward provisions owing tO
the number of traders. Return of Lieutenant Brown. Capture
of a rebel captain. . 194

January 3 General flldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Remarks on the reflec-
Quebec. tions ou the choice of chiefs for the Indians. Respecting aceountS,

and his wisdom in refusing to pay those of an obscure char
acter. 198

January 3, Sarne to the same. Remarks on letters recoived. Cannot at
Quebec. present comply with proposais respecting Mr. Dease, as it migbt

create joalousies. 200
January 5, Same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of accounts, &c. 203
Quebec.
January 6, Same to the same. Acknowledging report of return of ShelOP
Quebec. and party. Small parties to be kept constantly on the frontiers

during the enýsuing campaign. 203
January 1, A., McKee to Col. Guy Johnson. Owing to affaira in the sonll'
Niagara. ward ho must return to that quarter; bis situation, the necessitY of

commissions to Indians officers, for thoir protection. His 000"
mission from Lord Dunmore feil into the hands of the elnemy
Desires that General Hlaldimand may make a settlement of this
matter. 230
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Ir 1781.
ebrUary 19, Return of Indian parties of Colonel Guy Johnson's department on
agara. service at this date. Page 204
bruary 19, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Returns sent of theagaa. state of his Department, &o. Sayengarahta's party not so succesafal

as expected ; the scarcity of game ; fami lies of Dalawares have re-
tired along Lake Erie in search of it. Horses have had to be killed
for subsistence. The wants of the Indians are alarming. The
lailure in the arrival of Indian presents has compelled hini to pur-
chase. Movements of parties ; the disadvantage of this post
(Niagara) being distant from rebel settlements. le will keep a
watehful eye on the Oneidas. 205

4arch 30, Account for provisions laid in at the post for the garrison andJ\iagara. Indians by Daniel Bliss. 210
4ptil 8, Col. Guy Johnsoa to General Haldimand. Sending returnas.
Nigara. Movements of Indian parties. Brant too late to cut off provision

steds for Fort Stanwix, but eut off the wood.cutters and brought in
prisoners, who report the rebel army in great distress. Troops
fromx Pennsylvania in the Jerseys had killed their officers and
marched home. Arnold busy for Government; French troops to
invade Canada. Shenop obliged to retire from Wyomîng. Indiana
at Kadaragaras alarmed at the reported approach of Virginians.
Brant sent to encourage them and the Shawanese. Onondagas and
Cayugas, with part of tho Oneidas and Delawares ta plant above
the FaIls at Cionussio River; more to be settled at convenient plant-
ing grounds. Accounts will be sent shortly. 211

.Prit il General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Is glad to hear of the
qnebec, reduction in the consumption of provisions, and that the Indiana

acknowledgo the difficulty of providing for so many. The cost must
bo diminished by their planting, and seed will be sent. Mr. Bowen'a
reason for long absence satisfactory. 215

prit 20, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Sammarising the con-X<igara. tents of former letters; he will use every prudential measure to re-
trench. 217

bril, 23, Same to the same. Parties of Indians sent towards Fort Pitt,
gara. Schenectady, Susqueàan na, Delaware, &c. Return of various Indian

parties with prisoners, &c. Arnold in the Chesapeake. The Oneidas
and Ganaghsaragys to be settled near the Senecas for reasons given.
Provision must be mado for families going to plant. Designs of the
enemy wili probably be checked by parties sent out and surprise
will be prevented by their intelligence. Ho wili not disturb the
main body ofIndians as that would prevent them from planting.
las, however, 500 out and will keep them employed. 219

Pril 24, Gencral lHuldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Seed corn to be sent
zebec. from Coteau du Lac. The obstacles to the enemy advancing in

force to Detroit. The defeat last year by a few Shawanese shows
what indians eau do. The Virginians to be watched in al quarters
and small scouting parties to bo sent out. Is sorry for Joseph
(Brant's) disappoint:nent respecting the provisions (p. 211). 222

aY9 Col. Guy Jolinson to Genaral laldimand. Has convened the
gara. Mississaugas respecting the purchase of their lands ; the boundaries.

Several parties returned; ait were successful. Robel fort at Cherry
Valley destroyed, and the settlement at Bewman's Creek. Powell
will send particulars. Captain Salmon, a bitter rebel from Penn-
sylvania, with other prisoners sent down. 224

y 19, EReturn of Indians of Coi. Guy Johnson's department, gone ta
tgara plant at Buffalo Creek. 227
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iaŸf j~ Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. That ho had writtel
Niagara. with deed of cession of Indian lands. Return of a party of Tascaroras,

after a successful expedition to the Jerseys. The success of Corl
wallis, Arnold, &c. No accounts from Detroit; alarmas fron Kadara-
garas; planting parties sent out (see p. 227). i,000 souls put in a way
of providing for themselves. Messages to the Shawanese. Page 22

June 17, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Remarks on letters
Quebec. received. 33
June 19. Lieutenant Robert Nelles to Col. Guy Johnson. His account of
On the Ohio. his proceedings on scout ; prisoneis taken, &c. Arnold reported to

have taken a place in Virginia called Petersborough ; a quantity
of money coming fron France. 234-

June 20, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Remarks on letters
Quebec. received. The stroke at Cherry Valley was, frora the character Of

the sufferers, well directed. Discrimination Fhould always be showa
on these occasions. 235

June 24, Same to the sarne. Acknowledging letters, with remarks there-
Quebee. on. 236
June 24, Same to the same. To keep the expense of the Indian Depart-
Quebea. ment within bounds, ho bas imported from England or purchased in

Quebec every aiticle for the Indians. Supply for the Six Nationsl
forwarded. Orders not to purchase to be sent to the different posts.
Rum to be withheld from the Indians in consequence of its baleful
effects. 237

Jane 24, Col. Guy Johnson to General laldimand. Enclosing lotter frOrn
Niagara. Nelles (p. 234). 500 Indians still out. 240-
June 30, Same to the same. Nelles arrived with fuller particulars of his ex-
Nagara. pedition, and his prisoners, who report the capture of Petersboroigh,

&o. Details respecting war parties. Arrivai of goods, descriptiOnl
of the demands of the Indians, &c. 240

July 3, Same to Powell. Recommending that Mr. Dease be allowed tO
Niagara. raise a company of rangers, under Butler. 21
July 22, General Hlaldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. (The letter is dated
Quebec. Niagara, an evident error). Success of Indian parties; hopes thOse-

planting will be equally so, as no victuallers have yet arrived, and1
the country is threatened with famine from drought and the ravages
,of caterpillars. Respecting Indian goods. 24

July 26, Col. Guy Jobnson to Brigadier Powell. Respecting the arrang0 ·
Niagara. monts for Indian supplies. 248
July 31, Lieutenant Dockstedder to Col. Guy Johnson. Report of his pro-
Niagara. ceedings at Otsego, Corry's Town (with details of killed, wounded,

prisoners and cattle). His attack on Willet's party at Durlash.
Reports from Fort Stanwix that Washington had ordered ail the,
troops from the Mohawk to New York. Allen in the rebel interest. 251

July 31, Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Enclosing Dockstedder's
Niagara. report. 253
August 14, Same to the same. That ho has drawn for provisions, &c., for
Niagara. troops and Indians. 253
August 15, Same to the same. Sending reports, &c., of the Departient and
Niagara. of war parties. Orders sent to the Indians to attend to their

crop8. 251
August 30, Same to the sane. Giving a minute detail of the management of
Niagara. Indian goods, &c. Favourable answers returned with respect to the

attention of the Indians to the crops. 25b
September 5, General Haldimand to Col. Gay Johnson. Answers to objectiofl
Quebec• made to carrying out the orders, that no goods for the Indian-S are

to be purchased from traders. 262
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September 5, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Remarks on the re.
Quebee. ts of Dockstedder, &c. Presumes he communicates with De

Peyster. The irresolution of the Indians and their demanding pre-
sents for every little excursion, prevent them froin striking a blow of
consequence. Ris aversion to making new appointments. Page 268

E'@ptember 10, Captain Mathews to the same. With enclosure, and respecting
Quebee- an interpreter's pay. 270
September 18, Col. Guy Johnson. An account of an action between OnondagasNiagara. and Cayugas and a party of rebels, near the German Flats on the

8th September. 271
September 18, Same to General Haldimand. Reports of proceedings of Indian
Niagara. parties. Brant's successes on the Ohio, and of Dockstedder. Prison.

ers report the frontiers drained of troops. Conference with Seneca
chiefs about provisions, &c. Representing MoKee's situation. 273

September 19, Same to the same. Transmitting accounts of Indian expenses,1Niagara. &c. 277
Sptember 27, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Has ordered an action
Quebec. to be raised against Taylor & Forsyth ; he must attend the prose.

cution. 278
September 30. Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Is arranging for the
1q1gara. projected Indian movement. Respecting suit against Taylor &

Forsyth. Reduction of expense since Indians have gone to their
planting grounds. 279

8eptember 30, Same to Captain Mathews. Remarks on Mr. Knox's letter on
Niagara. Indian affairs. 283
October 10, Same to General Haldimand. Remarks on the plan proposed to
Niagara. cut down expenses of the Indian Department, and reflections and

answers to Mr. Knox's letter on that subject. 284
October 11, Account of provisions, &c., laid in for garrison and Indians from
Niagara. 25th March to 24th September, 1781. 282
October 11, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Had stopped purchas-
4iagara. ing from the merchants, but was keeping the accounts to the regular

half-yearly time. Proposal for settlement of Taylor & Forsyth's
accounts. Explanation of his purchases of Indian goods for those
planting, &c. The reduction of expense. Has drawn for pay
list. 297

October 22, Same to the same. Will attend the prosecution of Taylor &
Niagara. Forsyth without delay. 300
Xovember 3. Captain Tice's journal of the proceedings with the Indians on

an expedition begun 5th October, 178 [. 301
eovember 7, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Has arrived to attend
Montreai. the trial. Will send state of his departmont when he gets a place

to arrange his papers, &c. 3eB
lOvenber 11, David Hill (Mohawk Chief). Journal of proceedings on an expe.
Xiagara. dition of the Six Nations, under orders of Colonel Ross. 309'
NiOvember 12, General Haldimand to Colonel Guy Johnson. Acknowledging
Quebee. letters. A large supply of articles has been sent to Niagara. 311
Xoiember 15, Captain Gilbert Tice to Col. Johnson. His surprise at Johnson's

agra. absence. Enclosirg journal of proceedings ; remarks on parts of
the same. Humanity of the Indians engaged on the eFpedition. 312

XOvember 15, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Sending general re-
Motreai. turn of his department. He will truly dischargo his duty at the

trial (Taylor & Forsyth's). Reported capture of Rykman. Tice's
engagement with the rebels; ho hopes it is not as reported. 314

Novemaber 26, General Haldimand to Col. Guy Johnson. Acknowledging let-
Quebec. ters. He has represented to His Majesty's Ministers the necessity

for making presents to the Indians and the consequent large expend-
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1781. iture. The bill drawn on 1ith October in favour of Taylor &
Forsyth is for a bal aince of the dark transactions of that firm. Page 315

November 26, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Asks for an explanation of the
Quebec. causes which led to the defeat of the late expedition to the Mohawk

River. The conduet of the Indians will not reconcile the nation to
the expenses incurred. 317

November 29, Col. Guy Johnson to General Haldimand. Believes ho can satisfy
Montreal. the General as to the conduct of the Indians. 318
December 2, Same to the saine. Entering into details respecting the prepara-
Montreal. tions, &c., for the Mohawk expedition. 319
December 6, Same. Memorandum respecting allowances for officers of the
Montreal. Indian Department, who aecompanied him to the trial of Taylor

& Forsyth. 325
December 6, Same to Gen. Raldimand. Remarks on the expense attending
Montreal. the Indian Department, under the exceptional circumstances that

prevail. 326
December 10, Same to Captain Mathews. Respecting DeCougane's pension. 329
Montreal.
December 10, Same to Haldimand. Transmitting speech and request of the
Montreal. Indians, with remarks on supplies. Is inclined to consider favour-

ably the expedition against Fort Pitt, with remarks. The trial of
Taylor & Forsyth drawing to a conclusion; remarks on his part in
their transactions. 330

December 20. Lieutenant Col. Butler to Col. Johnson. The insufficiency of
Indian goods in store, with details. Sayengarahta's conduct res-
pecting a gold laced hat for which ho applied. 334

CORRESPONDENOE WITH COL. GUY JOHNSON 1778-1783. VOL. IL.

B. 108. B. M. 21,768.
17r82

January 14, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. That he had sent report of a speech
Montreal. of the Six Nations by Lieut. Turney. Sending copies of accounts,

which ho recommends to be paid. Page 1
January 24, iHaldimand to Guy Johnson. The accounts ho enclosed should
Quebec. have been presented at Niagara to be certified by the commanding

offmcer or Col. Butler for payment. Cannot encourage the Indian
expedition to Fort Pitt, whieh even if successful would be of little
benefit. Until the result of the trial of Taylor & Forsyth's accounts
is known, ho will not permit any business respecting their
accounts. £

February 10, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. In accordanoe with the report of
Mentreal. the Board on Taylor & Forsyth's accounts, transmits abstracts and

draught. Will send all papers by the first opportunity. 5
February 10, Same to the same. Would answer the Indianh' proposal respecting
Montreal. Fort Pitt, as directed. Asking that various claims, for the pay Of

officers, for stores, &c., to be made against him will be provided for.
Expected arrival of Indians who wili have many wants to be satis-
fieoi. 6

February 18, lHaldimand to Guy Johnson. Will send temporary warrant to
Quebec. enable him to meet demands, but will not deal with Taylor & For-

syth's accounts till the suit is settled. Expenses for Indians coming
down, tobe settled with Claus, but stops should be taken to prevent
the Indians coming. 9

February 25, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. iRespecting cash paid by Taylor and
Montrea. Forsyth to his (Johnson's) order, Concerning other accounts. 10
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1782.
March 24. Review of Colonel Johnson's transactions in his office of Indian

Superintendent. The services of the Indians and how his depart-
ment was managed. Page 12

March 24, . Gay Johnson. Memorial respecting the affairs of Taylor & For-
Montreal. syth, and charges against him of collusion. 19
March 24, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. In answer to memorial, he cannot
Montreal. give an opinion on bis (Johnson's) course with regard te Taylor &

Forsyth till the result of the trial is known. In the meantime, the
officers of bis department are to be ready to return to Niagara. 21

March 26, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Recapitulating the points in pre-
Montreal. coding letter. Details of his; proceedings with respect to Taylor

& Forsyth. His offi3ers will be ready to start for Niagara. Asks
leave for himself to return to his duties. 23

March 27, Same to Mathews. Enclosing pay list for the Indian Depart-
Kontreal. ment. 26
'March 27, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. That he had maturely considered
Montreai. the question of bis (Johnson's) return to bis department, and the

necessity of bis remaining till the issue of the matter. The service
cannot suffer by his absence, whilst under the command of Powell
and the immediate direction of Butler. 27

April 3, R. M. (Mathews) te Guy Johnson. Enclosing subsistence warrant.
Montreal. He may keep an officer, one who can be best spared from Niagara.

His Excellency suggests the storekeeper. 29
April 3, Guy Johnson to Mathews (?). Acknowledging warrant for the
Montreal. subsistence of the Department. His anxiety that some of the

officers, besides the storekeeper, should be allowed to remain, pend-
ing the investigation. 28

April 1e, Same to Haldimand. Transmitting an application from the
Mentreal. officers of bis department to receive the same allowance as the

rangers, and recommending that it be granted. 30
The application follows, dated 29th March, 1782, signed by five

of the Indian officers. 31
April 29, Taylor & Forsyth to Guy Johnson. Demand a settlement for
Montreai. goods net allowed by the judgment of the Court of Common Pleas te

be charged in the accounts in dispute. 33
April 29, Mathews to the same. That he may give Mr. Johnson, formerly
Montreai. in the Indian Department, another trial, sending him te the Indian

villages, where he would be least in the way of temptation. 34
-April 30, Guy Johnson te Haldimand. Desiring instructions as to the bills
Montreal. Taylor & Forsyth state they will draw on him. (See p. 33). 36
April 30, Haldimand te Guy Johnson. That he cannot order payment of
Montreal. any goods furnished by Taylor & Forsyth subsequent te the date of

the accounts brought before the Court of Common Pleas, and deeided
there, till after a strict examination into the delivery of thora. When
that is sufficiently proved, payment shall be ordered. (Se
p. 33). 36

May 1, Taylor & Forsyth te Guy Johnson. That they cheerfully acqui.
ontreal- esce in laldimand's orders for a striet examination of the delivery

of goods, but desire te know how it is to be conducted, &c. 39
May 1, Guy Johnson te fHaldimand. Acknowledging letter and asking

-Montreal. further instructions respecting Taylor & Forsyth's accounts. 38
May 1, Haldimand te Guy Johnston. In answer te bis request for in-
Montreal. struction, desires that all details ielating te Taylor & Forsyth's

account be laid before him. 37
May 10, Guy Johnson te Haldimand. Soliciting permission to return te
Montreal. his duty, having waited the issue of the suit against Taylor & For-

syth. Ris faithful services; he is willing te carry out any regula-
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1782. tion lis Excellency may think advisable for the government of the
department. Page 42

May 10, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. That he is surprised at the request
Montroal. to return to the n ý per country, until the accounts of Taylor &

Forsyth are settled. It is he (Johnson) who is responsible, but it
bas been his (Haldimand's) " wish to make the affair in the eyes
of the public as little yours as possible, and if you prevent me it will
be your own fault." 40

May 17, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Enclosing a letter from Dease, with
Montreal. information respecting the Indians. 44

The enclosure from Dease, dated 11th May, says that the Indians,
displeased at the report by Major Ross, refused to go to Oswego.
Ross bas apologised. Reported arrival at New York of 13,000
Hanoverians. 45

May 28, Mathews to Guy Johnson. A Board is to examine Taylor &
Montreal. Forsyth's accounts on the 10th of June at Quebec. He (Johnson) is

to attend to give information. 46
May 30, Guy Johnson to Mathews. He has been confined to his bouse
Montreal. from iliness. Will attend the Board even at considerable risk.

Hopes he will not be detained longer than while it is sitting. 47
May 31, Same to Baldimand. Lieut. McGinn discharged in consequence
Montreal. of a wound received at Stone Arabia, desires to lay lis case before

His Excellency. 49
May 31, Same to Mathews. Repeats his desire to know whether he is to
Montreal be detained longer than the Board of Inquiry is sitting, so that he

may be able to arrange for leaving. 50
May 31, Mathews to Guy Johnson. His Excellency being totally ignorant

' of the time that the examination of the accounts will take up, can-
not fix a time for lis (Johnson's) departure from Quebec. 51

Juy 7, Same to the same. That the officers and men of the Indian Depart-
Quebec. ment complain that they have not been settled with for their pay

since ho (Johnson) received charge from Butler, although pay bills
had been regularly issued to 24th March last. Powell will be in-
structed to investigate and transmit statement. Information as to
McKee's claim. 52

July 7, Guy Johnson to Mathews. Entering into details to show that the
Quebec. statement that the pay of bis department bas not been settled is not

correct. In respect to McKee's claim, he holds receipt, McKee
having accepted Taylor & Forsyth's note of hand for the amount. 53

Anuet 8, Same to Haldimand. Asks permission, Taylor & Forsyth's
Quebec. business being settled, to return to bis duties. 56
August 9, Haldimand to Guy Jobnson. That he is to wait the arrival of Sir
Quebee. John Johnson, who is appointed Inspector General of Indian

Affairs. 57
August 10, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Will await at Montreal Sir JohnQuebee. Johnson's arrival. Asks for a copy of the report on the accounts

of Messrs. Taylor & Forsyth, for examination. 58
August 11. Mathews to Guy Johnson. Papers relating to Taylor & Forsyth

sent ; they have appealed to the Governor and Council. 59
Auguet 13, Same to the same. No copies of the proceedings other thanQuebec. those already communicated are to be furnished, Taylor & Forsyth

having appealed. 60
August 16, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Repeating his request to beQnebec. allowed to return to the discharge of his duties. 64
August 16, Iialdimand to Guy Johnson. Owing to the derarture of SirQuebec. John Johnson for the upper country, bis (Guy Johnson's) letter
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1782. cannot be considered. He is to reside either in Quebec or Montreal
till Sir John's return. Page 61

August 18, Mathews to Guy Johnson. A year's pay (4th April, 1781, to Ird
Quebea. April, 1782) to Brant, has been charged in Major DePeyster's

accounts; as pay is charged in his (JohnEon's) accounts from Sept-
ember, 1781 to March, 1782, the sum overpaid is to be credited. 66

August 18, Guy Johnson to Mathews. Explanations respecting Brant's
Quebec. account, how he was settled with; ho is at a loss to know why

Brant required to draw on Major DePeyster. 62
September 6, Ellice to Guy Johnson. Asking for a settlement of Butler's bill
Montreal. drawn on him for £2,000, N. Y. Cy. 67
September 9, Guy Johnson to Matbews. Respecting Ellice's demand for the
Montreal. payment of bill drawn by Butler. Will send down accounts, &c. 70
September 9, Same to Haldimand. Respecting the disputes as to rank between
Montreal. Col. Butler and Mr. Dease, with explanations. 71
September 12, Mathows to Guy Johnson. The accounts for the £1,500 to be
Quebee. settled before another warrant can be issued. 75
September 15, Guy Johnson to Mathews. Sending contingent accounts, with
Montreal. explanations. 68
September 24, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Surprise at the nature of his
Quebec. accounts; the mode in which they should have been settled. Sends

warrant to liquidate Butler's claim. 76
September 26, Mathews to Guy Johnson. Butler authorized to charge for a sec-
Quebec. retary. The surprise of Ris Excellency at Johnson having appoint-

ed an unfit person to act in that capacity; he must settle for the
salary himseolf. 78

September 26, Guy Johnson to Mathews. Sending abstracts and accounts, &c. 79
Montreal.
September 26, Same to flaldimand. Enclosing pay liste. 81
Montreal.
September 3», Same to Mathews. Respecting the office of secretary; the ap-
Montreal. pointment of Wilkinson not known to him as having been sanctioned

by the general. The selection of Stevens, &c. 82
October 10, Same to the same. Asking for warrant to meet pay list ; bills
Montreal. are coming in already which ho is not prepared to meet. 84
October 14, Mathews to Guy Johnson. Cannot advise with respect to the
Quebec. claims of the two secretaries at Niagara. Sends pay lists; when

returned a warrant will issue. 85
November 4, Sheriff White to Guy Johinson. People seeking an asylum in
1New York. Canada; they trust him (Johnson) Sir John and Claus, and if they

could get the Grande Isle and part of the main land at Cataraqui, ho
could bring some hun ireds; many will be people of fortune. Ie
asks the plan to be laid before the commander in chief. 86

November 7, Guy Johnson to Mathews. Urging the issue of warrant to meet
Montreal. the bills drawn for pay. 87
NOvember 14, Mathews to Guy Johnson. The warrant for pay of the Indian
Quebec. Department sent to Sir John Johnson. 88
November 30, Memorandum of officers' accounts (Indian Department). 89
Kontreai
November 30, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Entering into explanations respect-
koutreai. ing the contingent accounts. 90
Docemuber 9, Mathews to Guy Johnson. Acknowledging receipt of contingent
Quebec. account and other documents. The proceedings and report of the

Board on accounts are ready to be sent. 93
December 12, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Transmitting the proposal of Mr.Itontreal. White, High Sheriff of Tryon County, New York (p. 86) for the

settlement of several hundred loyalists in Canada. 94
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178.'
Decenod 16, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Has received Mr. White's proposal.
QueLec, No satisfactory answer can be given till the issue of the rebellion

shall decide upon the necessity of the measure. Should the Pro-
vince become an asylum for loyalists their proper distribution will
be a subject of mature consideration. Desires to know by what
channel ho communicates with New York. Page 95

December 19, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. The letter from Mr. White was re-
&ijuatreal. coived from Sir John Johnson, who recoived it from a person un-

known to him (Guy Johnson). flow he has been in the habit of
dealing with such correspondence, but this might be answered in a

1783. few words without danger. Calls attention to Butler's draught. 96
January 11. Same to the same. Detailed account of his services with

the Indians, and during the campaign of Montgomery in 1775,
and subsequently; his advances for these services, which were
never repaid. The change in the mode of keeping the Indian ac-
counts, and how the expenses have so greatly increased, by the
necessity for supporting the Indians who were driven out of
their own country. Detailed explanation regarding the increased
expenditure, and how the irregularities arose in the accounts. The
letter enters very minutely into details of his services, and the
means taken to keep the Indians faithful, covering 19 closely writ-
ten pages, remarks on Taylor & Forsyth's accounts being included
in the explanation of the irregularities. 98

noute 11,> Same to the same. That he has transmitted a long letter respect-
ing his transactions, and observations on the remarks of the Board,
which ho trusts will receive consideration, from the peculiar circum-
stances in which ho was placed. 117

Jenuta 11, Same. Answers and observations on the remarks of the Board
on Messrs. Taylor & Forsyth's accounts. 119

January 30, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Acknowledging receipt of a paper
"AbstractReturn of SundryIssues from Colonel Johnson's Quarters,''
with a demand for batt and forage money from 1779. After
the enormous expenses of the Six Nation Department, ho did not

expect a private claim for the amazing sum of £10,685. All the ac-
counts shall be submitted to a Board, to enable him to report to the
Ministry on these and other claims. 134

January 30, Mathews to the same. B, ard ordered on the last contingent
Quebec. accounts. He (Johnson) may draw for the amounts found due to

Taylor & Forsyth by the last Board. Respecting pay advanced
to Lieut. Ryckman. 135

February 10, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Defends himself against the impu-Montreal. tation of claiming improperly the amount described by Haldimand as
amazing, and believes that his long letter fully explains the charge.
Reasons for the enormous Indian expenditures and their necessity.
His groat care in the distribution of goods to the Indians, &c. 136

eebruary 1, Same to Mathews. That ho is forwarding answers and explanationoMontreal. to the report of the Boardè The merchant on whom Butler drew
has protested his bill. Ryckman's pay had been settled for, bit
the amount advanced will be deducted from his next pay. 141

March 3, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Respecting the account for hi0
Quebee• allowances. That, as to the objection to a Board, he (Haldimand)

could not undertake to settle the accounts alone. He, thorefore
desires a full statement of all accounts to be prepared till the time of
Sir John Johnson's appointment, those sont being so much in detail
and interwoven that it is difficult to investigate them4 142
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1783.
March 9, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. That he will have accounts and
Montreal. vouchers prepared as desired. Why he objected to a Board, preferring

to leave the settlement in His Excellency's hands. Page 144
March 31, Colonel Butler to Guy Johnson (extract). Is sorry for the objec.Niagara. tions raised to the last contingent acconnts. How the dates of the

return of Indians may differ, owing to the straggling way in which
they come back. It is extraordinary to suppose that regular vouch-
ers can be produced for every trifling expense relative to Indians.
Sends all accounts and vouchers. 147

April 27, Guy Johnson to Haldimand With extract of letter from Butler.MontreaL Copies of vouchers, &c, sent to Mr. Dunn. He holds the originals
which will be transmitted. 148

May 1, Mathews to Guy Johnson. Acknowledging receipt of vouchers
Quebee. &c., sent on the 27th ulto. 149
May 20, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Enclosing accounts of the Indian
Montreal. Department, with remarks. 150
June 9, Same to the same. Asking on behalf of himself, Lt.-Col. Camp-
Montreail. bell, Mr. Jordan, Major Hughes, Mr. Finlay, Major Holland, Col.

Claus and others concerned in the townships of Gage, Burton and
Conway, on St. John's River, Nova Scotia, that Captain Monro, of
Sir John Johnson's company, may obtain leave of absence and
rations for himself and three privates, to make arrangements for the
sottlement of these lands. 355

June 12, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Has no objection to the leave of
Quebee. absence asked for Monro and three privates, if Sir John Johnson

approves. 167
June 16, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Respecting his accounts. Thanks
Montreal. for the leave to Capt. Monro. 158
June 19, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. The whole question of the accounts
Quebee. to be left to the Board to be appointed. 15!Y
June 27, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. The proprietors of the St. John's
Montreal. River landq return thanks for the indulgence to Capt. Munroe.

(Monro in previous letters.) Munroe will await His Excellency's
com mands. 160

June 29. Same to the same. The qualifications neceseary for those com-
Montreal. posing the Board to investigate his accounts. Bnters into further

explanations of the causes of large expenditures in the Indian De-
partment. Asks that all explanatory papers may be laid before the
Board. 161

July 7, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. That when the members of theQuebee. Board are fixed upon their names shall be communicated, but that
ho should lose no time in getting all the information together that
is necessary. 165

July 16, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Wby ho desired the names of those
MontreaL selected to form the Board of Inquiry. It may be necessary to call

evidence from the posts, so that the practice of his peculiar depart.
ment may be shown. 166

Julb 21, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. That ho should be ready with al
Quebec. the requisite information. If his (Haldimand's) orders or concur-

rence should be necessary ho requires only to mention it, but not to
cati officers from duty unless their presence is esentially noces-
sary. 168

July 24, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. With names of witnesses wanted:Montreal. Captains Powell and Lotteridge and Lieut. Dockstedder. The names
of others nearer at hand shall be transmitted by next opportunity.
Ie las received account of Indian disbursements at New York
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1783. in 1775, which could not before be transmitted, the communication
being stopped. Page 169

July 28, Mathews to Guy Johnson. Orders are sent to bring down the
-Quebec. witnesses asked for. 171
July 31, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. With a further list of witnesses. It
Montreal. would be convenient if the Board would sit in Montreal. 172
August 25, Same to the same. Calling attention to the names of witnesses
)Iontreal. he had forwarded, and repeating his wish that the Board should

sit in Montreal. 174
Auguet 28, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Will not warn the witnesses until
Quebec. the period lor the Board should be dotermined. His request for the

Board to sit at Montreal is inadmissible. 175
September 11, Mathews to the same. Transmitting the names of the members
-Quebec. who are to compose the Board. He is to, be at Quebec with ail evi-

dences and papers on the 22nd. 176
September 11, Haldimand to the same. If not already done, he ie to deliver to
-Quebec. Sir John Johnson, ail records, &c., left in his hands by the late Sir

William Johnson, in consequence of Sir John's appointment as
Superintendent General of Indian affairs. 177

September 15, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Acknowledging receipt of order to
Montrea. deliver up records, &c., to Sir John Johnson. What papers came

into bis hands, he bas already transferred to Sir John. As
the order seems to imply unwillingness on lis part to deliver up the
papors, requests that ho may be informed from whom the informa-
tion respecting thom was received. . 178

September 16, Same to the same. Enclosing representation of the officers of the
Montreal. Indian Department. He is setting out by water and hopes to attend

the Board at the appointed time. 180
October 2, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Has received representation from
-Quebec. the officers of the Indian Department setting forth their losses and

services, and requesting attention for a future provision. He shall
do every justice to the officers, so soon as he receives His Majosty's
commands respecting them. 181

October 7, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Calling attention to bis letters re-
Quebec. specting records, and the case of the Indian officers to which ho asks

answers. 182
October 10, Mathews to Guy Johnson. That as the officers attending the
Quebec. Board are no longer ueeded. they are to be ordered to return to their

duty, when their names are notified to him (Mathews). 183
October 10, Guy Johne on to Mathews. That the officers attending the Board
Quebec. are ail ready to set out when they receive permission. 184
October 10, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. The order to deliver up the records
Quebec. to Sir John Johnson, head of the Indian Department, was a thing of

course, requiring no explanation. 185
October 18, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Enelosing letter from Sir John John-
Quebec. son ordering bis return to Niagara. The officers of the Indian

Department return Haldimand grateful thanks. 186
October 19, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. In reference to Sir John Johnson's
Quebec. order for him (Guy) to return to Niagara, if from the report of the

Board the accounts cannot be finally settled bore, ho is to go to Eng-
land this fall for that purpose. 187

October 20, Guy Johnson to Hatdimand. Asks for a speedy determination on
Quebee. Sir John Johnson's order for him to return to Niagara. 188
October 24, Haldimand to Guy Jo-hnson. Has just received the report of the
Quebec. Board. Has requested that commissioners may be sent out to

examine into and finally settle the accounts of ail the publie depart.
ments. 190
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ct17er324 Haldimand to Guy Johnson. That ho would see by letter of this
Quebec. date, that a voyage to England respecting his accounts was unneces-

sary. Will send report of the Board as soon as it can be made
ont. Page 189

utober 24, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. In consequence of His Excellency'a
ue letter, ho has been preparing to sail. Asks for commands on the

subject and copy of report. 191
October 24, * Same to the same. lad forwarded letter before receiving His
Quebec. Excellency's on the subject of the Board's report. Requests an

answer to some parts of that letter. 192
October 24, Same to the same. That for reasons given (his services, losses
Quebec. &c.,) he would prefer to go to London to press his claims. Asks for an

answer respecting the sums allowed by the Board. 193
ceber 25, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. That ho has permission to go to

ee. London on his family affairs but cannot be exempted from attendance
here on the commissioners for settling accounts. He (Haldimand)
cannot make a partial settlement of accounts; the whole must be
left to His Majesty's Government. 195

October 25, Guy Johnson to Haldimand. Asking that claims allowed by the
Quebec. Board of two years' standing might be paid him. His reasons for

going to London, but would prefer to go to Niagara if his public
duties required his presence there. 196

October 26, Haldimand to Guy Johnson. Repeats that all accounts are to
Quebec. be lof t to the decision of the King's Ministers. 198

B. 109. B. M.-21, 769.

LETTERS AND PAPERS RELATING TO INDIAN AFAIRs.
1777-1783. VOL. I.

0ctob1e7r7 Carleton. Credentials to Capt. Tyse (Tice) of the Indian Depart-
et. Johns. ment setting out with a party of Indians for Ticonderoga, addressed

1778. to the commanders of posts. Pagè 1
Pebruary. Various accounts for supplies for the Six Nation Indians at

different dates. 3 to 12
XaY 14, P. LgMaistre, D.A.G., to Capt. Tice (Tyse in a previous lotter).
Quebec. Ie must draw on Butler for the subsistence of himself and party.

Butler and Bolton have both been told that no advance would be
made at Quebec, but that they must provide for the subsistence of

1779 parties from their posts. 2
'January 26, Report, signed by John Campbell, Daniel Claus and Alex. Fraser,
Montreal. on Capt. Tice's accounts. 13
?ebruary 1. Subsistence roll of rangers enlisted by Capt. Gilbert Tice, from

Tst May, 1777, to date. 14
Xarch. Return of Indians who received clothing, arms, ammunition, &o.,

at Niagara from November, 1778, to March, 1779. 16
March 31, Account of goods in His Majesty's Indian store at Niagara,
X'agtbra. 31st March, 1779, signed John Burch. 19
4pril i5, Joseph Brant to Haldimand. Had arrived the previous day;
Montreal. cannot leave for Quebec before Sunday, which disappoints him of

Capt. Braham's (Brehm) company. His uneasiness at Hamilton's
affair; suggests sending off Sir John Johnson as soon as possible
with as many mon as can be raised; not less than 500 or 600 men
at first to encourage the Indians. The services rendered him by
Claus. 21
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April 18. Extracts of accounts for disbursements in Butler's accountS
against Guy Johnson, not charged in his public accounts. Page 15

M 20, Tice. Account of expenses for Indians. 23
Quebet.
June 19. Account of Robert Ellice against the Indian Department. 24

Accouat for mess stores furnished for Guy Johnson's voyage frovn
New York to Halifax and thence to Quebec. 245

Account against the sloop " Loyalty." 25
September 25. Pay roll of the officoers, &c., of the Indian Department from 24th

March, 1779, to date. 27
October. Various accounts against the Indian Department. 30 to 34
November 4, State of officers, men and Indians of the Indian Department under
Niagara. Guy Johnson. 36

1780.
March 24. Guy Johnson's account with Thomas Robinson, from 19th October,

1779, to date. 37
March 24, Return of officers, &c., and Indians of the Indian Department
Niagara. under Guy Johnson. 51
March 24, General abstract of accounts drawn for to date by Guy Johnson. 55
Niagara.
March 25, Pay roll of officers, &c., of the Indian Department from 24th SeP'
Niagara. tember, 1779, to date. 53
April 10, Haldimand to James Stanley Goddard. Asking him to send a
Quebec. list of goods suitable for distribution among the Indians, with the

quantities. 56
Ilay 13, Invoice of Indian presents for Michillimakinak. 57 to 76
Montreal.
May 26, Return of Indians of Col. Johnson's department, gone out to plant
Niagara. at different places, their villages having been destroyed. 77
June 14, John Powell and Robert Lottridge to Guy Johnson. With a
Niagara. memorial on behalf of the officers of the Indian Department, to bc

presented to Haldimaid. 81
The memorial is at 106

June 28. List of parties (of Indians and rangers) out on service fro
March, 1780, to date. 78

July 1, Return of Indian parties out on service from the 12th Februiry
Niagara. to the last of June, 1780, with the number killed and made prisoners

and the damage done by them. 80
July 2, Return of Indians hitherto deemed in the rebel interest, Who
Niagara. joined Col. Johnson's department on Sunday, 2nd July, 1780. 82
July 15, Account due to Jacob Adams for sundries to Capt. Tice for War
Carleton parties.
Island.
August Return of prisoners and killed by the different parties under the

direction of Brant in August, 1780. 84
September 29, Return of the several Indian war -parties that marched botWeB1

Niagara. the end of February and that of September, 1780, with the success
tbey had against the rebels. 9M

September 29, iReturn of the detachment of officers and Indians sent on board
Niagara. the vessels to join the troops under Sir John Johnson, with those

that followed in canoes. 93
November 20, General state of the corps of Indians, &c. A second table gives a
Niagara. return of the Indian war parties, with their success and the danAge

done to the enemy. 96
December 1, General state of the Indians and of the officers, &c., of the Indian
Niagara. Department. 97

Note upon memoranda concerning the Indian trade, unsigned. 98
110 HALDIMAND oOLLECTION. I 1
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1780. Return of the several Indian nations and equipments given agree
ably to the respective classes, belonging to Lieut.-Col. Campbell's
department in the districts of Quebec and Montreal. Page i03

Return of the different articles that should be supplied to the
Indians (128) ; recapitulation (130) ; and return of the diferent
Indians present at the delivery of the annual presents for the year

1781. 1780. 131
January 1, General state of the corps of Indians and officers of the Indian

gr. Department. A second table gives a return of the war parties from
February, 1780, to date, with their success and damage done to the
enemy. 132

January 4, Andrews & Co. Account against Guy Johnson for sundries, with
Detroit. prices detailed. 110
Pebruary 1, Taylor & Forsyth. Memorandum of account against Guy John-
Niagara. son. 112
March. Sundry accounts, orders for goods, &c., between September, 1780,

and date. 85 to 91
arch 22, Sundry orders for goods from 12th December, 1180, to date. 104

Xiagara.
lWareh 24, Philip Stedman. Account against Guy Johnson. 115 to 120

?igara.
karch 25, Sundry exhibits and accounts in connection with the claims ofam. Taylor & Forsyth. 121
Xarch 25. Guy Johnson's private account with Taylor & Forsyth, and others,

to be charged to his public and credited to his private account. 132
Pril 1, Account of Captain Tice for cash advanced to the Six Nations at

®areton different times. 94

Àpril 1, General state of the corps of Indians, &c., alse return of the war
Àgara. parties in service at this date. 145

',1il 20, Return of Indian war parties now on service. 146
a',&gara.

May 13. Distribution of corn and hoes for the Indians of Col. Johnson's
department, planting at Buffalo Creek. 148

ne 1, General state of the corps of Indians and of the Indian Depart.
aa.- ment under Col. Guy Johnston. Other tables give return of the

Indian war parties from Niagara, between 1st January and 19th
June, and general abstract of the Ohio and Confederate Indians of
the Six Nations. 150

ognst 1, The same dated lst August. 151

.'gust 2, A. Cunningham to James Douglas, Montreal. A private letter
xii'5. with obscure references to certain discoveries. It evidently refers

to the charges against Taylor & Forsyth of falsifying the accounts
of the Indian Department. 152

Agust 17, Cunningham to Douglas. Continuation of reference to the dis-irga. coveries relating to the accounts, &c., of the Indian Department.
The bluster of Dease, but there is little to apprehend. Reported
defeat of Washington near New York. 154

ogust 31, Invoice of goods for presents to the Indians sent to Lieut. Gov-
ottreal. ernor Sinclair, commanding at Micbillimakinak, signed by John

Campbell, Indian Superintendent. 159
BPtember 12, Sketch of a plan for supplying the upper posta with goods for the
'Ontreal. use of the Crown. Unsigned, probably a proposal by Campbell,

Indian Superintendent. 159
etember 24. Abstract return of sundries issued to Indians and prisoners, by

order of Col. Guy Johnson, out of his own quarters, from 24th June
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1781. to 24th September, 1780, and thence to date, signed by Guy Johl.
son. Page 161

September 24. Pay list of Indian Department, of which Guy Johnson is Super-
intendent. 163

September 24. Various accounts furnished by Guy Johnson, apparently to be
laid before the board for investigating his accounts. 167 to 182

September 27. Mathews to Goddard. Respecting damage to Indian goods bY
Quebec. the " Jupiter ;" His Excellency approves of the steps taken to repair

the evil. 188
September - Account against the Crown for cash disbursements by Taylor éý

Forsyth, paid by order of Guy Johnson. 184
October 1, Cunningham to Douglas. Roferring to Taylor & Forsyth's accounts,
Niagara. without mentioning names; his examination by the General, aP11

remarks on the prospect of the business being fully investigatedj
&c. 186

October 5, Copy of Capt. Tice's account against the Crown for cash advanced
Niagara. by him whilst comnianding a detachment of the Six Nation Depart-

ment, on the expedition (commanded by Major Ross) against thO
frontiers of Tryon couinty. j89

-October 10, List of goods that appear to be wanting for the Indian service
Niagara. till a further supply arrive next summer, signed by Guy Joh"

son. 19
October 19, Pollard to Haldimand. Concerning providing rum for the CroWJ•
Niagara. The letter is not signed, the writer's name being endorsed. 199

October 20, Further extracts from Col. Guy Johnson's private account with
Niagara. Taylor & Forsyth, which, upon a 'full examination of their wholO

accounts against him, he finds to be improperly charged to his
instead of to the public account, having been issued to Indians anl
prisoners at Niagara. 196

October 20, Copy of account due by the Indian Department to Capt. Robett
Niagara. Lottridge. 2
October 21, Pollard to Haldimand. Remarks on the improper assortinenll
Quebec. packing and shipping of Indian presents. The bad manageme"

originates in London from want of method and knowledge. 1E13
own experience qualifies him to take charge of that business ; the
saving that could be effected. 196

October 25, List of goods in the Indian store dolivered over to Lieut.-Coî
Niagara. Butler. 205
October - Various accounts against the Indian Department laid before the

Board for the investigation of Taylor & Forsyth's accounts.
209 to 217

LETTERS AND PAPERS RELATING To INDIAN AFFAIRS, 1777-1783.
VoL. 1L.

B. 110. B. M., 21,770-
1782.

January 28, Taylor & Forsyth to Mathews. In consequence of the inconiv,0
Montreal. ience caused by the non-payment of a large sum due on publO

account, they have memorialised Ris Excellency. Page
Memorial follows.

February 18, Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. His Excellency will pay bill
Quebec. drawn by Col. Johnson in their favour for money paid to others bf

Johnson's order, but not for accounts originating in thir house5
the suit is decided.

A. 188851 Victoria.
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a82. Pay list of the officers, &c., of the Indian Department from 25tharCh 24. September, 1781, to date. Page 6
Pril 12, Receipt from Captain Lottridge to Guy Johnson, for payment ofMontreal. sundries supplied to the Indians. il

APril 21, Thompson & Cruikshank, receipt for seven months' interest on
konitreal. account, payment of which had been refused by the General. 12:
pril 27, Copy (certified by Messrs. Ellice & Co.) of bill drawn on them in

kOQtrea1. favour of John Dease. 13
Que'9 Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. His Excellency grants a short

e' delay in putting the jndgment against them into execution. 14

"t10, Taylor & Forsyth. Statement of Indian disbursements chargedreal. in Col. Guy Johnson's private account. 15, 22
4Y 14, Mathews to Goddard. That orders have been given not to buy-ontreatL good8 for the Indians, as they are to be supplied from home. Sends

the accounts from Michillimakinak te be examined that they may
be settled. 28

23 Same to Taylor & Forsyth. That His Excellency grants leave to
e' Mr. Forsyth and a clerk to go to the upper posts to settle the affairs

of the firm. 29
y 29 Deposition of John Stevens, stating the nature of the agreementXi1gara. made with him on his being entered as a Secretary in the Indian

Department. 3»
29, Deposition of James Secord respecting certain items charged by

Xlagara. Taylor & Forsyth, 31
May 30 Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. His Excellency is surprised at
Quebee•. the objections they ard raising to the investigation of their accounts.

The Board for the examination is composed of men of honour and
men of business, and the investigation is for His Excellency's satis.
faction. If its results do not please Messrs. Taylor & Forsyth, they
may have recourse to common law. 33

Qubec 6, Same to Goddard. Informing him that he has been appointed a
member of the Board to examine Messrs. Taylor & Forsyth's
accounts. 35-

20, Taylor & Forsyth to Haldimand. Memorial for a further delay
®b· in execution of judgment. 36

kUUe 24y rnsdlyo
quebe24 Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. His Excellency grants delay of a

ee- month, as asked for in preceding letter. 37
L , Philip Stedman to 1Powell, with copy of his acòount against

aga-a. Col. Johnson. 38

Qub16, William Taylor to Mathews. Explaining the manner in which
eec. the bill in favour of McKee was settled with him, and of the sub-

sequent transactions respecting it. 38
Xig 18, Brigadier Powell to Mathews. Reporting Stedman's statementara. of the reason which led him to sign two altered accounts. He

believes that Stedman acted innocently although foolishly; ho is
willing to make oath as to the transactions. He (Powell) is setting

'kly 24 out for Detroit to execute His Excellency's orders. 41
eb24, Report by the Board for examining the accounts of Col.

ee. Guy Johnson and Taylor & Forsyth, with accompanying docu-
ments. 43 to 68

The answer by Col. Guy Johnson to the report of the Board
follows. 69 to 77

qUl 25, Taylor & Forsyti. Memorial praying for a further delay in the
Qee execution of the judgment against them, until the report of the

Board on their accounts has been communicated to them. 78
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1782.
July 26, Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. That Ris Excellency will grant
Quebec. a further stay of execution, till he has had time to consider the

Board's report. Page 79a
August 3, Same to the same. That in accordance with the report of the
Quebec. Board, Ris Excellency will accept of £7,236 8s. 5¾d., N.Y. currencyp

in part payment. No further delay can be granted. 79
August 5, Receipt by Mrs. Fitzgerald for payment of the amount of board
Quebec. for Owen Bowen, of the Indian Department. 80
August 15, Taylor & Forsyth to Mathews. Expressing surprise at the deter-Montra. mination of His Excellency respecting their accounts; asking for

a copy in detail of the Board s report, and stating that they had
applied for a writ of appeal to stave off the execution and give them,
time to adopt measures to protect themselves and creditors. 81

Auguet 18, 20. Receipts for payments made by Taylor & Forsyth in compliance
Niagara. with orders from Guy Johnson. 83
August 2a, Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. Ris Excellency declines, for
Quebec. reasons given, to furnish a copy of the Board's report. 84
A=gust 26, State of the works and disposition of the ordnance at Niagara and
Niagara. its dependencies, signed by Charles Terrot, Lieutenant, RoyI

Artillery, acting engineer. 85
August - Captain Gilbert Tice, for self and Indian Department, Niagara, in'
Oswego. account with R. Hamilton. The account is from the 1st to the 22nd

August. 86
September 1, R9eturn of the barracks at Niagara, specifying the number of
Niagara. rooms, with the number of men oach room may contain. The

return is signed by Daniel Bliss, deputy barrack master. 88
September 2, General state of the corps of Indians and Department of Indian
Niagara. Affairs, whereof Guy Johnson is colonel and superintendent. Thi0,

and a return of the Indian Department dated the 3rd September,
are signed by John Butler. 89-90

September 4. Sundry articles in the Engineer and Q.M.G. 's departments at
Niagara and its dependencies, signed by Charles Terrot. 92

September 4, List of Captain Bradt's volunteers at and near Niagara. 93
Niagara.
September 16, Guy Johnson's contingent account, Indian Department.
Montreal.

September 24, Pay lists of persons, officers, &c., employed in the Indian Depar'
Niagara. ment, with receipts by each man paid.Sptember 25, Guy Johnson's contingent accounts from 24th September, 1781,f
Niagara. date. 105
October 5, Captain Tice's account for supplies to the Indians. 106
Niagara.

October 5, Certificate by Butler that alterations to a house used by TaylorNiagara. & Forsyth had rendered it useless for them. 107
October 6, Account by Taylor & Forsyth against Butler for Indian contil
Niagara. gencies. 108
October l, Receipt by Mary Brant for a payment from Taylor & Forsyths

t for wampum, &c., supplied to them by order of Guy Johnson. 111
October 28, Account and receipt for £109 10s. paid to John Casteels. 112

November 4, Examination of John Richards, interpreter, and others, in respect
Oswego. to an account of expenses charged by Çaptain Tice, of the Indian

Department, on an expedition to the frontiers in October, 1781,
undor the command of Major Ross. The witnesses are Johl
Richards, interpreter, Lieutenant Nelles, Captain Crawford, King
Royal Regiment, of New York. 120, 124, 18
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1782
okVember 22, Account by Taylor & Forsyth for sundries to the Indian Depart-

Montreal. ment. Page 129
kvernber 29, Report of survey on Indian presents. 130

eiagara.
1783. Gay Johnson's account for batt and forage allowance. 134

ýannuary ii, Extracts of Col. Johnson's letter to General HIaldimand on the
Xontreal. subject of issues from his quarters dated 11th January, 1783. (The

letter is given in full in B. 106, pp. 204 to 225.) 135
Janfuary 14, Report on Col. Guy Johnson's contingent expenses. 139~Quebec.
Pebruary 10, Answers by Guy Johnson to remarks by the Board on his contin-

- gent accounts. 147
Balance sheet follows. 159

karch 9, Extracts from Guy Johnson's letter to General Haldimund. (TheMotrea- letter in full is in B. 106, p. 236.) 160
karch 24, Receipt from John Powell to Guy Johnson, with certificate, &c.,Xiagara from Butler. 161, 162

aPri .12, Statement of sums due to Guy Johnson for items omitted in pre-atreal. vious accounts. 163
1a. Accounts to Robert Ellice & Co., settled by Guy Johnson. 164

y5i Receipt by Richard Dobie for cash advanced for sloop " Loyalty,"
klo•treai. reimbursed by Guy Johnson. 166

ay 20 Col. Guy Johnson's accounts against Government from his last
kontreal. account with the Southern Commander in chief in March, 1779, to

the month of October, 1782. 113
y 20 Guy Johnson to Haldimand. This letter is in B. 106, p. 240. The

Montreal. endorsation in this volume is 29th May, where it states that the
letter was received by the postman on the 4th June. 167

0tr ' Receipt by P. Foretier for rent of a house occupied by Guy John-
•flteal. son. 228

)48aY 21 to 27, Proceedings of a Court of Inquiry to investigate some public0 81Wego. accounts produced by Captain Tice, of the Indian Department. 173
Letter by Major Ross, dated Oswego, 29th May, transmitting the

proceedings. 229
kY 31, Certificate by Richard Dobie, that he had received certain sumsOlitreal. paid to the order of Guy Johnson on account of the Crown. 165

ne 9, A. Davidson to Mathews. Acknowledging receipt of warrant for
Ontreal. costs in the case against Taylor & Forsyth. He is perfectly satis.

fied with what His Excellency has sent; but not with the costs
taxed by the court, against which he remonstrates, &c. 230

10, Taylor & Forsyth to Mathewe. Stating that they intend to appeal-konltreal. to the courts against the dtcision in their case, and transmit a
memorial to HRis Excellency. 232

Memorial follows. 233
î 17 Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. Acknowledging receipt ofee. memorial. 235

29, Haldimand to Captain Wood and J. S. Goddard. Desiring them,Quebee- with the assistance of Charles Grant, Adam Lymburner and James
Todd, to re.consider their report on Indian presents. 236

&Uat The request to Grant, &c., follows. 237
QueŸ 20

2  Opinion of Jenkin Williams, Solicitor General, on the course to be
pursued with regard to the accounts and judgment against Taylor
& Forsyth. 238
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Au 8 Mathews to Taylor & Forsyth. His Excellency has determined
Quebec. as they have appealed against the judgments of the Provincial courts,

these must stand entire, and if approved, it shall then be for W&
Excellency to consider what may appear to be just to be allowed
them. Page 239

September 11, Same to members of the Board for examining Guy Johnson's
Quebec aceounts. Calling them to meet on the 22nd current. 240
September 16, Same to Major General Powell. Informing him that he has beel
Quebec. appointed president of the Board, and enclosing list of the mem-

bers (240). 241
September 22, Haldimand to Powell, with instructions as to the proceedings of
Quebec. the Board of examination on Guy Johnson's accounts. 242

Official list of the members of the Board. 243
Letter from Mathews to Powell of the same date, enclosing the

list. 244
September 22, List of papers relating to Colonel Guy Johnson's accounts laid
Quebec. before the Board. 245-
September 23, Mathews to Powell. On account of Lieutenant Governor Hamil'
Quebec. ton's indisposition, and the peculiar situation of Lieutenant'GovernOr

Hay's private affairs, their attendance at the Board is dispensed
with. The Board is to proceed to business as soon as possible. 246,

September 26, Colonel Johnson's address to the Board. Ordered to examine his
Quebec. accounts and claims. 248
September 26, Resolution of the Board on Colonel Johnson's accounts. 251
Quebec.

September 29, Colonel Johnson's answer to the Board's resolutions. 253
Quebee.
September 29, Haldimand to Powell. Transmitting the accounts between Colo-
Quebec. xnel Johnson and Taylor & Forsyth, for examination by the

Board. 259
September 29, Mathews to the same. Calling attention to the charge on the
Quebec. pay list for salary to John Stevens as secretary to the IndiAn

Department. 260'
Copies of other accounts charged against the Indian Department

in 1773 and 1774, laid before the Board. 261-266
October 1, Haldimand to Powell. That to avoid the delay that may be
Quebec. caused by the absence of any of the members, five or more are to be

considered a full Board. 267
October 3, Certified copy of account sale of the sloop " Loyalty " on the
Quebec. 10th of September, 1779. 268
October 5, Colonel Guy Johnson's anewer to the Board's requisition for
Quebec. merchants' accounts. 269
October 6, Mathews to Powell. Transmitting certain papers baving refer-
Quebec. once to the examination of Colonel Johnson's accounts. (ProbablY

those ut pp. 261, 266, 268.) 272
October 7, Colonel Guy Johnson's reasons for portable soup, sago, and essence
Quebec. of peppermint being charged in his accounts. 273
October 9. IRobort Ellice to Col. Guy Johnson. Enclosing the account for

goods sent off in 1779, but which lay ut Carleton Island during the
winter. Reminding him that he brought a large quantity of good5
from New York, which should acoount for the large issues from his
own quarters to risoners and Indians. 276

October 10, Return of the ix Nation Indians ut different periods during Col-
Quebec. Johnson's residence at Niagara. 277
October 10, Colonel Guy Johnson's address to the Board on closing the exav'
Quebec. ination of his accounts. 279
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1783.
October 12, Colonel Johnson to Powell. Stating that the presence of Mr.
Quebec. Ellice might be useful in the examination of the accounts, and re.

questing that the Board would grant delay tili his arrival from
Montreal. Page 294

October 17, Mathews to Goddard, transmitting letter from Sir John Johnson,Quebee. with account and vouchers, for expenses of the Indian Department
incurred at Detroit, which ho is requested to examine and to report
on such items as should be disallowed. 295

October 23, Same to the same. His Excellency approves of the accounts
Quebec. against the Indian Department at Detroit being laid before the Super-

intendent General for explanations. 296
October 26, Proceedings of the Board to examine and investigate all accounts
Quebec. and claims of Colonel Guy Johnson against Government, from

the time ho resumed the superintendency of Indian affairs in 1779,
tilt the date of Sir John Johnson's appointment. The proceedings
are from *2nd September to date, the examination and evidence
being fully detailed. 297 to 344

October 28, Account of bills drawn by Colonel Guy Johnson from 1779. 345
Quebec. List of papers relating to the claims of Johnson follows. 346
December 10, Return of officers and other appointments of the Northern De.
Montreal. partment of Indian affairs on the peace establishment, previous to

the late rebellion in America. 348
No date. Return of the Superintendents, deputies, and other appointments

in the Department of Indian Affairs, of which Sir John Johnson is
Superintendent General and Inspector General. 349

No date. Case of Taylor & Forsyth, giving an account of their transactions
1787. at the Indian store, Niagara. 350

AUgust 6,; Chew to Haldimand. Requesting to be furnished with accounts
London. relating to the Indian Department, sent by the late Sir William

Johnson, so that these may be laid before tle commissioners for
auditing the public accounts. 354

August 14, Certificate for Sir William Johnson's account. It is unsigned,
London. being a copy kept among Haldimand's papers, he having given the

certificate. 357

LETTERS FROM COL. CAMPBELL AND oTHER.-1778-1784. VOL. I.

B. 111. B.I(., 21,771.
1778.June 15, Captain Fraser to Capt. Le Maistre. Scout returned from the

M(ontreal. Mohawk country with Indian allies, loyalists and rebel prisoners.
Sir J. Johnson's mili destroyed ; powder mill spared, which might
have been burned. Indians have oarried off prisoners to their
village at St. Regis. Efforts to capture a rebel spy in communica-
tion with the Caughnawagas. Page 1

June 24, Capt. Mompesson to Brigadier Powell. Will supply the Misais-
Deer Island. saugas as they require food. Sending out scouts for the safety of the

Island. The good services of the Mississaugas, but they clamour for
goods, rum, &c. 4No date. Commissary Day. Cash advanced Colonels Claus and Campbell
for Indians. 6

JUly 2, Colonel Campbell to Capt. Le Maistre. Arrival of Indians. Rebels
eontreal. tampering with Western Indians ; necessity for provisions for them.

Enclosing letter from Deer Ilsland. T
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July 22 Major Butler to Captain Caldwell. Instructions to take command
Tioga. of the rangers and cooperate with the Indians to harass the enemy

and destroy their crops. To enlist into the rangers all the able
bodied men ho can get. Page 8

July 30, Colonel Campbell to General Haldimand. The Indians of the
Montreal. upper country impatient and troublesome. Has stopped them going

on the expedition ordered as they insist on all going. He sets out
for Lachine and Caughnawaga to settle Peters' number of Mohawks
and Iroquois. 10

August 14, Same to the same. Transmits declaration of an Indian as to
Montreal. attempt of a trader to.sow disaffection. 12
October 5, Same to the saine. Report of Indian scouts from Lake Champlain.
Montreal. Will endeavour to supply Detroit and Niagara with Indian prosents

before winter. 14
October 8. Same to the same. las sent to the different villages to summon

Indians for an expedition. 16
October 16. Saine to the saine. Arrival of Iroquois from Two Mountains.

The St. Regis and Sault St. Louis tribes out hunting. Will move
those come in up to St. John's in two days. 17

October 19. Captain Fraser to the same. Indian expedition in p'eparation.
Montreal. Its destination not kept secret and rebels apprised of it. 18
October 22. Col. Campbell to the sane. Remarks on Indian presents. Indians
Montreal. going off. Recommending Mr. Lorimier. List of Indian goods

bent. 20
November 12, Same to the same. Respecting Indian goods for the upper posts,
Montreal, 24
November 20. Captain Fraser to the same. Reporting favourably of the
Montreal. Indians. 26
November 26. Same to the sane. Return of scout from Fort Stanwix with a
Montreal. prisoner.' Rebel Indians gone from St. Regis to Albany; return of

one with news of rebel projects. 27
December 3, Sane to the same. Recommending Ensign Johnson. 28
Montreal.'
December 9. Sane to the sane. Will visit the Indian villages. Proposes an
Montreai. expedition to destroy Fort Edward or Saratoga, and suggesting

best road for scouting. 29
December 10. Colonel Campbell to the sane. He has settled affairs at Lachenaie.
Montreai. 31
December 14. Sane to the sane. Letter from Lieut Crofts at St. Francis.
Montreal. Recommending changing Ensign Johnson to St. Regis from TWO

Mountains. 32
December 24. Sane to the sane. Asking for a warrant for Indian expenses.Montreal. Return of pay ordered. 33
December 28. Same to the same. Iroquois quiet at Two Mountains. NewMontreal. Englander not allowed to settle ; if he has gone to St. Regis will

1779. have him removed. 35
January 4. Sane to the same. Cannot answer the General's questions at
Montreal. present. 36
February 1, Same to the same. Remarks on the claims of the Indians; the
Montreai. quantity supplied them of goods and rum. Is satisfied with the

Sault St. Louis Indians; doubtful of those at St. Francis. 37
February 1. Captain Fraser to the same. Discovery by Colonel Petera of
Montrtal. treasonable correspondence with the rebels. 40
February 2. Colonel Campbell to the same. Representing his claim to coma-
Montleal. mand in absence of the senior officer. 42 and 48, 49
February 4. Si me to the same, Respecting the resignation of Lorimier. 50
Montreal.
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e79. Lt.-Col. Bolton to Colonel Campbell. fas received Indian pre-ebruary 8, Page 52Niagara. sents.
Pebruary 11, General Hialdimand to the same. That he has no claim to the
Quebec. command of the troops, his office of Indian Superintendent being

civil. 43
February 11, Col. Campbell to General Haldimand. Respecting the proceed-
Montreal. ings of a man, not named. 5u
February 11, Same to the same. Ris dealings with the St. Francis Indians. 54
Montreal.
Pebruary 11, General Haldimand to Captain Fraser. Approves of Mr. Peters'
Quebec. course to discover treachery (see pp. 40, 41). To arrest Jones at

the proper time. 56
Zebruary 20, Colonel Campbell to General Haldimand. Respecting the St.
Mlontreal. Francis Indians amongst the rebels and how to secure their fidel-

ity. 57
February 22. Same to the same. The St. Regis Indians all profess fidelity, and
Xontrea1. ask that the few rebellious may be pardoned. 59
March 11, Same to the same. Urges that Indian presents be sent to the
Montreai. upper posts as soon as possible. 61
MarCh 22, Same to the same. Respecting the supply of Indian goods for
Montreai. the upper posts. 62
1larch 22, Same to the same. Abstract of goods sent to Niagara. 64
Montreal.
March 29, Same to the same. Settlement of complaint by LeBlanc of Isle
Montreai. Jesus against German soldiers. 65
March 31, Same to the same. Respecting his claim to command in the gar.
montreal. rison. 66
March 31, Same to the same. Reiterating his claim to command the garri.
Ilontreal. son in absence of the senior officer. -44
Aprii 8, General Haldimand to Col. Campbell. Further as to his claim to
Quiebeo- command. 46
April 18, Col. Campbell to General Haldimand. Dealings with the Oneida
lontreal. Indians. Goods for Major DePeyster getting ready. 68

Àpril 29, Same to the same. Traders debauching the Caughnawaga
Montreal. Indians. 7(1
May 3, Same to the same. Deputation of Indians sent to the Oneidas.
Montreal. Respecting the supplying of moccasins. 71
May 6. Same to the same. Detachment of Indians'sent off. The ordersMiontreal. as to canoes passing the Long Sault. The service of Calvet, &c. 73

y 13, Major DePeyster to Co'. Campbell. The bad effects of Hamilton's
cllima- defeat; the cunning of the Indians. Is preparing to receive the

k 'ýk._ Chippewas and OLtawas. 75
May 13, Col. Campbell to Gen. Haldimand. If Calvet is not allowed to g(>
lontreal. to the upper posts it will have a prejudicial effect. 77

17, Same to the same. Enclosing report of conference with Indians
ontreai. and letter to them from LaFayette. Rebels threaten Oswegatchie.

Indians sent off. 78
ay 25, Same to the same. Indian expedition to Fort Stanwix. ReportTMontreal. of Oneidas that 7,000 rebels were at Fort Stanwix preparing to,

27, attack Oswego. 80
koay , Same to the same. LaFayette's proclamation. The services of

fntreal. Lorimier. The quantity of rum got by the Indians about Mon-
treal. 8h.

arY 31 Same to the same. Enclosing letter. Party sent out to intercept
r spies. d3
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June 3' Campbell to H aldimand. Return of Indians unsuccessful in their
Montreal. hunt for spies; they wish to go out again. Page 84
June 4, G. Tonnancour to Col. Cam pbell (in French). Asking leave to
Montreal. resign from the insufficiency of his pay. 85
June 7, Colonel Campbell to Gen. Elaldimand. Puants, &c., desire to go
Montreal. to Quebec. Numbers of Nipissing Indians at Montreal. Offers

of service from Indians round Lake Huron. 91
June 1l. Same to the same. Enclosing the resignation of G. Tonnancour,
Montreal. and recommending Antoine Dupré as his successor. 87
June 14, Major DePeyster to Col. Campbell. Regarding Indian pretents.
MichIlima' Rebels at Post Vincennes in want of provisions, &c. - 88
kinak.
June 14, Colonel Campbell to Gen. Haldimand. Success of Indians at Fort
Montreal. Stanwix; will send an expedition to Oswegatchie; dissatisfaction of

the upper country Indians. 90
June 19, Same to the same. Sending message (in French) from the Five
Montreal. Nations asking for the fulfilment of Gen. Carleton's promise, and

that a fort be established at Oswego. 93
June 21, Same to the same. Unsuccessful result of the deputation to the
Montreal. Oneidae. 95
June 24, Same to the same. Sending off interpreters to Carleton Island,
Montreal. &o. 96
June 24, Same to the same. Disbursements of Indian Department tO
Montreal. date. 91
June 26, Same to the same. Sending letter. 99
Montreal.

Juiy 1, Same to the same. Parties of Indians sent out; proposed ar-
Montreal. rangements. Death of Père Gordan. 100
July 5, Same to the same. Suspicions ho feels of the St. Francis Indians.
Montreal. Desiring instructions as to parties towards Lake Champlain, &o. 102
Jaly 10, Same to the same. Sending forward a messenger to Quebec from
Montreal. the upper posts. 103
July 19, Same to the same. Rlespecting M. Calvet's allowance, &o. 104
Montreal.
July 20, Same to the same. Inquiring as to the orders respecting traders
Montreal. for the upper posts. 105
July 22, Same to the same. Oneidas among the Caughnawagas. Their
Montreal. attempted arrest; one killed. 106
July 30. Same to the same. Vindicating his conduct in relation to the
Montreal. Oneida emissaries to the Caughnawagas. 1 110
July 30, Same to Capt. Mathews. That he as sent au interpreter to Car-
Montreal. leton Island. 114
July 31, Same to General Haldimand. Lieutenant Houghton will statO
Montreal. the facts about the Oneidas. Roturn of scout from Fort StanwiXe

with prisoners and scalps. 115
August s, Lieutenant Crofts to Col. Campbell. The St. Francis Indians
St. François. desire to visit Montreal. The arrival of suspicious Indians. Askg

instructions. 116
August 9, Col. Campbell to Gen. Haldimand. Transmitting letter fro01
Montreal. Lieut. Crofts. 118
Angust 9, Same to the same. That he bas not been guilty as charged withMontreal. insinuating that the General encourages informers, &c. Respectirng

Indian accounts. 119
Auguet 12, Same to the same. Transmitting proceedings of the Indians OfMontreal. six villages, and their offers of service (in French). 12t-126
September 16, Same to Captain Mathews. Preparing an expedition of theLachine. Caughnawaga, Two Mountain and St. Regis Indians. 127
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1779
September 27, Colonel Campbell to Captain Mathews. Expedition gone to assist
MontreaL the Five Nations. Rebel talk of a Caughnawaga chief. Asks how

he is to be disposed of. Page 128
October 4, Same to General Hlaldimand. Is afraid he cannot collect more
Montreal. than 100 warriors, as the most have gone hunting. 130
October 11, Same to the same. Collecting Indians to be sent to St. John's.
Montreal. Indian goods received and applied for. Return of Indians from

German Flats with prisoners, having burned houses, mills, &c. 131
October 14, Same to the same. Indian goods cannot be sent this fall to Major
Montreal. DePeyster. Colonel Guy Johnson bas received half of what has

arrived. Return of St. Regis Indians to their village. 133
October 21, Same to the same. Sending speech (in French) from the Caugh-
Montreal nawagas, asking for missionaries. 134
November 1, Same to the same. Has sent out to obtain Indiant for the scouts
Montreal. ordered. 138
November 29, Same to Captain Mathews. Indian accounts will be ready for
Montreal. examination. 139
Decernber 6, Same Io General Haldimand. Return of Houghton's expedition.
Montreal. Caughnawagas assist a messenger (believed to be a Recollet) out of

1780. the Province. 140
January 1, Same to the same. Lieutenant Houghton goes to Quebec. In-
Montreal. formation respecting the fugitive Recollet. Indian accounts. 142
?ebruary 21, Same to the saine. Application of St. Regis Indians to go to
Mlontreal. Mohawk River refused ; they are sent to Fort Edward. Has fin-

ished clothing the villages. 144
MarcJh 24, Major Rogers to Oliver Church. Instructions for expedition tost. Johns. endeavour to bring back the State of Vermont to allegiance. 145

o<arch 3, Lieutenant Houghton to Capt. Mathews. Report of a scoutMontreai. against Skenesborough ; its success. 147
April 3, Same to the same. Report of three scouting parties on the Mo-
kontreai. hawk River, and of a prisoner sent in. Scout sent from Carleton

Island. . 148
.pril 10, Col. Campbell to General Haldimand. Return of a Lorette Indian
Montreal. who conducted the Recollet out of the Province, together with a St.

Francis Indian who is closely watched. 150
April 16, J. S. Goddard to the same. Remarks on the quantity of goods
Montreal. necessary for the upper posta. 151
April 20, Colonel Campbell to the same. I surpiised at the report of the
lontreai. conduct of the Caughnawagas as they were Ll picked mr'n. 154
May s, Same to Capt. Mathews. Th at the Indian goods for Michillimak.

ontreal. inak are ready to be sent to Lachine. 157
"57 14, Same to the same. With accounts, returns and demand for
k0•treal. money. 158
May 18, Same to the same. The canoes for Michillimakinak have left
àontreal. Lachine. The awkwardness of the soldiers. 160
May 21, Captain Fraser to Col. Campbell Expedition under Crawford to

on the Mohawk. 161

àta.15 Col. Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Has heard of Sir John Johnson's
' scout by Lieut. Houghton returned disabled. Indians sent to Oswe-

gatchie. Claims of the widow LeBland. 162
ne®12, Same to General Haldimand. The report of cruelty by the Mis.

• sissaugas to women brought to Carleton Island as prisonersground-
less. Four children kept, but given up at Montreal. 164

nue 26t Saine to the same. Forwarding address to the Indians and replyIt O•treai (in French). 166
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1780
July 6, Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Will try to stop rebel Indian omis-
Montreal. saries, but is afraid ho has not white mon enough. A post at St.

Regis would stop their visits. Page 170
JuI.y 7, Same to the same. Return of scout from Oswegatchie with newS
Montreal. of British troopi between Albany and New York. 172
July 9, Same to the saine. Proposed [ndian expedition. 171
Montreal.
July 24, Same to the same. lRespecting Indian goods at Michillimak*
Montreal. inak. 173
Auguet 1, Same to the same. The Indian goods for Michillimakinak nearly
Montreal. ready to leave. 174
August 5, Same to General Haldimand. Indian expeditions sent off from
Montreal. Isle aux Noix. 175
August 7, Sume to Capt. Mathews. Return of scouts from Conajohary and
Montreal. Connecticut, &c., with prisoners. 177
August 10, Same to the same. Return of negroes sold to the people of Mon-
Montreal. treal. Presents for Michillimakinak ready to ho sent off, and me"

engaged. 176
September 11, Same to General Haldimand. Invoice of goods, and return of
Montreal. Indian officers. 178
September 14. Same to the same. Has sent traders, fowling pieces, &c., to
Montreal. Quebec and Sorel. 181
October 12, Same to Capt. Mathews. Disposal of Indian goods, fuzees, &c. 182
M ontreal.
October 16, Lt..Col. Campbell to General Haldimand. Sends a letter from Sir
Penobscot. HEnry Clinton by Mr. Jones of the King's Rangers. Victory of

Cornwallis in South Carolina. (This Campbell commanded at Fort
George, bis name being also John.) 183

October 16, Col. Campbell to the same. Sending papers secured from twO
Montreal. Indian emissaries to the Caughnawagas. 185
October 18, Père Huguet to Col. Campbell (in French). With information
Sanit St. as to the visit of two Indian emissaries sent by the French to theLouis. Caughnawagas. . 188
October 19, Col. Campbell to Capt. Mathews. With requisition for Indian
Montreal. goods. Scout from Major Carleton allows the Indian emissaries tO

passa Their mission discussed at' the house of Père Huguet. 190
October 19, J. S. Goddard to same. Indian goods received. 191
Montreal.
October 23, Col. Campbell to General Haldimand. Respecting Indian emis-
Montreal. saries and the flight of five Indians from Caughnawaga. Arrival of

Indian parties. 195
October 26, Lieutenant Houghton to Capt. Mathews. Report of bis expeditiol'
Montreal. to the Connecticut; its success, and retreat subsequently before

superior numbers; brought in 32 prisoners. l'-
October 30, Col. Campbell to Genoral Haldimand. Has found all in good
Montreal. humour at Caugbnawagt. Respocting Indian presents for the upper

posts. 199
November 18, Same to Capt. Mathews. Sending two Caughnawaga chiofs to urge
Montreal. the Micmacs to fidelity, with speech (in French) of the chiefs. 201
November 29, Pierre Calvet to General Haldimand (in French). Offering tO
Quebec. dispose of bis merchandise to the General for the King's service. 205
December 14, Col. Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Recommending taking Calvet's
Montreal. goods, not as offered (pp. 205, 206), but on fair terms. 207

1781. Père Denaut to - - (in French). Complaining of the con'April 21,
soulanges. duct of the Indians and of the quantity of rum they are allowed

to get at Coteau du Lac. 155
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LETTERS YRox LT.-COL. CAMPBELL AND OTHERS.

1-78 TO 1784. VOL. IL.

B. 112. B. M. 21,772.
1780.

July 30. Colonel Campbell to Capt. Mathews, Will have party of Indians

1781. ready. Page 71
January 9, Lieutenant Turney. Account of rangers in the Indian
Niagara. country.
February 5. Captain Fraser. Substance of a conference between him and

Joseph Louis, of the Abenakis at St. Francis, as to his past conduct
and the future behaviour of himself and his tribe. 3

Pebruary 5, Same to General Haldimand. Has examined suspected persons,Sorel. but without result. Jacko, a Lorette Indian, to be watched. St.
Francis Indians ready to march. Lieutenant Crofts sent to St.
John's pending investigation into the death of the St. Francis chief. 8

Pebruary 8, Colonel Campbell to Capt. Mathews. The Indians of the different
Montreal. villages in the best disposition possible. Scouts sent out in various

directions. il
February 13, Captain Fraser to Gen. Haldimand. Report of the examination
St. John's. of LaBonté, a prisoner. 12
February 22, Colonel Campbell to Captain Mathews. las investigated the
Moatreal. affair of the Indian chief whom Lieut-. Crofts was accused of injur-

ing. Recommends Crofts being returned to his charge. Party
returned from Otter Creek unsuccessful from the effects of rum. 16

February 26, Same to the same. Report of a scouting party sent out towards
Montreal. Lake Champlain, &c. 18
Pebruary 26, Captain Fraser to the same. Scout towards the Connecticut pre-
8. John's. vented by the refusai of Captain Schmid to give Indian guides. 20
Mlarch 1, Colonel Campbell to the same. Return of' a scouting party with.
Montreal. out result. 22
March 8, Same to the same. Scouting party returned from Cohoes. Scout
Montreal. from the Mohawk reports nothing material. 23
April 5, Same to Gen. Haldimand. Desires instructions as to presents for
Montreai. the upper posts. 25
-Pril 12, Same to the same. Respecting Indian goods. 26
Montreal.
&pril 19, Same to the same. Respecting Indian goods. 28
Montreal.
April 30, Same to the same. Indian goods will be forwarded to the upper
Moutreal. posts. Transmitting letter of complaint from a priest at the

Cedars. 30
May 3. Same to Captain Mathews. Respecting Indian accounts. 31
kontreal.

May 7, Same to the same. Respecting a Recollet Father conducted out of
Montreal. the Province by Lorette Indians. 32
May 24, Same to the same. Is forwarding a brigade of boats with Indian
Montreal. presents for the upper posts. 33
May 26, Lieutenant Hloughton to Col. Campbell. Report of address by an
caughna- Indian emissary from the rebels. â5
'Waga.
May 24and28. Colonel Campbell. Invoice of Indian goods sent to Niagara. 38
May 28, Same to Captain Mathews. Report concerning an Indian emis-
Mlontreal. sary from the rebels to Caughnawaga. 40
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1781.
May 31, Campbell to Mathews. Enclosing invoice of Indian goods. Page 42
Montreal.
Jine 3, Captain Fraser to Col. Campbell. Report of disorders at St.Montreal. Francis village ; cause, rum. 45
June 4, Colonel Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Enclosing Captain Fraser's
Montreal. report (pp. 45 to 49). Indians sent to Mr. Fraser, Yamaska. In-

voices enclosed. 50
June 7, Same to the same. Report of a scout towards Fort Stanwix.
Montreal. Statement by a prisoner as to the arrangements made by the rebels

in the Mohawk valley, &c. 53
June 18, Same to the same. Respecting goods forwarded to the upper
Montreal. posts. 55
July 5, Same to the same. Respecting his accounts. 56
Montreal.
July 9, Same to the same. The St. Francis Indians have brought in two
Montreal. loyalists. 58
July 12, Same to the same. With accounts, of goods to Niagara and
Kontreal. Detroit. 59
July 12, Same to General Haidimand. Has sent out a party of Caughna-eintréeaL waga Indians to capture rebel emissaries. 6)
July 16, Same to Captain Mathews. Capture of two Indian rebel emissar-
Montreal. ies. Return of scout from Crown Point with priboners and scalps. 62
July 19, Same to General Haldimand. Will try to secure Indians for an
Montreal. expedition against the Oneidas. Desires authority to pull down the

house of the rebel Indians in Caughnawaga. 64
July 23, Same to Capt. Mathews. Enclosing declaration of two Indian
Montreal. prisoners. Thinks them pretty well punished for their folly. Da-

claration in French. 66
July 30, Major DePeyster to Col. Campbell. Damage to goods received. 70
Detroit.
August 9, Colonel Campbell to Captain Mathews. Indians applying for a
Montreal. force to revenge the death of St. Regis chief and warrior on the

Mohawk. 72
August 13, Same to the same. Death of an Indian officer. 73
Montreal.
August 20, Same to the same. Respecting Indian goods. 74
Montreal.
September 1, Same to General Haldimand. List of officers in the Indian De-
Montreal. 4)artment. 75
September 18, Launière (in French). List of Indian goods wanted. 76
Quebe e.
September 26, J. S. Goddard to Capt. Mathews. Arrival of Indian goods; their
Three Rivers. bad condition. 77
Oetober 4, Colonel Campbell to Captain Mathews. Respecting the conditionMontreal. of the newly arrived Indian goods, &c. 79M
October 14, Surgeon Blake to Col. Campbell. List of medicines. 81
Moutreal.
October 20, Col. Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Requisition for Indian pres-
Montreal. ents. 83
October 28, Same to the same. With list of Indian'goods, returns of officers,
Montreal. &c. 84
November 6, Legras Pierreville to Capt. Mathews. Invoice of goods sent to
Montreal. Quebec. 89
November 12, Colonel Campbell to the samo. Report of survey on Indian goods
Montreal. from London. 91
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1781Nioverber 13, Campbell to Mathews. Return of party with escaped prisoners.
MOntreal. Shooting of a habitant at the Cedars by an Indian. Page 94
NOvember 14. Surgeon Kerr to Col. Campbell. Enclosing account for medicalCarleton epdto.9
Island. services on an expedition. 96
?Îovember 22, Colonel Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Enclosing report of eviMontrea1. dence as to the shooting of a habitant at the Cedars by an Indian 98
Decembe. 3, Same to the same. Return of officers, &-., of the indian Depart-

ment. 102
Decemaber 20, Same to the same. Sending an application. 105Montreal,
December 24, Same to General Haldimand. Respecting the shooting of alintreai. habitant at the Cedars. 106
1eeember 25, Same to the same. Return of officers, &c., of the Indian Dapart.182rea. ment. 108

1782.
Jatuary 7, Same to Captain Mathews. Sending accounts of the Indian De-4otreai. partment and applying respecting his pay. 110
jaRuary 14, Same to the same. Has delivered up the Indian charged with?4ontrea1. shooting the habitant at the Cedars. Report as to the doings of the

Indian rebel emissaries at Caughnawaga. 113Pebrufry 7, Same to the sane. With return of officers, &o., of the Indian De-utreal. partment. 115
Pebruary 24, Lieutenant Sunderland to Lieut. Langan. Sends intelligence and

Block newspapers. The necessity of a party on the Lake (Champlain) to
fs watch spies and scouts. Would be glad to be employed. 118

MarCh 4 Colonel Campbell to Capt. Mathews. With accounts and re-
• turns. 120

M 'ay , Same to General laldimand. Report of a board on accounts,II•trea1 with abstract. 123
May 4, Same to Captain Mathews. Indian goods sent to the upper posts.
àfOntreal. Indians desirous to get home to their occupations. Hopes Johnson,

of the 47th, will be left in the Indian Department. 126
june 24, Lt. Governor Sinclair to Col. Campbell. Indian goods wanted. 125
kichillima-
kinak.
Jlly 7 Lieut. Sunderland to Capt, Mathews. Reporting the distress of

ontreal. 'loyalists who have been employed getting intelligence. Offers his
services as soon as he gets well. 127

'ilY 16, Lt. Uovernor Sinclair to Col. Campbell. The need of supplies for
kinak - the Indians. 130

7I e18, Col. Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Sending Lt. Governor Sinclair's
Ontreal. application for Indian goods. 131uly 29, Same to the same. Respecting the supply of stores for Michil-ontreai- limakinak. 132
ePterâber 1, Lt. Governor Sinclair. Estimate of Indian goods necessary to

assort Indian presents. 134

ePtemnber 5, Colonel Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Asks instruction as to
ontreai. allowing the Two Mountain Indians 'to go on their winter hunt-

ing. 138
Ptemaber 26, Sane to the same. With requisition and letter from Lt. Governor

kolntreal. Sinclair. 139
'Olctober 3, Same to the same. Returns of goods in the Indian Department.

utreal. Cannot send then by the Grand River; is sending them by the
lakes. 141
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1782.
October 10, Colonel Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Respecting the forwarding
Montreal. of Indian goods. Page 147
Oct. 17and 18, Same to the same. Supplies of Indian goods for the upper
Montreal. posts. 148
October 19, Same to Major DoPeyster. With goods forwarded. 151
Montreal.
October 19, Same to John fease. Ordering the delivery of certain Indiani
Montreal. goods. 153
October 21, Same to Captain Mathews. With requisition and return. 154
Montreal.
October 2 , Same to the same. IRespecting Indian goods. 158
Montreal.

1783.
February 7, Same to the same. Will not come to Quebec; sends accounts. 163
Montreal.

February 10, Same to the same. Will carry out orders. 162
Montreal.

March 15, Same to the same. With report of survey on Indian goods, with
Montreal- explanations. 164
July 14, Same to Genoral Haldimand. Applying for a warrant for pay Of
Montreal. the Indian Department. 170
July 14, Same to Captain Mathews. Enclosing application for warrant forMontreal. pa,&.171

pay, &c. 1
July 15, Same to the same. Indian goods ready to be sent off. 172
Montreal.

July 28, Same to the same. Asking instructions as to application of Caugh-
Montreal. nawaga Indians for leave to return. 173
October 21, J. S. Goddard to the same. Respecting accounts for goods
Quebec. irregularly furnished to Indians. 174
December 24, Col. Campbell to General Haldimand. Accounts of fresh provisions
Quebec. to Indians. 175

LETTEaS To LT.-COL. J. CAMPBELL AND OrHEas.

1779-1783.
B. 113. B. M. 21,773.

1779.
February 1, Haldimand to Campbell. Asking for a confidential report on Mr.
Quebec. St. Luc's intentions, in consequence of the refusal to grant him a

commission as Colonel of the savages. Page 1
February 11, Saie to the same. Desires that lists of presents to the Indians
Quebec. may be sent with them, and duplicates to reach the posta before their

arrival if possible. Orders shall be given as to rum wanted at the
posts in spring. Is glad to hear of the change of sentiment in the
Sault St. Louis Indians. The precipitate reprimand to Lorimier;
has written him. Claus to sign all vouchers in Guy Johnson's ab.
sence, so that the affairs of the two Departments be not mixed. WhY
he (Campbell) cannot command the garrison of Montreal, the Indian
Department being civil in its character; even if the Indians were a
corps of troops he could not command as they are not stationed at
Montreal. 3

February 15, Same to the same (in French). Hopes that he has seen Claus
Quebec. and learned of the manner in which the Indians of Lorette received

the belt (collier) sent by the Five Nations. Hopes that Launière
will be as successful, who has been sent to conduct the deputies, and
will manage to destroy the effects of the bad reports constantlY
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1'77. spread by rebel emissaries. Is glad to find the St. Francis Indians
so well disposed, but doubts if they will maintain that disposition,
there being two parties in the viilage. Although ho believes it to
be dangerous to allow Joseph Louis to return, yet ho will consent if
bis party become responsible for bis gool behaviour. The troops

February 18, in quarters at St. Francis have gone into the barracks. Page 6
Quebe. Haldimand to Campbell (in French). lHas sent a letter from

Captain Schmid of Yamaska, so that ho (Campbell) might ascertain
the intentions of Joseph Louis, and guide himself accordinglv. 7Pebruary 20, Same to the same (in French). To express his (Elaldimand's)Quebeo. Patisfaction with their conduct Io the two Indians who brought the
belt from the Five Nations, and with the effect it had pro-
duced among the Indians of Lorette and Sattigan. They are to in-
form him (Campbell) of what they observe at St. Francis, so as to
guide him in the'message to bo sont to Joseph Louis. They are
to take with them to Montreal the two Indians who have come from
the Colonies, if the latter have not yet left. The two Indian messen-
ge s to be liberally treated. 8

Feobruary 25, Same to the same (in French). Is pleased that the St. Regis
Quebec. Indians have returned to thoir duty, but they must be closely

watched. As they will not be needed for spring, they may go
beaver hunting, retaining some of the Most trustworthy for scout-
ing. Hopes the message to Joseph Louis will have a good effect,
To desire Fraser to come to Quebec, bringing clothes and linon as ho
will be some time absent. 9

March 15, Same to the same (in French). Approves of bis sending early inQUebec. spring the absolutely necessary presents for the Indians at Detroit
and Michillimakinak. Roturn to be sent of what can be furnished
from the King's stores in Montreal and of what it would be noces-
sary to purchase, with the prices. In consequence of the powder
sent last year being spoiled, to send a requisition for the amount
necessary to replace it. 10

pril 8, Same to the same. Further respecting Campbell's claim to com-
Quebec• mand the garrison of Montreal (see p. 3). The question of lis

additional pay is left to the decision of the Ministry. 114 pril 8, Same to the same. Enclosing a speech addressed by him (Hialdi-
Qebec. mand) to the rebel Oneida nation; they are instigated by fugitive

Caughnawaga Indians; the speech is, therefore, sent to the Oneidas
or Canaghsaragys by a deputation of the Seven Nations. The care
to be taken in selecting the messengers, the choice of whom is to be
left with him (Campbell). 13

Queec' Same to the same. Goods for the Indians expected from England,
but to buy up what is necessary for Michillimakinak, to be sent
when the navigation opens, under charge of a trusty person. Mr.
Goddard to be employed in the purchase. As many goods to be
bought as will save purchasing from traders. Damaged powder to
b sent to Montreal. 14

QPra 22, Same to the same. To place Lieut. Crawford of Sir John John-
son 's corps upon his (Campbell's) list of officers, till further orders.
He has been directed to join at Montreal. Is glad that his speech
to the Oneidas is likely to have the desired effect. 17

Quebesc , Same to the same. That no time is to be lost in sending off his
letter to the Oneidas; is glad to hear it has met with suoh general
approbation. One trusty white man to be sont with the deputation.
Wishes the 600 deer skins that are in store to b made into moc.
casins. 18
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779.
May 3, Haldimand to Campbell. Has written to Lt. Col. Carleton
Queb3c. about stopping merchants omploying Indians to convey merchandise.

Is mortified at the loss at Oswegatebie; had hoped that the fidelity of
the St. Regis Indians would have prevented this ; the precautions
to be taken to guard the communications, &c. Page 19

May 6, Same to the same. Approves of the deputation to the Oneidas.
Quebec. One or two officers of the Indian Department to be sent to OsWe-

gatchie to have the care of the Indians employed thore, and to be
employed on scouts under Capt. Fraser. Leaves with him the
arrangements respecting the deer skins. 20'

May 6, Same to the same. Sending letters to DaPeyster, to be for-
Quebec. warded to Richillimakinak with the presents as soon as possible.

The care to be taken in the selection of the good, and of the con-
ductor who is to take charge. Any marchant proceeding up the
Grea River without a pass, to ha returned as a prisoner to &ontreal ;
the official method of doing this; fts gool offect on the ichabit-
ants. 21

May 10, Same to the sane. Approving of the stops to secure the coin-
Quebec. munication. The arrangements made respecting transportation.

Regrets he cannot comply with the request of Mr. Calvet, as the
merchants must all be treated impartially. 22

May 17, Samte to the same. Cannot grant the pass asked for by Calvet, as
Quebec. ha cannot make regulations for the public service and break the

for private recommandations. ý 24
May 20, Genevay to the same. To send a duplicata pay list of the officers
Quebec. of Indian Department, so that a warrant may be sent. 25
May 20, Same to the same. To ascertain te what Indian villages La
Quebec. Fayette's address has been sent. Not to place Lorimier under

Fraser's command, as he thinks they would not agreo. Workmel
to be sent to build a saw mili and block house on the St. FranciS,
about six leagues above the Indian village. To put a stop to the
sale of rum to the Indians by the dealers in Montreal. 26

May 21, Saine to the saine. No change to be made in the mode of paying
Quebec. the officers of his (Campbell's) department. A. correct list of the

pay due to the officers, interpreters and others employed in the
department, 27

May 27, Same to the saine. Has postponed granting the warrant for the
Quebec. pay of the officers until an apparent error be corrected. 28
May 31, Haldimand to the same. Is glad to hear of the formidable scout
Quebee. that bau gone from Oswego. The policy of employing the Canadian

savages as much as possible, to show the Five Nations that they
remain in the British interesta; another scout to be ready wheO
this returns. 'Does not suppose that Mr. Lorimier was recommended
for anything but because ho was useful in the king's service. The
difficulty experienced in punishing those who sell rum to the
Indians. 29

June 7, Same to the same. Authorising Lieut. Crofts to send out IndiansQuebec. with some Canadians to perform what they have proposed. 30
June 17, Same to the same. Report of the expedition to Fort StanWis
Quebec. received; his pleasure at its success. The rebels appearing agaifl

at Oswegatchie ; points out the necessity of having constant scout5
in that quarter. Has no objection to Lorimier conducting the next
scout. Has still hopes to be able to let Calvet go to the upper
country. The Indians to be kept constantly employed so as to
amuse them. The arrival of Joseph Louis, &c. Crofts still suspecte
them ; the care to b used in examining them, so as to get at their
real sentiments. 31
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J'une •1 Haldimand to Campbell. Has no objection to the Puants, Sacques
Quebec. snd Renards coming to Quebec before going home, as the sightof the

fleet may have a good effect on them, and on their nations, who have
been tampered with by the rebels, not without some success.
Wishes to have some of the Six Nations down at the same time.
To keep the Indians employed at Mentreal till the arrival of the
fleet which may not reach Quebec for ten days yet. The detention
of the Indians at Montreal must be managed quietly. Some one
wanted at Carleton Island to manage the Missisaugas, wbo are either
treacherous or inattentive, or the rebels could not a second time have
taken prisoners within 500 yards of the fort. LaMothe is a fit man.
Hopes that the speech of the deputies of the Five Nations was not
received in public; though of slight import it might have a bad
effect. That deputation to come to Quebec with the others and for
the same reason. Their speech a foolish one, but they are to be
supported. Page 33

Jne 24, Same to the same. Is sorry that the deputies sent to the Oneidas
Quebec. were not more successful. Arrangements to be made for sending

down the Indians to Quebec, but to delay them titi the arrivai of
the fleet· To examine Joseph Louis and his son separately, so as to
get at the truth of their story. 36

Jute 28, Same to the same. It is desirable Io have La Mothe employed
Quebec• at Carleton Island, but if no other well qualified interpreter is to be

had he may remain at Montr eal for the present. Has been induced
by letters from DePeyster, to allow about 40 canoes to proceed with
the trade to the upper country. Merchants' passes to be sent to
him for signature; wilt return by the express eight commissions
for Indian officers to be sent to DePeyster. Calvé to receive a dollar
and a ration a day in the Indian Department, on the recommendation
of DePeyster. 37

July 3, Mathews to the same. Enclosing letters and commissions to
Quebec. Indians, to be forwarded to DePeyster. 9
JIIY 5, llaldimand to the same. Is glad the scout has been sent off, but
Quebec. regrets that Lorimier has been placed under the command of

Fraser, as the coolness betweer them might produce slacknes; can-
not send Fraser to Carleton Ireland at present. Is concerned to
hear of Père Gordan's death; to prevent bad consequences at the
village where he had such influence for good, Mr. Johnson to go
there with an interpreter. Calvé will be rewarded for any services
to Government. Arrival of the Michillimakinak Indians ; the Six
.Nations to be taken care of when they come. 40

Juy 8, Same to the same. Increasing suspicions against Gamelin and
Quebec. Louis' sons; approves of communication to Crofts, so that he might

watch them. Six Nations arrived. Approves of the Indians being
kept scouting towards Fort Edward, &c., but instead of skulking
round the forts, he wishes them to penetrate into the settiements and
keep up a perpetual alarm, so as to facilitate operations from
below. 42

Jaly 12, Mathews to the same. Letters received with report from DeQuebec. Peyster that ail is quiet at Mickillimakinak. How these letters
should have been sent. Calvé with some of the upper country
Indians setting out for Montreal. 43

July 13, Haldimand to the same. The Indians who accompanied Calvé toQuebec. Quebec, being impatient to return home, are sent back with him.
Hie (Calvé) will communicate the substance of the speech delivered
to them, and carries with him certain presents, &c. Respecting
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1779. the services of Calvé and his (Haldimand's) desire to reward
them. Page 44July 1A, Mathews to Campbell. Money advanced to Calvé to be deducted

Quebec. from bis year's pay. 46
Juiy 22, ilaldimand to the same. Report of the return of the Indians
Quebec. received ; to give a couteau de chasse to the chief of the Renards.

Respecting Calvé's claims. 47
July 26, Same to the same. Finding fault in strong terms with his attack
Quebe. on an Indian village whilst a reconciliation with the Oneidas was in

progress. It is done, and the best explanation possible must be
made, and the well known hostility of the Oneidas given as a reason
for it, as well as their refusal to come when sent for. 49

J7ly 26, Mathews to the same. An interpreter to be sent to CarletonQuebec. Island, who can speak Mississauga, ?as La Mothe cannot be
spared. 52

July 29, Same to the same. Enclosing letter from Butler to Bolton to
Quebec. show the advances made by the Oneidas and the disaffected Caugh-

nawagas; fis Excellency desires that every advantage be taken of
their proposais for reconciliation. 53

August 5, Haldimand to the same. la pleased at the success of the late
Quebec. scout; the Indians to be informed of his approbation and enjoined

to be at ail times in readiness. Warrants shail be made out for the
amount asked for, &c. 54

Lugust 5, Same to the same. A sharp letter on the attack on an Indian
Quebec. village (p. 49) which Campbell has attempted to justifv. 55
August 9, Mathews to the same. Enclosing warrant for £5,000. Acknow-
Quebec. ledging letter respecting interpreter. 57
August 12, Hialdimand to the same. How he is to deal with certain Indiana
Quebee. reported on by Capt. Crofts. lie is to warn them against holding

evil conversation with their brethren to debauch them from their
allegiance, pointing out the bad consequences to themselves of pre-
ferring the interests of the rebels to those of the King, &o. 58

August 12, Same to the same. Instructions as to the preparation and trans-
Qucbec. mission of the accounts of the Indian Department, 60
August 23, Same to the same. How the Indians are to be addressed ; the
Quebec. presents to be made them. The Seven Nations of Canadian Indians

to assist the Five Nations, within certain limits. Twelve Micmacs
seized; two sent to their nation, with the threat that unless they
desisted from plundering the settlements and taking part with the
rebels, there should be severe retaliation on the ten prisoners detained
at Quebec. Vincent La Force to receive a gratuity according to his
services, which are to be reported on. Expected arrival of Indian
presents; as large a supply as may be convenient shall be sent tO
the upper country. 61

September 2, Same to the same. The pressing demands of the Five Nations
Quebec. for assistance against the rebels ; the arrangements to be made for

sending the Mohawks and the Seven Nations of Canada; there must
be no delay; Fraser to have charge. 63

September 9, Same to the same. Sanding triplicate of the letter of 2ndQuebec. June. As he may have to employ Indians on different excursions
this fail, does not wish to send off more than 100 or 150. English
officers to be kept for these excursions; to send such Canadian
officers to Fraser as may be thonght fit. Has forwarded all the
Indian presents sent from Britain, to be distributed according tO
his and Sir John Johnson's judgrnent. 65

September 23, Mathews to the same. There being already 190 Indians sent off
Quebec. with the Mohawks, exclusive of those expected from St. flegis, Ris
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1779. Excellency is afraid that not enough will be left for the execution of
his purposes. If not too late, some to be stopped, and no others to
be sent off. Page 66

geptember 30, Haldimand to Campbell. By the last letter from him (CampbelliQuebec. is confirmed in his opinion that no more than 100 Indians should
have been sent with Sir John Johnson. Projected stroke against
Hazen, reported to be cutting a road to Missisquoi Bay; to raise as
many Indians as possible, but to keep the plan secret. Crofts should
be able to send a good many from St. Francis; will determine about
the white nien to be sent when he learns the number of Indians. Not
to proceed to extremities with the disaffected Indian chief unless
his conduct is likely to produce mischief. On his (Haldimand's)
arrival at Sorel or Montreal will send for the chief and speak plainly-
to him; in the meantime ho is to be watched. The falsity of the
reports he has brought in about Butler is abundantly proved; the
true state of affairs to be made known in the villages to counteract
the chief's report. 67Getober 7, Mathews to the same. Indians to be kept ready for a scout, but

eef. not to know its direction. To send details of the condition, &0 , of
last Indian goods received. 6&

OCtober 14, Haldimand to the same. It will be a few days before he can give
ec the necessary information as to where the Indians are to assemble

to proceed on the intended scout. Respecting Indian goods; accounts,
&c. The importance of Carleton Island this winter; Fraser to be
stationed there with a strong party of the Six Nation Indians. 71

October 28, Same to the same. Accounts received, also application from the
Quebec. Indians for missionaries; will lose no time in procuring proper per-

sons. Two scouts to be sent out, one towards Lake George, the
other to make a discovery of Hazen's movements and, if possible, to
make a stroke at him. How the scouts are to be arranged. Lau.
nière's report of the scout favourable; had taken two prisoners, Col.
Lowder and d'Abadie, who had despatches to Congress which have
also been brought in. Claus to provide two Mohawks to go towardsý
Fort Edward. 73

etember 8, Same to the same. The scout towards Fort Stanwix under Craw-
Quebec- ford; one white man and four Oneidas taken prisoners. The chiefs

of the Canadian Indians to be called together to be told of Ris Excel.
lency's highest displeasure at them allowing the Oneidas to escape
to carry ail the information they could pick up. He does not wish
to spill their blood, but all prisoners who shall hereafter be captured
he will keep as hostages for the blood of the Five Nation Indians
which may hereafter be spilt. The conduct of the Seven Nations of
Canada is such that neither their father nor the Five Nations will
believe that they are sincere, as they could not be ignorant of the
treachery of the Oneidas, whose actions are given in detail. 7a

oveDiber 22, Mathews to the same. Enclosing warrant for £2,000 in accordance
ee' with requisition received. The accounts of the Indian Department

for the last twelve months to be ready for submission to a Committee.
on Public Accounts. 77

ecember 27, Same to the same. His Excellency approves of his (Campbell's)Quebes. conduct. Will wait the arrival of Lieut. Houghton before c>m-
municating. Corcerning the Indians employed in the elopement of

1780 Bentley and the Recollet. 78
Pebruar. 1o, Haldimand to the same. About 40 or 50 Canghnawaga, Lake of
Quebee. Two Mountain and St. Francis Indians to be collected for a scout

by Loniére (Launière ?). Every assistance to be given him. 79
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1780.
February 24, Mathews to Houghton, Col Campbell's letter received. Hlis
Quebec. Excellency approves of the St. Regis Indians who had asked leave

to go on a scout to the Mohawk being sent to Fort Edward, in case
they should be making the scout an excuse for communicating with
the Oneidas. Care to be taken to prevent the suspected Indians Of
the Province from having intercourse with the Oneidas. Page 80

April 13, Haldimand to Campbell. To find oit every particular respecting
Quebec. the Lorette Indian mentioned in his letter of the lOth just. received.

Crofts to keep close watch on the Indians at St. Francis; usefUlI
discoveries may be made about the enemy's correspondence if
exertion is made. 81

April 17, Same to the same. Sir John Johnson, ordered on a secret expedi-
Quebec. tion, is to apply to him for the assistance of such Indians as may be

required. Only Indians whose fidelity can be relied on to be eM-
ployed, and the expedition to be kept secret. Several British and
Canadian officers to be sent, so that if any of the Indians return, an,
officer may be with them to prevent their giving information. 82

Aprn 17, Mathews to the same. Return of Loniére (sic) ; ho reports the bad
Quebec. conduct of the Indians, two or three excepted, but with these he had

penetrated to Penobscot and to some extent succeeded. Will write
wbat Indians are to be rewarded for this service. A boy (Campbell)
taken at Cherry Valley by the Mohawks is to be exchanged for one
of Butler's sons. Another (Hanson) to be exchanged for Sheban. 83

A pril 24, Raidimand to the same. The bad conduct of the Indians, is another
Quebec. instance of how little they can be depended on. The failure to strike

a good blow at Penobscot has been the result of this conduct. la
the present state of affairs, he cannot mark too strongly his dis-
pleasure ; they must be punished through their love of gain. Hopes
that the Indian presents are in readiness for Michillimakinak; two
men of the 84th to go in each canoe to reinforce that garrison. The
three Indians who went through witb Mr. Launière (sic) have beer
particularly rewarded. 84

May 4, Mathews to the same. Dispatches for Michillimakinak will bo
Quebec. sent off on Monday the 8th. Some of the mon of the 84th to rein-

force the garrison are still'at Sorel, so that it will be the 12th before
the canoes can set out. The merchants will ho weil paid for goodS
taken up now if they are enabled to make remittances by the f$l
fleet. b6

May 10, Same to the same. Dispatches for Michillimakinak sent te ho for-
Quebee. warded by the canoes with the Indian presents. A list of the pre-

sents to be sont to Ris Excellency. 87
May 18, Same to the same. List of presents received; warrant for £3,000
Quebec. sent. 8
May 28, Haldimand to the same. Letters received that were brought by
Quebec. Launière. Thanks for attention paid to him. Is mortified to learl

that the intention to make him useful had been frustrated by the
fickleness of the Indians. 89

May 29, Mathews to the same. Letter received reporting the return Of
Quebec. Houghton and that the whole scout from Carleton Island had not

abandonedthe object of the enterprise. A party of Indians to be
kept at Oswegatchie for the safety of the transport, but 60 too many
and the number to be diminished. Delays calting lis Excellency's
attention to the case of the widow LaRonde till ho learns further;
she has already been handsomely treated. 90

June 12, Haldimand to the same. Is extremely hurt at the report of the
Quebec. behaviour of the Mississaugas at Carleton Island; a behaviour hitherto
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1780. unknown amongst the most barbarous of their nations. They were
to leave for Montreal, and they are to be taken to task for their in-
famous behaviour, the terms to be used to ther boing carefully pro-
scribed. Page 91

June 15, Math ews to Campbell. The Mississaugas have apologized for partQuebec. of their conduct, and positively denied the truth of the wornst charge
against tbern. They are to be told of the favourable report by Fraser
of their conduct in the field, and His Excellency's displeasure at
their subsequent conduct. 93

June 29, Same to the same. Has received Madme. LaRonde's memorial and
Quebec. copy of his (Campbell's) speech to the Mississaugas with their an-

swer. Is to use means to seize the Indians reported by Fraser.
After the notice given to the Onoidas they can ouly ho treated as
enemies. They are not to be put to death whilst in the shelter of
friendly Indians, but are to be so under any other circumstances if
they cannot ho taken alive. As many officers as possible are to ho
kept on this duty. 94

July 13, Same to the same. His Excellency is surprised at the proposais
Quebec- of the Mohawks to execute measures without control. They are to

be told what their duty is, and if they no longer need the help of
the officers they will be rocalled. 95

July 24, Same to the same. Communicating the information brought by
Quebec. the last loyalists arrived at St. John's, that the rebels intend, seeing

the quantity of rum drank by the Indians at Skenesborough, " there
shall in future be a quantity of poisoned rum at ail the advanced
posts, in caso they should ho visited atgain." The diffi'culty of keep.
ing Indians from rum ; the precautions to be used. The Caughna-
wagas are uncommonly troublesome and not of the least service ;
they are to be withdrawn and the reasons given, with a reprimand.
To procure a list of negroes brought in by Indians and sold to the
inhabitants of Montreal and others, with details, as Bis Excellency
will be obliged to reclaim them as prisoners of war. 97

July 27, Same to the same. The Indian presents for Michillimakinak to
Quebec. be completed as soon as possibe. Men detained by Sinclair at

Michillimakinak have not been referred to in his letters; fis Excel-
lency will give orders that they be recompensed. 99

August 3, Same to the same. fis Excellency approves of the terms pro.
Quebec. posed for the engagés employed in transporting the Indian presents

to Michillimakinak. 100
August 10, Same to the same. Sending dispatches to be forwarded to Michil-
Quebec. limakinak. 101
Augiust 17, Same to the same. Indian presents arrived from England ; ho
Quebec. and Goddard to come down to receive and assort them. fHe is to

corne by St. Francis to investigate the conduct of the Indians
there. 102

8ePtember 4, Same to the same. The conduct of the St. Regis Indians to be in-
Quebec. vestigated. fis Excellency is surprised to find so great an irregu-

larity where an officer is stationed to preserve good order. 103
8ePtember 5, Same to the same. Indian arms, flints, &c., to be sent to Sorel,
Quebec. and a return made of the number of arms in store. 104
8eptember 11, Haldimand to the same. Sending extract from a letter of Lord
Quebec. George Germaine respecting his (Campbell's) claims for rank and pay

as Lient. Colonel. 105
Septemaber21, Same to the same. Arrangement for a considerablo de! aohment
Quebec. over Lake Champlain ; the difficulty of dealing with the Indians,

&c. The secrecy to be observed. 106
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1780. Mathews to Campbell. 500 stand of Indian arms to be sent to
September30, Niagara. Maurer will give assistance to transport them. Page 108

October 9, Same to the same. His Excellency approves of his distribution
Quebec. of the Indians and hopes it will have a good effect. Indian arms to

be furnished to arm the second battalion o? the Royal Regiment of
New York. 109

October 13, Same to the same. Joseph Louis has returned from the Colonies,
Qaebec. full of contrition ; ho bas taken the oalh of ailegiance. In the

meantime ho is to remain at St. Frain½. Envery possible means
to be used to secure two robel Indians who have managed to comelO
in with the late flags and are now probably at St Regis. 110

October 19, Haldimand to the same. lis intinite satisfaction at recoiving the
Quebec. proclamation by Porteous, to reward the Indian employed and

enjoin him to secrecy. To secure the two Indians, alive or dead,
preferably the former, and if it can be done they are to be sent
down in irons by vossel or bateau, strongly guarded. Maclean will
furnish the military help needed. Has reason to believe that the
Jesuits at Montreat and Sault St. Louis are deeply engaged in the
affair, and that the proclamations were intended for them. to dis-
tribute. Believes that a late proclamation of de la Fayette bas
found its way into the Province and is cireulating. To ascertail.
Clans may be able to astsist in apprebending the Indians. 112

October 23, Mathews to the samo. Requisitions received. To repair the
Quebec. negligence of the scout in letting two Indians pass unexamined,

every endeavour is to be made to apprebend the two Indians,
although it is to be feared they may have set off. Major Carleton's
satisfaction with conduct of the Indians ; they are to be assured of
protection if they continue, but to be warned against the designs of
the French and rebels. 114

October 30, Same to Houghton. Has recoived bis report of the scout on
Quebec. White River of which fis Excellency approves. 116
November 9, Same to Campbell. No scouts to go out to the eastward of the
Quebec. Hudson River or to any part which can be considered as belonging

to the State of Vermont until further orders, as the VermonterS
have made a proposal for an exchange of prisoners to which Ris
Excellency bas paid some attention. 115

November 16, Haldimand to Campbell (at Penobseot). Order to pay Capt.
Quebec. Jones, of the King's Rangers, fifty guineas for carrying a despatel

from Sir Henry Clinton, through the woods to Quebec from Penob-
scot. 117

December 7, Mathews to Campbell (at Montroal). Transmitting a letter fro0a
Quebec. du Calvet. If bis terms for Indian goods be as advantageous to Gov'

ernment as those of others, the proposals are to be accepted, as His
Excellenoy wishes du .Calvet's private interest to sustain as little

1781. injury as possible from bis present unavoidable situation. 118
February 12 Same to the sane. Report received of the Indians in the village0
Quebee. ' being clothed, of scouts being sent to Otter Creek and on Hazen's

road; Ris Excellency approves of his acts. Investigation made by'
Fraser at the village of St. Francis into the death of an Indian ;
prejudice against Crofts, as the Indians believe ho killed the mani;
bis innocence, but ho is removed in case of mischief. To find him e
situation elsewhere. Necessity for paying close attention to St-
Francis owing to its situation. Sohmid to be sent there to take
charge of the village; Gates to be his assistant. To secure thO
affections of the Indians, proposes to employ them on a scout; abOut
60 St Francis Indians ready; they are to get provisions. Ropos the
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1781, influence of Joseph Louis among the St. Francis Indians will be
exerted for good. Page 119

?ebruary 12, Mathews to Fraser. Has received report of the examination of
Quebec. prisoners at Bécancon r ; the inquiry about the misfortune attributed

to Crofts and bis coiference with Joseph Louis, of all which His
Excellency approves. The two mon at Becancour to be closely
confined and Assatýuwa watched. Is pleased to hear of the dis-
position of the St. Francis Indians; provisions to be given the
warriors. • The removal of Crofts is necessary, owing to the pre-
judices of the Indians. The weak defence of Joseph Louis; His
Excellency, however, is willing to believe his professions. 121

?ebruary 19, Same to Campbell. Arms to be delivered to Maurer for the bat-
Quebee. eau men at Coteau du Lac. 123
February 26, Same to the same. Further as to Lieut. Crofts and the prejudicenQiebec. against him at St. Francis. His Excellency regrets that ho eau

find no other employment for him; he must, therefore, return to his
regiment. 124

Same to the same. Has laid before His Excellency the report of
ee. proceedings of the scout re'urned from North River. The last letter

from him (Mathews) would prevent the sending of scout pro.
posed. 125

1arch 5, Same to the same. Report of the return of Mr. Piedmont with
Quebec. scout laid before His Excellency, who declines for the present to

employ the lndians assembled and victualled at St. Francis. They
are to be allowed to attend to their bunting; Schmid to reside at
St. Francis, M r. Piedmont ard Mr. Tonnancour to be recalled. 126

areh 8, Same to the same. Schmid to be furnished with such small
quebee' articles as may be needed for Indian messengers or little services at

St. Francis. 127
8, Same to Fraser. The order to send out scouts from St. Francis

Uebee" countermanded, and the Indians allowed to go to their hunting.
The expense of keeping Indians collected together. 12S

reh 12 Same to Campbell. Return of the scout towards Cohos, and
report received of Crawford's scout to the Mohawk. Approves of
the Indians having been permitted to set ont for their hunting. (No

&pril 9 year is given on this letter. It was probably written in 1781.) 182
prib9, Haldimand to the same. The system of supplying goods for

Indian presents from Quebec and Montreal to be persisted in. Vos-

sels with goods from Europe expected early in the season. 129
*ueb~ e, Same to the same. The arrangements to be made for supplying

Detroit and Michillimakinak with goods for Indian presents, so as
to diminish the expense as much as possible. 129

4e, Same to the same. Further respecting the supply of goods for
A Indian presents. 131

Qrieto Mathews to the same. To try to secure information respecting
the man led by two Caughnawaga Indians towards the frontier on
his way to Bennington. John Socks, an Indian of the same village,
knows about the affair. The caution to be used in dealing with

.3 him. 132
Que. Haldimand to the samE. The good to ho expected from sending

up Indian presents to the posts. Orders to stop the Indians at
Coteau du Lac from receiving rum. To send Sinclair at Michilli-

a 7? makinsk a statement of the purchases to be made for him. 133
QUeebe. Mathews to the same. His accounts for last year shall be sont.

Sending a temporary warrant, for £6,0oo sterling, 134
ga' 6 Same to the same. Approves of the ton Indians being sent to

lia Lieut. Fraser. Acknowledging receipt of accounts and reports. 135
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178'.
June 21, Mathews to Campbell. To ascertain if part of Frobisher's house
Quebec. at the Cross could not be fitted up at a moderate expense for a store

for Indian goods. Page 136
July 2, Saine to the same. The accounts and expenises of the upper
Quebec. country Indian affaire to be kept separate from those below. 11oe

those fcr the posts of Niagara and Detroit are to be kept dis-
tinct. 137

July 12, Same to the same. There is no objection to his coming to Quebec.Quebec. Schmid to be paid at the same rate as Crofts was. 138
July 16, Saine to the same. Enclosing warrant for Indian goods sent tOQuebec. Niagara and Detroit. 139
July 16, HlELdimand to the sane. In consequence of complaints of theQuebec. sale of negroes brought in by scouting parties, who allege a right

to freedom or who belonged to loyalists, a report is to be furnished
min'utely detailing all particulars of their capture, former circu'
stances, &c., so that the grievances complained of may bc redressed

, and prevented in future. 140
July 16, Saine to the saine (secret). A rebel scout of 40 Oneidas and a
Quebec. few white men is at Crown Point and Split Rock to intercept intelli-

gence and recruiting parties. To arrange for sending out a sll8'
detachment with about 20 Indians who must be deterrmincd
men. 141

July 16, Same to the saine. His disgust at the conduct of the Irdi9fns,
Quebec. after the vast sums expended on them. They are to be assembled

and addressed in the terns contained in this letter. (A part of this
letter incomplete, is aiso at page 183) 143

July 19, Mathews to the samo. Approves of the conduct of the Caughnla-
Quebec. wagas on their last scout; the approlal is to be communicated to

the villages. Two of the Indians to be confined, so as to obtain
information as to the persons concerned with them in the late action
sEo hurtful to their reputation and interest. 146

August 13, Saine to the saine. His Excellency consents to let some of their
Quebec. brethren join the Indians with Capt. Robertson, but wishes as few as

possible to do so, as he may require their services near at hand.
Troops to be obtained from Maclean to pull down the houses in the
Indian village, but nothing wanton is to be committed that night
offend the other Indians. 148

August 20, Same to the same. No successor to be appointed to the late Mir.
Quebec. Hartel of the Indian Department, there being strict orders received

that the utmost economy is to be observed. 149
August 23, Same to the same. To prevent the shameful depredation O»
Quebec. Indian presents, an officer is, in future, to be sent in charge. Strict

inquiry to be made into the affair. Will send in a few days tle
warrant for £3,000 asked for. 150

August 25, Same to the same. He is to come to Quebec with Goddard, to
Quebec. receive the Indian presents, which are arrived from England.

Sending letter for Sinclair to be forwarded by canoe; the men of the
canoes to stay at Michillimakinak as long as possible to forwa d
the work. 15

September 17, Same to Goddard. Wine, tes, sugar and soap wanted for the Scl0
Quebec. and some others of the Six Nations. They are to be procured ; the

care to be taken in their transport. Stores to be sent to Defe
ster. Ilbe

Cctc ber 1, Same to Campbell. Permission given to Beaubien to pass toe
Quebec. Lake of Two Mountains. 153
October 8, Same to the sane. Approval of his proposed survey on dam ed
Quebec. goods, and also of the large packages being reduced for transporta-
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1781. tion. How DePeyster's requisition for a supply of goods for the
winter is to be met. Page 154

)iOmber 1, Mathews to Campbell. Acknowledg ing receipt of returns, &o. 155

XOvember 26, Same to the same. The Indian guilty of the murder of an inhab-
Quebee- itant of the Cedars to be confined, as his crime comes under the

cognizance of the civil law. The person who sold him the rum is
to be prosecuted to the utmost. Warrant for £6,000 enclosed. 156

®bmber 21, Same to the same. His Excellency approves of the rejection of
Dr. Kerr's demand as surgeon to the Indians under Major Ross.
His Excellency will, himself, write Major Ross. 158

ecember 27, Haldimand to the same. Approves of the steps ho has taken to
Quebee. make a " conciliation " on account of the murder by the Indian (p.

156) as he is fully aware of the bad consequences that might arise
from proceeding to extremities. The Indian still to be kept in con-
finement. Means to be adopted to intercept the Caughnawaga
Indians who went off to see the French fleet and army, and who

1782. were to bring back a report to the province. 159
Jlnuary 14, Mathews to the same. That His Excellency cannot, consistently
Quebee. with orders from Lord George Germaine, sanction him (Campbell)

receiving rank or pay as Lt.-Colonel on account of his superintend-
ency of the Indians, or to make any addition to his salary. 160

anuary 14, Haldimand to the same. The Caughnawagas being returned
from the hunt, means are to be taken to prevent the disaffected from
proceeding to meet Oughratoskon, this being the time of his
annual visit. 162

a1nary 1 Mathews to the same. His Excellency enjoins vigilant watches
over the several villages, to detect on their return the
Caughnawagas and Oncidas who went off to the rebel and French
armies. They are probably charged with letters or messages to the
disaffected. 161

q12eae Same to the same. The rafts that had been stopped may pass
this year as usual. 163

Qe Same to the same. To draw for and discharge arcounts for goods
'. supplied to the Indian Department, it being irregular to grant war-

rants to private iridividuals. 164

7, S ame to the same. Indians may go to their hunt, as they request,
their servi es not being required. Lieut. Johnson of the 47th may
remain in the Indian Depýartment. 165

g ut 1 ,Same to the same. Respecting the despatch to M1ichillimakinak,
of goods for the Indian service. The want of rum was caused bv
unpardonab!e neglect. 168

ebe laldimand to the same. Goddard w1l communicate his (Haldi-
mand's) wishes respecting presents to be sent to Miiehillimakinakin
charge of LaMotho. Their departuro is to be imparted to no
one. 167

Q st 15, Same to the same. The shooting of an Indian of the village of
St. Louis (Caughnawaga) by a I)elaware. to bo accommodated, if pos-
sible, as ho wishes to avoid jealousies between the two nations.
The matter must be settled without him being supposed to have
any knowledge of it. Sir John Johnson, with Lt.-Col. Hope and
others on the way to Michillimakinak, to gain a kowledge of the
distant posts before Sir John enters on the office of Superintendent
of Indians, to which ho bas been appointeod. 168

S teinber 9, Mathews to the same. His Excellency has no objection to the
Indians being permitted to go on their usual hunt up the Great
River. 169
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September 28, Mathews to Campbell. Arrivai of the presents for the Indians, but
Quebee. a contrary wind and the latenes of the season may prevent their

being forwarded in time. He (CampbMll) is to try to forward to
Michillimakinak the assortment asked for by Sinclair, and if any
remaining, to send as many goods to Detroit as will prevent the
necessity of purchasing there tilt spring. Return wanted of Indian
goods in store. P.S.-The demand of Sinclair beyond ail bounds;
two canoe loads to be sent of such articles as are most wanted.

Page 170
October 7, Same to the same. Respecting the supply of goods for the Indians
Quebec. to be sent to Detroit. The delay caused by the capture of the

" Amazon " may prevent them being sent to Detroit this year. 171
October 31, Same to the same. His Excellency approves of the steps taken to
Quebec. forward goods to Detroit and Michillimakinak. 172

1783. Raldimand to the same. Transmitting warrant for £4,000 ster-
January 2, ling 179Quebec.
Febtuary 13, Mathews to the same. His Excellency has no objection to his
Quebec. (Campbell's) coming to Quebec. Enclosing forms for accounts. 174
February 13, Same to Mr. Johnson. That he cannot be allowed batt and forage
Quebec. money.
March 6 Same to Campbell. Has received report of the bad state of the
Quebec. packages and the disorderly manner in which the Tndian goods were

given up by Clincourt at Niogara. le (Campbell) exonerated frorn
blame. Clincourt to be dismissed. 176

April 10, Same to the sane. His Excellency is confirmed in his view that
Quebec. nothing was wanting on his (Campbel Ls) part in regard to the goo 8

sent off. The cause of the deficiency to be investigatod. 178
July 17, Saine to the same. Ris Excellency wishes to defer issuing A
Quebee. warrant at present. 179
July 21, Same to the same. Hcughton, being appointed by Sir John John-
Quebec. son to take charge of the examination.of the presents for the Indiana8

according to samples, is to be sent to headquarters. 180
October 31,' Raldimand to the same. In order to check the enormous Ce'
Quebec. penses of the Indian Department in the northern department Of

North America, Sir John Johnson has been appointed superintenid-
ent; returns to be made Io him. 181

CoRREsPoNDENCE wITH LIEUT..COL. D. CLAUs. 1778-1784.

B. 114. B.M., 21,774-

December 2. Colonel Claus. Account against Government incurred by Indiagr
when on Gen. St. Leger's expedition. Page 320

1778. Colonel Claus to Gen. Haldimand. The Mohawks to settle tboit
September 15' families at Lachine for the winter. Onondagos sent off to Fortontrea]. Stanwix. Six Nations in want of ammunition. News by scouts of

the state of the rebelis, &c. A pplying for a warrant. 1
September 24 Same to the eame. IReturn of scout from Lakes Champlain and
Montreal. George with a prisoner. Other scouts to be sent out. The Indians

settliing at Lacbine.
October 13, Same to the same. Scout sent out from St. John's consisting of
Montreal. Mohawkp, rangers and Royal Yorkers. Arrival of party from Nia'

gara, with news of success of Indians at German Flats. Supporte
the claim of Joseph Brant to the credit of the expedition. 6
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778
October 26, Claus to Haldimand. Recommends fresh provisions for the
Montreai. Indians ; their winter clothing. The distress inflicted on the rebels

by the destruction of German Flats. The policy of keeping the
Indians employed. Page 8OUctober 26, Taylor & Duffie to Colonel Claus. News by Miss Molly (MaryXlagara. Brant) of Joseph's expeditions. Rebel reports fromi Detroit. Miss
Molly's services. 10

ovember 5, Colonel Claus to General Haldimand. Messages sent to Miss
fontreal. Molly. Arrival of the widow of McGinnis, a loyalist ; the Buffer-

ings and services of berself and family. The embassy of Mrs.
MeGinnis among the Six Nations and its success. 13

Xovember 19, Same to the same. Urging the claims of Mrs. McGinnis. ReportMontreal. from officer commanding the Indian scout towards Fort Stanwix,
The Caughnawaga rebels among the Oneidas; their false reports.
The favourable sentiments of the Indians. 18

July 27, Neil McLean to Lieut. Adams. Urging him to use his efforts toDeer Island. retain the Indians on the Island. 23
XOvembr 23, Colonel Claus to Gen. Haldimand. Rcturn of scouts from the
ilontreal. Mohawk and Lake George with prisoners. 24
IOvember 30, Same to the same. Letter from Joseph Brant, a4 to the success7ontreal. of his expeditions, and reports from the sea board. His complaints

of Captain Butler confirmed by Claus. 25
b8cember 24, Same to the same. Contradictory reports of rebel designs during
Montreai- the winter. The propriety of encouaging the Indians to resort to

Carleton Island. Fresh beef for Ihe Indians. 28
December 30, Same to the same. Recommending Lieut. Brown for Indian

Ontreal. service. The necessity of a watchful eye over the Indians.
1779. Mohawk scout getting ready to start. Negro prisoners. 31

Uarch 1, Same to the same. Details of Indien expeditions to Crown Point,Montreai. St. Régis, &c. Their good disposition. 33
Mareh 4, Captain Genevay to Colonel Clan,. The General approves of
QUebec. Mohawk scout and desires intelligence. 35
karch 17, Colonel Claus to General Haldimand. Roturn of Joseph Brant ;
Montreai. reports the IrdiaLns ail deternined to oppose the rebols. Captain

Butler proposes coming to vindicate himself. 36
r h 20, General flaldimand to Col. Claus (in French). To bring Joseph

ec. Brant with him to Quebeo; has written to Sir John Johnson to
come also. 38

)a% reh 22, Colonel Claus to Gen. Haldimand. Memorial as to his serviceseontreal' and claims. 39
A Prt- 6, General Haldimand to Colonel Claus. Acknowledging informa-
QUÂibee. tion. 44
&pril 1o, Colonel Claus to General Haldimand. Additional memorandum

as to his services, &c. 45
April 30, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. Letter received from JosephQuebee. Brant. Is anxious to hear of the Mohawks, and if letters were sent

ay % to the Oneidas. 47
ontreal. Colonel Claus to General Haldimand. Arrival of Indian scouts

from Fort Stanwix and the Mohawk River. The inhabitants kept
in ignorance of British snccesses. Fruitless scout from Fort Stanwix
to Carleton Island. Washington's main body at the Jerseys and
Pennsylvania. Clinton to attack Albany Effect of favourable news
on the Oneidas. Proposed expedition against Sohouetaly. 48

a 6 Same to the same. Introducing Captain Tice and stating his
services. The effect on the Indians of the burning of their villages
by the people from Albany. 52
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177î9.
May 8, Joseph Brant to Colonel Claus. His arrival ; proposes going Io
Carleton Niagara. Projected expedition against Fort Stanwix. (Signed with
l1and. bis Indian naine, Jo. Thayendanega.) Page 54

May 13, Gerieral Haldimand to Col. Claus. Captain Tice to remain at
Quebec. Quebec. Arrangements in progress in the Indian Department.

Claus to come to Quebec. 55
May 17, Colonel Claus to General Haldimand. No word of the Mohawk
Montreal. party's return. The work done by Sir John (Johnson's) men; re-

turned with prisoner. The exasperation of the Indians for robet

brutalities at Onondago. Joseph Brant's movements. 56
May 20, Genural Haidimanu to Col. Claus (in French). Has sent oiff
Quebec. clothing for Brant's party. Hopes for the safe arrival of the Mo-

hawks. 58
May 24, Colonel Claus to Gen. Haldimand. Safe arrivai of the MohawkMontreal. scont. Their success, but return in a starving condition. Report

made by a prisoner of the news spread by the rebels to encourage
the country people. Return of Captain John's scout with prisoners
and scalps. 59

onte 15. Same to the same. Abstract of Indian account. 62
'Montresa.
August 30, Same to the same. Mohawks bave received demand frO
Montreal. the Five Nations for assistance against the rebels. Molly Brant's

account of her adventures and mifortunes in the King's service.
(lary Brant lived with Sir William Johnson as his wife, and
was always so regarded by the Indians. She was sister to Joseph
Brant). 63

September 1, General Haldimand to Colonel Claus. Provisions will be sent for
Quebec. the Mohawks proceeding to assist the Five Nations. The Seven

Nations of Canada to be collected with the same object. Will see
Miss Molly shortly and provide for her wants. 66

September 6, Same to the same. Care to be taken to prevent impoEitions bY
Quebec. Indians making double demainds. 61
Séptember 6, Colonel Claus to General Hlaldimand. Arrangements for the Mo-
Montreal. hawk expedition. Miss Molly proposes to return to Niagara to be

among the Six Nations, in case they should imagine she is keeping
away for fear. Concerning an officer of the Indian Department. 68

September 9, General Haldimand to Col, Claus Arrangements for Mobawk
Quebec. expedition. M is Molly may leave for Niagara; to be provided for.

She should leave ber children at school in Montreal. Indian officer
(Adams) to go to Carleton Isand. 70

Septemther 13, Colonel Claus to Generatl Haldimand. The policy of trying tO
Montreal. separate the Caiadian from the Five Nation Indians by arbitrarY

regulations disapproved of. Mohawks sent off. Miss Molly goes to
Niagara, leaving two children at school. Respecting Adams, the
Indian olticer. 71

September 16, Same to the same. Return of Capt. John's party from Lake
Montreal. Gem:*ge, with prisoners. The reports of the latter. 74
September 30, Saine to the same. Reports of Indian expeditions having started.
Moutreal. Indian goods sent to Carleton Island. Mrs. McGinnis gone to the

Five Nation country. The Senecas have secured their familiesand
are preparing to move. Report from Joseph Brant. 76

October~7, Same to the same. Return of Indian scout with prisoners froml
Montreal. German Flats. The report of a prisoner as to the state of affairs. 78
October 11, Same to the samo. Further respecting the scout to GerniEL
Montreal. Flats. 80
November 4, Same to Captain Mathews. Sending out additional men for CamP'
Montreal. beli's scout to'Lake Champlain. Respecting accounts. 81
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Nove7br 8, (aptain Mathews to Col. Claus. The General approves of bis
Qubec. arrangement about the scout to Schenectady. Sends warrant.Page 83
November 10, General Haldimand to the same. To make arrangements forQuebec. wintering the Five Nations in Canada. 84
14Ovember 19, Robert Picken to the same. Report of the treacherous designs of
Niagara. the Indians. 88
November 21, Col. (Guy) Johnson to the same. Reporting the difficulty ho basNiagara. in dealing with the Indians, so as to keep dowa the number ho has

at the fort. 86Decetmber 9, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Reports from Albany brought
Montreal. by scouts. Arrival of escaped prisoners trying to join Brant. Re-

marks on the news of Indian treachery in Picken's letter (p. 88);
how best to deal with the Indians. 90

December 13, General Hlaldimand.to Col. Claus. Care must be taken to keepQuebee. intelligence secret till authenticated. Precautions to be observed
against Indian treachery. Men desiring to join Joseph Brant may
do so. Captain John to have an allowance for bis negro prisoner. 94

December 20, Col. Claus to Captain Mathews. Will send ont for intelligence
Montreai. when the snow suits. Recommends stationing some one at St. Regis

to receive and dispatch scouts. The secrecy observed respecting
1780. news. 96

February 27, Rachel Hansen to Peter Hansen. Letter from a wife to her hua-canhna- band. 100'Waga.

March 4, Tellis Fonda to Peter Hansen. That efforts are making for his
Albany. excbange. 101
March 16, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. Respecting the exchange of
Quebec. Peter Hansen. 102
March 23, Col. Clau-, to Capt. Mathews. Respecting the case of Peter Han-
Montreai. sen, a rebel prisoner. 103
March 27, Captain Mathews to Colonel Claus. The Indians may receive
Quebec. fresh beef. Hanen, the prisoner, may be exchanged. 106
Apr 13, Col. Clans to Generat HaldimaLd. Report of a scout of white
Montreal. men and Indians to Royal Grant. 107
April 6, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. That the Mohawks must be
Quebec. warned against bolding friendly talk with the Oneidas. 110
Aprii 13, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Respecting Keyser, a prisoner. 111
Montreal.
April 17, Same to General Haldimand. Report of the return of two Indians
Montreai. from Fort Hunter, on the Mohawk River, the rest being killed. 112
April 17, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. To write Miss Molly and
Queb®e• Joseph to co operate in an expedition under Sir John Johnson. 115
APril 24, Same to the samie. Commiseration with the Mohawks for their
Quebec. recent losses, which will, no doubt, prompt them to assist in John-

son's expedition. 116
May 1, Col. Claus to (;enral Haldimand. Mohawks ready to set out.Montrea1. Arrival of a party of Six Nations from Carleton Island. Report on

the German Flats settlement. Indians desire to adopt a prisoner,
&c. List of prisoners. 1 17MaY 4, General flaldimand to Col. Claus. The unfortunate stroke ofQuebec. Indian scout at loyal settlers. Adoption of prisoners forbidden.
All must be banded over, and every consideration will be shown
them. Bis intention to occupy Oswego to be kept becret. The
answer to Indian demands. 120

May Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Recommending an applicant for a
situation. 124
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May 15,
Montreal.
May 18,
Quebec.
May 22,
Quebec.
May 25,
Quebec.
June -

Claus to General Haldimand. The starting of the Mohawk expe-
dition to Lake Champlain. The answer to the Six Nations. Page 125

General Raldimand to Col. Claus. Approving of speech to the
Six Nations. Reported capture of Spanish fleet by Rodney. 128

Captain Mathews to Colonel Claus. To procure axes and hoes for
Indian settlement. 129

Same to the same. Mrs. Hair to have a pension. 130

Colonel Claus. Account of Indian expenses. 131

July 13, Same. Speech to the Mohawks, delivered on behalf of Gen.
Haldimand. 132

September 11, Same to General Haldimand. Sir John (Jchnson) setting off for
Montreal. Carleton Island, to strikÔ a blow at German Flats. 134
September 14, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. The General approves of his
Quebec. having settled Mohawk expedition with Sir John Johnson. 135
september 18, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Return of Captain John and
Montreal. party from Lake Champlain, with papers taken from the bodies of

two rebel officers killed. They bring in a prisoner. 136
September18, Same to Captain Mathews. Has received warrant, &c. 138
Montreal.

September 18, Captain Mathews to Col, Claus. To collect the Indians secretly
Quebec. for an expedition on the lakes in concert with troops. 139
September 21, Same to the same. The troops to act with the Indians to assemble
Quebec. at Isle aux Noix. 140
September 25, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Arrival of a ranger with in-
Montreal. telligence fron Schenectady. Consternation in the Mohawk

country from Joseph Brant's incursions. The fields left unreaped-
Is goinig to Lachine to get the Mohawks off on their expedition. 141

September 28, Captain Mat bews to Col. Claus. Delays at Carleton Island for
Quebec the expeclition of the troops and Mohawks, owing to sickness among

the troops. ' 143
October 19, Same to the same. Papers taken from Caughnawaga Indians
Quebec. given them at Rhode Island by the French Admiral for distribuioun

in Canada. 144
Octo ier 23, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews, Report respecting Indian spics. 145
Motreal.
November 2, Jacob Adams to Geo. Pownall. That be has transmitted memorialMoutreal. respecting his claim on the Indian Department. 141
November 2, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Return of Mohawk expedition
Montreal. with prisonors and scalps. The:r attack on Baal's town. 149
November 9, Captain Mathows to Col. Clan. No attack to be made on the
Quebec. east side of the Hudson; supprosed to belong to Vermont. 151
November 27, Same to the same. Transmitting the memorial of Adams for
Quebec. report. 152
November 30, Col. Claus to Captain Mathews. The claims of Adams. Intelli-
Moutreal. gence of Schuyler through an Indian woman. Projected expedition

by Congress against Niagara and Montreal. Fidelity of the
Indians. 153

December 4, General Ialdimand to Col. Claus. Disbelieves the reported expe-
Quebec. dition by Congress against Niagara and Montreal (sce p. 153,)

155
December 21, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Report on the claims of Adams. 156

Same to General Haldimand. Abstract of Indian accounts. 158
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Decebrer 25, Capt. Mathews to Col. Claus. Mr. Adams to receive three
Quebec. montbs' subsistence. Page 159

1781. Col. Clans to Capt. Mathews. Unsuccessful scout towards Albany.Pebruary 25,
Montrea. Joseph Brant has written to John the Mohawk (Captain John)

regarding a proposed expedition against the rebel Oneidas. 160
March 1, Captain Mathews to Col. Clans. The General proposes to assist
Quebec. Joseph's expedition (pp. 160 to 162) by sending a party;of Jessup's

Rangers. 163
March 19, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Preparations for the expedition
Montreal. towards Saratoga. 165
March 22, Capt. Mathews to Col. Claus. The expedition to Saratoga must
Quebec. proceed even if Joseph is absent. 167
1larch 24, Col. Claus to Captain Mathews. Indian accounts have been
Montreai. sent. 168
April 12, Mary Brant to Col. Claus. Complaining of the treatment of her
Oarleton brother Joseph. 169

Aprle2, Captain John to Col. Claus. Disappointed at not meeting Joseph,
Islana. but will start in three days. 170

~Ari 12n Captain Servos to Col. Claus. That Joseph bas left for Detroit. 170
lsland.

April 19, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Respecting the disputes betweenà&oràtreal. Joseph and Johnson's people; Joseph's high oharacter. Mohawks
and rangers ready when wanted by Sir John Johnson. Applying
for warrant. 171

APril 23, Gener-al Haldimand to Col. Claus. The disputes with Joseph to
Quebec. be settled. He bas gone to Detroit. Warrant issued. 173
April 23, Capt. Mathews to the same. With warrant. 174
Quebec.

May 4, Captain Aaron to Col. Claus. Success of expedition at Cherry
Iliagara. Valley. Reports of victories over the French ; the King's troops

in possession of Maryland, &c. 179
.ay 9, Cbippewas and Missisangas. Deed of cession of land deocribed

Xiagara. on the west side of the strait leading from Lake Erie to Lake
Ontario. 175

May 10, Aaron to Capt. Isaac (Mohawk). Resolution of Indians to join
Riagara. the Shawanese and attack the rebels. 180
May 12, Chippewas. Deed of cession of the Island of Michillimakinak. 178

May 13, Captain John to Col. Claus. His arrival with scalps and
leton prisoners. 181ISiland. ioes

May 21, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. The Mohawks at Lachine eager for
Montreal. an expedition. 182
June 4, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. That the Mohawks will be em-Quebec. ployed when a plan is prepared. 183
June 24, Col. Clans to General Haldimand. Abstract of accounts. 184
Quebee.
July 5, Same to the same. The indignation of the Mohawks at the cap-Montre 1. ture of lewit, Claus' servant, by robel Indians. Their anxiety to

be revenged. 185
July 9, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. The General accepts the offer of

the Mohawks, but on the condlition they show the rebel Oneidas no
ill-placed tenderness, which th ey have long forfeited. 188

July 16, Col. Claus to Col. Guy Johnson. Extracts from accounts. 189
Montreal.
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1780.
July 16, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. Returns to be made of negroes
Quebec. captured and sold, to prevent grievances complained of in this

respect. Page 191
July 26, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Mary Brant has taken her children
Montreal. from school to Carleton Island; thoir improvement and her satisfac-

tion. Joseph still among the Shawanese. Reported successes at
White Plains. Rebels mustering at Schenectady. Scouts on the
Mohawk River carry off cattle and are attacked. 192

July 30, Captain Matbews to Col. Claus. The General pleased at the pro-
Quebee. gress of Mary Brant's children. His desire that Joseph shall return

to Niagara. 195
August 27, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Applies for a decision as to
Montreal. the claims of his son to seniority in Johnson's corps. 196
September 3, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. Has given instructions tb at
Quebee. his (Claus') son is to be put on his proper footing in Johnsor's

corps. 198
September 14, John Macomb to Col. Claus. Report of Joseph Brant's successes
Detroit. on the Ohio, against a detachment of Clark's army. McKee and

Thomson pushing on tojoin Brant in pursuit ofthe main body. 199
September 27, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Thanks for attention to his

son's interest. The desire for education among the Mohawks. Has
prepared a primer for them. Wishes of Calvet as to his son. Has
bought the bouse ho lives in. 200

November 1, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. Transmits warrant. fis (Claus')
Quebec. son to be ensign in Johnson's corps. 203
November 6, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. The pressing desire of theMontreat. Mohawks to be employed. 204
November 22, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. To send off to obtain intelligence
Quebec. of the designs of the rebels against the Province, in consequence of

southern reverses. The Mohawks cannot be employed during the
present alarm in the Colonies. 206

November 29, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Has sent off a party for intelligence.
Montreal. Reports of the success of Major Ross at Johnson Hall. Report of

Cornwallis' defeat not authenticated. Sympathisers ordored from
Johnsontown. Deep snow. 208

December 3, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. The Ganeral is satisfied with the
Quebec. party Fent out for intelligence. (See p. 208.) He cannot enter into

termas of exchange till reparation is made for breach of faith at the
Cedars. 211

December 24, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Accounts of department. 212

1782. Capt. Mathows to Col. Claus. To take stops to discover theJanuary 7,
Quebec. Caughnawega Indians who are acting as rebel emissaries. 213
January 7, Lient. Sutherland to Lieut. Langan. Report of his expedition.
Millbay. Re bels taken at Crown Poin c; their account of the defeat of Corn-

wallis. Washington at Quaker Hill. Militia called out. Gun car-
riages at Crowo Point to be destroyed. 215

January 12, Colonel St. Loger to Col. Claus. That one of the prisoners taken
St. John's, by Sutherland (seo p. 215) is a loyalist. 217
January 14, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Report of Sutherland's expedition
Montreal. for intelligence. Prisoners sent to Canada. News and rumours

respecting Cornwallis. Apprehended conflict between New Yorlk
and Vermont. 218

January 17, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. To examine the Vermont prison-
Quebec. ers. If an extraordinary party neocessary to be sent to gain intelli-

gence ho is to send it off. 221
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1782.
January 17, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Detailed statement of the channels
Montreal. of communication between Canada and the rebels with names of

agents, &c. Page 222
January 21, Capt. Mathews to Col. Claus. Thanks for information as to
Quebec. means of communication with the rebels. Will give reward for the

capture of rebel emissary. A large scout to be sent out for intelli-
gence. Randall, a prisoner, to be set at liberty. 228

January 21, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Examination of Vermont prison-
Montrea1. ers. Contradictory reports of Cornwallis. Randall might be
JRnUary 24, allowed to go. 230
Queec. Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. Respecting Stherland's report.

Randall might bo allowed to escape so as not to croate sus-
picion. 232

January 31, .Col. Claus to Captain Mathews. Randall sent off to the LoyalMontreal. Blockhouse. Difficulties of and reasons against sending off scout
to the Mohawk country. The bad state of the roads. 233

?ebruary 4 Capt. Mathews to Col. Claus. The Goneral will delay the des-
b patch of the scout for the reasons assigned. Expected arrival of

Sutherland or otber scouts. 235
February 11, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Return of missing scout, OLherMontreal. two scouts to be sent off towards the Chazy River, one by Bellcour,

the other by the back of Chateauguay. The precautions to be ob-
served in trying to ta'e the Caughnawaga rebel emissary. 236

February 14, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. Acknowledging reports of arrivalQuebec. of scout and preparation for sending off others. 237
February 28, Same to the same. Reported proparations for attack on the Prov.Quebec. ince. Robel ernissaries must be closely watched, and parties sent

out to capture them. The gun carriages collected at Crown Point
to be destroyed. The General's approval of Suthorland's con-
duct. 238

March 4, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Scouts prepared and theirMontreal. stations indicated. Abstract of accounts sent. 240
March 7, Capt. Mathews to Col. Claus. With warrant. 241
Quebec

Apru 8, Col. Claus. Return of mon employed as rangers with the
Montreal. Indians. 242
June 13, Same to Capt. Mathews. Urging the case of old Cusick, a loyal-
Montreai. ist. News from Captain John of a scout sent out from Oswegat-

chie. 243
June 17, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. To employ old Cusick in his own
Quebec- command as a ranger. 244
July 1, Col. Claus to Captain Mathews. Return of Mobawks with pris.
Montreal. onere. Return of other scouts with additional prisoners. Captain

John gone to join Joseph at Oswego, &c. 245
July 4, Capt. Mathews to Col. Claus. That the Indians are to deliver up
Quebec. the prisoners. 246
July 18, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Return ôf Isaac Hill (Wohawk)
Montreal. with intelligence. No appearance of an expedition against Oswego.

Washington had visited Saratoga. Farther details as to prisoners,
&c. Sends accounts. 247July 22, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. Thanks for Isaac's news. Can-Quebec. not at prosent employ him on the frontiers. 250

July 25, Col. Claus to Gener al Haldimand. Abstract of accounts. 250a

July 25, Same to Captain Mathews. Sending abstract of accounts. Mary
Montrea. Brant's children. 251
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1782.
August 1, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. Sending warrant. The great
Quebec. expense of the Six Nations in the Province. Page 252
August 4, Col. Claus. Return of officers and rangers attached to the Six
Montreal. Nations. 253
August 5, Sane to Captain Mathews. Rotura of Capt John with prisoners
iontreal. and cattle to Oswego. Reports of prisoners as to alarm in the

country. The reason for the great expense for the Six Nations, with
a statement of their connections with other tribes and of their motives
for settling in this country after the conquest. 254

Angust 12, Same to the same. Return of Joseph Brant. Incident of Captain
Montreal. John's expedition, involving the death of a Caughnawaga Indian. 259
August 15, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. To arrange between the Mohawks
Quebec. and Caughnawagas respecting the death of one of the latter found

with the rebels. 261
October 3, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Arrival from Quebec of Lady
Montreal. Johnson, with family details. 262
November 15, Captain Aaron to Col. Claus. Reports the march of 2,000 rebels
Loyal Village from Wyoming towards Niagara, and countermarch on the allegedNiagara. order of Washington because of cessation of arms for 12 months. 264
November 20, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Referring to his services and
Montreal. claims. 265
November 25, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. las every inclination to sup.
Quebec. port his claims. 267
November 28, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Entering into explanations of

his claims. 268
December 2, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. Will try to serve him, or givO
Quebec. him leave to go to Eagland. 27 t

1783.
January 11, Col. Claus. Extract of account against Colonel Guy Johnson. 98
Montreal.
January 24, Same. Abstract of Indian account. 27 3
Montreal.
January 27, Same to Captain Mathews. With accounts of the Indian Depart.
Montreal. ment. 273
January 30, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. With warrant, &c. 275
Quebec.
February 10, Col. Claus to Captain Mathew&. Acknowledging warrant and
Montreal. thanks for the General's good offices. Proposes going to Quebec.

Has transmitted his accounts to General Phillips. 276
March 17, Same to the same. Application for license of marriage be-
Montreal. tween Capt. Colin Campbell and a daughter of Colonel Guy John-

son. 278
March 2% Capt. Mathews to Col. Claus. That before granting license
Quebec' of marriage to Capt. Campbell and Miss Johnson, he desires her

father's consent. 279
June 23, Col. Clausto Capt. Mathews. Desires a pass for his nephew to viSit
Montreal. him from Lake Champlain. Desires also leave for Mr. Glen, of

Schenectady, to come to Montreal. 280
June 24, Same to General Haldimand. Abstract of accounts. 281
Montreal.
June 26, Captain Mathews to Col. Claus. Granting passes for his (Claus')
Quebec. nephew and Messrs. Glen to come to Montreal. 282
July 7, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Major Skene will enquire as to wha t

Montreal. is to be done in New York with the estates of loyalists. Respectilng
claims for loyalists and claims made for property carried off from thO
Colunies. The propositions of the Congress. Calvet setting off tO
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1783. inform the Indians of peace. Asks for a pass to allow Mr. VanAllen
to go to Albany. Page 283

j1y 7, Captain John to Col. Clans. He and Joseph Brant have communi-
Niagara. cated the General's speech to the Indians. Fair professions of the

Bostoniang, &c. 286
Ju1y 14, Col. Claus to Capt. Mathews. Applying for passes. 287
Montreal.
July 17, Same to the same. With letter from Capt. John. Sir John
Montreal Johnson has passed Cataraqui. The Mississaugas displeased about

the taking of Frontenac. Sending accounts. 288
July 17, Capt. Miathews to Colonel Claus. -Refusing passes. 290
Québec.
July 21, Same to the same. Regarding the mode of settling the accounts
Québec. for Indian expenses. 291
August 25, Same to the same. Respecting his position in the Department. 292
Quecec.
Sptember 1, Col. Clans to Captain Mathews. Applying for passes. Is anxions
Montreal. about promotion in the Department. 293
8 eptember 15, Saine to the same. Will come to Qaebec. Applies for forgotten
Montreal. pass. 295
Xovember 27, Same to General Hlaldimand. Respecting Indian accounts. His
Pdontreal. claims to rank in the Department. 296
becember 4, General Haldimand to Col. Claus. Respecting the mode of settling
Quebec. the Indian accounts. 298
December 15, Col. Claus to General Haldimand. Respecting the settlement of
MOntreal. his accounts. The case of the Mohawks and the proposal to estab-

lish them on the north-west side of Lake Ontario. 300
December 17, General Htaldimand to Col. Claus. That ho will give orders for
Quebec. assistance to establish the Mohawks. 303

Jluary 19, Colonel Claus to General fialdimand. Representation as to the
outreal. situation of the Mohawks and their wants. 304

March 11, Same to the same. Memorandum on the settlement of the Caugh-
Montreal. nawaga Indians at St. Regis. 307
&pril lo, Captain John to Col. Claus. Respecting the appointment of a
Lachine. schoolmaster for their new settlement. Mr. Vincent recommen-

ded. 309
June 14, - Col. Claus to Major Mathews. Respecting the Mohawk settlement;
efontrea1. the kindness of the Mississaugae; the character of Captain John. 311

unue 26, Same to General laldimand. Requesting leave of absence to press
Montrea. his claims for losses before the Commissioners in London. 313.
October 25, Saine to Major Mathews. Transmitting instructions sent to Mr.
Qtiebec. Goddard by Sir John Johnson respecting Indian Department. 314
(Xo date.) Same. Estimate of lands, buildings, grain, &c., of the Mohawks,

who fled from Burgoyne's army at Saratoga in 1777 and are now
settled in the woods near Lachine. 315

CORREsPoNDENCoE WITH BRIGADIER GENERAL SIR JoHN JOHNsoN.--
1782-1784.

B. 115. B.M., 21,775.
1777.?ebruary, Remarks on the management of Indians in North America,

delivered to Mr. Knox, at the Secretary of State's office, Whitehal),
the latter end of February, 1777. 28
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Marc 2 Johnson to Haldimand. May probably have to wait for the sail-
London. ing of the fl:et, at the beginning of next month, the other ships being

full. Thanks for his recommendation. Ris arrangements with
Pollard as to furnishing goods for Indian presents. Page 1

April 23, Knox to the same. With details of goods sent out for Indial
Whitehall. presents. Caution as to employing traders to purchase goods. 3
April 24, Richard Burke to the same. To examine what off reckonings are
Tr asury. due to Sir John Johnson's corps and to issue a warrant for the

amount, payable out of the extraordinaries of the army. 5
September 9, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. The discontent of the Oneidas;
Quebec. all the Indians have left Oswego, on being denied permission to go

to war. The arguments ho (Job nsn) is to use to persuade thom tO
rely on the continuance of the King's protection in peace as well
as in war, should peace be concluded, which is not certain. No word
yet of the arrival of the Indian presents; is afraid they will arrive
too late to forward this year; the disappointment caused by the
delay; the stops to be taken to explain to the Indians the reason
for it. Hopes to have a personal conferonce with Johnson before
the sailing of the fleet. Grenville in Paris to hold a conference for
a general pence. The rebels stil recruiting. 8

September24, Accounts due to John Dease for sundry disbursements on account
Niagara. of the Indians. 10
October 14, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Meeting with the Indians at
Montreal. the loyal confederate village; they agree to overything proposed;

30 warriors go to Oswego, and a party to be sent to romain thero
fer the winter. After a few days spent in Montroal he will corne to
Quebec to consult with Ris Excellency. 13

October 24, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Estimates to be made of the
Quebec. presents required for the Indians next year. The steps to be takO

to diminish the enormous expense of the Indian Departmont, 14
October 26, Charles Grant. Report on the quantity, package and shipping (f
Quebec. the Indian goods sent out this year, with invoice prefixed. 15
October 28, Sir John Johnson to HaldimLnd. Sending general estimate for
Quebec. the goods required for Indian presents, after having made a careful

examination of the estimates sent in by the deputy agents. SendS
report of the gentlemen appointed to examine the invoices of the
goods sent out on Gavernment account ; it is evident that there has
been an enoimous overcharge. Recommends the appointment Of
Mr. Pollard to guard against abuses. 19

October 31, Same to the same. Returning thanks for lis promotion to the
Quebec. rank of Brigadier of Provincials. 21
November 7 Same to the same. Being afraid that the letter written on the
Kontreal. 31st October (p. 21) had been mislaid, again returns thanks for his

promotion. 22
November 1, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Acknowledging letters Of
Quebec. thanks. .3
November 13, Information by Ann Chriskaddon and Susanna Martin, two pri-
Niagara. soners taken by Montour. 24
November 14, Mathews to Sir John Johnson. Enclasing warrant for the pay of
Quebec. the officers belonging to the Six Nation Indian department. 26

ovember 20, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. In conseqnenceof intelligence
Montreal. of the march of 1,500 men from Wyomin.g towards the Indian cour-

try, Dease las sent ont runners to warn tbe villages and posts, SO as
to prevent surprise. Dease and the surgeon Fent to visit the India
settlement at Buffalo Creek to relieve the isick Indians, and to nake a
requisition on the Indians for the prisoners in their possessiO»•
Four of the Six Nations have complied ; Joseph is against the pro
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1782. position. Joseph wants 200 pairs of snow shoes sent to Oswego,
privately, and in the spring wants 2) or 30 birch canoes to besent
there also. A person with an assistant or clerk should be appointèd
to take cbarge of the presents for the Indians ; recommends Mr.
Goddard for the office. Page 2&

r Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Acknowledging receipt of
information that scouts had been sent out to warn the villages and
posts of the expedition from Wyoming; does not believe that any
important incursions can be made so late in the season. Approves
of the steps taken to recover prisoners fron the Irdiana. Cannot
send the snow shoes to Joseph; they may be procured from Niagara
and the Indians. Canoes may be ordered, but tbe number to be
limited. Goddard to take charge of the stores for Indian presents.
Is surprised at Dace (Dease) being made principal of the Indian
Department at Niagara, in room of Butler, the latter having been
appointed as second to CAl. Johnson by a warrant from Carleton,
sustained by his (Haldimand's) orders. on his taking command.
Orders will be sent to McLean for Bntler to resume the direc.
tion. 3U

her 28, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Is happy that bis course with
'4 a. respect to prisoners is approved of. Joseph's roasons for wishing to

have the snow shoes; believes that h. intended to attack some
Oneidas. Will acquaint Goddard o bis appointment. Explanation
respecting Dease (p. 35). 3Y

ber 5, Haldimand to Sir Joka Johnson. Further concerning the rela-
tive positions of Dease and Butler. Would have been glad to send
the snow shoes to Joseph; he is to be cautioned that in attacking
the Oneidas he is not to commit hostilities on the inhabitants. 39

)1 r 1% Capt. Gleissenberg to Sir John Johnson. Asking him to lay hie
case before Haldimand, so as to obtain an appointmont in his (John-
son's) corps. 40

enber 16, Sir John Johnson to Hlaldimand. Asking that Capt. Joseph
eat. Anderson may be allowed to soli his commission in the bat-

talion. 4&
qie br 19, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Cannot allow Anderson to soli

ec his commission, as ho could not admit of commissions in provincial
corps being sold or bought. 44

1(o be 23, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Urging, for reasons given, that

D at. Capt. Anderson be allowed to soli bis commission. 45
lqraber 25, Joseph Brant to Sir John Johnson. Urging that ho be allowed

Ra to go on an expedition against the Virginians; complains that the
speeches at the Councils of Indians are badly translated, so that
their effect is weakened. Hopes to be able to get out this winter

Dca to Mohawk River; will try to be at Oswego in thirty days. 47
4ore {30, Sir John Johnson to Hlaldimand. Acknowledging reccipt of per-

' mission to Capt. Anderson to soli bis commission. Will send to the
Adjutant General the names of the gentlemen who are 10 succeed to

17ea the vacancies. Sends Capt. Gleissenberg's letter (p. 40) ; recommend-
ebrass , ing him for one of the companies in the second battalion. 49
on tre , Same to the same. Sending extracts from letters ho has received
eb 4 from Niagara. 50

a Treasury (George Rose) to the same. Transmitting copy of a
' letter from Richard Burke, late Secretary o the Treasury Boaid,

Pebra dated 24th April, 1782. 51
quebea , Ualdimand. Standing orders respecting the Indian Departrent,

which ail officers commanding the posts in the upper country, and

115
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1783, all others to which Indians resort, are required strictly to conform
to. Page 52

February 4, Instructions for Brigadier General Sir John Johnson, Superinten-
Qebee. dent General and Inspector Gencral of Indian Affairs in the north-

ern district of North America. 56
February 6, Haldimnand to S;r John Johnson. Remarks and hints for his
Quebee. guidance to accompany the general instructions given to him

(Johnson) as Superintendent General, &c., of Indian Affairs. 64
ebruary 6, Same to the same. Acknowldging receipt of extracts from

quebec. Brant, &c. Is sorry that Brant is dissatisfied ; the defensive sys-
tem now adopted, prevents giving encouragement to the Indians to
carry the war into the enemy's country, but it is not intended to
remain idle aid see the Indian country laid waste, as is evidenced
by facts stated in detail. H1e will represent the ungenerous and
inhuman advantages the enemy have taken of the forbearance the
King's troops and Indians have observed, in such terms as ho hopes
will prevent the like scones being renewed in the spring. Will
send an answer to the speech of the -ix Nations. He (Johnson) is to
calm the minds of the Indians as much as possible. The saving
that may be effected at Niagara by a reduction of appointments in
the Indian Department. 72

February 6, Same to the same. Forwarding general instructions respectingQuebec. the Indian Department. Respecting the proposed reductions, which
ho is afraid cannot be carried out. 74

February 10, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Has received instructions.Montrea]. Will transmit returns of the proposed arrangements in the Indian
Department, so soon as ho has maturely considered the matter.
Will prepare his letter to Joseph and speech to the Indians before
the arrival of the express, together with such orders as ho hopes
may stop abuses. 75

February 19, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Has sent forward dispatches toQuebec. Montreal, so that the Indians may not be detained. Answer to
Indians enclozed, to be read and sealed. It is, he fears, short of the
wishes of the Indians, but it gives them all that is left in his
power. 76

March 5, Same to the same. The request of Brigadier McLean to return
Quebec. the equivalent for the goods lent by the traders as early as possible

is reasonable, and is to be attended to. Complaints of the defici
encies of goods for the Indian presents. 77

March 10, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Every attention will be paid
Montreal. to forwarding goods for Indian presents, &c. 79
March 13, Mathews to Sir John Johnson. With invoices of goods sent tO
Quebec. the Indian Department at Niagara, 80
March 17, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Has ordered goods to be packedMontreal- and sent to the Coteau du Lac, where the others have been for sonle

time. Encloses letter from Calvé, one of the Indian interpreters:
wishes to have directions how to act in the affair. Sonds accouIts
from two of bis (Johnson's) tenants; payment would relieve the
distress from which they are suffering. SI

March 22, Capt. Colin Campbell to Mathews. Concerning his marriage Wit"Montreal. Miss Johnson for which he trusts to receive Haldimand's per-
mission. 82

March 22, Sir John Johnson to the same. The marriage of Miss JohnsoflMontreal. with Captain Campbell meets his entire approbation. 83
March 24, Guy Johnson to Mathews. Asking him (Mathews) to applY toQuebec. Haldimand for a marriage license for Capt. Campbell with Mary

Johnson, his (Guy's) daughter. 84
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1783
March 2ï, Mathews to Sir John Johnson. Calvé's account cannot be settled
Quebee. tilt the general investigation of the Michillimakinak accounts is

made ; the other two accounts have been sent to Major Ross to be
certified. Page 85

March 31, Same to the same. loughton and La Mothe have arrived with
Quebec. presonts for the Indians at Lorette. These Indians having sho wn

a slackness in the king's service, the presents will not now be given,
but will be distributed afterwards, diseriminating between thoso who
have and those who have not merited the attention of Government:
His Ex.ellency is anxious to receive his (Johnson's) opinion respect-
ing the arrangement of officors for the Indian Department. 86March 31, Edward Pollard. Extract complaining of the non-payment of

ondon. goods delivered by him last fall at Montreal. 87
April3, Sir John Johnson to Mathows (?). The backwardness of the

on1treal Indiansuof Lortte merits the disapp)robation of His Excellency,
but on account of his (Johnson's) promise, and the bad effect
any evil representation of thae Lorette Indians might have on the
Hurns of Detroit, suggests that the presents should be given. The
plan for a reform in the Indian Department is ready, but ho has de-
layed sending it in expectation of hearing something definite rela-
tive to reports of a peace. Van de Kar is writing; ho is an object
of charity. 88

APril 7, Same to Haldimand. With plan for a reform in the general
Ilontreal. departmont of Indian affairs, giving some of the reasons for his

proposals. 90
Plan follows: the proposals refer to the departmont of the Six

Nations and the districts of Detroit, Michillimakinak and Montreal;
the number employedi and pay given in detail. 93

The names follow of the officers and interpreters who may be re-
duced in the soveral districts. 95

April 1o, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Has received the plan of reform
Quebec. in the Indian Department, of which ho approves, but does not con.

sider it a proper time to carry it out. Is surprised, therefore, that
he should have sent orders for so material a reduction as was marked
in the list transmitted. For reasons given these orders for reduction
are to be countermarided. 97

ril17, Sir John Johnson to Hlaldimand. Acknowledges letter on theentreal. proposed reduction. Defends his action in ordering the reductions
which ho is now instructed to countermand, and complains of the
false position in which ho would be placed towards the Indians, &c.,
should ho obey these instructions. 99

1"21, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Though apprehensive of the
ee. consequencos of the reduction, ho will confirm what has boon done,

believing that ho (Johnson) would take every moans to prevent
such consequences. It would be cruel to turn these people adrift at
this crisis; they are to get half pay and provisions tilt further
orders. Ail of thom who are not actually settled are to be sent
down to the lower part of the Province, ont of the way of the In-

Aprl 28, dians. 101
2a Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Further respecting the reduc-

tions. Forwarding contingent account, and requesting a temporary
warrant for £5,000 sterling. Application for leave to Ensign Jacob
Glen to accompany Capt. Duncan in order to have an interview with
his (Glen's) father; also applying for an ensigucy for Richard John-
son. Col. Campbell has propared four canoos to be loadod with In.
dian goods for Michillimakinak; are the other posts to be supplied

16 as usual? 103
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1783. Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Butler writes that they are ont
May 19, SrJh ono oHliad ulrwie htte r u
Moatreal. of rum at bis post, and that the Indians murmur about it. How.are.

they to be supplied ? Brant and John the Mohawk going to Quebec,
as deputies from the Six Nations; their fidelity and services deserve
recognition. The Six Nations may be prevailed upon to remove to the
west side of Lake Ontario; Joseph has hinted at this, wishing that
the loyalists might be settled somewhere near them. Page 106

May 22, Hlaldimand to Sir John Johnson. The alarm and dissatisfaction
Qaebec.J of the Six Nation Indians at the provisional articles; it is absolutely

necessary that ho (Johnson) should go to Niagara to keep them in
temper until arrangements can be made for their establishment ;
hopes that the representations made to the King's ministers will
meet with a favourable reply. Will write by next post with in-
structions. Supposes that Joseph will attend him as ho may be of
infinite service. Orders will be sent for a supply of rum to be for-
warded to Niagara. General Schuyler asks for the discharge of two
youths from Johnson's corps. 106

May 22, Same to the same. Instructions for the examination of the Ind-
Quebec. ian goods, by order of the Treasury ; the care to be taken in the

examination and the nature of the report that is wanted. 108
May 26, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Acknowledging receipt of
Montreal. instructions for the examination of Indian goods ; these shall be

attended to. 110
M3ay 26, Same to the same. Regrets to hear of the alarm and dissatisfac-
Montreal. tion of the Indians at the terms of peace. Objects to being sent off

to pacify them; Butler is on the spot and has every requisite ne-
cessary for that end. The necessity that exists for him (Johnson)
to look after bis own interests, and the interest of his family de-
mands bis presence in Montreal ; in addition to which all the bills
of exchange from the posts may be daily expected, which must be
answered. 111

May 26, laldimand to Sir John Johnson. Has conferred with Claus and
Quebee. Brant, on the expediency of settling the Six Nations on the north

side of Lake Ontario and the River Niagara; Joseph readily adopta
the plan. The Indians are becoming impatient ; bas determined to
send Bolland to Cataraqui to survey that place and the country
upward. Joseph, with a few Mohawks, is to accompany llolland, so
that he can report to the Indians from personal knowledge what
is doing in the matter. Re (Johnson) is to proceed to Niagara to
quiet the apprehensions of the Indians. Calvé to be sent up to the
Indians resorting to Michillimakinak, with a message that although
the King bas given up a tedious war, ho considers the faithful Ind-
ian allies as bis children and will continue to promote thcir happi-
ness. A speech of the same nature to be sent to Detroit; ho him-
self (JohLson) remaining at Niagara awaiting further instruc-
tions. 113

May 27, Same to the sanie. In consequence of the servic'es, &c., of Mrs.
Quebec. ]Mary Brant and ber family, a pension of a hundred pounds a year

has been settled upon her. He (Johnson) is to pay the pension
quarterly. 116

May 29, Mathews to the same. Acknowledging the receipt of dispatches.
Quebec. Ris Excellency desires him (Johnson) to go at once to Niagara, so as

to prevent the spread of discontent which already exists. lie symi-
pathises with Johineon in bis situation, which ho hopes is not so bad
as may appear, but neither that, nor the expected arrival of bills
from the upper jposts can serve as a plea for bis absence from the
principal seat of hie duty at so critical a period. Ris Excellency's
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1783. great expectations from Joseph's cordial manner of receiving the
proposals for the establishment of the Six Nations on the north aide
of Lake Ontario. ais Excellency's attachment to Joseph and his
family. Page 117

May 31, Guy Johnson to Sir John Johnson. Representing his desire to re.Xoitreal. turn to bis post, for reasons given. • 119
June 2, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Remonstrating against the order
Montreal. to go to the upper posta, when his interests require his presence in

Moritreal. The infamous treaty being ratified. ho can say nothing
more to the Indians than is contained in bis (Haldimand's) answer
to them. Asks that so soon as that is delivered and presents given
to the Indians, ho may be allowed to return to Montreal, especially
as he does not see it his duty to continue in an office inconsistent
with bis own interests and from which Govern ment can now reap
little advantage. Any deputy can do the business of the posts, and
although Butler dreads the disagreeable duty of dealing with the
Indians and wishes to leave Niagara before it should take place, he
(Johnson) cannot think ho is to have the pain of taking the duty, to
save one who bas had all the advantage and credit of the work done
in the department. Encloses letter from Gay Johnson, and recom-
mends that he bo sent to Niagara. 121

June 5, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Regrets their difference of
'Queoec. opinion upon the necessity of bis (Johnson's) visiting the Six

Nations, on which ho rmnst insist, as a matter of strict duty at so
critical a time, when ho muast report fully to the King's Ministers.
Butler has never hinted at bis desire to avoid the disagreeable duty;
if ho had he (Haldimand) would have reported it to the Ministry
in the strongest terms. Claus detained for the purpose of confer-
ring upon and communicating to him (Johnson) the instructions
that may bo received on Indian affaira. Guy Johnson cannot be
permitted to go to Niagara, whilst his accounts are under investiga.
tion. 123

June 9, Sir John Johnson to ilaldimand. Would have been on bis way
Montreal. to Niagara, but for being detained by the business of samples of

Indian presents. It is not likely to be finishod tilt next weok. Is
it His Excellency's pleasure that ho is to leave before the business
is finished, letting Col. Campbell report thereon ? Asks for warrant
to meet the demands of the Department. Submnits extract of a
letter from Pollard; thinks that tetio small assortment of Indian
gooda asked for is necessary, but desires to have instructions there.
on 125

Jne n, lHaldimand to Sir John Johnson. Nit to wait for the conclusion"Quebee' of the business relating to the samples Of Indian presents; Camp-
bell will report. A despatch from Lord North relating to the em-
barkation of the German troops. A supply of presents for the
Indians bas been ordero to be sent out, which it would be pleasing
to communicate to themr and may facilitate the purpose of bis visit.
The fund for extraordinaries of the army reduced ; it is, therefore,
necessary to postpone payments for a time. The reduction in the
Indian Department will be completed on his return from Niagara,
when Pollard's proposai about Indian gools will also be considered.
He (Haldimand) bas never failed to recommend his (Johnson's)

13 services and that of bis corps. 126
Que1ea. Same to the same. A careful report is to be made on the defen9e

by Knex, against the report of the board of examiners on Indian

goods. The answer of Knox is so specific that no difficulty need be
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1783. experienced in answering it, and showing that the alleged over-
charges had been made. Page 128

June 16, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Dobie, Frobisher and Finlay,
Montreal. having completed the business relating to the goods shipped by

Knox, wish for a warrant of appointment before making their
report. Asks instructions on the subject of a letter from Major
Rogers and his officers. 130

June 16, Same to the same. Should it be thought fit to send a person
Montreal. hcme with the samples of Indian presents drawn from Knox's cargo,

ho and Col. Campbell recommend Lieutenant Houghton, he being
able to answer all questions that may be raised. 131

June 19, Same to the same. Can scarcely express his astonishment at the
Montreal. insinuations made against him by Knox. Entera into an explana-

tion of the supply purchased by Pollard, who was employed on hia
(Baldimand's) strong recommendation, Pollard should go to Quebec
to assist the other examiners in their report. He (Johnson) ready
to leave for Niagara. 13e

June 19, Baldimand to Sir John Johnson. 'Cannot comply with the request
Quebec. of Major Rogers for the detachment of the King's Rangers to be

incorporated with Johnson's second battalion. Enclosing warrant
empowering the examiners to act (p. 130). Jioughton may be sent
home with the samples (p. 131). 134

June 23, Same to the same. Is not surprised at his indignation at the
Quebec. insinuations made by Knox; his character and the facts will place

him above suspicion. Having done all that was neceseary at Mon-
treal, ho is to proceed to Niagara. Sends copy of the letter given
to Mr. Pollard to be presented to the Minister; it was a letter of
introduction, not a recommendation. 135

August 7, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. His satisfaction at the conduct
Montreal. and spirit of -the Indians at Niagara (1,685 in number) who are as

well reconciled Io their uncertain and painful situation as could be
wishcd. The exertions towards 1his end which ho made whilst with
them at Niagara. 137

Augnt 11, Same to the same. Transmitting the proceedings of the meetings
Montreal. with the Six Nations at Niagara and with Mississaugas at Carleton

Island. The uneasiness of the latter at the reported proposal of the
Six Nations to settle at Cataraqui; recommends the purchase of
part of their lands. Hopes that ihe men of bis corps may have the
first choice of lands, if granted, as they were the foremost that
oppcsed IHis Majesty's encmies. Captain Brant, John, lsaac and
other deputies from the Six Nations, accompanied by Butler or
Dease, to set out for Detroit to meet the Cherokees, Creeks and
Western Indians. Major Scott is desirous of carrying any report
that may be sent to the Ministers; recommends him as qualified tO
give information on Indian affairs. 138

Âugust 18, Same to the same. Recommends that an officer and party Of
•ontreal. each corps intermixed, should ho sent up to survey a river that takes

its rise nearly opposite Oswegatchie and falls into the Grand River,
in preparation for settling the provincials and loyalists. 140

August 28, Same to the same. DePeyster proposes to draw for Indian goods
Montreal. borrowed from the merchants, which ho has not received goodO

enough to return. Asks for instructions as to whether ho is to
accept DePeyster's bills. Is sending off goods to repay those bor-
rowed. 141

September 1, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Approves of bis having sent
Qnebec. off goods to repay those borrowed, rather t han p9ying for then il'
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1783. cash. Proposes to send out surveying parties for the intended set-
tlement at Cataraqui ; desires that ho (Johnson) sha!l make arrange-
monts with the Mississaugas about the lands (p.138). Only awaits the
arrival of Twiss to send a survey towards tne Grand River, so that
the persons ho (Johnson) wishos to send should be ready. In order
to make the distribution of lands as equitable as possible they are to
be divided into townships and lots and drawn for. Land specula-
tion to be discouraged in every possible way. Page 142

Sptemaber 8, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Transmitting copy of a speech
Kontreal. from Schuyler to the Six Nation Indians. Butler had advised the

chiefs to wait for his (Johnson's) advice before answering it; ho is
sending off the answer, desiring them to wait till His Excellency's
sentiments are known. Mr. Dease, with the deputies from the Six
Nations, had arrived at Detroit; the deputies were preparing to set
off for Sandusky to meet the Nations who were assembling there
to recoive them. Clinch, of Butler's corps, has declined the ensigncy
in the second battalion ; Volunteer Crawford who bas been doing
duty with the second battalion is entitled to the commission, if it
is not intended to be otherwise disposed of. Major Fonda, of Tryon
County, has applied for the return of negroes brought in by him
(Johnson) in 1780. Asks if he may comply with the request as
some of his own (Johnson's) might be returned in exchange. 144

%ePtember 9. Information by John Little ot his baving been kept a prisoner at
Fort Pitt where ho went in search of his children, having had a pass
from Major DePeyster, in the " confidence that peace was aufficient
to protect him for any pirt ho might have taken in the war." 146

sptember 11, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. The speech by Schuyler has
ntrea. been received (p. 144). It deserves, and ho will neither be surprised

nor sorry should it recoive, a spirited reply. Desires ho (Johnson)
should communicate to the Irdirns that it is His Excellency's desire
that they shonld continue that moderation and forbearance which he
has inculcated since the cessation of hostilities. Docs not expect
them to lie by and let their country be over-run by the Americans,
for it is their interest to be on good terms with the Six Nations, and
they will use every means to accomplish that end, however they
may vapour in their speeches. Sends order for Colonel (Guy)
Johnson to deliver up all the papers to him (Sir John.) Cannot
serd an engineer to explore the country towards the Grand River,
but Lieut. French, of the Loyal Rangers, will reccive orders to pro.
ceed to Montreal to confer with Collins, deputy surveyor. His
(Johnson's) and Major Jessup's palties to ho in readiness. 147

September 15 Mathews to the same. Brigadier Maclean reports the refusal of
Quebec. ' Street, a trader at Niagara, to receive the quantity of rum due to him

in settlement for that borrowed from him for the King's service, and
his demand to be paid in money. The unfairness of this to the
other traders has been represented by Maclean. His Excellency
orders that Street is to receive the rum in question on the same
terms as the other traders. An investigation or dered by Ris E rcel-
lency so as to discover by whom the robbery of tores has been com-
mitted. Goddard's attendance may be necessary at the Board for
the examination of Guy Johnson's accounts; ho is to be sent to
Quebec. 149

Sptenber 18, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Has ordered the men to be in
readiness and bas furnished French with everything necessary.
Eucloses a speech roceived from Colonel Butler, which falls far
short of what would bave beei said had the Indians waited the ar-
rival of the chiefs from Sandu.,ky. Has received from DePeyster
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173. his accounts of Indian expenditure ; owing to the exorbitant charges,
has put off the acceptance of the bills drawn for the accounts, untl
he receives orders from Bis Excellency. Page 151

September 22, Sir John Johnson to Mathews. Explains the transaction withMontreal. Street (p. 149) which entitles him to ask for payment in money for
the rum obtained from him. Should it be necessary, the rum may be
charged to his (Johnson's) private account. Has given orders tO
Butler to make every inquiry and to spare no expense to discovOr
thoso who had committed the robbery of the goods sent to Detroit.
Suspects that the soldiers stationed between the landing places and
Fort Erie are the thieves. .Recommending the claim of Lieut. Ce-O
ment for consideration. 152

September 22, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Ras received copy of theQuebec. speech of the Six Nation Indians in answer to one from Schuyler;
wishes it had been delayed till the return of the deputies from
Sandusky; it falls short of the spirit and energy which bas dia-
tinguished the speeches of the Six Nations. Is astonished that
DePeyster should have drawn bills for goods borrowed from the
merchants at Detroit for temporary supplies to the Indians. Al
bills of·this kind to be protested without hesitation. The fortunes
made by the Messrs. Macomb during the war might weil indemnifY
them for any little inconvenience they could have sustained bY
waiting till the goods borrowed could be replaced. 155

September 25, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Enclosing letter and papers
Montral. from McKee to show that the Americans are already beginning tO

encroach on the rights of tho Indians. 156
September 25, Mathews to Sir John Johnson. fis Excellency approves of the
Quebes. proposal for a settlement with Street for the rum borrowed (p. 152).

The sum charged to his (Johnson's) private account for this pur-
pose cnu be afterwards settled by a credit on contingencies. luis
Excellency, being unwilling that those who obliged Governmenut
should suffer loss, has instructed Maclean to return such an amnount
of rum as shall be equivalent to the reduction in price. fis acel-
lency hopes that the steps taken to discover the persons who have
pillaged the Indian goods may be successful. He will consider
Clement's claim and render him every justice possible. 157

October 2, Haldimand to the same. Letters with enclosures from McKee
quebec. received. The disposition of the Americans to encroach on the

Indian country too plainly marked ; he foresees with concern tha
their ambition and unjust proceedings will bring on a war ruinon0 e
in the end to the Indians, whose forbearance and conduct since the
cessation of hostilities have surpassed expectations. Their modera-
tion and firmness with respect to the Americans do them credit and
ought to secure to them a liberal conduct on the part of the Ameri-
cans. " Whatever the result, it is our duty to persist in our endea-
vours to conciliate their minds, and prevent a return of the calamI3'
ties of war, in which I hope the Americans will be equally studious,
when the violence of party has a littie subsided." 159

October e, Sir John Johnson to Mathews. Has reueived numerous applica-
Montreal. tions from met in his regiment for leave to go in search of their

families in the neigbbouring colonies ; asks permission from Wi5
Excellency to allow them. Sends an account of provisions supplied
to Brant; amks that the person who supplied them may be paid. 163'

October 11, McKee to Sir John Johnson. Giving notice that Jacob Schiefflil
Detrqit' las obtained, in a clandestine manner, a deed from a few drunken

Indians for a tract of land at the mouth of the Detroit. A number
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1783. of officers and loyalists want land to settle there, but Schiefflin's
object is speculation. Hopes that the deed will not be con.
firmed. Page 164

ontreal.8, Sir John Johnson to Mathews (?). Ras received from Niagara• pay list and accounts of the Indian Department; remarks thereon ;
desires to have instructions as to the payment of certain of the
items, &c. 165

October 19, Same to the same. Ras accepted bills for part of the accouits
t and pay lists sent from Niagara. Requests Ris Excellency to grant

an order on the paymaster for the amount due Mr. Auldjo. Asks
for a credit on which he can draw, and also for a warrant for last
year's off reckonings. 167October 20, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson (private). Col. (Guy) Johnson'sQuebec position with respect to the accounts is the reason why he cannot be
allowed to resume his duties at Niagara. Unless the report of the
Board of examinati>n allows him (Haldimand) to settle these
accounts, Guy Johnson must go to England to have them settled. 169

OCtober 23, Sir John Johnson to ialdimand. His ignorance of the charges
Otreal. against Guy Johnson; the importance of his being at his post, when

men of the first abilities in the United States are employed to alien-
ate the affections of the Indians. Ho has no doubt of the goodness
of His Excellency's reasons for not permitting him (Guy) to return
to Niagara, but hopes that bis detention may not prove prejudicial
to the service. 171cetober 24, Pollard to Mathews. Calling attention to the delay in paying bisLon'on. account for goods furnisbed, with a statement of the loss he bas sus-
tained in consequence, and asking that the matter be laid before His
Excellency. 160

tober 24, Same to Sir John Johnson. Extract, in relation to the delay in
°4' settling for the amail cargo he had delivered last fall by the General's

orders. 173
tober 27, Mathews to the same. Enclosing notes which have been paid byquee. the Deputy Paymaster General and will be deducted from the next

warrant. Uol. Johnson bas rcceived his pay to December, to be
deducted in the same manner as the notes above mentioned. To
settle Wilkinson's and other claims on the Indian Department in such
a manner as should be just and right, pursuing the same course in
regard to all demands made for purchase, in accor.dane- with
instructions, of which copy is sent. Ris Excellency orders t iia the
claim of Clement for pay due to bis father is to be settled by him

tobe (Johnson) in snob manner as shall appear to bim to bo just. i6
Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. What staff should be k pt

up at the posts at Niagara, Detroit and Mackinac for the man:e.
ment of Indian affaire. The Indians of Canada are in fully as good
a position as at the beginning of the war; they cannot, therefore,
expect more attention than was shown them at that period. The
chiefs may receive a few presents occasionally, and those in distress
may receive provisions and clothing also occasionally. Asks for a

X e warrant for £10,000 to meet demands. 178
er Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Approves of bis proposed ar

rangement for the Indian Department at the poste, but nothing de-
finite can be done till instructions are received from home, whother
or not posts are to be occupied in lieu of those ceded to the
Americans. The Six Nation Indians are become importuntate fbr
their clothing, the last supply being sent entirely to Detroit. Me
(Johnson) is to send off a supply without Jos of time to Niagara,
where the Indians are, and who are afraid that the goods may not
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1783. arrive before winter sets in. Is displeased that Gill, hospital mate
at Carleton Island, has had the imprudence to carry to the upper
country small-pox matter for inoculation. The fatal consequence
should small-pox be introduced by this means among the Indians.
The matter to be buried deep, and if any has been used, the per-
sons affected to be sent under guard to the most remote part of the
island. Enclosing warrant for £10,000. Page 180

November 10, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Had already sent goodMontreal. to Niagara, before receiving His Excellency's letter ; a larger
supply has been since sent off. The loss of the " Faith," with 10-
dian supplies for Detroit, which will leave that post bare of goodo
unless they be recovered from the wreck. Transmitting extract of
letter from McKee (p. 164). Has written to Harris to prevent
Gill's scheme of inoculation from taking place. Proposes DeLanceY
to take charge of the loyalists during Cuyler's absence. 185

November 13, Ialdimand to Sir John Johnson. Extract of McKee's letter re
Quebee. ceived; Hamilton reports that Schiefflin has not made application

to him respecting the land referred to. Should Schiefflin have got
the deed from the Indians he is to be struck off the list as secretary,
and a council of the Indians is to be called to express to them his
(Jolinson's) disapprobation of Schiefflin's conduct. The loss of the
Tndian presents is unfortunate; he is to write fully to McKee, sa
that the Indians may be convinced that nothing was neglected tO
furnish them with the supply promised, and that they must bO
patient till the season shall admit of another supply boing sent.
goods must be purchased from the merchants. The purchasilg
fresh meat at Detroit, at the shameful prices asked, must be discOnl
tinued. The Indian, Mynass, to have a gratuity for facilitating t'
purchase of lauds from the Mississaugas. 184

November 17, Sir John Johnson to faldimand. fie wili write McKee respece
Montreal. ing Schiefflin's grant. Had previously written him relative to theo

goods that were on board the I Faith," and that a large supply W
on the way, but was apprehensive it would not reach this lal). IHIE
also forbidden him to purcbase fresh meat for the Indian Depar
ment. The Indian chief, Mynass, has not only facilitated the pWr-
chase of the lands of the Mississaugas but had also sold his own lando
from Toniato to Cataraqui, including all the country between the
St. Lawrence and the Grand River. In prospect of the reductio f
his corps, asks for the promotion of the offiers, who have serve6
faithfully and suffered losses. 186

Nover ber 27, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. E :ery indulgence and eonsider-
Quebec. ation that could have been extended to bis (Johnson's) regime, .

and himself would 1have afforded him (llaldimand) pleasure; but bi»
orders are positive. Desires a sketch of the establishment of the
Indian Department previous to the war, am his opinion as to the
period when that may be resumed. Has transmitted to Lord North
the memorial of the officers of the Department, with a recommendW*
tion that they should receive marks of the royal bounty. Pro0O'
tions and changes that have taken place and may take place in
John's corps. isa

November -, McKee to the saine. Details of the manner in which Schiel"
Detroit. obtained a grant of land from the Indiaus. A. protest has been re-

corded by the chiefs against the validity of the grant.
December 1, Return of officers and interpreters of the Six Nation Indiail Pe-Montreal. partment on the peace establishment, provious to the late rebOllion

in America, signed by Sir John Johnson. 19%
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1783Decenber 3 Ilaldimand to Sir John Johnson. Has received orders from Ris
Qlaebee. Majesty, that all appointments in Indian Department, which have

taken place in consequence of the late rebellion, that are not held
by commissions from the King, are to cease on the 24th of this
month, and that he is to intimate the same to the officers, that they
may take measures accordingly. Such officers as are indispensably
necessary are to be continued. Page 193

ilecebr 4, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Enclosing list of the officers of
the Indian Department who are deserving of attention as loyalists,
with remarks as to their claims. 194

List follows. 195g ber 4, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Acknowledges the receipt of• letters containing the proceedings of cottheils at Detroit respecting
Schiefflin's conduct, and also a statement of the establishment of the
Indian Department previous to the war. As this covers only the
Six Nation s, it is necessary for the peace establishment to make a
general statement of all the Indian Departments with full details.
lie will wait for Schiefllin's defence before entering upon that sub-
ject. 196

Qreneber 4, Mathews to the same. Transmitting letter from Maurer. Risebe• Excellency desires that the rent of storehouse be paid and charged
in the contingent accounts. 197

Demtiber 11, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Has given the necessary in-real. structions to the officers of the Indian Department for the reduction
to take place on the 24th. Sends returns of the Northern Depart-
ments of Indian affairs, and a list of officers, &c., indispensably ne-
cessary. Recommends an addition of £100 a year to the deputies
to meet the expenses incurred by the constant resort of Indians to
their respective stations. 198

ber 13, Same to the same. Campbell represents that from the failure of
• the Indian crops of corn and the probability of a bad hunt, some of

the officers of the Indian Department should be kept at the villages
to distribute provisions; asks for his (Haldimand's) approval of
this proposal. Should it be determined to dispose of the Indian
house, asks the terms, as he might purchase it, his own house being
too confined for his family. Asks for a warrant for £9,000, tosettle
for the pay and expenses of the several districts, he being desirous
to eave for Halifax, in hopes of getting a vessel to England, where
he wishes to put in bis claims. 200

15, flaldimand to Sir John Johnson. Will transmit the roturns of
officers, &c., to the king's ministers for approval. Approves of an
addition to the salary of the deputies, but must miaturely consider
the question of the amount. 202

r 18, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Remarks upon the proposed
oe5fl,.r establishment of the Indian Department. 204

q Aber 1à, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Transmits warrant for the
. £9,000 asked for; regrets to find that expenses continue to be so

high. Cannot think of continuing officers at the villages, as gifts of
provisions to the Indians must cease, except in cases of the greatest
necessity. Before leaving, he (Johnson) is to leave full instructions
in writing for the management of lis department and to arrange to
remain in Quebec for some days to confer on such matters relative
to his department as it may be necessary to represent at home. The
report of his (Haldimand's) intention to dispose of the Government
louse arose from a jocular conversation. 206

lontreal. ' Sir John Johnson to fialdimand. Acknowledging receipt of war-

115 rant for £9,000; reasons for drawing this amount. Will leave all
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necessary instructions, as ho proposes to go to Quebec about the 0d
of the week. How his mistake about the sale of Gvoernment IF1104s
arose. Explains the dedactions made from the accounts for Detroit
and Niagara. Page 208

December 24, State of public accounts between General Haldimand and Sir Joh
Montreal. Johnson from 25th September, 1782, till date.
No date. Pollard's calculation on the first cost in London of the several

species of mrchandise in the Superintendent General's requisition
the supply of his department for 1783. 21

An estimate for the supply of several branches of the Indian Do

1784 partment for 1783.
Jannaryl, General acotunt of the losses sustained by the Mohawks, &c., ddr-
Niagara. ing the late rebellion in America: Mohawks, £8,030 19s.; oneido0,

£520 4s.; Aughquagas, £718; Tuscaroras, £201 9s. Total, Ne,
York Ourrency, £9,470 12s. Three thousand acres of woodland b
longing to the Mohawks not included in the above. 219

January 23, Declaration (in French) of Mezières, sworn to before Neve S'
Montreal. vestre and James Stanley Goddard, of what ho saw on Lake GeOrg

when returning from Albany. He declares that about siruo
from the portage at Lake George ho met with four Bostonians io
had been killing Indians and were determined to prevent thei fro 1

hunting.
Mezières makes a further declaration (in French) of the ill-ttàt

ment ho had received at Albany, so that ho was compelled to escap
by flight. 310

January 24, Roturn of Indians in the Mohawk village near Lachine: Mohawkf
Montreal. 36 mon, 41 women, 37 children, total, 114; Delawares, 4 moe,

women, 4 children; total, 11. 20
January 28, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Transmitting Mezière's declar$'
Montreal. tion upon oath; does not give it entire credit. Has not yet receiVe

complote returns of his first battalion; is persuaded that the nO"
will require four townships, if not more. Can get two good survoy
ors to lay out the town and township; many of the people wish to
make a beginning in the town immediately and even in the townshiP
were the lots laid out. Will go up and choose a place for hinlsoîf
and set somo of his own servants to work,which will be an encourage
ment to some of his followers. 2i

January 28; Same to the same. Regrets that his, next to Col. JohnsOlo0Montreal. accounts, are the only ones objected to notwithstanding the dnordl-
ous ones received and passed from every quarter. Shall make oe
another return of the state of the Dapartmont as it will stand after
the roductions are made. 2a

Febraary 2, Same to Mathews. Transmitting J ni Carnpball's memnrial
Montrea • to be laid before his Excellency and strongly rocemmending it

attention. Reports the stops taken by evil designing persons
dissuade disbanded mon and loyalists from settling on the 1 3
offered them by Government. 29

February 9, Same to the same. Acknowledges letter sent by McNiff TheMontreal. stops ho has taken to satisfy the loyalists and to counteract the
designs of those who are trying to lead them astray. His desire
after seeing his followers properly settled, to retire to where ho
could be free from every censure and detraction. McNiff has not 7
received the map and plan promised him ; waits in hopes of 300
receiving them an directions for his guidance. ReceroonOnd
Lieut. Sutherland for the survey and that ho should receiVô
allowance. IHle and Goffln are anxious to begin at once. If 011a1
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as chose were allowed to begin to settle, it would be an encourage-
ment to the rest. Page '52

air 12y Sir John Johnson to Mathews. Will give passes to the men who
bave applied for them, but returns their letter in cae passes should
be required from headquarters. Has not yet been able to obtain the
names of the men of more than seven companies of his battalion,
which he transmits. Desires to have fis Bxcellency's answer to the
application of the loyalists for leave to settle in the new town and
township. Will pay the travelling expenses of the Indian officers as
desired by His Excellency. 227

o 14, Same to the same. Transmits the names of the officers and men
of the seven companies, with the strength of their families ; the
number was sent in last letter. Does not know why Capt. Munroe
and the other officers have not sent their returns. Munroe, having
procured his land in Nova Scotia may be indifferent about the settle-
ment of his company. Recommends the appointment of Lient.
Sutherland and the men who explored the land with as many others
as may be necessary, to co-operate with MoNiff in the survey. Cof-
fin will have the option of choosing his land in his (Johnson's) allot-
ment or near it. Glen sets off to-morrow ; recommends Sutherland
for one of the oldeet vacancies in the rangers. 229

19, Same to the same. Has sent off Hare, with one white man and
' one Indian to assist Kotte in coming down. If the party with Mi£-

Niff were there some days before, tbey could prepare for the recep.
tion of Kotte's party. Proposes to go off himself, but only to be
absent two or three days. 231

oltra. Saine to the same. McNiff and his party delayed from want of
direction as to how many men are to be employed. Owing to the
lateness has sent McNiff off with twenty-six men. Will himself, he
expects, be at the place of rendezvous by the time Kotte reaches.
Asks leave for Merkle, who has suffered persecution during the war,
to take down certain goods to St. John's so as to get some advantage
from them ; he is a man of honest character, and reduced from easy

arch circumstances to indigence. 232
otru Same to Haldimand. Captain Brant and David propose a settle-

ment of the Mohawks and others on the Grand River about 20
miles from the head of Lake Ontario. The Mohawks here (near
Montreal) are determined to settle about the Bay of Quinté, the
Chiefs John and Isaac preferring to rule over a few to losing their
consequence among the whole. Gives an account of his meeting
with the St. Regis Indians, who.raise objections to being dispossessed
for the benefit of the loyalists, and offer to take into considera-
tion the proposal to relinquish the claim to certain of their
lands. Kotte had been instructed to fix on One of the two ploçs
that McNiff and he (Johnson) had thought would be most eligible
for a town ; afterwards to survey townships for five companies on.
each side of the town, instead of running the line along the River
from Long Sault to Point au Baudet. In case the Indians might
stop the survey had written to Kotte again, to begin at Mr. Lon-
gueuil's line and lay out as many townships as the space would
admit between that and River Raisin. Asks that the Indians be
severely reprimanded, 'should their claim prove to be groundless.
Asks leave to enter David's (Mohawk chief) name on the pay list.
Transmits the statement of losses sustained by the Mohawks. 234

Same to Mathews. Is surprised at Major iolland's letter; explains
the steps taken with respect to the suiveys, &c. Sends account of
the expenditure of .the amouint from the warrants granted for the
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1784. expenses of the Indian Department. Encloses draught statemt
of the land wanted by the Mohawks. Encloses a letter from Pollard
to be.laid before His Excellency ; considers that Pollard's case 15
hard. Page 237

March 25, Haldimand to Sir John Johnson (private). If the Sergoant
Quebec. Major bas not been informed of the promise to promote him in the

second battalion, he (Hlaldimand) would wish to give the commissiOn
to Coffin's eldest son, and appoint the Sergeant Major to the first
situation that might cast up. 239

March 29, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Will answer fully the letter Of
Quebec. the 23rd so soon as the mode has been deterrnined on of distributing

the fifteen hundred pounds awarded for settling the losses, accoulnt
of which is to be given in by Captain Brant and the Mohawks.
The Sergeant Major bas already been informcd that his promotiOl
had been approved of, and money has been advanced on account of
bis pay. 240

March 29, Samo to Matthews (?). Asking that a settlement be made with
Quebec. the surveying parties. Kotte's report of the first township shoWS

that no body of mon can settle there. Lieut. Sutherland has asked for
certain lots ; asks for His Excellency's immediate approbation, as
Sutherland would like to make a beginning at once. 241

April 2, Captain John (Mohawk) to Claus (Translation from the Indian)•
Lachine. The intention of his band to settle on the Bay of Quinté ; they ask

for an additional quantity of land, and for the boundary to extend
to a creek which would give them mill sites. 242

April 8, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Will take care that the intended
Montreal. visitors (Sohuyler and bis party) shall not have an opportunity to

influence the Indians. Capt. Brant bas gone to Niagara; is anxious
for instructions. He (Johnson) asks for a warrant for £4,000.
Campbell will write on the subject of the claim of the St. Reg"8
Indians and their proposal. He (Johnson) makes suggestions as tO
the boundaries of the grant of land to tho Indians. Brant bas
applied for a place of worship and for a bell that is now at Carleto
Island; recommends that the application be granted. 245

April 15, Same to the same. Transmitting letters from John the MohaWk
Montreal. Chief, relative to the grant of land, and schoolmaster they wish to

obtain. 247
April 15, Same to Mathews. Enclosing list of the remaining three corn-
Montreal. panies of bis first battalion who wish to take up land, but is afraid

the townships will not be surveyed in time for this year. Would
not have recommended that Mr. Sutherland should get the lots had
there been a number sufficient for a company. 248

April 19, Same to the same. Had given instructions to make out the
Montreal. descriptive return of the officers of bis battalion. 249
April 19 Same to Haldimand. Takes every opportunity to convince the
Montreai. Indians that His Excellency ias lost no time in representing their

situation in consequence of the provisional treaty, and has endes-1
voured to procure them relief. Joseph (Brant) has declined to de'
liver the message from the Six Nations to the Canadian Indials
ho thinks three or four good men sent from the Seven Nations of
Canada to the intended meeting might give their confederacy
greater consequen ce. Col. Campbelt's proposal to place the Indians
between the boundary line, the lake and Mir. Lotbinière's property,
if of the same extent as the land they claim, might, he thinlks,
induce them to give up what they want on the opposite side. The
mon begin to fear that it will be very late before the land i
divided and ready for them to begin upon. 250

4'
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1184
DIl 26,' Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. The Highlanders and others of

on1treal. his regiment, of the Roman Catholie and Protestant persuasions, ask
to be settled in separate bodies for the benefit of their religion.
Transmitting account from Mr. Dease, requesting that payment of
it be ordered. Submits the expediency of erecting a house, store,
&c., for the Departmont at Cataraqui, and asks for a warrant for
£4,000. Page 252

1Daî Joseph Brant to Sir John Johnson. Giving reasons for delay in
elanc writing. The Saint Rechie (St. Regis) Indians will be reasonable

about their lands, and be hopes that they will be well treated, for
many reasons, but especially for the bad example it would set the
rebels were the St. Eegis Indians to have their lands forced from
them. The Oneidas tokU the two men he (Brant) took to Kano-
warahara, that the rebels were determined to have all tho Indian
lands, or else drive the Indians off the face of the earth. Harris bas
gone to Cataraqui. Would be glad if ho (Johnson) would seid Brant
a blue coat, laced. 254

o6to Sir John Johnson to Mathews (?) Is obliged to the General forreal. bis hints relative to Lt.-Col. Fisk, but from the disposition of the
people of New York State has determined to rest the decision of his
fate on the honour and justice of his country and sovereign. En-
closes a letter from Joseph (Brant), respecting the lands on Lake
St. Francis; the feeling of the Indians respecting their land is de-
scribed. Desires to know His Excellency's pleasure respecting the
claims for pensions and lands, of the widows and children of de-
coased officers and loyalists. 256

yay 17, Same to the same. Has received the General's orders as to the
teal. movement of loyalists to their settlements; points out the bad effects

of the delay in laying ont the townships in lots. Asks that the lands
from Point Baudet, to include the second township above the one
the town plot is laid out in, may be allotted for the use of his regi-
ment; the other corps could thon begin at the next township, and
extend upwards as far as their numbers would occupy. Cannot
make ont a descriptive return of the second battalion till ho hears
from Cataraqui. Transmits memorial from Allan McDonell, 83 years
of age, who has lost three sons in the service, all of whom were com-
missioned officers; wishes his (McDonell's) prayer can be

. granted. 258
Same to Haldimand. In consequence of His Excellency's earnest

real. desire for the settlement of the loyalists, as woll for their satisfac-
tion as for the interests of the Crown, and on account of his own
wishes for the same, he will undertake the task laid on him by lis
Excellency. The anonymous letter forwarded may have a bad
effect among some of the poor people in the lower part of the coun-
try, but not elsewhere. Ho is anxious to sail for England, but hopes
to effect the business in hand before leaving. 260

Same to the same. Before ho (Haldimand) recommends him to
His Majesty for the government and command of the new sottlements,
ho (Johnson) desires to have more explicit information on the sub-
ject, the present governments of the upper posts being usually given
to retired subalterns. Should the proposal, however, bo on a plan
consistently liberal and extensive, he would be willing to sacrifice a
few more years in the service of the public. Will do all in his power
to carry ont the instructions in His Excellency's letter of the 20th,
but is fearful, from Major Holland's non-arrival and the want of
knowledge of the quality of the land, that the delay will be greater
than was at first anticipated. 262

Y1«ictoria. A. 1888
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1Y84 Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Supposes that the negroes.re-
Ray 27, ferred to by De Lancey must be the property of loyalists; these and'

' others, calling themselves freemen, lid served and be should suppose
are entitled to the same proportion of land as other men. The objec-
tion to the mode of drawing for land; his proposai of another mode
of drawing which would be more satisfactory. Asks for instructions
how he is to deal with the mon of other regiments who make appli-
cation to him for lots. Page 264

y 31, Same to Mathews. Transmitting Monier's application for land,,and
t recommending his case for consideration. Van Allan, formerly a

magistrate of Albany, goes down to collect some debta due to him ;
begs that he (Mathews) will adviseo him as to the best way to
proceed. 266

June s, Same to Haldimand. Discusses at some length the question of
Montreal. the best mode to be adopted for the drawing for land. 267
June 5. Estimate of 365 days off reckonings for the King's Royal Regi-

ment of New Yèrk. 270
Jne 7, Sir John Johnson to Mathews. Will make inquiry respecting
Montreal. Van Allan. Ho has lost property in the Indian country, which

should be considered. Aàks that a supply of .provisions for the
loyaliste be sent up to the new town, or at least as far as Coteau du
Lac. The sick and infirm of the loyalists, who bave been left
behind, pray for provisions, till they can be moved to thoir lands. 271

July 10, Same to Haldimand. Encloses a general abstract of the numbers
Montreal. settling on Orown lands on the St. Lawrence upwards to the Bay of

Quinté, with other documents. ifas settled the mon of his own
and of Major Jessup's eorps on this side of Cataraqui by a different
method from that directed by His Excellency. The badness of part
of the land bas prevented many from settling; some have gone to
examine the lands above the Lake of Two Mountains on the south
side of the Grand River (the Ottawa) and wish to have it surveyed.
Details of settlements about Cataraqui, &o. 272

July 12, Same to Mathews. Remarks on the proper place for the Indiansk
Montreai. to meet the Indian Commissioners. Gives details as to the settle-

ments; it is the wish of all concerned that magistrates should be
appointed to all the townships to prevent disorder. 274

July 16, Same to the same. Recommending Capt. Elliot. Encloses an
Miontreal- account ofLieut. Krysler. 276
July 22, Same to the same. The granting of rations las saved thd infant
Montreal. settlements from ruin. The loyalists will now begin to work cheer-

fully; it was not possible for them to settle at Cataraqui tilt the
lands were surveyed. Arrival of tools; distribution of seed. ManY
of the settlers will be too late to clear for winter wheat; about 5,000
bushels will be needed on the average of three bushels to a man. 277

July 29, Same to the same. Remarks on the consumption of provisions atMontreal. Niagara, as reported; does not see how the quantity can be used, as
the settlers there raise not only enough for themselves, but aiso
some for sale. Hopes that the abuse may cease on the arrival of
Mr. Doase. Will send for seed wheat to the Mohawk River; hopes
it will be obtained there on as easy or perhaps easier terms than in
Vermont. Is fearffil that the settlement at Cataraqui may be greatlY
thinned by the dirninution of provisions. 279

August 2, Same to the same. Enclosing letter from Brant; the southern
Montreal. and western Indians to meet the Americans at Fort Stanwix. De-

sires to know if the General has received directions for the paymelt
of the off reokonings due him (Johnson). 281
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1784.
August , Remonstrance of the loyalists of the Royal New York Regiment
Oataraqui. and the King's Rangers, against the course adopted by Major Hol-

land in sottling them. The document is signed by W. R. Craw-
ford. Page 282

Letter dated the 8th signed by Rogers, Gumersall and Crawford
accompanies this memorial. 284

4ugaut 9, John Duncan to Sir John Johnson (?). Stating the difficulty ofelMitage. obtainieg wheat. 286
4  agust 11, Sir John Johnson to Haldimand. Ras examined the mill site at

aOita River Raisin, which he finds suitable; he proposes to put up a saw
and grist mill provided Ris Excellency directs Mutchmnore, who is
now in charge of the canal at the Cedars,to superintend the work of
building. Transmitting the memorial and letter (pp. 282, 284).
with remarks on the distressed situation of the loyalists. 287

August 19, Same to Mathews. Enclosing documents relating to off reckon-
"otreal. ings. Has spoken to Campbell relative to complaints from the

Indians on St. John's River ; steps will be taken to prevent the
abuses complained of. The demand from Oswegatchie for tools is
unreasonable ; many of the articles wanted are not in store. 289

ogust 19, Same o Haldimand. Is concerned to hear of so many of the
entreal. people still remaining unsettled ; the causes of this, and the means he

proposes to use to remedy complaints. 291
4'2ust 26, Same o the same. Relative to the disputes about the settlement

O]atreal. of the loyalists and the method he had suggested by the adoption of
which these would have been avoided. 292

Àugust 30, Same to Mathews. Is surprised to hear of the high price at which
Otreai. wheat is held in the Colonies, but expects to buy it cheaper on the

Mohawk River than in Vermont. Ras written to Rosa to release
Allan; asks instructions as to the settlement of his claim. 294

ftber 7, Same to the same. That there will be nearly a sufficient supply
outreal- of seed wheat collected from various quarters. Applies for £3,001

and a credit besides to pay off certain clains. 295,
rtember 9, Same to the same. Respecting Col. Campbell's demanda for

Oltreal. money to defray the expenses of his department; desires to know
if the cost of provisions for Indians, supplied by Campbell, is to be
settled by him (Johnson) or by the Commissary General. Encloses

'Pt8nbe a proposal for supplying cattle. 296
onrae.r 1s, Same to the same. That St. George duPré was applied to for seed

wheat, and has written to the captains of militia to procure the
quantity asked for; he is afraid that only a small proportion can be
obtained. He (Johnson) complains of tbe hardship caused by the
delay in settling for off-reckonings. Is taking the necessary steps to
have the emigrants sent to Cape Breton. Desires to know what ar-
rangements he is to make for the supply of rum. 297

iPtber16, Same t the same. Will do everything in his power to stop
all unnecessary expenses. Asks permission to accommodate himsetf
and family on board the "Elizabeth" Transport, the " Polly " being
too small. 299

'(0o er 20, Same to the same. Enclosing lista of loyaliste, under Campbell
and Robertson, who intend settling in Cape Breton. Enclosing
letters respecting the disbanded British and German troops; their
hardships; prospect of the settlements on the Bay of Quinté being
broken up if their wants are not attended to. What articles, seed,
&c., are wanted. 300

Roatea'er23, Same to the same. Notwithstanding the orders given to

• 115 • the several posts, large sums have been charged in the ac.
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counts of some of the posts, particularly those of Detroit, Michilli
makinak, and even Niagara, for fresh beef, corn, &c. Sees no re'
medy ýor this but to appoint an agent to control the expenditure.
Is obliged for the steps taken to prevent the Captain (of the " Elira
beth," p. 299) from disposing of the borths; he shall want two state-
rooms and places for two servants. Will leave positive instructions
with every agent, and at each post, so as to prevent unnecessarY
charges. Has sent up full supplies of powder to the different posts.
Would personally explain the state of the Indian Department and
give his opinion of the future reduction. Page 302

The scheme for a new arrangement of the Indian Department
follows. 305

No date. J. Calvé to Sir John Johnson (in French), Asking him to remind
-is Excellency of lis promise to settle his (Calvé's) account on the
arrival of Sir John. 304

COMMISsIoNs AND INSTRUCTIONS TO SIR JOHN JOHNSON.
1782-1783.

B. 116. B.M. 21,776.
1777. Remarks on the management of Indians in North America de-

February. livered to Mr. Knox, Secretary of State's office, at the end of FebruarY,
1782. 1777. Writer's name not given. Page 25

March 8, Mihute as to reducing the expenses of indian Department; t1*
Treasury. appointment of Sir John Johnson and heads of his instructions. 6
March 14, King's commission to Sir John Johnson. His commission aS
St. James. Superintendent General and Inspecfor General of the Six Nation2

Indians and those in the Piovince of Quebec. 2
March 18, W. Ellis to Sir John Johnson. Transmitting the Royal Comnis
White Hall. sion as Superintendent, &c., of Indians. 3
March 30, John Robinson to Sir John Johnson. Transmitting plan for re-
Treasury. ducing Indian expenses to which he is to conform. 5

1783. General Haldimand to Sir John Johnson. Instructions as to the
Pebruary 6, course to be taken to attach the Indians. To prevent interpreter

Q e engaging in trade to the detriment of the service. Loyalist children
to be reared as interpreters. Discretion in giving presents. The
arrangement of the Department and power of appointing. J1O
provisions are to be distributed and checked.

February 6,' Same to the same. Formal instructions as to the management Of
Qpiebec. the Indian Department.

CORREsPONDENCE WITH THE INDIAN RESIDENTS. 1777-1783.

B. 117. B.M., 21,7'71'
1777. Chevalier Lorimier to LeMaistre (?) (in French). Asking hia'

Montreal. te remind the General of his claims and narrating his services on
Lake Champlain with Capt. Tayse (Tice ?) at La Prairie, at Sault St.
Louis ; his employment with the Indians, &c. His services are
given in detail. Page i

December 21, Hertel deRouville to Carleton (in French). Has made ail possible
St. François. inquiries respecting Goguet(?). He had been living chiefly on the
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. River Maska, but there are no complaints against him, and ho is not
of importance enough to be dangerous. Has given orders te have
Goulet, Luissier and Laframboise made prisoners, but they had since
assured him that they had recoived His Excellency's pardon. On
the 20th of this month seven Canadians had passed here (St. Fran-
cis) returning from the Colonies, where they had been prisoners;
they have an order from the commandant of Chambly to be taken te
Quebee, to present thomselvos betore His Excellency. Is in need of
rations for the officers and men going on scout, but will wait for
orders on this subject. The Indians have asked for some tobacco.
Three Indians who had been ont hanting report that they had seen

m8. nothing new during their absence. Page 5.
January 5, Liné to Finlay, Postmaster General (in French). Complains that
Berthier. the postmaster Olivier has sont two soldiers from the posthouse to

lodge in his (Ainé's) house which is very small; asks that the
matter bo arranged. 7

January 6, Giraut, Huron missionary, to Carleton (in French). The Hurons-jeune
Lorett are going to Quebec to give their New Year's wishes for His Excel-

lEncy, in which ho (Giraut) joins. Asking that the usual presents
be given to the Hurons. 8nuary 18, Hertel de Rouville, fils, to Capt. LeMaistre (in French). Callingft. François. attention to the difference in the allowance for forage botween his
company and those of Marion and Boucherville, and asking that the.
deficiency may be made up. . il

&Uary 30, Girault, Missionary, te Carleton (?) (in French). Asking forJeune
Lorette. powder and lead for the Indians to enable them to go hunting. 12
lebruary 7, Hertel de Rouville, fils, to Carleton (?) (in French). Stating that

François. a man named Anance, brother-in-law of Joseph Louis, had arrived
and brought a rebel with him, whom ho had concealed in a distant
lut. Has had him arrested, as well as the Indian who had guided
him. The rebel is from New Hlampshire and is named Usgood; he
pretends te have come to buy goods and declares ho bas no letters
from any one. He (Hertel) bas given orders to arrest Joseph Louis,
in whose possession were found letters from the rebels, two addressed
to Joseph Louis himseolf, one to the wife of Languedoc, and the
fourth to the wife of Traversy, at Machiche. It is reported that
three armies are marching on the Province; thinks that the pris.

Peb oner can throw light on the reports. 13
t ran 4, Same to Le Maistre (?) (in French). Ropos that a parcel of

in ' letters sent to Montreal had beeen received by the General, as he
had been informed by a German sergeant that the General had gone
there. Indians appear to be well disposed. 15stebr " 22, Same to the same (?) (in French). Believes that eight dollars forançoi. Belleisle and four dollars to the Indian would be reward sufficient

kan .h for capturing the rebel. 16
8taFrançois. Same to the same (?) (in French). Will send out scouts immedi-

ately along the different rivers. It will be difficult te get Indians,
as they are all out hunting. Suggests the benefit that would be
derived by placing about a dozen of volunteers in the parish, for the
purpose of scouting, &o. Had applied for leave to go to Montreal,
but would wish te know if ho is te romain at St. Francis till these
rumours are settled. Asks for warrants and for information as te

ch 2 the footing on which Mr, Flenrimont is to be placed. 17
jeune 2, Girault to Carleton (?) (in French). Asking for provisions for the
horette. Indians who served during the last campaign, and for thoir families. 19

I. 17
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April1' Hertel to Le Maistre (in French). Asks respecting two officers
Montreal. named in the warrant of subsisitence, whether they are to remain at

home or come to St. Francis. Page 20
April 24; Same to Carleton (in French) asking for compensation for dam-
Montreai. ages done by the Indians to his house in 1775 and 1776. 21
August 1, W. Crofts, 34th Regiment, to --. Asking that letters be
St. Francis. forwarded to Col. Campbell, and also the five prisoners, John Good-

rick, James Toles, Jotham Harris, Jacob Allen and Elisha Brown,
who were taken prisoners by the St. Francis Indians between the
Province and New England. 23

August 13, Hertel to Haldimand (in French). Traversy bas been seen in
St. Francis. the neighbourhood and a search ordered for him; it is suspected

that Joseph Lous is helping him, as he has been missing for some
days. Were soldiers lodged in the parish, it would be more difficult
for strangers to go there. The parish is weak; there are few good
subjects, and even among these, there is a timidity, not easy to
dissipate. 24

September 18, Crofts to Foy. The greater part of the Indians gone out hunting,
St. Francis. in spite of bis endeavours and their promises. Has sent out a party

to call in those hunting at the greatest distance; is afraid that some
of them will pay no attention to the order. Io afraid that some per-
son has been abusing the ears of the Indians. Some of the opposite
party made threats of revenge, if anything should happen to Joseph
Louis, but there are others who would assist in taking him. 26

September20, Girault to Hlaldimand (in French). Sends the rose bush; can
Jeune e. have the snow shoes made if required. 28

September 26, Hertel to the same (in French). Is on the point of leaving on a
St. Francis. scout; bas been obliged to take five Indians, who declared them-

selves anxious to make up for the faults of their brethren, in not
remaining at the village as ordered. Besides these, there are four
Canadians, and in case the 1ndiansshould abandon the expedition ho
and the Canadians could'fulfil the mission. 29

October 17, Luc Schmid to the same ýin French). The progress of the work
Yamaska. of building huts for the troops; the buts will contain 92 men and

the barracks 98, including two officers and a doctor. Asks for nails,
&c., required for the work. 30

October 27, Same to the same (in French). Reporting the death of Ignace de
Yamaska. St. Orme. 31
November 24, Girault to the same (in French). Recommending the granting
Jeune rovisions to three Indians and a squaw, who have come from LheLorette. Sault for the purpose of hunting, but have been unsuccessful. 32
November 28, Schmid to the same (in French). The German troops have takel
Yamaska. possession of the barracks; complains of the damage they are doing

to his property. Part of the troops quartered on the inhabitant,
among them six women acting as vivandières, who are a great
annoyance to the inhabitants; prays that those who cannot be
accommodated in the barracks should be removed. Suggests St-
Francis as a good parish to remove them to. The amount of work,
chopping wood for the barracks, and corvées of different kinds laid
on the people of Yamaska; asks if they can be compelled to givO
all sorts of gratuitous services, many of which he bas already
refused. 33

November 30, Same to the same (in French). Information brought by Taxouo
Yamaska. and bis son (two Indians from St. Francis) respecting the intercourse

between Joseph Louis and the Americans, who were to cut a roac
towards the Yamaska River and by the Rivière au Brochette. Eio
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suspicions of Joseph Louis, bis mother and her husband. Details
given by the St. Francis Indians of their conduct,,of that of

1779. Traversy and of others. Page 36
Jallary 11, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Stating the difficulty of ob.T Afiaska. taining fish and game. Gives a good character of the Captain at

Nicolet. Joseph Pita, of la Baie du Fevre, had been a Captain of the
Pastonné (Bastonnais); was in the same plot as another man re-
ferred to, whose name is not given. 9Pebruary 1, Same to the same (in French). Sending a sleigh load of fisb,1axnaaka. game, &c., and explaining the cause of the delay. 39

Pebruary 5, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Acknowledging the recei pt
Qnebee. of the provisions, for which he will personally settle on the journey

to Sorel. Goetz writes proposing to go on a scout; ho (Haidimand)
does not think him stout enough for the journey, but desires to
know Schmid's opinion. 40

Pebruary 9, Schmid to ialdimand (in French). Had gone to the village of
Ya'Maska. St. Francis to get the story of the movernents of the Americans from

the lips of the Indian himself. The story of the Americans prepar-
ing snow shoes, provisions, &c., to come by the River Maska,
Missisquoi and Lake Champlain he (the Indian) did not believe, but
ho was to go on a scout to discover the truth. Negotiations for the
expedition, &c. 41

*. r]ary5, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). The news brought by the
Indians seems to be only for the purpose of gettirig up a scout, so as
toreceive presents. However, they may be sent out to the most
suspicious places, and be promised a suitable reward. He may in-
form Crof ts of this scout or not, as ho may think proper; the whole
affair left to his judgment. 43

february 18, Same to Crofts. To send to CA >. Campbell at Montreal, the
Quebec. Indians who have arrived with a message from the Colonies. 44
February 20, Same to the same. This letter sent by two chief s of Sault St.
Quebec. Louis, who have arrived with a belt from the Six Nations. They

wish to see the effect of the bolt on the people of St. Francis, and
report to Campbell. 45

ebruary.20, Same to Schmid (in French). Acknowledging receipt of the
Qnebee' information that two Indians had arrived from tho Colonies ; they

are to be sent to Col. Campbell at Montreal. 46
ebruary 21, Same to Captains of Militia (in French). Instructing them to
eb''. assist Collins to examine the Rivers St. Francis and Yamaska. 47

.t. uary.23, Crofts to Foy. Has hard nothing of two Indians having arrived
rancis. from the Colonies with a message; ho believes it must refer to

two Indians who had gone hunting and were to return if they dis-
covered anything. Although it was of no consequence, he had
reported to Campbell the word they brought, which he repeats
here. 48

ernary 25, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Daxus (Taxus) who failed in
iaska. a proposed scout, is to be sent on another expedition by Col. Camp-

bell, with the son of Joseph Louis and Cammelein (Gamelin ?) to
look for Joseph Louis. He (,Schmid) bolieves that Cammelein had
written Joseph Louis that they were leaving ; they were surprised
that he (Haldimand) was informed of the return of the two Indians.
There is a great feeling of jealousy towards him (Schmid) and Goetz,
so that if it was known they had given information it would raise up
enemies. It is said that Traversy and Joseph Louis are both at
Cauhascé. 50
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1779.
No date. Memorandum given to Launière when ho went to Sattigan with

the two chiefs of Sault St. Louis who brought a belt from the Six
,Nations. 51

March 3, Crofts to Foy. Ras discovered that two Indians did return from
St. Francis. the Colonies with letters. The Indian informing was told by one-

of them that they had brought three large letters from the rebel
officer at Cohoos, who also gave one each to Traversy and Joseph
Louis, all of which wore delivered to Père Germain, who gave
news to the same informing Indian of the intentions of the rebels to
in'vade Canada. Père Germain denies these statements, but is a
Jesuit and may be playing a deep game. The difficulty of dealing
with these people, as he is obliged to promise that ho will not give:
the names of any of his informants. Arrival from the Colonies of a
man named Blanchard, who reported that the rebels would appear at
La Baie and other parishes on the 8th instant. fie is said to have
returned to the Colonies. Indians sent out to intercept him. 54

March 4, Schmiid to Foy (?) (in French). Taxus has not left -with
Yamaska. the two Indians, who are rebels. Taxus also told Goetz that the

two Indians brought letters from the Colonies which they offered to
Père Germain, who refused to receive them, and thereupon they
were handed to Chateauvieux, brother of the man who left with the
son of Joseph Louis. Goetz brought him before Crofts to tell what
he knew. Père Germain had told several in the village that in,
eight or ton days the iebels would arrive. las tried to get Taxus
to leave on a scout with Goetz and some Indians. Either they will
trace some bad affair or Col. Campbell has been deceived. Suggests
keeping a watch by trustworthy persons for the return of the twO
Indians, who will certainly be bringing letters. Does not believe
that the enemy can come into the Province this winter, the season
being so far advanced that the rivers will shortly be open. 6,

March 8, Hertel to laldimand (in French). The late scouts on the River
St. Francis. St. Francis have discovered nothing of any consequence. He hs&

accompanied Collins, who seems satisfied with the timber on the St.
Francis. Has recalled St. Martin from Bécancour, there being no,
scouting parties on that river and also because St. Martin has some
connection with Laterrière, whom he does not wish to revisit sinceO
the bad affair of the latter. Bazin, an ensign in his company,
wishes for leave of absence to go to Quebec. 60

March 11, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Is vexed that Taxus'has not,
Quebec. gone with the two Indians sent off to try to secure Joseph Louis.

To be sure of them, an order bas been sent to Crofts, to omploY a.
couple of trustworthy persons, with the interpreter, to intercept
them on their return, before they can reach the settlement. He
(Schmid) is to ask Père Germain positively trom His Excellency,
if he or Chateauvieux had any cognisance of letters arriving frota
the Colonies, and to tell the reverend father that he (Haldimand)
hopes he will never lose a moment in communicating news that may-
concern the King's service. He (Haldimand) has private inform'-
tion that the rebels receive and send letters by way of the St.
Francis. Nothing is to be neglected which may lead to the dis-
covery of the conduct of the people there, as there are many bad
subjects on the St. Francis and Nicolet. 61

March 15, Same to Crofts. Trusts that he (Crofts) will continue his diligence
Quebee to detect correspondence with the rebels. Approves of his mode of

acting in regard to Père Germain; cannot suppose that a man of his
character could be guilty of propagating such incredible reports ;
the Indian probably invented the story for tho sa ko of a reward. To
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1779; keep an eye on the two Indians ; if they set out for the Colonieeghe
is to have them pursued and searched for letters. He is to examine
Chateauvieux as to his knowledge of letters being brought in,
from the Colonies ; to apprehend Blanchard, if the information rese
pecting him be true. He is to execute the service mentioned in a
letter from Capt. Fraser of the 11th, and to appoint a trusty person
to act during his absence. Page 63

Schmid to Foy (?) (in French). Had gone to St. Francise
immediately on receipt of letter of the 1 lth, to speak to Père Ger-
main, who said ho had received no letter by the two Indians, but
was informed that they had given letters to the son of Joseph Louis
or to Gamelin, who is a good friend of Triaversy. 1s surprised that
letters should have been trusted to these two Indians. Chateauvieux
is not an Indian but a Canadian married to a niece of Joseph Louis.
le told Germain he was coming to say good bye before leaving and
added that if they wanted to catch him and the others, good legs
would be needed. Père Germain is to try to trace the letters said
to have been brought, but the thing muet be kept quiet. If the
report that the Indians brought the letters were true, he (Germain)
did not believe theywould see either the Indians or Joseph Louis ; if
the French fleet at Boston was to corne to Canada in spring, they
might see the two Indians, and not Joseph Louis who was too cun-
ning. Taxas had not gone on the scout, as Crofts did not wishhim
to do so, but had sent another chief with seven Indians. Is see1ling'
some deer tongues, &o., to His Excellency. 65

Meh 16, Père Germain to Schmid (in French). Giving detailà of the in-
I n s vestigation he has made respecting the letters reported to be

brought by the Indians. If any were brought they were delivered
to the son of Joseph Louis, who can read the Indian language,,
which his father can write. No letters were offered to him,(er4
main) nor would any one have dared to do so. He will do all in his
power for His Excellency, as he bas done hitherto, as much out of
gratitude as from a sense of duty, and should anything occur
worthy of attention, ho will inform the officer of the village, so that
it may be communicated to His Excellency. 68

teh 16, Longueuil to the same (in French). Asking him not to place Brise,
ltre ai. bois on the roll, ho being a relation of his (Longueuil's) wife. 72-

eh 17, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Enclosing letter from Père%
Germain (p. 68), also a letter from Longueuil (p. 72) respecting
Brisebois. He (Schmid) describes Brisebois as in sympathy with
the rebels, and. that instead of obeying the ordinances issued by
Haldimand, he ihad jeered and laughed at them. Goetz asserts that
one of the Indians arrived from the Colonies declares that ho re-
ceived a package of letters from Joseph Louis and Traversy, which
he handed to Père Germain. The Indian wishes to go to Quebec to
see His Excellency, but ho (Schmid) had advised Goetz.to wait for
a reply before allowing the Indian to go. Goetz afraid to delay the

ýc. Indian, in case Père Germain might get hold of him. 73
Q 20, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Acknowledges receipt of the

letter of the 17th, enclosing those from Germain and Longueuil.
Believes the Père is telling the truth; he is Dot to speak to him..agniti!
about the two letters. To examine the statement of Gots (Goetz)
on the spot and not to allow the Indian to come to Quebec.. Approves
of his having given a half Portugaise to Goetz ; to give him another in
a short time. Brisebois being a reduced officer bas a right to ho ex.
empted, so that bis name is not to be placed on the roll; ho (Haldi-
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1779. mand) will have the whole statement respecting Brisebois carefully
examined. Page 76

Match 28,. Crofts to Foy. Has investigated the report about Blanchard,
St. Franeis. which ho finds to be an idle, drunken tale. Has written to Fraser

about the scout. Has not had time to examine Chateauvieux re-
specting the letters brought in by the Indians ; one of them has gone
down to Quebec with Gates (Goetz). 77

April, 9~ Andrew Rainsford, Robert Tait, David Holmes, John Whitehill,Pensacola. Alexander Macullagh (commissioners at Pensacola) to Lieut. Gov-
ernor Hamilton. Notifying their appointment by Governor Chester
to succeed the deceased Colonel Stewart (Stuart), Superintendent of
Indian Affairs for the southern district of North America. The exe-
cutors refuse to deliver up Stuart's papers. Settlement of Hazell's
account for travelling expenses. Kissinga sent among the Creeks.
Details of operations ot the southern Indians in Georgia, to assist
Lieut. Colonel Archibald Campbell. Cameron's company of royal
refugees sent to collect as many Cherokees as possible to march to
Georgia or Carolina. The Choctaws and Chickasaws continue firm
in their alliance, the former watching the Ohio and Mississippi and
the latter scouting high up on the banks of the Ohio. A considerable
body of troops is on the Mississippi to keep open the navigation.
General remarks. 7à

April 22, Schmid to Hialdimand (in French). Has had no news yet fronYamaska. Goetz; if ho went to Quebec it was contrary to his (Schmid's) wish.
Père Germain is well satisfied and has promised to give all the in-
formation he can obtain from the Indians who are expected from1
their hunt about the 20th May. Crofts arrived on the 29th of March;
all quiet. 86

May 17, The Commissioners to execute the office of Indian Superintendent
Pensacola. to Hamilton (?). Representing and complaining of the conduct of

Hazell, employed to negotiate with the ohickasaws. The report
brought back by the Indian who was sent to the Creeks; he repre-
sents the deceitful statements made by Hazeli. The Indians con-
tinue favourably disposed. Sends an account of the conquest of
Georgia by His Majesty's forces. A civil government is again estab-
lished there, Col. Prevost being appointed Lieut. Governor. 87

May 26 Schmid to Foy (?) (in French). Arrival of a squaw from Coho,
Tamasa'. who reports that immediately on the arrival of Gamelin and the son

of Joseph Louis, they, Joseph Louis and Traversy, had left for
Boston to report to Congress; that she believed that there werO
about two or three thonsand men collected; that she saw seven per-
sons whom she believed to be inhabitants of the upper part of the
Nicolet. An Indian, who had returned from the hunting, says that
he passed two Bostonians, two Frenchmen and three Indians going
from this side, Crofts has sent out a scout of eight Indians and
Belleisle. Père Germain maintains his first account of his pro-
ceedings. He (Schmid) had arrested a Frenchman who, ho believes,
is a sailor ; he had two letters ; had sent him te Coi. St. Loger.
Asks for instructions for employing Indians in ecouting. 91

May 27, Crofts to Tonnancour (in French). His Excellency may be right
St. Francil. in bis opinion as to the information brought by the Germans, bUt

for several reasons he (Crofts) thinks it right to send a strong mcout
up the St. Francis. ie had sent up provisions to his party of
eleven men, for sixteeen days, so that they might go high up the
river and ascertain whether hostile scouts were on this route, and tO
intercept them if they were. Requests him (Tonnancour) to end
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' ail the intelligence he can procure respecting his (Croft's) dis.
trict. Page 93

7,29, Crofts to Tonnancour. Reports that the scout ho sont ont had dis-
e ri. covered the tracks of the people previously mentioned, both going

down and returning on the Nicolet. Gives information respecting
the squaw who reported the arrivai of Gamelin, &c. 95

AY 29, Same to Raldimand. Reporting the discovery made by the scout
raeUiS- of the party previously mentioned, and thoir escape. The Indians

on the scout anxious to go to Cohos and strike a blow there, but
dissuaded by Belleisle till they could obtain permission. They are
ready to start with 20 or 25 men and Belleisle offers to go with
them, and ho (Crofts) would do the same if necessary, though he
would rather not. The news of the spies which the squaw from
Connecticut was the first to give, was misinterpreted, so that stops
wore not taken to intercept them. She has now added that a second
Darty was to set out on the return of the rebels of the first band. The
Indians are very anxious to set out to intercept this party or to strike a
blow at the frontiers, but ho (Crof ts) would not sanction this without
His Excellency's- permission, which ho now asks. He defends
Belleisle against the charge that ho had noglected his duty. 96

ay si Same to Powell. An Indian arrived from Connecticut reports
that Whitcomb, with six hundred mon, has left Cohos to come to
the Province by the Missisquoi, and that four days after, they were

to be followed by 1,000 more. . 100
7, ~rSame to Haldimand. Repeating tho substance of the letter to

Powell (p. 100), adding that the inhabitants of Connecticut had been
obliged to renew their oath to Congress ; that provisions had been
collected and other preparations made during the winter for the
attack on Canada. Joseph Louis and his son, Traversy and Gamelin
have returned to Cohos from Boston, but will not be allowed to come
to Canada. 101

ue*be, Haldimand to Crofts. Is sorry that the rebel spies have escaped;
hopes to be more fortunate with the next party; is sending Lgut.
Davis of the 3lst to go ont with the Indians; has no doubt ho (Crofts)
will have 20 or 25 ready to set out when Davis arrives. Is sending
8 or 10 men from the 34th to assist in scouting. 103

ae 4,Schmid to lHaldimand (?) (in French). No news from the scout,
aska. except that the seven mon had escaped. Has offered a reward of

$8 for every prisoner or letter taken. Report made respecting
Joseph Louis. The character of Belloislo; the Canadians do not
like to do any thing against the Bostonians. Asks to be excused for
speaking so freely. 104

Hertel to Fleuriront (in French). He has been instructed to
order him (Fleurimont) and the gentleman of St. Martin to examine
along the St. Francis, one to examine towards the Connecticut, the
other to discover, if possible, if any one has lately been on the roads
in that neighbourhood, and to take a prisoner if it can be done
without exposing the dotachment. He (Fleurimont) is to choose,
in concert with Belleisle, about 18 or 20 of the best Indians; Schmid
is to send 12 good mon from Yamaska, and Crofts is to furnish sup-
plies. The destination of the scont is to be kept secret. 109

e fHaldimand to Schmid (in French). Instructions as to the volun-
teers to accompany Fleurimont's scout. LeMaistre is to be at Sorel;
ho (Schmid) is to meet him there to give him all the information

no e. possible. 111
Quebec. Same to Crofts. Approves of his having sent intelligence at once.

Capt. LeMaistre will be at Sorel about the 8th; ho (Crofts) is to
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779. .write him there addressed to the care of Barnes. Davis is ill; hO
(Crofts) is therefore to order the inter'preter to go off immediately
with 20 faithful Indians; two Canadian officers and three or fo«
açtive mon of the 34th to accompany the Indians. The chief objeoQ
of the scout is to take sEome prisoners from the Connecticut, but
above all to obtain information if troops are moving or to be moved
on the Province. Cannot believe such a number are goirg to Mise
sisquoi Bay where they have no vessels. As he (Crofts) has not
been used to the woods ho is to renain at St. Francis. To inforza
Campbell that he (Crofts) has beon ordered to send out a scout. 1He
(Croits) is to forward to Smith (Schmid) at Yamaska, letter instruct-
ing him to supply 10 good (Janadians for the above scout, all to be
under the command of Florimont (Fleurimont). If the scout meot
with Joseph Louis and Traversy they are to be secured and sent tO
St. Francis. Page 106

June 7, Crofts to Haldimand. Has received letter from His Excellency
8t, Francis. delivered by Tonnancour's son. He (Crofts) is setting off for Sorel

as ordered. Jessup has asked for the assistance of Indians to carry
up his provisions; their objections to have the mills built in their
neighbourhood, as destroying thoir hunting grounds, and being an
excuse for making an establishnent on their lands, contrary to thei
promises in writing of both the French and English ; they desires
an assurance from Haldimand in writing that this promise shall not
be violated. He (Crofts) asks to be allowed to go with the Indians
on the scout. The mon ordered are ready to proceed on receiving,
orders. 11%

June 10, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Frther respecting the scout.
Quebec. If ho can find some brave fellows to accompany Taxus, or q.ny other

faithful Indian, in order to arrest Joseph Louis and his companions,
they shall ho wel rewarded. Approves of the promise made to
Taxus; would be pleased if ho could procure some letters or pris-
oners. Is convinced of the truth of Schmid's suspicions of the in'
habitants; ho is to watch their conduct. 15>

June 4p, Mathews to Crofts. His Exeellency approves of the assistance
QueIcC. given to Jossup. He is to assure the Indians that Ris ExcellencY

has no intention of encroaching on their settlements or huntilng
by the building of the milla. He (Crofts) may go with the Indiansi
as he proposes. 117;

June 12, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Had gone to Sorel according
Yamaak. to orders and seen LeMaistre; had f'urnished twelve volanteers,

from whom he believes good news will be received. Another son Of
Joseph Louis, with two mon, has arrived, but the father remained
bohind; the officer at St. Francis has visited them and sent them ind
a boat to the village. The conduct of Brisebois represented, as his-
exam ple may have a very bad effect. HRas given Goetz a portugaise
for his subsistence. He (Schmid) is about to start for Nicolet, to
try to get information wanted. 118

June 13, Same to the same (in French). The twelve volunteers whoni hoYanaka. had sent to St. Francis had returned for want of canoes. TwentY-
five Indians are to leave to-day for the scout, aceording to orders
received through Fleurimont. fie (Schmid) will try to get up $
company of 20 or 24 young mep, to be paid 84 a month, and tWO
Indians, Taxus to be one of the two; the Indians to be paid a littie
more. He (Schmid) will take possession of the upper part of the
Nicolet, on the return of the first scout, so that he can watch from
the Nicolet to the St. Francis, to intercept any one coming
into the Province. If Hia Excellency approves of this, SchMid
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asks him to send provisions, ammunition and some money for the
men's pay, It is impossible to get any information from the inhabi-

JUZe 24 tants of Nicolet or La Baie; none of them can be trusted. Page 120
Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Had received the letter writ-

ten by Cramahé. St. Onge is strongly in favour of the French, and
bas sent to warn him (Schmid) that the enemy wouldinvade these
quarters, and that he had better be cautions. It was reported that
Père Germain had gone to La Baie for greater facility of meeting
Gamelin and getting early information. Ie (Schmid) hadi
warned Crofts, so that he might prevent thie three who had arriVed
(p. 118) from going to La Baie. The Pâre (Germain) was to re-
main there only nine days, and then to return to Three Rivers, and
not' to go to St. Francis before July. News respecting *the FrenIa
is spread tbrough all the parishes ; nothing has beenïyet posted up
at the doors of the church; the Père says that if there is any notice

j1kje 28, poAi d there, he will give immediate information. 122
Haldimand to Schmid (in French). lias learned that small

parties of rebels are spread between St. John's and Nicolet, doubt-
less to obtain news of the British fleet that is expected in about teig
days. It seenms easy for him to have some of these parties inter-
cépted if his young people would undertake it. Notice of his move-
mcnts should be sent to St. Leger, so that the parties sent out by
the latter should not make any mistake. Hopes that the success of
the fleets in Pondicherry and in Europe will t'a.ch theinhabitants
not to believe so readily the falsehoods circulated among them. 124.

Crofts to Mathews. Return of the party that hàad been sent tÔ
taae "-the Connecticut, bringing two prisoners from Cóhos. Fleurimont

has offered to take them to Quebec ; Belleise goes also to answer
questions regarding the expedition. Is afraid that little inforimatiQn
càn'be got from the prisoners ; the eldest of them says that the
rebels have given up ail thought of attacking the Province this
summer ; that the King's Arny in Georgia had been taken and that
Whitcomb had been most of the spring scouting towards Lake
Champlain. Hô (Crofts) bas charged his intention of sending
another scout towards the carrying piace of Nicolet; will wait till
Schnmid's men are ready, so that all can go together. Suggests send-
ing up canoes i 'white people arc to be employed up the river, as the
Indians are not fond of lending or hiring theirs. 125

SSchmid to Haldimand (in French.) Iad gone to consult Crofts
respecting a scout up the Nicolet. The plan is for him (Schmid)
to send ten Canadians with an officer of militia, Crofts to furnish
for Indians and four soldiers ; to go by the St. Francis to the por-
tage of the Nicolet, and to remain 15 te 20 days. Ie (Schmid) will
leâve with 20 men for the upper part of Yámaska, also to remain 15.
or20 days and to form a post at Missisquoi. Re will send a scout
toWards Rivière au Prochete (Brochet or Pike River). He is leaving
for Sorel to consult St. Leger and to obtain provisions and powder.
IHe will do ovèrything possible to intercept some of the rebel
parties. 128;

Mathews to Crofts. His Excellency approyes of the conduct of
the party sent to the Connecticut River and of the mannpr in which
ho sent the prisoners to Quebec. His Excellency will make some
addition to Belleisle's pay. Ris Excellency approves of the proposai
to have six canoes made.

1  Alexander Cameron, Deputy Indian Superintendent, to Hamiltopi.
i.ad'met Hazel and Kissingua at Pensacola. Eulogy on Colonel
Stuart. Accoùnt of the expedition of Kissingua to vist the Crecks
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17. and other nations; finding that the Virginians had burned the settle'
ment of the Cherokees he had returned and is now with him (Can-
ron). Account of military operations in Georgia and Souith
Carolina, under Col. Campbell and Prevost, wi.th the capture of Fort
Johnston. The defeat of the friendly Indians and destruction of the
Cherokee settlement during the absence of the mon. The activitY
of the Cherokees in Virginia, South Carolina and the frontiers of
Georgia, &c. Page 131

July 28, Girault to Haldimand (in French). Giving an account of his ad-
Jeune dress to the Indians on the conduct they should observe towards
Lorette. Government, &c. He will repeat both in publie and private fEli

Excellency's words, and will do all ho can to carry out his views. 137
July 28, Haldimand to Girault (in French). Is obligod to him for the
Quebe' manner in which ho explained to the village his (Haldimand's) in1

tentions. He wishes him especially to tell the villagers that he
(Haldimand) is dispieased at the coming and going of messengers
employed by the rebels, without arresting them or sending warning
He desires only their happiness. 136

July 30, Girault to Haldimand (in French). Had called together the
Jeune Indians and delivered His Excellency's message (p. .136). They de'Lorette. nied all knowledge of the rebel messengers coming and going; that

they would be more careful in futnre and that they would be readY
to set out whon wanted. The desire of one Zacharie to go to Quebec
to ask impertinent questions. 140

August 9, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Is satisfied with the resUlt
Quebec. of the last scout, and intends to reward the men whon ho comes to

Sorel. 143
August 12, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Proposes to send a scout to
Yamaska. the Upper Yamaska after harvest, as it is the custom of the rebel0

to come into the Province every autumn. Arrival of two Indians Of
St. Francis. Goetz has succoeded in obtaining information fron oe
of them regarding a meeting called by the rebels. 144

September 10, Mathows to Crofts. Lonier (Launière) has been sont to procure
Quebec. 10 or 12 trusty Indians for a scout from Quebec. 146
September 14, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Had returned from th
Yamaska. scout on tho Uppor Yamaska;i and gono off again to follow the

track of three persons coming from the upper part of the river
towards St. John's, but had loit them owing to a heavy storin.
Fraser, with 12 soldiers followed with him but unsuccessfullY'
Fraser has loft a guard to watch the roads in the direction they
took, so as to intercept thom on their return. Nothing else nOe
from his post. i4

September 23, Girault to Haldimand (in French). The families of the IndianSJeune
Lrette. who loft on the scout with Launière are asking for provisions, which

they say Haldimand had promised to give when the men left. 149
October 7, Same to the same (in French). Further respecting the deman d5
Jeune
Lourette. of the Indian families for provisions, wood, &c.
October 10, Same to the same (in French). Thomas, Zacharie and Pierre,
Jeune three Indians, are going to ask His Excellency to supply provisioneLorette. &c., to the Indian familles. 15
October 21, Same to the same (in French). Respecting provisions for theJeune Indian women, with a list of the families.Lorette.
October 25, Crofts to Mathews. Had assembled the Indians according toSt. Francis. orders ; the unreasonableness of thoir demands. H6e expects the

return of the Indians sent to discover the progress made in the
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Hazen road. Io trying to discover the truth of the report, that a

Octob26, rebel Indian is concoaled in the neighbourhood. Page 155
008a. 2 Talk of the Cherokees te the different tribes of Indians inhabit-
Witchie. ing Wabash or adjacent to it, urging them to remain true to the
0Ctobe King, against the Virginians. 157
Qebej 28, M atbews to Crofts. Ordering him to have the Indians he had

collected to be ready to go off on a scout, for which Campbell would
make arrangements, unless the news expected from lazen's quarter
sbould change the General's intention. His Excellency does not
desire large scouts, and wishes only such Indians as are inclined to
go and determined to execute the purpose of the scout. It is to be
dispatched from Isle aux Noix to St. John's. Return of Lonière's
(Launière) scout, wbich captured a Lieut.-Colonel and a French
Captain with despatches for Congress. The Indians have been fully

be recompensed. 160
et- lra eie Crofts to Mathews. Asks whether he shall supply the demands

of the Indians who were on Launière's scout. Belleisle, the inter-
preter, would state verbally the arguments the Indians advanced in
support of their demand. On account of Belleisle's fidelity, recom-
mends that bis brother be exempt from corvée, he being only 16
and bis father 70, and not able to dispense with the boy's

Jan 7 80. services, 162
t aY 13, Same to the same. Colonel Campbell is sending down two Indiansranei5- to Quebec with a belt from the St. Francis Indians, to be forwarded

to the villages lying towards the sea, the object being to iuduce them
to unite in defence of the King. 164

8 saa 2., Same to the same. Stating that he bas received orders from
ra'.. Campbell to assist in forwarding a belt as far as Lorette. The object

of it is to encourage fidelity among the Indians. 165
10, Mathews to Crofts. Informing him that Launière is sent to Mon-

treal and St. Francis to collect about 40 or 50 Indians for a scout, in
Pe which he (Crofts) is to assist him. 166
8t raag.25, Crofts to Mathews. The Indians have been detained by bad

racia- weather. He (Crofts) bas furnished Launière with the nu= ber of
Indians wanted, and sent Belleisle as interpreter, Gamelin not being
yet recovered sufficiently to go on the expedition. 167

4, Instructions (in French) to Launière, on bis leaving Quebec, to
go on a scout to the frontiers of New England. 168

Schmid to Haldimand (in French). 'Reporting that at Bécancour
a. and its neighbourhood every assistance was given to the rebel mess-

akrch engrs 170L
Qkebee' Haldimand to Schmid (in French), In order to discover the road

by which the rebeis come into the country, and the people with
whom they are in correspondence, Glennie is sent to make all the

arch necessary inquiries. 171
Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Arrival of Glennie; in con-

cert with Goetz an investigation bas been made at Becancour to
discover those who are in correspondence with the rebels. 172

aoasia Same to the same (in French). Reporting the steps taken
to discover the means of carrying on correspondence with the
rebels. 17&

'qÎebec. Genevay to Schmid (in French). His Excellency is satisfied
with bis (Schmid's) report, which agrees with that of Glennie,
with whom he is to act in concert. Goetz will be rewarded. His
Excellency is desirous to bave ail the information possible respect-
ing the arrival and publication of d'Estaing's proclamation. 175
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1780. Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Further reports concerning
1il10, pg 7

Yamaska. the investigations at Bécancour. Page 17
April 13, Genevay to Schmid (in French). Instructing him to take steps tO
Quebec. discover what intelligence bas been brought by young Hanasse and

the Iroquois, and if they had any letters from the rebels. 17
April 28, George Smyth to Haldimand. Ris application for leave to go to
Albany• Canada refused by the Commandant at Albany ; the request must

be made by Haldimand or Powell, with a promise that three per'
sons would be returned in exchange for him (Smyth) and bis
family. He will make a formal application to that effect by way of
New York, to avert suspicion of their private correspondence, and
he hopes for the sake of old fludibras that his request for an 0%-
change may be granted. (There are letters in other volumes of
this collection signed Iludibras, transmitting secret intelligence.
The reference here, with indications in other letters, goes to proVO
that Budibras is the writer of the present letter, Di. George Smyth,
who was afterwards associated with Justus Sherwood in the negotia
tions with Vermont.) 179

May 1, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Has received information of
Quebec. the arrival of an Indian from the Colonies, and the intelligence draWO

from him by Goetz. As he will probably return carrying letters
and intelligence of the arrival of the fleet, he (Schmid), in concer)
with Glennie, is to take measures to have the Indian seized and the
letters taken from him. As this l the time when the rebels are
sending in other spies, nothing is to be neglected to secure their di-
covery and arrest. 181

May 7, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Reporting the steps ho hS
Yamaska. taken to secure the arrest of the rebel Indian through Goetz, who 10

to profess himself also on the side of the rebels. 182
May 18, Genevay to Schmid (in French). Ris Excellency bas been in-
Quebec. formed that seven or eight rebel spies have been behind the ChamblY

Mountain and received provisions from the miller who lives there.
A reward of ton guineas will be paid for each spy captured. 194

May 31, Schmid to HFaldimand (in French). Details respecting the rebel
Yamaska- spies at the Chambly Mountain. They had taken the miller prisO-

ner and slept at lis bouse. The miller sent word to an officer Of
militia. Some German soldiers sent out in consequence were seized
by Fraser as spies, but Fraser learned the facts from the miller an4

reported to St. Loger. He (Schmid) wants provisions, powder;
&c., for bis party to go on a scout. . 185

June 10, Same to the same (in French). The sergeant employed by Glon-
Yamaska- nie has discovered nothing at Bécancour, except that an Indian whO

had gone to the rebels on the 25th May, was expected back about
the 20th. André is unwilling to go to St. Francis with the sergeant.
The only one he trusts is Goet?. He (Schmid) proposes to go On A
scout for 15 or 20 days, and will sce that all the passages from St•
John's to Yamaska, St. Francis and Bécancour are well guarded.
There romains only the left fork of the Yamaska, by which there iP
a short passage to New England. Gives the distances between the
differeht posts. 187

July 2, Same to the same (in French). Giving an account of bis scout,
Yamaska. on which hé found no trace of people having passed to or from the

Colonies. 189
July 2, Estimate of Indian goods for a year's consumption of the Si%
Niagara. Nation Department, with remarks by Guy Johnson. 191
July 7, Crofts to Tonnancour. Thanks for timely notice of the arrival of
St. Francis. Indians ; cannot discover that they had any bad designs. 6
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1n0fly is, ' Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Return of four Indians from
Yamfaska. . a scout; they report nothing. An Indian returned from Missisquoi

reported 600 mon working at roads there. Goetz will go to look
after Hanasse, who with his father had gone to the Upper St.
Francis on pretext of haying. Page 197aly 24, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Approves of his conduct.

Qaebee. Gives orders that Lafleur, of whom ho complains, shall be sent
prisoner to Sorel. Brisebois and two sergeants are also to be sent
there, so that the charges against Lafleur may be fully examined,
as well as the conduct of the others. 199

Angust 5, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Had gone to St. Francis to'4Iaska. instruct Goetz as to the best means of obtaining information from
the Indians arrived from the Colonies, &c. 200

A&3gust 6, Crofts to Mathews. Arrival of Indians, reporting that they had
. Francis. lis Excellency's orders to come to the village. Ho suspects that

they have a double design and repeats the stories they are telling
of the arrival of a French fleet in the St. Lawrence, at Halifax,
&o. 202agust 10, Same to the same. Explains the delay in sending off the Indian

rancis' scout that was ordered. Suspicious behaviour of the Indians whose
arrival was reported (p. 202). 204ugust 13, Same to the same. Stating that the Indians selected for therancis. scout having taken offence at the refusal of some trifling demand
they made at Three Rivers, had changed their minds and gone
home. Had selected others, who would start next day. Mach
miischief has been caused by the three suspected Indians spreading
falso reports. 206

41ust 16, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Confirming the statement
Yamlaska. of Crofts as to the bad effect produced by the false reports of the

three indians. 208
quebet Genevay to Schmid (in French). Ris Excellency is annoyed at

the conduct of the Indians. Col. Campbell has received orders to
stop at Yamaska on his way to Quebec, and to reproach the Indians
for their conduct. 210

Anast 31, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). The three Indians withY aka. Taxus have returned without finding the road (reported to be in
course of making by the rebels). There is every appearance
that they did not want to find it. An Indian from New England
saw it from a height, and following the road to Chambl y Nountain
ho arrived between Yamaska and Rivière à Brochet (Pike River)
on the tongue of land between St. John's and Chaimib!y. The
Indian bas gone to Crofts to offer to show him the roaîd. If the
Indian bas permission he will set out with Belleisle and a soldier,
and it is probable that Ris ExcOllency will in a short time have

-pe certain knowledge of the road. 211
e her 4, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Is pleased that there are hopes

' of obtaining certain news of the road the rebels are opening, He
(Schmid) may prepare to go himself, should Crofts and Belleisle
not succeed, and is to take with him such men as ho may require,
whom St. Loger and Fraser will furnish. 213

berP1, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Crofts bas set out; the
Indian has promised in presence of St. Loger that ho will
show him the road. He himself will aldo set out, if necessary, with a
proper party. 214

P -mber14, Haldimand to Scbmid (in French). Io glad that Crofts has
c' set out. He (Schmid) had botter wait his return before leaving, so

that he could be guided in his search by the result of Crofts' scou
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178). The preparations are to be made secretly in case the St. Francis
Indians should play him some foul trick. Page 216

Sëptember 18, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Crofts returned to St. Fran-
YaDmaks. cis. Maurer was at Chambly when Crofts arrived there and on hi$

saying that Campbell was at Montreal, Crofts went to see him
and was sent back to St. Francis till further orders. He (Schmid) is
ready to set off on Friday and has promised the Indians seven or eight
dollars if they do their duty. He will also take a party of soldiers
and some Canadians. The scout will occupy twenty days, or more
if necessary. 217

September 25, Crofts to Mathews. Has received intelligence from Tonnancour
St. Francis. that a party of six had entered by way of Nicolet and had gone to

Quebec for intelligence. His dilemma at the orders he has received
from Campbell, to remain in the village and keep as many Indians
there as possible. Asks that there shall be no delay in sending Me
Excellency's orders, as these people will be on their return in a few
days. Desires instructions as to what is to be done about a boy
named Holmes, a deserter, now in the village. 219

September 25, Mathews to Crofts. Schmid having gone on a scout towards
Quebec. Hazen's road, it is unnecessary for him (Crofts) to go. He is to(

devote his time to intercept the rebel scout. 221
October 7, Crofts to Mathews. Giving an account of his setting out for St.
Sorel. John's to meet Campbell ; the large number of Indians who joined;

the accident by which he was prevented from going, leaving 270
Indians in charge of Houghton without any British officer to assist
him. The absence of all Indians from his post, and there being
no white people there over whom he bas command, he cannot place
parties on the passes in the vicinity of bis post to intercept spies
coming in or going ont of the country. 223

October 9, Oath of allegiance taken at Quebec by Joseph Louis Gille, of St.
Francis, before Capt. Schmid. 224

Qctober 17 Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Transmitting a letter sent
Yamaska. ' him by Tonnancour, which Madame Corben had given him. In his

(Schmid's) opinion, the letter is of no consequence, except as an
evidence that du Calvet is keeping up a correspondence. The letter,
he thinks, is one written innocently by a son of Corben, who is 011
board a ship. 225

October 17, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Colonel Carleton has bee"
Quebec. ordered to visit the new road from Cohos and neighbourhood ; he

(Sçlhmid) is to accompany him with as many Canadian volunteers
and Indians as may be necessary. Joseph Louis will aet as guide,
and he (Hlaldimand) hopes that bis conduct will show that he as
deserved the pardon granted. Carleton is to be shown the most suitable
places above the rapids for building posts and storehouses, in case it
should be necessary to send detachments to the district. 226

November 8, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Has returned ; hopes that
m aska. Carleton is satisfied with him and bis Canadians ; he presumes that

Carleton has sent a report of expedition. Desires instructions as tO
paying an Indian brought by Joseph Louis, to assist in guiding the
party. Capt. Le Maistre had called at Yamaska during his
(Schmid's) absence; expects him to return. 227

November 13, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Carleton has reported hie
Quebec. (Schmid's) zeal and the good conduct of the Canadians on the late

expedition. As evidence of his satisfaction he has given orders that
each Canadian is to receive a complete equipment; some of thern
may go to Sorel to receive the articles; they are besides to receivO
another reward. Le Maistre bas gone to St. John's to confer with
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1780. Carleton as to the best mode of obtaining information concerning
correspondence with the rebels. If ho (Schmid) thinks ho could ho
of service in this respect, he might also go there. On bis return with
Le Maistre ho is to take steps to arrest the servant of P. G. (Père
Germain ?),get from him all the information possible and thon send
bim in irons to Quebec, not allowing him to speak to any one on
the road; is persuaded that many things will be discovered by bis

1781. means. Page 249
'la. ' Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Has returned, but sends no

report, believing that had been done by Fraser. Is making ready to
form a small company of Canadians, and desires to have an order to
join the young mon at St. Francis to this company, and to let them
have snow shoes and muskets. Ii sending a quantity of fish. 231

Threry ' Crofts to Mathews. Has removed here for medical treatment.rivers, Has written to Campbell respecting the two points laid to his
(Crofts) charge. Trusts that bis Excellency will do nothing to
injure the reputation of an oficer without being sure that ho de-

Peb serves it. 233
Qpebu ry 12> Mathews to Crofts. Bis Excellency desires him to romain at

qu" Three Rivers until bis health is restored. It is far from bis Excel.
lency's intention to injure the reputation of an cfficer; but the pre-
judices of the Indians, although unfounded, make it more prudent to

r, r 1 have him removed from St. Francis. 235
Q, ry 12> Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Fraser reports that Joseph

Louis bas apparently returned to good faith and that ho and his
family will do everything possible to render themselves usefui, In
the absence of Croits ho (Schmid) is to look after the conduct of the
Indians, callirg to his assistance Belleisle and Goetz. Everything
of interest is to be reported. Fraser has kept the Indians in their
village. He (Schmid) is ordered to send ont a scout to examine the
new road and to return as soon as possible. So soon as ho (Haldi-
mand) has received news from Lake Champlain, ho will determine
ihe strength of the parties to ho sent out; ho orders snow shoes to

yeb be made and to avoid drawing them from the stores. 236i
Threar R3, Crofts to Mathews, defending himself against charges, first ot

rs. being guilty of taking the life of an Indian, and, next, of allowing
ton Indians from Cohos to be at the village of St. Francis without

Pebru sending notice. 238
Thr 1 3, Same to the same. The good effect cf the letter (p. 235) ia

answer to bis last (9th February, p. 233). In obedience to the
orders of Campbell, he had called a meeting of Indians to exhort
tbm to fidelity, ard to defend the Province which, it was expected,
would be attacked this winter. Mr. Pied mont, Godfrey and Cheva-
lier Tonnancour went to the meeting aud brought back word of the
assurances of fidelity given by the Indians, who promised to set off
on a scout for Hazen's road. The Indians have sent their wishes for
bis (Crofts') recovery of health and for bis return. He hopes,

eb,'hrn therefore, thet His Excellency will give orders to that effect. 245
15%a Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Respecting the proofs ne-

cessary with respect to Joseph Louis. Will do his best to supply
the provisions for the Indians; will send off a scout soon, but the
supplies must be got at Sorel. Campbell has sent off Tonnancour
and LaBruyère to St. Francis. He (Schmid) has 38 men ready to
leave, but they are waiting for snow shoes and muskets. Some of
the married men have snow shoes, but they would rather go them.
selves on the scout than let their shoes be taken ; if ho had material

117 ho would have some made by the Indians as the Canadians do not
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1781. make them well. Has hoard of the arrival of a St. Francis Indiai
from the Clonies; is leaving to ascertain what news ho brought, of
which word will be at once sent to His Excellency. Page 2411

February 19, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Assurance of Joseph LouiS
Yamaska. that his son who bad gone on a scout to the new road, would faith-

fully report w hat ho saw. Report by the Indian returned from
Kanibak (Kennebec), of the movements of rebel troops, &c. 249

February 19, Mathews to Crofts. Assuring him (Crofts) that his removal wa%9
Quebec. not caused by any desire to injure him. 251
February 25, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). The Indian arrived from the
Yamaska. Colonies says that ho was forbidden to speak of his discoveries.

Return of two Indians and a Canadian for provisions. Campbell hs@
ordered a weekly supply for the Indians. Crofts has left for Three
Rivers, de Tonnancour taking his place. fie (Schmid) bas received
orders to purchase wheat, for which Campbell has given hitp moneY.
Has also received orders to send Indians on a scout to Cohassie, but
owinig to the bad roads he waits instructions from His ExcellencY
before sending them. especially as ho believes Ris Excellency wished
to send a detachment to the same place. Is afraid that some MiS-
fortune bas happened owing to the imprudence of some British offi-
cers in hie neighbourhood. 252

February 26, Same to the same (in French). Reports the return of a scot
Yamaska. and the sayings of Joseph Louis after he came from Quebec to St.

Francis. 26
March 8, Same to the saie (in French). Reporting that Canadians and
Yamaska. Indians have brought no news; all is quiet. 26't
March 12, Same to the same (in French). Reporting the movements of the
Yamaska. St. Francis Indians. 25&
March 26, Saine to the same (in French). Ie leaving for the Indian village
Yamaska. according to orders from Campbell. 2b9
A pril 2, Same to the same (in French). Giving an account of the state of
8t. Francis. affairs in the village of St. Francie, and of the poverty caused bY

rum, &o. 260
May 2, Saine to the same (in Frencb). Calling attention to the necessitY
St. Francis. of rutting a stop to the sale of rum, &o. 263
May 7, Ialdimand to Crofts. There is no necessity for a Court of InquirY
quebec. in his case, there being nothing in bis conduct to require it. Ha0

sent letters to St. Loger which should satisfy the officers of his
(Crofls') regiment, that he was not removed for misconduct 26>

Petition by Croits is at 346
May 7, Saie to Schmid (in French). Ordering him to send the names
Quebe~c. of the young Indians qualified to be coureurs de bois. This is the

best time for Joseph Louis to show that ho intends to carry out biS
promise of fidelity By takîng some good piisoners at Cohos and
driving out the inhabi!ants of the new settlements on the Conneci-
cut, he would re establish confidence. Joseph Louis knows th'
time and the roads by which rebel spies come to the Province and
no one cau, botter tban ho, intercept them; ho is to be furnished
with the means of setting out. 266

May 7, Saine to the same (in French). Approving of the stops ho has
Quebec. taken to prevent the sale of liquor to the Indians. If the sale by

licensed dealers is not stopped by a fine, their licenses must be
withdrawn. 268

May 9, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Reporting a meeting of the
St. Francis. chief and elders of the village, at which tbanks were expressed at

the steps taken to stop the sale of liquor, which was causing rilin to
the health and families of the indians. Complaint against VaSsal
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1781. for licentious conduct. Twenty Indians wish for leave to go beavnr

a 1 hunting. Page 269
yt. r3,nci. Roll (in French) of the St. Francis men enrolled on this date. 21

Roll (in French) of the men ordered on scout from the Yamaska
com pany. 272

a~y 16, . Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Joseph Louis bas left with
. Francis ten good Indians; he appeared satisfied with the orders received

and promised to give every proof of fidelity; he hopes to bring back
prisoners and bas given a statement of bis plan, which is to go by
the road and River Connecticat, to a good bouse, where the blow
can be struck, &c. 273

aHaldimand to Schmid (in French). Hopes that he bas allowed
uebec. the Indians to go hunting for 20 days. Is surprised to receive a

petition from one Picard, signed by Capt. Crevier and others of St.
Francis, stating that Picard bad collected the Indians to a Council
in their village, at which Belleisle had interpreted. As no mention
is made in bis (Schmid's) letter of the 9th of this meeting, it must
have been held without his consent, and Belleisle bas acted without
orders. Ail the papers are sent to MoBean for investigation into
this affair. Is happy to find that the elders of the Indians approve
of the measures taken to prevent the gale of liquor. 276

.a, . Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Is sorry to report that Joseph
Louis had allowed Major Vilcomme (Whitcomb) to escape wben
about eight leagues from the village. l sending down the other
prisoner taken at the same time. Thinks that it is useless to send
atter .Whitcomb. Is going to Sorel about Belleisle's affair with
Picard. His suspicions of Belleisle ; believes that they want him
(Schmid) removed from St. Francis. The conduct of some of the
Indians reported, with names of those who, he suspects, had gone to
New England. The difficulty he experiences in dealing with the
captains of militia. 277

Deposition of Abel Larned, a prisoner,-follows. 279
%y 2 Haldimand to Scbmid (in French). Is mucb annoyed at the
Queb®c• escape of Whitcomb, the prisoner whom ho wisbed most of ail to

bave kept. Orders bim (Schmid) to investigate the matter.
Gamelin bas brought the prisoner and bas been paid all expenses.
Fraser, instead of McBean, ordered to investigate tbe affair of Picard,
&o. Points out that this is the time the rebels always send spies
into the Province. 2c0

Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Has sent ont a scout of eight
ran" Indians to the route by the Nicolet usually followed by rebel spies.

Asks for a few muskets, &c , to send off some Canadians with two or
tbree Indians. Fraser bas investigated the Picard and Belleisle
affair, and bas arranged for relays of scouts on the U pper Yamaîka.
Return of scouts from the Miseekint, (Misisquoi ?) who report hav-
ing seen a rebel scout of 20 men, led by two Indians. Account of
the escape of Whitcomb ; it is difficult to understand the character
of Joseph Louis. lie (Schmid) notices a change in the Indians; b.
lieves they have received some news. Madame Joseph Luis states
that Picard is selling rum to the Indians. The successful attempt of
Fraser to stop the sale. 282

S17, Same to the same (in French). Movements of scouts. To ail
appearance Joseph Louis allowed Whitcomb to escape, o a the pro-
mise that if the Bostonians took Canada, they would not burn hia
village. 286

O 23, Same to the same (in French). Scouts have arrested deserters
Frnc. from Three Rivers. Two others escaped ; has been making inquiry
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1781. as to where they get provisions; asks instructions about men for
Quebec. In a postscript ho sta, es that provisions were sold to the
deserters by Basile Thibeau at Machiche. Page 288

June 26, Schmid to Haldimand (in Frencb). ias allowed 28 of the IndianS
St. Francis. to go on the war path, having no orders ta the contrary ; if they

bring back priboners, desires to know if they are to ho sent to
Montreal. 290

July 2, Same to the same (in French). Return of the 28 Indians, withSt. Francis. two Bostonians dying of hunger ; they had left to come to Canada
with good news contained in a newspaper. Has allowed the Indiains
to take the prisoners to Campbell. 291

July 6, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Has received report of the
Quebec. return of the 28 Indians with two prisoners. Wishes he could

avoid sending them to Campbell, as such journeys are expensive
aid end in nothing. Orders him to continue sending out small
hcouts ; they are to take botter care of their prisoners than was doue
by Joseph Louis ; does not wish them to take prisoners in the
stttlements, but only to watch the enemy's movements. 293

July 15, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Has sent off another scout
St. Francis. as ordered. Explains why the Indians went to Montreal with the

prisoners. Visit of Launière to the Indians ; how ho spoke of bis
(Schmid'.) position ; lis excuses for his conduct. The zeal of the
Indians for the service, and their desire for a missionary. Asks to
have an order on the captain of militia for a supply of such articles
as are needed. 293

A postscript gives an account of an alarm that a body of rebelS
were mai ching on the village ; prompt relief by Captain Mure, to
the great satisfaction of the Indians. 296

July 29, Same to the same (in French). Part of the scout sent to the
St. Francis. Upper St. Francis had gone off to the Kennebec without orders ;

the others had gone on, and returned without seeing anything.
Other reports of Indian scouts. The visit to Quebec seems to have
made a great impression on them. 297

August 6, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Instructing him to examine
Quebec. into the cause of the ill feeling in Yamaska. Is pleased that the

manner in which ho (Haldimand) spoke to the Indians who latelY
visited Quebec, has made a good impression on them. They are,
however, to be watched ; small parties to be kept constantly ot
towards Cohos and Missisquoi. Macbean is leaving for Sorel ; ho
praises bis (Schmid's) corduct ; but ho (Macbean) troubles himself
too much about complaints against the soldiers who are quartered
on the inhabitants. 299

August 16, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Three Indians have brouglt
bt. Francis. in three rebels out of eight who left Quebec on the 15th of July.

Account of their route towards the St. Francis. Four Indians have
retui ned but report that there is nothing new ; others are still out.
Is greatly pleased to hear that the fleet has arrived. The soldiers
behaving badly at Yamaska; details of their conduct and of their
treatment of tie inhabitants. 301

Augnst 17, Same to the same (in French). Reporting the return of a scout
S:. Francis. with pris-oners, whom ho forbade to speak to any one, it being

undcerstood they had brought bad news ; that the French and
Spanish fleet were besieging New York, &c. Will take care that
the inbabitants do not send complaints so often to Macbean. Will
carefully watch what takes place in the village; Nahum Bowers has
always bun'ed with the Indians. Reporting the names of the
i [lu ians at Cohos; jealousy among certain of them on account of his
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havingr employed men whom they call rebels, Asks if he is to pay
for scalps. Page 304

iri et 19, Schmid to Haldimand (in French.) Has settled the difficultiesSt Francis. with the people at Yamaska, and arranged for the hay that is
wanted. Reports the return of six Indians with two scalps and
three prisoners, &c. 307nPust 23, Haldimand to Sohmid (in Frenob). Is glad to fiid that the

quebee. Indians of St. Francis are at last doing something Approves of the
rewards given them, but desires him to avoid sending thom to Mon-
treal with the prisoners they take; it is enough to hand these over
to the officer at Sorel. Joseph Louis and his parties are to be care.
fully watched. It is reported that Whitcomb, whom Joseph allowed
to escape, is now raising 150 men to strike a blow on the frontiers;
small parties of Indians and Canadians are to be constantly on the
watch to discover the movements of Whitcomb. If his party is
discovered on the march, the Indians and the best Canadians are to
be assembled at the village ; Macbean will send some regulars, and
with this force ho is to try to surprise the rebel party and to pursue

sex them as far as possible. 309
8Ptemaber 2, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Report of his proceedings inrancis. consequence of the orders (p. 309) of the 23rd August. 311
SePtetber 16, Same to the same ('n French). Reports the capture of rebels who

8.rancis. had escaped from the prison at Sorel. Respecting the measures ho
has taken to secure arns for the Canadians. The two scouts sent
out lately have not yet returned. 313

SePtemnber 19, Same to the same (in French). Reporting the return of 12
Prane". Indians with rebel prisoners who had escaped from Queb,ýc, fias

sent the prisoners down to Sorel. Movements of other Indian
scouts. 315

Ptember 22, Same to the same (in French). Arrival of Indian scouts; reports
• Francis- of wret<'hedness among the colonists; Congress had ordered troops

to be raised by Bellie (Bailey) ; but owing to want of provisions he
could do nothing. Whitcomb was quiet at Cohos, where the French
were to assemble to take Canada. He is sending some game to His
Excellency. 316

8t- Fr- 28, Sane to the sane (in French). Return of Indian scouts; reportsancis- of the defeat of Cornwallis, and of an engagement in South Carolina
between the British fleet and those of France and Spain and that the
British had taken two large ships. The rebels making roads, &c.
Reports had been spread that troops were to be collected to invade
Canada, but nothing had been done. Congress money is no longer
current; paper money issued to be called esteyt moniné (state
money). Expectation held out that the war would soon be at an

october 28 end to the advantage of the rebels. 318
ftt ranc28 Same to the sane (in French). Returning thanks for the good.

ness shown to him; he can prove his gratitude only by his
1782. services. 321

7, Haldimand to S-hmid (in French). An inquiry ordered on the
JU conduct of the 53rd, in the parish of St. Francis. 322

yaaary 7, Schmid to Hialdimand (in French). With note of prices of game,
JaZ. fowls, &c. . 323

a 10ry 21, Same to the same (in French). Remarks on the orders to send
p brane''' Canadians to the Upper Yamaska, &c. 325
et. ýIr3  Same to the same (in French). liad received orders from Riedeselrancis to send off scouts towards Nicolet. A number have left; the rest

will leave immediately. There still remain some Indians at the
village who might serve as guides to the Canadians if it is necessary
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1782. to send scouts, but the Indians are spread in the woods from Bécan-
cour to Yamaska. Further respecting the Indians, &o. Page 327

February 7, Haldimand to Schmid (in French). Hopes that the Indians now
Quebee. hunting in the woods will send information, without loss of time, of

any rebel parties they may discover. (anadian scouts with Indian
guides to be sent along the Nicolet and St. Francis, thus completing
the chain of scouts formed by Riedesel. 330

February 7, Schmid to Haldimand (in French). Reporting the conduct ofMontreat. Belleisie in collecting the Indians, &c. 331
February 15, Sane to the same (in French). That he had given instructionsYamaska. to the Indians going on their hunt to proceed by the St. Francis to

the Nicolet, so as to be on the lookout, and to report anything they
might discover. 332

June 18, Saine to the saine (in French). Sending two young bears. Ried-
St. Francis. esel had been at St. Francis and seen the prisoners, who reported

that Whitcomb threatened to take Joseph Louis and burn bis
house, &o. 333

September 1, Saine to the sane (in French). That the Bishop has agreed to
8t. Francis. send a missionary to the French and Indians at St. Francis. Asks

instructions as to the course to be followed with the missionary, as
Belleisle, who is French at heart, though Brititsh for pay, will always
be with him as interpreter. 3 4

December 14, Saine to the same (in French). Sending reports and suggestions
St. Francis. as to the course to be followed with the Canadians and In-

dians. 336
1783. Same to the saine (in French). Sending congratulations at theJannary 4,

St. Francis. new year. le will not be able to come to Quebec until after the
presents are distributed to the Indians. 339

May 11, Same to the saine (in French). Sending down two prison-
8t. Francis. ers. 341
June 2t, List (in French) of Indian presents brought by M. Launière
St. Francis. from Lorette. 342
June 2t, State of goods remaining in St. Francis at this date. 343
8t. Francis.

1784. Statement of Indian goods at the posts taken by order of Sir
October ' John Johnson. 345lMontreal.
No date. Hertel de Rouville to (in French). Desires to have

information as to the arrangements for the officers who served with
him in the last campaign. 348

No date. Presents for the Indians froin Governor Brown, from Mr. Strabani
and from St. Marks. (This list appears to belong to the papers
relating to Florida.) 349

REPORTS ON INDIAN NATIONS, &o.

B. 118. B.M., 21,778.
There are neither dates nor naines to the documents. The first

(p. 1) contains instructions to Mr. Pellycrow, a trader, to investi-
gate the state of the Indians, the instructions being apparently
issued by the Governor of Carolina. Page 1

Document from page 13 begins: " Your friend's queries, if fullY
and justly answored, would make a natural and civil history of the
Province of Pennsylvania." It gives an account of the Indiang
covering 30 pages. 13
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The document at page 44 gives an account of the constitution,
resources, &c., of Pennsvlvania previous to the Revolutionary War,
apparently written about 1760 or shortly after, the subject being
classed under the titles of "Face of the Country," "IRivers," "In-
habitants," " Routes," " Towns," " Produce," " Timber," " Metala
and Minerals," " Weather," " Plants," " Fruits," " Animale and
Reptiles." Page 44

REPORT OF INDIAN MEETINGS, TREATIES, &c.-1778-1784.

B. 119. B.M. 21,779.
1178,

tly -, General report (in French) of Indians arrived at Montreal from
ontreal- the upper country in June and July, 1778. Page 1

AU9st 14, Report of a Council meeting held at Montreal, present Colonelontreal. Campbell, superintendent, several Indian officers, chiefs from the
different villages of Canada and a deputation of six chiefs from the
Six Natiors with a message to the seven villages of Canada. The
heads of the speeches are given. 1

guet 18. Memorandum upon " the Road belt," apparently a speech by Haldi-

A s mand to the Indians. 11
Ust 25, Speeches by the Mohawks to Haldimand. 12
4
gust-.-,

1779.

bray13,
I'agara.

)eh 5,
xigara.

gara.
4 2,

r i1 .0

2,

ralchi'

'ta'y 28,

2 1i
bor i

Tier.,

Answer by Haldimand to the speeches of the Mohawks. 16

Council held with the Senecas, Mohawks, Onondagos, Ochquagoes,
Calougas, Tuscaroras, Oneidas and Delawares. 2U

Speech of the Indians, enclosed in Butler's letter of 14th Feb.
ruary. 25

Speech of Osenegechta, an Onondago, containing charges of
treachery against the Oneidas. 28

Answer by Butler (?) on the 7th. 34
Message from the Caughnawagas, of Canada, to the Cayagas,

urging them to join the Bostonians. 38
Answer by Haldimand to the speech delivered at Niagara by the

deputies of the Mohawks, Onondagos, &c. 41
Copy of a note and speech by the Indians, sent to Clinton by Butler,

in which they express their determination to remain faithful. 49
Speech by flaldimand to the Indians resorting to Michillimakinak

and its vicinity, sent to DePeyster to be communicated. , 52
John Cort to Haldimand. Representing that the inhabitants are

robbed and ill.treated by the Indians, and asking that steps be taken
to relieve them. 57

Account (unsigned) by Capt. Hervey, of the "Viper," of the pro.
ceedings with the Indians at fliramichi; their conduct towards the
inhabitants; capture of the chiefs, &c. 59

Memorial by the inhabitants respecting the turbulent conduct of
the Indians between the 15th May and this date. 66

Treaty of Peace concluded by Augustus Hervey, commander of
HI.M.S. "Viper," and the Miramichi tribe of Indians, signed by John
Julien, chief. 7

Ratification by lervey.
Capt. Hervey. Commission appointing John Julien to act as chiet

of the Miramichi Indians, till the pleasure of the Lieut. Governor be
known.D7

ElVictoria. A. 18884À.)
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August 20, Substance of a conference with the deputies of the Five Nations
quebec. held by Haldimand at the Catle of St. Louis. Page 77
August 23, Haldimand. Message to the Micmacs living at Miramichi and il
Quebec. its environs. 81
September 22, Agreement between the Indians and Lt. Governor Franklin to
Miramichi. protect the traders, keep the peace, &c. 83

List of rebel Indians taken by the " Viper" follows. 87
September 29, Speech (in French) sent by Haldimand to the Micmacs on the
Quebec. Gulph of bt. Lawrence. Transmitted to Mr. Smith, of the Bay of

Chaleurs. 88
October 31, Proceedings with the Indians at Niagara. Speech by Col. GUy
kiaâgaîa. Johnson proposing to send part of the Indians and their families

to Carleton Island and Canada, as it was impossible to maintain
them all at Niagara. Answer by the chiefs that they would take it
into consideration. 90

On the 3rd November, they returned for answer, that they could
not separate, and would endeavour to help themselves to provisions,
by hunting, some of those who could be spared might, however,
accept of the offer to go toCarleton Island, &c. Johnson alter urging
the probable want of provisions, and the necessity of providing for
their wives and children, offers to supply ammunition for hunting,
but does not believe that the rebels will make any attempts this
year, and that from Carleton Island the Indians might annoy then1
greatly during the wmter, and return to Niagara early in spring to
proceed against them in furce. The minutes are signed by Richard
Cartwright as secretary.

November 2, Joseph M. Bourg, Priest, to Iiadimand (in French.) That Mr.
Reatigouche. Smith had not time to see the Indians, but had entrusted hima

(Bourg) with His Excellency's spe, ch ; encloses the answer of the
chiefs, declaring that they had never taken arms against the King's
subjects and that the provisions taken from Mr. Robin had beel
taken from necessity, and that they intended to pay for them. They
have sent deputies to Halifax. 96-97

December 29. Message to the Indians at Cape Chat (in French.) Sent by young
Launière, who goes with two officers to take charge of the wrecked
ships. le takes with him a belt of wampum and some presents,
more would have been sent, could he have taken them, but the resti
will be sent in spring. Should they a2sist the shipwrecked crews,
money will be paid for the provisions given them and further pre-
sents as a reward. 99

December 29. General instructions (in French) to young Launière, whel
sent down to Cape Chat. 99

180. Proceedings with four robel Indians who came to hold a meeting
February 12 with the chiefs of the Six Nations. The four wore arrested bYto
February 18, Brant and brought before Guy Johnson. After consulting with the
Nýagara. chiefs, i was determined to hold the four Indians as prisoners in the

meantime. 101
The correspondence between Guy Johnson and Schuyler, relatiVe

to the exchange of Indian prisoners, is appended. Johnson's lotter
dated Niagara, 7th December, 1779, and Schuyler's dated AlbanY,
23rd January, 1780. 113, 1l'>

Mareb 28 Proceedings of a general meeting of the Chiefs of the Six Nations,
and 29, Shawanese, Delawares, Nanticokes, &c., held at Niagara, with GUYNiagara. Johnson and other officers. 119

Ma-, Speech by Haldimand in answer to a speech delivered befOre
Quebec. Capt. Fraser, Carlieon Island, and tne Indian officers, by the Mo-

hawks, Onondagos, Cayugas and Delawares. 136

A. 188861 Victoria.
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1780.June 17' Proceedings of a meeting with the deputies of the Six Nations, onNiagara. their return from the southward; present Guy Johnson and Indian
officers. Page 143

y 3 and 6, Proceedings at two meetings with the Indians of Ganaghsaragy,gara. Oneidas, &c., from the rebel frontier, held before Col. Guy Johnson
and the Indian officers. 15i

aBt 29, Answer by Hildimand to the Six Nations, upon their messages
sent by their deputies last spring. The date on the endorsation is
5th September. 158

tober 29 Proceedings at a meeting of Six Nation Indians held at Guviagara' Johnson's quarters before General Powell and Col. Bolton. 1621781.
overnber 16, Speech delivered by two Onondagos and a Huron from Detroit in

>liagara. answer to that from Col. Guy Johnson and the Six Nations, with a
general speech, which he (Johnson) is requested to forward to the

1782. Commander-in-chief. 165JUI 9 Order (in French) by Hlialdimand, addressed to the MadawaskaQ'ebe. chiefs, instructing them to arrest all deserters, and all others not
D furnished with passports. 16a
Niangr ia. Speeches delivered by the principal chiefs of the Six Nations;

1783. present Butler and Dease, deputy agents. 1 h
-pril j Council held at Niagara, in consequence of a speech from Haldi-
iagara mand, and one from Sir John Johnson ; present Brigadier Maclean

and officers of the Indian Department, and the principal chiefs of
June 30 the Six Nations. 175
Tosioha' Council held by Lieut.-Col. Butler, with a few chiefs of the Six
JUly 2 Nations. 180
48io'. Council held with the chiefs and warriors of the Six Nation Ind.

ians and their Confederates at the council fire kindled at the Onan-
JuY 7 dago settlement. 181

aus of Ohio. Major Wall's (U. S ) speech to the Shawanese at the exchanging
of prisoners. 188

MonY 21 Report of a board to inspect iuvoices, &c., of Indian presents; the
' report is signed by Benjamin Frobisher, James Finlay, and Richard

Dobie, certified by John Camehll, Indian Superintendent, and
JUly Richard Houghton, Indian resident. 190
Niagaat 31, Proceedings of Sir John Joànson with the Indians of the Six

Nation confederacy. 195
Quebet. Report of a Board to inspect invoices, &c., of Indian presents,

signed by Charles Grant, Adam Lymburner, J. W. Tod, William
Wooi, A. Q. M. G., James Stanley Goddard, Inspector of Indian

& accounts. 214
etee 26 to Journal and minutes of transactions with Indians at Sandusky.
4dusky. Present, Alexander McKee and indian officers, Joseph Brant, with

a deputation from the Six Nations, and T'sindatton with a deputation
Pe of the Lake Indians from Detroit. 220
yen aber 8, Answer of the Six Nations to Gcneral Schuyler's speech of 29th
Niagate . July, expressing their desire for peace. 193

Badberk9, A. McKee to Sir John J>hnson. Tha meeting with the Nations at
' Sandusky has been of singular service in removing their uneasiness,

and in preventing them from drawing mischief on themselves by
continuing hostilities on the frontiers of the United States. Their
well grounded suspicions of the designs of the Americans against
their country, confirmed by the movements of intending settlers.
Letters from Fort Pitt express confidence that the definitive treaty
will be ratitied. 237
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October2 to6, Report of meetings beld at Niagara on the 2nd, 4th and 6th of
Niagara. October, by the Six Nations and a deputation from the Shawanese,

Delawares and Cherokees. Page 240
October 22, Answer by the Six Nation and confederate Indians to the speech
Loyal of General Schuyler, dated at Saratoga, the 29th July, 1783; the

1784. answer is signed by Joseph Brant. 246
Jauary,' Schuyler's speech to the deputation of the Six Nations. 249
Schenectady.
March6and 7, Meeting held at the request of the sachems and chiefs of the Si%
Niagara. Nations, in consequence of a speech by Scbuyler sent to them in

answer to their speech sent last fall by Peterus and Little
Beard. 261

March 17, Butler to Sir John Johnson. Enclosing copy of Schuyler's speech,
Niagara. of the definitive treaty, and of the proceedings at a meeting of

Indians (p. 261). The Six Nations are anxious to have a general
meeting for consultation. The alarm of the chiefs at the diminu-
tion of presonts; it almost induces them to think they are to be
left by the King in their present melancholy situation. Report of
secret negotiations. Peterus with Schuyler, to get the Indians to
return to their former possessions, on the promise of peaceable pos-
session and an addition to their lands. la taking measures to ferret
out the deceptions practised. 263

March 21, Haldimand to the Six Nations. Has not yet received instruc-
Quebec. tions in answer to their speeches transmitted to the King. In the

meantime recommends them to cultivate their land and resume their
hunting, the same as before the war. 266

June 2, McKee to Sir John Johnson. Report received from Michillimak-
Detroit. inak of hostile intentions on the part of the Indians against that

post. Suspicions movements among the southern Indians; hs
employed proper persons to watch tbem. Delawares are reported
to be leaving to settle on the Spanish side of the Mississippi. 267

No date, Message to the Six Nations from the Commissioners of the United
about July. States, Arthur Lee and Eichard Butler, inviting them to a meeting

at Fort Stanwix'in September. 269
September 5. Speech to the deputies of the Mohawks, Onondagos, Cayguas and

Senecas, apparently by Commissioners from the State of New
York. 271

September 5, George Girty to McKee. Some Cherokees and Shawanese gonG
"ekun're- on horse hunting again. Kikapoos and Waughweaughtenaes havebel a Town. taken prisoners lately at the Falls and Salt Creek; an army fro11

the Falls has been sent against them. Indians say they did not
mean to kill Wilson. Messages from the Spaniards circulating
among the Indians. 275

Septemiber 7, Sp-eech of the deputies of the Six Nations to the Commissioners
Forstan- for the United States. 27

September10, Answer by the Cornmissioners for the United States to the depu-Fort stan- ties of the Six Nations. 28Pwiz.

September 10, Joseph Brant to the United States Commissioners. Pointing Olt
Fort Stan- the improper cou se taken by Kirkland in dealing with the Indiana.

'x Should negotiations prove 'abortive, he (Brant) was not to be
blamed. 286

September 12, Speech of the deputies of the Six Nations. 288
Fort Stan-
wix.
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Se1784Ptember 24, Return of Indian presents remaining in store on the 15th August,Xagar received since that date and issued from then to the 24th September,
inclusive. Page 292

etaber 28, Brant to United States Commissioners. Ris pleasure at the
friendlv disposition shown at Fort Stanwix by the gentlemen from
New York, but was sorry that the meeting was not more general
on the part of them (the Commissioners). The difficulty of getting
together another large meeting of Indians, for reasons stated. The
Indians were much at a loss in respect to a separate message hrought
by Mr. Deane from Congress, which was unacquainted with Clinton'a
intention or meaning. The existence of a bad fever -adds to the
difficulty, but he hopes that all may be settled in spring. 295

tember 28, Same to C<inton, Governor of New York. Returning thanks for
attentions. Believes that although the business calling them to meet
at Fort Stanwix was left unfinished, yet the good disposition on
hoth sides leaves nothing wanting to conclude matters but the sanc-
tion of the Commissioners of the different States. Would be glad to
acknowledge his (Clinton's) kindness should he forward to Montreal

ePte the family papers spoken of. 297
iagaber3, Return of provisions issued to Indians and Indian Department, &c.,

oate. from the 25th March to 24th September, 17d4. 294
<O date. Haldimand's speech to the Oneida Indians who were acting in the

rebel interest, with a translation into the Iroquois language- 299
List of the Indians who signed a treaty of alliance with the Gov-

ernors of Massachusetts Bay and the delegates of the St. John and
Micmac Indians. 307

~Odate. Minutes of a council held at Niagara with the Senecas, Cayngas,
Onondagos, Tuscaroras, Oneidas, Mohawks. Delawares, Tidriroonas,
Muncies and Conoys, and Lt. Col. Bolton, officers of army and officers
of the Indian Department. The council held by order of Sir Guy

X Carleton. 308
Means suggested as the most probable to retain the Six Nations

and Western Indians in the King's interest. There is no signature,
but the document appears to have been written by Raldimand in
London, and sent to the Ministry for consideration. 322

CORRESPONDENCE WITH OFFICERS COMMANDING AT OSWEGATCHIE1.
1778-1784.

177, B. 120. B.M. 21,780.

os a s, Ensign James Davis to Capt. Poy. Representing the bad state ofe' the barracks; thinks he could make them habitable with little
l)Oelmber 12 expense. Asks respecting the employment of a smith. Page 1Oswegatchie' Same to Jlaldimand. Reporting the arrival of Indians from

Onondago, with news that a large body of rebels was on the way
from Fort Stanwix to destroy Onondago Castie and attack Carleton
Island; Captain Aubrey wrote that there had been a very strong
scout within a few miles of the island. Is afraid that the Indians
cannot be assembled in time, as they have gone hunting. Will keep
them when they return ; but must furnish them with provisions;
sends a return of the provisions in the garrison. 2

Return of provisions follows. 3
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177î9.
April 8, ialdimand to Davis. Enjoining constant vigilance to prevent anl
Quebec. anticipated attack on the convoys of provisions for the upper posts,

and for this purpose to have incessant s:,outs. Information of all
the movements of the enemy to be sent to Quebec, and also to Carle-
ton Island. Page 4

April 8, Davis to Haldimand, forwarding an express from Carleton
Oswegatchie. Island. Accounts have been received that the rebels are marching

to take post at Oswego, and that another body is assembling tO
attack Carleton Island or Obwegatchie. Asks for instructions in
event of parties attacking the brigades of provisions. (The in-
structions had been sent of same date. See letter, p. 4). ô

April 19, IHaldimand to Davis. Acknowledging receipt of letter of the SthQuebec. A'nd reiterating the order as to vigilance, &c. 6
A pril 21, Same to Captain Fraser, 34th. Is directed to take command st
Quebec. Oswegatchie; to take 40 or 50 Indians with him, who with the

detachment of the 31st are to be employed for the security of the
transport of provisions. 7

April, 23, Davis to Elaldimand. Rep'orting a suprise by rebel Indians, and
Ozwegatchie. death of two men. Two soldiers who had gone fishing have beeol

carried off. The scout consisted of Tascaroras and Oneidas, with 30
or 40 whites. There is urgent need for more men. as there are fot
enough to line one face of the works. (The letter is dated 23rd,
endorsed 27th and a-knowledged in letter (p. 10) as 27th, but the
23rd is the more probable date). 8

Mbec. Haldimand to Davis. Acknowledging letter of the 27th (23rd)•
Is mortified at the loss sustained by four men being taken prisoners;
blames him for the want of discipline which led to the 1oss.
Captain Fraser has been ordered ùp with a considerable body of
Indians, to take the command; he (Davis) is to obey him and exert

, himself to prevent the enemy from interrupting the transport of
provisions. 10

May 8, Substance of a Council held by Captain Fraser with the Indias
st. Regis of St. Regis. With the report was enclosed an address from La

Fayette, dated 18th December, 1778, but which is not here with the
report. il

May 10, Fraser to Haldimand. Reporting bis arrival, with 16 Indians
Oswegatchie. from St. Regis, the others had not arrived from hunting. The St.

Regis Indians were much alarmed by a message said to have been
sent by La Fayette; this with report of the Council bas been sent to
Col. Campbell. Saggests the formation of a party of soldiers Und
Indians to guard the convoy of provisions and that a Canadian
officer be sent with each brigada of provisions; the officers for this
service might bo stationed at Lachine or the Cedars, to report to a
diligent offioer cr to the Q. M. G. the time taken on the trip, al
delays, or damage to provisions, &c. If the gun boats now at
Carleton Island accompanied the brigades botween the ports it
would secure their safety. Reports the sufferings of the small de-
tachmerit at Oswegatchie from incessant duty. Points out the
insufficiency of the garrison for attacking and pursuing rebel
parties ; there is little trust to be placed in the Indians rerpaining•
Complains of the conduct of Chevalier Lorimier. 20

May 2), lHaldimand to Fraser. Suspects there are several St. ROgisQuebec. Indians engaged carrying messages (to the Colonies); an inquirl
must bo conducted with much delicacy, as it would not do to appear
to suspect faithful subjects. Has sent a reinforcement of Indisoe
and as he (Fraser) may sometimes go with the Indians, Captati
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17. Robertson and a company of emigrants is also sent so that ho may
occupy the fort. Lieut. Colonel Carleton will take charge of the
arrangements for the safety of the provisions. Respecting the
complaints against Lorimier. Owing to the non-arrival of pro-
visions from Europe, the Indians and perhaps the soldiers might
supply themselves at certain seasons with fish or game to save
pork. Page 25

s 2Instructions given by Captain Fraser to Lieut. loughton, going08wegatchie- upon a scout with Indians. Orders are given to prevent injury to
prisoners by the Indians, and tbey are to be positively prevented
from hurting women, children or men unable to bear arms. 28

kay 23, Fraser to Haldimand, reporting the arrival of Lieut. Houghton
Wegatchie• with 60 Indians from Caughnawaga; others from the Lake of Two

Mountains and the upper country are with those under Lamotte
and the whole were joined by 35 St. Regis Indians conducted by
Ensign Johnson. The imposibility of keeping so many in good
humour and the greatconsumption of provisions, led to his sending
them off on a scout. Had difficulty in keeping the Indians necessary
for the defence of the post, from going with them. Instrctions
are anclosed (p. 28) 30

)14Y 31, Haldimand to Fraser, approving of the steps ho had taken withquebee- respect to the Indians. Captain Robertson is to commard tho Fort
and ho (Fraser) is to direct the Indians. His (Htldimand's) private
opinion is that the officers of the Emigrants and of the Ryai Regi.
ment of New York take rank according to seniority as in regular
regiments. De3ires that arraLgements may be made for obtaining

june 3 authentic intelligence of the movements of the eiemy. 32
Same to Captain Roberteon. Owing to delays in crossing to

e. Oswegatchie, the brigades of provisiois are to pass up the north
shore. 34

e 10, Fraser to Lieut. Col. Campbell. Reports that a robel scout hadwegatchi®· crept close to the fort, fired two discharges and taken a prisoner;
although scouts were out, they had managed this unperceived. His
garrison is too weak to follow, but word has been sent to Carleton
Island and also to Houghton, who is close at hand. If ary of his
party can be got to pursue the enemy they shall be sent, but is
afraid it is too late, as their canoes are only four miles off, and the
country is flooded, so that they cannot be followed on foot. 35

Osweg1 .' Same to IIaldimand. Giving substantially the same account of
gtchie. the enemy's scout as in the letter to Campbell (p. 35). The little

trust to be put in Indians when sent alone. Only the Oswegatchies
and four other Indians romain ; that is a sufficient number as there
is no intention of attacking the transport of' provisions and the con-
sumption by the Indians is astonishing. loughton bas returned
with prisoners. One, Bagart, might be of service, if his fidelity
could be bought. 38

0:**®,c4' . Same to the same. ias been informed by Captain Macdougall
that two boat loads of rebel Indians passed to Carleton Island and
carried off an artilleryman and a negro; suspicions of treachery
attached to the St. Regis Indians; an Oewegatchie chief has been
in correspondence with the rebels. Raasons for distrust of these
Indians ; the fidelitv of a great part of the Six Nations depends on
the number of the King's forces. The advantages of Carleton Island
for intercepting scouts. If 200 active soldiers were there they would
soon check the insolence of the rebol Indians and unmaskr the Cana-
dian Indians. La Motte should be sent to Carleton Island to look
after the Mih sissaugas ; a British officer should look after the stores,
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1779 as La Motte cannot read or write. Is going himself to CarletoD
Island to speak to the Mississaugas on their late shameful con-
duct. Page 41

June 17, Haldimand to Capt. Fraser. Expresses satisfaction at the report
Quebec. made by Houghton of his scout ; the want of soldiers to act with

the Indians is to be regrettel. The weakness of McDougall's gar-
rison prevents him from taking mAasures against the rebel scout;
small scouts are all he is able to afford. The loss of the man carried
off by the rebel scouts should be a lesson in vigilance. Economy tO
be exercised in the expenditure of provisions for the Indians. The
next scout goes under the direction of Laurimier (Lorimier) tO
whom every assistance is to be given. 45

June 21, Same to the same. Has received information of the loss of other
Quebec. two men by the rebel scouts ; agrees with him (Fraser) as to the

policy of sending more soldiers with scouts, but that cannot be done
just now, so the friendship of the Indians must be preserved and
the Mississaugas roundly talked to. If the designs of the obief
(name not given) are discovered they are to be counteracted. -La
Motte will be sent to Carleton Island ; Nairne has been asked tO
assist hiw. From the advantageous position of Carleton Island, ho
would wish to have a stronger garrison there, but it is not in his
power to send one. 47

JulV 1, Same to Robinson. That he must not delay the return of e0
Quebec• men sent to hie post on corvée, as it may be very prejudicial to th6

service in the transport of provisions to the upper posts. 49
July h. Captain Fraser to Haldimand. That he has reproached the Mis'
Oswegatchie. sissaugas for their conduct in letting the rebel Indians so near the

fort; they have expressed regret and sent off two parties towardS
Fort Stanwix. One of these has returned with some loss, the other
is expect-ed shortly. He (Fraser) had been at Carleton Island tO
introduce Major Nairne; whilst waiting with him he sent off three
parties of Mississaugas towards the Mohawk and Fort Stanwix. In'
tends in two days to send a scout of 12 or 14 soldiers with a trustl
Indian guide to the Mohawk. They hope to be able to take two or
three important rebels with their papers, which may throw lighto0
their present views. lie will also instruct them to take a courier,
if possible, with his dispatches. His reasons for sending white ino
on this scout; the conduct of the Indians has much altered for the
worse, evidence of which is given in detail. 50

July 12, Same to the same. The arrival of Lorimier, and assistance
Oswegatchie. given to forward his scout. He (Fraser) feels deeply the suspicioD

that private pique would interfere with his public duties; it pre-
vents him speaking freely on matters under his own inspectiOn•
The disputes between Lorimier and the Indians and the steps taken
to induce them to go where they would be of service are givenl 1l
detail. Lorimier has gone off with 260 men and will have 300,
almost without control. The approbation of Ris Excellency has
been communicated to Lieut. Houghton for his conduct on01 scot.
lis 'Fi aser's) opinion of Lorimier. 54

July 19, Captain Robertson to the same. Stating that he has never koPtOswegatchie. the corvée men; only those who went to Carleton Island with -0ti
Vernet had been detained. 60

July 20, -Fraser to the same. A scout of Mississaugas under Lieut. Mac-
Oàwegatchie. donell has returned from Wood Creek and round Fort Stanwix with

out discovering anything. Another scout has returned after killivg
a man and two women near Fort Herkimer. One of the Indians
is dangerously wounded. 61

61 Victoria.
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uly 2779 Fraser to Raldimand. Reports the return of Lorimier's scout from
OsWegatchie. Fort Stanwix with twenty-nine prisoners. The prisoners were sur-

prised while mowing and taken without opposition, except from two
sentries, one of whon was killed. Contradictory reports of the pro-
ceedings. Reasons given in detail for believing that the Caughnawa-
gas are domestic enemies and suggestions as to the manner in which
they should be dealt with. Squandering presents upon Indians doos
no good. The duplicity of the Caughnawagas in dealing with the
Oneidas, and their bad conduct generally, of which details are
given. Page 62

The report brought by Lorimier's ucout is at 71
The intelligence brought by the prisoner is at 75

OQgust 4, Same to the same. Teherosie, with a passport from BnVler, states
sWegatchie- that ho bas important intelligence for Ris Excellency. Repeats his

former statements respecting the treacherous conduct of the Caugh-
nawagas and suggests that they be severely punisbed. 67

O0QRuet 7, Same to the same, giving a detailed account of the treacherous
conduct of Teheresie; ho must be strictly watched. flow the Six
Nations can be made useful and coinpletely detached from the rebel
interest. The Oneidas might be got to botray Fort Stanwix, which
the Six Nations regard as a standing menace. Calls attention to the
necessity of preventing merchants from fitting out Indians to trade
with the rebel Indians. 68

, Same to the same. Reporting the arrival of David, a Mohawk
BWegatchie• chief, with a party of fourteen Mohawks and Cayagas on their way

to atta*k the Oneidas. They wish to have some Mississauga and
Canadian Indians to join, so as to make the attack general. Johnson
has been asked to send word to the Abenakis that there is an oppor.
tunity to go to war, but to leave it to David to explain the design.
The Mississaugas are much wanted. Wonapus has been sent out with
a belt to collect all who are hunting. The Iroquois cannot be told,
as the matter is to be kept secret, and they would insist on heing
lully informed. It is a good time to make the Canadian Indians
declare themselves. The Delaware who carries the letter is a good

4,gust Io, man. He, however, knows no European language but Erse. 77
"atel $lie. Same to the same. Substantially the same as the preceding letter

dated the 9th. 79
s&rrIBt 22, Same to the same. He has come to this place to forward the

land. departure of the scout against the Oneidas. His difficulty in securing
the assistance of the Mississaugas. The Iroquois and Abenakis
have each sent two mon. The zeal of the chiefs of these two tribes.
The excellent character of David the Mohawk. None of the Ooeidas
are to be killed, unless it cannot be avoided; they are to be brought
to Carleton Island and kept there as hostages. Word recoived from
Butler of the approach of the enemy to the Six Nation countrv.
David thinks it best, however, to go on the original expedition. The
St. Régis Indians express sentiments of fidelity and say they are
willing to go where ordered by lis Excellency. a1

Same to the same. Ras received and complied with a requisition
from Langan for a scout of Indians from here to the Mohawk River
and back. Desires to know how far ho is to cnmply with
requests of this kind. Calls attention to double demands from Five
Nation Indians who have intermarried with and are living among

ePtetIle, the Canadian Indians. 8b
Queber. lHaldimand to Praser. Orders have been given to assemble a

force of Indians of the Seven Nations of Canada to march for Tioga;
ho may conduct the force. A strong- detachment will be sent with
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1779. Sir John Johnson; 100 men of the 34th will be a part of it. Injunc-
tions as to the cai e of provisions. Page 87

September 3, Haldimand to Fraser. Important despatches to be forwarded to
Quebee. Major Nairne by a trusty non-commissioned officer. The precautions

to be taken to ensure the safety of the dispatches are minutelY
detailed. Orders have been given to Nairne and Bolton to send the
troops in vessels across the lake. He (Hialdimand) is anxious that
Fraser should be at the appointed place before the troops. 88

September 10, Fraser to Haldimand. Return of Little David unsuccessful, owilg
Oswegatchie. to the conduct of the Mississaugas. Attack by David on a working

party. Alarm of the Indians at the reported defeat of Butler. 90
September 11, Same to the same. Will collect as many Indians as possible, to
Oswegatchie. co operate with those from below in reinforcing Butler. Ias

written to-day to Sir John Johnson to know if he (Fraser) can be
useful. 9i

September 16, Robertson to Brehm. Reporting that certain goods had arrived
Oswegatchie. with a pretended pass. Having no storeroom, he as referred the

owners to Major Nairne. Desires to have instructions for his
guidance in similar cases. Sends report respecting Bently, whO

1780. should be watched. 93
April 17, Haldimand to Robertson. Directing him to kep scouts out col-
Quebec. stantly, so as to guard against any interruption to the transport Of

provisions to the upper posts. The same orders have been sent to
Carleton Island, and to Lient.-Colonel Caimpbell. 94

July 12, Robertson to Brehm. Reports the return of an Indian scout withOswegatchie. a prisoner, taken near the Little Falls on the Mohawk ; he was goion
express with letters which were taken and are here enclosed. The
Indians had burned 20 bouses and barns, kilied many horses and
h'gs, and did other darnage. A scout of 18 Indians goes off to-daY
for Stone Araby. The Caughna wagas are very troublesome; he wii
get rid of them as soon as possible. 95

July 31, Same to the same. Applying for a commission for his son. 1
Oswegatchie.

July 31, Brehm to Robertson. The intercepted letters received. In future
Quebec. ho is to open bolore serding them, as he may require to act on in'

formation contained in them, His Exellency approves of his send-
ing off the Caughnawagas. 99

August 2, Robertson to Brehm. Reports the return of a scout from near
Oswegatchie. General Hertzman's louse; account of the damage done. There are

no inhabitants between the German Flats aLd Stone Araby. Wili
send off a good party of Indians and soldiers in a few days. Expects
Mr. Clignancour in three or four days. 100

August 8, Same to the same. Reporting the return of Clignancour's partY
Oswegatchie. from the Mohawk, with two prisoners, &c., taken below the Little

Falls. He reports that the O neida village was burned by a party Of
Indians from Niagara; that a large body had taken post below Fort
Stanwix; that the French, Spanish and rebel fleets were worsted
everywhere. Twenty odd Indians with ton or twelve soldiers wili
be sent off in a few days. 101

August 14,. Same to the same. He bas sent off 36 Indians with a sergeuantOswegatchie. and 12 privates to the Mohawk, above the German Flats, in con-
sequence of the utility of this place to Fort Stanwix. As soon as5
the Indians of this place arriva from Montreal, he will send them
off with a few white men to the Mohawk. He does not keep Indi a0É
fit for war here, but sonds out frequent patrols of white mon. AskS
for shirts ard shoes for them. 102
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%Pepher 10, Robertson to Brehm. Return of scout with one soidier killed and
OUwegatchie. two wounded. Two prisoners brought in, one- a German-refuses

to tell anything. The scout killed two men at Conajobarie, burned
a number of bouses there, near the German Flats and in Sneyder's
bush, They met another scout of Indians from Carleton Island,
within a day's march of the inhabitants. The Indians of this place
are going out to revenge the loss of their white brothers ; some
white men will be sent with thein as usual. The prisoners report
that 400 soldiers came to Stone Araby, Forts Dayton and Herchmer,
where they are in small parties of from 10 to 30) men; many of the
horses are picketed, the country easily alarmed and the barns full of
grain. Page 104

ptember14, Same to the same. Acknowledging roceipt of letters, &o., and
egathie. urging that bis son should receive a commission. 106

Ptember 23, Same to the same. Six smart Indians with white men have goneUegatchie. to the Mohawk River. Has gived his nephew (Ensign Robertson of
the 53rd) leave to join Sir John Johnson. 107

eptember 27, Same to the same. Stating the circumstances under which ho badoiwegatchie. sent Indians and white men to Captain Fraser, and trusting that his
doing so will meet with Ris Excellency's approval. Will beat up
for volunteers for an excursion to the Mohawk. 108

r 2> Mathews to the same. Sending Ris Excellency's approval of the
leave given to Ensign Robertson to accompany Sir John Johnson,
&c. 110

etober 9, Robertson to the same. Report by Ecout of the arrival of rein-oawegatchie. forcements at Fort Stanwix. The scout bas brought in two pris-

0CtOber 22 oners from near Fort Dayton, and burned houses, barns, &c. 111
08W gatch2e Same to Matbews. Thanks for Ris Excellency's approbation.

e. Is sending off another scout. 112
Ovember 11, Same to Brehm. Return of a scout with no news. His proposaiaowegatchie- to destroy Ellice's mill, and his opinion that toasing the people at

the German Flats will drive them ont, in which case the garrison at
Fort Stanwix must follow. 113

YOraber 27, Mathews to Robertson. The most effectual measures are to bequebee. adopted to destroy Ellico's mill. 115>

t1781.
angary 1s, Robertson to Brehm. He bas sent off a scout to destroy Ellice's

mil], being the earliest favourable moment. Ras ordered the
Indians to assemble in February, so that a large scout may be sent
to amuse the people on the Mohawk River. 116

a ."aa . Same to Raldimand. Further respecting scouts, 117
birch il Haldimand to Robertson. Instructing him to furnish Josephbec. Brant with such men as he may require for an expedition he is pr o-

jecting. Fifty pairs of snow shoes to be made by the Indians for

March 7 scouts. 118
0 Wegat chie. Robertson to Haldimand. He will observe the orders in letter

of the lat March. Reports a proposal made by a prisoner to take
Fort Eaton; asks for approval of the plan, and that ho himself be
allowed to take charge of the expedition. Does not think Joseph
Brant's proposal can be carried into effect, the rivers being now
open. 119

Oaweg** . Same to the same. Sending state of Forts Eaton and Herkemer

aci and further details of the rebot prisoner's proposal. 121
qUebee.) Hlaldimand to Robertson. To send out an intelligent party to in-

tercept a convoy of 70 sleighs sent from Schenectady to Fort Stan-
wix; prisoners, but not scalps, to be taken, and full information
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1781. obtained as to guns, &c., sent up the Mohawk during the winter,
and what preparations are making at Schenectady.' Page 122

April 17, Baldimand to Robertson. Cannot commit the exe-ution of the
Quebec. plan against Fort Eaton to himn (Robertson), as it would elash with

other views. 123
May c, Robertson to Haldimand. Scouts sent out. 124
tJswegatchie.
May 10, Same to the same. Return of Indian scout with two prisoners;
Oswegatcbie. another scout met within four days of the Mohawk, who are expected

back in ton days. 125
May 27, Same to Brehm. A scout of eight Indians sent off to the Mohawk.
Oswegatchie. ,Another scout returned with a prisouer taken near Little Falls, and

with information respecting the brigade of bateaux with provisions
from Schenectady to Fort Stanwix. The convoy to return to
Albany. No reinforcement for Fort Stanwix. 126

June 1, Same to the same. Return of the large scout 'with seven prison*
Oswegatchie. ers. The destruction caused by the scout. Will keep out scouts,

the Oneidas being on that communication. The want of Indians
and clothing. The rebel prisoner that went with the scouts has
returned; he had behaved well. 128

A prisoner-Thomas Baxter-reports the burning of Fort StanwiX,
either by accident or by the soldiers on purpose. Colonel Willet
with 1,600 men is to garrison the posts on the Mohawk, and is roW
on the march with all the Oneida and Stockbridge Indians. A large
fo'rt to be built near the Little Falls. 130

June 15, General order signed by J. Hand, Adjutant General, congratulatt.
ing the army on the success of Major General Greene, in South Caro-
lina. On the 10th of May, Lord Rawton evacuated Camden, on the
Ilth Orangeburgh surrendered to General Sumpter; on the 12th
Fort Mott surrendered. The post of Augusta is invested by
General Pickens. Lt. Col. David Cobb, of the 9th Massachusetts
Regiment, is appointed A.D.C. to the commander-in-chief. 131

June 20, Mathews to Robertson. Acknowledging receiptof information. 133
Quebec.
July 4, Robertson to Brehm. Return of scouts with information substan-
Oswegatchie. tially the same as already reported. 134
July 10, Same to the same. Return of a scout with ten deserters from the
Oswegatchie. Mohawk, who confira previous reports. A thousand bateaux are

building at Schenectady, reported to be for New York, but believed
to be for the Mohawk and against Canada. A French engineer
superintends the new fort. 135

July 19, Same to the same. Seven of the 'royalists that came from the
Oswegatchie. Mohawk have'gone off on a scout with Indians and whites to get O9

a number of their friends; they say that if scouts are kept out as a
present, Schenectady will soon be the rebel frontier, 136

July 20, Same to the same. Asking for authority to stop passing bateaus
Oswegatchie. should the King's service require it. 138
July 26, Same to the same. Reporting the arrival of different bodies of
Oswegatchie. Indians to go to war. A party of 50 from the Lake of Two Moun-

tains and St. Regis sent off to Major Ross at Carleton Island, WhO
requires their services. 140

September 6, Mathews to Robertson. Instructing him to go to Carleton
Quebec. Island to consuit with Major Ross on Indian affaira. 142
September 6, Return of provisions in store. 14
Oswegatchie.
September 9, Robertson to Brehm. Sends the result of a survey on stores; the
Oswegatchie. bad state of things when he took charge here. Asks for bateaull
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1781. IReturn of a Mohawk Indian, who reports the defeat of Washington
by Clinton. Respecting bis (Robet tson's) son. Page 144

0 ,Ptcber 27, Robertson to Mathews. Had been to Carleton Island and sent
O te. such mon as Major Ross asked for. 146
Oswegat Same to Haldimand. Asking for the appointment in the Indian

*e'g * Department vacant by the absence of Lieut. Houghton from ill
,, 1782. health. 148

reh 9, Same to the same. Return of a scout from Ellice's mill, with a
*egatchie- prisonèr who had alarmed the people and thus saved the mill, but

was himself wounded and taken. He reports the surrender of
Cornwallis; also that 400 sleighs had arrived at Kinderhook from
Boston with arms, and that a body of troops was expected up the
Mohawk, Different scauts are now ont. 150

OsaSaen to Brebm. Respecting stores and the mode of convey-
ing them. Details of Indian scouts. Tinling leaves for the Island.
He (Robertson) will go to Canada after the scouts leave. 152

0 Dwest. Same to the same. Reporting tho destruction of Ellice's mill, &c.,
gachie' and death of Gersham Skinner, a contractor. 155

qebec Mathews to Robertson. As a mark of approval of his conduct on
the expedition to Ellice's mill, His Excellency has appointed his
(Robertson's) son an ensign in the 84th Regiment. 157

oeegc Robertson to Brehm. Asking him as a friend to use influence to
22,e obtain the payment of his (Robertson's) command money. 158

Quebee. Haldimand to Robertson (private). Notifying him of his appoint-
ment to Michillimakinak and instructing him to proceed to that
post taking lis son with him. The appointment is not to be spoken

M 1784. of in the meantime. 160

ay 23 Wa'ter Sutherland to Mathews. Stating the length of his ser-
vices in surveying the land, and asking for such pay as His Excel-
lency thinks bis labours and expenses merit, &c. 161

The statement follows. 163
Memorial addressed to Major Mathews for General Haldimand,

stating Mr. Monier's service as a loyalist, asking that he receive
4,g1st a the same amount of land as is given to captains. 164

Return of ordnance stores and of the pensons under whose charge
they are at this post. 165

CORRESPONDENCE WITH OFFICERS COMMANDING AT DETROIT-
1776 TO 1783,

17 IR. 121. BM., 21,781.
r 9, Sir Guy Carleton to Lieut..Governor Hamilton. Has no objection

4 to Hay being employed in the Indian Department. Page 1
COa er 14, E. Foy, D. A. G., to Lieut.-Governor Hamilton. Returns of

Y stores; of fortifications, barracks, vessels on the lakes, &c., to be
0 made twice a year. 2
(a ber P, Sir Guy Carleton to Lieut.-Governor Hamilton. The limitation

the as to expenses not to affect such as are absolutely necessary for put-
'kt au pr ting the post in a state cf defence and keeping the Indians ready.

r They are to be kept ready to join him (Careton) in spring, or march
0 ctob elsewhere as wanted. 3
Orow, erp Same to the same. Steps to be taken, on the information of Roche-

Pt. blave, to stop correspondence between the colonists and the Spanish
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me. Governor, but no breach between the two nations is to be made.
New vessel is to be built; David Beaton to command her. Page 4

October 30. E. Foy, D. A. G., to Hamilton. No boats or vessels to pass on the
lakes without proper passports; and no vessels larger than a common
boat to be built, except those for the King's service. All suspected
persons to be seized and sent to Montreal with proofs. 5

Februa7 2 Sir Guy Carle'on to the same. Much must be left to his (famil-
Quebec. ton's) discretion, at such a distance. In the present commotion the

Legislature, which bas met, cannot make regulations for remote
situations; the power of the sword only ca4 be trusted to. The
Indians to be kept firm. Only after the troubles are over will bis
presence be necessary to get the settlement in order, A copy of the
minutes of all councils with the Indians to be transmitted, and every-
tbing affecting the general interests to be transmitted to the different
posts. He (Hamilton) bas been appointed to the Commission of the
Peace for the Province at large, to apprehend and send down all
guilty of criminal offences. 6

May 16, Same to the same. Forwarding ordinances, &c., passed by Logis-
Quebec. lative Council. Regulations as to the administration of justice, &c.,

at Detroit, must be deferred. Wants bis views on these subjects.
Returns of stores and of Indian licenses to be transmitted. It is
impracticable to send troops to Rocheblave. Provisions are ordered ;
naval stores scarce. To investigate the report of the taking of
a fort by the Shawanese. Lieut. Governor Abbott's accounts. il

May 21, Same to the same. Forwarding copy of Lord George Germaine's
Quebec. letter; Lieut. Col. St. Leger bas similar orders. 8
March 26, Lord George Germaine to Sir Guy Carleton. Plans for the next
White Hall. campaign; consideration of making a diversion by Indians on

Virginia and Pennsylvania, as proposed by Hamilton. Not a doubt
that Indians will readily engage. Hamilton to get together as
many Indians as possible to create alarm on the frontiers of Virginia
and Pennsylvania, and to encourage the loyal inhabitants to join
corps on the promise of 200 acres of land. This would divide the
rebels and weaken their main army, and so bring the war to a more
speedy issue. ln4ian presents, &c., to be supplied. List sent of
persons recommended by Lord Dunmore. 8

May 22, Sir Guy Carleton to Lieut. Governor Hamilton. From the 10th
Quebee. of August last the commanders of the King's vessels are to be paid

by the Crown, not by the contractors, and to take the oath of alle-
giance. Returns of their names, &c., to bo sent. Only armed
vessels of the Crown to navigate the lakes. Hamilton's opinion
wanted as to the traders and their loyalty or otherwise. 14

July 2, Same. Circular respecting the assistance to be given in the con-Quebee. veyance of merchants' goods by the King's ships on the lakes. 16
September 15, The same to Lieut. Governor Hamilton. The arrest of JameSQuebee. Sterling. He has been allowed to give bail and to return to Detroit

for bis family. The pass may be extended or contracted as hO
(Hamilton) thinks best for the King's interests. Returns to be sent,
of the names of civil and militia cfficers to be supplied with com-
missions. Rocheblave bas drawn for his appointments. The troops-
withdrawn from the Illinois to save expense and Rocheblave is to
draw on Detroit after this. Has no desire for offensive operations
against the Spaniards or other foreign powers, but any hostilities
on their part must be opposed. 17

Àeptember 26, Same to the Lsame. The conduct of the war taken out of hisSt. John's. (Carleton's) bands, and the management on the western frontier as-
signed to him (Hamilton). Will have every consideration for the
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1778. naval service. Orders as to the lake vessels sent to Bolton; the
rules as to freights. Urges his departure from Montreal and to
confer with the commissary about provisions for the upper poste
before leaving. Page 21

ch 14, Sir Guy Carleton to Lieut.-Governor Hamilton. The conduct of)otreai. the war having been taken ont of his hands, can give no orders re-
specting the proposed expedition against Fort Pitt. Will submit the
plan to Haldimand on his arrival. The claim to Hog Island; does
not think it would be advisable to grant land there to prisoners or
refugees. Such grants might be made. if at all, to old settlers. 22

.,Iunst 2. General Haldimand to the same. The reasons for De la Motte's
Âugust long stay. 24
Motr'e ' Same to the same. Introducing Mr. de Bellefeuille. 32
&tgaut 6, e Same to the same. No object to be gained by taking Fort

Pitt to hold it, but if there are con-.iderable magazines of
provisions it might be useful to destroy it. The policy of
driving back the advanced settlers. The granting of lands would
give an opportunity to the rebels to introduce spies. The neoessity
for economy in providing for the people dependent onDetroit. A
Jesuit missionary for the Indians; they might get all the property
they conquor if done without expense to the king, and not interfer.
ing with the rights of the Five Nations. Militia arms to be repaired,
as new ones cannot be supplied just now. The management of the
lake marine placed in the hands of Col. Bolton. To endeavour to
support Butter with the Five Nations, by means of the Indians
from Detroit. Copies of all standing orders, &c., received to be
transmitted. Regulations as to drawing money for accounts. 25

-uguet 26, Same to the same. The manner in which the Wabasb Indians
Atontreal. might be employed in the Illinois to drive out the rebels and pre-

vent intercourse with the French and Spanish. The parties sent
from Detroit shouild co-operate with them. To communicate with
Mr. Stuart to secure the southern Indians. Detroit will be strength.
ened from Niagara. Desires more substantial proof of Bentley's
guilt than what has been sent. To watch his goods for the Illinois
and the disposai of goods sent by traders to Detroit. 32

.gust 27, Same to the same. (Secret and confidential). Relating to the best
1otreal. means of regaining the filinois. 37
e er 7, Same to the same. The convenience and saving of expense in cul-

tivating the ground at the posts, so that they might be ncarly, if not
1779. quite, self-supporting. 38

1pril a, Same to the same. The suddenness of his movement on the Illi-
*Qnebee- nois prevented orders being sent. Receipt of his letter with news

of the taking of Vincennes; will soon see if the rebels intended to
attack Detroit. Capt. Brehm sent there and to Niagara to consult
with Lernoult. Reported reduction of Georgia will probably encour-
age the Southern Indians. To undertakenothing considerable with-
o ut weighing the difficulties of transport, &c, 40

Queb, 8, Same to Captain Lernoult. Approves of the defensive measures
QnQebet' at Detroit. Has sent Captain Brehm to ascertain the true state of

things in the upper country. 43

queb 1s Same to the same. Authorizing him to apprehend all persons
ee• abetting the rebels. 45

Jily 23Quebee' E Same to the same. The astonishing consumption of rum at Detroit
must be restrioted. 46
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February 12,' Haldimand to Major DePeyster. The expenses of Indian De
Quebec. partment at Michillimakinak enormous; desires to be informed

why. The success of the scout on the Obio should have a good
effect on the Indians. Approves of employing the Wabash In dians
to prevent Clark from establishing himself on the Falls of the OhiO,
which would keep open communication between Fort Pitt and the
Mississippi. Sinclair's striking at the Illinois may favour opers-
tions. Page 46

May 8, Same to the same. To lessen the enormous expense of Indian pre-
Quebec. sents, supplies will be got from England. Estimates to' be sent

down of goods wanted. 48
May 8, Same to the same. Owing to the death of Capt. McDougall, 1ogQueb*c. Island (Isle aux Cochons) is not to be disposed of, but claimed bY

the Crown. Mrs. McDougall will be reimbursed. 49
July 6, Same to the same. fias received letters by McComb and Perault,Quebec. with intercepted letters to Cols. Clark and Todd, and report of the

measurcs ho had taken to check the rebels on the Ohio, and to take
Vincennes. Approves of the steps taken with respect to en-
croachments of people from Kentuck, and to secure the Indians in
their rights; hopes the Indians will act faithfully with Capt. Bird,
but in spite of the vast treasure lavished on them, no dependence
can be placed on their services. Instructions how to deal with
them. To seize Frenchmen tampering with Indians and send them
down in irons. Excess of prisoners to be sent down. The in"
famous conduct of the rebels to prisoners, especially in the case
of Hamilton, would justify retaliation ; he wishes to forbear, but if
the number of prisoners becomes inconvenient they may be employed
on the works. Desires to diminish the list of Indian officers but
Du Quindre may be employed if useful. The enormous expensOe
for Indian goods must be checked. Hiow it bas been increased and
the steps to be taken for ils reduction. Journal to be kept of ex*
penses. b0

July 13, Same to the samo. las resolved to have the ]and cultivated at
Quebec. the posts to save the enormous expense of transport of provision$•

The land at Hog Island to be reclaimed for this purpose. Lieut.
Colonel Bolton may probably supply persons for this work. LoY'
alists to be employed and supplied with implements. AppraisOrs
to be appointed to value the property for compensation to Mrs
McDougall. 56

August 10, Same to the same. Remarks on the immense expenditure forQuebec. Indians and plan for reducing it in a proper manner. Their repre-
hensible conduct with Capt. Bird. Complaints made against Sin-
clair at Michillimakinak to create jealousies. The necessity for aI
the commanders to work in concert. To come to an understanding
with Sinclair as to claims of the Indians at St. Joseph's. Existing
rules as to trading with Saguenant (Saginaw) Bay to be observed,
except when occasion arises for modifying them. Messrs. Finchley
and Fisher cannot be trusted at a distance ; they are not to winter
at Detroit nor to be allowed latitude in summer. 58

September 29, Captain Mathews to the same. The General is inclined to belieVe
Quebec. Bentley to be sincere. DePeyster is to signify His ExcellenOY'9

willingness to forgive the past ; his small quantity of goods to Pas
1781. and ho himself to winter in Detroit. 62

January 6, General Haldimand to the same. Report of La Balme'
Quebec. defeat and his commission received. To study how it cal be

improved. It was the beginning of a general attack, which Wil
probably now be attempted in spring. The sentiments of the$i
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1781. Miamis little better than those of the Canadians or La Balme's arrival
would have been reported. Baubin may remain with tnem; he may
send authentic and speedy intelligence, obtained tbrough scouts, and
to bo forwarded, when received, to Brigadier Powell. Sketch of
Hog Island received; approves of his arrangements of families on it
and of provision for the prisoners. Page 63

g ril lo, General Hlaldimand to Major DePeyster. Hlas honoured the bills,
ee. drawp for £44,962 N.Y. Cy. His concern at the amazing demands,

although he is aware of the persecution of the commanders at posts
JilIle 2 from the Indians prompted by the avidity of traders. 65

24u4, Same to the same. ilas received copies of letters from Joseph
Brant and Chêne; the impossibility of anything being done against
Detroit or even the Indian country, the Virginians not being able to
spare troops to act in conjunction with the settlers on the frontiers.
It will bo the fault of the Indians if they allow the settlers to
establish themselves. The Indians at Sandusky are vigilant
and enterprising, but so long as they are supplied with provisions
from Detroit, they will wait and let the active season' pass, while
the enemy are effectiug their purpose. Indian goods in future to be
supplied from England or Quebec; economy to be observed. Requisi-
tions will be supplied and Brigadier Powell is instructed to prohibit
purchase of rum, &c. at the posts. Issues of rum to be restricted.
The Indiana to be informed of the supplies and restrictions. Money
for Schank to pay the seamen will be sent by next opportunity. 66

October 6, Same to the same. Reports of Brant's success and hopes of pur.
Qnebec* suing it against Clark. Joseph's conduct an example to the other

Indians. To represent to them their ability to repel the enemy if
only united. fias accepted bills for £35,225 13s. 6d., but expresses
surpribe at the expenditure being incurred. 71

'veber l, Same to the same. fas received estimates for Indian goods
and copies of letters from McKee and Thompson, who have had to
abandon the pursuit of Brant's success, owing to the caprice of the
Indians. Money thrown away on them; had an equal number
joined Brant's 100, and a company of rangers, Clark's fate would
have been decided. The Indians who distinguished themselves with

172 Brant should be well rewarded. 73
7ay is. Same to the same. Bills accepted for £17,917 19. 6d. The

enitreal. trouble that he knows will be caused by the new regulations
as to the Indian supplies. Brigadier Powell has transmitted
letter respecting Clark's intentions. Cannot send assistance, but
does not think it will be needed. His satisfaction that the
Indians are united to support their own and the rights of the
Crown. Clark can have no hope of succesa against Detroit. To
dissuade the Six Nations and Delawares from attacking Fort Pitt.
To get ail information respecting its strength, &c. Hopes for news
of the successful return of the party sent to dislodge the Illinois
settlers at Chicagon. 74

ay ai, Same to the same. Received intelligence by scouts who were
nitreal- engaged by the enemy on the route to Sandu>ky. Massacre of

Christian Indians at Muskingum. Iopes the small detachment
from Niagara will keep the spirits of the Indians tilt Powell can
send ranger@, and that the massacre at Muskingum will rouse the
lndians. The capture of the boats with flour will, ho hopes,
encourage the Indians. Approves of the measures to relieve the
rermaining Christian Indians. 77

q'11, Sume to the same. Report rceived of the defeat of the rebels at
121®°- Sandusky by the rangers and 1 udians under Caldwell; unfortunate
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1782. that it was tarnished by cruelties on Col. Crawford and two
captains, which may be prejudicial should an accommodation be in
agitation; no doubt the event proceeded from the massacre of the
Moravians. His abhorrence of acts of cruelty to be communicated
to Indians. Respecting McKee's application for ]and. Page 79

October 21, General laldimand to Major DePeyster. Approves of defensive
Quebec. measures adopted with respect to Indian territory ; is to confine him-

self to defensive measures so far as the safety of the post will admit.
The Indians to be restrained from hostility except in defence. The
list of Indian officers and pay enormous; as great reduction as possi-
ble to be made. Approves bis reasons for giving up the cultivation
of wheat, ho is to encourage the cultivation of Indian corn. 81

November 1, Samo to the same. Brigadier McLaan to forward intelligence
Quebec. from New York and instructions thereupon. Not probable that

any attempt will be made against the upper country this season,
but if no change take place, it will be undertaken early in spring.
iReinforcements cannot be sent this fall; to ascertain the enemy's
intention and have recourse early to McLean, and communicate
with Captain Robertson, at Michillimakinak, as well as with

1783. Niagara. 83
February 14, Same to the same. Report received from McKee of the destruc-
Quebec. tion of a Shawanese village by Virginians, and their taking post

there; is persuaded that they have retired. Six Nations determined
to retaliate for the stroke at Standing Stone village, and asking
assistance. By express orders ho cannot comply, and the Indians
are to be dissuaded, but they may be assured of support in their own
defence. Is pleased that reductions are made in the Indian Depart-
ment. Respecting the application for lods et ventes which ho iS
unable to :onply with. 84

March 12, Same to the same. Received report of Indian Council; the retreat
Quebec. of t he rebels across the Ohio after destroying the Chilicothe village.

Trusts it is the same affair as that calted the Standing Stonç. Every
exertion to be made to prevent incursions that might be an ob.tacle
to the desired accommodation. 'The propriety of keeping out scouts.
The attempts of the rebels to extend their frontier in the upper
-country to be secured in case of peace. Approves of the chiefs
being prevented from going to Quebec, and of the reductions in the
Indian Department. Rcheblave to receive his allowarices at Que-
bec. 87

October 30, Same to the sanie. Owing to the absence of Maclean and the
Quebec. retirement of Dundas, ho (DePeyster) is to take cmmand in the

upper country. Is to repair to Niagara. Hay is to go at once to
his government at Detroit. The business to be left as clear as pos-
sible for him. To communicate to Capt. Robertson at Michillimaki-
nak, so that ho will correspond with Hay at Detroit. 89

(The rest of the volume consists of selected letters from Lieut.-
Governor Hamilton, which will be found calendared in volumes 13
122 and B. 123.)

CORLESPONDENCE AND PAPERS RELATING To DETROIT.

1772-1784.-VoL. I.

B. 122. B.M., 21, 782.
Mayr 3 Stephen Kemble, A. D.0 , to Major Etherington, 60th Regt. Gen'
New York. eral order to secure uniformity in the issue of provisions at the differ'

ont posts. Page I
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îteber 22, Philip Dejean. Return of the inhabitants of Detroit, their pos-etroit. sessions, cattle, houses, servants and slaves. Page 2
1774.y 3, St. Marie to General Haldimand (?) (in French). Sending

lceuries. reports required by Gen. Gage. Ras received one from M. Maison-
vitle. lias had to visit the Illinois with Mr. Perthuis to obtain
information, part of the titles having been carried off by M. Clouvier.
The census of Illinois ready and certified by M. St. Ange and Pierre
Nasse, commandant at St. Louis. 3

et ber 4, Alexis Maisonville to Gen. Haldimand (in French). Census
taken of Vincennes; messenger delayed by Indian disturbances.
' hanks the General for the free carriage of his effects by a King's

1777. ship. 5er ry e, Richard McCarty to Rocheblave (in French). Sends greetings
to Rocheblave's familv ; has been ill. Has written on current news.
Arrival at and sudden departure from St. Louis of two Englishmen.
Sends a deed for registration. Is looking for an Englishman reported
to be a good builder of mills. Reported killing of two Frenchmen
from Detroit. Four merchants abandon their houses on the

178 Illinois owing to threats by Indians. 6
anay) Lt. Governor Hamilton to Genl. Carleton. The weak state of Fort

eoit Pitt. The taking of Philadelphia makes it unlikely that the rebels
will strengthen it. 'The alarm on the Ohio ; inhabitants fleeing.
George Morgan, the rebel Indian agent, confined at Fort Pitt
but released. Killing of Shawanese by orders of commandant.
Disbanded soldiers settled near Fort Pitt confined for loyalty.
Friendly Indians bring in prisoners and scalps ; proposed attack on
Fort Pitt in the spring. Demands for stores. Message to Dalaware-
towns to assure the well affected of protection at Detroit. Should the
old Jesuit missionary die his papers to be secured. The loss of popu-
lation by the restrictions on the settlement of land. Restoration of
the rights of common on Hog Island recommended. Shall grants
of land be made to refugees ? The river frozen across. 26

yViar.y3, Lt. Governor Edward Abbott to Major Beaulon (in French). In-
ones. structions to prevent inhabitants from taking possession of land ; to

maintain Fort Sackville ; to prevent the sale of liquor; to assure
refugees flying froin the violence of American settlers that they will
enjoy protection. 10

ry 8, Rocheblave to Carloton (?) (in French). Had gone tq Vin-
Qge. cennes to confer with Abbott, and returned by the Wabash

to ascend the Missi. sippi. The disposition of the Indians. Arm-
ed boat from Fort Pitt plundering and taking prisoners. Design
to seize Lt. Governors Abbott and Hamilton and Rocheblave; intri-
gues of Congress with inhabitants. Armed parties commanded by
an officer from Philadelphia in the country, and Corigress corres-
ponding with the Spanish Governor of New Orleans and the com-
mandant. The design of Congress to seize the lower Mississippi by
the help of the people of Natchez and Manchac, and to induce them
to furnish warlike stores. The strength of the country as a place
of retreat for the chiefs of the revolt. Believes that this is the
object, with reasons. The complicity of the Spaniards at New
Orleans. Regrets the absence of a.small force to protect the coun-
try. Suggests the policy of encouraging desertion from the rebels
and of granting land to refugees. The ruinous state of the roof of
the fort. Has drawn for his expenses which are necessary, although
deceived by apparent quietude, he had previously recommended
their discontinuance. Will cease to charge expenses to the King's
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m778. account, but will pay them at his own risk, trusting that ho will not
be left the plaything ot the neighbours and Indians. Begs to be
replaced by some one of English origin. His constant worries.
Part of his expenditure has been charged in Lt. Governor Abbott's
account. Page 12

February 15, Henry Bitler's examination before Rocheblave (in French). ilad
Vineennes. come from Pennsylvania and been forced to bear arms for the

rebels; had left Fort Pitt three months before and joined the Sieur
Morin, whom ho found hunting on Belle Rivière. Hearsay evi-
dence as to movements of Congress, &o. 21.

February 26, Prices current of food at Detroit, enclosed in Lt. Governor Hani-
Detroit. ilton's letter of 25th April. 25
March 17. Rochoblave to Lt. Governor Hamilton (in French). Delaware

war chief reports rebels making a fort on the River Chaoüanos;
the Delawares have killed four of them and lost a chief. Believes
the rebels are preparing this country for a retreat; troops wanted.
Sieur deGrosellier going to look for M. Cerré's merchandise. Will
warn Hamilton if the rebels take possession. 33

April 12, Rocheblave to Lt. Governor Hamilton. M. Monbrun's report tO
Vncennes. the commandant. (Monbrun was intrusted by Lt. Governor Abbott

with orders). The state of the settlements on the River Aux Chano-
inons. The settlers satisfied with the Lt. Governor's orders, and will-
ing to join his flag. The desire of the Indians to attack the English
settlements, kill all they could find and put a collar on Rocheblave's
neck. The hardship of having to suffer however loyal. The
Indians satisfied with the Governor's promises, and ask for powder,
&c. 103

April 22, Prices current of food at Detroit, enclosed in Lt. Governor Hain-
Detroit. ilton's letter of 25th April, 34
April 25, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Carleton. On 26th JanuarY
Detroit. searched traders to Sandusky for correspondence with rebels,but failed

to find it· Fined them for excess of goods over pass. 30th January ;
John Montour assists Virginians to escape to Fort Pitt, they are fol-
lowed and recaptured. Montour released at the request of Indialn
chiefs; others kept in irons. 7th March. Arrival of Lt. Governor
Abbott and family from Vincennes. Wabash Indians at post cau-
not be kept in order except at great expense, or by troops. The
bad effects of French influence at all the remote posts. Reports
from de Celoron of Indian expeditions on the Ohio. Ammunitiofl
sent ; war parties exhorted to humanity. 11 th March. Arrival of
Indian warriors ; they have accepted war belts, and as they believe
the Virginians can do little good or harm, they will likely be sin-
cei e. 29th March. John Turney from Quebec brings a belt to the
western Indians from the Six Nations through Col. Butler to sup-
port the Government. lst April. Charles Baubin reports that with
Lorimier and Shawanese Indians ho reconnoitered the fort on the
Kentucky east of the Ohio. Daniel Boone and 26 men captured by
Indians who kept Boone. His account of distress on the frontier
and Kentucky. The humanity of the Indians ; inhabitants invited
to come to Detroit. 20th April. Return of H[azie, a messenger
carrying a letter to Moravian minister; has brought back letter
from McKee, Indian agent, confined b rebels at Fort Pitt, but
escaped with three men, two Girtys and~one Matthew Elliott. 23rd
April. Hazle is conducting the three men. McKee's character and
uefulness among the Indians. Designs of the Virginians agains t

French River. Col. Bolton and Cul. Butler warned of them. Vir-
ginians have attacked a Delaware village by mistake. 25th April gs
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1178. Governor Abbott sends word of news from Rocheblave of 28th Feb-
ruary that the Philadelphians had shaken off Congress and allowed
the King's ships to come up the river; that Congress had fled; that
the people desired peace, and that the chiefs were flying by way of
Fort Pitt, Capture of traders' effects by rebels, attempt on Rivière
au Boeuf probably to divert the attention of the Delawares from the
lower Ohio. Shall lay a bar in the way of communicating with
New Orleans. Non arrival of Lamothe with instructions. A Huron
of Lorette reports that Bentley has supplied ammunition to rebels.
Correspondence between Spaniards and Virginians. Page 35

ÂoO 2t Lt. Governor Ramilton to General Carleton. The sloop "Angelica"
advertised for Michillimakinak; the great quantity of goods and
provisions proposed to be sent in her by the merchants and the
extravagant price of grain and flour have induced him to have an
investigation of the quantity of flour, live stock, &c., to prevent a
monopoly and to secure the quantity necessary for the post. The
Hurons want another missionary, the old Jesuit being superannuated.
The jealousy between these and the Sandusky Hnrons. They want
possession of the land taken from the rebels. The arms for militia
very bad ; some wanted from Quebec. The expense of gunpowder
for Indians. Sends letters from Rocheblave; list of Indian trade
licenses and prices current. Good conduct of the company of
volunteers. 43

25 Same to the sane. Recommending Capt. James Andrews for his
ability as a seaman, &c. Capt. Thompson, inspecting the Naval De-
partment, bas gone to Niagara. Ris report on the Naval Depart.
ment at Detroit. The necessity for a person to superintend the ar-
rival of vessels, their cargoes, &c. Capt. Thompson recommends Mr.

i 25, Algie, of Quebec, for the office. 46
1-t.roit. Lt. Governor Edward Abbott to the sane. Left Vincennes

on 3rd February, reaching Detroit on 7th March, after a painful jour-
ney. Had left the place before the arrival of the Indian hunt, to avoid
the large expense for presents, the want of which would exasperate
the Indians. Hopes for approval. Hlad been obliged to incur large
expenses for Indians, for which had drawn on Mr. Dunn. Suggests
the appointment of a person at Vincennes to prevent the indians
joining the rebels. Incloses instructions left with Major Beau.
Ion. 48

ib'otroit.' Census of Detroit taken by order of the Lieut. Governor. 195.

I .n hbits of~ie Illinois (Joseph Vesinat, Jos2ph Verrault,
los Cories Jaunetot, Louis Chatelleraulr, Amable Vel, Baptiste Cas.

terigue, Eustache Lambert, Lionnais) to Rocheblave (in French).
That Maillet had delivered the letters and would zealously prosecute
the work. The conference with the Indians, who had had theirminds
prejudiced by the speech of the Spanish Governor of St. Louis.
(Sent te Lieut. Governor larmilton and forwarded by him to Carleton
on 6th August. This letter is stated in the endorsation to Lieut.
Governor Hamilton's letter of 6th August (p. 107) to have been
written in 1777.) 8

Lt. Governor Abbott to General Carleton. Encloses declaration
ot. f Mr. Moubrun, Vincennes. The employment of Indians by the
rebels has been of great hurt, but they were forced into that service
to avoid pillage. The cruelties of the Indians to the defenceless.
le advocates the secaring the neutrality of the Indians rather than
using thom in war. 50
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June 9, Governor Hamilton to General Carleton. The Indians to meet il
Detroit. council in a few days ; he hopes for instructions as to their inroads

on the frontiers. If not received, will dispose of part of the savages
in small scouts, but retain the most reputable in the neighbourhood
to be ready for service. La Mothe not yet returned; hopes, how-
ever, to keep the savages in good humodr. Sincere wishes for Carle-
ton's safe voyage to Europe. Page 52

June 14, The same. Report of a council with the Ottawas, Chippewas,Detroit. Hurons, Pottawatamies, Delawares, Shawanese, Miamis, Mingoes,
Mohawks, the tribes of Washtanon, Saginaw, &c., Delawares and
Senecas. Present, Lt. Governors Hamilton and Abbott, Depy.
Agents Hay and McKee, besides other Indian officers. The names
of the chiefs of the tribes are given and reports of the speeches made
during the council, which lasted from the 14th to the 20th June. 54

June 20, Rocheblave to Lieut. Governor Hamilton (?) (in French). Bri.
Fort Gage- gandage by detachments from Willing's men on the lower Missis-

sippi; ill-treatment of British subjects after making themr take the
oath of neutrality. Retaliation by the inhabitants of Natchez and
others on the corps guilty of these acts. The armed vessel, guns,
&c., taken and the maurauders killed or made prisoners. 89

June 29, Lt. Governor Hamilton. Report of council with the Wiattonons,
Detroit. Qainquaboos and Mascoutins. Present, Lt. Governor Hamilton and

Depy. Agents 1 ay and McKee ; sworn interpreters, Charles Bau-
bin and lidore Chesne. Naines of chiefs given and reports of the
speeches. Council lasted from 29th June to 3rd July. 75

July 4, Rocheblave to Carleton (?) (sent by Hamilton to Quebec, 6th
Port Gage. August) (in French). Reports of brigandage of Willing, à soi disant

Captain for Congrese. Has carried off plunder from the British
settlements on the lower Mississippi to the amount of $1,500,000.
British Arkansas destroyed and people carried off to Spanish settle-
ment. Details of the acts of brigandage at Natchez, by Willing
and by gangs who had joined him. Their odious acts have roused
resistance but their success is due to the general sympathy with
themr of the great part of the settlers. The Spaniards at New Or-
leans have supplied Willing with clothing for three or four thousand
men, under cover of selling to merohants; although the real mer-
chants can only get a small quantity. Gunpowder aiso sold to the
rebels. Barge loads of plunder sent off and provisions from Fort
Pitt to New Orleans A messenger sent to warn Natchez. Span-
iards preparing to bauild forts on the Illinois, where detachments are
t: be sent. Vessels despatched to Vera Cruz for soldiers. The dis-
couragement of the settlers; the conduct of people of English birth
less patriotic than that of the new subjects, who, however, have little
hope of defending themselves. Spaniards offering inducements for
settlers to come into their territory, but unsuccessfully. buggestS
the plan of exporting the crop to New Orleans, as a means of starV-
ing out the Spanish battalion. The Spanish crews have taken pos-
session of the houses deserted by the British settlers. Complaints
sent to New Orleans. Urges his being relieved from his charge il
the Illinois by some one of Biitish origin, to do away with the
jealousies which exist, althougi these are groundless; the selfishnesd
and greed of the settlers. Troops urgently required to prevent the
importation of munitions of war, &c., and the gathering of arned
brigands; no time to be lost if the affection of the people is to be re-
tained. The Indians well disposed but not to be trusted. His 0%'
penses since 24th May, 1777; begs for a settlement; will draw 0
Mr. Daun. 91
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7l
778. Rocheblave to Thomas Daunn, Treasurer, Quebec (in French).

Port Gage. That he has drawn in favour of Dejean for £1262 stg., for expen-
diture since 24th May, 1777. Page 101

Port &9e. Same to the same. Bill of exchange for £1,262 10s. stg., on Trea-
Xo ate surer Dann in favour of Dejean. . 1029

Probab Lieut. Governor Hamilton apparently addressed to General Carle-
Augus, 1778, ton from Detroit, in August. Hoping ho would continue to govern
Detroit. tte Province. Col. Bolton reports provisions wanted for Indians at

Niagara. Bloop will sail for there with stores. Report on the naval
department. Arrivai of Capt. Lernoult. Return of Lamothe from a
scout. Death of Lient. Gouin ; his mother's destitute situation is
worthy of relief. The Shawanese and Delawares, it is hoped, will
act more heartily than before; provisions that are required for
them. List of commissions, &c.; difflculty of obtaining men to act
as judges. Lamothe will report as to prisoners taken in Indian
scout. Ris zeal. (Letter p. 52, marked Detroit 4, is dated in June,
1778. Lamothe, it says, had not yet returned. The present letter
marked 5, speaks of his return, &c., and was evidently written.

. before Ramilton went to Vincennes.) 255
Q e General Haldimand to Lt. Governor Hamilton. DelaMothe has

been detained for despatches. Has been paid £100 sterling for
expenses. . 106

Detroit. Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Carleton. Enclosing letters of
26th May and 4th July from Rocheblave. Reports that French and
Spanish emissaries are tampering with the savages. Spaniards
making every effort to alienate tho savages, but so far they have
not gained their good will or confidence. 10'

IRuet 6, General Raldimand to Lt. Governor Hamilton. Does not see any
eo- essential point would be gained by reducing Fort Pitt, owing to its

distance, but if there is a large magazine of stores there, it would be
a useful service to destroy it, as well as the crops and habitations of
the advanced settlers on the frontiers, as this will increase the difi.
culties of the rebels, if they attempt operations on the Lakes, and by
driving back the settlers, the increased consumption of goods would
harass their brethren and be better than inviting them to the posts,
where they must be maintained at great expense, unless they were.
ready to take up arms. The plan of granting lands to such people
would offer an expedient to the rebels to introduce their friends who
would act as spies. The grants, besides, must be made in a regular
manner and there is no time for such concerns. Has written on the
subject of Lamothe. The heavy expense for maintaining so many
in Detroit during the present troubles must be lessened where its
necessity is not clear. Will attend to the wishes of the Indians for
a Jesuit missionary (see letter 25th April). It would be good policy
to give the Huron and Sandusky Indians the lands they take from
the rebels, if the conquests are made without expense to Ris Majesty
and do not interfere with the rights of other nations of Indians. The
arms of the militia reported bad, must be repaired as well as possible,
as there are none till a supply is received from England. Every
economy must be used in the distribution of gunpowder, but it is not
his intention to limit him (Hamilton) as he can best judge of the
wants of so distant a department. Ships on the lakes placed under
Col. Bolton's control, and requisitions to be made to him ; with respect
to Indian inroads, he is to support Butler's movements with the Five
Nations. The rest is left to his own judgment. To transmit copies
of all standing orders, &c., left with him. Rules laid down as to

• 12e drawing bills for expenses, and furnishing vouchers, &c. 108
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Aunst 8, Lieut. Governor Hamilton to General Carleton (?). A party of
Detroit. 300 rebels had arrived in the Illinois, taken Rocheblave prisoner

and exacted from the people an oath of obedience to Congress.
A rebel officer and 30 men gone to Cahokia to receive the allegiance
of people there ; has no doubt they are now at Vincennes, as Gigault,
a French priest, had his horse r eady to start from Cahokia to receive
the submission of the people at Vincennes. De Celoron has set olf
with belts to the Wabash Inlians. Rocheblave mentions four
English frigates at the entrance to the Mississippi. No vessels at
Detroit. Sends this by bateau. To support the Wabash Indians
properly will entail great expense, but they are the only barrier at
present to the rebels, and to the French and Spaniards. A large
quantity of provisions still to be forwarded to Detroit, besides mer-
chandise from last year, not yet arrived ; large quantities wanted
for savages and trade, and vessels alone not sufficient for transport.
Merchants would rather risk carriage in bateaux than incur loss,
&c., by delays of last year. Page 115

August 10, General Haldimand to Lieut. Governor Hamilton. Letter sent
Montreal. by Mr. Bellefeuille. His zeal while serving with Canadian troops.

Seeks his fortune in the upper country. Is recommended to Ham-
ilton's good services. 117

Auguet 11, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Carleton (?). Sent off Chabert
Detroit. yesterday with letters by bateau to Niagara, and recapitulates

the news in them, of the movements of rebels. Believes the party
to be part of the marauders from Fort Pitt under Willan (Willing ?)
(See pages 89, 91.) His infamous character. His repulse at Natchez,
and news of frigates in the Mississippi have probably induced him
to return without gettiug ammunition at New Orleans. Instructions
to De Celoron to spike and destroy the guns at Vincennes which
would have deterred the Indians. Refers to the expense in sup-
porting the Wabash Indians already mentioned. Their satisfaction
with their reception. Reports of a war with France and Spain.
The delays in bringing up merchandise, &o. is disagreeable situ-
ation with respect to the shipping, which is controlled by the com-
manding officer on the authority of Col. Bolton 118

August 12, Same to Lt. Governor Cramahé. Iad left all the papers relating
Detroit. to Hog Island at Quebec last Year. The claims of the inhabitants

to be produced should Capt. McDougall prosecute his pretensions, as
he believes their title to be sufficient. If the island were granted
as a common, the inhabitants could not sarrender the rights of their
posterity. 124

Anguet 12, Same to the same (?). Is earnestly looking for news, in-
Detroit- structions, &o., from Canada, Indians in good temper, but he

can give them little support or troops in their expeditions. Reports
of a French and Spanish war. His authority has lately been
cramped, so that he will shortly have little influence left. lias Do
control over the vessels. The disposition of the people iequires
more tlan the shadow of authority, but he will do lis duty, as he
sees a storm approaching. 122

August 17, Same to the same. Io sending papers relating to a pri-
Detroit. soner, for the Chief Justice. If sent to the Sheriff they might

miscarry. The bad character of the prisoner, Nicholas, alias LamY
Thibault, charged with murder. List of papers and witnesses;
return of Indian trade licenses; petition from the inhabitants re-
lative to Rog Island. The vague and irregular character of law
proceedings. Reported that Judge Livius is gone to England. Will
send as full as possible a state of the post; sends American news-
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papers; their bad effect; will make an example of any who parade
disloyalty. Girty reports that the Delawares still go to Fort Pitt,
but only till their corn is ripe enough to allow them to rnove to Scioto.
If they remove from the frontier will repent sincerely. At least
400 Indians are assembled to attack Fort Kentucky, and bands are
ranging the banks of the Ohio Has taken steps to intercept
bateaux from the Mississippi on their return. Goods arrived from
Fort Erie for a trader at Michillimakinak.' Desires instructions
thereupon. Page 125

Qgust 26, General Haldimand to Lt. Governor Hamilton. Is to take stopstrea. to support the Wabash Indians, but to see that the exponse is not
thrown away. The Indians ought, from the expense to which
Government bas been put for them, to undertake to clear the
Illinois of invaders; the parties sent ont, if well directed,ehould cut
off communication with the French and Spanish. The important
service to be rendered is to fall upon the boats and vessels as they
pass. The favourable situation of the Wabash Indians for this; by
acting in concert, the iower part of the Ohio might be filled with
savages, to be kept constantly succeeding each other. Communica-
tion to be kept up with Mr. Stuart among the Cherokees, as if the
southern nations could be engaged, success might be looked for;
will reinforce Detroit from Niagara on arrival there of troops; pro-
visions also will be sent, but there are so many posts to supply that
saving is urged. Has detained Bentley on the report of bis being
dangerous, but specific charges wanted; he has been allowed to
send up goods for the Illinois. The conduct of his men to be
watched to prove his guilt or innocence. To watch how the powder,
&c., of the merchants is disposed of, so that they may not fall into
the hands of the rebels. 128

nt 26, Same to the same. Summary (in French) of the letter immedi-
etober 7 ately preceding, and a similar summary of letter of the 27th August
orel. ' immediately following and of letter of 7th October,at page 215. 133
4lust 27 Same to the same, (marked secret and confidential). Desires to
ontreal.' know, from bis knowledge of the disposition of the Indians and

militia, and of the best modes and routes throngh the adjacent coun-
tries, what is Hamilton's idea of the practicability ofrecovering the
Illinois and the means to be employed for that purpose. 134

port 28, Col. Geo. Rogers Clark, Virginian troops, to Kinaytounak, Renard
Mo, *' chief. Endorsed, commission given by the rebels to the chief of the

haoe. Renard Indians, sent by Gauthier to Major DePeyster, 13th May,
1778 (?). 136

à(.ut 28, Celoron to Lt. Governor Hamilton (in French). An Indian ro-s. ports the arrival of Virginians at Vincennes; they had arrested LeGros
after seizing his goods and had sent him to Illinois; that Gudert
and two settlers had also been seized to be sont there, but the Indians
had claimed them as brothers. Ras been detained by illness and to
await the reply of the village, not yet made. The Indians do not
appear disposed to go to the Illinois. Indians who went to Kaskas-
kias to meet the rebels are not yet returned. The merchandize for
Vincennes still at the Miamis. A party of savages gone to attack

Agt t the rebels at the Falls. 137
Detroit. Lt. Governor Hamilton. General report of the militia and volun-

1us teers at Detroit. 139
etrjoitt Same. General return of stores and provisions recoived, for-

warded, issued, condemned and remaining in store at Detroit, from
the 25th December, 1777, to 31st August, 1778, both days inclu-

1. 5asive. 141
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Sept 5 f) Hamilton to General Haldimand. Congratulates Raldimand ou
Detroit. appointment. Will prepare reports, plans, &c., regarding the

settlement, the forts and garrison. The general good conduct Of
the Indians. The humanity of the Indians to prisoners. Rebel
reinforcements at' Kentucky. Forts on that river and jealousY
of the Shawanese. M. de Quindre brings reports from there of the
defeats of the rebels, who are wearied out. Major DePeyster frolt
Michillimakinak confirms reports of taking of Caskaskias and Caho-
kia. The Spaniards not inclined to help the rebels. The French st
the outposts not to be trusted and most of the traders rebels at
heart. The ill effects of Rocheblave falling into rebel hands, as he had
great influence over the Indians. No word from Illinois or Vincell-
nes; will not be surprised to hear the rebels are driven away by the
Indians and well received by the French. Has letters from Chevalier
at St. Joseph; does not trust him, will root him ont when ho has the'
power. Sends list of Indian goods purchasedfrom Messrs. Macomb,
&c. The reasonable prices charged by the Messrs. Macomb and
their readiness to take Government bills. Recommends attentionl
to the claims of Mr. Adhemar, a trader. The refusal of Brigadier
]Robertson to honour bills for wood. Has confiscated the goods of
traders to Sandusky. The opinion of Attorney General Grant u-
favourable, but will persevere in enforcing the law against trader%
supplying the rebels. The absence of Judge Owen cause of risk tO
him (Hamilton) as ho is obliged to act as judge and executor of the
law. Recommends Mr. Hay, Indian agent, and M. de Jean, Justice
of the Peace. Can give littie information respecting the post and
its dependencies. Commissions for officers of militia, &c., not ar'
rived. Has been obliged to buy all the powder for Indians this year.
Has written to Governor Cramahé the reason of the neglect to send
the state of the Naval Department, &c. Page 184r

September 5, Same. Prices current at Detroit. 143
Detroit.
September 5, Same. List of officers, interpreters, &c., in the Indian Depart-
Detroit. ment, district of Detroit. 144
September 5, Same. List of goods on hand for the Indian Department. 145
Detroit.
September 5, Same. List of officers of militia at Detroit. 149
Detroit.
September 5, Same. List of barracks and furniture, bedding, iron utensils, &C.)
Detroit. at Detroit. 151
September 9, Same to General Haldimand. The arrival of Capt. Grant, Capt
Detroit. Shanks, Mr. Bellefeuille, Lamothe and others, by the " Gage.

Lamothe preparing to go on a scout ; hie party consiste of young,
active men. Ie happy to have received answers to several letterO
with instructions, which will be attended to, Will render service to
Mr. Bellefeuille; suggests hie appointment as surveyor of roads and
bridges. Has never granted lands, but has intimated that 'o
Indian deeds are valid till authorized by the Chief Governor at
Quebec, although ho has allowed necessitous persons to tili land for
subsistence, but without claim to its possession. Has written to
Col. Bolton that volunteers, militia or Indians will be sent to Col-
Butler, while the season permits. 15e

September 9, Same to the same. Will forward the instructions ho. h8
Detroit. received from headquarters, from September, 1775, to 8th SeptOl"

ber, 1778. 155
sept. 16,17, Same to the same. Letters received by Capt. Betton arrived
Detroit. in the "l Dunmore." Will do everything in hie power with regard
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to the Wabash and the invaders of the Illinois and Vincennes.
Three Frenchmen, Myette, Baron and Monbran, appointed to
act for the rebels in the Miamis. Will forward a letter from
de Celoron. The Wabash Indians do not rtlish the entry of
the Virginians, and accuse the Piankashaws of having enticed
them in. Baubin's account of the intentions of the Indians
towards the rebels; the French are interfering in their (the rebels)
favour. Capt. LernonIt bas promised every be p. le (Hamilton)
is going with the Indians. The Shawanese with de Quindre have
divided into two parties to attack two forts on the Kentucky.
De Quindre expected in fourteen days. Has written Moajor DePey-
ster that ho sets out in twelve days; asks him to engie the Indians
to co.operate. The low state of the water in the Miami River, but
the change ofweather will probably raise it. Is encouraged by ac.
counts of the disposition o.f the Indians towards the Virginians to
support them ; has been preparing and will carry presents to the
chiefs, &c. Secrecy impossible, but will do ali ho can to second
Haldimand's views as to preventing the rebels from confirming
themselves in the Illinois ; all the papers relating to Bentley cannot
have been delivered, and enumerates some that have beon sent. His
men will be watched by Lernoult. Has called in the traders at
Sandusky, as their trade with the Virginians could not be concealed;
their sordid characters. To meet Indians in council, and will con-
sult as to numbers needed for the enterprises. The prisoners and
scalps taken by the Indians. Page 156

De Inber 22, M. Monforton to M. Cerré, Illinois (in French). Expressing his
toi. feelings as to the ill-treatment M. Cerré, cqually with M. Rocheblave.

las experienced. lis respect for Rocheblave and his regret at his
treatment. The fate of the people of the Illinois if they are not able
to throw off the yoke imposed on the plea çf independence. The
apprehensions that should be felt from the change to American rule
instead of British. The treaty of commerce between France and the
Americans. Reason for it and its effects. The lamentable prospect
of bloodshed; the wise choice of officers made by the Brit-sh and the
chimerical pursuit of independence only to be purchaso:i by the effu-
sion of blood. The actions of Father Floquet whose correspondence
has been too long concealed. The proof of the mildness of Carleton's
government in his conduct towards Floquet. The fidelity of the
bishop and clergy. Desires to obtain information respecting Roche-
blave. 161

etember 22, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Haldimand. (The letter is
oit. written at different times from 22nd September to 3rd October).

State of preparation for his expedition; wil Il take presents for the
Indians, so as to encourage them to keep watch towards the banks
of the Ohio. If the western Indians resent the invasion of the Ameri-
cans it would be a good opportunity to build a fort at the forks of
the Ohio and Mississippi. Places that might be fortified if the stop is
approved of. The Spanish hated ; the French fickle ; the Americans
brave, bat without resources. The Indians can only get theirs through
the English ; the favourable time should be taken advantage of. The
good example of the botter class of French; the effect of a reinforce-
ment from Niagara. Will send account of numbers, &c., and Major
Hay and Lieut. DuVernet will report as to the communication with
the Illinois. Indian council ; report sent, oath of allegiance taken
by volunteers, &c. Ras written to Chevalier at St. Joseph's, though
distrusting him. Presents to the Shawanese. Arrival of Baubin
with report from the Miamis of Clark with 80 mon being at Vin-
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cennes and well re3eived by the French. The Indians at Ouiattonon
timourous; will try to decide them; will cancel the sale of the land
by the Peankashaws to theFrench and Virginians. Gibault, a priest,
active for the rebels. Militia sent to the Miamis to repair the carry-
ing place, &c. Reports of Celoron that J. B. Chapoton, Bosseron and
LeGras are on the best terms with the rebels at Vincennes. Their
characters. Will set out as soon as possible. Capt. Lernouit will
send reinforcements; will use the time spent in Indian councils at
Miami in fortifying the depot, &c. Captain McKee's orders on the
Ohio. Troops may be forwarded to the southward al] winter. Stores
at the Miamis; will fortify it. The danger of that post being taken by
the rebels at Fort Pitt. Will suggest to Capt. Lernoult the proprietY
of a detacbment at the Miamis from Detroit. The weakness of that
post. M. Maisonville the best to give information as to the country
through which the expedition is to go. Expects advantages froi
his knowledge of the Illinois. Messenger sent to the Chickasaws, and
to go on to Mr. Stuart. The good spirits of the Indians; no word
of the expedition bas yet reached the Miamis. Delay in repairing the
craft; a second brigade will sail on the 5th. The high wages paid
te volunteers. The war song sung (3rd Oct.) by himself, by Capt.
Lernoult an i severalofficers. Capt. Lernoult cannot spare men from
the garrison. The strength in artillery. Will set off on the 6th. 167

September 24, Lt. Governor Hamilton. Report of a Council held with the
Detroit. Ottawas, Chippewas, Pottawatamies, and fifty of their warriors. 181
September 27, Speeches at a Council of Indians and the Virginians brought to
Miamis. Detroit by Charles ßaubin. Page 196
September 30, Lt. Governor Hamilton. Return of officers, &c., of the Royal
Detroit. Artillery, Capt. Lamothe's Company of Volunteers and the Militia

of Detroit, who offered to serve in an enterprise againt the rebels. 179
September30, Same to the Commandant at St. Geneviève (in Spanish). Re-
Detroit. specting the rebels and their attempt to alienate the Indians. 199
October 1, Col. Thomas llartley, commanding the U. S. forces on the frontiers
camp
Wyatutim- of Pennsylvania and Wyoming. Speech to the chiefs of the prin-
ong. cipal Indians of Chemung, &c., warning thom against continuing the

killing of women and children, &c. The King of England bas lost
all but Canada which must fall next campaign and a continuance of
opposition will lead to the destruction of Indian settlements by fire
and sword, &c. 201

October 4, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Haldimand. Mr. Monforton
Detroit. has done all in his power to open the eyes of the French in Illinois.

Recommending him and sending a copy of his letter. 203
October 5, Same to the same. That ho has drawn for £15,543 2s. 6d. in
Detroit. favour of Messrs. Macomb. 204
October - Remarks on letters received from Lt. Governor Hamilton with
Quebec (?) summary of their contents, &c. 205
October 7, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General laldimand. Arrival of Charles
Detroit. and Nicholas Gouin, from the Miamis, with an account that M. de

Celoron was at Wyattonon when de Couagne a bastard chief of the
Peorias, arrived with belt and speech from the rebels to the Wabash
Indians, demanding a passage through the country to Detroit.
DeCeloron's precipitate ride to the Miamis. The suspicion it
creates. The littie confidence to be placed in any. Traders gene
off to Vincennes in spite of Eaubin's prohibition. Bellestre reported
to have joined the rebels with 200 French. Alarming report brought
by Indians of rebel movements. He (Hamilton) tells the Indian8

he had promised to assist the Wabash Indians and would do so. At
a council the Indians agree to accompany him. Capt. Bird with 50
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men of the 8th Regiment arrived. Lieut. Shourd and a party of 30
men to accompany the expedition. His full strength, all being
volunteers. Page 211

October 7, General Haldimand to Lt. Governor Hamilton. Urges raising8orej. supplies at the posts, to save the great expense of transport, as wel
as their constant state of dependence. To purchase beef when cheap,
and try to raise grain and cattle. The letter recommending Belle-
feuille was to lend him good will in business ; not to make an office
for him. 215

October 14, Lt. Governor Hamilton to Goneral Haldimand. Arrival of his
cher de force here. Provisions arriving. Accident to Lieut. Shourd, from

which he had to return to Detroit. Indians joining. News received
of the rejection, at Vincennes, of the termis offered by rebels. The
treachery of de Celoron. 217

October 14, Saine to the same. Report of conference of Indians with rebels;
rejection of robel offers. Return of Lieut. de Quindre from attack-
ing the fort at Kentucky. Only 100 rebels at Vincennes; reinforce-
ments will probably go from Caskaskias; will send out Indians to
divide them. 219

October 28, Same to the saie. Provisions passed up. Indians in good health
Miaistown. and temper; the restraint on their passion for rum has improved

them. His own people well. Indecision of the Wabash Indians.
Ammunition sent to the Shawanese. Council held with Indians.
Further respecting de Celoron's treachery. 222

~ovember 1, Same to the same. Provisions sent off to the Forks of the Wabash
ea under Capf. DuVernet. He (Hamilton) is setting off with provisions

Ilivière. and Indians. Arrival of Chevalier with Indians from St. Joseph.
Major Hay to follow with the last of the bateaux and Indians.
Description of the carrying place and timber near; curious sea
fossil found on a ridge near the road. Will transmit DuVernet's
sketch of the Miamis River. The Pottawatamie chief delivers up
his French medal. Return of troops and Indians. Expected arrival
of the Shawanose under McKee. Their attempt to take a fort on
the Ohio. It might be worth trying. Rebels building a fort on the
island at the Ohio Falls. The Miamis, of the river Anguille,
will probably join him. Operations on the river. De Celoron's
treachery; he has a brother in the rebel service. 224December 4, Same to the saie. Indians joining from different quarters, but not

attonon- in great numbers; their good terms with each other. Varying ac-
counts. of the strength of rebels. Macomb's goods to be forwarded ;
supplies for Indians depend on this. Fort at the Falls of Ohio very
insignificant; the fort here (Oniatonon) a miserable stockade. In-
dians numerous; French few, and not to be trusted. The deed of
sale of the Peankashaws torn in open council and declared cancelled,
and the lands restored to the Indians. The conduct of de Celoron
inexcusable. LeGras, French trader, accepted a major's commission
from the rebels. Dejean sued at Montreal for acting under his
(Hamilton's) orders; he is recommended for protection. At a loss
about news of war with foreign states. Facility for building fort at
posts eastward of Mississippi to Ohio. Indians have offered to rise
next spring. The uncertainty regarding future movements. 228

'eimber 16, Same (in French) Warning to the inhabitants of Vincennes tolelana, remain quiet; all who have been misled and return to their duty
will be pardoned; those who hold by the rebels will be punished.
The Indians need not be feared. Major Hay authorized to admin.
ister the oath of allegiance. 233
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Deceber - Captain Helm to Col. Clark, the commandant for Congress of the
Vincennes. Eastern illinois. Ris inability to get news of the British Army till

it was within three miles of the town. The base conduct of the
militia; will not be able to defend the fort, but will nct bravely.

Page 250
December 17, Lt. Governor Hamilton. Return of ordnance and ordnance
Fort Sack- stores taken at Fort Sackville, Post Vincennes, this date. 251ville,
Vincennes.
December 18, Same. Return of militia of Vincennes who were in pay of the
Vincennes. rebels, and of those who bore commissions and were enrolled

without pay, who laid down their arms 17th December, 1778. 234
December 19, Oath of allegiance taken by the inhabitants and oath by Lt. Gov-
Vincennes. ernor Hamilton, that those who take the first oath shall be assured

in their possessions, &c. 252
Docember 22, Capt. DuVernet. Plan of Fort Sackville. 251a
Fort Sack-
ville.
December 24, Lt. Governor Hamilton. Return of troops under his command at
Vincennes. the Post of Vincennes. 253
December - Prices of provisions, &c., at Post Vincennes. 254
Vincennes.
December 28, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Haldimand. Capture of a
Vincennes. scouting party from the rebels at Vincennes. Indians sent out to

intercept news of the arrival of British troops. A detachment sent
forward. The impatience of the Indians. Major H-ay sent to seize
vessels in the river and to take delivery of the Post of Vincennes if
given up without resistance. (17th). Operations against and cap-
ture of the Post. Inroad of the Indians, but no cruelty committed;
capture of horses belonging to Congress. Letter sent by the officer
of Congress at Vincennes to Commandant Clark intercepted. The
faithlessness of the people. Oath of allegiance administered. Good
conduct of troops and Indians. Reasons for not sending a consider-
able party to the Illinois this winter. Is about to strengthen the
Fort, but the manner in which the bouses are built makes them for-
midable against any garrison. (25th). Letter sent to Mr. Stuart
and belts for Chickasaws and Cherokees; the Southern Indians pre-
paring. Prisoners brought in by scouts, and also reports as to the
position, &c., of the rebels. Will keep Capt. Helm on parole till it
be known if Rocheblave can bo exchanged for him. The unfitness
of de Celoron for his post. (26th). Log barrack built; arrival of
Indians; their report of confederation of Indians against the
Virginians. Assembly of tribes at the Chickasaw River; they
are employed intercepting the rebel boats, &c. (27th). Quigaboes
(Kickapoos) gone to war towards Caskaskias. The Detroit militia
allowed to return; Vincennes militia under arms and taken the
oath of allegiance. Has seized all the spirits and will destroy the
billiard tables. Could he catch the priest (Gibault) he would send
him down. Movements of scouts. The diminution in the number
of Indians necessary, on account of the consumption of provi-

1779. sions. 235
January 4, John Dodge to John Montour. Stating bis escape from Quebec andFort Pitt. arrival here. Has spoken in bis (Montour's) favour, who will be

well received; receive immediate employment and good wages.
Desires ho may send for Ottawa chiefs, and as many of the others
as word can be sent to, that they may be spoken to. 308

January 5, Letter signed Taimenend, addressed to the Delawares and Shawa-Fort Pitt; nese, urging that a council be held and that delegates be sent to
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1779. Philadelphia, Girty, an interpreter, says it is written by a rebel,
Col. Morgan, Superintendent of Indian Affairs for the rebels.

Page 259
January 13, Lt. Governor Hamilton to Don Bernardo de Galvis, Governor of
Vincennes. New Orleans. Gives an account of his expedition to Vincennos with

the reasons, Trusts that the commerce in gunpowder with the
rebels may be prohibited from New Orleans. The danger to
Spaniards from the Indians, should the trade continue. The rebels
report they will take refuge in Spanish territory in event of a force
coming. The impropriety of granting an asylum. If granted will
have to attack the Spanisti posts. 263

Jatuary 18, Signed Galalemend, and endorsed Capt. John Killbuck to John0 00lhoeking. Montour. That he and his councillors desire to see Montour, and
asking him to come as soon as possible. Urges hirm to explain to
the Wyandots and others the strong chain that has been made with
the United States and get them to join. 308

anuary 19 .Rev. D. Zeisberger to Col. Gibson. Reporting the plans of
0chai rown. Simon Gisti (Girty ?) to take Gibson's scalp; Killbuck, who sends

the report, thinks the token by which friendly Indians are known,
should ho changed. Proposed expodition by Indians against Fort
Lawrence; other preparations but the numbers not known. Re-
ported that the ministers are to be carried off. Killbuck has sent
men to meet Sample. Thanks Gibson for having writtten to the
General about the safety of the ministers. 311

anuary 22, Colonel Gibson to Col. Broadhead. Sends copy of Zeisberger's
Law le tter; prays that something be done for the Moravians and friendlyrence. Delawares. Has kept two sawyers and a tanner of Broadhead's

mon. Hopes Mr. Gon. (Major General ?) will soon be recalled and
that things will go on vigorously in spring. Asks him to write
Morgan to do something for ministers. 314

anary 22, Same to Col. Morgan. With copy of Zeisberger's letter.°or Daniel Sullivan will not retura till Indians return; Ie has been
Lawrence. trifling his time. Prays that help may be sent to the Moravians;

suggests that part of Broadhead's new levies be sent to the towns.
Girty has not yet made his appearance. Militia have stolen horses
from the Indians, who want to be paid for ther. 315

anuary 22, Same to' Major Taylor at Fort Pitt (no date, but the arrival
Lrence of the clothing fixes it). Arrival of clothing; a poor supply. The

intentions of the Indians. Non-arrival of Mr. Berry and Ensign
Harrison. They must appear at the post and explain. The Assem-
bly voted six months' pay to troops. To try to collect the strag-
glers of the regiment, the clothing, &e. 316

arnary 22, Same to Brigadier Mclntosh. Clothing received, but it is a
Lrn poor supply; no artificers come. Intentions of the [ndians; hopes

rene. to trepan Gistie. If the Indians pen him up, ho will be in a bad
way, unless supplies are sont, which should be brought with a
strong escort. Non-arrival of stores. Can nothing ba done to pro-
teet the poor ministers and Delawares ? Prays the general to strain
a point for their safety. No medicines received. Will call Berry
to account for his conduct. Indians teasing for pay of horses

J-n stolen. 309
annary 24, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Haldimand. Plans of the

Cennes. southern Indians for attacking the rebels. Party of volunteers,
&c., sent to the Indians on the Caerokee; desertion of some of the
party. Return of officer with French prisoners and flour from
Caskaskia. Col. Clark,' the rebol commandant, nearly captured.
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17î9. Will strengthen the fort according to Hay's plan. Orders to Capt.
Bloomer at the Natchez employed intercepting supplies to rebels
from New Orleans. Has written also to the Governor of New
Orleans. Believes there is war both with France and Spain, but
has no word to justify him in offensive measures. Will send to the
Miamis for the stores brought there. The dearness of everything
on the spot. DuVernet wisbes to return to Detroit. (26th Jan.) In-
dian hands a letter written by Capt. Helm to Creek Indians; com-
municates contents to Indians then assembled. Indians going off,
to return at the opening of the season. No deaths since arrival;
want of arms and ammunition for Indians, but does not yet know
the number. Will remain still, however disagreeable the place, or
advance if wanted. (27th Jan.) The determination of the Ottawas to
remain under bis orders. The hostility of the Indians towards the
Virginians; names of the tribes and reasons given. The timidity-
of the Wabash Indians. (28 Jan.) Blockhouse raised. Indian scout
sent off to the falls of the Ohio. Plan of the river preparing by
DuVernet. Page 266

January 26, Lt. Governor Hamilton. Substance of a conference with the
Vincennes. Indians at Fort Sackville, this date, namely, Shawanese, Ottawas,

Chippewas, Hurons, Miamis, Peankashaws, Quigaboes (Kickapoos)
Ouiattonons, Delawares and a man from the Creeks. 273

January 28, Jehu Hay to Col. Butler. The difficulty of communicating with
Fort Sack- each other on Indian affairs and the obstacles to collecting theville.-
Vincennes. Indians and keeping them together faithlul. Account of the con-

ference held on 26th January. The inhabitants of the place not to
be trusted. The good effect of the expeditions from Detroit to the
lakes. 278

January 30, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Haldimand. The commissary
Fort Sack- goes with a corvée of 30 to the Miamis for provisions. The Indians
ville, giving proofs of attachment. War party set off for the Falls of theVincennes. Ohio. Indians as much united as it is possible they can be. Want

of regulars and regular officors. The inconvenience of having no
Indian Council but his bedroom. Commissions wanted for Lamothe
and other officers. List sent of Indian officers and of company
officers. 284

January 30, Return of the state of the garrison, giving names of the regiments
Fort Sack- and numbers of them, of the Indian Department and of artificers,
vineennes. with note of desertions, change of officers, &c., annexed. 287
February 24, Journal of Col. Clark, commandant for Congress. March of his
Vincennes. troops, arrival and concealment, undiscovered. Message to the in-

habitants; the order of march for the attack. Seizure of the town
and firing on the fort during the night. Capture of Maisonville's
scouting party. The garrison summoned to surrender, but refusing,
an engagement takes place. Hamilton's offer to surrender on hon-
ourable terms refused, as it must be done unconditionally. The ne-
gotiations and surrender with terms of capitulation. 289

March 8, Lt. Governor Hamilton to Capt. Lernoult. Pass to Mr. Cournail-
Vincennes. ler to go to Detroit and return, by permission of Col. Clark. 297
March 8, Jehu Bay. Recommendation of Mr. Pierre Cournailler for his
Vincennes. kindness to the prisoners, &c. 298
March 9, Col. G. R. Clark (U. S.) to P. Henry, Governor of Virginia. Can-
Vincennes. not obtain the horses wanted ; the over estimate of their value

The value of those from New Mexico. Will try to get him mares
in spring, through the Spanish Government.gThe Illinois horses
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1779. spoiled by bad usage. )esires to have 3,000 acres on the French
Lick, which ho purchased, saved for him. The qua ity of ihe land;

&rch 1, is in hopes to send him a plan soon. Page 304
ren10, Col. Clark to Col. Harrison, Speaker. Acknowledging the thanks

neenI®e· of the House; will try to deserve the honour. The capture of Ham-
ilton will nearly put an end to the Indian war; had he men enough
ho would silence the Indian nations in two months. Hopes to do
something clever with the help of the reinforcements reported as
sent. 307

Xarch 12, Major Jos. Bowman to P. Henry, Governor of Virginia. Returning
Vincennes. thanks for his appointmont to a majority. 303
March 13, Col. G. R Clark. Warrant to William Moires, express with
Vincennes. letters, to press whatever he may need for the service, even by force,

if necessary. 302
ae9rch 13, Lient. Bird to Capt. Lernoult. Has taken it on himself to stop

Sanduskr. the vessel to send information. The chiefs returned from war seem
to have something of importance. Has had difficulty in persuading
Capt. Graham to remain. The chiefs have reinforced the Fort at
Tuscarawa. Has refused to interfere, and begged the ldians to
send their determination to him (Lernoult). Knives, flints, &c.,
wanting. 336

aýrch 16, Col. G R. Clark (Il S ) to Capt. Lernoult. Sending letters left
incennes. by prisoners for their frionds, by the hands of inhabitants and others

going to Detroit. Proposes exchange of Bentley. Is glad to hear
that works are going on at Detroit, as it will save the Americans

arch 29 the expense of building. 301
Vch 29, Major Jos. Bowman, Col. Clark's battalion, to Capt. R. B. Ler.

incennes' noult, Detroit. Aeking for the release of Bontley, a prisoner for
two years, on the ground of the lenity shown to the prisoners at
Vincennes. 299

Xarch 21, Lieut. John Girault to the same. Asking for the release of
ncenen®. Bentley on the same grounds. 300

karch 31, Survey of the settlement at Detroit, taken by order of the com-
Detroit. manding officer, each inhabitant being put on oath. The survey

gives the name of each inhabitant (householder), the number of
young men and children, slaves, quantities of provisions and live
stock. 318

)arch (?)- Genoral Raldimand. Remarks on Hamilton's letter dated 18th
Quebse. Decomber (to 28th), received at Quebec 19th March, 1779 (see p. 246)

being criticisms on his measures and proposed measures. 247
Ari4 . Squire Boon to Arthur Comble. Would prefer to get back bis

of Ohio. horse, but wilL let the gentleman keep it, if he sends £300. 330
8, General laldimand to Lieut. Governor Hamilton. The sudden-

ebe' ness of bis march against rebels on the Illinois prevented orders
being sent him; the Scoretary of State had been informed of his
measures. News received of bis progress. The General's anxiety
about Niagara and Detroit has induced him to send Capt. Brehm to
consult with Lernouit as to further stops. Successful results to the
southward, Georgia redeemed. Will probably secure the southern
Indians. Owing to want of information, cannot send orders; urges
due consideration before taking stops. Desires information as to

Âpril the best means of concibating the Indians. 331
Quebe. Same to Capt. Lernoult. It is satisfactory to hear of the

stops taken to receive the rebels; it is happy for the King's
servico that so important a post as Ddtroit should be entrusted to so
careful an officer. Capt. Brehir is sent to consult with him (Ler.

nouit) and to give Haldimand orders respecting the post; to
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1779. consult with him about Vincennes and the further stops to be taken
by Harmilton. The conveyance of Macomb's goods to be favoured
by Col. Bolton. Page 334

April 17, Capt. Chene's account of the attack on and capitulation of theVincennes. Fort at Vincennes, by Lt.-Governor Hamilton. 337
April 20. Major Bowman to the chiefs of the Pottawatamies, addressed to

the chief of the village of Chicago (in French). Desiring the
Indians to remain at home, to treat the French and other traders
well, and to refuse to rise and go to war at the instigation of bad
persons. The Bostonian does not ask the Indian to war for him; ho
does that for himself; the young people like war, though they do
not desire it. If any want to fight fbr the English let them do so like
men, but they (the Americans) are only deceived once, for punish-
ment will follow crime. 341

April 20, General Clark (U.S.) to Nanaloibi, chief of the Pottawatamies,
Vincennes. telling him and his people to remain quietly at home, and warning

them of the danger of fighting against the Big Knives. 342
May 7, Guillaume Monforton to Capt. Lernoult (in French). ReportingHuron the information given by a Virginian, a prisoner among the HuronsVijiage. and adopted by them, that they had made poace with the Americans.

Dealings of Montour with the Indians, in the interests of the
Americans. A party of the Sauteux going to war are dissuaded by
the Hurons. 345

May 29, Louis Chevalier to the same (in French). The reports ofSt. Joseph. the Americans as to the taking of forts, and, in fact, of all Canada,
renders it impossible for him to raise the courage of the Indians ; ho
asks Lernoult to help him in this effort, and to let him. know his
designs to meet the rebels. Ho has exccuted the orders received as
to the Indians, except as to rum. Ho will obtain payment fromi
Mr. Macomb, but bas sent bis accounts to Major dePeyster, &o. 348

June 9, Lieut. Bird to the same. After collecting about 200 Indians, chieflypper Shawanese, ut Mingotown, news having arrived of attacks by the
Americans and a number of Indians killed, &o., the men collected
scattered instantly, leaving overything in confusion. The move-
monts of his people. The method adopted by the rebels to get up
excursions against the Indians to destioy their crops, &c. 351

June 12, Lieut. Bird to the same. Constant reports of' the rebels
Upper attacking Indian towns. Chiefs send word to Lernouit that if heSandusky. will assist they will defend the country to the last. If not, they

must abandon their crops and villages. Recommends Macarty as
an interpreter; lis services. 352

June 13, General Haldimand to the same. Sending authority to arrest
-Quebec. disaffected persons, giving aid to the rebels, and to take hostages

from such as are doubtful. 354
June 16, Archibald Blair, Clerk of the Council, certified account of theWiIliame-t
burg. proceedings in relation to Lt. Governor Hamilton, Philip Dejean

and William Lamothe, prisoners of war. The Council has resolved
to begin on them with the work of retaliation, and to put them in
irons, confine them in the dungeon of the public gaol, debar them Of
pen, ink and paper, and exclude them from all converse but with
their keeper. (Original printed). Written on the back is a letter
from Andrew Robinson, 5th July, 1779, to Capt. John Dodge, stating
that Lt. Governor Hamilton had been loaded with irons, and had
incriminated Dodge. ie (Robinson) had defended Dodge; wishOs
him to come down. 355
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nae as,' Capt. Lernoult to General Haldimand. That he has drawn forDetroit. his command money, in favour of Alexander and W. Macomb.

46 26 • Page 362
Detroit' Same to the same. Has received letters by Capt. Brehm, and will

exert every nerve in carrying on duty. The assistance given by his
officers, especially Lieut. DaVernet. lias unbosomed himself to
Capt. Brehm. Is satisfied with Mr. Baby's character and con-
duct. 363

p 3 John Doge to Phillip Boyle, Sandusky. Has escaped frombrg. Quebec and obtained a captain's commission. Fisher and Groverat
send remenbrances. Battle at Carolina; English defeated, leaving
700 dead, the rest, with cannon, &c., prisoners. Is going to Wil.
liamsburg to prosecute Hamilton, Dejean and Hay, who will all be
hanged. Compliments to good Whigs at Detroit; money plenty,
fine times for the sons of liberty. Will soon be relieved of these

16 tyrants. 368
etro. Alexander McKee to General Haldimand. Anxious to be of ser-

vice ; accompanied Lieut. Governor Hamilton on his expedition to
unite the Indians, which failed by the unlucky event. A force must
be employed to engage thom again to act against the enemy. Col.
Johnson to be at Quebec and desires to seo him; asks directions as
to drawing his salary. 370

kaY 18, Mich. Lorraine to Capt. Lernoult (in French). Intelligence *of
stown. Clark's movements and his preparations for attacking Detroit. Ris

force, guns, &c. Linctot has left the Illinois with 200 mon, with
orders to buy horses. Gamelin says they will be at Miamis by
August, where they were to build a fort for stores, under charge of
fifty Bostonians and fifty French. 372

Speech from the Hurons at Sandusky, with a prisoner (in French).
7· The promises of Lt. Governor Hamilton to assemble the wbites to

drive the rebels from the Indian lands have net been kept. He had
promised also food and all things necessary, but failed. Prays that
the promises may be fulfillei, and they will be in a position to de-
fend themselves. 376

sY 19, Capt. Lernoult's answer to the Shawanese, encouraging themn to
uasky. continue faithiul and exert themselves. Thanks for their efforts to

secure southern Indians. Exhorts them to be unanimous. The Six
Nations are determined to defend themselves and country. 373

D» 20 Deposition of Henrick Jago against James Cassidy and Boslick forroý1t treasonable language. 381
DLy , Deposition of J>hn Laughton, naval storokeeper, against James

Cassidy for treasonable language. 379
Det 2 ., Deposition of William Miller as to the treasonable utterances of

James Cassidy and William Boslick, at Detroit. 378
Detroit: Deposition of John Cornwall against Cassidy for treasonable

language. 380
e General Haldimand to Capt. Lernoult. Is satisfied of his zeal.

Col. Bolton informed of the impossibility of forwarding cannon for
Detroit and Michillimakinak, owing to greater need for provisions ;
guns may be taken out of the vessels. The astonishing consump-
tion of rum at Detroit must be diminished. The issues at Niagara
much less ; no allowance to the mon except on particular occasions.
The account for command money not in form and bill for the same

e1y 28 cannot be received. 882
Deposition of John Cornwall against Jeremiah Cockran, Wiggins,

a trader, and Fouché, a Frenchman from Post Vincennes, for treason-
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1779. able language. Fouché, it is stated in a note. was the man who
gave the rebels notice of the approach of the King's troops to Vin'
cennes, and employed Indians to carry goods ont of the fort. Page 384

July 29, • Capt. Brehm to Capt. Lernoult. Giving him power to hold gen'
Niagara. eral courts martial, &c. 38
July 31, William Arundel to the same. Sending reports of speecheS
Lower delivered by three Delawares (Killbuck, &c.) to a council of Wyan-Sandusky. dots; the Wyandot chief is sending copies to Datroit, and will do 0

directed. Baptiste Drouilliard is sending a printed paper, given hiO
by the blacksmith at the upper village, being a declaration by Count
d'Estaing. The speeches of the Delawares urge the Wyandots to
join the Indians for Congress. 388

August 2, Capt. Lernoult's answer to the speech of the Hurons of SanduskY,'
Detroit. made on the 2nd July. States ho has been satisfied with their 0on-

duct at the beginning of the war, but finds fault with their dealing8

with the rebels, against the bad effect of which he warns them, as
well as against Montour.

August 3, Account of goods belonging to Laventure Foucher and brother,
Detroit. taken at Detroit by Thomas Williams, by order of Captain Lor-

noult. 40C
Aug. 3 and 6, Essential part of the council held with the Pottawatamies by Mr.
St. Joseph. Bennet (in French). He urges them to remain true to their alli'

ance, and reports the extreme distress of the Americans, and suc-
cesses of the British. On the 6th the war chief Petit Bled advocates
in the strongest terms that the Indians should remain at home il'
peace. Answered by Bennet, and, after difficulties raised, it Was
finally dotermined to follow Bonnet on the road to Detroit. 391

August 26, Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Haldimand. Stating that he

Giams. has drawn bills for £100 sterling, in favour of Samuel Beal .fHe Miy
burg. have to draw again as there are 8 officers and 18 mon. Dejeanu, La'

Mothe and himself have been in gaol 75 days; Major Hay, with
the other prisoners of war, are at Chesterfiold. 404

August 28, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Lernoult. Stating that General H1aldi-
Quebec. mand bas promoted him (Lernoult) to be major, and hoping he

would have to inform him of something more to his advantage. 405
August 29, General Haldimand to the same. Instructing hira to trans'
Quebec. fer the command of i)etroit to Major DePeyster, and repair ut o1ee

to Niagara. 406
Augnst 30, Capi. Thomas Aubrey, 47th Regiment, order to arrest Ensigo
Detroit. Hamilton for countermanding orders. 407
September 5, Capt. Lernoult to General Haldimand. Advising that ho haDetroit. drawn for £38,710 4s. 2d. N.Y. Cy., in favour of A. & W. Macomb. 409
September 17, Report of Council between the Hurons and the Wyanlots held al
Pittburg Fort Pitt and a copy brought to Detroit by Duentate a ehlef of the

Hurons. Both nations hoistile to the English as expressed in their
speeches. 409

SeptEmber23, Capt. Thomas Aubrey to General Haldimand. Stating that b"
Detroit. had hoped the court martial on Lieuts. Bunbury and Glennie ut Car-

leton Island would have been held. Trusts Glennio may not be
allowed to go to England till tried. These two have done overythiD$
to set the officers against him, and other charges mentioned. Falsi
returns made by Glennie ; insolence of Bunbury. 418

October 12, Lieut. Thomas Bunbury, 47th Rogiment, to the same. Pointê
Detroit. out his long imprisonment and the nature of the charges againe

him, and prays for a court martial. 42
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Ober 19 Declaration by Lieut. Irvine, respecting the conduct of Lieut.
4oit. Glennie, and the means he took to obtain signatures against his

Ocb commanding officer. Page 423
h 20, The chiefs and principal warriors of the Mingoes, Hurons, Dela-
1lage.'' wares and Shawanese to Major Lernoult. That they had met with

success in the late expedition; reports of large numbers of Virginians
coming from Fort Pitt; ask assistance to rosist them, and if ho does,

e Detroit can never be in danger. 424
8 er 23, Col. John Campbell to the same. Stating the manner of hisx. Iy- capture, ho is detained as an Indian prisoner, although ho surren-

dered to British troops ; asks to be taken to Detroit and held as a
o prisoner there. 426

i tro 29 Lieut. Thomas Bunbury, 47th Regiment. Charges against Capt.
0 ' Aubrey. 428

t 30 Same to Lt..Col. Bolton. Transmitting a copy of his charges
àeu1i1 against Capt. Aubrey. 429

robe1, Major DePeyster to General .Haldimand. Ras relieved Major Ler-
noult who sets off with accounts of the defeat of Rogers on the Ohio
by Girty and Elliot. Ras enclosed papes of this affair and those found
on the rebels. The great demands of the Indians; in the absence
of Caldwell cannot assist them with troops but will give them goods
and ammunition to be divided by McKee. Hamilton's messenger
returned from Pensacola. Will write to Governor Chester with
Spanish Govornor's letter. 430

ber 10, General Haldimand to Major Lernoult, informing him that he has
been appointed Adjutant General, but that owingz to the great change
of climate from Detroit to Quebec, bis presence will be dispensed
with for the winter, during which time ho can assist Col. Boltdn.
His appointment is dated lst August, and ho will be notified when to
come down. 431

ber 15, Report of Council between the rebels, the Delawares and a few of
X itt. the Shawanese favourable to the rebels. 432
brber 20, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Secret intelligence

received from Col. Bolton. Cannot get the Indians to do much
whilst threatened by the Virginians and Indians in their interests.
Virginians reported to be building a fort at Cashote village. Is urging
the Indians to prevent Clark from building a fort at the Falls of the
Ohio; this will take him off the Illinois country, and will onable Lt.
Governor Sinclair to surprise Fort Louis at Pincour. Cannot
qtalify Thomas Williams to ho justice till ho himself is properly
authorized. Is sending off Campbell, colonel of militia, taken by
the Indians. 434

r A Speech delivered to the chiefs and warriors of the Mingoes,
Hurons, Delawares and ShawaneFe, by Lieut. Caldwell. Distributing
goods and ammunition and urging them to continue faithful and

n zealous; if tbey do, support and supplies will b sent them. 436
er 5, Major Lernoult to General Haldimand. Serding thanks for his

appointment to ho Adjutant General, and for dispensing with his at-
becemb tendance during the winter. 458

tor 26, Speeches irom several nations assembled in Council at Sandusky
J 17 80, by Lieut. Caldwell, with his answers, and copies of rebel pass to

N44dg 22 Raven, chief, who explains his course. The endorsation of these is
December, 1778 and January, 1779, a palpable error. 439

Na a5, Doctor Anthon to Capt. Brehm. Respecting his appointment to
h surgeon for the Naval Department and garrison. His claim of
precedence. 459
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Janna':y6, Norman McLeod to Capt. Mathews. That ho did not accept the
Detroit. pay of Town Major on the appointment of Lient. Governor Hamilt0

knowing that it was not sanctioned by Gen. Carleton or Haldimalnd*
Asks that his services be remembered in case of vacancy. Page 461

January 6, Major DeEeyster to General Haldimand. Asking that a pas$ ô
Detroit. granted for the convoyance of Macomb's goods from Montreal. 463
January - Account current between Laverdure, Foucher & Brother and
Detroit. Ridley and Bonnet. 464
February 12, General Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Has honoured the las0
Quebee. bill from Michillimakinak; the enormous expense for Indians at that

post. Governor Sinclair to be cautioned as to this. Hopes the
stroke on the Ohio will have a good effecton the Indians. Approveo
of employing the Wabash Indians to prevent Clark establishing hie'
self at the falls of the Ohio; the effect of that establishment to ope
communication between Fort Pitt and the Mississippi; Sinclair
should strike at the Illinois. 465

March 8, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Sending report fro0
Detroit. Chevalier at St. Joseph that the rebels have evacuated the Illinois•

Indians to prevent the rebels from recrossing the Wabash. Arriva
of Caldwell, McKee, Elliot and the Girtys; rebels had failed to es'
tablish a fort at Cooshocking, but had surrounded the KentuckY
country with forts. Rebel designs on the Miamis; Indians ask helP•
If a few soldiers could be sent all the Indians would rise and belP'
Will send a small party of soldiers ; the Indian officers and volunteers
to go up the Glaise and down the Great Miamis to the Ohio. Thie
will facilitato Sinclair's movements on the Mississippi, and be of use
to Brigadier Campbell, if ho bas not yet taken New Orleans. Th'
Wabash Indians to amuse Clark at the falls of the Ohio. 461

March 10, Capt. Thomas Aubrey to the same. Lieut. Bunbury drowned
Detroit. by the upsetting of a canoe. 4-0
March 10, Major DePeyster to the same. The death by drowning of Lieut.
Detroit. Bunbury and Mr. Godfrey, conductor. 471
March 10, Same to the same. Capt. McKee desires to go to Europe; baS
Detroit. prevailed on him to return to the Indian country to help in the pre-

sent enterprise. His long services and offers of commissions; hiS
influence with the Shawanese. Suggests that something should be
done to make up his losses and induce him to remain in the ser-
vice. 472

March 15, Louis Chevalier to Major DePeyster (in French). ,Ias received
St. Joseph. orders from Lt Governor Sinclair to leave the post with arms aDd

baggage, apparently from fear of a sudden attack by the rebelS,
which is contrary to the news he bas received. The obstacles to
immediate movement; the good disposition of the Indians who are
setting out, even those who had been faithless before. The Grand
Miamis bas come for his present; talk with him, and his resolutiOn
to go to war in consequence. 474

April 16, General Haldimand to the same. Has determined to remoqe
Quebee. the fort to the island of Michillimakinak ; preparations for

building to be made as speudily as possible, according to orders se1.t
to Lt. Governor Sinclair; wheels and harness to be sent to Michilli-
makinak, 471

May 6, French Proclamation by Montgomerie, Lieut. Coto, Richard
Oaskaskias. Winston and Jean de St. Germain, purporting to be from the King

of France, that the French, Spaniards and Americans are all 00
exhorting the Indians to stay at home and not meddle with a war
which may prove fatal to them if they do. 478
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8 General Haldimand to Mujor DePeyster; has determined to order
Qec. Indian presents from England to save the enormous expense caused

by the greed of traders. Orders given to send down estimates of the
8 quantities ; copy of same letter sent to Sinclair. Page 4E 0

Same to the sane. That in the arrangement of the affairs of Capt.
McDougall, rendered necessary by bis death, Isle aux Cochons is not
to be sold but reclaimed by the Crown, for the use of Detroit.
Mrs. MeDougall need not be afraid that anything will be done to
ber detriment. 482

betro Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Advising his baving
drawn for £64,035 8s. ½d., N. Y. currency, in favour of Macomb,
as per abstract and vouchers. 483

beot Same to the same. That Capt. Bird would pass the carrying
place last Tuesday and have all the way down stream to the Ohio.
How the intention to amuse the rebels at the Ohio was baffled.
The Delawares and Shawanese daily bringing in scalps and prisoners.
Clark gone to establish a settlement on the Mississippi. The strand-
ing of the " Windot" on Lake Huron. 484.

Same to the same. Sending down M. Perrault taken prisoner
by the Indians when on bis way to Virginia to recover debts. Has
been ill. 486

Same to the same. Arrival of chiefs from the Ohio at Michilli.
makinak with scalps, two being those of officers going from Wil-
liamsburg to Clark. Arrival of Indians from Vincennes and St.
Joseph; they have gone off to attack a post with 30 Virginians under
Dalton and to reconnoitre the Falls of the Ohio. The Canadians the
worst enemies. About 2,000 warriors fitted out for the Ohio and
Wabash. Du Quindre of St. Joseph placed at the head of the
Pottawatamies, and responsible for their behaviour. 487

Same to the same. Explaining the cause of the enormous expense
of the Indian Department at Michillimakinak. The Indians are now
making their own demands, and the refusal of a trifle may turn a

8n ph whole war party. 489
Dagnian DeQuindre to Major DePeyster (in French). Ris arrival

at the same time as the Pottawatamies; they produce a letter front
the Illinois, of which Chevalier sends a copy. Ris obligation to
Chevalier for help; without him there would not have been so large
a party raised; ho bas prevented a defection on account of stories
raised by Indians from the Illinois. They have, however, agreed to
follow him (DeQuindre) and he will set out at once. The expense
for presents and ammunition. 492

General Haldimand to the same. Acknowledging receipt of
news of rebel movements in the Illinois, Sandusky, Kentucky,
&c. Approves of the steps taken to check their advance, and trusts
the success of the expedition may stop for the present the demand
of Indians for the belp of troops, which cannot be given; hopes for
reinforcements. The help to Michillimakinak may weaken Detroit,
but the rangers should have joined by this time, who should be-
able with the Indians to repel any attack, and Detroit is safe in any
event. Desires to assist McKee, if he could see how to do so, as he
is too valuable to be allowed to go to Europe. Asks what he (De-
Peyster) would recommend. 495

he .' Macomb, Edgar and Macomb. Proposai to supply Government
With merchandise and rum at Detroit. 498

0eph: Louis Chevalier to Major DePeyster (in French). The new orders
have caused consternation; he must obey and is ready with arms

h- 129 and baggage to set out, in obedience to orders, along with all domi-
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1780. ciled at the post. The effect of an ill conceived letter on the Indians;
the young people, however, have followed DeQuindre. This is the
last proof of his zeal and fidelity. Is af raid of damage to his effoctO
if the savages are not cautioned by DePeyster not to touch them.

Page 500
June 27, Major DePeystcr to General Haldimand. Enclosing a deIMand
Detroit. for Indian goods. 503
June 29, Louis Chevalier to Major DePeyster (in French). Account of
St. Joseph. outrages committed by the Miamis on the Pottawatamies, who bave

called on the Ottawas and Sauteux for help, which they ask frOO
Michillimakinak also. 504

July 6, General Haldimand to the same. Acknowlodging receipt Of
Quebec. dispatches by Macomb aud Perrault. Approves of the steps ho ha

taken to guard against evil effects of the encroachments of peoPlâ
flying from Congress into Kentucky; desires he will prevent their
becoming formidable to the posts, and Indians, who in such cae
will act heartily. The little confidence to be placed in the Indianl
in spite of the expense lavished on them. To call their attentio"
to these expenses in council. To seize the Frenchmen who circulate
stories, and send them to Quebec in irons. Prisoners may be set
to Quebec if inconvenient to keep them. The conduct of rebels tO
prisoners would justify retaliation. Prisoners may be employOa
on the works and supplied with rations. Those refusing, to be 800t
down in close confinement. DeQuindre may bo employed althoigh
the Indian Department should be diminished. Reflections on the
amazing sums spent on the Indian service, which, he does not attri-
bute to the indifference of the officers, but to over-indulgence to the
Indians; their comforts should be met, but no expense beyonld
providing these; great part of the expense also has arisen fro 0

Government officials being traders. Not in future to allow any
them to be even concerned in trade. Is sensible of the difficulty Of
controlling demands, but it is a first duty, The expense account0d
for at Michillimakinak; desires that a journal be kept for refet

ence. 506
July 6, Lt. Col. John Montgomery to the same. Granting a pass to
Fort Clark, Philip Dejean to go to Detroit to bring his family back till A'
Kaskaakias, cartel is effected, with original pass dated 4th March, to enablîIllinois Dejean to go to Clark's headquarters on parole. 51

July 13, General Haldimand to the same. Ias resolved to cultivato
Quebec. ground at each post for food, to save the enormous cost

transport. Can be supplied with an efficient farmer from CO
Bolton, Niagara. Hog Island to be appropriated for a farm, an
every assistance to be given to forward the work. Mrs. McDouga1

to receive compensation. 514
July 19, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Capt. Bird has be0
Detroit. successful against the forts on Licking Creek; his and McKOe a

letters forwarded. 516
July 25, Same to the same. Respecting Pouchet, whose effects Woee
Detroit. seized, as belonging to Ridley. Ridley's account. 51
July 30, Henry DuVernet. Return of ordnance wanted for the new for
Detroit. at Detroit. 51
August 10, General Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Has received estinlate
Quebec. of the Indian presents neoded for a year. The propriety of ditU14'

ishing the liberality; ho is to make trial of it by distinguishion
thlose who were hearty in the service. They cannot go to the robel0

for supplies. He does not wish to curtail the deserving but cannOt
feed the idle, and those who are always calling for help to keep O
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1780. the rebels; complaint8 against Sinclair at Michillimakinak brought
by envious people; urges to perfect confidence in each other, and
no jealousy, and to send Sinclair statement of the reports made
against him. To agree with Sinclair as to the treatment of the
Indians at respective posts. To rogulate the trade at Saguenant
(Saginaw) Bay as formerly. The suspicious conduct of Finchley
and Fisher requires that they be watched to prevent intercourse
with the colonists. Page 519

0,guo General Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Report of Capt. Bird's
success at Licking Creek received. The Indians to be warned of the
evil effects of their perverse conduct in not supporting the plans for
the effectual destruction oftheir invaders. The inhabitants to supply
straw for barracks at Government price. 523

St 5, Bombardier iloman to Capt. Bird. Hearing of the approach of
boue. ".the rebels was proparing to carry off the ordnance and ammunition

when an Indian carried off all the horses but one ; managed to
secure gun, loose shot, &c., might have killed the Indian and com-
panions, but was afraid of the result of an Indian war. The rebels
have since evacuatud the Indian territory after setting villages on
fire. Indians killing rebel prisoners to prevent them escaping with
intelligence. The brutalities of the rebels. fias sent for flour and
pork. 524

t 18, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Ai-rival of McKeeroit. and Bird. McKee sets out for the Indian country to rouse the
Indians against the rebels ; they will be supported by Hare with
rangers and Chabert's Canadian volunteers. McKee's promise from
Lord Duamore of the rank of Colonel of a battalion ; his commis-
sion was intercepted and destroyed so that it did not reach him.
The only way to serve McKee is to raise a Provincial corps. 527

ppeust 22, Capt. McKee to Major DePeyster. The affair of the Shawanese
8hawanese settled before his arrival, and the enemy gone. The Chilicothes
Vilage. left their village and destroyed the fort. The advance of the rebels

on Pickcawee and description of the fight, the slaughter of the
rebels, who had destroyed the cornfields to the great distress of the
Indians. Another rebel army reported coming from Fort Pitt.
Expected arrival of Rare whose troops will encourage the Indians ;
is trying to get intelligence from Fort Pitt. Sends speech from the

& Indians. 529
ngut 22, Speech of the Delaware and Shawanese Village to the same

awanese Referred to in immediately previous letter. That they had sent
llage. for help before; the destruction of their villages ; another force

approaching and more help needed. The message sent from the
4gnet rebel Delewares is enclosed. 533

queb.30, General laldimand to the same. Pass to Mr. Perrault to proceed
S30 to the Illinois country for purposes of trade. 536

D", ts> Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Rebels have left the
Shawanese country after destroying the corn and villages; the
women and children coming for help. Rebels threaten the Wyan-
dots at Sandusky. Capt. Hare with rangers and Canadians is
moving to oppose them with all the lndians McKee can raise.
Capt. Mompesson reports an expedition of Creoles against Michilli-
makinak, does not believe it likely ; cannot, however, weaken the
garrison (Detroit) further, with detachments out and so many sick.
Should the news be confirmed the rangers may be back and he will
send out a detachment to their assistance. Arrival of DeQuindre
from St. Joseph with 200 Pottawatamies. They leit him but came
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1780. in for presents, which are refused till they bring in the rebel
traders. Page 537

August 31, Major DePeyster to Capt. Matthews (?). The justices have "O
Detroit. power to decide in cases of small debts ; unless it is granted, great

confusion will arise. Power must be sent to swear in Williams and
him. 540

August 31(?) Same to General Haldimand. Sending letters received bY
Detroit. express, will not answer them tillie hlas orders. 541
September 3, Lieut. H. DuVernet, R. A. Return of ordnance required for the
Detroit. garrison of Detroit. 542
September 5, Aporaisement of the buildings on Hog Island by Nathan Williams
Detroit. and Jean Baptiste Craisste. 543
September 8, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. That be has drawn for
Detroit. £42,714 7s. 11½d. N. Y. currency, in favour of Macomb, Edgar and

Macomb. 544
September 9, Rocheblave to the same (in French). Has been disaP-New York. pointed in getting his vessel armed as he expected, and is afraid,

therefore, of fresh misfortunes if he goes to Canada. Reported eXpe-
dition to Virginia ; he hopes to raise some troops to drive out the
rebels from along the Mississippi, the Wabash and Ohio. Reported
entire destruction of the rebel army by Cornwallis onthe frontiers of
North and South Carolina; those escaping having fled to Virginia.
The army of Washington is 40,000 strong ; detachments sent to the
south ; the militia of Pennsylvania has disbanded. The French at
Rhode Island; some have joirned Washington. Chevalier de
la Luzerne, ambassador from France to Congress, keeping up rela-
tions with the Canadians. The proposal made to him (Rocheblave)
to serve Congress in the Illinois as Indian Superintendent, &c.
Had refused and been proscribed by Congress, which demands from'
Vaudreuil to banish him to France or the West Indies. His inter
view and declaration of being a British subject owing to being aban
doned by France at the peace. The intrigues of Linctot with the
Indians. Linctot, a Canadian, had his head turned by a letter fro0
d'Estaing and promises from Congress. Information as to St,
Germain, Bentley and their relations with the rebels. The rigorouS
imprisonment of Lieut.-Governor Hamilton. Calls attention to hi
and Major Lord's losses by brigands. 545

September 9, Major DePeyster to the same. That he has had the building"
Detroit. on Hog Island appraised. Will settle Mr. Riddle's and other thre

families, reserving grazing ground for the King's cattle. 55Z
September 15, Speech sent by a Frenchman in the rebel service at Fort Pitt to

sha nese the Shawanese, &o., with message from Broadstreet at Fort Fitt.
'Village. Reported movements of the enemy to concentrate at the fluro

villages and advance on Detroit. The Shawanese, &c., resolved to
oppose the rebels, and word sent to the Indians of Sandusky t
unite with the same view. 55

September 24, Account of pay due to Lient. Sohifflin, in the Detroit volunteers,
Detroit. and Indian Department. 557
September 24, Capt. Mathews to Major DePeyster. That the commander-i0'
Quebeç- chief is inclined to think better of-Bentley, and will forgive what 1$

past, if he firmly abide by his promises. He may get the sI al
quantity of goods in he asks for and may be useful, but particuilar
attention may be paid to his conduct. 55

September 30, General Haldimand to the same. That the request of Dejean'
Quebee. for leave to take his family to Vincennes must be refused, for

reasons given. 560
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178o.ocQtober'i, Major DePeyster to Haldimand. Explaining the mode of distri.
Detroit. buting Indian presents; the close attention he pays to the

t matter. Page 561
Det®r 10, Same to the same. Has placed loyalist families on Hog Island ;

there is only room for two, it being 178 acres in ail. Has
employed prisoners on King's work; they will be placed on eded
Indian lands, if approved of, but at present the Indians moke it

r dangerous to do so. 563
qe°be° 27, Goneral Haldiniand to Major DePeyster. Lieut. Schiffiin has

escaped from Williamsburg and will return to Detroit. He is to
continue as Lieut., and to be employed in the Indian Department
if needed. 567

D'erher 1, State of the settlemont; population, live stock, grain, land undery cultivation, &a. 568
te er 16, Major DePeyster to General ffaldimand. Attack by Indians on

a body of Canadians under LaBalme, near the Miami village.
LaBalme and 30 or 40 killed; his A.D.C. taken prisoner. LaBalme
designed a coup de main on Detroit. His papers, &o., sent on. The
trouble the party under LaBalme might have given Detroit had it
been complete. Its rapid movements; the efforts of the Indians;
the rangers sent to support the Miamis. The propriety of giving
the Indians liberal presents and keeping a trader (Baubin suggested)

e among them. 599
ljbe r 3, Lieut. Gerrard Irvine to the same. Stating his services and

laand, asking for information. 67.
eeeeIber 12, Lt. Governor Hamilton to the same. Is doubtful as to his letteraYork. reaching; the failure of his enterprise owing to treachery; believes

he can clear himself; his imprisonmont; offer of parole and refusai
at first, but acceptance after the third offer; hopes to get exchanged.
The distressed state of Major Hay; his services. Lamothe's illnosa
from confinement. Schietfelin has set off for Qiebec. Maisonville
put an end to himself in prison. Mr. Bellefeuile's good conduct,
&c, recommends him as second Lieut. should Lamothe's company
be recruited. Mr. McBeath's sacrifices. Transmits bills, &c. Wil

) sail to England with Sir H. Clinton's leave. 573
xw be 12, Account current of Lt. Governor Harrilton from 24th February,

1779, to 24th December, 1780. 579

CORRESPONDENCE AND PAPERS RELATING TO FETROIT.

1772-1784.

VOL. IL.

B. 123. B. M. 21,783.
li tro»t Lieut. Governor Hamilton to -its uneasiness at

receiving no instructions ; Lanothe not arrived ; had expected him
on the lst May. Nothing extrordinary happening with Indian par-
ties ; they abstain fron cruelty. Sends extract from Rocheblaves
letter, which ho hopes is the forerunner of Willans being taken
and hanged. Ras aisked the ehief judge to give him directions in
certain cases, judge Owens being absent in Canada. Stops taken
with respect toisupposed murder by a man named Gardner. Page 490
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Jan1-y1, General Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Is pleased that the mis-
Quebec. understanding between him and Lt. Governor Sinclair is settled.

Page 2
January 6, Same to the same. Bas rcceived news of the defeat of LaBalme;
Quebec. every means sbould be taken to improve the event; it was the be-

ginning of an attack, which will probably take place in spring.
The sentiments of the Canadians shown by LaBalme's papers. The
want of intelligence of LaBalme's arrival was due to the interested
views of the Indians; propriety of leaving Baubin among thein.
To get early iLtelligence. Sketch of Hog Island received ; ap-
proves of his arrangements for placing the families on it, and for
the employment of prisoners. 3

January 8 Major DePeybter to General Ialdimand. Attack on St. Joseph ;
Detroit. pursuit of the iebels ; their defeat at Petit Fort. The Indians take

the prisoners to Michillimakinak, except Brady, who gives intell-
gerce of the designs of Clark against Detroit. Wili be ready for
them when ordnance arrives, though the works are in a shattered
state.

January 8, Saime to the same. That be has drawn for £44,962 6s. lid. New
Detroit. York currency., 7
February 12, Speech by Beausoleil, captain in the Spanish Cavalry, to the Pot'
St. Joseph. tawatamie chiefs at St. Joseph (in French). Encouraging them to act

against the British. 8
Marcb 11, Report of a council with the Indians from St.Joseph, wbo explain
Detroit.. how they allowed the rebels to carry off the traders, with anbwer

froüm DePeyster, showing them the danger of alliance with the
Spaniards, and ordering them to bring in the renegade chiefs. The
Indians promise to be faitbful. 10

March 17, Lt. DaVernet. List oi ordance supplies wanted at Detroit. 14
Detroit.

March 28, Petitions of the merchants, and others, to Major DePeyster, praY-
Detroit. ing that some means may be adopted to enforce the payment Of

debts. 'I he petition is signed by twenty-four persons and tirms. 15
A pril 3, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Enclosing the petitiol
Detroit. from the merchants of Detroit, and trusting that some means maY

be adopted for enforcirg the payment of debts. 17
A pril 5, Major DePeyFter's report of a council beld with a deputation of
Detroit. the principal chiefs of the Shawanese, Delawares and Cherokee8 ,

wbo deliver a prison<r ; report the designs of the enemy to attack
iei. Ask assisiarce and declare their intention to oppose the
enem r y.

April 10,' General Ialdimard to Major DePeyster. Bas received word of
Quebec.I the defeat of the rebels who had seized the effects of traders at St

Jcseph. The nieritorious conduct of iDéQuindre. Little to appl'
hena at Detroit from Clark's foi ce, as the deleat at St. Joseph and
the Miamis bas encouraged the Indians. To be prepared, however,
at Detroit by getting works repaired.

April 10, Saime to the sarre. Bas received advice of bills drawn fer
Quebec. £44,9b2. The frequency of these amazii g demands is a matter o

very serious concein; repeats bis earnest desire to make a dimîitn'
tion of expenses in Indian Depariment. A littie firmness 10
refusing Indians what their real wants do not require will m2ake
them reasonable. e4

April 20, Stme to the same. Duplicate of immediately prcedirg letter.
Quebec.
A pril 24, Account of cash advanced Ly Lieut. Governor Hamilton to a de-

tachrment of the King's or 8th Regiment, piisoners ofwar, Letlwe1N
0 HALDIMAND- onOLT.IOrrn %
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1781. the 24th February, 1779, and 24th April, 1781. Certified by Capt.
n Jehu ay and Sergeant James Parkinson. Page 26

Drit.26, Council held at Detroit this date by Major DePeyster with the
etroit. several Nations, namely, the Six Nations, iurons, Ottawas, Chip-

pewas, Pottawatamies, and Miamis. The speeches from the different
chiefs and from Major DePeyster, as to the stops to be taken in
carrying on the war. In a memorandum at page 34, is a report
from Sandusky by an Indian messenger, of the movements of the
enemy. 27

Lt. Governor Hamilton to General laldimand. Advising bills
ew York. drawn and accounts sent, also of warrants received from Sir Henry

Clinton. Recommends Mr. McBeath to be compensated for loss of
baggage. Exebange of prisoners, but some stili remain. Roche-
blave at New York waiting for convoy to Quebec. lis (Hamilton's)
intention to go to England and return to Quebec in autumn, if
possible. 36

kay 24, Lt. Governor Hamilton's acconnt of cash disbursed for His>kW York. Majesty's service, between 24th February, 1779, and 24th May,

71 27 11
e . Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. That he had felt obliged

to purchase Indian goods, knowing those from England could not
arrive in time, and not knowing Haldimand wouid buy in Canada.
The alarm of the Indians required the purchase to be made. The
remains will serve to reclothe the warriors on their return, the
squaws always tearing off the clothes of the warriors before they go
into the fort. Mr. Baby has joined in trying to cut down the ex-
penses. Reasons to be urged for the great expenditure on the
Indian service, and the securing of the Indians as allies. Bad state of
the works ; every effort made to bave them put in an efficient state.
No late news from Sandusky since Broadhead out off the Delaware
village and Clark went to Kentucky; numbers he can raise. Trans-
port service and repair of schooner. Sends letter from Jos. Brant
and Isidore Chesne from Sandusky. 42

Lhinea Invoice of Indian presonts sont in bateaux from Lachine to Major
DePeyster, commanding at Detroit. Invoice signed by John Camp.
bell, superintendent of Indian affairs. 45

Account of the same sent off May 28 and June 6. 47
24' Capt. R. Mathews to Major DePeyster, by order of General

Haldimand, with copy of memorial from Chevalier of St. Joseph, for
disbursements, and desiring an explanation of certain charges made
by order of Major DePeyster. Vinegar to be sent to the post of

'M24t ichillimakinak. 48
Quebec. General flaldimand to the same. Has received his advices

from Joseph Brant and Chêne; cannot think any danger to bo
apprehended from the Virginians to Detroit or the Indian country.
The only danger is from the frontier men seeking good settlements,
which the Indians could prevent. The Indians at Sandnsky could
do this, if active, but so long as supplied they will remain idle tilt
the rebols have effected their purpose. The new arrangements for
providing Indian presents. Invoice of presents already sent; the
full supply will do away with the need of buying at the posta ; no
rum to be purchased on any account; the help of the sachems to be
called in to diminish its consumption; The chiefs sensible of the
evils caused by rum and the benefits from its being withheld. The
Indians to be informed of the desire to preserve thoir health by not
giving them the rum. Money will be sent to Capt. Schank by a

botter opportunity than this. 49
1ADMN 
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1 81. Lt. Governor Hamilton to General Haldimand. His arrival in
London. London; by orders of Lord George Germaine he transmits to Haldi-

mand an account, from his diary, of his expedition, capture and
treatment as prisoner of war, from the 25th February, 1779, to the
4th March, 1781, when exchanged. The account begins from the
date of his arrival in Detroit in November, 1776, and gives full
details of the unfortunate expedition, preceded by a summary of
previous preparations, &c., covering 50 pages. Page 53

July 17, Inventory of merchandise for Indian presents, remaining in the
Dttroit. King's store at Detroit on this date. 103
July 18, Inventory of merchandise for Indian presents, received from Mon.
Detroit. treal on this date. 105
July 29, Speech (in French) of the principal Huron chiefs at a council held
Detroit. by Major DePeyster, asking for a missionary to succeed Father

Potier. 107
July 30, Capt. Thomas Aubrey to General Haldimand. Hlaving been re-
Detroit. peatedly passed over and junior officers promoted instead of him, he

asks leave to go to England. 111
July 31, Major DePeyster to Major Lernoult. Sending petitions from the
Detroit. inhabitants of L'Assomption and the Hurons, asking for the appoint-

ment cf a missionary to succeed Father Patier, killed by a fall. 112
A ugust 8, Same to Capt. Mathews. Reporting that Chevalier had orders to
Detroit. equip Indians for the Wabash ; that the sum is moderate and the

object of the expedition effected. 113
August 11, Conference between Major DePeyster and the Pottawatamies of
Detroit. the Terre Coupée. 114
Auguet 17, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Has received instruc-
Detroit. tions as to Indian presents; will spare no pains to execute them;

has sent word to traders and Indian officers to close accounts. They
will expect ill treatment from Indians for not complying with their
demands. Will contract the trading posta. Has always paid
attention to the Indian store, whilst having confidence in Mr. Baby.
Has received Indian goods and sends additional list. 118

September 11, Same to the same. Has received accoants from the Indian country
Dttroit. and ordered Macomb to make up general statement. McKee may

have some small demand on his return. Reported defeat of Clark's
second division on the Ohio. Will detain a vessel to send any fur-
ther word McKee may bring in. 120

September 12, Same to the saie. Advising that bills have been drawn forDetroit. expenditure. Amount £35,225 13s. 61d., with vouchers. 121
September 16, Same to the same. With estimate for Indian goods. 123
Detroit.
September 24, Same to the same. With triplicates of estimates. 124
Detroit.
Rpptember 25, Capt. William Lamothe ta the same (in French). Recalling his
Quebec. services; was made prisoner and lost everything; confined in a

dungeon, in irons, with Lt. Governor Hamilton, and treated most
inhumanly by the rebels. He begs to have the expenses he was com-
peelld to defray for the relief of his fellow prisoners repaidnim. 125

S ptember 25, Noe of the expenses referred to in the preceding letter fol-
Quebec. lows. 12
September 26, Capt. A. McKee, to Major De Peyster. His arrival. Confidence of
Upper the Indians that the deteat of Clark would ensure them peace for
Sbawanese that year. Succeeds in getting them to move and advance towards

the main body on the Ohio. Ariival at the Kentucky and retura
of scouls with scalps of officers. Report by prisoners of Clark aban-
doning bis expedition. Indians dispersing. He (McKee) advances
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1781.
7 with a small party and falls in with some Miamis who had attacked

a detachment guarding families escaping from the u.pper forts. Re-
newed attack next morning, when the party retarned to bury their
dead. Final dispersal of the Indians to their homes. Summary of
the result. Clamour against Clark for bis ill treatment of the
militia. Southern Indians still active against the enemy. Page 129

september 26, Captain Thompson, of Butler's rangers, to De Peyster. Giving
ilicothe. an account of his movements witb Indians from the Kentucky

towards the Ohio. He dissuades them from attacking Fort Boon.
On the news of the resolution of Clark not to make an expedition
this year the Indians begin to disperse. His own want of pro-
visions. Brant and the Mingoes attack Boon's Fort ; fall in with
and kill Col. Lloyd and bis party. Is waiting by request of Indians
to meet reported attack which he does not believe to be true, as
Clark cannot raise men. Wili return to Detroit as bis men have no
clothing and only green corn to eat. 135

October 5, Major De Peyster to General Elaldimand. Sending letters receivedDetroit. from the [ndian country ; is bringing in the Moravian teachers ;
the Indians to be left to the management of the Hurons, the exponse
of having them at Detroit being too great. No ammunition sent
up; bas borrowed all the lead the traders can spare and does not
know what to do now for that article. 138

October 6, General Haldimand to Major De Peyster. Report received of
Quebec. Brant's success; its effect in dispiriting 0lark's ai my and setting an

example to the Indians, whose obstinacy or unsteadiness has lost
the opportunity of extirpating Clark's army. Remarks on bille
which have been honoured. His surprise not only at the amount
but at any expenditure after bis instructions. 139

Octobýr 7, Rocheblave. Memorial to General Haldimand (in French), onQuebec the advantages of occupying the Illinois country. That Lt.-Governor
Hamilton, to whose judgment it was proposed to refer it, was
aware of the superior knowledge of Rocheblave, to whose depart-
ment such a question belonged. The advantage of occupying the
Illinois by restraining the people who do more harm than all the
troops of Congress; by stopping the assistance given in the shape
of food, clothing, &o., by putting a stop to the trade of the Spaniards

. and securing the fur trade, &c. Congress is attempting to establish
a bank by means of the western lands ; the troops refuse paper
money and only serve in hopes of obtaining a share of these lands ;
the help given by the French and Spaniards, the plan settled on to
attack the lake posts (Rebels, Spaniards and Indians conjoined),
with the almost certain invasion of the Province of Quebec. The
necessity for distant expeditions to avert this. The people of these
territories must either be led or exterminated, otherwise they will
sooner or later compel their evacuation. The opinions of Lord
Cornwallis agree with bis. His plan for attacking them in the rear,
all proclamations being useless, for cutting off the source of their
supplies, and the sale of their plunder, and preventing them from
sending off parties, being obliged to attend to their own defence.
It is only then they will listen to proclamations ; the danger of this
course to the rebels and Spaniards who might probably lose New
Orleans. 141

ober 8, General Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Has received inventory
of stores, return of rum and estimate of goods wanted. Is forward.
ing goods from England; enjoins the strictest cc>nomy; the
extravagant price of rum; will buy none till the price falls. 146
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October '10, Captain A. McKee to Major DePeyster. Confirming reports that
Upper the enemy cannot invade the Indian territory this year; they have
Shawanese- taken post at the mouth of Kentucky and Salt Creek to cover the

small forts. Friendly meeting of Indians, and thanks returned to
the Six Nation deputies; hopes that attention will be directed to
Fort Pitt as the source of the mischief to the Indian country. fie
has urged them to watch the enemy till the season is over, and not
to go to Detroit as their presents would be sent them. The arrange-
ments to be made for distributing presents at the different posts.
Mr. Elliott to proceed to the place of dietribution when it is
known. Page 147

October 18, Same to the same. Flight of a supposed spy; reports of the
Shawanese enemy being in motion; the Indians want the parties gone to
Village. Detroit to return, so as to be prepared. Elliott returned frol

Sandusky. Capt. Pipe and Winginum to bring in the Moravian
teachers ; their merits deserve acknowledgment. Sending down
Brice Ragen, a young man adopted by the Indians. 150

October 21, Conference held by Major DePeyster with the Hurons from San-
Detroit. dusky. Tne Hurons address the Six Nations as to their indolence.

They have taken the Moravians in charge as these were inclined to
assist the rebels. 152

October 29, Conference held by Major DePeyster with a deputation of the
Datroit. Miamis sent to report the approach of enemy and to ask for powder

and ball. 155
November 1, General Hlaldimand to Major DePeyster. Has received estimates
Quebec- of Indian presents for the year. The constant practice of the Indians

to withdraw when wanted, and the immense treasure thrown away
on them. Clark's force not destroyed, which may involve another
campaign and constant demands for help. 158

November 2, Capt. A. McKee to the same. Has received and divided the
Shawanese goods to the Indians, forwarding them to Mr. Elliott to deliver
Village. them. Report by an Englishman from the Falls that Clark has

given up bis expedition against the Indians owing to insufficient
numbers. The Kentuckians have rejected bis proposals and his
artillery sent back to the Peunsylvanians. The Indians decline to
follow them. Clark has applied to Virginia for 2,000 men for next
year. The Wabash Indians have received powder from Clark. 160

November 3, Major DePeyster to General Hlaldimand. Goods received without
Detroit. ammunition. Indians displeased at the small supply when the

enemy are moving. Miamis on their way to Detroit have returned
on report of an intended attack on their village to revenge the death
of LaBalme. Indians and volunteers must be equipped before arrival
of supplies in spring. la not delicate about refusing Indians, but
they declare they must have saddles and rifles. The greed of the
Indians illustrated. 162

November 9, Council held by Major DJPeyster with the Shawanese Indians,
Detroit. who brought in the Moravian teachers; demands of the Shawanese;

examination of the teachers, who are allowed to go back with the
Shawanese. Presents given to the Iridians with speech from Major
DePeyster as to their demands and the necessity for them to be con-
tentea. 166

December 8, Council held by Majo>r DePeyster with the Delawares, hringing
Detroit. scalps and asking for refreshment before business is entered on.
December 10, Council con t inued. The Delawares condole with the Hurons 011
Detroit. their losses. Asks for the price of corn supplied, which is granted,
December 11, Council c)ntinued. The Delawares declare their zeal and DePeysterDetroit. expresses bis satisfaction ; the demand that the Moravians be kept
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' prisoners, answered by DaPeyster in the negative, as the teachers
had done no harm. Pages 174 to 182ieàRUry 24, Major DePeyster to Ganeral Hlaldimand. Advising that he hasetroit. drawn bills in favour of Macomb, Edgar and Macomb for £17,917
1s. 6¾l. for His Majesty's service. 18 3

ry 23, Same to the same. Sending papers showing the sentiments of
the Delawares, Shawanese and Wyandots; has forwarded duplicates
to Capt. Butler for the Six Nations. Has sent to dislodge Indian
traders from the Illinois, who have taken post at Chicagou, before
they corrupt the Indians. Orders about expenses; accounts of
goods taken up by Chabert. Arrival of goods in the fall; the rest

j&ay shall be sent for to Fort Sahlosser in spring. 184
ry 26, Same to the same. The reason the rangers did not join Brant

was the want of provisions, not forwarded by Cbêne on account of
the very heavy rains. The want of disAipline and fickleness of the
Indians. The treasure spent on them not thrown away; they are a
large body of irregular troops to ba fed and clothed to prevent the
inroads of the Virginians. 186

Quary 26, Lieut. Poole England to Capt. Mathews. Giving an explanation
t* of the claim made against him by Sergeant Montgomery. 188

ebruary 7, Rocheblave to Geoneral Haidimand (in French.) Praying for a
ebe• passport to Datroit and a recommendation in his favour ; also leave

to send an express to Madame Ro-heblave. 191
g ruary 25, Council held by Major DePeyster with the Mascoutins and Qai-

quabous (Kickapoos). Ie is glad that they are to act as they
should have done two years ago, to deserve supplies. Explains why
traders are not sent among them. Speeches fromt Joseph Brant,
and others. The Indians promise to pay attention to the advice
received. 193

arch 22, Rochblave to General Haldimand (in French.) Recalls his ser-(outrea1. vices ; his warning as to the danger incurred by Lord Cornwallis,
which was onty laughed at. The usefalness lie might be of in the
Illinois country and in Kentucky, to which lie had rendered many
services. 'These secured, lie would be joined by a number of Germans
and Acadians from Virginia and Maryland, secure the neutra
lity of Kentucky and the Spaniards, and restrain the Indiana at a
trifling expense. If his proposition is not entertained, asks for a
passpbrt and circular letter to commandera of poits, and the reim-
bursement of his losses. 199

0Pn1 ], Cap. A. McKee to Major DePeyster. Reporting the capitulation
to an®e of Lord Cornwallis at York, Virginia; he himself having returned

to England on parole. Rumours of an English and Russian army
to be landed in spring. Massacre of the Moravians by the Virgini.
ans, although they had been assured of not being molested. Dela.
wares bringing in priseners from the Ohio. Report from Sandusky
that the Virginians were preparing to attack the Indians ; they had
put all the rebel Indians at Fort Pitt to death except two who escaped
to Sandusky. No preparations made yet by authority against the
Indians, but 3eneral Irwin, commanding Fort Pitt, had gone to
Congres about it, and to get remforcements. Most of the war

22 parties expected back in a few days 203
Detroit. Council held by Major De Peyster with chiefs from the Ouiat and

Bel River and a number who accompanied then. The Indians
state their services, deliver prisoners and ask for supplies. Maj)r
DePeyster recommends humanity to prisoners gnd to oppose the
enemy actively, otherwise they will fall a sacrifice. Those who
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82. brought prisoners will be treated more liberally than those whO
only came to trade. Page 206

April 24, Guillaume Lamothe to General Haldimand (in French). AskS
Detroit. . leave to have his brother's assistance in proposed expedition ; he

knows all the roads in the country and is thoroughly acquainted
with the Indians. Trusty men could be obtained at Detroit, Niagara
and Michillimakinak ; asks that letters be sent to the commandants
to assist in the work. Should the Illinos be taken the small arnY
would proceed to reduce Vincennes and continue on to Detroit bY
the Wabash. 212

April 24, Same (in French). Two plans for conducting the expedition
Detroit. referred to in the preceding letter. 213
April 28, General Baldimand to Major DePeyster Sending Capt. Lamothe,
Quebec. who bas been continued on pay, by reason of bis sufferings with

Hamilton. To employ him till permanent arrangements can be
made. 216

A pril 28, Same to the same. Rocheblave bas been continued on pay;
Quebec. he is to be employed as he may be found useful ; has been allowed

to take up a small cargo of goods, which is not to pay freight over
the lakes. 217

May is, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. With letter from Mora.
Detroit. vian teachers to Rev. N. N. Sobankircb. This and the letter froin

McKee will show the horrid cruelties the Christian Indians have met
with. The different treatment given to rebel prisoners by friendly
Indians ; prisoners acknowledge kind treatment and the sick have
been carried several days. The Moravians sent to the Shawanese
for safcty. The teachers and their families at Detroit; the Hurons
have allowed them to cultivate land on the St. Clair ; the Christian
Indians invited to join them ; they may raise stock. 218

MRy 14, Same to the same. Scouts have met the enemy on the OhiO
Detroit. opposite Wbeeling. A deserter reports leaving them there moving

against Sandusky. Clark still at the Falls. Indians have applied
for men and ammunition ; the rangers ordered off, with a few
Canadian volunteers and Lake Indians. Does not wish to weaken
the garrison till Clark's plans are known. Delawares deliver up
prisoners taken with a boat load of flour from Fort Pitt and New
Orleans. Other boats were to follow, all loaded with flour. 220

May 14, Same to Captain Mathews. Requesting that Capt. Orr, a prisoner
Detroit. on parole at Detroit, be allowEd to return on parole to bis family in

Virginia. • 22Z
May 15, Council held by Major DePeyster with the chiefs of the Ottawa$,
Detroit. Wyandots, Chippewas and Pottawatamies. DePeyster presents a

war belt from the Six Nations, to urge the Indians in council to
sharpen their axes. A similar belt from the Shawanese, Delawaro
and Mingoes. The chiefs present all demand rum, which is granted,
but ihey are not to receive any on the expedition and must rot bO
remaining drunk on the streets. 223

May 19, General Baldimand to IMjor DePeyster. Bas accepted bililMontreal. drawn for expenditure. The change of system will meet with dif-
ficulties from the Indians and traders ;'bas confidence that the
c flicers will rneet these and make the stop to reduce expenses success•
ful. Stores sent. Cannot send the assistance wanted to meet Clark'0
movements, but believes it will not be required. If the Indians
carry out their resolutions Clark's attempt must prove fruitles0.
The Six Nations and Delawares to be dissuaded from attacking Fort
Pitt, as reinforcements cannot be sent. It may be possible hero-
after and information is to be obtained of the strength of the works,
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1782. &c. Hopes to hear of the successful return of officers sent to dis.

ky 24, lodge the settlers at Chicagou. Page 228
John Campbell, Superintendent of Indian Affairs. Invoice of

goods for Indian presents sent to Michillimakinak, addressed to
Lt. Governor Sinclair. 233

Detroit Capt. A. McKee te General Haldimand. Is desirous to return
home to settle his affairs; his disbursements net yet settled for te
his great loss. His services. 236

ay 31, General Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Has received report ofQuee. scouts and of the slaughter of Christian Indians at Muskingum;
hopes the small reinforcement may keep up the spirits of the
Indians till Brigadier Powell can send rangers, and that the mas-
sacre may rouse the Indians. No fears for Detroit. The Indians
to be urged to resiet the shock, their future existence as a people
depending on it. Approves of relief of Christian Indians. Indian
parties to be sent out to interrupt the commerce by the Ohio to the
Mississippi. 231

June 7 John Turney, Lieut. of rangers, te the same. Reporting
anp ¶ppar the success over the enemy on the 4th and 5th. Capt. Caldwell with

rargers and about 200 Indians attack on the 4th. On the 5th
about 140 Shawanese join. A number of the enemy escape through
the night by the negligence of the Indians. Captain Caldwell
wounded and gone te Lower Sandusky. Will also proceed there to
watch Clark's movements. 238

Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. That Captain McKee is
"t. desirous to buy lot of land purchased for his use by Captain Lernoult
JIU and build on it, the present house being old. 241

laetr12) Same to the same. Transmitting letters with reports of successes
at Sandusky. 242

4i Council held by Major DePeyster with the Quiquapous, Mascoutins
and other nations, with speeches from the chiefs and from De.
Peyster. 243

De r Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. The Indians insist on
having cannon and troops sent. Brigadier Powell has transmitted
his (DePeyster's) reasons for not sending. The damage te the post;
will do everything to put it in order. Bas had council with Indians;
is informed that their brethren are gone to have a talk at Post/
Vincennes with French envoy. Afraid of effect of bad weather on
the crops. 252

De 2r3 Same to the same. The massacre at Muskingum has awakened
the anger of the Indians and led to cruelty. Large encampment of
the enemy seen at Tuscarawas; Wabash Indians sent to join Caldwell
at Sandusky. Arrivai of Indian goods. 254

Montral John Campbell, Superintendent of Indian affairs. Invoice of
July 8 •goods for Indian presents sent to Michillimakinbk. 255
Quebe'e. Capt. R. Mathews to Capt. A. McKee. Granting im leave of

absence when Major DePeyster thinks his services can be dispensed
with. Bill bas been granted for his accounts. Has only to draw
on Taylor & Forsyth for the amount. 256

Quebec' General Ilaldimand to Maj>r DePeyster. Has received word of
the rebel defeat at Sandusky. Regrets the necessity for the
rencontre, bnt applauds the bravery of the men. The evil effects of
the cruelties committed on Col. Crawford and the two captains, in
retaliation for those on the Moravians. To express te the Indians
concern at their following so base an example. MeKee's request
for the land. Approves of it'not being granted by DePeyster. Will
grant it himself as a reward for McKee's conduct. 257
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July 14, Major DePeyster, to Genral Haldimand. Advising that bills are
Detroit. drawn for £30,878 12s. 1ld. in favour of Macomb, Edgar and

Macomb. Page 259
July 16 Survey of the settlement of Detroit, made by order of Major
Detroit. DePeyster, containing nominal list of the headsof families; number

of each family's live stock, grain and cleared lands. 260
July 20, State of the settlement of Detroit, taken the 20th July, 1782
Detroit. (summary). 273
July 31, Return of barrack furniture, &c., in the Barrackmaster General's
Detroit. Department, signed by Brigadier Powell. 274

Return of barracks, with number of roons, &c. Signed by
Powell. 275

Return of provisions in His Majesty's magazine. Signed by Pow;
ell. 276

Aug'st 1, Return of militia of the settlement. Signed by Maj>r DePeY-
Detroit. ster. 277

Return of ordnance fit for service. Signed by Lieut. Chris.
Myers, R. A. 278

Return of the armed vessels on Lakes Erie, Huron and Michigan.
Signed by Capt. Alex. Grant. 279

August 3, Field return of the troops at Detroit. Signed by Brigadier Pow-
Detroit. ell. 280
August 5, Captain R Mathews to Major DePeyster. George McBeath bas
Quebee. been stationed at Michillimakinak to prevent waste in Indian goods.

le is to receive every assistance. The rum in store at Makinac has
been rendered uselems; to send a supply, and also to Niagara. 281

August 9, Return of naval stores at Detroit. Signed by T. Laughton, store-
Detroit. keeper. 282
August 13, Capt. A. Bird to Brigadier Powell. With plans of Fort Lernoult,
Detroit. describing its condition in detail, and proposed woiks for its

defence. 284
August 16, Antoine Chêne, volunteer, to Major DePeyster. Return of Potta-
Sandusky. watamies with a negro prisoner who reports Gen. Irwin at Fort

Pitt preparing to advance on Sandusky, Ris troops not supplied
by the fort but by the farmers. Inhabitants volunteering to joiu
Irwin or Col. Williamson; to march with secrecy, to kill and burn
ah before them and revenge the death of Col. Crawford. Haramon'S
town had been burned and ali the cattle killed. 290

August 18, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Has received approval
Detroit. of the conduct of officers at Sandusky, and regret at the cruelty ou

Col. Crawford. lis efforts to stop cruelty and threats to withdraw
troops if the Indians persist. Report of formidable body under
Gen. Hands. Reinforcements sent to Caldwell and Capt. Grant with
armed vessels. The enemy have retired. Should Mr. Hay be
appointed Lieut. Governor of Detroit he desires leave of absence. 092

August 19, Antoine Chêne, volunteer, to Major DePeyster. Reports by the
Sandusky. Delawares of the enemy assembling in force, of which Brant is

informed; no time to lose in sending assistance. Indians going oif
on a scout, and trust assistance will be sent as before; they hope tO
meet the same success as before. 294

August 20, Estimate by Major DePeyster of merchandise wanted for Indian
Detroit. presents. 290
August 21, Estimate of merchandise for Indian present wanted at Detroit
Detroit. from date to 20th August, 1783. 404
Auguet 26, Captain Caldwell to Major DePeyster. On his way to Wheeling
Makitamiki. is turned back by a false atarm from the Shawanese that Clark wa
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on the way to their country. The large body of Indians disbanded
when the report proved false. Advanced to Bryant's Station on the
Kentucky and destroyed crops, &c. Engagement on the 18th at the
Lichs and defeat of the enemy, killing and taking 146, a number being
officers. Bravery of the Indians (consisting of Wyandots and tribes
from the lake) and good behaviour of the officers and men. Page 297

De ut ot Major de Peyster to Brigadier Powell. Has sent orders to Cald-
e well, Bradt and McKee not to go to the enemy's country, but to

stand on the defensive. Is afraid that Bradt and Caldwell are
already gone, and that the latter will probably strike a blow before
bis return. le wishes them to attend to ;andusky, which the
enemy intends to attack under the cormmand of the bloodthirsty
Williamson, distinguished for the massacre of the Christian Indians,
which led to the retaliation on Crawford. Sending down prisoners,
not including those (mostly Germans) settled on farms, nor women
whose children are still with the Indians, nor orphan children. 300

8g'et 28, Capt, A McKee to Major DePeyster. The large assemblage of
coltane'® Indians dispersed on the news that the report of the enemy's move.

ments was false. Advance on the Ohio with 300 Hurons and lake
Indians. Account of the affair at Bryant's Station. Retreat to the Blue
Lick on the 20th, and wait for the enemy, who are defeated on the
2 Ist. Reported that Col. Logan was expected, but after waiting to.
attack him left as he did not come. Death of La Bute, trying to
save the life of a prisoner. No provisions but what was got in the
woods or taken from the enemy. Prisoners report no prospect of
an expedition by the enemy; they have built an armed row gall9y,
which occasioned a falise alarm. Scout sent to discover the truth of
reported expedition from Fort Pitt. Cruelties of the Indians, in
retaliation, committed in bis absence, and efforts made to stop them.
(In Caldwell's letter, p. 293, the retreat to the Licks is stated to be
on the 17th, the battle and death of La Bute, &o., on the 18th.) 302

9 . it 31, Petition of Rocheblave to General Haldimand (in French). Pray-
ing for the payment of bis salary and the expenditure incurred
during bis long captivity, for his family, himself, &o. 307

eterber 4, Major De Peyster to Capt. Mathews. Recommending Capt. Isaae
o Ruddle, a prisoner settled on Hiog Island, but desirous of going

86 down the country. 309
bet er 4, The same to General Haldimand. Sending McKee's letter with

account of the defeat of the enemy by Caldwell at the B:ue
Lick on the 21st August. Caldwell, with rangers and Indians on
the upper Sandusky, to wait the attack by the enemy. Sending
prisoners. Dalton, a prisoner, bas sent for his wife and family,
being tired of the rebei service. Supply of linen and strouds ex-

Se hausted. 310
ebbr 14, Henry Hamilton to the same. Has visited Nouvelle Beauce;

the bad roads, espocially from St. Henri; bridges almost all out of
repair. The river Chaudière; the situation of the settlements near
the river causes the houses to be flcoded, and the main road
impassable at high water. The fort a blockhouse; where one
should be placed; the smail party cannot spare scouts from the fort.
The intercourse by letter with the rebels cannot be prevented.
Where a church can be placed. Three corn mills on the river, be-
longing to M.M. Tacheraau and DeLery. Lime and siate quarries.
M. Lotbiniére's dream of mines of silver, which turn out to be talc.
Effect of earthquakes visible. (This letter is endorsed " Concerning
Detroit.") 312
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September 21, Capt. A. McKee to Capt. Caldwell. Report of a force being col-
Block House. lected at Wheeling for an attack on the Huron villages; the party

sending the information are pushing on; they attacked unsuccess
fully a small fort between Wheeling and Beaver Creek. Capt. Bradt
with rangers and Delawares arrived. The Hurons to be sent to
watch ; can only tell if the enemy aim at Sandusky by the way the
take. Intelligence to be sent to Detroit, &-3. The Ottawas may be
in time at Sandusky. Page 316

September 24, Capt. Caldwell to Major DaPeyster. Arrival of two Delawares
Sandusky. from Fort Pitt, with news that 1,200 had gathered there to march 0

Sandusky; part had already crossed the Ohio. Forwards McKee's
letter. But few rangers to face them, 38 being sick. Assistance
wanted. 317

September 26, Major DaPeyster to General Hlaldimand. lias received orders tO
Detroit. send corn to Michillimakinak; if any to spare will send it, but

when there are expeditions the settlement does not grow more than
is needed. Has not been able to build a mill on Hog Island, the
artificers having been employed on the works. Recommends giviPg
up wheat growing and stick to raising corn and cattle. 318

September 26, Lt.-Governor Hay to the same. Has prepared to leave for
Montreal. Detroit; asks for the General's orders to set out, as delay D181

render his arrival there this year impossible, which may be of pre
judice to him, besides involving him in great expense. 319

September 29, Major DePeyster to the same. Has given every information to
Detroit. Lt.-Col. Hope and Johnson (Sir John ?). The flactuating number

of Indian officers employed; the difficulties owirng to non-arriVal
of Indian presents. Proposed exchange of tobacco for stroud$
from Michillimakinak. Intelligence from the Indian countrY
sent hy Lt. Col. Hope. Should the rangers retreat, Captain Potts
is in a position to cover them. The difficulties of his position with
respect to the Indians and the back settlers, even in the event ofa
truce between Great Britain and the revolted colonies ; necessity Of
inducing the back settlers to hold ont the olive brar ch. Shall eW
deavour to discourage small parties of Indians from offensive oper
tions.

September 30, General Haldimand to Lieut, Governor Hay. Cannot, in the
Quebec. present situation of affairs, send him to Detroit; will allow him £100

for bouse rent. 323
October 8, Lieut. Governor fiay to General Haldimand. Regrets his not
Montreal. being sent to Detroit. The house rent the least of bis losses; big

services, privations and sacrifice of ircome; bis suspension frot0
office a pecuniary and degrading punishment. 324

October 15, Capt. R. Mathews to Major DePeyster. Instructions received to
Quebec. render an exact account of all the revenues in Canada, in detail, for

the last six years, a return to be transmitted of those of the settle
ment of Detroit, to be paid to the Receiver General. 326

October 21, General IBaldimand to the same. Instructing him to conduct
Quebec. so far as is possible, only defensive operations ; will attelld

to tho back settlers. Before next season hopes to send decisiV
instructions. The enormous Indian expenses to be greatly reduced
Approves of the substitution of Indian corn for wheat n
Island. 327

October 29, Deposition of William Bruce, escaped from Pennsylvania, relating
Detroit. to the preparations under Irwin and Clark against Sandusky, and of

Butler against the Indians in the Niagara district, and an attack 011
Niagara. 32
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1782
etober .. General Haldimand to Lieut. Governor Ilay. Answering hisqQiebee. complaints as to the losses he is sustaining in not being sent to

Detroit. Page 331
be 1, Same to Major DePeyster. That Brigadier McLean will forward

intelligence and instructions. Not probable that the enemy will
attack the upper country at this advanced season ; if no change in
pubîic affairs, the attack may be made in spring. To obtain intelli-
gence, so as to have recourse to Brigadier McLean for early assist-
ance. To keep up communication with Michillimakinak, Niagara,
&c. 333

q 'ber 2, The same to Rocheblave (in French). Regrets that he is inter-
ebe ested in bills drawn from Michillimakinak contrary to orders, as

y they must be allowed to go to protest. 335
,Wember 15, Capt. A. McKee to Major DePeyster. Standing Stone Village

atkie. attacked by the enemy; goes to retieve it, but is driven back by a
body of horse, The village entirely cut off and the enemy building
a fort; expects them to advance in a day or two. Will not be able
to assemble Indians enough to oppose them; assistance sent for; is
afraid the road to Detroit will be left open. Army intended to come
from Fort Pitt dispersed. ' 336

b ezber 21, Major DePeyster to Brigadier McLean. To secure early intelli-
"- gence bas sent off the " Felicity " with news from McKee. Hlopes

she will bring Indian presents, which are much wanted, The deter.
mination of the Virginians to destroy the Indians. Bis difficulties;
the season too far advanced to support the Indians; the weak state
of the rangers, and the King's (8th) Regiment not equipped for a
winter campaign. Light troops wanted. Hlow winter communica-
tion is carried on. Col. Butler and Mr. Dense au fait at it. Capt.
Robertson at Michillimakinak will be put in the way of it. 338

Copy of McKee's letter of 15th November, enclosed. 340
b e her 21, Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. Will observe as far as

possible, instructions as to defensive operations. The obstacles
caused by incursion of the enemy; the back settlers determine to
exterminate the Indians ; if successful they will attack Detý oit.
Cannot assist the Indians this season. Has used the strictest
economy, but is likely to lose the perquisites of the post. Ias iived
up to the income of the lods et ventes, to keep up the dignity of a
British commander. Will send a true state of them. Thinks ho
ought to have the exclusive right of trade at the post. Indian goods
not yet arrived. lias satisfaction in hearing that decisive instruc-
tions will be sent. 342

ilber 1, Council held by Major DePeyster with the Senecas from the
Shawanese country. The Indians demand full supplies; they have
obeyed in not putting prisoners to torture, but they have injuries to
revenge and will put them to death. Majir DaPeyster's answer. 345

betroit Number of Indians in the District of Detroit for the year 1782,
with names and number of the tribes and their residence, signed by

1783, Major DePeyater. The total number is 11,43. 352
betr y 7, Major De Peyster to General aldimand. The enemy, after the

'i burning of the Chillicotheke village, have recrossed the Ohio, on
news that Irwin's force was not to join them. The enemy at Fort
Pitt dispersed by order of Congress. Will prevent incursions into
the enemy's country. Lieut. Da Qaindre gone off to stop thq
Ottawas. Indian goods not yet arrived, nor the most troublesome
inhatbitants who are determined to visit him. The chiefs anxious to
hear from His Ercellency. Reductions ordered in the Indian
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1783. Department. Rocheblave gone to the Illinois; is anxious to know
what is to be done if ho returns or draws for his back pay, &o.

Page 353
January 10, De Peyster to Ialdimand. Has drawn bill in favour of Maconb,
Detroit. Edgar and Macomb for £12,307 15s. Id. for Ris Majesty's service. 356
JanuaTy 13, Council held by Major De Peyster, with the Shawanese, Delaware$
Detroit. and Six Nations which came expressly from Niagara. Major De

Peyster advises them to keep close together if they are to defend
their villages. 357

January 18, Capt. H. Bird to General Haldimand. Requesting that ho may be
Detroit. left in bis present employment. 361
January 20, Major De Peyster to the same. All quiet in the Indian country
Detroit. and at Capt. Robertson's post (Michillimakinak), Robertson i5

anxious to have Indian goods forwarded ; cannot spare the runl
required. 362

February 14, tieneral Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Accounts received of
Quebec. the destruction of a Shawanese village; trusts the enemy bas retired.

Brigadier McLean informs him of the desire of the Indians 1o
retaliate and thoir wish for assistance ; cannot comply with their
wish and must dissuade them from their purpose, but will helP
them to defend themselves. Is pleased at the reduction in Indian
Department. The disposal of the lods et ventes does not depend On
him; cannot see how they can be appropriated to private services in
one and to the public in other parts of the Province. The command
money intended for extraordinary expenses. 363

February 24, ]Roll of officers, interpreters, smiths and extras employed in the
Detroit. Indian Department, as drawn for cn General laldimand. The lis

is nominal and includes volunteer officers. 366
March 12, General Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Has received the sub-
Quebec. stance of council and report of the destruction of the ChillicothO

village, retreat of the robels, and their dispersion at Fort Pitt.
Trusts that the withdrawal of the rebels trom these quarters will die-
courage the Indians from going so far as they must do for revenge.
To prevent the Indians irom going out. Scouts to be kept out towarde
Fort Pitt and towards the enemy's country to learn his intentions
next spring. His pcrLeverance last spring. The attempt to possOS0
Oswego a proof of the dee mi nation, of the enemy to extend his
frontiers in the upper country, to secure valuable settlements and
the fur trade, in event of a peace. Every exertion to be made tO
discover and counteract thoir efforts. Approves of bis preventing
the chiefs coming to Quebec. Approves of reduction in the Indian
branch; asks for return of officers, &c, employed. Rocheblave has
been drawing money for salary at Quebec; his pay to be con
tinued from here. 369

April 10, Capt. R. Mathews to Rocheblave. His Excellency will grant a
Quebec. pass for two bateaux loads, but urges him to consider well befOre

purchasing. The Michillimakinak affair is so involved in the
generai affairs of that post, that there can be no distinction. li3
Excellency is pleased with bis letter. Offers of services. 273

A pril 14, Geteral Haldimand to Major DePeyster. Recommending Abra-
Quebec. ham Cuyler, Inspector of refugee loyalists, to be shown every

attention and his business facilitated. 374
A pril 17, Extract from the New York Packet. An appeal, copied for the
Quebec. .NYew Jersey Journal, by the particular request of a number of the

most respectable inhabitants of the State of New York, to hold no coni'
munication with returned Tories; " let them be avoided as porsons
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17'3. contaminated with the most dreadful contagion, and remain as their
just demerits, vagabonds on the face of the earth." Page 3751&Pril17, Rocheblave to Capt. Mathews (in French). Thanks for his offers
of service; asks that he may be enabled, the navigation being now
free, to try to put himseif in the position ho was before the unfor-
tunate affair at Michillimakinak. 377

ril19, Council held by the chiefs of the Wyandots. Speech sent to
Sardusky Major De Peyster, that they had done ail they could to use the axe

l' and had sat still when told; reported that the Virginians are com-
ing against them and ask what they are to do. If a treaty of peace
be going on they hope to be remembered in it. 378

srch 2, Capt. A. McKee to Major De Peyster. Sending report that the
®e enemy is coming to the Indian country by Beaver Creek. It is

false that liggins bas gone off to thq ent my. 380
' Jehu Hay to General Haldimand. Has drawn a bill in favour of

oa. Mr. Alexander Auldjo for £00 for bouse rent. 381
Capt. R. Mathews to Lieut. Governor Hay. To withdraw the bill

for £1Oo for bouse rent as the amount will be paid by warrant. 382
14troea . Major DePeyster to General Haldimand. las received and com-

'municated the substance of letter of 14th February. The Indians
disposed to follow instructions. The Virginians will be the first to
break the truce. Difficulty of restraining the Wabash Indians; bas
given them a trader to induce them to stay at home for their hunt.
irg. Messrs. Le Grand and Cournoyer, from Vincennes, report all
quiet and the people desirous of forgiveness. Sends a speech deli-
vered to him whilst he was in council with the chiefs. to whom he
communicated it and advised tbem not to move tilt they should hear
of ihe enemy being on the marcb, to which they agreed. No vessel
with Ir dian goods from Fort Erie; has borrowed and so kept up
the spirits of the Indians. 83.

Dttroît Same to the same. lias drawn in favour of Macomb, Edgar and
, Macomb for £12,227 5s. 7d., N. Y. Cy. 3t5

0, Same to the same. Sending list of Indian officers, &c., sbhowirg
the reductions. Public works ordered to cease, and the officers paid
tilt the 24th. Had drawn in the usual way for expenditures; will
draw in future as instructed. Bad condition of Indian goods; bas
stopped half the bale goods for Michillimakinak tilt further or.
ders. 886

8, Same to Capt. Mathews. Recommending that a grant be made
rOit to Lamothe of the bouse lie lives in, whicli he bas improved at

bis own cost. Mr. MeKee's deed not yet arrived. Every news that is
bad is spread among the Indians. His anxiety for the arrival of
goods. 388

Sane to General Hlaldimand. Mr. Cuyler will return when
bis business will admit of it. Will still be a sutfrer in bis
business. Irdians beginning to come in Irom all quarters, although
he bas tried to limit the number to four from each nation. They
are impatient to know what is to become of them and their lands
and to get the goods promised them. Impertinence of the Wabash
Indians. The Delawares, Shawanese and Wyandots keep back,
baving consulted the Six Nations and Cherokees. lis critical situ-

JU 2 ation ; is anxious for instructions. 390
1 e 8t Council held by Major DePeyster with the Ouiattanon and

Quiquabou Indians. They state their services and ask for a sup-
ply for their own wants and those of their women and children, and
deliver a prisoner. Major DePeyster thanks them for their ser-
vice; peace is established and they bave saved their lards by
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1783. defending them. Is sorry no gools have arrived; if they come ho
will distribute them. Page 392

Auguet 12, Col. George Morgan to All-Face and the Big-Tree. Respecting
Phildelehia. the course of the Indians during the war. 396
Auguet 14, Same to the same. Recommending them to call all the chiefS
Philadelphia of the Nations together, and consult what is most for their good,

and then send a deputation to Congress with proposals. 399
August 15, General Irvine to Lt. Col. DePeyster. Has transmitted, enclosed to
Fort Pitt. Gen. Lincoln, a letter sent by Mr. Elliott. Report that definitiv0

treaty of peace has arrived in New York; sonds newspapers. 402
August 20, Capt. Mathews to the same. Enclosing copy of memoi ial fromu
Quebec. Robert Ellice, and answer sent him. 403
Sept(mber 8, Capt. A. McKee to the same. Has concluded the business with the
bandusky. Indians to their satisfaction ; they consent to deliver up their

prisoners, the Hurons, however, objecting, but are shown the custol
when peace is determined on. Indians apprehensive of the designs
of the Americans on their country, Six Nation deputies desire to
get back by vessel to their country. fias received from Fort Pitt

Septeber 8, reports of the ratification of peace. 406

Oswego. 8 Capt. Thomas Gomersali to - . Respecting Cassety, a
person from the Mohawk River, with passes from Governor Clinton
and Gen. Washington, to visit Detroit; the liberties granted hii.
Desertion of Sergeant Larabee, accompanied by Cassety and another.
Robbery by Larabee. liformation sent to Governor Clinton,
&c. 408

September 9, Information by John Little of bis arrival at Fort Pitt, with a pass;Sandusky. his imprisonment and il treatment; his escape. 41()
Saptember 15, Lieut. Col. DePey.ter to Brigadier Maclean. Little allowed tODetroit. go with Elliott, the guide, to see bis children. The robberies on the

communication ; tu-ieets they are from the rascality of the store-
keepers; if the soldiers are the thieves, they must find receir-
ers. 411

September 15, Certificate by John Roseboom and Jacob Teller of their havingNiagara. deposited rum at Niagara in a store of their own- choosing and at
their own risk; the kindness they met with. 412

Sepmber 4, Lt.-Col. De Peyster to Capt. Mathews. Is sorry that Mr. Ellice
has troubled His Excellency with the affair between Cuyler and
Graverat. Explains the nature of the transaction and his course

October 22, respecting it. 413
Quebeo. Capt. R. Mathews to Rocheblave. His Excellency expects i-

structions respecting Act for the indemnification of loyalists; wl
support his (Rocheblave's) efforts to recover his losses in the King's
service. 415

October 3, General Haldimand to Lieut.-Col. De Peyster. Brigadier Maclean
bas leave to go to England and Col. Dundas to retire; the command
devolves on him (DePeyster); he is to go to headquarters at
Niagara to take command. Lt.-Governor Hay to go to Detroit.
Ali affairs to be left in the clearest light, and instructions given tO
the officer commanding till Hay's arrival. He and Hay to settle
on the best mode of communicating with each other for the winter.
Capt. Robertson at Michillimakinak to be made acquainted with
the change. 416

November 1, Capt. Mathews to the same. Transmits blank commission
Quebec. for ensign in the 8th (King'm) Regiment, to be forwarded to

the agent that the name may be filled up by the Colonel or Secr-
tary of War. 418
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S783. General Haldimind to Lieut.-Governor Hay. The reasors for bis
Q ber detention from is government being removed, he is to proceed to

Detroit and take command as Lieut.-Gov ernor. Page 419
3, Philipe Rocheblave to General Haldimand (in French). Askinge. for a settlement of bis affairs previous to going to the upper country

for bis wifo and the rest of the family and to get big business closed
up there before possession is given to the Americans. If not settled
before ho leaves is afraid that Haldimand may not be there on his
return. 420-kvember 4, Lt -Governor Hay to the sane. Desires to know whetherQuebec. the distribution to the tribes in the district of Detroit is to be
made by bis ordors, or by some other person empowered by Ris
Excellency. 422

QUeber 4, Generai baldimand to Lt.-Governor Hay. That Sir John Johnson
c has been appointed Superintendent and Inspector General of Indian

affairs; the entire management is thrown into one channel; trans-
mits rules, &c. 424

ber 4, Lt. Governor Hay to General Haldimand. Acknowledging
e' answer. Desires to know if the orders relative to distribution annul

bis commission as Indian Superintendent. 42
Quer~ 5, Generai Haldimand to Lieut. Governor Hay. That in consequence

of the appointment of Sir John Johnsoo, he (Hay) is to have no
more connection with Indian affairs than the officers commanding
at Niagara and Michillimakinak. 425

er 26, Lieut. Governor Hay to (eneral Haldimand. Is detained by
iliness; could not proceed boyond Niagara this year at any rate.
IHopes to hear before spring from His Excellency ; intends to return
to Montreal or wait here for bis fami y, unless ho hears to the con-
trary. 426.

Dee er8, Lieut. Col. DePeyster to the same. The accident to the three
vessels ;is not yet informed of the result of the efforts of Lieut. Col.
Hoyes to get off the goods. Steps taken to remove the gooda by
Lieuts. Brooke and Graham. Cause of the wrecks. Arrival of the
" Felicity " damaged, but ber cargo safe. Is sorry that the lateness
of the season and severity of the weather have prevented bim from
going to Niagara; will go as early in spring as possible. Will leave
everything in order for Hlav's arrival. 42T

11, Lieut. Governor Hay to the same, Had left Carleton Island ten
days after writing, thinking bis bealth would sooner be recovered
at Montreal. Ris regret at the late season and bis ill health when
ordered to Detroit. 429

eeiher 11, Eliz. Andrews (widow) to the same Reminding him of lis pro-
», 'e mise to settle a yearly pension on ber from the freights. 430
1Que r 15 Geineral Haldimand to Lieut. Governor Hlay. Regrets to hear of

bis bad heaith and his fruitless attempt to get to Detroit. Other
1784. instructions shall be sent bim, if circumstances so require. 431

Que, , Phil. Rocheblave to General Haldimnand (in French). Requests-
payment of the salary due him and a situation to enable him to-

Xa maintain bis family. 432
oei, Sane to the same (in French). The desire to close his business in

the upper country and to bring away his wife and family before
the poLts are given up, has induced him to eend bis effects to Coteau
du Lac for convenience ; asks for a passport and circular letter. His
fear that Haldimand may go to Europe, as his successor would
know nothing of his (Rocheblave's) services. Bis exertions after
escaping from prison to support himself ; points ont that means
might be found for him without injury to Governme it ; and
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1784. asks for an Fdvance of cloth and powder to be paid for in the
autumn, and to grant him lands on the River Rideau. las had
neither rations nor forage since ho was employed in Virginia; the
gi ant of these would enable him to pay the carriage of bis goods.

Page 433
April 12, Lieut Col. DePeyster to General Haldimand. Has not yet been able
Detroit. to go to Niagara. Statement of the necessity ho was under to borrow

goods at the Miamis to provent the Indians from coming to Detroit.
lias not been able to repay ther fiom the goode received, owing to
the request of Sir John Johnson. Bills drawn on Sir John have been
refused as well as the return of goods for those borrowed. Requesta
Hlaldimand's orders to have the matter settled. 435

A'ril 12, Ph. Rocheblave to the same (in French). Acknowledges receipt
Mentreal. of pass, &c, and reiterates his petition for a grant of land. The

breaking up of the ice has prevented hi m f rom taki ng goods to Coteau
du Lac, and thus he could not obtain the advance ho asked. 4.7

Memorial enclosed. 438
April 19, Lieut. Governor Hay to General Haldimand. Is ready to go to
Montreai. Detroit, and waits instructions. Desires to know whether claims to

Indian lands3 on the strait between Lakes Brie and Huron are to be
looked upon as valid, and wbether ho is to encourage or discouragO
setlers from Virginia and Maryland laking up lands at Detroit;
what is to be regarded as an establisbed precedent in collecting dues,
&c., at Detroit? 440

April 26, Genetal Raldimand to Lieut. Governor Hay. Bis ignorance as
Quebee. to measuros to be adopted in the upper country prevents him fron'

adding to instructions already given; but desires him to procoed to
Detroit. Deeds of gift of Indian lands to individuals or corpO
rations invalid. How such lands can be acquired. Sehiefflin's
claim to be thus set aside. Applications for laLd by Indian officers
or interpreters must be reported to him (laldimand) and Sir John
Johnson. Raies for settlers from Virginia and Maryland and the
oathto beadministeredtothem. Al such applications to b reported.
Al dues for the Crown must be regularly demanded and accounted
for to the Receiver General. Is not aware of any perquisites. 443

April 29, Lieut. Governor Hay to General Haldimand. Acknowledges re-montrea1. ceipt of instructions, &o.; wili delay lis departure for a lew dayS,
and vessela may arrive with dispatches. le does not wish to takO
bis large family to Detroit if ho bas to return immediately, as the
great expensewould exhaust his means. Ras not received any asist-
ance from Goverument, bis family having even to pay their passage
from Carleton Island. Much les@ bas he realized £25,000 or £30,000
at the expense of lis country. Ris reason for asking instructions
as to the dues, &c. Bolieves himself straitened both in power and
advantage, but wili do the best ho can for the good of the ser-
vice. 446

May 3, Capt. R. Mathews to Lieut. Governor Hay. His Excellency de-
Quebec. sires an explanation cf the reference to twenty.five or thirty thou-

sand pounds, which appears to be an insinuation against some one,
which it is his duty to explain. 448

May 6, Lient. Governor Ray to General Haldimand. That in bis reference
Montreal. to the twenty-five or thirty thousand pounds ho accused no one. If

anything should corne to his knowledge ho would speak in the plain-
est terms, not insinuate. 449

July 12, Retiirn of provisions in His Majesty's magazines at Detroit, signed
Detroit. by Thomas Reynolds, Asst. Comy., and Jehu Ray, Lieut. GO'-

eraor. 45
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1784July 3, Inventory of engineers stores at Detroit, signed by Henry Bird,
Detroit. acting engineer, and Lt. Governor Ray. . Page 452

aIly 15, Petition from merchants to be allowed to hire three small shallops
D 'etroi. to transport their furs towards Montreal, Ris Majesty's vessels being

employed on other services. 45UJuly 15, Alexander Grant, commanding the vessels on Lake Brie, &c.Detroit. Stating the inability of H. M. S. to convey the furs, &c., and that
the employment of the three small vessels would be no detriment to
the service. 454

JQIy 15, Return of ordnance and ordnance stores, under charge of John
t°it- Sparkman, conductor. 455july 16, Lieut. Governor Hay to General Haldimand. Ras only arrived

Detroit. on the 12th; his detention on the way; bas only found one loyalist
at the post. Returns sent; flour ordered from Niagara; its scarcity
in Detroit; coats £6 N. Y. Cy. per 100. Reeignation of Thomas
Williams; warrant wanted to enforce payment of lods et ventes, &o.
Repairs to ships; bateaux wanted for Michillimakinak. Has
allowed three smail vessels to carry furs across the lakes, owing to
the vessels of the navy being otherwise employed; encloses memor-
ial. Ris Excellency's pleasure wanted as to the validity of convey-

uly 17 ance of land by Col. DePeyster. 462
Detroit. Morthly returns of garrison. 465
JUIy 22
Dttro;t'

Jilîy 24,
DJetroit.

Lieut..Governor Hay to General Haldimand. Transmits names
of claimants to Indian lands, granted since 1780; nearly all the land
is a'ready granted and can only be stopped by the General's publie
positive orders. Bas consulted McKee as to the beat method of ob-
taining lands on the strait between L ýkes Erie and Huron; his
opinion. Provincial officers and soldiers settling on the south of
Detroit; settlers on Indian lands. 466

Monthly return of provisions received. 468

Monthly ieturn of provisions issued.

Number and denomination of persons victualled.

469

470

'0 '11Y 24, Remarks on the deficiency of rum, by Thomas Reynolds, Assist-etroit. ant Commissary. 471
ly 30, Memorial ot Alexander Grant for liquidation of his claim foragaa. vessels sold to the Government. 472

July 31, Alexander Grant to Major Mathews. Forwarding memorial forgma' liquidation of bis claims, as it is reported Sir Guy Carleton is com-

ing ont and that Haldimand will be going home immediately. 474
et , Lieut.-Governor Hay to General naldimand. Has not appointed

any one in Mr. Williams' place, he has got a Mr. Monforton to act
as notary for him. Ray recommends him for that office and vendue
master. The public works stopped and the town open to be set on
fire by any discontented Indian. The state of the works at Fort
Lernoult. Return of prisoners from the Indians; the rangers likely
to return to their homes. Capture by Williams (who cut off the
Moravians) of Isaac lines and his cattle. Americans allowed to
come in without molestation; asks instructions for this as well as
for Indian affaira. Iundian presents, &c., distributed by the deputy
agent, yet ho (Hay) is instructed to stop abuses ho is powerless to
prevent. The Indians look to him, yet ho is ordered not to inter-
fere. Good character of McKee the deputy agent. Resignation
of Mr. Albay ; McKee and Lamothe apply for deeds fWr the land and
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1781. bouses which they occupy. Claim by Chabert. The number of
loyalists; these and others want to seule near a settlement made
by Capt. Bird. Warrant for entorcing payment of dues, & ., more
and more necessary. Returns sent. Page 475

August 13, Lieut.-Governor Iay to General Hlaldimand. Reported captureDetroit. of Tines not true; he bas arrived with cattle and nine white men ;
they are ordered to leave (not boing of good character) ; claims set up
by Americans ; Pennsylvania and Virginia want to hold councils
at Fort Pitt with the Indians. Instructions wanted as to Americans
coming through Indian territory to Detroit; the bad effects of their
goirg tbrough that territory. Disbanding provincials. Large
quantity of peltry still left, notwithstanding the assistance given by
the small vessels. Supply of provisions from Michiilimakinak. 482

&eptember 2, Same to the same. Instructions to disband provincials obeyed.Detroit. List of loyalists enclosed; these and many others expect grants
of ]and. Asks power to make these. Lists of those living near
Fort Pitt who wish to settle under British Government if they can
get lands, mostly men who served in the Highland and 60th Regi-
ments. 48t

September 2, List of loyalists mentioned in precoding letter by Lieut. Governor
Detroit. Hay. 488

List of persons and families from near Fort Pitt, who wish to
settle at Detroit under British Government. 489

No date, List of Indians sent out to join Caldwell, signed by DePey-
ster. 493

Estimate of Indian goods for a year's consumption for the Indians
of Detroit and dependencies, signed by DePeyster. 4 9à

CORRESPONDENCE WITH OFFICERS COMMANDING AT CARLETON ISLAND,
OswEoo AND CATARAQI.-1781-1783.

1781. B. 124. B. M., 21784
March 1, General Haldimand to Major Ross. Joseph Brant aims a strokeQuebec. against the Oneidas near Saratoga and bas asked the Mohawks to

meet him at Qarleton Island. Will assist him witti 0 chosen mon-
To consult with him (Brant) on the subject, and to furnish aid
should he prefer to march direct from Carleton Island. Instructions
sent to Capt. Robertson of Oswegatchie. Report that two 12 pound-
ers have been sent to Fort Stanwix. Page 65·

September 6, Sarne to the same. * To alarn the frontiers and distress the enemY
Quebe- a strong force to be sent to Crown Point, and rangers and Indians to

go to the Mohawk River and frontiers of Pensylvania. Scouts-
from Carleton Island to cooperate with those from Niagara. To
communicate with Brigadier Powell. To consult with Robertson
about sending a scout from Oswegatchie. Everything to be kept

secret till the time for moving. Vessels for troops to be sent to
Niagara; provisions to be prepared at Oswego. He may command
a scout if he thinks best, but this is too inconsiderable to offer hii.
Does not send men from Quebec nor bateaux, as every movement
is at once known to the enemy. 66

September 10, Major Ross 10 General Haldimand (dated October, but evidontlY
Oswego. written in September. See p. 25.) Troops from Niagara on1lY

arrived this day. Will folow Brigadier Powell's instructions-
Carleton Island left in charge of Lieut. Dambourgés. Will destroY
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1781. what remains if ho can get into the country, but the corn is all
threshed and Duanesboro is but a small settlement. Page 22

September 22, MJajor Ross to General Haldimand. Delay in receipt of dispat-
®rleton ches ; they have been forwarded to Niagara. He is honoured by theIsland. Gene ral's wish to give him a greater command. Does not think any

party too inconsiderable if ho can be of service. Proposes to Powell
to rendezvous at Salmon Crcek, unless ho prefer Oswego. Lieut.
Wingrove reports garrison at Niagara sickly; expects no succour
from there. If the Mohawk River is in the same stato as a short time
ago a party would have no trouble, but the scout has been spoken of
in Canada. 23

Oetober 7, Samo to the same. The promised succour of Indians a moreCarleton illusion ; they are the refuse of different tribes, with no leader.
Has gone to Oneida Creek. Dissatibfaction of officers and men at
Johnson for not sending Indians. Advances to Mohawk River;
finds the militia prepared. On reaching Corrystown the alarm
guns fired and expresses sent to every post ; troops and mlitia
assembled (2,00) at Fort Plain, Schohary and Schenectady. lis
forced march through mud and rains by night to Warrensborough,
destroying the whole settlement. lis reasons for retreating to
Carleton Island. The Lieut. at Fort Johnstown, coming out to
oppose the retreat, killed. Cattle killed for food on the road from
German Fla1s, but the chief dependence on horses. Enemy came
up in the woods at Johnstown. Determined to stand ; the rebels
under Willet defeated, as well as their supports and a third party
which came up. The enemy more than three times the number of
bis troops. The Indians of no use on the mar-ch. They were left in
camp and surprised by the enemy. Attacked by the enemy as the
troops cross Canada Creek and Capt. Butler killed, but they do not
follow up the attack. Arrival at Carleton Island; good conduct of
the troops; death of Lieut. Dockstedder. 25

N'overber 16, General Ealdimand to Major Ross. Approbation of the proceed.
Careton ings during his late expedition. Is concerned for the fate of Butler.Island. Lad the Indians done their duty ti is and other losses would have

been prevented. Reinforcement of 100 men sent. 69
)Ovember 22, Major Ross to Capt. Matthows. The parties and provisions lef t
Carlton at Canasagaro and Oswego arrived; seven old bateaux destroyed;

•Iand. ail the best brought to this place and Niagara. Two spies sent out
before the action at Johnstown returned with favourable report;
42 rebels killed and wounded at Canada Greek, a Colonel and sev-
oral officers among the latter. Willet acknowledged bis defeat, bat
was reinforced. Craelties practised by the rebels. Scouts expected

1782. with a prisoner to get information. 3
Pebruary 18, General Hàaldimand to Major Ross. To make preparations for
Quebec. establishing a post at Oswogo, in the most secret manner possible.

To give out the move is to Niagara. The importance of Oswego as a
base of attack on the province; to repair tho old bastions, &o., to be
secure from insult. Instructions as to new works, &c., will be com-
municated. To attend to agriculture on the island. 70

arch 2, Same to the same. Lieut. Tinling sent to conduct the work,Quebec. much left to his (Ross') discretion. Reported preparations for an
attempt against the Province by different attacks. French com-
missioners in Albany buying up pork and flour. Enjoins Ross to
diligence and activity. Provisions to be secured ; reductions to ho
made in field allowances. The difficulties this will occasion muast
be met.
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1782.
April 24, Major Ross to General Hlaldimand. Has taken post on the 15th.
Oswego. Obliged to force throngh the ice in places. Vessels with stores

arrived on the 17th. "eneca " sent to Niagara for troops; arrived
back on the 20th. Defensive works being carried on acoording 10
plans. Cannot discover the motions of tbe enemy. Part of the*
plan to rebuild Fort Stanwix and attack the Province. A scout of
Oneidas discovered by the Mississaugas; flight of the scout, uibable
to learn anything. Page 5

May 7, General Haldimand to Major Ross. Capt. Leake sets out ior
Montreal. Oswego with the remainder of the battalion. Ris (Haldimand';)

pleasure at the rapid beginning made on the fort at Oswego. Be•
lieves ho will have little to interrupt him till he is secure. John
the Mohawk setting off for Mohawk River. Brant coming to join
him (Ross). A company or two of rangers may have to go to
Detroit to repel the advance of Clark. Sends sketch of scoutirng
tracks, &c. 74

May 7, Same to the same. Scout with prisoner returned from Ellico's
montreal. mill on the Mohawk. Its destruction an object of attention. It is

a storehouse garrisoned. Plan for its destruction. 76
May 18, Same to the same. Modification of the plans for the attack on
Montreal. Ellice's mill on the Mohawk. 77
June 26b Major Ross to Cap'. Matthews (?). The good character of Joseph
Oswego. Brant. The want of warlike necessaries for his Indians. His corn-

cern at the cbage of Ministry; anecdote of the expressed opinion
of an English nobleman respecting the Americans as an injured
people. The good effect of reproof on the Five Nations. Treachery
of the Mohawks is explained away by Brant. 8

June 27, Same to General ialoimand. Is flattered at his work being
Oswego. approved; hopes to finish in a fortnight, and to begin the outworks,

in a few days. Arrival of Joseph Brant with 300 Indians; his rule
over them ; they are rejoiced at the occupation of Oswego. They
assist greatly in the work. C

July 7, Same to Capt. Matthews (?). Is obliged for His Excellency's
Oswego. approbation of Messrs. Hamilton and Cartwright; is happy that

adventurers are prevented from coming to Oswego. Brant has set
off for the Mobawk with a light company and Ikdians; desires to
make a great stroko but distrusts the Indians. fis economy and
good management. Not less than 500 Six Nation Indians in one
group expected everything. Ras got them off as well as ho could.
Questions, however, whether they will return to Oswego. Is anxious
for Brant's success. 10

July 13, Same to General Haldimand. Will take steps to execute iLsOswege' Excellency's commands. Expects Brant's return; and bopes throigh
him to restrain the Indians. Brant's fears of their obedience. 1as
not prevailed on the Six Nat.ons to deliver up their prisoners here;
they take tbem to Niagara. 11

August 3, Same to the same. Will send plans of the fort now being pre-
Oswego. pared by Tinling. The progress of the work; longs for the rein-

forcement of the 84th from Carleton Island. Has communicated to
Brant and the Indians His Excellency's approbation. Brant'S
obedience to the order to cease hostilities. Movements of scouts. 1

8sptember 9, Captain Mathews to Major Ross. Letter and papers received.
quebec. Has written Sir John Johnson about the Indians. He is on a tour

of the upper posts with Joseph Brant. Every measure to be used
to conciliate the Indians, and to show them tho destructive con-
sequence of being Continually at war; that they will enjoy the
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•82. King's protection as much in peace as in war. The suspension of
hostilities proceeds from a desire to stay the effusion of blood and to
give time to his unthinking children to return to their senses.
Ris Excellency has no objection to give gratuities to scoutq. Ris
letters, with Singleton's journal of his scout, received. Thanka
for the hint about Brant. Will look into his (Ross') account for
expenses. Page 78

Ptember 9, General Haldimand to Major Ross. To be on bis guard whilst the
QuebeC. Indians are in their presont disposition, as the rebels may tamper

with them. If the rebels hold out against the overtures, this Pro-
vince must become an immediate object of attention, and an attemPt
will be made to regain Oswego. Scouts must be kept out, as No-
vember is a favourable month for such an attempt. 80

Novemaber 2, Sane to the sane. Two incursions on the Indian country re-
uebe*. solved on by Congress and the Pennsylvanian Assembly. One under

Potter to assemble at Fort Munsey for the Seneca country ; the
other under J rwin, to assemble at Fort Pitt, for Lake Brie. The 34th
ordered to Niagara. Scouts to be kept out; a diversion to be made
on the Mohawk; to communicate to MoLean the news from
Albany. To communicate with Oswegatchie or Carleton Island

17e. every fifteen days. 81
0ebruary 17, Major Ross to General Haldimand. Attempted surprise of
Oswego. Oswego. Misled by their, guides the rebels retreated to Fort Bon-

nington. A party sent off to intercept their sleighs, and another
to hang on the rear of the enemy, but they ffed too precipitately.
The ridiculous nature of the expedition described. Their secrecy
and despatch creditable ; no discovery made by the scouts of their
approach. 13

March I1, General Haldimand to Major Ross. Ris satisfaction at the account
Quebee. of the affair with Willet. Ris detachment bas been in motion since

the first week in February. Reported intention to surprise the ad.
vanced posts on Lake Champlain and to subdue the Vermonters.
Did not believe the reports ; was not uneasy at the idea of the
attack on Oswego. Remarks on the conduct of the Indians. A
party of chosen Iodians sent to Oswego. though the strength of the
post leaves nothing to apprehend. The pressing desire of the
Americans to secure the fur trade by encroachments on the upper
country, leads to the belief that a peace is at band. Is convinced
they will make a vigorous attack on Oswego. 8g

arch 12, Same to Major Harris. Tho celerity and secrecy with which the
enemy appeared before Oswego is proof of the little depondence to,
be placed on news from the Colonies, and necessity for vigilance at
advanced posta. le convinced, by attempts on Detroit and Oswego,
of the design of the enemy to secure the upper country and its
trade before peace. Vigilant attention enjoined. 63

LPrii 10, Majcr Ross to General Haldimand. The number of scouts out;.
SWego. yet the expediition against the tort not discovered. The rapidmove-

ments of the rebels in sleighs. Arrivai of Willet at the German
Plats: most of bis mon frost-bitten, some drowned, some dying daily.
Oswego was to have been captured preparatory to peace. Tho diffi-
culty of dcaling with the Indians. The blockhouses made into bar-
racks. 17

4 pnl 14, General llaldimand to Major Harris. Merchants trading with the
q -ebm upper country have been promised the services of the King's ships

to convey their goods to Niagara on the firat trip. To give directions
accordingly, unless circumstances make compliance improper. 64
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1783.
April 16, Major Ross to Capt. Mathews (?). Has received warning from Sir
Oswego. Guy Carleton of an attack to be made, suspected to be on Oswego.

Page 19
April 26, General Haldimand to Major Harris. In consequence of the pro-
Quebec. clamation of peace, all works on fortifications and transport of stores,

&c., to cease. 64
April 26, Same to Major Ross Sir Guy Carleton's warning of an expedi-
QUebec, tion againtt Oswego. Reinforcements stopped by arrival of the pro-

clamation of peace. The unfavourablo terms of the preliminary
articles; he will not yet disclose then tilt ho sees if provision is not
made for friendly Indians. They are to be narrowly watched when
they obtain.the unpleasant information. 85

April 26, Same to the same. Proclamation of peace received; all work on
Quebec. fortifications to cease. 86
April 29, Major Ross to General Haldimand. He has received the proclama-
Oswego. tion of a general peace; cessation of hostilities. Bas concealed the

preliminary articles from the Indians. 19
May 14, Same to the same. The preliminary articles concealed from the
OJswego. Indians have now burst out. Will use every means to console the

Indians, whose resentment glows. Will watch their motions, as he
remembers what took place at the close of the last war. 21

May 14, Same to the same. Has put a stop to the work of fortification. 23
08wego.
May 26, Captain Mathews (?) to Major Harris. Major Holland is sent tO
Quebec. examine the ground at Catara tui and north side of Lake Ontario

le is to get every assistance. 65
May 26, Generai Haldimand to Major Holland, Surveyor General. Lnstruc.
'Quebec. tions to survey the country from the last concession to Cataraqui;

thence to Niagara on the north side of Lake Ontario, for the purpose
of establishing settlements. 88

June 26, Major bamuel Rolland to General Haldimand. Character of the
Quebec. soil, &c., on the north side of the St. Lawrence from Soulanges to

Cataraqui; the pineries, ship timber, &c., described. Ris survey of
the fort and harbour of Cataralui. las made arrangements for the
re-establishment of the fort. Joseph Brant reports favourably on the
country. The Indians have sent out a party to fix on a place for
settlement. Ras arranged at Carleton Island for materials for Cata-
raqui. LaForce, Cotté and Peachy to survey the north shore of Lake
Onotario. 34

July 1, General Haldimand to Major Ross. In consequence of the abandon-
'Quebec. ment of Oswego and Canleton Island, a post to be established at Cata-

raqui. Sends commission to him (Ross) as commandant of OswegO
from lst October, 1782, as a mark of approbation. 87

JuIy 23, Major Samuel Holland to Gen. Haldimand. Sending his opiniol,
Quebec. with sketches, of the situation for a town on Cataraqui barbour. 37
July 28, Captain Mathews to Major Ross. Orders to hive the survey men-Quebec. tioned in Major Holland's letter taken immediately. Al buildings,

&c., that can be removed from Carleton Island to be taken to Cata-
raqui. Nothing to be mentioned of the proposed settlement of loyal-
ists, as Ris Rxcellency has not yet received instructions there-
upon. 89

July 31, Major Ross to Captain Mathews (?). After delay, from contrtry
Cataraqui. winds detaining the vessels, the troops arrived at Cataraqui. 110

will strictly adhere to Major llolland's instructions to Tiuling-
Situation for a mill. 39

August 17, Same to the same (?). Sketch and Holland's explanatory letter
Cataraqui. for proposed township received. Preparatory work for aurveY"
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1783.
1 going on, and will report as to tho rising ground above Point Henry.

If Carleton Island evacuated, the Fort hero ready. Dosires to have
bouses removed from Carleton Island. Io desirous to have the ser-
vices of Lieut. Brass in building the mill. Page 39

ptember 3, Major Ross to General Haldimand. Is taking every means to make
an accurate survey. Remarks on the situation of %he forts, the best
place for a town. and other information. 42

ePtember 7, General fialdimand to Major Rose. Collins, LaForce, Sherwood
'Qiebee' and others, sent up to make preparations for refugee loyalists; the

Septeb , loyalists wbo accompany Collins are to be victualLed. 9(j
elber 11, Same to John Collins. Instructions as to establishing settlements

'teber in the neighbourhood of Cataraqui for distressed loyalists. J1
September 15, Same to the same. The situation of the proposed township nearQuebee. Cataraqui to be changed to Point Henry. 94

etober 2, Major Ross to Capt. Mathews (?). Arrival of Collins and Sher-
ataraqui. wood with instructions. Has anticipated thom in the survey of

lands and making paths. la doubtfal the Indians will maike more
dificulty than Sir John Johnson imagines; has had no rum to give
them. The troops will be in barracks in a few days. Provisions
may be sent. 44

October 2, John Collins to General Haldimand. Will conform to orders as to
qui. change in the situation of the township near Catt raqui. His arrival

with Sherwood. Major Ross advises him to stop a few days, as the
lands proposed for townships wore not yet bought from the l-
dians. 45

ctober 23, Capt. J. Sherwood's journal, with daily details, fron Montreal to
Lake Ontario, noting the quality of the land from the west end of
Lake St. Francis to Bay Kinty (Bay of Quinté). The journal begins
on the 19th September. 50

etober 25, Lieut. Johnl' journey through the woods from Bay Canty (Bayof
Quinté) to Catarttqui, with daily details from the 19th October. 59

John Collins to General Haldimand. The wet weather and flood&
ataqui. delay the work. Only one township yet surveyed, and the plan of

Fort Henry, surveyed by Cotté, sent. With Cotté and Sherwood he
is going off to survey a second township. Sherwood, with his offi-
cors, exploring tbo country. Holland indisposed. 45

Major Ross to Capt. Mathews (?). Lands purchased from the
4taraqui. Mississaugas through an old chief, Mynass. Officers sont to explore;

their favourable report. Thanks fir rum from Carleton Island,
which will be useful among the Indians. Reports of exploring par-
ties. Bad weather has prevented the completion of the mil. 47

ember 3, Same to General Haldimand. Sending plans of buildings and5 araqu. works. Desires to know what bouses are to bo built. Observations
on Point Henry. 49

CORRESPONDENCE WITII MAJOR Ross AT OswEGo.

1782-1784.

1b82. B 125. B.M., 21,785.
ebruary 12, Haldimand to Major Ross (private). A post to be established at

e. Oswogo in spring; preparations to be made for moving the
moment the lake becomes navigable. The intention to be kept becret
till the last moment, and even on leaving, the destination may be given
out as Niagara, so .as to secure the post without male.tation. The

A. 1888
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1782 possession of Oswego is of great importance to the enemy for a1
attack on Canada; the possession must be secured early in spring 10
prevent this. Details as to works, &,, aftor the post has been
secured. Attention to ho paid to agriculture on Carloto»
Island. Page I

Mareb 2, Haldimand to Major Ross. Has sont Easign Tinling to
QU*b®· conduct the work under bis (Rois') direction. The latitude he

(Ross) is allowed in carrying on the wotk. Intelligence fr00
Albany indicates an attack on Canada; the preparations that are
going on by French commissioners and others. Tho activity that Is
necessary to meet the attempts should the Province be invaded.
The necessity for effecting savings in provisions, &c. 4

March 21, Same to the same. The letter acknowledging receipt of dispatch
Kontreal· gives reason to hope that everything will be ready for the servicO

directed. So soon as a bateaux can navigate, 300 stands of aris,
with bayonets, shall be sent up. He (Ross) is to continue to COU-
mandCarleton Islind, although ho should be removed to Oswego 6

April 21, Mathews to the same. Sends dispatches for Powell, also regula-
NontreaL tions for the freight of goods on the upper lakes.
April 24, Ross to Haldimand. fas laken post here on the 15th. How the
Oiwego. passage, carriagor of stores, &c., were effected; the vessAls forced

through the ice. Everything is carried on with diligence; hopeO
to have the post in a good state before long if the weather permit..
Cannot yet discover the motions of the enemy; it is supposed that
an attack on Canada is still intended. A scout of Oneidas discovered
about l1a miles up the river, but as they fled on the appearance Of
the Misissaugas it is not supposed they made any discoveries. The
secrecy observed in moving, so that ho does not think the rebelO
have had any intelligence that he bas taken up bis post hore. 9

Haldimand to Ross. Ris pleasure- at hearing of the rapid andI
' successful beginning made at Oswego; hopes that the weather will

allow it soon to be made a respectable fort. The Indians will
bring early intelligence; John, the Mohawk, leaves for the Mohawe
River to return by Oswego. Joseph will also arrive there frOe
Detroit. Is sorry that a company of rangers will have to be sent to
Detroit, owing to reports of an expedition against that place
and the Indian country. Sends a sketch of the scouting ground
from Lake St. Francis; his experience may correct it and make it

useful for parties from Carleton Iliand or Oswegatchie, as well as
for routes into the enemy's contry, to intercept scouts from there. 10'

gay 7, Same to the same. Return of a scout from Ellice's mill, on the
t Mohawk; it is the only mill remaining and supplies the rebel

troops. Orders for its destruction, and arrangements for troops and
Indians to pet form the work. 12

Way 10, Same to the same. The party to destroy Ellice's mill (p. 12) is to
Montréal. consist of 60 white men and 10 Indians ; to leave Owegatchie o

the 30th and reach the mill about the l0tb of Juno. Captain Robert-
son will arrive at Oswegatchie on the 24th, and send him (Ross) in'
formation so that the party from Oswego may co-operate with that
froma Oswegatchie. ~4

ay b, Ross to Haldimand. Reports the prozress of the defensive works.
Oswego Arrivai of scout. Brant is detained at Niagara. 16
gay le, Mathews to Ross. The examination of Adame, a trader, for dissuad-
MontreL ing the Mississaugas from going to war and inducing them to go to

gather ginseng; any traders found doing the same are to be sent to
Montreal. Ie is te send an account of the expenses on expeditio
and a warrant shall issue for the amount. Owing to the preson
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1782. position of affairs, no inquiry can be en'ered upon as to the conduct
of the Indians. Page 17

1 al Haldimand to Rose. Regrets the loss of the naval barrack and
stores at Carleton Island ; the necessity for constant care. 20

tare, Same to the same. l satified with the progress made with the
al. works. Leaves to himself the building of another magazine in the

place proposed. Twiss will write respecting tbe pay and reward
of the workmen. Brant is ordered to join ; bu will be an active,
useful aid. 21

Ross to Haldimand. Prisoners taken on the Mohawk have arrived;
sends information from the most intelligent. Indians not yet collec-
ted ; it will be a difficult matter to burn the mill ; there are others
on the river that can be destroyed should this fail. Has received
the sketch ; will send one drawn from his own experience. The
satisfactory progress of the works. 22

Information from Foster, a prisoner, follows. 24

Mathews to Rose. That Messrs. Hamilton and Cartwright have
leave to establish a bouse at Oswego for supplyirg the garrison
with necessaries, the object oi the late o der being to keep out
adventurers. 25

Ross to Mathews. Respecting the reluctance of the Indians to
serve last winter ; his belief that the cause was the desiré of the
Indian Department to keep them at Niagara ; discusses the subject
at sorme length. 2&

ae 1s, Joseph Brant to Ross. Transmits the complaints of the Five
aw®¤O- Nations that they are not properly fitted out. 29ý

8, Ross te Mathews. Arrivalof Brant witha large partyof Indians;
ego- has beld a council with them ; forwards Brant's letter. 80

26, Same to the same. The good conduct of Joseph Brant, and the%ego- proper inanner in which he bears the disappointment of not receiv-
ir-g warlbke necessaries. B.ant is greatly affected by the change of
Ministry and gives a conversation that took place between him and
a nobleman at a masquerade in London. The good effect of the
reproof given to the Five Nations. Treachery of a party of Mohawks;
Joseph's explanation. la sparing no pains to content the chiefs;
they value hospitality more than presents ; thinks that for this he
sbould be allowed command money. 31

e 27, Same to Haldimand. l flattered at His Excellency's approval of~egu- the progress of the works; hopes in a fortnigh to have the plan
executed. Hopes in a few days to begin on the outworks. Repeats
his praise of Brant. S4-

iMethewri to Ros. To explain tu the Indians that it was not
neglect but the want of goods that prevented their wants from being
supplied. There is an old jealousy between Brant and Butler. It
was fortunate, as it turne out, that tbey could not go to war, as
every act of hostility may couUteract the efforts now making for an
accommodation. They are to be kept from the fronitiers, and to be
employed in hunting. 36

Ross to Mathews. Thanks for permission to Hamilton and Cart-
wright to seule at Oswego. Brant bas gone off to the Mohawk with
a light infantry company and 460 Indians ; he is doubtful of success
from the divided state ot the Indians. There have been 500 of the
Six Nations hure in one group; bas put them off as well as he could,
and told them their wants will soon be supplied from Niagara. 37

Mathews to Roes. Has communicated to His Excellency the high
opinion expressed of Brant, &c. Command money cannot be given at
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1782. Oswego for reasons stated. On bis (Ross') return to Carleton Islan'
an allowance shall be recommended for that post. Page 39

July 8. Haldimand to Ross. Recommends hin to raise the outworks s
Quebec. high as possible to prevent injury to the interior; shall be glad

to have plan and sections of the works as they now are, so that h'
may give instructions respecting two redoubts, which were of gret
utility when the place was attacked last war. Is pleased at the
favourable report of Brant and the Indiana; would have been dis-
appointed had it been otherwise; to take a publie opportunitY t
signify his (Haldimand's) approbation of their conduct, which,
steadity pursued, cannot fait to reinstate them in their domestio
enjoyments, and to add to their renown in Indian aýid in English
history. 41

July 13, Ross to Haldimand. Shall take the necessary steps to execte
Oswego. His Excelleucy's comnands of the 2 lst June. Expects Joseph Brant

on his return from the frontiors; hopes, through bis assistanco, to
restrain the Indians, who must be nanaged with caution. las 00e
prevailed on the Six Nations to deliver up their prisoners, most f
whon they take to Niagara ; on Josoph's return will try to get
he can, and send them down as directed.

July 27, Same to Uathews. Will communicate to the Indians the orders
Oswego'. respecting the presents. Is sorry the Indians cannot be allowed t

go against the frontiers; Joseph had left eight days before the orders
wore received, but he doubts if ho could have prevented the Indians
from going. Sends journal of Captain Singleton's scout. Capta1"
John brought in a prisoner, who gave no intelligence; a reb
Indian put to death by the Indians ; Brant recalled ; Washingtoa
at Schenectady. The taking post at Oswego was not known to the
rebels till the 24th ; the word carried by an escaped rebel Captaoti
named Demwood. Is sorry that the Indians did not bring the
cattle here; scurvy appearing and these cattle would have been 0
service.

Captain Singleton's journal in full. 119
August 3, Ross to Haldimand. Plan and section of the fort shall be sent ""

-Oswego. a few days. The body of the fort finisbed, but the glacis will be *
tedious piece of work; longs for the reinforcement of the 84t
owing to the weak state of the garrison. Has communicated to Bran3
and the Indians His Excellency's approbation. Brant's immedite
obedience to the order recalling him from the frontiers. Expeet
the return of a party with intelligence; another set off yester
day.

August 3, Same to Mathews. Is pleased that His Excelleucy ]a satisfII
aOswego. that the prejudice of the Indians is ronoved ; can get no inforras

tion from Brant as to its origin; he (Brant) does not believe that O '
wego was taken possession of for the Indians, but reasons given hi
to prove that he is wrong. Brant seems to bear no malice to Butir
for the want of Indian necessaries ; the matter bas been put rig
in council. Is obliged for His Excellency's intentions respecti'ó
command. money - the Indians gratified at the hospitality sho a
thom, which they say is like Sir Willism'Johnson's time. Brant '
deliver this letter ; his excellent character. Asks for insructio1*
how to deal with negroes brought in who are claimed as priva$t
property. the

August 6, Same to the same. Rernarks on the extravagant charge by th
'Oswego. Indian Departmont for the scout under his command last l

the charge exceeds six guineas he knows nothing of iL.
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Qust i's Mathews to Ross. Leave given to Captain Ancrum to corne to
Quebec, to embark his family for England; he is to bring with him
the detachment from Carleton Island. Page 5 2

ast 24, Ross to Mathews. Sends newspapers brought in by a party from
N°° Oswego. Believes that he has established the means of getting

intelligence. Shonld the men bringing intelligence receive a small
pecuniary reward for the risk they run? Two rangers of the wood-
cutting party taken prisoners, ho believes by Stockbridge Indians.
The other Indians have gone off since they are not allowed to go to
war. There are few troops on the Mobawk; the peoplo clamouring
for peace; Washington and the French oppose it. 53

Ostember 1, Same to the same. Reports an abuse of Indian stores in chargeaweg 0 . of Captain Tice; is he to report officialty ? 55
:'ber 8, Report of the present state of the post, signed by C. Tinling,

litaro. assistant engineer, and John Ross,,Major. E rdorsed : Report of the
state of Oswego. 56

Os enmber 8, Return of ordnance and ordnance stores in the garrison of Oswego,
signed by James Gow, Sergeant Royal Artillery, and by Major
Ross. 57

Stemnber 8, Return of barrack furniture at'Fort Ontario. 60rt Ontario.
1»ttember 8, Return of provisions in store. 61

rz Ontario.
'Weber 9, Mathews to .Ross. His Excellency has written to Sir John John-

son respecting the Indians; Sir John is on a tour and will be at
Oswego about the 5th of October; Brant is with him and will be
usoful in reconciling the Indians. Instructions as to the arguments
to be used with the Indians for that purpose. Gratuities may be
given to scouts. Singleton's journal received, &o. The expense
charged in the Indian account (p. 51) should be looked into. 6 2

ber 9, Haldimand to the same. lis concerned to find that Brant's appre-
be*. hensions of the disgust the new system has created in the Indians has

been to some extent verified; if the rebels hear it they will tamper
with them, and there is no saying what they may be tempted to do.
Should the rebels hold out against the present overtures for peace,
the Province will be the immediate object of their attention.
Oswego must be secured. November will be a favourable month for
an attack; intelligent scouts must be kept out for information and
to give time to communicate with Niagara. 65

0 Ptiaber 20, Ross to Haldimand. Calling attention to a memorial, laid before8wego. His Excellency two years ago, for-promotion. 67
cPte ber 20, Same to Mathews. Sonds contingent accounts and calls attention

go. to the economy b bas exercised. 68
cPtember 24, Same to Haldimand. Sends newspapers brought in by a partywego* arrived from the Mohawk River. An inhabitant went to get news

at Boston of the French fleet; the British fleet had arrived at New
York. Has succeeded in securing a printer ut Albany to furnish
newspapers. 69

ptember 26 Mathews to Ross. Has laid before His Excellency the statemont
e 'respecting abuse in Indian stores (p. 55); in all such cases to report

without reserve or delay. Sends the account referred to (p. 51) for
his inspection. His Excellency considers it a flagrant abuse ; asks
for remarks on it. 70

O bser 29, Ross to Haldimand. Shall attend to directions respectingego. Indians and the security of the post. A party of five rebels seen
near the fort; no Indfans being at hand they escaped. A scout
from Mohawk river reports that there is no movement of troops

1 'Victoria. A. 1883
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1782. there. The French troops gone to join Washington ; if overtures O
peace be rejected, he believes that Oswego will become the ob.*
of the enemy. Sends late newspapers. Page '1

September 29, Ross to Mathews. Every argument has been and shall be used
Oswego, to conciliate the Indians to the new system ; they are not ill die

posed. Is pleased that Ris Excellency approves of giving gratuities
to scouts ; the risks they run. Remarks on the account sent by
Sutherland.

October 14, IHaldimand to Rosa. He is disposed to serve him (p. 67) and
Quebec. shall do so when opportunity offers. Bas received the newspaperi

to encourage intercourse but only to send newspapers when thOl
contain anything useful. Brigadier General M aclean goes to reliee
Powell of the command at Niagara ; ho will confer on the subjeet
of reducing the garrison at Oswego.

October 31, Ross to Haldimandb Has recoived letters ; thanks for the remetm-
Oswego. brance of his m-emorial. He shall manage with economy the pay-

ment of the scouts. It takes 00 men to man the fort here. Mac-
lean has fixed on the troops for Carleton Island ; McDonell, in com
mand there, is an active officer. Shall be happy to have orders
before winter concerning the garrison.

November 1, Same to the same. The missing scout returned. Lord Stirli'4
Oswego. left the Mohawk River on the i7th; consternation of the inhabitte

at the prospect of being attacked; they believe that Sir John
Johnson had been collecting Indians for that purpose.

November 2, Baldimand to Ross (private). That two incursions on the l"
Quebec. dian country have been resolved on by Congresa and the PennsVi'

vanian Assembly. Tho chief, under Potter, with 400 continental
troops, is to march into the Seneca country; the other, under
lrwin, of 1,000 men, vory few being continentals, is to Inarch
towards Lake Erie. It being late in the season, they may not pele
trate far this fali, but the attempt will undoubtedly be undertakef
early in spring. The 34th ordered to Niagara. Scouts to obtain i'
formation of the enemy's movements on the Susquehanna. iEarlY
information can be obtained of their movements to be communicate
to Maclean. le is to communicate with Oswegatchio and CarletoS
Island every 15 days.

November 4, Roes to Mathews. Tice's account appears to be a palpable irap
Oswego. sition. Transmits another account of the same kind.
November 14, Haldimond to Ross. The importance of frequent and authonte
Quebec. intelligence; from reports received the prospects are favourable

The remainder of the-84th sent to Carleton Island and Oswego. 8
November 25, Ross to Hlaldimand. Sonds a statement respecting his rank &d
Oswego. servicefs; junior officers have been promoted over his head.
November 25, Same to the same. The enemy bas mostly left the Mohawk River,
Oswego. nothing to be apprehended from there until spring. Sonds ne' 1

papers; the party returned brings no later news. Vessols detain1ed,
fears that the engineer stores cannot be forwarded this season ; h
loss this causes to the service. The fort is in good order ; hopes
great deal may be done to the outworks this winter; plentY
barrack room, but a want of bedding; that at Carleton Island
worn out. Description of tho barracks; unhealthy state of tb
troops from an epidemic of inflammation of the lungs.

November 26, Same to the same. The euemy seem to have rolinquished their
Oswego. intended motions for the winter. His exertions to get informatiot;

will forward all received during the winter.
December 1, Permission to Mr. Thomas flamilton to build a bouse at OsWeh
Oswego. for purposes of trade.
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eb7 ar. 13, Raldi mand to Ross. Respecting bis promotion. Page 89

Vebruary 15 Mathews to the same. A committee of inquiry ordered to exam-
lebec. ' ine Tice's accounts. 90

ruary 16, Haldimand to the same. Has received newspapers and news of
bec· the rebels having left the Mohawk River. The detention of the

vessels was to convey the 34th to Niagara. Remarks on and rea-
sons for strengthening the defences, in case of attacks in spring, and
in the meantime arrangements to be made for scouts. To guard
against desertion by provincial troops, regulars are to be sent early
in spring from Niagara and suspected men to be sent up there in
exchange. 91

ebruary 17, Ross to Haldimand. Reports an attempted capture of the postsweg°. by surprise. The preparations to receivo them. Disbeartened by
having been misled by their guides the previous evening, the enemy
had made off. A party sent to cut off their sloighs and others to barass
them, but the expedition, which was under Willet, fled so precipi-
tately that it could not bo overtaken. Description of what he calls
a " ridiculous expedition," the only merit of which was the secrecy
and celerity with which it was conducted. It has given the
enemy no information as to the strength of the post. 93

>ebe4) Haldimand to Ross. Remarks on Willet's expedition (p. 93).
The want of intelligence from there being no good party of Indians.
A chosen party ordered tojoin him and to remain, so long as there
is any prospect of the post being attacked. From the pressing
desire of the Americans to encroach as mach as possible on the
Indian country, so as to secure the fur trade and from other indica-
tions, he believes peace to be at band. Oswego likely to be attacked
with the object of securing a post of such consequence to the trade
from Albany upwards. 96

Ga0et y RosstopMathews. Wil hold the examination into Tice's accounts
as soon as communication opens, but believes evidences must be
sent from Niagara. 98

O Y Same to Haldimand. Respecting his promotion. 99

OS Same to Mathews. Sends receipt for the money advanced for
scouting. Allowance to each man is two guineas ; the men have to

I pay for their own provisions. 100
0 ,wego.' ) Same to the same. Every attention has been given to Ris Excel-

lency's orders. Want of bedding during the winter. A boat bas
arrived with despatches from Niagara, which shall be forwarded. 101

Same to Haldimand. Details of the scouts he ha' out, when
Willet's expedition passed without being reported. On its return it
reached German Flats the third day after leaving Oswego, most of
his men, particularly the Rhodo Islanders, frost bitten, some wound.
ed and many dying daily. The objec. was to take Oswego before
the peace, so that the United States could obtain that post. Had
reprimanded the Indians, but it is difficult to deal with them. Reports
the condition of the delensive works. 102

Same to the same. Has received a warning from Sir Guy Carle-
ton that 1,200 Continentals were preparing to march against Oswego;

t 26 had sent notice to Maclean and to Carleton Island. 105
4q e )> Haldimand to Ross. Ris Majesty's proclamation for a cessation
& 0 2 of armas received ; all fortifications and public works to cease. 106
Qttohj' Same to the same (private). Had deliberated as to sending help

in consequenco of Carleton's letter (p. 105), but the proclamation
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1783. of peace arrived and prevented it. The preliminary articles of peace
are so unfavourable to the Province, that he will, if possible, avoid
diblosing them, in hopos of some provision appearing for the Six
Nations and other Indian allies. To watch the Indians carefally i'
case their resentment may tempt them to surprise small postS,
&c. Page 107

April 29, Ross to flaldimand. That he bas received the proclamation OfOswego. peace, which he doubted at first; still continues to fortify till fur-
ther directions. las suppressed as much as possible the article
relative to the boundaries, to prepare the minds of the Indians.
The flîïg of truce i eturned, with verbal assurance that only defensivo
measures would be employed. 109'

May 14, Same to the same. The indignation of the Indians at the prelili'
Oswego. inary articles of peace, and at the information that their lands are

not to be restored to them. Will watch them narrowly as ho has not
forgotten what took place at the close of the last war. Will try tO
set the minds of the Indians at ease on this trying occasion. 111

May 14, Same to the same. fias stopped work on the fortifications as
ordered. 113.

May 27, ILaldimand to Ross. Has ordered Rolland, Survoyor General, tOQuebec. examine Cataraqui and neighbourhood, with a view of making a
settlement; should he apply for an engineer, &c., Tinling is to ba-
sent to join him, with ail other assistance required.

Jun 14, Ross to Mathews. The instructions as to Major Holland shall be
observed Has forwarded the bearer of a letter (a Moravian preacher)
to Niagara. 115

Mathews to Ross. On bis arrival at Cataraqui ho is to look ottQuebee. for the best site for a saw mill and get one up; the iron work will
be prepared at Quebec. Mr. Pendergast, surgeon's mate, to ba left
at Oswego, or brought to Cataraqui, as the service may require.
His Excellency bas not forgotten Pendergast's wish to retire, but

arrangements are expected, till which time everything must be'
deferred. 116

July 1 fHaldimand to the same. By the provisional treaty Oswego andQuebec. Carleton Island are to be given up; for the security of trade, and to'
continue the attachment of the Six Nations, a post is to be estab-
lished at Cataraqui, and orders will bc given him to that effect
through the Adjutant General. Recommends a continuance of his
zeal, &c., in the new post.

Q her , Mathews to officer commanding at Oswego. Pendergast, hosp'
178. tal mate, to be sent down to the general hospital. 1is

Pebruary 1, State of the garrison of Oswego.
Quebec.
September 10, Return of ordnance and ordnance stores in the garrison of Oswego'Cataraqui. on the 4th September.

CORRESPONDENCE WlTH MAJOR ]ROss AND OTHERS AT CATARAQU.

1783-86.

B. 126. B.M. 21,786.
1783.

May 26, laldimand to Major Holland, Surveyor General. It is necessry
Quebee. to be informed of the nature of the country from the last concessi 0

to Cataraqui and on to Niagara, on the north side of Lake Ontario
He (Holland) is directed to set off for Montreal, thence to CataraquI'
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1783. to examine the post, the country, &c., to report on the teasibility of
settlements To have the post put in order in a state accordant with
bis instructions. and to get men from Carleton Island, &o., under
charge of Lieut. Tiniling of the Engineers. After making observa.
tions at Cataraqui, he is to send forward the gentlemen who accom-

june 16, pany him and return himself to Queboc. Page 1
List and description of iron orduance at Caderacuqe (Cataraqui). 3

2 6 Holland to Haldimand. Leaves Quebec with Brant and Johan
(sic) ; Brant detaiied at Montreal with sickness; sets off with La
Force from La Chine. Favourable character of the country froniHSulanges to the Long Sault .and to the top of the uttermost rapid.
From thence to Cataraqui rough, bat at some distance from the river
the soil is rich. Survey of the fort, harbour, &c., of Cataraqui; its
advantageous position will be seon by the plans and drawings sent.
Capt. Joseph Brant and several Indians have gone as far as Cata.
raqui Falls ; they went into the woods and were satisfied but will
say nothing of the land tili they report to His Excellency where
they would choose to settle. Arrangements with Majors Harris and
Ross for men to prosecute the work at Cataraqui. Capt. La Force,
Cotté and Mr. Peachy have gone to survey the north shore all the
way to Niagara. 5

10,bec Same to the same. Pointing out the passages in Charlevoix
relating to Cataraqui. These will show the importance attached to
it, which, by the present revolution, is now as great as in, the days
of Frontenac or Montcalm. If the lines are judiciously disposed,
Fort Haldimand, at Cataraqui, must be perpetuated to ali pos-

23 terity. 9
Same to the same. Sanding plans for laying out a town at

Cataraqui, with references to the plan which does not accompany
the letter. il

28, Mathews to Major Ross. Transmitting sketch and explanatory
ec letter for a township at Cataraqui. Al the stores, building ma-

terials, &c., that can be removed from Carleton Island are to be
transferred to Cataraqui ; he is to obtain Major Harris' co operation,

tQui, 30 but to say nothing of the settlement in the meantime. 14
'c4a . Major Ross to Haldimand. Acknowledging receipt of his com-

n.Ission, as commandant of Oswego. The expectation His Excel-
lency expresses of a speedy establishment at this post under bis

JuIy ~ (Ross') command, does him honour. 16
a'u. Same to Mathews. The contrary winds had delayed the removal

of the troops from Oswego, but they arrived on the 30th. Hlland's
instructions to Tinling shall be adhered to ; but for the scarcity of
masons everything might be finished shortly. A very advantageous
place for mills about five miles from the fort. 17

Sketch of the Falls of the Cataraqui River follows. 19
bore,.st 15, Mathews to Riss. That to allay the apprehensions of the 2nd batt.

alion of Sir John Johnson's corps of being detained in the service
.fter the expiration of the war, he is authorized by lis Excellency
to pass his word that nothing of the kind is intended, but that they
must await the definitive treaty of peace, and until he receives
orders. Capt. Leake to be sent to Montreal on business with Ris
Excellency. Latter and sketch received. A milwright and masons
are to be sent to build a grist and saw mill. Loyalists from New
York expected, and those already here, it is propo>ed to settie near
Cataraqui, and, therefore, the several works are to be carried on

126 speedily. The iron work and stones are for a mil ait Niagara. The
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1783. iron work for a saw mili at Cataraqui to be sent immediately, and
that for a grist mill to follow. Page 20

August 17, Ross to Mathows. Acknowledgirg receipt of the sketch and ex'
Oaaqui. plaLatoiy letter of Holland for the proposed township. The surveY

will be taken as soon as possible, but thore must be some delaY.
fie bolieves that before the navigation ceases this place will be as
capacious for troops and stores as Carleton Island ever was. Report
of houses, &c., at the Island. The best might be removed. Miss
Molly (Brant's sister) applies for a house. He is very anxious to
get Lieut. Brass, of the rangers, who is of a remarkable genins, an
excellent millwright and a useful man in colonization. He will keeP
lHis Excellency's proposals.secret. 23

August 22, Mathews to Ross. With recommendation of McFarlane from
Quebec. Bri2adier Maclean. His Excellency does not think fit to permit

Indian traders to settle at present in Toi onto ; McFarlane to be eu:
ployed in the meantime, till the settlement of loyaliats at Cataraqu
gives him an opportunity of establishing himself. So

August 29, Ross to Mathews. The uneasiness of the men of Sir John John-
Cataraqui. son's corps partially removed by the arrival of their friends. TheY

are anxious to secure their families, many of whom are in a bad
situation. Capt. Leake goes down by the first opportunity. Brass
has made a model of a grist mill. Masons sent down. Progress o
the woi ks. Bad state of the pork. Report by Brass and Capt.
Crawford on the quality of the land from Cataraqui.- Brass takes
the iron work and stones to Niagara. '8

Septem ber 1, Present state of the garrison, showing the number of officers, non-
Cataraqui. commissioned officers and men. 33
September 3, Ross to Haldimand. T. ansmitting survey. Remarks on the
Cataraqui. report of Major Holland. The old works cannot be fortified but the

high land above Cape Ilenry may be. The land on the east Of
Haldimand Cove is preferable for a town to that at Point Fred-
erick. The town common is not arable but may do for pasture. 34

September 3, Capt. Crawford and Lieut. Brass to Ross. Report of the lands
Cataraqui. contiguous to Cataraqui. 37
September 7, Haldimand to Roms. Mr, Collins, with LaForce, Sherwood ald
Quebec. others, sent to survey and make out the settlement intended for the

loyalists. The lands to be distributed in townships with lots Of
1'40 acres each. Men sent also to clear the land. iHow leases are
to be given. Loyalists accompanying Collins to be victualled, and
supplied with tools.

September 10, Matthews to the same. Report of progress received; His Exceli'
Quebee. ency's satisfaction that the post will be able to receive the garrisOD

from Carleton Island, should that be evacuated. People sent for sur-
veying, building mills, &c. Miss Molly's request may be complied
with. Not to remove barracks, &c., from Carleton Island, the owner-
ship of which certainly admits of dispute. 40

September 11, Haldimand to Collins. Instructions as to the preparations to be
Quebee. made for the seulement of loyalists at and in the neighbourhood Of

Cataraqui. 43
September 15, Same to Ross. Sketch of Point Henry, &i., received. ApprOvOs
Queber. of changing the situation of the town to Point Henry, subject to

modifications. Ground to be preserved for fortifications. Lient
French, of Jessup's corps, will leave with a party of loyalists to 9e'
amine the Ottawa (soe B. vol. 169); to be supplied with everythi"$
necessary; a party of savages to be sent out also with some intelli
gent person to keep a journal of the distances, &c. From Sir John
Johnson's reports, there is reason to expect that the Mohawk an
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1783. othor tribes will settle near the Bay of Kintie (Quinté), who desire
to have the loyalists in their neighborhood. To remove the uneasi-
ness of the Mississaugas, who claim the northern part of Lake
Ontario, Sir John Johnson is to treat with them for the purchase of
the land necessary. Page 46

nebec er 15, Mathews to Ross. His Excellency's satisfaction at the good reports
ubee" of the land in the neighbourhood of Cataraqui, and the progress of the

works. To renew the assurance that it was never intended to detain
the loyalists in the service, but that, on the contrary, much pains
are now taking to seule ther. Ass.stance shall be given for thom to
bring in their families when the definitive Treaty of Peace shall be
signed, but as no Americans are allowed to come in till then, it
would have a strange appearance to send people from this Provirce
before that. The situation of the storehouses left to his (Ross')
own decision. 49

Qebtecber 16, ialdimand to Collins. That in consequeLce of letters from Roqs,
Qutbec· the situation of the town is to be changed. 51

etober 2, Ross to Matthews. Arrivai of Collins with Sherwood; he will do
araqui. all in bis power to expedite their business. He bas been cutting

paths and avenues about the forts. Is afraid the Indians may raise
difficulties about going on the expedition. Has had no rum to give
them. The troops will be in barracks in a few days, and the com-

Oe missary bas been directed to send provisions. 52
Ca er 2, Collins to laldimand. Will conform to the orders as to the

equ' change of the township. Has had excessively bad weather since
ho left Quebec; ho and Sherwood arrived yesterday. By the
advice of Ross will stay a few days, the lands for townships
not being yet purchased from the Indians; will, in the meantime,

Octb survey the part fronting on the lake. 54
catober 9Y Ross to the same. On the favourable report of Collins and

qu. Sherwood of the lands up the lake, Collins has set off to lay out
the township. Mr. Cotté employed taking sketches and profiles of
Point Henry. The Indians assembled at the Island for the sake ot
purchasing the land. The Indian officer should have been placeri

tober 13 here (Cataraqui) instesd of on the Island. 56
Mathews to Ross. Hie Excellency is satisfied that every means

possible will be used to facilitate the agreement with the Indians for
the land, as the advanced season will make every exertion of Mr.
Collins necessary. A supply of rum sent from Carleton Island.

octobe Bis Excellency is pleased that the troops hare got under cover. 58
Q rber 13, Same to Collins. His Excellency is satisfied with the delay agred

upon between him and Major Ross in laying ont the lands. Bad
weather must have retarded bis operations, but from present appear-

Octobe anoes ho hopes that the business will soon be secomplished. 60
ar 15, Ross to Mathews. Arrival of Lient. French, who leaves for

Quebec to report. The party sent to meet him, misscd him, so that
sorne new discoveries may be made. Lands purchased from the
Mississangas, but no mention was made to them, of the Six Nations
settling on the lake, lest they should be unwilling to treat. Joseph

. Brant's surprise that no bouse is yet built for Miss Molly. 62
Oatau22, W. Tinling, Lieut. 29th Regt. State of the works and buildings

as they now stand 63
ctarr 222 Same to Ross. List of the different tools belonging to the Engin-

X e ' eer Department in store. 65
0 taraq' 3, Collins to Haldimandé Bad weather; all the low lands on the

' smali rivers covered with water. Only one township surveyed, the

1. 126 plan and report of this sent, together with plan of Point Henry,
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3 surveyed by Mr. Cotté. He, with Sherwood and himself setting
off to lay out a second township, a few miles above the first, the
land between being stony, and unfit for settlement. The township
laid out is on the west side of the Cataraqui River, the lands to the
east being, by Sherwood's report, stony and barren. Sherwood and
his officers have been constantly exploting on this side of the lakei
report sent. lRolland bas been ill; is expected ia a few days. The
bad weather will retard operations. Page 67

November 3, Ross to Mathews. The lands have been purchased from the
cataraqui. Mississaugas, greatly facilitated by Mynass, an old chief, who

expects to be rewarded. The purchasec extends about 45 miles up
the lake. Land explored by officers of the garrison is reported to
be good. The rum sent shall be managed with economy. The
Indians a good deal weaned from it. The party which missed
French bas returned after travelling nearly 60 miles northerly. The
land better than that reported by French on the banks of the River
Gananenoui (Gananoque) which he described as very barren. The
badness of the weather delays the works and has prevented the
finishing of the saw mill. He did not write for Brass, as there are
plenty at work. 70

NovEmber 3, R. Hamilton. Obligation not to consider the bouse he bas built as
Cataraqui. private property, but subject to demolition if required by the King's

service, or to forfeiture in event of bad conduct. 73
Similar obligations from John liowell, John Howard, Peter

Clark, and A. Church. 74 to 77
November 3, Ross to Ildimand. With plans and elevations of buildings and
cataraqui. state of the works. Buildings on Carleton Island not wortb moving.

Asks orders about further building. Remarks on Point Henry. The
harbour can be made commodious by running out a pier. Fine
stone and timber in great abundance. 78

November 4, Collins to Mathews. Sending report of Mr. Cotté on Point
Cataraqui. Henry. 80
November 5, Mathews to Ross. Hie Excellency approves of what be bas done
Quebec. respecting the laying out of the townships, and of his representatioin

to Sir John Johnson that the Indian officer should be at Cataraqui
instead of on Carleton Island. His Excellency feels gratified at the
report of French, and the prospect of bis views of a comfortable
settlement for the loyalists being answered. 81

November 13, Same to Collins. That Cotté's description of Point Henry bas
Quebec. been received. That His Excellency bas been obliged to refuse hina

the grant of land for a saw mill, &c., asked for. 83
November 13, Haldimand to Ross. The satisfacLory reports promise every
Quebec. succss in the formation of an extensive and advantageous settle'

ment in the neighbourbood of Cataraqui. His design to make per-
manent buildings; stone, timber, &c,, to be prepared. It is not
intended to remove buildings from Carleton Island. He (Ross) is tO
fix on a convenient place for the Naval Djpartment, so compact that
it can be enclosed with picketing. The wharf may be built and
materials prepared for grist and saw mills. To build a louse for
Joseph Branît, near to, but distinct from bis sister's (Miss Molly). It
is intended to reinforce him (Ross) in the spring with every assistance
possible, so that the work may go on with vigour. 84

November 17, Ross to Mathews. Collins having finished bis work for the sea-
Cataraqui. son, goes down to make bis report. His assiduity and constant

application. 86
November 8, Mathews to Ross. That the obligations from those who wOre
Quebec. allowed to build bouses are satisfactory. Mynass, for facilitating the
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1783. purchasing of lands, is to receive an extraordinary gratuity. His Ex-
cellency is pleased with the moderation of the Mississaugas. Page b7

ecember 1, Monthy return of the garrison at Detroit signed by Lieut. ColonelDetroit. DePeyster. 88
Deember 3, R )ss to Mathews. He will carry out his Excellency's orders as

lataqui. to preparations. Is at a loss to know whether Iis Excellency's
views extend to this harbour or to lHaldimand Cove ; he concoives
the latter, but wisbes to be certain. In consequence of the " Caldwell"
being driven on shore at Oswego, he has relievud tie garrison by
means of bateaux. Lieut. lollal.d to winter at Cataraqui by his
father's o:durs. He bas too little occupaticn. 89

eceiber 3, Same to the same. Resnecting S mpson, against whom a memo-
trar. ial has been presentel. lis bad reputation ; will not serd him

down till he receives orders. The care to be exercised igainst such
people bping incorporated as loyalists. .1

ecember (?) Memorial for the removal of Alexander Simpson enrolled as a
loyalist, but who was a rebel through the late war. (For the date,
1783 see page 91.) 165

Oetrj 4, J1Roll of loyalists at and in the dependencies cf Cataraqui, and the
1aq. provisions they draw. The roll includes men, women and children. 92

"anuary 24, State of the Garrisoù of Cataraqui. Signed by John Ross, major. 96
toraqui,.

uary 17, Ross to Mathews. The works carried on as well as possible. The
ataraqui, severe winter bas in some measure retarded operations, but now

work will go on more rapidly. One saw mill will be ready and pre-
parations made for another before settlers can arrive ; a grist mill
ready to put up when the weather shall permit. The supply of tools
wanted by the loyalists. Masons much wanted for the permanent
buildings. Brant pleased that the houses for him and Miss Molly
are going up. Mr. Cotté surveying the large island opposite. He
(Ross) proposes to go with Cotté to set off another township. 98

aruary18, Same to the same. Lieut. Clinch of the rangers, appoiDted to
araqui. Sir John Johnson's second battalion, pi efers his former commission.

Ie (Ross) recommends W. Crawford for the ensigney. Desires to
know what allowance is to be made for recruiting, in which ho was
engagcd from 1780. 100

Uatar qj. Same to the saine. Orders received and published. Transmitt-
ing return of the names of the officers and men who choose to settle
at Cataraqui. They begin to be distressed that they have had no
opportunity of seeing the lands, and to think that before a survey is
made the summer will be too far advanced for cultivation. The re.
call of part of the detachment at Oswego; those left are under a sub-
altern, but from the quantity of stores, &c., at the post, asks if ho
shall not send a captain, for which duty Capt. Churchill is ready.
For fear of desertion proposes that one company, about 40 men,

14 should compose the garrison. 102
'le 14, Sane to Haldimand. The 2nd battalion of the King's Royal
aaqui. Regiment of New York shall be diebanded according to orders. A

detachment of the 34th shall bo sent to Carleton Island to receive
the stores. The mon of the 84th shall receive every encouragement
to settle at Cataraqui, buG few seem inclined to do so. Wishes that
Sir John Johnson and Holland would arrive, as the men are change-
able in their opinion since they have heard that the loyalists are
not so violontly porsecuted by the Americans as formerly. Collins is
here waiting instructions. Enclosing sketch of the wharf and return
of work done. More work might have been done had the artificers
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1784. exorted themselves. The saw mill go-d, but expensive, and longer
in building than Brass thouht necessary.l Has sent for Brass toget
up the other mills; his expeditious nethod will be a saving and
beneficial to the new seulement. Asks for regulations concerning
the saw milis. Page 104

June 14, Ross to Matbews. Hlopes that the settlers will be in time to cul-
cataraqui. tivate turnips and prepare the ground for wheat. Captain John, with

bis Mohawks, attempting to destroy economy, not only craving for
Lis Mohawks, but also for the Mississaugas. Capt. Churchill having
obtained a certificate of bad health, the subaltern must continue at
Oswego. Asks instructions about bringing in cattle by Oswego. Ie
dreads desertion at that post. 107

June 14, Report of works completed and in hand during the winter. 109
ilataraqui.
June 30, Ross to Haldimand. Has disbanded bis regiment on the day
Cataraqui. appointel. Happy if he has executed Bis Excellency's commands

and flattered by the confiience xeposed in him. Asks leave to go to
Britain on his private affairs. Is sensible of the kind intention of
the appointment to a provincial corps, but requests him to consider
that he is perhaps the only British officer who has reaped no solid
advantage in military rank. 110

July 5, Same to Mathews. The use of paper money by the traders. Asks
Cataraqui. that coin be sent up to pay the artificers. 11'
July 5, Same to Haldimand. Sir John Johnson leaving for Canada. The
Cataraqui. savages go on slowly; the loyalists arriving, but noue of them yet

settled on their lots. Has asked leave to go to England, but if
wanted here will cheerfully give up his private concerns. 113

July 7, Same to Mathews. Has communicated the orders relative to set-
Cataraqui. tiers. The reduct!on of the tation, witboqt other resources, creates

general despair. They are not yet on their lands; bave no soed and
many scircely a blanket for the winter. Not half enough of axes
and hoes have arrived; Capt. Sherwood said to have kept more than
his share at O.swegatchie. Disputes among the loyalists, which he
cannot pronounce judgment upon. "Strange is tùe collection of
people here." Holland (a very young man) claims the command of
the Engineers after Lieut. Tinling's departure. la he to be con-
tinued responsible for the accounts ? Brass bas been here, but re-
turned for his family to Niagara. Oa his return ho will expedite
the saw mill. 114

July - Same to the same. (No date, received 13th July). That he as
Oataraqui. enlarged Allen, owing to the difficulty of finding a guard, there being

so few mon. liopes he will soon be released. 116
September 2, Same to the same. Report on the advantages to be derived by
Cataraqui. Government from the mill already built, as it will not probably be

used by the settlers when the one in band is ready. The preseIn
mill Can supply the lower settlements but it is difficult to get the
boards to the Bay of Quinté. 117

September 2, Joseph Allen to Ross Offer for the saw mill at Cataraqui.
Cataraqut. Government to find mill saws, files and other tools to work the nill

and also all iron work for its reparation. " 1, Joseph Allen, to en-
gage to carry on the above mentioned mill and to keep the same il'
repair and work it at the rate of seven shillings per thousand feet,
and to have artificers' rations for four men." 1O0

September 10, Ross to Haldimand. Respecting disputes, but of which no detail
Cataraqu'. is given. Evurything regarding the settlers shall be settled by

the civil power. The place is infested with daring plunderers, but
the guilty have not yet been discovered. Settiers not yet been co03'
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l'84. pleted with hoes; seed wheat they are told to expect. He hopes
that before winter, if Mr. Collins is well supported in surveying,
each person may know lis lot, but that is more distant than he once
imagined. Page 121

Septeaberlo, Return of Indian presents stored at the post and names of the
Otaraqui. persons employed in the Indian Departnent there. 124
ePtemnber 10 List of artifi3ers, &c., employed in the Engineer's Depirtment at
&tairaqui. the post. 126

Spterber 10, Return of engineers' stores at the saw mill at this place. 129
Quinté.)

Ptemaber 10, Return of engineers' stores at this post. 130
taraqui.
teraber 11, Ross to Mathews. Acknowledging receipt of letter after the

raqui- arrival of Holland, whose relation of matters is transmitted. He
hopes that examples of this kind will teach the unwary to observe
a different conduct towards those whom they ought to respect. 134

8eptember 11, Same to Major Scott. Sending returns and explaining the reason
ataraqui. for not sending others. 135
Þtemaber 11, Same to the same. Sending returns from Oswego and Oswegat-
wlraqui. chie. Magazines ready for ordnance stores. 136

Ptemnber 11, Return of ordnance stores and of the persons under whose charge
ramqui. they are at this post. 137

'ptember 12, George Rolland to Ross. Explaining his reasons for not going
%taraqui. home after obtaining leave of absence from His Excellency. 139

'Ptember 28, Report of works begun and completed at this post during August
Qataraqui. and Septem ber. 142
'ptenber 29, Ross to Haldimand. Sending report of the state of the store.
atraqui. houses. The bad weather has delayed the progreass of the saw mill

at the Bay of Quinté. Its commodious situation and the ease of
getting logs. Capt. Barnes will give information relative to the
iseittiers. 143

t Same to Mathews. Explaining the nature of his private affairs
UI. that induces him to ask leave of absence. 145

etober 10, Same to the sane. With application for his allowance of com-
taar"i mand money, &c. 148

otober 10, Sarne to lHaldimand. Collins leaves for Quebec; bis exertions
auraqi- have given satisfaction. Some of the people not yet on their lands.

Refers to bis, DLancey's and Barnes' reports for the situation of the
settlement. 149

October 12, Same to Mathews. Arrival of seed whet. Is without instructions
taraq i. as to purchasing for those who cannot; will act for the bast. 152

Xo0ernber 21 Affilavits of John Ferguson, Hector MoLean and Archibild Grant,
'elaraqui. of the time when Easign Davies gave up the command of Oswegat.

1786. chie. 150-151
Sir Charles Gauld to Lt. G)vernor Hope. With remarks on the

Quards finding of the court martial on Lieut. Tinling, with extract of letter
from Capt. Forbes, 34th (p. 157) on which the charge against Tin-

ling was partly founded. 155
gube 11, Major Skene to Ross. That by order of Brigadier Hope he is to

cOnsider himnself under arrest for trial by court martial, on charges
brought by Tinling. 157

igust 1 1  Ross to iope. Desiring to have specific charges to enable him
ee. to vindicate his character bfore a court martial. 160

Quebnt 14, Hope to Ross. That Tinling has withdrawn his first charge and
that the arrest is now taken off and he (Ross) is to return to Mont-
real to tako command of the 31th Regiment. 161
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1786. Ross to Hopo."Acknowledging the removal of the arrest, withÂngust 163, ý
Quebec. remarks on the course of Tinling. Page 163
August 18, Same to Hlaldimand. Lt. Tiniling not tried on the charges against
Quebec. him, he being on half pay. The failure of the attack upon him (Ross)

enables him now to claim the offered interference on bis behalf at
the tribunal of military jastice. 153

No date, Plan (apparently) of the harbour of Cataraqui. 167

LETTERS FRCM OFFICERs CoMMANDING AT CARLETON ISLAND.

1778-1784.

.B. 127. BM., 21,787-
17 7ý.

August 28, Capt. Thomas Aubrey to Haldimand. Representing the insui-
Deer isla:d. ciency of the allowaîce of flour to the men on the island. On account

of the beavy woi k asks for half a pound more per day for each man.
The married soldiers cannot bay supplies on the island. Asks that
thev be allowed two rations. Page 1

September 2, Same to the same. Eery assistance possible will be given to
Carleton Glenni on the works. Tiie requisite number of guns will be taken
Islanit. f rom the vessels on their last tiip. Sending return of the number

of prisoners. One of the prisoners kept by the Indians to show to
the rest. The rebels ,trongly foi tifying Fort SLanwix. Five thou-
sand mon sent for to gow egainst Butler. The 8th (King's) Regiment
to sail to-morrow for Niagara, except a detachment left to guard
the stores at the lower end of the island, and another encampod
with the rest of the troops where the fort is to be built. 2

September 7, Same to the same. Sending a trunýk with important papers and
Carleton five prisoners to Montreal. 4
Island.
September8, Same to the same. The light comipany of the King's Regiment
Carleton to embai k for Niagara, according to orders. Progress of defensive
Island. wo ks.

September30, Lieutenant James Glennie to the same. Progress of defensive
Carleton works on the island.
Island.
November 13, Court martial on Robert Shuter, foreman of a: tificers.
Carleton
Island.
November 17, Aubrey to Haldimand. That he as sent two officers and 20 men
Carleton of the 47th Regiment to Niagara. Respecting French and other
Island. traders. lias applied to Col. Butler for a ship carpenter to superin'

tend the cutting of ship timber wanted. e bas received and
planted twenty apple trees. 1C

December 6, Lieut. Thomas Bunbury to the same. Complaining of the hard
Caleon treatment and ill usage he has received from Captain Aubrey. 14

December 6, Aubrey to the same. That he as been obliged to put Bunbury
Carleton under arrest for disobcdience of orders. Arrival of Indians with
Island. wampum, from Onondago, which was expected to be attacked bY

rebels from Fort Stanwix. 16
DecAmber 6, Same to the same. Arrival of Indians with report of anticipated
Carleton rebel attaük on Onondago. Cannot, for want of an interpreter,
Island. understand if 300 or 1,000 mon are coming against the island. The

Indians have crossed for their families and it is blowing too strong
to send for one to go to Montreal. By the "Caldwell" Bolton reports
that the rebels intend to attack the istand in winter and Niagara il
spring. Progress of the works of defence. 18
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1779
annary'29, Aubrey. Order issued that no parties or persons are to go to

Carlton either of the opposite shores without leave. Page 20

?ebniary 17, Same to Haldimand. Enclosing order for nails given to Glennie.
Reynolds (Royal Yorkers) returned from a scout to Oswego, reports
that there are no rebels there. Attack of scurvy in the garrison on
the island. The surgeon bas ordered a gill of rum mixed with
water fo>r each man daily. A>ks if rum may be purchased for the
purpose. 21

"ebruary 25, Ban bury to the samo, With complaints of additional bad usage
Ilaed from Aubrey.
lPril 5
Àril5, Aubroy to the sme Sending a mnessage from the Five Nations
Is!nd that a large body of rebels bad left Albany to take post at Oswego,

and that half of the Onoragos intended to join thern. 25
i, 1 Memorial fro-n officers asking for lodging money, as they had to

è3an. live ail winter in buts bu ht aL their own expenso. 26

Carlt19. Aubrey to Hlaldirmand. Enel ,sing memorial from officers. 27

Same to the same. A rrival of a scouting party with pris-ner,
eal i"d who says there are about 350 rebeis at Fort Stanwix and a regiment

expected f rom Albany. Onondago burned by the rebels. None cf
them at Oswego nor expected to take post there. 28

0ay 9 Lieut. Baker to Aubrey. Report of the survey of the river and
a the entrance of the Irondequet. It is fit only for bateaux. The river

-el is about 45 miles W. by S. of Oswogo and about 70 miles W. S. W.
of Carleton Island. 30

ay0, Walter Butler to Haldimand. [s unable to give particulars of
la Eton the enemy at Tuscarawas. A prisoner from Fort Stanwix reports

that only 300 men are there; that a body of the enemy went down
the Oneida in bateaux, and to the Otondago settlement, where they
took about 30 prisoners, women and children, among them the child
of Joseph Brant. The effect on the Indians is doubtful, in regard to
opposing the advance on Oswego. Canadian chiefs here on their
way to Niagara. Killbuck, a chief amnong the Shawanese and Dola-
wares, has joined the rebels at Fort Pitt ; he may do much hurt, but
the bolts from the Five Nations may bring him and others back,
The enemy bas not been at Oswego and the prisoner says there wF.s

no talk of themgoing there. Lieut. lare on a scout to Oswego. 32
%re 0, Memorandum respecting three prisoners brought down in the
aIg. " Haldimand " to Carleton Island. 31

etalat . Aubrey. Charge against Lieut. Glennie, for which he was placedand in arrest. 36
Cr12 Same to Ha'dimand. Will proceed with the first fair wind toIeanid. Niagara with the officers and men of the 47th. Scouts report that

no rebels were at Oswego. Will send invalids of the 47th to Mon.
treal. McGill, surgeon, has been very assiduous in his attention to

a14 the sick. Glennie placed under arrest. 37
e Capt. Geo. McDougall to the same. Had arrived on the 9th.

811d. Aubrey, with detachment of the 47th, has sailed for Niagara.
Enclosing a state of the garrison, which is but few to do duty. 39

State of the garrison enclosed in letter. 40
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May 9 M3Dougall to Haldimand. Return of scout with six scalps: two
Carleton prisoners had to be killed to enable the scout to escape pursuit.
Iiland. Oneida Indians report 7,000 rebels at Fort Stanwix, 500 being

French or Canadians. In consequence of fresh tracks near the
island, the workmen are ordered in at night, and the guard eau-
tioned to be on the alert. A corporal and two meon, the relieved
night guard, have not returned. Is afraid they have been taken.
A party of Indians sent out to track them. Rum wanted. As
soon as a gunboat is ready, it will be sent to the lowar end of the
island in place of the small guard. Page 41

May 20, Glennie to the same. Commenting on the charges made against
Niagara. him by Aubrey, and the explanation of the only reason ho can think

of for being charged with making a false return. Ho asks to be
alloved to go down to Canada. 43

May 26, Me Dougall to the same. Will carry out his orders,which are clear.
Carleton Asks for orders respecting the savages, who are very troublesomle,
Island. complaining that they do not get as mach as at Oswegatchie. Sus-

pects the missing guard deserted; the party sent after it bas not re-
turned. H awton, Johnston and Lamothe have gone to Fort Stanwis
with 140 Indians; were joined by nine Mishesagas (Nississaugas)
was obliged to supply the former and fit out the latter. The gun
boat is now employed at the south-east end of the island, which
prevents surprise and enables the guard to be reduced. Ha is keeping
the garrison fully employed, but they are few in number ; ho wishos
the company were filled, there boing a great deal to do. Part of the
neck of land given to the Naval Departmont for a gardon groand,
is employed this year by the troops, but shall be all transferred next
year. 46

May - Grant F. McMullan. Acknowledging that the bouse he has been
Carleton allowed to bauild and the ground adjoining belong to the King,
Island. and shall be given Up whon required. 49
June 2, McDougall to Haldimand. Has taken every precaution against
Careton surprise. The extra works of defence, and bis constant watchful-
Island. ness. Everything now going on well. Asks that the French

conpany of the Highland Emigrants be sont, as they are good are-
men and good workers. The Royal Yorkers getting stronger, and
more work dono. Arrival of Glonnie on his way to Montreal. Wili
employ him till the Engineer arrives, notwithstanding the arrest.
None of the scouting parties returned froma Fort S:anwix. 50

June 3, Same to the same. That ho has been obliged to issue rum to the
Carleton ship carpenters and seamen on the demand of Schank. The scouting
Island. party retarned with a prisoner from Fort Stanwix, who reports 600

men, 100 artillery men at Fort Stanwix, most of them from Boston ;
they have about 300 gun boats, and more coming from Schenectady,
for an expedition, but ho does not know for where. Prisoner is soen
to Montreal. 53

June 10, Major Nairne to the sane. The detachment of Royal Emigralts
M>ntreal. ready to move to Cadeton Island under Capt. Malcolm Fraser,

Leut. Ronald Miedonnell and Neil MeLean. Wishes Fraser re-
lieved as ho is paymaster and should be at Montreîl. 55

June 12, McDougali to the same. ie bas, with Caipt. Schank, exchanged
Carleton the gun b at for a row galley, to keep watch, the gun boat to be em'
Island. ployed as convoy to provisions from Oswegatchie. The care taken

on the island, bat, in spite of all, mon have been taken ; ho blanles
the Indians for much of this, and threatens to hold their chiefs re-
sponsib!e. A scouting party sont off to try to intercept the enemy's
party. Is anxions that the additional men sont up should be Cana-
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1779. dians, they being good workmen, and there is a great deal to do.
Powder wanted. Return of ordnance stores. Page 56

Return follows. 60
S3 McDougall to Haldimand. Acknowledging letters. Care will be

1aldimand taken of stores for the upper posts; vessels loaded, waiting a fair wind.
The defensive works; the men have worked cheerfully and well,
encouraged by their officers, as Bolton had written that an attack
might ho expected. Nairne not yet arrived1. Has great hopes that
the scouting parties will meet with success. Has employed a new
interproter, the other being bad, and a bad character. Fraser has
had two councils with the Indians. Distribution of rum. Will send
out another scouting party in two or three days with an officer and
his own nephew, who speaks the language and is acquainted
with the work. Is afraid His Excellency will be disappointed if ho
expects the vessel built this year. LForce, if in the direction,
might perhaps push on a little brisker. 62

Nairne to the same. His safe arrival with the detachment and
Ilan loaded bateaux, having been detained at Lake St. Francis by con-

trary winds. Ammunition and money for Niagara shall ho forwarded
by the first opportunity. A great deal of work has been done and

every precaution used. Want of an Indian interpreter. 66
Carleton Return of iron guns brought from Oswegatchie to Carleton
Iland. Island. 68

7QIY 7, Nairne to Haldimand. Enclosing return of guns. Ail have been
a brought away from Ojwegatchie and Fort William Augustus exoept

what are unserviceable. Asks for instructions as to thoir disposal.
Is anxious for Capt. Fraser or some other Indian officer to manage
the Indians. Another scouting party sent off, to be divided, part
for Fort Stanwix the other for the Mohawk. ls glad to learn that
La Mothe is to ho sent to manage the Indiins, 69

gust j, Same to the same. Sanding state of garrison; the prevalenne of
larleton sickness and want of vegetables, fresh meat, &c. Asks for vinegar,

molasses, &c. Two small scouting parties returned without intelli-
gence. Difficulty of providing covering parties for the men employed
getting materials; the work, however, is well advanced, The arma-
ment and how it might be improved. 71

eptber 1, Same to the same. Nothing extraordinary during the month;
land. the work going on. Arrival of Capt. Harris, of the 34th, with his

company. The vessels have generally made good passages to
Niagara this season, carrying off the provisions as they arrived.
Strong party sent out to Canajo)hary village on the Mohawk under
Little David, a Mohawk chief Another scout had left Oswegatchie
for Johnstown, on the Mohawk, and as it is gone 40 days, it is sus-
pec'ed that some accident bas happened. He bas not been able to
prevent a considerable expense of provisions and rum for the Indians.
What is ho to do with five prisoners sent from Niagara ? lie bas
no prison. 74

jtmber 6, Bolton to Nairne. Butler, in a letter received, says that after
gara. repeated engagements with the rebels ho bas been obliged to fall

back to Canadasego. The enemy amount to some thousands, with
cannon and cohorns. Asks for the light infantry company of the
34th, and more mon if they can be spared. Had notified Haldimand
of the need of reinforcements. 76

lteMber 8, Harris to Haldimand. Asking to be allowed to purchase the
hŠsia vacant majority in Col. McLear's regiment. 77
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September 8, Nairne to làdimand. Has sent light infartry ccmpany of the
Carleton 3Ith and 25 men of the Royal Enigrants, as asked for bY
Island. Bolton. Page 7
September 19, Same to the same. Has sent o0 the two letters for Niagara
Carleton under charge of Glennio. One of the largest vessels shall be detained
Iland. for the artival and forwarding of the troops. The evidence wanted

by Glonnie cannot be spared without endangering the safety of the
pc st. Speaks in strong terms in favour of Glennie. 79

September 21, McDougall to the same. Applying for the purchase of the majo-
Caran.n iiy in the Royal 11ighland Regiment; his services ; the money te

ready with Phyn & Ellice. Montreal. 81
September 26, Nairne tolho sarre. With copy of Bolton's letters asking rei"-
Carleton forcements; ho has sent a sccond detachmenr. Arrival of Capt.Iîland. Forbes with 100 men of the 34th. Sir John Jobnson with the rest

of bis troops every inirute expectcd. Vessels rcaiy. The hundred
German chasaurs and Sir John Johnson arrived since writing the
abovo. 83

September 29, Alexander Fraser to the same. Arrival with St. Regis Indians;
Carleton those of the lake came the samo day ; no word of the Caughnawagas.
Island. Virulent srpeches of TLohaguendé and a St. Regis chief, bot h of whom

had been formerly rebels. Their suspected designs. Word sent tO
Butler to watcb. Want of Indian officers. Suggeststhat the womenl
and chiidren of the Five Nations be brought to Canada; it will save
expenso and be a security against their connccLions joining the
rebels. ý4

October 1, Nairne to the same. Monthly return of the state of the garrison.
Caeton The party of Royal Emigrants and Yoi kers not yet back. BoltonlIEland. will certainly send them by the first opportunity. Is sorry that

MeDougali is ordered away ; his usefulness; trusts he may be Sent
back. Departure of troops and Indians. Want of ordnanCe
stores. 87

October 12, Same to the sane. Reporting the snall quaintity of ammunitiOn
Carleton and artillery stores, besides a deficiency in every article of ordnance
Island. stores. 89
Octcber 29, Fraser to the same. Safe return of the Indians sent for the
Carleton relief of the Six Nations. The suspicious and disobedient conduct OfIsland. the Iroquois of Canada. Means must be taken to enforce obedience.

The Nipitsings, Algonquins of the Lake and Mississaugas behaved
well. The Iroquois would behave well were it not for their chiefe,
who are wedded to the rebel cause either from bribes or principle.
The Mohawks, though no friends of the rebols, encourage the insub-
ordination of the Canadian Indians. They must either be compelled
to co-operate or be treated as enemies. His low idea of the Indians,
but he must not, for the good of the service, incur their ill-will, s0
that these reports should not be communicated to them. As the
Canadian and Mississauga Indians wili not winter here, he desires
to go to Canada, where he would be of more use, besides making'
efforts to obtain his promotion, as he is disgusted, after 25 years
service, to be commanded on almost all occasions by boys, sutlers or
mechanics. fie had been already promised by Çarleton the rank of
Major, and also by Burgoyne that he would get the rank for hil,
but all these promises are forgotten. Desires instructions about the
disposal of certain of bis offi2ers. 91

Nvember 1, Nairne to the same. Seven out of eight bateaux sent to assist
Carleton Sir John Johnson's men to come here from Oswego are missing;
Ieland. the steps taken to discover their fate. 98
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&o10emaber 7 Alexander Fraser to Haldimand. The greater part of the Six
Carleton Nations declare they will not stir f rom Niagara and many that they

ad will return to their villages to get the corn not entirely destroyed
and maintain themselves during the winter, lest their abandonment
of their villages should be attributed by the rebels to fear. The
change has taken place since the return of Caldwell from Wyoming,
with the report that the rebels had abandoned Tioga, leaving horses,
cattle, &c., behind. A convoy with clothing for Fort eitt, under
Rogers, intercepted by an Indian scout and nearly every man killed
or drowned, except Col. Campbell of the rebel militia and five
privates made prisoners. An Indian, named the Negro, from St.
Regim, carrying news to the rebels; another from the same village
has carried a letter to Schuyler. Most of the Indians of that village
behaved very ill on the last expedition. The bad effect of the dis-
tribution of clothing by Col. (Guy) Johnson; the precautionis of Sir
John Johnson. The Canadian Indians have returned to their vil-
lages, a scout of the Six Nations sent to the Mohawk and the Miss.
issaugas have promised to furnish another before going to their
winter hunting ground. Page 101

1ovember 7, Nairne to the same. Return of missing bateaux, having been
Oad n all scattered on the lake. The "Mohawk" sloop has sailed for Niagara

with provisions. Asks permission to leave this place and wishes
to know how many Royal Emigrants and Yorkers are to go ihis
winter to Canada. Capt. Harris fit for the command. Arrival of
artillery stores and ammunition. 104

cOiember 14, Same to the same. Removal of Capt. Harris to Montreal on his
,an promotion. Perhaps he should have waited His Excellency's

instructions. Arrival from Oswego of a missing man of Sir John
Johnson's regiment, supposed to have been captured. Hii hardships.
Three vessels loaded ten days ago for Niagara, but detained by con-
trary winds. Daniel Sweney has agreed to go into the lake ser-

vice. 106
cOetber 29, Alexander Fraser to the same. Has been placed in command of
Isand. the post. The change in the garrison, the iessian Jagers sent down

by Bolton, as they would not work at the fortifications. and ordered
to be replaced by two companies of the 34th. His difficulty owing
to conflicting orders. Capt. Count Wittgenstein fears bad ccnsequen-
ces should the Jagers be ordered to return. Only one conpany will
be sent te Bolton, the works cannot spare more. Care will be taken
to be sparing of the provisions, and precautions for the safety of the

I3ecemb ships' stores. &c. 103
leebr 1, Same to the same. Sending garrison returns. Arrangement for

dlard." communication by means of Indians during the winter. Asks for
orders respecting the manner in which Sir John Johnson's officers
are to rank. Disputes on the subject. It is a pity that the trans-
port of provisions has stopped, the weather being as mild as in

a September. 110
te'eber 13, Same to the same. Attempts to send scouts unsuccessful, owing

1." to the open weather. Indians report that the rebels are preparing
to attack the island under a General Clinton; believes it imprac-
ticable but wili be prepared ; at present employed securing the
shipping and stores. Two trusty non-comnissioued officers sent

Peb 780. with dispatches; is afraid to trust the Indians alone. 112
ruary 19, Speech of the Mohawks, Onondagos, Cayugas and Delawares to

Fraser. Thoy were never stronger for the king, but they want
soldiers to be sent to help thom. 114
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Februsry 24, Alexander Fraser to Haldimand. That he bas drawn a bill in
Car1Cton favour of Hugh Mackay, for rum for the Naval Department. Page 110
Island.
March 21, Same to the same. The depth of snow and constant severity of
Cjarleton the weather have prevented scouts reaching the settiements. SloUtsIsland. are continually employed round the place for security. The Indians

have done the work cheerfully, thanks to Tice and the Indian offi-
cers, but chiefly to Molly Brant, who has more influence than aIl
the chiefs put together; insatiable in her demands for her own
family but checks the demands of others. Difficulty of purchasing
venison. Plenty would have been brought in, but so long as DU
Moulin trades in the woods and supplies rum, the Indians will not
bring in meat. Du Moulin's good character. The saving effected
of £13 a week by employing a baker to bake for the Indians. The
works of defence carried on; the cheerfulness of the men of the 34th
and Royal Yoikers in burthersome duty. The civilians and nier-
chants taking a considerable part of the duty of patrolling. Recom-
mends that an allowance should be made to Lieut. Wingrove for
acting as adjutant. The constant zeal of Capt. Andrews. Though
of all nations, colours and professions there bas not been the smallest
disagreement at the post during the winter. (This letter, dated 21st
March, is endorsed 21st February, received 11th March ) 111

April 20, Same to the same. Has forwarded dispatches to Niagara. Is
Careton sorry that bis baving detained part of the 34th did not meet withIsland. approbation. His reasons for doing so; Bolton satisfied; the in-

sufficiency of the chasseurs and Sir John Johnson's corps for the
duty required had the 34th been sent away. The importance of
bis post No extra duty done by the chasseurs. The 34th and as
many provisions as possible will be sent to Niagara when navigatiol
opens. The farmer is busy. The ditch round ·the fort makes
slow progress. The new ship almost ready to launch and the others
repaired; Captain Andrews indefatigable. The garrison tolerablY
healthy. Crawford returned from a scout near Johnstown, with Il
prisoners. The few Mississaugas on the scout behaved remarkablY
well, and delivered up their prisoners. The others who go to Can-
ada take their prisoners with them, they say to sell them, a trafi0 G
which should be put a stop to, as the rebels will retaliate. AskS
leave to go to Montreal for a few days. 12

A pril 20, Goods belonging to Forsyth & Dyce, Detroit, now lying at Care-
ton Island. 126

Goods belonging to Thomas Robison, Niagara, at Carleto>n
Island. 121

Return of Alex. Campbell's stores at Carleton Island. 128

Account of sundry goods in possession of Robert Macaulay. 129

April 21, Return of merchandise in custody of Mary Mackay. 130

May 2, Aler. Fraser to Ialdimand. Arrival of Capt. McDonell *with
Careton dispatches from Montreal in five days. He (Fraser) will try to geIsland. 4he Indians to comply with His Excellency's wishes. The case Or

Commissary Mackay. Hopes that bis successor will be disinterested,
as a person of a contrary character bas it so much in bis power tO
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' wrong the Indians. O ders as to buts, &c., shall be obeyed. Every

encouragement shall be given to the raising of vegetables. The idle
life of the chasseurs and thoir refusal to take spruce beer has caused
scurvy among them. Proposes that they should be exchanged for
British or Provincial troops, as they are not so fit as the latter to
serve and live with the Indians, though they seem to have the ser-
vice at beart. Proposes that coverings should be built to shelter
the Canadians; the wana ot any shelter after a bard day's work no
doubt disgusts them with the service. Proposes to appoint some
one to check goods for the upper country, and suggests Clarke, late
of the bth. To prevent the horses dying, bas had to issue pease,
the oats and bay being exhausted. DuMoulin might be of service
for procuring venison. Returus of goods; much more rum on the
island than is stated in the returns ; 81,600 worth sold every week
during winter which he could not stop. Lake Ontario only open
yestErday. The 34th Regiment embarked; the "Haldimand " to
sail with the first fair wind. Page 131

3, Return of merchandise belonging to Archibald Thomson, Detroit,
Isla " and in bis charge. 136

at9 Alex Fraser to Haldimand. Sadden death of Lieut. Kenneth
Isilt Mackenzie of Sir John Johnson's corps, and of a chasseur ; increase

of scurvy. By the help of herbs and fish ho hopes the sick will
soon mend. Crawford, with three other Indian officers and 71 Indians
to set off for Mohawk River. They are to meet Sir John Johnson; ho
never saw a party in higher spirits or go off with greater cheerfulness,
Is sending a small scout up the Oswego to Oneida. Must now trust to
the squaws and tbeir own vigilance. The new ship to be launched
to-morrow. The " aldimand " bas sailed but is still in sight. 157

a 9 Same to the same. las received a requisition from Niagara for
Isla nd flour and provisions already sent. The good conduct of the Indians

at Niagara ; they have been bringing in prisoners and scalps ali
winter. Joseph Brant, the evening before the express left, had
brought in ten prisoners and four scalps; other parties expected. 139

)%y 18, Same to the same. So many chasseurs and men of Sir John John.
son's corps ill of scurvy that it is with difficulty guard can be
mounted and the works almost at a stand. It is becoming general,
owing, ho thinks, to want of good vinegar. Country remedies have
failed. lie has within a few days got a supply of cranberries.
Launch of the new vessel; scout for the Mohawk of 105 Men besides
officers, set off ; did not tell them of Sir John Johnson's expedition
tili they were on the way, and then not fully. On landing Iho Onon-
dagos and Cayugas refused to go anywhere except to Fort Stanwix,
in spite of Crawford's exertions who, therefore, sent back the sol.
diers, as the MiEsissaugas, Delawares and Canadian Indians were
afraid to oppose the others. Flags wanted for the fort. Salute

24 fired on account of the great news from New York. 140
Car Same to the same. Respecting permission to Messrs Patter-
Is a tort son and Thompson to carry goods to this place ; ho never recom-

mended leave being granted, as is stated ; his lotter must have been
misunderstood. Abuses in the getting of goods up ; the necessity

a 3 of checking them. 143
Qariet' Same to the same. Arrival of deserters from Fort Stanwix, after
1land." having been pursued by Oneidas, with whom they fought. They

report that Sir John Johnson was joined by a captain of militia with
150 men and that the people were flocking to join him. Reported
repulse of Sir H. Clinton at Charleston, and that Arnold with some
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1730. men has gone into New York, after being deprived of his command
of Philadelphia by the Rebel Congress. Page 14 4

June 1, Alexander Fraser to Haldimand. Is glad that bis endeavours to
Carleton send a proper party to assist Sir John Johnson have been approved
Island. of; fears that ho (Haldimand) will be surprised and displeased at the

result. The good behaviour of the Mississaugas; they have returned
with 16 prisoners taken opposite Conoghohgarie (sic). Their rapid
return in case the Oneidas should intercept them prevented more than
nine trying to join Johnson. They are attacked near Caughnawaga,
which bad been burned by Sir John, and the enemy numbering 50 theY
had to flee, and ctcaped, reaching the island safely with the others.
The prisoners report that Sir John had seized most of the leading re-
bels in the part of the country he went to, and burned above eight
miles alorg both sides of the river, including Caughnawaga. CraW
ford extremoly mortified to think that His Excellency should imagine
lie would disturb any but noted rebels; particulars of those taken
prisoners. Two sent to Montreal in irons for intending to murder
the sentry and for bribing an Indian. White men always sent out
with Incians. Is disappointed be cannot obtain leave of absence.
Oneida Indian from St. Regis carried to Fort Stanwix an exact
report of Johnson's expedition, its numbers, and who were to jOiO
him. The country alarmed, but Johnson had met no opposition.
Five m>re Iudians stationed near St. Regis to carry intelligence CO
the rebels; he suspects the priest at Caughnawaga. 148

June 2, Same to the saine. Aiks that a stop be put to the conduct of the
Carleton Indians in keeping prisoners. Their brutal behaviour, which, if
Island. known, would croate more enemies than he could collect oi useful

allies among the Indians. Desires instructions. 152
June 7, Saine to the saine. Return of two scouts, with three prisoners
Carleton and two scalps. They report the transport of provisions to FortIsland. Stanwix will begin in a few days. A party of Indians going out to

intercept it. His remonstrance to the Mississaugas ; they explain
part of their conduct and deny the charges of brutality ; they promise
that no complaints shail be made against them again. White MenI
have gone with this, as with ail other scouts; distinguished loyalist,
who would be hung if caught. 154

June 16, Saine to the same. Capt. Aubrey has left a list of witnesses for
Carleton the trial of disputes at this place, to be sent to Montreal. The great
1land. iLconvenience of their absence. Represents the loss they Wil1

sustain by being taken away, and calls special attention to Captain
Chiquet's case. 5:

June 18, Piopisal for supplying cattle made to Captain Fraser. 159
Carleton
Ialand.
June 18, Comte de Wittgenstein to Fraser (?) (in French). Dosiring tO
Careton know the uame of the person who accuses the soldiers of the detach-

ment under bis command of selling tbeir necessaries for rum. 111
feels deeply the reprimand ho has received on this account. 161

June 21, Alex. Fraser to Haldimand. Return of scouts from the Moh5awk
Carleton with scalps and prisoners, but without material news. Molly Brant
Island. going to headquarters with Col. Butler. Bas no doubt she Will be

unreasonable, but she has a large family. The danger of her remOv'
ing to Niagara. It would be botter she remained where she was all
winter, or the violence of ber temper might lead her to create
mischief. Suggests that a small house be put up for her, whore
she and ber fumily would be more comfortable than in a barrack-
room. H e begs earnestly that is Excellency would remove Coul"l
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de Wittgenstein's uneasiness at the. reprimand ho has roceived. The
good conduct of himself and the chasseurs, apart froi their peculi-
arities as to exemption from work. Page 163

Alex. Fraser to Haldimand. Calling attention to the frequency of
the pretence that letters bave been stolon from messengers. Suspects
that it is a new method adopted by the enemy to intercept publie
letters. (A note to the endorsation says the letter should be rather
the 23rd November than the 23rd June; it was received on the 4th
December.) 166

Same to the same. Arrival of scout with two scalps and one pris-
oner, too young to give news. Another arrival with two scalps;
the scout intended to surprise Stone Araby, but the men were dis-
covered and had to escape with one prisoner, whom they killed as
ho refused to accompany them. -He reported the arrival of a British
fleet and 7,000 Germans at New York. Washington had moved to
the Highlands and ordered down all the men from the Mohawk, the
women and children were in the forts. The Mississaugas excuse
themselves for killing the prisoner, as allowing him to escape might
have involved the loss of some of their own people. Their humanity
to the women and children they met. Two other scouts sent to the.
Mohawk to bring back a prisoner fit to give intelligence. Sir John
expected back to the Mohawk River. 167

Same to Mathews. Arrival of Lake with his company; Ducan
with the detachment of Sir John Johnson's corps should repair to
Coteau du Lac. The inadequacy of the force left for defence and for
the works. They are all young troops, too, and but two or three
days from Fort Stanwix. Enclosing proposai to supply the officera
and sick with fresh beef next winter; his objections to some of its
terms. Denying positively that any delay has occurred to bateaux
at the island; the malice of such stories. The bateaumen trifle
their time on the way. 16a

Same to the same. Arrival of scouts. They report that 50 bul-
locks and 18 bateaux had lately been sent to Fort Stanwix. A de-
tachment of 100 rebels have gone to the German Flats; will send
out a strong scout; hopes it will bring in a good part of them. Aska
for part of Johnson's corps that was withdrawn, so that the men
may be sent with the Indians to prevent cruelty. Application from
an officer of the 47th for leave to sell a house ho had orected.
Applies for payment of the money advanced for baking bread for
the Indians. 172

Same to Haldimand. Scout of Indians returned from Fort Stan-
wix without a prisoner. The men busy on the fort; some cutting
grass and Oneidas watching the cattle. The Indians for Niagara
are Cayugas, Onondagos and Tuscaroras, very few being Oneidas.
The insolence of the Mississaugas owing to the weakness of the gar-
rison. He has given the barrack master men to eut grass, but can
spare none for wood; is him self ill of rheumatism. 174

Same to the same. His illness bas prevented his writing. Io
sensible Of the impropriety Of having used the expression found
fault with. His regret that ho had to differ from His Excellency,
but during his twenty-six years' service ho has never beloro been
subject to rebuke or reproot from any superior. 176

Saine to the saie. Nothing has happened. The transport of
provisions not so brisk as usual ; if it does become more pressing,
it will bo necessary to put a stop to the Canadians who are ordered
to bring up the brigade from hiring others to go in their stead; the
losses in consequence of the disobedience of the order already given.

'4y25,
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1780. Land cleared, but is afraid the ploughs, &e, will arrive too late for
wheat sowing. Owing to the general plundering of the public
garden, he recommends that individuals and each corps or detach-
ment should have a particular garden, with the promise if removed
to be allowed to sel the produce, the farmer to raise grain onliy.
The troops have had no spruce this year ; if molasses sent, desires
to know the daily allowance for each. No late news by scouts;
expects the return of a strong one of Missiaugas, who would not
return without prisoners. A good scout, chiefly white, could bring
a great number of cattle from the Mohawk River. Page 179

September 12, ' Alex. Fraser to lHaldimand. Return of scout with two young pri-
Carleton soners and one scalp. No stir among the i obelsi, but a number ofIsland. cattle sent lately to Fort Stanwix. 182
September 12, Same to the same. Letters received by the hands of Captain'
Carleton Baker, who bas sailed for Niagara. Ali the vessels gone to Niagara
Island. except the 'l Mohawk," expected from Oswegatchie, and wili sait for

Niagara on arrival. Scout leaves this day; another will be sent a
few days later. 183

September20, Same to ihe same. Letters brought by Sir John Johnson, whO
Carleton has proceeded with his detachment. Trusts Sir John will do justiceIsland. to bis exertions; is hart that ho is not thought worthy to serve

under Sir John Johnson on this occasion and that a junior captain
from another corps is sent to command the detachment of hi$
(Fraser's) regiment. Is at a loss to guess the cause for so severe a
slight. 184

September 23, Same to Mathews. Calls attention to his payment from his owa,
Carleton money for baking, about £50, and securing a saving of about £1,000Island. Halifax, besides transport. fHe bas also advanced £200 which he

expects to lose. 186
September 23, Same to Haldimand. Is sending off dispatebes from Bolton.
Carleton The " Caldwell " bas provisions for Sir John. She is ordored off to
Island. Oswego; bas sent off the letters for him by a canoe, the wind being

foui. 187
October 2, Same to the same. The last of the Six Nations disembarked
Ca rton yesterday at Oswego ; Sir John begins his march to-day. Missi@-

I saugas Fent after Sir John have gone to thoir bunting grounds.
From Oswegatchie 23, including eight mon of his own companYs
have been sent by Capt. Robertson. These are sent off and will nu
doubt overtake Sir John. Will send off on the 4th a smart scout of
MissisEaugas ard soldiers to join Sir John. The wheat and farming
utensils willi, he is afraid, arrive too late for this season. Calla atten-
tion to the number of prisoners in the bands of the Indians, and
of loyalists, &c., in the upper country, whom it would be desirable
to get down to Canada. Lt. Cowan sent down to bring stores for
the repairs of the vessel, on the recommendation of La Force and
Andre ws. 188

October 4, Same to the same. Arrival of scout without a prisoner; another
Carleton expected. The tracks of scouts on horseback seen; they had drive"Island. down all the cattle on the Mohawk, but quantities of whoat renaiL'

unthreshed and all the Indian corn ungathered. Discontent amOnó
the seamen on the lake retards operations; Cowan will informn li5
BxceOllency of the matter. 190

Oetober 8, Same to the saine. Report from a scout; march of a body Of
Carleton robels for Fort Stanwix which surprises and kilIs one man and
Islanid. wounds two. The force supposed to'be about 800. He believeS

they intend to abandon Fort Stanwix and contract their frontier
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1780. defences. Sir John will probably meet the scout from which these
reports come. They have heard at Fort Stanwix that a strong bely
of soldiers and Indians were coming from Niagara. This can
hardly refer to Johnseon's party. Word sent to Oswego to be on
guard against an attack. Scouts sent off. Orders by Sir John
Johnson for one or both the large vessels, with -he small ones, to
wait off Oswego from the 20th to 30th, he is afraid cannot be com-
plied with, but all the bateaux shall be sent. Page 192

OCtober 10, Alex. Fraser to Mathews. Sending petition from prisoner. Ie
Carleton and two others are held for aiding rebel prisoners to escape frofn

Detroit. Twenty of the Indian scout have met Sir John. Capt.
Leake sends their intelligence. 195

october 27, Same to Haldimand. Return of Mackay's scout with two
Iareon prisoners; had missed Sir John Johnson; discovered by threo

a Oneidas and had come off, after burning seven houses, grain and
a potashery. The prisoners say Fort Stanwix relieved by 300 nine
months'men. On a report that Butler and Brant were coming with
1,500 mon, the garrison said they would not fight. The people on
the Mohawk were informed of the coming of Sir John Johnson and
100 soldiers were sent to help them. The stations of the troops and
inhabitants given in detail, the number in all boing 968; in each of
three forts there was one three pounder. The forts (14 in all and
an encampment) were within the compass of nine miles. 196

november 5, Same to the same. Missing rangers under Capt. Dame and above
Caleon 20 Indians returned. A sister of Capt. Aaron, Mohawk chief, has

a corne with them. She informed Miss Molly that the St. Regie
Indian, called the Negro, had been at hhode Island, and had set off
five weeks before for St. Regis with letters from the French comman-
der to Canadians, English and Indians. The rebels determined to
invade Canada and to take, at all events, Carleton Island, so as to
starve ont the upper posts. There are certainly two Indians at St.
Regis giving information to the rebals; hopes to give thoir names
by next opportunity. 198

ovember 8, Same to the same. Account of the loss of the " Ontario," with
Isan®d all on board, including Col. Botton, Lieut. Rfoyce, with the detach-

ment of the 34th, Lieut. Colleton, of the Royal Artillery, and sev.
eral other passengers, together with Capt. Andrews and all the
officers and crew. The veassel is supposed to have foundered about
30 miles below Niagara, near a place called Golden IHill. 200

?Ovemnber 10, Sane to the same, After consultation with crnwall, late master
aton builder, and naval officers, they are of the unaninous opinion, that

two small schooners would be of more service than one large vessel.
Cornwall wouli undertake to have one of this description ready by
the 15th of May, if stores were-pushed up. Asks that an offiòer be
sent up to superintend the naval department. The evils last sum-
mer of divided authority, of which details are given. Suggests that
Captain Chambers would be the most suitable officer. 202Nevenber 10, Rcbard Cornwall to Alex. Freser. Recommends cutting ad

CIsfal° preparing timber for a 90-ton sçhooner. List of stores wanted.
'. Capt. Fraser adds a note that there are no oats for the horses and

that the work will be delayed unless they are sont. 206
IfOvemaber 15, Alex. Fraser to Matbews. Reports delay on the part of Lieut.
Csarle°o Migneron, sent with dispatches. No news of the "Ontario" brought
Island. -oy the "Caldwell," leaving no doubt of ber fate. 208
Overnbert Same to the saine. Indians on the south shore fire on a beizade

181ad.on of provisions and shoot one of the crew, a Canadian ; it is hopedthâte
the wounded man will recover. 209
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1180.
November 29, Aloi. Fraser to Haldimand. No appearance of a relief ; the mon
Carleton of the detachment of the 34th have lost ail their clothes, except those
Island. they had on, in the " Ontario." Scarcity and cost of necessaries at the

post. Asks that companies of the 34th intended for Canada should
remain till a reinforcement arrives, otherwise there will scarcely be
enough for the guard and the works must stop. Page 210

December 1, Disbursements for the hospital from let July,1780, to date, signed
aleton by J. D. Courcy Gill, surgeon. 211

December 2, Ross to Haldimand. His arrival on the 30th ult., with 100 men-
Carleton The works not as good as he expected; he shall give assistance toIsland. render them more formidable. The bad state of the arms of the mon

under bis command. Many of the arme of Capt. Leake's corps past
repair and without bayonets. Ris Excellency's commands shall b
complied with. Care taken of the provisions. Fraser leaves after
giving ail information. Leave to Capt. Leake owing to the state of
his health. 212

December 13, Alex. Fraser to the same. Arrival of Ross and delivery to him ofMontreal. all the standing orders of the post, &c. Works going on diligently
owing to the mild weather. Repairs of the "Seneca" and "Haldi-
mand." A great quantity of ship timber rafted to the
island ; cats wanted for the horses. Miss Molly in her new house
and better satisfied than ever before. The Indians well disposed
are put in charge of Crawford and Lyons. Capt. Bouchette, Lieut.
Cowan, Lieut. Rudyerd and ail the people under them as well as the

1781. officers and troops had been attentive to thoir duties. 214
January 5, Ross to the same. Sends dispatch by Lieut. Tournay (Turney), of
Caeton Butler's Rangers. The unsatisfactory state of the defences; ho is

strengthening them; the troops submitting cheerfully to the work.
Means taken for the security of the shipping and provisions. The
mildness of the season; scarcely any appearance of winter. Has
begun to distribute the roots as rations, which has contributed to
the health of the troops. 216

January s0, Same to the same. Thinks that the works on the fort are such-
Caleton that it cannot be stormed .and ho hopes never surprised. The stateIsland. in which he found the defences and what ho has done since. The

advice of Twiss, who has written, shall be followed. Lieut. Craw-
ford gone off on a scout to the Mohawk. Lieut. Arden bas been
allowed to accompany; the services of the latter; ho is recommended
for promotion. Economy in the provisions; few Indians on the island'
this winter. The benefit of the roots to the health of the garrison.
With a little attention, the cultivation of the island might turn out to
advantage. 218

February 1, Surgeon Gill to Mathews. Sending bill for disbursements for theCarletonSnin
Island. hospital. (See p. 211 for bill.) 221'
February 23, Rosa to the same. Return of Crawford from a scout but withoutCarleton
Island. a prisoner, all being in forts. le got into one of these from which

ail the mon had escaped, and from the information he got from the
women, there is no appearance of an attack on the island this sea-
son. 222'

March 10, Same to Ialdimand. All tranquil; the fort in good order and theCaleton garrison in great heaith and spirits. Bomb proofs will be completed
I by the 1st of April. 223

Apil 13, Same to the sane. The expedition against the disaffected IndianSCa0eton has not been put in execution, Brant being wanted elsewbere.
Difficulty of keeping the Mohawks; they are now dismiseed. The280HAL IMArn, COL EOTON.~. ~'
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1781, navigation opened on the 2nd ; all the provisions for the upper posts
will be put on board to-morrow; seed potatoes sent. Prospects for
a great supply of vegetables next season. Page 224

-pril 30, Demand for ordnance stores for the garrison, signed by Charles
Islan° Flyn, Lieut. commanding Royal Artillery. 225

ay 7, Ross to Haldimand. Is flattered by His Excellency's good
Carl.° opinion. Shall be glad to see Twiss regarding the works. Cannot

lodge the whole garrison under bomb proofs. The seed wheat, &o.,
shall be sent to the upper posta. Has anticipated His Excellency's
orders respecting the Mohawks; they are gone under Capt. John.
Two more scouts sent off. If Capt. John can get no intelligence,
scouts shall be sent till news is obtained. Information by Abraham
Halcey, a prisoner taken at Fort Stanwix, is that the garrison ie
composed of four companies of continental troops (2nd Regt.) of
about 140 men; the fort mounts 7 guns, some 12-pounders. Only.
50 sleighs with provisions arrived, there having been scarcity before
that. No preparations that he knew of making at Schenectady or
anywhere else on the Mohawk. 227

ay 12, Same to the same. With report of a prisoner, John Baxter, one
Ca1an . of five brought by Capt. John. One regiment of 7 companies, on

'n the Mohawk, 4 of these at Fort Stanwix, one at Stony Rabby (Stone
Araby) the other two at Johnstown and Schenectady. Few troops at
Albany; they were apprehensive there of an army coming from
Canada, though themselves talk of sending one from thence to
Canada of 15,000 men. Provisions sent to Fort Stanwix in the
winter but no troops ; the garrison must be getting short of provi-
sions. Shells sent to Schenectady which they are fortifying with
blockhouses and stockades. Ethan Allen had seized Fort Edward,
but whether for himself or for the King was not known. About 50
menhad assembled at Stone Araby to join Sir John Johnson in Canada,
but were prevented. The people on Mohawk River in misery. Ross
adds that the prisoner is a friend of Government and may be relied
on. 230

May 15, Same to Mathews. La Force has taken command of the "Seneca."
oarletn Bouchette allowed to go to Canada, where lie may be employed inIsland. enlisting seamen till the new ship is ready. 232

ay 19, Same to the same. Enclosing report of proceedings of a court of
Carletý1 "Island. inquiry into a case of embezzlement. 233
junn lii Report follows. 234
'Careton Same to the same. A prisoner reports that the rebels have
1alnd, burned Fort Stanwix and removed the cannon to German Flats ;

few troops on the Mohawk, scarce of ammunition and dispirited.
Seventy men set off from therce to join Sir John Johnson. Only
two taken in the retreat. 236

~ne 13, Same to the same. Is sending off a scout to ascertain if the
Island. report of the evacuation of Fort Stanwix be correct. If not, but

that it is in agitation, asks leave to send a strong scout to harass
the rebels on their retreat. His mon are disciplined, young, active
and eager, and having little to do might be employed against the
rebels witb success. 237

OaUne2o, Same to Hlaldimand. Crawford has returned with a confirmation
Isand.° of the report of the evacuation of Fort Stanwix. Ras been able

from*Crawford's minuteness to draw a plan of the works. They
were made of earth and nothing else remained unburned. Fire atili
burning when Crawford left. 239
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1781. Ross to laldimand. Account of a skirmish botween 12 Mississau-July 14,
Carleton gas and 25 rebels, in which the latter were defeated, 3 killed and 3
IaIand. taken prisonors. Among the killed was Capt. Elsworth, whose

papers wore taken and are sont; among the prisoners is a brother
of Herkimer, of Coteau du Lac. The success duo to David Vander
Ryden, a zealous partizan; tho fight was not a surprise, but one in
the open field. Page 240

July 27, Same to Mathews. Iow he has effected savings in flour and con-
Carleton sequently in transportation. H-s almost weaned the Indians fromIsland making regular demands for provisions; bas been at a little more

expense for rum. Venison, if bllowed, might be procured for the
sick. The scareity of provisions. Thinks the person giving infor-
mation that caused the court of inquiry should have a small
reward. 242

August 3, Same to the same. Rudyerd sent to Canada; his health requires-
Çarleton it. The Indians being anxious to go to war, two scouts have beenIsland. sent off, one under Crawford, the other under Arden. Expects, as

the Mohawk River is defenceless, they will bring back a quantity of
cattle. The troops remaining envy those gone scouting. 244

August 5, $ame to the same. His Excellency's approbation has been con-
Creton veyed to the Mississaugas. David Vanderbyden (Vander Ryden ?)wand. has been very useful; he is a mere Indian and bas been of essential

service to the post. He shall be encouraged as a partizan. The
garrison is at present sickly and in want of medicine. 246

August to, GUi to the saine. With contingent account for hospital; itCrleton lias been swelled by the necessity of getting bedding, 247

Angust 18, Ross to the same. In consequence of contradictory report&
Çreton respecting the enemy on the Mohawk, ho bas sent off a young man

n formerly an active rebel, who gave himself up as a deserter from
this post, was taken to Albany and visited every post but one on the
Mohawk and returned bringing six rocruits. He goos to Montreal;
is recommended for a roward. His name is Servos. He believes if
the Indians with Crawford behave properly tbey cannot fail of suc-
cess, as there was little or nothing to oppose them. Rumours fron
Schenectady of Waishington's failure at New York. All the troopo
have been ordered down to bis assistance. 248

August 20, Same to Baldimard. Will try toget the intelligence wanted. The
®arleton soldier sent to the Mohawk River can give information about the'land. country fi om Albany upwards if His Excellency wishes to see him.

Respecting agriculture on the island. The two men of Leake's coi-
pany sent to St. John's. Hopes for officers for the battalion; iê
teaching the men the exercise of the great guns. 253

Augoaa 23, Same to the same. Return of Crawlord from the Mohawk; h&Caeton destroyed a quantity of grain, burned a mill, sevoral houses and
barns, and kilikd a number of cattle belongirng to a settlement of
rebels 15 miles below Hlerkimer. Tho good bebaviour of the troops
and Mississangas; they drove the militia into their forts though
three times their number. Bad conduct of the St. Regis and other
Canadian Indians; but for that a number of cattie might have been
brought. Retreat on the reported nearness of Willet with 200 men.
One of the 34th missing; supposed to have been taken as he was
wounded. Willet going to reliove the garrisons at Fort Plain and
Herkimer. 250

August 23, Same to Mathews. Return of bateaux sent. Lieut. Arden will
C4nIeton remain with the 34th. He (Ross) recommends Sergeant WilliamIalànd.
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Fraser, of the 34th, to be Adjutant to Sir John Johnson's 2nd batt.
His satisfaction with Arden's care and attention. Page 252

tomber 6, Gill to Mathews. Representing the hardship of the deduction
®areo made from his pay, whilst absent by His Excellency's orders. 255

eIKmber 22, Ross to Haldimand. Grant detained by contrary winds; dis-
681a'o patches forwarded. Will, by His Excellency's permission, take

command of the scout. Has proposed to Brigadier Powell to rendez-
vous at Salmon Creek, unless ho prefor Oswego. Report of the
sickly state of Niagara brought by Lieut. Wingrove; Powell can-
not, therefore, send more than 150 men, but the scout, if the
Mohawk valley is in the same state, can do anything till a force is
collected from about Albany. The scout has, however, boen talked
of in Canada. He will be at the place of'rendez-vous about the 1st
of October, and will write. 256

Diember 22, Same to Mathews. Thanks for the appointaient of Sergeant Fraser
aId- "to the adjutancy of the battalion. Medicines not yet arrived; several

men have died. Artillery stores wanted. Can scarcely arm the
intended scout. Indian fusils, without bayonets, give the men no
confidence in themselves. 258

4d tonber 26, Same to Haldimand. Will pay every attention to Mr. St. Hubert.
9and." The ship, with dispatches, was driven back. The whole fleet with

provisions has now, however, sailed. Warrant for his additional pay
not arrived. Dlifficulty of collecting Indians, as the Canadian traders
are sending them in search of gin-eng. 260

tber 27, Surgeon Gill, and Kerr, Hospital Mate, represent the insufficient
4 and; supply of medicines. 261

Stember 27, Ross to Mathews. The new ship lannched. Sonds representation
e on of the insufficient supply of medicines. 262

Senber 29, Same to Haldimand. Return of two mon from the Mohawk;
t~a they are in no apprehension there of an attack; their strength

somewhat increased. Willet bas about 300 ipen at Fort Plain an»d 40
ut Stone Araby ; if he could draw him out could give a good account
of him. Reported expodition from Canada of 5,000 mon but no
preparations to meet them. Vague reports of a prisoner. Wash.
ington gone south leaving 600 men ut Fish-Kill. Arnold has left
Virginia and is burning and destroying ut Newhaven, Connectient.
The movements of Cornwallis. He (Ross) proposes to give a gratu.
ity to the scout. Is prepared to set off on the shortest notice, but
does not wish to make any parade before the arrival of the rein.
forcement from Niagara. 263

r 7, Lieut. Dambouirgés to Mathews. The scout of 250 odd troops,
slaad° officers included, with about 60 Indians, left on the 4th, with a fair

wind, for Oswego. Major Ross left no instructions about the poet,
except that in case ho was ut a loss ho was to open a box of explan.
atory letters. He had sent off eight more Indians. 275

,ï7; hero Ro.s to Haldimand. Troops trom Niagara only arrived to-day ;
e. the season is far advanced. Will carry out Powell's instructions, 80

far as the exigence of affairs will permit. Command of the garrison
left with Dambourgés, assistant engineer, an active officer. Nothing
need be apprehended from the diminution of the garrison. Should
ho get in unexpected, what little remains to be destroyed may be
done. Duanesboro' is a small settlement within eight miles of
Schenectady. 276

r 7, Same to the same. lad reported arrival of troops from Niagara,
but not of Indians. lad loft Oswego on the 1ith October, for
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1781' Oneida Lake. The Indian succour au illusion, the few who joined
were the refuse of different tribes who counteracted everything pro-
posed. lis situation on an expedition where Indians were abso-
lutely necessary; the dissatisfaction of the officers. Col. (Guy)
Johnson might have provided useful Indians ; chiefs and warriors
abounded near Niagara, and he had timely notice. The progress of
the expedition ; it was not unknown on the Mohawk River, and
the militia were waiting its approach. His determination to destroy
Warrensborough, a nest of rebels. Alarm given at Corrystown and
expresses sent to all the forts where troops and militia were il
readiness. His forced march over the worst roads and in heavy
rair to Warrensborough. Destruction by fire of the whole settle-
ment for seven miles, nearly 100 farms, 3 mills and a large public
grauary, cattle and stock of all kinds likewise destroyed. The diffi-
culties of the retreat, as the enemy was coming in from all quarters.
Attacked by the militia and the garrison at Johnstown, who were
repulsed, the commander being killed. Overtaken by the enemy
in the woods at Johnstown, who retreat precipitately after au
engagement under Willett. Want of Indians to follow up the suc-
cess. Defeat of another body of rebels acting as supports, with a
field picce, who also Red precipitately, leaving their field piece and
ammunition. Fresh attack by the enemy on the right also repulsed,
only night saving them from destruction. Prisoners report that
over 1,200 of the enemy were in pursuit, 400 being continentals from
Schenectady, and nearly all engaged, probably 1,000, nearly. three
times the number of those on the expedition. The enemy's oso
heavy, that of theKing's troops trifling. The usefulness of the
Indians. Fight aftercrossing Canada Creek and death of Captain
Butler. More favourable ground occupied waiting the enemy, who
decline to cross the creek. Arrivai at Carletcn Island. The suffer-
ings of the troops from rain and hunger. Death of Docstoder
(Docksteddor) in the woods. Page 266

November 7, Return of the killed, wounded and missing of the detachment
Caeton under Major John Ross, since the 24th of October, with number of

l rebel prisoners taken. 277
Field return of the detachment in action at Johnstown, under

Major John Ross, 25th October. 27J

November 8, Ross to Mathews. Sudden death of Lieut. Flyn, Royal Artillery.
Careton Ras had no answer as to whether Lient. Arden is to join his regi--Iulnd. ment. A sergeant also ordered away, although ho (Ross) bas asked

that he be left; the sergeant's great usefulness. The urgent want
of officers for the battalion. especially an adjutant; want of discip-
line, &c., must be the result, if long left in its present situation. 280

November 22, Saine to the same. Safe arrival of the parties and provisions left
Careton at Canaserago; dettruction of old bateaux left there; they bad beeIsland. merely patched up for the expedition; the good ones alil at tho

Island and Niagara. The reports of two soldics returned from a
scout and of a royalist are similar to, but more favourable, than tho"s
aIready sent. Willett conscious of bis defeat and that his safety Ws
due to night coming on; the number he mustered the morning after
the attack was 1,400. having been reinforced during the night. SoIe
of the missing King's troops have gone to Canuda; others have
given themselves up as prisoners of war. Reported cruelty by thO
rebels. Will try to ascertain the truth; the hum anity of the expe-
dition, nor did the Indians hurt a woman or child. Has sent to take
a prisoner. Urges a settlement of bis money claims. 283

A. 18881l Victoria.
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1781.
OYember 25, Examination (in French) of Jacob Adams, on the charge of trying
aleton ' to corrupt the Indians attached to His Majesty's service. Page 285

O'ovember 27, Ross to Mathews. Enclosing the examination of Jacob Adarms;
arleton his bad character. The evil effects of the doings of the traders.8ard. The Mississaugas are now useful; if kept dependent may be still

more so. The traders this season gave them so much encouragement
to gather ginseng, and had them so dispersed, it was with difficulty
thirty could be got to go to war. 287

Xovember 29, Arden to Ross. Officers of the 2nd battalion appointed ; desires
Is to know how he is to be paid as Lient. and Adjutant from 27th July,

' 1780, to 1st November, 1781. 289
C ýèO"1emb , Ross to Mathews. Enclosing Lieut. Arden's application respect-
aeaeon ing his pay and stating hie services. 290

neember 7, Same to Haldimand. Thanks for His Excellency's kindness.
arleton Arrival of part of Sir John Johnson's 2nd battalion ; the place in

'& security for the winter. The neck of land stockaded for the security
of the shipping and the naval and provision stores; the whole neck
of land a fortification in itself. Hopes the remainder of the 2nd
battalion nay join in the spring, as it is so much scattered as to be
not easily accounted for. 291

eceinber 7, Same to Mathews. Has, with regret, beeu obliged to send the
on sergeant of the 34th to Canada after reiterated applications. 1s sorry

to hear the reports of Cornwallis; was within hearing of the guna
on the 29th, firing a feu de joie. Hopes the report is without founda-
tion. A prisoner from Philadelphia, who left the day before the
capitulation was said to be signed, reported that Cornwallis had been
in imminent danger, but had been victorious; that Washington's
regiment was almost cut to pieces and that there had been a British
naval victory in the " Chesapeake." Return of two scouts, owing te
the severity of the weather. Has kept a boat waiting the arrivai of
the " aldwell" from Niagara; hopes to send flattering intelli-
gence. 293

Ceaeber 13, Same to the same. The " Caldwell " brings no news from the
Colonies. His Excellency's intention to make strict inquiry why ho
(Ross) was not properly supported by Indians. If called on, he can

1782 explain many particulars. 295
ebrry 20 Same to fIaldimand. All tranquil since November; employed

4'etoa ' stockading and in clearing land for cultivation. By an accidental
'n fire the naval artificer's barracks consumed with contents. The

storehouse saved. The dangers from construction; the new barrack
placed at a distance, out of danger. The sails and rigging the
greatest loss, but it fell mostly on the old vessel; all the others shall
be ready to sail when the weather shall permit. His precautions
against fire and surprise. Has mounted two small pieces as signal
guns. No intelligence during the winter. Will send out a smail
scout of Indians to the Mohawk river shortly. 296

arch Same to the same. Orders received. Plans by Twiss understood
181%4d and shall be carried out to the utmost of his ability, but tools are

scarce. Ruinous state of the fort. All the vessels will be ready te
sail by the 1st of April. The troops shall know notbing of their de-
parture till their ombarkation. Is sorry that Indian fusils are the
only arms; it is a great diminution of his streogth. Has asked
Powell to send as many of the 8th as possible; the bad effects of
Corn wallis' fate on the colonial troops, but he still hopes they will

12' do their duty. Attention given to agriculture, but the preparations
UALDIMAND COLLECTION.
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1782. make it impossible to bave nuch land ready. As tbe post ho is tO
occupy wili depend for almost everything on the island post, he ask9
that the commanding officer may bave orders to comply with his di-
rections towards establishing the post at Oswego. Is sensible of the
importance of the service and hopos to surmount every dili-
culty. Page 299

April 30, Capt. Ancrum to Mathews. Will forward dispatch to Powell.
Carleton Bas delivered the orders on the freight of goods over the lakos tOIBIand. the naval commander. The troops left on the 13th, reached tboir

destination (Oswego) on the 15th; the fort then ruinous is no«
reported to have become respectable. lias had information of -,
scout of rebels and Oneida Indians being in the neighbourhood.
Shall use every precaution. 30Z

r leto'n Same to flaldimand. Will attend to directions in His Excellency'
Iuland. private letter. Shall send out no scouts till further orders, except

such as are necessary to have round the island. A scout from
Oswego has returned here without intelligence, having been dis-
covered. 304

Jaly 12, Same to Mathews. Sending robel newspapers. Return of scout
Carleton without intelligence. 305
Island.

Beptember 5, General state of the sick in hospital and barracks, signed by J. D.
Carleton Courcy Gill, Surgeon. 306
Island.

September 13, Ancrum to Haldimand. That ho had received permission te go
Carleton down to Canada with bis company, but owing to an extraordinarY
Island. story told by the Indians of a party tracked by them, he as post-

poned going till ho is satisfied. The stops ho has taken to ascertain
the truth or falsehood of the story. The snow "iHaldimand' no longer
fit for lake service; has armed two gun boats and manned them with
the crow ofthe " Haldimand." 3071

ptember 18, Same to the same. That there is no foundation for the story tol&
* land by the Indians. The search and its results. le and his compaDY

will now go down as ordered. 31t
October , Capt. James McDonell to the samo. That ho will obey all order&
Carleton received. 317
Islend.

1783. Sir Charles Gould to the same. Remarks on the trial of Capt.
Iat ch 31, Lieut. Archibald MacLaine by a court martial ; he is dismissed tbe

Gairs. service but allowed his pay up to the date of bis dismission. 313
The report of the proceedings of the court martial, held in Que-

bec on the 9th of August, 1782, follows. 317
Âpril 12, Answers to Major Lernoult from Capt. Dickson, 29th; Major

Nairne,53rd; Capt. Barnes, Royal Artillery; Major Mousell, 29tb
Capt. Davi, 53rd ; Capt. Church'll, 34th ; Capt. Malcolm Fraser,
84th; Major Hoyes and Capt. _D. A. Grant, 84th, that Sir Charlee
Gould's opinion respecting a court martial at Sorel was never conf'
municated to them. Dated from 2?nd December, 1782, to 12tih
April, 1783. 320-32

*ay 26, Mathews to Major Harris. To assist Major Holland in lis survO
Quebee. at Cataraqui and on the north of Lake Ontario, and in any work he

may requiro to execute. 329
August 19, B. Sumner to Ia!dimand. Recommending General Enos. ý30
Claremont.
8opember 6, Justus Sherwood to Mathews. Has taken means to reassure the
BiL Johns. loyalists respecting the intentions of His Excellency as to thoir W'

temont ; they appear satisfied. Enclosing letters respecting Mr
6HALDIMA1ND oiLLETION B. 1012
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Enos, who is anxious to remove into the Province with a sufficient
number of friends and dependents to settle one or two townships.
They bring a considerable fund of property, and only ask for land
and ordinary protection. Should His Excellency favour the plan of
emigration from the rebel States, it would open the door for many
thousands of good farmers to come in. Page 331

èQ Ibber 18, GUi to Mathews. Calling attention to his claim for hospital dis-
bursements. Applies for a surgconcy at Cataraqui on the peace
establishment. 333

coer o10, Barris to Haldimand. Asks to be allowed to purchase Nairne's
d. majority in the 53rd. 334

ember 1, Alex. Fraser to Mathews. Interceding for rations for Mr. Mc-
hiosser. Donell, now living at LaChine, having lost everything by bis loyalty,

and after making money by trade having lost it ail by the failure
of a merchant atDetroit.

ber 24, Lieut. Baker to the commanding officer. Ias returned from
6 à o Oswego, after an unsuccessful attempt to get the "Caldwell " off

shore. fHas had her hauled up for the winter to a place of safety. 337
er 26, Return of the loyalists, male and female, on the island, their age

.: I and number of rations. 33ë

*'OVeIber 26, Malcolm Fraser to Mathews. Sending return of boyalists, and
t" Baker's report of the situation of the "Caldwell." The small-pox

matter brought up by Mr. Gill not-used. The Indians not alarmed,
though many people have the measles. Several in the 84th came-
in as loyalists; will try to get a return ready for next oppor-
tunity. 340

e ûber 3, Ilarris to the same. Bas had again to put Lieuts. Graham and Pren-
la au tice under arrest. Encloses proceedings of a Court of Inquiry. Applies

for leave to purchase Brigadier Maclean's Lieut. Coloneloy. 341.
ebber 2, Proceedings of a Court of Inquiry into the conduct of Lents.

6 ãOI" Gorges Graham ard Samuel Walter Prenties. 32

14lber 3, Capt. Malcolm Fraser and other officers of the 84th. That the
d1'" proceedings of the Court of Inquiry have confirmed their opinion of

the impropriety of the conduct of Lients Graham and Prenties 351
ber 4, Harris to Major Lernoult, Adjutant General. Lieuts. Graham

4 glo¤n and Prenties put under arrest. 353

ber 4, Same to the same. That Lieut. Graham is to remain at Three
t1aZon Rivers and Lieut. Prenties at Quebec tilt they shall receive further

leave fio m him (Lornoult). 354
Sinber 14, Prenties to Mathews. That ho is in Quebec under arrest and

states his case. 35à
4UAr 4 , Monthly return of the garrison, signed by Robert Hoyes, major,
aëara. 34th Regiment. 357

jaryIe2 4, Present state of the garrison, signed by Adolphus Harris,
d. major. 358

rie Malcolm Fraser to Mathews. Has been blaming him more than
d. i necessary for not answering. The sale of his (Fraser's) commission

might have been made without impropriety. Has sont abstract of
the regimental subsistence, for which ho hopes warrant wili be sent.
Will not touch the balance of the price of Wood's commission, there
being so many claims against it. The accounts between thomn
(Fraser and Mathews). 359.
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1784- The accounts reforred to in preceding letter follow. Page 361
May 16, Capt. Betton to Mathews. That he bas been discharged by thb
Carleton reduction of the Naval Department. Asks advice as to the mode O
Island. being continued or of obtaining other employment. 366
May 18, Harris to the saine. Has received ordors to disband the 84th and
Caeton to change the command money from Oswegatchie to the Island. 10

delaying the roturns till as many as possible of the regiment ae
got together. Has not been able to eave any potatoes owing to the
grasshoppers. 36

Jul 26, Commissary Neil McLeÀn to the same. Is satisfied about big
Canîeton interests; is not anxious about lands, is sure there will be plt-YIsland. when the loyalists are settled. fias selected a small spot as

planted it. Any lands granted to him he should wish on one of the
islands near Cataraqui. He will show his letters to no one ; the
want of prudence in old iurly Bur:y. General Christie may per-
haps bring letters from Government that will put things on a pla
manent footing. The Commissary General will say nothing abO"O
lands for his people tilt ho receives orders from home. Bas 11o
doubt they would be thought of as well as others. 36

August 1, James Clark to the same. No appointment of naval storekeePer
Isan mentioned in tbe new establishment on Lake Ontario. Suppose

therefore, ho will be dismissed. Has a large family and does 00t
know where he is to shelter them for the winter. Asks for infori
mation how ho is to bo disposed of, so that he may prepare. Ili
services to compare with those of Wingate, the only person to reMai
in the service from the dockyard.

LETTERS TO OFFICERS COMMANDING AT CARLETON ISLAND.

B. 128. B.M. 21,78-
April 8, General Haldimand to Captain Aubrey. To comply with th,
Quebec. orders brought by Captain Brehm. Page %
April 18, Same to the same. Report of intended movement against OsWOP
Quebec. To obey Brehm's directions. No provisions to be wasted.
April 21, Saine to Major Nairne. Arrangement for transport of provisiOOO»
Quebec. To take Lt. Colonel Carleton's orders respecting detachments to pro

tect transport. Captain McDougall to take ommand at Carleto
Island.

April 21, Same to Captain Aubrey. To proceed to Niagara with all the O
Quebec. cers and men of the 47th, unless there is valid ground to appreheDd

an attack on the island, wben he is to leave enough to help. - Captal
McDougall is to command the island in his room.

April 21, Saine to Captain McDaugall. He is to take command at Carlet,06
Quebec. Island, vice Aubrey sent to Niagara with the 47th.
April 29, Saine to the same. Orders and instructions on his taking Col'
Quebec. mand at Carleton Island.

Form of permission to merchants to build houses on the islad
enclosed in above letter.

May 1, Saine to Captain Aubrey. 1s distressed at the differences amnolo
iQuebec· the officers on Carleton Island; cannot now assemble a court mar-

tial; one shall meet shortly at Niagara. Lieut. Glennie to remai
at Carleton Island tilt arrival of other ongineer, then to join îhO
artillery at Isle aux Noix. Bunbury to go with 47th to Niaga
the rest of the garrison to romain with McDougall.
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4, Haldimand to Captain McDougall. Recommending the utnost
be watchfulness to prevent surprise, for which the country is favoura-

ble. Rules to be observed; will hold him responsible. Page 13
Same to Major Nairne. Acquittal of Lieut. Mackinnon; the re.

port of Court of Inquiry redounds to his honour; the subalterns to
be rebuked. 15

1> Saime to the same. Leave granted to the North-West Company
23 to carry up by the Grand River 20 canoes loaded.

Same to Captain Macdougall. To attend to the transport of pro-
visions and rum to N iagara. The good report by Aubrey of Surgeon
Gill. Returns of artificers, and seamen to be sent. 17

q Same to the same. Regrets the accident to the outguard; bis
anticipations that the robel Indians would attempt a stroke of this
kind. Instructions sent by Lieut. Twiss to the engineer as to securing
outguards and for building an abattis round the fort. Farther pre-
cautions to be taken. 18

Same to Major Nairne. To strengthon Carleton Island a detach-
ment of 50 Royal Emigrants to be sent tiere, commanded by Nairne
in person. 19

Same to Captain Macdougall. It has been necessary to augment
the garrison by 50 men to push forward the fortifications. Nairne,
from bis rank, must command, but that to devolve on him (Mac-
dougall) when circumstances permit. 20

Same to Major Nairne. To proceed to Carleton Island with
detachment ordered, and take command. A brigade of boats with
powder and rum sent up under his charge. Captain Alexander
Fraser to come to Montreal till the ships arrive. 21

Same to Captain Macdougall. No merchandise to be embarked at
Carleton Island to the upper posts tilt further order, except goods
for the service. 23

9 bis, Captain Mathews to Major Nairne. Dispatches for Niagara in
charge of Captain Neil McLean, to be forwarded from Carleton

12 Island. Not to wait the arrival of cannon and stores from Sorel. 24
General Hlaldimand to Capt. Macdougall. Rum to be supplied to

seamen through Capt. Schank. Lieut. Dambourgés may romain with
the engineers. fias no fears of him (Macdougall) being sur-
prised. 25

Same to Major Nairne. Captains Maclean and Fletcher to join
the regiment ; the paymaster and adjutant not to leave Mon-
treal. 26

Same to the same. La Mothe to be sent as interpreter to Carleton
Island. The difficulty of bis not knowing English nor how to read
or write. 27

Same to the same. Corvée men not to be detained, except by the
approach of an enemy. 28,

Same to Capt. Macdougall. Approves of the state of affairs at
Carleton Island. 29

Same to Major Nairne. Return received of guns transported from
Oswegatchie and Fort William Augustus. The useless guns not
to be removed now; will send orders as to guns to be mounted at
Carleton Island and those to be sent to Niagara. Cannot spare La
Mothe; has desired Col. Campbell to send a man knowing Misssis-
sauga. 30

Same to Capt. Harris, 34th Regiment. There not being a pressing
necessity to reinforce Niagara or Detroit, he is not to proceed tilt
further orders from Col. Bolton. Ho is to go to Carleton Island and
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m7' wait orders there, putting himself under the command of Mejor
Nairne and assisting at the works, scouting, &c. Page 31

Anguet 26, General Haldimand to Capt. Harris. To procoed at once toNia
Quebec. gara and to Detroit, if ordered to do so by Col. Bolton.
September 3, Same to Major Nairne. To facilitate the progrems of detachmntO
Quebec. sent to assist the Five Nations. Dispatch sent by Capt. Fraser t»

be transmitted by a safe man to Bolton. 3
September 6, Same to Capt. Fraser. Has acted regarding the scout reo1fO
Quebec. mended by Langan, as became his character. The impositiOU

practised by the Five Nations will be prevented. Saccess of te
expedition depends on speed. 3

September 14, Same to Major Nairne. Approves of sending reinforcement W
Quebec. Bolton. The troops in motion to bo forwarded with all dilige1n1O»

The success of the detachment depends on economy in provisions. 3
September 16, Same to the same. Two brass six-pounders and ammunition to
Quebec. be dolivered to Sir John Johnson. 36
September 26, Sane to the same. Approves of not letting the evidence needfllî
Quebec. for court martial to leave the post. * Rebels, having advanced into

the Indian country, may, unless choeked by Johnson, advanco 00
Niagara and his post. Scouts to be kept out constantly, entirelY to
get information and not to show thomselves. Prisoners frol
Niagara to be sent to Brigadier Maclean. 37

October 6, Same to Capt. Alex. Fraser. The ungrateful conduct of theQuebec. Six Nation and St. Regis chiefs ; the inability to providê
for delachments ; the almost complete exhaustion of provisioOs
when the victuallers arrived. Little can be dono this year, excePt
by scouts. The demand for provisions at Niagara will oblige Joh"
son's detachment to be sent to Carleton Island. Strong partYo
Five Nations to winter thore, to overawe the other Indians andito
keep out scouts towards the Mrohawk River. He (Fraser) to remain
to take charge of the scouts. To encourage the Indians of Canada t"
remain with Six Nations. Seeds will be sent.

October 10, Same to Major Nairne. Roturns of garrison received ; deficielOY
Quebec. of ordnance stores can be made up from those now on the waf

Petitions from seamen on Lake Ontario will be answered shortly. 4
October 12, Same to the same. teave to Canadian officers and seaenl to
Quebec. winter in Canada.
October 17, Same to the samo. Respecting the discharge of a man of Sir Joh
Quebec. Johnson's corps.
November 10, Same to Captain Alexander Fraser. Has been appointed to coO'
Quebec. mand Carleton Island. Instructions as to provisions; as to

necewsity of guarding the island by scouts ; watching the Indian8
&c. Snow shoes to be sent for winter communication with 03«
gatchie and Montreal.

November 12, Same to the same. The bad behaviour of the Iroquois. The v
Quebec. consequences of the intercourse with the enemy's scouts.

mode of dealing with the Indians. The companies of the 34t
detained at Carleton Island to be sent off by the firat opportunitY 0
they are needed at Niagara. Approval of C ,pt. Wittgenstein's co0-
duct. To be prepared for attacks by smallpa des. Johnson's corP8

to do duty as Provincials. How the accounts for Indians are toe
1780. charged.

April 10, Same to the same. Mackay, the commissary, being ongagod 'o
Quebec. trade, is to be relieved, but will be considered eligible for ano 5

appointment.
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Pit i,' General Haldimand to Capt. A lexander Fraser. Regulatione as
to ground on Carleton Island. Workshops and dwellings for artifi-
cers to be bailt as well as arrangements for stores and for the Naval
Department. Page 52

e ee" Same to the same. Es much satisfied with the account of the
'i r departmonts, officers, &c. Molly Brant's usefulness; it is necessary

to keep her in temper. The indulgence to Duaoulin bas interfered
with savings. The satisfaction of the General at the economy in
provisions. Approves of precautions for security; will consider
Lieut. Wingrove's services. Seeds will be sent. 54

e ,7 Same to the same. To assist, with Indians and trops, the party•Qqc under Johnson sent to harass the enemy, and to give the loyalists a
chance to escape. Capt. Robertson sending ont scouts; to do the
same between Carleton Island and Oswegatchie. 57

Same to the samo. Is sending up supplies of stores wanted. 59
8> Capt. Mathews to the same. Passes granted for goods to the

upper country. The merchants to be prevented from risking them
in tanoes or bateaux. 60

29 Same to the same. On account of want of stores, &c., at Niagara,
passes are granted to pass four bateau loads across by the first

18 vessel. 61
18e General Haldimand to the same. Reliefs sent to Carleton Island,

of chasseurs and loyalists. The good effects of vegetables, &c , on
scurvy. The bad conduct of the Indians sent to co-operate with
Johnson; will lay the matter before the Council of the Six Nations.
Respecting passes for traders. To prevent trickery and frauds by
merchants; the plan ho proposes is too troublesome and expensive;
one suggested. Approves of Crawford's proceedings on the scout.
The bad conduct of the Mississaugas; their representation and
apology. A pproves of sending off a scout to stop transport te Fort
Stanwix. Will attend to the five rebel Indians at St. Regis.
Respecting allowances to loyalists on scout. 62

Captain Mathews to the same. Return of scout, and good conduct
of Mississaugas; approves of rebuke to the latter for killing a pris-
oner, although it may have been excusable if their tale is correct.
Approves of a supply of fresh meat to the garrison through the
winter, if on reasonable terms. Intention to reinforce the garrison.
Desires him to consult Butler as to means of cultivating the land on
Carleton Island for the supply of the garrison. To reduce the quan-
tity of flour by using pototoes, but the bulk of the latter to be sent
for seed to Niagara for new settlers, as weil as to Indian settlements
at Genessee and Kadaragaras. The Oneidas, come to a sense of their
duty, desire to come to Canada. They are recommended to make a
stroke that will smooth the way. 67

General Ilaldimand to the same. Calls attention to an improper
allusion to the Mississauigas in bis (Fraser's) letter of 2nd instant.
Obedience is expected, not remarks, unless when these can be of
service. 71

y 7 • Capt. Mathews to the same. A house to be built for Miss Molly
to lodge hersolf and family comfortably. Will do justice to Count
Wittgenstein. 72

Q' eber, General Hialdimani to the same. A scout to be sent to the
Mohawk River for intelligence; a prisoner to be taken from beyond
Fort ,tanwix to gain information. 73

uebe r iP Movement towards Oswego resolved on; shipping wanted at
128 Niagara. Secrecy enjoined.
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1epehr 1, General Haldimand to Captain Alexander Fraser. Captain Baker,
Quebec. bearer of dispatches to Niagara and Detroit, to be forwarded At

once. Page74
September 7, Same to the same. Assistance to be given to Sir John Johnsou
Quebec. on his expedition to Oswego. The troops to be sent and left. 75
september 9, Same to the same. Companies of the 34th recalled fgom Niagara
Quebec. to Carleton Island; Sir John Johnson's corps to garrison Niagara. 76-
September 29, Captain Mathews to the saime. Cost of baking bread for IndianR
Quebec. to be charged to the Indian Department. 77
October 2, Same to the same. Respecting the expedition under Johnson,
Quebec. and His Excellency's regret that ho (Fraser) could not from his

health be employed on it. Sickness at Niagara may reduce the de-
tachment. Stores applied for through Capt. Brehrm will be suP-
plied. 78

October 9, Same to the same. Reinforcements for Carleton Island. Ile
Quebec. (Fraser) will be relieved by Major R>ss on Sir John Johnson'6'

return. 8
October 12, Same to Captain Harkemer. His Excellenoy's displeasure at his
Quebec. abuse of his appointment to the command of bateaux men ; all no-

fitted to be discharged and none enlisted except by approval Of
Capt. Maurer. The women and children can be otherwise provided
for. 8

November 15, General Haldimand to Capt. Alexander Fraser. Is to be relieveO
Quebec. by Major Ross, who takes up troops. Men unfit for service to bO

brought down with him to the General Hospital. AI[ informatiofl
to be given to Majar Ross. Miss Molly to be put in his care. 8d

November 15, Same to the same. Loss of the " Ontario." Capt. Schank to take
Quebee. steps to make the loss as light as possible. Coleman, master builder,

sent up with instructions. Design of the enemy to destroy the ship-
ping and powder magazine on Carleton Island. Brigadier Poweli
to send down ship-wrights to replace the " Ontario." LaForce to
command the Naval Department. sb

December 1, Captain Mathews to the same. Report of his being relieved rO-
Quebee. ceived ; ho is to come to Quebec. 87

1781.
january 6, General Haldimand to Major Roes. Iis arrival at CarletOD
Quebee. Island. Miscarriage of the store ship a second time a disappointe

ment; Indian arma had to be used ; to see as to their repaire-
Potatoes to be sent to new settlers at Niagara in spring. Dispatcb
to Brigadier Powell, to be forwarded by Allen, a trusty loyalist. 88

March, Same to the same. Asoistance to be given to Joseph Brant, who,
Quebec. with Mohawks under John, meditates a stroke against the Oneidas

near Saratoga. 9a
April 10, Same to the same. Is pleased at the report from Carleton Is land.
Quebee. Capt. Twiss ordered to assist from bis department. Seed for Niagara

sent to Coteau du Lac; it is to be forwarded ait once. 9e
April 24, Same to the same. Joseph Brant's expedition changed ; bfa
Quebec. taken prisoners from Fort Stanwix. Is glad of early opening of

navigation and that the ships are ready. Capt. Ancrum's leave; ot
a time for officers to be absent.

June 20, Captain Mathews to the same. Letter brought by BoucheOtte
Quebec. received. Respecting provisions said to be the property of MackaY,

a commissary. Information of Abrahama Haly received. 9t
June 24, Same to the same. The barning and evacuation of Fort Stanwis ;
Quebec. Ris Excellency had reports of it from another quarter.
July 12, Same to the same. Lieut. Rudyerd to leave Carleton Island owiiig
Quebec. to bis health. The island to b3 used as a depot for stores, &c., for
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178'. the upper posts, and to be strengthened. Favourable reports of the
garrison. Page 96

23, Captain Mathews to Major Ross. Information of Smyth, a reboiquebee' prisoner, received. Success of Mississsauga scout and their good
.Qgust behaviour. Vanderbyden to be employed. 97
9 stb4, General Haldimand to the same. Approves of bis economy;

inon-arrival of store ships; arrangements to be made for late arrival
of provisions, &o. 98

Qnst 9, Samo to the same. Crawford's return from Fort Stanwix with
plan of the place received. Important movements of the enemy
reported; scouts to be sont to Albany to discover. The delay in the
arrival of provisions shows the need of pushing agriculture at the
o pper posts. Every exertion to be made to, forward provisions
wben they arrive. Adonij th Tillet and Solomon Bali to be sent to
Sherwood. 99

ber 3, Captain Mathews to the same. Strongly recommending Mr. St.
.Hubert. Warrant sent for additional pay to him (Ross) as major.

101
teinber 5, Same to the same. Success of the man sent into the Colonies as

u 'u a deserter; he is to get $20 reward. 102
ber 5, Same to the same. Lieut. Arden may remain in the 34th; Ber-
'b geant Fraser will be made adjatant of the Royal Regiment of New

York. 103
bomber 6, General Haldimand to the same. Is pleased at the report on

e' agriculture. Report received of the return of Crawford's scout;
good conduct of the Mississaugas and Oswegatchies; the bad conduct
of the Canadian Indians. 104

qeaber;6, Same to the same. Instructions as to operations from Crown
' Point. 105
ber 6, Captain Mathews to the same. Acknowledging renteipt of letters

and approving of contents. The sickly state of the garrison (Carle-
ton Island). Medicines already sent. 108

Q°iber 16' Generat Haldimand to the same. Approves of proceedings on

16' his late expedition, &a. 109
°ber 16, Captain Mathews to the same. Death of Lieut. Flyn, R.A.

Regimental changes. Arms sent up (300 stands). Delay in sending

k 17m2. Medicine from Lachine. 110
%P 7S ime to Captain Ancrum. Latters with reports recoived. Mc-

J ' Mullon, charged with dispatches, to ba sent on. 111
Goneral Haldimand to the same. The goods belonging to Douglas,

sutler at Niagara, to·be forwarded. 112
mb er 12, Captain Mathews to the same. With letter ta Major Ross to be

read and Capt. Grant sont down if at Carleton Island. 113
Que1aber i, General laldimand to Maj>r Harris, Carleton Island. Preparations

to ba made for the 34th Rogiment, which is to be forwarded. Sholter
1783. to be made for the provisions. 114

4 y 20, Same to the same. Baarers with dispatches to be forwarded. 1l

%ee., Same to the same. The necessity for constant vigilance. 116

0,be Captain Mathews to the same. No merchants' goods to be taken
e&'»i1 14 on board the ships without a receipt for freight. 118
4, General Haldimnand to the same. The goods of merchants may

h' be taken up by the first trip. 119
Same to the samo. In consequence of pouce all works on fortifica-

tions to cease. 120
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1783.
A pril 26, Captain Mathews to Major Harris. Economy in the distributiol
Quebec. of rum. Page 121
Âuguut 1, Same to the same. Summonses sent for witnesses. 122
Quebee.
AugSt 153 Same to the same. Arrival of traders at Niagara from Schenec-
Sorel. tady. How traders and flage are to be dealt with. 123
October 2, Same to the same. The application of the 84th Regiment for
Quebee. lands will be attended to when instructions are received. 124
November 2, Same to the same. Matter for inoculation carried from Quebe'
Quebec. to be seized and buried ; if any used the patients to ba placed under

guard. The danger to the Indians. Old guns to be mounted at
Carleton Island; oak timber to be prepared. 125

LETTERS FROM OFFICERS COMMANDING AT MONTREAL, 1778-1784e
VOL. I.

B. 129. B. M., 21,789
1778.

March 2, Brigadier Powell to Carleton. Ensign Davis reports having met
Montreal. two men ut Cumberland, one of whom had been in gaol at Skenes'

borough, the other in gaol at Hartford; they declared themaselves
loyalists coming to give intelligence of the rebel movements On
Canada. The first division, two brigades, was to leave Burlington
on 1st March, and that 100 sleds had for a fortnight been employed
in making a road between this and Skenesborough; there were 500
rebels on Otter Creek. The whole force was to be commanded bY
Starke. The rebels are keeping scouts constantly on the lake to
keep loyalists from coming down. Ross, of the 31st, out on a scout,
had been pursued'as far as Cumberland Head. Engagements
between Howe and Washington; rebels defeated; WashingtOn
reported to have been killed. Page i

April 13, Same to the same. John Gibson, who served as an express witb
Montreal. Burgoyne, and was taken prisoner, bas come in for protection. 11

reports that Washington was either killed or taken prisoner on the
1st January at Red Bank, and that Gates now commands that armY,
Warner commands at Bennington, and Power at Albany; 1,500 men
are there and at Saratoga, and 100 men at Otter Creek. GibsO0
reports Lake Champlain free of ice on 23rd March, except the upper
part of Isle à la Motte, but the .woods were almost impassable.
James Young, who came with Gibson, and has lived for four years
at White Creek, gives much the same account as Gibson. 3

April 27, Same to the same. Thirty-one prisoners tried for sedition. Of
Montreal. these twenty-three were sent home as being less culpable than the

others. The sergeant will be dismissed for refusing to take up ardl•
The other seven are sent for trial. Percy, a private in the 7th,
arrived from Oswegatchie, reports an engagement betwOO
Cornwallis and Washington, on the 20th of December, A
Chestnut 11ill, when Washington and 400 rebels were killed. O
the 22nd December a post at the lower end of Chestnut fi
was surprised by the rebels, when Lieut. Colonel Hall a3
Major Brown were killed, besides 190 men killed and take,'
prisoners. Capt. Dunlop, of the 53rd, reports that Ticonderaga
appears to be a desert, the robels having no post nearer than 13"
nington, except 20 or 30 men at Skenesborough. Scouts gone off
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1778. under charge of Major Wright and of Lieut. Fraser, the latter gone
to the Mohawk River. Page 6

Nute 29, Brigadier Powell to Carleton. Roturn of Capt. Rayder, who re-
real- ports Howe at the Highlands with 25,000 men, and that Washingtons

and Gates had gone to oppose him with 40,000 men. Deserters from
the 53rd taken by Indians aid brought back. Report on damaged
provisions. 8

uly, 1, Same to Haldimand. Lieut. Tenny returned from Otter Creekontreal. with his family; reports about 250 rebels on the creek. The rebels
admit a loss of 4,000 mon in a battle at Esopus, but say the British
lost more. Roturn of two men of the 34th, who escaped from Al-
bany. 10

u y 2n' Justus Sherwood to Powell. Introducing Fairfield, who wishes toFJohnts- go to Quebec. Mrs. Frister and Mrs. Cooper arrived from Albany ;
report that Hasen (Hazen) had left there for St. Francis, with four
Indians and one Traversy, the latter acting as guide, and who has
been three times from St. Francis to Albany this summer. Hazen's.
business is to have a road to St. Fiancis, and to find out the strength
of St. John's and Montreal. ilJuly 25 Powell to Haldimand. Sanding a tattered package received

' from Niagara. There is a letter in town from Bolton, giving an
account of a victory over the rebels. Enclosing Sherwood's letter
(p. 11). Measures taken to intercept Hazen and Traversy. Mre.
Frister reports that Henry, a clergyman, and McCord, both of Que-
bec, have been in correspondence with the rebels. A detachment
of Sir John Johnson's corps declined to go to Oswegatchie but the
matter has been settled and the detachment has left. Mrs. Frister
reports that Major Gen. Lee was put under arrest by Washington
for misconduct. but she does not know the particulars. . 12

Dui7 28, Mompesson to Powell. Arrival of a scout from Oswego, which
Island, reports the burning of Parlow's house at Oswego by the rebels ; on

their return to Fort Stanwix, they were attacked by a scout of Six
Nation Indians and one killed. The Six Nation and Mississauga
Indians returned together bringing scalps. They report a large
body of regulars were coming soon by way of Ticonderoga and
another large one was going by the Ohio towards Fort Pitt. 14

July 30, Powell to Haldimand. Had opened the letter addressed to Peters,Montreal. and sent off the express to bring him to Montreal. The measures
given in detail, to intercept Hazen. From bis thorough knowledge
of the country he (Powell) is afraid that Hazen will succeed in
penetrating into it. 16

ptemaber 7, Capt. Beacroft to Powell. Reporting that the rebels will take
auNoix. post at Cumberland Bay, near Otter Creek, and at Valcour Bay, if

the houses there are not destroyed. If approved of he will soon
destroy them if supplied with the necessary means. 18

Pteber 7, Sherwood to the same. Return of N orthrop and Sealey, who had
n s. been sent by Peters to the Connecticut River. Pritchard, who went

with thom, brings back word of Col. Beadle's loyalty, &c., which the
other two contradict. Ie convinced of the honesty of the two men,
but does not know Pritchard. The danger to be apprehended from
falso representations. 19

atember 9, Powell to Haldimand. Is sending Pritchard, together with Sher-real. wood's letter. Pi itchard appears to have been too communicative,
and his reports differ from those of the two men who went with
him. Messrs. Myers, Lyrnburner and Bourret carried off prisoners
to Boston, have arrived from there, and report the arrival of a

B. 129 French 74-gun ship, and the expected arriva of eleven more French
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m8. ships of the line and four frigates, with 4 000 troops on board. He
will detain the three gentlemen named till h hears from Haldi-
mand. Page 20

September 9, Powell to Haldimand. 'Forwarding a trunk, brought by a partyMontreal. escorting prisoners. The grenadiers not yet arrived; the 29th
have marched this morning, leaving a detachment to mount guard
till the others arrive. Report on the state of the emigrants, &o. 21

Sëptember 12, Same to the same. Sending information brought by persons who
Montreal. have arrived from Boston. 22
September 14, Same to the same Will set out to-morrow for St. John's and
Montreal. thence to Isle aux Noix, where he will give such directions in regard

to the emigrants as their situation may require. At Isle aux Noix,
2,000 cords of wood will be required for the winter. Can part of
the garrison be left off the wor ks to procure it ? (Dated 18th, but

19. endorsed 14th, the correct date). 23
January 3, Brigadier Maclean to Mathews. Transmiitting statement respect-
Montreal. ing the militia at Sorel, sent by St. George. The burdon on this

part of the country caused by the corvées. . 24
January 18, List, by W. Jones, provost marshal, of prisoners confined by
Montreal. order of Powell. 25
May 31, Bolton to offieer commanding at Montreal. Sending William
Niagara. Cox to Montreal, as a prisoner. He was formerly an offi.-er in the

enemy's service. 26
September 27, Maclean to Mathews. Respecting the filling up of the office of
Montreal. major in the 84th, which Nairne bas declined; recommends Harris,

of the 34th, in preference to McDougall or Fraser. 27
October 2, Same to llaidimand. The seniority of Hollier as a lieutenant is
Montreal. founded on his having received a lieutenancy when seven years

old; that the regiment to which he was gazetted was broke (dis-
banded) after the peace of Paris, and that he never served till 1i76.
The claims of the lieutenants of the 84th are, therefore, superior ,to
his. 29

October 4, Same to the same. If His Excellency is not to be in Kontreal
Montreal. bef ore the saiding of the October fleet, it will be absolutely necessary

that he (Maclean) should go to Quebec to have the affairs of the
84th Regiment arranged before the fleet leaves. 3 L

October 7, Same to the same. Congratulations on the arrival of the fleet at
Montreal. Quebee. The diligence used in forwarding provisions tn the upper

p osts; a great deal of these must, however, romain at CarleLon
sland for the winter for reasons given. Urges the immediate ap-

pointrent of the Board to examine into the affair of the supernu-
merary officers of the 84th. 33

November 1, Same to Berner. Ordering him to send another company of his
Montreal. regiment to Montreal, the duty being too hard for the one companY

now there. 25
N' ovember 1, Same to Haldimand. Urges the appointment of a field officer for
Montreal. the 84.h. Presses for an immediate supply of arme, and that offi-

cers, especially captains, be appointed, and of these, two captains be
placed on the recruiting service. 36

November 4, Sanme to the same. Report of a crime committed by a soldier of
Montreal. the 28th. Repeating the request for 120 stand of arms. 39
November 8, Same to the sam'e. The disagreeable position in which the offi-
Montreal. cers of Bernard's (Berner) regiment will be placed for want Of

quarters. 41
N vember 12, Berner to Maclean (in French). Complaints respecting barrack
Montreal. and lodging accommodation for his officers and men. 43
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1779
OVember 15, Maclean to Haldimand. Recommending Ensign Hector Maclean
ontreal. 'for promotion. Page 46
o90vem ber 15, Same to Mathews. His Excellency having directed one company

r of Berner's to be quartered at Long Point and Pointe auxTrembles,
the German officers may be accommodated without leaving room for
complaint. He bas no desire to infringe on the rights of the Ger-
man troops ; Berner's complaint against the barrack master at
Montreal groundless. 48

Ovemuber 18, Same to the same. Report of the absence of Bentley; said to
Ontreai. bave gone to Yamaska. Another loyalist, Jones, reported to have

gone trom Sault St. Louis with two Indians. Hie (Maclean) wishes
all the pretended or real loyalists, who are now straggling through
the country, were ordered to join some corps where they could be
taken charge of. 51

Oveaber 18, Same to Haldimand. The claims of Ensign Macdougall to promo-
Rontreal- tion and his loss of seniority owing to the belief that ho was dead,

during the time he was a prisoner. 53
ovetber 22, Same to Mathews. Recommends Ensign Hector Maclean for the

vacant lieutenancy. He calls attention to the hardship to which
lieutenants are now exposed in purchasing a captain's commis-
sion. 54

>vemrber 22, Same to Haldimand. Reports the desertion of Canadian boatmen~OItreal. leaving the loaded bateaux at Lachine; hopes they will be properly
punished, as they are boasting that last year a number deserted.
and no notice was taken of it. 57

Ovember 25, Same to Mathews. Report respecting Bentley; the search madeMotreai. for him; bis habits, &c. The reported flight of Jones is ill
founded. 59

Xovember 29, Same to the same. It bas been reported to him that Major
àontreal. Rogers is gone; bas sent to St. John's, Isle aux Noix and Sorel to

ascertain if ho is in any one of these places. 63
X Olerber 29, Same to the same. A long letter dealing with disputes about

Qontreal. purchasing promotions in the corps. 61
vemaber 3o, Same to the same. Major Rogers, reported to have gone, is found

ontreal. to be sick in bed. On account of Ensign Maclean's state of health,
and other reasons, ho (Brigadier Maclean) bas decided not to pur-
chase the promotion at present. Recommends Macdougall for the
pobition. 68

eeber 6, Same to the same. Asks that Montreal be reserved for the
ontreal. recruiting service of the 84th; recruiting going on for Johnson's,

Butler's and even Rogers' corps in Montreal. Represents that
Rogers is interfering with bis (Maclean's) recruits ; disputes going

De on among the different rccruiting parties. 70
Deetaber 8, Same to the same. Long detail of the tvrannical conduct ofea. Crenzbourg, Colonel of the Chasseurs, to Boutillier, captain of

militia at Longueuil. Messengers sent by Claus to Schenectady have
returned with report of Destaing's movements towards New York
to co-operate with Washington; all the militia of Amorica ordered
to join Washington, and that 60,000 men have actually joined ; part
of the French troops were landed in Georgia, and joined Lincoln who
was besieging Prevost, at Savannah. Cornwallis gone off to relieve
Prevost but recalled by Clinton for the defence of New York against
Destaing and Washington. Rhode Island evacuated and ail the
troops brought to New York. Wishes he could believe the report
that Byron bad attacked and defeated Destaing, bad captured a part
of bis fkiet and that the rest were disperded. The report in the
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1779. rebel papers is that Destaing's fleet had met with a hurricane and
been dispersed, most of them dismasted and many, it was feared, had
been lost. Page 73

December 13, Maclean to Haldimand. Major Harris has regnested leave to quar-
Montreal. ter 200 men of the 84th in the barracks at Lachesnaie, and the re-

mainder in that and the next parish, and states that the inhabitants
of these parishes desire to have the men quartered there. The presont
scattered and unfavourable situation of the regiment. Asks for a
court martial on five deserters of the 84th. Story of a Recollet
having gone off to the Colonies with letters; Père Berry, of Quebec,
reported to be concerned. The Jesuit at the Sault au Recollet is
blameable if ho knew that the Recollet was to go off (at pp. 86 and 87,
it is called " Sault St. Louis," which îs no doubt correct, that being
the parish in which is the village of Caughnawags). 19

December 18, Same to Mathews. Calling attention to the case of Captain Betly,
Montreal. who had recruited men in Albany and brought them on at his own

expense. He is now penniless. He (Maclean) recommends that ho
be reimbursed for his expenses. 81

December 20, Same to the same. Io unable by this post to answer the accusation$
Montreal. brought against him (Maclean) by Captain John Macdonnell, as

they go back for four years. He can vindicatc himself to the satis-
faction of His Excellency. 84

December 20, Same to Haldimand. Does not believe the report concerning
Montreal. Pére Berry (p. 79) but thought proper to mention it, 86
December 23, Sane to the same, That he bas sent an answer to Capt. Macdon-
Montreal. nell's memorial. Has traced through Col. Campbell and Lieut.

Houghton, the people who assisted Bentley to escape. The strong
suspicions againkt Joseph Howard, merchant at Montreal. Houghton
bas also made some extraordinary discoveries respecting the Recollet
who has gone off, and there are very strong reasons to believe that
the Jesuit at Sault St. Louis knew of the flight. 87

December 26, Same to the same. Enters into a detailed account of the reasons
Montreal. for leaving Ensign Prentice's name off the monthly return of the

84th. 89
Décember 29, Postage account against Brigadier Maclean from 25th September
Montreal.' to date. 92

1780.' Macleam to Mathews. Owing to the disobedience of certail-
Montreal. loyaliste who were ordered to join McAlpin, he as informed therl

that they should get no rations, unless they are specially ordered
by His Excellency. 93

January 13, Same to Mathews (?). Is disappointed he has not heard from fils
Montreal. Excellency in regard to the answer made to Macdonnell's charges

against him (Maclean). Strictures on Macdonnell's conduct. 95
January 13, Same to the sane. Represents that St. Aubin bas no right to
Montreal. exemption from corvée, &c., for reasons given. 98
January 14, Same to the same. Explains the circumstances under which an1
Montreal. account for clothing, &o., was incurred, the Canadians to whom sup

plies were given being almost dead with cold and hunger. 99
January 17, Same to the same. The express from Carleton Island is impatient
Montreal. to return in case it should be supposed that the men have deserted.

Howard being out on bail, asks that Amelot, the Canadian officort
be also allowed out, as he is the least criminal of the two. Ask$
Mathews to remind His Excellency that the answer to Macdonnell's
charges bas been sent and that an answer would be considered 0
favour. 101
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V1780.
annary'24, Maclean to IHaldimand. Enclosing memorial from Capt. Mac.

Montreal. dougall of the 84th for leave to retire, and recommending that leave

au be granted, as Macdougall will never again be fit for service. Page 102
y,",,tary 24, 8ame to Mathews. Sending an application from Colonel Sevestre

real. of the militia for exemption to one of the officers. Asks for leave to
get flour from the commissary, the flour in the market not being fit
to make bread. 103

ana" - Postage account against Brigadier Maclean to this date. 105

ebruary 3, Maclean to Mathews. Applies for an order to pay Mr. Bell for
ontmal rum taken by Burgoyne in 1776. Asks that an answer may be sent

to Sevestre's application for exemption to militia officers. McAlpin
thinks it best to leave the loyalists as they are till spring. He will
no doubt himself represent his reasons. 106

eebruary 7, Same to Haldimand. Respecting the application of Macdougall to
treal. sell out and his bad state of health ; the officers of the 84th will do

their duty and it is a misconception of their position that they have
tried to retire so soon as the regiment was put on the establishment
of the army, as in reality the regiment has been in that situation for
five years. 108

ebruary 10, Same to Mathews. Asking that the rent of the Brigadier's bouse
be paid, the proprietor being poor. Capt. McAlpin is very ill, ho is
afraid that he is dying. 111

eontra 21, Same to the same. Entering into details of a drunken squabble
among some of the officers of Sir John Johnson's corps and of the
84th. 113

?ebruary 24, Same to the same. Sending a petition to be laid before Ris Ex.
•treai. cellency. 118

Xarch 6, Same to the same. Further about the squabble among the officers
Montreal. (p. 113); asks for a copy of the letter he sent reporting -the

8 case. 119
à(larh. , Same to the same. Giving details of the case of two distressed

tal - loyalist families. 121
à(auoh 27, Same toaldimand. Representing the stoppage of the allowance

treat. of firewood for sick officers sent to Montreal. 124
arch so, Same to the same. Asks for a vessel to bring Capt. Fletcher back
ontreal. from Newfoundland with any recruits he may have obtained there.

The necessity for more captains in the 84th. 126
Pril 1, Same to the same. Capt. Macdougall dying; he (Maclean) urges
Ontreal. that for the benefit of bis family, Macdougall's commission may be

allowed to be sold. 128
4e1 3, Same to Mathews. Will send Kenny to Quebec in irons as

ordered. Caseau bas already gone there; las examined his desk,
&c., and found nothing but old useless papers. 129

APril e, Same to the same. Enolosing three requisitions for goods for the
entreal- upper post. 131

lutrl, Same to Haldimand. Thanks for the leave given to sell MacDou.
ontreal. gall's commission for the benefit of his family. Is hurt at the con-

clusion of Bis Excellency's letter, as in what he wrote about the
officers for the 84th, he was only actuated as commanding officer by
a desire for the good of the service. 132

APril 10, Same to Mathews. Applications for admission to parole of two
àolntreal. rebel prisoners. 134

Pril 17, Same to ialdimand. Recommending the transfer of Lieut. John
oal, Maclean from the 84th to Butler's Rangers. 136
Dril 2o, Same to Mathews. Asks instructions regarding the application
0treai, of Capt. Robertson, at Oswegatchie, to allow Macionell, a utler, to
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17£0. bring up liquor, tea, coffee and sugar to that post, when navigatiofl
opens. Requests an answer to the question of charging the sick
officers at Montreal with the wood issued to them. Page 137

April 24, Maclean to Mathews. The bad state of the road from Longueuil tO
MontreaL Chambly. 139
May 1, Same to the same. Escape of prisoners and means taken for their
Montreal. apprehension. Asks that the artificers of the 84th, ordered tO

Michillimakinak, may be allowed to join their regiment. Respecting
Lieut. Archibald Maclean's memorial; is not aware of any disputes
about rank in the 84th except this complaint of Lieut. Maclean. If
there are any, asks that Major Harris may be appointed to investi-
gate. Details respecting the present complaint. 145

Jane 9, Same to the same. Is sending off an express with dispatches from
Montreal. Michillimakinak. About 40 men that came over the lake with Sir

John Johnson, refuse to join his or any other corps. The danger of
such a number of loose, idle fellows being permitted to run about
the country ; proposes to send them to prison. 53

June 15, Same to Haldimand. Detention of Fletcher with his recruits at
Montreal. Halifax for want of transport. The riek of losing the men owing to

the high wages offered by the ships at Halifax. 145
June 15, Same to Mathews. The men complained of (p. 152) have, with
Montreal. the exception of seven or eight old men, joined Sir John Johnson.

Sending postmaster and stationer's accounts. 147
June 29, Same to the same. Is persuaded that unlessHis Excellenn-y sends
Montreal. a ship to bring Fletcher and bis recruits from Halifax, the regiment

will never see one of them, though they have cost au extraordinary
sum. 148

July 10, Same to the same. Submits the case of John Macdonald, a grena-
Montreal. dier of the 84th, for His Excellency's decision. 149
July 1, Same to tbe same. Arrival of Lernoult; thought it best to de
Montreal. tain him a day to recover from bis fatigue. He (Maclean) has been

summoned before a court martial to give evidence at the trial of the
Adjutant and Quartermaster of the 84th. Wishes to know if His
Excellency consents to his going. 153

July 22, Same to the same. The Adjutant and Quartermaster of the 84tb
Montreal. have applied to have Major Nairne ordered to attend at the trial to

give evidence. 155
Auguat 28, Same to the saine. iDesires to know what answer ho is to give to
Montreal. the old women and mon from Quebec, who were to be sent acrOss

the lake with a flag of truce. Recommends that nine old, decrepid
men may be allowed to go, as keeping them here is a useless ex.
pense. 156

September4, Same to the sane. Hais directed Sir John Johnson to send 260
Montreal. men to Carleton ILland in accordance with orders from His Excel-

lency. 157
September 7, Same to the same. Respecting bis claim for pay as Brigadier
Montreal. during bis absence from Canada, recommended by Haldimand to bO

paid. Report of a scout to be sent to the Mohawk River, commau'
nicated to him by a provincial officer. 159

September 11, Same to the same. Although his course in ordering 260 men toMontreal. Carleton Island had been approved of, yet Johnson had only sent
150 without consulting him, and it was reported had gone off to the
Mohawk River on a scout without sending him word. Thinks ho
(Maclean) bas not been well treated, and objects to inferior officers
receiving orders direct from headquarters, ignoring the commanding
officer of the district. 161
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1780
8ePternber 12, Maclean to Haldimand. Asking for leave of absence to proscute
Montreai. in London the settlement of the annuity promised to Mrs. Maclean,

but not yet confirmed. Page 163
Pter 1 4 , Same to Mathews. That nothing communicated to him shouldontreal. ever be made public; is glad that he knew nothing of the expedi-

tion to the Mohawk, as it was known, apparently to all the officers
of Johnson's corps. The corporal and eight men shall b. sent off to
Mickillimakinak as ordered. Is grateful for Haldimand's recom-

SteMnbý mendation for payment of arrears due to him. 165
MO] ber 25, Same to the same. The detachment of 100 men from Sir John

' Johnson's corps shall be at Ile aux Noix without fail. The scarcity
00tobe of arms; how they were supplied. 166
Mter 3 Same to the same. Is grat ful for the expressed approval of His

* Excellency. DuHamel's confession will show that DuCalvet was
as complete a rascal as Major Carleton declared him to be, when ha,

et advised him (Maclean) to secure him. 167
9, Same to the same. Sending a specimen of Pillon's writing; his
* pretense to the pi ovost marshal that owing to having lost his eye.

sight he has not been able to write for three years. Maurer has
brought up a small trunk of Pillon's papers from Boucherville.
What is to be done with the flour at DnCalvet's. Asks for a war.
rant for his pay, and that a British regiment might be sent to Mon.
treal for the winter to create a little society. 168

etober 9, Same to Haldimand. Sends memorial from Dr. Davidson of the
e 84th for leave to sel]; if granted, Walker, surgeon's mate of the
1 regiment, would purchase. 169

er 12, Same to the same. As desired by the Adjutant General, has sent
a list of officers of the 8 ith, who are ready to purchase. Details
as to the dispute about the senioiity of three lieutenants in the
84th. 170

ltober 12, Major Harris to Maclean. Volunteer Allan Maclean would, from
oprairie. bis character, be a very eligible recruit. 172

1 r isre, Maclean to Mathews. Acknowledging receipt of warrant for his
pay whilst he was in England. Explains the reason for prisoners
being put on St. Helen's Island, and how six of them effected their

Sesaca pe. 173
4o°t '6, Same to Haldimand. En.ýl1sing Harris' certificate of Allan

t Maclean's character (p. 172), and asking for a commission for him
when an opportunity offers. 175

kber 20 Same to the same. Apply ing for leave to be given to Dr. David-
Oteb son to resign his appointment. 176

#Jer 23 Same to the same. According to orders Campbell shall have the
' military assistance h. shail require. The difficulty he experiences

to supply officers for the service mentioned; the necessity for hav.
ing some Britis-h troops in Montreal; does not know what to do
with his prisoners, there being so many. The Recollets will not
receive them without an order from the General; if not received by

rotober 3 them, the prisoners must be sent to Quebec. 177Montreai' Same to Mathews. His disagreeable situation owing to the num-
ber of prisoners already here and more expected; asks leave to send

emrber 2 some of the officers to Isle Perrot on their parole. 179
îortreal. Same to Haldimand. Renewing the request for permission to Dr.

Davidson to resign. The doctor goes to Quebec to se. His Excel-
oveber 1 lency on the subject. 180

Montreal. 1> Same to the same. Has forwarded the letter to Major Rosa. As
there are bateaux at the Cedars, has no doubt he, with the 100 men,
wili be able to get to Carleton Island. Sir John Johnson desires to
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1780. keep separate the rest of the second battalion that does not go tO
Carleton Island. No one is in charge of the blockhouse at Coteau
du Lac, except some old men without arms; is of opinion that a
careful officer should be entrusted with the post. Page 181

November 20, Maclean to Mathews. His Excellency's order received permittilng
Montreal. such prisoners as were approved of to be enlisted into the Royalist

and Provincial corps. Detailed statements of the disputes between
the officers of Rogers' and Sir John Johnson's corps regarding
recruits. 18I

November 23, Same to laldimand. Statement in detail as to disputes amoDlg
Montreal. the officers in regard to who has the prior claim to purchase the

vacant company in the battalion. 186
November 27, Same to Mathews. The want of clothing for the 84th, owing tO
Montreai. the non-arrival of the fleet. Applies for leave to get 100 jackets and

vests out of the clothing of the 21st, now in store at Quebeo;
breeches are not wanted. 189

December 4, Same to Matbews. Sending memorial from one Edgar, sent as a
Montreal. prisoner from Detroit, on the charge of assisting prisoners to escape.

Lernoult, who confined Edgar, can give information ; asks for
instructions. 190

December 11, Same to the same. It being intended to get up theatrical amuse'
Montreal. ments, ho asks permission to use the old Jesuit vestibule for the

purpose. 191
December 21,' Same to the same. Forwards a memorial from one Cardinal,
Montreal. with certificates attached; asks for orders on the subject. The

captain of militia at Lachine desires to resign, being old and sicklY.
The captain's son, an ensign, also wisbes to resign; St. George
wishes that he should be allowed to do so. Sends the names of the
two men at Lachine best fitted to be captain and lieutenant; St.
George will be answerable for them doing thoir duty well. 193

Dacember 22, St. George Dupré to Maclean (in. French). Giving information
Montreal. of the conduct of two men, Poudret dit la Vigne, father and so,

who are the worst rebels in St. Geneviève. Illness ard death of 0110
of the sons and threatened attack on the curé, whieh was averted
by his taking two men with him when visiting the sick man. Ask
for orders to arrest the two men, as well as another, Pascal Pomiia'
ville, of the same parish, who holds a commission from the
rebels. 194

December 25, Maclean to Matthews. Applying on behalf of Ensign MacdougalI,
Montreal. that ho may be allowed to purchase the vacant lieutenancy. 197
Decemaber 25, Same to the saine. Enclosing letter from St. George (p. 194)•
Montreal. Has given orders to have the two mon secured. The affair is worse

than reported; if the curé had not had a loaded pistol with him, he
would have been murdered. The curé's conduct approved of bY
M. Montgolfier. 199

December 28, Same to the same. Will follow orders respecting Cardinal (p. 193)
' The case of the officers of militia at Lachine. The difference O

opinion on most snbjects between Sevestre and St. George. Sevestre is
very honest, but St. George is the most useful man, indeed the
only useful man, among the militia officers in the district. Will s01
nothing to Sevestre regarding the appointments tili ho hears frot0

1781. His Excellency. 200
January i1, Same to the saine. Asking for a warrant for his pay from 25th
[ontreal. June to 25th December, 1780. Sends vouchers for contingO0et

accounts.
March 19, Same to the same. Reports the arrival of an offleer of Butler's
Montreal. Rangeis with letters from Niagara, and a despatch from Powell to
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1781. His Excellency, which ho has forwarded to Quebec. Ail is peace
and quietness up the country. This officer and another, who came
down two months ago desire to return to their corps. Page 203

?1re21 Brigade Major Dunbar to Lient. Archibald Maclean of the 84th.
ran' Ras orders from Brigadier Maclean to call attention to bis (Lieut.

Maclean's) neglect to call on the commanding officer in Montreal,
although ibis is four-th time he as been there. It must not occur

rit again; ho is immediately to join his regiment. 204
olutrea1 Maclean to Haldimand. Explains why he could not act on Lt.

Colonel Berner's complaint against Lieut. Archibald Maclean, the
latter not being in bis district when Berner's letter was received.
Long statement of bis views as to the friendly conduct to be ob-
served by the British towards the foreign officers. 205

ko t7> Same to Matthews. Asks for a decision respecting the finding of
treal' a court martial and also whether the people employed are under

his command in a military capacity. 208
kontmal' Same to the same. Charges against Cardinal received; His Ex-

rea. 7 cellency's orders respecting him shall be put in execution. 210
4e y DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Asks that the different com-

tion. panies of the Brunswick troops may be collected, so as to allow of
their being put through their exercises, which they cannot do from
being so scattered. 211

ot Maclean to the same. Entering into details of bis course towards
Captain Munro, to show that he was not severe or exacting in car-

* rying on the service. 212
xoatrea DeSpeth to the same (in French). Demanding the transfer of a

prisoner calling himself Wagener, bis real name being Steckhaue, a
deserter from De8erner's corps, who is confined in the prevoté at
Montreal, on a charge of being engaged in a plot at Côteau du Lac,

Y12 with some of the men of Sir John Johnson's corps. 214
112t Y Maclean to Mathews& Notifies the arrival of a flag of truce, with

a number of families belonging to the loyalists. Ho suggests that
as there are about 100 rebel prisoners (women and children) destroy-
ing a good deal of provisions, they might be sent back with the
rebel flag of truce. 215a

1y Same to Haldimand. Will attend to the orders sent; has for-
warded the letters sent for Johnson, Claus and Campbell. 216

Declaration of two prisoners, Freeman and Blackman, Vermont
soldiers who had been stationed at Castleton, stating that there were

23, there 300 or 400 men, and that scouts were sent ont frequently. 217
44treaî Maclean to Mathews. Sonding the declarations of the two pris-

oners (p. 217). 'They were captured by Indians who had been in
pursuit of a party of Indians who went off to join the rebels. Scott
bas secured Colonel Gordon and examined ail his paper", but with.
ont making any discovery. Gordon is now in close confinement and
will be sent to Quebec. Davis is in the provost. Suggests sending
Gordon's son to Quebec, to keep him out of mischief. 219

2 Same to the same. Sending return of negroes including those
taken by the parties sent out by Claus ; return has been sent by
Johnson; the return from Campbell is not yet received. Arrival
of four deserters from Albany; they report a battle on White Plains,
in which the rebels were defeated; troops ordered to march im-
mediately to join Washington, together with ail the men that could
be assembled. A corporal of Colonel Peters, from Connecticut,

i<B makes substantially the same report. 221
atreal. Same to tbe sam. According to ordersa, he is setting Forlon at

liberty and sending him to Quebec. Has never interfered with the
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1781. orders issued by the Adjutant General of miltia. Explains what
took place regarding Duperault, in whose case ho has been charged
with interfering. Page 223

August 2, Maclean to Mathews. Sends the return of negroes, which has
Montreal. been sent by Campbell. The ordersrespecting Gordon-s son shall be

attended to. 225
August 9, Same to the same. Flight of a rebel prisoner, who had beefl
Montreal. acting as a servant to Mr. Hall, and whom he had robbed. The

prisoner captured ; part of the goods found in the house of a n
calling himself a loyalist, and who bas been arrested. fall has
applied to have his servant transferred to the civil power, but h
(Maclean) has left the decision on that point to Ris Excellency. 22b

August 13, Same to the same. Will attend to orders respecting the wonleo
Montreal. and children in and about Montreal, who belong to the rebel pri'

soners ; the old men to be reviewed this afternoon and sent to ChIr'
bly next day. Asks permission to send a man to Halifax, with the
returning express, to carry duplicates of letters, as ho is anxions to
get answers in oi der to clear up a dispute botween him and Loch bY-
There are five men ready to take an oath not to serve. By lettiDg
them go on thee terme, 25 women and children cônnectod with
them could also be got rid of. 22

August 16, Same to the same. Enclosing the oath taken by the rebel prl'
Montreal. soners sent home, wi h each man's name subscribed-Men 64,

women 15, children 41, being 120 in all. 230
August 20, Same to the same. Explains that ho sent off the men, women and
Montreal. children at once to prevent a number of hardened rebels now io

Montreal, f rom sending intelligence. Will send off the prisoners to
Vermont, of whom ho received a list; there are a good many pri'
oners besides, who say they belong to Vermont, but ho shall s0
only those whose names are on the list, unless he hears to the col'
trary. 231

Auguet 21, DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Reporting that two CaLa-
L' Assomp- dians assisted one of Berner's men to desert, and that Lamothe, 0't°on the Indian Department, showed great negligence in the matter. 234
August 24, Maclean to Mathews. Explaining his reasons for recalling giche
Montreal. Pillete from bis bail and sending him back to prison. 2
September 3, Same to the same. Will immediately comply with His Esc0
Montreal. lency's orders about Duggan, a rebel prisoner who had broken bis

parole. 2
September 13, Same Io the same. Transmitting petition from an old m'
Montreal. finding that the itatements it contains are true.
September 21, Receipt by Richard Dobie, for the interest and expenses on bill
Montreal. by Capt. Malcolm Fraser, which have been returned protested. 240
September 22, Fraser (Paymaster of the 84th) to Maclean. Suggests that 0
Montreal. account of the bills for the subsistence of the regiment being pro'

tested by the agents, it will be necessary that one of them should g0
home to bave the accounts settled. 241

September 24, Maclean to Mathews. Encloses Fraser's h tter (p. 241) and aslk
Montreal. leave to go home to have the accounts settled; enters into minate

details respecting the establishment of the regiment, &r., and rOe
quests tnat the subsistence of the officers may be paid in Canada. 244

September 24, Sarne to Haldimand. Renews the application for leave of abseIC.
Montreal. made last year, in consequene of urgent private business ; in addÎ

tion to this the accounts of the regiment require him; to go
home so as to have them settied. 250

September 27, Fi aser to Maclean. Enclosing a copy of instructions, &0.
Sorel. convit ced that the bills boirg protested was occasioned 1 y transac10 9
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. tions of bis (Maclean). Is determined to draw as usual, running
the risk of damages, which risk need not arise if ho (Naclean) would

Oc guarantee the bills. Page 252
Mtber 1, Maclean to Mathews. R3marks upon Fraser's letter ; bis opinion

real. that Fraser is more anxious abiut bis own and Dûbie's profits
than about the good of the regiment. The offiers, so far as they
have been seen, wish to be paid in Canada, but they are so scattered,
it is impossible to get a regular application. 254

he3sr 1, Same to Fraser. Discussion respecting the regimental accounts
ntra. in answer to Fraser's letter. 257

etober 12, DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). That ho has come to Mon-
entra1. treal according to orders. 261

e 16, Same to the same. In consequence of the roported revoit of robel
Streal. prisoners at Coteau du Lac, has ordored a detachment of Sir John

Johnson's corps to go there. 47 more rebel prisonors are to be sent

18, there fron St. John's in a few days. 262
uober. 18, Memorial from Maclean, praying that subsistence to the officors

' of the 84th may be issued in Canada. 263
*0ctober 20, Major Gray to Twiss. Reporting that the alarm concerning the

treal- prisonors at Coteau du Lac was ground less. The arrangement of the
guard, a subaltern and 30 mon on the island; one captain, one subal-
tern and 50 mon in the fort. The nocessity for a surgeon, &c. 265

ctober 22, DeSpeth to laldimand (in French.) Transmitting Gray's re-
-01trea1. port. 266

october 30, Captain Anderson to Major Gray. Reporting a fire in the joiner's
Lacadu workshop on Prison Lland; part of the barracks burned. The

precautions taken to prevent a recurrence of fire. 267
b , Speth to Haldimand (in French.) Escape of 15 out of the 20

prisoners on Isle Perrot. The stops taken to have them captured. 269
enber 1, Same to the same (in French.) Sending report of the fire at

0a1. Cateau du Lac ; it will not interfere with the custody of the prison-
x ers, and the damage can be easily repaired. 270
4 r8s, Same to the same (in French). There boing many sick prisoners

at Coteau du Lac, and no doctor, awaits orders respecting the send-

14reab ing one there. 271
af 8, Same to the same (in French). There being no proper security

a at Point Claire for the five robot officers from Isle Porrot, they have
been brought to Montreal and sent to prison. The Indians are on
the track of the 15 who escaped. Will seize Vroman's papers ac-

n cording to orders. 272
ko e her12, Same to the same (in French). Will make no report until further

] ' information is received on the affair reported on by Sevestre. 273
tuber 12, Same to the same (in French). Had arrested Vroman and

searched bis papers, but found nothing suspicious either with him
or with the other five prisonors. They are all in a barrack room,
well guarded, there being no room in the common prison. LaForce,
from Carleton I1 land, reports the arrivai there of Major Ross from
bis expedition, having had Captain Butler and fifty men killed ; ho

a brought seventeen prisoners with him. 274
ber 13, Same to the same (in French). Arrivai of an express with re-

port fiom Major Ross ; ho has sent down one captain, one officer
and twolve soldiers, rebo prisoners. The officers are kept hore and
the soldiers sent to Coteau du Lac. The 15 robel officers escaped
from Isle Porrot have been caught; they are to be sont to Montreal

to be imprisoned thore. Murder of a Canadian by an Iadian. 276
onrer i' Sane to the same (in French). Transmitting answers to the

129 quostios put to the escaped rebel prisoners, as to the reasons for
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1781. their flight, who assisted them, &c. Ras consulted Quartermaster
General Carleton concerning winter quarters for the troops. Page 277

November 17, DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Sending statement by Vron
Montreal. that four men, three named Dupont, Carignan, Cazeau, the name Of

the fourth ho did not know, were engaged carrying on correspond-
once with the rebels; the namne of the latter was discovered to bO
EdRar. A prisoner named Dacaen (Daggan) released on parole by
MaClean (p. 237) had takon advantage of his freedom to act as cor-
respondent with the rebels. When six rebel prisoners escaped last
year from the Petite Isle Thérèse, opposite Montreal, Carignan had
supplied them with provisions. 278

November 19, Same to the same (in French). Had arrested Philips, MailOn
Montreal. (Malion ?) and Noel as ordered, and also the four Frenchmen men-

tioned in letter of the 17th (p. 278) after carrying out the orders
and making arrangements for sending the prisoners to Quebec bY
water; ho will go to Sorel to visit Riedesel. Lt. Col. Carleton will
attend to any orders in bis absence. 280

November 26, Sane to the same (in French). Will again interrogate Vromn
Montreal. respecting the four Canadians who have been arrested. Asks to bG

excused if ho has been too precipitate in making these arrrests ; if
any such cases should occur in future ho will wait for orders. 282

November 29, Same to the same (in French).. Reports that the 29th Regiment
Montreal. has gone into winter quarters. Major Gray's report gives the reasOfl

why Sir John Johnson's corps intended for Carleton Island had been
stopped on its march. Sends Vroman's additional deposition re-
specting the four Canadians. A transport from Niagara has brought
11 rebel officers prisoners, one woman and one child, after having
left 20 rebel soldiers prisoners at Coteau du Lac. He will keep the
11 officers in the barracks till ho find a more suitable place to col'-
fine them. 283

November 29, Same to Mathews (in French). Transmitting list of the names of
Montreal. the eleven rebel offcers brought prisoners from Niagara. 284
December 6, Same to Haldimand (in French). Reporting that the detach menlt
Montreal. for Carleton Island had passed Coteau du Lac some time before, and

must have reached by this time. Gray would report the cause Of
the delay. Major Carleton desires to be allowed to occupy the
barracks at Lachenaie, both to have the troops together and to keeP
them in botter order. As ho asks this only on condition that the
habitants will provide wood free, requests that the Major's wish niay
be granted. Vroman is to leave for Quebec to-day. It is three or
four months since Duggan fled with other four prisoners from St.
Lawrence Ward, and Maclean allowed him his liberty again after he
was brought back. 285

December u,1 Captain Lawe to DeSpeth. Reporting the first escape of Dag-
Montreal. gan; his being allowed bis liberty by Maclean ; his second flight,

when ho left a most seditious, impertinent letter addressed to tb
Provost. 286

Pecembgr 17, DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Transmitting Lawe's repOrt
Montreal. respecting Daggan. 281
December 24, Same to the same (in French), Reporting that the last robe'
Montreal. officers, as well as the two sent by Ross from Carleton Island, entrea

that they may be admitted to parole, and engaging not to violate i
like the 15 who escaped from Isle Perrot, most of whom were realY
not officers. 28

December 31, Same to the same (in French). The prisoners sent to Quebec arr
Montreal. returned and have been admitted to liberty on parole. 28
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LEITERS FROM OFFICERS COMMANDING AT MoNTREAL-1778-1784.
VoL. IL.

B. 130. B.M., 21,790.
an'ary 17, Brigadier DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Carignan bas re-
ontreal. turned from Quebec. Ensign Sutherland has brought in six

prisoners from near Crown Point. Five are confined in the common
gaol, the other is with Clans. Page 1

ebruary 7, Same to Mathews (in French). Asks that it be represented to>
real. Ris Excellency that the same allowance for lodging money should

be made to him as was made to Brigadier Powell. 2
ebruary 28, Sime to Haldimand (in French). Despatches handed to Lieut.

al. Turney, who bas gone off with the greatest secrecy. Has given
him three pairs of snow shoes and the same of moonasps (moc-
as-ins ?) 3

JuQe 4, Return (in French) of the cauoes passing the Petit Carillon
~oIreal. going to or returning from the upper country, with the names of

the places to which tbey went. 4
ne 9, Return of rebel prisoners sent down from Niagara and Detroit. 5

Jne 10, DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Re-capture of two prisoners
ntreal. (Watson and Coile) escaped from Coteau du Lac. Sending return

of rebel prisoners at Montreal. Has heard of His Excellency's
arrival at Quebec; hopes his health is re-establisbed. 6

e10, Same to the same (in French) Sending list of canoes passing
ontreal. Carillon. The man stopped at St. Anne on the 24th May is not

mentioned, as His Excellency thought he might pasi 7
Same Io the same (in French). St. Leger reports the escape of

' five rebel prisoners from Coteau du Lac, the last three have been
re-captured at St. John's and taken back. Major Gray and four
captains will go, as ordered, to Coteau du Lac to revise the sentence
of Ensign McAlpin. James Scoby, a rebel officer, a prisoner, bas
asked leave to work, offering sufficient security. 8

20t Same to the same (in French). Of nine rebel prisoners escaped
from bere, three, Capt. Shorley, Crawford and Ravenscroft, were
re-captured at St. Francis; they are still at Sorel, but will be
sent on. 9

Ontr2e4i Same to the same (in French). Major Gray bas returned from
Coteau du Lac; he bas forwarded the result of the investiga-

jilue 28, tion to Maj r Lernoult. 10.
IoItrea1. List of prisoners received from St. John's. 11
ontr a p DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Arrival of ten prisoners from

•trea. St. John's; pending exchange they are confined in the Provost. Asks
leave to go to Sorel for a few days. 12

y2, Return (in French) of the canoes passing Carillon, going to or'4treal. returning from the upper country, with the names of the places to
4n1yls wbich they went. 13
ontl DeSpeth to Haldimand (in-French). Has returned, on the 14th,

from Sorel. The court martial on McAlpin going on. Captain
Anderson reportE the escape of five rebel prisoners from the island
(Prisoners' Isle) ; two taken ; the trail of the others discovered near
the church at the Cedars, where they made use of a canoe; as it is
believed they are on the road to Chateauguay, Indians have been sent
after them and the posts warned. 'Copy of Anderson's report sent,
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1782. and also notice from DePeyster of a man, LeS.ige, sent from Detroit
on suspicion of being a spy. Page 14

July 18, DeSpeth to HaLdimand (in French). The light company of the 84th
Montreal. has passed to Lachine, where it will leave to-day for above. On the

road to Lachine one man dangerously wounded by a drunken com-
rade. Benjamin Gilbert, a Quaker (trembleu-), has arrived with a
pass from Riedesel, to join his family living in St Lawrence suburbe.
He has asked permission for one Lloyd, of the same sect, living at
Coteau du Lac, to be with him, and is anxious tht a girl, Dobson,
14 years old, a prisoner among the Indians at Niagara, should be
liberated, and be allowed to return to his country with these twO
and his lamily. He sonde these particulars at the desire of Col.
St. Leger. 16

July 22, Same to the same (in French). Arrival of four prisoners from
Montreal. Niagara. List of three sent to Lernouit; the fourth, Baptist Choi-

sier (sc), has a passport from Lieut Governor Sinclair; it was not
believed that he had relations here, but that statement is found to be
correct ou examination. That and the examination of Wilson, be-
lieved to be a deserter from the 46th, are sent to Lernoult. 18

July 25, The same to the same (in French). Arrival of Indians with
Montreal. rebel prisoners. Maj>r Campbell, 29Lh, wants powder for firing

exorcise. 19
July 30, Return (in French) of canoes passing Carillon, going to and
Montreal. returning from the upper country, with the names of the places to

which they went. 20
August 3, De Speth to Haldimand (in French). The detachment of the 84th
Montreal. for Oswegatchie bas passed on the way to Lachine. Among the last

prisoners taken at the Mohawk River is a nephew of Lieut. Payfer
ot the militia of St. Geneviève, whom his uncle wishes to have with
him. The soldier of the 841th wounded on the road to Lachine it
recovering. 22

August 15, Same to the same (in French). The husbands of several of the
Montreal. female prisoners being either dead or absent, and they baving large

families, they ask leave to return with the Gilbert family. 11e
awaits orders; list will be furnishod by Major Lernoult. 24

August 17, Examination of Antoine Payfer, a prisoner, signed by James
Montreal. Hughes, Town Major. 25
August 19, DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Enclosing examination of
Monîreal. Payfer. Transmission by Col. St. George du Pré of a deposition by

Joseph Belland against a Canadian-Augé. Examination of the latter,
who denies having had any intercourse with the rebels, and would
admit nothing. He is remanded, Col. St. George du Pré having
recognized him as a desperate character, asks instructions as to
further proceedings. 26

Auguet 19, Lt. Col. Henry Hope to the same. Bas found on arrival thatMontreal. everything will be ready at Lachine to-morrow (Tuesday). If Sir
John Johnson joins, the canoes will proceed on Wednesday ta St-
Anne's, where he will join them and proceed to Two Mountains.
lias noticed on his journey the fine appearance of the crops. 2d

August 21, Same to the same. 1a ready to start with Joseph Brant, JohnsonMontreal. having joined and the canoes being at Lachine last night ready to
Ieave; canoes to w.ait at St. Anne and hope to reach Lake of TWO
Mountains in the evening. His had merchants' canoes stopped to
prevent news of the expedition nreceding it. 30

Auguet 21, Parole given by William Stacey, Lt. Col.; Adiel Sherwood, Capt.;
Mo itreal. Aaron iolden, Lieuteriant; and William McMllen,prisoners allowed

to return to thoir homes. 32
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gi 22, DeSpeth to Hlaldimand (in French). Rebol prisoners sent off. En-
tontreal. closes list of prisoners and officers' parole. No prisoner of the name

of Michel, but one named McMullen, recommended by Col. Harvey.
Capt. Anderson reports two prisoners escaped from Coteau du Lac;
orders given for pursuit. Page 34

List of prisoners follows. 34
Ft 24, Return (in French) of canoes passing the Petit Carillon, going to

and returning from the upper country, with the names of the places
to which they went. 35.

gu8t 26, DeSpetb to Haldimand (in French). In consequence of the orders
that the troops of Riedesel and Specht were to go to Isle aux Noix,
he has been obliged to order Major Campbell, with a captain, six
officers and 200 men of the 29th to come to Montreal for garrison
dnty; the rest to do duty in their district. Of Riedesel's regiment
and Specht's a detachment of 50 men each is to remain in the old
quarters. The regiments, except these, will be at Longueuil on the
27th ready to leave for St. John's on the 29th. 36

ast 29, Same to the same (in French). The regiments of Riedesel and
Spocht camped on the 27th at Longueuil and on the 28th near
Chambly. The detachment of the 29th 'has reached Montreal and
will take garrison duty, with the detachment of Riedesel. A
detachment ofSpecht's (30 mon) is at L'Assomption. Colonel Gordon
has broken his parole and escaped with three other prisoners from
Isle d'Orléans; bis son, who was in Montreal, has, in consequence,
been confined. 38,

ote er 1, Same to the same (in French). The 29th will leave for Chambly
on the 5th and for Isle aux Noix on the 6th, except the detachment
remaining with the baggage. It would have left sooner but waited
the arrival of tents from Sorel at Chambly. Part of the lst Battalion
of the Royal Regiment of New York will enter for garrison duty;,
the rest will be employed cutting wood. Has reduced the garrison
service as much as possible; but not the workmen employed for
the landing and storing of provisions. When the 84th arrive a
detailed statement will be sent. A prisoner from near Fort Pitt
(Frederick Strawback) brought in by Indians. 39

Same to the same (in French). The 29th Regiment bas left for
Chambly and Isle aux Noix, leaving only the necesary detachment.
So soon as the 84th arrives the rest of Riedesel and Specht's wili
be sent to the Isle aux Noix, except the invalids. Wili send the
prisoners to Quebec in a Government bateau, after taking their
parole. The two prisoners at Coteau du Lac should be brought here
with every precaution. Two old men, good loyalists, taken by
Indians in the upper country, ask thoir liberty. Escape of two
prisonors frorm Coteau du Lac. 41

rea1®r ~ Same to the same (in French). Detachments sont to Isle aux
Noix. The return of invalida and of the garrison doing duty will be.
presented by Major Lernoult. Attempted escape of three prisoners
from Coteau du Lac, two caught. A guard granted for an execution
by the civil power; the sherif represents the man insane; to be
reported to His Excellency. Proof of his insanity farnished by a
soldier of Riedosel's regiment. 43

Oab ber 12, Mc Donald to DeSpeth. Roporting that Indians have discovered the
~gatehh• track of a large party, about thirty miles below Carleton .Island,

probably to cut off brigades of provisions. Has assembled all the
Indiana. Will report anything that may happen. 45
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September 12, DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Escape of paroled prisonorO
Montreal. from Coteau du Lac, reported by Captain Fratis of the militia.

Four recaptured prisoners sent to St. John's and nine to Quebec.
Pag«e 416

iSeptember 16, Same to the sane (in French). Will send in a few days the terO3

Montreal. prescribed to the prisoners bore; escape of prisoners from Cotea£'
du Lac. 48

September 16, Same to the same (in French). The stops taken in consequenO
Montreal. of the report of the Indians that the eneruy had been discovered

near Carleton Island; he bas suggested a few days' dolay in sendiag
ofi the brigade of provisions. orders sent to St. Regis. 49

,September 24, Return (in French) of the canoes paEing Carillon going to, Or
Montreal. returning from the upper country, with the names of the places to

which they went. 51
September 26, DeSpeihto Haldirnand (in French). M. de St. Ours buried with ilb-
Montreal. tary honours at the request of his family. Complaint against LieIt.

Graham of the 84th. 53
September 27, Same to the same (in French). Arrival of Capt. Burnet fro0
Montreal. Detroit with letters and a prisoner, Mr. Dalton, who. at Major >»

Peyster's request is sent to Quebec. Col. Dundas reports prisoners
officers and privates, to be on the road. The officers will be kept i'
Montreal, the privates sent to Coteau du Lac. ô5

-September 30, Same to the same (in French). Escape of ton prisoners fro0m
Montreal. Montreal; four caught in the woods behind St. Lawrence suburbs;

militia warned so that the other six will probably be caught also•
An investigation showed that the roof timber of the prisoners' rO010
was rotten, so that the sentry at the door heard no noise ot breakiÎ9
it. Has stopped communication between the different classeso
prisoners. The prisoner Rose was caught in the house of Pickeil,
royalist; the latter has been examined.

September330, Examination of prisoners escsped fiom the provost guard, MOnt'
Montreal. roal. 58
September 30, Examination of Picken, respecting the escape of Rose, charg4Montreal. with murder, who was recaptured in Picken's house. 60
October 3> DeSpeth to Haldimand (in French). Escape of ton prisoners fro»
Montreal' Coteau du Lac, who are alf recaptured and placed in irons; theygt

them off and conceal thom, refusing to explain, giving overy indice
tion of being in a state of revolt. Captain Law sent to the Cote,"
to bring them down. Arrival of Aubrey and detachment of the 41
on the road to Que bec.

October 7, Same to the same (in French). Arrival of 56 prisoners (includi'4
Montreal. women and children) froin Niagara. The men sent to the Lojg

House, the women and children to St. Lawrence suburbs. Will 50"
37 prisoners to Coteau du Lac, there boing no room bore. The 're
volted prisoners at Coteau du Lac had thrown their irons intO th
water; two of them sent here in irons. Has sent a sergeant of the
Royal Regiment of New York to Michillimakinak at Colonel CLP
oen's request.

Return of prisoners to be sont to Coteau du Lac. 6
October 14, Major Monsell to Mathows. Sending the price for the purchâo
Montreal. of captain-lieutenact llaldimand's commission.
October 21, DeSpeth to laldimand (in French). Part of the robel prisOfl
MontreaI. sent to Quebec and part to St. John's. Desires to know wheOn

detachment is to b withdrawn from Petit Carillon.
October 22, Returu (in French) of the canoes passing Petit Carillon, goilg WMonurea' or returning fromu the upper country, with the names of the P16to which they went.
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Octob '7 DeSpeth to laldimand (in French). At rangements of winter.quar.
Montreai. tors. The detachment from Petit Carillon withdrawn. Page 69

e ber,26, Brigadier St. Loger to the same. Retirning thanks for appoint-
- ments, &c. 70

tOber31, DeSpeth to the same (in French). Troops returning to Montreal.e •treal. Fire in the barrack chimney, but little damage done. • The want of
skill on the part of the chimney sweeps. Wil romain tilt the arri-
val of St. Loger, so as to give the 54th every assistance in its pre-
parations for the march to Niagdra. 71

OVember 7, St. Loger to the sitme. The 34th ready for the march, warm
clothing and everything necessary being provided for the expedi-
tion; it now only awaits De Berner's corps. Is not aware of the
strength of the relieving party. Will arrange with DeBerner.

XOvb Johnson's corps can be moved without difficulty. 72
trel 16, Jones, Provost Marshall, to St. Leger. Respecting the situation

of the pris-ners of war and thoir want of clothing and other noces-
saries. 73

koVeMber 16, St. Leger to Illaldimand. The clothing escort and miners froin
real. Quebec ready t sart from LaChine. The representation of Jones as

to prisoners oniel sed. DeBerner's corps equal to the duty of the
garrison, &c. lias received inquest on the body of a new born child
supposed to have been murdered by the mother at Carleton Island.
Documents and the woman sont down and placed in the hands of the
civil power. 74

Bve her 18, DeSpeth to the saine (in French). Baptism of Major General
ey e 25, DeRiedesel's infant daughter. 76

ltreal 25, St. Leger to the same. The last brigade of the 34th left Carle-
ton Island for Niagara on the 17th ; Lieut. Roche and bis party had
surmounted the difficulties of the passage and were advancing with
great diligence, thanks in great metsure to Maurer. Keyler is
equipping the prisoners to be sent to Coteau du Lac. Some Cana-
dians in the Provost are properly chargeable with treason. Are

p 1783. they to be sent to the Coteau? 77
p ary 11, Same to Mathews. With bis contingent account at St. John's. 78

bruary 17 Same to the saime. Arrest of a deserter (Charles Müller), the
others had decampcd. Mûller had deserted immediately on the
arrival of the regiment, married and settled. A number of deserters
in the settlements at the back of Torrebonne; has sent instructions
to the commanding officers to discover and apprehend them. 79

M Same to the same. Arrest of deserters in the concession behind
ra. the Island of Montreal. Coudin to be detained in the Provost.

Three mon of Butler's Rangers in the most deplorable condition ;
the paymaster says they have been discharged. Ho will supply
thcm with clothicg if His EKcellency thinks proper. 80

eont > Same to Haldimand. That ho wiil pay attention to orders from
Baron de Riedesel as directed. 81

koliea , Same to the same. Death of his nephew, Ensign Clarges; re-ea. commends Lieut. Jacob Ferrand of Sir John Johnson's corps to
1ay Eucceed. 82

outre'ai Same to the sarue. That Sir John Johnson is anxious for the
onlargement of one Lovedale, sent down from Niagara, a prisoner
of war. The father, a good loyalist, who with four sons was taken
in bis own bouse by Indians. fHe, with one son, j>ined the Royal
Yorkers. The one in question was given by the Indians as a servant
to Capt. Tice ; it is not known what became of the other two. 83

~'
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Ma 19 St. Loger to Mathews. With estimate of house for Major Hughes-
Montreal. Asking that passes signed " George Smyth," given to loyalists shotld

indicate in some way bis authority for granting them. Page b4
May 22, Sane to the same. Recommends the issue of a passport to Bap
Montreal. tist Choisser, as asked for in bis petition. 80
May 26, Same to the same. Urging that the request of Lieut. Crofts and
Montreal. Ensign Savage for leave of absence to go homo be granted; hl

pledges himself to the urgency of their affairs. 86
July 15, Same to the same. Has received application from Americal 5

Montreal. from the Colonies for leave to go to the upper country on various
pretexts ; desires to know His Excellency's pleasure. 87

July 16, Same to laldimand. Asks for bis son, to prevent his remaining
Montreal. as ignorant as most of the young officers, Iwo years' absence tO

attend Brunswick College. (The letter gives an interesting dotail
of the want of training of the officers of that period.) 88

August 18, Same to Matthews. Requesting him to ask Ris Excellency's
Montreal. leave to open a correspondence with General Philip Schuyler, res-

pecting the property of Lieut.-Col. Edmiston on the Mohawk
River. 90'

August 28, Same to the same. Contingent accounts forwarded. ComplaiDt
Montreal. against an inhabitant-Duchêne-for erecting a battery with a

cannon and a gallows near it, in mockery of the loyalists. ThO
battery destroyed and the man handed over to Cols. Neveu.Se-
vestre and St. George Dupré, the complainants, to be dealt with bY
them as militia officers and magistrates. 91

September 4, Same to the same. Col. Campbell has applied for a place Of
Montreal. security for the canoes, paddles, &c, of the Indians, which have

frequently been plundered. He recommends a space bebind the artil-
lery work shops, leaving the decision with the General. 9?

October 17, Same to the same. Has sent down an insane loyalist to the
Montreal. General Hospital in compliance with a representation from the

magistrates and citizens. 93
October 30, Same. Garrison order. Patrols consisting of a corporal and si%
Montreal. men, with a number of citizens, required by the civil magistracy tW

mount guard every evening, to prevent the frequent robberies and
riots that have lately happened in the city. 94

November 13, Same to Mathews. Was astonished to hear that the captain Of
Montrel. militia at Terrebonne had received orders from the officer col-

manding at DuChêne to prepare for the reception of three co0-
panies. Explanation given by Captain Jones that the order came
from Major Jessup. Communicates the irregularity, that it may bO
put a stop to; bas, however, carried out Ris Excelloncy's orders. 96

Roy. 24 Same to Haldimand. Accepts with gratitude the command offered
Montreal. to him. 99
November 27, Same to Mathews. Major Baird bas marched in five companiO
Montreal. of the 53rd. His arrangements for their reception and tbat of the

Yorkers. The latter have more women and children than men ý
the generality either down with small-pox and measles or just
recovering. Be has contracted Sir John's troops, thoir women and
children, into as narrow a compass as possible on this side of misery,
s0 as to admit one-half of the 43rd into barracks. The rest are
billetted. 99

December 8, Same to the same. The cause of the joint patrol by soldiers and
Nontreal. civilians; the terror produced by frequent robberies in the tow 0 '

suburbs and adjoinir neighbourhood, which were found to be cou-
mitted by disbanded German troops. Mr. McGill and Mr. Longueuil
apply on behalf of the magistrates for military assistance to be
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1 joined by civilians, and the application thought reasonable. Orders
Secembe issued. (See p. 94). Page 101

8r s, St. Loger to Haldimand. Stating the case of Major Gray, and in
a.r concert with Sir John Johnson, praying lis Excellency's good

offiees on his behalf. 103
DeceMber 25, Same to Mathews. The Royal New York Regiment disbandedontreal. without a murmur or a cla-m on any of the officers. Jessup has

received the same orders as those rolating to this corps, copy of
which shall be sent. The difficulty caused by the reduction of the
General Hospital owing to the danger to five patients; his tempor.
ary arrangements for the sick. Proooses Capt. Munro to draw
provisions for the sick and those desiring to remain at work in

1784 Montreal. 105
hluary'1, Same to the same. Explanation of the delay in sending returns
ItOutreal. of the disbanded troops. Mr. Blake's attendance at the General

Hospital was absolutely necessary, as the 53rd had neither surgeon
nor mate. Medicines made up. 107

jantuary 21, Quarter master Butters. His petition for leave to retire on ad-
ontreal. jntancy half pay, af ter 24 years' service. 109

annuary 22, St. Leger to Haldimand. Recommending that the petition ofkoatreai. Quarter master Butters be complied with, for reasons given. 110
ebruary 12, Samo to Mlathews. Mr. George Pollard, hospital mate, has

finished inoculating and waits further orders. 112
raî, Same to the same. Return of the detachment of the 53rd from

guarding the provisions at St. Denis. The officer of a detachment
of Jessup's late corps arrived; he had been direeted to Lt.-Col. St.
George or Capt. Maurer, the men of the corps being in effect citizens
or rather inhabitante. 113

- Petition (without date) from the citizens and burgesses of Notre
Ontreal. Dame de Bon Secotirs, to widen the streets and remove the postern

so as to make a passage for vehicles. 133
ay 27, St. Leger to Mathews. Has visited the quarter of Notre Dame
eontreal. de Bon Secours, on the petition of the most respectable citizens and

burghers. The little likelibood of that part of the city being
attacked ; sees no objection to opening a lane or widening the gate
there. Montreal is anything but a defensible place ; it does not be-
come him to betray its nakedness and imbecility. 114

a44Y 27, Same to Haldimand. Will send the 34th with the part of thekontreai. corps at Cataraqui. The capitulation men will have to go with the
rest to have their accounts settled. The journey may remove pre-
judices imbibed somewhere, as they may judge from their own eyes
and from the report of their brother adventurers; hopes they may
make useful settlors. 116une 28, Same to Mathews. Sending contingent accounts. Provisions-14ntreal. for arrivals from the 84th on the way to Quebec. Capt. Churchill
on bis way to Quebec to ask for leave of absence. 117

Utr a8 -Same to the samc. Repecting Lieut. Battersby's request for01 1trea1 leave of absence ; he believes it would be better that ho should en-
deavour to try the salubrious air of Lower Canada before he tries the
ruinous scheme of going to England. 118

ont e6, Same to the same. Remarks on the case of Mr. Scott, deputy
• chaplain, and his threat of a law suit for dismissal. 120SePtenber 13, Same to Haldimand. Asking leave to go to L'Assomption for ten'(Utreal. days or a fortnight for change of air. 123

®Penher 20, Same to the saine. Acknowledging leave of absence; as change
t of air was bis principal object, a jaunt to Quebec may answer the

purpose. Ie will therefore set off for there in a day or two. 124
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1784.
September 26, John Macomb to Mathows. Understands that the General 18
Montreal. ordered an account of the inhabitants of Montreal to be given in.

Sends the state of the settiement of Detroit for 1780 and 1782.
Page 125

November 9, St. Leger to Haldimand. Asks for the orders to the commander of
Quebec. the " Mercury " to be countermanded tili ho has bad time to arrange

with Col. Hope respecting their respective duties. 126
November 16, Isaac W. Clarke to John Craigie. Asking for leave of absence tO
iontreail. go to England till spring. If ho concur, application will thon be

made to Brigadier St. Leger. 127
November 17, Craigie to Clarke. Will consent to his application for leave ofMontreal. absence, if it is consistent withL the termas of his appointment, which

are stated. 128
Decembar 7, St. Leger to Haldimand. With reasons enclose'l for grantinigMontreal. leave of absence to Commissary Clarke. The conduct of the Americtn

commissaries and their course towards the Indians. Copy of speech
to the Indians by Laf.yette. Col. Campbell to convene the villages
of Lower Canada to huve a full explanation of the belts sent to tho
from the Anerican States. 130

LETTERS TO OFFCIERs CoMMANDING AT MoNTREAL-1778-1784.

B. 131. B.-K. 21791-
1'778.

July 1, Haldimand to Brigadier Powell. Court martial shall be ordered
Quebec. for the trial of deserters. Warrant shall be prepared and sent for

the survey of proviLions. Page 1
July 6, Same to the same. The news from Deer Island important ; Cap-Quebec. tain Mompesson t have orders to procure frequent and exact in'

formation of wbat passes on the side of Oswego and neighbour-
hood of bis post. Lient. Col. Campbell to send interpreters tO
accompany Indian scouts, if a sufficient number is not already at thO
post. e

July 26, Same to the same. Approves of his course. Peters ordered tO
Quebee. press forward to intercept the rebels. Directions to be given tO

Lieut. Col. Campbell to provide a party of about 80 Indians with
interpreters to accompany Peters. 9

September 10, Same to thoe same. Tbe three gentlemen from New England mnaY
Sorel. be allowed to pass to Quebec. They are to be told that the report

they brought of the expected arrivai of French sbips is, fromintelli'
gence received, not true, and to warn them that ihey shall be held
answerable for reports circulated, calculated to stir up disorderS a-
fresh. 4

september 12, Same to the same. Regrets to hear of the increase of sickne s
Quebtec among the emigrants ; it retards the work, which the advancedse'

son requires to be pushed. He is to go to St. John's so as to forward
everything there and at Isle aux Noix as much as possible. I
necessary the emigrants may be ordered to Montreal and Longueuil,
although, owirg to the work, as many as possible who can bc left
without detriment, should remain where they are. 6

September 18, Same to the same. Approves of his orders respecting emigrant s.
Sorel. The Care dians coming in miay be sent down. with a sergeant to keeP

them from skulking or sprcading tories. Indians going to war or
on Fcout will bo lurnishei with passports; thoso fouiid without then
to be seized and confined till further orders. Lieut. Brown of the
31st, to be employed on a scout with Indians. Major Carletonl to
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1778. select thom. Loyalists at St. John's of Sir John Johnson's, Peters',
Jessup's or McAlpin's corps to be sent down to Quebec, except those

1779 at work. Page 6
tember 30, Mathews to Brigadier Maclean. Clothing for the detachment of

'te. his (Maclean's) battalion may be sent to Carleton Island. The
Hospital at Three Rivers ready; the sick may be sent down in a

ittobe Treasury brig, 8
7, Same to the same. Wishes him better weather and roads to

travel in. The beating order asked for would have no effect, Sir
John Johnson and Butler's corps not being yet completed and they
engross the whole interest of the frontier people. 9

Oveuber 8, Same to the same. The soldier of the 28th to be handed over to9tiebee- the civil power; if the woman does not prosecute, he is to be con-
fined till some mode of punishment shall be considered. 10

ember 8, Same to the sane. With warrants for money advanced and for
batt and forage. The papers asked for being vouchers cannot be
sent, but copies shall be furnished if required. il

9, Same to the same. Berner complains, as doos Brigadier Speth, of
the orders to remove a part of the Gorman troops not being trans-
mitted through the Brigadier; ho is desired to do so in future, so as
not to give the Germans the least cause of discontent. 13

ovember 18, Same to the sane. The papers askel for, except those that
Qe . hould remain in his (Mathows') or in Dunn's custody, shal be sont.

Shall say nothing of the request for promotion of Mr. Maclean or of
Mr. Pringle till ho hears again. His Excellency cannot grant the
request for a clerk. Brigadier Powell, though without a Brigade
Major, had none, and he hopes that the Brigade Major will be able
to do all the writing necessary. 14

Ovember 18, Same to the sane. Col. Berner's troops to have the same allow-
ance and to be treated the same as British troops. To supply him
with a copy of the regulations. Regulations as to firewood, lodging
money, &o. it;

g iber 22 Haldimand to the sane. Ensign Macdougall's (Macdonnell at
page 19) representation as to his loss of rank is just. He shall,
therefore be put upon the list for purchase next to Ensign Mac.
lean. 18

ber 25, Mathews to the sane. Transmitting letter and momorial from
'e Ensign McDonneli, that ho is the oldest ensign. Particilars of

Easign Maclean's age, service, &c., to be sent. Ris Excellency
cannot interfere with His Majesty'- purchase regulations, but will
not inquire into any private agreement for the benefit of the officers,
countenanced by the commanding officer of the regimont. Com-
plaint of Barr, hospital purveyor, as to orders for nineloyalists who
are sick in their quarters. This is contrary to regulations. There
are three hospitals open to loyalists, where wine and all articles
proper for the sick are allowed. 19

ber 2. Haldimand to the same. The Quartermaster Goneral has been
,b. instructed to prosecute the Canadians who have not fulfilled their

voyage to Carleton lland, the more so as they were amply paid and
provided for. 21

q beC8r, Mathews to the same. After the reasens given for Ensign Mac-
lean's absence, thore is not sufficient to exclude him from the first

purchase that may offor. la not afraid that Rogers has gone off. 22
q ber Same to the sanie. fias received letter declining the purchase of

a lieutenancy for Ensign Maclean. Loyalists or others that draw
provisions to be roported on thoir arrivai froin the upper country.
Vouchers transmitted through Mr. Dunn. 23
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1779.
D moe'r 13, Mathews to Powell. That he may have beating orders to recruit
Quebec. where ho thinks suitable, but can have no exclusive privilege in

Qeboc and Montreal. Major Rogers has no authority to raise mon
in any part of the Province. The men fcom Albany, who served
with Forsyth and Brant, are to have the option where to serve.

Page 24
December 16, Haldimand to Brigalier Maclean. Cannot comply with tho re-
Quebec. quest made by him and Captain Harris, that part of the 84th may

occupy the barracks at La Chenaie. Is perfectly satisfied with the
conduct of Père Berry, in respect to the elopement of the Re-
collet. 27

December 16, Mathews to the same. That ho is to report on a claim made by
Quebec. Captain McDonnell, of Butler's Rangers. 28
December 27, Same to the same. That orders are sent to Capt. Butler to dis-
Quebec. continue enlisting at Montreal, his beating order for the rangers

1780. restricting him to the frontiers. 29
January 6, Sanie to the same. An inquiry should be made into Mr. DuPré's
Quebec. representation as to corvée; the service must be carried on, and if

necessary, the contiguous parishes must be employed, which is no
great hardship as they are very well paid for their labour. 30

January 10, Same to the same. McAlpin has been sent to inquire into the
Quebec. situation of the loyalists at Montreal, so that Government may not

be at the expense of maintaining those not in want, and who will
not conform to regulations. Ris Excellency approves of the stop-
page of the rations of those who refused to go to St. Ours. Appli-
cation of Lieut. Col. Berner for quarters transmitted. 31

January 17, Same to the same. That His Excellency does not think it noces-
Quebee. sary to enter into particulars of Capt. Macdonnell's memorial and

his (Maclean's) answer, considering the affair a private one. Atten-
tion should be paid to the letter concerning Lieut. Aubin. 33

January 20, Same to the same. The contingent account for Canadians on
Quebe. corvée in 1777, though a settlement of cl&ims previons to his com-

mand is irregalar, ho is induced to allow under the circumstances.
Amelot may be admitted to bail ; it must be sufficient. Arrival of
Rogers from Penobscot, but without intelligence. 33

January 27, Same to the same. With reference to letters from him and Mr.
'Quebec. Sevestre respecting the exemption from corvée asked by Mr. Pro-

vençal. As a good subject it is his duty in the present situation of
affairs to do bis duty cheerfully and set a good example. He will
favour Mr. Provençal at a fit time, but exemptions cannot now be
granted. Mr. Day to furnish him (NIaclcan) with the quantity of
flour wanted, to bo replaced by the best flour, but other applications
having been refused, this is not to be mentioned. 35

January 27, Haldimand to the sane. Refusing the memorial of Capt. Mac.
Quebec. dougall for leave to sell out of the 84th. There are plenty of ways

in which old officers may be usef ul, and ho is determined to discour-
age all attempts to retire whon in apparently the crisis of affaira. 37

February 7, Mathews to the same. Orders are sent to direct the commis-
Quebec. sary to pay Mr. Bell for rum furnished to the troops. Ris appli-

cation concerning the officers of militia will be considered. 39
February 14, Same to the same. That no allowance eau be made for bouse
Quebec. rent for Brigadiers General ; how the rent was paid whilst ho and

Powell occupied Walker's bouse. It was hired as a store bouse and
ho and Powell were allowed to live in it on sufferance, because there
was room in the bouse. 40

February 24, Sane to the same. Hle bas laid before His Excellency the pro-
Quebec. ceedings of the Court of Inquiry and the deposition of Lieut. James
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i':so. Macdonell. His Excellency's concern at the matter being brought
under his notice ; ail parties being in fault, it should be settled
among themselves. If brought before a Civil Court it must take its
course. Page 42

March 30, Mathews to Brigadier Maclean. His Excellency approves of the
Quebec. conduct towards Kenny. He desires that Mr. Cazeau may be imme-

diately seized and confined so closely as to have communications with
no one, observing as much as possible the forms of law. His (Cazeau's)
papers to be carefully examined, but only those relating to politics
withheld from him. To be particularly careful to proceed with
moderation, particularly as Cazeau has many creditors. Kenny to,
be sent in irons to Quebec; the guard to prevent him having inter.
course with the inhabitants on the road. A proper party to be
placed at Carillon to prevent canoes passing withont permit. 44

April-(?) Hlaldimand to the same. Consenting to the sale of Capt. McDou-
IQuebec. gall's commission owing to ill-health. Capt. Sinclair formerly of

the 15th to succeed him. 46
er bes Same to the same. One of the armed vessels going down

•c the gulph on the opening of navigation, shall call at Newfoundland
for Fletcher and his recruiting party. Is at a loss to know how the
84th can be in want of duty officers, so many being permitted to
absent themselves. His course in future appointments, as in al
other instances, shall be directed for the good of the service. 47

Apri1 6, Mathews to the same. His Excellency is pleased that the
'uebec. proceedings in the examination of Mr. Cazeau's papers were con-

ducted with moderation. Orders are given respecting Mr. Cazeau;
James Kenny to be dotained at Three Rivers, from whence hie
(McLean's) party will return. 49

April 10, Haldimand to the saine. Requisitions for passports for bateauxQuebec. to Carleton Island; none will be granted until the fullest intelligence
is received from the upper country and then each case will be
decided on. Mr. Street has applied for leave for eight bateaux to
pass on the north shore. No service shall pass the lakes except
in the King's vessels; gunboats shall be employed to prevent it. 50

&pril 10, Same to the same. Is pleased to have afforded relief to the family •
Quebec. of Capt. Macdougall. A detachment of the 84th to be placed at

Carillon to prevent the passage of merchandize and canoes without.
a passport. To prevent evasion, as was the case last year, smail
parties to be sent higher up. A detachment of the 84th to be sent
to Lieut. Governor St. Clair (Sinclair), Michillimakinak; as many
as possible to be artificers. 51

A pril 30, Same to the same. The prisoners recommended cannot be setquebee. free; they are to be sent to Quebec where employment eau be found
for them. Letter from Halifax contains news of the arrival froin
Newfoundland of Fletcher with recruits, who would be sent forward.
Favourable news from Europe; appearances that Parker would take
the reinforcements ordered for d'Estaing. 53

April 17, Same to the same. Col. Johnson going on a little expedition over
ýuebec. Lake Champlain; to consult with Sir John Johnson as to prepara.

tions and a plausible reason, but the real design to be concealed. 55
APril 24, Mathews to Powell. To for ward storcs for Capt. Robertson and

Quebec' his garrison, but merchants' goods not to be allowed to go up under

Àprii 27, cover of this permission. Brehm writes to Law about firewood. 5
27c Same to Maclean. No work can be doue on the road between

Longueuil and Chambly, so many public works are carrying on, par-
ticularly as it is probable only a foot road will be wanted there for
the public service. si
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1780. aHaldimand to Maclean. In consoquence of the want of stores and
Quebeo. necessaries at Carleton Island, as represented by Captain Fraser,

Messrs. Patterseon and Tbompson are allowed tu send a supply tili
passes for the upper country at large can be granted. The enormous
quantity of the pernicious article of ram sent; the injury to the ser-
vice by the avidity of the traders who tamper with the Indians and
press then to torment their chiefs and interpreters constantly to
give them rum. Its debauching effect. Only a fe v barrots to be
allowed to be sont. Tho losses and services of Mr. Thomipson and
his family deserve soma return. Page 58

May 4, Mathews to the sanie. Report received of the escape of prisoners.
Qebee. His Excellency approves of the measures for their apprehension.

Artificers of the 84th f0r Michillimakinak ordered to Montroal. A
publie inquiry ordered into the momorial of Lieu t. Archibald McLean
and the claim to rank in prefronceo to Capt. Fletcher of Lieut. J.
McLean, so as to settle causes of diseontont. in the regimernt 60

June 12, Same to the sanie. Dispatch from Lieut. Governor Sinclair
Quebec. received. With regard to the 40 men who camue over the lakes

with Sir John Johnson, and decline to enter the service, His
Excellency cannot think of putting them into confinement, leaving
them no other alternative than to serve contrary to their
inclinations. The inconvenience of their going about the country
must be borne with; some means will be found to employ them. 62

June 19, Haldimand to the same. Sir Richard Hughes bas promised to
Q be. forward Capt. Fletcher and bis recruits from Halifax by the earliest

opportunity. 63
July 3, Mathews to the same. The service conld not at present admit of
quebe. an armed vessel for conveying Capt. Fletcher and his recruits from

Halifax, even were the occasion infinitely more pressing. Sir
Richard Hughes bas been fully written to on the subject, and bas
promised to do bis utmost to forward the recruits. 64

July 13, Same to sane. McDonald of the 84th not to be allowed the back
Quebec- pay which ho claims for three years. The ton guineas which he

(Maclean) paid him was not recoived as a favour done but as an
encouragement to press lurther claims. Ho cannot be paid for
any time previous to joining the regiment. 65-

July 17, Saine to same. His Excollency bas no objection to bis (Maclean)
Quebee. comng to Quebec, 66
July 20, Sam to the same. Capt. Harper, a rebel prisoner, to be sent
Quebee- from Niagara to Montreal, bas not only been an invoterate

persecutor ot loyalists, but also a murderer and a man of infamous
character, and has threatened revenge on all loyalists. He is to be
kept strictly con fined and if there is no proper place for that purpose
in Montreal ho is to be sent to Quebec in irons. 67

AuguSt 30, Same to the same. His Excellency's roason for not sending off
Quebec. the flag of truce is the danger that information would be given

respecting the number of parties collecting men in the Colonies.
Care will be taken to return the peoplo to thoir homes before the
severe weather ; they must be amused tilt thon. The danger of
letting the old men go, as their knowledge would enable them to
give botter information than any scout the enemy could send. Their
petition must, thorefore, be refused. 68

August 31, Sne to the sanie. Sir John Johnson's first battalion, now cor-
Quebee. plete, to be sent to Carleton Island to rolieve and strengthen the

garrion, not only to for ward the works, but to furnish the necessary
scouts to Fort Stanwix. A considerable part of the battalion to bo
distributed at the open places. 'e
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1'180.
September 11, Mathews to Maclean. That Lord George Germaine bas ordered a
Quebec. warrant to issue for his (Maclean's) pay as a Brigadier General. A

corporal and eight men of the 84th to be sont to Michillimakinak ;
they are to be active and used to canoes ; Capt. Sinclair at that post
has received orders to raise as many men as will complote a com-
pany. Page 71

September 14, Same to the same. Explanation of the reason why Sir John
Quebec. Johnson is altering the numbe- ot troops for his expedition without

referring to him (Maclean). The necessity for concealing the de-
sign. 72

PePtember 17, Haldimand to the same. To send the families from Niagara and
Quebee. the superannuated men from Quebec to St. John's, under Lieut.

Maurer, to be carried by water to their homes. They are to be prop-
erly provided, and weIl treated. If the conduct, at Montreal, of
any of the old men is improper and unwortby they may be de-
tained. 74

September 18, Mathews to Powell. The officers of the rebel privateer to be en-
Quebec. larged on parole and sent to Islo Perrot. They are to be allowed

rations, and care taken that they are well treated. 75
September 21, Same to the same (?). A detachment from St. John's and another
Quebee. of Sir John Johnson's corps and Mohawk indians to cross the lake

to co.operate with Sir John, following the route given to Capt.
Munr o by Col. Claus. The order of embarkation, &c. 77

September28, Haldimand to Maclean. In consequence of treasonable procecd-
Quebec. ings, one Pileon (Pillon), practising medieine in Quebec suburbs,

Montreal, is to be seized with ali his papers in as secret a manner
as possible; the sheriff, in presence of the officer, to search for,
seize and seal up his papers. making an inventory ; the papers to
be transmitted to Quebec. Pillon is to be s :curely confined in irons
and not siffered to bave the leat intercourse with any one; he is
to be sent to Quebec in the hold of the first provision or convenient
vessel, in charge of an officer and under the same restrictions. The
papers to be compared with intercepted letters. 78

Beptember 30, Mathews to the same. Orders respecting Pillon must have been
Quebec. received after Capt. Law set out. His Excellency did not wish at

present to take up DuCalvet, but as it is done he will be detained,
though sufficient proof whereon to found a prosecution bas not yet
appeared. Perhaps Pillon's papers may throw light on the conduct
of both. His (Maclean's) zeal and activity approved. 8f0

october 9, Same to the same. Apologising for not acknowledging receipt
Quebee. of Pillon's papers. Hamel's confession aiso received. Upon the

requisition of Major Ross for arms and clothing for the 2nd bat.
talion of the Royal Regiment of New York, the first are to be
furiished by Lt. Col. Campbell, the other by the Quartermaster
General's Department. 81

October 12, Same to the same. Further specimens of Pdllon's writing re-
Quebec. ceived. The General desires to know h>w the six prisoners, escaped

from St. lelen's Island, came to be there, and by what neglect they
got off. Warrant for pay of Maclean whilst he was absent from the
Province is transnitted. 82

October 12, Haldimand to the same. Caünot comply with the request of Mr.
Quebec. Davidson, surgeon to the regiment. 83
October 19, Same to the same. The Caughnawaga Indians who brought pro-
Quebee. clamations from the French ad miral and commandant for distribution

in the Province are to be taken dead or alive. He is to afford Lient.
Col. Campbell whatever miùtary assistance for the capture, he may
require, choosing the most steady and prudent officer. Capt. Law
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1780. is unfit for these dat es, and did not perfectly execute the orders
regarding DuCalvet. Not wishing to give pain to an officer so
ready on all occasions, this is not to be mentioned to himself or any
other person. Page 84

November 2, Lernoult to Maclean. Mathews ill. His Excellency approvea
Quebec. of the three paroled offcers being sent to Isle Perrot where the

others are. It is not yet determined how the many other prisoners
are to be disposed of. 86

November 3, Haldimand to the same. Is impatient for the arrival of the fleet
Quebec. which was to have left Portsmouth in August. In case Sir Henry

Clinton had been in force to attempt tho reduction of Rhode Island,
ho had sent out large parties of troops and Indians all over the ex-
tensive frontiers of this Province, which had destroyed large quan-
tities of corn and hay, and spread. unusual alarm. Clinton appar-
ently not able to profit by the offects of the diversion. Extracts
from the correspondence of Congress sent by Admiral Edwards and
Governor Hugbes show that France and the rebel Congress will
exert themselves to the utmost to get possession of Canada and
Nova Scotia. Report that Arnold had entered into a treaty to de-
liver up the rebel fort at West Point, with details from a rebel news-
paper of the 28th of September of the capture of André. A royalist
from Schenectady reports the attempt of Clinton to save André, he
bas seized rebel companies within the lines at New York who are
likely to share André's fate. Smith, the guide, had turned States'
evidence, and given information against Lord Stirling, two mem-
bers of Congress and others whom Washington had apprehended.
No great credit is due to reports brought in by royalists. 87

November 16, Same to the same. Captain Fraser leaving Carleton Island on
Quebec. account of bis health. Major Ross with 100 men of Sir John John-

son's second battalion to take his place. Major Gray to distribute
the rest of that battalion in the first. . 90

November 23, Same to the same. Letter received that orders are sent to Major
Quebec. Ross. Sir John Johnson's desire that the first and second battalions

should beo kept distinct; there is no objection but the reason for the
order was to have the second disciplined to prepare them for im-
mediate danger when tbey come to join under Major Rosa. Scouts
to be sent out when practicable. An officer to bo stationed at
Coteau du Lac. 91t

November 23, Mathews to the same. His Excellency bas received the decla-
Quebec. rations of the prisoners inclined to engage with Major Rogers, and

approves of what ho (Maclean) has done to serve Sir John Johnson.
A Board of Officers will investigate the disputes in the recruiting
service. 92

November 30, Same to the same. His request for a hundred coats and waist-Quebec. couats is complied with. 94
December 14, Same to the saime. His Excellency has no objection to the Jesuitquebec. old vestibnle being used as a theatre. 95
December 21, flaldimand to the same. The outrage reported by Mr. St. George
4QUebec• on the curate at St. Geneviève; will grant any reward necessary.

His sense of esteem to bc conveyed to M. Montgolfier for bis con-
duct and for the zeal and efforts of the semainary of Montroal for the
good and tranquillity of the service. 96

December 25, Mathows to the same. His letter rospecting Cardinal's memorial
Qtuebec. and the names of the captains and lieutenants of militia proposed

by Mr. St. George has been received. Cardinal may be released on
sufficient bail; the other subject being a civil matter must come
through Col. Sevestre. 97

Ll1 Victoria.
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1780. Mathews to Maclean. His Excellency bas not cbanged his resolu-Deepmbeu, 28.
Quebec. tion as to the promotion of Mr. McDougali. Page 99

1781.
January 1, Same to the saine. Lieut.-Col. Stacy may be paroled and sent to
Quebee Isle Perrot. 1009
Pebruary 1, Same to the same. (Dated 1780, but endorsed 1781.) The request
Quebee. of the paroled prisoners on Isle Perrot cannot be granted. Ris

Excellency regrets that the innocent should suffer for the guilty;
with every desire to alleviate their distress, the breach of truth by
the Americans at the Cedars leaves no door open to gratify bis
inclination. He has no objection to them drawing bills, if the
merchants choose to cash them, but they must do so at their own
risk, as the friends of the prisoners seemn to have no inclination to
assist them, representations of their wants having been transmitted
of which no notice las been taken. 101

February 19, Saine to the saine. The bateau men forming the garrison at
Quebee. Coteau du Lac being badly armed, Colonel Campbell has been dir-

ected to deliver to Capt. Maurer, 30 stands with ammunition, to be-
forwarded to the Coteau. 10>

April 5, Haldimand to the same. Respecting the differences between
Quebec. Col. Berners and Lieut. Archibald Maclean and other officers of the

84th. His (Brigadier Macleaii's) duty under the circumstan-
ees. 103..

May 3, Mathews to the same. Captain Maurer, charged with inquiring-
Quebec. into the state of the bateau men and the transport service at Coteau

du Lac, is authorized to apply for a subaltern's detachment should
ho find it necessary. 105.

May 10, Saine to the same. A careful vigilant officer, with a detachment,
Quebee. to be stationed at Coteau du Lac, to supervise the transport ser-

vice, as well as the safety of the post. The officer is to
receive instructions from Lieut. Maurer. He (Macloan) is to order
down to Montreal, a Mr. Falconer, established as a sutler, who bas
been guilty of many irregularities among the Indians; ho cannot
be allowed to keep a tavern there or retail liquor, but as from good
reports he was allowed subsistence as a pensioner, ho must either
fall back on that or will have permission to keep a tavern in Quebec
or Mon treal. 106.

May 24, Same to the same. Acknowledging report of the detachment
Quebee. being sent to Coteau du Lac, and respecting a court martial. That

the Indian Department, aithough a civil brauch of Government, is
undoubtedly under bis (Maclean's) orders, of which Lt. Col. Camp-
bell has heen informed. 108

May 31, Same to the same. The charges against Cardinal are received.
Quebec. As he is an unfit person to be at large, he is to be remanded to prison

and bis bail given up ; no severity is to be used, but he is to be kept
secure. 110

June 7, Haldimand to the saie. Strictures on a brigade order and on a
Quebec. letter to Captain Munro of the Royal R3giment of New York.

What bis (Maclean's) duty was in the circumstances. 111
July 2, Mathews to the same. That he is to hold a court of inquiry re-
Quebec. ' specting the depredations committed on the King's provimion store

at Lachine. 113
July 2, Haldimand to DeSpeth. That the. sentence against Stecklau has
Quebec. been annulled, and he bas been sent to him (Spath) to be tried for

desertion. 114
Juiy 2, Saine o Maclean. That an officer of Engineers is to be
Quebc sent to superintend the buildings to be erected on the island oppo-
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1781. site Coteau du Lac, for the security of prisoners of war, as well as
for improvements in the navigation for bateaux about the
Cedars. Page 115

July 16, Mathews to Maclean. Approves of the proposal to rolease theQuebec. women and children in and about Montreal, who are considered as
rebol prisoners, but as many of these poor creatures were taken by
Indians in the back parts of Virginia, His Excellency doos not
thimk it humane to turn them adrift in the Colonies so far from their
homes. A return to be made of the circumstances of their cap-
ture, places of residence, &c, which will show who are proper to be
sont over Lake Champlain, and who to be rotained till a future
day. 116

July 16, Ualdimand to the same. Letters sent to be forwarded and re-
Quebec• turns called for te ho sent as soon as received. 117
July 19, Mathews to the same. In consequence of the abuse of his parole
Quebec. by Coionel Gordon, in sending intelligence to the enomy through

his wife, ho is to be arrested and sent to Quebec. No reason to be
giver but the orders of the General, as no proof could be brought
with out endangering friends to the Goverument. His papers are all
to be searched for,and the arrest to be made when he is least propared.
Davis, an accomplice, to be also arrested. 118

July 26, Same to the same. Michael Forton, a prisoner fram Detroit, to
Quebec. to be released and ordered to present himseif before His Excellency

at Quebec. The orders for the interdiction of Captain Dassault of
the roili Lia have not been executed, the cause being attributed to hia
(Maclean's) interposition. The militia, being a civil branch, except
in the field, ho is not, in future to give any directions which can affect
its interior economy, unless authorized. Nothing cau result from the
coutrary but confusion and discontent. 120

July 30, Same to the same. Intelligence brought by the four men from
Quebec. Albany and return of ·the negroes brought in by scouts recoived.

Gordon's son not to come to Quebec, as ho would afford his father au
opportunity of communication. He is to remain in Montreal ; to
have a watehful eye on his conduct and to observe who are his most
intimate associates. 122

August 9, Same to the sane. All the women and children, prisoners about
Quebec. Montreal, are to be sent to their homes by flag of truce, except those

whose homes are so remote as to distresd them to make th'eir way
to them. Sone of the old and intirm. mon are aiso allowed to go on
certain conditions. 123

August 16, Sanie to the same. Vermont prisoners, as per list sent, to be
Quebec. forwarded immediately to St. Johu's to accompany the return flag of

truce ; others will soon follow and with ther the old men, women
and children. 124

August 20, Same to the same. His Excellency approves of what was done in
Quebec. sending the prisoners back to the Colonies. No express from Hali-

fax, but a letter from Fort Rowe by a man coming on private
business. 125

August 31, Same to the same. His Excellency hai hoard that one Dougan
Quebec. (son of Jerry Dougan) a rebel prisoner on parole deserted with

three others but was retaken and again admitted to parole. If true,
Ris Excellency is surprised that this indulgence thould be shown
to a porson so very unworthy of it : ho is to be taken into custody
and securely confined. 126

September 20, Same to the same. To report on the statements in a lotterQuebee. enclosed. 127
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Oct .er 11 Haldimand to DeSpeth. That ho is to take command of the
Quebec. troops in the district of Montreal. Page 128
October 26, Same to the same. Is pleased to find that the report of the insur.
Quebec. rection of prisoners at Coteau du Lac is groundless. 129
November 5, Same to the same. Report recoived of the fire at Coteau du Lac ;
-quebec. is glad to find that the prisoners wore not instrumenta1 to the mis-

fortune, but behaved very well. Twiss will visit the post and pre-
parations will be made for its repair. The elopement of rebel
prisoners on parole at Isle Perrot; approves of the steps taken for
their recovery; the others to ho sent to Montreal to close confine-
ment. 130

'November 8, Same to the samo. Col. Johnson with some officers and othersof
Quebec. the Indian Department, coning to Montreal ; they are to have pro-

per billets and their usual rations. 131
November 12, Same to the sane. L3tter respecting the robel Captain Vro-
Quebec. man received. A surgeon's mate shal bo sont to Coteau du Lac to

attend the sick prisoners. 132
November 15, Same to the sarne. Vroman, with the other prisoners from Isle

ýQuebec. Perrot, to be treated with humanity, but not released. Three
persons, Noel, Phillips and Malion to be arrested and sent to Quebec;
their papers to be searched. A supposod spy from Halifax to be
watched. 133

November 19, Samo to the same. The declarations of the rebel prisoners escaped
Quebec. from Isle Perrot, show that they had not only broken their parole

but had robbe I the ithabitants. The calanity their conduct must
bring on others. Arrangements for quarters for the Royal Regi-
mont of New York satisfactory. Discoveries made against certain
parties ; to take no notice of them at present, to see if furthercannot
be made. The tupposed spy belongs to the General Hospital at
Halifax. 134

November 22, Same to the same. Has received report of the arrest of the three
Quebec. suspected inhabitants of Montroal and of four Canadians upon infor-

mation of the rebel Captain Vroman. Precautions against yielding
to trifling suspicions or private pique. The liberty of the subject is
sacrcd, so that unless the seiviceu require immediate decision he is
to wait his (Haldimand's) particular directions as Civil Governor
before apprehending any subject for state crimes. 13

November 22, Mathews to Mactean. Petition of Captain Fraser, paymaster of
Quebec. the 81th, transmitted to the Secretary of State. 137
December 3, Haldimand to Speth. Has received Vroman's deposition. Hopes
Quebec. the detachment will still be able to go to Carleton Island. Had a

part been sent, it would have answered the purpose. To strengthen
the charges of Vroman against the Canadians, Dougan must support
his former staternent. Both to bo sent to Quebec with as little
appearance as possible of being sont as prisoners. They must be
prevented from having intercourse with each other. 138

December 10, Samo to the same, Is glad thero is reason to bolieve that the
,Quebee. reinforcement bas reached Carleton Island. Arrival of Vroman.

The escape of Dougan. Strict inquiry to be made as to whero ho
was confined the second time and by what moans ho escaped.
Lachine barracks not to be occupied till further orders. 140

December 20, Same to Macleau. Law's report concerning the conduct and
Quebec. escape of Dougan. His esCape invalidates Vroman's charge against

the (janadians. 141
December 23, Mathews to DeSpeth. James Noel sent to Montroal to be admitted
Qaebee. to bail. Caseau (Oazeau) not in so favourable a situation, but may

also be relOased on bail, for which instructions are sent to Judge
MRALDIMAND COLLECTION.
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1781. Fraser. Naraudin (?), Carignan and Markham to be detained for
further inquiry. Page 142

December 27, Hlaldimand to DeSpeth. From regard to humanity, nopwith-
Quebwe. standing the late breach of faith by their coantrymen, would have

admitted the rebel officers in Montreal to parole, bat for the cruelties
said to have been committed on some of Butler's rangers. However
distressing to retaliate upon the innocent, "we have suffered so
much by forbearance that self preservation forbids a continuance of
it." The officers must be detained in close confinement and
informed of the reason. It is said that the hands of the rangers
were eut off at the wrists and the arms at the shoulders, and that

1782. they were afterwards tomahawked and scalped. 144
January 10, Same to the same. IHas received information of the return of
Quebec. prisoners to Montreal, and their being enlarged on bail. Carignan

has been liberated on the same terms 146:
January 21, Same to the same. Report received of the return of the state
Quebec. prisoner Carignan, and the arrival of six prisoners taken by Ensign

Sunderland ; an ample certificate of Randall's loyalty. His services
are not to be spoken of, in case the report should reach the Colonies
and ho be persecuted. 147

February 11, Mathews to the same. That no allowance for lodging money is
Quebec. made to any officer in the Province. The case of Brigadier Powell.

(The letter is marked as addressed to Maclean, but this seems to be
an error for Speth). 148

February 21, Raldimand to the same. That Lieut. Turney, of Butler's Rangera,
Quebec. is to join his regiment at Niagara betore the roads break up. le is

to carry no private letters as they might embarrass him on so long a
march. 149

June 1, Same to the same. Has received report of the recapture of two
Quebee. escaped prisoners, and a list of prisoners arrived from Detroit. Will

provide for the latter in Quebec. 150
June 13, Mathews to the same. That return of canoes passing Carillon
QuebeC. has been received. 151
June 24, Haldimand to the same. Is pleased to find that the other three
Quebec. prisoners escaped from Coteau du Lac have been retaken. The fre-

quent abuse of the indulgence obliges him to refuse Sorbey's re-
quest. - 152

July 4, Same to the same. Prisoners arrived from St. John's to romain
Quebee. for the present in the Provost. ie has permission to go to Sorel for

as many daya as he thinks fit. 153
July 22, Same to the same. Report of the progress of the light company
Qee. of the 84th received. Gilbert the Quaker's request to have Lloyd

restored and Abigail Dobson from Niagara, and that ho and his
family may have leave to return home. Wishing to indulge these
poor people Lloyd is to be ordered from Coteau du Lac, inquiry
shall be made for Dobson, and directions shal be given that they
shall be allowed to leave the Province. 154

July 22, Same to the same. The four prisoners from Detroit must romain
Quebec. in confinement, particularly LePage (Le Sage elsewhere) who must

be well secured. 155
August 12, Same to the same. The report received of the prisoners land
Quebec. and Wilson being sent off with the money escort. Two rebel

prisoners to be sent to Sherwood to be released on parole. The
family of Quakers (Gilbert) to be sent by the same opportunity.
The Canadian taken prisoner on the Mohawk to be kept in close
confinement till further inquiry. 156
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A g Haldimand to DeSpeth. To add the names of Colonel Stacey and
Quebec. one Mitchel to the pass to return to their homes. Page 157
Auguet 22, Same to the same. Respecting Paifer and Augé. The former to
Quebee- join bis uncle, who is to give security for his good behaviour, the

latter to be detained. 158
ugust 26, Same to the same. Has received return of the rebel prisoners

Q ceb'e. permitted to return to the Colonies on parole. 159,
August 29, Same to the same. las received letter respecting the movements
QuebeC. of troops. 16e
8 Ptember 2, Same to the same. Has received letter respecting the distribu-
Quebec. tion of tioops and the confinement of the son of the robel Colonel

Gordon, in consequence of the father having broken his parole. In
spite of frequent instances of prisoners breaking their parole, he will
grant the petition of the rebel officers; they may be sent to Que--
bec ; Captain Orr, whose conduct is particularly commended at
Detroit, to take nanagement of the others. Vallantine and Hopkins
allowed to return to the Colonies. 161

September 5, Same to the same. That report has been received of the ordersQuebec. for the distribution of troops being complied with. Scarcity of
artificers at Isle aux Noix ; good axemen to be sent. 162

September 9, Same to Powell. Has received report of the march of the 29th
Quebee. for Isle aux Noix. The two old mon may be admitted to bail. 163.
Sptember 12, Sanie to DeSpeth. Has received report of troops being sent forQuebec. work at Isle aux Noix. Approves of bis baving obeyed the requisi-

tion of the Supreme Court to stay execution in the case of an insane
man. Arrangements for sending rebel prisoners into the Colonies.
A written statement to be obtained from those who choose to remain
behind. 164

Beptember 15, Same to the same. Has received report of escape from Isle Jésus
Qitbee. of seven paroled prisoners. 165
SPtember 19, Same to the same. Approves of bis precautions in consequence
QUSbeC. of the report from Oswegatchie, but is apprehensive the information

from Carleton Island cannot be authentic, as it is scarce possible any
large body of.men could leave the Colonies without his knowledge,
and no small party would come so far. 1668 eptember 30, Same to the same. Has received the request of the family of theYuebec. deceased Mr. St. Ours. Letter to Captain Barnett delivered, in
whose charge the rebel officer bas arrived. 167

October 3, Same to the same. Has received report of the escape of ton pri-Quebec. soners, five retaken. The magistrates are to take cognizance of the
deposition of Picken regarding the apprehension of Rose in his
house. 16

)ctober 10, Same to the saine, Has received reports of the escape of prisoners.queb**. Capt. Brehm ana the commissary of prisoners wili set out for Mont-
real to arrange, so as as to save the service much trouble. 169'

October 21, Same to De Peyster. Capt. Ward of the 34th bas been appointed
Quebec. Assistant Quartermaster General. 170
Detober 24, Mathews to St. Leger. As soon as Mr. Ireland's death shall be
Quebec. announced, the commission shall be filled Lup in favour of Mr. St.

Loger. 171
Qetober 27, Haldimand to the same. The 34th to go to Niagara; the distribu-
Quebee- tion of troops consequent on the movement. 172
liovember 4, Same to DeSpeth. Approves of bis having remained till theQuebee. arrival of St. Loger to forward the movement of troops. 173
nOvember 11, Same to St. Loger. Has received report of the forwari state of

ele- the 34th. 173
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1782.
November 11, Haldimand to St. Leger. Cannot decide on the duties of the dis-
Quebec. trict till the strength is ascertained. Page 174
November 21, Same to the same. Has received report of the departure of Lieut.
Quebec. Roche's party and the miners; has no doubt they will reach Carle-

ton Island. It is too late to bring the prisoners of war to Quebee;
they ai e to be sent to Carleton Island and furnished with clothing.
la pleased that Barner's Corps is equal to the duties of the garrison.
Approves of handing over to the civil law the prisoner charged with
murder. 175

November 28, Same to the same. Is pleased at the expoditious passage of the
Quebec. 34th to Carleton Island; hopes it will be succeeded by a prosperous

passage to Niagara. COyler has reported clothing the prisoners for
Côteau du Lac ; the Canadians not to go there, but to be kept in
Montreal. 176

December 16, Mathews to the same. Cart. Dalton, a rebel prisoner, has per-
Quebec. mission to remove his family froin Montreal to Three Rivers, for

1783. which a pass is to be granted. 177
January 20, Baldimand to the same. Sherwood has suspicions of some ofhis
Quebec. detachment deserting; return of these men and of the detachment.

Sherwood wants to relieve them, to be forwarded to Jessup, who
will send the relieving party, as well as any men asked for by Sher-
wood for scouting parties. Jessup not to mention the cause of the
present exchange, but to treat it merely as a relief. 178

January 29, Mathews to the same. David Couder, a soldier of the 84th, a
Quebec. prisoner, has declared that two duserters of the 53rd are secreted in

the parish of Rivière de la Chine (Rivière du Chêne ?) and one on
Isle Jésus. Assistance to be given to Conder to arrest them. In-
quiries to be made respecting the inhabitants who secreted them
and who are to be punished. 179

February 6, Haldimand to the same. Has received a letter from the Colonies,
Quebee. from the rebel Johnson, apparently intended for him (St. Loger);

it was open, and contained nothing but professions of loyalty.
Johnson cannot be useful, either from inclination or abilities, and
the correspondence will be discontinued. 180

February 18, Mathows to the same. Contingent account received, and warrant
Quebec. for the amount transmitted. 182
February 20, 1laldimand'to the same. Detachments to be sent, from time to
Quebec. time, from St. John's, to accustom the troops to winter service, and

to be accompanied by rangers; he is to order such men of the Royal
Rangers as shall be asked by Riedesel. 183

February 20, à&athews to the same. The success of Conder in apprehending
Quebec. the deserter ; approves of the measures ho (St. Luger) has taken

to àpprehend others, &c. 184
March 6, Same to the saine. His letter received, with circular to the
Quebec. captains of militia respecting deserters and their success. . They

are to be paid the usual gratuity, but warned that, if deserters are
found in their parishes, they shall be held respoasible. Tue three
prisoners from Butler's rangers discharged and to be ordered a
reasonable supply of necessaries. 185

March 17, llaldimand to the same. Condoles with him on the death of his
Quebec. nephew. lad heard of the death before the arrival of his (St.

Leger's) letter and had given the vacant ensigney to a person who
has waited for one a long time. 187

April 26, Same to the same. Sending letter to be forwarded to Brigadier
Quebec. Maclean. Orders received for a cessation of arma, preliminarY

articles having been signed on the 30th November last. 188
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May 12,3. Haldimand to St. Loger. The claim of Major Hughes for compen-
lebec. sation for a building in Montroal to be investigated. Page 189

M&Y 15, Same to the same. To release Lovedale, a prisoner, the son of a
Quebec. loyalist, on the recommendation of Sir John Johnson. 191
May 22, Mathews to the same. Estimate of the value of Major Hughes'
Quebec. bouse received. His Excellency disapproves of Mr. Smyth issuing

passes and has ordered him to stop the practice, where the service,
xaý~ 26, with which he is connected, is not immediately concerned. 192
Quebe. Same to the same. Transmittirg passport for Mr. Choiser. 193
June 17, Same to the same. Hie Excellency wishes as much as possible to
Quebec. prevent Americans from the Colonies going to the upper p9sts, till

there is something more definite than a cessation of arms. DÀniel
Campbell may have leave to go to Detroit. 194

August 21, Same to the same. His Excellency gives permission to open a
Quebec. correspondence with Mr. Schuyler respecting Lieut. Col. Edmis-

ton. 196
September 1, Same to the same. His Excllencey approves of the stops taken
Quebec. with Duchene. 197
September 11, Same to the same. A considerable number of refugee loyalists
Quebec. from New York ordered to accompany Mr. Collins to Cataraqui to

form a settlement there. The belp to be given them by Maurer,
&c. 198

September 15, Haldimand to the same. That Sir John Johnson has been ordered
Quebec. to supply royalists and savages to obtain information respecting the

country on the Ottawa and towards Cataraqui. 199
September 25, Mathews to the same. Colonel Macbean bas permission to relieve
Quebec. an officer and men of the Royal Artillery in the upper country ;

assistance to bo given him. 200
October 27, Same to the same. Apologizing for neglect in communicatingnqebec. official intelligence, caused by the pressure of business. 201
November 1, Same to the same. Transmitting a blank commission for the
Quebec. vacant ensigncy in the 34th. 203
November 6, Same to the same. That His Excellency approves of Colonel
Quebee. Campbell's proposal respecting a shed for Indian canoes, &c. 204
November 9, Haldimand to the same. Leaves the timeof his coming to Quebec
Quebec. to bis own convenience. . 213
November 17, Same to Maclean. Has received orders for a reduction in the
Quebec. staff of the army under bis command. 205
November 17, Mathews to St. Loger. His Excellency is aware of the propriety
Quebec. of bis (St. Leger's) observations on the want of official information

respecting the change of quartera of the Royal Rangers, and of his
having waived punctilios where prompt execution of orders was
necessary. 206

December 4, Mathews to the same. Ris Excellency approves of the distributionQuebec. of quarters. Desires information if a patrol bas been established by
the citizens of Montreal, considering it an uncommon circumstance
in a garrison town. 207

December 11, - Same to the same. That His Excellency is satisfiel with the
Quebec. explanation as to the patrol in Montreal and leaves tho arrangement

for the safety of the suburbs in his (St. Leger's) hands. Precautions
are to be taken with respect to the disbanded Provincial troops
distributed in the parishes so as to guard against the spread of
small-pox. 208

December 22, Haldimand ta St. Leger. That in consequence of the reduction of
Quebec. the army staff, the duties of the Adjutant General must be thrown

into the hands of the Brigade Major. Major Scott to be appointed.
HALDIMAND COLLEoTION. 32a
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1783. Major Green to join his regiment. An allowance will ho made for a
clerk. Page 210

December 22, Same to the same. That he cannot consent to the proposed
Quebec. exchange of rank and pay between Major Gray and Capt. Duncan,

178. for reasons given. 212
December 1, Commissary John Craigie to the same. Remarks on the applica-
Montreal. tion of Clark for leave of absence. Capt. Genevay would be a suitable

substitute. 214

CORRESPONDENCE WITH OFFIcERs COMMANDING AT ISLE Aux Noix.
1778-1783.

B. 132. B. M., 21,792.
1778.

October 1,. Major Carleton to Brigadier Powell. Reporting the return of
Iole aux Noix. Lieut, Walsh from a scout on the Missisquoi. Page 2
October 17, Raldimand to Major Carleton. Instructions (in French) concern-
Sorel. ing the expedition intended for the settlement of Otter Creek and

the borders of Lake Champlain. 3
October 24, Major Carleton to laldimand. The men for the expedition ready
lie aux Noix. to embark; the four gunboats went yesterday with guard and

escort; they are to halt a little on this side of Cumberland Head,
whence ho proposes going in the night. Why more men were sent
than mentioned. 5

November 14, Major Christopher Carleton. Journal in detail of bis expedition
Iole aux Noix. on Lake Champlain, which left on the 24th October and returned on

the 13th of November. The pröceedings of each day are given. 7
Return of the force employed is given at 6

November 14, Major Carleton to Haldimand. With summary of his proceedings,Iole aux Noix. and stating that ho enclosed his journal. One boat missing; ho is
afraid of ber fate as it was blowing hard. McIntosh, a prisoner, is
a great raecal. His wife bas been allowed to see him at Fraser's
request. Two families allowed to pass in at Sherwood's request.
On the expedition four monthis' provisions for 12,000 men were
destroyed. 19

November 24, Same to the same. The conduct of the Indians of the Lake of
sle aft Noix. Two Mountains much altered for the worse, owing to the influence

of two low fellows who live among them. Suggests that an officer
be appointed to visit and keep them faitbful. Had appointed Mr.
Brown for the expedition and introduced him to the chiots, ns the
offleer under whom they would probably serve; their pleasure at
the appointment. Thinks if Mr. Brown went to the Lake of Two
Mountains till there was snow enough for sconting, it woulcd do
good. The patience required to deal with Indians. 21

November - Return by Major Carleton of buildings, &c., destroyed on the
expedition. The localities are given. (See p. 20, the return
appears to have been sent on the 12th January, p. 26.) 23

December 3, Haldimand to Major Carleton. Approving of the appointment of
Quebec. Mr. Brown as suggested. 24
December 29, Major Carleton to Brigadier Powell. On the subject of a mis-
Isle aux Noix. understanding of orders between him (Carleton) and Captain

1779. ROSS. 25-
January 12, Same to Haldimand. The delay of sending returns of everything
Isle aux Noix. destroyed and of places worthy of observation was caused by atten-

tion to the works in progress. Now sends sketches of the first
falis, eight miles up Otter Creek, the other at its entrance. 26
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1779
Novemer 1, laldimand to Major Carleton. Dasiring him to prepare for a
Quebec. scout by Fort Elward towards Albany to take prisoners, make dis-

coveries and to make a stroke at Hazen's. The intention of Sir
John Johnson to attack the Oneidas frustrated by the refusal of the
Canadian Indians to join. The Mohawks and Onondagos may be
induced to join the present scout. Page 28

November 14, Major Carleton to Haldimand. Arrival of Indians ; the addition to
Isle aux Noix. thema of twenty men of the 29th and the same number ofloyalists and

ranger@. The Indians consent to perform part of the duty assigned
to them and set off on the 13th; Ensign Battersby goes with them.
Carleton's proposal for Mayto send a strong party to Cohos, where
the people now feel secure. The Indian demand for cattle captured
but not all brought in. 30

Novemb-r 28, Same to the same. Arrival of royalists. They report an en-
Isle aux Noix. gagement at the Highlands in October, defeat of the rebels; 200

wounded landed at Albany, Cornwallis at King's Ferry; Washing-
ton at Fort Defiance; scarcity of provisions; .fall in the value of
paper currency. Sullivan's army bas suffered very much. 34

November 30, Same to the same. Giving an account in detail of the expedition
Isle aux Noix. under Lieut. Houghton towards Otter Creek; capture of prisoners,

the country alarmed and the scout returns, after effecting some
damage. 36

December 2, faldimand to Major Carleton. Acknowledging receipt of his
Quebec. letter of the 28th and of the reports it contained. 40
December 23, Major Carleton to Mathews. From the loquacity of the men
8t. John's. composing the scouts, he is afraid the orders of Ris Excellency

cannot be strictly observed. Respecting rations. 41
December 27, Samo to Haldimand. Recommending anew the appointment of Mr.
Isle aux Noix. Brown to one of the Indian villages, with details of his case, &c. 42
December 29, Same to the same. Reporting what he had learned at Caughna-
Isle aux Noix. waga about secret correspondence with the Colonies. Fresh demand

of the Indians.for payment for the cattle taken. 44
December 30, Mathews to Major Carleton. Ris recommendation for an increase
Quebec. to the rations cannot be complied with; any change made is in

1780 consequence of the situation of the magazines. 46
.April n,' Major Carleton to Ilaldimand. Return of Mr. Ferguson, after
Isle aux Noix. conducting Captain Myers to Balliston. Ferguson las brought 14

recruits for Major Rogers. They met Sol. Squires trying to escape,
whom they brought back. 47

%ay e, Same to the same. The detachment under Sir John Johnson has
Isle aux Noix. passed Point au Fer, and will probably leave Isle à la Mothe to-day.

ào party could be more completely equipped. 49
October 10, Articles of capitulation of Fort Anne by Adiel Sherwood to Major
Port Anne. Carleton. 50
October 11, Articles of capitulation of Fort George by John Chipinan to Major
Port George. Carleton. 51
.December 31, Haldimand to Major Dandas. Authorizing an exchange of prison-
Quebec. ers with Vermont. Captain Sherwood has been joined with him

(Dundas) to carry out the arrangement. (The secret instructions
to Sherwood are in B. volume 179, pp. 2 to 5, dated 20th December,
1780. Verbal instractions were given him in October, B. 179,
p. 1.) 53

1781. Mathews to the same. Communicating unofficially Ris Excel-
uane ry 1, ,eny's desire that every assistance be given to Sherwood for the

service in which he is employed; such money as he requires is to
be furnished and will be repaid by the General. 55
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1781.
January 3, Mathews to Major DundaP. Is sending two men, who are to be
Quebec. mployed to obtain intelligence. What arrangements ho and Sher-

wood are to make for seci ecy, &c. Page 56
January 9, Dundas to Haldimand. Ras received letters respecting theI8le aux Noix. exchange with Vermont, and lists, &c., from Sherwood. Will do

his utmost to carry out His Excellency's commands and to co-oper-
ate with Sherwood. The state of the weather, &c. 51

Jannary 9, Same to Mathews. Will do ail ho can for the service. Detail
Isle aux Noix. respecting the different men sent out for intelligence, witb their

names, &c. 59
January 18, Same to the same. Pritchard bas been sent by Col. St. Leger to
Isle aux Noix. Isle aux Noix, whence all scouts are to sot out. Pritchard, with

other two, went off this morning to meet another man from Point
au Fer. The route they are to take so as get intelligence. The
lake free fron ice. A party to be sent off shortly for Kingsbury. 62

January 23, The same to the same. The party to be sent out bas not gone,
Isle aux Noix. in conseqence of an order from Col. St. Loger to sot them to wor k

under Twiss. Owing to the men required for secret service, no
further scouts can be sent. 64

January 25, Same to the same. The scout off, on Twiss learning what was
Isle aux Noix. intended. Details of the route along the lake, &o. The scout to

Fort Edward and Scotch Patent not to be sent tilt fis Excellency's
orders are received. St. Leger bas nover written to him (Dundas)
respecting the orders sent to Sherwood. 65

January 29, Mathews to Dundas. Ris Excellency approves of the contentsQuebee. of bis letter of the 18th. Scouts may be sent off to Isle aux Noix
without delaying to correspond with St. Leger. 67

February 1, Same to the same. Chiefly respecting the relations between himQuebeo. and St. Leger. His Excellency believes that they will act cordially
together, and that Sherwood will afford every assistance to
both. 6&

February 7. Dundas to Mathews. Thanks for His Excellency's approbation.'ale aux Noix. A party bas set off for Kingsbury and the Scotch Patent for intelli-
gen ce; a person is to be sont off from the latter place to Vermont to
ascei tin what the people think of Congress and Allen. A party
going on the recruiting service. The delay in the return of scouts
from the south owing to bad weather and roads. 69

February 11, Same to the same. Pritchard bas returned from Strafford; no
Isle aux Noix- troops are assembling anywhere, and no invasion of Canada talked

of. No fighting to the southward; 2,500 mon bad mutinied and
gone to Congress to complain of want of clothing and pay; 2,000,
men sent after them, and in the scuffle seven officers were killed,
the mutineers continuing their march. Projected invasion of
Canada abandoned, the Canadians having failed Congress. The
new State of Vermont in confusion; more than half wish to romain
neutral; affairs there turning more in favour'of Government. West
to send intelligence from Vermont. Return of other scouts. 71

February 12, Mathews to Dundas. Respectirg scouts. 73
Quebec.
February 12, Dundas to Mathews. Return of scouts. Quin goes to Quebec to
Iole aux Noix. give an account to Ris Excellency of the intelligence ho has picked

up. 74
February 13, Same to the sane. Enclosing contingent accounts of the 34th
Lie aux Noix. Regiment. Scout sent towards New York to obtain intelligence and

return. Defends himself against the charges made by St. Loger
respecting him not sending reports made by the scouts or of them
reporting at ail to him, (Dundas). 75
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Febra 15, Mathews to Dundas. His Ercellency approves of the manner in
Quebec. which the scouts have acquitted themselves. The ice having taken

on the lake, it is probable the commissioners (from Vermont) will
soon arrive. Page 77

pebruary 15, Same to the same. Pritchard has been ordered to collect evidence
Quebec.- against DuCalvet and Pillon, so that it may be considered whether

or not the matter may be brought to a trial. 78
9ay 7, Dundas to Mathews. Colonel Ira Allen, Lieut. Lemmon and

laie aux Noix. fourteen private men have arrived with a flag of truce from Ver-
mont to settle a cartel for exehange of prisoners. Major Clark,
who was to have accompanied Allen, bas been detained by family
matters. Sherwood, who is at St. John's, bas been sent for. 7»

ay 9, Same to laldimand. His Excellency's letter for Mr. Chittendon
isle aux Noix, bas been delivered to Colonel Allen, whose demand to make the

cartel permament, looks like a pretence, and that Allen is sent here
to alarm Congress and particular States, in order te gain
their own ends, rather than te settle a cartel for the exchange of
prisoners. Sends list of prisoners received from Allen, also copies
of letters by Governor Chittenden to the Governors of Connecticut
and New Hampshire, to which Allen says no 'answers were re-
turned. 80

May 9, Same to Mathews. This letter is substantially the same as that
Ise axNoix to Haldimand immediately preceding. 82
X&Y il, Mathews to Dondus. Acknowledging report of the arrival of IraQQebeo.ý Allen &o. Instructions respecting the prisoners, &o., have been

sent by the Adjutant General. 84
~'y 11, Dundas to Mathews. Sherwood is sending a full account of the

aux Noix, conversation with Allen. They are still of opinion that Allen has
been sent to spin out the .time to see how Congres.
and the three states which lay claim to Vermont will act in couse-
quence of the flag being sent. He and Sherwood believe that they
want a door open to come and go into the Province as they wish.
Allen reports that La Fayette bas gone to Virginia and that the
French and British fleets had an ergagement in Chesapeake Bay,
in which both suffered. The British fleet had gone to New York,
the French to Rhode Island. He reports also a battle between
Cornwallis with 3,000 and Green with 5,000 men in South Carolina,
in which the former bad to retreat, that the Dutch had joined the
French and Spanish and that the British had taken St. Eustache. 85

Xa7 13, Same to the same. Allen wishes to have Captain Brunston
aux Noix. with him when ho returnsa to Vermont, for whom ho would ex-

change Captain Wright. 88
May 14, Haldimand to Daundas. Acknowledging receipt of papers respecting
Q'1ebee• the proposed cartel with Vermont. Motives of humanity induced

him to accede to the proposal for an exchange, but the proposals
made by Vermont are inadmissible, the objoct of that State being
apparently to temporise, to induce the Congress to confirm the inde.
pendence they have solicited. The door is still open for a proper
arrangement. Sends letter to Chittenden and answer to Allen's
proposal as to the articles of treaty for the cartel. The latter are
for the information of the commissioners. • 89

Xay 17, Mathews to the same. His Excellency cannot consent to let Cap-
ii*bee- tain Brun ston return with Ira Allen in exchange for Ur. Write (sic),

having already declined a general exchange. Beasides, Captain
Brunston's conduct has forfeited all claim to indulgence. 91

'gay 17b Same to the same. His Excellency, as will be seen by the
queber' letters coincides in lis views as to the conduct of Ira Allen. His
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1781. Excellency regrots that he did not consent to Allen's proposal to
put the Lieutenant and party on board of one of the ships, as by
being free of thoir presence, some interesting information might
have been obtained. Page 92

May 20, Dundas to Mathews. Explaining the circumstances under which
Isle aux Noix. Maj>r Carleton came to the island. He saw none of those connected

witti the flag. 93
May 21, x Same to the same. Is happy to find that His Excellency coincidesIl2e aux hin is opinion of Allen; the latter has written an answer to the pro-

posals. A party has been sont off to get near to where Allen will
make his report, so as to ascertain bis behaviour. He will be detain-
ed to give the party an opportunity to arrive before him. 95

May 21, Ira Allen to Dundas. Part of the prisoners to be collected are in
Isle aux Noix. the United States. Desires to know if prisoners to the number of

those in possession of the British authorities would be exchanged or
not. 96

May 21, Dandas to Mathews. His pleasure at Major Lernoult beingjoined
Isle aux Noix. to the commission. Agrees that Brunston's conduet had forfeited all

claim to indulgence. iad Lient. Lemman and his party been any
real encumbrance and prevented Sherwood from gaining intelligence
he would have put him and his party on boazd of the vessels. If
Mr. Jones arrives without a letter from the General, he will treat
him as instructed. 97

Iay 22, Same to the sanie. With extracts and remarks on Ira Allen's
laie aux Noix. letters to him and Sherwood and on those to His Excellency, as

proofs of double dealing. Allen's contradictory siatements. The
distrust he (Dandas) has of the Vermont people. Respecting the
supposed restraint by fiient. Lyman (Lemman in previous letters)
and how ho could hav'e got rid of the escort had it been necessary.
Will detain the flag tili Thursday to give the party sent off a start
of two days. 99

Ms e aux Noix. Same to Ira Allen. All prisoners, even if they arrive on the 20th
July, will be received and exchanged. 102

May 24, Ira Allen to Dandas. Agrees to the terms of the letter (p. 102),
sle aux Noix. wishes to leave next morning for Vermont. 105

May 25, Mathews to the same. His Ezcellercy approves of the conduct of
Quebec. the commissioners and of their having sent off a scout to procure a

knowledge of M. Allen's report and behaviour upon his return to
Vermont. Mr. Allen being so ill prepared to execute the businese
of his mission, leaves notbing to be added. It is presumed that the
flag is set off. E zplains the meaning of the word truce being used. 106

Iaux 5 Dundas to Mathews. Is glai the visitors are gone ; presumes that
Jones may now return, bis business hàving suffered in bis absence.
He (Dundas) has had a severe shock by the news of the death of his
brother, the colonel of the 94th Regiment. 107

May 25, Same to the same. Ira Allen and bis escort left for Vermont this
Isle aux Noix. forenoon. Sends letters which have passed between them. 108
May 28, Mathews to Dundas. Neither he nor Sherwood need be the least
Quebec. uneasy about the effect of the letter written by Allen to His Excel-

lency, who has the highest sense of his and Sherwoods's zeal and
loyalty. 109.

May 30, . Dundas to Mathews. Ras received Halifax papers with favour-
Isle aux Noix. able accounts. Lernoult has been attacked with rheumatism but is

botter. Mr. Johnston, lately taken prisoner, bas been sent back to
the island; Sherwood wishes that ho should be sent to Montreal on
parole, as bis presence here is a great inconvenience; no parties
can go or come without bis knowledge. 1ll
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1'ay 30 Dandas to Mathews. Has shown the Commissioners the letter ap-
le aux Noix. proving of what they have doue. Page 113

I(ay 31, Mathews to Dandas. Has recoived report of the departure of the
'Quebec. flag of truce and also the letters which passed between Allen and

the Commissioners. His Excellency approves of their conduct in
this business. Statement of expenses to be sent. Sherwood may
return to St. John's. 114

June 6, . Dundas to Mathews. The letter of approbation bas given great
Isie aux Noix. satisfaction to the Commissioners. Will send account of expenses.

Sherwood sets out for St. John's to-day. 116
June 29, Same to the same. Sherwood, who passed this morning, bas left
ile aux Noix; the reports, brought by Samuel Rose, E. Hawley and B. Benedict, to

be copied and sent on. The report brought by the party sent ont
by the Commissioners to be shown to Lernoult. 117

July 2, Mathews to Dundas. With settlement of expenses, &c. 118
Quebec.
July s, Same to the same. The reports made by Rose, Hawley and Beno-
Quebec. dict received. The other shall be communicated to Lernoult. 119
july 6, Dundas to Mathews. Pointing ont the hardship to the inhabit-
li aux Noix. ants of the island, of fencing in the land for tay for the King's ser-

vice. 120
J'ly 6, Return of horses, cows and calves on the island, with the names
Isle aux Noix. of the owners. 103
July 12, Mathews to Dundas. Pointing out that as the recommendation to
4Quebee. fence in the island for hay was sent by St. Leger, commanding the

district, the representation against it mist be forwarded through
him. 122

July 30, Dundas to Mathows. Stating that he had received a letter fromn
Isle aux Noix. St. Leger that the General desired him (Dundas) to go to Dutch-

man's Point to join the commission, and that the General had sent
directions direct. As these had not reached, will wait till they are
received. Dr. Smyth bas returned from the block bouse. Ancrum
is to command the post. Hopes Lernoult is on his way, as he
probably bas the orders. To pay £35 to Lester. 124

July 31, Same to Haldimand. Has received instructions. Regrets that
Isle aux Noix. kernoult'sillness will preventhimj:>ining the commission, whichwill

ploceed to Dutchman's Point for te purpose of settling the exchange
of prisoners with Vermont. 1s

July 31, Same to the same. On the same subject, but in greater detail. 126
Isle aux Noix.
Iuly 31, Same to the same. Acknowledges receipt of the information that

e aux Noix. Sherwood and Smyth are entrusted with a business not to be com-
municated to any one else. He will forward all their dispatches
without inquiry, and execute faithfally the part of the commission
with which he has been honoured. 128

August 6, Mathews to Dundas. Stating that the conduct of Capt. Brownsom
Çuebec. (seo pp. 88 and 91, where ho is called Brunston) had been misrepre-

sented, and that on the contrary his conduct had been uniformly
proper. 130

August 9, Dundas to Mathews. ias handed the letters to Sherwood and
ftoyaî S

George oy Smyth. Is concerned at the dangerous illness of Lernoult. He
D Itchnoff hoids the same sentiments regarding the people of Vermont. Every-
point. thing has been done to hasten matters. Fay says ho is anxious to

return, and. bas written to His Excellency, Canadians brought ii
have been sent to St. John's, as also two soldiers who, with four
Canadians, are to be sent to the hospital. When His Excellency's

A. 1888
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1781. answer is received the Vermont prisoners can ho sent by East
Bay to Castleton. Captain Chambers and Major Fay have agreed
to a cessation of hostilities against or by the State of Vermont tili
9th August, and this time has been extended by the Commissioners.
Fay bas written to Fort Warren to that effect, and offers to deliver
up the Canadian prisoners when thoy can ba accepted, and wishes
to take as many Vermont prisoners with him as possible. He
(Dundas) suspects the object is to keep the flag as long here as pos-
sible. Fay is auxious for the exchange of Brownson. Page 131

August 10. Dundas to Mqathews. The conduct of the Vermont guard respect-
ing the cannon at Ticonderoga has led Chambers te give orders that
any party of rebels presuming to removo cannon should be opposed,
and that any cessation of hostilities must begin with Vermont. List
of prisoners sent. 134

August 10. Same to the same. There being no Vermont officer to exchange
for Lieut. McFall, desires to know if a lieutenant of the rebel militia
might be exchanged for him. 136

Augijit 1 Mathews to Dundas. How the Vermont prisoners for exchange
are te be collected and sent ; those at Montreal and vicinity will go
with Fay. A cessation of arms to bo agreed to unly in the district
where the flag of truce may be. The behaviour of the Vermont guard
respecting the cannon at Ticonderoga shows the necessity for this
resolution. The reasons for releasing Mr. Write (sic). Lieut. MoFall
and Mr. Smith, junior, will be received in exchange for Captain Brown-
son, who will take charge of prisoners returned, but as he is on parole
at Orleans he cannot be despatched time enough at present. Colonel
Johnson will be released on parole. The cause of charging for
clothing to the prisoners, who could not in many cases ho entrusted
to earn a living, and in others were se indolent that they preferred
their ration to work, yet could not be allowed te go raked. Mac-
bean and St. Loger have been instructed to forward the prisoners at
Montreal and Chambly to the " Royal George " without delay. 137

August , Major Fay. Obligation to pay the amount for clothing furnished
to the exchanged Vermont prisoners, whilst they were in
Canada. 140

August 21, Dundas to Mathews. Hias sent to St. John's the exchanged
'Rosl ý prisoners from Vermont, asking St. Loger to forward ýie soldiers toGeorge. their regiments and the Canadians to their homes. 141

August 23, Same te the same. Enclosing Major Fay's obligation to repay
N a3a er the money advanced for the prisoners from Vermont, and askiugSchuyler'u

Island. that a complete account of the expenditure may be sent. Mr.
Marsh, who is conducting about 130 men, women and children to
Skenesborough is on Schuyler's Island. It bas been blowing so
hard as te prevent the Vermont prisoners fromri coming up ; Major
Fay is on board. He (Dundas) wished to soe Crown Point, but will
roturn immediately afterwards to I4e aux Noix. 142

Angust 28, Same te the sane. On the 24th inst, Py passed Crown Point,lote aux Noix. and met an escor t with a few families for St. Joh n's who were landed.
A scout of 16 men of the party went into the woods. It was feared
that they wero about to attack the hay makers ; these, however,
heard nothing of thom and are prepared to defend themselves. Is
glad of the arrival of the fleets from London, and hopes there will
now be plenty of provisions. Is surprised that ho has heard nothing
of the Vermont prisoners from Montreal and Chambly. Respecting
the money ho has expended on account of the fl ig, &o. Trusts that
Lernoult has recovered. 144
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1781.
August ao, Mathews to Dandas. Has received Fay's obligation; the account
Quebec. for expenses on behalf the prisoners will ho sent by Brownson.

Sherwood or Smyth, perbaps both, may cross the lake soon ; in
their absence no scouts are to be sent further south than Mount
Independence on the east side of the lake. Page 146

BePtember 7, Dundas to Mathews. Acknowledging letter stating that accountaux Noix. will be sent by Brownson. Sherwood and Smyth left the island this
forenoon for Mount Independence. Eighteen prisoners belonging to
Vermont passed a week ago with an escort from the 34th and royal-
ists. Sherwood is to meot them at Mount Independence. Reports that
Marsh had not returned; cannot understand his behaviour. 147

Sptember 7, Same to Sherwood. Official order to proceed with prisoners to
1 aux Noix. Mount Independence where tbey are to be delivered to Fay, or to

other person appointed to receive them. 149
tember 13, Same to Mathews. Return of Marsh with a number of families.
Saux Noix. He went to Castletown for them by desire of Fay. Is forwarding a

letter from General Stark to His Excellency, and a snall note from
Breakenridge. Two letters from Fay to Dr. Smyth are also sent.
Is glad that Congresz has refused the request made by Ver-
mont. 150

8eptember 19, Mathews to Dundas. Brownson and eleven prisoners are sent to
Quebee. St. John's to ho forwarded by flag agreeable to the exchange lately

made. The flag is to return immediately after delivery of the
prisoner@. Colonel Johnson and two old men are allowed to go on
parole. 151

8 eptember 2o, Same to the same. Hais received the letters forwarded and returns
Quebee thoso for Dr. Smyth. Hopes that the report of Vermont being

admitted as a fourteenth Stato is premature. 15t
%tember 20, Dundas to Mathews. Paterson of Connecticut has brought in a

aux Noix. paper directed to the Commissioners, Colonels Beedie and Potter. It
being in duplicate, ho sends one copy and shall send the other to
Sherwood and Smyth. Pritchard bas also arrived and wishes to be
sent to take General Baillie or Colonel Joinson. Will leave St.
Loger to decide on that point. Paterson reports that Metcalfe ia
gone to General Washington; St. Loger will examine Paterson and
report. P.S. By B. Montani is meant Col. Beedle, by P. Montani,
Col. Potter. 15-î

8 Ptember 27, Mathews to Dundas. Acknowledges receipt of information byQuebec. Paterson. The duplicate for Sherwood and Smyth is to be kept
till they return. 155

Beptember 27, Haldimard to Brigadier Maclean. Granting him leave of absence
Quebec. to go to Eigland to have the accounts of the 84th arranged. (This

letter is endorsed " To Major Dandas," but has been placed here by
error. In September, 1781, whilst Maclean w;.s in command at
Montreal, ho applied for and obtained the leave here granted, being
succeeded by DeSpeth. Correspondence on the subject is in B. Vol.
1Z9, beginning with a letter fron Malcolm Fraser, paymaster of the
84th, at page 241.) 1569 ttober 9, Dundas to Mathews. Capt. Bi ownson and the other exchangede aux Noi prisoners passed Isle aux Noix this morning, with a fair wind; a
copy of the account for expenditure on behalf of the prisoners was
given him, and ho bas signed a promissory note for the amount,
which is attached to the original. 157

«Otber 22 Haldimand to Major Carleton. Enclosing copy of a letter from
Chittenden, Governor of Vermont, the answer and other papers,
committing to the management of Sherwood a business ho
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1781. (Haldimand) is anxious to accomplish. Shoull Sherwood think the
opportunity favourable, the letters are to be forwarded by a flag.

Page 158
November 9, Haldimand to Major Carleton. In answer to Governor Chitten-
Quebec. den's letter respecting an exchange of prisoners, ho (Carleton) is em-

powered to negotiate, but only with Vermont, distinct from the other
States, in the hope that it would hold more sacred that faith which
the others had so flagrantly violated. The cessation of arma disap-
proved of, as imputation3 might be thrown on his (Haldimand's)
good faith and that of the army, owing to the impossibility of reach-
ing the scouts now ont and acquainting them with the limits withia
which they are to act. The treaty for the exchange of prisoners is
not declined, but owing to the lateness of the season it will probably
be spring before the prisoners can be mutually conveyed over the
lake. Brigadier Goneral Allen may be requested to send liste of
Vermont prisoners in Canada, and Canadian prisoners in Vermont,
so that everything may be ready in spring for anything determined
on. In the meantime the truce is to be broken up, allowing time
for Major Clark to return to Castletown and Sherwood to return to

1782. him (Carleton). 159
July 27, Same to Dundas. Sending papers which had been overlooked.
,Quebec. The list of prisoners sent by Major Fay is not explicit, neither

stating to what corps they belong nor where taken. The list is to
be carefully examined, as only prisoners belonging to Vermont are
to be exchanged, and as the proposal originally came from there,
he is surprised at their expecting termas so evidently partial in their
favour, as to receive persons who had served in the other Colonies,
whose repeated breaches of faith had led to a refusal of terms of
excbange with them. Ris displeasure at part of the prisoners
being left near Crown Point, as they might be attacked by Indiana;
they should have been sent on. If this was done from a doubt of
public faith, there is no use to treat. Remarks on the list of
prisoners. 161

December 14, Proceedings of a court of inquiry to examine Nichols and Holmes,
Isle aux Noix. two inhabitants of Vermont, confined on suspicion of being spies.

Nichols had beeni liberated by Sherwood on grounds approved of.
Holmes gave details of bringing cattle from Vermont at the in-
stigation of Pritchard, employed in getting intelligence. 164

December 15, Major Nairne to Riedesel. Sending proceedings of the Court of
Isle aux Noix. Inquiry on Holmes, who, he believes, bas told al[ he knows; that

he only brought the beef for profit, and is in great distress at his
loss It was sunk in the lake in his own presence. Sherwood had
liberated Nichols before receiving the letter from him (Nairne);
his reasons for so doing are to be communicated to Riedesel. Bar-

1783. rack bedding, &c., received. 169
May 15, Mathews to Nairne. No trade to be allowedbetween the Colonies
Quebec. and the Province until orders are given to that effect. All traders

who have escaped the vigilance of the armed vessels are to be sent
back. The cessation of arms does not justify any intercourse of
that kind. 171

May 20, Nairne to Mathews. No trading has been allowed ; some monIsle aux Noix. bad sold a little tobacco; seven others had arrived in a boat and the
weather being very stormy, they were allowed to remain for a night,
fut not permitted to trade. Strict orders had been given on the
subject and since repeated. 173

June 5, Mathews to Nairne. Ordering a survey on damaged provisions
Quebec. at the post of Isle aux Noix. 175
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June •1 Nairne to Mathews. With report of the survey on damaged
Isle aux Noix. provisions. Page 176
June 21, Same to the same. With list of persons detained here and at
'ale aux Noix. Loyal Blockhouse, tili orders are received to allow them to pass

into Canada. Asks for leave to forward loyalists wishing to stay
in this country; ho will take overy precaution against suspicions
characters. 177

July 2, List, signed by Major Nairne, of men's names come from the Col-
Isle aux Noix. onies who are permitted to pass to St. John's. 179
July 9, Nairne to Mathews. Reporting the desertion of four men of the
Isle aux Noix. 53rd. Asking instructions as to the disposal of Matthew Potin, a

native of Brest, who has served in the Colonies and wishes to join
bis father, Andrew Potin, a master tailor in Quebec. 180

July 9, List of men's names who are come from the Colonies, between the
Isle aux Noix. 7th and 9th instant, and are permitted to go to St John's. 182
Jul.y 15, Nairne to DeSpeth. The four men of the 53rd, reported ashaving
Isle aux Noix. deserted, delivered themselves up at the Loyal Blackhouse, and

are sent back. Asks for directions as to the disposal to be made of
, Potin (p. 180). Return sent of nien from the Colonies. 183

July 21, Mathews to Nairne. Potin to be sent back to the Colonies. A
Quebec. small vessel will be placed at the narrowest part of the river be-

tween Isle aux Noix and Point au Fer, to guard against
desertion. 185

July 25, Nairne to Mathews. Potin had been allowed to go to Montreal
Isle aU Noix. before orders to send him to the Colonies were received. ie is a

simple, harmless man. No arrivals since last return. 186,
Angust 6, Same to the same. Potin bas arrived on his way to the Colo-
Ie aux Noix. nies, to which ho shall be sent by the first opportunity. Will ob-

serve the instructions that none are to leave Canada without a pass-
port, and asks for further explanations. 1 188

August 16, Same to the same. Reports the want of flour or bread at the
laie aux Noix. post. Will send express to Montreal to get a small supply. 190
August 21, Same to the same. A small supply of flour has been received ;
lale aux Noix. enough is on the way to St. John's to remove apprehension of a

deficiency. 192
August 21, Mathews to Nairne. A supply of flour bas been ordered for Isle
Quebec. aux Noix. 193
October 8, Samo to the same. Orders sent to allow Mr. Porter from Vermont

to bring in cattle and to give him a passage over the lake in one of
the King's ships. 194

No date. List of prisoners sont to St. John's by Major Carleton. The name
of each is given. 196

LETTERS FROM OFFICERs COMMANDING AT FORT ST. JoHN's.-
1778-1784. Vol. I.

B. 133. B.M., 21,793.
SePtemnber 17, Brigadier Powell to Haldimand. Sends on Barnsley with intelli-
et. John's. gence from Boston; has detained six Canadians, whose intelligence

is enclosed. fias sent the emigrants from Isle aux Noix to Lon-
gueuil, only 35 being fit for duty. Rudyerd is come down with the
aguie, but the works are goig on exceedingly well in spite of bis
absence. loughton reports that Caughnawaga Indians attached to
the rebels propose going on a hunt, accompanied by a chief of
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1778. bad character; orders have been sent to stop them. Desires to know
if at the advancod posts ail Indians without passes should be sent
back. Captain Mure goes off to relieve Captain Edge in coramand
at Point au Fer, who has been very ill and is now worse. The
lieutenant there is also ill and must be relieved. Page 1

September 17, Arrival of escaped Canadian prisoners, who report that Whitcomnb
St John's. was at Rutland with 500 men, and that an action had taken place at

Rhode Island in which the rebels had a thousand mon killed and
were obiiged to abandon the island, which was to be again attacked
so soon as the French fleet returned. Hazon had prevailed on 26
Canadian prisoners to enlist at Albany. 3

September20, Powell to Haldimand. The six Canadians (p. 3) ordered down.
St. John's. Jnvalid loyalists sent to Sorel. Arrivai of Campbell and Stevens

with their own and other families, 20 persons in ail. Campbell goes
to Montreal and thence to Sorel to report. The works going on
expeditiously. Asks leave to go to Montreal for a few days. 5

September 21, Same to the same. The veracity of Campbell who goes to Sorel,
St. John's. is not to be too much depended upon. Has sent word to Colonel

Carleton to send down Stevens as well, who can be relied on. French
sets off with the loyalists, of whom a list is sent. Arriva[ of La France
with Indians on a scout, with a pass ; orders sent to the posts not
to siop them. The orders as to stopping Indians. Will not require
to go to Montreal. 7

Return of men and families attached to Peters' corps. 9
September 23, Powell to Haldimand. Arrival of loyalist families from AlbanySt. John's. county and Connecticut River. Tillet and Kias returned from a

scout, are ordered to conduct them to Sorel. il
September 26, • Same to the same. The loyalists brought by Stephens and Camp-
st. John's. bol being sent to jointheir connections, theflag of truce has been dis-

missed. The flags of truce are not, on Captain Chambers' sugges-
tion, to corne nearer than Crown Point, thence to be brought in a
vessel to Point au Fer, so that for dispatch, Stevenson should be at
Isle aux Noix. Doubts the successful results of his being employed
to examine those arriving. The unfavourable weather has delayed
the transport of stores and the carrying on of the works at the block-
house, where the men have been constantly working up to their
knees in water. A scout sent off to examine the road to Isle aux
Noix. A force of Indians sont off to the road. 12

September 30, Same to the same. Five loyalists want to go to Valcour andSt. John'B. Shelburne Bay for their wheat and flour. Doos His Excellency
approvo ? Lieutenant Houghton has arrived with Indians for their
hunting ground ; how passports have been granted, to prevent
detention. The "Carleton" sailing ; soldiers put on board as
marines. 14

October 8, Same to the same. Ras returned with Twiss from Isle aux Noix,St. Johng. wher e everything is going on welL. Twiss will report to-morrow.
Has ordored Lieut. Brown and tweaty Indians to Isle aux Noix.
Recommending for consideration tho case of Mr. Croxton, surgeon's
mate to the 53rd. 15

October 9 Same to the same. The families of C. ptain Anderson, Lieut.St. John's Perrot and Mr. Monroe are arrived; Mr. Ctmpball with a negro
and a person from a scout. They are setr, off to Scorel. Three
Canadians have arrived; two being suspicious characters are con-
fined ; the other is sent to Sorel. Asks leave to go to Montreal for
a few days. 16

October 12, Same to the sarne. Movements of Indians 17St. John's.'
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cbr Powell to Haldimand. O'Neill who has arrived, proceeds by ex-
et. John's press to Sorel. Page 18
October l4, Same to the same. It is reported that Chambers bad driven off
St. John s 70 head of cattle from the neighbourhood of Chimney Point. 19
October 21, Saine to the same. Four Canadians with intelligence are sent to
St. John's. Chambly. Indians arriving; they and the detachment shall be sent

for ward as soon as possible. 20
OCtober 24, Same to the same. The good condition of the detachment for the
St. John's. expedition under Major Carleton. The force of Indians with it and

those expected. It is probable Carleton will bring back prisoners
and loyalists; asks for instructions how they are to be disposed of.
Desires still to keep the four Canadians prisoners; their account of
the force at Rutland differs greatly from that by O'Neill and if it ia
false they must have some design. 21

lOctober 27, List of loyalists who came down the lake. 23
St. John's.
October 28, Powell to Haldimànd. Enclosing dispatches brought by Mr.
bt, John's. Watts of Quebec and Mr. Ross, who had been taken prisoners by the

rebels. Sends the intelligence brought by them and by three deser-
tors from Washington's army, also list of women and children who
are come down the lakes; many more are expected. 24

Reports by the deserters follow. 25

And of the four Canadians. 28

November 2, Same to the same. Capture of German deserters; asks leave to
et. John's. reward their captors. Five rebel prisoners who had escaped from

Quebec were also brought in and sent to Montreal. Casualties te
three men on Carleton's expedition. 29

Letter from Carleton on the progress of his expedition enclosed.
It is daied " Fiat Rock Point, near River Boquet, 30th October,
1778.'" 31

Account given by the five rebel prisoners follows. 32

IReturn of deserters enclosed. 42

NOvember 8, Captain Edge to Powell. Giving an account of the capture of two
eointeauFer. deserters from the Brunswick Dragoons. 35
November 11, Powell to laldimand. Forwarding Edge's letter respecting the
St. John's. capture of deserters. Has sent men from Prince Frederick's regi-

ment to assist Lieut. Barnes in getting artillery stores to Sorel. 38
November 11, Same to the same. Arrivai of two gunboats with Lieuts. Wild of
SL John',. the 53rd and Warburton of the 31st, bringing an account of the

success of the divisions of the expedition under Captain Fraser and
Major Carleton. 39

November 13, Same to the same. The insubordination of the militia at Ver-
MIontreal. chéres; St. Leger asks for troops. Colonel Prætorius has been

ordered to send a detachment from the Prince of Brunswick's regi-
ment to enforce the corvées and to send the refractory men to Mon-
treal. 40

Noveniber 15, Same to the same. Will pay the reward ordered. Is he to pay
et. John's• the same reward for the two deserters lately brought in ? Five

rebel prisoners shall be sent to Quebeo. The disaffected inhabitants
sent from Otter Creek by Major Carleton shall be sent to Chambly.
There are still six Canadian prisoners in that fort. 41
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November 17, Captain Aubrey to Powell. A foreman of artificers ordered to be
Carleton tried by a regimental court martial demands a general court martial ;leiand. asks for instructions. Page 43.
November 22, Powell to Haldimand. Prisoners confined at Chambly have been
St. John's. ordered to Sorel under escort. Asks what disposal is to be made of

cattle sent down by Major Carleton. Return of Byrne and Craw-
ford with Sir John Johnson's things; owing to desertion of the
Indians tbey could do nothing else. Six bateaux, with ammunition
which they were to take to Sorel, cannot go, being frozen in at
Chambly Basin. 44

November 27, Same to the same. Concerning Pierre Degrange cutting woodSt. John's. illegally to fulfil a contract for oars made with Mr. Frobisher. 46
December 2, Same to the saime. Enclosing Aubrey's letter (p. 43) relative to
Et. John's. a court martial. 47
December 6, Same to the same. Ruyter bas returned from a scout. Buildings-St. John's. which he reports to be standing will be destroyed so soon as the

frost permits men to go througb the woods. States the case of John
Gibson, a loyalist carpenter, and urges that he should be paid for
services on a scout. Respecting the cattle brought in. 48

December 25, Same to the same. Concerning pilfering from the barrack
St. John's. stores. 50

1779. Same to the same. Enclosing explanation from Captain Ross whyJanuary2, the buildings (p. 48) were not destroyed. Captain Dunlop, of the3t John's. 53rd, is ordered to tuke command at Chambly, where the powder is
stored. Asks for permission to commute the allowance of rum to
the working parties into a money payment, and in future to give
only one-half of the allowance in rum and the rest in money. 51

January 12, Same to same. Arrangements for scouts from St. John's and Isle
St. John'a. aux Noix, their need of blankets and mocassins. Proposes to fur-

nish them with a few stands of light arms. 53
January 12, dame to the eame. Quarters at St. John's have been made asSt. John's. comfortable as possible, so that he hopes Ris Excellency will make

them his residence during his stay at St. John's. 55
January 17, Same to the same. Is it intended this year, as was done last
E. John's. year, to complete the regiments to a bundred rounds of ammun-

nition per man ? The lake still impassable; will report so soon as it
can bear cannon. Capt. Beecroft bai made a road to the Yamaska.
Indians have asked Major Carleton for leave to go to Otter Creek to
take scalps ; bas ordered him not to let them go till Ris Excellency
is heard from. 56

January 23, Same to the same. Lieut. Walsh reports the ice on the lake to
St. John's. Cumberland Bay to ho very st-rong, but so rough that a road must

be made. Indians arrived at St. Francis report that 20,000 rebels
are asaembling at Albany to invade Canada under the command of
Lafayette. Asks for instructions should this army proceed direct to
Montreal, leaving his post behind. 57.

February 2, Same to the same. Reporting the addition made to the rangers ho.. John'a. longing to the z9th Regiment, and asking that tthe new mon should
receive the same donation as the others. Arrangements for the
post at Yamaska. Fraser having received no commands to go there
is afraid Beecroft may be delayed, as bis (Frascr's) men are gocd
axe and woodmen. St. Leger has, therefore, been ordered to send
Fraser with twelve mon supplied with provisions and ammunition.
Suggests that as there is a risk during Fraser's absence on scout of
the post being taken by bad subjects there, that Thomas Fraser ho
sent from Nouvelle Beauce, with twelve loyalists from Sorel to
assist bis brother. Representing the case of several soldiers who had
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1779. been exchanged from the Colonies. A scout sent off to get intel.
ligence from Skenesborough. The Indians have been informed that
if, after the return of the royalists, any of them wish to go to Fort
Edward to take a prisoner, they may do so ; asks what is to be done
with loyalist families should the rebels come. Page 58

Pebruary 10, Powell to ialdimand. Edge reports that the ice on the lake is
Bt. John's. very bad ; from the violent rain and south wind there is no doubt it

is broken up. The twelve pounder stationed at Pointe au Fer as a
signal cannot be heard at the Isle aux Noix or even at La Colle.
No tracks have been seen by the scouts this winter. 61

Pebruary 20, Same to the same. Respecting the charge for a clerk which hasSt. John's. been objected to. The abattis bas been carried away by the break.
ing up of the river; if open weather continues for a day or two the
navigation will be open to Pointe au Fer. Should cold weather set
in again a canal (channel) will be kept open. 62

February 23, Same to the same. Transrmitting Lient. Brown's report of bis
1t. John'8 . scout. Campbell bas been informed of the bad behaviour of the

Caughnawagas and that the Puants were to be rewarded for good con.
duct. The party was ordered to destroy the mili as it iormed a
good post for the enemy. Prisoners sent to Chambly, who can give
no intormation. Proposes to send up a vessel to cruise off Pointe au
Fer when the ice is gone. Suggests that Indians going out should be
under the command of the officers who reside in the villages, and be
joined by rangers. 64

Brown's report follows. 66,
Yebruary 27, Same to the same. Beecroft's requisitions for provisions for Yam.
Bt. John's- aska and for additional men. 70.
March 3, Same to the same. Report from Skenesborough brought by the
at. John's . two loyalists. There are no rebels there, but 5,000 are expected

immediately ; one ship of thirty guns, and one of twenty have been
built at Saratoga this winter; 500 bateaux are to be launched soon
at Skenesbcrough, with au intention to invade the Province this
summer. A large body marched for Cobos. Washington's army
at Quaker Hill. 71

MXarch 4, Same to Brehm. Is the usual reward to be given to a party wfioý
Bt. John's- arrested a deserter from the Hesse Hanan regiment? 73
March 5, Sane to Haldimand. Unfavourable criticisms on the informa.
8t. JUhn'- tion brougbt by a man, whose name is not given. 74
March 14, Same to the same. Has received orders as to quartering the
3t John's. troops, &c. As he bas six British regiments and the artillery to

which ho distributes instructions, asks for additional copies of those
printed. Asks as to arrangements for rum for the fatigue parties.
Intends sending two loyalists to Saratoga. and two to Cohos, but
the state of the lake and woods makes it difficult. Beef spoiled by-
the sudden thaw bas been destroyed. Fraser applies for mocassins
for bis scouting parties at Yamaska. Twiss thinks fourteen men
will be sufficient for the post. 75

March 19, Captain Edge to Powell. The scout bas returned with 23
]Pointeau Fer. prisoners from the third battalion of the continentals, taken near

Cumberland Head. The scout was under command of Corporal
Wilsworth, the sergeants being ill. The prisoners are deserters;.
their sergeant reports the work going on at Fort George. &c. A
scout is sent off to get if possible as high as Split Rock. The weak
state of the prisoners prevents them from moving. The bad state
of the ice. 77

arch 21,, Powell to Haldimand. Capture of three men by the Indians ;
hn133 encloses the account they give of themselves and a letter found on
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1179. Miville, a Canadian. The men will be sent to Chambly. Sends
Edge's letter (p. 77). The good character of Noyes, who, how-
ever, refuses to take up arms. Scouts cannot be sent in the present
state of the lake and woods. Page 79

March 28, Powell to Haldimand. The three prisoners refuse to tell who
St. John's. furnished them with provisions, &c. The deserters who came down

the lake have been examined; eight are in hospital. Report
brought by a son of Mr. Simonds, that d'Estaing's fleet waa in
danger of being taken at St. Lucia. Sands return of men (for
marines) wanted for the vessels on the lake; desires to know what
regiment should supply them. Sea bedding will be wanted for the
sEldiers going on board the ships ; there is a great quantity at
Montreal. 81

March 31, Same to the same. Transmitting information obtained from the
8t. John's. prisoner Miville. Recommending Mr. Johns, who has great merit and

who bas exerted bimself very much. Be is now going to Number
Four and Skenesborough for intelligence; two others will be sent to
Saratoga, Fort Bdward and Fort George. Not more than thirty
days' rum left; should it be expended may the fatigue men receive
sixpence per day instead ? Both parties of rangers returned without
meeting the Indians. Lieut. Houghton is sure they are not come. 83

April 2, Same to the same. Transmits requisition from Captain Schank,et. Jo'*s. for guns, which had been ordered, lest the service should suffer from
delay. 85

April 2, Same to the same. Representation on the subject of the issue of
St. John's. batt and forage money for the troops. 86
April 9, Same to the same. Sends Captain Longfield's resignation, and
St. John's. recommends Lieut. Mure for the succession. Sends information

that Mr. Taylor had supplied provisions to a corporal of the 53rd
when makiDg his escape from prison. Conjectures by Sergeant
Cooper as to the destination of bateaux building at Saratoga; he
does rot beheve they are for the Mohawk; no extra bateaux at
Sehenectady. Sixteen of the deserters have entered the navy with
Captain Schank, the other wishes to enter the 53rd. Four dollars
each have been ordered for the 13 firelocks, as an encouragement
wbich will have a good effect on the other side. Scouts to make it
known. Escape of four rebe! prisoners from Chambly; parties ont
on search, and the miller who supplied them with provisiona
ordered to be brought in and sent to Montreal with Miville, as evi-
dence against the sentry who slept at bis post; the rest of the
guard are confined, tilt orders be received for their trial. 88

April 13, Same to the same. Wilt send orders to Major Carleton to relieveSt. John's. the detachment at Pointe au Fer. Are the mon to fire ball cartrid-
ges as usual in spring? 91

A pril 18, Same to the ame. Major Carleton complains of the bad state of
St. John's. some pork, which should be removed. The major also wishes the

officer at Pointe au Fer and those on board the ships relieved
monthly. iRepresents the bad effects of the climate on Major Nes-
bitt. who deiires leave to go to England. 92

April 23, Same to the same. Transmits proceedings of a court of inquiry
St. John's. on a German soldier and report of survey on damaged pork at Isle

aux Noix. 93
April 28, Same to the same. Sends papers received from Captain Aubrey.
St. John's. Sullivan and Roberts have escaped from Montreal ; the bad state of

the prison ; a survey ordered. 94
April 29, Same to the same. Ensign Hope, from Oswegatchie, reports twa38t. John's. men killed and four taken prisoners by an Indian scout; six men
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from the 31st Regiment bave been sent to replace them. Six men
who came down the lake are still held as prisoners; they are
anxious to join some regiment. Page 95

yt ,n Powell to Haldimand. William Moffatt and four deserters from
• the 3rd rebel battalion of New York have arrived. Moffatt's news is

given in detail. The deserters give the sane account ; they are
willing to serve in Sir John Johnson's corps; can they and others
who may come in have that permission ? 96

ay , Sane to the same. Sending intelligence brought in by loyalists. 98

May 7, Same to the same. Lieut. Thomas Fraser has arrived with deser-St. John's. ters from Berner's corps, caught by the assistance of two Canadians
who have been rewarded. The deserters are sent prisoners to Mon-
treal. Thomas Fraser supposed he was to be with his brother at
Yamaska, for reasons given ; he bas been sent there in the mean-
time. lieut. William Fraser represents that fourteen men are not
enough at Yamaska, owing to its situation, &a.; asks for thirty. las
been told to put all his demands in writing to be transmitted to Hia
Excellency ; in the meantime, six men are sent to Yamaska from
Sorel. 99

May 9, Same to the same. Sending returns of people who have joined
St. John's. Captain Chambers, with an account of the information they have

brought. What is to be done about the arms they have brought in ?
How is he to dispose of the people coming in ? 101

Kay 15, Same to the saine. What is to be doue with a soldier guilty of a
St. John's. loathsome offence ? 102
May 15, Saine to the same. Has given orders for the men to join the
'St. John's, corps according to the orders received. Capt. Ruyter was desirous

to cross the lake, but bas been desired to roturn to Sorel. Respecting
Connor, a suspected man, who wishes to go to Soiel. 103

May 21, Saine to the same. Has given no orders for a detachment of the
58. John's- 34th to do duty at Chambly, believing that the orders would be sent

from headquarters. There being no room in the hospital of the
31st for the sick of the 53rd, a room bas been ordered in the Generai
Hospital. Arrivai of Stephen Tuttle, surveyor for the State of New
York, and William Magnece (McNiece?) of White Creek, both known
to the loyalists and both looked upon as good subjects. 104

May 23, Saine to the sane. Capt. John, the Mohawk, returned with pris-
JSt. John's. oners from a scout which had been under Sergeant Ephrairn

Stephens, a notorions rebel, who had been set at liberty by Carle-
ton. John has been allowed to take them to Colonel Claus. 105

May 23, Same to the same. Respecting detachments of the Convention
st. John's. troops which have been draughted to other regiments. 107
May 28, Same to the same. Sending dispatches by Ensign Davis, who is8t. John's. going to Quebec. The regiments here and at Iele aux Noix will

make but an indifferent appearance in the field, unless they are
excused from fatigue duty on Sundays, so as to give themr a few

Junie 2, days' practice. 108
Ist. John's. Same to the same. In consequence of a letter re-eived, has sent

up word to Major Carleton at Isle aux Noix and to Captain Chambers
to be on their guard. Carleton to send a scout to Missisquoi and
Chambers not to sait for Crown Point tilt Carleton's scout returns.
Respecting scouts ordered for the Kennebec. Movement of men,
&c. 109

8ne, Saine to the same. Transmitting report on the provisions and
stating what steps he had taken to prevent waste. The robot
prisoners shall be rernoved to Chambly as ordored. 111
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1779. Report on the state of the biscuit at St. John's. Page 112
June 8, Powell to Haldimand. The scout has returned from M issisquoi
St John's. Bay without making any discovery, &c. 113
June 13, Same to the same. Any news respecting the enemy shall be sent
st. John's. to Le Maistre. McAlpin shall be furnished witn a list of the loyal-

ists about this post. Respecting the expenses incurred by Mr.
Johns. The captain of militia and inhabitants of Yamaska are
ordered to report all arrivals to Fraser. Tracks, supposed to be
those of Whitcomb and some Canadians, have lately been discovered ;
parties are out alter thiem, but to no purpose. 114

Account of money expended by Solomon Johns follows. 116

Jne 20, Same to the same. Ensign Battersby has returned from a scoutSt. John's. to Missisquoi Bay with prisoners, who have been sent to Chambly.
Movements of loyalists, &c. Asks for an allowance to the officer at
Pointe au Fer, he being at expense for assisting people going up and
down the lake. Calls attention again to Fraser's desire to have re-
inforcement at Yamaska. 117

June 27, Same to the same. Proposals for sending men to New York, and
St. John's• scouts to the Kennebec and elsewhere. His suspicions of threo men

lately brought in from Missisquoi ; that they are not desertors from
the enemy, but a rebel scout, although it may bu difficult to prove it ;
he will detain them till he hears from Quebec. Hopes to give a good
account of Whitcomb should he return. Arrangements for the arrest
of sp;es resorting to the house of a Canadian. Fraser at Montreal;
reports the provost crowded, and desires to remove prisoners to
Chambly to make room. Monthly return of prisoners ordered to
be sent by Major Hoyes. 119

June 30, Fame to the same. Sending papers and intelligence brought in
St. John's. by loyalists. Cox will be sent to Quebec by water. The loyalists

could not get intelligence frorm Kennebec. 121
July 2, Same to the same. Will do all he can to intercept the scouts coming
St. John's. in; the difficulty of tracking them ; the inhabitants of St. Charles,

on the east of the Sorel, assist them and act as guides. Arrivai
of eight men with letters and papers now forwarded ; one belongs to
Sir John Johnson's corps; six will join and they are sent off to Sir
John. The three suspected spies sent to Sorel ; the arms they
brought in are not paid for till it is seen how the men behave. 12.

July 6, Same to the same. Capture of a scout of three Canadians and an
8t. John's. Acadian employed by the Bostonians, who were taking full informa-

tion to the enemy of the force on the lake, the number of
troops, &c. A German deserter was also secured. A party of
Caughnawagas and Mohawks wish to be employed towards Ticon-
deroga. Surgeon's mate wanted at Chambly. 124

Ju70,1' Same to the same. fias given a reward for the capture of a
St. John'o» deserter from Prince Frederick's regiment. Representing the

necessity of supplying additional clothing to the rangers employed
as scouts from St. John's; Fraser represents the same necessity at
Yamaska. 126.

July 14, Return of families arrived at St. John's from Bennington, Ver-
mont. 127

July 16, Powell to Hllaldimand. JÀmes Carrol, a deserter from Hazen's
S. John's. corps, has given himself up and been sent to Captain MacAlpin.

Sends return of families (p. 127). They are sent to join the hus-
bands and fathers near St John's and at Sorel. 127a

July 20, Same to the same. Mohawks have returned from a scout to the
St. John's. Fourteen Mile Island, near Fort George; return sent of the killed
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1779. and of prisoners taken. Claus will send particulars. Sutherland,
with six mon of Sir John Johnson's corps, is waiting orders, and
employed scouting; they find scarcely any appearance of rebel
parties between St. John's and Yamaska. The route by which Whit-
comb comes into the Province. Page 128

July 24, Powell to Haldimand. Retura of a corporal and private of Sir
St. John's. John Johnson's corps from a scout below Albany; their dispatches

are sent to Sir John. Application, referred to His Excellency, has
been made to admit to parole Captain Brownson, a wounded prisoner.
The sergeant and mon taken at Fourteen Mile Island have been
sent to Chambly ; the officers are left at Montreal, as if sent to
Chambly they must have been put in the same room with
their men. A deserter of the 31st brought in; he has been sent to
Montreal to give evidence against two Uanadians who concealed him
and bought his clothes. 129

July 27, Same to the same. Transmitting news brought by three soldiers
St. John's. from Niagara; the others remained with Butler. Nathan Noyse, who

came down the lake la4t winter, has been imprisoned ou suspicion of
being attached to the rebels. The information against him is sent
down. The name of Evats, one of the informants, should not be
mentioned, as he is employed getting information. 130

July 30, Samo to the same. Prisoners brought from Missisquoi by ascout
St. John's. of the 29th; their account may lead to the detection of others.

Recommends LaViolotte, living at Isle aux Noix, for some reward
for his services in sconting for the last three years. Major Carleton
reports that the provisions sent from Chambly to Isle aux Noix are
extremely bad. 131

August 3, Same to the same. Reporting the character of the men who have
St. John's. applied for the release on parole, of Captain Brownson. Sherwood

and other loyalists declare that Brownson persecuted thenm more
than any person when they were prisoners. Will not, on account
of the character of those offoriog to be security and of the statementa
of the loyalists, enlarge Brownson till he hears from His Excellency.
Arrangements made to receive prisoners at Chambly, part of those
expected at Montreal from Lachine by Captain Law. 132

August 6, Same to the sane. Reporting a conspiracy by 27 of the prisoners
St. John's. to surprise the guard at Chambly; it was prevented by one of seven

other prisoners who had refused to join. Snggests that these seven
should be rewarded in some way. Sending contingent accounts and
stating that no warrant had been yet received ior those sent in
January. 134

August 18, Same to the same. Report received of Lieutenant Hare being
-St. John's. hanged at Albany. The prisoners shail be sent t> Quebec, so soon

as the Treasury brigs are ready to receive them. One of the men
from Missisquoi, sent to Sir John Johnson, has been drummed out
of the corps for behaving ill. 135

August 23, Same to.the same. Lieutenant Houghton is recommended to pro-
Montreal. motion on the death of Captain Crozier. 136
August 23, Sane to the same. lias come hore to send the prisoners from
Montreal. hence in one of the Treasury brigs, and has ordered the other to stop

at Sorel for the prisoners from Chambly. Sutherland returned from a
scout, having received a hurt which prevents him from going again
for ten days, leave has been given him to go to Quebec. Mr. Jones,
who has brought in some papers, &o., goes with him. Strongly
recommends Sutherland. 137
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1779 Powell to Haldimand. Arrival of mon of Johnson's corps sontAugiiet 29,'t. John's. from Oswegatchie to Johnstown, but having lost the guide, they have
come this way. The sergeant allowed to go to Sorel; the men sent
to Montreal to wait for him there. Page 139

August 29, Same to the same. Return of David the Mohawk with four
rangers and sixteen Indians. On the scout they took a sergeant and
a private of Warner's regiment at Fort George, and four deserters
from Riedesel's regiment. David has been allowed to take them all
to Claus, who will report. 140

September 1, Same to the same. Reports the opinion of the officers on the
et. John's. question or whether bread or flour should be served out to the gar-

rison. The saving effected by serving out bread instead of flour,
since Blaney, the assistant commisrary, came to the garrison. The
state of the works at Isle aux Noix is creditable to Major Carle-
ton. 141

September 1, Same to the same. Reporting the arrival of two men bringing
et. John's down loyalist women and children. Their intelligence and passes

are sont down, and they are detained as prisoners till the pleasure
of Ris Excellency is known. 143

September 7, Same to the same. Arrival of Daniel Duncan, of Petersham, and
et. John's. Moses Hulbert, of East Hosack, loyalists. They have been of great

service to the scout, and have therefore been set at liberty. 144
September 14, Same to the same. Transmitting intelligence from two prisonersSt. John's. brought in by John ihe Mohawk whilst on a scout to Fort George.

Are the prisoners sent from Niagara to Montreal to be removed to
Chambly ? Sending applications from officers for leave of ab-
sonce. 145

september 18, Same to the sane. Sends information brought in by Church and
et. John's. others. Death of HIawly, one of the men who brought in loyalist

women and children (p. 143). Justice Eely, the other, is anxions to
be released. Straw wanted for barrack bedding. Fraser is going
from Oswegatchie to the upper posts; Ensign Robinson of the 53rd
desires to go with him ; defers answering till is Excellency
writes. 146

September 28, Same to the same. Church is gone to Sorel Capt. Chambers
et. John'a. wilt give a report of the going and returnirg of four soldiers of the

31st who absented thomselves on Lake Champlain. The urgent
necessity for Lieut. Wdde to get leave of absence on h-s private
affairs. 148

October 3, Same to the same. Sending proposals as to the formation of two
St. John's. battalions of rangers from Peteis' corps. 149
October 6, Same to the same. Church and two other loyalists sent off on a
et. John's. scout. Intelligence transmitted, brought in by Fergusons, father

and son. Myers anxions to set off before the snow falls. 151
October 12, Same to the s.2me. Wilde Lqs been given leave of absence asSt. John's. ordered; he will take charge of invalids to Quebec. Five Canadians

brought in will be sent to Quebec in charge. of the invalida. Major
Hloyes asks that a lieutenant colonel and three other officers of the
prisoners at Chambly may be allowed to walk in the barrack

1780. yard. 15?¿
Jon780. 26 Major Carleton to the same. Sending an account of the conduct
n. Joh'.' of Mr. Danniels and Mr. Dalton in getting to Pointe au Fer on pre.

tence of business with the commissary, and who were exceedingly
inquisitive at all the posts to ascertain their strength, &c. 163

Pebruary 2, Same to the same. Complains of irregularities caused by loyalists
b. John'e. and others solling liquor close to the fort. Trans mita a request from

a loyalist named .Minor, for leave to go to Washington's army for
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1780. intelligence. Ris arrangements for a supply of wood to the garri.
Son. Page 154

Vebruary 23, Major Carleton to Haldimand. That the six guns have been de-
Et. Jobf>o. livered into the ordnance yard as ordered. Asks for instructions re-

specting the employment of Creuzbourg's chasseurs in cutting wood,
assibting at the works, &c. 156

February 23, Saine to the same. Movements of scouts. Samuel Adams ordered
et John's. to this post without loss of time. 157
March 4, Same to the same. Sends the papers found on the two Canadians,
et. John's. Antoine Emor and Pierre, Corvoan. They bad been sailors on board

the "Tartar" and carried prisoners into Charle-town. They go
to Qaebec with Capt. Meurs of the " Hope," their characters being
good. 158

Mach 11, Same to the same. Arrival of a flag at Pointe au Fer, with 20
bt. John's. sleighs, bringing 73 mon, women and children, exclusive of drivers.

A postscript states that 32 other persons bad just arrived. 159
March 17, Same to the same. Return of Sutherland with two prisoners;

ohn'. Vermont forming a corps of rangers to be under Allen, who with
four companios is to be stationed at Pittsford, 12 miles from Rutland,
where barracks and a blockhouse are to be built. Whitcomb, with
the other company, is to be at Cobos ; detachments are at presont
to bo sent out. Where the detachments >re at present; how quartered,
and on what routes employed in scouting. Hazen's road begins at
Peacham, ou the Connecticut; 48 miles are finished, and Hazen,
with his regiment, is expected shortly at Cobos to complote it.
Magazines of provisions have been forming ail winter. The two
prisoners brought in by Sutherland are willing to serve; they are
sent to Chambly. Sutherland bas received word froin Johnstown
that ail the loyalists there are to be formed into corps of rangers ;
those refusing are to be sent to Albany in irons, thoir houses
destroyed and property confiscated; they want a pilot sent for them.
The leave granted to Minor to go to the Colonies has been with-
held. 160

Ilarb 18, Same to the same. Colonel Yeats bas been sent off from Isle
f3t. Jon's. aux Noix ; return sent of families which have come in. Moor, one

of the drivers who came with the flag, is anxious to remain in
Canada, and not being allowed, bas absconded. What is tobe done
sbould he be found ? 163

Karch 20, Same to the same. With report as to those who are selling liquor
et. John'- without liconses. 164
Ro date. Information (in French), respecting men pretending to be

engaged !or work under the direction of Major Carleton, but who
are really on the side of the Bostonians. The document is addressed
to the commander of the post at St. John's, and not signed (at p.
172, the writer is called Gatien). 166

Manch 26, Walter Sutherland to Haldimand: The necessity of keeping anMontreal. active, strong scout on Lake Champlain; asks leave to raise a
company for that or any other service. If the loyalists on the
Mohawk cannot be recoived, they will bo compolled to join the

enemy. Ris proposais for scouting; an Indian and white man
would be enough for him jlst now. Applies for leave to take the
two mon made prisoners at Split Rock into the service. 169

March 29, Major Carleton to the same. Sends papers brought in by O'Neal
Et. John'm from bis scout.. Respecting papers addressed to Sir John Johnson

and Mr- Jones. The failure of Dr. Smyth's son to reach the Pro-
vince, owing to weakness. 171
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1780.
Âprîi 5, Major Carleton to Haldimand. Encloses letters. Will try to
St. John's. catch the tbrec men mentioned in Mr. Gatien's letter (p, 166); thinks

they are still lurking about the disaffected Canadian bouses. Page 172
April 19, Same to the same. Wili carry out bis orders. 173
St. John's.
April 26, Same to the same. Wili do all ho can to have the detachment
St. John'a. (of the 53rd ?) embarked immediately on their arrival. The

necessity for a strong guard on the bateaux. Asks leave to reduce
the force at Pointe au Fer, so that the reduction in the number of
subaltern officers at St. John's may be made up. 174

May 14, Same to the same. Reporting the unsuccessful search for rebel
bt. John's. scouts towards Chambly Mountain. A fresh scout will be sent ff

to watch et the suspected mill. The examination of Israel Fergu-
son shows that ho knows nothing of the enemy's movements, his
object in going ont being to get recruits. 175

The report from Colonel Pretorius dated at St. Charles, 8th
May, of a robel scout having been seen at a mill, is enclosed. 178

May 18, Same to the same. Reports the burning of the barracks in the
t John's. detached redoubt, the explosion of the magazines and the destruc-

tion of the embrasures, gun carriages, &c. Sends return of loses
and states how the fire took place. Arrival of two men from Fort
George ; they report 80 men to be there ; 10 at Fort Edward and
100 militia to repair the latter ; Gates reported to be a prisoner ;
Washington at Danbury. 179

May 20, Saine o the sane. Arrival of Oliver Church at Isle aux Noix
St. John's. with two men. One, James Hogdale, wishes to settle in Quebeo or

Montreal as a hatter. The other, Clerk, a soldier of the 33rd,
wishes to join hie regiment. Church will give an account of his
excursion personally in Quebec. The movements of different
parties out for intelligence, and reports of loyalists coming in ;
rumour of the capture of Charleston by the King's troops, &c. 181

May 24 Same to the same. Sending papers brought in by Captain Kyler
St. John's. (Cnyler ?), who goes to Quebec. On the arrival of Twiss a further

examination has been made respecting the fire at St. John's, which
has the appearance of havine been done by design. Description of
the men who have arrived with Kyler. 184

May 31, Saine to the same. Twiss has reported on the fire. A company
St. John's. from the corps of Colonel Pretorius bas arrived to assist in repair-

ing the lok s. Arrival of 39 loyalists and three negroes with Capt.
Wimple, and list of other arrivals from the Colonies. Wimple offers
to go to the assistance of Sir John Johnson, in case he should be
attacked on his return, but the offer is declined. 186

June;8, Same to the same. Reporting that two of the rebel scout, who
t. John's. were secreted at Chambly Mountain, have gone to Quebec. Mea-

sures taken to capture them. 189
June 17, Same to the sanie. The plan ho bas adopted to secure the two ho.-
St. John's. tages escaped from Chambly, and which ho believes wili be success-

fut. Mr. Johns proposes to form a party to carry off Whitcomb.
Captain Adams desires to have a party to enable him to secure the
escape of farmers from near Man:hester. 190

June 21, Same to the same. The two mon of the rebel scout gone to Que-
St. John's. bec are Canadians named Gerrard and Boileau; their plans. The

two escaped hostages killed an oz and carried off a quarter, so that
ho is afraid they pushed straight on. News received from the two
young men who went after them. They are waiting the arrivai of
a rebel scout. Arrival of Daniel Camei on, a deserter from Warner's
corps at Ticonderoga. He reports a corps of 400 çommanded by
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1780. Governor Clinton and another of 300 from the Grants to be pushing
forward to cut off Sir John Johnson on his retreat ; another corps
of 300 from the Mohawk expected to be sent against Sir John. Rose
left at Arlington by Buell (p. 182), bas baen seized by the robots
and, it is reported. will be hanged. Page 192

June 24, Peter Charls to Major Brown. Reporting that all friends are
St. John's. well ; no fleet yet arrived; ho had furnished provisions and a fire-

lock to two escaped prisoners. Offers to enhst men for the Ameri-
can service. (Badly writton and signed Peter Charls, his + mark.
Intercepted letter, see p. 198.) 194

June 27, Major Carleton to laldimand. Mr. Dufoo (DiVeau ?), arrived this
St. John's. day, bas been allowel to go to Quebec, and turnished with money.

Descriptive return of mon brought in from Arlingtôn by Mr. Hal-
bert. Rose bas been tried at Arlington, acquitted, but re-eonfined
in irons by the captain of militia. 195

June 28, Same to the same. Sending intercepted letter from the Canadian
-t. John's. at whose bouse the two young men were concealed; his name is

Pierre Charles Grenier, living on the La Prairie road, two miles
from St. John's; ho sent off the young men, being afraid the captain
of militia would find them, but fitted them out exceedingly well; they
are now scouting round Missisquoi Bay and near Pointe au Fer.
Plan to catch the letters sent to the bouse of Madame Conty; she
has a servant maid; ho will set a smart young lad after ber, and
hopes to secure the letters. Is afraid that from illneus ho wili have
to ask leave to go somewhere into the country for a change. 198

July 1, Same to the same. Report of the capture of Charleston confirmed
Chambly. by arrival from Johnstown. Fort Stanwix evacuated, the troops

there being ordered to the Highlands. Ill-usage of families at
Johnstown. His own ill-health. 200

July 9. Same to the same. Reporting the arrival of Mr. Lennen; the
Chambly. good character ho obtained from the loyalists and others, in contra

diction to Wrag's denunciation; there has been a long standing
fend between the two families. Papers brought in by Moffat; con-
firms the reported capture of Charleston. Sir Henry Clinton mov-
ing up the North River in force; reported reinforcement of 15,000
men from England, encamped on Long Island. How ho proposes.
to trace the correspondence from Montreal and this quarter. The
Canadians still speak confidently of an attack on Yamaska, and some
of them believe that after the 21st of this month they are not bound
to obey orders, the 21 years of capitulation having expired. Two
Canadians are to be despatched to carry word to the enemy should
any large parties be sent up the lake. He would wish to go to
Quebec for a time on account of his health, should the service
permit. 202

Letter from Richard Wrag denouncing Lauson (Lonnen in Carle-
ton's, p. 202) as a rebel, enclosed. 205

July 17, Major Carleton to Haldimand. Arrival of loyalists; they re-
Chambly. port that the rebels inteoded to keep out parties on both sides of

the lake to carry off ait working parties sent out by the Province.
One of the two escaped hostages bas given himself up, the other is
supposed to have perished. 209

July 23, Same to the same. Arrival of Sergeant Boyce with a party of
Chambly• loyalists; abstract Of the newS they bring. A person going off

shortly with letters for the Colonies, three or four others to go with
him, ail of whom will be taken and carried where their capture
will not be known. 210
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1780.
AuguSe i, Major Carleton to Haldimand. Arrivai of Zipperly with dis-.
Chonbly. patches; ho is sent to Quobec. Arrivai of Fergnson; his arrange-

inents for procuring intelligence from Albany. Page 212
August 1, Same to the same. Reporting arrivais, &c. 213
Chamb1 y. Names of four Canadians enclosed. 215,
August 11, Captain Monsell to the same. Reporting the arrivai of escaped
St. John's. prisoners, &c. 216
August 20, Sane to the sane. Return of a sergeant of Sir John Johnson's
St. John's. corps from Mohawk River, with twelve recruits for that corps, one

for Butler's and one loyalist. Brant was in the Colonies and had
burned a number of houses and taken prisoners, &,. Church re-
ports the French fleet blockaded at Rhode Island by Admiral
Graves, they had landed 6,000 troops there and taken out the guns
to get the ships up Providence River. Whilst in the woods he had
heard firing, which he supposes was at the Hlighlands. 217

Anguet 23, Same to the same. Arrivai of Lieut. Fraser with twelve recruits.
St. John's. He, Dr. Smyth and Mr. Lancet (sic) had broken out of Albany

gaol; doos not know what became of the other two; sends intelli-
gence. 218

August 27, Same to the sanie. Return of Tyler of Rogers' corps with four
St. John '. recruits. 219
Agust 3' Same to the same. Return of Beaty with recruits for Rogers and

' one loyalist; had taken three prisoners, but was forced to let two
go for want of provisions. 220

September 3, Sane to the same. Arrivai of recruits from the Colonies. Has
si. Jobn'a. got two men to go with Taylor, sent un by Bis Excellency for an

expedition to the Colonies. DeFea (DeVeau) with his party is ready
to sot off in the morning from Montreal. Tçwo of the ten deserters
from Berthier have given themselves up; a party sent after the
others. 221

September 6, Same to the sanie. Arrivai of recruits. Winet Williamson and
et John'a. Stephen Far-ington sent from New York by Sir Henry Clinton,

are forwarded to Quebec with the letter they bring. 223
September ' Same to the same. The other eight German deserters have givenSt. John's. themselves up. Two parties bave left for the Colonies for men and

to get intelligence about the French fleet, &c. 224
Beptember 1o, Sane to the same. Arrivai of a flag of truce with families fromtS. John's. the Colonies, bringing letters and newspapers; the latter old, and

not worth the expense of sending. 2z5
9®Pteb er 10, Same to the same. Arrivai of recruits for different corps; sends

1 intelligence brought in. 226.
Be er 14 Mathews to Morsell. Acknowledging receipt of report of the

surrender of deserters and arrival of familie-. The latter are to be
received and accommodated till Powell arrives. Ris Excellency
hopes that these people may be able to earn their livelihood. 2N7

&eptember 20, St.Leger to Powell. Respecting the arrangements for the services
at the post and the transport of wood for the garrison, consequent
on the withdrawal of part of the troops. (Apparently written from
Sorel. See B. 136, p. 64.) 228

September24, Powell to Haldimand. Desiring instructions as to his course of
t. John's. conduct with respect to the flags of truce and the projected attack

on one Of the enemy's posts, and asking what answer is to be returned
to Washington's letter. Information bas been sent to the enemy
of proposed expeditions, by which means the loyalists cannot move
without discovery. Shall ho send to Chambly a soldier who has
been guilty of treachery ? Has ordered Willam Fraser from Yam-
aeka and hie brother to be here on the 27th, as they will be of great
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1780. use to Carleton. The delay in the prosecution of the works, unless
men are sent to replace those of the 29th regiment who bave been
withdrawn. Page 230

8ptember 25, Powell to Haldimand. The proposed expedition is perfectly well
Job s. known to every sailor on board the vessels in which the men with

the flags of truce romain. Has sent an express to detain tbem tilt
further orders; suggests that they might be allowed to go in a fort-
night. The families to go with the flag at Pointe au Fer ; has sent
provisions to thom. 283

Ptember 30, Same to the same. Tho Green Mountain boys are making no
Bt. JOhn '- preparations for an attack, nor do they expect one to be made on

them, although some time ago they bad fortified a blockhouse, in
expectation of being attacked. The sickness in the 29th bas groatly
reduced t he strength of the garrison. Arrival of Campbell with 300
Indians; only 100 wantod for the expedition. Campbell proposes
to send the rest to the Connecticut, to make a diversion in Major
Carleton's favour; bas consented to them going under Lieutenant
Houghton. The expedition under Major Carleton has set off in
great spirits. The plan of attack towardi; Lake George given in
detail. Two prisoners from Bethel, on White River, brought in by
Indians. 234

Ctober 1, Same to the same. Arrival of Stevenson from Crown Point, who
John's. reports that owing to some mistake the flags had been sent ofi before

the families to go with them had arrived. Trusts that this will not
injuriously affect Major Ci leton's operations. Asks instructions as
to sending the families off with a flag from here, and requests that.
His Excellency would sond such a letter as ho (Powell) could sign
to be sent with thom. Stevenson represents the necepssity of sending
warm clothing for the families at Pointe au Fer. Has paid Captain
and Samuel Sherwood the money they disbursed for scouts and
intelligence. 237

October 4, Same to the same. Has sont off a soldier of the 47th to Quebec;
t- John's. one of the 21st bas been allowed to go to the part of the country to

which Hougbton bas gone, the Indians being responsible for his re-
turn. Respccting prisoners-Noiseau, whom Pritchard believes he
can make useful; Hamel, whose confession is sent down and Duford
who should be sent to Chambly on account of his bealth. Ferguson
bas arrived with seven recruits. Expected arrivals of loyalists. 240.

October , Same to the same. The critical state of Major Hughes ; asks thatt. John's. in view of the little hope of his life, permission may be given to sell
his commission for the benefit of his family. 242

ober 6, Same lo the same. Is sending down Canadians arrived from the
it. John' Colonies. Illness of Pierre Floquette, an inhabitant of Quebec, bas

prevented him fron being sent with the rest. 244
October 7. Major Carleton to Powell. Ar ived last night in the bay behind
grown Point. Crown Point; to night ho will run past Ticonderoga and on the

following night land at the bead of South Bay, whence ho shall send
back his boats and return by the west side of Lake George. Has sont
a party to sink Captain Monro's boats for him. The rebels have sent
two Indians to Canada to treat with the Canadian Indians. 245

Bt ber , Powell to Haldiniand. Respectirg the delay in sending thet.on). families back to the Colonies. If an opportunity offers to send them
to New York it would put an end to alh difficulties. :46

Bther 8, Same to the same Death of Major Hughes; urges that the sale of
ito'• bis commission, applied for before the Major's death, may be allowed

to go on. Iow the promotions will go on in the regiments. 247
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1780.
October 10, Powell to Hlsldimand. Arrival of a flag with some loyalists;
St. John's. will send off the letter to C. V. Schaik, if the families at Pointe au

Fer are to bc sEnt back. The letter for Colonel Bolton has not been
received. Page 249

October 11, Same to the same. Sanding report of Major Carleton's intended
Montreal. movements. Campbell has been instructed to look out for the tWO

Indians (p. 245). The bateaux will not be able to leave the Coteau
du Lac tilt Sunday, so that ho can wait tilt Saturday for the arrival
of the post at Montreal. M. Corbin is dead at St. John's. 250

October 13, Same to the same. Sending two cows to His Excellency, &o. 251
Montreal.
October 16, Haldimand to Monsell. Ordering him to send off to the Colonies
Quebec. the families at Pointe au Fer, with a letter from Powell to the our-

manding officer at Albany, and also a letter to the same effect tO
Colonel V. Schaik. Should the season permit, a vessel is to be sent
for the families specified in Powell's letter, who are assembled at
the frontier post. To consult Major Carleton on the above and tO
issue provisions to Rev. Mr. Ryan and family the same as to other
loyalists. 252

October 16, Monsell to Haldimand. Arrival of recruits and a loyalist. 253
St John's.
October 16, Major Carleton to Powell. Account of the capture of Fort Anne;
-Crown Point. advance on Fort George; skirmish with and capture of a party of

the enemy, in which a captain, three sabalterns and 23 privates
were killed, one subaltern and one private wounded, and one sub-
altern and six privates made prisoners; surrender of the fort;
difficulty of saving the prisoners from the fury of the Indians at the
time, but since thon the Indians have behaved well, and noither
stripped nor behaved roughly to the prisoners; destruction of the
fort and return, accompanied by.loyalist families. The account in
the letter gives the operations from the 9th to date. 254

October 17, Same to the same. Askiug that Captain Chipman may be allowed°CroWn Point. to go on parole, to be exchauged for any British captain named. If
not exchanged in a given time ho will give himself up. Has sent
four cows. The dispatches forwarded for Brigadier Allen, of Ver-
mont, had to bo destroyed, the messenger being pursued. Will dis-
miss all the Indians, with a few exceptions. If the cattle spoken of
are not removea ho will have a dash at them. 261

October 18, Same to the same. Sending dispatches. 263
Urown Point.
-October 19, Monsell to Haldimand. Arrivals from the Colonies for the differeti
48t. John's. corps. Sending Major Carleton's dispatches. The people at Pointe

au Fer are to bu delivered to the flag of truce according to Ris
Excellency's orders. 264

October 22, Same to the same. la getting bateaux ready to send to Major
8t. John's. Carleton to Milles Bay, to bring in loyahdsts from di fferent parts of

the country. Carleton has sont in 60 prisonere and the Indians have
brought in upwards of 40. 263

October 22, Same to the same. Arrival of recruitR and loyalists. Campbell
St. John's. reports from Albany that two Indians had come with lettons fror1

the Frencli at Rhode Island addressed to Montreal, urging the
Canadians to destroy all the powder magazines in Canada. Platt, of
Rogers' corps, has brought in intelligence. ioughton has arrived
with 32 prisoners, &c.; details of his proceedings. 266

October 25, Major Carleton to the same. Reporting his proceedings since the
Orown Point. 16th inst.; had examined Otter Creek which was deserted; return Of

Monro and other detachments. Will send the families to the
Colonies with the returning flag of the enemy. 268
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eto7be 8 0. Major Carleton to Haldimand. Has settled with Capt. Chipman
Miller's Bay. about the exchange. Page 271
Oetober 28, Same to the same. Pointing out his difficulty with regard to the
Mler's Bay, intention of His Excellency towards the employment of the Indians.

The Mohawks have ail marched home because he refused to go with
his whole force against Fort Edward. The scarcity of provisions
prevents any such enterprise. Will move to South Bay and send off
a detachment to take a conspicuous place on Lako George to de-
ceive the enemy. Reports received of the successes of Sir John
Johnson on the Mohawk. 272

Ot r 29h Job Leger to Lernout. Sending dispatches. 275-

October 31, Maj. Carleton to Haldimand. Strong scouts sent up to Lake
orown Point. George, making as much show as possible ; having been

seen by three scouts, the alarm will be general. 1,200 to
1,500 men are at Castleton; 500 militia between Fort George
and Fort Edward, and Schuyler has asked for 500 more to
defend the frontiers. A large force of the enemy had corne down
to the narrows to cut off his retreat, but bis return to this place
from Ticonderoga had frustrated the attempt. The gunboats have
arrived ; Captain Chambers offered to rernain, but an officer con-
sidered sufficient. Arrival of Major Clerk, Brigade Major to Ethan
Allen, with a flag and letter. His attempt to force a discussion re-
specting negotiations ; the difficulty of repelling his advances and
inducing him to speak of bis mission, to effect an exchange of
prisoners. Ras sent a message to Brigadier Allen (Ethan) that the
cetssation of arms would be observed, and desiring a personal inter-
view. Clerk represents that the people of Vermont are exasperated
against New York, and tired of constant alarms. Was obliged to
refrain from hostilities in Northern New York, as Vermont might
have been called on to assist these people, which, in the unsettled
state of affairs, might have entailed serious consequences. 276

ajovmber 1, Monseil to the same. Arrival of recruits and loyalists, and of
1 dispatches from Major Carleton. 279

Sevember 6, Major Carleton to Colonel Gansevoort. That families from theXI• Bay. Colonies, specified in Brigadier Powell's list, will be received. Will
send boats to Skenesborough to be there from the 9th to the 14th.
The stories told of prisoners being scalped and tortured alive are
false. Only one man was killed after being taken prisoner; before
the close ot the action, he refused to be led tothe British guard, was
refractory and was killed in a dispute with two Indians. Not one-
prisoner was either stripped or insulted after the action. 280

November 7, St. Leger to Mathews (?). Desires information as ti the character8t. John's• of persons who are applying for leave to winter on different parts
of the lake for the purpose of cutting timber ; the danger of grant-
ing leave to the disatfected. Platt bas set off with dispatches art-
fully concealed ; Bewell to be employed if anotber express is wanted
to Budîbras, who gives it the last litt to Sir Henry Clinton. 28eNovemaber 12, Same to the same. Sending Benjamin Davis, with dispatches
from Sir fHenry Clinton, to deliver them personally in Quebec.
Movements of Major Carleton, and arrangements for sending the
troops to winter quarters. 284

>IOvemaber 15, Same to the same. Major Carleton having been ordered to serd
another flag of truce, he (St. Leger) bas made no inquiry as to its
object. Points out that he has no very definite instructions for the
management of the post. 286
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November 15, Major Carleton to Haldimand. Enclosing letters received by a
St. John's. flag from Col. Gansevoort. [lad moved down the lake in consequence

of the frost threatening to close navigation. Marsh has been sent off
with letter to Brigadier Allen. Two desorters from the 84th have
escaped. Page 288

November 15, Same to Brigadier Geieral Allen. It will be impossible to con-
St. John's. vey the prisoners across the lake before it is f rozen and perbaps not

till spring. Asks for lists of prisoners in Canada and Vermont for
whom an exchange is proposed. The exchange is to be with and
for the benefit of Vermont only ; for reasons stated, the trace is to
be considered at an end. 289

November 22, Sane to Haldimand. Strongly recommending the two brothers
Chambly. Fraser, who wish to join Sir John Johnson's corps. Asks for

assistance for the winter, as ho had been prevented from recruiting.
The caution he ·has observed with Sherwood in sending him to
Vermont. It is generally known that a treaty is in progress. 2)1

November 25, St. Leger to Mathews. Arrival of Myres, of Rogers' corps froma
St. John's. New York, with one McCarty from Connecticut and five recruits.

Myres bas no dispatches and little news, McCarty reports that ho
was informed of Rhode Island being in the hands of Uis Majesty's
troops, and that the French troops were to be sent to France. Sends
newspapers; it is a pity those who bring them would not hand
them over direct, as that would eave the spreading of false reports.
The consternation of the people on the Mohawk River. 293

November 26, Major Carleton to the sane. Arrival of Sherwood ; the result of
St. John's. his negotiations cannot be communicated by letter; they (Carleton

and Sherwood) will both go to Quobec. Ensign McDonell bas not
yet returned with the families for whom ho was sent; there are
about 230 souls. Sends correspondence between McDonell and
Schuyler. 295

November 29, St. Leger to the same. Return of Platt from the Colonies ; ho
St. John's. gives a circumstantial account of the mode of keeping up corres-

pondence and of the plans to ho adopted for securing the safety of
the messengers and dispatches. Arrival of refugees. 2;)6

December 6, Sane to the same. Arrival of refugeos included in the flag of
St. John's. truce, who have suffered greatly, particularly the children ; has

sent up the heads of families to succour them and also tea, &o., to
relieve their wretched situation, as weil as some blankets and
warm clothing for the obildren. Recommends two men of the 34th
for their services ; they will be useful for any enterprise. 300

December 9, Sane to the sane. (Private.) Asks for a copy of his letter re-
St. John's. specting Platt's plans (p. 296). 302
December 16, Same to the sane. Report by Lieut. Jones, of Jessup's corps, of
St. John',. the manner in which Caughnawaga Indians carry dipatches from

Canada to the Colonies. 305
December 20, Sane to the sane. Further respecting the plan for keeping up
St. John's. communication as proposed by Platt, &c. 303
December 26, Sane to the sane. That he is sending to Quebec the bearers of
St. John's. dispatches from Sir leinry Clinton. 306
Decomber 27, Same to the same. Remarks on charges made by certain loyalists
St. John's. against Major Rogers and the officers and n:en of his corps. Explains

the reason of one of the charges,-over issue of rations,-caused by
error in the absence of Rogers; the other,-not doing guard daty-
is not correct. 307
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LETTERS FROM OFFICERs COMMANDING AT Sr. JoHN'S.
1778-1784.-VOL. If.

B. 134. B. M., 21,794.
1781.

January 9, Col. Barry St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. Delay in receiving lettersPort St. owing to the state of the river. Letter settling the ceremonial of the'Johns. occasional cartel rcceived. Enclosure forwarded to Dundas, with
proper hints, and tatisfactory answer received. Thanks for attention
to intercession for Stacey, and opinion of the value of Sherwood's
services, abilities and zeal. Orders as to scouts attended to. Quiin
will be conducted to Albany, and watch kept on Saratoga and neigh-
bourhood. A confidential man sent to Vermont to discover move-
ments and intentions there. Sherwood bas list of loyalists who may
be employed, who have requested Major Nairne to be sentto St.
John's to be in readiness. Sherwood's part to be kept behind the
curtain to prevent jealousies. Mischief done by inquisitive and com-
municative people; their talk of the hostile feeling of Congress to-
wards Vermont. Report in New York that Allen bas joined the
British with 600 men traced to the propagators instructions given
as to the information to be obtained. (Date on letter, 1780, is in-
correct.) Page 1

January 17, Same to the same. Arrival of a Canadian from C3hos, apparently
ort St. driven in by misery; attempt to obtain information from him; hiaJohn's. contradictory answers; recognized as a rebel. Sherwood has scouts

ready for the Connecticut River. Inconvenience and risk to the
service of no post to Sorol ; how it might be kept up. The mildnesa
of the weather prevonts frieze work being built for the protection of
the vessels. 5

January 20, Same to the sanie. His sense of the General's approval. Scout
Port St. for the Connecticut has left Isle aux Noix. Eguipment for the party
John's. sent to Shorwood. How unserviceable bankets could be made use-

ful. 8
January 24, Same to the same. Scouting party sent off from Isle aux Noix to
Port st. Ballitown or Saratoga. Platt might be sont to Shepphard or Wing.john's. To guard against acts of the disaffected in consequence of His Ex-

cellency's proclamation, every precaution bas been taken to guard
the exit by the Ch5zy River; a constant succession of scouts from
hero and Yamaska will scour Missisquai, and Capt. Fraser will
watch Momphremagog and the passage by the St. Francis. Weather
still mild. 9

January 31, Same to the same. To avoid the inconvenience of equipping scouts
Fort at St. John's, men have been sont to Sherwood, and placed entirelyCnambly. under his orders, to report what is doue for the information of head

quarters. Further examination of La Porte (sqe p. 5); the propo-
sition to him to pilot a scout this winter made by Bailey. Exasper-
ation against Joseph Louis since his desertion, The object of the
scout to discover if troops had come in, and if there were designa
against Vermont. Letter from Curé Portier (Porlier?) enclosed. 10

eb Jon'' Same to Gen. Haldimand. Representing that the board ordered
to inquire irito the claims by the loyalists for losses during the
campaign of 1777, should be composed of officers who had served in
that campaign and that ho and the other members of the board

P'ebra appointed for that purpose should be relieved of the duty. 13
bt. h 11, Same to Mathews. Arrival of Davis with instructions ; ho shall

'' be equipped and escorted agreeably to orders. là
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1781.
February Il Col. Barry St. Loger to Capt. Matbews. Is sending Captain Prit-
Si. Johns. chard as bearer of bis own report ; finds that he bas communicatedt

all ho knew to Major Dundas. Is not aware if the Major is author-
ized to make such inquiries, but he (St. Leger) cannot be responsible-
for secrecy, owing to the number of channels through which intel-
ligence is sent. Sherwood's high opinion of Daniel West, and his,
abilities in searching for uselul iuformation. Mr. Marsh of the same-
opinion. Page 15-

February 16, Same to the same. Scouts out in every direction. Indian.
Et. John's. sent out by Col. Campbell reports having seen tho tracks of 30 rebel

scouts, from Onion River to Grand Isle. It must have been Prit-
chard's party, as no rebel scout could have got in unobserved. Capt.
Twiss intends to come to St. John's to assist tho board. Desires in-
structions as to furnishing money to Capt, Sherwood for scouts. 17

Februard 24, Same to Gen. Haldimand. That the board of officers request that
Et. John's. all accounts, &c, be laid before men of business or regimental pay-

masters, and that no further business be laid before the board, whose
time is aliready fully occupied, Sundays not excepted. 19

February 28, Same to Captain Mathews. Pritchard has set off for his coup de main.
E1. John'-'. Croftit returned from Vermont, confirma reports from Albany about

northern expedition. The French on bad terms with the rebels.
People tired of the war and piay that Clinton's proclamation may be
accepted. The flags had loft Connecticut but were probably doter-
red by a snowstorm from procoeding. 20

February 28, Same to Gen. Haldimand . The great number of memorials, &c.,Si. John'. presented to the board for provisions, &c., supplied to Burgoyne, and
claims for losses by troops and Indians, during the campaign of
1777, unaccompanied by proper vouchers. The claims can only be
settled by officers who bave served on that expedition. 22

March 2, Same to the same. The board of officers recommend muster.
St. John's. ing the loyalists to ascertain the exact number receiving provisions,

and to check abuses. 23
March 4, Same to the same. The complaints by Lieut. Colonels Peters,t John's. Jessup and Fraser against Major Rogers' officers for recruiting

improperly. The advice of the board to Major Rogers. The com-
plaints withdrawn, they having been made from misapprehen-
sion. 25

iarch 7,, Same to Captain Mathews. Enclosing Samuel Sherwood's nar-Et John s. rative of his Ecout to Kingsbury, and the information recoived. His
Excellency's dispatches roceived and forwarded by Quin's scout.
Bas paid the scout additional half a dollar a day each; their satis-
faction an.d zeal. 27

Marti, 13, Azariah Pritchard to - . Account of his proceedingsEt. Johnu. on scout from Lake Champlain to Peacham, where Major Davis
lived; information received there regarding troops; Davis gone to
Canada, He imprisons the family; is informed of where to find
Col. Thomas Johnson and Page, whom ho made prisoners. Burns
two blockhouses and two chests of cartridges. Took five prisoners,
but released two on their taking the oath not to bear arms. Col.
Johnson's wish to support neutrality. His influence and the ser-
vices of which ho is capable. 28

March 13, William Marsh and J. Sherwood. Report. by order of Col. St.St. John's. Loger, respecting the disposition of Col. Thomas Johnson. le
seems desirous to secure neutrality, and they recommend him to
His Excellency. 31
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1781
4Mh 4 Col. Barry St. Leger to Captain Mathews. Enclosing Pritchard's

evidently 14, journal. The moderation of Pritchard; his knowledge of transac-
St. John's. tions with Vermont; bas transferred him to Sherwood and Marsh,

for them to obtain information on the subject. Johnson h ept prisoner,
in reality, though not in appearance, with Sherwood. Page 32

March 24, Same to the same. Arrival of Wilsie and his party, having
Sorel. escorted Davis and bis party ; no intelligence. Board reassembled

with only five members, Major Carleton being ill and Col. Macbean
ordered to remain at bis post. Will proceed when Major Nairne
arrives with the parties concerned. 33

Xo date. Same to the same. The board bas completed the business. The
report will be sent by Capt. Le Maistre. 34-

April 4, Same to the same. John Graves, who escorted Platt into the
Province, is anxions to hear respecting bis family and what the
rebels think of the manner ho was taken off, so that he may be able
to act with more confidence. 35

-APril 4, Same to the same. Unsuccessful pursuit of a man who had left
the Province; search in the chantiers. Arrival of two old men at
Pointe au Fer, one a sergeant of 27th, the other had been servant to
Mr. Geddes, paymaster in Burgoyne's army. Receipt of warrant
acknowledged. Money matters. 36

APril 21, Same to the same. Acknowledging letters and information for
ohn',- Graves. Regulations respecting recruiting. Capt. Chambers and

ho will arrange the biscuit business; their entire agreement. Arrival
of Capt. Anderson for his family. 38

ne date. Same to the same. Agreement with Col. Macbean that all
material points of communication should be sent equally to Yamaska
and St. John's. Desertion from Yamaska and apprehended attempts
of rebels to escape from Chambly. 39

no date. Saine th General Hlaldimand. The arrangements for men to serve
under Capt. Chambers in the marine department, partly regulars
and partly royalists from Rogers' corps. To supply the want of
these men will draw in regulars from Pointe au Fer, giving charge of
that post to Capt. Ruiter. No mon taken from the King's works.
Men for the expedition of the 8th reported by Sherwood to be in
readiness. 40

xo date. Same to Capt. Mathews (?). The bad conduct of the gaol recruits
and of those for Rogers' corps. Several have deserted and others
have been tried for threatening to do so. Parties sent in pursuit of
deserters. Deserters piloted by Gibson, who was out with Pritchard.
Attempted escape of Noyce, a state prisoner. 42

>y 16, Same to the same (?). Has been injudicious in bis choice of com.
8 JOhn'U. mander for Pointe au Fer. The change mentioned by His .Excellency

shall be made. Loss by Dr. Smyth of bis pocket-book with letter
addressed to Capt. Chambers. In the absence of Sherwood, he (St.
Leger) has taken Johnson into his own quarters. Processes entered
against Canadians for assisting deserters to escape. Lernoult's
arrival. 45

t 2o,', Same to the same (?). Johnson has written to his family for money;
hn s. letters inspected, and arrangements for sending them and receiving

remittance. Johnson desires to send home private papers. 47
June 3, Same to the same. Arrival of Davis with the General's dispatches
t. John'. from New York, although it was reported that ho had been

taken. 48ne date. Same to the same. Platt allowed to go to represent in person to
His Excellency the deplorable state of his finances. Mon sent out
to capture Moss; he had gone to Albany, so the expedition failed.
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1781. Information sent of the stops taken to capture Orlapping and Char-
lan and the punishment of the corporal by whose negligence they
escaped. Page 49June 9, Col. Barry St. Leger to Captain Mathews. (?) When Johnson's

St. John's. parole is executed at Isle aux Noix he will be conducted to Three
Rivers by Sherwood. Account of the deserter, Almon, from the
Hessian Chasseurs. He and other deserters will be escorted to Que-
bec. Two runaway boys from the "I ind " will be sent to Captain
Chambers. Money advanced to Sherwood. Two rebel deserters sent
down by Chambers. Instructions to Major Hoyes respecting de-
fences. 50

June 20, Benjamin Patterson. Memorandum of the present situation of theSt. John's. United States, &c. The manner and cost of raising new levies; the
dissatisfaction caused. The scarcity of provisions. New Hampshire
bas only 150 men to guard the frontiers and are building a 74 at Ports-
mouth. Vermont voted to raise 900 men; the details of the towns,
&c., from whence drawn and names of commanders. No expedition
against Canada, but a motion by Whitccmb to send a party to St.
Francis. No troops at Cohos but a scouting party. 53

June 22, Col. Barry St. Loger to Capt. Mathews (?). Myers, of Rogers'
Bt. John's. corps, returned with 15 recruits; he desires to explain to His Excel-

lency his roasons for taking four militia officers prisoners as well as
16 others. Capt. Chambers has -sent a lad of 18 deserted from a
Vermont scout. Arri'al of Dr. Smyth during bis (St. Leger's)
absence in Montreal. Capt. Churchill showed him every civility.
Wing supplied and forwarded with his party. Elisha Russell returned
f rom Vermont and reported to Major Dundas. Arrival of Benjamin
Patterson; his doubts concerning him. Description of two of the
recruits brought by Myers. 'hey are deserters from the Royal
Regiment of Deux Ponts at Rhode Island; may draw something
out of them Platt's pension sufficient; he is faithful but indiscreet.
The regulars lately arrived will march for Quebec. 55

June 23, Same to the same. Transmitting papers sent in by a Philadelphia
St. John'e. Quaker arrived at Castletown. Awaits instructions as to answer. 60
June 28, Same to the same. Dr. Smyth has taken down the accounts of
St. John's. persons lately arrived from the Colonies. Transmits his accounts to

the 24th.' Wants a clerk. 61
June 30, Same to the same. Sending papers and the declarations of Mr.
St. John's. Rose and Jessie Brown. The capture of deserters and evidence.

The two deserters caught at Missisquoi offered the mon of the
rangers money for their ransom, but it was refused. Patterson
informs Dr. Smyth that two of the men gone off with Pritchard
intend to betray him. They are sent after, but Pritchard only
returns one of them. The inquiry into Noyes' imprisonment post-
poned. 63

July 9, Proceedings of court martial to examine into the charges against
Chambly. Nathan Noyes for disaffection ; his acquittal, the charges not being

proved. 65
July 11, Col. Barry St. Loger to Capt. Mathews (?) His indisposition.
St. John's. The crop of hay on Isle aux Noix. The " Royal George " about to

start with an officer and a party of soldiers according to instructions.
The charges sont wili be investigated ; orders given to prevent in-
tercourse between the people from the Colonies and the loyalista.
Pritchard has recruited five foreign seamen and other improper
subjects. Restrictions placed on recruiting by Major Rogers; ho has
had no hand in the dirty transactions of his officers ; ho is culpable
only from supineness. Mr. Smyth arrived ; his business now on
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1731. the anvil ; he as been taken to his (St. Leger's) house for
privacy. Page 72

July l3, Col. Barry St. Loger to Captain Mathews (?) Message from Prit.
St. John's. chard for reinforcements ; his proceedings on Connecticut River;

will send none, so as to bring him to a sense of bis presumption. 75
July 13, Same to the same (?) Mr. F- 1 (Frill, see p. 35) has arrived ;
St. John's. Davis also returned withont accomplishing anything. Papers

brought by F-1 transmitted, one against Elkin, of Rogers' corps,
who was brought back from accompanying Pritchard. ie bas been
caught in the act ot deserting and wili be sent to Queboc. 77

July 15, P. Schuyler to General Washington. Congratulations that a de-
Albany. tachment of the Count de Grasse's fleet will speedily join that under

DeTouche, for the attack on Quebec ; regrets that more troops were
not ordered from the West Indies ; the inadequacy of the force for
the reduction of Quebec, even with those from Cohos. Advises an
augmentation of 2,500 to 3,000 men to join DeTouche. A demon-
stration should be made against New York. Rochambeau and the
French troops sbould not leave till the fleet sails from Boston. Has
detained orders for General Baily. D3Grasse's success over Rodney.
Is not aware why Greene raised the siege of ninety-six. 79

July 17, John Campbell to Col. Gordon, prisoner of war. The bearer will
Chambly. bring back anything from Montreal for the use of hi mself and other

prisoners. He has not been able to communicate with the others ;
sends news of his (Gordon's) family. 82

-July - Col. Barry St. Loger to Oapt. Mathews. Various parties sent off.
Chambly. Transmits the inquiry into imprisonment of Noyes; also into charge

by Jessup against Myers. The indecency of these charges against
one another. The desertion of prisoners from Montreal. 84

July 18, Same to the same. Respecting a demand by Major Dundas for
St. John's. cash for expenditures. 86
July 21, Same to the same. Declarations of Corporal Jackson and W. Arm-
St. John's. burg and their respective parties forwarded. Capt. Steel's complaint

against Campbell, a prisoner; his outbreak on 4th July and its stop.
page. Campbell's correspondence with Gordon ; requests that ho
may be interdicted from the use of pen, ink and paper. 87

July 22, B. S. (Col. St. Loger) to Capt. Sherwood. The sending out of
kt. John's. parties is left to his discretion, without previous communication.

Order sent to Capt. Wood at Pointe au Fer to furnish men needed, is
enclosed. 89

July 23, A. Pritchard, Capt., King's rangers. Narrative of his proceed-
ings on the Connecticut River; his betrayal by deserters. Took
Whipple prisoner, but could not briog him on as ho was unable to
walk from gout. Why ho did not burn ; in about a month will be
the best time for that purpose. Whipple's character. 90

July 23, Declaration of John Foster, a deserter from Cl. Van Schaick's
St. John's. regiment. Mutiny in the regiment for arrears of pay. Reported

defeat of French by British at White Plains. Attack at Bowman's
Creek by Butler's Rangers and Indians on rebels, whom they defeat.
The inhabitants ready to join the King, and have flour, &o., ready
should troops arrive from Canada. US

July 11, Joseph Whipples, acknowledging that he is a prisoner to
New Hamp- Pritchard, and engages to come to Canada when sent for. (Originalahire. in pencil.) 

94
Copy follows with certificate by Col. St. Loger of its correc'-

ness. 95

July 24, George Colehammer, of Capt. Pritchard's party, makes a state.
&t. John's. ment, confirmed by Abner Barlow and John Cross, as to the dis.
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8 covery of Pritchard by the rebels, and his proceedings on the Con-
necticut River. Page 96

July 24, Statement of Solomon Dunham, of Fort Edward, that the conti-
St. John's. nental troops are in a starving condition ; about 30 men at

Saratoga ; Schuyler in Albany ; the people tired of thi war. 98
July 25, Col. Barry St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. Sending declarations
8t. John's- from loyalists. Pritchard's return and account of his proceodings.

Bis gallant conduct may atone for bis errors. Not likely that
Whipple will be bound by the instrument ho signed. The papers
examined are of little consequence. 99

July 25, Same to General Haldimand. Is recovering health. The advan-
St. John's. tages derived by the service from the presence of Dr. Smyth and

Captain Sherwood. Unlimited confidence placed in them. Dr.
Smyth's desire to have his son placed in an established corps. The
danger of intercour se between the loyalists and the flags. The latter
should be lodged on board the "Royal George." H--g- m
confined by the rebels in irons, but these taken off after he twice
refused an offer to escape. 101

July 30, Same to the same. Transmitting an important intercepted letter
St. John'. brought in by Thomas Sherwood. 104,
August 1, Same to Capt. Mathews. Asks for a larger amount to pay the men
St. John'. on secret service, shortly expected, so that by prompt payment

their enthusiasm may be kept up. Smyth is with Sherwood at the
Point, and probably Major Dundas. Returns sent of rationed loy-
alists with real ages of the children. The improper lists sent by
Mr. Jones from 1sle aux Noix. 105

August 1, Same to Gen. Haldimand. Will carry out commands in His
St. John's. Excellency's secret letter. Pritchard watching the movements

of General Bailey. The suspicious conduct of the Vermonters with
respect to flags. 107

August 4, Same to Captain Mathews. Acknowledging the intention to,
st. John's- reinforce the garrison with 100 men of Anhalt Zerbst, for a special

purpose. Has transmitted Johnson's private letters and papers,
they being satisfactory. 108

Auguet 11, Same to the same. Three of the eight parties retur ned; trans-
St. John's. mits their reports. Has been able to learn little from the three

Vermontese prisoners brought in by Tyler. They say the object of
the scout is to see if the British had laid hold of Fort Edward and.
were building gun boats; 800 men to be raised for the defence of
Vermont, but none for Congress, but were in no hurry so long as they
could keep negotiating by flags. Reports of the capture of Forts
Washington, Lee and Knightsbridge. The Vermonters divided;
those for neutrality and those who wish to return to their allegiance
far outnumber those who are furious for independence. 109

Auguet 13, Same to General Haldimand. Every requisition from Smyth and
St. John's. Sherwood shall be attended to. 111
August 13, Same to Capt. Mathews. Pritchard discovered by three men
St. John's. whom he takes prisoners and sends in under guard, while he and

the rest pursued their route. Can get nothing out of the-
prisoners. Jacob Page, a prisoner, would be a suitable artificer
at Quebec. His brother would become a voucher for bis parole.
Major Dundas has sent men down to the Hospital, of whom a list
follows. 112

August 15, Same to the same. Greaves returned without success; sent
St. John's. mon with Tyler to forage for provisions, who do not return.

Hopes for success at Stillwater and learns of designs on Saratoga.
Capt. Chambers has sent down a twelve pounder. Lient.
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1781. Parrot's two mon returned; a sergeant of loyalists and man of 34th
killed. The mistake of the man appointed to give the signal on the
arrival of Mitchell. Page 115

August 16, Col. Barry St. Leger to Captain Mathews. Arrival ofCapt. Breck.
St. John's. enridge on business relating to Vermont; ho is sont forward. Lieut.

Johnson's report enclosed; reported expodition by Brant and Butler
on the Mohawk River and their success. Return of Myers. Schuy-
ler escaped them by a back window. The bloody attack and defence
of his house; all the servants wounded, two prisoners carried off. 118

August 18, Same te the same. Mr. Metcali's statements about Fraser were
St. John's. made by him to Col. St. Leger, not by the latter to him, His (St.

Leger'b) arrangement with Fraser; the orders of Twiss about
cutting timber. Metcatf's demands for bateaux and his impertinence
on beingr refused. The cause of delay in forwarding letters not
attributable to St. John's. , 120

August 27, Same to the saie. Has been warnel by the surgeon of theLong Point. regiment to take a change of air, &o. Conttnually refuses permission
to recruiting parties. His arrangements for St. John's and for the
services under charge of Smyth and Sherwood. Rebels sent on
board the ' Royal George." Thanks with regard to Page. Metcalf's
bond execated; his character. Exchangod prisoners seduce a soldier
of Anhalt Zerbst to desert. His capture. 123

August 30, Saine to the saine. The exchanged prisoners have joined their
Long Point. regimonts, exccpt those belonging to corps not serving in Canada.

The order for miners shall be taken advantage of. Arrival of an old
man and 20 women and children brought from Vermont. The
commander of flag C would not go on board the commodore. 126

September 4, Same to ho same. Is returning to St. John's with renewed
Long Point. health. 127
September 5, Same to the same. Sending Caleb Clawson's doclaration and some
St. John's' prints. The cace of Mr. Beattas (Beattie). The prisoner La Bonté

has been in irons for nine months. His Excellency's pleasure res-
pecting him shall be attended to. 128

September 8, Same to the same. Capt. Chambers shall be saved the dangers andSt. John's. fatigues ho complains of in regard to the boats for scouting parties.
Cannot divine why Mr. Marsh went across the lake, as he had
neither leave nor orders. Account given by three rebel Canadians
sent on. They are now prisoners. 131

September 12, Same to General Hlaldimand. Lieutenant Crofts desires leave of
St. John's. absence; hi3 roasons, &o. 133
September 12, Same to Capt. Mathows. Metcalf and his son carried off from
St. John's. Missisquoi by a rebel scout. The three Canadians working for hira

were also carried off but dismissed. The capture and Metcalf's con-
duct suspicions. His property taken possession of. Can get no infor-
mation from the three Canadians who are in the guard house.
Pritchard ordered to patrol, but ho was too late for Metcalf. 134

eptember 14, William Marsh to Col. St. Legoer. Report of his proceedings inSt. John's. delivering over 117 men, women and children, to the Vermont
officers at Skenesborough, and receiving and escorting back 23
families of loyalists. 137

September 15, Col. Barry St. Loger to Captain Mathows. Return of Marsh withSt. John's- 8 men, 23 women and 82 children; the mon fit for duty have joined
different corps. The complaints of Jessup against Myers respecting
recruits have been settled. The appeal to cold iron might make
these provincial officers botter bred to each other. Arrival of
Thomas Johnson; he is sent to Brigadier Maclean. No word of
La Bonté's enlargement. 139
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1781.
September 19, Col. Barry St. Leger to Captain Mathews. Respecting a packet
st John's. sent forward. Requests instructions as to the conveyance of distress-

ed families to Verchères. Sends packets from Dr. Smyth by a care-
ful officer. Page 141

September 20, Same to the same. Smyth and Sherwood are at a place where
St. John's. letters cannot be addressed to either. Packet sent to be delivered

to them on their arrival at the " Royal George." Has also written
to Chambers. Did not wish for permission to Crofts to leave Canada
whilst there was the possibility of active service. 143

September 22, Same to the same. Sending Patterson's account of a scout onst. John's, which he was despatched by Smyth and Sherwood; also answer
from Mervin, a loyalist at Arlington. Pritchard. bas returned; Met-
calf had made no preparations for doing business on his property.
The chasseurs arrived and set off with a month's provisions. Shall
give every assistance to the commissary. 144

September 23, Benjamin Patterson's account of bis proceedings on scout to the
Bt. John's. Connecticut. Return of scouting party sent out by General Bailey,

bringing Metcalf and bis son. Metcalf's reports of the state of
Canada. He has set off for Washington's camp. The plan believed
to be concerted between Metcalf and Bailey. 145

September29, Col. Barry St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. Express arrived by Lt.
St. John's. Hamilton is forwarded by Capt. Myers, who, being taken ill at

Pointe au Fer, transfers it to DeVeaux. Howard and his whole
party arrived with the flag, besides severai soldiers, who have
repaired to their regiments. Sherwood's arrival renders the send-
ing answers unnecessary, excepting Breakenridge's contention
with Capt. Ruiter, who has fulfilled bis commission, which the
other bas not done, and has besides falsified the date of his com-
mission to give him seniority. Deserters from Da Barner's corps
captured. 14t

October 6(?) Same to the same. Arrival of a flag at Crown Point, with the
Bt. John'8. Rev. Mr. Stewart, 14 women and 39 children. 149
October 8, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Monsell (29th Regiment). Respecting
Quebec. contingent bill, &c., of the regiment. 15ô0
October 13, Col. Barry St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. Arrival of Lieut. Graeffe,
Bt. John's. Capt. Brownson and other exchanged prisoners, detained till the

arrival of Thomas Johnson, wbo ii to proceed witn a flag to Ver-
mont. Hay and wood-cutters recalled ; the inconveniences of the-
step; the loyalty of Mallet and the two Frasers. Indulgence might
be extended to them. 151

October 14, Letter of instructions to Col. St. Leger, to proceed with troop-
st. John's. (detailed) te the upper end of Lake Champlain; to send a detach-

ment beyond Lake George to cause terror on the west; to take post
with the remainder at Crown Point, but to commit no bostilities on
that point unless attacked; to watch Vermont, but not to trust too
far. To remain as long as the season permits, unlcss events should
cause bis return. 153

October 23, Col. Bari-y St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. Arrival of troops atTiconderoga. Crown Point on the 19th. Caleb Clawson reports baving executed
bis commission. The whole country alarmed ; the militia ordered
by Stark to repair to Saratoga with provisions. The cattle of
su-pected people taken from tbem; others sent to places of security.
Probably 2,000 or 3,000 men will assemble. This will change the
mode of procecding, but will try to put them in suspense to prevent
them sending detachments to the westward. Will make a show by
Lake George, and spin out the time till the blow on the Mohawk is
struck. Little news from Vermont; dividcd opinions about a union-
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1781. Clawson reports that orders were given by Chittenden to Col. Smith
not to raise a man for New York. Ilutton entreats interference on
behalf of friends in durance for treason in Vermont. The culpable
detention of the flag at Crown Point. News from the Mohawk.
Capture of rebel scout; the prisoners to be sent back as a token -of
friendship. Page 155

October 23, Col. Barry St. Leger to Governor Chittenden, Vermont. Return-
Ticonderoga' ing prisoners; his regret that blood should have been shed, but the

last decencies should ho paid to the deeased, whose Iriends would
be allowed to pass the advanced posts to see the interment. 161

October 25, Report of the capitulation of Cornwallis on 19th October, at York
New York. Town. 163
October 27, Col. Barry St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. The departure of MajorTiconderoga. Jessup. Political news sent by Capt. Sherwood. The alarm spread-

ing; Schenectady has demanded the forces drawn to Saratoga and
as many more as Stark can spare. Owing to the alarm in Vermont,
he will remove to Chimney Point on the return of Jessup, where
negotiations can easily be carried on. 165

October 29, Same to the same. Return of Thomas Sberwood after delivering
Ticonderoga. dispatches at Albany. Reports that the militia assembled at Sara-

toga on the 16th but were discharged on the 19th. On the 25th news
of St. Leger's force being at Crown Point. Reports as to Cornwallis'
and Washington's movements. 8,000 mon, supposed to join Corn-
wallis, left Staten Island. Reported hostile feeling between New
York and Vermont. Will change his position on Jessup's arrival
and indicate as far as possible His Excellency's friendly feelings to
Vermont. Arrival of Wickman and 8 loyaliste from near Albany,
corroborating Sherwood's accounts. 167

November 2, Same to the same. Arrival of Stevens from Shaftesbury with
Tieonderoga' letter from Oldin. The good effeet on the Vermonters of his (St.

Leger's) lotter when returning the prisoners. Jossup's return.
The success of his feint. Stark bound to Saratoga and refuses to
help the people on Mohawk River. The detachment ou the Mohawk
moving iapidly towards Schenectady, burning everything before
it. In a skirmish, Willet was obliged to fly. The exaggerated
estimate of the strength under St. Loger. All active operations
being probably over, Lieut. Croft has had leave to go to Quebeo
to see His Excellency about getting to Europe. 171

November 6, Same to the same. Sutherland's arrival; he reports that Major
mney Rosa hud been above Sehenectady, that he had burned and destroyed

everything ; attacked by Willet on the Mohawk; defeats him,
taking bis gun. List of casualties on both sides. A scout sent after
Major Ross had returned. Militia at Dayton may destroy the boats.
The force under Stark; ho refuses to send relief to Willet for fear
of St. Leger's troops. The enemy rejoicing at the news of the
capitulation of Cornwallis. Sailing of Capt. Chambers. Sherwood
bas been given an opportunity of conversing with bis friends in
Vermont by a flag sent with Capt. Bouvier, and also of obtaining
news from the southward, which will dotermine the time of the
return to Canada. 174

Sovember 16, Col. Barry St. Leger's journal of proceedings on his expedition
Johns. from the 17th October to date, containing daily details, with copies

of correspondence, &c. 179
8L. 1 Same to Capt. Mathews. Sherwood ieports that on the news

of the disaster to Cornwallis Congress had sent peremptory
mandates to Vermont. The effect on both parties; one in con-
sternation ; the other rioting and drinking. Sherwood has been
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1781. sent tol His Excellency to give details. Letter from Major General
Alexander (calling himself Earl Stirling); its offensive tone ; his
mean character. His (St. Leger's) arrival with one gunboat,
leaving the others to follow. Distribution of the troops in quarters.
Desertions. He transmits his journal, recommends Lieut. Hamilton,
and acknowledges the services of Capt. Brehm. Page 207

November 25, Col. Barry St. Leger to General Haldimand. That ho has trans-
St. John's. mitted the daily details of what was already reported. 211
November 21, Same to Capt. Mathews. Has received a letter from Mr. Scott,
St. John's. Deputy Chaplain, who intends to send a copy to Ris Excellency.

Hopes ho will do it, as it will save the trouble of transcribing. 212
November 29, Same to tLe same. Respecting the quarrel between Pritchard
Montreal. and Beonjamin Patterson and how it was settled. Will supply Dr.

Smyth with overytbing necessary to execute his proposal. Will
work on Thomas Johnson, over whom ho has hold. Enclosing
extract desired ; did not think it worth sending after Mr. Alexander
(Lord Stirling) and Schuyler's letters. 213

December (?). Same to Geieral Haldimand. Report sent of last business done
St. John'a. before the board of officere, with memorials enclosed. 216

1782
January 24, Same to the same. la the absence of Sherwood and Smyth, sends
St. John's. an account of Pritchard's and Patterson's proceedings on a scout.

Their change of plans on being followed. Levi Sylvester, one of the
party, is sent forward as a deserter to gain information. 217

February - Samo to Capt. Mathews. Sanding forward application from
St. John's. Ronaldson, surgeon of the 34th for allowance for medicines. 220
February 20, Same to Major General de Riedesel. Requesting that muskets,St. John's. bayonets and cartridges may be ordered for the fort at Dutchman's

Point. 221
March 5, Same to the same. Report from Churchill of the arrival at his
St. John's. post of a flag of a very treacherous charaoter. Orders sent to have

the party narrowly watched, to prevent communication with the
troops or anyone else. Exception made with regard to Dr. Smyth. 222

April 13, Sarne to Mathews. Respecting his accounts. 224
St. John's.
April 26, Sane to General Haldimand. Orders received by the bands ofEt. John's. Capt. Brehm. Repairs ordered on roads, which have been care-

lessly done by the Canadians. Will take care that thore is no delay
to transport. 225

May 14, Col. Ben. Tupper to Col. Barry St. Loger. Sending in women and
Albany. childreu who wish to join thoir husbands and fathers. Trusts that

those in Lhnada who wish to repair to the States will be exchanged
for those sent. There are others who can be sent in on the same
conditions. 226

May 29, Mejor A. Campbell to Brigadier Speth. Orders received as to
St. John's. recruiting for loyalist corps. Ensign Smyth's complaint against

Rogers' corps has been decided by court martial. Captain Breaken-
ridge bas been arrested for going to the Colonies without leave.
Lenzy, a soldier in the King's Rangers, in arrost, with others, for
robbery. 227

May 31, Col. Barry St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. Sending Col. Tupper's
St. John's. letur for instructions. (See p. 226.) 230
July 1, Same to General Haldimand. Lord Frederick Cavendish hasSt. John's. appointed Lieut. Gore to the 34th, vice Lieut. Aldworth, promoted.

The youngest captain to be sent home, to enable Capt. Hobson to
join his regiment, which is weak in officers. Detires instructions
how to answer Lord Frederick. 231
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August i, Monthly return of loyalists. Names, with dates of their arrivai from
St. John's. the Colonies. Page 233
October 18, Col. Barry St. Leger to Capt. Mathews. Thanks for his son's
St. John's. commission. Lord Frederick Cavendish gone to Bath from illness.

Desires bis son's name to be inserted, in case of Lord Frederick's
death. 273

November 16, Major Rogers to Major Freeman. Requesting that Aaron Weness
st. John's. and Isaac Beach, the first of whom came in voluntarily and the

other was brought in whilst hunting, may be released. 235
November 24, Monthly return of loyalists. Names, with dates of their arrivai
St. John's. from the Colonies. 234
December 14, Col. Barry St. Leger's certificate that Platt had the house given
Montreal. to him at St. John's for himself and family for services rendered. 236
December 18, Major Campbell to the people of the Rookery. Granting their
St. John's. request to choose those they would wish to act under. The necessity

for obedience. 237
December 20, James Sutherland, clerk to the people of the Rookery, to MajorSt. John's. Campbell. Thanks for bis compliance with their request. They

have chosen John Martin, Thomas Benton (or Renton), and Alex-
1783. ander Taylor. They promise obedience. 238

January 5, Proceedings of a court of inquiry into the conduct of a scout sentSt. John's. from St. John's on the 3rd December, 1782, under command of En-
sign Stevens, and the reason of their not returning on or before the
llth of that month. 239

January 23, Proceedings of a court of inquiry into the nature of the complaint
St. John's made by Dr. Smyth against John Platt, pensioner in Major Jestup's

corps, for disrespectful conduct and abuse. 244
January 25, Dr. George Smyth to - . George Gillmore's petition received;
St. John s. report of bis distresses owing to bis loyalty. Respecting the court

of inquiry on lis charges against Platt. The character and pro-
ceedings of Platt. 251

March 5, Sergeant Closson's intelligence from the Colonies; no troops att. John's. Fort Edward ; 400 troops left Saratoga for Albany; alarm of the
Vermontese. Troops had moved from Albany towards Oswego,
under Willet, who reports success. No continental troops in Ver-
mont. Some had been there and carried off a prisoner. Met no
troops on bis route from St. Ann to Dutchman's Point. Washing-
ton's troops quiet in winter quarters. 255 .

March 6, Deposition of Nathaniel Holmes, that encouraged by Col. Eben8t. John'' Allen, ho had driven lis cattle to the northward and sold them to
Pritchard; the dealings of Allen and French with hin (Prit-
chard). 257

Sar hz,, Deposition of Marsh that Col. Clark and Hayte, with otherst. Jo . proposed to send beef to Canada. Breckenridge sends word by him
of an illicit trade in counterfeit mouney. Is iiiformed by Col. Clark
that the two Nicols were the two mon on the American side and
Pritchard on the Canadian side. Pritchard proposed to him to go
into the trade; that one Hocksey made the bills. 258

March 8, Deposition of Zuriah Baldwin respecting the trade in beef fromt. John's. the Colonies; the share of Allen, Pritchard, &c., in the transac-
tions. 26il

March 8, Deposition of Daniel Camron giving his proceedings on scout
St. John's. and the taking of Lindsay. 262

Jarohn's Deposition of James Linsey, with narrative of bis proceedings,S capture and release. 26
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1783, Return of inhabitants residing in and in the environs of St.Nodate. John's. Page 26%
Remarks on the above list. 272

August 24, Return and state of ordnance stores destroyed by fire, with cor-
Bt. John's. tificate. 275.
August 24, Major A. Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Report of the fire of the
St. John's. provious day caused by lightning. 285
August 24, Capt. John Schank to the saine. Farther about the fire of the
St. John's. 23rd. 287
August25, Major A. Campbell to the sane. Further about the fire of
Bt. John' B. the 23rd. 289
September 1, Saine to the same. Is satisfied that his conduct has been approved
St. John's. of. Capt. Twiss will give His Excellency an account of the intended

repairs. Surprised at the arrival of Amorican prisoners to be return-
ed to the Colonies. Desires to know the respective positions of
himself and Brigadier St. Leger. 291

September 19, Saine to the saine, With returns of stores, &c. 29.
nt John's.
September 19, Thomas Chandler. Account of barrack bedding destroyed by fire
st John's. 23rd August, 1783. 274
October 14, Major Campbell to Capt. Mathews. Arrest of John Gibson, John
Bt. John's. Chambers and Robert Caldwell ; desires instructions. 294
November 11, Saine to the saine. Desiring instructions as to the illicit trade in
tt. John's. rum to, and of beef &c., from the Colonies. 295.
November 11, Same to the saine. Ras ordered Caldwell, Gibson and Chambers
St. John's. to leave the post; difficulty of proving Sutherland's guilt. Trade

carried on by Frazer with Onion River. Respecting the complaint
of Ellice against Capt. Dixon ; regarding the fur trade. 29T

December 1, Saine to the saine. Will supply men for the engineers. Families
St. John's. reported to be at Crown Point came down, except one attacked with

measles. Others coming must be exposed to great distress. 300
December 19, Saine to the sane. Forwarding a memorial respecting a
St. John's. house. 302

1784. Return of prisoners, going to the Colonies, withont permission. 303January 25,
St. John'.
January 25, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Prisoners mentioned in
St. John's. foregoing list have arrived. 304
February 3, Same to the same. Desires to be sent to muster the troops.
St. John's. Lieut. Hill, of the 29th, asks leave for his wife to go to Albany to

recover money due to her family. 305-
March 18, Robert Ellice & Co. to Dr. George Smyth. Requesting his assist-Montreal. ance to get their packs sent back to Montreal, as General Haldi-

mand is determined no property is to leave the country. 306
March 30, Major A. Campbell to General Huldimand. Applying for reap-
St. John's. pointment as commissary of musters. 307
March 31, Lieut. W. Buckley to Major Campbell. Report of the conditionSt. John'a• of the settlers on Rivers Pike and Rock on Missisquoi Bay. 309
April 2, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Transmitting Lieut.Bt. John's. Buckley's report on settlers, with remarks. 312
April 7, George Hesse to Major A. Campbell. Transmitting instructions,Comiissary &c, regardng the mustering of the troops. 313General's s eadn h nseigo h ros l
OfMe.
April 15,
St. John's.
April 22,
le aux Noix.

Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Reporting Mr. Ferguson'a
reasons for wishing to remain at St. John's. 316

Col. Nicholas Fish to Major Campbell. That he has arrived with
dispatches from. Sir flenry Clinton to General Raldimand, contain-
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1784. ing the definitive treaty of peace ; ho desires to be forwarded at
once. Page 318

April 24, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Forwarding letter from
St. John's. Col. Fish and askirng for instructions. 319
May 4, Same to the same. llicit dealings with Americans, particularly
Et, John's- by Mr. Ellice. The scattered situation of the loyalists will delay

the returns. That of 29th Regiment will be sont with them. 320
May 11, Same to the same. Respecting the settlement of loyalists and dis-
Et. John'a. banded soldiers. 323
May 25, Returns of non-commissioned officers and men of the 29th Regi-
tt. John's. ment who wish to receive grants of land. 323
May 25, Return of unincorporated loyalists and families at St. John's,Et. John'B. Chambly, Isle aux Noix and Dutchman's Point. 324
Xay 25, Return of late Loyal Rangers (Jessup's). 328EL. John'B.LoaRagr(Jsps.
May 26, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Transmitting returus.
St. John's. Asks for instructions respecting loyalists, many of whom are coming

in. 329ý
une 4, ,Dr. George Smyth. List of loyalista arriving to settle at Long

Et. John . Sault or Cataraqui. 330
e8, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Transmits list of arrivals;

' their poverty makes them objects of compassion. Numbers more
expected, as they cannot romain where thoy are, stripped of every-
thing and their lives threatened. 331

June 14, Same to the same. Transmitting pa pers brought from the Ameri-St. John à can States. Recommends Mr. MoAllan, late of the Naval Depart.
ment. 332

June 14, William Ross to Major A. Campbell. Complaining that he and
St John'.. other two loyal subjects bave been charged for passage on board Hi.

Majesty's tender. 33a
June is, Deposition of Silas Bingbam as to charge made for passages on
St. John's. board His Majesty's tender. 335
June 18, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Transmitting list of arrivals

.John's. and complaint with affidavits. 337
June 29, William Hull to Major A. Campbell. That ho has dispatches for
le aux Noix. General Haldimand which must be delivered in person. Asks leave,

if there is to be delay, to come to St. John's. 338
13e sho'3 Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Transmitting the preced-
Et John '. ing letter. 339
August 6 Same to the same. Transmitting a petition from distressed loyal-St. John's. i à'S. 341
August 17, Same to the same. Reports the death of Lieut. Hill, of the 29th,Et. John's. and recommends Ensign &cCumming as his successor. 342
AuKust 20, Return of the accoutrements, &c., of the 29th Regiment. 343
Et. John's.
Auguet 20, Major A. Campbell to General Haldimand. Recommending James,Et. John's. son to Major Monsell, to be ensign in the 29th. 34&
Angust 24, Same to Major Mathews. Forwarding return of accoutrements,St John's. &c., of the 29th. 346
Auguat 27, Same to the same. Mr. Bolton has made a bargain for wheat toSt. John's. be delivered when boats are sent. Trusts that the men of the 29th

wilI not be placed on that duty on account of the means taken to
induce them to desert. 347

Septernber 3, Same to the same. Shall attend to instructions about Mr. Peters.
St. John's. Mr. Pest reports no wheat to be got on the Mohawk, but bas bar-

gained for 180 buashols in Vermont. 349
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1784.
September 11, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. One Lindsey detected
St. John's. stealiug furs. Bolton and Pest are anxious for orders to take

delivery of the wheat brought. Page 351
September 12, Sir John Johnson to Alexander Campbell. Returns to be sent in
Montreal. of loyalists to be settled on Cape Breton. 352
September 12, Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Letters respecting the
st. John's. vessel for the wheat have not reached; will make arrangements.

How the money for the wheat should be paid. 353
September 12, Same to the sanie. The owners of the furs stolen by Lindsey are
St. John's. discovered ; they are from Pennsylvania. low they meant to get

the furs away, the export to the United States being prohibited. 355
September 14, Sanie to the sanie, Mr. Peters arrived and after examination is
St. John's. allowed to proceed to the States. Iventory of goods brought from

the States for sale; desires instructions. 357
September 17, Sane to the sane. las ordered a survey on provisions. The
bt. John's. bad state of the barracks. 358
September 21, Sane to the same. Transmits report of survey on provisions.
8t. John's. Commissary arrived to receive the wheat for the loyalists. 360
September 24, Sir John Johnson to Alexander Campbell. Vessels will be ready
kontreal. at Quebec to convey settlers to Cape Breton. Returns for provisions

for those going must be sent. How they are to go. 36L
Octor n,. Major A. Campbell to Major Mathews. Ras been continued as

' commissary of musters. Expected arrival of the light company;
31st to relieve the 53rd. The cate of the widow of the late Lieut.
Hill, of the 29th. 363

October 1 Sanie to the same. Thanks for being continued as commissaryMoltreal. of musters. 340
October 11, Alexander Campbell to the same. Explaining why dischargedMontreal. soldiers were sent to Cape Breton, and his course with respect to the

loyalists. 366

LETTERS To OFFICERS CoMMANDING FORT ST. JOHN'S.

1778-1784.

B. 135. B.M., 21,795.
1778.

September 22, General Haldimand to Brigadier Powell. People arrived from
Sorel. Pointe au Fer with a flag of truce, to be detained for examination.

Iow flags of truce are to be treated. Robe designs on Canada by
Missisquoi Bay. Scouts to be sent f rom Isle aux Noix. Page 1

September 25, Sane to the same. To arrange to remain ail winter at St. John's.Sorel. The examination of people from the rebel provinces. 3
September 28, Sanie to the sanie. Passports sent for scouting parties. StrictSorel. rules for examining people from the Colonies to be dispensed

with. 4
SOtober 6, Sanie to the sanie. Calling attention to orders sent to Lieut.
Sor , Twiss. 5

oer 6, Same to the sanie. How passports are to be given to
Sor 6 Indians. 6ber 6, Same to the same. To assist Lt. Col. Macbean in the distribution

or 6, of artillery, &c. 7
Sober 6, Same to the sanie To arrange for the accommodation of party of

ore 9 Sir John Johnson's corps and Indians. 8
Oober 9, Sanie to the sanie. Reward for the apprehension of deserters.

.Rebel prisoners for Quebec. 9

-ýl Victoria.,
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1778.
ctober 12, General Haldimand to Brigadier Powell. Two Canadians to be

Borel. carefully confined at Chambly. He may go to Montreal. Page 10>
November 30, Same to the same. Cattle captured to be delivered over to com-
Quebec. missary. Indians seizing them to receive an allowance but norne t>

b given to the troops. 11
u ber 3, Same to the same. Prisoners to be exmined and ovidence sent

on. 12
December 3, Same to the same. Special paseports to be issued to Degrange,
Quebee. &c. 13
December 14, Same to the same. To prevent papers, &c., circalating from the
Quebee. rebel provinces. Wages to be paid to a carpenter employed by

Twiss. Not worth while to burn houses at Guillibault's farm. Barrack
store robbery to be stopped. Breaking of windows by morning and
evening guns may be avoided. 14

December 17, Same to the sanie. Court martial at Carleton Island. Exchange
Quebee. of officers at Isle aux Noix. 16.

Ja 19 '4, Same to the same. Two Canadian prisoners to be released. 17
Quebee.
JanUary 21, Same to the sanie. Disapproves Of Indians going out for scalps,
Quebee. but they may bring in a prisoner. The regiments to have full

allowance ot ammunition. Clothing, &c., for scouting parties.
Soldiers to retain their ordinary arms, &c. 18

January 28, Same to the sanie. Preparations against attacks from rebel pro-
Quebee. vinces. Scouts to be constantly employed. 20,
Pebruary 1, Same to the sanie. Every assistance to be given to Mr. Fraser on
Quebee. a scouting expedition. 21
?ebruary 8, Same to the sanie. Approves of increased number of rangers.
Quebe. Post near Yamaska. Distressed loyalists to go to Machiche. Others

to be sent to Sorel, and, in case of need, buildings that might annoy
the works to be destroyed. 22

Pebruary 11, Same to the sanie. Objecte to the charge for a clerk, but will notQuebee• refuse to pay it. 24
àIArch i, Same to the same. Contingent bill will be settled. Lieutenant
M'uebec. Brown's scout. An Indian officer to go with every body of Indians..

Pointe au Fer not in danger. Too soon to send up vessels. 25
March 1, Same to the sanie. Distribution of ordnance for armed vessels, &c.
Quebee. 2a
àarh 8, Same to the same. Scouts to be sent to ascertain the truth of
Quebe0 . reports brought in by two loyalists. No more stores to be sent to

Yamaska. 27
March 11 Same to the sama. Intelligence to be tested, and Noyes, the man
Quebe. ' bringing it, to be held prisoner in the meantime. Twiss to send

report as to Yamaska. 28
1Isrh 18, Same to the sanie. Regulations for quartering troops. Rum for

bee• mon cutting wood, &c. 29
Q"eà. us Same to the same. The men taken by Indians to be kept prison-

ue,. ers; one in irons. News should be got from deserters. Noyes to
be released if his reports are found true. Scouts to be sent out.
Lt. Governor liamilton on the Wabash. 30

(arch 29, Same to the same. Deserters to be held, and their accoutrements,
e. &c., paid to them.. Some may enter the lake service. Those not

enlisting to be sent to Sorel. 32
Same to the same. Mon for lake service to be furnished from the

garrison, &c. 33
Same to the same. Batt and forage money will not be forgotten,

&c. 34
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1779. General Haldimand to Brigadier Powell. Changes and promotionApril 18,
Quebec. approved. -Persons by whose neglect prisoners escaped from Cham-

bly, to be punished. Scout to be sent to get news from Albany and
Schenectady. Page 35

April 19, Sane to the same. Canadians bringing intelligence to be let go
Quebec. to thoir homes. No practising with ball. 36
April 26, Sane to the sane. To prepare for a survey on stores. 37
Quebec.
April 29, Sane to the sane. Manning vessels on the lakes. Arrangement
Quebec. for the summer cruises to prevent surprise or attacks in force. 38
April 29, Sane to the sane. Change of detachments at Chambly. Ar-
Quebec. rangement for troops at St. John's, and for prisoners at Chambly.

Perpetual scouts to bo kept out towards Saratoga, &c. 40
May 3, Sane to the same. Suggestions as to the best means of settling
Quebec. the complaints in the German troops. 4Z
May 6, Sane to the sane. Security of prisons in Montroal and Chambly.
Quebec. Relief of troops. Disposal of men arrived from the Colonies. 43
May 10, Same to the same. Roturn of scouts. Enlistment of men for
Quebec. Sir John Johnson's corps. Rum for Isle aux Noix; the immense

expense of this war. The flet on the lake. 44
May 13, bame to the same. All important intelligence to be sent to the
Quebec. commanders of the upper posts. low soldiers from the 9th and 20th

regiments are to be disposed of; those coming to Sir John Johnson
will join the Royal Yorkers; those who refused to enter were sent
to Montreal and examined. The price to be paid for arme brought
in. Rewards for arrest of deserters, Lieut. T. Fraser to romain at
Yamaska. Capt. Chambers may cruise off Crown Point, but ho must
be cautious. 46

May 20, Sane to the sane. Soldier to be sent to Quebec; will be pressedQuebec. for a man of war. Capt. Ruyter not to cross Lake Champlain;
Connor tobe confined. The conventioners may join the 53rd 48

Sane to the same. gergeant Duburgh, 53rd, to join his regi-Quebec. ment. 49
May 27, Same to W. Sutherland. Satisfied with his services; will again
Quebec. employ him. 50
May 27, Sane to Brigadier Powell. A detachment of the 34th to be in
Quebec readiness to move to Chambly. Rewards to Clossen and McPherson.

Satisfactory nature of Sutherland's intelligence. Thomas Fraser,
Myers and Dufeau to be sent together. Tuttle and Magnan to be
left at liberty. Nows from Mohawk River; anticipated attack by
way of Kennebeck. Constant scouts to be kept up. 51

May 31, Sane to the sane. Return of Captain John and scout. PrisonersQuebec. from Montreal to Chambly to be closely secured. Safety of the post
at Michillimakinak; intrigues of Americais with Indians. Soldier
of the 53rd will be sent on board the " Viper." 53

May 31, Sane to the sane. With extract from Sutherland's intelligence. 54
Quebee.
May 31, Sane to the same. Macalpin to take command of the royaliste;
Quebec. detachments to be stationed at the Cedars and the St. Francis. 55
June 3, Sane to the sane. Mr. Johns' qualifica ions. The works at St.
Quebec. John's and Isle aux Noix to be pushed forward. The bad quality of

the rum. Company of loyalists to be formed at Sorel. The corvées
for Sorel to be taken fron Three Rivers. 56

June 3, Sane to the sane. Regulations as to corvées. Loyalist com-
Quebec. pany from Sorel ordered to Lachine. 58
June 7, Same to the sane. Constant information to be obtained by scouts
Quebec. of the enemy's movements towards Missisquoi Bay. Captain 1».
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1 Maistre sent to ascertain the source in the parishes of unfavourable
reports. Or<1ers sent to Yamaska to apprehend all strangers. Caro
to be taken to get intelligence from the Mohawk River. The other
parties of troops a feint. To assist Capt. Macalpin in command of
lovalists. Page 59

June 7, 'General Haldimand to Brigadier Powell. The issue of biscuit ap-
Quiebee. proved of. Sick seamen not to be sent to Montreal; surgeons will

be provided at St. John's. 61
June 12, Same to the sane. Mr. Myers to wait at St. John's till his party
Quebec. is ready. (Spelt Mires in this letter.) 62
June 17, Same to the same. The account of Mr. Jones to be settled. Lieu-
Quebee- tenant Fraser's party to be increased to 30 owing to tuie necessity

for frequent scouts. 63
lune 24, Same to the same. Campbell to be sent to Sir John Johnson;
Quebee. deserters to be paid for their arms, &c.; Jones to be sent to Quebee.

Scouts to be continually kept out, and Whitcomb to be seized if pos-
sible. Cox at Chambly, a suspicious character. He may be sent to
Col. Caldwell. 64

June 28, Same to the same. Vigilance to be used in preventing the rebelsQuebee. from obtaining intelligence. 66
July 1, Same to the same. Devau (Dufeau and DeVeau in previous letters)
Quebee- and party to be employed on scouting expeditions; arrangements

for the scouts. Chambly a proper place for detention. 67
July 5, Same to the same. No news of the fleet. 69Quebec.
July 5, Same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of intelligence. 70
'Quebec.
July 8, Captain Mathews to the same. Release ordered of Sylas Cook,
Quebe. taken prisoner by Brant. 71
July 15, General Haldimand to the same. Prisoners taken; approves of an
Quebec. Indian expedition to Ticonderoga. Arrival of provision fleet.

Troops embarked for Canada. Arrival of Brigadier McLean at
Penobscot. The dissatisfaction with Congress. 72

July 19, Same to the same. Men for Treasury brige. 74
QUebec.
July 22, Same to the same. The disposal of the women and children froma
Quebee. Bennington. The negligence on board the ships, in permitting the

escape of prisoners. 7à
July 25, Same to the same. The good intelligence brought by the Mohawk
Quebee. scout. Owing to contrary winds provisions have been sent by

bateau to Montreal. Hopes that Whitcomb may be secured. 76
JIly 29, Same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of information from
(aebee. Albany. Brownson to be enlarged on parole. Other rebel officers

to be detained. 77
August 2, Same to the same. Ackowledging information. Noyse to romain
Quebec- in confinement; to be sent to Chambly. 78
August 5, Same to the same-. News from Missisquoi Bay. Leave given toQuebec. Sir John Johnson to enlist into his corps men lately taken at Fort

Stanwix. 79
August 5, Same to the sane. Rebel officers and men to be sent down to
Quebec' Quebec. 80
gAnuet 9, Captain Mathews to the same. License to Madame Babuty for
&uet c a public bouse. 81

Quebet 9 General Haldimand to the same. Brownson and other rebel
*e officers to be sent to Quebec. To find out the truth of the

report that the rebels have put Lieut. Hare to death. Rebel officen
to understand that similar treatment will be given themr. Sherwood
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1•79. to be sent with them to Quebec. Artillery stores to be removed to
Quebec. Page 82

August 12, General Haldimand to Brigadier Powell. Precautions to be taken
Quebee. against intended insurrection of prisoners. 84
August 26, Same to the same. Sutherland should be rewarded. Soldiers of
Quebec. 47th to rejoin their regiment at Detroit. Will inquire about men

belonging to Peters' corps. 85
August 26, Same to the same. Cannot at present serve Lieutenant Hough-
Quebec. ton, of whom ho bas a high opinion. 86
Beptember 2, Same to the same. Return of scout with rebel prisoners and
Quebec. German deserters. Detachment for Niagara. 87
September 6, Same to the same. Women prisoners may join their relations ;
Quebee. men to be kept at Chambly. Issue of bread to troops. 88
September 20, Same to the same. Prisoners from Niagara to ho kept at Chambly.
Quebec. Officers cannot at present receive ]eave of absence. 89
September 2 Same to the same. Mr. Church and Capt. Summers to set out
Quebee. immediately. Sialy may be released and join Peters' corps, if his

character is satisfactory. Brigadier Maclean is to have command of
Montreal district. Einsign Robinson may accompany Captain
Fraser. 90

October 4, Same to the same. LaCroix to be left alone until somothing els
Quebee. escapes him. Mr. Wild may have leave of absence, if absolutely

1780. necessary. Arrival of fail fleet. 9 t
January 3, Same to major Carleton. Mr. Brown to join his regiment. 92
Quebec.
January 10, Same to the same. Discoveries by Indians of the means by which
Quebec. the Recollet escaped. Père Berry's activity in tracing these out.

The Indians to be paid for the cattle brought in. 93
February3, Captain Mathews to the same. Extraordinary conduct of Mr. Dan
Quebec. and Mr. Dalton. No one without business to be allowed into the

forts. (Danniels and Dalton, see B. 133, p. 153.) 94
February 17, Same to the same. Canadian prisoners to be sent to Quebec.
Quebec. Mr. Adams to be kept at St. John's; he has been very troublesome

at Machiche and elsewhere. 95
February 17, General Haldimand to the same. No alteration to be made in
Quebec. the armament of the forts. 96
February 21, Captain Mathews to the same. A stop to b put to the abuse of
Quebec. selling liquor at St. John's. Loyalists recommendea by Capt.

Sherwood may go with him. Loyalists cutting wood approved
of. 97

March 15, General Haldimand to the same. low the loyalists sent in
Quebec. under a flag are to be disposed of. The rebels pouring useles

consumers into the Province; no more to be received. 98
March 23, Saine to the same. Satisfactory character of Sutherland's intel-Qaebec. ligence. Men of the 21st to be sent to Quebec. Driver, who ab-

sconded, will probably be hanged if given up; he will probably
take another name and come in as a loyalist. Major McAlpin to
distribute loyalista. 100

April 3, Same to the same. Acknowledging papers. 101
Quebec.
April 10, Same to the same. Persons reported by M. Gaeien are really
Quebec. employed as spies: and it should be pretended that a search is

made for thom. The disloyal state of Becancour. Post at Pointe au
Fer to be increased when lake opens. Strong detachments to be
kept at the front 102
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Aprl1 General Haldimand to Major Carleton. Detachment to be sont
Quebec. across Lake Champlain. The real object to be kept concealed and

every exertion made to forward the preparations. Page 104
April 19, Captain Mathews to the same. German troops for scouting ser-
Quebec. vice to be sent to Isle aux Noix to wait orders. 106
Q-be'e. Same to the same. Sending commissions. 107
May 4, General Haldimand to the same. Approves of guard sent with
Quebec. the bateaux. Is surprised at Mr. Ferguson's want of success in the-

rebel count:y. 108
May 11, Same to the same. Progress of Sir John Johnson's detach-
Quebec. ment. 109
May 18, Same to the sane. Precautions to be observed against robel
Quebec. scouts. The secrecy necessary in sending out scouts. Ten gainess

to be paid for every man brought in alive. 110
May 20, Same to the same. Accident at St. John's; Captain Twiss willQuebec. assist in repairs. Deserters and people from the Colonies to be sent

as far from the frontiers as possible. Morning and evening guns to
be discontinued at Pointe au Fer. 11i

May 26, Same to the same. Distibution of varions men. 113Quebee.
May 29, Same to the same. Men with papers, &c., not to come to Quebec.
Quebec. Arrangement for the work at St. John's. Distribution of loyal-

ists. 114June 12, Saine to the same. Reports of rebel scouts. Artillery mon fromQuebec. St John's to Quebec. 115
June 26, Same to the same. Watching the motions of Gerrard and Boileau.
Quebee. Cameron may join Johnson's corps, but ho is to be watched. Rose's

misfortune. 116
July 3,1 Same to the same. Grenier a very proper subject for example;
Quebec. difficulty of convicting him. Scouts should appear dirty, as if long

in the woods. Carleton may remove to Montreal for his health.
Men may enlist in such corps as they think best. 117

July 6, Same to the same. Arrival of scouts. Dispatches sent by De
Quebec. Forêt. Expresses for New York how to be sent. Loyalists going to

the Colonies to enlist men. 119
July 13, Same to the same. The animosities between Lawson and Wrag.
Quebee. Grenier's conduct. Tho Canadian spies te be watched. Canadians

at Isle Jesus. Terrebonne and La Chine ready to join the robots. 120
Ju1y 20, Captain Mathews to the same; Arrival of loyalists; working
Quebec. parties to bo vigilant against surprise. 121
July 24, General Haldimand to the same. Scouts te be cautioned agaiust
Quebe. falling into rebel snares. The cond>ct of Chatford and his father to

be watched. Management of news from Montreal. Pillon's party
to be prevented escaping in all events. Mon for R')gers' corps. State
of the Major's health. 122

July 27, Same te the same. Arrivai of loyalists. The efforts to be used
Quebec- to arrest the party of rebels charged with letters and to obtain infor-

mation from them. 124
AUQcust 3, Same to the same. Slip of paper received. The caution to be
Quebec- observed in seizing rebel messengers to prevent dispatches being

destroyed. Instructions to Capt. Munsel. Papers brought in to
be punctually forwardtd. 126

.August 7, Same to the same. Arrival of Mr. Smyth and party. Mr. Tin,-Quebec. perly has delivered letter. 128
8ePtember 8, Captain Mathews to Capt. Monsell. Davis proceeding acrosa the
Québec. lake to be furnished with a guide to Lake George. 129
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Septe1r 9 General Haldimand to Capt. Monsell. How memsengers are to be for-
Quebec. warded to Qnebec. Davis not to start till further orders. Page 130
September 17, Same to Brigadier Powell. Instructions to send a strong party of
Quebec. British and Provincial troops and Indians to Lakes Champlain and

George to destroy the enemy's provisions, &c. Families to be re-
turned to the Colonies ordered to St. John's. 131

September 18, Captain Mathews to the same. Small parties of scouts to be sent
Quebec. towards Crown Point, Fort George and the new block house. Not

to alarm the people, so as to give a chance of surprise. 133
September 21, Same to Major Carleton. Intercepted papers received. Noyes
Quebec. may be released. Pritchard cannot take mon to a corps not intended

to serve in the Province (Quebec), but every justice will be done
him. 134

September 21, Same to Brigadier Powell. The arrangements for detachments of
Quebec. Sir John Johnson's corps and Indians to lisle aux Noix. Arms will

be Fent from Sorel. 135
September 25, General Haldimand to the same. German troops not to be drawn
Quebee. on for transport of firewood. Reports that Vrmonters were assem-

bled in force to resist an attack from Canada. If true the detach-
ments to be strerigthened. Powell may be required to take com-
mand instead of Carleton, and Chambers bas cralt to transport 1,000
men. 136

September 28, Same to the sane. Respecting flags of truce. The works at the
Quebec. garrison to be carried on vigorously. Arrest of a man concerned

with Charlan. The soldiers of the 2lst and 47th to be forwarded to
Quebec. Mr. Robertson of the 53rd to accompany Sir John John-
son. 138

October 5, Same to the same. Respecting the flags of trace, and getting
Quebec. quit of families for the Colonies. If no opportunity offer they are

to be kept at Pointe au Fer or removed to St. John's. 140
October 7, Captain Mathews to the same. Dispatches will be at Montreal
Quebec. for him on his way to Niagara. To leave the necessary orders

about prisoners and loyalists. 142
October 7, General Haldimand to the same. Appointing him to commandQuebec. at Niagara. The importance of the post and the ill-health of Col.

Bolton. 143
October 12, Same to the same. The doubts as to the death of Major Hughes.
Qnebec. The question of filling up the vacancy. Will take an opportunity

of providing for Mr. lyde. 145
October 12, Same to the same. Respecting promotions. 147
Quebec.
October 22, Same to Lt. Col St. Leger. Cannot give Mr. Gore leave of
Quebee. absence. 148
October 22, Same to Major Carleton. Pleasure at the success of bis expe-
Quebec. dition ; the failure to seize the Caughnawaga Indians with di-

spatches. To remain as long as possible at Crown Point, and to keep
sending out scouts. Arrangements of the fleet left to Capt. Cham-
bers. 149

October 22, Same to the same. To obtain the means for Mr. Smyth's escape
Quebec. from Albany to Canada. His loyalty, devotion and sufferings. 151
October 26, Captain Mathews to Lt. Col. St. Leger. Letter and secret di-
Quebec. spatch for Sir H. Clinton, sent to Mr. Platt. ie is to get al

necessary assistance, 152
November 2, Adjutant General Lernoult to the sane. Respecting the for-Quebec. warding of expresses. 153
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1780.
November 2 Adjutant General Lernoult to Major Carleton. He and Capt.
Quebec. Lemaitre to ascertain the quantity of provisions laid up by DuCalvet

for the use of the rebels. Page 154
November 4, Captain Mathews to Lt. Col. St. Loger. Plan of communication
Quebec. with New York, although complicated, to be adopted. Those

engaged and who have suffered loss will -be compensated. The
women and children to be relieved. 155

November 6, General Haldimand to Major Carleton. Difficulty of keeping
Quebec. Indians together. Capt. Chambers to have two six-pounders. In-

vestigation into Du Calvet's doings. 156
November 9, Same to the same. Negotiations with Gen. Allen. The necessity
Quebec. of caution in view of the sad fate of Major André. Cannot officially

enter into a truce with Vermont, but hostilities will be avoided as
much as possible. 157

November 15, Same to Lt. Col. St. Loger. Capt. Ancrum and other officers to
Qebec. join the 34th at Carleton Island. 159

November 16, Captain Mathews to the saine. Regulations as to cutting wood
Quebec. along Lake Champlain. Who should obtain permission. 160
Xovember 16, Same to the sane. Distribution of troops. Work to be carried4Quebec. on in the garrison as long as possible. Loyalists to be retained for

scouts at Isle aux Noix, Pointe au Fer, &c. 16.
November 20, General Haldimand to Major Carleton. Copies of correspondence
Quebec. with General Allen, &c. • Anxioty for the return of Sherwood. The

investigation into the Du Calvet affair. 163
November 23, Cipt. Mathews to Lt. Col. St. Loger. Acknowledges receipt ofQuebec. letters that dispatches are forwarded to Mejor Carleton. General

instructions respecting the command of his post. 164
?ovember 23, Same to Major Carleton. Al instructions relative to the post to
Quebeo' ho transferred to Lt. Colonel St. Leger. To remain at St. John's

till Capt. Sherwood's return. 166
;ovember 30, Same to Lt. Col. St. Loger. Report of arrival of Capt. Myers and

Quebec. party received. All people arriving from the Colonies to be brought

December 14, at once to the commander of the post. 167
Quebee. Saine to the same. General's approbation of the treatment of

women and children from the Colonies. Corporal and private of
34th to be kept for special service. Relative to disputes between

December 18, regiments as to men coming in. 168
eQuebec. Same to the same. The escape of rebel Indian emissaies has lost

'valuable information. 169
December 21, Same to the same. The improper use made by Major Rogers of
Quebec. permission to enlist mon. 170
December 31, General Haldimand to the same. Appointment of Capt. SherwoodQuebec. to receive flags of truce, &o. 172
Decemnber 31, Saine to the same. Appointment of Capt. Sherwood. Reported
Quebec. movement of the enemy against Vermont. Scouts to be kept out

towards that quarter. Captain Sherwood wili point out the loyaliste
1781, best qualified for the purpose, &c. 173

January 1, Same to tha same. Captain Sherwood's appointment and duties.
Quebec. Assistance to be given him. No recruiting parties to remain at Isle

aux Noix or parts beyond St. John's. 175
n LUary 1, Captain Mathews to the same. Lt. Col. Stacey to be released on

parole. 17
January:1, Same to the same. Dispatches received from Sir H Clinton.QUebec. Those sent to him not yet received. 178

garany 3, Same to the same. Credentials for Sir H. Clinton's messen-
gers. 179
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January 3, General laldimand to Lt. Col. St. Legyer. The business of Sir HI.
Quebec. Clinton's messengers not to be mentioned to the rest of the party.

Information wanted of how the loyalists are paid. Ibo
January 3, Same to the same. The messengers to bo forwarded at once to
Quebec. evade curiosity. Two of Major Rogers' corps to act as guides. 181
January 4, Same to the saie. Instructions to be given to scouts regarding
Quebec. information to bo obtained, &c. 183
January 8, Capt. Mathews to the saie. Trusts that Major Rogers will acquit
Quebec. himself before the board of investigation. Memorial respecting re-

cruits to be investigated. 183
January 15, Same to the same. The General's approbation of his services.
Q ueoec. Scouts to ascertain the extent and forwardness of preparations

against Canada. 184
January 22, Saine to the same. Mr. Jessup bas leave to send men into the
Quebec. " Colonies on recruiting service. 185
January 25, Same to the same. Report received of scouts sent to Con necticut.
Quebec. Laporte to be kept in irons, till ho divulges the naines of rebel

scouts in tbe Province, and other information respecting Joseph
Louis, &c. Scouts to be furnished from Isle aux Noix on requisition
froi Capt. Sherwood. Nocessity of a good supply of firewood at
Isle aux Noix and St. John's. 186

January 29, Saine to the same. Instructions as to the duties of the board toQuebec. investigate accounts. Officers (duly excepted) not to go to Isle
aux Noix whilst the flag of truce is there. 188

February 1, Same to the same. Respecting scouts intended for Ballstown or
Quebec. Saratoga, 190ý
February 5, Slime to the same. The General's approval of scouting service.
Quebec. Does not believe Laporte's declaration; ho is stili to be kept in c!osP

confinement. Two men taken near Becancour; their evidence maY
draw something from Laporte. 191

February 6, Same to the same. Guides to be furnished for Davis, messenger
Quebec. to Sir H. Clinton. i97
February 8, Same to the saie. Charges against Jeremiah and Gershain
Quebee. French to be investigated. 193.
February 15, Same to the saie. Instructions to scouts to b, secret. Pritch-
Quebec. ard's proposal to carry off one Davis from Corinth, in charge of

rebel scouts. 194r
February 26, Same to Captain Fraser. LaBonté to be kept in close confine-
Quebec. ment. He may become more candid. 196
February 26, Same to Lt. Col. St. Loger. No doubt of LaBonté's guilt; ho is to
Quebec. be kept in confinement. Salt pork for scouts. 197
February 28, Same to the saie. Scout for the neighbourhood of Albany. if
Quebec. Smith does not go, Quin to proceed with guides, &c. 198
March 1, Same to the same. The questions of accounts to be examined bY
Quebec. paymasters, instead of by the board of officers. 199

-March 5, Same to the saine. Reports from the Colonies by scouts. Mr.
Quebec. Peters may send out recruiting parties. 200
March 5, Same to the same. Report of the board of officers on claims. 201
Quebec.
March 9, General Haldimand to the saie. Returning claims for examila
Quebec. tion by the board of officers. 209
March 15, Saine to the same. The board to reassemble for the investigatiJl
Quebec. of the claims of loyalists. 203
March 19, Captain Mathews to the saie. That some attention is to be
Quebec. to Mr. Johnson as he may be of service; to try to obtain his cond'

dence. Pritchard to be employed to seize Major Davis. 205
April 12, Same to the saie. Respecting the raising of Provincial corps.
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1781.
April 16 Capt. Mathews to Lt. Col. St. Leger. Biscuit to be supplied to
tQuebec.) the seamen on the lako on the requisition of Captain Chambers.

Page 208
A ,ril ýO General Haldimard to the same. Marines to be supplied to theQuebee.' lake ships. A few loyalists may ho mixed up with tne troops on

board with advantage. Men for scouts will be sent out. 209
May 7, Captain Mathews to the same. Desertion of four men, formerlyQuebec. in the rebel service, from the work at Yamaska. All such

to be treated as spies and Indians sent after them to bring in
their scalps. They are to b put to death wherever found. 211

May 7, General Hlaldimand to the same. Lieut. Crofts' memorial for an
Quebee. investigation ; no inquiry is necessary as his conduct bas been

satisfactory, but bis employment in the Indian service was only
tem porary. 212

May 8, Captain Mathews to the same. Mr. Smith's scout towards Albany
Quebec. with a party. 214

ay 10, General tfaldimand to the same. Approves selection of marines.
Qnebec. In expectation of flags of truce, Pointe au Fer to be garrisoned by

regulr troops as much as possible. 215
May 11, Same to the same. Major Lernoult sent to the Isle aux Noix to
Quebec. arrange for an exchange of prisoners with Col. Ira Allen. 217
May 24, Caotain Mathews to the same. Desertion of gaol recruits andnuebec- trial of those who were abettors in their escape. They are to be

sent, with other suspicious characters, to Quebec. Noyes may be
discharged if found deserving. 218

May 31 Same to the same. Respecting the negotiation of Mr. Allen's
Qaebec·. bills. Capt. Sherwood to return to St. John's, the business of the flag

of truce being over. 219
june 4, Same to the same. Two deserters to be sent to Quebec. Mr.

*uebec. Johnson to be removed on parole to Three Rivers. Capt. Sherwood
to take him there and then proceed to Quebec. 220

nuee,' Same to the same. Respecting regular soldiers brought in from
the Colonies. Platt to be put on an advanced scale of allowance.
HRis sceouting expenses. The case of Mr. Breckenridge. 22L

18,e General Haldimand to the same. A post established at Datch-
man's Point; Capt. Sherwood to commard; bow the garrison to be
made up. Scouts under Pritchard and young Breckenridge for the
Colonies. Z23

b , Same to the same. Dispatches for Mr. Smith to Sir H. Clin-
ton. 225

Que26, Capt. Mathows to the same. Prisoners to be sent down to Quebec.
Quee. The precautions to bo observed. The enlargement Of Noyes. 226
Queb28 Same to the same. Mr. Myers authorized to enlist men for frontier
Quebe' î service. Clothing ordered. Bay may be cut on Isle aux Noix. 228
UI 1y Same to the same. Accounts received and warrant sent. Gratu-

ities for occasional service in writing may be given to a sergeant,
Jul but a clerk cannot be allowed. 22a

Same to the same. Vessel to be stationed to receive flags of truce
Jaly 3 and so prevent people from the Colonies landing at the posis. 231
Queb, Same to the same. Complaints of Majir Jessup as te the means
jy 5 used by Major Rogers to secure his men enlisted in i ho Colonies. 232
Quebe'c General Haldimand to the same. Mr. Smyth and several parties

of scouts to be sent out to Albany; leaders in the rebellion to be
carried off. He is to consult with Capt. Sherwood. How the par-

uly 12, ties are to be made up, &c. 234
gae i Capt. Mathews to the samu. Respecting prisoners sent down to

Quebec. 236
Bit
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July 161 General Haldimand to Lt. Col. St. Leger. Women and children of
Quebec. loyalists received by flag ot truce on board the "Carleton." The flag

to be sent off at once. Page 237'
July 16, Captain Mathews -to the same. The joint employment of Capt.
Quebee. Sherwood and Dr. Smyth; to watch that no jealousies arise between

them. 238
July 19, General Haldimand to the same. The character of Dr. Smyth ;
Quebec. his knowledge of the country and that of Captain Sherwood, besides

other qualities, best qualify them for the charge they have. To
place confidence in them, &c. 239

July 19, Capt. Mathews to the same. Return of scouts. Col. Gordon to
Quebec. be sent to Quebec in close confinement. Pritchard's extraordinary

conduct. Respecting loyalists and precautions to be observed. 241
July 23, Same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of reports, &c. The
Quebec. vigilance uf the enemy. Noyes to be sent to Quebec if he is a good

artificer. The troubles caused by the loyalists 243
July 23, The same to the same. Return of rations to be sent in. 245.
Quebee.
July 23, Same to the same. To settie with Major Dundas for expenses
Quebec. connected with flag of trace. 246.
July 26, Same to the saie. News of scouts received. The use of peu,
Quebee. ink and paper to be discontinued to Mr. Campbell tilt he is removed

from Chambly. Mr. Gordon taken into custody. 247
July 26, Gene;al Haldimand to the same. Captain Sherwood and Dr.
Quebec. Smyth employed on secret service; ail dispatches from them to be

forwarded at once. Ordinary business of scouts to be carried on as
usual. 248

July 26, Same to the saine. Artificers may be punished by martial law,
Quebec. but this should, as little as possible, be resorted to. In certain cases

they may be pressed on board the navy. 249'
July 26, Same to the same. In consequence of the illness of Major Ler-
Quebec. nouit, Major Dandas is to settle with Captain Sherwood the exchange

of prisoners with Vermont. 250
Julv 3o, Captain Mathews to the same. Letters received. Mr. Pritchar d's
Quebee. conduct atones for first error. Mr. Whipple's mills may pay his

ransom. Additional men to eut firewood for St. John's. 251
Augrst 4, General Haldimand to the saie. Intercepted letter believed
Quebec. to be a statement to cover other designs. (See B. 134, p. 79) Scouts

must be kept constantly on foot. 253
August 6, Capt. Mathews to the same. Savings may be effected in rations
Quebec. to loyalists. Those not actually employed to be removed from the

frontiers to prevent desertion. Lists to be sent. 251
August 9, General Raldimand to the same. Complaints of Cspt. Chani-Quebec. bers as to his vessels being occupied by people coming with flags of

truce, at great trouble and expense. The practice to be stopped.
Vessels with scouts, &c., to stop at Dutchman's Point for examina-
tion ; the advantage of this. 256

August 13, Captain Mathews to the saine. Mr. Metcalf, of Montreal, allowed
Quebec. to cut hay and wood. His complaints. 258
August 20, Same to the saine. Leut. Johns to be reprimanded for the impro-
Quebe. priety of his conduct. The alarm from tbe late unsuccessful expedi-

tion may be productive of inconvenience to scouts, &c. Jacob Page
may be admitted on parole. Men from hospital to be sent to Mont'
real. 259

Auguet 23, Same to the saine. The character of Mr. Metealf. The General
Quebme. satisfied with the furtherance of letters from St. John's. 26J
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1781.
& 2lisi 27 Captain Mathews to Lt. Col. St. Loger. Exchanged prisonors
Quebec. brought in to be sent to their respective regiments. Page 262
August 30, Same to the same. The General's approbation of the means taken
QuebeC. to re establish his health. 26a
lieptember 3, Same to the same. Assistance to be given to recruiting parties

ebec. in the Colonies. Distribution of exchanged prisoners approved.
Women and children to be sent to their connections. Sufficient
men to be sent with bateaux to bring them back. 264

september10, Same to the same. That Beattie's girl may be married and Beattie
Quebee. be allowed to go to New York. 266
September 13, Saine to the same. Respecting the arrangements for bringing
Quebee- back bateaux. Three Canadians to be sent to Quebec. Provisions

for Isle aux Noix and Pointe au Fer. 267
Peptember 17, Same to the same. Capture of Metcalf. The three Canadians
Quebec. implicated with him to be enlarged. 268
Beptember 17, Genorai Haldimand to the same. Lieut. Crofts cannot recoive
Quebec. leave of absonce. Chasseurs to encamp at Pointe au Fer. 269
September 19, Captain Mathews to the same. Captain Brownson and Il prison-
Quebee. ers of war to be sent to Vermont on exchange. Colonel Johnson

and two old men to return on parole. 270
SPtenmber 20, Same to the same. Marsh's journal received. The women and
Quebec. children properly distri buted. La Bonté to be released and caution ed.

Mr. Johnson sent to wait his fellow prisoners. 272
September 22, Same to the same. Dispatches received. Orders sent respecting
Quebec. Brownson. Letters for Sherwood and Smyth to be kept till they

return. 274
Nptember 22, Same to the same. Dispatches to be sent after Sherwood and
Quebec. Smyth. In case of insult to them, Brownson and other exchanged

prisoners to be detained till further orders. 275
September 24, Same to tho same. Dispatches for Sir H. Clinton; Davis, a courier,
Quebee. to be sent with duplicates. 276
%ptember 27, Same to the same. Wood cutting along Lake Champlain by
Quebec. private parties to be stopped; intercourse carried on by them with

the rebels. 277
Bptember 27, Same to the same. The capture of Metcalf preconcerted to enable
Quebec. him to give all possible information to the rebels. 278
8 Ptember 29, Same to the same. By the return of Sherwood and Smyth, the
Quebee. exchanged Vermont prisoners may be forwarded. Mr. Peters going

to Ticonderoga for intelligence may accompany the flag. An officer
may be sent to relieve Ensign Clarges. 279

OCtober 1, General flaldimand to the same. The light companies of the
Quebe. 31st and 44th to proceed to Pointe au Fer. 280
October 1, Same to the same. Thomas Sherwood and two men may go into
Quebec. the Colonies to recruit and bring intelligence. 281
Octtber 4, Capt. Mathews to the same. Myers replacod by DeVeaux; returned

soldiers sont to their corps. Dr. Smyth to be botter lodged. Mrs.
Cheshire to be looked after as a suspected spy. 282

October 15, Same to the saine. No permission to be granted to cnt timber
'Uhambly. upon Lake Champlain. 283
October 25, Same to the same. To report to Major General Riedesel, but he
Quebec. may aiso report direct to the General. 284
e0veber 1, Same to Capt. Forbes. To sond off dispatches received without
Noebe, delay. 286

ber 5, Same to St. Loger. Journal received and approved of. Hopes
'. Major Jessup's excursion will not be attended with hostilities to

Vermont. Negotiations with Vermont; sincerity of the principals.
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1781. The embarrassment that would be produced by interposition in favour
of Messrs. Shepherd, Bloor and Smyth; the course to be taken with
the proclamation. Page _86

November 15, Captain Mathews to Lt. Col. St. Leger. The progress of negotia-
Quebec. tiens with Vermont satisfactory; much will depend on the turn of

events in the Chesapeake. Repoits as to the return of Capt. Ross
to Carleton Island. Cannot grant leave to Lieut. Crofts. 289

November 19, Same to the same. Differences between Pritchard and Patterson ;
Quebec. to try to recoLcile thom. 291
November 20, General Haldimand to the same. Approval of his course. The
Quebec. report of the surrender of Lord Cornwallis. The closest attention

must be directed to get intelligence of the enemy's move-
ments. 292

November 26, Same to the same. Journal of his proceedings received. 294
Quebee.
December 10, Capt. Mathews te the same. Men for secret service to be stationed
Quebec. at Loyal Blockhouse. 295

1782.
January 21, Same to the same. Asking for his contingent account. 296
quebec.
February 3, Same to the same. No private letters to be carried by ex-
Quebec. presses. 297
February 21, Same to the same. Contingent accounts received. Asks that assis-
Quebec. tance be given to Messrs. Sherwood and Smyth in stating their

accounts. 299
February 25, Same to the same. Distribution of medicine approved. Contin-
Quebec. gent accounts received. 298
April 24, General Haldimand to the same. That the road between Chambly
Montreal. and St. John's is to be repaired. 301
April 26, Captain Mathews to the same. Bateau to be provided for men
Montreal' for Loyal Blockhouse. 303
April 30, General Haldimand to the same. Arrangements for transport of
Montreal. provisions from St. John's to frontier posts. .. 304
May 3i, Captain Mathews to the sane. Reinforcements for Sherwood.Montreal. Party to cut timber at Missisquoi Bay. b05
June 10, Same to the same. Sending warrant for balance of contingent
Quebec. account. 306
June 10, Same to the same. Warrant for balance òf contingent ac-
Quebee. count. 307July 1 Same to the same. Application ofGilbert, a Quaker, now making
Çueber. a charitable tour of the Province granted. 308
Juy 4, Gencral Haldimand to the same. Capt. Wood may be sent toQ 'ebec. join the 34th in England. 309
September20, Capt. Mathews to the same. With blank commissions for twoQuebec. ensigncies in the 34th. 310Quebee. Same Io the same. Proposed communication with New York.(No date. Col. Stacey to be enlarged. 326
June 26, Same to Major Campbell. Permission given to John Stevensonto go to the Colonies. 311
July 21, Same to the same. The "Pandora " will sail in August; if h
Quebec. -has any letters they can be sent by ber. 312
August 10, Same to the same. General Baldimand will accompany MajorSorel. General de Steuben to St. John's on the 12th. 313
August 14, General Baldimand to the same. Al stores to be lodgedQuebec. compactly. 314
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1783
August , Captain Mathews to Major Campbell. The investigation into the
Quebec. charges against Dr. Smyth to be proceeded with. Loyalists that can.

be trusted allowed to go into the Colonies after their effects. Page 31
August 28, Same to the same. Fire at St. John's;, the Major's conductQuebec. approved of. Q. M. G. stores to be removed io Sorel ; room must be

made for naval and other stores at St. John's. Gratified to hoar of
the exertions of the garrison. 316

October 9, Same to Lt. Col. Nairne. Leave granted to men of the Royal
nuebec. Regiment of New York to bring in their families. 318

October 9, Same to Major Campbell. The Major haà permission to come to
Quebec. Quebec. 319
November 10, Same to the same. No demand to be made on the captain of
Quebec. militia at Chambly for horses or carriages except on the King's

service. 320
November 17, Saie to the same. That Caldwell, Gibson, Chambers and Suther-Quebec. land be prohibited from trading at any of the posts, in consequence

of trading with Americans. Mr. Ellice complains that Patterson
was allowed to carry furs to the Colonies and ho (Ellice) was stop-
ped. 321

November 23, Same to the same. Men for fatigue duty to be furnished to theQuebee. commanding engineer. Party to be sent to Crown Point to bring
off distressed loyalists. 3?3Deceniber 1, Saie to the saie. Provincial troops disbanded to receive quarteraQuebec. and provisions. Twelve men to be sent to Loyal Blockbouse. 324

Apri 7 4 Saie to the same. To informr Col. Fish that there being no
Quebec. authentie report of the ratification of peace, frce communication with

the Colonies cannot be allowed. He is to be brought to Quebec by
Captain de St. Ours. 32à,

LETTERS FROM OFFICERs COMIANDING AT SO-EL. 1778-1781.

B. 136. B.M., 21,796
1778.

October 27, St. Loger to Haldimand. The Yorkers and loyalist barracks are
Borel. pushed with the iapidity natural to men working for themselves and

atraid of a pinching winter. The redoubt and other works in a
state of forwardness. Sending information from O'Neal, employed
in the secret service. Desires the help of an adjutant ; would either
propose the appointment of one of the adjutants on the spot, or the
sending of Lieut. Skfene, the Brigade Major. Respecting the price
of wood on the seigniory ; a barley corn consideration should bo
enough. The men that eau be spared shall be set cutting. The
astonishingly fortunate weather has allowed the place to rise as it
were by magie. Page 1

November 8. Captain Leake to St. Leger. The men will be unable to work
iorei. owing to their present naked condition. Asks for clothing for

them. 7
November 9, Eben and Edward Jessup, J. Frencb, and Samuel Adams, to St.8Orei. Leger. -Respocting the micrable state of the Provincials for want of

clothing. 3
November 10, St. Loger to Hlaldimand. Transmitting the letter from loyalist
Sorel. officers respecting the clothing. Has inspected the mon; the state

of the clothing deplorable, and its quality such that the contractor
deserves a halter. Has recommended blanket coats ; is afraid that.
as most of the men bave had the handling of as mach money as the
officers, the arrangement may fall to the gronnd, but if so, ho ahal

381
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1778. interpose a public order. The barracks all finished but the stoves ;
the companies march in as they are fixed ; in a few days all will be
lodged ; if any the buildings are too warm. Site for a hospital to
be submitted by the engineer. Page 5

Novexmber 30, St. Leger to Capt. Lemaistie, D. A. G. Sending lotter from Lt. Col.
Boe. Pretorius charging Samuel lenmruan with being a rebel spy. Has

kept him at Sorel, where all the evidence is, but hai strong doubts
of the truth ofthe charze, for r3aions given. An Acadian has im-
posed on Traversy's wife as a friend to the rebels; she expects ber
husband ; measures for his arrest. 9

December 7, Lieut. John Barnes, A.D., Q.M.G., to Ed ward Foy. The captain of
Bore). militia of St. Francis reports the barracks ready, and asks for bed-

ding. Has desired that officer to send return of men to know what
bedding is wanted. Respecting cutting of wood. Orders should be
issued from headquarters to the officers commanding the German
troops at Yamaska and St. Francis, as ho does not suppose the
Germans cnt their own wood. 11

December 14, Same to the same. Will go to Yamaska Io inquire respecting
Boni- complaints against Germans there. Wili send returus of mon doing

duty at Sorel. The corps of loyalists have almost as nany officers
as men. Furniture for the roorns of the officers. The captain of
militia reports the barracks roady at St Francis so soon as they
are furnished with bedding. Asks for an arrangement for receiving
letters and the appointment of a postmaster.

Decetnber 17, Same t the sane (?). Sending general retura of troops dolng
ami duty at the post. Desires to knoe bow loyalist allowances are to,

be regulated. Has examined, with the captain of militia, the bar-
racks at Yamaska for the German troops ; they are the most con-
fortable in the Province. Allowance of wood for the troops; their
complaints and exceesos, and their wasto of fuel. 15

December 31, Same to the same.- The barracks at St. Francis not so comfort
""' able as those at Yamaka. Has ordered the captain of militia to

send for bedding, and to have the barracks made as comnfortable as
those at Yamaska. The royalist barracks more comfortable than
those at Sorel. 18

December- St. Leger to Lemaistre. Has done all in his power to satisfy
B"e". Blake, who still insists on a general court martial; the strides taken

1779. to subvert military discipline. 19ý
February 9 Sane to Htaldimand. The difficulty Mr. Fraser bas had in gettingBo. men for the expedition, first on account of want of clothes, which

were supplied; next, owing to the mon asking for a gratuity, &o.
The good effect of the example of Sutherland, of Sir John Jobnson's
corps. 21

March - Same to the same. The conductor with his ordnance and am-
re). munition is ready for Capt. Sebank Lieut. Crawford not at the

post. His Excellency's pleasure sent him. Sir John Johnson and
Major Gray anxious for a drill instructor; recommends one. The,
men constantly employed; asks leave to go on with ball practice. 41

March 7, Same to the sanie Reports the unworLhiness of Champagne for
sorel. a license, owing to the disorders of which he is the cause. The

sutlers' houses searched for rum, which has been seized and placed
in store, only drying up the small springs to give greater force to
the great oDe, Champagne having ten puncheons of ttie diabolical
stuff in bis cellar. Asks -that the license be recalled, to enable him
to keep the garrison in order. 22

«&y 7, Same to the same. A manifesto affixed to the church door,- brought in by the curé (M. Porlier) of St. Ours. He, with the
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1719. curates of St. Denis and St. Antoine has been desired to do the
utmost to discover the person who affixed it Asks for a decision
as to the disputes about rank botween the Regular and Provincial
troops. The case of McApin. Page 24

June 17, 1 St. Leger to Haldimand. Report with details of the measures
Borel. taken to prevent incendiarism among the stores, vessels, &c. The

excitement of the people for the arrival of ships. Fraser on the
upper Yamaska bas received bis orders; Capt. Leake's detachment
bas marched to its destination. Attention has been paidto the ques-
tion of the public departments. Jessnp and his detachment ordered to
Sorei. Slack gone to make inquiries at Yamaska. Barrack accom-
modation ; the Treasury brigs can lodge a considerable number it
necessary. 26

July 3 Same to Le Maistre (?). Complaint against one Bell for cutting a
o"e. cable, disobeying the orders of the sentry and being insolent. 29

July 21, William Stead to St. Loger. That the necessary orders have been
On board the given and arrangements made for sending down the brigs as
"1Polly." ordered. 31
July 22, St. Leger to Haldimand. Enclosing Capt. Stead's letter in
B9ore1. answer to orders for preparing vessels to take down prisoners. 32
JUly 29, Same to the same. Has had no intimation of the part ho is to,
Borel. take in the bateau transport, Barnes had orders from Col. Carleton

to send 48 bateaux from the post to Quebec; part are on the way,
the rest wait the corvée men who corne in slowly. Circulars sent to
the delinquent parishes. Wills with recruits sent forward. Roche's
brigade is near and will be sent to Montreal without loss of time.
Two mates just arrived; everything ready for them to sail in an
hour. The " Polly " leit yesterday. 33

AUgust 1, Same to the same. Recommending Captain Ancrum's application
Borel. for leave of absence. 34
August 26, Sane to the same. Major Dundas applying for leave of absence. 35
Borel.
October 10, Same to the saine. The want of officers; asks for two subalterns
Sorel. from Quebec. 36,
NIovember 21, Regulations for baking the bread for the troops and others at the
Sorel. post. 37
November 29, St. Loger to Haldimand. Enclosing baking regulations; the in-
Soel. creased efficiency and economy. 39
December 23, Same to the same. Sudden death of Quartermaster Bush, 34th.
Borel. Recommends Sergeant John Copley, of the 8th, to succeed. 40

1780. Same to the same. Letter of thanks. 42J.uIary 3,
Borel.
January 20, Same to the same. Further respecting the behaviour of Mr.
Sore. Blake. 43
Uebruary 9, Same to Mathews. With a list of those who should be refused a
Sore. licenso to retail spirituous liquor at the post. Andrew Paterson

and the son of the barraekmaster are the only two who should ho
licensed; the rest are a set of miscreants. 45

March 19, . Col. Macbean to Haldimand. Asks leave to send repairable
Bore. small arms at Montreat and Chambly to Quebec for repair. 47
March 27, Same to the same. Ris refusai to give Capt. Sohank fixed am-
Soeai. munition for the Tre'sury brigs; bis reasons; description of the

ammunition and its unfitness for use on board ship. Asks for orders
as to a supply of ammunition for German troops. Swivel gun sent
to the b.ockhouse at Yamaska. Orders as to small arms shall be
observed. 48
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i 7QO.
April 27, St. Leger to Hlaldimand. Will strictly observe the orders as to
Sorel. the mon and their equipments for Sir John Johnson. The mistaken

reports as to the objects of the expedition. Page 50
May 18, Same to Mathcws. Enclosing memorial of Capt. John Ross, with
Sorel. strong recommendation in bis favour. 51
May 22, Same to Hlaldimand. The rebel scout behind Chambly reported
Sorel. by Pretorius, turns out to be some of Rogers' mon. Will concert

with Pretorius as to the best means of securing the fugitives. Be
bas sent ton men to replace the lame and sick atFraser's post. Ras
sent to Major Carleton to arrange track marks and paroles so that
parties from the different posts might know each other. 52

June 1, Same to the same. fias arranged with Pretorius as to plans for
Sorel. apprehendingrebel spies. A confilential German employed. Fraser

to extend posts within hearing of musket shot from the Falls of the
Yamaska to a small lake with an Indian name meaning The Lake
with a great Marsh, two leagues thence to St. John's, Carleton is to
occupy in the same way, so that scouts can scarcoly enter or return
f.iom the Province unnoticed. Lieut. Crofts, with his party and
volunteers f rom the finest and most loyal young fellows of the Pro-
vince, will watch from the forks of the St. Francis to Nicolet, the
usual track of spies for Becancour, where there is more than one
traitor. 54

Jiune 5, Barnes to Mathews. Cannot find seasoned elm and ash bore (Sorel).
Sorel. Shall send some by the " Mary." brig. Respecting bricks. 105
June 5, St. Leger to the same. Sending a request from Curé Noiseaux
Sorel. for a propoer road between St. Charles and St. Hyacinthe. His

motive is zeal for the Church. The temporal motive of having proper
communication with Fraser's post is a further urgent reason. 106

June 10, Macbean to Haldimand. Forwarding letter from Fraser, com-
-orel. manding at Yamaska, respecting the loss of a pair of horses sus-

tained by one of the inhabitants while on corvée. From the man's
character and the circumstances, strongly recommends the case to
His Excellency's consideration. 107

July 20, St. Loger to Mathews. Complaint by Schmid against Brisebois,
Sorel. who is the rankest rebel and most troublesome knave ; it should

fall under the civil magistrate's cognizance. 108
August 2, Same to the same. Declaration of Captain Schmid, and reasons
Sorel. given by Brisebois for acting as he did. iRemarks on the exemption

granted by Longueuil to Brisebois; the cor duct of the latter andhis
connection with the rebels while there was any chance of them get-
ting the upper hand. The propositions of Curé Martel as to the
removal of the church to a new site. 58

August 2, Same to Ialdimand. Asking for the appointment of a relation,
Isorel. John G. Crowe, to the vacant ensigney of Ensign Arden. 60
August 25, Ralph Gore to St. Leger. Stating bis reasons for urging bis
Niagara. request for leave of absence. 61
September 20, Powell to Hialdimani. Had made the requisition for stores, &o.,
sore. for the detachment from the garrison intended for the expedi-

tion. 63
September 26, St. Leger to the saie. Capt. Schmid, of Yamaska, has brought.
Sorel. in Joseph Louis, whom St. Loger sends to Quebec for examina-

tion. 64
October 3, Capt. H. Dunlop to Powell. The terrible situation of Major
Sorel. Hughes from mental aberration. 65
October 4, St. Leger to Haldimand. The suicide of Major Hughes. Urges
Sorel. the appointment of Major Hoyes, captain in the 34th, as his sac-

cessor. . 66
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October 5 Dunlop to Haldimand. Particulars of the illnessaid death, bysui-
Borel. cide, of Major Hughes. He (Dunlop) applies for the promotion.

Page 67
October 9, Samo to Mathews. Transmitting report of the proceedings of a
tborel. court of inquiry, that previously writteu having been burned by

Major Hughes. 69
October 11, St. Loger to laldimand. Recommending the application of
sorel. Lieut. Goro for leave of ab-ence and transmitting his statement. 70
October 16, Danlop to the same. Recovery of the body of M j )r Hughes. 71
Sorel.
November 13, Same to Lernoult. Arrival of an escaped grenadier of the
sorel. 53rd, who had been in the Convention Army. He gives informa-

tion of Gosslin, a captain in the rebel service being in the country ;
the search for bim. 72

November 30, Macbean to Haldimand. Calling attention to the delivery to vos-
Quebec. sels on Lake Champlain of pioces of ordnance brought in from the

rebel frontiers. How sBch material should be distributed through
the ordnance office, so as to secure correctness in the accounts, and

1781. regularity. 73
February 1, Dunlop to the same. Death of Mr. Corrie, Surgeon to the rogi-
Yamaska. ment. The surgeon's mate in England; asks that somne one be sent

to attend the corps. 75
February 1, Machean to the same. is investigation of the complaints at
Sorel. Threo Rivers against Ensign Magrath of the 84th; apology to the

curé ; Magrath sent back to bis regiment at Sorel ; a German officer
appointed to command the detachment. 76

February 1, Same to the same. Sending abstract of the cover for troops that
Sorel. may be procured at Sorel; will leave on Sunday the 4th, for Isle

aux Noix and St. John's. The command at Sorel will devolve on
Capt. David Grant, 84th. 79

Eebruary!20, Same to the same. Respecting the repair of arms belonging to
Fort8t.John. the German troops. Demand for arms by Lieut. Fraser, eommand-

ing a party of loyalists at Yamaska block-house; asks for instruc.
tions. 80

March 12, Captain Malcolm Fraser to Mathews. Arrival of Ensign Mac.
.SBorel. dougall to urge bis claim before the board of paymasters. Extract

wanted of the proceedings of a court 'of inquiry at Montreal in
1778, relative to the rank of the Royal E migrants. 46

March 12, Macbean to Haldimand. His return to Sorel. Statement of the
Sorel. arms belonging to the German troops sent for repairs. If that is to

be done at the public expense, they must be sent to Quebec. Can
find no quarters depending on Sorel except Yamaska. 81

March 24, Same to the sane. Has been at Fort St. John for the court of in-
Sorel. quiry, but returned. Orders to return the Brunswick arms to Three

Rivers shall be observed. Inquiry into the robbery of rum. Dunlop
ordered to St. Francis to settle with the inhabitant complaining
against Capt. Edge, of the 53rd. Owing to his conduet ho bas been
ordered to join beadquarters. Mure to succeed. Returns from all
the parishes transmitted. lIs happy to learn that he is to have no
sort of concern with savages. 83

March 25 Same to the same. Three deserters of the 84th pursued and
Sorel. brought back : two young soldiers, probably debauched by the third,

an old offender, and a proper object to be made an example of. 85
April 2, Same to the same. Has received letter of approval for the removal
Sorel. of Capt. Edge from St. Francis. Mure now commands. fias had

no complaiits in his tour of inspection through the canton ments of
the 53rd in the parishes of St. Francis and St. Michel, Yamaska. 86
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Machean to Haldimand.
on certain proposals.

Asking the pleasure of His Excellency
Page 87

Proposals respecting ordnance and ordnance stores referred to in
preceding letter. 88

April 5, Macbean to Haldimand. Ras obtained an apology from some of
Sorel. the young officers to Lt. Col. Barner. It is all he was able ta

effect. 92
April 23, Same to the same. Arrival of Lieut. Henry DuVernet fi om
Sorel. Detroit; he is sent to take command of the artillery at Isle aux

Noix. Asks ]eave to relieve the detachments of the artillery at Fort
St. John and Isle aux Noix, as they had fallen into bad habits. 94

April 30, Instructions to Captain Barnes and Commissary of Artillery
Sorel. Shaw, to inquire into receipts and issues of powder at Montroal. 95
May 10, Macbean to Lernoult. Barracks to be prepared for the officers
Sorel. from St. Francis. Escape of rebel deserters. Only men who can

be depended on to be allowed in the blockhouses. 97
May 10, Same to Mathews (?). The financial embarrassment of Capt.
Sorel. Edge of the 53rd ; claim from St. Francis ; the accounts of his

company not settled. 99
May 14, Sanie to Haldimand. The good order and readiness of the field
Sorel. train at Sorel and Quebec. The claims of merchants for powder

destroyed in 1775. Barnes and the Commissary of Artillery instruc.
ted (p. 95) to go to Montreal to investigate. 101

June 4, Same to the same. Statements respecting ordnance and ordnance
Sorel. stores in the lower posts from Quebec to Isle aux Noix and from

Oswegatchie to Michillimakinak to 15th March, have been forwarded.
Asks instructions as to powder and stores to be sent to Carleton
Island and Detroit. Promotions and changes. 103

June 21, Capt. Malcolm Fraser to Mathows. Asks that a paper enclosed be
Sorel. laid before fis Excellency, as nothing is known of the determination

of the board of paymasters. Desires leave to go to Quebec on busi-
ness, as paymaster, affecting the regiment and himself. The diffi-
culty of leaving owing to the want of officers. His bills drawn last
fall are returned protested. 56

August 16, Macbean to Mathews (?). Transmitting the report of the court
Sorel. martial on Ensigns Pringle and Maclean of the 84th. Mon of the

same corps to be tried for desertion. 109
August 20, Same to the same. Shepherd, a loyalist from Albany, sent to
Sorel. Quebec; Solomon Tuttle, a rebel prisoner from Vermont, sent to St.

John's to be exchanged. 110
August 20, Sanie to Haldimand. Transmitting report of general court mar-
Sorel. tial. 111
Auguet 20, Same to the same. Transmitting results of an inquiry into com-
Sorel. plaints of the 53rd of ill.-treatment by the inhabitants of Yamaska.

The troops and the inhabitants at St. Francis agree perfectly. 112
August 26, Sanie to the same. The members of the court martial believe
sorel. themselves authorized to try the deserters brought before them, but

not to try any twice for the same offence. 113
August 27, Sanie to the saie. Letter for Capt. Sch %id received, read and
Sorel. forwarded ; order sent to Capt. Mure of the 53rd, stationed at St.

Francis, to assist Schmid with the most active men. Fraser at Yam-
aska ordered to be on the alert and to have continuaL parties out in
front and on all aides. 114

Sejtember 4, Riedesel to the sanie (in French). Arrival f rom New York; willO Bic. bring Sir Henry (Clinton's) despatches himse f. The fleet arrived
consists of 14 transports, including 4 victuallors, the convoy being
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1781. the '- Warwick," Capt. Elphinston, and the "Garland," Capt.
Chamberlain. The fleet dispersed in a fog near Gaspé, but
the missing vessels are safe with the " Warwick." le is
bringing 60 officers and about t00 men of the 44th and other British
regiments, besides German troops. Be has been obliged to take
pilots by force to bring the vessels up; the fleet will start to-mor-
row. Ail quiet at New York; Washington and Rochambeau camp-
ing ten miles on the other side of Philip's Bridge. Page 115

October 19, . Riedesel te Haldimand (in French). Ris arrival the day before yes-
Montreal. terday, but could only speak with Col. Carleton fora moment; they

are to disuss together the subject of winter quarters at Sorel and
would report. Has ordered the commanders of the different
battalions of Brunswick te come te him te arrange the establishment
of the regiments. 117

lOctober 21, Malcolm Fraser to Mathews. Respecting a draft for £180 re-
Quebec. turned by Mr. Jordan. Desires te bave the contingent bill for the

1-84th sent te him. 119
October 22, Riedesel (in French). Proposition for the distribution of troops

in winter quarters. 121
October 22, Same te Haldimand (in French). Has finished the new arrange-
Ilontreal. ment of the troops under his command and proposes te return to

Sorel. Will have the magazine at Three Rivers evacuated and the
contents placed in that at Sorel. Asks that the officer at Three
Rivers be relieved by troops under the orders of Major Gen. Clarke.
Ris ideas as to the stations of the troops given in detail for the
different posts and parishes. 123

October 22, Same te the same (in French). Desires instructions as te where
Montreal. the prisoners are to be kept. Asks if he will take no notice of con-

duct of the habitants of Ste. Thérêse, or if ho will send them te Quebec
for examination. Their conduct confirms him in the idea of having
a good post at Point Olivier. 126

October 22, Same to the same tin French). Rad understood that Ris Excel-
Montreal. lency had decided te place bis (.Riedeael's) regiment at Montreal, as

it was the only way te recruit it. The regiment has net had the
advantage of being in garrison since 1776. If placed in barracks at
Montreal, it will endeavour te deserve the faveur and te get into a
state worthy of Ris Excellency's approbation. 127

October 26, Same to the same. Has returned from Montreal; the Brunswick
Borel. troops in motion for their proper posta. Le Maistre informs him

of the march of the 44th for bis (Riedesel's) district; ho shall put
them in a proper place till the 29th leaves. Awaits approbation for
his arrangements and the report of Forbes as te the inhabitants
that supplied provisions te rebel parties. Dispute about the command
will cease, as Barner is leavirg Montreal. Speth desires te know
who shall take command during his temporary absence. 128

October 29, Forbes to Riedesel. Arrival of Dr. Smyth; he left St. Loger and
St. John's. the troops at Ticonderoga ; they had got ten bateaux into Lake

George and 300 were to cross next day. General Stark in great
force at Saratoga. 'wo men of the Yorks returned from Johnstown;
no account of the troops from Carleton Island. All the rebel troops
on the Mohawk ordered to Saratoga and Schenectady. 130

October 30, Captain David McFall to the commandant at St. John's. Has sent
Dutchman's Duncan Grant, a prisoner, with his crime. Suspicions of two othersPeint. whom it is dangerous te keep on a frontier post. 131
November 1, Riedesel te Haldimand. That Forbes says the rebel prisoners
°orl. lately taken do net know the names of the habitants who assisted,

the guide, who was killed, being the only one who knew. Who ar
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1t81. suspected. Report by Chambers of the troops at Ticonderoga. A
recruiting party of Sir John Johnson's with five recruits report tbo
hanging of Loveless, one of Haldimand's mon, by order of Stark.
Troops from the Mohawk sent io Schenectady, which is being
strengthened against an attack from Canada. The 44th not y et
arrived ; their quartermastor and bagage ordered to St. Ours.
The garrison at Sorel cutting wood and getting the provisions into
storehouses. Page 13

November 1, Riedesel to flaldimand. Arrival of four prisoners from St. John's,
Sorel. sent to Quebec. Enclosing extract of a letter from Forbes (p. 130)

nothing beard from the Chesapeake; flatters himself the French
will gain no advantage this soasoo. Arrival of the 44th at Berthier;
they will be sent on to St. Ours. 134

November b, Same to the same. The blockhouse at Yamaska sufficiently
strong for a temporary detence, but the situation dull and dreary.
The want of a road from St. Charles; one to bo made next spring.
Lieut. MicLean commanding in room of Capt Fraser, who is gone
with St. Leger. The number of the garrison ; te be relieved by the
4ttb. 'That regiment dotained at Berthier for two days ; bas gone
to St. Ours. Arrangements made for the march of troops to winter
quartera. A ship bas been sent to Three Rivers to bring up the
stores and baggage belonging to the Brunswickers. 136

November 7, Forbes to Lieut. Freeman, A. DC. to Riedesel. With letter from
Bt John's. the loyalist captain at Ditchman's Point. Tho three pri-

soners are in the main guard, but as there are only suspicions
against them, they cannot be tried. Grant's past career ; a danger-
ous man te have in the corps. 138

November 8, Riedesel te Haldimand. Is happy to find his measures for getting
Borel. wood approved of. St. Leger at Ticonderoga; his parties expected

back from Lake George. The rebel Stark had detached troops
against Ross, who was on the " Mohawk." Contradictory reports
in Albany as to the situation of the Briti.h fleet and army. Has
ordered the troops on moving to thoir winter quarters to leave thoir
artificers at the summer posts. 139

November 8, Same to the same (in French). The letter is taken up with con-
Borel. jectures as to the stops to be taken by Cornwailis, under various

supposititious circumstances. 141
November 12, Same Vo t e same. lias sent the two Lovel's prisoners to Quebec.

Borl Ras not sent Sylvester, as Pritchard vouches for him and wishes to
employ him as a guide. Doctor Schmid (Smyth) sent Myers and
party on a scout, but they met no one, thongh they saw tracks.
Men disguised as rebels sont to the environs of Ste. Thérèse by
Smyth, but taken up and sent to St. John's by the inhabitants. 143

November 12, Same (not signed) to the same. Return o Pritchard with three
Sl prisoners, namely, two Lovels and Sylvester, taken at different

passes within six miles of each other. Their account of themselves.
They acknowledge that the principal source of information in Can-
ada is Peter Seguier, of St. Charles. Should he not be seized ? The
people who supply them with provisior s live opposite Ste. Thérèse.
The alarm that will probably bo caused in Ste. Thérèse by the three
being brought in prisoners ; should they bo takea up to prevent
their escape ? New -plots will be found out on their examination.
The contradictory report of the thre prisoners concerning the
state of affairs te the southward. 144

November 12, Same te the same. Thanks for the leggings for the mon of the
Brunswick Regiment. Asks for a blanket for each man to make
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1781. a great coat, as they cannot do duty through the winter without
warmer covering than their uniforms. Page 147

November 12, Riedesel to Haidimar.d (in French). Arrival of Thomas Sherwood
Borel. at St. John's; ho reports the strong position hed by Cornwallis,

whom nothing but famine could subdue; that 8,00 men had been
sent to him from New York ; that Wash'ngton whilst attempting
to intercept a detachment for Cornwallis had been mortally
wounded and his regiment cut to pieces. The Tories believe that
everything is going well ; the rebels say that the whole depends on
a naval engagement. Private letters from Ticonderoga give same
news as Sherwocd. His remarks on the news and anticipations of
the resuits. ''here need be no anticipation of a winter campaign
against Canada this year. 149

November 14, Same to the same (ir. French). Marked privatj. Allowing for
Sorel. the exaggerated reports in the rebel papers, is sure Cornwallis is in

a bad situation ; all his hope is from Digby's fleet. Calculition of
the result in various contingencies. Is afraid C)rnwallis will play
Burgoyne over again. Madme. Riedesel hopes to see3 His Excellency
in her house this winter. Sends newspapers received from
Boston. 151

November 15, Same to the same. With letter containing the grounds of sus-
ore. picion against a man in one of the Provincial corps. 153

November 15, Same to the same. Recommending certain changes in the distri-
Sorel. bution of winter quarters. 154
November 15, Same to the same. Details of the movements of troops to winter
Sorel. quarters. The details of the troops and detachaents sent to the

different posts are given with minuteness. 156
November 17, Same to the same (in French). News of the capitulation of Corn-
Sorel. wallis received; conjectures as to its positive truth. Does not

believe that Canada will be attacked this year; it will be Charleston;
next year New York or Halifax; after that it will be the turn of
Quebec. 160

November 18, Same to the same (in French). Cannot yet believe the report of
Sorel. the disaster to Cornwallis, although the news seems positive; is

inclined to believe that the report relates to a detachment of 1,000
men sent by Cornwallis to Closter (Gloucester) Point, and not
to the main body. 162

November 19, Same to the same. Troops in winter quarters, with details. The
Sorel, two Lovells sent in irons to Quebec. Will have Peter Seguier, of

St. Charles, apprehended with the suspected inhabitants of Ste.
Thérèse ; the one will be sent to Quebec, the others confined at
Chambly. Orders given to all the posts for the arrest of Bowman,
the spy. He will visit different posts when final orders are given
respecting winter quarters. Capt. Smith, of St. Francis, reports
that it is impossible for Bowman to escape through the woods
between Bdcancour and Sorel, but there is a convenient road to
escape by St. Egan, on the Chaudière. 164

evenber 22, Same to the same. Further respecting winter quarters, with
rel. details. 166

November 24, Same to the same (in French) Further conjectures as to theorel. credibility of the news of the capitulation of Cornwallis. Is at ease
respecting the situation of the Province; proposes to visit St. Loger
to make arrangements and will inspect various parishes. 172

November 24, Account of ammunition rcceived from Sorel between 4th February,a bmaska. 1779, and date. 174
;ovmber 25, Riedesel to Haldimand. Has had no report yet of the apprehension

of Seguier of St. Charles and the other suspected inhabitants of Ste.
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1781. Thérôee. Movements of regiments. Twiss has set out for Montreal,
Coteau du Lac, &c. The River Sorel frozen and difficulty in
crossing the great river. Page 175

November 25, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Cannot yet understand how
Sorel. the disaster to Cornwallis could happen in so short a time. .De Grasse

gone to blockade New York; Washington, Rochambeau and La
Fayette have gone there to attack Clinton. It is the grand coup
but Digby may find an opportunity to avenge the British flag and
Clinton, 4,000 mon stronger than when ho (Riedesel) left New York,
may manage to humiliate the enemy. He bolieves the best course
for the enemy would have been to attack Charleston, whose capture
would have released troops for the attack on New York next year.
To do so now is to lake the bull by the horns. An attack on Canada
is proposed on the supposition of the taking of New York and pro.
ceeds from French vanity. He would not be surprised if La Fayette
would attempt to cross the lake to St. John's to take the vossels. It
was a plan of his in the winter ot 1777-78. Is leaving to-morrow for
St. John's. 177

November 26, Thomas Freeman to Riedesel. Enclosing letter atd memorial to
Montreal. be presented to Haldimand, settirg forth the losses sustained by the

destruction of his father's farm and praying for relief. 179
November 28, Dunlop to the same, transmitting a letter received from Schmid,
Pointe aux captain of militia at Yamaska. 181
Trembles.
November 29, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). That from his own investi-
Sorel. gations, the reports of the captains of militia, of the curés, &c., he

had prepared a nominal return of the inhabitants of the parishes
occupied by the German troops in 1776, with reports of their state
of feeling during the rebelinvasion. This will be sent if desired. 168

Letter on the same subject dated on the 4th April, 1781, fol.
lows. 170

December 3, Same to the same (in French). Marked private. Has returned
Sorel. from his inspection of which ho encloses report. Detailed state-

ment of the position of Clinton at New York, with the troops, &c.,
available. The difficulties to be encountered in attacking it. Is
leaving for Yamaska and St. Francis, Madame is arranging a room
for His Excellency. 182

December 3, Same to the same. Report of his visit of inspection of St. John's
Sorel. and the upper part of the district, with details. Visited the royalists

at Verchères, and Contrecœur. The regiment of Rhetz not yet in
winter quarters, owing to the impossibility of crossing the riv-
ers. 185

December 4, Frans Petronouls (in French). Certificate that two women, St.
St. John's Martin and Gaurjette, came to complain of rebels having, in the ab-

sence of their husbands, come into their houses to demand food. 188
December 5, Riedesel to Haldimand. With report from Capt. Fraser of the
Sorel. state of ammunition in the blockhouses at Yamaska, &c. 189
December 5, Same to the same. Urging in strong terms the petition of
Sorel. Thomas Freemam (p. 179) to Ris Excellency's favourable considera-

tion. 190
December 6, Sane to the same. Owing to the impossibility from the state of
Sorel. the river, of crossing the regiment de Rhetz to winter quarters, it

bas been put in temporary quarters at Pointe au Lac and
Machiche. Has been unable to go to Yamaska, but as soon as
poss.ible ho will go, and with Capt. Schmid investigate the distress
there. 192
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Decemher 9, Deposition by Levi Silvester as to bis and Lovell's proceeding on
St. John's. a scout sent by General Bailey. Page 194
December 13, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Marked private. An escaped

r. prisoner from Albany reports that there was confirmation of the
reported capitulation of Cornwallis. St. Loger has been with him
(Riedesel) to discuss the points relative to the scouts and advanced
posts. is preparing all the information necessary before going to
Quebec. 198

December 17, Same to the same (in French). Is afraid that owing to the inter-Sorel. ruption of the communication by ice His Excellency has not
received reports ; they are sent all together. He and St. Loger
occupied with establishing scouting parties on the frontiers, and have
consulted Frazer and Schmid. The river passable for foot pas-
sengers; will be the same for carioles in a couple of days. 200

December 18, The same to the sanie. Is happy that his arrangements on theSorel. last journey to St. John's have been approved. Ras investigated the
arrangements for quartering the troops at Yamaska and made some
satisfactory modifications. Half of the St. Francis Indians are still
out hunting. The last scout from the upper blockhouse at Yamaska
has found no rebel tracks. 195

December 19, Report of Azariah Pritchard respecting the capture of PierreSorel. Choquin (Chicoine) at St. Charles 202
De'cTübYiiT Luc Schmid to Riedesel (in French). Report of one Mauraux
St. Francis having been at St. Francis, purchasing fish to retail at Quebec. 203
December 19, Riedesel to Haldimand. With Schmid's report on Mauraux buy.
Sorel. ing fish. As all sorts of monopolies are forbidden by ordinance, he

has not been allowed to carry away the fish. 204
December 19, Same to the sane. Twiss to report the ammunition needed for
Sorel. the posts on the Yamaska. To anticipate any attempt of the enemy

on Canada, scouts have been arranged to observe the enemy and
intercept thoir scouts, and to keep up communication with the
advanced posts, intercept. emissaries, and prevent desertion. The
number of men fixed on from Fraser's and Rogers' corps; their
stations and duties. As arranged, there will be a serni-circle from
Chateauguay to the Nicolet constantly occupied by patrols. 205

December 21, St. Loger to Riedesel. Extract " By what I could learn at St.
Charles, the whole race of Chicoines are in the same predicament
with him." (p. 202.) . 209

December 24, Riedesel to Haldimand. Remarks on the scouting arrangements
Sorel. he has made; desires further instructions. The arrest of Seguier, of

St. Charles, on the information of the rebel Lieut. Lovel. His real
name is Chicoine ; this delayed lis arrest. His confession and St.
Leger's account of him enclosed. fie will be sent te Quebec. The
inhabitants of Ste. Thérèse exonerated. 210

December 25, Captain W. Fraser to Riedesel. Sending returns of the strength
amaska-, of the Loyal Rangers at both posts on the Yamaska. He lias not

been able to keep them at the strength ordered by His Excellency.
Out of the 33 at bis own post, he as to keep 12 for scouting to the
St. Francis, each party of six to set out as the other returns. 213

DeceMber 25, Memorial of Thomas Freeman for compensation for the losses sus-
Montreai. tained by lis father and family (see pp. 179, 190). 215
December 27, Riedesel to Haldimand. Chicoine to be sent off to Quebec nextSorel. day. On the report of Twiss, six months' provisions sent to the

Yamaska blockhouses; two months' supply of wood to be always
within the pickets. Ammunition ordered. Precautions respecting
the composition of scouting parties. The loyalists from Yamaska

ask for clothing and rum for couting parties. Fraser asks that the
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1781 number of men at his posts be made up; the loyalist corps cannot
furnish them; if approved he will send the requisite number from
the 44th and from Barner's corps. A man of Rogers' corps confined;
ho is an improper person to be at an advanced post. Shall he be
sent to Quebec ? The regiment DeRhetz have crossed the river
and are at their winter quarters at Nicolet, LaBaie and Becan-
cour. Page 218

December 28, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Sending down Pierre Chi-
Sorel. coine, of St. Charles, a prisoner. 222

Declaration of Chicoine of 25th October (?) enclosed in this
letter. 225

December 28, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French) marked private, Sending a
Sorel. paragraph from a letter of St. Loger, that an officer of the Indian

Department had arrived, and on the 17th November had heard
nothing of the defeat of Cornwallis. Has looked for the order not
to lot the fish go to Quebec, and will regulate matters accordingly.
Schmid reports the purchaser to be a notorious monopolist, who
had been already punished. 223

December 31, Same to the same. The three inhabitants of Ste. Thérèse, con-
Sorel. fined at Chambly, have been released. The prisoner Chicoine, sent

down on Friday, is a man of bad intentions, yet it will be difficult
to prove it, unless Lovell can be induced to confess. 228

December 31, Same to the same (in French) marked private. New Year's
Sorel. wishes. The letter is altogether of a friendly and private char-

acter. 229
December - Scouting marks, paroles and countersigns to be observed by the

scouts from Sorel, Yamaska, St. John's, Isle aux Noix, Pointe au
Fer, St. Francis and Loyal Blockhouse. 231

No date. Statement of a confession made by Pierre Chicoine. 234

LETTERS FROM OFFICERS CoMMANDING FORTS. 1778-1784. VOL. IL.

1782. B.137. B. 21,7d97.
January 3, Riedesel to Haldimand. las investigated the character of theSorel. subscribers to the address lately given to Mr. Scott; they are

neither citizens nor inhabitants of Sorel, but sutlers, &c., who could
easily retract their promise. His turbulent and improper conduct
makes him a dangerous person to be left at Sorel; asksleave to order
him from this parish where ho has nothing to do. (With respect to
Mr. Scott, who was a chaplain at Sorel, see correspondence B. 64, B.
74 and B. 75-1, &c.) Is pleased that his arrangements for the block-
house atYamaska, for sconting parties, &c., are approved. Will set
out to-morrow to meet Twiss, for the purpose of making arrangements
for scouting from Sault St, Louis, Chateauguay, &c.; visit St. John's
to consult with Sherwood, and on to Isle aux Noix, returning to
Sorel on the 10th. Arrival of Major Gamble with dispatclhes. Page 1

Januay 3, Roger Stevens to Riedesel (the spelling in the address is Redhazle).
St. Johs. Explaining that the cause of the delay, for which he is confined to

his room, was not disobedience, but a misapprehension of orders,
and asks for an investigation. 4

January 10, Riedesel to ialdimand. LaPrairie flooded from the late thaw
Sorel. and rain; had gone to St. John's and instructed Sherwood, who set

out for Loyal Blockhouse to despatch a party on secret service. fie
will return for a few days to Montreal, then go to his station at
Loyal Blockhouse, where clothing and provisions have been laid in
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1782' for the scouting parties. The fleet at St. John's bas a respectable
appearance and is a great defence to the fort. Snowshoes ordered
to be supplied to each regiment; the companies to be frequently
out to accustom them to marching on snowshoes and to be of benefit
to the men's health. Captain Barnes will get the people who made
the subscription for Mr. Scott to withdraw their names; orders will
be given to stop bis preaching, which will lead to his abusing him
(Riedesel) as ho abused St. Loger, but no attention will be paid to
that. Page 7

January 17, Captain Dunlop to Haldimand. Had corne here to vindicate theSorel. character of the 53rd against the attacks made on the regiment
whilst at Yamaska. Neither Brehm nor any of thoso at Sorel
being authorized to take up the matter, ho will wait till fis Excel-
lency's intentions are known. 8

February 14, Riedesel to the same (in French). Has arrived after a delay fromBore1. cold, snow and drift, but by short stages, so that Madame de Riedesel
and the children had not suffered. Madame sends thanks for kind-
ness at Quebec. Will attend to instructions and report so soon as
the work is finished. Has arranged with Capt. Schmid for scouts
from Yamaska. 9

February 18, Same to the same. lias received word from St. Loger that scoutSorel. No. 1 has returned from Hazmn's road to Loyal Blockhouse, without
discovering any tracks. Fraser reports that scout No. 2 had arrived
at the upper blockhouse at Yamaska without soeing tracks, but as
the oflicer had been taken il], the scout did not strike Hazen's road,but went straight by Missisguoi to the blockhouse. The other
scout saw no tracks; it went as far as Lake St. Francis where the
road from the Nicolet River loads towards Cohos. The firat scout
from St. Francis leaves to day. Sherwood reports the lake (Cham-
plain) frozen to Crown Point. A scout sent from Pointe au Fer to
the River Chazy met with tracks, but after following thom returned,
believing them to be those of a party of Indians hunting. Will
endeavour to discover the truth of this supposition. Hopes to pro.
cure an authentic calculation of the grain in the district. Will
review and report on the Brunswick troops in the district. Will
reinforce Sherwood's post and order transport of provisions to the
Loyal Blockhouse. Will leave to-morrow for Montreal to meet Gen.
Clarke and conduct him through the district. il

February 18, Same to Mathews. Cannot settle the contingent bill till after his
Sorel. return from Montreal. 15
February 25, Same to Haldimand (in French, private). Returning the news-
St. John's. papers, feels as deeply the misfortunes of last year as if they affected

his own country. Only powerful alliances or a miracle can save
Canada, which will this year ho the objeect of attack by Washington
and Rochambeau, unless orders from France change their plans. A
few months will tell if the Province and army are to be the victims ;
but the military arrangements made by His Excellency will cost the
enemy dear. ie has taken General Clarke to visit the different
posts, but will go alone to Loyal Blockhouse, as ho has reasons for
showing it to no one without express orders. D.tes of his visits to
other posts. General Clarke saw the British and Provincial troops
in Speth's district, as well as in bis (RiedesEl's); was received with
all honours and hospitality and must have been satisfied. Will
report in detail on lis return to Sorel. 16

Pebruary 25, Same to the same (in French). The provisions wanted to com-St. Johlus. plete the stores at Loyal Blockhouse'will be sont this week. Asks
instructions respecting a requisition from Sherwood for muskets. 19
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1782.
Februarv 25, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Forwarding a letter from
St. Johu's. Sherwood; he asks if Lieut. Sutherland is to be allowed to go to

Crown Point with a detachment. Page 20
March 4, Same to the same. Has returned with General Clarke. Sher-Sorel. wood has made the best disposition possible at the Loyal Block-

house, which is well situated, but not strong and could not make a
long defence. Even with the reinforcement sent, there are scarcely
sufficient men for the different services. Suggests that Sherwood be
allowed to fall back on Pointe au For should a superior force attack;
he could return when the enemy bas left; Pointe au Fer is strong
and cannot be taken without cannon. The destruction by fire of
the little blockhouse on the north side of the fort. DuVernet sent
from Isle aux Noix to assist in repairing the works, but
no great harm has been done ; sends plan showing damage.
Will eend classification of the troops when he has visited
the regiments of Rhetz and Specht. The ages of the men in these
and in the 34th and 44th regiments. Detachments ordered to Crown
Point to destroy the gun carriages there. An officer and 30 men of
Jessup's sent to St. John's till the detachment returns from Crown
Point. Vermont building three blockhouses. Parties will be sent
to Hazen's road, &c. 21

March 4, Same to the same (in French). Believes that there is no doubt
Sorel. Washington and Rochambeau intend to begin the campaign by an

attack on Canada. The ideas of Rochambeau on this point are: 1.
That he will no longer be under Washington's orders; 2. To sepa-
rate his troops from the rebels; 3. To make a conquest apart from
the others, which does not appear difficult, as he hopes that all the
people of the country would rise in his favour. He (Riedesel)
doubts if the court would approve, preferring more advantageous
and easier expeditions. Still preparations are going on for a serious
attack. Varions reports as to the position of the French troops.
Proposes to send emissaries along the Connecticut to Springfield and
Hartford, to learn the real state of the case. He would not be sur-
prised to learn of Rochambeau being at Springfield and Washington
on the Hudson, that the French form the second line from the Hud-
son to the Connecticut and there wait for final orders from the
court. Has taken steps to prevent the spread of unfavourable news
brought in by scouts. Is rejoiced at the expected arrival of Ris
Excellency; should the enemy make any attempt, his presence
would strengthen good subjects and put an end to all speechifying
and bickerings. General Clarke leaves to-morrow; will go with
him to Bécancour, see the regiment de Rhetz and arrange for the
scout to Hazen's road. 25

March 7, Same to the same (in French). Sends report of Colonel St. Leger
Sorel. respecting a flag of truce sent by the enemy to Pointe au Fer; also

Dr. Smyth's opinion, the passport accompanying the flag, and a
newspaper given under pretext of being a curiosity. St. Leger has
taken precautions to prevent any communication between the men
with the flag and the troops, loyalists or others. Asks for instrue.
tions how he is to deal with the flag, as he believes its sole object to
be to induce the loyalists to desert, and thiis was apparently the
object of bringing in the newspaper, which, however, he had allowed
no one to see. The King's speech which it contains he believes to
be fictitious. 29

March , Same to the same (in French). Arrival of Pritchard with dis-
SoreL patches. He reports a party from Vermont is attempting to sur-

prise the scouts; bas warned Sherwood and Fraser. 31
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Marc1 9. Riedesel to Haldimand. Sutherland, with fifty mon, has gone to
Sorel. Crown Point to destroy gun carriages which the people of Vermont

intended to carry off. Warning sent to Sherwood and Fraser to
take precautions for the safety of tboir posts and scouts. A rein-
forcement of twelve men sent to the woodcutters on Missisquoi Bay.
A scout sent from the St. Francis to HEazen's road ; on its return
another will be sent. Asks for orders respecting a volunteer who
wishes to go on recruiting service. Sonds a journal of the last
scout, kept by Lieut. Fraser and Volunteer Crony, both of whom
ho recommends. Page 32

Mar. 10 to 17, Journal, by Fraser, of a scout from the upper blockhouse on the
Yamaska, commanded by Lieut, Tyler. 50ý

Mar. 11 to 24, Journal of Vassal de Monviel of a scout on the River Yamaska. 41

March 12, Oath of secrecy taken by John Platt, employed to obtain intelli-
gence. 34

Mar. 15 to 21, Journal kept by Sergeant Tegers of a Canadian scout, sent out
from Yamaska blockhouse. 35

March 23, Riedesel to Haldimand. Sends summary of grain, cattle, &c., of
Montreal. the parishes in his district which have sent in returns; those of St.

Denis, on the Sorel, and from the Sorel down the St. Lawrence to
Becancour are not yet in. The returns received show 160,590
minots of bread corn, 2,744 minots of flour, 18,743 minots of pease,
29,116 minots of cats, 13,724 head of cows, bullocks, &c., 8,598
sheep, 7,315 swine, and 5,418 horses. As soon as possible a detailed
return shall be sent in, showing the quantity in each parish. 39

March 24, Same to the same. Transmits contingent accounts of the Anhalt-
Montreal. Zerbst regiment, with remarks. 40
March 26, Capt. W. Borthwick to Riedesel. Respecting armourer's tools ;
Sorel. is doubtful if any are to be purchased in Quebec. 47
March 26, Riedosel to fHaldimand. Norton reports that a party of rebels is
Sorel. expected between the mountains of Beleil, and that ho was going

to try to intercept it. Movements of scouts. Twiss is arranging for
the building of storehouses and the defence of the post, so soon as
the weather admits. 48

March 28, Lue Schmid to Riedesol (in French). Is not surprised that
St. François. Fraser's secut from Yamaska did not meet that from St.

Francis as thoir routes were ton leagues apart. Cannot understand
how Vassal de Monviel did not find Hazen's road, the information
being so precis-e. Will send the census of grain and cattle when
made. 54

March:29, Riedosel to Haldimand. Asking for instructions in regard to pur-
Borel. chase of tools for the repair of muskets at Sorel, or if they shall be

sent to Quebec to be repaired there under the direction of the master
armourer. 56

March 29, Same to the same. The inability of the scouts to find Hazen's
Sorel. road is unaccountable ; has Eent Fraser an extract from the map

supplied by His Excellency. The neglect of the Canadian scout is
unpardonable ; it ought to be sent back, but the roads are now im-
passable. Shall ho order the discontinuance of the scouts till the
snow has gono, and thon resume them? 58

March 29, Same to the same (in French). Has arranged with Twiss for theorel. storage accommodation for from 40,000 to 50,000 bushels of grain, as
notedin a memorandum. If the superfluous effects of the artillery
and other effects and provisions could be sent to Quebec, Montreal
and Chambly, room could be m aue for grain, which would run a
great risk of being spoiled, if stored in the barracks. His ideas and
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1782. those of Capt. Twiss as to the means of defendiug Sorel against a
superior force agree, but in all things His Excellency's will shall be
fobowed. Will settle with the German troops the articles to be
entered in the contingent accounts. Has written to St, Leger to
enrol the seven men from Vermont in one of the corps. Page 60

March 29, George Norton to Riedesel, How the report aroso respecting the
St. Charles. rebel party being between Beloeil and Chambly. 63
March 31, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). The report of a rebel party
Sorel. being expected at Beloeil was false. 62

prl12, Same to the saie (in French, private). Is gratified at the confi-
Sorel. de.co between the two Houses of Parliament aLd the King, but this

will not avert ruin. Strong measures or an alliance of weight can
alone avert rumin owing to the great superiority of the enemy in
numbers, and to the continuous misfortunes of the last two years.
God grant that the news be true of a reinforcement of 10,000 Han-
overians, an offensive alliance between Great Britaini and Austria,
Russia and Prussia. In that case the theatre of war would take
another face, and there would be the prospect of issuing from this
labyrintb. Indications that the plan of operations bas arrived from
France and that the attack on Canada bas been abandoned. This
will give Ris Excellency an opportunity to strengthen Canada.
Prospects of the exchange of Cornwallis and his renewed command.
Sir Henry Clinton hated by the ministry ; the misfortune to Corn-
wallis attempted to be cast on him. Holland's plan from Yamaska
to Hazen's road nearly finished and being copied. 64

April 2, Saie to the same. Is happy to find that his plans for repairing
Sorel. arms, &c., are approved of. - Three Indians report that they found

no tracks and that no one had passed the road they had been over
during the winter. Lient. Houghton reports that emissaries to the
rebels bave been sent by the way of Chateauguay. Is afraid they
cannot be intercepted, but by IHoughton's plan, if approved of, others
might be prevented from leaving the Province. Grand scouts dis-
continued in the meantime and the smaller scouts strengthened.
Vassal de Monviel is ordered to return to St. Francis. Capt. Prit-
chard is surely on a secret expedition for lis Excellency as be bas
not yet returned. All returning scouts passing near the Loyal
Blockhouse to report there. 67

April 2, Same to Mathews (?) (in French). Remonstrating against the
Sorel. publication of an order which he is afraid may cause bad blood on

the part of the British officers towards him. 70
A pril 5, Saine to Baldimand. Suggesting how provisions to be removed
Sorel. from Sorel to Chambly could be forwarded. The seven men from,

the Colonies are all enlisted in the Provincial corps; five in Fraser's
and two in Jessup's corps. 72

April 5, Same to Mathews (?) (in French). Thanks for the withdrawal
Sorel. by His Excellency of the part of the order objected to (p. 70). Ras

sent the rest of the order to St. Leger. Had the idea that every
part of an order from Adjatant General must be publisbed; his only
object in not publishing was to remain in harmony with 1,he British
officers. Is sorry that His Excellency still suffers from his acci-
dent. 74

April 5, Same to Haldimand. The necessity he is under of confirming the
Sorel. sentence of death on three soldiers. Severe examples must be made

owing to the state of crime among the Brunswick troops. 76
Extracts from the court martial follow. 77, 80 and 82

AprilI5, Same to the same (in French). Ras notified Lieut. Houghton of
Sorel. the difflculty of obtaining men at Caughnawaga ; lie will be supplied
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1782. by Colonel Creuzbourg from the Hesse Ilanau troops. The only
news of consequence is the statement by St. Leger re specting a road
to the right of Pointe au For, which appears to lead from Crown
Point to the Chateauguay River. It is apparently an old road cut
before the war. Has sent out scouts !o obtain information respect-
ing this road. lI made before the war information can be obtained
in Montreal respecting it; if new, it deserves to be attended to.

Page 85
April 9, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Is gratified at the good news
8 orel. from New York. Is curious to know for what place the intercepted

French troops were intended ; if for Canada their co.operation is
fortunately frustrated. Considers the peace with Holland as the
forerunner of a declaration of the other European powers. Will
write a couple of lines to Beverly Robinson and enclose them. The
letter from Sherwood would show the good effect of his (Riedesel's)
small notes. If he could bring a certain man within a fortnight, he
could give him such instructions as would ensure rews being
brought f rom the Colonies which would become known. Is allowing
Major Jessup to conduct certain plans without interference, Has
haci all the captains of militia assembled; told them that if the new
census of grain did not turn out more probable than the last he
would employ officers and all grain above the quantity specified
would bo confiscated. The order had made a noise and the price of
grain would be reduced by a livre per minot. 87

April 12, Same to the same (in French). Speaking in high terms of Ignace
Sorel. Cournoyer, tho new captain of militia. Has sent a few lines to

Colonel Beverly Robinson. The paper can be concealed anywhere
and is not signed so as not to compromise any one, and contains only
compliments and trifling commissions. 90

April 12, Same to the same. Has received warrant for the contingent
Sorel. account of the German regiments. Tracks, supposed to be those of a

a hostile scout, are reported to be those of a party of Hanau Chasseurs,
who had lost their way going to Chazy. Houghton is beginning to
bo afraid of the safety of two parties, one towards the Mohawk and
the other to Cumberland Bay. Pierre Langevain is willing to keep
a posthouse at Soi-el, on conditions stated. Capt. Barnes does not
think that more advantageous terms can be had. 91

pril 15, Same to the same. Sending parts of Holland's new map; the first
. showing the distance between the blockhouso and Hiazen's road ; the

other parts will be prepared as soon as possible; four copies ol cach
to be made. Materials preparing for the works at Sorel. 94

April 19, Same to the same. Lieutenant Adams of Jessup's corps has ate last discovered HNzon's road; he bas left marks by which future
scouts can discove: the road. The difficulty in returning of the
scout from Chateauguay to tho Chazy; grand scouts have been dis-
continued. Is he to resume them when the weather permits ?
Sending a general return of grain in the district of Sorel. The
captains ot militia are making anther visitation ; when completed
,will send the return. The waters have risen considerably at Sorel,
so that the bakery, browery and redoubt by the great river had to
be abandoned; the lower barracks are still occupied. 96

pril 20, Lieutenant Houghton to Riedesel. The scout from the River
Oaughna-
Waga. Saranac has returned without seeing any tracks but those of three

loyalists from Pointe au Fer. The good conduct and fidelity of the
Indians. Suggests Gilliland's River as a station for one of the next
scouts. The person expected is yet likely to come, unless he hear
of the scouts being on the look out. 98
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1782. Riedesel to Haldimand (in French-private). Returns the news-April 22,
Sorel. papers. Expected that Sir Henry Clinton's letters would be short

and laconic, but had hoped General Robertson would have entered
more into detail. A confidential officer would be able to find ont
the situation at New York; letters from there are weighed and
measured under the wretched influence of politics. The newspapers
give ample field for conjecture. Austria seems strongly engaged in
the interests of France, and the dismantling the frontiers of Brabant
proves clearly an attempt against the Empire. It is fortunate that
such a plan became known before the death of the King of Prussia.
He supposes that there will be a war in Germany like the last, except
that Russia will be on the Prussian side, and perhaps Holland, and
Britain will have a strong naval support from Russia. Unfortu-
nately 35,000 German troops are wanted in America. H1e is charmed
to see the high spirit in Britain. If Russia is sincere, and the King
of Prussia and lRussia attack France and Austria, Great Britain
would obtain relief, and might hope for an honourable, if not a very
advantageous, peace. Page 100

April 23, Same to the same (in French). In a conversation at St. John's,
Sorel. His Excellency said that when the King's ships entered Lake Cham-

plain, a detachment was to be sent to destroy the guns scattered
between Carillon and Pointe au Fer. As Commodore Chambers is
preparing to set sail at the beginning of May, asks orders about this
detachment, so that it may be ready. Suggests how the detachment
should be made up, so that the work could be done in three weeks,
without the risk of an assault from the enemy. 102

April 23, Same to the same. Returns thanks for an obliging letter. Sends
Sorel. sketch of the second part of Holland's map and one of the first part,

with remarks by Lieut.Adams on his late scout; showing differences
in the situation of the rivers and mountains. A detachment of the
44th in readiness to march to St. John's to serve as marines on the
ships under Chambers. The 34th is so scattered that the detach-
ment could not be taken from that corps ; it might, however, be
furnished by both regiments. Provisions sent to Montreal and
Chambly; must have cleared the storehonses to the proportion he and
Twiss recommended. The supposed new road lately discovered turns
out to be the boundary line drawn in 1772 and 1773 between New
York and Quebec. A fui ther investigation to be made. 104

Aprel Same to the same. Encloses a letter from Hloughton respecting
the scouts (p. 98). Asks for instructions respecting further scouts,
&c. Has yet had no answer as to the proposal to establish a post-
house at Sorel. Thanks for the present of 200 fruit trees. 107

April 26, Same to the sai e. Asks that a proposal be sanctioned te send anSorel. officer to Detroit, Niagara and Carleton Island, to collect Brunswick
troops of the convention army, who had escaped and joined the
British forces, many of them being with Butler's corps. 109

Apre 2 Same to the same. Will obey all orders sent. Measures by
Commodore Chambers respecting desertion from the fleet. No ar-
rangement for a detachment to Crown Point will be made without
orders, and even then with the greatest secrecy. The detachment to
serve as marines on board the fleet has received orders to march
to St. John's. Biscuit shall be forwarded so soon as it arrives. 110

April 26, Same to the same. Stating the case of Mr. Wasmer, surgeon'$
Sorel. mate, sent to Rutland, to attend to trcops who were prisoners of war

there, and recommending that he be paid his claim. 111
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1782.
April 30 Riedesel to Haldimand. Is about to make a short excursion to St.
Sorel. ' John's to arrange about men for cutting timber for Twiss. Sends

the third sketch of Holland's map. Page 113
April 30, Same to the same. The detachment of the 44th to serve as
Borel, marines bas marched for St. John's. The biscuit bas arrived and

will be forwarded the first fair wind. The different services require
150 men a day, rendering the duty too severe for the present estab-
lishment; asks leave to move the 4th company of Barner's battalion
from St. Francis to Sorel, sending a detachment of the rifles fromn
Yamaska to St. Francis. Thanks for vegetable seeds for the garden
which he is beginning to work. 114

May 4, Same to the same (in French, private). Has settled the mis-
Soiel. understanding at St. John's respecting the timber cutters for Twiss.

The detachment of the 44th has arrived at the portage of Ste.
Thérèse, where the 34th had lef t bateaux. The biscuit has
arrived at Chambly for St. John's. Has every hope that fis
Excellency's real plans will remain a mystery, as everyone believes
that the provisions are only for the subsistence of the troops forLi-
fying Isle aux Noix, which he would be very assiduous in pressing
forward. Ris special business now will be to equip the Brunswick
regiments so far as means allow; when the stores are distributed
he will report to fis Excellency the state of the troops. Has
found the 600 apple trees at St. John's and sent them off to Sorel;
will send them to Quebec immediately, less the 200 of which His
Excellency bas made him a present, and which shall be planted at
once. 116

May 5, Same to the same (in French). Respecting the number of
Borel. rations sent to Chambly for five months' provisions for 4,000 men;

asks if more flour is to be sent, as that must be got f rom Quebec.
Reports the good condition of the roads between Chambly and
St. John's. Dr. Mabane has left for Quebec; the 400 apple trees
were sent off at noon. 119'

May 7, Same to the same. Trusts that reports, &c., sent have been
Sorel. received. Tools, flour, &c., sent from Quebec, shall be forwarded to

Chambly with the greatest despatch. The land near St. John's
must be wet after the heavy rain, but a suitable spot for an encamp-
ment may be found without risk to the health of the troops. Is
pleased that post has been taken at Oswego. It is not likely
that Clark wili be able to carry out his plans for attacking the
upper posts. The second scout from Caughnawaga, out 56 days,
bas returned by Crown Point, without meeting anything extraor-

àfy1, dinary. 121
Sayr1li Same to the same (in French). Reporting the state of equip-

ment of the Brunswick troops and the necessary articles still
deficient. 123

'iY 10, Same to the same. The light companies of the 53rd and 84th bave
arrived ; the first are cantoned in the lower, the other in the upper
part of the parish. This is more convenient than putting them in
barracks for the short time they are to remain, yet they are near
enough to assist the garrison. These companies are entirely desti-
tute of camp equipagel and; must be supplied; asks that Capt. Barnes,
Quartermaster, do this. Vessels with engineer stores, &c,, from
Quebec expected shortly. 124

Xy 11, Same to the same. Two hoys have arrived jfrom Quebec with
engineer stores, &c., and have proceeded on to Chambly ; a vessel
with flour which sailed at the same time called at Three Rivers and
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1782. has not yet arrived ; when she does she will be sent off at once to
Chambly. Page 126

May 14, Riedesel to Haldimand. Vessel with provisions has arrived and
Sorel. procceded with a fair wind for Chambly ; list of articles given. Is

not satisfied with the transport from Chambly to St. John's ; the fault
is in the want of a sufficient number of carriages; this is to be reme-
died. Thanks for bell tents for Brunswick troops. 127

May 15, Same to the same (in French). Returus newspapers with thanks.
Sorel. The ill-treatment of Sir Henry Clinton ; doubts if Carleton will

replace him. Earnestly wishes for botter news from Great Britain. 129
May 15, Schmid to Riedesel (in French). Indians returned from huntingSt. Francis. wished to set out again, but after a meeting promised to wait for

orders till the 21st. To keep them at hand it will be necessary to
employ them to take a prisoner towards Hazen's road. Ten or fifteen
of them will remain in the village hoping to be sent in turn. 130

May 17, Riedesel to Haldimand. No arrival of provisions since last writ-
Sorel. ing. The transport from Chambly to St. John's more expeditious,

but not yet sufficiently se to keep pace with the provisions brought
up, the number of carts ordered not having been supplied. If the
report that a transport with Brunswick troops is expected, asks that
she be sent direct to Sorel. 132

May 17, Report of the grand scout under the direction of Lient. CampbellLoyal Block- Bpr ftegadsotudrtedrcino iu.Cmbl
Hoose. and Lieut Adams from Yamaska towards Hazen's road and neigh-

bourhood. 134
May 18, Riedesel to Haldimand. Is afraid that James Micklemeyers, a
Sorel. royalist, who, with another man, was allowed to go on recruiting

service, has fallen into the hands of the rebels, as the other man hias
returned; and his report is enclosed. 136

Report by Van Boone, referred to in the preceding, follows. 138

May 18, Riedesel to Haldimand. Reporting the burning of a blockhouse
Sorel. at Sorel. 137
May 21, Same to the same. The transport of provisions over the portage
Sorel. (Chambly to St. John's) is still slow. Only half of the carts ordered

for each day have been supplied. The presence of Colonel St. George
Dapré would be useful, as without greater exertion the transport
will take two months, Sends return of provisions shipped at St.
John's and report of the last scout froin Yamaska blockhouse.
Hazen's road easily found now; nothing extraordinary has hap-
pened there. 141

May 21, Same to the same. Sends request from Schmid for leave to send
Sorel. an Indian scout, so as to keep the others at home. Proposes to

send up a party to Hazen's road to surprise the nearest blockhouse
the rebels have that way. 143

May 21, Same to the same. Asks leave to collect the regiment de Rhetz,
Sorel. so that the whole battalion may be exercised together. 144
May 21, Same to the same (in French). Returns with grief the news-
Sorel. papers. If the losses continue so rapidly, Great Britain will soon

have nothing left but her owa land. Earnestly trusts that the
change of ministry will turn the system to a better issue, but without
powerful alliances or rupture within the enemy's lines, he sees nO
possibility of the overhanging clouds being dissipated. Is uneasy on
account of a report that His Excellency had met with an accident. 145

May 24, Same to the same (in French, most private). The change of
Sorel. Ministry will probably lead to peace. Personally, he strongly desires

this, for reasons given; on public groands, and on the King'5
account, he deplores the placing the Government in the hands
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1782. of the men who were the real cause of the war, and the
King's greatest enemies. Reports that ho has been exercising the
troops in garrison, which are now in good order. He proposes to
visit Ris Excellency at Montreal, should ho remain there till next
week. Page 146

May 24, Riedesel to Haldimmand. The increased dispatch in passing the
Sorel. provisions over the portage; the greater part of what was at Cham-

bly is now at St. John's. Will arrange with Schmid respecting the
scout. He will point out to Fraser the impropriety of recommending
so ill qualified a person as Mucklemeyers to recruit in the Colonies.
Arrival from Vermont of a flag with prisoners of war ; forwards a
letter from Rauschenplat. Has not ordered the blockhouse lately
burnt to be rebuilt, as His Excellency last fall said the two block-
houses were of littlo use. 150

May 28, Same to the saie. Progress to Chambly of vessels loaded with
Sorel. flour. A party of 13 Indians sent off towards Hazen's road, with

positive orders not to go near or molest any of the persons or bouses
of the inhabitants. 152

May 28, Same to the saine (in French). Returning thanks for newspapers.
Sorel. Trusts that His Excellency's hopes for the good of the King and

nation may be realized. 153
June 3, Same to the saine. Asks directions as to the disposal of the rebelSorel. officer apprebended at Point Olivier. Intends leaving next woek

on a tour of inspection, Expects daily the completion of the trans-
port of provisions to St. John's. Is the detachment of the 44th to
remain at Ste. Thérèse or rejoin its regiment when the transport is
finished ? 154

June 4, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for His Excel-
Sorel. lency's kindness to him whilst in Quebec. Enclcses a letter from a

friend in New York, with remarks on the state of affairs and the
policy adopted by Sir Guy Carleton. Had returned in good health,
but his headaches and vertigo had again attacked him. 155

June 5, Same to the same. Mr. Rousseau, lately from England, reports
Sorel. that the officers of the convention army had been exchanged. The

return of the German officers would enable him to put the battalion
of grenadiers on its former footing. Arrival of vessels at Chambly
with flour, &c., which will soon bo transported to St. John's. 157

Jlune 9, Same to the same (in French). Acknowledging receipt of letters
Montreal. and orders. Loaves for Sorel with the greatest satisfaction at the

condition of the German troops, which doos honour to the small
number of officers with them. On recoiving an order to inspect the
Anhalt-Zerbst troops, he will leave for Quebec by the south shore,
and inspect that and the Rhetz regiment on the way. 159

June 13 Same to the same. Is waiting orders to inspect the Anhalt-ZerbstBorel. troops. Sends returns of the provisions forwarded to St. John's.
The rebel officer taken at Point Olivier bas been sent to Montreal.
The 44th will remain at Ste. Thérèse till further orders. 161

June le, Same to the same. Sends congratulations on the victory bySorel. Rodney over the French fleet. Louves for Nicolet in the morning,

'lune 1 to be there for two days and hopes to be in Quebec by Friday. 162
St. rs,. Schmid to Riedesel (in French). The scout has returned from

Hazen's road ; found the first blockhouse burned ; advanced to
another blockhouse which was abandoned. The party going further
on took a prisorer and returning burned the second blockhouse.
Three prisoners from Montreal were also taken ; one a captain and
the other a lieutenant. The prisoner from Cohos reports the
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1'82. arrival of Carleton at New York with 10,000 men, &c. The prisoner
is sent forward and will give the information. Has paid the Indians
four portugais for the four prisoners. Page 163

June 17, Riedesel to Haldimand. Recapitulating the contents of Schmid's
Nicolet. letter. The prisoner taken at Cohos i eports the arrival of Carleton;

the rumours of peace ; the return home of six months men froma
Hampshire who had been on the way to join the rebel army,
&o., &c. 165

The account given by Abel Davis, above referred to, follows. 168

June 22, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Transmitting the evidence
Quebec. of Davis and report of the examination of three rebel prisoners who

had escaped from Montreal in May. 171
Report of the examination follows. 172

July 3, Instructions (in French) by General Riedesel to Captain Ziel-
Sorel. berg. 177
July 4, Riedesel to Haldimand. Lieut. Gebhard, in charge of Bennington
Sorel. prisoneis of war at Rutland, c omplains of the difficulty he has in

getting money to supply their wants, so that many had to disperse
among the country inhabitants to gain their subsistence. Were there
the prospect of an exchange he could assemble 200 of them in a short
time. Orders respecting prisoners at St. John's and the block-
houses have been transmitted. Orders given to Zielberg are en-
closed. The 44th has passed to Quebec. Will give Jessup orders
respecting the hay cutting expedition. 179

July 4, Barnes to Riedesel. Reporting the result of his examination for
Sorel. the site of an artillery camp at St. Ignace for practice, &c. 181
July 4, Riedesel to Haldimand. Reports the examination he had made
Sorel. for an artillery camp near Sorel, and encloses letter from Barnes

(p. 181) in whose opinion he concurs. Has found a good spot ho-
hind the blockhouse, where the garrison can encamp. 182

July 5, Declaration by Abel Davis, of Hillsborough, Vermont, of lis loy-
Sorel, alty. 184
July 6, Kiedesel to Haldimand (in French). Hopes that ais Excellency
Sorel. will approve of the leave given to Lient. Colonel Creuzbourg to go to

Quebec on business relating to the Hesse Hanau troops. Has ar-
ranged with Jessup for the work. The prisoner (Davis) taken
near Cohos has been sent off as ordered, after taking his declaration.
fie offered to bring in Whitcomb, but in present circumstances his
offer was not entertained. Schmid will take him by the St. Francis
and Lake Memphromagog towards Upper Cohos, till the man can
find the road himself. Schmid reports that the Indians are becom-
ing restless and wish to be employed or to go hunting. Permission
has been given to them to hunt for four weeks. 185

July 10, Same to Major Jessup. Instructions for his proceedings on a
sorel. foraging expedition to cut 250 tons of hay on the banks of Lake

Champlain. 187
July 12, Same to Haldimand. Enclosing instructions given for the hay
Sorel. cutting expedition to Major Jessup, and letter from Schmid, com-

plaining of irregularities among the Indians cf St. Francis village,
occasioned by rum. St. Leger bas sent a flag of truce to Skenes-
borough to inform Benjamin Gilbert that he as leave to come into
the Province. 191

July 12, Same to the same (in French, private). Returns newspapers ;
Sorel. will communicate all letters received from bis friend at New York.
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1782. Has observed the strictest regard for economy, but cannot hel
sending recommendation enclosed. Page 19U

14, Captain Forbes to Riedesel. In consequence of representations
s..from a number of loyalists of the infamous character of Aaron

Vaness, of Albany, who had joined Rogers' corps, had sent him to
prison, not thinking it safe to leave him at liberty in a frontier
post. 194

July 15, Riedeset to ialdimand The light companies of the 84th have
St. John's marched to Montreal to proceed according to orders. To give the

inhabitants an opportunity of repairing their barns, the 53rd will be
encamped. The dragoons and Barner's regiment will also encamp
to see that their camp equipage is complete. 195

Sei18, Same to the same (in French). Thanks for accepting his recom-orel. mendation of young Beckwith, who is filled with joy and gratitude.
The entire inaction to the southward is an indication either of nego-
tiations for peace, or that the victory by Rodney had made such an
impression, that nothing would be undertaken without knowing the
ulterior intentions of France. A whole campaign Ilost in so costly a
war is a great advantage for the opposite side and gives the Cabinet
an opportunity to bring about a peace. Ie would not, therefore,
be astonished should a general peace take place next winter. It is
not in America but in Europe that peace will be made. Carleton
is occupied with reforms and to change the economy to the south,and as he thinks of nothing else, that is the reason there is no news
from him. (The date of this letter is the 14th on the endorsation,
but the 18th is correct.) ' 196July 18, Same to the same. Has received the letter of the 15th; trustsSorel. that the charge by Schmid against Picard can be proved, as an
example may dater others from selling rum to the Indians. Forbes,
at St. John's, reports the arrival of Benjamin Gilbert, and of his
being sent on to Montreal. Encloses letter from Forbes, and desires
to know His Excellency's intentions thereon. 198

July 22, Same to the same. Gilbert, the Quaker, reports that a rebel news-
Sorel. paper asserted that Congress had written to Carleton that they would

not treat for peace except on the basis of complete independence and
that France and Spain must be included in the negotiations; that
the refugees who hanged Huddy in the Jerseys had been tried and
condemned and afterwards sent to Washington to be dealt with as
he thought proper, so that Captain Sir Charles Asgill who was to
suffer as a retaliation would be sent back to New York. Sends return
and report made by Captain Wood at St. John's of the number of
loyalists lately come in. Asks for information as to Col. Taplan's
case. Sends journal of the last scout, which will show the ease with
which iazen's road is now found. 1gg25, Same to the same. Vaness bas been sent to Chambly, accordingSore. to orders; the officer commanding has been charged to take particu-
lar care of him. Pritchard had passed through, but ha had not seen
him. 201ul 26, Same to the same (in French). Respecting young Beckwith andSorel his appointment. ias written to Colonel Wurmb at New York;
bis letters may clear up many subjects that cannot be ascertained by
public letters. The prospects of peace; the blockade of Boston and
Delaware leads to the belief that the French fleet bas sailed for the
East Indies. Did not believe that Washington had been at Saratoga,
and therefore did not report it, but as one of the rebel newspapers
stated that ha was at Albany, it is not impossible that curiosity led
him to visit the scene of misfortune (Burgoyne's surrender). 202
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July1 82. Riedesel to ialdimand. Has transmitted the order that Col. Tap-
Sorel. land is to be left entirely to the care of Dr. Smyth and that Richard

Gill is to leave St. John's and not to be allowed to return without His
Excellency's leave. Will leave to-morrow to inspect the blockhouses
at Yamaska. Page 205

July 28, Edward Jessup to Riedosel. Reporting the progress made in cut-
Parson's ting the hay ordered. 206Point.
August 1, Riedesel to Haldimand. Reports the blockhouses at Yamaska to
Sorel. be in good condition. The critical state of health of M. LaTaille,

curé at St. Charles; his death is looked for; from the situation of
the parish and the disposition of many of the inhabitants, a loyal
subject should be chosen to succeed him. (M. LaTaille died at St.
Charles de Chambly on the 18th of the following October). 208

August 4, Report, by Ensign Thomas Mann, ofa scout towards Hazen's road,
Sorel. when six of the party deserted to the rebels. 209
August 5, Riedesel to Haldimand. Return of Jonathan Miller, of Rogers'
Sorel. corps, who escaped from West Point, but was recaptured and taken

to Albany, whence he again escaped. Washington at Windsor with
a regiment; Patterson has 6,000 men at West Point; 600 are on
the Mohawk and 700 more on the march to reinforce them.
Return sent of the loyalists arrived last month. The barracks at
Sorel are full of vermin ; asks leave to encamp the mon till the
barracks can be repaired. Asks for instructions as to powder,
&c., for practising the troops in firing at a mark, &c. St. Loger has
returned to St. John's from Montreal. 212

August 8, Same to the same. Is sorry for the accident to a scouting party
Sorel. under Ensign.Mann, whose journal ho sonda. It leads to the suspicion

that jealousy exists among the loyalists, although his late visit to
î amaska led to the contrary belief. Is convinced that Captain
Fraser's conduct gives no just cause for complaint, but suggests an
inquiry for Fraser's satisfaction. Will change the direction of all
future scouts, so that no bad consequences may result. 214

Auguet 6, Capt. William Fraser to Riedesel. Of the six men who desertedfamaska. from Mann, five were desorters from the robels, and repeated how
frequently they had taken advantage, by roceiving large bounties
and then desorting from one party to another. Ho believes that the
rest of the people are honest except two, against whom there are
certain suspicions, but they will be watched. 216

August 7, Edward Jessup to the same. Further report of the progress of
Parson's- hay cutting. Will sond a party from Crown Point to the settlements
Point. at Castletown and the Scotch Patents, to see if the enemy are on the

move. 207
August 7, Capt. Hoekins to the same. Representing the want of mon to
Isle aux Noix. carry on the work. 218
August 8, Riedesel to Haldimand. Sends report of the character of the
Sorel. desorters from Mann's expodition. 219
August 12, Same to the same. The dragoons and Barner's battalion have
Sorel. encamped; ho waits ordors respecting the artillery. Inspection

and proposed repairs to the barracks. The Frasers are willing to
continue in command at the blockbouses; other officers and men
should be relieved; hopes to find a sufficient number to rolieve these
posts every three months. The great and small scouts have not
been sent out so often as last winter, so that the hardships of that
service cannot have been the cause of the late misconduct. 220

August 15, Same to the same. Hopes on the roturn of Major Jessup to carry
Sorel. out the plan for the relief of the garrisons at the Yamaska blockhouses.
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1782. Jessup, from the scarcity of good grass, has been obliged to go to
Crown Point for hay; bas been ordered to stay as short, a tinie as
possible, and Chambers bas been asked to send an armed vessel to
cover the party. Reinforcement wanted to press forward the works
at Isle aux Noix. l'as ordered the Regiment de Rhetz to encamp
at Nicolet to save Holland from requiring to go through all the
cantonments; it wll also be a good opportunity of exeroising the
regiment when ah together. Page 222

August 17, Riedesel to Haldimand. Col. Taplan going to Quebec. ThanksSorel. for newspapers; he leaves to-morrow for Nicolet. 234
August 19, Same to the samue. Orders sent to Major Jessup to leave CrownNicolet. Point, if he is still there ; precautions taken for tue safety of his

party. 225
August 20, Same to the same (in French-private). Remarks on reports asNicolet. to contracts for beef advertised for in American papers ; does not

think they indicate that large preparationrs are makig. Has no
apprehension of anything happening to Major Jessup. Roview of
German troops by Major Holland. Hias kept Graaf for a couple of
days to report the condition of the Regiment de Rbeiz. 226

August 21, Journal of a scout under Sergeant Ilger sent from St. John's byYaInaska. order of Col. St. Leger on the bth August, and returned to Yamaska
on the 20th. 228

August 21, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Returns newspapers; wishesNicolet. that the pacific sentiments of the belligerent powers may be carried
into effect. Graaf will report the state of the regiment de Rhetz;
it is much inferior to other regiments for want of a commander and
good officers. Thinks of remaining here till Monday. 233

August 22, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for confidential
icolet. communications. It is too late for a French floot to enter the river

and an expedition against Canada by land is chimerical. An attempt
against New York is more probable, but he believes it is a feint to
draw the British fleet and forces trom tho Indies, even to the enemy's
present disadvantage in this quarter. The heat is exc.ssive giving
him bad headaches. 234&ugu t 22, Same to the same (in French). Has received general orders,
which he will execute with as little publicity as possible. He pre.
sumes that the two classes, according to the division of last winter,
are to be taken to Isle aux Noix, leaving the third in quarters (those
who are unable to work). The regiment de Rhetz wi!1 march
immediately on being reviewed by Major Holland. The garrison at
Sorel will be sent off on the same footing as the de Rhetz regiment
and the light companies of the 53rd are ordered also for Isle aux
Noix. Shall he send the Hesse Hanau chasseurs to Isle à la Motte
and the advanced posts ? Orders are also sent to Speth to make
arrangements in his district. He (Riedesel) will go to Isle aux Noix
to push forward the work. Calls attention to the demand for mon at
Sorel for necessary repairs and other work there. Sends this by
Capt. Willoc, so that ho may learn, as soon as possible, whether ho
has properly understood His Excellency's intentions. 235

,&uîst 23, Same to the same (in French). O'Connell had arrived at St.
John's and wished to leave on the 20th; has no doubt ho would
reach Crown Point by the 22nd. Jessup had written that he had
scouts everywhere, but had seen nothing. O'Conneil would arrive
in time to prevent any catastrophe to Jessup. Since the desertion
ofthe six men, the scouts have gone by different roads from Loyal
Blockhouse, and have found a shorter road to Cohos, and the begin.
ning of Hazon's road. This will keep the enemy astray and lessen
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1782. the bad effects of th( desertion. AIl instructions are given according
to Ris Excollency's orders. He leaves for Sorel in the morning to
complete arrangements Tho man Davis, mentioned in St. Leger's
report (p. 2>2), is the one taken by the Indians and released by His
Excelleney's order. St. Leger has doue well and made a consider-
able journey in eleven days. Page 239

August 24, Edwaid Jessup to Riedesel. Is leaving in accordance with
Crown Point. orders; all the hay eut wili be got off, except one small stack. Will

look for further orders at Pointe au Fer and Dutchman's Point, and
send on the last bateaux to the island where all the hay eut beyond
Split Rock is secured, &c. 241

August 26, Riedesel to Haldimand. Has ordered 60 men, with officers, ofSorel. the Hanan Chasseurs to Sorel; these with 85 dragoons and Barner's
battalion will be onough for garrison duty, &c., at this post. De-
tails of the movements of the troors; hopes that they will all be at
Isle aux Noix by Monday. Wili wait for Twiss and proceed with
him to the camp. Encloses Jessup's letter. 242

August 29, Same to Mathows (in French). Is on the point of Icaving with
Sorel. Twiss for lisle aux Noix. low bis letters are to be sont. 244
August 30, Capt. W. Fraser to Riede-el. Asks for a court of inquiry on
Yamaska. certain charges, and that wituesses (ramed) may be called. 245
August 31, Riedesel to Haldimand. Arrival of German troops and expected
Isle aux Noix. arrival of others, some having been delayed for want of transport.

When all are assembled, a report will be sent. Has been examining
with Twiss the works, but is afraid that a sufficient number of
fatigue men cannot be employed for want of artificers; fifty men of
Sir John Johnson's corps would be of great use. Rev. Mr. Scott
had been distributing extraordinary band bills, one of which is
sent. 246

September 1, Same to the same. Fraser has sent in a young man named Max-
Isle aux Noix. well, escaped from the Colonies, ho being a friend to Goveriment.

He was brought in by a son of Davis of Cohos. Whitcomb is to
leave with a detachment to intercept the scouts or to attack the
advanced posts. Davis and Johnson wish a detachment sent to sur-
prise Whitcomb and have deposited provisions for the mon. Asks
for orders and will in the meantime detain young Davis. Maxwell
intends to enlist in Fraser's company. Barner's corps arrived and
to-morrow 600 men will be employed on the works. Hearing that
the 29th regiment is ordered to this post, he has directed Captain
Barnes to supply the necessary camp equipage. Sending intel-
ligence just received. 248

Intelligence brought by James Mucklemoyle referred to in letter
(Micklemeyers, p. 136.) 251

September 3, Edward Jessup to Riedesel. Gives an account of his hay cutting
Pointeau Fer. expedition and proeeedings. 253
September 3, Riedesel to Hialdimanci (in French, private). Returns the news-
Isle aux Noix. papers; he believes that there is an effort in Europe to bring about

a general peace; and ho has little doubt it wili be successfnl, as
Rodney's victory has humbled the pride of the Bourbons, but is
afraid that the enemy will make another expedition to increase their
demands during the negotiations. Britain having failed to send a
reinforcement to New York in hopes of negotiating a separate
peace with the Colonies, the Americans will think this a favou, able
opportunity to attack this post, provided they can anticipate Sir
George Rodney by forcing the passage by Sandy lHook before his
arrival. Another reason for this belief is, that so considerable a fleet
cannot remain idle in the Weet Indies, but must strike a blow som3O-
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1782. where; if it fail, the fleet can retire to Rhode Island or Boston till
the season allows them to return to the W'est Indies. Another roason
is the march of the French to the north, Virginia being the most
central for other operations. A further reason is Washington's
studied neglect of New York; his (Riedesel's) experienceis that the
spot neglected by Washington is the one ho means to attack.
Further conjectures as to the effect of an attack on New York,
should Rodney come up with the French fl&et at Sandy Hook. Dr.
Smyth had gone to Crown Point, ihe day ho (Riedesel) arrived, in
order to be present at the exchange of prisoners with Ver-
mont. Schmid has been sent with Taplan to have the latter
exchanged. Page 255

September 3, Riedesel to Haldimand. Return of' Jessup from his expodition for
Isle aux Noix. the hay cutting, his report is forwarded. 259
September 7, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for the oppor-
Isle aux Noix. tunity given him of communicating with Lieut. Colonel de Mengen;

is sorry that the express will arrive only on Tuesday morning. In
spite of the scarcity of good officers, he has found one suitable-
Cornet Schönewald of the dragoons, who will present this letter ; ho
carries others with him, both private und official. Tho official letter
and one of instructions will be so written as to be seen by the enemy
proving ostensibly that his mission is harmless, This officer bas
been already at New York, ho knows with whom to communicate,
&c. Should the poor devil be taken, hopes that ho will be promised
a speedy exchange. Arrival of the 29th regiment. It has been
raining steadily for four days, which delays the work. All the
troops are comfortably encamped on the island and an exorcise
ground bas been selected. Twiss has gone to visit different parts of
the lake. 260

September 8, Same to the same (in French, private). Trusts that Schönewald
Isle aux Noix. lias arrived with the letters for New York. Chambers and Twiss

have returned. Ensign Sherwood has brought dispatches for his
Excelloncy which have been sent to St. John's. If the letter from
Carleton to Washington, published in the newspapers sent, bo true,
a goneral peace is imminent. But ho finds the humiliation too groat
that independence must be granted to the rebels before poace is
concluded. It has been a war of sevon years, costing fifty millions,
and upwards of 50,000 men, but destiny favours the revolt. The
master of the " Marie " has taken four Vermonters prisoners, who
came on board with their arms, under pretext of escorting a poor
woman who wished to come to Canada. They have the reputation
of being arch rebels. They have been sent to St. Johny, waiting
further orders. 263

September 9, Proceedings of a court of inquiry to ascertain the truth of charges
Yamaska. of ill usage to and defrauding Of bis men of their pay, brought

against Capt. W. Fraser. 265
Testimony of Fraser's company, respecting the malicious report

of him, which it emphatically contradicts. 269
September 12, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Has no doubt
Isle aux Noix. from the contents of the newspapers sent that peace is concluded,

and that next spring each wili return to his own country. On
private grounds he is charmed with this event, but on public con-
siderations he can only lament so shameful a peace. If it restore
rest and tranquillity to the best of kings, ho should be satisfied, but
the immense debt, the loss of trade, the onerous taxation must
occasion discontent to the nation. If Canada and Nova Scotia are
the only provinces left, the entrance to them should be made as
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1782. inaccesible as possible, to guard against surprise. The fortifying
of Isle aux Noix before the peace was therefore a wise stop. Twiss
is satisfied with the good will and activity of the German troops. If
the carpenter work, &c., be kept up with the same alacrity as the
work ot the labourers, the three redoubts should bo finished by the
end of October. His paymaster is sick and desires to see him ; ho
therefore, proposes to go to Sorel for four or five days. Twiss has
left for eight days. Will be happy to see His Excellency; Chambers
has arranged the "I Royal George" for his quarters. Page 271

September 13, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). It was fortunate that
Sorel. on the way to Sorel he met Graaf, as ho was able to write letters in

time to return them by him for the frigate. The parcel sent by the
bands of Graaf was from Cleve, in Halifax, containing official letters
which speak only of peace, and his master gives various orders as to
the return of his troops. The arrival of the French fleet on the
North American coast is to avoid the season of hurricanes in the
West Indies, and it is more likely to aim a blow at Halifax than at
New York. The reinforcement of 3,000 men is too small to attack
New York, and besides for that purpose the fleet would have gone
to Rhode Island, not to Boston. If it does not attack Halifax it will
go to take Little Penobscot, which would not cost much and would
show it had done something. However, Cleve writes that they are
preparing at Halifax to be attacked. Points out the impropriety
of sending the poor Brunswickers to Penobscot for reasons given.
In spite of all offensive arrangements and of the parade of the com-
bined fleets in the British Channel (La Manche) ho believes peace to
be near and that the French think only of raising their terms and
repairing the glory of their fleet by striking last in this war. Mes-
sages acknowledging receipt of papers, &c. 275

September 13, Same to the same. Captain Cleve bas arrived at Halifax with
Sorel. 220 Brunswick recruits; all the recruits for the Gorman corps in

America, more than 2,000, under the command of the Hessian
Colonel Hatzel, have arrived at the same time. Cleve has brought
clothing, camp equipage, arms and accoutrements for all the Bruns-
wick troops in Canada. He was ordered to proceed immediately
with the Brunswick recruits only, to Penobscot. The danger of
capture by sea, not only thus losing the recruits, but all the clothing
&c.; if by land, these necessaries cannot be received this year to the
great distress of the regiments in Canada. Cannot understand the
propriety of sending the Brunswick troops only, whilst so many
Hessians were at Halifax, available for the purpose. Asks that His
Excellency obtain the recall of these troops from Penobscot to be
sent to Canada, so soon as it can be done with safety. 279

September 16, Same to the same. So soon as ho receives a report from Sher-
Sorel. wood o, the character of the four men from Vermont, prisoners on

board of one of the armed vessels, ho will transmit it. Young Davis
has gone off satisfied with the small recompense; he promises that
his father will soon send word; Whitcomb bas not yet appeared.
Everything going on well at Isle aux Noix. Leave of absence to
Capt. Bartlirg; can some of the invalids be sent with him to
Europe? 281

September 19, Same to the same. Thanks for His Excellency's exertions to secure
Sorel. the stores and recruits. Will give Alexander Fraser a pass to obtain

the timber he wants. Sends the result of the court of inquiry on
Captain Fraser, Yamaska, with documents. Ris complete inno-
cence is establisbed. Movements of sundry persons. 283
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Septem r 22, Riedesel to Hlaldimand. His arrivai, preceded by Twiss; both
le aux Noix. found the works more advanced than could have been expected from

the bad weather. No answer yet from Sherwood respecting the four
prisoners. St. Leger complains that the guard house at St. John's
is too smal] to accommodate the nine prisoners of war there; if
approved, they will be sent to Mntreal, where they can be supplied
by the commissary of prisoners. Page 286

September 25, Same to the same. After a day or two of fair weather, the rainLile aux Noix. bas begun again, but does not prevent the troops working with the
best will and good success. The cheering effects of His Excellency's
approval, which be bas communicated. Capt. Baertling and the
invalids will be sent to Quebec at the time appointed. fiopes that
next Monday's post will fix the day of His Excellency's arrivai. 288SePtember26, Same to the sane. Asks for instructions as to granting leave toIle aux Noix. Major Rogers to go to Castleton with a flag in order to meet some of
his friends and relations who wish to corne to Canada. Dr. Smyth
reports that the four prisoners from Vermont are not friendly,
especially one Laurence, who may be detained. The prevalence of
desertion ; the means ho proposes to use to root out so dishonourable
a propensity. 289

September 27, Same to the same. Transmitting newspapers sent in by Colonellaie aux Noix. Thomas Johnson, Cohos ; old Davis bas brought these papers and
verbal intelligence, which St. Leger has written down and will for-
ward. Davis bas been sent back, with orders to report when
Whitcomb leaves Cohos, the number with him, the route, &o.
Arrangements have been made for punishing Whitcomb should ho
approach too near the posts. Muller, mentioned in the deposition
by Davis, is sent to Verchères to be under the eye of Major Jessup,
and search will be made at Loyal Blockhouse to discover if hu hid
provisions, &c., 1or the design he is charged with. Chicoine is again
mentioned as having offereci to supply Whitcomb with provisions.
One Goilet is also muntionod. Marsh has been furnisned with a
passport, as ordered. 292

October 2, Same to the same (in French). Despairs now of seeing His
sle aux Noix. Excellency this year ; ho had expected to have seen him at the end

of the month ; Twiss waited tilt yesterday to sue him. As to the
present state of the works ; what can be done this year and what
can still be done next year, he leaves to the report by Twiss. Asks
directions as to the storing of surplus provisions. Proposes to go
to Sorel to finish despatches for Brunswick. 294

ctober 3, Barnes to the same. Has marked out ground for camp on theorel. Island of St. Ignace for the artillury. The water is too high to use
the beach for practice, but has secured a range of 1,000 yards, end-
ing in a swamp. The number of houses on the islands fit for quarter-
ing troops is at Isle St. Ignace, 19 ; Isle Dupas, 2U ; Isle Castor, 7 ;
total 46 ; most of the bouses are large and good. 296

Octobar 4, Riedesel to the same (in French). The arrival lately of two vus-
lie aux Noix, sels with dispatchos bas roused public curiosity, and the prepara-

tion of transports has put ail the British regiments on the outlook
for orders to embark. He lots them talk ; it does not cool their
ardour, but the wet season greatly hinders the work. Hopes to be
joined by the officers of convention. If all those belonging to the
Brunswick troops were sent up, they could land at Sorel, and oe
quartered in the parishes of St. Tour (St. Ours), St. Denis and Sorel,
tilt sent to winter quarters, when each could join his own regiment.
Should Sir Guy Carletoon leave New York, Canada will be the only
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1782. resistarce to the enemy, which might revive the idea"of conquest, if
France would co-operate with a fleet. Their vanity is so great, that
even without a fleet, they might be led to attack the froutiers. If
approved of, provisions till the 1st of May shall be sent to Loyal
Blockhouse for 60 men, and to Pointe au Fer for 100; there are not
so many, but ho calculated to provide for secret service and unfore-
seen circumstances. Page 299

October 5, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Recommending that young
Iole aux Noix. Beckwith have leave to go to New York, to use his brother's influ-

ence for advancement. 237
October 10, Barnes to Mathews. Has sent off all the Indian arms in store to
Sorel. Lt. Col. Campbell, Montreal, as ordered. 303
October 24, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). A friendly letter on
Sorel. private affairs. 304
October 24, Same to the same (in French). Has advanced money to two men
Sorel. with dispatches from New York, to enable them to reach Quebec.

He leaves for Isle aux Noix on Saturday. 306
October 24, Same to the same. Respecting the winter quarters of the troops,
Sorel. discussed in detail. All the provisions are landed at Isle aux Noix,

and by this time covered in ; has ordored a supply to make up the
apprehended deficiency in store at St. John's. 307

October 27, Same to the same (in French). Has this moment arrived ; ho
Isle aux Noix. believes that the season is too advanced to go on with the work.

Orders given and arrangements made to march the troops to winter
quarters. 310

October 29, Same to the same (in French). Marsh, granted leave to visit his
Isle aux Noix. father in the Colonies, has returned with dispatches and goes to

Quebec. Asks for instructions as to what answer ho is to make to
a letter from Schuyler, at Albany. The troops going to winter
quarters. 311

October s0. Same to the same. A demand is made for 37 axemen and
Isle aux Noix. artificers irom the 50 of Sir John Johnson's light companies sent

bere to the works. The objections of Captain Anderson, and his
proposal that that number shall be taken from the mon employed
at Coteau du Lac. Iow is the matter to be settled ? 312

October 30, Same to the same. Arranging transport for winter quarters.
Isle aux Noix. Details of the delay in the prosecution of the works caused by inces-

ant rains. The advance that has been made, and the mon kept on
till absolutely stopped by frost; material will be prepared all
winter for next season's work. Remarks on provisions and winter
quarters. Has given explicit instructions to Majors Nairne and
Campbell for the conduct of ibeir districts. 314

Instructions to Major Nairne. 318
Instructions to Major Campbell. 324

November 1, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Respecting the
Iole aux Noix. services and illness of Captain Willoc; he has left Sorel for Mon-

treal. The movement of the two corps of the enemy against the
frontiers of the upper country, appears to be the forerunner of the
execution of Franklin's plan of three years ago, presented to France,
to attack Niagara and Detroit after having ruined the Indian coun-
tries. The reinforcement should frustrate those plans and perhapO
encourage the Indians to strike an important blow. It is a pitY
Carleton did not at once send orders to Halifax for troops to be
sent up, as the detachment for the upper posts could have beel
increased. But it is the same policy that has done more harra
than the enemy. it is fortunate that when the navigation opens
an increase may be made to the upper posts by May. He fearS
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1782. that the reinforcement from Halifax might be in danger, should the
eniemy gain the superiority on Lake Ontario The second plan
would appear to be an attack by Hazen's road and the concen-
tration of two corps at Montreal. Isle aux Noix would. however,
be a hindrance to this entorprisa. Barner's battalion to relieve the

4th at Montreal, should be enough for that garrison, and even give a
small detachment for Coteau du Lac. Jessup's may also assist.
Fixes his daily route after leaving Isle aux Noix. Page 329

November 2, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Asks for instructions as to
St. John's. sending Pritchard with a party to intercept the French officers com-

ing to find out about the fleet on Lako Champlain. Attention should

be paid to the reports that the French troops are to be quartered
along the Connecticut and the light cavalry in Vermont. 333

November 2, Same to the same (in French). Sands a second letter from
Isle aux Noix. Schuyler. What is he to answer ? Has answered Pritchard, that

if not contrary to his orders, ho may try to take the French officers,
but that he must make sure of it, and not run any risk. As ho is

not, however, certain as to His Excellency's views as to offensive
operations at present, has sent an express to got an immediate
answer respecting Schuyler and Pritchard. 334

November 4, Same to the same (in French). Announcing the birth of a
Beloeil. daughter. 335
November 5, Same to the sane (in French). Respecting the baptism of the
Sorel. infa.nt, who is to be goddaughter of laldimand. Madame Riedesel

would be up and going about as usual but for regard to appear-
ances. 336

November 6, Sume to the same (in French, private). The contradictory
Sorel. reports as to the military and political arrangements. Presumes

that the movements of the enemy towards the upper country are on
the supposition by Washington that Carleton is leaving New York;
should he remain these intentions would be defeated. Even if New
York be evauated, the new expedition to the West Indies will
prevent the French fleet from co-operating in the St. Lawrence;
Canada is, ho thinks, in no danger, except that an attempt may be
made to take Detroit, to obtain possession of the fur trade. Sgnds
a note to Wurmb, at New York; is sure he will answer exactly, so
that at least what the public of New York are saying may
be known. 337

November 7, Sane to the same (in French). Has received instructions as to
Sorel. the answer to be given to Schuyler's first letter, but waits for that

to the second. Troops taking up winter quarters. Transmits copy
of instructions left with Majors Nairne and Campbell at Ile aux
Noix and St. John's. Hopes all will go well. The two block-
bouses at Yamaska are relieved, and Fraser is satisfied. 339

November il, Sane to the same (in French-private). Does tot knùw what to
Sorel. believe respecting the movements of French troops in the neighbour-

hood; doubts if they are to take post at Ticonderoga ; if true ihere
may be tw . reasons,-ether to make a determin ed attack on Canada,
or eh e to bring Vermont to terms during the wiiter, and by differ-
ont posts to cut off communication between that and Quebec. Two
or thre weeks will tell, and ho hopes the officer sent by Sherwood
to relievo Pritchard will bring interesting news. 340

November 11, Return of loyalists arrived from the Colonies sincelast return. 342
8orel.

Listeof families arrived at St. John's, same date. 343
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Nove7ber 11, Riedesel 1o laldimand. Is gratified that his arrangements are
Sorel. approved ol. Letter to Sherwood has been forwardced, desiring him

to send a detachment of Rogers' corps across the lake. Pritchard
desires to come down to consuit. When he arrives he will be kept
on various pretexis. Has written to Schuyler respecting exchange
of prisoners. The 37 light infantry of Sir John Johnson's corps to
rejoin it. Vessels from Crown Point report that 600 French
troops are at Castleton; more are to follow. Vermont dissatisfied.
French engineers are waiting for the removal of the fleet to begin a
survey at Ticonderoga and Crown Point, to establish a post at the
most eligible of the two. Page 344

November 12, Sherwood to Riedesel. The arrangements ho has made for send-
Loyal Block ing to meet Pritchard, and to forward letter to *Sehuylor, &c. TheHouse. roduction of his garrison by scouts, &c., has distrersed it, especially

as the winter stores are not all arrived. 347
November 12, W. Fraser to the same. The officers of the Loyal Rangers wish

to take the scouting duty by turns; asks that arrangements be
made. 849

November 14, Riedesel to Haldimand. Is happy that his arrangements are
Sorel. approved of. Pritchard has arrived at St. John's ; ho asserts posi-

tively that the French troops will not wirter in Vermont and Con-
necticut, but are on the march to Boston for the West Indios. Prit-
chard will not be sent out again till ordered by fis Excellency. Sends
W. Fraser's letter with remarks on its contents and on the arrange-
ment for scouting. 350

November 15, Same to the same (in French, private). Returns newspapers ;
Sorel. had burned the others as ordered. If the article in the New York

Gazetteer is to be believed, the expedition against the upper country
is countermanded, but there are indications (stated) to the contrary.
Pritchard reported that the British fleet had left New York to cut
out two French ships at Portsmouth. Arrangements for the bap-
tism of his child, to be named Louise Augusta Elisabeth Canada. 352

November 16, Pritchard's verbal information respecting the movements of the
Sorel. French troop. 354
November 18, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Is glad to learn
Sorel. that the plan of attack on the upper posts has been abandoned.

Pritchard's disposition ; his usefulness. State of Madame de
Riedesel's health. 357

November 18, Same to the same. Arrival of Pritchard ; the steps taken to pre.
Sorel. vent him from trading and yet to keep him in good humour for

service ; lis information enclosed, of which not one.half is to be
believed. Sherwood's letter aliso enclosed to show the stops taken
to investigate the story respecting the French engineers, &c.
Rogers interests himself for two prisoners at Chambly ; ho says they
may be trusted ; asks orders. Trusts that Sergeant Green may
come, point out the Indian emissaries, &c., and give such informa-
tion as may lead to the extirpation of the whole nest of spies.
Houghton at Caughnawaga will receive a hint of what is going
on in his village, but not the source. 359

November 21, Same to the mame (in Frencb). Is glad that the expresses have
Sorel. been so fortunate as to pass the Colonies this year, but it is the more

lamentable that Sir Guy Carleton, either from laziness or pride, has
not taken advantage of them. If he is to leave New York in three
weeks, Haldimand ought to know it, as the ships of the lino cannot
remain ut anchor at the Hook after the middle of December. le
would have a letter from bis friend in New York whenover it could
be Lent by way of Halifax. Reports respecting the healthof his wife
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1782. The 37 men of Sir John Johnson's company, intended to relieve the
37 of the light infantry, are not yet arrived at the Isle aux Noix.

Page 363
November 22, Riedesel to Haldimand. Is glad to find that Pritchard's informa-
Sorel. tion corresponds with that received by Haldimand ; hopes that the

return of the flag of truce will elucidate the whole. Thanks for the
relief of the officers in command of the scouting parties from Yam-
aska. Captain Gamble acknowledges His Excellency's kindness. 362

November 25, Same to the same (in French, private). Reporting the state of
Sorel. bis wife's health. Has beard nothing for ten days from St. John's

or from Sherwood, showing that the party had not yet returned
lrom Ticonderoga. Willoc has arrived at Carleton Island ; with
any wind the 34th must have reached Niagara by the 20th or 2lst.
The small rivers are taken, but the St. Lawrence is still navigable,
although at times with difficulty. 365

November 28, Same to the same. The return of Sherwood's scout is probably
Sorel. delayed by the half frozen state of the rivers and lake. The relief

of Sir John Johnson's light infantry may be deferred without danger
tilt Jannary. Will investigate how Moreau can supply Quebec with
fish caught in the vicinity of Sorel, without irjuring tho people
where it is caught. Will search for three pairs of sawyers in the
German troops and send them to Major Gamble. Sends list of arri-
vais from the Colonies. 366

November 28, Same to the same (in French, private). ilopes that His Excel-8 orel. lency's prophecy may soon be fulfilled. If the British were as intrigu-
ing as the French, means would have been taken long since to have
opened, in a clandestine way, the eyes of the public. He believes
Congress to be despised, Washington is afraid that the French will
go and that sooner or later the bulk of the inhabitants will upset the
present system. But as to their return to their old allegiance, that
is another question, So much money bas already been spent, that
more should be ventured to corrupt people of the highest crodit ; to
introduce men of talent and schemers among them to seduce them
by ail sorts of plans ; if possible, each committee should have such
a speaker and schemer. Ie is convinced that Massachusetts and
Connecticut would be soonest converted. Such an idea necessitates
great consideration, judgment and work, and could not be subject to
Parliamentary critieism, its success depending on secrecy. Such an
idea docs not, however, correspond with the British system, nor
with the genius of the nation. Chance may bring about what there
is no reason to hope for frorm right. Li 1reparing letters to be sent
by way of Halifax; hopes that there will soon be word from Schön.
ewald. 368

November 29, Sherwood to Riedesel. Return of Bothum's flag. There have
oyal Block been no Frepch engineers, or others, at Ticonderoga; no FrenchRouse.M

troops in Vermont or Connecticut; they are al[ gone to Boston.
Saratoga has been relieved by .00 troops from Rhode Island, one
half being negroes. Bothum delivered the letter for which a receipt
is sent. In spite of his fatigue and the bad weather, neither he nor
bis men were offered food, drink or lodging. They were obliged to
return three miles and an officer sent atter them to enforce the
order. 370

Novermber 3o, Riedesel to líaldimand (in French). Two men have brought
Sorel. dispatches from New York; Schönewald had arrived there sately

and would return immediately by way of Halifax, Transmits letter
brought by one ot the mon, which is in German, but he (Riedesel)
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1782. thinks His Excellency still understands enough of the language to
be able to read it. Page 372

December 2, Riedesol to lHaldimand. Schmid and Corbin agree that restrictions
Sorel. on sending fish to Quebec are unnecessary. The captains of militia

might, however, prevail on the inhabitants to reserve a certain
quantity for the local markets. What is ho to do vith two mon
with meat'from Vermont ? Supposes it is some of Pritchard's doings.
ias in the meantime confined them. Major Nairne reports about
30 artificers to be at Isle aux Noix without arms; shall they be
supplied ? 373

December 2, Same to the same (in French, private). Hopes that the letter
Sorel. sont by the messenger from New York was delivered; the poor man

was in great distress about having to carry a private letter, after
express orders to the contrary. Pritchard's intrigues cannot be
longer overlooked, but ho leaves the question of dealing with him to
Ris Excellency. Hlopes that Sherwood has given the news brought
by the two Vermonters and what the scout that met them was able
to learn of the situation of the French and of the enemy. Believes
that Schônewald will soon be returned, or will send the dispatches
through the woods to Ris Excellency. A bad éold and hoadaches
prevented him from finishing his letters for Penobscot and New
York, but there is so little snow on the ground that the express will,
no doubt, be delayed for a day or two. Is afraid that Madame de
Riedesel will be ocliged to undergo an operation. 375

December 3, Same to the same (in French). Encloses a letter from Sherwood,Sorel.2 reporting desertion from a scout. It is fortunate the news was col-
lected before this ; it strengthens the belief that the French are to
go to the West Indies. 302

December 4, Same to the same (in French, private). Is astonished at the note
Sorel. from Sir Guy Carleton, containing only a friendly reply to a letter

respecting his family affairs, and also that Cleve should be sent
from Penobscot when the weather permited. las sent a series of
questions to his friend in New York, as to the situation of affairs.
(The questions are detailed.) The moment a reply was recoived it
would be sent to His Excellency. 'Willoc's letter, enclosed, shows
that the reinforceoent bas put the upper posts beyond insult. Pain-
fui operation on Madame de Riedesel. Leave of absence to Lieut.
Hope, of the 31st regiment, to go to Quebec. 377

December 7, W. Fraser to Riedesel. Reporting the desertion of three mon,
Yamaska. with description and details. 380
December 7, Riedesel to Major Nairne. The two men from Vermont, with beef,
Sorel. are to be taken to Isle aux Noix, and kept in close confinement, as

the reason for their bringing the beef, who are associated with them,
&c., must be brought out. A court of inquiry is to be held on them
to get at all the facts. Nairno to preside and Sherwood to be pre-
sent, but Pritchard must on no account be allowed to know anything
of the matter, or to have any intercourse direct or indirect with the
two men. Miller may keep his beef, but it is to be transferred to
the commissary at the regulated price. The beef brought by the
two mon is to be destroyed. Any artificers that belong to a regi-
ment or corps must get their own arms ; others will be furnished,
in sufficient time from St. John's, should necessity arise. 382

December 8, Sume to HEaldimand (in French). Hias sont instructions to NairneSorel. and Sherwood respecting the two Vermonters. Is leaving to visit
the posts between Chambly and bore ; on his return will write
fully. 385
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December 10, Major Campbell to Riedesel. Asking what stops he shall take to
St. John'B. suppress the insolence of the inhabitants of the part near the garri-

son called the " Rookery," with a statement of the facts. Page 386
December 12, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). The news from New YorkSorel. communicated by His Excellency confirms the report that the

attack on the upper posts had been countermanded, and that the
French fleet proceeds to the West Indies. Still it is not possible
to fathom the designs of the enemy. It appears that the ministry
think of preserving New York and Charleston, although Lord Shel-
burne's answer to the merchants was equivocal. He still believes
that botb parties are working for peace and he will not be surprised
if the ratification of peace should be received next spring. Specu-
lates on the chances of receiving definite news from New York.
The state of Madame Riedesel's hoalth. 388

December 12, Nairne to Riedesel. A party of the 53rd sent to bring up the two
Isle aux Noix. Vermont mon. His reflections on the release of one of them by

Sherwood. The other shall be secured and examined as directed.
Complaints of want of barrack bedding ; the injury to the mon from
this cause. Orders given to obtain straw and bedding instead of
that which is short. 391

December 12, Riedesel to Haldimand. Has forwarded the orders respectingBorel. the two Vermont men, so as to discover the whole truth. Three
more mon deserted from Yamaska blockhouse. Snow shoes sup-
plied to half the troops below Chambly. Gamble asks how many
snow shoes should ho delivered to the troips at St. John's, Isle aux
Noix, River la Colle and Pointe au Fer, as they are liable to be
ordered out at any moment ; has answered that each man should
have a pair. The St. Lawrence full of ice but not yet taken ; the
Sorel bears all the way to Chambly. 394

December 13, Same to Campbell. To refrain, until orders are received from
Sorel. His Excellency, from dealing with the disorderly crowd at the

Rookry ; to consult with the magistrates and to take such means
as are possible to preserve order, until regulations are framed for
their government. 396

December 14, Riedesel to Haldimand. Respecting the conduct of the people of
Sorel. the Rookery, as complained of in Jetters from Nairne. 398
December 15, Same to the same Transmitting report of the inquiry on Nichol
Sorel. and Holmes, who brought the beef from Vermont, showing that it

was really for Pritchard. Sherwood has let Nichol go; sonds letter
from him and Nairne respecting the transaction. Remarks on
the impropriety of Sherwood mixing up the secret service and
military rule, as shown in the case of Nichol. Two artillerymen
sent to Quebec; Captain Borthwick goes there to take command of
the artillery. 400

December 16, Same to the same (in French, private). Respecting the health ofSorel. Madame Riedosel. Will execute all orders in relation to Colonel
Macbean; the propriety of his being sent from Quebec, where ho
was a source of trouble, but wished ho had found another corner to
send him where ho might swallow his own venom. Till now Sorel
was the happiest place in Canada, but on the arrival of this man ho
will play the humble part, use all sorts of springs to draw him
(Riedesel) against His Excellency, and when ho does not succeed,
ho will begin by cavilling at trifles, blaming him in public, before
the British officers and even in correspondence. He regards Macbean
as the most intriguing and dangerous man in Canada, so that ho is
really afraid of him. The conduct ho intends to observe towards
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1782. Macbean. The release of Nichol has chagrined him, and was a folly
of Sherwood. Page 403

December 17, Riedesel tol Haldimand. His Excellency's letter has cleared up
Sorel. Sherwood's conduct and shown him to be right in releasing Nichol;

his mistake was in not explaining to Nairne. Sends report otfHolmes'
examination with Nairne's report; it was a scheme of Pritchard's.
What is to be done with Holmes? 406

December 18, James Rogers and William Marsh to Riedesol, giving a recom-
St. John's. mendation to MoBane, an inhabitant of St. John's. 408
December 19, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Recapitulating the contents
Sorel. of a previous letter. Proposes to visit St. John's and the advanced

posts after the holidays. His wife's health. 409
December 22, Same to tho same. Is gratified at the approval of his conduct
Sorel. with respect to tho Rookery; regarding the conduct of the people

there and of Campbell, who has acted with caution and prudence.
The letter of the Lth will wipe away any bad impression that may
have been made respecting Shorwood. Steps shall be taken to
carry out His Excellency's orders for stopping desertion ; Fraser
and Schmid have been sent for to consult privately, so that the
orders may be executed with proper secrecy. Snow shoes have
been distributed. Campbell reports that Bailly, a prisoner, has
been sont off to the Colonies on parole. 410

December 22, Major Campbell to Riedesel. Reports that a scout from Rogers'
St. John's. rangers went off three weeks ago; not having yet returned ho is

afraid the mon (seven in number) have desorted. Another party
sent out to look for the first ; bas returned without meeting any
traces of it. 414

December 23, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Expressing grati-
Sorel. tudo for His Excellency's kindness. Macbean is Ieaving for Quebec

and offered to return at once if his preseace were necessary; but
was told there was no haste. The duplicity of Pritchard and the
danger of his learning what is taking place at St. John's. Were ho
through spite or in desperation to run off, all the friends of Govern-
ment in Vermont and all arrangements would b betrayed. Suggests
that ho be sont to Quebec for a time and perhaps sont off to the
upper country afterwards. Madame Riedesel's health, &c. 415

December 26, Same to the same. Transmits descriptive report from Fraser of
Sorel. the three deserters from Yamaska. Reports the desortion of seven

men of whom no traces can be found; they must.have taken
Stevens, who commanded, as a prisoner to the rebels. Sherwood or
Siyth may learn through correspondence if they have reached the
Colonies. Expects Fraser and Schmid to arrange about the stoppage
of desertion. Sonds petitions from MoBean and Mallet for lave to
bring down timber from the lakes to save themr from being finan-
cially ruined. Pritchard ordered to Sorel. Holmes shall be conr
veyed quietly to Chambly, and treated according to orders received.
Orders respecting the fort adjutancy shall be transmitted. Intends
visiting the upper posts of the district, after whieh ho will report.
Arrival of Capt. Frost with 60 seamen, who have been sent on to
St. John's. 417

December 26, Major Campbell to Riedesel. Is happy that his conduct towards
St. John's. the people of the Rookery has been approved of. The matter has

subsided and their submission has led to a correspondence which he
encloses. The duties required of these people in the event of
fire, &c. 420
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Decernber 27, Major Rogers to Major Campbell. Account of the men who have
Et. John'B. been on a scout an unusual time from St. John's, commanded by

Stevens. Page 422
December 28, Major Campbell to Riedosel. Sends Major Rogers' report of the
St. John's. men of the missing scout. They were met a few days after leaving

by some wood cutters near Missisquoi going to the south in the track
of a deserter. Beach, a prisoner, bas been claimed by Major Gray,
as a soldier in Sir John Johnson's corps. Recommends the case of
a man who lost bis horse when carrying stores. Captain Pawlet, of
the 29th, asks leave to go to Quebec. 424

December 30, Riedesel to Haldimand. Sends report and letter respecting theSorel. missing scout. Can scarcely think they would desert, but as most
if not all wore Pritchard's friends, they may have gone to Vermont
to warn those engaged with hirn of the detention of Jolmes, and
will probably return with the story that they lost their way. Can
the poor man who lost his horso bo paid any indemnity ? 426

December 30, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for private lot-
Borel. ters. Ris uneasiness respecting Pritchard and doubts as to the best

neans of dealirg with him. Suspects that the disappearance of the
missing scout is an affair of Pritchard. Colonel Macbean bas
arrived ; he called and dined; is very humble and roserved and
never mentioned fis Excellency's name. Saw him on parade and
returned the call, but bas heard nothing of him since. The death of
his paymaster may turn out to be a blessing. He was at once
stupid and capriclous and the accounts were in confusion from bis
laziness. Will appoint a commission which will put the whole in
good order before spring. Madame Riedesel's health much im-
proved ; best wishes for the New Year. 428

December 30, Same to the same. The affair of the Rookery settled. How itSorel. is proposed to deal withthem. Sends descriptive return of the three
deserters from Sherwood's post. The arrangement with the Indians
for the prevention of desertion from the posts. Death of his pay.
master and appointment of an interim successor. Drowning of tour
dragoons, and the loss of a sleigh-load of provisions through the
ice. 431

December 31, Same to the same (in Freneb) Pritchard leaves for Quebec; hisSorel. plausible story of his beef transactions is enough to make it appear
that ho is innocent, were the facts not known. Pritchard maintains
that Stevens and bis men have neither deserted nor are taken, but
that possibly they have gone to Vermont to get recruits. There is
such a drift that no one can leave the bouse; this will leave when
the weather shall clear. • 434

No date. Extract of a letter from Major Von Rauschenplat respecting con-
tingent accounts. 436

LETTERS FrOM OFFICERs COMMANDING AT SOREL.
1778-1784.-Vol. 111.

B. 138. B.M., 21,798.
January'4 Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Return of Stevens with his
St. John's. scout; ho had gone to Vermont without alleging any cause, except

that ho bad folloyed the supposed tracks of a deserter, till finding
himself near bouses and out of provisions- he had gone to visit
friends. He is in arrest and a court of inquiry will be held, and
proceedings sent for decision. It does not appear that he is in league
with Pritchard ; it is said that they are not good friends, but ho bas

417
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1783. a sweetheart in Vermont whom he went to see; that and to get
recruits caused this folly. Pritchard's wife is leaving for Que-
bec. He (R!edesol) is just starting for Isle aux Noix and Pointe
au Fer; the ice is so bad ho will not go this time to Dutchman's
Point. Page 1

January 9, Riedesel to Haldimand. On his late tour ho assembled the princi-
sorel. pal inhabitants of the Rookery; they are now conscions of their fault

and admit they wero wrong. A nominal and descriptive list will
be sent. Has stated to Major Rogers His Excellency's displeasure
at the carelessness in taking in recruits. Ho, Sherwood and Fraser
are to send descriptive returns, so that doubtful men may be sent to
Quebec. Jessup is in St. Leger's district, special orders must be
sent him by His Excellency. The court of inquiry on Stevens
shows that it was only attachment to a girl that caused him to
commit the fault; what shall be done with him ? Sherwood has,
no doubt, roported the arrival of Capt. Butterfield with a flag of
truce ; it being a matter pertaining to the secret service, ho sup-
poses Sherwood will receive orders. Reports as to doserters, and how
to deal with them. Differences of opinion in regard to letting
Hiolmes go; leaves the docision to His Excellency. Mrs. Pritchard
on the way to Quebec. ilas recommended that Platt be tried by
garrison court martial for abusing Dr. Smyth, so that the truth
about the libel may come out. The woods passable for snowshoes;
scouts to begin again. The good order of the garrison of Isle aux
Noix and St. John's. 3

January 9, Same to the same (in French, private). Acknowledgments of
Sorel. kind letters. Has returned; the snow made the journey tiresome.

The arrangement with Sherwood and the two Frasers should stop
desertion, but ho agrees with His Excellency that the longer the war
lasts, the more does the attachment of tbc royalists lessen and they
must be watched. Pritchard bas written to bis wife that His Excel-
lency was angry with him and God knows what is to become of him.
Macbean very quiet and overwholms the Gorman officers with polite-
ness, trying to make a party in his favour. Ho intends to give a
great dinner on Duke Ferdinand's birthday. The health af Madame
Riedesel; her passionate fondness for her children. 10

January 12, Same to the same. Has armed the artificers from Jessup's corps,
Sorel. cutting timber up the lake, from the Quartermaster General's

stores at St. John's. Asks that a permanent arrangement be made
respecting armis for thiis corps. Fraser asks for lighter boats to
convey dispatches, &c., instead of the heavy bateaux. 13

January 13, Pritchard to Riedesel. Defending himself against the charge of
Quebee. inducing people from Vermont to bring in beef; stating that ho

had no connection whatever with them, and asking to be allowed
to return to St. John's to rejoin his regiment. 15

January 13, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Returns news-
Sorel. papers. Conjectures as to the effect that would follow the capture

of Gibraltar on the ono hand, or the destruction of the enemy's fleet.
In the latter case an honourable, perhaps advantageous peace would
be obtained. His wife's health improved. Last report of bis visit
to the posts was sent, including the result of the court of inquiry
on Stevens. Delay in the arrival of Pritchard. 17

January 16, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for sending
Sorel. Major General Patterson's letter; if ho sends the stores for the

Brunswickers, now at Halifax, to New York, there will be no means
of properly clothing the troops of Brunswick. The extraordinary
system of correspondence with the difforent Generals; it is a mir-
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1783. aclo with such a system how the service can be conducted. The
importance of announcing to the Duke of Brunswick the death of
the paymaster, so that another may ho appointed. Will do with
the rebels to be sent by Sherwood only what His Excellency directs.
Mrs. Pritchard has arrived and left for Quebec. Macbean is still
circumspect; he (Riedesel) maintains the same reserve; except at
formal dinners, they meet only on parade. Macbean's proposal to
give an entertainment on Duke Ferdinand's birthday failed owing
to a mistake of the date, discovered too late to be remedied. Is
pleased as thejDuke would not have forgiven him for allowing a
stranger to celebrate the day in the garisson. Mabean has
asked leave to send an officer to Quebec to sit on a c>urt martial,
but has been referred to His Excellency. Pare 19

January 16, Riedesel to Haldimand. Sends official notification that ColonelSorel. Macbean desires to send an officer to Quebec on regimental business.
22

January 16, Same to the samo. Respecting certain changes in the arrange.
Sorel. ment of the loyalists stationed at Dutch man's Point, under Sher-

wood. A party of 50 continentals had pursued a Mr. Knowlton,
lately arrived at Dutchman's Point frcm Vermont. Sherwood
thinks that the east side is safe, but the rebels from Saratoga may
attempt to surprise scouts or advanced posts; Sherwood has sent a
scout to Colchester to look after the continentals, and the wood
cu tters have been warned. The arrangement for arms to Sherwood's
corps; the change of the quartermaster was the cause of delay.
Sherwood is to send a nominal and descriptive list of the corps.
Pritchard's letter enclosed, to which no answer has been returned. 23

January 16, Same to the same (in French most private.). Macbean applied
Sorel. on parade for louve to an officer to go to Quebee, but he answered

him that leave was only given after application to 1 lis Excellency.
Macbean's annoyance. Official application has been made. 26

January ?0, Same to the same (in Freneh). He is uneasy at the report of
Sorel. Ris Excellency's illness. Not to trouble writing; Mathews may

send notice respecting permission to Capt. Smith to go to Quebec. 28
January 21, Major Campbell to Riedesel. Sends descriptive return of the in-
St. John's habitants of the Rookery. Platt under arrest; the court of inquiry

will sit on Thursday. The house inhbabited by Platt, asked for by
Dr. Smyth to be used for lodging loyalist families; the quarrel
between them was after this. Asks for ton days' leave to go to
Quebec, to master the 31st and 44th regiments. 29

January 23, Riedesol to laldimand. Capt. Smith, on leave being granted,Sorel. has left for Quebee. Asks for orders as to leave for Campbell to go
to Quebec. Sends descriptive list of the people at the two
Yamaska blockhouses; from the account given by the two
Frasers there is no fear of desertion, but ie is dubious.
Will see what is the best kind of boat to navigate be-
tween the blockhouses. Indians sent off to be posted against
desertion. Descriptive return of the inhabitants of the Rookery
sent. The court of inquiry on Platt; his removal from one of the
King's louses wili be delayed tilb Ris Excellency's instructions are
received. 31

annary 23, Same to the same (in French private). Thanks for supporting
8orei. him in respect to Macbean. On receipt of the official letter, word

was sent that Captain Smith might set out ; ho was pleased. Is
happy to learn that Ris Excellency's health is not so bad as re-
ported. Will send letters by the express from Halifax to Cleve
at Penobscot, and to New York. 33
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Ja y 26iRiedesel to Haliimand (in French). Is pleased to hear of the re-
Sorel. stored health of His Excellency. Sends the letters for the express

from Halifax already mentioned. Nothing additional to report ; his
wife's health. Page 35

January 26, W. Fraser to Riedesel. Reporting the arrival of the Indians
Yamaska, sent by Schmid and how they have been posted to provent deser-

tion. 37
January 29, Same to the same. Reporting what are the fittest boats for navi-
YaMasKa. gating botween the Yamaska blockhouses. 40
January 30, Riedesel to Haldimand. Sonds the result of the court of inquiry
Sorel. on Platt. The evidence gives room to suspect he was the author of

the libel; but not sufficient for a court martial to ground a sentence
on against him. Suggests that he be removed from St. John's, as
he would be hurtful to the secret service there. The arrangement
of the Indians for preventing desertion. 41

January 31, Capt. Freeman, A.D.C., to Mathews. Acknowledging receipt of
Sorel. warrants for contingent accounts. 43
February 3, Nairne to Riedesel. Return of Ensign Green and Philo Hulbert
Isle aux Noix. with nine recruits from the Colonies. Benjamin Green, who deserted

last fall, has also returned and is sent a prisoner to St. John's till a
decision is received. The frost has made the roads good to the
posts; the ice is strong on the lake, but it is not yet frozen
over. 44

February 3, Riedesel to Haldimand. Hopes the report of the court of inquiry
Sorel. was received. Transmits W. Fraser's report as to the sort of boats

wanted at Yamaska. An Indian reports a blazed path from the
Colonies to Missisquoi Bay ; a scout sent out to investigate whether
it is new or the old blazing in looking for Hazen's road. 46

February 3, Same to the same (in French, private). Is in daily expectation
Sorel. of the arrival of His Excellency, unless public business should

interfere. List of papers sent by old Davis, containing nothing new,
but confirming the report of the success in the Mediterranean and
that the British army still holds New York. General Bailey's son
is at Newburg ; he himself having gone to headquarters to Washing.
ton. Shall make inquiry respecting the character of Joseph White,
living at Loyal Blockhouse, and of Finley. a merchant in Montreal,
Io whom Bailey is said to have written. Suggests the employment
of Pritchard with Mathews, he will be able to decipher articles which
are now almost an enigma. Asks if he is still to continue corres-
pondence with St. Loger, and that with Davis who may be very
useful. May he send Davis £20 as a loan, which ho has asked
for to pay for the cure of his broken leg. Ris (Riedesel's) cold and
headache must excuse the style of this letter. 48

February 3, Same to the same (in French). Sending newspapers. The 50
Sorel. continental troops lately mentioned as in pursuit of friends of

Government had not found them, and had returned to Saratoga.
Sherwocd reports that all is quiet. The newspapers confim the
reports of successful defence of Gibraltar and the success of Lord
Rowe, but is afraid Charleston is lost. There is still great proba-
bility of peace, and ho believes that the check the Spaniards have
met before Gi braltar will contribute to that end. Has read the letter
from Captain Argill's mother addressod to the Count de Vergennes
with much emotion ; the letter by the latter is nobly written and
should inspire more humanity in General Washington for the
murder of André. 52

February 3, Same to the sanme. Sends letter from Dr. Smyth, which seems to
Sorel. indicate scrious disputes; aiso petition from George Gilmore, recent-
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' ly arrived. Schmid reports that the St. Francis Indians wish to go
on a hunt. Shall a party of them be kept, or the whole allowed to
go ? What is to be done with a deserter from the 8th, found in
Rogers' corps ? Page 63

February 5, Major Monsell to Riedesel. Reportine tho bad character of
St. John's. Alexander Grant, belonging to Major Rogers' corps. One, Sheriff,

a deserter from the 29th regiment, has been taken up by Captain
Dickson's party at Chambly. 54

February 6, Riedesel to Haldimand. Orders respecting Platt and ilolmes
Sorel. shall be observed. Copy of the charge against Corporal Smith of

trying to desert from Loyal Blockhouse when on guard. Is he to
be tried by garrison court martial or sent to Quebec ? 55

The charge follows. 56

February 6, Sherwood to Riedesel. Sends information brought by George
"oyl.le° Starr, arrived with four men, the character of the gentlemen at Al-

bany who send report being worthy of credit. Gives a list of articles
wanted. Shall in the meantime keep a good look out, and have his
secret papers ready to send off on the shortest notice. 57

February 6, Riedesel to Hlaldimand (in French-private). Apologizing forSorel. having omitted to send one of the newspapers received fromSherwood.
Ensign Green and Philo Hulbert have brought nine fine recruits
from the Colonies, The report of Major Nairne shows that a man
of Rogers' corps had deserted from St. John's with another man
named Gleisen; they slept at old Davis'; Gleisen said ho had dis-
patches for New York, and would return by January (sic); Green
said he was going to see his friends and would return by way of
Arlington. This and Green's bringing in the recruits make him
suspect that Rogers has sent the two men to recruit, and for fear of
a .ref usal to let them go on recruiting service, Rogers let themx be sup.
posed to have deserted. Suggests that Green be sent to Sorel to try
if the secret of these proceedings could be discovered. 59

February 7, Nairne to Riedesel. In consequence of Sherwood's report he willIsle aux Noix. do everything for the security of the posts. There have arrived at
Dutchman's Point, three men as recruits for Jessup's corps, with
George Starr, and a man belonging to the 53rd, who was a prisoner.
He will not dispose of them till be receives orders. 62

F'ebruary 8, Report from Isle aux Noix enclosed in Riedesei's lettor of the 9th
1se aux Noix. March, respecting the taking of the three men at Onion River. 157Pebruary 9, Riedesel to Haldimand. The information given by Starr con-Sorel. firms the report of a projected attack on the frontiers, particularly

Pointe au Fer and Dutchman's Point. Shall send Sherwood the am-
munition asked for, the sharp iron pikes, &c. The precautions he
has taken, and as there are eight or ten days warning, sends Free-
man, A.D.C., to Quebec for further orders. The risk of the post at
Dutchman's Point; Sherwood is left to his option to retire to Pointe
au Fer or LaColle, should it be really necessary. Pointe au Fer is
capable of a long defence. The good effect that would be produced
by posting a regiment between La Colle and Pointe au Fer, the dis-
tance of Isle aux Noix from the latter would render assistance from
the island impracticable on account of the depth of snow. Other
arrangements suggested ; the enemy may abandon the expedition
on learning that it has been discovered, &o. 65

ruary 10, Same to Sherwood. Instructions to be followed in case his post
Sl is attacked by a superior force, and his proceedings in event of a

formidable expedition. 69•
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Februar 10 Riedesel to Nairne. Enclosing copy of the instructions sent to
Sorel. Sherwood, desiring him to give such further orders as bis local know-

ledge may dictate, and instructions respecting the course to be fol-
lowed in case of attack. Page 73

February 12, Dr. Smyth to Riedesel. Thanks for the removal of Platt ; will
St. John's. dispose ot the King's bouse only to distressed loyalists. Suspects

that the infoirmation of an attack proposed against the frontiers is
groundless ; the two informants at Albany are not of much credit. 78

February 12, Rikdesel to Haldimand. Cameron arrived with recruits for
Sorel. Rogers' corps; on Lis return he took three prisoners who are sent to

Chambly; cannot believe Cameron's story of Washington being at
Albany with an escort of fifty men. Has ordered an inquiry into the
conduct ot Rogers, in sending men into the Colonies for recruiting
without notice to the officer in command. Two scouts from Hlazen's
road have discovered nothing. No letters received ; is anxious to
know the decision as to whether the Indians may ail go hunting or
if a party shall be reserved. 80

February 13, Same to the same. Has received His Excellency's ideas through
Sorel. Freeman which will be carried out. Sees the impossibility of keep-

ing the news of the enemy's approach secret, but shall guard against
exciting alarm. Will reiterate the orders already given, which co-
incide with His Excellency's wishes. Details of the stops he has
taken. 82

February 13, Same to the same (in French, private). The news of the approach
Sorel. of the enemy reported at Montreal in an exaggerated form; nothing

can be kept secret which comes from the loyalists, in spite of every
precaution. The departure of the French from Boston is also known
in Montreal, which will lower the spirits of the malcontents in
Canada, as they always believed they were coming to take the
country. He believes, with His Excelloncy, that Washington will
not risk so dangerous an expedition, and the preparations to meet it
will have a good effect, as the troops are on the alort and will know
what to do in case of a roal alarm; the rebels will learn that pre-
parations are made and will not risk petty attacks, but leave the
wood cutters alone; the inhabitants become accustomed to such
alarms and to movements of troops and when a serious alarm comes
they will treat it lightly. Le will not leave Sorel till Major Camp-
bell is settled at his post, every arrangement made and ail quiet,
but he wishes to make bis usual monthly visit to Isle aux Noix and
make other usual visits to the troops. fie is so often passing fron
one place to another that those journeys will not be noticed. 84

February 13, Rogers to Major Monsell. Stating the circumstances under whichSt. John's. he gave permission to Cameron and others to go to the Colonies to
receive letters from New York. 160

February 14, Private instructions from Riedesel to Major Campbell. 87
Sorel. Public instructions of the same date. 91
February 14, Riedesol to Sherwood. Instructing him to communicate ail news
Sorel. bearing on the safety of the frontiers to Major Campbell, now il

camp at Wind Mill Point, as well as to Major Nairne. Should ho
be obliged to fall back on Wind Mill Point, ho is to place himself
under the immediate command of Campbell. Sleighs sent to facilitate
the retreat in case of necessity. If stores are to ho destroyed it
must be done quietly. 94

February 14, Saie to Nairne. Giving him instructions to give Major CaIp
sorel. bell the light companies of the 29th and 53rd, who will be replaced

by others. Campbell will show his private instructions, which must
be kept inviolably secret, and ho is to receive every assistance.
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1783. bhould Pointe au Fer be attacked, it is to be strongly roinforced. St.
John's is to send a similar reinforcement. On~ its arrival, ho
(Nairne) is to move forward and to take command of the whole
advance. Further details as to sleighs, &c. Page 95

February 16, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Has sent off the or-
Sorel. dors recoived; the public instructions may be shown, which conceal

the real object of the movements and from the steps taken he believes
the enemy will not attempt their enterprise. The movement will
do much good in training the troops, and an annual movement of
this kind when tho lakes are taken would be of service. The com-
position of the force under Campbell is given in detail. No news
from Sherwood; Dr. Smyth does not seem to give much credit to
the two men from Albany who have sent the report. Will send
copies of instructions, &c., &c. 97

February 17, Sherwood to Riedesel. Has received orders respecting the post,Loyal Block which ho shall observe. Submits the insufficient reason for the]ouse. extraordinary expense for sleighs, in view of the uncortainty of the
approach of the enemy. Has sent Starr to Albany and other mes-
songers to cifferent quarters to ascertain the movements of the
enemy. Sonds report from Crowfut who has just arrived. 101

February 17, Riedesel to Haldimand. All arrangements made and every one
Sorel. at bis post. Has transmitted pnblic and private orders to Campbell,

Nairne and Sherwood. Dr. Smyth gives little credit to the news
from Albany; his letter is enclosed, but Sherwood is right in pre-
paring. 103

February 18, Nairne to Riedesel. Will attend to orders sent. Campbell, with
Isle aux Noix. the light companies and other detachments has passed ; about sixty

Brunswickers willjoin him to-morrow. The necessary equipments
shall be forwarded. Captain Lord, at Pointe au Fer, has had a hut
erected at the extremity of the point where a sergeant and fifteen
men are posted. 105

february 19, Sherwood to the same. John Savage reports that on the 12thLoyala By~ h ebl rseo Block the rebels prssed secretly 100 sleighs and took them to Saratoga.
On the 11th, they had marched 200 men to Schenectady, giving out
they were to take Oswego; on the 13th, being reinforced to 500
men they crossed the Ildson to Fort Edward; it was believed they
were to be reinforced to 1,000 men, to attack this post and Pointe au
Fer. Willet is in command. Is at a loss to know the design ; it
may be Oswego, this post or Vermont, but friends in Vermont are
most alarmed for Pointe au Fer. 106

Lyar B19, Same to officer at Pointe au Fer. To be forwarded to Majors
Rouae. oek Campbell and Nairne ; substantially the same as preceding letter. 108
February 19, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Has been and is stillSorel. suffering from illness, and must defer visiting Major Campbell's

camp until ho is botter. The rage for recruiting and their loquacity
make it difficult to employ the loyalists ; Sherwood with all his
care cannot abolish these two inconveniences ; the completion of
the barracks at Isle aux Noix may remedy thom; there will be room
there to lodge the two corps of Rogers and Jessup; orders are given
to keep them together as mach as possible ; they will not be in
communication with St. John's, nor have the opportunity of divulg-
ing every rumour and will be more suitable for secret service and
for the Engineer Department, 111

Sebrary ,20 Same to the same. Is gratified tliat his arrangements are ap-
proved of. Report of Major Rogers on Cameron is received, and it
is so vague that ho foars Cameron was sent by Rogers himself. Can
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1783. probably only discover the truth by a personal investigation. Has
sent orders Io return Holmes, who was allowed to go ; if the letter
is in timel Holmes will be sent to Chambly. Schmid has been allowed
to let the St. Francis Indians go hunting, reserving only L, or 20
of the most zealous warriors in case of emergency. Will not want
Major Jessup at present; by sending a detachment of Rogers' corps,
the duty will be equalized. Vinegar wanted for the hospitals.

Page 113
February 20, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). By reports sent from Nairne
Sorel. and Campbell, it will be seen that everything is in order; tht: detach-

ments wanting must have arrived by this time, the rain and bad
roads having delayed their march. Recommends the proposa of
Campbell to get nearer the Pointe au Fer, as a good position. Sug-
gests the allowance to' the troops of half a gill of rum in cold
weather or when they march on snowshoes. 116

February 22, Sherwood to officer at Pointe au Fer. To be forwarded. Sends
Loyal Block this by express and desires him to send all information respecting
House. the intention of the continentals in coming to visit him in the hostile

manner they did ; to communicate freely and send Crowfut, the
bearer, tack as soon as possible. 110

February 22, Nairne to Riedesel. Sends declaration by Sherwood respecting
Isle aux Noix. Holmes, in hopes that some recompense may be made to him for

the beef destroyed. Corporal Moshier bas returned with five recruits,
list of whose names is sent. He treats the alarm cooly ; says that
it was reported that 1,200 continentals had assembled ut Albany,
and some nine months' men at Saratoga. The troops for Campbell
have all joined him, but those of de Specht's regiment, who will pass
to-morrow ; the limber cutters ordered to join Campbcll. The
roads between this and Pointe au Fer are impassable for a horse, but
bateaux can get within five miles of the Point. The ice still strong
on the lake. The four sleighs have left for the Loyal Blockhouse.
The last scout, sent there with Holmes, saw nothing on their
return. 117

February 22, Riedesel to Haldimand. Reports sent by Sherwood lead him to
SoreL. believe that the expedition cannot be for Oswego, but is either to

subdue Vermont or to take the advanced posts. The heavy rai- and
thaw, or the report of the preparations to meet theîm, may have
made them lay aside their design. fias made no change in arrange-
monts, except to order the 29th from S'. John's to Ile aux 1iois ;
from thence Major Campbell shall be reinfor-ed with 600 men and
two more field pieces. Should the next re-ports prove that the
enemy has dropped the design, may the troops not return to winter
quarters ? The substance of Sherwood's report has been sent to Sir
John Johnson ; sends the report to His Excellency by express. S-nd·
also letter from Sherwood respecting the affairs of Vermont. 720

February 23, Major Campell to Riedesel. Report received that the enerny, 800
Présque Ile. strong with eight pieces, had marched from Fort Edward, supp osed

to be intended to come down the lake by Skenesborough. The ice
nearly impassable from one s-e of the lake to the other, as higi as
the Four Brothers; from this hc believes that the party will be dis-
appointed in their visit this season. fias retnrned men empi oyd in
the Engineer's department to their different corps. 123

February 24,j Riedesel to Haldimand. Sends lette' from Sherwood rupecting
Sorel.- the enemy's movemenis also papers in favour of Holmes. Cirpbell

is fixed at his post and ready to frustrate the attempts of the eetimy ;
hopes, if an opponîunity offers, that he will be able t- puni< their
presumption. 122
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Februar 21 Sherwood to Riedesel. Refers for information to his report sent
Loyal Bfock' through Major Nairne. [las sent Holmes as directed ; his conduct
Bouse. at the time Howard was hanged, an affair in which ho took no part.

le is a zealous rebel, but there are thousands of new converts who
were as bad as he. Page 125

February 25, Riedesel to Haldimand (in Fren ch). Has hoard nothing since ho
Borel. sent off the last express. Beyond the small reinforcement to Camp-

bell no change is made, and all is quiet in the district. The doep
snow which fell after the great thaw must have made the enemy's
enterprise difficult, if not impossible. The snow having made the
roads impracticable, has detained him a day ; ho louves for St.
John's to-morrow, and hopes the change of air will do him good ;
his feeble health. Holland will review the troops in garrison to-day ;
to-morrow he louves for Nicolet, to review de Specht's regimont. 127

Pebruary 25, Freeman, A. D. C., to Mathews. Sending a communication
Sorel. received by Riedesel as he was leaving for St. John's. 129
February 26, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Had roceived notice from
Et. John's. Sherwood that the ice was so bad that it would not bear an empty

sloigh. Other letters confirra this. He leaves the 29th here until
further news is received. He believes the expodition to be against
Vermont, and, to catch the Vermonters unprepared, it was given out
that it was against Canada. Expects word from Sherwood; should
ho learn with certainty that the expedition is not against Canada
ho will wait until His Excellency determines if Campbell's force is
to return to winter quarters. The river is open to Pointe au Fer,
but with his wretched heulth ho will not go on the water. Sends
Sherwood's letter, by which it will be seon what interest ho takes
in Holmes. 130

arch - Census of grain, cattle, &e., in possession of the inhabitants of the
district of Sorel. 131a

March 2, Riedesel to Haldimand. Nothing material bas happened since the
St. John's. last letter. The ice is stronger, but not sufficient to bear loaded

sleighs. Sherwood expects news from the Colonies by messengers.
Only Mallet and Macbean have applied for leave to bring down
timber eut on the lake, but the officers have been instructed to give
passes to all who are unsuspected and will adhore to the regulations.
The wood cutters are quiet at their stations. lias provided for
Gilmore by getting the people of the Rookery to subscribe sufficient
to pay his salary as a toacher for their children. When the subscrip.
tion is completed they are to send in a momorial asking that ho
be appointed. 132

March 2, Same to the same (in French, private). Recapitulates the con-
8t. John'u. tents of his official letter regarding the state of the ice, movements

of the enemy, &c. Until informed of the actual designs of the enemy
ho will remain where ho is, its proximity enabling him to act
promptly, but once convinced that they are not against Canada, he
will send the troops back to their quarters. Tho death of the Margraff
of Anspach may occasion a war and change the European system.
Would be charmed if the reported capture of Rochambeau on his

passage to Europe should prove true. The state of his health, &c. 134
Petition to appoint the Rev. George Gilmore teacher at St. John's

follows. 136
ohn 4 Same to the same (in French). Sonds express with news of the

enemy. The three objects : 1. To reduce Vermont ; 2. To attack
the frontiers; 3. To attack Oswego. For reasons given ho believes
that the last is the real object in view, and that the parties at Fort
Edward and White Çreek wore only detachments to cover the real
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1783. intention. Dr. Smyth expects a messenger; ho shall be glad to
have decided information, as this expedition begins to make him
uneasy. A copy of this intelligence was at once sent to Sir John
Johnson, who was asked to send a party of Indians through the
woods to warn Ross at Oswego. Has no doubt His Excellency will
be able to unravel the mystery and to anticipate the storm hanging
over Oswego. Is collecting, with Dr. Smyth, the evidence in the
case of Pritchard's beef and in that of Cameron, and will report.

Page 137
March 5, Riedesel to Haldimand. Recapitulating various reports, &c.,
st. John'o. already given. 141
March 6, Same to the same (in French). A letter received by Twiss from
St. John's. the officer of engineers at Oswego clears up the mystery of the

enemy's movements. The intention was to surprise Oswego,but owing
to bad roads and the want of guides the expedition failed and returned
to Albany. This corroborates the story told by Clossen and by the
two Albany men in January, although the latter were wrong as to
the point aimed at. There being no intention to attack the frontiers
ho proposes to send the troops back to their quarters by Monday,
the 10tb, and will in the meantime investigate the beef transaction,
the theft by Cameron, &c. The annoyance caused by the contra-
dictions in the information leaving the true intentions of the enemy
doubt ful. 143

March 6, Sherwood to Riedesel (private). Warning him to be on lis guard
against one Benjamin Sawyer, who wishes to come in as a spy,
under pretence of being a loyalist, to discover the affairs between
Haldimand and friends in the Colonies, whose initials are given. 145

March N, Same to the same. Three loyalists, Webb, Bean and Brown, are
Loyal Block in Chambly prison, seized, when looking at some ]and on OnionBouse.

River, by those bloody fellows Cameron and Mather, forcibly carried
past this post and carried to St. John's as rebels. Asks for their
release. States their services to Government. 146

March 7, List of the names of five recruits from the rebel colonies for
Isle aux Noix. Major Jessup's corps. The list is signed by Major Nairne. 154
March 7, Twiss to Riedesel. Asking permission to keep five men brought
Iole aux Noix. in by a son of Mr. % bite, who has a large contre ct for timber. These

men wish to be employed in the work conducted by Mr. White. If
Mr.White were allowed to keep the men enlisted for Jessup's corps,
ho could by spring procure 30 or 40 as good axemen as any in Amer-
ica. White is the only man to push on the works here and at
Quebec. 155

rch a Riedesel to Haldimand. Thanks for news of Willet's abortive
t attempt on the upper posts; regrets that Ross was not warned in

time, so that Willet might have fallen into his hands. The move-
ment of the troops into quarters. The progress of the investi-
gation into Pritchard's beef and tea transactions, and the rob-
beries by Cameron, Macarthur and Lindsay. Court martials
on deserters proposed to be held. The investigation into the
recruiting expedition by Cameron leaves little doubt that
ho was sent out by Rogers. The poor old man (Rogers) is
distressed about it and sees his fault. From his age and long ser-
vices, thinks a reprimand would be a sufficient punishment and that
ho would be careful not to commit a second fault. The rage of the
loyalists for recruiting; the advantage in this respect which Major
Jessup has causes jealousy. Orders are given t%, stop recruiting
except by authority, and to prevent the men on secret service from
amusing themselves in this way. Recruits brought by Joseph
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1783. White bave been sent to the Engineer service. Sherwood's report of
Sayer (Sawyer) is sent, asks instructions, as also with respect to the

Mercb 9 three men taken prisoners by Cameron. Page 148
rt. JohnB. Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Thanks for the ap.

proval given to his conduct. The troops employed are as happy as
kings and in good health. The alarm has bad a good effect on the
country. Is working hard with Pritchard's case ; the papers will
show the genius of deceit made use of by this man in the desire for
gain. His own health is better, but he still suffers from bis head and
bis nerves have received a shock. Hopes that His Excellency will
soon visit the neighbourhood. 152

March 9, Sherwood to Riedesel. Will call in bis advanced parties to-O Block morrow. Transmits newspapers brought from Connecticut by two
men who were sent back immediately. They report a cessation of
arms between Great Britain and the Colonies for eight months,
and that the New England Colonies have protested against paying
more taxes. Thanks for approbation given to bis conduct. 161

Mlarch 10, Same to the same. Wright is sent to make bis report; he as
1 Block been directed to bring before Major Nairne, six loyalists from the

ue Colonies. Sends newspapers brought in by Wright, and also by
Savage and Birewster, who will return immediately, the ice being
too precarious to admit of their bcing detained. If the King's
speech is genuine, it is very dispiriting to bis loyal subjects. 162

&farch 10, Letter of security from Breakenridge and Marah, that Holmes willSt. John's. not endeavour to escape. 163
ilarth il, Dr. Smyth to Riedesel. With letter of security for Holmes

•t. John's. (p. 163). 164
March 12, Nairne to Riedesel. List of seven recruits sent. Wright reports
1818 aux Noix. that Willet's expedition suffered much on returning from Oswego;

bad a good many men and horses drowned in Lake Oneida; several
frozen to death and about fifty sent to the Hospital at Albany,
having their hands and feet frozen. 165

March 13, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). If the newspaper8orel. reports be true, peace is nearer than was supposed; hopes so with all
bis heart. The difficulty of dealing with Pritchard ; it punished he
would take vengeance, which bis knowledge would enable him to
do; if pardoned, bis shame and bis hatred to Sherwood and Smyth
might lead to the same mischief. Suggests that he be sent to New
York with orders that he is not to be employed towards Canada;
this would be the best way of getting rid of him forever, especially
as bis first ideas of clandestine trade were obtained in New
York. 166

&fareh 13, Same to the same. The troops lately under Campbell are re-8orel. turned to quarters, and the whole district is now situated as first
arranged. Sends depositions respecting Pritchard's affair and
Cameron, MacArthur and Lindsay's robberies; other evidence is to
follow. Holmes bas been allowed to remain at St. John's on giving
security (p. 163). When Pritchard's affair is decided, Holmes may
be sent back to bis home. The misunderstanding between Sherwood
and Smyth is ended. The Rev. Mr. Gilmore is received as school-
master at St. John's, and the English speaking inhabitants have
raised a subscription for bim of £48 a year. Colonel Hope has gone
to Isle aux Noix. 168

areh 13, Same to the same. Sending -equest for the relief of one of the
'ý1 officers of artiltlery at Qu.ebec by one doing duty here. 170
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March 1, Sherwood to Riedesel. fias sent Sergeant Clossen, whose report
Loyal Block will only show that the reels are not coming here. Looks for the
house. arrivai of Wright immediately with the whole truth. Page 140
March 14, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Although ho does
Sorel. not believe the copy of the King's speech to be genuine, yet the

articles of peace seem to be o probable that he has sent the whole
by express. Sonds list of recruits. A rrival of Dr. Mabane. 171

March 15, Sherwood to Riedesel. Starr has arrived with newspapers and
Loyal Block letters fror Albany; he has brought one man who was on the ex.House. pedition to Oswego. Starr reports many families in New York and

Massachusetts wish to come to Canada, if they could find a place to
settle on. Hopes His Excellency will grant them an asylum. Has
giveu Starr money to carry him to Sorel, but asks Riedesel to give
him a reward ; his suitableness for the work. 172

March 15, Order signed by Freeman, A.D.C. of General Riedesel, forbidding
Sorel. recruiting in the colonies. 173
March 16, Riedesel to Hlaldimand (in French, private). Thanks for the
Sorel. invitation for himself and Madame de Riedesel to go to Quebec; ar-

rangements for her going. Cannot believe in the authenticity of
the King's speech ; it is too humiliating, but the news of the peace
seems to be well founded, it comes through so many channels. The
attack on Oswego was, he belives, made in anticipation of the
peace, as Washington sces its importance for either the attack or
defence of Canada. If peace is concluded, he pities the poor
King; the people will be dissatisfied; hatred will be turned
against him and thero will be another change of ministry. Macbean
has made a second application for an exchange of officers between
Sorel and Que bec, and has been again referred to is Excellency.
H1opes to see His Excellency at Quebec. Mabane leaves to-
morrow. 175

March 17, Same to the same (in French, private). Return of Starr a second
Sorel. time from Albany, with newspapers and no news except the talk of

peaceq, and .a general order from New York respecting the ,oods
of loyalists within the Canadian lines. What answer is he to make to
Sherwood touching the loyalists Irom New York and Massachusetts ?
Will take the deposition of Starr and the other man who were at
Oswego and forward them. 181

March 17, Same to the same. Has forwarded iLs Excellency's reprimand to
Sorel. Rogers, and issued an order forbidding recruiting in the Colonies,

without a special order. Sends lists of recruits; how are they to
be disposed of ? Sayer, from Connecticut, has been sent to Chambly
and confined till His Excellency's orders are received. Return of
a scout sent out by Major Campbell to discover the state of the ice,
it brings word of Willet's expedition. 183

March 19, Same tc the same (in Frencb, private). Trusts that all will be forSorel. the best and that the losses just sustained will be repaired. He
would not be surprised were the different Provinces at war with one
another in two years, and assuredly the north and south would
separate. Is thankful that he will soon have leisure to educate his
family and to have his health restored. He shall never forget the
pleasure ho las had in serving on His Excellency's staff ; it has
been the happiest time ho has spent in America. Has a strong
desire to be presonted to the King by the General under whom ho
has served. Had shown the King's speech to Dr. Mabane, but it
had been received in Montreal almost as soon as it was sent to Huis
Excellency; by what channel ho knows not. Sends deposition by
Starr and bis companion, who lad been on the expedition to Oswego.
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• So soon as the dispatches respecting Pritchard are roceived, they
shall be transmitted to His Excellency. . Page 178

March 22, Dr. Smyth to Riedesel. Will use bis influence to make Mr. Gil-
8t. John's. more's situation as comfortable as possible. Will obey rules as to

recruiting. Sherwood can find no more evidence against Pritchard.
Sawyer should be carefully examined. The prisoners have arrived
from Chambly ; they will not join the service, but dosire to be
returned to their homes. The information respecting the King's
speech was given by Mr. Wright at Montreal - is sorry, as Wright
is a useful man. Peters had also spoken ot it in Montreal. Letters
received for Rogers ; he and Pritchard had been privately writing
letters to Johnson and Davis who are not to be trusted. 185

March 24, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French-private). The eldest son of
®orei. Davis, a soldier with Rogers, bas brought letters from Thomas John-

son to Ris Excellency, which the elder Davis opened, and some
letters and newspapers to him (Riedesel). The letter from
Johnson is that of a double man . Will send young Davis to his
corps at St. John's, and direct Dr. Smyth to ascertain the true
character of Davis; until satisfactory accounts are received of Davis
and bis family will stop all communication with them. The Boston
newspapers state that the preliminary articles of peace were signed
but that the whole bas been broken off, and that war is to be resumed
with greater vigour; this state of uncertainty cannot last long.
Hope had arrived and leaves for Three Rivers to attend the funeral
of Ehrenkrook; he (Riedesel) will go that length and on bis return
'will visit the regiment de Specht. 190

March 24, Samo to the same. Asks leave for Lient. Hope to visit Lieut.
Borel. Colonel Hope at Quebec. 192
March 24, Same to the same. Has distributed the lately arrived recruits to
Borel. the corps they selected. One (Spencer) would not enlist and is sent

to Quebec. The investigation into the characters of Thomas John.
son and old Davis. The depositions against Pritchard not yet col-
lected. 193

March 26 Same to the same -(in French). The newspapers sent repeat that
Three Ri'vers. negotiations for peace are broken off, and that d'Estaing has orders

to act with vigour ; does not know what to think of the reports.
Will return to Sorel on Saturday morning. Ris pleasant intercourse
with Colonel ilope, who is an officer of mert. 195

March 27, List of officers of the Royal Regiment of Artillery, with the date
Woolwich. of their commissions. 197March 30, Rogers to Riedesel. His deep regret at his rash conduct in send-
st. John' 8. ing Cameron and McArthur to the Colonies to recruit; is grateful

that no further notice is to be taken of this transaction; he will, in
future, study never to dcserve the General's displeasure. Encloses
letter respecting the character of Johnson and othei s. 188

March 31, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). His grief at the8orel- anticipated death of bis infant child, the god-daughter of Ris
Excellency. Has beard nothing new from the Colonies ; believes
the hopes of peace are ended. The zeal of Schmid at St. Francis ;
bis esteem for his worth increases daily. Schmid bas had some
trouble which he (Riedesel)has recommended him to lay before His
Excellency. 205

Brelh 3, Same to the same. The bad effects of imprudent conversations
between the French officers and the Indians at St. Francis prevented
by the prudence of Captain Schmid. Suggests that these restless
gentlemen ba removed to parishes at a distance from the Indians.
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1783. The improper conduct of the interpreter. Might he not be ex-
changed for another who could be trusted ? Page 207

March 31, Riedesel to Haldimand. Dr. Smyth's letter, enclosed, will show
Sorel. that no more evidence has been obtained respecting Pritchard, and

how the late news got so soon to Montreal (p. 185). The good effect
of the reprimand on Rogers ; his news respecting Thomas Johnson
and Davis, &c. (p. 188). The woods and ice very difficult to pass ;
asks leave to discontinue the grand scouts, so soon as Sherwood and
Fraser report that there is too much risk in continuing them. As
there is little fear of desertion he proposes to withdraw the St.
Francis Indians. He had visited their village in passing and
thanked them for their good conduct. 208

April, A Major Edward Jessup to Riedesel. Respecting recruiting of
loyalists. 210

April 3, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). The death of his
Sorel. infant daughter. The River Sorel is open, and the St. Lawrence

will soon be open also, so that there will be the delay of a day or
two in the communication. No news from the Colonies; everything
in suspense ; if the news of peace were premature, they would have
the good effect in America of stopping the payment of taxes and
delaying preparations for the next campaign ; it is reported that
the northern provinces have refused to pay their quota of taxes.
His only fear is for the West Indies; if Howe did not send a
reinforcement d'Estaing must have the superiority, so that Jamaica
and even Lord Hood must run a great risk. 211

Apri 3, Same to the same. Remarks on the recruiting service; how itrel. might be carried on safely and to advantage. 213
April 3, Captain Thomas Fraser to Riedesel. Sending James Grant, with
Yamaska. the papers found on him; he was attempting to leave Sorel to get

to New York, but got lost in the woods and was taken. 215
SPrel ' Riedesel to Haldimand. Nothing new in the district. The exam.

S're inations of Cameroa and McArthur for the robbery committed at
Livingston's manor, have been forwarded; one ofthe men is confined
at Chambly, the other at St. John's.- 216

Aprel. Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for the sym-
r pathy shown for the death of his daughter, &c. 217

April 5, Same to the same (in French). Has arranged with Twiss
Sorel. the assistance required to complete the season's work at Isle aux

Noix. Asks that the light company of the 31st Regiment may be
sent to Pointe au Fer to do some service and to man a gunboat. How
he proposes to distribute the other detachments and to form
a camp nearlChambly at Point Olivier or the heights of Ste.Thérèse,

April , fiom which detachments can be sent. 219
St. John's. Dr. Smyth to Riedesel. Expects additional proof from Vermont

of Pritchard's beef transactions. Young Davis is not concerned in
the intrigues of Johnson, Baily, or his father, but suspects there is
some traitorous coe nection between the three men; his father being
a tool in the hands of Johnson who has threatened to have him
taken up if he refuses to assist. A man named Hall came in with
young Davis; he is a man of the most infamous character and must
be watched. 226

April 7, Riedesel to Haldimand. Has desired the grand scouts to be dis-
St. John's. eontinued, and to send home the St. Francis Indians. Encloses

letter from Capt. Thomas Fraser respecting Grant (p. 215) attempt.
ing to escape from his creditors. The papers are very favourable
to his character; his excuse is, that ho was bankrupt and in distress
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1783- and he thought to get relief by flying to the Colonies; his petition
is subjoined. Page 221

Âprii 7, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Hopes that hisBorel, letters have been recoived and that His Excellency will be satisfied
with the arrangements with Twiss respecting Isle aux Noix;
whether there is peace or war, it will be covered this year against
anything the Americans can undertake, and thus one of the most
essential entrances to the province is put in security. Cannot im-
agine what has become of Schônewald ; is afraid ho has (been kept
all winter at New York, His wife's health ; heavy fall of snow,
but the Grand River (the St. Lawrence) is rapidly breaking up.
Several people drowned, one of them a soldier of bis regiment, when
passing from the hospital to the town of Sorel 223

p7 Same to the same (in French). Sends list of the grain and
cattle in the district of Sorel. 225

April 10, Samo to the same (in French, private). Altogether respecting
8orel his wife's health and matters relating to bis family. 228
Aprii 10, Same to the samo. Enclosing a lotter from Dr. Smyth, in which
Borel. ho expresses the belief that ho will obtain proof against Pritchard.

Jessup is warned to watch Hall ; should ho be sent to Quebec, where
ho might be useful in the engineer department ? 229

April 14, Same to the same (in French, private). Sending newspapers
Borel. confirming the news of the rupture of negotiations, the reasons for

which are not known. Is sorry the damage to the fleet leaving
the West Indias, but believes the islands are in such a state that the
enemy's plans will fail, and that peace will be settled at the end of
this year. Messages from Madame de Riedesel ; so soon as the
"Canceau" is ready and the river open, she will come to Quebec on
board of that ship. 230

April 14, Same to the same. Grant shall be detained till His Excellency's
Borel. pleasure is known. Arrival of two recruits who are to be sent to the

engineer department. The 31st Regiment has been removed from
the islands and transferred to St. Ours in case of being cut off by the
breaking up of the ice ; other changes in the quartering of detach-
ments. The lake is not yet open, but is very dangerous and
communication is stopped between Dutchman's Point and Pointe au
Fer. 232

pril 15, Same to the same (in French-private). Sending letters received
rel. from Major Nairne ; one to Mr. Ellis contains news of importance.

Hopes that the courier will get through. 234pril 17 Same to the same (in French). Is writing, but does not believe
e the ice will allow the post to pass. Jessup has been directed to send

Hall to Quebec when navigation opens. The arrangements ho is
making for the selection of sutlers at Isle aux Noix. 235

Aprii 21, Same to the same (in French-private). The news sent by His'rel. Excellency should certainly remain secret tili the proper time. It
is a pity that Ministers who negotiate are bad geographers; Frank-
lin is botter acquainted with the boundaries that may be useful to
the Colonies than the British negotiators. But Providence does all
for the best. The passage to Berthier is open since yesterday, but
Lake St. Peter is still closed; so soon as the " Canceau " has received
ber anchors and cables ho and his family will leave in ber for
Quebec. 236

Apr1 21, Same to the same. Movements of detachments. Grant has been
liberated as ordered. Ihe order for the return of the snow shoes to
the Quartermaster General bas been intimated throughout the dis-
trict. Hall will be sent to Quebec on the first opportunity. 238
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1783. Riedesel to Haldimand (in French). Two messengers from Gen-ADril 22,
Sorel. eral Skyler (Schuyler) are sent forward with letter; they have been

asked to wait at Holland's house until they receive instructions from
His Excellency. Page 239

April 22, Same to the same (in French). Has sent to Quebec the long
Sorel. expected courier from New York to tell personally what he knows.

Sends newspapers, &c., clearly showing that peace is concluded.
Sends letter from the officer left by Colonel Mingen to collect the
Brunswickers who were prisoners of war. Cornet Schönewald was
detained till now, but no reason given. Has no other letters. Sends
a letter from Sherwood ; Heath had botter be sent to Quebec, where
he would be apart from the other loyalists. 240

April 22, Same to Holland (in French). Sending dispatches by express
Sorel. for His Excellency; the express is not to leave his (Holland's)

house without special permission. 242
April - Same to Haldimand (in French, private). Ris health still uncer-
Sorel. tain and his memory almost gone. Has been advised to make a

short trip and proposes to go to St. John's. 243

Spril 4 Same to the same (in French, private). Trusts that the expresses
•l have arrived and delivered the dispatches. Nobody at Sorel knows

the last news. Believes that his conduct will be approved and that
it will be recognized that ho has taken all the care possible of the
troops under his command, &c. 24ýÈ

April 24, Same to the same. Asking leave of absence for a lieutenant in the
Sorel. 53rd. 246
A ril 25, Nairne to Riedesel. Reporting the arrival of three men from
Isle aux Noix. Vermont, asking leave to bring in fat cattle and to pass to St. John's.

Could grant neither request ; presumes the men will be allowed to
go to their own country, and asks directions in case of further appli-
cations. 247

April 27, Riedesel to Haldimand. Encloses letter from Nairne, and asksSorel. for instructions as to the stops to be taken in similar cases. 248
May 1, Same to the same (in French, private). Is watching for the
sorel. arrival of the " Canceau's " crew to leave for Quebec. As he presumes

tbe Americans have already returned the prisoners of war to New
York, would be ploased if all his people were sent here in the
" Pandora," that ho might have the satisfaction of taking the whole
back -to their own country and to get the accounts settled more
satisfactorily. Presumes that Haidimand will be returning to
Europe; he would be delighted to sail in the same fleet. His com-
miseration for the poor loyalists; ho has endeavored to gild the
pilIl; he trusts that the Government will do something for them,
&c. 249

May 5, Same to the same (in French, private). The delay in the arrival
sore . of the anchors and cables prevents the sailing of the " Canceaux; "

ho will set out by land for Quebec, and Madame Riedesel will follow
by water. 251

May 5, Same to the same. Sonda return of five mon from the Colonies,
Sorel. who had been forwarded to Sorel but sent back to St. John's; their

petition to remain in the Province being a civil matter, is to be
forwarded by Dr. Smyth. Orders not to admit people from the
Colonies without special permission. 252

The list of names follows. 253

Ma& 2 Freeman, A.D.C., to Captain Mathews. Transmitting dispatchesSorel. sent by Dr. Smyth. 254
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1783.
June 1, Ensign Dusenbery to Riedesel. Reporting the arrival of the two
Loyal Block gentlemen from Vermont, who wished to have the Grand Isle
House. surveyed for the reception of settlers ; he has refused permission

and asks for instructions. Page 255
June 2, Riedesel to laldimand (in French, private). Ras arrived; is try-
Sorel. ing to gild the pill for his unfortunate officers; these poor devils have

confidence in him, who bas the inexpressible chagrin of seeing him-
self unable to be of use to them. Hie has all the Brunswick regi.
ments about Sorel and is exercising them for perhaps the last time;
would be grateful for a small portion of powder. Macbean has again
tried to get the botter of him by asking personally for leave of ab-
sence, but has been again told that application will be made to His
Excellency. 256

June 2, Same to the same. Enclosing a letter from Major Nairne to De
SoreL Speth, asking for an allowance of vinegar and for a survey on pro-

visions. Recommends that the request in both cases be granted.
Encloses letter from Major Campbell that he as placed under
arrest Captain Breakenridge of Rogers' corps. The fault has arisen
from a misunderstanding of the powers of the agent of the secret
service. HUow he proposes to settle the matter. Asks leave for

June 2, Capt. Paulett to go to Quebec. 257
Sorel. Same to the same. Recommending that Col. Macbean be allowed

to go to Quebec on private business. 259
June 2, Same to the same. Respecting the suit by the Rev. Mr. ScottSorel. against Captain Barnes, Royal Artillery. Barnes had acted under

orders in preventing the military artificers and other inhabitants of
the garrison from signing an engagement with Mr. Scott. Suggests
putting the matter in the hands of the Attorney General. 260

June 5, Same to the same (in French). Sending a collection of letters
Sorel. from Sir Guy Carleton and others, showing the position of affairs in

New York, aid the state of politics in Europe. Is indignant that
Carleton has not written a single letter to His Excellency, after the
letters sent by Schônewald, whom Carleton has detained so long
without explanation ; cannot conceive what is the cause of Carle.
ton's rudeness and of his mysterious treatment of Schönewald. The
state of affairs in New York. Admiral Digby and Sir Guy Carleton
both openly speak in condemnation of the Ministry; New York
was completely open by sea and land for the entrance and exit of
all Americans who chose to go in and out. The markets overloaded
with provisions; constant quarrels between the Americans and the
soldiers and sailors; 85 transports with loyalists were at Sandy
Hook ready to sail for Nova Scotia, and it was reported that 100
more were to sail in three weeks, and that 3,000 loyalists were to
be sent to Canada; the same ships were to take the German troops
to Europe; the troops were to encamp outside, but no one knew
when the army was to leave New York, General Robertson had
promised to send a letter to Ris Excellency by Schönewald, but it
had never been sent. There appears to have been a conspiracy at
New York on this subject, but he would get Schônewald's deposition
and send it. 262

ore, Same to the same. Asks leave to send to Niagara, to enlist in
'l Butler's corps, a Mr. Magderfeldt, late standard-bearer in the

Brunswick Dragoons, who has been dismissed for improper conduct.
Under military discipline he may become useful, and not go to his
family in disgrace. 266
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1783. Riedesel to Haldimand. Forwarding letter from the officer atJune 5,
Sorel. Dutchman's Point respecting settling of Grand Isle (see p. 255) and

asking for instructions. Page 267
June 7, Same to the same. Sends papers and letters brought in by Mr.
Sorel., Moors and Mr. King from Cobos. They wish to go to Quebec, and

afterwards to retura to the Colonies; will detain them for instrue-
tions. 268

June 7, Lt. Colonel Macbean to Riedesel. Returns a letter from Haldi-
Sorel. mand with thanks. 269
June 9, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). The letter from
Sorel. New York was from a merchant, complaining of an officer of the

Brunswick troops who owed him money. Is anxious for the ex-
change of the German troops of convention, and that they might be
all collected in Canada, where the accounts could be arranged.
Outwardly Macbean bears the refusal of his request well enough.
Every exertion is made to have the accounts settled ; at other times
the troops are exercised; they are now in good order, both should
be finisbed by Sunday. Hopes to visit Ris Excellency in a fort-
night. 270

Jane 9, Same to the same. Sending report of the arrival of Darby Lind-
Sorel. say and family and of Henry Haywood, who wished to remain in

the Province. Asks leave for Lieutenant Ramsay to go to Que-
bec. 271

June 10, Major Nairne to Riedesel. Thanks for warrant of survey onIsle aux Noix. damaged provisions and for the allowance of vinegar. Notifying
relief of the light company of the 31st at Pointe au Fer by the
53rd. Will observe instructions as to persons from the Co onies at
the Loyal Blockhouse. Sends minute details respecting two men
arrived from New York, who wish togo to the States. The covering
party of the Hesse lanau Chasseurs has joined the party at the
River LaColle. 272

June 12, Riedesel to flaldimand (in French, private). The letters from
Sorel. friends in New York are in good hands with His Excellency ;

thanks for the recommendation to Butler (p. 266); it may save a
young man, who, born a gentleman, is a mauvais sujet. Is uneasy
respecting affairs in New York, ho has only one officer there, who
cannot settle regarding so many prisoners of war who have been
exchanged. It will be necessary to send him additional instructions.
Asks leave to send these instructions by a non-commissioned officer,
who would ascertain and bring back a report of the state cf affairs.
Is striving to get ready to leave for Quebec, and hopes to do so in a
week. 275

June 12, Same to the same. Asking leave of absence for Ensign McCum-
Sorel. ming. 277
June 12, Same to the same. Has sent instructions to Dutchman's Point as
Sorel.1 to the conduct to be observed towards those attempting to settle

Grand Isle. When the prisoners Hall and Perry are received from
Schmid, care will be taken to have them well used and supplied
with clothing. The other prisoners shall be forwarded on arrival.
Major Nairne wishes to come to Quebec. Thanks for permission to
send Marderfeldt (sic, see p. 266) to Butler. 78

June 13, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanking His Excellency
Sorel. for the letter received from Lord North respecting the services of

the Brunswickàtroops. Al these, except DeBarner's battalion, are
collected and ready to march to Quebec when ordered. To save
time suggests that the German troops should embark at Quebec, the
Brunswickers encamping in the meantime at Isle d'Orléans, the
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1783. Hossians at Point Lévis and the neighbouring parishes, whence they
could embark at once on the arrival of the transports ; if approved,
vessels might be sent to take on board the stores at Montreal which
could be convoyed to Quebec with little loss of time. Asks leave to
solt the surplus of the camp equipage as ho has been ordered to do
by the Duke ot Brunswick. Acknowledging His Excellency's kind-
ness in appropriating the " Quebec " for the passage to Europe of
bimself and Madame Riedesel. Page 280

June 13, Riedesel to Haldimand. Asks liberty to withdraw the Hesse
Sorel. Hanau troops from La Colle, where they had been employed as

covering parties for the woodcutters, and also that ail the German
artificers may be sent back to their respective corps. Suggests also
that de Barner's corps might be removed from Montreal to the dis-
trict of Sorel, so as to be as near as possible to the other Brunswick
troops already ossembled there. 282

J8oe 13, Barnes, A. Q. M. G. to Rielese]. Suggestions as to the arrange-Sorel. ments to be made for the transport of the baggage of the German
troops. 283

June 13, Riedesel to Haldimand. Asking that whon ho leaves for Europe
rel. ho may be allowed to take with him his suite, including Capt. Willoc

of the 8th or King's Regiment. 284
June 13, Same to the same. Capt. Breakenridge has been released afterSorel. being reprimanded. Asks leave for Lieut. Kirkman of the 29th to

go to Quebec. 285
t h', Major Campbell (29th) to Riedesel. Enclosed in letter from

Riedesel (p. 285); respecting Breakenridge and Kirkman. 286
JUne 14, Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Enclosing letterBorel. from Lord North. Will take advantage of the offer to send dispatches

with those of Ris Excellency. The troops are ready to move for
embarkation. The orders ho bas received to bring all his soldiers
to Sorel; asks that they be sanctioned. Recommends that the bouse
and farm be occupies should be retained, as the produce would be
useful. Will have a man appointed to take care of the place.
Madame de Riedesel bas been detained at Pointe aux Trembles by
contrary winds, bas landed and will reach Sorel to-morrow. Macbean
furious at being refused leave to go to Quebec; ho says that ho will
lose 900 livres. (This may be either pounds or francs, there being
nothing to indicate which). Will attend to instructions respecting
the French priests on Brehm's arrival. 287

June 14, Same to Mathews. Sends lispatches, which ho wishes to be for-Sorel. warded to Europe with as much speed as possible. 290
"ne 16, Same to Haldimand (in French). Acknowledging receipt

of duplicate of a letter, a copy of which bas alroady been sent to Ris,
Excellency. Has written to Capt. Barnes respecting a loyalist to
be placed in his (Riedesel's) bouse when ho leaves. Arrival of
Madame de Riedesel at Sorel; ber gratitude for his (Hlaldimand's)
goodness. The anxiety of the two Miss Pitchers to go in the same
ship with Madame de Riedesel. For the first time in eight years
ho bas had the five battalions manoeuvred in lino. So soon as the
papers are arranged they shall be sent to Quebec, where ho shall
follow when ho bas permission to resign the command. 291

aine 1, Barnes to Riedesel. Is looking out for a loyalist to take charge
Sorei. of the house; can promise one, but the men spoken to wish to know

the terms. 293
Soel.' -Riedesel to Haldimand. Respecting loyalists who have come

into the province, Sends copy of letter from Jessup to St. Loger,
stating that there are not men enough loft for duty with the corps
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1783. to complete the detachment for the Isle aux Noix. A party of 73
privates, with proportionate officers bas, however, been collected and
sent on to Isle aux Noix ; Mr. Saunders will push on the works
till another corps is ordered to make up the deficiency, Sends
letter from Mtjor' Nairne, respecting two men who desire to go to
Montreal. Page 294

Souel19.: Riedesel to Haldimand (in French, private). Al is in readiness for
marching, and Capt. Hope bas made such good arrangements for
the transport of stores that no time will be lost in reaching Quebec.
The want of necessaries on the transports will cause delay, at the
risk of getting into the equinoetials which the troops experienced
last year. Will be guided by His Excellency's instructions as to
his conduct in England, but is afraid that if there is a favourable
wind when they reach the Downs the ships will proceed direct,
giving him no opportunity of paying his court to the King. His
arrangements for the care of the house at Sorel. Messages. 26

June 19, Same to the same. Has ordered 30 of the mon at the Yamaska
Sorel. blockhouse to march to Isle aux Noix, to make up the deficiency in

Jessup's corps. Asks for instructions relative to arrivals from New
York, &c. 298

June 22, Same to the same (in French). Arrival of Lieut. Thomson, of
Sorel. the Artillery, with dispatches from New York. He reports that

the prisoners of convention were exchanged and had embarked at
Staten Island, but were not yet sailed. No transports had arrived
from England, a few had come from the islands, and preparations
were making to embark 4,000 fiessians. The " Mercury " sailed about
noon. 300

June 23, Same to the same. Asking for general instructions as to theSorel. disposal of loyalists arriving at Datchman's Point. 301
June 26, Same to the same. Orders sent to evacuate Yamaska blockhouse,Sorel. the men from there will help to forward the works at Isle aux

Noix. The arrangement for vessels to carry the baggage of the
German troops to Quebec. If the troops are quartered near where
they are to embark it will be of great use and enable them to lay
in their sea stock at less expense ; suggests, therefore, that the
troops move down at the same time as the baggage. Hopes that
all business may be settled at Sorel, so that he could leave there on
Friday or Saturday. 303

June 26, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for nows of theSorel. arrival of the transports; .is anxious to leave as soon as possible, to
avoid the equinoctial gales. He is awaiting to get on board the
" Liberty "; so soon as lists of the articles lef t are ready they will
be transferred to Mrs. Corbin. l only delaying till orders are re-
ceived for his Ieaving, and for the embarkation of the troops. Trusts
the dispatches from New York, prove that Sir Guy Carletom has
renewed the correspondence so shamefully neglected. 306

June 30, Same to the same (in French, private). Is happy that the accountsSorel. are now finally arranged, and that all the expenses in all parts of
America are ascertained and divided amongst the different regi-
ments, which are also satisfied, so that the Duke can have the
accounts settled with the Treasury in London. Detailed remarks as
to the expenses, &c., of the troops of convention, whilst prisoners to
the enemy. Presumes that His Excelleney had reasons for deferring
the departure of the troops, &c , as asked for in the letter of the
26th. Sends letters received from New York; the troops of con-
vention are to be sent to the Downs, which is to be the general
rendezvous of the German troops; it would be a great satisfaction
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could he be there to receive them and to collect the corps. He is
notified by Wincomb that several persons are coming to the Prov-
ince, among others, Rivington, the journalist, the Wallises, &c.
Arrivai of the " Liberty." Page 309

June 30, Riedesel to Mathews. Has forwarded to St. John's, under the care
Borel. of Mr. Marsh, all the prisoners, who are to await orders for their

disposaL 312
July 3, Same to Haldimand (in French, private). The troops will be
Bore. ready to march two hours after recoiving orders. Is sure that the

barracks, garden, &c., will be returned in good order to the barrack
master and will be good quarters for the loyalists. He waits only
for the warrant asked for to complote everything, and hopes to be
at Quebec in a week. Madame de Riedesel has left with a fair wind
and will probably reach Quebec to-morrow. He is living in His
Excellency's house, overything having been transferred to Corbin. 313

July 5, Same to the samo. The lower blockhouse at Yamaska is evacu-
Borel. ated ; Capt. Fraser, jr., has gone to Isle aux Noix ; Capt. Fraser,

senior, has remuined at the upper blockhouse with bis party. The
lower blockhouse has been given up to the owners of the land, who,
however, politely offered the use of the produce, so that Capt. Fraser
has lett the women in the blockbouse. Major Nairne has carried
out instructions as to the procedure with respect to the people
returning to the Province; statement sent of what bas been done.
Arrangements made with Major Campbell to have the prisoners.
collected at St. John's in readiness for the arrivai of Brigade Major
Skene. b15

July 7, Same to the same (in French). Is leaving this evening; gives in
Borei. detail bis daily stopping places, hopes to reach Quebec by Thursday

morning. 317
JUly 22, Capt. Cleve to Riedesel (in French). From letters received from
Quebec. Brunswick, believes that bis position in Holland, although threat-

ened ,is not yet so dangerous as to be beyond recovery. His feelings
as to the rupture between Great Britain and Holland are well known,
as well as the efforts ho had made to withdraw from the military
service; points out bis position as held in involuntary service, con-
trary to his oath, which attaebed him to the interest of the Dutch ;
asks that a letter of refusal to lot him go might be written by Hal-
dimand dated in May last, which he could produce in Holland in
support of bis plea of innocence and to avoid the reproaches he
might meet with there. 318

August 8, Riedesel to Haldimand. Thanks for Ris Excellency's flattering
,Dt Bic- letter of the 2nd. All the German troops repeat their unalterable

and most heaitfelt acknowledgments for His Excellency's constant
goodnes and generous kindne>s. 321

Auguet 21, Macbean to faldimand. The two artificers of artillery have been
sent to Cataraqui. Orders have been sent to the conductor of
artillery stores at St. John's to receive and arrange all ordnance and
ordnance stores delivered by Captains Schank and Abbott. The
carriages left by the Hesse Hanau troops (not the Anhalt Zerbst as in
the letter) have been surveyed and report sent. They will be sold by
auction. The sick on board the transport with loyalists have been
sent for; the vessel is aground; the hospital is being prepared for
them. In a P. S. it is stated that the sick referred to had arrived,
16 in all, 12 of them children, and all in a fair way of recovery. 32

®Ptember 8, Same to the same. Schmid, of St. Francis, bas sent in eight
borei. Germans found making their way to the Colonies; five had regular

discharges and were relcased ; the other tbree were deserters and
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1783. have been confined. Two deserters f rom the artillery apprehended.
Ras refused liberty to take small-pox matter for inoculation and
aski for orders. The small-pox is not spreading. The loyalists at
this place are all satisfied. Has received information that four
companies of the fourth battalion of artillery were to embark at
New York for Canada to relieve the detachment there. Page 324

September 15, Barnes to Mathews. That he has issued 38 blankets for the loyal-
Sorel. ists going to Cataraqui and furnished them with two bateaux for

Montreal. 326
September 29, Same to the same. The cows shall be sent off immediately on
Sorel. arrival; expects smalt craft from Mcntreal to call; will tell Corbin

to send the General's horses by that opportunity. The operations
1781. of the irreverend Mr. Scott. 327

January-l, Same to the same. Will examine and sign the returns for the
Sorel. issues of provisions to the loyalists -in the district; knows of none

victualled who are not entitled to be so; there are complaints from
some that they do not receive a eufflcient supply. 3e8

January 12, Samo to the same. Has received return of clothing ; it is a gene-
sore ral one of what Lieut. French had received on sundry requisitions.

The state of the roads has prevented him from sending up the
clothing for the loyalists in and about Montreal, according to returns
from Delancey and Decoyn. Blankots issued instead of woollen
cloth which has run short. By thus substituting one article for
another the women and children here and at Machiche have been
clothed. Mr. Walker will be notified of Ris Excellency's approba-
tion of his occupying the barrack. 329

January 18, Petition and memorial of distressed loyalists at Sorel. 331
Sorel.
February 2,
Sorel.

Barnes to Mathews. Remarks on the preceding memorial. 334

February 5, Same to the same. Has inquired into the morits of the loyalist
Sorel. momorial ; the reason for its being presented. A few have each a

negro, for whom they ask provisions. These negroos are the only
help they can have when they go on their lands. The difficulty of
determining who amongst the loyalists are entitled to clothing;
applications to be made through their inspector, Delancey. Will
defer going to Quebec. 336

March 29,: Macbean to the same. The distribution of ammunition to the
Sorel. militia of the district of Montreal shall be delivered to St. George,

and that of Three Rivera shall be sont by bateau when the naviga-
tion of the St. Lawrence opens. Swivels and ordnance stores at the
upper blockhouse, Yamaska, have been removed to Sorel. 319

April 1, Same to Haldimand. After delivering to Mr. St. George Dupré
Sorel. the ammunition for the militia in the district of Montreal, there will

remain in the ordnance magazine, at Montreal, only five barrels of
powder. 340

April 5, Barnes to Mathews. Certificate that provisions specified in the
Sorel. order have been destroyed. The navigation to Chambly open ; will

send up for Captain Fraser's party and stores from the blockhouse
at Yamaska. 341

April 8, Macbean to Hlaldimand. That ho had been promised leave to go
Sorel. to England when an opportunity offered , asks leave to go now. 342
April 19, Barnes to Mathews. Has investigated the complaints by Grass
Sorel. and Quinn. The dissatisfaction of the loyalists at the choice of lots

has been settled, and they are now satisfied. Has tried to remoVO
the jealousies between Grass and Vanaistine. The explanation by;
Grass of the statement that he was the first who found out Cataraqu'
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1784. as a settlement. The river breaking up; hopes in eight or ten

April 26 days that the navigation to Montreal shall be open. Page 348
Sorel. ' Barnes to Mat-hews. Will send report wanted after Lieut. French

shalt arrive. The river open; if Maurer can find a store for the
baggage of the loyalists, proposes to make them take it up in bat-
eaux, so as to expedite their move when the order is given. Are
the loyalists to take with them the barrack bedding they have now
in use ? 346

April 29, Same to the same. Sends returns of refaLee loyalists proposing
orel.5 to settle on lands; some have not given their names to settle on

either of the proposed places. Capt. W. Fraser and the loyalists
from Yamaska are at Sorel on their way to Montreal. Some of
the loyaliste decline to let their heavy baggage be moved tilt they
go with it. 347

May 3, Same to the same. Reports respecting the complaints of Mr.
Sorel. White against Lt. French, Major Jessup and others, as to the selec-

tion of land they had made for their own benefit; believes the
charge to be groundless. 348

May e, Same to the same. Reports on anonymous letter circulating
Sorel. among the loyalists, supposed to have been the production of Mosley

and Peters. Believes that the loyalists who have not given in their
names for going above the Grand Sault or to the Bay of Chaleurs,
are those who intend to settle at Sorel. The parties with Vanal.
stine and Grass are sending off some of their heavy baggage. 351

May 10, Macbean to Haldimand. Applying for leave on account of bis
Sorel. health. 355
May 10, Barnes to Mathews. Is anxious to receive orders for the depart-

°re•. ure of the loyalists who are now more troublesome than ever. A
son of Col. Peters passed up to St. John's; he had a paper which
he asked s..-veral to sign. Man, senior, has gone with him, so that
it is likely he countenances the memorial. Names sent of additional
loyalists going upwards to settle, as well as of those settling at
Sorel, the latter showing how active White is in engaging people to
settle. Asks that the General be reminded, when the lots are to be
given, of those who had been in service at Sorel and included in a
list formerly sent by Lieut. French, but not in Mr. White's
list. 356

ay117, Same to the saine. That h. will immediately forward to Quebec8orel. the refugees for Bay of Chaleurs. Suggestions as to the distribution
of clothing. Captain W. Fraser has been allowed the use of two
tents on the promise to pay for them if required. Shall send
victualling return for the loyalists. Some of the loyalists ask for
hay for the cattle on their passage to the Bay of Chaleurs. 358

May 24, Same to the saie. Holland and Collins have mnstered the fami-orel. lies with Vanalstine and Grass for Cataraqui; hopes to be able to
forward them in the evening to Montreal. The general demand
for clothing has been complied with rather than leave any of the
party behind. Distribution of tents. Wil give every assistance to
settie the Seigniory, but requires some one knowing the lots to put
the people in possession; Lieut. French will undertake this duty if
not ordered up the country. The loyalists settling at Sorel wish to
know if they will receive the sane allowances of provisions, &c., as
those settling in Cataraqui or the Bay of Chaleurs. Sherwood has
applied for a lot of land. AIl the tocls which have been ground are
sent to Maurer. Pritchard on his way to Quebec; all loyalists are
victualled to the 3lst. 36k
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1784. Barnes to Mathews. Sends Isaac Man's return cf loyalists em-
a barked in the Jersey," victualler, " St. John," hoy, and three gun

boats. Will send return of bedding. States the services of Man for
the arrangement, &c., of the loyalists going toQuebec. Page 3t4

May 31, Same to the same. Asks for instructions respecting the quantity
Sorel. of land to be allotted to loyalists having no specific rank. If the

list sent by Mr. French last winter has been approved of, asks that
it be returned to be made use of; bateaux ordered to Machiche to
bring off the loyalists. Certain persons, unable from age, &c., to go
on lands, have had their allowances continued till fis Excellency
decides in these and other cases. 365

June 3, Sane to the same. Delay in delivering letters ; asks that theSorel. cause be investigated. The exertions that are made to settle the
people on their lands at Sorel ; delay caused by the lands being
interspersed with unoccupied lands belonging to Canadiaus. When
eettled clothing is to be issued. What proportion of tools are the
settlers to receive ? Some people here, who came in at the begin-
of the rebellion, have left their families and gone to the Bay of
Chaleurs; bas not issued provisions to these families till His Excel-
lency's orders are received. Has declined to grant lots of Iand ta
certain men concerned with Mosley. Hogle, Sherwood, Dr. Smyth
and others mentioned in his (Mathews') letter, have receivel their
land; this will nearly take up all the unceded land. 367

June 7, Same to the same. Bas received letter with answer as to the
Sorel. quantity of land for the unincorporated loyalists, to be inserted in

the certificates of those taking up 60 acres in the seigniories; the
rest of the land to be taken up elsewhere. On learning their num-
ber he will send bateaux to fetch the loyalists at Machiche, whom
he will recommend to join their relatives at once so as to earn their
livelihood. Sends memoranda from Mr. French and report from
Mr. Dunoyer respecting the pretension of the inhabitants to lands
taken by them without concession, their character, &c.; waits in-
structions as to whether these people are to be ordered off the lands
or what is to be done with them. 369

June 14, Same to the same. las sent orders in the meantime to French
Sorel. to let the industrious inhabitants romain on the lands. The char-

acter of John Adams, of Sorel. Has sent Maurer a supply of bat-
eaux, and advanced ton guineas to Vanalstine. 371

June 17, Same to the same. Ras received the list for the distribution of
Sorel. lands; remarks on the same. 372
June 21, Same to the same. The refugees and disbanded troops settling on
Sorel.. the seigniory of Sorel are applying for a few board nails and bricks.

Application of single men lor lots; by regulation single mon are
only allowed 50 acres, and the lots are 60; asks for instructions.
List of quantity of nails required, should the request be granted. No
loyalists left at Machiche to be brought up; Gugy recommends con-
tinuing for a time provisions to the two boys of the late Captain
Monang (Monin) who live with their mother. Two or three families
settled in the neighbourhood have applied for provisions, but been
refused. The refugees at Sorel alarmed at the order to reduce their
rations. Are the servants of disbanded officers, clearing the land.
entitled to rations ? 373

June 24, Same to the same. Stuff for the windmill sails shall be furnished
Sorel. out of the Q.M.G. stores; 14 bateaux sent to Montroal. One

of the barrack kitchens burned down. 375
July 1, Same to the same. Patt. Smith has applied for £20, but no in-Sor•l. structions have been received to pay him. Arrival of Rov. Mr.
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1781. Daty; quarters are lent him in the barracks till orders are received;
ho has also rpplied for a lot of land. No more lands remaining;
those who apply and are refused threaten to apply to Bis Excellency.
Major Rogers and his sons have applied 1or land; it will be difficult
to gralit it. Page 376

July 5, Barnesto Mathews. Hogie, Jessupand other reduced officers have
Sorel. applied for provisions for men employed in clearing. If allowed,

he trusts that the number of rations, &c., shail be distinctly spe-
cified. 377

July 25, Same to the same. Transmitting memorial from refugees and
Sorel. disbanded soldiers; hopes it may be complied with owiug to the

dearness of bread ; many of the inhabitants have had no bread for a
month past. 378

August 12, Same to the same. It is not likely that a lot worth having can
Sorel. be obtained for Col. Morris ; some aiready given up, which have

been proved to be worthless. The reason of James Thomas, a
refugee, boing refused land ; his insolent conduct, &c. The trouble-
some lot to be deait with at St. John's, &c., idle fellows who have
been struck off the provision list. 379

September 20, Same to the sane. Has mustered the disbanded troops and
Mfontreal- loyalists lodged and victuatled at and about St. John's and Chambly.

The ordors issued respecting provisions. The plea of many of the
loyalists that they cannot go on their lands this fall for varions
reasons given in detail. The difficulty of mustering the loyalists in
the neighbourhood of Montreal owirig to distance, &c. WilI proceed
on his tour and muster the rest on his return. Has made every
inquiry about servants and bas struck off all who are not distressed
loyalists. Sir John Johnson and Delancey consider officers entitlod
to provisions for servants, especially negroes. 381

Xe date. Memorial of loyalists at Sorel, for rations, &o. 384
Petition of Angus Mc Bean for leave to cut timber on the Rivière

au Sable that falis into Lake Champlain. 387
Memorandum by Mrs. Mallet, respecting leave for her husband,

Robert Mallet, to go to the Rivière au bable to bring down timber
already eut (evidently written in 1783). 389

LETTERS TO OFFICERs COMMANDING AT SOREL.

1778-1783.

B. 139. B.M. 21,799.
1778.

August 5, Haldimand to Riedesel (in French). Acknowtedges congratula-4Quebec- tions on arrival. Witt do all in his power for the Brunswick troops,
who deserve this by their good conduct. Will continue Willoc in
his post ; is charmed that ho has gained his (Riedesel's) appro-
bation. (Riedesel was then in Cambridge, as a prisoner.) Page 1

August 30, Same to St. Leger. One company of his regiment (the 34th)ontreal. to be sent to Nouvelle Beauce to be under command of Me-
Alpin; the officer sont to be junior to McAlpin. The other com-
pany in the Jesuits' barracks at Quebec to be moved to the barracks
titted up by Marr, se as to leave the Josuits' barracks free for the
Germans-

Qoeruber 9, Same to the same. Is glad to find that he (St. Leger)' has been
uebec• favoured with the weather ; trusts that the people are all in barracks

and that there will be time to lay in sufflcient fuel. Owing to the
4.138
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1778. expense cannot make fresh appointmonts to the staff, but does not
object to Brigade Mojor Skene acting at Sorel. Page 3

November 30, Ufaldimand to St. Leger. Is surprised at a letter of complaint fron
Quebec. Dr. Blake; has written, believing the misunderstanding to have arisen

1779. in a moment of heat. 4
February 1, Same to the same. That Thomas Fraser bas been sent to select
Quebec. men from the loyalists or Sir John Johnson's corps; he is not to be

delayed. 4
March 11, Same to the same. Complaint received of François Champigny
Quebec. selling rum to the troops. His license is near expiring, but shall

not be renewed. (Champagne in B. 136, p. 22.) 5.
A pril 5, Same to Dr. Blake. The court martial postponed, in hopes an
Quebec. accommodation would take place. As a renewed application has

become necessary, a court martial will be asiembled when it can-
meet without prejudice to the service; tilli then he may go to St.
John's and remain there till forther orders. &

April 22, Same to St. Leger. A sergeant of artillery from Sorel is warned
Quebee. to be ready with four grasshoppers and two royals. Lt. Col. Mac-

bean's letter will give particulars. Schank is to call at Sorel for
the sergeant and artillery. Lieut. Crawford of Sir John Johnson's
corps, deemed qualified to serve with the Indians, is to join Lieut.
Col. Campbell at Montreal. 7

April 29, Same to the same. A man of the 34th, who would be useful to
Quebec. Sir John Johmon, may be discharged immediately. Schank will calt

for the conductor and ordnance stores. Owing to the frequent escape
of prisoners, part of Chambly dort to be fitted up for their reception
and guarded by a detachment of the 34th. He is to defer ball
practice in the meantime. &

àay 23, Same to the same. Capt. McAlpin to go to Sorel to take
Quebec. command of the royalists. About 80 of them are to be formed

into a body under Capt. Leake. To expedite the business as soon
as possible. e

May 31, Same to the same. Approves of Capt. Monro being released
Quebee. from arrest on his satisfactorv acknowledgement. His satisfaction

when a general court martial can be dispensed with. 1O&
June 3, Same to the samo. Owing to the delay of transport of pro-

Quebec. 'visions to the upper country, the district of Montreal is to be kept
for corvée for that particular purpose. The government of Three
Rivers will furnish corvée for the Sorel, and Tonnancour has orders
to that effect. All orders for corvée to be signed by the Q. M. G.,
or bis deputy. Capt. Leake's company ordered to Lachine. A
non-commissioned officer and eight men to be sent to St. Francis
to be under Lieut. Crofts for secouting. 10

June s, Same to the same. Has information that rebels are in motion on
Quebec. the Connecticut towards Missisquoi Bay ; additional scouts sent out ;

the party on the Yamaska to be very alert. Does not think an
attack on that quarter will be formidable, but from the spirit of
rebellion in the parishes, it has the appearance of a regular design.
LeMaistre sent up with instructions. 12

June 12, Same to the eame. Is pleased with the behaviour of M. Porlier
Quebec. in bringing in the manifestoes : would be still more so, to discover

who bad affixed them. Their influence on the Canadians, who
must be watched, but with caution. Is inclined to believe that Mr.
McAlpin's pretentions are correct, and that the officers of Sir John
Johnson's corps are entitled to rank according to the date of their
commissions; will not decide till be hears from the southward.
Orders to Macbean to direct Barnes to send a detachment of artillery
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m9. from Sorel. The detacb ment is to be assisted so that there may be
no delay. IL is for the upper posts, and Major Nairne only waits its
arrivai. Page 13

ue 14P Haldimand to St. Loger. Ras deferred building the saw mill on the
•e St. Francis owing to the difficulties in the way. Jessup and his

party to return to Sorel. Lieut. Slaack to inquire into the possibil-
ity of obtaining boards from the Yamaska. The storehouses and
barracks at Sorel to be completed as soon as possible; help to be
given. 15

June 21, Same to the same. His full approval of the work done for securingQuebec. the stores and the post. The general anxiety for the arrivai of ships.
Does not trust the public professions of the bulk of the people;
their conduct nust be watcbed without his appearing to do so. l

June 2, Same to the same. iRebel scouts reported about the posts in the
Quebee. lower parts of the Province, to get news brought by arrivais from

Europe. Parties to be constantly out to intercept them and prevent
communication with their emissaries in the Province. The rebels
disguise themselves as Canadians and Indians; ail found in the skirts
of the woods to be arrested. The three spies in custody to be closely
examined. 17

July 19, Same to the same. To expedite the transport of provisions, ail the
'"e1ee. Treasury brigs to be ordered down ; those vessels being short

manned, owing to the draughts for lake service, are to have every
assistance pcssible. 19

July 25, Same to the same. Glad that the transport service bas been for-
Q'uebe- warded so materially. Colonel Carleton was to write to him (St.

Leger) to send down 48 bateaux. 20
AU11et 12, Same to the same. Is inclined to grant Captain Ancrum leave of
Quebee- absence, but he must wait till after the arrivai of the fleet. 21
8ePtember2, Same to the same. Cannot grant leave of absence to Major Dun-
Quebee. das, in the present situation of affairs. 22
OCtober 10, Same to the same. Directing what arrangements are to be made
Quebec. for cutting wood off the Isle de Grace for the supply of Serel. 22
Iecerber 2, Same to the same. Approves of the regulations for baking at
Quebe Sorel. 24
Decemaber Bo, Same to the same. Transmitting commission for Sergeant Copoly
Quebee. as Quartermaster of the 34th regiment. 24

8. Mathews to the same. That two companies of artificers are to be
Queuaé 10 formed for employment by the commanding engineer. The men to

be sent to Sorel to be formed by Captain Twiss. They are to be
providea with barracks. Allowance for firewood approved of. 25

Pebary a Same to the saine. His Excellency's concern at the letter of the
qu ebe7. 20th January. (The letter refers to the quarrel with Dr. Blake). 26
March 13, Same to the same. Samuel Rose, a loyalist in the Q. M. G.'s de-
Quebe. partment, Sorel, to be sent to St. John's on other service. 26
(arch 23, Haldimand to Macbean. Approves of bis proposai for the trans-

Quebfe. mission of arms to Quebec for repair. 27
xareb30, Same to St. Loger. Agrees that it is unnecessary to supply the
Quebee. Treasury brigs with fixed ammunition. llow to prevent abuses from

large supplies of ammunition to the Germans. 27
rii 17, Same to the saie. The detachments of the 34th and 53rd to joinQuebe0 . Sir John Johnson for a scout. The object to be kept secret, a plaus.

ible reason to be given for the min being sent. How the force is to
be composed; one of the men should have a horn or fife to sound or
play upon; drums would be troublesome. 28

(ay ~Mathews to the sane. Transmitting commissions to Captain Wood
and Lieut. Gore of the 34th Regiment. 29
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May 80 Haldimand to St. Loger. The importance of watching, not only
Qatbec. the rebel scout se'n near Chambly, but also those always employed

at this season to get intelligence brought by ships from Europe. The
spies and those with whom they communicate to be apprehended.
Scouts have been instructed to go out, but not to alarn the inhabit-
ants. Ton guineas to be pail for every prisoner brought in. Page 29

May 22, Mathews to the same. The name of Capt. Ross bas been put on
Quebec. the list for purchase. 31
June 1, Same to the same. Prisoners on board the "Mary " to be put on
Quebec. board the " St. Peter " and the " Maria " sent to Quebec to receive

prisoners. Captain Schank will write to the commanders on the
subject. 31

July 20, Haldimand to the same. Has added a second battalion to theQuebec. Royal Regiment of New York, both to be under the command of Sir
John Johnson. Capt. Ross to be Major in it. How he is to be
paid. 32

July 24, Mathews to the same. Captain Schmid and his two sergeants to
Quebec. bring Brisebois before him (St. Loger), so that the complaint against

Brisebois may be investigatod. 33
July 31, Same to the sane. That two gentlemen (not named) have per-
Quebec. mission to go to the Colonies to raise mon. 34
August 7, Haldimand to the sane. Cannot grant the commission asked
Quebec. for. 35
August 10, Mathows to the same. His Excellency's thanks for the trouble
Quebec. taken about the wood. Full power given to make agreements to

provide the nocessary quantity. Letter concerning Brisebois re-
ceived 36

September 21, Same to the same. Capt. Barnes to send to St. John's 500 stand
Quebec. of long Indian arms, with small balls and flints; the short arma

reserved for another purpose. The Generat is rurprised that Lieut.
Crofts did not go on the scout ; he hopes Schmid has gone before
this is received. 37

October 9, Samo to the sane. His Excellency is concerned for the unforta-
Quebec. nate event reported (the suicide of Major Hughes). As he was not

seen to throw himsolf into the water, and the body has not been
found, will delay filling up the vacancy. 38

-October 12, Same to Captain Dnlop. Acknowkdging report of the proceed-
Quebec. ings of court of inquiry on Lieut. Wills, 53rd. Report of the death of

Major Hughes received. 38
November 23, Raldimand to the same. Callen of the 53rd appointed aide-de-
Quebec. camp is to be sont to headquarters. 39

1781.
February 5, Mathews to the same. Report of the death of Surweon Corrie
Quebec. received. Grieves appointed to the 53rd in bis place. 39
February 5, Raldimand to Macit an. Report received of the inquiry into the
-Quebec. conduct of Ensign Magrath, 84th; approves of his being reinoved

from his command; the sergeant may continue in charge. 40
February 12, Mathews to the same. Arms borrowed from the German troops
*Quebec. to be forwarded to Sorel for repairs. 41
February 28, Same to officer commanding at Sorel. Quin and Higginbotton,
Quebee. ordered to St. John's, are to be joined by Thomas Smith, a loyalist,

supposed to be at Sorel or in the neighbourhood. 41
Maich 1, Haldimard to Maubean. Ibe airm sent to Sorel for repairs being
Quebec. worse than anticipated, those which are unserviceable to be packed

up for return. Arms to be sent to Lieut. Fraser for the party at
Yamaska. Is anxious for the business of the board to be finished,
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1781. so that he (Nlacbean) might visit the different quarters, irregu-
larities having crapt in. Page 42

March 15, Haldirmand to Macbean. Approves of the German arms sent for
Quebec. repairs to Sorel having been returned. Should others be sent they

are to be kept till navigation opens. The limits of the commands of
St. John's and Sorel fixed ; how orders are to be signified. 43

March 22, Mathews to the same. Report received of the commissariat store
Quebec. at Sorel being broken into and rum puncheons broached. An inves-

tigation to be made. Other complaints to be inquired into. 44
April - Haldimand to the sanme. That an investigation is to be made into-
Quebec. complaint of Col. de Barner against Lieut. McLoan. (See p.49.) If

the conduct of the latter renders it necessary, he is to be put under
arrest. The officers of the 84th not to have leave to absent them-
selves from their quarters. 45

April 8, Same to the same. 11 satisfied at the managemen.t of the complaint
Quebec. by de Barner against Licut. MeLean. The letter of the latter as

satisfactory as can be expected. 47
Letter of apology by Lieut. MoLaine. (Not McLean.) 49

April 30, Same to the same. Arrival of Lieut. Henry DuVernet ; has no,
Quebec. objection to bis baing placed with the artillery at lzie aux Noix.

DuVernet to be sent down as ho (Haldimand) wishes to have somte
conversation with him respecLing the upper posts, and of the
expedition under Hamilton. Approves of the relieving the non-
commissioned officers and mon of the Royal Artillery at St.
John's and Isle aux Noix. Transmitting a second complaint
received against Captain Edge. 48

-Jule 7, Same to the same. ias received returns of the stores and romains
Quebec. of ordnance stores. las deferred sending powder and stores to

Carleton Island and Detroit tilt the arrival of supplies from Eng-
land. Wili not publish promotions tilt official information receivel.
Hie (Macbean) has permission to come to Quebec. 50

June 28, Mathews to the same. With order to pay claim of Mr. DeBose
'Quebec. of Yamaska. 51

Order follows. 52

July 7, Same to the same. Artillery stores left at Batiscan hava
Quebec. arrived. 52
August 23, Same to the same. Has reported the purport of his letter to Hia
QuebOec. Excellency. 53
August 30, Haldimand to the same. Has received report of the proceedinga
Quebec of court martial. Hiii (Macbean's) presence at Quebec required, on

account of arrival of stores, &c. 53
8 eptember 9, Same to Riedesel (in French). Has the satisfaction to learn of
Quebec. his arrival in the St. Lawrence; has sent all the pilots he coui

collect. 54
ëPtember 12, Same to Macbean. Approves of his tour of investigation to the

Quebec. cantoniments of the 53rd. Inquiring so carefully will prevent com.-
plaints and grievances. 55

SePtember 18, Same to Major Harris, 84th. To meet the refusal of the agent toQuebe'c. honour bills drawn for subsistence, warrants will be granted every

OCtober25, muster on the Deputy Paymaster General. 56
QUebec. Saime to Riedesel. Wilt answer his letter respecting winter quar-

ters by next express. Approves of Captain Forbes baving gratified
Pritcbard's request to waylay the Loveis; they are old offenders.
Prisoners at St. John's to be sent to Quebec. No distrust to ba
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1781. shown of suspected persons at Ste. Thérèse as it may put them on
their guard. Page 57

November 1, iaidimand to Riedesel. Approves of his arrangement for wînter
quebec. quarters; will, however, delay moving the troops for a few days.

Lt.-Col. Carleton to take command at Montreal during the absence
of Brigadier Speth. Major Rauchenfelt (Rauschenplat?) has received
orders for the Anhalt-Zerbst Regiment to take up the quarters of
Prince Frederick's Regiment. 59

November 5, Same to the same. las received the information from Capt.
Quebec. Foi bes, of the inhabitants of Ste. Thérèse supplying the rebel

scouts; hopes these dangerous emissaries will be discovered by
Pritchard. The want of decisive intelligence from the Chesapeake
favourable, but the want of communication with the southward pre-
vents early news. Hopes that the scouts will get authentic ac-
counts. 60.

November 5, Same to the same. Approvea of the visit and proposed reliefs
Quebee. for Yamaska. Is pleased the 44th is in quarters. The situation to

the southward croates anxiety for news. 61
November 12, Same to the same (in French). Agrees with him as to the
Quebec. situation in the south. Although the news published by the rebels

is much exaggerated, yet it is evident Cornwallis is in a critical
situation; the success of the fleet may save him and perhaps i e-es-
tablish affairs and end the war; but if the contrary should happen,
the consequencea would be vexatious. The leaders in Vermont are
well disposed, but the populace inclines. to Congress, and will
probably join the strongest side. This may oblige him to make a
change of winter quarters. Twiss sent to organize different partiea
of artificers. Twiss and Mathews only know the contents of the
paper sent. The necessity for caution in present circumstances. 62

Novemnber 12, 8ame to the same. Twiss to visit the different outposts and to
Quebe employ a company of artificers to be formed at Sorel. 64
November 12, Same to the same. Returns of loyalists from the Colonies re-
Quebee. ceived. Approves of order to leave the artificers at the posts, where

tbey are now employed. Hopes that the news bronght in by a
sergeant of the Royal Yorkers is true. 65

November 15, Same to the same. Is glad that the indulgence to the Bruns-
Quebec. wick troops is so well recoived. The donation ordered is equal to

a blanket; the growing scarcity forbids granting an additional
one. 66

November 15, Same to the same. Pritchard's success in capturing the Lovels
Quebee. and Sylvester. The former to be sent in irons to Quebec. Seguier

to be taken up and dealt with in a similar way. The suspected
people at Ste. Thérèse may also be taken up and confined at Cham-
bly. The contradictory story of the prisoners last brought in. 67

November 15, Same to the same. Description of a stranger arrived through
Quebee. the woods from Nova Scotia. He is to be secured. 68
November 15, Same to the same (in French). Credible reports of Cornwallis
Quebec. and bis army having been made prisoners. If true the rebels must,

be masters of the sea, and will probably attack Charleston and St.
Augustine this year, reserving Quebec for next. Should an attack
be mede this winter on Quebec, ho is afraid the people of Vermont
will join in it. 69

November 19, Same to the same. Respecting three men confined at St. John's.
quebee. Grant, one of them, Peems to be a deserter from the navy; ho is to

be sent to Quebec. Unless Jessup is satisfied of the loyalty of the
other two, they are also to be sent to Quebec. The man from Nova
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1781. Scotia (p. 68) i, from the Gencral Hospital at Halifax, making a
romantic tour of the country. Page 71

November 19, laidimand to Riedesel. Reason for changing the winter quarters
Quebee- of the corps de Rhetz and Barner is satisfactory. His disposition of

the Chasseurs was judicious, St. Leger to report to him (Riedesel)
on bis arrivai. Is ploased at the good conduct of the troops of
Major larri3 at Sorel. 72

November 20, Same to the sanme (in French). The misfortune to Lord Corn.
Quebee. wallis is almost certain; the only doubt is the want of advice from

Clinton. It is a terrible blow to the King and bis ministers, but it
is for them (Haldimand and Riedesel) to preserve the country com-
mitted to their care. Desires to see Riedesel, who is to make the
changes in winter quarters, or some other cause, the pretext for
coming. 73

November 22, Same to the same. Has received report as to winter quarters.
Quebec. Hopes for information from the Lovels, though the searches have

been so far unsuccessful. 7&Noyember 22, Same to the same (in French). The capitulation of CornwallisQuebec. only too certain, Movements of the fleet under DeGrasse. Wash-
ington, Rochambeau and LaFayette will attack Clinton in New
York, and Canada will have its turn in spring. The effect of the
news in England. Heaven grant it may produce peace. Is happy
that Riedesel proposes to visit the posts before visiting Quebec. 76,

nOirember 29, Same to the same (in French, private). Supposes that he is nowQuebee- buasy visiting the posts. Whatever the success of the rebels and
French, tbey cannot attack Canada before March. Hopes that by
the care of Capt. Chambers any attempt to destroy the vessels will
be useless, Is impatient to know the news from New York, as he
fears for Clinton, if left to bis own resources. Trusts that the check
to Admirai Digby, at the Chesapeake, has been known early in
England, so that a fleet could ba sent to reinforce him. Winter has
declared itself in bard fashion. The Grand River stili open, and the
roada very bad. To defer bis (Riedesel's) visit to Quebec for a
fortnight. Hopes that before leaving Sorel he may have Madame
de Riedesel installed in ber new chateau, in which he will be glad
to accept a bed when he can corne to pay bis respects. 78

November 29, Same to Capt. Dunlop. Acknowledging letter covering one from
Quebee. Capt. Schmid, the particulars of which shall he inquired into. 80
Neember 29, Same to Riedesel. Has received letter of the -5th respecting

%e Seguier and other suspected inhabitants. Fears there are too many
of this stanp, but they are so wanting in proper places of confine-
ment, that he is unwilling to take up any except on well grounded
charges. Owing to bad roads, Capt. Knipnau's detachment to halt
where most convenient tilt bhe weather and roads shall be more
favourable. Yamaska being a young parish, and not only subject to,
but ready for corvées and scouts, ho thinks a company of Germans
will be oppressive to the inhabitants ; to remove a part of the com-
pany to tho most convenient adjacent quarter. 80aInber 8, Sanie to the same. Has recoived report of bis return to Sorel

.h- and of the state of the several posis ; bis instructions as to Chateau.
guay are very necessary. The delay of the regiment de Rhetz can-
not be inconiveniment to it or to the people where it is quartered, as
it will be for so short a time. 82

ember to, Sanie to the same. Has received return of ammunition at
Yamaska ; both blockhouses there to be supplied with the ammu-
nition considered necessary. 83
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17RI.
Decem ber 10, Haldimand to Riedesel. Has received momorial of Mr. Freeman,
Quebec. with his (Riedesel's) recommendation. The frequency of such ap-

plications rendtrs strict economy necessary; will, however, provide
for Mr. Freeman in one ofthe Provincial corps. To enter into the
subject of indemnification for losses would open a door for demands
which would be endless, whilst there are neither the means, nor
the time to look into them. Page 81

Dacember 20, Same to the same. The letters of the 10th only received yester-
Quebee. day, owinig to the badness of the roads. The inquiry into the abili-

ties of the inhabitants of Yamaska and St. Francis respecting quar-
ters has made him easy ; the exemptions for the scouting service,
will engage the inhabitants to undertake the service cheerfully.
Loss of the " London," letter of marque below Bic ; no lives lost,
dispatches returned. 85

December 21, Same to the same. Petition from the inhabitants of Sorel in
Quebec. favour of Mr. Scott. The character of each to ho set opposite his

name. 89
December 24, Same to the same. las received minute details of the arrangements
Quebec. for scouting during the winter, made with St. Leger ; if carried out

it will be impossible for parties of any force to approach the Prov-
ince without early notice, or for deserters and others to get off.
Men selected by Sherwood are to forrm part of the garrison of Loyal
Blockhouse; they may set ont and return with secrecy. Their
intelligence to be directed immediately to himself (Haldimand).
The traffic in fish winked at. 86

December 27, Same to the same. Unless Lovel confront Chicoine and brings
Quebec. evidence against him, there is little hope of making any useful discov-

ery. It is too likely that the wives of the inhabitants of St. Thérèse
supplied the rebel scouts, and their reports were meant to deceive.
There is little doubt that Hazen retains emissaries among them, but
without proof it would look oppressive to detain them and encnmber
the prisons with prisoners, whom it is now difficult to dispose of.
They are to be enlarged and warned. An attack on the Province
before March improbable if not impossible. Will before that confer
with him in person on the defence of the district. 90

December 31, Same to the same (in French). Tho news from Niagara is the
Quebec. same as that from St. Leger. Flatters himself that better intelli-

gence should reach before long. Friendly messages. 92
Deeember 31, Same to Brehm. The application for barrack accommodation
Quebec. from Col. Johnson and others of his department, whilst attending

a court martial, to be complied with. O wing to the short days,
&c., cutting of wood to be delayed. Any deficiency of wood at
Montreal to be reported. Fraser's detachment to be allowed a
sbilling a cord for the wood at the blockhouse at Yamaska. 93

December 31, Same to Riedesel. las received statement of arrangements for
Quebpc. supplies for the blockhouses, and recommendation for an estab-

lished allowance of rum for scouts. Approves of regulations for
that article; it was so profusely given that he had thought of stop-
ping it altogether, not only from the expense but from the hurt to
the service. On long scouts most officers agree they are botter
without it; on short excursions a little may be useful. Yamaska
scouts to get the same indulgence as those from St. John's. Believes
the precautions to prevent the interference of ordinary scouts with
Sherwood's parties wilt be effectual. Sherwood to be stationed at
Loyal Blockhouse for greater convenience of scouting; ho is to be
supplied with all needful articles for the parties. Wishes to avoid
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1782. detaching the 44th except under thoir own officers; bas a scheme
for reinforcing the blockhoues at Yamaska. Page 94

January 6, Rald imand to Riedesel. Hlas received word of bis (Riedesel's) pro.
QuebeC. posal to visit the outposts and to set on foot the matters respecting

Sherwood. Has no objection to his orJoring Scott from Sorel, but
thinks he will be less dangerous thore than at either Quebec or
Montreal. He should be left at Sorel till he can be fa rly put out
of the country. 97

January 6, Same to the same. Letter brought by Pritchard roceived; bas
Quebec. not seen him, and does not intend to revive the subject for which ho

was removed from St. John's. Pritchard affects a strong desire to
be allowed to prove bis innocence; his family ordered to Quebec. 98

January 10, Same to Captain Dunlop. Capts. Scott and Cullen ordered to
Quebec. Sorel to join Brehm and Twiss in a minute inquiry into the com-

plaints made by the inhabitants of Yamaska against the 53rd Regi.
ment. 99.

January 10, Same to Riedesel (in French). A friendly lotter ; asks him to
Quebec- come to Quobec and bring Madame de Riedesoi ; asks him to bring

the notes ho made of the characters of the inhabitants on bis first rosi.
dence in the Province, as he cannot find them.among bis predeces-
sor's papers. 100

January 10, Same to the same. Official notification that Captains Brehm and
Quebec. Twiss, with Capts. Scott and Cuilen are to investigate the complaints

at Yamaska against the 53rd. 102
January 14, Same to the same, fias learned of bis (Riedesel's) return from
Quebec. St. Johu's ; is plear ed that ho saw Sherwood and gave him instruc-

tions for bis conduct at Loyal Blockhouse, the scouting services, &c.
Clothing for the scouts. Is pleased at the disposition of the armed
vessels at St. John's, as contributing to the protection of the fleet.
Caro to be taken in the distribution and preservation of snow shoes.
Clothing to be issued to the Loyal Rangers and to Rogers' three
companies. Iopes to be with him before the letter can roach. 103

Jnuayc1 Same to Danlop. Has received letter from him from Sorel, where
bec. it was not intended ho (Dunlop) should go. As ho is on the spot,

the evidence to refute the charges made against the troops is to be
taken. 105-

February 14, Same to Riedesel. Sherwo'od not having enough of men loft forQuebec. garrison duty after the scouts and secret service men are sent, a
reinforcement of 15 men with non-commissioned officers from the
Loyal Rangers or Rogers' corps to be sent, together with provisions
to last tilt navigation opens. 106

February 18, Mathews to Dunlop. Regrets General Clarke's objections to theQuebee. appointment of Mr. Duke to the regiment. He is expected in spring.
HIIow application is to be made for promotion. The regulated price
for commisions esannot be expected in this country; thore is
scarcely an instance of it. 107

rebruary 21, Hlaldimand to Riedesel. Acknowledging receipt Qf information
Quebee. as to the motions of the several scouts. Ho considers the Hanan

Chasseurs, the 341h and 44th to be of the first class. It is left to
him (Riedesel) to arrange them upon the plan mentioned. 108

Same to the same (in French-private). Hopes from the fine
weather that le has been more fortunate in this than on the last
trip. News of the enemy's designs on the Province; does not think
it can be attempted till spring. Arrangements for Iearning the
movements of the enemy. Trusts that care will ho taken to secure
the correctness of reports. The rebels sending emissaries among
their friends in the Province (of whom there are too many) to>
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1782. inform them of their designs and spread seditious papers. Means to
be taken for their arrest. Scouts for the Mohawk, between St.
Regis and Lake George and on the Hazen road to Cohos. Thinks
the enemy will, in spring, try to execute the plan found among
the papers of Laurens. Riedesel to send a detachment from the
side of Crown Point to destroy the carriages of the guns kept by the
people of Vermont. Hopes to be in Sorel shortly and to concert
measures for meeting the designs of the rebels. Page 109

March 7, B.aldimand to Riedesel (in French). Io charmed with his happy
quebee. return to Sorel and at the pains h. takes in h·s department.

Waiting General Clarke's arrival to set out, but will leave in any
case next day, hoping to reach Sorel by Sunday at farthest. 111

March 15, Same to the same. From the mysterious tenour of the paso under
Sorel. sanction of which the persons at Point au Fer entered the Province

from the rebel Colonies, he must decline to let them go to Montreal
or to hold intercourse with the inhabitants of the Province. They
are to be conducted back to Crown Point. This is done from
humanity, as their presumption would warrant their being detained
as prisoners. 112

March 28, Apparently Haldimand, but no signature or address. Remarks
on certain contingent accounts. 113

March 29, Haldimand to Riedesel. Ris (Riedesel's) safe arrival at Sorel.
Montreal. The importance of intercepting the rebel scout reported by Norton

to be on the way. Seven mon come into St. John's who had been
obliged to seek refuge in Vermont. They must serve either with
Sir John Johnson or in the Loyal Rangers. They are to b. assured
that they are not to serve after the war. 115

April 1, Same to the same. Respecting the repair of arms. 116
Montreal.
April 1, Same to the same. Has received reports sent of scouts employed
Montreal. to discover Hazen's road. Conduct of Monviel. The state of the

woods and rivers prevents scouting at present. Rouville and hi&
company to go to St. FLancis to be in readiness. Pursuit from
Loyal Blockhouse of two men taken for rebels; supposed since to be
part of Pritehard's scout. Parties going that route ordered to
touch at the blockhouse to prevent trouble. 117

April 1, Same to the same (in French). The examination of Sorel by
Montreal. Twissi and him has induced him (Hialdimand) to order the transport

on the opening of navigation of everything not needed there,
to make room for grain. To finish the house begun by the artillery
for saltpetre. Not to use the church till the last extremity, and in
that case it might be better to send vessels. Orders to collect
materials for building the bridge at Sorel. News from Connecticut on
1lth March was, that the greater part of the artillery brought from
Boston to the Hudson had been sent to the Jerseys, and it was
believed the enemy intended to attack New York, and perhaps
Canada at the same time. Cornwallis exchanged for a French
general and is to relieve Clinton. Sends a paper wihthe address of'
the Lords and Commons. Wishes the King had as great a majority
in the fleet as in Parliament. 119

April 4, Same to the same. Has received Captain Schmid's report of the
Montreal. Indian scouts returned from Cohos and Roughton's letter respecting

emissaries supposed to have passed through Chateauguay to the
rebels. Cannot approve of troops being stationed ln the Indian
villages ; if Houghton requires them at any time ho may cail on the
Chasseurs. If the Indians were vigilant and hearty they could
easily intercept the public meseengers passing their way. 121
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1782. Mathews to Riedesol. JExplaining the reasons for an order, theApril 4,
Montreal. text of which does not require tu be published, but only the sense.

The part relating to staff fficers cannot be disponsed with, and the
General's intentions have already been explained to Laieut.-Colonel
Carleton. Page 12e

April 8, Haldimand to Riedesel. Arrangements for the removal of pro-
Montreal. visions to Chambly to make room for the grain at Sorel. Is glad

that the seven men from the Colonies so readily entered the corps. 124
April 8, Same to the same. Has received extracts of courts martial on
Montreal- three Brunswickers sentenced to death for repeated desertions and

robberies. Has no desire to interfere with the power vested in him
(Riedesel) in such cases. The execution to take place when it
shall be thought fit. 125

April 9, Same to the same. Ignace Cournoyer to succoed as captain of
lIontreal. militia of Sorel, although his advanced age is a drawback. The son

of the late captain (who can read and write) to be Lieutenànt,
Charles Milliot to b Ensign. 126

April 12, Same to the same. The German soldier from the Colonies is
Montreaî. at St. John's and may bo disposed of as ho (Riedesel) thinks fit.

Hopes ho may be the means of bringing back to their duty those
mentioned in Sherwood's letter, but they will have difficulty in
getting through. Trusts something may be derived from the subject
of Jessup's letter, but ho has doubts. Is obliged for what has been
done about the wheat.

April 20, Same to the same. Has received sketch of Major Holland's plan.Montreal. Is obliged for what ho (Riedesel) is doing with such heartiness. 128
April 20, Same to the same (in French). Has received letters in duplicate
Montreal. from Clinton, treating chiefly of the people of Vermont, whom it is

greatly wished to gain. In his laconic style nothing is said of his
situation, plans or hopes, but at the end of the letter (dated 10th
March) be says that, notwithstanding the information in his letter
of 22nd February, of the enemy attacking Canada, that they will
attack Ne.w York. Fortunately the season compels lis (Haldi-
mand's) forces to remain in thoir present state till botter informed,
and ho will not despatch field artillery, or stores from Sorel till
thon ; ho has oven ordered Day to rent stores at Chambly tilt the
St. John's road be practicable. Has forwarded the note for Beverly
Robinson. 129

'&pril 22, Same to the same. Is ploased to learn of the large quantity of
ntreal. grain in the country. Is pleased at Mr. Adam's success in the dis-

covery of Hazen's road. His (Adam's) journal is particular without
being tedious ; by its help and by personal explanations direct routes
may be traced, which would give great facility to scouts. A few
such observing men would soon make useful discoveries. 131

April 25, Same to the same. Returning sketches. Leaves to himself the
M real. choice of the corps from which detachments shall bo taken to act as

marines. The sooner it procoeds to St. John's the botter; the Royal
Yorkers shall be sent immediately. Is glad the transport of provis-
ions from Sorel in such forwardness. A supply of biscuit sent for
St. John's to be forwarded without loss of time, as it is needed
there. Believed at the time of the discovery by the scouts of the
broad road that it could be nothing essential. 132

.April 25 Same to the same. The present is the time for paying off the sea-
Montrea!, men at St. John's. Captain Chambers wishes to remove with such

of the fleet as are ready for service to prevent drunkenness and doser-
tion. Brehm sent to inspect naval preparations. Chambers to
remove to a station between Isle aux Noix and Pointe au Fer. No
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1782. preparations to bc made for destroying the cannon at O. (Ciown)
Point tilt further orders. Page 134

April 29. Haldimand to Riedesol (in French. Most private). Has receiv-
ed an order from the Ministry to send a conèiderable detachment to
the frontiers of Vermou t to givo these people an opportunity of declar-
ing in favour of Government, and, if necessary, of protecting them
against Congress. He has apread a report that the works at Isle aux
Noix are to be considerably increased and that as many troops as
possible are to be employed there. This witl give an opportunity of
·collecting provisions, troops, stores, &c., without exciting suspicion
of the real object. Ras written a public letter, but hopes in a fow
days to confer persEonally on the reat plan. The rebels do not appear
to be willing to try anything this season against the Province, New
York being the point. The proposed diverion, therefore, will serve
two equally imnortant objects. Before leaving Quebec had sent an
offi -er to New York by way of Halifax. If fortunate, ho may be
back in a month or six weeks. Two men arrived from the south had
noticed no movement for an invasion. 135

April 29, Same to the same. Public instructions as to the strengtheningMontreal- of St. John's and other frontier posts. (See lotter of same date,
most private, p. 135.) 137

April 29, Same to the same, fias no objection to let an officer of the Bruns-
Montreal. wick troops go to the upper country to collect men escaped from

the enemy, but wishes it deferred tilt ho hears from thatquarter. 138
April 29, Same to the same. Hlas received Houghton's report of the return
Montreal. of an Indian scout. Leaves to bis (Riedesel's) decision the sending

or not of another. This is the time the rebels send into the Province.
The Indians might render oseential service by intercepting their
messengers. Leaves to him the management of a post at Sorel;
when fixed will have it regularly established by the Dy. Postnaster
General. 139

May 2, Saine to the same. No objection to proposed changes in the quar-
Montreal. ters of troops; reinforcements for Sorel. Third sketch of Holland's

plan received. Approves of bis going to St. John's. 140
May 6, dame to the same. Respecting arrangements for camp at Isle aux
Montreal. Noix. Major Ross bas taken post at Oswego; ho hopes by the mid-

dle of the month to be in a tolerable state of defence. This will have
a good effect on the Six Nations and on tho Mohawk valley. Re-
ported designs on Detroit and the Indian country by Clark may
require a reinforcement to be sent from Quebec. 141

May 9, Same to the same (in French). Is charmed at the feeling in
Quebee- favour of the works at Isle aux Noix. As many of the men will

encamp as the state of ground will permit, without danger to health.
Orders given for materials and provisions. 143

may 13, Same to the saie. Ras learned of the arrival of the 53rd and
Kontreal. 84th. Approves of arrangements for their being cantoned ; also of

the readiness of the Brunswick troops, with the exception of requir-
ing bell tents. If these cannot be furnished they must take common.
Progress of vessels with stores. Blankets not to be counted among
camp equipage as each man bas already received one. 144

May 20, Same to the same (in French). Private news received of a total
Montreal. change of ministry. Ellis takes the place of L>rd George Germaine.

Admiral Keppel succeeds Lord Sandwich. The vessel with dis-
patches still at Kamouraska; hopes that by Monday they will be
received and that the chan-ge announced may bu in lavour Of
those in Canada, of which there is much need. 146
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1782. Haldimand to Riedesel (in French). Thanks for his anxiety about
ay 22 the accident to bis (Haldimand's) leg. lopes to be cured in a few

days, and may see Madame de Riedesel shortly to thank her for the
interest she has shown. Sends London papers. Hopes that more
detailed news may show that affairs are about to take a more favour-
able turn. Page 147

May 23, Sane to the samo. For reasons, he does not mean to move troops
Montreal. from quarters at present. The assembling of the regiment of

Rhetz to be deferred for the present. 148
May 23, Same to the saine. The loss of the south blockhouse at Sorel by
Montreal. fire. Regrets the delay this causes, but it is well t here is no greater

damage. 149
Mfay 23, Same to the sanie. List of prisoners sent in by a flag of truce
Montreal. froin Vermont. They are to be distributed to their corps or sent to

Sorel. 150
May 23, Sane to the sane. If necessary to send out a party of Indians
Montreal. against the rebel blockhouse on Hazen's road, he has no objections,

but he has reason to wish that hostilities te avoided ut present.
The party, therefore, to be made a scout of observation rather than
to annoy the settlements. The mischief done by Aaron Boon in
his attempts to recruit in the Colonies. Is displeased that Capt.
Fraser should have recommended so unfit a person. 151

kay 23t Sane to the sanie. Huas received the journal of the last scout
Montreal. from Yamaska and return of provisions on board the vessels at St.

John's. Is sorry the transport from Chambly is so backward. Will
send St. Geore Dupré to inquire into and rectify the delay. Is
pleased that fazen's road can be so easily reconnoitred. 153

May 27, Saine to the saine. Hais received letter enclosing one froin
àontreal. Rauschenplat, instructed to watch over the conduct of the inhabit-

ants; it is of no great import at present. Is pleased to hear the
transport of provisions has gone on so well lately. Approves of not
rebuilding the blockhouse. Prisoners from Vermont collecting
at Quebec and Coteau du Lac, to be returned under the direction of
Law. Sherwood to send a flag of truce with them from Loyal
Blockhouse.' 154May 27e Sane to the saine (in French, private). Io sensible of the zeal andOitreal. loyalty shown by him (Riedesel) ; trusts that the change of ministry
will be for their benefit, and will tend to success or at least to an
honourable peace. Government affaira reqnire his presence at Que-
bec, but it is only on Thursdsy next that he could fix to leave. If
he can leave this week he will inforin him. His leg is much better
but still needs care. From Albany it is reported that Jay has gone
to England to treat for peace, in concert with Franklin and Laurens.
Wisbes for it with all his heart, but can scarcely believe it. 155

May 30, Saine to the saine. Has received word of the passage to Chamblyontreal' of three vessels loaded with flour and the measures taken to prevent
delay should the water fall. Has no doubt the scout from St.

Juri Francis has proper instructions; hopes it will abide by them. 157
et. Same to the saine. Has received letter respecting the rebelQuebec. officer apprehended at Point Olivier, &c. Hfe is to be sent to his

former prison there, and other prisoners, if caught, to be disposed
of in like manner. Detachment of the 44th to temain at Ste. Thérése
to forward the transport of flour to St. John's. Will be glad to see

June Io him at Quebec. 158
Quebeý0.' Sane to the saine. Congratulates him on the news from Mr.

Rousseau of the exchange of the German troops of the Convention.
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1782. Is pleased to hear of the forwardness of the transport of provisions
to St. John's. Hopes soon to see him. Page 159

June 13, Haldimand to Riedesel (in Fiench). Is charmed to find that, in
Quebee. spite of the dearth of officers, the state of the two regiments reviewed

was so satisfactory. Hopes to see them manoeuvre, as his indisposi-
tion prevented him doing so when at Montreal. Orders sent to
review the Zerbst Regiment. Major Rochenplate (Rauschenplat)
to furnish a list of bis 400 best men as was done with other German
troops, so as to know where they could be best employed. 160

June 13, Same to the same. Reporting a signal victory by Sir GeorgeQuebec. Rodney over De Grasse; no particulars received. 161
July 1, Same to the isame. Orders that Gilbert is to be allowed to enter
Quebee. the Province and go to Montreal without interruption. Transmit-

ting letters enclosed in a dispatch from Sir Guy Carleton. 162
July 8, Same te the same. Feels much concern at the state of the rebel
Quebee. prisoners as reported by Lt. Gebhard. Will send off as many as pos.

sible, and as many Brunswick troops as can be collected should be
given in exchange. Acknowledges the propriety of arrangements at
lPointe du Lac for the hay party. Approves of allowing the St.
Francis indians to go bunting. 163

July 8, Same to the same (in French). Is pleased at his (Riedesel's)
Quebee. safo arrival at Sorel. He himself has been suffering from the bad

weather and heat. Thanks for private letter from a friend, by
which a just idea may be formed of the state of things. The cries of
the Philadelphia mob, " Peace with England; godam the French,"
seem a good augury. It was by the mob (canaille) the rebellion
begun; by means of well paid emissaries it might be the surest
means to turn things now to advantage. Has had a letter from
Carleton; is surprised ho says nothing of the German troops belong-
ing to this army (in Canada); would not be astonished to see them
arriving. No appearance of any movement among the rebels by
last advices, nor any preparation. The intention to invade Canada
by sea (if it existed) appears to have been checked by the reverse in
the Islands (the West Indies). Will delay the march of the 29th
and other troops to Isle aux Noix for a few days. Five large ships
reported in the river, perhaps the British fleet. 164

July 14, Same to the same (in French, private). Returning letter fromQuebec. Prince Frederick; regrets he cannot do for Mr. Beck with what the
Prince desires, but will employ the son under Twiss, as assistant
engineer at Isle aux Noix. The knowledge he will acquire will be
useful to him. Is surprised at the want of news from New York.
If the fleet has been delayed in leaving England, it may bring news
of the good effects of successes in the West Indies. 167

July 1, Same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of the instructions
Q given to the hay cutting parties. The stops Mr. Schmid is to take

to have Picard 1 unished for a violation of Provincial ordinances. 169
July 22, Same to the same. Approves of the movement of the light con-Quebec. panies of the 84th and the arrangement of the 53rd for repairing

the barracks. The precautions taken by Captain Forbes regarding
Vaness, late gaoler at Albany, were proper; Vaness to be sent pris-
oner to Chambly. 170

July 22, Same to the same (in French). Is pleased that lis proposa,
Quebee. respecting young Beckwith is agreeable; bas placed him on the list

of assistant engineers. Has no word from Carleton; does not know
what to think of bis negotiations and has, therefore, sent a confiden-
tial person to New York by way of Halifax. If ho (Riedesel) wishe5
to write any one ho may send the letter by the return courier, but
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1782. it must be written on half sheet of small paper, as the person going
to New York must travel partly by land. Sends the last papers
from the Colonies. Boston and the rnouth of the Delaware blockaded;
more than 70 of the rebel vessels taken. There is no sign of move-
ment among the rebels, although they are doing all they can to
penetrate to the upper country and have also pillaged and burned
some fishing posts in the Gulph. Page 171

July 25, Haldimand to Riedesel. The news received from the Quaker not im-
Quebec. probable, but hopes to have better authenticated word soon. Dr.

Smyth to keep Col. Taplan at St. John's and send what he can learn
from him; the expense of bringing him to Quebec is considerable.
To rectify the abuses complained of by Capt. Chambers. Thanks for
the journal of the scout, which is very perfect. 173

July 29, Same -to the same. Acknowledging letter respecting the Albany
Quebec. gaoler, and also receipt of enclosure to be forwarded. 174
AuRut 1, Same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of letter respecting
Quebec. Tapling (Taplan) and the dismissai of the rum offender from St.

John's. 174, 175
August 5, Same to the same. It gives him pleasure to find that the block
Quebee. bouses at Yamaska are in such good order, with respect to garrison

and defence. Is concerned at the illness of M. La Tuille; it will be
difficult to replace him. 176

August 8, Same to the same. Has received Ensign Man's report of a scout
Quebec• under his command. l concerned at desertion, and the f rivolous

ground for it. Should Fraser ask for an inquiry, one to be ordered,
but it is unnecessary. The complaints of the men at these posta
may be well founded; they should be properly relieved. Is unwill.
ing, however, to remove Fraser, he being so well acquainted with the
duties. The loyalists to be distributed, so as to affect as littie as

possible, or not at all, the public works. Hlazen's and other roads
are so well known and there being, from the amiable disposition of the
Vermonters, little prospects of attempts in that quarter, scouts need
not be sent so frequently. 177

Auguet 8, Same to the same. Acknowledgea receipt of the return of the
Quebec. loyalists arrived in July, and of the information of Jonathan Mtiller.

Has no objection to the encamping of troops;- powder will be sent
for practice. 179

August 15, Same to the same. Answer received as to camping of troops; the
Quebec. Royal Artillery to remain in camp till further orders. No word

brought by Sir John Johnson, who left England on the 2nd of May.
A Jersey ship has brought papers to the 11th of June, which he
sends. 16o

August 17, Same to the same (in French). Is annoyed that Jessup has gone
uebec- so far as Crown Point without orders; he is to be recalled by

express. The engineer must be content with the hay to be pro-
cured in less exposed places. I charmed that he as collected the
regiment de Rhetz. There will soon be troops enough for the
work at Isle aux Noix. 181

August 18, Same to tne same (in French, private). News at last from
Quebec. Carleton. The rebels do not appear so eager to receive proposi-

tions as was believed in England. It may be found wrong not to
send Carleton reinforcements to New York. He (Carlton) says
nothing of the success of his negotiations; is satisfied with saying
they remain in the same state of inaction, nor has he received any
letter from England since his arrival. Ho adds in cypher: "I
must inform you that there are at present indications of hostilities
designed, pointing equally at your province and New York; bat I
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1782. am disnoed to think that their real views are upon this place; in
the case that a French fleet shall arrive bore to co-operate, you will
be, of course, on your guard." The soason appears too advanced
for the enemy to attempt anything against Canada, and he hopes
the chock in the West Indies will preventthe enemyfrom attacking
New York, but trusts that Carleton will send word in plenty of
time, of any movements. Respecting men and officers for work at
Isle aux Noix. Hopes he (Riedesel) will go thore from time to
tirme to inspect. Page 182

August 22, llaldimand to Riedeel. Hopes his (Riedesel's) message will roach
Quebee Jessup in time to prevent mischief. Arrival of Taplan, driven out

by the imprudence of Pritchard, who administered the oath of alle-
giance to peaceful inhabitants now persecuted by the rebels. Can.
not add to the pension list, but bas directed Twiss to employ Taplan
and White as overseers, to give them a temporary subsistence. 184

August 24. Same to the same (in French). Has received letter respecting
Quebec. the works at Isle aux Noix. He can leave at Sorel the number and

description of troops wanted for the works there, bringing a suffi-
cient number of the Hinau Chasseurs for service. Does not wish
the entire corps to march to Isle à la Motte, as he proposed in
spring. They are to be ready to march where wanted. Twiss
requires an officer to assist in the works at Isle aux Noix. Ras
allowed him to take Capt. Zielberg with the necessary number of
bis company. Another officer to be named for Pointe du Lac.
Classes of men to be selected for different works. Hopes shortly to
be able to send a party ol the 29th. 185

August 26, Same to the same. Is pleased at the report of the last scout,
Quebec. showing that the road to Cohos is becoming well known. The ser-

geant in command deserves some mark of approbation. 187
August 29, Same to the same. Is glad to find by the return of Capt. O'Con-
Quebec. nell from Crown Point and the report of Major Jessup that all

apprebensions in that quarter are removed. Capt. Smith allowed
to return to is home in the Colonies on parole. Taplan will carry
him round Laprairie to avoid the posts. Dr. Smyth will apply
for a bateau o carry him (Capt. Smith) to the blockhouses where he
will probably overtake the other paroled prisoners. 188

September 2, Mathews Io the samae. Permission to Steven Valentine and
Quebec. :Ricrt Hopkins, two rebel priseers, to return on parole to their

homos in the Unloles. 189
September2, lalirnand to the saae (in French. A small fast sailing vessel
Quebee. is to le.4vo for New York on Sunday or Monday; ho will send

dispatches to Carleton. One of bis (Riedesel's) officers or non-
commissioned officers to be sent. If fortunate, the vessel will return
immediatoly; if not, the efficer can be sent to Hdifax, where an
opportunity may be found of returning to Canada. Arrangements
for destroying dispatches in ca;se of capture. 190

September 5, Same to the same (in French). Receipt of news from Carleton of
negotiations for peace at Paris; the independence of the 13
Anerican Provinces to be recognized. The effect of this concession
must soon be learned. He believes thut peace is not far distant.
The wird is east, so that ships, if in tho river, cannot be long in
rea'hing. Wishes much that there may be satisfactory news. 193

September 5, Same to the sane. Has recoived the hand bill published by
Quebec. Scott, and intelli;;ence orought by James Mucklemoyle. It would

be easy to apprehaend Whitcomb, but it was better not. Davis,
however, may *eivc asmall gratuity, and Maxwell may join
Fraser as ho wisbes. Speth to be ordered to send 50 or 60 Royal
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1782. New Yorkers to Isle aux Noix to supply the deficiency in artificers.
The greatest punishment that could be inflicted on Scott is to take
no notice of his hand bills. Inquiries shall be directed to be made.
He only waits sufficient proof to send him (Scott) out of the Pro.
vince. Page 195

September 10, Haldimand to iedesel (in French). Arrival of Schönewald with
Quebec. dispatches. The "I ouzard " (Hussar) from Halifax brings word of

a French fleet of 13 or 14 ships of the line and 3,000 troops being
off the coast. They are supposed to be remains of the fleet defeated
by Rodney and going to Boston to be repaired. Though this is pro-
bable, they must be guarded against. The word carne to Halifax
from Carleton, but not a line from him. 197

September 12, Same to the same. Is unwilling to give offence to the people of
Quebec. Vermont. If the four prisoners can be returned they may be sent

to Loyal Blockhouse to be sent back by the first opportunity.
Doubts it however. What is to be done with them if not
returned. 199

September 15, Same to the same. Detention of clothing for the Brunswick
Quebec. troops. Fears a fresh application will be too late for this year, but

shall make the trial. An Indian officer bas been sent to Penobscot
for information from the coast; expects he will return in about a
month. From the strong recommendations in favour of Fraser, will
not prevent him bringing down wood already eut on Lake Cham.
plain. 200

September 16, Same to the same (in French). The recruits and clothing forQuebec. Riedesel are at Halifax ; will engage Capt. Russell to proceed there
to get the stores and letters brought up this autumn, if possible.
Will charge Schönewald to send him (Riedesel) all the intelligence he
can procure. Is surprised at no word from Carleton. Respecting
the messenger to Penobscot. Has received Riedesel's letters sent
by Graef and will forward those for New York. Will try to have
Schönewald back as far as Penobscot or Halifax, where he may get
letters before winter shuts themr in from the rest of mankind.
Withes greatly they were as near peace as the Dake hopes, but is
afraid that Washington, with bis adorers and the ambitions views
of the French, may raise obstacles and embarrass Carleton, who, it is
understood, is to evacuate New York. It is to be hoped that the
presence of à French fleet at Boston may have been foreseen and
provided for. Is pleased at the earnestness in pushing the works at
Isle aux Noix. Col. Carleton goes to join his brother at New
York. 202

September 19, Same to the same. Capt . Bartling may go to Europe. Satis-Quebec. faction at the report of Twiss on the progress of the works at Isle
aux Noix. Tue " Hussar" to sait to-morrow. Will introduce
Schônewald to Capt. Russell; dispatches ready for him. 205

SePtember 23, Same to the same. Has received report of court of inquiryQuebee. exonerating Capt. Fraser. Information of the arrival of Admiral
Hood with three ships and of part of A d3niral Pigot's (22 ships) at
New York. A pass may be granted to Mr. Marsh. 206

September 26, Same to the same. Progress at Isle aux Noix. Of the four menQuebee. from Vermont, Sherwood reports one to be a good loyalist; the
other three violent rebels who should not ba allowed to return. The
latter to be kept prisoners. He only waits an answer from Carle.
ton to send all the prisoners to the Colonies so that they should not
be moved about. Wili send a commissary to supply their wants. 207
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Septe1ber 30, Raldimand to Riedesel. Disappointment at not havinga personal
Quebec. meeting. Ris approbation at the progress of the work in Isle aux

Noix. Page 208
September 30, Same to the same (in French, private). His two fruitless attempts
Quebec. at a visit. On the last was recalled from the mouth of the Richelieu-by

the arrival of dispatches from the Minister sent express. Ail trans-
ports and other suitable vessels are to be sent to New York which

e thence infers is to be evacuated. The foreign troops will prob.
ably be divided between the Provinces of Quebec and Nova
Scotia. 209

(ctober 3, Same to the same (in French). Arrival of the " Mercury." The
Quebec. transports at band. Sends letters brought by Lt.-Col. Minguen;

requests him (Riedesel) to come down to arrange about the distri-
bution of the troops. 211

October 3, Same to the same. Will support measures adopted to prevent
Quebee. desertion. Thinks Whitcomb's attempt aerial, but approves of

precautions. If there are apprehensions of Dr. Smyth's safety,
he is to be removed. Major Rogers to delay going to Castletown
for the present; a flag of truce may be sent, of which he can avail
himself, and by that time something interesting may be known. 212

October 7, Mathews to Earnes. His Excellency defers answering till he sees
Quebec. Riedesel. All the Indian arms to be forwarded from Sorel to Mon-

treal, a supply being wanted in the upper country. 213
October 27, Haldimand to Riedesel (in French). Sends copies of letters re-
Quebec. oeived from Carleton, by which it appears that Congress and the

Southern States are determined to drive out the Indians, so as to
render themselves still more inaccessible to European powers and
to ruin this Province and Eastern Florida; they can thus prolong
the war indefinitely, as they have plenty of workmen and materials.
It is extraordinary, at this season, to be notified of the intention to
attack the upper posts, and that he (Haldimand) is to send for
assistance from Halifax, at a time when nature bas closed the com-
munication. It would seem to have been better to have sent imme-
diately to Halifax for troops, but as he dare not neglect the notice,
he has ordered the 34th to set out for Niagara, to be replaced in
Montreal by Barner's Regiment. 214

October 27, Same to the same (in Frerncb). Had forgotten to tell him that
Quebec. the 8th Regiment, at Niagara, wants a captain ; Martin to be sent,

also Willoc, if he can be spared. It will do if Willoc be in Mon-
treal on Sunday. LeMaistre will leave Quebec on Friday. Hopes
the 34th will begin its march on Monday or Tuesday. Is informed
by express that there was no appearance of evacuating New York,
and that orders were given not to abandon Charlestown. 216

November 4, Same to the same. Approves of arrangements for artificers,
Quebee. reliefs of outposts, &c. Wishes to preserve two companies of the

Royal New Yorkers fit for immediate service. He bas spoken to
Twiss about the reliefs of tbe light companies at Isle aux Noix. Mr.
Cuyler's two men sent to New York by mistake; hopes Mr. Cuyler
will think it was done for the best. (Apparently this should be
Schuyler). 218

November 4, Same to the same (in French). The express to New York, in
Quebec. July, bas just returned, after infinite risks and fatigues. The letters

contain nothing of consequence. (The date on the letter is Sept-
ember, but the contents show it to have been, in all probability,
written in November). 220

November 4, Same to the same. Doubts of Pritchard's information about Ver-
Quebec. mont; suspects he is engaged in a secret trade, a favourite measure
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1782. of the populace to obtain necessaries and hard money, a measure he
has always opposed as likely to draw the resentment of Congres&
before they (the Vermontors) are ready to oppose it, or the King's
troops to support them, an opinion approved by the leaders. Prit-
chard's character and imprudent acts. When he returns he is not
to go off again without his (Haldimand's) orders, and in the mean-
time to be watched by a well chosen small scout. Extract given
(from a Col. Clark at Castletown) respecting the secret trade, and
other evidence conerning Pritchard's complicity. Marsh's informa-
tion regarding settlers near Lake Champlain, who would carry to
the enemy the news of everything passing. Is desirous to stop it.
How Pritchard is to be stopped if he tries to get off on finding that
he i3 watched. Page 221

??oviber 5, Haldimand to Riedesel (in French). Sending newspapers; they do
ec. not announce peace; if New York and Charlestown are abandoned, it

is likely the Province and upper country will have all Rochambeau'%
rebels on their hands. Hopes. that if so, plenty of good troops will
be sent. Learns that the recruits arrived at Halifax are very bad.
Would rather have none than useless people. Unless Carleton
come bore himself does not expect better troops, as it looks as
if every man was making war on bis own account. Is annoyed that ho
had to ask for Willoc, who will return when the service shall per-
mit. 225XO reraber 6, Same to the same. The subject of Gen. Schuyler's letter already
answered. The prisoners are on their way home. Although desir-
oua of showing humanity and politeness, the repeated flags of truce
on trivial occasions should be stopped. So many prisoners have
been given up that there is a fair claim on General Schuyler for a
return. 226

XoVernber 9, Same to the same (in French, private). Congratulates him (Rie-Quebee. desel) on the increase to his family. He accepts the honour of
being godfather. Cannot be present at the baptism, but has asked
DeSpeth to act in bis stead. 227

oienber 11, Same to the same (in French, private). Has received the lettersQuebec. written by Col. DeWurmb, and will forward the letters to him ;
hopes ho may be able to send information by way of Halifax. No
chance of detaching Congress from its allies ; apparently the war
will be prosecuted with more vigour than ever. Would not be sur-
prised, there being so many revolutions in England, if a bad peace
were made this winter. Approves of arrangements for winter
quarters, and the orders at St. John's and Isle aux Noix. These
should ensure perfect security. Expects news from the upper
country; does not think the rebels could do much there this autumn
and if the 34th arrive from Niagara (as ho bas reason to believe)
they would be ready to receive them (the rebels) in spring. The
feet left Bic with a favourable wind on the 2nd, which would carry
it ont of the Gulph. 229

eyaber 18, Same to the same. News from Pritchard corroborates that in
eec. other accounts as to the French feet, but romains to be authenti-

cated. Orders have been given for the relief of officera of the Loyal
Rangers on scouting service. To remove discontent on his part,
Major Gamble bas been sent a letter of service, to command in the

Novera absence of senior officers. 231
ber 21, Same to the samie. Acknowledging receipt of the information

from Pritchard, and of the lters written by Major Rogers and
Sherwood. Doubts the first, k oowing the author; the difficulty of
managing him, details of which are given. As Rogers is confident

K
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1782. of the loyalty of the two prisoners they may join, but he must be
responsible for their conduct. iopos Sherwood's scouts will bring
in authontie reports of the enemy's winter quarters, and if the
French are going to Boston to embark for the West Indies. Friends
in the Colonies are either very ill-informed or unwillirig to communi-
cate. Page 234

November 21, Haldimand to Riedesel (in Freneb, private). Regret at the acci-
Quebee. dent to Madame de Riedesel ; hopes it may have no bad effect. The

character of Pritchard ; wishes to avoid sending him to the Colonies,
where he has only done harm. The reported retreat of the rebels in
the upper country appears to have been premature. Deserters
report that they are persevering in their designs against Sandusky,
and perbaps Detroit. The two men come in with Pritchard can
give no definite information. 232

November 25, Sane to the same. Has received letter in answer to that con.
Quebec. cerning Pritchard's intelligence ; is anxious for the return of the

scout. Sir John Johnson's Light Infantry would have been relieved
before this but for the cutting of wood ; when that is completed they
will be relieved. Mauro (Moreau) bas applied for leave to go to St.
Francis for the year's supply of fish. He (Riedesel) to take mea-
sures for proper regulation to secure a fair proportion and to keep
Mauro within bounds. Three pair of sawyers to be secured among
the German troops for timber ordered for batcaux at St. John's. 286

December 2, Same to the same (in French). The express about which he was
Quebec. uneasy bas brought letters from Carleton, which he has not had time

to deci pher. Will send any news by next courier. In the mean-
time forwards a letter which may perhaps contain interesting
news. 238

December 2, Same to the same. Has received return of loyalists arrived inQuebec. November. Reliefs for Sir John Johnson's Light Infantry in
January, Has given two gentlemen leave to go to Montreal with
a pass to Loyal Blockhouse. Has distributed snow shoes in case of
an alarm through the winter. Io obliged for the arrangement
respecting the purchase of fish by Mauro (Moreau). 239

December 5, Same to the same. Has received the reports sent by Major Nairne
Quebec. and Capt. Sherwood, respecting the traffic by Nichoi and Holmes.

There is little doubt that Pritchard is engaged; the author of the
traffic must be discovered The two men to be brought down to
Isle aux Noix or St. John's, as prisoners, to be acquitted or tried
for their lives as apies, so that they may disclose their secret.
Nichol bas acquired through Pritchard some knowledge of corre-
spondents in Vermont, who are alarmed ; Holmes also bas some
knowledge, so that they must be kept in security, however the beef
matter may terminate. Pritchard to be prevented having inter-
course with the two men. Is satisfied with arrangements about
Moreau. Arms required by Major Nairne for artificers at Isle aux
Noix, to be issued only if the men belong to the army. Coporal
Miller exonerated from the beef traffic ; the beef from his father
to be issued as rations and, paid for by the commissary, the rest to
be sunk in the lake or burned in presence of the garrison. 240

Deoember 9, Same to the same (in French, private). Regrets to hear of the
Quebec. necessity for an operation on Madame de Riedesel. Sends letters

received from Carleton and Willoc. Will send those for New York
and Penobscot by the first opportunity; hopes to hear from thence
when the snow makes travelling posible. Macbean ordered to
Sorel; hopes it will not be disagreeable to him (Riedesel). Macbean's
character; ho is to ho restrained from arrogating power. 243
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Dece er Haldimand to Riedesel. Has received the reports sent by Capt.
Quebee. Sherwood to him (Riedesel) and Nairne. Pritchard's intrigues con-

firmed. Desertion of loyalists ; hopes they were rebel prisoners
received into the corps of rangers; desires to have particulars. The
treatment of the last flag of truce not encouraging. Page 245

December 11, Same to the same (in French). Sending letters forgotten. The
Quebec. river blocked with ice prevents him hearing of the state of Madame

de Riedesel. Hopes that ho (Riedesel) is free from his headaches.
As for himself, ho is buried in a mass of papers, which ho has re.
solved to put in order before spring. 246

December 19, Same to the sane. Approves of the letter to Major Nairne
Quebee. directing the inquiry (p. 245). The distribution of snowshoes. 247
December 19, Same to the same. Approves of the answer to Major Campbell's
queb-e. letter (both enclosed). Attempts shackled to reform the military

when connected with civil affairs. There being no King's domain
at St. John's prevents him removing that nuisance, the Rookery, at
short notice, but has it in view. Orders to be issued that obedience
must be paid at the post to all orders and instructions of the com-
manding officer, considered necessary for the protection of the post
and people. A minute return to be made of the people residing
at St. Jobn's, with details and remarks on their character. Sup-
poses that Cuyler (nominated to the direction of the unincorporated
loyalists) has taken St. John's in his tour, but will direct him to go
there again after the return is received. 248

December 19, Same tu the same. The result of the court of inquiry on Corporal
Quebee. Walsh is to show how justly founded were the suspicions against

Pritchard. The escape of Nichols is reprehensible on the part of
Sherwood, but his uniform zeal and loyalty forbid any suspicion
against him or Dr. Smyth; they both communicated their suspicions
against Pritchard from the first. The error has, no doubt, arisen
from ignorance. Corporal Walsh to be released with a caution. 251

Decemiber 19, Same to the same (in French, private). Thanks for the express-
Quebee. 'ions of friendship. Ris (Riedesel's) wise conduct towards Macbean,

from whom he need fear no harm either bore or with the King. Is
annoyed that the only way to dispose of him was to send him to
Sorel. Is grieved to learn of Madame de Riedesei's state. 253

Deceiber 19, Same to the sane, (private). To stop the desertion at Yamaska,nQebee. which is most dangerous, can see no way but that adopted by Ross
at Oswego and Butler at Niagara-to send out Indians to catch and
scalp the deserters. Five or six Indians to be stationed near the
blockhouse for this purpose, under Fraser's orders. Has iot put
this in public orders but will justify every consequence that cen
attend the execution, if found necessary. 255

eember 20, Same to the same. The officers and men of the naval department
ee. to go to St. John's for the winter. To save delay they are to be

sent in trains. Assistance to be afforded ut Sorel. 257
e1ember 23, Same to the same. The guilt of Pritchard clearly proved ; willebee not, however, try him, fromi his paRt services and the use that he

may be of again. He is to be sent to Que bec, as it is dangerous to
leave a man of his stamp at St. John's. Holmes to be sent to Cham-
bly as a prisoner, but well treated. To diminish expenses the
fort adjutancy to be discontinued at St. John's. 258

Qember 26, Same to the same. Has great pleasure in learning the good effects
ee, of his decision respecting the inhabitants of St. John's. The return

directed will throw light on that motley population. Will not re-
open the subject of the beef and Sherwood's mistake, further than to

lb express his satisfaction with Sherwood in essentials. Ris wishes
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1782. respecting the expedient to prevent desertion, have been carried out
with prudence. Page 260

December 30, Haldimand to Riedesel. Reports on desertion show the danger
Quebec. of the indiscriminate picking up of recruits in the Provincial corps

against which he had given repeated warning. Has no doubt that
many enlisted merely to remain in the country for intelligence to be
conveyed to ihe enemy. Is at a loss what to do, except to adopt the
plan lately sent. Jessup and Rogers to be warned that they will be
held responsible for the conduct of their corps. All of the least
doubtful character to be formed into detachments and sent to Quebec
where ho can guard against their designs. Arrangements for bring-

178. ing out the timber, consequent on Mallet's application. 262
January 2, Same to the same. Returns respecting the people residing
Quebe.- at St. John's; how the settlement is to be regulated. They

are not to elect the persons to lead them, these must be
appointed. Sherwood's report of desertion from Yamaska gives
reason to hope that the loss will not be greater than that of
three mon. Approves of his various arrangements on matters
ordored in previous letters (in detail). To confer with Sherwood
as to the release of Holmes. To inquire, when at St.
John's, into the subject of a letter from Dr. Smyth, as to the conduct
of the people there. An allowance to be made for the loss of an
inhabitant's horse, but not as compensation, for otherwise every
old lame horse would be employed in corvée. Has no objection to
Paulet passing some time in Quebec. P.S. Measures to guard against
spies coming under the guise of loyalists. 265

Jannary 13, Same to the same. Nothing further can be done in St. John's till
Quebec. the Rookery is removed. After the suspicious persons belonging to

the loyalists are collected and sent down, he hopes there will be no
further fears of desertion. Those in the interior posts are out of the
way and nothing need be said to Jessup about them. Approves
of arrangement respecting men with Sherwood. The conduct of
Ensign Stevens to be overlooked as he had no bad intentioi in going
to Vermont on the last scout. Whatever the previous crimes of
Holmes he has been innocently led into that for which ho is de-
tained, although ho might fairly be held. Approves of the measures
taken with respect to Platt ; they may lead to discoveries. Is
pleased that the scouts are again in motion, and at the state of the
posts and garrisons of St. John's and Isle aux Noix. 270

January 20, Mathews to Freeman. Acknowledging receiptof letters, accounts,
Quebec. &c. Hopes to send by next mail warrants to meet the accoants. 273
January 20, Haldimand to Riedesel. Has no objection to grant Col. Macbean's
Quebec. application for Capt. Smith to come to Quebec on regimental busi-

ness. No officer to leave the district and no change to be made in
the arrangement of troops without special permission. 274

January 20, Same to the same. Has received list with characters, &c., ofthe
Quebec. loyalists with Sherwood at Loyal Blockhouse. Orders given to St.

Leger as to precautions, to be taken against desertion, which will
serve Jessup for the present. Intelligence received brought in by
scout. Hopes the one towards CÂlchester Point, to learn of the
continentals will be successful. Precautions as to wood cutters ap-
proved of ; believes that the approach of a party to Vermont is for
political ends. Respecting the arming of the artificers of the Loyal
Rangers. Is satisfied with the means taken to procure a character-
istic return of Jessup's corps. The inconvenience of large bateaux
for dispatches between the Yamaska blockhouses ; to get canoes
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1783. rather than whale boats for the purpose if they will suit: but
Chambers will provide the latter if thought best. Page 275

Janury 27, Haldimand to Riedesel. Respecting the list of loyalists and inhabi-
Quebae* tants of St. John's ; the inquiry as to Platt's conduct will determine

as to indulgences to be allowed. Major Campbell may be sent out
on his tour of the district. 278

Pebruary 3, Same to the same. The inquiry into Platt's conduct shows him
uebe*•. to be unfit for indulgences and the bounty he has received. He is

not to be deprived of them all at once, -but is to be ordered to Mont-
real to be under the direction of Cuyler. las received Fraser's re-

rt as to the scout stationed to check deserters; has no doubt it will
effectual. Holmes to be sent off; ho cannot claim compensation

for his beef, but if he can prove that Pritchard engaged him to bring
it, ho (Pritchard) will be ordered to make restitution. 279

îîeUary 6, Same to the same. Fraser's request for two whale boats for the
use of the Yamaska blockhouses to be granted. Approves of pre-
cautions taken to ascertain if the enemy has marked the road dis-
covered by the St. Francis Indian. Thinks it was made by the
scouts searching for Hazen's road. Old Davis may prove useful;
kas no objection to sending him £20. Johnson's conduct doubiful;
suspects ho was engaged with Pritchard. Will communicate with
St. Loger and Sherwood on the subject. 281

ebruary il, Same to the same (private). Has received the news from StarrQuebee. with Sherwood's remarks. Does not think the enemy would run the
risk of an excursion for so inconsiderable an object as Pointe au Fer
and the blockhouse. Believes it to be a pretext to throw continental
troops into Ver mont to roduce that people to terms, but every pre.
caution should be taken. Bas written a public letter to prevent
alarm, not to publish it, but to allow it to become known. A detach-
ment to be posted between Pointe au Fer and LaColle, strengthened
with abattis, &c. Reinforcements may be sent occasionally, but'
a general motion of troops to be avoided. Details of arrangement.
Sherwood not to run the risk of defending his post, but to abandon it
on the first certain intelligence ofthe enemy's approach. Pointe au
Fer may be defended and reinforcements thrown in; Campbell may
command the detachment. Leave sent to Schmid to let the Indians
go on their hunt, but it will now be necessary to amuse them at home
for a little. A private letter shall ho written to Sir John Johnson to
be in readiness to march across the country to Pointe au Fer. le
(Riedesel) to send express to him, should there be certain word of
the enemy's approach. P.S.-Changes the last order; directs word
to be sent to Johnson. A couple of small guns may be added to the
detachment. 283

ery 1,i Same to the same. The troops to be sent ont to exorcise on snowee, shoes and to hut in the woods to accustom them to winter service.
Detachments to ho out for eigh t or ton days at a time, with tools, &c.,
necessary for butting, and with provisions. TIie light companies of
the 29th, 31st, and 53rd to go first with (if thought proper) a com-
pany or two of chasseurs. The time need not be limitedto that men-
tioned. Others to be ready on the return of the first, so that all may
be exercised in turn. -Jessup or Rogers, or both, to accompany the
detachments with a party of their most expert woodmen to instruct
the soldiers in hutting, &o. A couple of six.pounders may also be
sent, to accustom the Royal Artillery in winter practice. It is
probable ho may see some of the detachments in their winter camps,
as ho proposes to make a tour of the poste. The Deputy Q. M. G.
has been ordered to issue blankets, snow shoes, &c. 288
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F 1eb . 20, Haldimand to Riedesel. Has roceived letters, copies of orders, &c.,
Q=ebec. respecting the execution:of the measures, in consequence of the report

of the enemy's expedition against the advanced poste; the arrange-
ments approved of ; the good effects on the enemy and on the troops.
His opinion that an attack was never intended, confirmed by Dr.
Smyth's report. Hopes that the wood.cutters will be left undisturbed,
as the loss of time so near the rafting season might prove incon-
venient. Page 291

February 24, Same to the same. Leave given to bring timber down that has
Quebec. been cut'on Lake Champlain, but no more to be cut by private

persons. 293
February 24, Same to the same. Ias received the reports sent from MajorsQuebee. Campbell and Nairne, the information brought by Savage and letter

from Sherwood. These leave no doubt that the enemy is in motion.
He cannot thiik that it is intended to attack the poste; still believes
the intention is to surprise Vermont into compliance. Approves of
his having sent the 29th to Isle aux Noix to reinforce Campbell; so
fine a body of 600 mon should effectually oppose the enemy.
Sherwood seems perfectly to understand the orders. The commu-
nication of the second report to Sir John Johnson will keep him on
the alert. Will write to him (Johnson) calling attention to the first
order. Mohawks hunting near Crown. Point, and a scout of observa-
tion sent by Johnson to give him, Major Campbell and the officers
at Pointe au Fer, notice should the enemy approach. Cannot grant
the application for rum, as it would lead to increased abuses. Will
order a supply of vinegar for the hospitals in the district. 294

March 3, Same to the same. The state of the ice prevents the enemy fromQuebee- attacking the posta, if the design were ever entertained. It is inter-
esting to know the real object of the movement, as pointing to their
intentions in spring. Is looking for information with impati-
ence. 297

March 6, Same to the same. Has received the letters respecting the state
Quebec. of the ice, the destination of the rebel detachment, &c. Is pleased

to hear that Gilmore lias so good a prospect. Difference of opinion
between Sherwood and Smyth respecting the liberation of Holmes,
who has cleared himself of the material part of the charges. He is
to be still detained, but to be allowed the liberty of the fort at
Chambly. Uow to avoid jealousy between Sherwood and Smyth. 298

March 7, Same to the same, Letters from Major Ross with an account ofQuebec. an attempt, by rebols under Willet, to surprise Oswego. Their
flight without attacking or even seeing the fort. They filed so
rapidly that the detachments sent out could not reach them. Dis-
appointment of the garrison at not being attacked. 300

March 13, Same to the same. To want of intelligence to Major Ross, and theQuebee. restraints on the Indians from making incursions into the Colonies,
Willet owes his escape from well deserved chastisement. Investiga-
tion into Pritchard's conduct. Rogers to be reprimanded. Orders
to be issued against parties or mon being sent to recruit in the
Colonies without permission from the commander-in-chief, and any
loyalist, serving or subsisted, leaving the Province without permis-
sion shall be treated as a deserter. The caution given to Sherwood
about recruiting is proper, and should have its proper effect. Orders
previously given. Approves of sending back to Saunders the men
enlisted by White. Approves of proposal of that gentleman to pro-
cure timber for the public works, bu‡ the matter to be kept concealed
from the Provincial troops in case of jealousy. Sawyer to be con-
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1783. fined at Cbambly; the three men taken prisoners in Vermont by
Cameron to be released, and sont home or allowed to serve. Page 802

March 17e Hllaldimand toRiedesol. Has no objection to grant the application
Quebec. of Col. Macbean for the relief of an offiler of Royal Artillery at Que-

bec by one from Sorel. 305
rebes. Same to the same. Has been informed of the withdrawal of troops

b to their respective quarters. Has received the depositions against
Pritchard and the mon of the rangers for plundering in the Colonies ;
waits for other papers before deciding. Holmes to enjoy the miti-
gation while he deserves it, or till he returns home. Is glad Gilmour
is provided for. Recruits from the Colonies to join the corps they
have selected. 306

March 20, Same to the sane. Persuades himsolf that the order issued to
Quebec. prevent ricruiting parties going to the Colonies without express

leave will have the desired effect. The distress of Willot's party.
The attack projected on Oswego was to secure it as a frontier post in
the accommodation about to take place. Will answer Sherwood as
to the application of loyalists in New York and Massachusetts
Provinces to retire here as an asylum. Will not commit himself as
the matter is one for public consideration. Information received con-
cerning the rebel Col. Johnson. So many proofs of treachery are
brought against him that Sherwood has been ordered to cease inter-
course with him. Papers also respecting old Davis. 308

March 27, Same to the same, acknowledging letters. The duplicity of Thomasquebec. Johnson. Hopes the Davises are reclaimed, for certainly old Davis
was a violent rebel. Agrees that people of this sort cannot b too
cautiously guarded against. A show of confidence to be kept up in
him. 310

Mareh 27, Same to the same. Lieut Hope may come to Quebec. 312Quebee.
April 3, Same to the same. Acknowledging receipt of the enclosures
Quebec. from Rogers and Dr. Smyth. The good effect of the rebuke on the

former. Has not yet determined what to do with Pritchard. He is
culpable, but has been very serviceable, and might prove trouble.
some in the bands of the rebels. Will keep him at Quebec in the
meantime. Dr. Smyth's letter shows the want of prudence on the
part of the best loyalists, of whom Wright has certainly proved him.
self. The precautions to be taken to prevent communicating intel-
ligence. Scouts and Indians to be withdrawn when the woods be.
come impracticable. la pleased to hear good accounts of the St.
Francis Indians. His favourable opinion of Mr. Schmid. 313

April 7 Same to the same. Has received letter with enclosure fromQuebee. Jessup. Precautions in recruiting. The utility of Provincial corps,
but in the present uncertain state of affairs will delay recruiting.
Has for the same reason delayed deciding as to Pritchard and the
men of the King's Rangers charged with robbery. 316

April Io, Same to the same. Approves of the arrangement by Twiss forQuebee. the works at Isle aux Noix. By the time the first part is done,
there should be authentic news to guide the proceedings for the rest
of the campaign. Jessup's corps cannot move on account of the bad
roads. Acknowledges receipt of a register of the corn, cattle and
horses in his (Riedesel's) district. 318

.l14 Same to the same. The letter from Dr. Smyth received as an en-Quebeo. closure appears to confirm the suspicions regarding old Davis. It
is not worth the trouble of attacking Johnson with a show of confi-
dence. Hall to be sent to Quebec. Arrangement with Twiss for the
establishment of sutlers at Isle aux Noix. 320
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Haldimand to Riedesel. Approves of the removal of the 31st LightÂpril 17,
Quebec. Company to St. Ours onthe way to Pointe au Fer. The detachment

of Loyal Rangers to march as soon as the roads are practicable.
The creditors of Grant have taken out a writ to seize him. As a
loyal subject, he is to be released. Page 322

April 21, Sane to the same. A sergeant of artillery at Quebec, appointedQuebec. by Col. Macbean as conductor, is allowed to go to Sorel to relieve a
man to be sent to Quebec. 323

April 25, Same to the saine. Progress of the works at Isle aux Noix.
Quebec. Loyal rangers will be ordered by next post to join naval prepara-

tions on Lake Champlain. Vessels to cruise on the watch against
messengers from Crown Point. Troops will not be wanted as
marines, but Capt. Chambers wants about 12 mon from the King's
rangers, who may be useful. 324

April 28, Same to the saine. Lieut. Willmore may come to Quebec onQuebec. private business. 326
April 28, Mathews to Freeman. Orders for the mon of Rogers' corps to be
Quebee. employed on board the fleet. Ensign David Breckenridge bas leave

to go to his father, supposed to be dying. Sergeant Heath may be
sent back or retained at Sherwood's discretion. 327

May 1, Haldimand to Riedesel. Can allow no trading with the Colonies
Quebec. tillie hlas further instructions. Nothing more than a cessation of

arms is stipulated by the King's proclamation. 328
May 1, Same to Sir John Johnson. Respecting the reduction of appoint-
Quebec. ments at Niagara. The canoes to be sent off to Mackinac at once.

Cannot comply with request for the appointment of Johnson, but
will do his best. Sends warrants for £5,000 on account of Niagara
(The letter is addressed to Johnson ; the endorsation makes it appear
to be to Riedesel; a palpable error). 329

June 5, Saine to Riedesel. Burnet to succeed Chambers, who has been
Quebec. permitted to quit the naval station on Lake Champlain. 331
lune 5, Sane to the same. Col. Macbean must remain at Sorel till theQuebee. arriva of dispatches. 332
June 5, Same to the sane. Acknowledging letter, covering letters
Quebec. from Majors Nairne and Campbell. Approves of the indulgence

shown to Captain Breckenridge. The reprimand should make hini
sensible of his fault. Has had the case of Mr, Scott against Çapt.
Barnes laid before the Crown lawyers. Capt. Paulet may come to
Quebec. 333

June 9, Same to the sane. Colonels Clarke, Allen or others not to beQuebec. prevented from survoying or settling on Grand Isle for reasons
given. The desire to keep on friendly terms with Vermont. Orders
sent to Dr. Smyth to be forwarded. Ail American prisoners to be
collected at St. John's to be sent home. 335

June 11, Saine to the sane. Orders received for the embarkation forQuebee. Europe of German troops. 337
June 16, Sane to the same. Until the receipt of dispatches from homeQuebeo. enables him to decide on the propriety of the indulgence, he is

obliged to refuse ail applications for leave of absence. 338
lune 16, Same to the same. In answer to Major Nairne's application, hoQuebee. must for the prosent defer leaving quarters. Ensign Cumming may

remain a few days in Quebec. 339
June 16, Same to the same. Regrets to refuse the request to take Capt.Quebec. Willoc to Europe with him (Riedesel). The temper of the Indiano

requires the nicest management and attention of experienced
officers. 340
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June 19, Haldimand to Riedesel. The two applicants may be allowed to pass
Quebec. from post to post to their homes. The deficiency in Jessup's work.

ing party, Ship from Halifax reports more ships in the river.

June 20,. Page 341
June 20, Mathews to the same. All the risoners of war in Quebec to be

sent to St. John's under Marsh, who is to call at Three Rivers for
some prisoners there. 343

Junie 23, Same to Barnes. That the General will take all the furniture in
Quebec. the house at Sorel. 344
June 23, Haldimand to Riedesel. Reductions of the garrisons of the block.
Quebec. houses to make up the numbers at the works on Isle aux Noix. If

Mr. Corbin and William Fraser are worthy they may remain with
their friends in this Province, as requested. 345

July 1, Same to the same. Al the prisoners of war to be collected at St.
QuebeZ. John's or Isle aux Noix, to be sent in charge of Major Nairne to the

nearest Americ.n post. 346
Juy 3, Mathews t the same. That the General had received his letters
Quebec. and subsistence accounts which would be answered on his return

from Montmorenci. 347
July 7, faldimand to the same. Transmitting warrants for subsistence
Quebec. for the Brunswick troops. Arrival of Madame de Riedesel and

family. 348
August 16, Same to Col. Machane (sic). The small-pox and measles amongnuebec' the loyalists arrived from New York on their way to Sorel. Dr.

Barr ordered to go to the latter place, to take every precaution
against the contagion spreading. 349

Auegst 25, Same to the same. Has received report of the survey on theQuebee' carriages of the Hesse Hanau Artillery. Is pleased to hear favour-
able accounts of the sick loyalists. Cuyler directed to call at Sorel
to arrange about lodgings, &c., for loyalists. 350

September 11, Same to the same. ias received account of the sale of carriages
lQuebec. left by the Hesse Hanau Artillery and report of the capture of

German deserters. Leaves the trial of the men of the Royal Artill-
ery to himself. Is pleased at the contentment of the loyalists and
at the good effect of the precautions respecting small-pox. Approves
of preventing the indiscriminate giving away of the matter, but Dr.
Barr may distribute it to such surgeons as he thinks qualified. 351

8ePtember 11 Mathews to the same. Loyalists ordered to Cataraqui with Collins
qebee' to explore lands to settle upon. Orders to provide for them. 363
eptember 11, Same to .Barnes. Orders for bateaux, &c., for the loyalists sent

Deenahe 1, to Cataraqui. 354
queber 1 Same to the same. Report received of the survey of provisions

at Sorel. Sends returns of clothing wanted for the refugee
loyalists. 355

CoRREPONDENCE WITH OFFICERS OF TR ROYAL NAvr.
1778-1783..

B. 140. B.M., 21,800.

u7 78 Order to Capt. Stair Douglas, to take active measures to prevent
Quebec'. the rebel privateers from destroying the fisheries. Page 1
August 4, Captain Pearson to Haldimand. Approves cf the form of com.

0eland," mission to Mr. Ellison to command the "t Mercury" dispatch boat.
ee. The appointment of Mr. Ellison meets with his approbation. 2

2. 139
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1778;
August 20, Orders from the Lords of the Admiralty to Captain Pearson to

grant convoy to trading ships sailing from Quebec on the 25th of
Otober. Page 3

September 7,. Captain Hervey to Haldimand. Arrival of Lieut. Walter, agent
Il Viier" off for transports, with part of convoy, the others are coming up.
Queb. Wishes to know if there are further commands for the transports

as it is desirable to keep them as short a time as possible. The
delay caused by recruits being sent out in large vessels. The
" Brilliant " not yet arrived ; it would be well to have her stores
landed so that she might act as convoy for the transports, on their
return. Presumes that the cargoes of the transports will be dis-
charged and stored. In compliance with the request that he should
not leave the river, he will not go below Bic, where he should have
been six weeks ago, but for losing most of his best men. Asks leave
to lay hold of all the seamen in Montreal not necessary for the ships
coming down. Trusts that powers may be given to an officer sent
up to search all taverns, &c., take up the sailors and place them
under guard. 5

September 10, Saine to the same. Arrival of transports, and of the " Brilliant "
IViper," off and " Andrew." The "Brilliant," which was to have brought iron

' guns and taken away brass pieces, has brought none and will carry
none back. She may, therefore, act as convoy for the transports,
and get ready to return, unless His Excellency has commands for
her or the transports. The need of despatch owing to the expense
of the vessels which should be saved as much as possible. Trusts
that the transports for Three Rivers, with German recruits, will
not cause delay to the fleet, which would be detrimental to His
Majesty's service. 8

September 17, Capt. Lutwidge to Haldimand. Concerning making a storeship
Quebec. of the " Canceaux." 10
September 21, Same to the same. Being only in temporary command, he can give
"Triton," at no explicit answer respecting the detention of the King's ships onQnebec. the river for the winter; the letter shall be handed to Capt. Pearson

on his arrival. The "Viper," which sailed two days ago, is to
return early next monthi; Capt. Hervey has been recommended to
proceed no turther than Bic. Shall give the necessary orders to
hasten the preparations of the " Brilliant " and " Andrew " to act
as a convoy for the transports. il

October 3, Pearson to the same. Encloses copy of order from the Admi-
af Queedc" ralty (p. 3); wishes it to be kept as private as possible. 12

October 7, Same to the same. With reasons, given in detail, why he must
" Garland " obey the orders of the Admiralty with respect to convoy, and his
off Quebec. view of the inutility of leaving a ship of war at Quebec for the

winter, as requested. 13
October 10, Same to the same. Ras arranged, in accordance with Mr. Shool-
" Garland " bred's memorial, that his fishery vessels shal be signalled so as tooff Quebec. take advantage of the convoy. 17
October 24, Certificate, by Capt. Pearson, in favour of Mesers. Gray and Brown,
IGarland" acting as superintendents of pilots. 18off Quebec.
November 24, Hervey to Haldimand. Is sending an officer down the river to

ascertain the truth as to the report of the arrival of a ship from

1779. Europe. 19
February 2, Same to the same. Asks His Excellency's private opinion of a

document now laid before him. 25
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19. The document follows, giving an account of the plu nder, by sailors,
of the property of the Indians, the threats of the latter to retaliate
and the manner in which they were pacified; asking that the case
be represented to the naval authorities. Page 26

February 13, Warrant and instiuctions by the commissioners of the navy to
London. John Coulson, master of the " Sally," to proceed to Dort to receive

troops, camp equipage, &o. 28
March 8, ]ervey to Baldimand. Has resolved to fit out the " Canceaux "
'Viper," to accompany his ship down the river early in spring, to prevent

the attempts of the rebel privateers. Asks that Schank, bis officers
and mon, now on lake service, be ordered to rej'in thoir ship; ber
sails, guns, &o., to be also returned, and that any deficienciesmay be
supplied at St. John's. 30

Karch 25, Same te the same. Asks leave to send one or two seamen to the
'l4 "' General aospital or the Hotel Dieu, the expense of establishing a

s hospital being so great. 32
Xarch 29, Same to the same. The want of artificers for the naval force;
'<Viper," submts the press warrant, asking for authority to put it in execu-
sloo. tion. 33
Ap..i 10, Orders by Lieut. Chads, agent for transports, to William Bell,
BePithead. master of the " Sally " No. 2 transport, to proceed to Quebec. 34
April 26, Haldimand to Hervey. The rebel movements prevent him from
Quebee. employing the Treasury briga to clear the Galph of robel privateers,

as they will be required on the lakes ; the crews fall far short of the
number wanted there. The " Canceaux " was given up in 1776, by-
Sir Charles Douglas for service on the lakes; she cannot now bo
returned, for the greatest danger is in that quarter. Schank is uso
ful for the naval construction on the lakes and his services cannot
be dispensed with, nor would it be fair to deprive him of his pros.
pects of promotion. The other naval officers are ordered down.
Should the " Canceaux " be made over for the use of the Province,
ho proposes to send her to Bic with the pilots, leaving seamen on
board for sundry services; she may also serve as a store ship to
supply the cruisers, instead of compelling them to come to Quebee.
Remarks on the utility of the " Canceaux " and on the weakness of
the naval force, &c.

29, Hervey to Haldimand. Has delayed answering till ho could con-
Queix*> sult Schank; regrets that ho cannot have the Treasury brigs to

cruise with him. Assures Hi Excellency that the " Canceaux "
was not given up by Sir Charles Douglas in 1776, and argues the
case in detail. Encloses order from Sir Charles in 1776 and
other documents as proof. Is pleused that Schank is found use-
fui and that the officers of the navy are ordered down, Tfho " Can-
ceaux " will proceed to Bic in a few days, but all orders respecting
her must be transmitted through him (Hervey). Any dosire on the
part of His Excellency has only to be signified. 38

The papers enclosed were instructions from Sir Charles Douglas
to Schank, 24th July, 1776 (p. 20) ; abstract (p. 22). Order by Cap-
tain Pearson that the " Viper " and " Canceaux" were to romain in
the St. Lawrence when the convoy left in 1778 (p. 23).

APril 30, laldimand to Hervey. Is convinced that they both desire only
Quebee- the good of the service. The " Canceaux " cannot proceed to sea, being

condemned ; asks, therefore, that she be stationed at Bic, that the
senior officor left on board be ordered to rective, lodge and supply
with provisions al] pilots and prisoners sent on board, to send expres-
ses, &c., which ho (Hialdimand) may order durirg Hervey's absence.
To take means to inform the naval commandera ofthe decayed state
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79. of the "Canceaux," so that Schank may be left in command. The
pilots will be ready to embark on Monday and ho hopes the

Canceaux " will sait soon to prevent dolay. Page 41
Ma 1, Hervey tol Haldimand. Will carry out His Excellency's desires

Viper," as expressed in preceding latter. 43
Quebec.
May 17, Same to the same. Enclosing a press warrant. 44
" Viper" off
Quebec.
May 22, Warrant for the delivery of John Stiles, master of the sloop
Quebec. "Viper," to the officers charged to apprehond him for trial. 45
May 24, Raldimand to Hervey. Desiring him to warn the masters of
Quebec. merchant ships arriving, not to allow persons to come on board, to

give ont news or to deliver letters or newspapers, tilt boarded by
the captain of the port in the basin. The critical state of affairs
demands every precaution. 46

June 2, Hervey tol Haldimand. Aeking for a cable for the " Canceaux,"
"Viper," off the anchorage ground being greatly exposed 47
Quebec.
June 2, Same to the same. John Stiles, charged, whilst in the execntion of
"Viper," off orders, with the murder of a seaman, has been apprehended. Asks
Quebee. for the detention of a ship titi after the trial, that the matter may be

reported to the Admiralty, and prays for a reprieve should Stiles be
found guilty and condemned. 48

June 2, Haldimand to Hervey. Pities Stiles; will endeavour to detain
Quebec. the ship bound for London; his conduct in the matter will de nd

on the circumstances brought before tho jury. Napier has Dean
ordered to deliver the cable to the " Canceaux." 50

June 8, Same to the same. Encloses a petition (from inhabitants of
Quebea. Percé) which ho asks to be attended to. 51
June 9, Hervey to Haldimand. Petition received; the weak state of the
l Viper," naval force and its inadequacy to protect the inhabitants on the

Quebec., extensive coast of this station; will do his best. 52
August 8, Intelligence from Halifax as to the state of the garrison there;

the greatest part of the 70th Regiment is there under Lieut.-Col.
Bruce; part of the second battalion of emigrants, and about 600
Hessians. Brigadier General McLean had sailed from Halifax for
Penobscot with 750 men and fortified himself there. He was blockaded
by 17 or 18 armed vessels and 1,500 to 2,000 men, but believed he could
hold out tilt relief arrived. Movements of ships of war and prospects of
their arriving in time. A vessel arrived in six weeks to Halifax,
has reported speaking the British flot a few days after leaving
Cowes; it consisted of 35 ships of the line, under Sir Charles Hardy,
Sir John Lockhart Ross and Admirai Digby. Probable meeting of
the British and French fleets; Spanish as well as French property to
be sunk, burned and destroyed. Arbuthnot's fleet not yet arrived
at New York. D'Estaing still blockaded by Admiral Byron at
Martinique. 72

August 13, Haldimand to Captain Robinson of the frigate " Guadaloup." Con-
Quebec. gratulations on his safe arrival; has sent Major Skene to bring up

the dispatches. 53
August 17, Capt. Jacobs (of the " Defiance ") to Haldimand. That his orders
Bic. prevent him from paying his personal respects, as ho must sait for

New York, probably calling at Halifax, so soon as ho can lay in
rieeded refreshments. Offers to carry dispatches. 54

Auguet 19, Haldimand to Capt. Jacobs. That ho will send dispatches for the
Quebec. commander-in-chiot at New York so soon as he learns the date of

his sailing. ' 65
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Au177 9 Herveyto Haldimand. That the "Eagle" must carry provisions
" Viper."' to Halifax for the King's ships there, the men being on two-thirds

allowance; asks that some other ship be appointed to receive pris-
oners. Page 56

Angnst 23, Captain Jabobs to the same. His stay in the river depends on
at Bice. the return of the officer sent for live stock for the scorbutic ship's

company. Should the dispatches not be brought by him, it is
necessary to send up Mr. Wynch, second lieutenant, who is insane,
and the " Viper's" tender, which is to come for him, could bring the'
dispatches. Recommends Mr. Wynch, a deserving young man, son
to a late Governor of Madras. 57

.August 24, Hervey to the same. Desertion of scamen has detained him ;
"'Viper," will take the pilots for Bic, but points out, at some longth, the
Quebec. obstacle to the service this will cause; suggests that the prize vea.

sel should be used for pilots. In consequence of the weakness of the>
" Viper's " crew, asks for soldiers to act as marines tilt seamen eau
bo got. The number of privateers in the Gulph puts him doubly on
his guard. 59

August 29, HEaldimand to Captain Jacobs. [s sorry that ho could not come
Quebec. up the river to Quebec. Will have Mr. Wynch treated with every

care and tenderness. 62
August 30, Same to Capt. Robinson, of the " Guadaloup." Asking him to
Quebec. give up three men belonging to the Provincial schooner " Mercury,"

who had shipped in the "Guadaloup." 63
September 2, Captain Jacobs to Haldimand. Has received dispatches for New
".Deiance," York. Thanks for attention to bis second lieutenant (Wynch).

ie. Proposes to sail in a day or two; cannot, therefore, come to
Quebec. 64

September 3, Hervey to the same. Differs in opinion from His Excellency re.
Viper," specting the change in the destination of the " Canceaux," giving

~ec. his reasons fully. Should the invalids be orderel up ho will cause
them to bo put on board of any vessel appointed for their reception. 66

September 4, Haldimand to Ilervey. Commenting on bis letter of the 3rd (p.
'Quebec. 66), the tone of which ho considers disrespectful. Orders the " Can-

ceaux " to be sent to Quebec to receive prisoners. Any provisions
left at Bic for the pilots shah be returned to the garrison stores.
Shal be glad of bis advice and assistance in order to leave such
vessels or boats as may be necessary for the pilot service. 69

SePtember 5, Same to Captain Robinson. Sending information of the critical
Quebee. state of affairs, which is to be communicated to every King's ship in

bis way; he is to call in at Halifax to ascertain where he can be of
most use. Hopes that the event at Penobscot has been favourable
for the King's arma. 71

September 7 Capt Robinson to Haldimand. The schooner fortunately found
CSd oup" him at anchor. Thanks for the intelligence sent ; will communi-
Point. cate it to every King's ship and tryto get further intelligence. 74
Septenber 7 Hervey to the same. Has received orders from the Admiralty
"Viper," to return to Britain ; proposes to sail on the 20th ; will take charge
Quebec. of dispatches. 75
SePtember 8, Same to the same. Sending letter from Captain Jacoba, who
Qneer, thought of leaving Bic a fow days after writing it. Two vessels in

' the river, but nothing new. 76
September 8, Haldimand to Hervey. In answer to bis letter (p. 75) announcing

Quebec. his intention to leave on the 20th, points out that the rebels of
Massachusetts Bay have invested Brigadier General Maclean as
Penobscot ; that three victuallers are Stijl missing; that any
accident to the second fleot would expose the troops and inhabitmnts
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1779. to want ; that by the withdrawal of tho " Viper," not a ship of force
would be left on the coast ; warns him of the consequences, and
holds him responsible. A copy ot the correspondence would be
sent to His Majesty's Ministers to show to them and the world, that
he had used his best endeavours to discharge the trust reposed in
him, and to obviate the difficulties to which this country might
be exposed. Page 77

september 11, Captain Robinson to Haldimand. In consequenco of the intelli-
'QGuadaloup,' gence sent (p. 72) Captain Jacobs sailed immediately with theBic. "Defiance." Will wait to give convoy to the "Eagle" as far as the

Capes of Halifax, and thon stand towards the Bay of Fundy to see
if he can be of any use. 80

Beptember12, Hervey to the same. The information conveyed, of which he
" Viper," was hitherto kept in ignorance, has determined him to romain, and.
Quebeo• to take such steps as may be necessary for the safety of the fali fleet.

Ho complains of the mranner in which ho has been treated, and the
encroachments upon his department ; trusts that a change may
take place, and that the service may be carried on harmon-
iously. 82

Sptember 13, Same to the same. The express has returned from Halifax with
l iPer," letters from Governor Hughes and Mr. Franckling, Superintendent ofQuObc.C Indian Affairs. Governor Hughes thanks him for his conduct at

Miramichi ; has confirmed bis appointments and given Mr. Ross a
permit to trade with the Indians. The garrison of Halifax reduced
by detachments, and the fleet weakened by separate services. Mr.
Franckling's letter gives substantially the same account as was pre-
viously received of affairs at Penobscot. Vessels preparing to go
there; danger of the Indians rising ; asks for information of what
is to be done with them, and requests the return of a statement
made last year, to enable him to send accounts. The " Eagle " will
proceed in a few days to Halifax, accompanied part of the way by
two armed vessels. 87

ae tember 14, Same to the same. Has given orders to the master of the " Eagle 'e ipr," to receive the Indians ; arrangement for victualling them. WouldQuebec. be glad to know the names of the two Indians going to their vil-
lage, as ho knows them all ; thinks it might be botter to send them
down hy the armed vessel, but submits the suggestion to His Excel-
lency. 90

September 14, Haldimand to Hervey. Asks him to give the necessary orders to
Qubee. Lieut. Launière and the nine Indians to be received on board the

" Eagle " for Halifax. Leaves to himself the arrangement respect-
ing provisions. 92

Be tember 15, Captain Robinson to Haldimand. Repeats his information sont
ic. adaloup,' by the " Canceaux" (page 80). Is impatient for the arrival of the

le. l"Eagle," so that ho may get to his station. 9.'
September 15, iEaldimand to Hervey. Leaves to lis judgment the selection of
Quebee. the two Indians to go to their village. Mr. O'Hara is anxious that

Mr. Smith should go with these two ; if a small armed vessel could
be sent, is sensible that would be the proper way to send the In-
dians. Agrees in his proposal to send James O'Brien to Hali-
fax. 94

September 15, Same to Capt. Robinson. Thanks for his attention to the letter
Quebec. sent by express. Trusts that their and Capt. Jacobs' endeavours

may have the desired effect. The " Eagle " will probably icave to-
morrow. 95

September 19, Hervey to IHaldimand. Asks for a few minutes' conversationciper ' before ho (flaldimand) leaves for Montreal. 96Quebec.,
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1779.
October 12, Haldimand to Hervey. Requests that if not inconsistent with his
Quebec. views of the King's service, the sailing of his ship may be deferred

to the 25th, as the difference to the merchants who are to send their
ships under convoy may be very considerable, if they are compelled
to send them off on the 20th. Page 97

October 13, Capt. Henry Harvey to Haldimand. Will defer sailing till the 25thQOCouvert, to accommodate the merchants, who have ships for the convoy. 98
October 21, Haldimand to Capt. Henry Harvey. Transports cannot be readyQuebec. for convoy of the :i5th ; as ks him to arrange for convoy in the best

manner possible, and to fix a day for sailing. 99
October 22, Capt. Henry Harvey to Haldimand. Is unable to detach any part
gOOCovert," of the fleet for the victuallers; trusts from the information given

'uc him by the agent, that they will be able to sail with the fleet on
the 25th, if not delayed for papers. 100

October 22, Hervey to Haldi mand. Encloses a demand for ordnance stores
g1Qe®c for bis ship, the " Viper." 102
October 24, Ra Ilimand to Harvey of the " Convert." Sending M. LaValiniére
Quebec. a priest, who is to be taken to England, and his arrival reported to

the Admiralty or to Lord George Germaine. 103
October 25, Hervey to Raldimand. Strongly urging that the services of Mr.

Quebecer.' Uoss of St. Anne's should be suitably rewarded. 104
October 25, Raldimand to Harvey. Asks his assistance to secure a midship-
Quebec. man named Hill, on the charge of killing Mr. Ogilvie, a volunteer

in the army; and also a man connected with a murder in Three
Rivers, both ot whom are believed to be on board of the fleet. 105

October 26, Receipt from Captain Harvey to Mr. Halcro of the " Mercury " for
"Convert." boxes and a parcel of letters. 106
OÇtober 26r Brigadier Maclean to Raldimand. Introducing William Ros,
Çuebec. recommended by Capt. Hervey and himself. 107
October 28, Receipt from Captain J. Prescott for a box from Haldimand,
'eatord." brought by the schooner " Mercury." 108

October -,, Harvey to Haldimand. Dispatches by the " Mercury " are re-
BiOnvert, ceived. The young man charged with killing Ogilvy is in custody

and seems very ready to return. Is collecting the convoy, which
had been scattered going down the river ; every appearance of a
fair wind. 109November 4, Haldimand to Hervey. Sends a prisoner, Voyer, who is to beQuebec. detained on arrival till Ris Majesty's pleasure be known. 110

Novemaber 4, Same to Captain Dawson of the " Renown." Ras learned that hoquebea. has brought a fleet of transports for Quebec; the lateness of the
season will make it difficult to come to Quebec and may detain the
ships all winter. fHas, therefore, sent orders to land the troops in
the lower part of the Province. Captain Schank will take charge
of their disembarkation. 111

tovember 7, Hervey to Haldimand. A beavy uaje bas driven him back toper.' Patrick's Hole; the fleet from New York (p. 111) reported to be at
1780. Bic, but shall send any certain intelligence he may receive. 112

May 10, ialdimand to Captain Young. Has ordered two armed brigs, the
Çiebec, l Polly " and " Liberty," to be fitted out to attend him during his

cruise for the protection of the trade in the lower parts of the Province;
they are to be under his orders. Arrangements for victualling,
which is to be drawn from the " Canceaux," stationed at Bic. Sends
also the " Mercury " to be employed in looking into the bays anq
creeks; she is only to be kept a fortnight or three weeks and thon
sent to Quebec with intelligence. The proposed distribution of prize
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170. money is satisfactory. Requests that a passage in one of the armed
ships be given to Major Cox, Lieutenant-Governor of Gaspé. Page 113

May12, Cap tain Young to Baldimand. Orders have been given to give
Quebee'. leave of absence to Schank from the " Canceaux," whenever his

services are required elsewhere. The " Canceaux " ordered to be at
Bic in the beginning of July and to take on board provisions, &c.,
required for the provincial vessels employed in tho Gulph. 115

May 12, Same to the same. Acknowledges receipt of information that the1« Bind, Polly " and " Liberty " are to cruise under his orders. Shall doQnebee. all in his power to protect the trado. The " Mercury " shall be
employed as desired. Is pleased that the proposed distribution of
prize money is approved. Passage will be given in the " Polly " to
Major Cox. Will communicate ail intelligence, &c. 116

May 31, Same to the same. Sends word by a London ship of his arrival,iind, at Bic; is going after a vessel, supposed to be an American privateer.Bie. The "Liberty " is to convoy the vessels on the northern coast as
far as Bic; the " Polly " after landing Major Cox is to proceed to
St. John's to convoy the transport with Hessian troops to Bic ;
the "l aldimand " and " Mercury " have orders to save what stores
they get from the wreck of the "Viper " to be taken to Que-
bec. 118

June 6, Ha[dimand to Capt. Young. Se ds instructions in event of a
Quebee. fleet of the enemy entering the Gulph. The utmost diligence to be

used in sending intelligence to Admiral Arbuthnot, Sir Henry
Clinton and the Governor of Nova Scotia; to keep the " Mercury '
to send word to Quebec. A ship of 22 guns has been taken into the
provincial service and will sail to join him before the 15th. To con-
aider the propriety of destroying al] the stores at Bic and to secure
the pilots who cou id be of service to the enemy. The " Canceaux "
to sail for Bic with provisions, which will facilitate the securing of
the pilots; hopes that he bas taken stops to procure a safe convoy
for the transport with 300 Hessians, who are much wanted. Return
of Sir John Johnson after a successful expedition, with 150 loyalsts
and many prisoners; rebels on the frontiers in great distress;
reported capture of Charleston. 120

June 20, Same to the same. Sending letter of the 6th, the vessel which
Quebee. was to carry it having lost a mast. It is fortunate that the pro-

posed attack on the Province is so generally known. Has sent the
crews by the " Mercury" to save delay. 122

June 22, Same to the same. Has returned from on board of his late pur-
Quebee. chase, the " Wolf "; hopes she will be a valuable addition to the

naval force. The wants of the rebels accumulating ; their leaders
beginning to despair. Favourable accounts from the Indian coun-
try, letters intercepted, &c. Sends intelligence to be communicated
to Sir Richard Hughes at Halifax. A captain and 80 men of the
84th waiting there for transport; their numbers have diminished
from desertion, &c. if he (Younv) can arrange to bring them up it
will be a great service, as every man is needel in the Province. 123

July 10, Same to the same. Is sending a vessel to Spanish River for coal;
Quebee. asks for a convoy to sce her safe back to Cape Chat or Bic. 125
July lo, Same to Peter Aplin, commander of the " Swift." Asking him
Quebec. to take the " Mary " under convoy to Spanish River to be loaded

with coal. 126
July 11, Young to laldimand. Writing by Captain Rakin, whose mis-

"Hid," fortune and the retaking of the " Mercury" was no doubt reported.Perc6. There are accounts of five privateers, of -0 guns and upwards, cruis-
ing in the Gulph to intercept the convoy ; hopes to disappoint them.
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1780. Arrival of the " Hind," " Wolf" and " Haldimand." The " Wolf"
landing the gun which was delayed by her chasing the " America,"
and assisting the " Haldimand," which exchanged fire with the
" America " for nearly four hours. He purposes to cruise between
Percé and Anticosti for a few days in ho»es of meeting the " Amer-
ca "; shall then cruise off the Magdalen Islands, and thon between
Cape Ray and St. Paul's Island, these being the stations frequented
by the American privatecrs. If not met with, there will be reason
to complain, but at least he wilt be in the way to protect the vesseis
bound for Queboc. The sailing of the " Wolf " not what was ex-
pected, perhaps arising from, not knowing her trim. Page 127

ul y I, Governor Edwards to Haldimand. iad sent dispatches saved by
John's the master of the " Hare," lately taken by an American privateer.
d.ur, r1M. de Tournay (sic), with a considerable sea and land force left

Brest on the 4th May, supposed to be for the St. Lawrence. Senda
account of the ships, &c., under his command. The expense and
inconvenience caused on the island by recruiting parties compels
him to ask that they may be discontinued. 129

List follows. 131
ju1y 22. Young to Haldimand. Report of the dispersal of the convoy by

cBind," a French ship of the line, and by privateers ; the " Brutus," one of
them, had gono to Boston ; the other, the " America," is still cruis-
ing. Measures taken to capture ber and to watch the convoy. The
" WoLIf " sails better than was last roported. 132

ugut 6. Captain Graves to the same. Sends up dispatches ; he romains
"O&imae," only long enough at Bic to take in wood and water; ho shall return

there in October. 134
*Agst 7, Raldimand to Young. Acknowledging receipt of letter by

quebec. Captain Rakin, and of information as to the stations he (Young)
purposes to occupy. 135

uRnst 7, Same to Capt. Graves. Has sent the " Meroury " to Bic to receive
Qebee. the dispatches for Quebec. 136

AMst 16, Young to Haldimand. Reports the loss of the "f Wolf " in a fog,
d. off Bic; the danger to the "Il Hind. Noarly all the provisions and

stores saved; they shall be sent up on board the " Canceaux." 137
ogust 17, Same to the same. Repeats the assurance that the loss of the

ind Bic. " Wolf" was not caused by any fault of Captain Halcro; the stores,
&c., sent off by the " Canceaux ; " she is ordered to return to Bic, to
receive any prisoners that may be made. The " Danae " and " Pan-
dora " sail this morning. Gives details of his own proposed stations
on the cruising ground on the north; the entrance to the Gulph will
be well defended by the other frigates. Will leave word at every
place of his next cruising ground, so that letters may always reach
him. Has heard that six privateers were taken by the ships on the
Newfoundland Station. 138

-&gst28, Captain Pringle to the same. Acknowledges letteris; will
nals, inquire into theconducýtof those employed in the whale fishery.

So soon as he is joined by the other ships, ho will proceed to Spanish
River, to look after the French frigates, and hopes to liberate the
convoy. Three pilots have arrived ; 10 or 12 more wanted to carry
up the other vessels. The " Favourite " ordored to bring coals
from Spanish River shall be cared for. The 20th of October is the
day fixed by the Admiralty for the departure of the convoy. P.S.
-States that 14 pilots are still wanted. 140

2 t 8, Young to the same. Measures taken to protect tbe " Mary " sent
s". At to Spanish River for coals. The " Polly" and "Liberty" are to

go to the Strait of Belle Isle to protect the posts on the north
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1780. shore, &c., and to roturn to Quebec in October. A fter the arrival of
the " Danae" and "Pandora," ho shall go with the " Hind " and
"l aldimand " to St. John's to get refreshments for the crew, who
are suffering greatly from scurvy. Ris subsequent movements.
Transmits a letter from Captain Green, commanding the detach-
ment at Spanish River, who took charge of the letter to Sir
Richard Hughes, Halifax. Sends late Halifax Gazette and report
of the movement of the French fleet on the coast of America; it
has been off the Chesapeake, &c. Page 142

List of deTernay's squadron referred to in letter. 145
September 5, Haldimand to Young. Acknowledges letters; it is a consolation
QueUec. to know that the loss of the "Wolf" was inevitable. Reported

sailing and arrival of the French fleet and its blockade at Rhode
Island by Graves; believes that this will delay the attack on Quebec
by sea till too late; still every thing must be in readiness. He is
also to look out for another fleet of victuallers expected on the
coast.. 146

September 17, Admiral Edwards to Haldimand. Reporting the capture of the
John's, packet " Mercury," with Laurens, late president of the American.Nfld. Congress, and a great number of papers on board. Sends a copy

of one of the greatest importance to Newfoundland, Nova Scotia
and <anada, and has directed a corps to be raised for the defence of
Newfoundland. 148

September 26, Haldimand to Edwards. Acknowledging receipt of bis letter of
Quebec. the 18th of July, with dispatches and list of the French fleet. l

sorry for the inconvenience caused by recruiting parties ; care
shall bo taken to prevent it in future. 149

September 30, Same to Young. in consequence of the " Mary " foundering in
Quebee. the Gulph with a cargo of coal, asks him to take measures te supply

the want. Suggests that, for this purpose, the Treasury brigs may
be used. 150

September 30, Same to Captain Green. Orders have been given to meet his bills
-Quebec. drawn for the expenee of loading the " Mary." She has foundered

in the Gulph. Asks that ho assist in baving other vessels loaded.
lias written to Captain Young on the subject. 151

October 6, Same to Captain Graves. Asking him to postpone the sailing of
Quebec. the fleet for the convoy until the 25th of the month. 153
October 20, Captain Graves to Haldimand. That ho will comply with the

request to postpone sailing till the 25th. 154
October 26, llaldimand to Captain Graves. Asking him to take charge of all
Quebec the prisoners taken on board the privateers in or near the Gulph, and

that on arrival in England they may be exchanged or otherwise
disposed of, in the same manner as other prisoners. 156

October 26, Captain Graves to Haldimand. The Kmg's ships cannot receive
Quebec. the prisoners (p. 156), and the victuallers and transports have as

many as they can weIl take. 155
October 30, Same to the same. Cannot oblige hima with the carronades askedDanae. for. 158
November 12, Haldimand to Young. Asking him to order the " Canceaux " to
Quebec. winter in Patrick's Hole for the reception of prisoners. 15
November 13, Young to Haldimand. Has ordered the " Canceaux " to winter
Quebec. in Patrick's Hole to receive prisoners. 160
November 13, List of ships under convoy of the " Thames " and " Swift" irig-
Quebec. ates, from New York to Quebec, 1780. 161

1781.
Jannary 23, Haldimand to Young. Transferring a petition from a pilot in
Quebee. reference to services rendered to H. M. S. " Camilla." 162
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1781
JanUary 24, Young to Haldimand. Has received the pilot's petition; as ho
"lind, ' has no cortificate of his services, &c, will represent the matter to the
Quebec. Admiralty. Page 163
April 24, Haldimand to Young. Asking for his assistance in procuringQuebec.' seamen for service on the upper lakes. 161-

pril 25, Young to Haldimand. That he will send to the upper lakes ail
Qlnec the seamen that can be spared from the King's ships. 165

May 24, Haldimand to Capt. Green, commanding at Spanish River. l-
quebec. forming him of the loss of the " Mary," loaded with coal, and ask-

ing him to have a sufficient quantity ready to load two large trans-
ports. All expenses shall be repaid him. 166

kUne 12, Same to Tongue. He is to sail at once for Halifax with his ship,Quebec. the " Jack," as convoy for provision ships to Halifax, andto try to
meet in with the " iind " to deliver a letter to Captain Young, and.
to put himself under his order;, should Capt. Young desire to pro.-
ceed himself to Halifax, &c. To re:urn with the victuallers should
he meet them on bis way back. 167,

July 26, David Phips to Haldimand. The coal fleet from Halifax to Span.
anlish ish River and the victuallers for Quebec have fallen in with French

frigates of superior force to the convoy ; is afraid the " Jack" is
taken, but is not certain. None of the convoy yet arrived but him-
self in the " Allegiance." The victuallers from Halifax to Quebec
are here without convoy and are to be kept till Captain Evans, of
the " Charlestown," or some other convoy arrives. Ras asked for a
reinforcement from Halifax and requests that the naval officer at
Quebec may be informed, so that he may send a convoy for the vie-
tuallers. 168

. ust 10, Captain Pringle to the same. Senda dispatches. Has arrived'
Biedalus," in the river with 42 sail of the convoy, but cannot tell him how

many are victuallers ; two are loaded with ordnance stores ; Mr.
Kelly, the agent, will give information respecting the victuallers.
Sonda list of the vessels which left England under convoy. 170

Augnet 21, Same to the same. Eight of the convoy arrived, and elevent
Bit. more in sight; asks that pilots may be sent to take charge of them

to Quebec. Thirty-six sail of the convoy left yesterday with a fair
wind, hopes that some of them have reached. 171Arust 22, Captain Hartwell to the same. la sending dispatches by his

"rea ff second lieutenant. So soon as the " Brune " is secured, will call on
the General. Sends a bag of private lettera for the post offlce. 177

4Dugust 23, Pringle to the same. ln consequence of letter and of informa-,
Bie. dalus," tion from Phips, ho will proceed, as soon as the " Brune" and "Pan-

dora " join, to Spanish River in quest of the French frigates. The
sickly state of the "Brune's " cre w ; how seamen may be obtained.
Sanda a letter to Captain Hlartwell, or commanding officer at Queboe.
P.S.-His Majesty's sloop " Thorn " retaken from the rebels, has

A fallen into the hands of two French frigates. 172
uet 23, Haldimand to Captain Inglis, "Pandora." Pequesting him to

'ue take the " Favourite," a victualler, under his protection to Spanisb
River for a cargo of coals. Encloses a circular to the comrmanderEr

A s 2 of Ris Majesty's ships in the Galph and River St. Lawrence. 174
egut 25, Hartweil to Haldimand. Complaining that the salute to the

Quebee. garrison by his ship had not been properly returned. 182

Ue,t 25, aldimand to Captain Hartwell. Respecting the complaint tha&
a proper salute was not made in return for oee from bis ship givea
to the fort. To prevent the service from suffering and to save hie,-
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1781' self from receiving such extraordinary letters, will transmit the
letter and answer to the King (The letter is dated 24th, but
endorsed 25th, the latter being the correct date. (Sec p. 182).

Page 175
August 25, laldimand to Pringle. Rough draught of letter cautioning himQuebee. to be on bis guard against the masters and crews of the victuallers

arrived from the Wcst Indies, many, if not all of them, being Ameri-
cana. 178

August25, Hartwell to Hadimand. Enterin£ into an explanation of his
IBrune," reasons for writing what has been described as " an extraordinaryQuebec. letter " (p. 175), and sending copies from the articles of his instruc-

tions relative to the saluting of forts or posts. 179
August 26, Mathews to Pringle. His Excellency would have answered him-Quebec. self, but is just setting off for the country. Thanks for information

about the pilots. 183
August 27, Haldimand to the same. Thanks for the ccmpliance with the re-Quebe. quest in his circular, and for the measures he has taken to secure the

safety of vessels with supplies. The " Pandora " has sailed, and
Captain Hartwell will follow with the " Brune." Will eend infor-
mation that might promote the King's service, but has received no
certain news from the southward for a long time. Scouts report
that a large French fleet is collected off New York and Boston.
Everything indicates that some important attempt is in agitation,
one proof being their neglect to intercept supplies in the Gulph,
but their diligence may be expected to be redoubled against the
autumn fleet. Hias not seen Lieut Woodyear; supposes he is
waiting at Kamouraska for the return of the express, whose expenses
have been paid. The lieutenant's other expenses will be cheerfully
paid. 185

¾Bgune, Hartwell to Haldimand. Asking for powier and for a drum. 187
quebec.
August 27, laldimand to Iartwell. Is sending the supply of powder asked
quebee- for. A drum shall be sent if there is one in store. 184
A ust 29 . Young to Haldimand. Congratulations on the arrival of so many

dif e' of the Quebec fleet (victuallers) althouglh 20 ships of 20 and 24 guns
each and many smaller vessels were cruising to intercept them.
Two French ships of the line and four large frigates were stationed
off Newfoundland; he saw two (" l'Astrée " and " La Coocorde ")
which he escaped by running into a harbour on the island, which
the frigates were afraid to enter. On getting to sea again he called
at St. John's (Prince Edward) Island whence he sent an express to
the naval commander at Halifax to send sucb ships as he could spare
to protect the convoya that were exp2eted in the Gulph, and went to
sea in hopes of meeting them, so as to make the fleet as strong as
possible. The prisoners on board being as numerous as the men,
Governor Patterson sent soldiers to Tatmagouche whence the pris-
oners were marched to lalifax. Has sent letter to Spanish River
respectirg coal. Has been ordered home with the convoy and offers
to take charge ot dispatches. 188

Auguet 30, Pringle to the same. fias delayed the " Mercury " till the
'"Ddalus" arrival of the " Favourite." Hiartwell's arrivai from Quebee. Only

four pilots here for the convoy; the last was put on board the vessel
with General Clark's baggage. iopes after this expedition to pay
his personal respects. 190

Hfaldimand to Capt. Kelly. To send on board the " Favourite"
Capt. Johnson, with a detachment of the 31st, to proceed to Spanish
River for coal. 191
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18tem1r 1 Capt. Pringle to Oapt. Inglis, of the " Pandora." Order te lie up
" d~tals." at Quebec all winter, with instructions as to bis procoedings in spring
QlebeC- for the protection of the Gulph. Page 192
8bPtenber 8, Haldimand to Capt. Elphinston, of the " Warwiek." Asking himquebeO- to take charge of two merchant vessels bound for New York. 194

Sane to Pringle. That lie is to detain the " Garland " for a few
days to wait for dispatches. (Evidently written on the 25th or 26th
September. Seo 1. 195). 232

tember26, Pringle to laldimand. ias dolayed the sailing of Captain
QneblU8s.~ Chamberlayne in consequence of the representation of His

Excellency that the ship for New York with troops was not yet
ready to sail. 195

Beptemaber 28, Haldimand to Pringle. From varions causes (given in detail)
Quebee. the number of seamen for the service of the lakes has so decreased

that he is oblige1 to ask that all the supernumerary seamen that can
be spared may be sent up, besides artificers. Will send 20 seamen
prisoners at àfalbay, to bo distributed in various ships. About 150
mon are wanting for the lake and river service. 197

tgtember 29, Pringle to Haldimand. Has irvestigated the state of the navy,
5 datus, " and has consulted with Captain Walters and Lieut. Kelly,,agents for

transports. The King's ships are so weak and ill-manned that but
for the necessity of the lakes, he should have asked permission to
press on shore. The transports are already too lightly manned ;
they are, whilst in port, not under his command ; bas, therefore,
asked the agents to cali on H:s Excellency te inform him of the
state of the ships, Is informed that many seamen are wandering
on shore in different parts of the province, besides others whom
Captain Schank might get hold of. 19

OCtober 4, Same to the same. That in accoordance with a memorial from
qa ,alus."t the merchanis, the convoy will not leave Bic till 25th, instead of the

' 20tb, sbould Ris Excellency consider the delay necessary. 202
October 5, Haldimand to Pringle. Bolieves the delay in the sailing of the
Quebec. convoy to be neocessary for the good of the trade. 204
oCtober 6, Capt. Walter to Haldimand. To enable the transports to sail by

uebee. ' the 16th, requests that orders be given to have them cleared of
baggage and stores, so as to leave the masters no excuse for
delay. 204

ctober 6, Mathews to Walter. Orders are giron for clearing the ships of
Qee'~ baggage, &e., as requested. 205

Oetober 21, Haldimand to Pringle. Thanks for detaining the "Garland ;" thenebee. troops aie embarked ; the dispatches will be ready tomorrow morn-
ing. 201

October 23, Inglis to laldimand. Asking for leave to make a general press
dom" for stragglers found on shore in the public bouses. 20&

October 24, Same te the ame. Enclosing the instructions of Captain Pringle
adora." pointing out the dangers of lying aground, owing to the model of

his ship, and proposing to cruiso to the southward during the time
ho would bo idle in Quebec, and to get back to the Gulph early li
spring to watch the rebel privateeris. 209

Iber 24 Baldimand to Inglis. Has received copy of the instructions from
Captain Pringle as to wintering at Quebec. Agrees with hima
(Inglia) that iL would be botter, if ho could thereby ho in the Gulph
as early as proposed, to crue during the winter rather than lie at
Quebec, the length of the winter there preventing ships reaching
the Gulph so early as the rebel privateers. 207

Q e 25, Saine to Pringle. Sends dispatehes for Lord George Germaine, to
be taken charge of. No news from the southward. To look out
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1781. for Monsieur Rey (one of La Balme's attendants) reported to have
gone down to Bie to get on board the fleet; a strict investigation to
be made, especially on board the vessei in which Mrs. Ray is a pass-
enger, whose husband is confined for treasonable practices, as ho has
probably charge of papers; if ho should be found his and Mrs. Ray's
papers are to be strictly examined. Page 211

November 1, Pringle to Haldimand. Ias received letter by the " Mercury "
.Daedalus," and five boxes; wishes they had been marked so that it could haveBie. been known which were to be thrown overboard in case of accident.

Search made for Rey, but unsuccessfully; bas just learned that Mrs.
Hay is on board the "Jupiter," coming as part of the 22 vessels
from Hare Island; will have that ship also searched. Ris anxiety
for news is greater owing to the arrival from Halifax of the crews
of the " Rind " and " Jack," taken by the " Astrée " and " Her-
mione," and reports brought by the midshipmen of successful en-
gagements in the North Sea by Parker against the Datch, and in
the Chesapeake, where the combined fleets got the worst of it. 215

November 1, Same to the same. Al the convoy arrived; expects to sail inæDSdalus," two hours with a good wind. Search made, but unsuccessfully, forliC. Rey; it is possible that ho may get on board one of the vessels after
the convoy sets sail; if so, may have him before they reach Eng-
land. Mrs. Ray's papers examined, but nothing found. Owing to
reported and expected arrival of vessels, pilots are not all to leave
Bic. The good service rendered by Mfr. Ross, who is in charge of
the pilots. Recommends that in proper season the garden be attended
to, and that it should be fenced in the meantime. 213

November 4, Same to th same. lad sailed, met with an easterly gale and fog
.DSdalus.' and returned to anchor; still blowing a hard easterly gale but seemaB3e. becoming more variable. The officers and others are anxious about

letters, which it is believed wore on board of a ship which passed to
the northward of Bie ; asks that means be found to send them. 218

November 8, William Cottier (endorsed Collier) to the same. Forwards let-
St. Anne'. tors entrusted to him, being too ill to go further. 220
-November 8, Pringle to the same. Still detained by determined easterly

æ"Dedalus," winds ; hopes that letters will be sent down. 2.1
November 9, Captain Inglis to the same. The " Pandora " ready for sea and only
"Pandora," waits permission to go down the river. The danger of being caught
Quebec. in the ice; ho asks for a final determination as soon as possible. 222
November 10, Haldimand to lnglis. Wishes to detain the " Pandora " as long
Quebec. as possible for dispatch to be sent to New York; at the leuat ap-

pearance of ice he may drop down the river, but must return to the
cruising ground early in spring to watch the enemy's privateers. 224

November 14, Sane to the sane. Mutinous sailors belonging to the " London,"
1Quebec. , are to be put on board the " Pandora," to be conveyed to New York

for trial. 226
November 16, Pringle to Haldimrnd. Being in hopes that the wind is coming
".Dolalus." round is gotting the fleet under way, though it may have to return.BiC. Ras received no answer to his letters, so that ho supposes they

have not been received. 231
November 17, Inglis to the same. Has been detained by an easterly wind; asks
" Pandora." for an official order to carry the dispatch to New York. 229ýQaebec.
November 17, Haldimand to Inglis. Sending a dispatch to be taken by the
Quebec. "Pandora " to New York for Sir Henry Clinton. It is to be sunk

in case of any misfortune, as its falling into the enemy's hands would
be of the worst consequence. 228
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Dece her 5, Inglis to Haldimand. Has met with a succession of storms; had
" Pandora," to slip bis cable at Bio and go to sea with the pilot. Report of the
»iiax. capitulation of Cornwallis; a reinforcement to ]eave New York on

the day ho capitulated. Will sail immediately; has delivered all
1782. the dispatches safely to Sir Andrew Hammond. Page 230

Pebruary 2, Admiral Digby to the same. Explainiog why ho had released
otterdam." ton seamen charged with piracy. 233

20, Inglis to the same. Giving an account of bis proceedings alter
andora," leaving Bic; the result of bis cruise, &c. 235

a ora " Same to the same. Is sending dispatches overland by an officer
Sinstead of by sea. 239

JunOe 4, Same to the same. Has sent dispatches by a Scotch ship; bas
PeSindoré" been cruising a long time in the Gulph; believes that it is too soon for

privateers. 240
e Same to the same. Report that two vessels had joined him,

aI' adora" which had parted from the convoy in a hard gale of wind. 24286t se&.

J g ne 22, Captain Worth to the same. Sending dispatches by the "Mer-
Otance" cury." 243

Jule 24, Haldimand to Worth. Thanks for dispatches. Congratulationsquebee. on the safe arrival of the convoy under his care. 244
Junie 24 Same to the same. Sends extract from letter of Lord Shelburne;Quebee' has no means of complying with the order in the letter, but requests

him to assist towards the execution of His Lordship's views. 245,
Julie * Same to Inglis. Has received with pleasure the information that

ue he has been successful. Capt. Worth will no doubt communicate
with him on a subject he has been written to about. 246

",y 16, inglis to Haldimand. Has assisted five transports off the island of
daandora" off Barnaby, wher e they had run ashore; after returning to Bic ho went'Ce" North. to cruise, and off Bird Island chased an American privateer of twenty

guns which escaped through the night; sprung his mainmast, but
had it fished. On the 15th took a privateer of fourteen guns off
Cape North, called the " Despatch," of Salem; shewould bave taken
a ship bound for Halifax had she not been cut off. The master of
the rebel privateer reports that the Il Jack " (taken by the French
frigates) had been retaken after a two hours' engagement by Lieut.
Crimes (Grimes ?) of the " Observer," a brig. The " Blond " of
thirty-two guns lost near Boston, but the captain and crew saved. 247

29 Capt. Worth to Capt. Inglis. Order to receive lis stores from
sltance" the victuallers arrived at Quebec. 249

a s M 4 Admiral Shuldham to Capt. Dickson of the " Drake." Orders for
D' ,, the " Drake " to proceed to Quebec with dispatches to the officer in

command of the navy. 251
Qube. H1aldimand to Inglis. Is sending transports to Spanish River for

coal; asks for convoy. 253.
mber17, Same to Capt. Russell of the " Hussar." Asking for a passage forQueb.c' Cornet Schönewald to loew York, and also one for an officer of

Rogers' Rangers. 254
a ber 19, Captain Russell to Haldimand. The cabins on board the " Hussar "

'" are already engaged, but if the officers who wish for a passage can
arranuge with bis officers to live with them, they are heartily wel-
Come. 255

er26 Captain Worth to the same. That a convoy shall be ready at
iie. ' Bic for transports and victuallers bound for New York. Asks that

the merchants and traders be desired to basten the convoy, so as to
be at Bie by the 28th October, to sail on the 1st November. 256

A. 1SSe
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1782. Haldimand to Capt. Worth. The transports, &c., are gettingOctober 3,
Quebec. ' ready and will drop down the river to Bic, so as to be ready for the

convoy. Is waiting with impatience for the return of the coal ships.
Has informed the merchants of the date of sailing of the convoy. 258

October 10, Same to the same. In order to forward dispatches more expedi-
Quebec. tiously than by convoy, ho will be obliged to dotain the sloop of war

and cutter which brought the Minister's dispatches. Page 260
October 10, • Same to the same. Has received orders to have the utmoet
Quebec. dispatch used in fitting out the transports for troops, 23 of whieh

sail to-day. Urges that no time be lost in getting them to New
York, and that the convoy leave Bic with the utmost expedition.
Another convoy to be ready in ten days to take charge of the last
division of transports. Should the " Pandora " be wanted, she may
be used for this purpose, although stationed for the peculiar service
of the Province. 261

October 11, Worth to Haldimand. Cannot understand the delay in the arrival
"Assistance" of the coal ships, as ho had convoyed them to Spanish River andBic. left them almost loaded about seven weeks since. Should the

" Pandora " and convoy arrive whilst ho is at Bic, he will hasten
their departure for Quebec. Asks that the time the convoy leaves
be repeated to the merchants. 263

October 12, Horatio Nelson to Haldimand. Respecting a pilot. 265
"Aibemarle,"
Quebec.
October 13, Captain Worth to Horatio Nelson, Captain of the "Albemarle."
"Assistance" Ordering him to join at Bic, where his ship is to ho employed in
off Bic. the convoy of transports, &c., for New York. 266

A similar order to Captain Squires of the " Astrea." 268

October 13, Worth to Haldimand. Thirteen of the transports havé arrived and
"Assistance" only wait the arrival of the "Albemarle" and AstrS:." Theoff Bic. moment one of them arrives she will be sent off with the first

division. Would not have hesitated to send the " Assistance " and
"Surprise " with this convoy, but for their want of bread. Repeats
that ho cannot account for the non-arrival of the coal ships. Has
not seen the cutter referred to; the "Drake" shall be sent with
dispatches, and may be detained at Quebec if thought necessary.
Sends the orders to the "Albemarle " and "Astiea " to ho delivered;
has sent the boat belonging to the "Surprise " to Trois Pistoles to
land Mr. Ross with dispatches. 269

October 17, Haldimand to Worth. Has received dispatches with copy of
Quebec. orders, &c., sensible of his heartiness in carrying out the service.

Captain Nelson sailed for Bic three days ago; Captain Squires will
follow to-morrow with all the transports here. The ' Maria " unfit
for service. Is in great anxiety about the coal ships; the cutter is
the " Cockatrice "; she will sail immediately ; orders received and
transmitted, &c. 273

October 19, Captain Inglis to Haldimand. Is sorry he cannot wait on him at
Quebec for dispatches, being ordered off at once ; would be obliged
for any attention paid to his son. The co.l vessels have arrived
safely. 274

October 19, Haldimand to Worth. Capt. Squires has proposed to send one of
Quebee. the express vessels in search of a rebel privateer reported to be ii

the river ; coal ships not yet arrived, &o. 275
October 19, Same to the same. Has been blowing a north-east gale since the
Quebee. preceding letter was written, preventing the " Astrea" with tran-
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1782. sports from sailing. Fears for the coal ships. Thanks for offer to
- carry dispatches, &c. Page 276

'Getober 20, Worth to Haldimand. Sailing of 23 transports under convoy of
f tan e the " Albermarle " and ' Pandora," the latter with the coal ships from.

Spanish River. A Bistol ship with them reports that, on proceeding
up the river, two had got ashore in thick weather. Suggests sending
other transports and stating arrangements about convoy. 278

OCtober 27, Same to the same. Had advised the arrival of the coal ships and
fsistance" the loss of two in thick weather. Young Ross, sent with orders for

c' Bc the Captains of the ships, bas not yet returned; asks that ho be
paid his expenses. The " Drake "sent in pursuit of the privateer,
said to be in Magdalen River; the diffieulty in getting into the
river; owing to the build of the " Drake " and " Cockatrice," it is
dangerous for them to take the ground ; nor are they well fitted to
cross the Atlantic in stormy weather. Hopes, from the appearance
of the weather, to be able to sail with the convoy at dawn on
Friday. 28a

e28, Haldimand to Worth. Is happy to find that so many transporta
uebec. have sailed for New York; hopes that the remaining coal ships and

transports may be able to follow, with the " Drake" as convoy.
Sends dispatches to the Ministers ; how they are to be forwarded
on arrival ; they are to be sunk if the ship is taken by au
enemy. 283

Otober 28, Same to Captain Ferguson. Ras sent dispatches for the min-
' istrv. 285

vember 2, Worth to Haldimand. Will comply with requests concerning, S.stance" Y ty e eei h o
Bsi. dispatches received with letter of the 28th ultimo. 286
XoVember 8, Haldimand to Captain Dixon, of the " Drake." Asking him to take

guebee' charge of dispatches to New York, and to take under convoy two
transports with prisoners of war for Boston. Asks him to take
charge of a dispatch to Mr. Townshend, Secretary of State, to be
handed to Admiral Pigot, if the " Drake " does .not sail for England
immediately. 287

oeber 8, Same to the same (private). Has separated the prisoners of war
belonging to Virginia, Pennsylvania, &o., from those of New York
and New England, owing to the dangzerous character of the former.
Thev are to be safely taken to New York, as they will, no doubt,
try 'to escape at Boston. 288

ember 10, Dixon to aldimand. To ensure the safety of the " Drake" and

Qerae," " Cockatrice," is under the necessity of sailing at once. The timo
ho bas been detained beyond the usual period of sailing from the St.

lo Lawrence, &o. 289
ber 10, Haldimand to Admiral Pigot. That ho bas sent the " Drake "

with dispatches; leaves the decision as to the disposai of the pris-
oners with Sir Guy Carleton. Asks that dispatches for the minis-
try be forwarded. 291

Qebeer 11,Same to Dixon. Dispatches will be sent on board this evening. 294

QUebee.er 11, Same to the same. Sending dispatches. 293

June 1 2 ' Same to Inglis. Orders have been received to embark the German
Qbebee. troops for Europe when the transports shall arrive; asks him to

e12 have water casks provided by the agent for victualling the navy. 295
Same to the same. Dispatches to be sent to the Principal Secre-

tary of State. Asks that the " Bull Dog " be sent with them. It is
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1783, of consequence that the answer should be back before the middle of
October. Page 296

June 28, Haldimand to Captain Marsh of the " Bull Dog." Asks him to takoquebec. charge of two priests from France, who have come to Canada with-
out passports and in disguise; tbey are to be landed at the first port
reached, and are to be troated as gentlemen whilst on board. 297

June 30, Same to the same. Did not know of his being aground when
Quebec. the previous letter was written. Has sent in search of the priest,

and will have him sent down if the wind continues contrary; if the
wind should change, Major Brehm will put the other priest on
board. 299

August 11, Inglis to Haldimand. Has received dispatches; will sail imme.
"Pandora." diately on the arrival of the agent. Ras paid his respects to

Riedesel. 300
Auguet 11, Captain Freeman to the same. Thanks for the letter to Lord

Amherst in his favour. 301
&ptember 15, Lieut. Shapcote to Mathews. Only twenty-seven seamen have

'". appeared on board the " Mary " transport. There are many more
to come; asks for orders as to their reception and distribution. 303

eetober - Captain Faulkner to Haldimand. W ill bail should the wind con-
Prosyte," tinue fair; offers to take charge of dispatches. 304

Quebec.
No date. List of vessels under the convoy of the " Dædalus " and " Pan-

dora." (Apparently the convoy of the autumn of 1781.) 305

LETTERS FROM OFFICERS OF THE PROVINCIAL NAvy.

1778-1780.
B. 141. B.M., 21,801.

1778.B..210.
January 1, Captain Chambers to Captain Foy. Enclosing a list of the officers
St. John's. and seamen at St. John's. Page 1
May 25, Lt. Col. Bolton to Capt. Andrews. Captain Grant has been ap-
Niagara. pointed commanding officer of the naval department on Lakes

Ontario, Erie, Huron and Michigan; Mr. Andrews is to command
on Lake Ontario. In consequence, appoints him (Andrews) com-
mander of the " Haldimand," and to command the naval depart-
ment on Lake Ontario. 2

July 6, Captain John Schank to Sir Guy Carleton. Does not wish to serve on
Quebee. the lakes unless particularly recommended to Hald imand and his rank

clearly explained. The rank of comimissioner alone will not recom-
mend him in the service; his rank as commanding officer is the one
he wishes to hold, as he was appointed commanding officer on Lake
Champlain. His claims to seniority, &c. 4

Auguet 5, Same to Haldimand, Details respecting the armed vessels on
Montreal. Lake Champlain, &c. 6
August 5, James Grant to Brehm. Cannot furnish slop clothing to the sea-
Quebec. men on lower terms than those in his offer. 8
August 17, Schank to Haldimand. Strongly recommends a survey of the
Deer Island. lake (Ontario),as well as of the shore; the difficulty of navigation,

owing to ignorance of any course but that by the ordinary channel.
Mr. Glennie is suitable for making the survey. Recommends that
guard boats be ordered for all posts where the enemy are likely to
come. 9

August 17, Same to the same. Report of the survey of Cataraqui made by
Deer Island. him, Twiss and Glennie; the harbour can only admit vessels Of
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1778. seven or eight feet water; it is greatly exposed to the, south and
west. The advantages of the harbour at Deer Island described. The
two bavs can be used in summer and are perfectly commanded by
tho works; there is. besides, plenty of timber. The island is greatly
to be preferred to Cataraqui. Has no doubt that the vessels will
winter at Niagara till the other harbours are ready, Recommends
the ships' guns to be mounted at Deer Island till others are received,
and that more seamen be sent up next season. Proposes to remove
guns from Cataraqui, Oswegatchie, &c. Page 11

Beptember 4, Parker J. Harrison to Haldimand. His service on the lakes
St. John's. hinders his promotion. Asks leave to sail in one of the last ships,

and to return in spring, that he may try to get promotion. 15
September 6, Commander of tio " Maria" (Lieut. Alver) to Captain Chambers,

aia," Arrivai of a flag of truce, with four gentlemen who came last from
rown Point. Arlington, having been taken by an American privateer. Four

men sent by Lieut. Falconer have been captured. 1 sending three
mon down who are sick; is afraid that more will be taken ill. 17

e ember 8, Chambers to Foy (?) Enclosing letters from Phillips and the com-
George. mander of the " Maria," with mon and papers delivered to Colonel

French. 18
oePtember 10, Same to the same. Has received a letter from Captain Hervey

Iera. respecting pressing seamen in Montreal. Three of his own mea
absented themselves; trusts that the troops may apprehend them.
The prevalenco of sickness; of 35 mon on board of the " Maria," 18
are incapable of duty from fever ard ague; 10 mon from the vessels
at St. John's have been sent to the hospital within thi, week ;
attributes great part of the illness to want of clothing anid beds.
How the system of pressing seamen might be conducted with least
distress to the merchants; how desertion could be stopped. Is
afraid that Capt. Hervey will order the return of the seamen lent
from the " Viper." Asks instructions respecting this and also as to
the people at Crown Point taken prisoners, to secure tho release of
seamen by exchange for tbem. 19

nepte er 20, Same to the same. Is sending Lieutenant Harrison to Montreal
t 'e to look after seamen; proposes to unrig ail but the lower masts of

the " Royal George " and "Inflexible," so as to make them socure in
case of heavy gales. The seamen set free by this measure would enable
him to keep all the vessels employed but the " Wahington," and
she will be got ready for service, ail but hands and guns; the latter
could be taken from the " Rcfyal George" and "Inflex:blo." Pris-
oner taken by the "Lee," when coming down the lake; the man is
kept on board the "Maria." 22

EPtelnber 25, Same to the same. Shall give the necessary orders respectingJoh'. the people arriving at Crown Point, that they beforwarded to Pointe
au Fer, to be kept on board till Brigadier Powell -en!ds to examine
them; reason for bringing them to Pointe au Fer; precautions
taken. Lieut. Harrison reports that there are no more seamen at
Montreal than are needed for the ships. iespecting slop clothing for
the seamen; when or from whom is ho to get the clothing; the
wants of the people are great.

September 25, Captain Pearson to Chambers. Respecting discrepancies in the
'Garland", returns of seamen serving on the lakes, who are entered as supei nu-

fQuebec. meraries on the books of the " Garland," &c. The Treasury briga are
deficient in their complement of men ; asks that this be repretsented
to His Excellency. 6

e tember 30, Chambers to Haldimand. Sends state and condition of the naval
Georga ,, armanent on Lake Champlain. From the want of searnen, sold tors

•8 141 -
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1778. have been sent on board the vessels. Orders given to guard against
attacks on the ships from the enemy. Thinks of having the vessels
laid up at St. John's by the lst of November, but waits for orders.

Page 28
October 3, , Captain Andrews to Haldimand. Stating his services in the navy,dimand' and asking that ho be put on the same rank as Captains ChambersCarleton
Island- and Grant. 29
October 16, Chambers to the same. Has settled with Captains Twiss andSt. John's. Scbank as to the position of the ships for the winter, and the time

they shall leave the lake to return to St. John's. Has sent Pearson's
letters respecting the Treasury brigs. That he will show himself
worthy, by his attention to duty, of the appointment to the com-
mand of the lake. 32

October 16, Same to the same. Recommends the appointment of AnthonySt. John's. Conefroy, a volunteer for three years, to a second lieutenancy. 33
October 22, Lieutenant Carnegy, R. N., to the same. In consequence of anQuebec. injury he received on the lakes, is unfit for duty; asks leave to re-

turn to England, and requests that he may be granted a small gratu-
ity for extra services. 34

November 12, Captain Hervey to Chambers. Asks returns of seamen serving on
Queer the lakes, to ascertain if deserters from the navy have entered for

that service. 35
November 15, Chambers to Haldimand. Has dismissed Lieutenant Mowatt for
St. John's. drunkenness; the prevalence of the vice among the officers on the

lakes. Thinks that if this conduct continue, it would be better to
dismiss all guilty of it. Ail the vessels are returned to St. John's
but the "Maria," which went ashore above Isle aux Noix. Assist.
ance sent. 36

November 19, Same to the same. Explaining the reason for making returns°Royal, of the seamen on the lake to Captain Hervey, naval commanier at
Quebec. 38

December 1, Same to Foy. Sends state of the naval armament. All theSt. John's. vessels down except one left at Isle aux Noix, and the other frozon
up at Pointe au Fer; hopes still to get the latter down to St.
John's. ,40

December 1, Same to the same. Sends copy of Captain Hervey's letter withSt.John's. answer, which, if approved, he requests should be forwarded. Is
sending Captain iervey the necessary list of seamen to enable him
to make up his books. 41

December 4, Caitain Alison to Haldimand. Gives in detail an account of bisPerce Island. attenmpt to get into the River Magdalen; prevented by gales, ice
and tbick weather; loss of a seaman and illness of others, &c. le
will proceed to England, 42

December i1, Memorandum by the officers and crew of the "Seneca " to Cap-
"Seneca' I. tain Bouchette. Log of the ship's proceedings from the 29thLake Ontario. November to date, when she was obliged to anchor off Carleton

Island for safety. 45
December 23, Dimensions of new vessel launcbed at Niagara on this date. 50riagara.
December 24, Schank to Haldimand. las taken every observation in his power
Quebec. respecting the ships, their crews, stores, &c., both naval and com-

mercial, in preparation for the ensuing year. Begs Ris Excellency
to support his authority, so that new orders may be enforced on the
lakes; does not think one-half of the small stores charged in the
account was necessary, especially as- ho had charged them not to
purchase. 61
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1779.
Jannary 8, Chambers to Foy. Encloses letter from Captain Hervey, request-
St. John's. ing the return of a seaman sent up by mistake from the " Viper."

Sends also bis answer for approval. 53
Janary 31, Sane to the same. Sending list of officers and seamen serving at
8L John's. St. John's. 54
February 1, Schank to Bouchette. Orders to enlist seamen for the lakes; the
Quebeo. means he is to adopt to prevent desertion, &c. 55
Pebruary 14, Sergeant Ansell to Major Hughes, 53rd Regiment. Complaining
St. John's. of the conduct of Lieutenant Gordon and Mr. Confroy towards the

men of the 53rd. 56
February 14, Chambers to Haldimand. That he has dismissed Gordon and Con-
4'<Royal

"°ra ,, froy, in consequence of their conduct towards the men of the 53rd.
There are few officers under his command whom he can trust; if ho
had only five or six sober young mon whoni he could trust he would
like his situation very well. 58

February 18, Schank to the same. Preparing to build a new vessel; is getting
St. John's. ready tho outfit for the Treasury vessels and the " Canceaux." Sends

a list of the armament for the ships on the lake; the distribution he
proposes of the guns to the different ships, and of the seamen and
officers. This is given in detail. Asks for dirccions as to the
repair, &c., of arms, &o. 60

?ebruary 20, Chambers to the same. Respecting the allowanee of rum to sea
St. John's. men and soldiers. Q5
February 20, Schank to the same. Asks that Mr. Robert Melville, surgeon of
St. John's. the " Canceaux," may be ordered back to his ship, as she is going

on sea service 67
-ebruary 21, Same to the same. Report on the number of bateaux, long boats,0hatbly. &c., which could be rcpaired and made fit for service. 68

erua 2 Lieutenant Chiquet to Bouchette (in French). After trying six
Car.neton times to reach Niagara,he bas been obliged to lie up at Carleton Island.
Islanid. Capt. Aubrey bas put the men under the orders of Wingate the

carpenter and Beke (Baker) to carry on the naval works; he himself
is not ailowed to give orders or even to go to the woods where the
men are employed getting out timber. Ifehe " Seneca " is in bad order
he must not be blamed as his carpenter has been removed. Details
ot bis attempts to get the vessel caulked, boats repaired, &o., and
the obstacles thrown in bis way. las no news from him (Bouchette);
two men were sent to Niagara with letters, but are not yet re-
turned. 69

Various reports from the master, the gunner, &e., as to the bad
state of the sails, powder and other stores follow. 71, 72

buany 2, Chiquet to Bouchette (in French). Further complaints that he
Carleca' has been deprived of his carpenter and that the necessary work on
Island. board of bis ship cannot be done. 72
Pebruary 28, Chambers to Foy. Sends monthly return of officers and seamenSt. John '. on Lake Champlain. Cannot bake bread for the ships on shore, in

case of being taken by the rebels; the inconvenience of baving to
get bread sent up constantly; asks that a supply of biscuit be pre-

Mari 4 pared. 74
cre 4, Schank to Haldimand. Is pleased to find that his arrangemnents'sanchn oIlflian.I lesdt fn ht i raneet

Soreuceaux, have been approved of. Had received letters from the officers at
Carleton Island, which show misunderstandings te the prejudice of
their own character as well as to the service. Gives in detail an
account of affairs at Carleton Island, as shown in the letters

1 from the various officers, with his own remarks. i5
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Marc1 1, Chiquet to Bonchette (in French). Had received a letter from
Carleton Colonel Bolton, approving of bis lying up at the island, and one
Island. from Captain André (Andrews) desiring him to send a statement

of the naval works, wbich ho had caused Lo ba done, as ho is not at
the head of these works. Further report of obstructions and misun-
derstandings. Page 79

March 10, Same to Schank (in French). Containing substantially the same
Carleton complaints of interference as in previous letters. 82
Iuland.
March 11, Roturn of men blown up by an accident on board of the
Sorel. "Mary." 86
March 12, List of medicines wanted for the Naval department on Lake
St. John's. Champlain, signed by Robert Melville, surgeon. 87

Enclosed in a note to Captain Chambers. 91
March 13, Chambers to Haldimand, Melville, the surgeon, to be sent on
St. John's' board lis own ship, the " Canceanx ;" asks for surgeon's mates and

medicines, to avoid the necessity of sending men to the hospital.
Suggests that provisions for the ships might be sent to Isle aux Noix
or Pointe au Fer, so that they need not come.to St. John's. When
vessels go up the lakes shall ask Brigadier Powell for troops to act
as marines. Recommends that, as few seamen will be loft at St.
John's, when the ships go up the lake, the " Royal George," " In-
flexible," and " Washington " should not be rigged ; if wanted, that
can be done in a few hours. Sends list of medicines wanted. 88

March 14, Schank to the same. Asks leave to write again to Carleton
Island ; the great amount of work in that quarter in preparation
for the spring. Is glad to hear of La Force's reappointmont. Has
written to Captain Chambers ; believes that all the naval arrange-
ments for the lakes and Gulph will prove satisfactory. Respecting
the armament, &c., of the " Canceaux." Accident to the " Mary,"
Treasury brig. 92

March 16, G. Tonnancour to the same (in French). Has sent a model forThree Rivera. the preparation of the rolls of militia in each parish, but does not
believe the commanders of the companies can fill them up
properly, 95

March 26, Schank to the saie. Asks leave to take the three gun bateauxSorel. to the upper lakes for service at Carleton Island and Niagara. Be-
Hieves, from letters received, that the naval arrangements at Niagara
and Detroit will go on tolerably well. Bolton satisfied with the
row galley at Niagara. Hopes that the naval arrangements will
be settled at Carleton Island. Sends drawing of the row galley.
Asks leave to engage twenty shipwrights, in case the others should
choose to return to Quebec according to their agreement; asks
leave also to engage rebel prisoners and deserters to servie on board

April 2, of the ships as seamen. 96

8t. John . Same to Powell. The naval equipment ordered at Sorel will be
delayed and incomplete without the three guns belonging to tho
" Canceaux ;" will write fis Excellency also on the subject. 98

April 11, Same to Haldimand. The seamen all paid; the " Canceaux " and
St. John's. Treasury vessels are gone from this and are ready to sail when the

ice shall laave Lake St. Peter. The new vessels shall be launohed
in a week. fe leaves for Quebec to-morrow. 99

May 13, Same to the same. The bateau stores to be at Lachine to-day;Montreal. the brass guns and other stores from Sorel have just arrived.
Bouchette bas left Lachine with 57 seamen; the bateaux ho bas
taken are loaded with rum. Will himself take the opportunity of
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going with Capt. Robertson now on the way to Lachine; the money
will thus be safe. Halcro's good charater. «Page 100

April 19, Lieutenant Ralph Alden to Haldimand. Asking to be appointedSt. John's' to the command of the " Canceaux " in the absence of Schank. 101
May 4, Chambers to the same. Lieut. Alden has been ill for some days ;
St. John's. ho has joined the " Viper." He as left with Lieutenants Shirer and

Malbon who have joined the " Canceaux." Returns thanks for the
promotion of Lieutenant Blacket. Will immediately apply to Briga-
dier Powell for troops to serve as marines on board the ships. Mr.
Friend will be left behind to take charge of the vessels remaining at
St. John's. Bas appointed the boatswain of the yard to command
the " Liberty " tilt Mr. à1cAllan arrives; orders have been left to
send the surgeon's mate to Pointe au Fer should one arrive. The
men have been attacked with a sligbt fover; Dr. Williainson, 31st,
bas attended them. 102

May 18, Same to the same. Enclosing a journal of the cruise of the armed
Pointeau Fer. vessels on Lake Champlain. The " Lee " has been sent to St. John's

for stores. l as sent down 17 loyalists to Isle aux Noix, who lad
come on board at Isle à la Motte. After searching the bays, &o.,
has seen no signs of life, except fires, raised ho belioves, as a signal
that the fleet is on the lake. The men on board ignorant of their
duty, but may be made usefal by exercise; proposes to keep the
vessels constantly eruising between Split Rock and Cumberland
Head, where there is good shelter and anchorage. Has been obliged
to send tbree sailors and two soldiers to St. John's, as they were
suffering from fever and ague. 104

Journal of the cruise of the vessels on Lake Champlain, from the
6th to 18th May enclosed. 106

May 20 Alexander Shields to Haldimand. Asking for leave of absence to
orei. attend to his personal affairs, 111

June 1, Schank to the sane. Had found everything as bad as possible on
Oarlet
Isaanct 0n his arrival; they are now getting into botter appearance; guards

by land and water are in some sort of order, and public works
lune 2 going on. 112

Chambers to the same. Shall proceed up the lake with the ves
Ise à la sels, as ordered, returning to St. John's, where ho shall divide the
lwotte. officers and men of the Treasury brigs, so as to be of most use.

Exorcise ordered on the great guns three times a week if the wea
ther permit. Has ordered, as por regulations, firing at a mark
once a month. lias sent ton sick mon to St. John's who might have
been cured in the vessels had thore been a surgeon and medicine on
board. Dr. Williamson bas consented to look after the mon ; ho has
always done so. Three of the sick sent to Montreal for want of
hospital accommodation at St. John's; the inconvenience thus
caused; urges the appintment of surgeons on board the ships.
Asks to be allowed to romain at St. John's tilt the vessels arrive

T'ln 2 from England. 113
carietZn Lieutenant Chiquet to the same (io- French). States that Captain
Islanâ. Schank had come on board and atter reviewing the crew, had dis-

missed several, bis (Chiquet's) son being one. Requests that the
agreement with Cramahé in this respect be carried out; the cost ot
living; asks that the expenses granted to him by Carleton be con-

'une 3 tinued. 116
carie , Schank to the same. The field ration has been served and accep-

ad, ted more cheerfully than was expected. No rum to be had except
at a very high price; the danger of not issuing it at the time the
rations were lessened ; has borrrowed some from Capt. McDougall.
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1779. Asks that rum may be sent up and that the commissaries be directed
to assist with snch rum as is neceEsary. Page 117

June 13, Schank to Haldimand. Reports that the naval stores, the am-Carleton munition, &c., for the howitzers and grasshoppers have not yet ar-I8Iand. rived, so that these guns have not yet been sent to Niagara or
Detroit. The great loss caused by the want of gun boats ; the report
of the quantity of timber eut was twice what was rually done. Pro-
poses to build vessels which could be ready in the fail. The want of
boats. seamen and troops on the island. Everythirg is done that
can be done with the few people. Is waiting the arrivai of Twiss
and Brehm. 119

June 13, Same to the same. Sends specimens of tan-bark and charcoal,Careton which he is having prepared. Asks that the naval stores, the gunIsland. bateaux and more seamen be ordered up. 121
June 14, Chambers t> the same. Sends a journal of bis proceedings sincePoitaria" e he last returned from the lake. Had ordered up provisons for thePointeau Fer. "Maria " and " Carleton," so that they will be ready to cruise in

four hours. Illness ef Lieutenant Harrison ; will detain the two
vessels tilt the arrivai ot the officers sent up. Tho " Maria" has
been on shore, but escaped without damage ; the spot being pointed
out will probably save other vessels. Saggestions for replacing the
nine.pounders on board the "Maria" with six-pounders, the same
as she had last year, for reasons given. The good understanding
between the soldiers and sailors on board of the fleet. Will send,
on arriving at St. John's, a return of naval armament. 122

Journal or log of the proceedings of the ships referred to above
follows ; it extends from the 12th o1 May to the 14th of June. 125

une 15, Return of the officers and mon of the naval armament at St.St. John's. John's. 137
June 15, Chambers to Haldinand. Has sent up officers to command on the8t. John's. lake as ordered, with details. las been regulating affairs in St.

John's ; hopes to get settled in 24 hours and to return to his cruise
on the lake. The progress of rigging the " Royal George" and
" Inflexible," the want of sails, &c. Of the 51 officers reported by
Schank as ceoming here, only 28 have arrived. Explaining the excess
of provisions drawn in February, March and April. 138

June 15, Schank to the same. Arrivai of naval stores ; has fitted threeCareton common bateaux as gun boats to secure the transport of provisions.Island. One goes off to relieve the other at Oswegatchie; in a few days three
more will be ready to assist in pro tecting the island ; the row galley
will ho fitted with swivels. More officers and mon wili be sent to
Lake Erie, thongh ho is in great distress for them at the island ;
some might be spared from Lake Champlain and some Canadians
entered there. 142June 26, Same to the same. Enters into details of the naval arrangements;Caeton the satisfaction of the seamen; the rearransement of the officers andIsland. the precautions taken against rebel attacks on Lake Ontario. 144

June 27. Journal of naval proceedings on Lake Champlain, sent by Captain
Chambers, extending from 14th to 26th June. 164

June 27, Schank to Haldinand. Sends monthly return of the navalCaneton department on Lake Ontario. 149Island. Return follows. 
150

July 7, Same to the same. Is leaving all arrangements at Carleton Island
Iland. in a satisfactory condition. Details given. 152
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July • Scbank to Haldimand. That guns for Detroit have been sent on; a
Uiagara. vessel has arrived from Fort Er ie and sails in a few days for Detroit

with the rest of the guns ard stores. brehm is not certain when ho
can be back, and bas left the naval arrangements to him (Schank) ;
will try to obey all orders received. Page 153

July 24, Captain Laforce to---(in French). Has been left in charge
Carleton bySchank on his leaving for Detroit. Had the timber for the new
Island. ships put on the stocks been ready she might have been finished

promptly, but there are mon on a neighbour!ng island cutting
additional timber, a guard by sea and land being kept to protect the
wood cutters. The transport of provisions is going on actively; the
King's stores are ernpty so lar as regards the upper posts. 154

July 26, Chambers to laldimand. Bas just arrived from Crown Point,
^4 being in want of stores lor which ho has sent to St. John's. Hopes
te. la to return up the lake in a few days where he bas been since the

receipt of his laist letter of the 21st June, r he would have sent an
explanation of the cause of the Treasury brigs being so short of their
complement. He would not wish to change one of the officers now
serving on the lake. 156

Same to the same. Gives a long detail of the escape of seven mon
July 3à la who came down with families from Bennington. There need be no
Motte. apprehension of any of the vessels being surprised on the lake; the

precautions taken every night are fully descri bed. Leave of absence
to Capt. Richard to go to St. John'e to be treated for a sore throat,
there being no surgeon on board. The services of Dr. Williamson
again spoken of in high terms. 158

JulY - Schank to the same. Arrival of Lieutenant DuVernet with guns;
lan° cannot bring the rest up for reasons given. The good services of

iDuVernet; all le can be expected further, to do is to take the
vessels to the water side ready for shipment. Nairne bas gone to
cut timber for carriages; asks for the necessary ammunition and
stores for the guns that are to be mounted. 161

Auguet 19, Chambers to the same. Asking for leave to quit the lake service
Maria. and to return to England, there beivg no chance ot promotion so lonZ

as lie remains in Canada. 179
August 20, LaForce to -- . Reports that ho bas sent in pursuit of two
Carleton deserters; fears that others may follow; Capt. Brehm has no doubt' described the situation of the posts. 181
August 28, William Richard, Naval Department, to Haldimand. Respecting
Montreal- leave of absence on account of a violent inflammation of the throat

from which ho bas suffered for eight months. 182
September 1. Journal of the proceedings of the ships on Lake Champlain from

the z7th ot July to the ist of September by Captain Chambers. 184
September 1, Chambers to Haldimand. Thanks for being granted leave of
"Maria," absence to go to England; desires loave to be at St. John's shouldLinekilnBay. he (Haldimand) be going there. 193
Reptember 3, Schank to the same. bends monthly return ; he arrived on the
Caeton 26th August; is disappointed at not meeting Brehm. Things are
Ibland. pretty forward bere; could not settle Grant's accouIt. Repos soon

to wait on His Excellency with account of his proceedings for the
summer. 194

Beptember 8, Same to the same. Has discharged Mr. Wickham, belonging to
sl®t*n one of the ships of war, who would gladly serve in one of the ships

below. 195
Beptember 9, William Richard to Chambers. Cannot make up his accounts till

ho gets to Quebec; urges that ho should be allowed to go to England
for bis heaith. 196
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1779.
September 9, Shields to Chambers. So soon as ho gets to Quebec will have his
" carleton," accounts ready lor settling. Renews his request for leave to go to
off (rown England. Has been alarmed by robels firing from the beach, butPoint who made off on armed boats being sent to the shore. Roturn of

an Indian scout. Hopos Mr. Tonge will arrive to relieve him, his
health being bad. Page 197

September 10, R. P. Tonge to the same. Has just arrived; is desirous of romain-
St. John's. ing in the Lake Champlain service. Is proceeding with the " Lee "

cutter up the lake. 199
September 15, Blackett tol Haldimand. Asks for leave to go to England to

rown Point. obtain bis promotion. 200
September 20, Chambers to the same. Has instructed, according to the orders
Bt. John's. ho bas received, all the masters of the Treasury brigs to settle with

the contractors. Must remain some time at St. John's to settle
irregularities in the navy yard. Lieutenant Richard bas returned;
little hope of his ever being able for duty. 201

September 20, Same to the same. Encloses a journal of his proceedings. GivesSt John's. an account of the desertion of tour soldiers of the 31st and one
seaman, so as to exonerate himself and officers from blame. 202

The journal follows, from the 28th August to the 2 1st Septem-
ber. 204

September 21, Wickham to Haldimand. States bis services on Lake Champlain
Quebee. and asks for employment in one of the vessels cruising in the

Gulph. 210
September 30, Schank to the same. Reports the return of the rebels from aMontreal. i-rojected attack on Carleton Island. A scout of twenty rebels has

been killed. Would have come down, but has been suffering
from a fover for 23 days. Sir John Johnson had arrived with hie
troops at Carleton Island, arid Guy Johnson, wi'h Indians, was
within six miles of it. 211

October 4, Chambers to the same. Respecting the stations of the vessels on
St. John's. Lake Champlain. The four soldiers who deserted are returned and

have been sent to St. Job n's for trial. As the fall fleet sails at the
erd of the month, when is ho to quit St. John's ? ias tried to do hie
best for the service. 212

November 25, Same to the same. Sends list of seamen serving on Lake Cham-
St. John's. plain. The sinking of the " Trumbull ;" she bas been raised and

repaired and is now laid up with the rest. Sends return of the guns
taken up near Valcour Island by McAllen. 214

Return of guns at 216
November 27. Return of officers and seamen serving on Lake Champlain. 178

December 31, Chambers to Haldimand. Seamen busy since the vessels have
St. John's. been laid np, in cutting pickets, firewood and ship timber. Asks

1780. for a donation of clothing to replace that worn out in the woods. 215
January 5, John Burney to the tame. Sends certificate that he never received
Detroit. the pay of Lieutenant Carnegie and his servant, which he was

charged with detaining. 217
Certificate, signed by Alex. and W. Macomb, follows. 218

January 6, Captain Campbell, 29th regiment, to Chambers. That the addi-
St. John's. tion of six guins would materially strengthen the garrison. 219
January 6, Grant to Haldimand. In consequence of his management of the
Detroit. naval departinent on Lake Erie not being approved of, ho asks for

a court of inquiry. 220
February 1, Chambers to the same. Complains again of the conduct of theSt. John's. people of the building called the Rookery; ihas had them fined for
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1780. selling liquor without license and for purchasing the seamen's
clotbing; the difficlly of dealing with them. He and Major
Carleton believe that it will be impossib1e to prevent drunkenness,
so long as these people are left near the fort. Page 221

P'ebruary 12, Chambers to Haldimand. Concerning disputes with Colonel
St. Joh's. Macbean respecting guns for the armed vessels on Lake Champlain ;

asks for instructions. 223
Pebruary 29, Same to the same. Sends monthly return of the officers and sea-
St. John's. men. Further respecting the Rookery, and the continued selling of

liquor by the people thore in spite of fines. 225
March 31, Same to the same. Sending monthly return of the officers and
st. John's. seamen on the lake. Dr. Keunedy has fixed a naval surgeon at St.

John's. The length of the winter has prevented the same progress
being made with the vessels as was made last year; will lose no
time when the ice breaks up. 227

April 19, Hame to the same. On the ice breaking rp Lieut. Dysart will get
St. John's. the money from Montreal, so as to get the sailors paid and to have

the vessels ready to proceed up the lake when ordered. 228
.April 22, Same to the same. The bad state of the " Liberty '; it would be
St. John's. cheaper to build a new one than to repair her; suggests that the

" Washington " or " Trumbull " could take her place. The road to
Montreal impassable, so that Lieut. Dysart has been prevented from.
getting there for money for the seamen. 229

Report of the survey on the " Liberty " follows. 230

April 26, Same to the same. Will render assistance to Sir John Johnson.
8t. Jo'. The vessels are ail ready to proceed up the lake, except for the pay

of the mon, which could not be brought from Montreai owing to bad
roads. Presu mes lie shall receive no directions about troops to serve
as marines until after Sir John Johnson's expedition has returned. 231

8ay 2, Same to the same. The seamen are all paid ; the " Maria,"
I. John's. "Carleton " and " Lee " have sailed ; a provision vessel to sail this
day; the bateau sails, &c., are received. Ie remains on board of
the "Roy ai George " to give assistance to Sir John Johnson, and
shall accompany him to the vessels. Respecting the puy lista.
Desertion ; the pi ocautions he bas taken to secure deserters. There
would be few desertions but for two infamous houses near the

12 garrison. 232
yuebe1' Haldimand to Schank. Orders to be given to the coramanders of

the " Polly" " Liberty " and " Mercury " to put themselvos under
the orders of Captain Young of the " Hind " for service in the lower

16 St. Lawrence. 
234

auy , Chambers to Haldirnand. Sir John Johnson with his troops
)Mi Ba, landed at West Bay on the llth, whence they marched off. The

bateaux are safe ard h ve been sunk to preserve them. Will wait at
or near Crown Point till Sir John returns. The rebel scouts did not
observe the vessels till afier Sir John was landed. The day after
the landing a large smoke was noticed. fias taken on board five

Juno 2 people from the country and sent them to St. John's. 235

JoIntau Fer. Same to the saame. Has arrived with Sir John Johnson, who has
set off for St. John's ; will wait till all the troops have passed; the
" Lee " has 100 troops on board ; about 70 people who came down
with Sir John are in boats and on the victualler. fHe will proceed to
St. John's to rogulate matters, whilst the ships are taking provisions
here; is at a loss as to soldiers for marines; thinks 45 enough. 236

Journal, or log, from 5th May tilt the 2nd of June, follows. 237
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June Schank to, Haldimand. Relative to pressing men for the armed
Quewbe. ship " Canceaux. " Page 245
June 18, --- to the same (in French). Asking for certain papers to be
Quebec. returned if approved. 246
July 29, Chambers to the same. The " Maria" and "Lee" have run up here,

Maria," wliere they found the " Carleton." Arrival of messengers with dis-Crowu Point. patches, of deserters, &c. 254
July - Same to the same. Enclosing journal of his proceedings ; will

Maria," detain the vessels till they are supplied with provisions, will proceedPointe auFer. to Crown Point and cruize. Cannot send a list of seamen at St.
John's for reasons given. 255

The journal from 16th June to 16th July, is probably the one re-
ferred to. 247

August 22, Journal of Captain Chambers on Lake Champlain from 18th July
to date. 256

August 24, Return of the officers and seamen belonging to the naval arma-
&t John's. ment on Lake Champlain. 265
Auguet 29, Captain Tonge to laldimand. Enclosing letters. 266
" Polly."
Beptember 3, Ebenezer Allen to Commander of the Navy, Lake Champlain.
port With refugees, who wish to live under British protection. 267Vengeance.
September 9, DePeyster to Bolton. Respecting the refusal of the men of the
Detroit. " Gage" to sail betore they are paid. 273

O same date, Captain Grant represents the same thing. Asks also for
heavier anchors and cables or some of the ships are sure to be lost. 273

Beptember 10, Chambers to Haldimand. Hlad arrived from Queboc on the 8th,
at. John's. and sent up the lakes for seamen to man the gunboats. Bas deliv-

ered ail the people, &c., mentioned in letter brought by MoAllen, to
Capt. Monsell at St. John's. The boats are ready to cross the lake
at a moment's warning. Wishes for instructions as to the flag of
truce. 268

Beptember 10, Lieutenant McAllen to Chambers. Has sent off the cutter. Can-
<'Maria," not send the tirewood ordered. Movements of the vessels on the
Pointeau Fer. lake. Arrival of a flag of truce on the " Lee " with six families,

brought by Lieutenant Rolmes of Ebenezer Allen's garrison at Fort
Vengeance; his party came armed, contrary, he thinks, to what is
right far flags of truce; the arms were, therefore, secnred. Took
the flag on board and on arrival at Baie de Vaisseaux landed the
families, returning the men with the flag to the " Lee," &c. 269

Beptember20, Laforce to --- Sending down walnut planks received from
Carleton Niagara. Sends a plan of the neiuhbourhood of the post, which hebetand. made on a trip to Cataraqui; the islands are not exactly laid down

as he had no inmtrument. 271
september 26, David Allgeo to Haldimand. Introduces Captain Wooder, taken
Bic. prisoner and carried to Boston, where he- bought his ship and with

several families is on his way to Quebec. 272
October 9, Chambers and McAllen to - - Respecting families come in

Maria," with another flag of trace; how ha means to dispose of them.Pointe au Fer. Major Carleton has-4 marched for Fort Anne this morning ; the enemy
know nothing of his movements. 275

ctober 10, Chambers to - - . Has forwarded James Quinn,'bearing
1ic Mara . expresses, with some other friends to Government. Ras got bateaux

over into Lake George; hopes MeFarlard will be ready by twelve
to proceed up the lake. Major Carleton and his men landed safe in
South Bay ; the enemy are not aware of their being in the
country. 271
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1780. Junlo roednsfK
October 16. Journal of proceeding on Lake Champlain froin 29th September

to date. Page 278

October 17e Chambers to fialdimand. Encloses journal (268). Hle, with all
"Maria," ' is people, had been assisting Major Carleton. The Major wishea
Crown Point. to remain some time at Crown Point, so the vessels will remain

near him ; they should return to St. John's by the first of next
month, and will do so if no orders are received. Will be glad to
keep for the vessels two six-pounders taken at Fort George by Major
Carleton. 285

October 20, Same to the same. Forwards letter brought in by Tyler; with
<ilaria" him bas corne James Howardson bringing information. A flag or
Mill Bay. two expected with families. Asks for instructions as to the disposai

of those arriving. 286
October 22, Schank to the same. Urges that Coleman, the master builder,
Quebec. should have his reason for wishing to return to England represented

to the Admiralty, namely, that he is losing his turn for preferment
by remaining in Canada. The great services of Coleman and the
impossibility of obtaining the services of a man qualified to take his
place. 287

October 23, Same to the same. The "Canceaux" is too small for the ser-
Quebee. vice required ; gives his ideas of the kind of ship necessary; to be

900 or 1,000 tons, with three, or at least two decks; gives other
details. 289

October 23, IDemands for naval stores for the armed ships on the lakes, as weil
Quebte. as for the use of the dock yards at St. John's, Carleton Island

and Detroit, signed by John Schank. 290-292
October 23, Schank to ialdimand. Sevds demands for stores for the armed
Quebec. vessels, dock yards, &c. (pp. 290-292) with remarks. 294
OCtober 25, Chambers to Haldimand. Families detained at Pointe au Fer

'Maria" arrived here, and delivered to the flag for the Colonies. On a signal
Orown Point. from the eastern shore boats were sent from the "Maria," and Mr.

Green and three others laken on board uninjured, although fired
upon by a party of rebels when getting into the boats. It is too
late in the set son to detain the " Maria " at Crown Point for other
families coming from the Colonies. Major Carleton and Captain
Monro's parties having arrived, and there being prisoners and
wounded on board the "I Maria " and " Carleton," he will proceed
down, leaving the " Lee " to remain till the 29th, when Major Car-
leton expects two small parties. Last year the vessels remained
longer, but two were nearly lo;t in the ice. Owirg to lis absence
the returns of the seamen on the lakc have not yet been sent 295

%Otober 27, Same to the same. Thanks for the approbation given to his con-
Vari" duct. fis efforts to get the 32-pounders sunk by Brigadier Powell

ay. bave been unsuccessful, owing the nature of the lake bottom ; las
picked up more than 100 round shot. The old guns at Ticonderoga
and Crown Point are useless. Major Carleton had sailed but re.
turned, owing to His Excellency's orders ; the prisoners have been
put on board of the " Carleton " and the sick on board of the "Lee,"
and the vessels ordered to go down to St. John's are, owing to,
the lateness of the season, not to return ; two gun boats sent
down with prisoners on the 191h were ordered not to return, but
owing to bis (HFaldimand's) letter it is believed they should return,
and an express has been sent for them ; on thoir arrival the " Maria "
shall be sent down to St. John's. According to Major Carleton's
wishes either ho (Chambers) or McAllan will remain with the gun
boats. 298
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1780.
November 4, Chambers to Haldimand. Sends journal of the proceedings of the
" Maria," vessels for last month ; he had remained at Crown Point till the 3rd,Isle aux Noix. and in consequence of the signs of winter left and has arrived here ;

is trying to get over the bar by lightening the vessel. Page 301
Journal follows. 302

November 17. Return of the officers and seamen employed on Lake Cham-
plain. 307

November 18, Chambers to lHaldimand. Sends return (p. 307). The vesselsSt. John's. are ail laid up for the winter. In consequence of the number of
families arriving and taken on board, he represents the expense to
the officers, and asks that they be repaid. He asks nothing for him-
self. 308

November 25. Address from the officers serving in the naval armament on the
upper lakes, thanking lis Excellencyfor his establishing the freight
money as a fund for aged officers and widows; for establishing
the armament on a provincial basis, &c. The address is signed by
Alex. Grant, David Betton, John Burnet, Alex. Harrow, James
Grahame and Julien Duhamel. 809

December 2, Chambers to Haldimand. Respecting Colonel St. Leger's claim
St. John's. to command over him (Chambers), and asking that their respective

duties be defined. 311
December 6, Haldimand to Schank. Directing him to inquire into the conduct
Quebec. of the master and pilot of the wrecked brig " Diana." 313

LETTERS FROM OFFICERS OF THE PROVINCIAL NAvy.
1778-1784. Vol. II.

1776. B. 142. B.M., 21802.
October 9, Commission by Sir Guy Carleton to Richard Cornwall to b mas.
Crown Point. ter builder for Lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron and Michigan. Page 321

1781.
January 10, Chambers to Haldimand. The seamen bave cut a great quantity
St. John's. of ship timber and bateau knees and supplied all theirown firewood,

to the great damage of their clothing. Applies for an allowance of
clothing the same as given to the troops. Page 1

January 10, Same to the same. Soliciting that commissions be granted to the
St. John's. officers serving in the naval armament on Lake Champlain, for rea-

sons given, and enclosing list of those recommended. 2
List of officers' names recommended for promotion follows. 5

January 28, Same to Mathews. His pleasure at receiving the approbation ofSt. John's. His Excellency ; the services of the officers have contributed to the
regularity that His Excellency is pleased with. Respecting the
discharge of Mr. Confroy for neglect of duty, &c. 7

.lanuary 29, Laforce to the same (?) (in French). Had arrived on the 27th;Carleton everything in good order. From Oswegatchie coming by the southIsland. he saw no signs of an enemy; the Indians had gone hunting. Be-
lieves that Coleman will do all he can to repair damages and he
himself will take every opportunity to hasten the armament. 9

February 13, Schank to Haldimand. Has began the gun boats for the 24St John's. pounders, has only ordered two, as he believes there are only two
24 pounders in the Province. There is not a common bateau here
fit to convert into a gun bateau. Has ordered the outfit for the
vessels in the spring; the alterations in the "Trumbull" to enable her
to carry 24 pounders; has mustered and paid the seamen, &o.
Goes to Coteau du Lac, thence to Sorel, and on to Quebeo. 10
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1781.
March 20 Chambers to Hialdimand. What numbei ofvessels is tobe employ-
St. John's. ed this summer? Saggests changing the " Lee" for the " Trum.

bull," which can stow the people botter. Las ordered both to be fitted
out. Vessels will be ready to sail up the lake by the lst of May.
Advises that the seamen be paid as soon as the vessels are com-
pleted and when paid sent to Isle aux Noix to prevent desertion and
drunkenness. Page 12

March 21, Same to the same. Requests that Captain Schank be directed to
St. John's. supply seamen to make up last year's deficiency. Asks that the

four seamen who deserted may be sent back; they are the only ones
who escaped and their return will have a good effect. Hopes that
no promises may be made to the seamen sent up, as if there is any
difference made between the Canadians and English, it will lead to
disputes. 14

March 30, The same to Mathews. Sends list of medicines wanted ; hopes to
St. John's. have the vessels fit for service in 14 or 20 days. 16
April 18, The same to laldimand. In answer to Mathews, states that the
st. John's. I Maria " and " Carleton " are ready to proceed up the lake ; the

" Lee " and " Trumbull" will be ready in about three days. Pre-
sumes the lake will be navigable by the lst of May; the seamen
should be paid before the vesseis sail. Desires to know His Excell.
ency's pleasure as to the number of vessels to be employed on the
lake this year. 17

April 21, John Moir te the same. As the "Liberty," which ho com-
Quebec. manded last year, is not to be continued as au armed ves>el, ho would

accept Mr. Cochran's offer to command a whaler, should his dis.
charge be granted. Asks for a certificate and that his name be
retained on the naval department for promotion. 19

April 21> Chambers to the commanding officer of the troops at Quebec,St. John' s. offering a reward of forty shillings for every seaman taken up and
forwarded to St. John's whilst trying to desert. 20

April 24, The same to Mathews. Calls attention to the want of orders forSt. John's. paying the seamen. Biscuits baked for the armed force on the lake ;
asks for a supply of biscuit bags. The commissions promised to be
sent to the officers have not yet arrived. 21

April - The same to the same. Has only one small bateau ; wili fit her
St. John's. up as ordered, besides two rebel bateaux brought down last fail.

Believes that five or six bateaux should be built for the service. Rain
las retarded the fitting out of the vessels ; those to be immediately
employed are ready. A strong gale now blowing from the the south
will break up the ice. 23

April 30, Return of officers and seamen serving on Lake Champlain. 268t. John's.
May 1, Chambers to Haldimand. Has paid the seamen, the season being
8t. John's. late and no orders having arrived. The " Maria," " Carleton " and

" Trumbull" will sail when the wind admits and proceed half way
to Isle aux Noix, to wait for orders. The gun boats are nearly com.
pleted ; no time shall be lost in equipping the vessels fer service,
but stores must be sent from Quebec. 25

May 3 The same to the same. las received troops for lake serviceSt. John's. from Colonel St. Loger as ordered. The vessels mentioned (p. 25)
are now waiting for orders half way between this and Isle aux Noix.
Want of bateaux and canoes ; smali boats have been ordered. 27

Bi. Schank to the same. Arrivai of the " Harriet " with news of the
war with Holland. Sends dispatches by Captain Tonge, who will
wait on His Excellency. Wishes to go to Quebec and thinks ths;t
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1781. Captain TongO might take his place, if not wanted on board of the
" Jack." Page 28

May 9, Chambers to Mathews. Thanks for commissions, which have
Ise aux Noi". been received arrived bore with the " Maria " " Carleton," and

" Trumbull;" the two latter have sailed for Crown Point as ordered ;
ho, with the " Maria," hopes to sail next day, as he is only waiting
for troops. 30

May 16, The same to the same. The four persons expected were sent on
" Maria," by Colonel St. Loger, unknown to any one at St. John's. Theyrwn Point. reached the " Maria " yesterday evening and left after dark. The

day the vessels arrived at Crown Point, a large smoke was made up
at Otter Creek and another far back in the country. Parties of
men arriving from the Colonies are sent to St. John's. The " Maria "
" Carleton " and " Trumbull " are the only vessels employed on the
lake; they are well ofßicered and manned. 32

May 16, The sane to Haldimand. fiad sent newspapers to Mathews in
Orown Point. letter of this date (p. 32) ; nine other persons taken from Crown

Point, they bring no news and only one newspaper. 31
May 30, Same to the same. Last night ho took on board Mr. Bottom andMaria," eight others from the Colonies ; sends the newspapers theyValcour 3
Bay. brought. 34
June 4. Journal of Captain Chambers from 7th May to date. 35

June 4, Chambers to Haldimand. fias arrived to-day and sent for stores ;
"Maria," on their arrival shall return up the lake. fias had three puntsPointe au Fer. built at St. John's, which are useful for secret service ; two shall

always be with the vessels, and one kept at St. John's. Journal (p. 35)
forvwarded. 42

Jnne 8, The same to Mathows (?). Arrangoments to recoive a person
' Maria," coming from the east side of the lake. The letter containing thePointe au Fer. order is not signed; thinks it is written by Genevieve (Genevay) but

knows the hand.writing on the address and also the seal, so that he
will obey the instructions it conveys. 43

June 12, Decision of a committee on the claim of the owners of the " Diana"
Quebec. for compensation for the detention of the vessel, awarding the

owners £200 sterling. 44
June 13, Adam Lymburner to Mathews. Enclosing report on the claim
Quebee. of the owners of the " Diana" (p. 44) to be laid before lis Excel-

lency. 45
June 14, Chambers to Haldimand. fias sent the " Trumbull " to Windmill
Pointe au Fer. Point with eight men and 13 women and children, taken off near

Crown Point; they are to be sent to St John's. Three hours after the
sailing of the " Trumbull " Lieutenant Blackett took off Mr. Smyth
of Albany and four others Mr. Smyth bas been forwarded to St.
John's. Movements of vessels. On the representation of the dis-
tress suffered ho has resumed firing the morning and evening gun,
although against general orders. (The distress appears to have
been feit by fugitive loyalists, the want of the gun leaving them in
ignorance of the situation of the ships, on board of which they hoped
to obtain shelter.) 46

June 15, R. P. Tonge to Schank. Accident yesterday to bis vessel in a
Bic. thunder storm off Seal Island ; mizon mast broken off, but three

men aloft got down, two unhurt and one slightly. A gunner
hurt on the foretopsail yard by lightning. The speedy repair of
damages by Mr. Ross and the pilots, and will be ready to sail again
in halt an hour. 48
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1781 Chambers to Haldimarid. Five men from the Colonies report that
i Maria " three hundred men were sent to Skenesborough to build and fortify

Crown Point. a blockhouse there; that General and Colonel Allen were both dis-
missed hy the Governor and Council of Vermont. Captain Myres,
15 loyalists and 4 prisoners brought on board at La Colle on the
2nd. Thcy are sent to St. Johri's. Brought off one man from the
east shore, who reported that a rebel scout had left two hours before ;
one is kept constantly on the shore. Page 49

June 21, The same to Mathews. Has given Wing one of the punts, as" Maria," ordered, fitted out for secret service ; a party has been sent to see
Mn Bay. Wing safely across to Lake George. Instructions given to him, that

if ho has reason to expect a robot scout near Ticonderoga, ho is to
send a man to the ships, whence a strong party shall be sent to
assist him. On his retura ho shall be sent down at once. Boat
sent to Mount Independence has returned without seeing fires or
rebels. 50

June 25, The same to Haldimand. Took off to-day at Split Rock one Levi
"Maria" toetI~iLLv

<i11lirand's Warner, and has sent a newspaper brought by him. fias kept a
Creek. good look out on the east shore but has observed nothing worth

notice. A rebel scout from Castleton kept watching the vessels;
thinks a party of loyalists might take one of the scouts, but waits
orders. 51

June 25, The same to the same. Has taken on board Samuel Roper, from
Lakeria New York; ho reports a meeting of the Vermont people at Bonning-
Champlain. ton; on the return of Colonel (Ira) Allen from Canada, General

(Ethan) Allen had left for Boston; uneaseinss caused by this to the
friends of Government. One Benedict and another man state that
it was reported that a flag was to be sent to the vessels. Report
made by John Smyth and others from Schenectady, that -Onoidas
had come there with two mon of Sir John Johnson's corps, taken
near Scarron Lake; they had set off again on a scout, The rebels
are building a blockhouse at Ballstown. Reported success of lis
Majesty's troops to the south; the Burgoyne prisoners moved from
Virginia to Pennsylvania. Continental currency selling at the rate
of $ 1,000 for one. Fort Stanwix evacuated ; it is said a fort is to be
built on German Flats. The numoer of American troops; the
deficiency of provisions and clothing. 52

July 2, Lt. Colonel Samuel Warren to officer commanding either of the
Fort Warren. British vessels. Sends a flag of truce with women, whose husbands

are in the British service. 55
Juny 4, Blackett to Chambers (?). Reporting the arrival of a flag of truce

rowr toint" with families who have been sont down in the long boat. The flag
r Point should romain on board the " Trumbull." 56
Mari'a," Chambers to Mathews. The " Royal George " will be got roady

Pointe au Fer as directed; there are neither sails nor canvas for making them, but
she can be moved wh-re ordered without them. Arrangements for
getting ber to Isle aux Noix given in detail ; the difficulties of getting
over the bar at the Island. Suggests that when flags of truce arrive
they should be put on board of vessels so stationed that the mon with
the flags could observe nothing. If placed on the " Royal George "
stationed where directed, they can See everything that passes. Troops

July 7 will be required on board the "Royal George." 57
The same to Haldimand. Has received letter from Blackett (p. 56)

Baie de The families, 25 persons, are sent to St. John's. Aaron Watson,
François, taken on board near Split Rock, reports that 250 men are at Castle-

ton and a scout of seven men constantly kept on the eastern shore
and that Colonel Allen is coming in with a flag. The flag that
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1781. brought in the families is on board the " Trumbull " waiting orders.
Is going down to carry out the directions regarding the " Royal
George." Page 60

July 10, Schank to Haldimand. Reports the arrival of a small privateer
Quebee. taken of Cape North on the 24th of June; other six sail were then

in sight, all believed to be privateers. Sends Captain Young's letter
with details. 61

July 12, Chambers to the same. Details of the capture of a rebel scout on
" Maria," the east shore of Lake Champlain by a party of Caughnawaga Indians
Gilliland'a
Oreek. accompanied by one Williams, a loyalist. Mr. Trail from the Colo-

nies bas returned with the three loyalists lent him and a soldier of
the 34th. Millstones for Sorel brought on board. The services of
Williams, who conducted the Indians, are worthy of reward. 62

July 14. Journal of Captain Chambers, froim 5th June to date, of proceedings
of the vessels on Lake Champlain. 64

July 15, Chambers to Haldimand. Sends return of seamen serving on the
" Maria," lake. The " Royal George " is half way between River LaColle and
Windmill Pointe au Fer; hopes she will be at her station in three days. Only
Point. 13 or 14 seamen will be on board of lier ; Wishart to command ; any

troops sent on board must be trusty, as any ill-disposed person might
cut the cable and let the ship drift ashore. There is no danger of
being surprised. Asks for more seamen. He shall remain near
Pointe au Fer till the " Royal George " is settled. Any messages for
him requiring expedition should be sent by way of St. John's. 74

.Returns follow. 76
July 18, Captain Grant (of Detroit) to the sane. Asks for a hearing re-
Quebee. specting his general accounts; the claim he as to freight money, as

granted by letter from General Gage. 78
July 21, Chambers to the same. Forwards letters and newspapers just re-
Pointe au Fer. ceived. The " Royal George " completed ; if the wind is fair she

will be taken to lier station in the morning. 77
August 1, The same to Mathews. Pointing out the use made by the rebels
"maria " of the flags of truce, to keep men constantly on board the ships, soWe't Bay. that they they could see wbat was going on and render one ship

useless. The cost of feeding so many; if power were given to send
tlem off as soon as they had landed the families, it would be a
saving of provisions, and would stop many of the flags from being
sent. The gunner of the " Maria " sent off to Mount Independence
with provisions for the prisoners; the rebels were picking up old
iron and bad found two guns, which seemed to be good. Will send
to destroy the twelve pounder found, if it is not carried away by
the flag. 9

August 2, The same to IHaldimand. Fay's explanation in answer to
"Maria," the complaint made that the prisoners at Mount Independence hadWest Bay. to be supplied with provisions by him (Chambers). 81
August 2, The same to the same. Families received on board the " Trum-
" Maria," bull " sent to Colonel St. Leger. LEtter from the commandingCrown Point. officer at Castletown to Fay says that a son of Colonel Warren came

expressly there to report that a party of continentals was ordered
to cross Lake George and stop the people to be exchanged. Smart
firing was heard near Ticonderoga. All workiug parties have been
withdrawn from both sides cf the lake and sent to St. John's. 82

August 5, The Eame to the same. Enters into explanations and desires
"Maria," instructions respccting the receiving of prisoners for exchange;rown Point. how is he to act in relation to Dr. Smyth's appointment, of which ho
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1781. has no orders from His Excellency, and also as to allowing people

to pass the vessels with Sherwood's pass ? Has complied with

Smyth and Sherwood's requests until ho bas definite orders. Page 8a
August 10, Chambers to Haldimand. Major Pay's propositions for a truce ;
"Maria" o cessation of hostilities agreed to whilst the guard was at Mount

own 'Point. Independence with prisoners, which time has expired; a party of

loyahsts at Ticonderoga to watch their movements; the troops
ordered up to Ticonderoga, to biing off the gun (p. 1), if not,
already taken away, and to take prisoners and rebels remaining.
The ceommissioners on board the " Royal George " have agreed to
a truce with Major Fay, and asked him to do the same, but as ho

thought it against the interest of the service, ho had seon them and

given bis reasons in that sense. The truce would enable the Ver-
monters " to get in their barvest in peace, whilst we reap no
one kind of bonefit." Even now the rebels are keeping scouts out
constantly, although it had been agreed with Fay that all hostilities
should cease. iad ho (Chambers) been taken by Vermonters-
during the truce, he would not have been given up; they would
have said that the men who took him were from another State, and

Fay would not agree that men from other States would not be
allowed to have scouts in Vermont. 86.

Augut Io, Journal of Captain Chambers, from 16th July to date, of proceed-
Mana.'' ings on Lake Champlain. 89
gu lis , Chambers to Haldimand. Blackett reports the rebels all gone

Lake a, from Ticonderoga; ho brought with him a good twelve pounder
Champlain. iron gun, which the rebels got out of the water, but could not carry

away. They had taken a howitzer, a swivel and some old muskets.
A brass gun is on board a bateau that is suk, but for want of a

proper boat she could not be raised. Rebel scouts are out con.
tinually ; hopes to get hold of some of them soon. 97

' iat 24, The same to the same. Arrival of Mr. Marsh with six bateaur
containing families and prisoners for Skenesborough, but no one to

bring back the bateaux; was obliged in consequence to send nine-
teen people from the vessels; if more bateaux corne with exchanged

people for Vermont, he can spare no more men. A fine Dutch

boy left at Chimney Point by Marsh, withoat knowing it; ho bas
been brought on board and is very well satisfied. Took off this day
four men and 19 women and children from Crown Point with a
permit from Governor Chittenden; they are sent to St. John's.
After consulting with Fay, Colonel Clarke, who brought down these

people, sent off a strong scout; being afraid it is after the hay.
makers, will make the best of his way down to protect them. The
measures that should be taken to prevent the hay from beine
destroyed. 98

Mt 30, Statement by Chambers of the violations of the truce arranged>
hake. with Fay on the part of Vermont, by having out hostile scouts,

collecting stores, &c., at Ticonderoga under a flag of truce, and by
other infractions of the terms agreed on. 100.

'&,,tguo, Chambers to-Haldimand. Sending account of the viola ion of the

Lake a truce by the people of Vermont. Dees, the gunner in charge of the
UhampIain. bateaux for Skenesborough, bas with him Mr. Marsh, four women

and twelve children, One Hawley sent down to Sherwood. 103
pteMber 3, Same to the saine. Suggests that the "Royal George " should

La- be taken down to St. John's, if not wanted where she is; it will
pain. take some time, as she must ba unloaded to get ber over the shoal;

the seamen can be employed in the yard at St John's where they are
much wanted. Lieut. Blacket has asked for leave to go to Britain
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1781. for promotion, as Lord Percy had promised to provide for him in
the navy. Page 104

September 8, Cham bers to Haldimand. The boy mentioned (p. 98) would not
Lake answer His Excellency's purpose; bas, therefore, not sent him down.Champlain. Will, as ordered, send out no scouts on the east side during the

absence of Sherwood and Smyth. 105
September 10, Same to the same. Mr. Stevens received on board the " Maria,"
Lake having escaped from the rebels at Bennington. Sends the news-Champlain. papers ho brought; the small written one he received fron Mr.

Aldon, at Shattesbury, who was going to Rhode Island, New York
and B>ston, and would write to lis Excellency. Sherwood and
Smyth were landed at Valcour Island; Sievens said they had got as
far as Gilliland yesterday. Whilst Stevens was a prisoner at Bon-
nington, Captain Putnam arrived "with letters from Congress
allowing Vermont to be a free State, with proviso that they give up
their late acquisitions to the State." 106

Sentember 11, Same to the same. Has taken on board Mr. Marsh, from Skenes-
Ma . borough, with families to the number of 117 women and children,
Champlain. belonging to loyalists serving in Canada. The flag with them was

dismissed at Crown Point. Before Marsh loft Skonosborough,
Colonel Allen, Major Fay and others, were waiting to meet Sher-
wood and Smyth, who, ho believes, are still detained at Gilliland'a
by a heavy gale. 107

September 13, Same to the same. Calis attention to the ease with which peopleLake employed cutting wood, hay, &o., on the sides of the lake, can coin-Champlain. municate with the rebels and the disaffected in Canada; he would
be loth to trust one of these mon so employed. Knows nothing of
Fraser, but hie clork is as great a robel as any in the Province; the
rebals muet get information from these people, or they would not
leave them so long undisturbed. 108

September 20, 8ame to the same. Will have the " Royal George " stationed
Lake near Pointe au Fer, as ordered; she should go to St. John's by theChamplain. 20th of next month. The difficulty of getting the other vessels

to St. John's owing to the low water. The gunboats are ail ready
at St. John's, and fit for service at an hour's notice, as are also the
long boats. loys cannot get up, if it keeps biowing fron the
southward, so that it would be useless to ship by them. Shail set
off for St. John's in a boat to assist in the service ordered. 110

September 23, Saine to the sane. In consequence of secret orders, he is now at
St. John's. St. John's, having left Crown Point in a boat; ho is getting every-

thing ready and no one suspects anything. The gunboats and ten-
ders are all ready; the " Maria " and " Trumbull " will be half way
between Pointe au Fer and Isle aux Noix. The gunboats and
tenders will take with ease 280 men and a month's provisions. 112

September 29, The same to the same. Victuallers sent to join the vessels at
St. John's. Pointe au Fer, under pretence that the provisions are for that

post and Dutchman's Point. They have provisions on board for
2,000 men for thirty days; any short of that shall be put into the
" Lee," which shall be detained till the troops arrive, in case they
want boats. On board the "Lee," and ina boats, 500 men may cross
with ease ; if necessary the " Maria " and " Trumbull," now at Wind-
mill Point, may take 500 more. Recommends that stores be placed
at Crown Point, instead of in the " Royal George," so as to be as
near the army as possible. The " Royal George " should be ordered
down not later than the 20th of October, and any trifiing thing left
at Pointe au Fer. 11s
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oct 781. Chambers to Haldimand. Arrival of letters, &c., from Mr. Chitten-
ft. John's. den, with instructions from General Stark to the officer in charge of

the flag. All the papers are sent to St. Leger to be forwarded. A
letter from Rev. Mr. Stewart at Crown Point, states that ho is there
with a number of families. Mr. Blacket reports the number of women
and children to be 53, with so much baggage that they cannot be
received on board the " Carleton; " Blacket bas supplied themr with
provisions, and the " Trumbuli" has been sent up to bring them
down. Page 114

List of flags of truce that came on board the vessels this summer,
to the 12th of October. 115

October 20, Chambers to Mathews. Ali the troops have arrived at Crown
Crown Point. Point, and at daybreak this morning Colonel St. Leger, with them

and the gun boats proceeded to Ticonderoga ; the southerly wind
will make it late before they reach there. Provisions put on board
the " Lee " to be forwarded. Stephens with dispatches from Clinton
has been so dilatory that the vessels arrived at Crown Point a day
before him ; he bas been detained waiting orders. 116

eovemaber 13, The same to the same (?). The army under St. Loger returning
poindmll from Ticonderoga to Crown Point; ho has put provisions for the

troops into the " Lee." The difficulties of the passage to St. John's
owing to northerly winds and snow storm ; none of the vossels
could get on, except the " Maria," which got here with great difficulty.
If the northerly wind continue ho shall be very uneasy about the

eûOvember 17 vessels. 118
t Jn' The same to Haldimand. Encloses journal with some observ-

4 ations. 127
The journal gives an account of the expedition, dated from the

17th October. to 17th November. 120 to 126
XOvember 20. Return of officers and seamen serving on Lake Champlain. 128

JoVember 21, Chambers to Haldimand. Encloses return of seamen, &c. Al
th the vessels are down and laid up for the winter, ecept the " Inflex.

ible; " is afraid the water will not allow ber to be in the same posi-
tion as last year, but will, in concert with Twiss, station her in the
best manner he can. 129

em JOrhb 28, The same to Mathews. Again calls attention to the expense theohnYs' officers under him have been at for entertaining those coming with
flags of truce, as well as poor women and children; asks that thoir
case be laid before Jis Excellency, but seeks no relief for him-

er 30t self. 130
t .nrso, The same to the sanie. It is reported that one ]Redman, of the

naval armament, was sending intelligence to the rebels. Asks that
Colonel Peters be ordered to send details, as Redman has always
behaved well; a man bas been sent to watch him; hopes to be able
shortly to prove his innocence or guilt; sketch of bis life sent; asks

DOe for orders respecting him. 132
. Jon',r 22, Chambers to Haldimand. Enclosing return. 135

"" .Return enclosed of officers and seamen belonging to the naval
armament at St. John's. 134

etroite. Richard Cornwall to Mathews. Remonstrating at the roduction
of his pay as master builder on Lake Erie; stating his services,
enclosing his commission, &o. 136

Jan 2. Return of naval officers and seamen at St. John's at this date. 138
• Letter of same date. 139
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Februa 10. Return of naval officers and seamen at St. John's at this date.
Page 140

February 10, Chambers to Mathews. Captain Tonge has arrived with 19 sea-
8t. John's. men sent by Captain Schank to serve on Lake Champlain; two

more were left sick at Three Rivers; hopes they will soon bo bore.
iReturn sent. 141

February 14, Same to laldimand. In consequence of the death of Mr. Napier,
St. John's. master of the port of Quebec, Mr. Frost has applied for a certificate

of his behaviour, &c. ; sends certificate and recommends him for the
vacant post. 142

February 27, James Frost to the same. Thanks for having been appointed
St. John's- captain of the port of Quebec. 14S
March 11, Schank to the same. Has received returns of the naval depart-
Quebec ment at Carleton Island, and a letter from Captain Botton; the stores

that had been burned, belonging to the different vossels, had been
replaced so far as not to retard the service; the new barrack is
completed. The necessary stores shall be sent up as demanded. 144

April 6, Chambers to Mathews. Will purchase wine and sugar as request-
St. John's, ed by the surgeon. The " Maria," " Carleton " and " Trumbuil "

are nearly ready and might sail in a few days, but ho presumes that
the 1st of May wili be as soon as the lake is navigable, and the
longer these vessels are kept down the sooner will the other be
made ready. Will try to get the " Royal George " hove out before
ho leaves St. John's. By the end of May every vessel and boat will
be in botter order than before. What vessels are to be employed ?
If the same as the last, sixty soldiers will be necessary to act as
marines. 145

April 8, Schank to Haldimand. Asks for orders relating to the employ-
Quebee. ment of pilota. 146
April 9, Chambers to Mathews. Has purchased the wine, &c., which has
et. John's. been put in charge of the naval storekeeper for issue as required. 147
April 12, Francis Brown to Captain Grant (in French). Points out, that
Detroit. being a Frenchman, he cannot fight against his own country, and

asks that the situation in which ho stands be taken into considera-
tion. 148

April 19, Chambers to Mathews. Has hove down the " Carleton," " Trum-
St. John's. bull," "Lee" and " Washington." The three first and the "Maria"

are fit for service, and in botter order than ever ; so is the
" Washington," so far as regards her huil, but the stores must
arrive from Quebec before more vessels can. be rigged out ;
the want of blocks for heaving down the other vessols; lias
sent to Montreal for them. The vessels all ready for the lake serv-
ice, but cannot leave till the " Royal George " and " Inflexible " are
hove down, as that cannot be done without the seamen. 151

April 25, Schank to same. In doubt whether the " Mercury " is ready, has
Quebec. ordered the "Polly" for the service required, to take Captain

Halcro on board at Coudre. The strong easterly wind has filled the
north shore with ice and stopped navigation; all the vessels will be
ready when the navigation opens. Twelve pilota shall be sent
down. 153

April 28, Brehm to Chambers. Arrrangement for stores and provisions to
Montreal. be sent up the lake. The instructions are minute as to these stores,

and respecting the duties to be performed by the ships during the
summer. 154

April 30, Orders and instructions to Lieutenant McAllen respecting the
"Inflexible." duties of the vessel under bis charge on Lake Champlain. 156
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1782.
Apri1 30 Chambers to Mathews. The armed ships and victuallers have
8t. John's. sailed and are now half way between St. John's and Isle aux Noix;

so soon as the wind permits the victuallers will proceed to the
Island. Page 158

Same to the same. (Endorsed as received on the 24th). Had at
St John's. once sent off stores asked for by Shorwood. Suggests that the

vesseis should not wait for the " Royal George " being hove down
but should proceed up the lake; he could return when the stores
arrive to heave down the " Royal George," and the soldiers could
man the capstans, so as not to require seamen to leave the lake.
Suggests paying the seamen but waits orders. 159

May 6, Schauk to the same. Captain Hacro got the " Mercury " ready
Quebec. to sail to Bic, and sent the " Polly" back. Sends Halcro's letter

respecting a schooner, with unsigned papers, which had been sent
back to have papers examined. 161

May6, Same to the same. Is pleased at Ris Excellency's approbation
Quebee. of bis distribution of the pilots. Seamen, officers and stores sent to

Chambers as requested. Six of the gun boats too large to be taken
up the rapids withont the carriages used in 1776. How long boats
could be employed; as many gun boats as may be ordered can be
built at St. John's. 162

y 6, Same to the same. The two officers sent to Chambers for lake
Quebec. service will answer his expectations. They have only acting com-

missions; recommends that they obtain full commissions. Their
gallant conduct on board the " Jack" in the action with the
French. 163

May 6, Same to the same. Desertions of Canadians from Carleton Island;
Quebec. asks for instructions. Three British seamen deserters have given

themselves up, and send a list of complaints as a reason for doser-
tion. If true, the men have not been fairly dealt with. Copy of
the deductions from the rations, showing for one man for 30 days, a
deduction of £1 3s. 5¼red164

eay 8, Chambers to the same. Ras transferred to Colonel St. Loger the
. John'. ~ families, deserters, &o., brought in by a tender from Crown Point.

Sailing of the vessels with stores, &c. 166
'My 13, Schank to the same. The large gun boat to be delivered to
Quebec. Captain Barnes; the " Liberty" to proceed to Chambly Basin with

naval stores, four smail gun boats, two officers, 30 seamen and three
deserters. The " Canceaux " is ready to proceed whe:ever she is
ordered to go. 167

ay 13, Same to the same. Sends intelligence brought from New York
Quebec. by the schooner " Alexander " Newspaper sent, containing the

capitulation of St. Christopher's. 168
Report follows, relating chiefly to the sailing of ships. Nofrench

ships reported to be cruising on the coast. Men are cutting a canal
towards King's Bridge. 169

May 16, Schank to Mathews. Will consult with Coleman as to getting
uebec. timber to build craft for carrying firewood betwoon Bic and Mont-

real, to carry 50 to 6o corda each. Asks for information respecting
the quantity of wood wanted, &c. Ras only four whale boats; has
a quantity of crooked knees for building more, and will have as
many ready as possible. 171

May 16, Same to the same. A vessel wanted to replace the " Haldimand "
Quebec, on Lake Ontario next summer. Will give orders accordingly. Will

there be more transport than in former years ? 172
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may & Chambers to Mathews. Sends letters received by express; no

one knows of its arrival at St. John's. The progress of work on the
"Inflexible" and " Royal George." Page 173

May 19, Same to the same. The " Royal George " not yet hove dcwn, onSt. John'e. account of the want of hawsers and the difficulty otherwise of man-
aging ber. Has written for additional rope, &c. 174

May 20, Schank to the saine. Proposes to clear the harbour of anchora
Quebee. and other obstructions; sends an advertisement. 175&

Advertisement without date or signature. 173a
May 23, Chambers to Mathews. Sends copy of the orders given to the
et. John's. officers commanding ihe vessels on the lake. The arrangement

be has made with Smyth and Sherwood respecting letters and
papers brought in, in accordance with His Excellency's desires. 176

May 23, Re port of the cargo and passengers of the " Enterprise," Capt.
Quebec. William Robinson, from Liverpool, consigned to Shaw & Thomp-

son. 177
May 24, Schank to Mathews. Has given orders to build whale boats here
Quebee. and at St. John's; also two vessels for carrying wood. Is afrail the

water is too low to let them down the rapids this year. Sends
report of the " Enterprise " arrived this morning. 178

May 25, Chambers to the same. Prisoners from Vermont were transferred
Ut. John's- to Col. St. Loger. All the vessels ready but the " Royal George ";

is afraid sbe cannot be hove down till ropes arrive from Quebec.
Will send a vessel to Pointe au Fer to wait for the families that
are to be sent into Vermont. . 17q

May 27, Schauk to the same. Arrival of the " Hussar," last from Madeira;
Quebec. ber report of cargo, &c., enclosed. Brings accounts of the relief of

Gibraltar. 180
Report of " Hussar." 181

May 27, Same to the same. All the Canadian deserters found by Laforce
Quebec. have been sent to gaol. They remonstrate that this is seeding time

and complain of the injury tbeir imprisoment will do their families;
has promised to represent their case to Ris Excellency 182

May 27, Same to the same. Sends late newspapers for His Excel-
Quebee. lency. 183
May 27, Same to the same. Will, so far as possible, clear the harbour of
Quebec• anchors, &c. The "B ellona" ashore; vessels sent to her assist-

ance, 184
May 31, Chambers to the same. A number of families sent down fromEt. John's. the vessels; sent by two flags, one from New York State, the other

from Vermont; about 200 more are already assembled near Skenes-
borougb, and more expected every day. Prisoners for Vermont
sailed yesterday; had he known what was to be done with them,
tbey migbt have been at Crown Point. Respecting bringing down
the families from the Colonies. 185

May 31. Same to the saine. Sherwood bas arrived and been advised to
proceed up to Pointe au Fer and forward the prisoners. Asksorders
as to the reception of families arriving Irom the Colonies. 186

StJh'ns. Same to the same. Bas made inquiry respecting the reported
complaint made by Mr. Myers; its untruth. Hopes that ail the
vessels will be able to leave by the lst of June. 187

June 5. Amount of provisions on board the vessels on Lake Cham-
plain. 189

Jute 9, Chambers to Mathews. The low state of the water bas compelled
Bt. John's' him to send the vessels to Isle aux Noix; all the vessels are loaded,

as by account enclosed. To keep the vessels long loaded will cause
the secret of the expedition to leak out; if they w ere at Valcour Bay
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1782 they would be more out of sight. Only six seamen at St. John's.
The refusal of rum to one Wright bas probably been the cause of
the complaint he made. Page 190

Account of provisions enclosed. 189
June 9, Lt. Colonel Isaac Clark to commaunding officer of the British ships
8 kenes- on Lake Champlain. The distressed state of the families at Skenes-
borough. borough ; asks that boats be sent to take them, his own boats being

so shattered. 192
Jane 13, Chambers to Mathows. Has given orders as directed respecting
8t. John'. families from the Colonies. Will transfer the most unwildly gun-

boats to the engineer, but cannot furnish seamen. A careful soldier
in each boat would be sufficient. 193

Jue 6, S4me to the same. Sends letter received from Sherwood. Vessels
8. John's- off Crown Point ill suppl'ed with boats; will not send any as re-

quested (p. 192) as they will always expect the same. 194
June 21, Same to the same. Sends list of families who arrived this morn-
PU- Jobnls. ing. 196

List of people who arrived at East Bay on the 16th. 195
June 32, Chambers to Matbews. A flag arrived on business with Dr.
t- John's. Smyth and Captain Sherwood. Jacob Johnson from Boston akEo

arrived ; sends papers he brought. 197
Jnne 28, Same to the same. Airival of families; they are sent to St.
St John's* Leger. 198
July 5, Same to the same. The " Royal George " and the " Inflexible "
9t. John's- are stationed off Pointe au Fer; the victuallers are delivering the

provisions at Isle aux Noix. Will proceed up to the " Maria," visit
the vessels at Crown Point and give directions respecting Gil.
bert. 1b9

Jaly 12, Thomson to Chambers. Two men taken prisoners bolow Chimney
" Tranbl," Point, who said they came to buy rum and salt. 200
Vrown Point.
Jàly 13, Chambers to Mathews. The people brought down ho has sent on

Oham * . board the " Royal George," and not to Dutchman's Point, Sherwood
being still at Quebec. The people are toid that by coming they

can get rum and salt; they are reported to be all sick of the
war. The country greatly distressed for want of salt, but it wilI
mot be safe to trust many on board the vessels on that pretext. Ail
coming shall be kept prisoners on board the " Royal George " till ho
receives orders. Isaac, the Mohawk chief, bas also arrived with four
Indians. They brought in one man, two boys and two scalps.
The chief had a small paper for His Excellency; the prisoners were
taken to Fort Hunter. Reports received that Washington had been
at Saratoga, Schenectady and Albany, with a guard of 400 men. 202

July 17, Same to the same. las returned from the lake; there came aiso
°tn'B one woman with four children, and two people from Vermont, who

had enlisted in Rogers' Corps. Sends newspapers. 201
Same to the same. Recommends expelling people from the place

t job"'n. for selling liquor to the seamen. A fine has no effect, the profit
being so great 204

July 24, Same to the same, Lieut. McAllen reports the arrival at Crown
8L John'1  Point of Mr. Brackenage (Breckenridge) with a pass from Governor

Chittenden; he is detained for orders. Dr. Smyth bas asked that
he be brought down, and b is sent for. Desertion of a soaman fron
the "Maria;" a party bas gone in pursuit. Three Americans besides
the deserter have been sent up lately from Quebee; they are kept
on board the "Royal George" and " Inflexible." 205,
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1782. Chambers to Mathews. Has dismissed the people that came from
St. John's Vermont; bas no doubt they will return welL pleased with their

' u-age. McAllan is to land them at Crown Point and give thom two
or three days' provisions. At Isle aux Noix, he met Breckenridge,
arrived in the " Maria's " boat; bas put him on board the " Wash-
ington," as it is not safe to lot him go on shore, where thore are so
many people. Page 207

August 15, Sane to the same. Desertion of two seamen ; finds that, althoughm. John's. they were English, they had been on board rebel privateers. Will
have all men of this kind secured. A few might be useful on board
the vessels on the upper lakes, where they conld not join the
enemy. Riedesel has applied for help to Major Jessup, in securing
hay; will comply with bis re4iest, except in regard to landing
troops. The mon with the flag, from Boston, are anxious to re-
turn. 208

Augu3t 22, Roger Stevens to Snerwood or Dr. Smyth. Ias found a man at
Crown Point. his post trying to sell beef, without leave. Another, named Begel,

bas been recommended to act as express. Bonnet and Gibson, of
Castleton, could not come, two deserters having informed on them,
but they sent Hulbert, who has relurned as a guide to Pritchard.
News of Vermont will be given by two mon who are sent to St.
John's, &c. 209

August 23 Chambers to Mathews. Will comply with orders respecting per-
8t. John's. sons going to the Colonies. fias confined two seamen suspected of

intending to desert; they should be sent to the upper lakes. Bad
character of many of the seamen sent up lately; none but men of
known loyalty should be employed on Lake Champlain. 21 t

August 24, MoAllan to Chambers. Has put two men, caught bringing in
Maria." cattle, on board the " Royal George," till he receives orders ; they

were encouraged by Stephens. The men sent to pilot Pritehard
caught when trying to get off. 212

August 25, Chambers to Mathews. Asks his advice as to his prospects of
St. John's. obtaining leave to go to Britain, for promotion. 214
August 25, Same to the same. He bas, as directed, given orders to releasie
St. John's. the men caught bringing in beef, they having been deceived. 215
September 2, Riedesel to Capt. Grant. Is glad to find that arrangements are
taie aux Noix. made for supplying the garrison of Sorel with spruce beer, and that

Mr. Macbean will learu to treat the general officer commanding the
district with more delicacy. Is now at Isle aux Noix with seven
battalions employed at the new works; spruce beer would be a great
relief to them; how it could be provided. 216

September 6, Same to the same. Respecting the supply of spruce beer for the
Borel. troops. 222
September 8, Chambers to Mathews. fias given up the idea of leaving the lake
St. John's. service to resume bis position in the navy, for reasons given. 218
September 8, Same to the same. Four men came down to the vessels at Crown
t3t. John's. Point, under pretence of buying salt ; they are taken prisoners as

spies and sont down to Isle aux Noix; asks for orders. 220
beptember 11, Same to the same. Newspapers sent, which were brought in by
St. John's. people from the Colonies. 221
September 18, Same to the same. Will have a vessel ready for the purpose
St. John'i. mentioned. 223
October 1. Return of officers and seamen on board the naval armament on

Lake Champlain. 224
October 3, Chambers to Mathews. If the " Royal George" and "Inflexible,"
St. John's. lying off Pointe au For loaded with provisions, are to go to St.

John's, they must be unloaded. The posts of Pointe au Fer and
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1782. Dutchman's Point could thus he supplied more easily. What is to
ho dono with the stores not wanted at these posts ? TUhe ships must
be entirely unloaded, the water being so low. Page 225

0etober 18, Chambers to Mathews. Asks for copies of letters written in his
St. John's. favour by fis Excellency, to be sent to London by Twiss for a friend

who has influence. 226
October 18, Same to the same. Has received orders respecting the landingt. John's. of provisions. Points out the necessity of sending the ships to

winter quarters as soon as possible. 227
October 26, Same to the same. Families and prisoners for the Colonies sailed

John' yesterday with a fair wind. Three people from the Colonies have
been delivered to the commanding officer of this post. 228

oTember 1, Sane to the same. Arrival of a flag from Gavernor Chittenden ;t. John's' the two people with the flag are sent to Datchman's Point. A flag
from New York State bas brought dispatches for Haldimand and
Riedesel; the first are sent to Dr. Smyth, the others direct to Rie-
desel. Fourteen French engineers reported to be ati Saratoga to
survey Ticonderoga and Crown Point when the ships leave the lake.
French troops to winter on the Connecticut and the light horse in
Vermont. 229

*Ovember 9, Same to the same. The delay in the return of Man and Dr. Srmyth
8t. John'o. gone to the Colonies with exchanged families. The danger to the

ships from the lateness of the season. The arrangement for receiv-
ing the boats shonld they return after the ships sailed, which they
did on the 5th. The losses sustained by the ships in a gale of wind.
Al guns, artillery, stores, &c., brought up the North River belong-
ing to the French. Lord Stirlirg, two French engineers, and many
French officers had been at Albany, to survey the lake when the
shi ps sailed. Report of naval successes over the French and Dutch,
the latter carrying stores to the French in the West Indics; other
contradictory reports. 230

November - Same to the same. Man, sent off with prisoners, has returned
St. John's. with some families. Two of the 34th and one of the 44th deserted

at East Bay. Movements of troops. Of the boats lost coming down
the lake, one cutter and one bateau are recovered; thinks that
Sherwood can find the others. 234

'ovember 16, Same to the same. The ships in winter quarters, except the
et. John's. " Inflexible," which cannot b got in from want of water. Had

they been kept two days later on the leke they could not have been
got down. 232

December 25, Same to the same. Arrival -of Captain Frost with 54 seamen;et John's. the rest will be bere to-day, as they were left at Chambly; will dis.
pose of them es ordered. 23

Deceniber 27, Same to the same. The total number of seamen brought by Cap-t. John's. tain Frost is 52; bas written to Riedesel ab>ut a German soldier,
formerly of his corps; he does not think him a proper person to be
trusted here. The necessaries for the sick are expended, except
wine and rice; the surgeon has applied for sugar and vinegar. 2a6

State of provisions shipped at St. John's during the summer of
1783 1782, and now accounted for. 237

Jlanuary17. Nathaniel Day. Orders relative to the issue of fresh beef to th*
sick in regimental hospitals. 239

January 27 Chambers to Mathews. Explanation of the savings of flour, &o.,et. John'B.' by the seamen and soldiers and how they were disposed of. 241
'anulry 27, Same to the same. Respecting the deficiency ot provisions, with
ft. John's. explanation fully detailed, including the manner in which they were

shipped, received, &c., and enclosing a return. 242
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Jan n , ~ Return enclosed shows the provisions delivered from on board the
St. John's. different vossols (named) to the commissary at Isle aux Noix, Pointe

au Fer, Dutchman's Point, and blockhouse at LaColle. Page 247
Jannary so, Chambers to Matthews. A deserter from one of the regiments,
St. John's. sent up as a scaman, bas baon delivered to Major Campbell. 248
Febnary 14, Representations, opinions and requisitions by Captain Schank to
Quebec. Ilaldimand, respecting the naval departnent of the Province. The

representations by Captain Schank and the answers by General HBal-
dimand are in parallel columns. 249ý

March 29, Chambers to Mathews. Encloses return of officers and seamen
St. John's. under bis command. All the vessels will be fit for service when the

lake is navigable. Snggests that the large vessels be sent up to
Pointe au Fer, when the mon are paid, so as to bo beyond the shoals,
and the peole will not be able to desert. Atks what number of sea-
men are to be sent up, so as to know how many soldiers will be
required as marines. There is wood enough for next winter. 262

Return follows. 264
SeAricks- Extract from the resolves of a general committee to select candi-
brg.r dates for the office of Governor, &c, of New York. The resolutions

speak in the highest terms of Clinton's services, and bind the meet-
ing to support him for Governor. The names selected were George
Clinton, Governor ; Pierre Van Cortlandt, Lieutenant-Governor ;
A ndrew Fink, Junr., Senator. Colonel William Smith was chairman
of the meeting ; those present were Abraham Cuyler, Peter W.
Yates, Dirck Swart, James Gordon, Christopher Yates, Peter Vroo-
man, Jacob Ford, Peter Van Ness, Mathew Adgate, Peter Schuy-
1er. 265

pril 1, Chambers to Mat hews. The " Maria," " Carleton " and " Trum-
t John's. bull " are ready when the lake is free from ice. If these are the

only vessels to be employed on the lako, and that the rest are to be
left at Isle aux Noix for the accommodation of the troops, the fewer
seamen left on them the botter ; the rest can be sent on boai d the vos-
sels in service and notroops needed; asks for ton or twolve of Rogers'
mon. Has answered Riedesel's application that the " Royal George '
and " Inflexible " ara not yet ready to receive troops; by the 1st
and Eth May they will be ready. Other arrangements ; troops may
be wanted in case of any expedition across the lake. The sooner-
ho can get the vessels from St. John's the botter. 267

April 21, Governor Clinton. Permit for all vessels to pass and repass the
Newburgh. posts on the river, on their making a repoi t to the posts. 269-
May 1, Chambers to Mathews. The vessels had left, but wore obliged to
fIt. John's- anchor owing to the wind coming down the river; will leave as

soon as the wind changes. P.S.-The wind cbanged ; will leave in
half an hour. 270

May 1. Roturn of officers and seamen serving on Lake Champlain. 271

may 6, Chambers to Mathews. The vessols have been at Crown Point
Qrown Point since the 3rd, but no people bave come off who wanted to proceed

to Canada. The east side will soon be settled ; ho has given orders
to allow vessels to pass and repass and not to hinder people going
to Canada to purchase what they want. A man who went down to
sell tobacco was robbed on bis return by mon who were painted ;
but ho knows one of ther to be a loyalist. Means will be taken to
prevent such affairs. Presumes ho need not stop any that pass
by unarmed. 272
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May 13 Chambers to Mathows. Has sent down from Duichman's Point
&maria," 10 moen, 1 woman and two children, one of the mon with a pass from

oumberland Governor Chittendon. Three were sent from Dutchman's Point
' last year to recruit. Has bent newspapers to zherwood. Page 274

May 21, Commissary Day to James Grant. That the issue of spruce beer is
Quebee. to be discontinued. Grant answers on the sume date that ho must

have six months' notice, so as to get rid of the stock of molasses,
&c. 275

May 21, Chambers to Mathews. Hais sent down the two Lieutenants
t John's. Wishart. Their deserving conduct. 276

Mfay 26, Grant to the sane. Representing the injustice of Stopping the
Quebec. issue of spruce beer without giving the time usual in all con-

tracts, 277
May 26, Sanie to the sane. Further respecting the discontinuance of
'Quebec. the issue of ipruce beer. 279>
M&Y 30, Chambers to the same. The vessels must be ordered down
8t. John'.. before Ris Excellency's orders can be put in execution ; 25 seamen

are employed by the engineer ; his ideas about the discharge of the
men aie sent for lis Excellency's consideration. As there will be
no occasion for bis services ho wishes to aceompany the seamen to
Quebec. The peace, ho hears, bas stopped his promotion. 280

J hn 's Sane to the same. Sending newspapers received from some
8t. John's. people sent in with letters from Schuyler. The vessels are now at

Peinte au Fer. 282
June 12, Grant to the sane. Additional remonstrance against stoppingQaebec. the issue of spruce beer, bis stock of molasses bought at a

high price, and now only saleablo at less than half ; his reason for
aying in such a large stock. 283

Jun 12, Captain Burnett to the sane. Captain Chambers leaves to-mor-
'lRoyal row with all the seamen belonging to the navy. le postpones any

t.* J*hn',. reduction for reasons already given. Whilst waiting for orders, he
will take a trip up the lake for information. Asks leave to retain
the services of the clerk employed by Chambers. 285

u4ne 19, Sane to Haldimand. Sends forward Lieutenant Thompson of
Maria-" the Royal Artillery, with dispatches from Carleton. The " Maria"'

and " Trumbull " are in a situation to take the lake if ordered. The
people of Vermont are increasing fast. 287

Juness, Sane to Mathews. Thanks for the clerk being continued.
ft. John's- Remarks on the number of boats kept on the lake by the people of

Vermort. Bnats have gone from Albany or Schenectady with
merchandise for Niagars. 288

July 1. James Grant to . Does not know wbat part ho is to take
in furnibhing the transports with water casks. 289

Que7 2 Same to Mathews. Respecting the supply of water casks for the
•UIY transport@. 290

July 6, Burnett to the sane. Has ordeTed a vessel and craft to the south
t. John'u. end of Iec à la Motte to forward prisoners of war to Crown Point.

Major Skene expects to be here by Thursday. 292
4 1, Sane to the same. The prisoners of war, 196 men, women and
Izte . c1hildren, are here till Major Ske-ne can find a proper officer to receive

them. People going to the Colonies without paisses have been

Jul appreben-ed and brought back. 29ï
mna ',, Saine to Haldimand. The prisoners of war were all landed on

onderoga. the 18tb. A Colonel Cochran is going to settle at Crown Point; h,
expects troops to follow him ; ho reports that ho is to have the com-
mard at Crown Point. Vermont is laying out townships on Grand
Isle, and the States have granttd land in Onondaga County. 294

bit
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1783.
Juy 27, Burnett to Haldimand. Washington, Governor Clinton, Philip
IMaria," off Schuyler and others had been at Crown Point from the 23rd to the
Crown Point. 25th, when they returned to Albany. Page 296
July 30, Same to Mathews. Will send craft to assist in bringing in the
"Maria," cattle. lias refused applications from people wishing to bring inLake
Champlain. cattle and from traders, &c. 297
August 3, Same to the same. The naval and other arrangements made to

°Geoyge, prevent improper persons from leaving the Province. 293
st. John's.
August 8. Orders from the Admiralty to John Schank, commanding the

" Canceaux," to have ber put out of commission at Quebec, owing
to ber bad condition. 300

September 9, Thomas Faunce, town major, to Haldimand. Asking a commis-
Quebec. sion for his son. 302
September 21, Schank to the same. Enters at length into his reasons for laying
Quebec. up the " Canceaux," and returning to Britain with bis officers and

crew. 303
September 23, McAllan to Mathews. Application by Dr. Smyth for one of the
St. John's. victuallers to go to Crown Point to bring some bullocks for Ris

Excellency. The stations of the vessels; on the arrival of the " Con-
vert " will comply with Smyth's request. Asks for instructions
respecting the employment of the vessels. 306

September 30, Burnett to Haldimand. Lays bis situation before Ris Excellency;
Quebec. the loss of bis property in New York. Ris oniy property now is a

grant in Nova Scotia, to which province ho asks leave to go. 308
,October 17, Grant to the same. In consequence of the high price of flour h.
Quebec. proposes to borrow about 1,000 barrels from the surplus in the

King's stores, to ho sold to the bakers at 18 shillings a cwt. If the
flour returned by him costs more, he will suffer the loss; if there
is a profit it shall go to the relief of distressed loyaliets or.other
charity. 311

SOctober 18, Schank to the same. Believes that bis orders to return and settle
Quebec. the accounts of bis crew, &c., are positive, but if Ris Excellency

decide that his absence is inconsistent with the public service, he
shall remain, not doubting that ho can still obtain promotion to the
rank of post captain. 313

October 28, McAllan to Mathews. The " Convert " bas arrived with ballocks
St. John's. from Crown Point ; the " Lee " is 'at Bloody Point; three of ber

seamen have deserted. Asks orders respecting the laying up of the
vessels. 315

November 10, Same to the same. All vessels laid up at St. John's except the
St. John's. " Convert," not yet returned from Isle aux Noix. Lieut. Hunter,

of the " Lee," took a barrel of British brandy from one Sutherland;
the brandy is now on board, as reported to Major Campbell. The

1784. insolence of the people at Crown Point. 316
June 29, Schank to the samo. Ras investigated the complaint about pas-
Quebec. sage noney made to Major Campbell; the tender was not in the

naval service at the time complained of. 318
October 27, Same to Haldimand. Respecting the pay and reduction of every
Quebec. person in the naval department, &o. Ris papers are sent by the

" Atalanta " for the satisfaction of the King's Minister. Certain
other accounts which cannot be settled at present. 319

No date. Depositions of John Nichols and Simeon Stevens, respecting Prit-
chard's connection with the illicit trade in beef in November,
1782. 323-324
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LETTERS TO OFFICERS OF THE PROVINCIAL NAvY.
1778-1784.

1778. B. 143. B M., 21,803.
August 10, General Haldimand to Captain Schank. The people to be set at

ontreal. work on the place made choice of by Mr. Twiss. Page 1
Angust 21, Same to the same. Reasons by him and Mr. Twiss for choosing
Mntreal. the island for a fort; work to proceed at once. Gun boats to be

completed and employed as speedily as possible; no more men to be
employed than necessary, so as not to delay work on shore. Survey
of the lake will be begun as soon as possible, but it cannot be this
season. 2

SePtember 1, Capt. Foy (?) to Capt. Chambers, Lake Champlain. The general's,
adrol. concern at so many people being surprised on the lakes; only the

best and mcst trusty officers to, be employed in the advanced ships,
enjoining vigilance. Soldiers may reinforce the ships. The flag of,
trace people to be dismissed. (This letter is initialled F. Hà., but its
terms show that it was written by the Secretary, probably Capt.
Foy), 4 1

ePtember 17, dame to the same. Beds and clothing to be sent. Inquiry to be
aorel. made as to the number of seamen in Montreal and to press, if neces-

sary. without distressing the trade. Capt. Harvey, commanding on,
the St. Lawrence, can give no orders on the lakes; should he desire
to recall seamen it must be refused, as the General has need for the
active services of ships on the lakes. 6

SePtember 22, Same to the same. Flags of truce to be detained on board ship tili
8 ore1. their bearers and people brought are examined by order of Brigadier

Powell. The commanders of ships to be on their guard against
treachery. 8

SePtember 2s Same to the same. Regalations respecting flags of truce suspended.
%oml. Clothing, &c., has been ordered. 9
October 6, Same to the same. Barr to make provision for sick seamen. 10
Borel.
October 6 General Haldimand to the same. le, Mr. Twiss and Capt.

Schank to confer as to the disposition of and time for laying up the
armed ships for.tbe winter. il

October 12, Capt. Richard Pearson to Lieut. Elliston of the " Brilliant."1
Ou oard the To proceed, with his ship and armed transport " Andrew " to act as,

GArland." convoy to vessels now ready. 12
October 12, General Haldimand to Capt. Chambers. Is persuaded of his

orel zeal. Cannot approve of Capt. Pearson interfering with vessels on
the lakes. No returns to be made to him ; ail orders come through
the General. 14

October 12, Capt. Foy to thesame. How to deal with people buying seamen's
°41- effects. 15

October i, Same to the same. Enclosing letter from Barr concerning sick
o.el ' seamen. 16

OCtober 20. Memorandum by Mr. Gordon on the River Magdalen, for winter.
ing Capt. Alison's vessel ; the movements of ice in the river and
Gulplh. 17

Novemberl 23  General Haldimand to Capt. Alison, of the armed sloop " Sorel."
Quebee. ' Instructions as to opening sealed orders. 20
Noaember 23 Same to the same. Sealed orders to winter at the Magdalen

uebe. River till February, observing the movements of the ice. To sail for
England on the ist of February if he can remain so long. To com-
municate, so that other orders may be sent. 22
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Nove1b8r 30, General Haldimand to Capt. Chambers. l not displeased with
Quebec. him for information sent to Capt. Harvey regarding seanden lent by

the men of war. Page 27
December 1, Same to Schank. As the whole time of an officer is required for
Quebec. the department with which ho has been entrusted, and as other

occupations prevent this, ho is to send in his accounts, &c., that
another capable officer may be appointed. 28

December 22, Capt. Foy to Capt. Chambers. His Excellency approves of his
Quebec. course respecting Capt. Harvey's demand and respecting the vie-

1779. tuallers. 29
January 21. Same to the same. The General approves of his discharging the

seamen claimed by Capt, Harvey, &C. 30
January 30, General Haldimand to captains of Troasury armed vessels (Stead,Quebec. Karr, Rakin and Long). That they are to obey orders by Schank

as to preparing to sail for England. 31
February 25, Same to Captain Chambers. Approves of his sending officers back
Quebec. to their ships. Rules as to rum. 32
February 27, Lt. Col. Macbean to Capt. Schank. Arrangements respecting
Quebec. guns for the cruisers on the lake and the squadron in the Gulph.

Servicoable small arms, ammunition, &c., will be exchangod for the
unserviceable. 33

March 1, General Haldimand to the same. That Col. Macbean was
Quebec. ordered to write about artillery. Melville. surgeon, to go on board

the " Canceaux " to take charge of the sick. Certain men of the
Treasury brigs to romain at St. John's; Bouchette with seamen has
gone there. Long boat may be decked. 37

Marcb 11, Same to the same. The misunderstandings at Carleton Island wili
Quebec. be inquired into. Has re-engaged La Force; hopes to get two or

three able Canadian officers for the upper lakes; wishos ho could
say as much for Champlain. How the vessels should cruise there.
No time to be lost in fitting out ships. Encloses letter from Capt.
Harvey r.elating to the " Canceaux " for explanation. 39

March 22, L. Genevay to Captain Schank. Transmitting letters. The
Quebec. General bas some thoughts of employing La Force and other

Canadian officers on Lake Champlain; desires his opinion. 41
March 22, General Haldimand to Capt. Chambers. Biscuits sent to St. John's
Quebec. for the navy. Another surgeon's mate taken into the service. 42
March 29, Same to Captain Schank. Desires him to come down to settle
Quebec. matters concerning the lakes. May have three gunboats for the

upper lakes. To induce the deserters to enter the service. 43
April 29, Same to Captain Chambers. Officers belonging to mon of war to
Quebec. leave the lakes and join their ships. The crews of Treasury brigs

ordered up. Blacket to be first lieutenant. Strictest look out to be
kept whilst cruising. Not to romain near Crown Point; this cruise
to be made directly to Pointe au Fer. Surgeon for naval department
ordered to St. John's. . 44

April 29, Same to the same. Transmitting regulations for Lake Cham-
Quebec. plain. Captain Stead to superintend the naval department at Sorel.

An officer to command the "Inflexible " iit hie absence. 46
Regulations for Lake Champlain. 47

April 30, Orders and instructions to Captain Schank, senior naval officer
Quebec. and commissioner over the lakes. 48
April 30, General Haldimand to senior naval officer, Lake Erie. With copy
Quebec. of instructions to Schank. 51
April 30, Same to Captain Schapk. With copies of oriers, &o., to officers
Quebee. commanding the upper poste. à?
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May 19 Haldimand to Schank. Cannot foresee what number of fatigue men
Quebe'. may be available for the works. There will be few guards left when

he (Schank) demuands workmen, but all may assist. He is to set a
good example. Page 5a

May 10, Sane to the same. Ayres, commanding the " Mercury," arrested
'Quebec. for debt; his place to be fillcd up. Sorry for Bouchette's delay on

the road; work must be pushed. Mate, William Halcro, appointed
to the " Mercury." 55

May 22, General laldimand. Order to Corporal Cunningham to embark
Quebec. with his mon in the I Mercury." 57
May 22, General Haldimand to William Halcro. To take on board the
'Quebec "Mercury " William Smith, admiralty marshall, ordered to appre.

hend John Stiles, master of the " Vipr."8
May 23, Sane to Captain Schank. To consult with Captain Brehm; tonuebec. be cautious about introducing new rules that may make the seamen

discontented. The necessity of avoiding disputes. Grant may
remain on Lake Erie if ho behave; Laforce to remain at Carleton
Island. 59

MXay 27, Same to Capt. Chambers. Proceedings approved; vossels to be
Quebec. kept constantly on Uhe lake, and two or more to go to Crown Point

to roceive desorters or loyalists. Pointe au Fer to be a general
rendezvous if the encmy appear in force. Economy in ammunition.
Fires and other signals to be watched. 61

JIunie , Same to the sane. To continue cruising on Lake Champlain.
Quebec. Approves of not sending sick seamen to Montreal; will provide a

surgeon. 62
June 10, Same to Capt. Schank, Carleton Island. Regulations as toneee. rations, how savings may be effected in provisions and ram.

Row gailey to be employed carrying dispatches, provisions, &o.;
vessels to be built for immediate service. To proceed to Niagara
and Detroit; to fit up and arn a small vessel for Do Peyster.
Lernoult will supply soldiers for her. Has refused Grant's draught
till certified by him, (Schank). To inquire as to Lieut. Chiquet's
application for his son. 63

"Qu,® Same to the same. Grant's vouchers unsatisfactory; to inquire
minutely into his accounts. In event of neglect on the part of the
storekeeper at Detroit, he is to be disobargod. To consult with
Capt. Brehm. Lieut. DaVernet with artillery may require assist-
anceà 66

fo n, Sane to Capt. Chambers. The lako demands the ch'ef at
QUebec. tention. The " Royal George" and " Inflexible " may be rigged.

The deficiency in the crew of the Treasury briga to be ac.
counted for; arrangements for seamen on arrivai of ships. 68

.1ly 20, Same to Capt. Judge, harbour of Quobec. _Return of provision
Qutibec. ships, tons, mon, guns, &c., to be made ont and transmitted. 69
Juiy 20, Same to the same. Ail possible dispatch to b used in sending
Jiily 21, provisions to Montreal. 70
Quel 2) Saime to Capt. Napier. Seamen from a vict -aller deserted and

gone on board another ship, to be taken off and restored to the
July 2% victualler. 71
Que Saime to Captain Halcro, sohooner " Morcury." To receive on

board rebel prisoners Bailey and Hanley, and deserter Stuart of the
53rd, to be delivered to the Liverpool vessel for Jamaica. 72

Qn"be, Same to Capt. Chambers. Approves of his vigilance and activity.
Io pleased at the favourable report of the conduct of the officers.
Will not forget his recommendation of McAllan. ' 73
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1779. General Haldimand to Captain Chambers. The necessity for
Âuguet 9, constant vigilance. The illness of Capt. Richan. Williamson to actQuSbeC. as mate at St. John's. Page 74
auust 16, Captain Mathews to the same. Transmitting letter. 7
Quebec.
August 26, General Haldimand to the same. That he will obtain leave to go
Quebec. home after the arrival of the fall fleet. 76
&eptember 26, Same to Capt. Halcro, To proceed to Bic with provisions for
Quebec- the pilots ; the " Brilliant " and victuallers' pilots te await there

the arrival of the fall fleet. 77
Beptember30, Sarne to Captain Chambers. Journal received. How and where
Quebec. wood should be got for the vessels. 78
october 10, Same to Captain La Force, at Carleton Island. Giving leave to
Quebec. him and a portion of the Canadien sailoi s to come down to Can-

ada. 79ý
October 11, Same to Captain Chambers. If he stili wishes to return to
;Quebec. England he must sail on the 25th. Would prefer that he should

1780. take his chance on the lakes for another year. 80
February 17, Captain Mathews to the same. To keep the six pounders
Quebee. and return the nine pounders to the yard. To keep what guns may

be of use to the armed vessels. 81
April 6, Same to the same. The General has no doubt the vessels will be
Quebee' ready as soon as the weather permits and that one or two will be

completed when the lake is open. 82
April 13, General flaldimand to the sane. Same number of vosselsQuebee' to be employed as last year. Troops will be ready when navigation

opens. Must pay the seamen in absence of Capt. Schank and Capt.
Twiss. Lieut. Dysart, paymaster, to assist Mr. Jordan ordered to
advance the money. 83

April 17, Same to the same. A secret expedition ordered under Sir John
Quebec. Johnson: assistance to be given him. Major Carleton will consult

as to plausible reason for preparations. Instructions as to opera-
tions. 84

April 20, Captain Mathews te the same. The General cannot yet de.
Quebee. termine the number of vessels wanted on the lake. Leaves other

arrangements to him (Chambers). Four men to be sent across the,
lake ; they are to be seen as little as possible. Arrangements
.ecessary for their expedition. 86

May 1, General Ilaldimand to the same. Respecting the "Liberty "
e schooner. 88

Ma e Same to Capt. La Force. Orders to have bateaux ready forQuebeo. service at Carleton Island. 89
May %0, Same to Capt. Tonge. Will serve him when opportunity shallQuebee. offer. 90
Jus. 12, Same to Capt. Chambers. Approves of his conduct with respect
Québec. to Sir John Johnson's expedition. Major Carleton has orders to

furnish troops for vessels. 91
June 18, dame to Capt. Grant. The demand for an inquiry into his con-Quebee. duct cannot at present be granted. 92
June 1, Captain Mathews to Capt. Barnet, Detroit. It was unnecessary
Quebec. to send certificate of the pay of Lieut. Carnegy and bis servant, as

the General had no idea prejudicial to his character. 94
July 27, Same to Captain Chambers. Approbation by the General of bisQuebee. report. The health of the seamen gives pleasure. 95
August 7, General Haldimand to Capt. Randal. Tho "Mercury " to proceedQuebec. to Bic to meet the convoy, deliver despatches and return. 96
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1780. laldimand to Captain Chambers. Ris commission as master and
Augnst.14, ocm o adt e1h wh. Pg17
Quebec. commander received. To come down and take ihe oath. Page &7

September 14, Captain Mathews to the same. Allen and McAllen's letters
Quebec. received; approves of the place chosen for flag of truce, the two to

be well treated. To consuit with Major Carleton as to scout across
the lake. Brigadier Powell will regulate the return of the flag. 98

October 22, General Haldimand to the same. The report by Major Carie.
Quebec. ton does him (Chambers) honour. He is to ýudge himself as

to the conduct of the shipping at this season. Major Carleton to
remain as long as possible at Crown Point. To endeavour to recover
the 32-pounders sunk by Brigadier Powell, and the oLher stores. 99

November 2, Major Lernoalt to the same. Approves of arrangements respect.
Quebec. ing flags ; they are to be sent back at once. 100
November 6, General Haldimand Io the same. Approving of bis proceed-
Quebec. ing.101
?November 15, Same to Captain LaForce. Entrasting him with the command of
Quebec. the vessels on Lake Ontario. Baker, lieutenant, is senior to Chi-

quet. 102
Niovember 15, Same to the same. That he intends to continue him in the comi.
Quebec. mand of the lake, unless naval officers arrive in spring. 103
Noyember 23, Same to Capt. Chambers. Report received of vessels being laid
Quebee. up. Does not see how he can reimburse officers for expenses incur-

red on account of fiags and prisoners, but will consider it. 104
December 2, Capt. Mathews to the same. That his situation at St. John's
Quebee. is a separate command and not intended to be otherwise.

Lt.-ol. St. Leger bas not written on the subject. This letter may
be shown to him. 106

Jannary 25, Same to the same. The General's satisfaction at the state of the
Quebee. shipping. 107
pebruary 19, Sane to Ca ptain Schank. Ris report recoived of the naval
Quebee. department at St. John's and his intention to examine the stores at

Coteau du Lac. To push up whatever he can to the upper lakes. 108
MLarch 5, iame to Capt. Chambers. That recommendations for commis-
Quebee. Sions to naval officers will be carried into effect. 109
March 19, Same to the sane. Acknowledging return sent of oNcers and
Quebee• seamen. 110
March 19, Same to the same. That the request for an allowance to Seamen
Quebec. of c[othing worn out in fatigue duty will be granted. 111
April 16, General ialdimand to Thomas Dunn, paymaster. To enforce
Quebee. payment of the freight due by merchants for conveyance of goods

to the r lakes. 113
April 16, Oapt. Mathews to Capt. Chambers. How the seamen are to be
Quebec. supplied with biscuits.

April 30, General laldimand to offloers with dispatches. General order
Quebec- that Capt. Schank is to receive al dispatches now expected, for

more rapid delivery. 117
April 30, Sane to Capt. Chambers. Is pleased that there are so many ves-
QuLebee- sels ready to sail. Marines to be supplied by St. Leger. Loyaliste

might be serviceable on board, and might be sent for intelligence. 118
APril- Answers to questions proposed by Captain Schank relative to

Naval Department, namely, as to remittances for pay, promotions,
gifts to seamen, the collection of freight on merchandise, allowance
to the widow of Captain Andrews, position of Captain La Force,
&c. 120

Qe a, Captain Mathews to Captain Chambers. Respecting the naviga-
QUebee' tion of the lake. The scout sent to be visited by Captain Sher.
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,aptain Mathews to Captain Chambers. Acknowledging receipt
quebec. of papers, and that 19 loyalists had been taken on board at Crown

Point. How ho is to deal with papers, &o. Page 126
June 4, Samo to the same. Messenger from the Colonies expected; how
Quebec. ho and bis dispatches are to be forwarded. He'should be kept on

board and dispatches sent, unless ho pressingly desires other-
wise. 127

June il, Same to the same. Acknowledging dispatches and arrival of
Quebec. loyalists. 129
June 12, General Haldimand to Capt. Young. Asking for convoy for vie.
Quebec tuallers which wintered at Halifax. 130
June 25, Capt. Mathews to Capt Chambers. Rebel newspapers received;
Quebec. the arrival of Myers with recruits and prisoners. Arrival of a

deserter; to be cautious about him. 132
July 1, Same to the same. Persons with flags of trace to be taken on
Quebec. board the " Royal George" off Pointe au Fer, and not to communi-

cate with the shore. 133
July 2, Same to the same. Rebel newspaper brought in by Levi Warner.
Quebec. An attempt should be made to capture rebel scouts watching

vessels. 135
July 5, Same to the same. News received ; caution in landing parties,
Quebec. there being a strong party at Crown Point. 136
July 12, Same to the same. The " Royal George" to be stationed at
Quebec. Dutchman's Farm, instead of Pointe au Fer. Troops to be put on

board. 137
July 16, General Hialdimand to the same. ias received letter from Capt.
Quebee. Blacket, and one to him from Col. Fletcher, rebel officer, concerning

flag of trace with loyalists. To dismiss the flag and acknowledge
letter and the receipt of the loyalist families. 138

July 23, Captain Mathews to officer commanding " Royal George." Per-
Quebec. sons coming into the Province to be lodged in his care and go ashore

on Capt. Sherwood's orders. 139
July 2a, Same to Capt.Chambers. Report of success of Indian scout and list
Quebec. of seamen, &c., received. Approves of annoying enemy's scouts as it

may open the route for messengers. Cannot comply with Williams'
request. He (Chambers) may give him a couple of guineas, which
will be repaid. Will endeavour to send reinforcement of seamen. 140

July 26, Sameto Captain Schank. Orders given to allow the " Barl of Gran-
Quebec. ville," to discharge in the stream, on inquiry being made into the

state of the cargo. 142
July 26, General Ialdimand to Capt. Chambers. The prisoners in the
Quebe. hands of the rebels not having been delivered, they should be fed by

them, as is done with rebel prisoners here. They are not, however,
to be allowed to suffer, but provisions should be sent if nec-
essary. 143

August 2, Capt. Mathews to thé same. Orders as to fliag sent. Provisions
Quebec. to be sent for the prisoners and boats for the women. 144
Augnt 9, General Haldimand to the same. Concerning the victual-
Quebec. ling of the prisoners. Cannot account for the order to Major Fay,

nor for the firing at Ticonderoga. Flags sent on frivolous pretences
to be dismissed ; messages' Of importance to be forwarded. Sher-
wood and Smyth have received instructions as to scouts, &c. 145

Angust 13, Same to the same. Approves of his compliance with the requests
Quebec. of Major Dundas, Sherwood and Smyth. Respecting prisoners for

exchange being left at Mount Independence. Scouts landed at the
blockhouse for examination. Sherwood and Smyth have instruc-
tions thereupon. 147
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August 20, General laldimand to Captain Chambers. The return of the party
Quebec. sent to Mount Independence ; the treatment of prisoners for ex-

change shows the disregard of publie faith. The conduct of the
guard to be represented. Page 148

AQgust 30, Capt. Mathews to the same. No scouts to be sent out onQuebee. the cast side of the lake south of Mount Independence during the
absence of Sherwood and Smyth. 150

SePtember 3, General Haldimand to the same. To avoid inconvenience mon
Quebee. suffIcient to bring back the bateaux to be sent with them. Hlay

cutters were prepared for Clark's scout. 151
September 13, Same to the same. In reference to the recommendation to send
Quebec. the " Royal George " to St. John's. sho will be useful as a store

ship for the expedition to Orown Point; she is to lie at Pointe au
Fer. The other vessels to be ordered to St. John's . the arrange.
ment to be made so as to keep the movement to Crown Point as
secret as possible. The vessels mentioned in Capt. Schank's return
will be useful for shore service. 152

SePtember 20, Same to the same. Acknowledging information of the escape of
Quebec. Stevens from Bennington; of Sherwood and Smyth's progress ;

of the admission of Vermont as a fourteenth state, the latter prema
ture. Will take stops regarding the wood andhay cutters. Blacket's
prospect of promotion. 154

ptember 27, Same to the same. Is glad to find the vessels ready. Approvesuebee. of the "Royal George" being at St. John's by the 20th prox., and of
the other vessels remaining below Pointe au Fer. 156

OCtober 4, % Captain Mathews to the same. The " Royal George " to be sent°Ue(. down at the time proposed. 157
XoTember 1, Same to the same. The General acknowledges his (Chambers)nebee. assiduity with respect to the expedition, and approves of his having
IV detained the flag. 158

oQember 22, General Haldimand to the same. Truste the ships may beuebee. laid up to the best advantage. Precaution more than ever noces.
sary. 159

b. 23, Capt. Chambers to Capt. Mathews. All the vessels in their winter
•OiIber quarters, according to orders. 160

nOlber 26, Gen. Haldimand to Capt. Chambers. Return received of officers
*. and seamen, and report of all the vessels having got down. Ras no

doubt that the "Inflexible" will be replaced by another vessel if

XO b 2she is not got into her former station. 161
eber 29, Capt. Mathews to the same. His Excellency satisfied with

the winter arangement of the vessels. 162
uoeimaber e, Same to the same. With warrant for £60 to indemnify the officers

-e for their expenses in the reception of flags, prisoners, &c. 163
eb 782. Same to the same. 1s inclined to appoint Mfr. Frost to

Quebe,1' succeed the late Mr. Napier as captain of the port. Desires to
Peb know his abilities, &c. 165

ry 21, Gen. Haldimand to the same Prost appointed captain of the
Qebe. Ilport of Quebec; he must rolinquish all mercantile pursuits. 166

Qnebry 2 1  Same to Mr. Frost. Appointing hima captain of the port of
O. Quebec. 167

QU.b>ry 21, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Chambers. Report received of the
eC. arrival of seamen under Capt. Young, and a return of the seamen

under his own oommand. 168
ebry 25, Same to the same. Mr. Frost may remain at St. John's for the

Quebe0 . purpose desired. 16S
tre '0 Same to the same. To supply Captain Sherwood with pants for

1treat. the scouting service at Loyal Blockhouse. Dr. Smyth to go there.
1A,
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1782. His Excellency is glad to hear of the high order of the ships; the
ordinary service to be carried on as last year. Page 170

April 12, Gen. Raldimand to Capt. Schank. Will ba at Quebec before any
Montreal. number of pilots wanted; all below Bio to be called there, under

direction ot Mr. Ross; every precaution to be used. 171
April 19, Capt. Mathews to the same. Pilots to be sent to Bic for the
Montreal. early arrivals ; instructions forwarded for Capt. Halcro. All craft

belonging to the Naval Department at Quebec to be got ready. 172
April 20, General Haldimand to all military and naval officers bringing
Montreal. dispatches to deliver them to Capt. Halcro for conveyance to Que-

bec. 173
April 21, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Chambers. The vessels fitted out may
Montreal. wait till the " Royal George " and " Inflexible " are gone down ;

there will be more time to look into the small craft. Men from the
regulare and Johnson's corps to be sent up. If he has any objections
to the latter to mention them, otherwise it will be convenient to em-
ploy them. 174

April 24, Same to the same. lis Èzcellency approves of his paying off the
Montreal. seamen and proceeding for the lake. Col. St. Leger will furnish

men when the "Royal George " and "Inflexible" are to be hove
down ; marines to be sent. Vessels for firewood. 176

April 24, General Haldimand to the same. Introducing Capt. Brehm, to
Montreal. whom he is to give every assistance and information. 177
April 29. Capt. Mathews to Capt. Schank. Approves of what was done in re-

gard to pilots. The Province tranquil ; desires to strengthen the
frontier posts ; as many seamen as can be spared to be sent from
below, and as many gunboats as can be manned. 178

gay 1, General Haldimand to Capt. Chambers. Troops to be employed
Montreal. strengthening Isle aux Noix and other frontier posts ; arrange.

ments for sending provisions. 180
May 9, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Schank. Canadian deserters from Carle-
MontreaL ton Island to be immediately apprehended and sent to prison. 181
May 9, Same to the same. Only the gunboats that eau be easily trans-
Montreal. ported to be sent to St. John's. The large ones to be ready for ser-

vice at Sorel. The " Canceaux " and all others to be ready for the
same place. 182

May 9, Same to the samo. Commissions as lieutenants will be sent to
Montreal. Mr. Hutchins and Mr. Hunter. 183
May 9, Same to the saine. The General approves of his and Capt.
Kontreal. Halcro's conduct respecting the schooner " Seaflower." 184
May 13, Same to the saine. To consult with Mr. Coleman as to the build-
Montreal. ing of a vessel to carry firewood to Quebec. 185
May 20, Samne to the same. fuis Excellency, in the present hurry, will
Montreal. give no order to replace the " Haldimand " by a new vessel; two

vessels to carry firewood to be built. Whale boats to be also
built. 186

May 21, Same to Captain Chambers. In consequence of the master of the
Montreal. " Carleton " demanding from the scout from the colonies the letters

brought, and reading them, orders are given that all scouts are to
be landed at Loyal Blockhouse and no questions to be asked them
on board ship. ' 187

May 22, Same to the same. The number of seamen on Lake Champlain to
Quebec. be reduced to 60. 189
May 23, Same to the same. Prisoners exchanged from Vermont to be
Montreal. distributed to their several corps. Is pleased to hear of the forward

state of the ships. A small vessel to be ready to convey prisoners
to Vermont. 190
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ia 7s Capt. Kathews to Capt. Schank. Letter received. Page 192
1outreal.
May 30, Same to the same. Canadian seamen; deserters apprehended are
Montreal. to be placel in confinement and made an example òf. 193
May 30, Same to the same. Report of Captain Wilson of the brig
Montreal. "Hussar " received. The misfortune to the " Bellona." 194

May Bo, Same to the same. The grievances of the English seamen no
Monitreal. excuse for their deserting, No alteration to be made in the service

of the " Canceaux." 195
June 6, Same to Captain Chambers. Respecting the com plaints of scouts
Quebec. arriving on board of vessels. Ris Excellency is pleasd that the

vessels are ready. Flour to be sent up. The " Royal George " and
" Inflexible " to be sent to Isle aux Noix. 197

June 10, Same to the same. The inconvenience of so many women and
Quebee. children coming from the Colonies, both to feed and lodge them.

Only families who have relations in Canada to be received. The
most unwieldy gunboats to be given to the engineers for carrying
Stone. 198

Juge 13 Same to the same. Wright's complaints; it is difRcult tO transac9

Quebec.' business with the unpolished people who must be employed, but
all officers should make little sacrifices cheerfully. 200

June 20 Same to the same. li satisfied that no seamen are needed for the
QuebeC.' gunboats delivered to the engineers. 202

June 27 Same to the same. An answer will be sent to Hopkins. To take
Quebee' charge of the whale boats; only to be used by Ris Excellency's

express order. 
203

'JuAe 27, Same to the same. The expedition across the lake will not take
QUebee- place. Al the vessels to be discharged of provisions at Isle au:

Noix. Small vessels wili be wanted to carry prisoners over the
lake. 204

June so, Same to Captain Schank. Warrant for pressing seamen en-
Quebee- closed. 20
July 1, Same to Captain Chambers. The provision vessels to be left where
Quebec- Most convenient. 204
Jniy 4, General Haldimand to Capt. Grant. Mr. Thorn, sailing master on
Quebec. Lake Erie, allowed to withdraw his resignation. 207
July 4, Capt. Mathews te Capt. Chambers. is letter respecting the

Quebee•. arrival of men, women and children from Crown Point, and of others

22 expected, is received. 
209

quel 2, Same to the same. The two men from Vermont to be sent back,
O. but to be treated kindly, so as to conciliate ; they are to be toli that

until the great body of the people testify their desire to be reunited,
individual intercourse cannot be allowed. 210

August 17, Same to the same. Capt. Sherwood will hand a list of persons
Quebee. allowed to return to the Colonies; they are to be furnished with

A provisions. 212
U 22, Same to the same. Al seamen who have been on rebel vessels,

QC e- to be recalled f rom Lake Champlain and not to be allowed there in
future. Orders sent to Sherwood to send off the Boston flag, and
also that with the prisoners. 213

Augu 8t 26, General Haldimand to the Commissioners of the Navy. That the
Quebee. stranding of the " Quebec " on Anticosti was due to fog, and not

to the master's fault. 214
&ugust 29, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Chambers. Approving of his course re.
Quebee. specting seamen. 215
&Ptotaber 12, Same to the same. General Riedesel bas orders to have the

Quoie*• four men coming on board with a flag examined by Sherwood, and
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1782. sent down or allowed to return according to facts brought out.
About 60 prisoners to be sent across the lake in a few days. Page 216

September 28, General Raldimand to Capts. Bradley and Stupart. All the trans-
Quebee ports to be fitted out for the reception of troops. 218
October 7, Same to Captain Bradley. The " Lady Townshend " to be taken
Quebee. into the transport service. 219
October 8, Samo to A. Graham, St. John's, Nfid. Decree of Vice Admiralty
Quebee. Court against the " Amazon." An exact account of all stores landed

from her at Quebec to be taken. 220
October 10, Capt. Kathews to Capt. Chambers. Provisions for 60 men till
Quebee. May next to be landed at Loyal Blockhouse, and for 100 for the same

period to be landed from the "Royal George " and "Inflexible." 221
October 14, Same to the same. Provisions on board the " Royal George " and
Quebee. " Inflexible " to be landed and stored. 222.
October 18, General Haldimand to - Wood, master of the " Maria." The
Quebee. "Maria " being found unfit for transport service is discharged from

Ris Majesty's service. 223
October 21, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Chambers. That His Excellency hopes
Quebee. that bis (Chambers) remaining in his present situation will turn

out to bis advantage. Ras written to Lord Keppel and will write
to the Minister. 224

November 11, General Raldimand. Instructions to Capt. Tonge as to the
Quebec. transport of prisoners to the Delaware. 225

Private instructions to Capt. Tonge in charge of prisoners of
war. 22e

November 21, Captain Mathews to Capt. Chambers. Ris Excellency is pleased
Quebec. at the escape of the vessels and at their being laid up. 228,
December 10, General Haldimand to Capt. Schank. The seamen that are to
Quebee. winter at Quebec ; the others to march to St. John's. 229
December 20, Capt. Mathews to the same, With letters to be forwarded. 230Quebee.
December 20, Same to Capt. Chambers. The seamen sent to St. John's
Quebee. to be distributed among the different ships, to remain during next

1783. campaign. 231'
January 6, Same to the same. Arrival of Capt. Frost with seamen; articles
Quebee. may bo bought for the sick. 232
January 23, Same to the same. Inquiry to be made as to the deficiency ofQuebee. provisions sbipped on board the armed vessels and the great saving

on the allowance of flour and other provisions issued. 233
February 10, Same to Capt. Schank. Whale boats at Sorel to be delivered to.Quebee. General Riedesel for use of the blockhouses at Yamaska. 235
April 3. Same to Capt. Chambers. Returns received of officers and sea-

men and report of vessels being in readiness. The vessels, except
those for lake service, to be anchored at Isle aux Noix for use of the.
troops on the works. The large vessels to be sent to deep water and
seamen paid. 236

April 25, Same to the same. Vessels to be ordered on lake service, as there
Quebe® is reason to suppose messengers and loyaliste are waiting to come

off from Crown Point. The speedy arrival of the former is desir-
able. General Riedesel bas orders to send twelve picked men on
board. The distribution of seamen approved of; co-operation with
Riedesel urged, and vigilance enjoined. 26th. News of peace
received. 238

sy 5t Same to the same. The " Royal George " to be ready to sail, butQuebec. not to go beyond Isle aux Noix, dispatches being expected. 241
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1'183.
Iay 15, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Obambers. Two Lieutenants (Wishart)

Quebee. to be sent to Quebec with Sherwood; if ho is gone they are to be
sent in a whaleboat. Page 242

May 15, Same to the same. The proclamation cf cessation of arme does
Quebec. not justify intercourse; persons coming in to be sent back.

Privileges of trade will be regularly granted after definitive treaty is

signed. Search will be made for those who robbed the boat at
Chimney Point. 24-'

ueb5, Gneral Haldimand to Capt. Burnet; that ho is appointed to the
naval command on Lake Champlain in room of Capt. Chambers. 245

June ls, Same to Capt. Schank. To prepare for embarking German troops
tuebec. for Europe. 246
June 18, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Frost. Bertha to be provided for the
Quebee' victualling transports for discharging, in preference to.others. ý247
July i, Same to James Grant. The General requires the casks in his
Quebee" (Grant's) possession for the King's service. 248

Quebc. Same to Capt. Burnet. Vessels to be in readiness at St. John's to

uebee. convey American prisoners in the Province to Crown Point. 250

July 3, Same to James Grant. The water casks will be taken on a requi.
Quebec. sition agreeable to the tenor of his (Grant's) letter. 251
Jl4y 19. State and condition of His Majesty's Provincial armed schooner

"Meroury," William Halcro, master. 252
July 24, Mathews to Capt. Burnet. Permission given to brin in a drove of

fat cattle from Vermont. Ho is to assist in conveying them to
St. John's. 253

Julya, Same to the same. Approves of stopping men leaving the Pro.
Quebe.- vince without passports. To be watchful, as many of the discharged

Germans may go to settle in the Colonies and others go with
them. 254

net 4, General Haldimand to Capt. Schank. Naval reduction on Lake
e Champlain. Burnet and two commissioned officers and 30 mon, and

two or three light cruisers to be kept, the others to be taken to st.
John's and dismantled. 256

August 10, Capt. Mathews to Capt. Barnet. Vossel to be prepared for the
Borek. conveyance of Baron de Steben to Crown Point. Ris Excellency

proposes to accompany him. 267
August 14, General Haldimand to Capt. Schank. Orders for reducing the
At. John'. naval armament on Lake Champlain. 258

Auet 28, Capt. Mathews to Capt Schank. Report of fire at St. John's
Queoec. received; amall loss of naval stores; the fortunate escapo of the

powder magazine; the naval stores to be safely lodged. 260
Ptemiber io, Same to Lieut. Shapoote. Ris Excellency is desirous the trans.

Quebee. ports shall return to New York. He (Shapcote) ordored to sail
next day. Arrangements for seamen going as passengers. 261

teber 15, General Haldimand to Captain Schank. aval armament to be
ebee• further reduced. 262

September 25, Capt. Twiss. Remarks on officers of the Provincial Naval De.
Quebee. partment, their positions and pay, &o. 263

Ptemaber W. General Haldimand to Captain Schank. The "Canceaux" may
Quebe. be laid up and ber offlers and crew sent home. In the state of the

naval stores ho (Schank) must remain tili the reduction take place
and the stores are handed over. 267

Quebe , Same to the same. Arrangements for the reduction of the naval
Qobee7 department. 269
Qe r 17, Same to the same. That notwithstanding the lettera from the

• Lords of the Admiralty, hie presence is absolutely necessary till the
final arrangement of the naval department takes place. 2711~
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October 18, General Haldimand to Capt. Schank. Further respecting the ne-
Quebec. cessity of bis (Schank's) presence here. Page 272
October 27, Same to James Grant. Thanks for certain suggestions as to
Quebec. flour. 273
November 6, Capt. Mathews to Lient. McAllan. The -,Lee " may be laid up
Quebee. as soon as thought necessary. 274
December 15, Same to Capt. Frost. IHe is to farniish Captain Schank men to
quebec. take charge of the " Mercury " and other King's craft. 275
December 15, General Haldimand to Captain Schank. Further reduction in the
Quebec. naval department. 276

1784. Capt. Mathews to the same. To nake a return of vessels, officers,October 29, and mon, as the establishment will appear on Ist January next.Qu'bec. Bis Excellency supposes from no answer being made as to reduction
that none further can be made, but dosires to hear from him. 277

MIS0ELLANBoUS PAPERS RELATING TO TH PROVINCIAL NAVY-1775-
1784. VOL. I.

1 B. 1 . B.N., 21,804.
December 7, Thomas Robison to Cornwell, master of sloop " Chippawa." Is
Niagara. sorry to hear of the stranding of his vesmel, but it is a consolation

that no lives are lost. Provision sent to bring the crew to Fort
Erie. By Colonel Caldwell's orders ho is to bring off ail valuables,
to destroy what romains and to have no disputes with the

1776. Indians. Page 1
Angust 10, Adhemar St. Martin to Lieut. Governor Hamilton (in French).
Detroit. Had shipped goods by the " Chippawa," which was wrecked on

Presque'Isle. The goods might have been saved and sent to Detroit,
but they were destroyed by Caldwell's orders. Asks him to inter-
cede with General Carleton in respect to these goods. 2

August 12, Sworn certificate of the goods on board the " Chippawa," wrecked
Detroit. near Presqu'Isle on the 25th of December last and destroyed by

order of Colonel Cald well. (There is some error in the date of the
wreck. The order is dated 7th December, the date of the wreck
given in the certificate is the 25th of the same month.) 7

August 19, Caldwell to Carleton., Explaining the circumstances rendering
Niagara. necessary the order to destroy the goode on board the "Chippawa "

(p. 1.) The good character of Adhemar; recommends him for con-
sideration. 4

October 30, E. Foy. Circular to officers commanding posta, that no boats or
Crown Point. vessels are to pass upon the lakes without a passport and that no

vessels larger than a common boat are to be built on the lakes, ex-
cept those for His Majesty's service. 8

Memorandum of rigging, sails, stores &o., wanted for the use of
Ris Majesty's snow " General Haldiman'd." 10

Civil establishment proposed for Ris Majesty's dock-yard at St.

1n. John's for 1777. 13
February - State and condition of the Naval Department at St. John's, under

the command of Captain Schank. 15
April 8. Regulations for the pay, &c., of the civil establishment at St.
8t.John's. John's for the Naval Department. 19
](&Iy 22e Carleton. Circular to officers commanding the upper posta;
Q c that from the 10th of August last, to which time the contractors

were paid, the pay and expenses of the ships are to be borne by the
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1777. Crown. The oath of allegiance is to be taken and a return made of
the names, ages and country of those on board. iNo vessels except
those armed and manned for the Crown are to be on the lakes.
Trade regulations, &o. Page 17

JIy 2, Circular from Carleton. That the King's vessels may carry
merchants' goods when not otherwise employed. 20

Oetober 14, Return of officers on the upper lakes with their present pay. 21
quebee.
October 27 State of the naval departinent on Lakes Superior, Michigan, Huron
Detroit. and Erie. Gives an account of each vessel. 22 to 28
becember 6. Naval stores issued for the sloop " Felicity." 29

State of the armed vessels on Lake Champlain signed by Lut-
widge. 30

Stores wanted for the naval armament on Lake Champlain. 31

rc 2,1. Muster roll@, namely:
h Schooner "Faith," Detroit. 34

Sloop " Angelica." 36
Schooner "lope." 38
Schooner Earl of Dunmore." 40
Schooner "Genoral Gage." 42

Account of stores issued to the ship yard. 43

April 24. Muster roll of officers, carpenters, blacksmiths, &c., employed in
the ship yard at Detroit. 50

(y 1. Return of naval stores issued to the armed vesselas on Lake
Ontario. 51

1. Account of repairs done to the "Gage,' "Dunmore," "Faith"
and " Angelica." 127, 128

Iay 1 Inventory of the "Gage," with masts, rigging, anchors, &c., the
stores on board now, and those wanted to complete her for 1778. 53

The same for the "DuInmore." 57

71I. Pay list of the snow " Haldimand." 63
Same for the "CaldwelI." 67
Same for the "Seneca." 68

Say 10, Return of the different vessels on the upper lakes. 65
1149zà. Return of the naval stores at Niagara. 70

May 1a Memorandum relative to the naval department on the upper
Xgara. lakes, by Lieut. Col. Bolton, Captains Thompson and Grant, and the

commanders of the vessels on the upper lakes. 71
,y 13, Memorandum relative to the naval department on the upper
a ~ara. lakes, by Captain Andrews for Thompson. 74
Iy i Return of the officers and men of the naval armament at St.
. JoLn's. John's. 77
.71. Betablishment for the botter government and payment of the

naval force employed on the different lakes. The names of the chief
officers and their duties are given. 79

The general orders and regulations follow. 82

8.- Return of offcers serving on the lakes. 87

Memorial of David Stow and Ponsonby Cox, midshipmen com.
I. manding vessels on Lake Champlain, respecting their promotion. 89

10. List of officers in the naval armament on Lake Champlain. 91
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July 2 Proposal of James Grant to furnish slop clothing to the sea men
Quebeo. on the lakes, with the terme and conditions. Pages 92, 95
July 30. Return of all vessels on the lakes, except those on Lake Cham-

plain. 97
August- Return of the naval armament at St. John's. 101

August 5. Note to Mr. Grant, desiring him to reconsider his proposal for
slop clothing, some of the prices being too high. 103

September 2. Return of the officers and seamen of the naval armament at St.
John's. 104

September 5. Return of offieers, artificers, &c., employed in the dock yard at
St. John's. 106

September 30. Return of the officers and seamen of the naval armament at St.
John's. 108

October 31. Return of the officers and seamen of the naval armament at St.
John's. 109

Account of the pay of the officers and seamen at Detroit for
1778. 111

October - General account of all the remaining naval stores in the Province
of Canada, according to the returns sent to the commissioners. 115

November 30. List of the pay of officers and seamen of the naval armament at
St. John's. 125

Deeember 31. Return of the officers and seamen of the naval armament at St.
John's. 130

1779.
January 1. Pay list for officers and seamen of the naval armament on Lake

Champlain. 133
Pay of all the naval armament in the Province of Canada. 135
Account 0f pay of servants, &c , belonging to the different vessela

on the upper lakes, not allowed. 137
General return of the armed vessels under the direction of Cap-

tain Schank, with a return of all civil officers and men in the dock
yards on Lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron and Michigan. 140

General return of armed vessels on Lake Champlain under the
direction of Captain Schank, with return of the civil officers and men
in the dock yard at St. John's. 142

Generai return of all the civil department in the Provincial ser-
vice of Canada. 145

General return of Provincial armed vessels and Treasury
brige. 148

General return of the naval armament in Canada, for all the-
lakes. 149

Muster book, naval department. 151
Form of a bill for purchasing stores. 153

January 31. Return of officers and seamen at St. John's. 155

February 9, Alexander Thomson, victualling offiaer, to James Grant. Owing
Halifar. to the demande for victualling Admiral Byron's fleet, sending pro-

visions for prisoners at St. Pierre and Miquelon, &c., requeste that
leave may be obtained from Haldimand to ship provisions to meet
the wants of the fleets, &c. 156

Affidavit by Thomson, that flour, &c., previously sent were applied
solely to the use of the navy. 158

February 26. Return of officers and seamen at St. John's. 159
mreh 81. Return of oMcers and seamen of the naval armament at St.

John's. 144
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1779. Memorandum that Twiss is to have full authority over the arti-

t Joh' o. ficers, &o., at the several poste in the absence of Schank. Page 161

Form of general bill of disbursements made out in the name of

oneo person, for goods purchased of snndry merchants. 162-164
Apria 10. tion for the future paynient, &c., of warrant and petty

officers, employed on Lake CJhamplain. 165
AÂ1ri 12. Proposed regulations for the freight of provisions from Quebec to

Three Rivers, Sorel, Chambly and Kontreal. 167
APrIl 17. The present state of the naval armament at St. John's. 168

April 26, Naval regulations on Lake Champlain. 169
Quebe'
April so, Queries and regulations proposed by Captain Schank in relation to
Quebé.' the Naval Department, answered by Hlaldimand. The proposais

and answers are in parallel columns. 171

Return of vessels upon the upper lakes, showing burden,
number of troops they may carry, and number of trips lu the

summer season, followed by memoranda. 117-179

Return of merchandise and of the time that would be occupied n

J transportiflg it. 
180, 181

a lo Liet of the officers and seamen of the " Polly." 182

15, Resolution of the Pxecutive Council respecting freight to be ai-

lowed to river vessels. 184

List of officers and mon belonging to the Treasury brig " Mary." 186,

Io List of omcers and men given by Captain Tonge, when he received

et ilin ~ orders to go on Lake Champlain. 188

july 29. List of officerd and seamen of the armed Treasury brig the " St.

Petet2. er.pp 
189,

2. List of seamen belonging to the Treasury brig " Liberty," on her

arrivai in the Province. 191
Same on board of the " Liberty," when orders were roceived for

her to serve on Lake Champlain. 193

ebee, Certificate, by Haldimand, to Thomas Lock, mater of the " Three

21. Brothers," that he has landed his cargo of Indian presents. 195

69tember 21. Return of officers and seamen at St. John's. 198

e eber, 5. Remarks by Samuel Robertson, pilot on board the " Felicity,"

whilst on Lake Michigan, from 21st October to date. 319'

General return of the naval stores in the different dockyards in

Canada. 
336-

em Lirt of shipwrights sent to Carleton Island. 338

Returns of naval stores at thé different dockyards, &c. 339

Form of general bill of disbursements. 346
Return of the burthen of His Majesty's armed vessels on Lakes

]rie, Huron and Michigan. 39

Abstract of the iron ordnance for the naval department. 351

List of armed vessels on the different lakes. 353

Memorandum, by Captain Schank to Haldimand, respeoting the

vesels on Lake Champlain. 355

1190. Orders as to signale to be given by hipe meeting. 356

20l Diebursements on account of the brig "St. Peter." 200 to 206
Abstract of expenses, by William Richan, on account of the

same. 208

Pay bill of the same. 210
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May 2a. Provision account of the brig "St. Peter." Page 211
Liquor account of the same. 217
Repairs of the same. 219
These accounts ail came down to the 30th September, 1779, and

.were examined and certified to, on the 20th May, 1780, as were also
similar accounts for the " Polly " extending from page 227 to 258

Similar accounts for the" Liberty." 259 to 291
Similar accounts for the " Mary." 292 to 314
General abstracts of the accounts for the Treasury brigs. 315 to 318

MISOELLANEOUs PAPERs RELATING TO THI PRoVINCIAL NAVY.
1775-1784. VOL. Il.

B. 145. B.M., 21,805.
1780.

A ril 8, P. Stephens to Capt. John Schank. That he has been promotad
Aamiralty. to the rank of a master and commander in the navy. Page 1
X&> 1, General Haldimand. Instructions for the guidance of pilots at
Qaebee. Bic ; their duties, &c. 2
May 20, Report of committee to examine Mr. Callender's accounts con-
Quebeo. cerning Treasury vessels, signed by Thomas Carleton, Thomas Dunn

John Schank and Wm. Twiss.
May 20, Report of the Board concerning the armed brig " Mary." 10

Mgay 20, Interest account of Capt. William Richan of the "St. Peter," toQuebeo. 1st June. 11
May 20, Interest account of Capt. Stewart and Capt. Tonge of the " Mary "
Quebet. to lt June. 12
June 13, List of pilots usually employed between Quebec and Bic, giving
Quebec. names, places of residence and where stationed. 14
August 10, Captain John Schank to Alexander Grant. Two vessels to be
Quebec. delivered over to Lt. Governor Sinclair at Michillimakinak, one a

vessel of force, the other smaller for navigation between that post
and Detroit. Tbe " Hope " and " Welcome " selected; their com
manders to receive instructions. 16

August 20, General Hlaldimand to Capt. John Schank. Regulation for the
Quebee. salvage of the provincial schooner " Mercury," retaken by Mr.

Tonge, Master of the " Polly." 17
August 31, Abstract of pay for the seamen in the upper country to 30th June,
Quebec. 1780. 19
September 1, Inventory of naval stores received from on board the " Bridge-
Quebee. water," Robert Hall, commander. 20
September 1, General return of naval stores on board the "I Bridgewater." 23Quebee.
October 12, Report of the Board on the claims of the brig "I Dublin," signed
Quebee. John Schank, Charles Grant, Robert Lister and Adam Lymburner. 24
October 22, Robert Hall, Master of the " Union " to Captain John Schank.
Quebee. Explaining why he brought no bille of lading. 26
Octobar 23, Demand for naval stores for the fleets in the different lakes and
Quebec. for the use of the dockyards at St. John's, Carleton Island and

Detroit. 27
october 30, General Haldimand to Captain John Schank. Re ulations for

Quebee• the distribution of prise money of the rebel brig " ." 31
December 4 Peter Napier and R. P. Tonge, report of the misconduct of the
Qube- pilot of the brig " Diana," endangering the vessel. 33
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July 25 Report of the state of the cargo of the ship " Earl of Granville."

Quebee. page 36
AUgUst 15, General Haldimand. Warrant for an examination of applicants
Quebee' to pass as branch pilots. 37
Quetber8, Henry Callender to Captain Mathews. Enclosing accounts for
Quebec- the Treasury brigs, and asking for a committee of examination. 39
Qeptember 27, Captain Mathews to Col. Carleton, Captain Schank, Thomas Dunu,
Quebee'. William Twiss and Edward Harrison. Appointing them a board to

examine the accounts of the Treasury brigs. 40
October 1, Report by the Board of Examiners of the accounts of the Treasury
Quebec. brigs. 41

qOtober Accont current of the Treasury brigs with Messrs. Mure, Son &
Atkinson. 45

October - Demand for hipwrights' tools for the Province of Quebec. 46
QUebec. eadfrs

November 6, General Haldimand to Capt. Schank. Regulations for the distri-
Quebee- bution of the prize money for the rebel schooner " Hope." 4g

Pass from Admiral Digby to the " Mary " sloop, from Nantucket
on a whaling voyage. (Not dated.) 50

December 1, Pass from Admiral Digby to the "Sally" sloop, from Nantucket
new York. on a whaling voyage.

1nary.. Return of iron ordnance in the naval establishment on Lake
et. Johnl'. Champlain, with proportion of ammunition. 52
1ebruary- Return of ordnance and small arms in the riar Department,
Quebec. Province of Canada.
eay 19, Return of officers and seamen employed on Lake Champlain. 55,

St. Joh',

y 19, Return of provisions put on board tie armed vessels at St.
Jtoh*n'o John's 56
e j8,amin issey and Abishai Barnard to General Haldimand,

Representing that they had leave to go whalefishing by passes from
the admirals, and that they had no evil intention in coming up the
river. 57

e1y 20, General invoice of sundries for the Quartermaster General, the
Barrackmaster General and the naval Storekeeper, by the " A n-
azon," " Maria," and " Antonetta " transports. e9,

dly 20, John Fisher to General Haldimand, enclosing the preceding
invoice. 60

tebet r 20, Thomas Dunn. Statement of amounts received for freight of
Pebe"' goods over the upper lakes. 61
pteaber 20, Same. Statement of amounts due for freight of goods over the

Qtbe. upper lakes. 63

S 7, T. Coleman. Reort of the st-te of the transports fitted for the

Obtobe recention < f troops. 66
Qer25, John Schank. General return of the naval departments in Can-

ada. 67
4ueber , Return of whale boats in the Province of Quebe; 68

Qeber 2 Return of the naval department in Quebe.69

December 10, Return of people absolutely necessary to remain at Quebee with
Quebee• the vessels; with remarks. 70
DeceOmber 20, Return of officers and seamen on board His Majesty's armed vessels
et. John's. at St. John's. 73
December - Demand for ordnance and ordnance stores for the armed vessels
Quebee' on the lakes, and the dock yards at St. John's, Carleton Island and

Detroit. 74
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1783. Return of officers and seamen on board His Majestys armed vesselsjanuftry 24, Rtr fofcr aet'
St. Johna. at St. John's. Page 77
February 24, Return of officers and seamen on board His Majesty's armed vessels
St. John's. at St. John's. 78
March 30, Return of vessels at St. John's, specifying the number of mon each
'St. John's. can lodge, and the number fit to cruise on the lake. 79
May 22, Return of seamen to be discharged on the lakes, and the number
Qaebec. that will remain. 80
June 2, Report of the state of the " Polly," brig, and the " Liberty," snow,
Quebec. in His Majesty's service. 81
July 20, Statement of packages of clothing for the King's Royal Regiment
Quebea. of New York. 82
July 26, Statement of amounts received for freight of goods over the upper
Quebec. lakes. 83
Auguut 3, William Wood to Louis Genevay. That the stores invoiced by
'Quebeo. Fisher have been received; list of deficiencies sent. 84
August 12, Return of offloers and seamen on Lake Champlain. 85
St. John's.

Auguet 12, Distribution of officers and seamen on Lake Champlain. 86
St. John's.
Augtt 31, Establishment of the naval department at St. John's, with the pay
St. John';. of each officer. 87
Beptember 4, Return of officers and seamen ordered from St. John's. 88
Quebec.

etober 17, Return made by Captain Schank of officers, some of whom cannot
uebea. be dispensed with. 89

October 18, General Haldimand to Capt. Schank. List of officers to be
Quebec. reduced, the date when, and the pay they are to receive till that

time. 90
'October 22. Return of armed vessels on Lake Ontario. 91

October 22. State of the naval department on Lake Ontario. 92

October 22. Return of naval stores remaining at Carleton Island. 93
Deoember 21, Captain Schank to General Haldimand. Reprosenting the case of
Quebec. the offcers and seamen of the Provincial Marine; they should be

.employed till summer, with the exception of those desirous of being
discharged. 94

Calculation of one year's pay of officers and seamen employed in
the marine armaments in the Province of Quebec. q6

1784.
January 29. Memorial of William Robertson, clerk of the choque, Quebec. 115
March 15, Return of vessels, boats and other craft at St. John's. 100
Quebec.
March 21, CapL. Schank to General flaldimand. Ras sent remarks on
Quebee. vessels on Lake Champlain; proposes the reduction of the depart-

ment. 101
Proposals referred to in preceding letter. 102

March 22. Charter for the ship " Amelia." 106
Auguet 14, Return of hospital stores from on board the sloop "St. Eloy." 110'
Quebec.
October 2, Captain Schank. Certificate of the services of Surgeon Leveright
Quebec. Prize. 111
October 27, State and expense of the naval department in the Province of
Quebee. Quebec. 119
November 4, Captain Schank to General Raldimand. Respecting the passing
Quebeo. of the accounts of Mr. Laughton and Mr. Clark. 112
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Nom1784. James Clark to Major Mathews. Explaining the delay in having
Quebec. his accounts as naval storekeeper settled and passed. 113

November 6 J. Laughton to the same. Explaining the delay in having

ebe. 'his accounts as naval storekeeper settled and passed. Page 114
Xo date. Return of His Majosty's vessels on Lake Champlain, Lake Ontario

and Lake Brio. 
120

Momorial of William Robertson to be appointed to an office should

his situation as clork of the choque be abolished. 121

Second reduction of officers and seamen, with the monthly pay. 123
List of transports in Canada to be fitted for troops. 124

Dates of the commissions of the officers of the naval department

of Canada. 
125

Regulations for the distribution of prize money. 127

LETTERS TO (AND FRoM) SIR GuY CHARLETON.-1782-1783.

B. 146. B.M., 21,806.
&pril e, Sir Guy Carleton to General Haldimand. Notifying his appoint.
POrtsmouth. ment to the command of the Southern army; is on the point of

embarkation and desires mutual commuications may take place for
the benefit of the service. Page 43

May 21 Same to the same. Has received letters since his arrival, ad-
New York- dressed to Sir Henry Clinton. The letters written since last August

hé does not send copies of ; of nineteen letters sent to Olinton only
those by the "Garland " and " Pandora " received. The disposition
of the Administration and people of England pacifie; only de.

fensive measures to be taken. 44
May 31 Same to the same. Enclosing duplicate, acknowledging letters.

New York. Sonds " Gazette" with victory of Rodney over DeGrasse. Cannot

yet tell the destination of the French fleet ; reported that it was to

go against Jamaica, but it is strongly believed it is intended for New

York or Canada. All should be prepared. 45
June 22 General Haldimand to Sir Guy Carleton. Congratulating him on
Quebec. appointment to command in the southern district. Loss of the

"I3ellona." His ignorance of the ministry's intentions as to the
war. Troops will be gradually moved to the Isle aux Noix for the
intended expedition, under cover of carrying on works. Should
negotiations for peace fail, these troops will be ready for the frontiers.
Confidential person from Vermont not arrived; Allen pressed for a

personal interview. The prospects of Vermont closing with Govern-
ment. Is informed by de Riedesel of exchange of Brunswick troops ;

they are much wanted. The two mills on the Mohawk to be des.

troyed for the safety of Oswego. Scouts sont to Albany and Johns-

town, with orders not to commit hostilities in Vermont. 2
June 23, Same to the same. Letters forwarded in cypher by an approved
Quebee loyalist, who will sink them if nocessary. Rules as to exchange of

prisoners rigidly adhered to, till the engagements at the Cedars, &c.,
are accomplished by the enemy. Vermont excepted from this. Posta
ordered to confine themselves to defensive operations. Arrival of
the trade fleet at Bic, but few dispatches. 5

July 22  Carleton to Haldimand. Has not yet engaged offensively or defen.
New York. sively in any hostile operations; has received no letters from Eng.

]and. The suocess of the fleets in the West Indies and Europe has
disarranged the enemy's plans; there are indications of hostilities
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1782. against Canada and New York; but the real views are probably
against the latter. Page 47

July 28, General Haldimand to Sir Guy Carleton. Acknowledging letters.
Québec. Gazettes, by way of the West Indies, give news, of which he had no

idea, of the formidable attempt, which had been frustrated. Lord
Shelburne cautions against an armament at Brest, believed to be
against Canada. By directions two frigates are cruising in the
Gulph ; three more and Newfoundland cruisers will join, which are to
carry news to New York of the approach of a fleet; but does not
apprebend an invasion this year. Washington has visited Vermont,
and ordered Schenectady and Saratoga to be fortificd and Albany to
be stockaded. Ris visit probably from jealousy of Vermont.
Domestie and foreign spies carry all news to the rebels. More
of the leading men of Vermont declare their desire to reunite
with the mother country, and half the populace gained over.
His own efforts to that end. Lord Sackville's in
structions for the recovery of Vermont. Cannot act
without further instructions and has writen to Lord Shel-
bur-e. The measures he must take pending instructions, and
will try to keep Vermont in its present favourable disposition. Is
waiting for report of the Governor's Council of Vermont, Defeat of
the enemy by rangers and Indians on the 4th and 5th of June,
torturing of Crawford and two captains in retaliation for the
Muskingum massacre. The bad effects of this affair. Plan against
Detroit, under Irwin and Clark, under pretext of invading the Indian
country. Brant, with a scout for the Mohawk River, hopes to a
him.

July 28, Same to the same. Congratulates him on his appointment, and
Quebec. promises himself much satisfaction from mutual communication.

The importance of intelligence, and his attempts to procure it. 13
Au nut 11, Same to the same. The most respectable men and major part of
Queb*O. the people of Vermont desirous of being re-united to Great Britain.

The precautions that should be adopted to save the people from the
rage of the Colonies. Ras written to the Governor and Allen to
assure them of protection. 14

August 25, Carleton to Haldimand. Abraham Cuyler, late Mayor of Albany,
New York. going to Quebec; is to receive an allowance of £200 a year. 51
Auguot 25, Same to the same. Has no late news from England. Encloses
New York. copy of a joint letter from Admiral Digby and himself to Washing.

ton, written as commissioners of peace, in conformity to instruc-
tions. Shapes bis course by expectation of peace, but no such dis-
position shown by the enemy; vigilance, therefore, cannot be re-
mitted. The French fleet has been on the coast a month; is now
near Boston. Hostile operations still threatened by the Americans.
Admiral Pigot's feet of twenty-six sail is approaching. 51

August 25, Same to the same. Return of Hesse Hanau and Brunswick
New York. troops embarked for Quebec. Statement of amount for batt

and forage paid to Cols. Leutz and DeMengen. The Hessian regi-
ment of Losberg to be returned to New York at the earnest desire
of the Landgrave of Hesse. 55

Auguet 28, Haldimand to Carleton. Ris anxiety for instructions as to Vermont.queb'. The enemy inclined to carry on the war. Since Washington's tour,
the friends of government forced to take the oath of allegiance.
Washington has given orders that all refusing to take up arms
when ordered are to be put to death on the spot. 16
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1782.
ePtember 4 Sir Guy Carleton to General Haldimand. Conferences opened at

New York. ' Paris for a general peace, and Grenville authorized to propose the
independence of the thirteen Provinces. If the people know their
interests they will in that free and independent condition seek a
union with England on the same principle as that settled with
Ireland. His (Haldimand's) conduct muet be governed by bis own
wisdom and the confidential communications ho roceives. Page 48

Septe'ober 6, Same to the same. Approves of his management with the Ver-
New York monters. Laments the cruelties of the Indians. Not probable he

will ever go into the Province of Quebec. Part of Admirai Pigot's
fleet arrived and the rest on the coast. 50

September 8, General Haldimand to Sir Guy Carleton. Reports from Ver.
Quebec. mont; ho proposes to open a free trade and provido a large sum of

money for purposes in Termont. The necessity he is under to be
cautions owing to bis instructions and letters from Lord Shelburne,
and the information that nogotiations for a treaty are going on in
Paris. The objections urged to free trade with Vermont. 17

ptember 9, Carleton to Haldimand. Representations as to Dr. Smyth received.
ew York. Respecting the pay of messengers with dispatches.
ptmber, Same to the same. Sending duplicates and newspapers with late

York. news, Generai Paterson instructed to send assistance if required.
The situation at New York unquiet. Washington has collected all
his forces, which with the junction of the French makes him strong;
ho threatens New York. The King's Rangers under Rogers, serving
in Canada, to be treated like other Provincials. 56

Qptember Haldimand to Carleton. Arrival of the " Hussar " bringing news
of a French fleet, put into Boston. Disappointment of the Brunswick
troops, reported by General de Riedeset. Clothing and recruits for
them te be sent early in spring. Lieut. Col. Carleton going by the
"I Hussar " to join Sir Guy. His appointment to be notified to remove
the awkwardness of Col. lope's situation. 20

QUeber Same to the same. Is ignorant of the terms proposed for the Six
Nations in event of peace ; restraining them from hostilities bas
produced discontent, and they have all left OSwego in disguast,
They are alarmed at the probable loss of their lands ; reproach the
British with their ruin and the fear of retaliation from the rebels.
la persuaded they will be amply considered. The sufferings of the
Western and Detroit Indians by the encroachments of the Vir-
ginians. 22

eptber 25 Same to the same. Arrival of the gentleman from Col. Wells,
without dispatches from him (Sir Guy). Can do no more than
supply him with, money for intelligence and forwarding dis-
patches. 24

ptember 25, Sir Guy Carleton to General Haldimand. Incursions into the
York' Indian country determined by Congress and the Peunsylvanian

Assembly, one under Potter to assemble at Fort Munsey for the
Seneca country; the other under Irwin to assemble at Fort Pitt for
Lake Erie. Orders sent to Major General Paterson, Nova Scotia, to
reinforce him (Haldimand). The French and continentals under
Washington at Verplanck's Point. The British fleet at New York
and French mostly at Boston. Valuable prize taken in the Dela-
ware. 54

e her 7, General Haldimand to Sir Guy Carleton. Transports fitted out
and to sail on the 1oth ; nine more to follow. Some of the trans-
ports with Brunswickers arrived, but Sir Guy's letters not yet re-
ceived. (The date on the letter is the 1lth, but true date is probably
the 7th; see letter of 10th at page 27.) 29
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1coe. General Haldimand to Sir Guy Carleton. Notwithstanding theOctober 10,
Quebee. overtures for peace, the enemy show little disposition for it. Since

the affair at Sandusky under Caldwell, he has again had to attack
the band of adventurers who threaten the Indians and Detroit, and
are established on the Ohio; these he had defeated and was hurrying
to meet another party for Sandusky. Scouts from the enemy near
Oswego and also on Champlain. Page 25

October 10, Same to the same. That he had written respecting prisoners sent
Quebec. for exchange, and also rejectinz exchanges except with Vermont. Is

sending 51 prisoners to New York to be disposed of. Will send an-
other party and hopes Brunswickers will be exchanged for them. 26

October 10, Same to the sanie. Arrival of Hesse Hanan and Brunswick
Quebec. troops. Will see that money to Cols. Leutz and de Mengen is

accounted for. The present circumstances prevent him acceding
to the wish of the Landgrave of Hesse for the return of the regiment
of Losberg. Need for increase rather than diminution of troops. 27

October 10, Same to the same. Daplicates and return of transports en-
Quebec. closed. 28
October 11, Capt. Mathews to M. Morgan, secretary to Sir Guy Ca, leton. Re-
Quebac. specting the clearance of the lst and 2nd battalions of the 84th.

Accounts for the liet battalion, under the command of General Haldi-
mand, were transmitted to the Treasury. 41

October 21, Haldimand to Carleton. No namo having been given of the
Quebec. claimant of 200 gaineas for forwarding dispatches, cannot tell who be

is, or if the services have been performed. How dispatches are
sent. 30

October 21, Same to the same. Deficiency in transports. 31
Quebec.
October 21, Same to the same. At the request of Lient. Col. de Rauschenplat,
Quebec. Major de Wietershein is allowed to go to New York. 32
October 26, Carleton to Haldimand The expedition under Potter laid aside.
New York. The French bave broken up their camp at Verplanck and going

east. Washington -also preparing to decamp from Verplanck. 57
October 30, Haldimand to Carleton. Cannot, from«the season of the year, apply
Quebec. for reinforcements to Major General Paterson, which would have been

very acceptable, and enabled him to push reinforcements into the
upper country, where an attempt will be made by the enemy early
in spring. 32

November 1, Carleton to Haldimand. Definitely settled he is not to come to
New York. Canada. The French have separated from the Americans and marched

for the Connecticut, possibly to winter in the eastern provinces. Col.
Carleton arrived ; will go to England and return to Canada in spring.
Riedesel's request as to the Brunswickers will be complied with.
Respecting the pay of messengers. 58

November 11, Haldimand to Carleton. Prisoners assembled for exchange. as
Qnebec. separated the prisoners belonging to Virginia, Pennsylvania, &a.,

from those of York County and neighbourhood. The danger of allow-
ing the former to return and participate in the attack on the upper
country. The special danger from Col. Campbell. Complaints of
the Indians on this point. 33

November 11, Same to the same. Letters received. If reinforcement required
Quebec. to meet the invasion of the upper country, &c., will apply early to

Major General Paterson. 35
November 12, Carleton to laldimand Transports arrived from Quebec. French
New York. reported to be going to the West Indies. 59

1783. Haldimand to Carleton. Thinks it his duty to communicate for
February 17, Washington's information, the determination of the Six Nations toQuebec.
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178a. revenge the massacre of Standing Stone Village, and to represent to
him the consequences that must follow the advantage taken of the
cessation of offensive operations. He has endeavoured to dissuade
the Indians, but must assist them to defend their homes against the
enemy. iReported successes at Charlestown and the withdrawal of
the French fleet ; success of Howe at Gibraltar, &C. Page 36

March 31, Sir Guy Carlton to General Haldimand. Has tranismitted speech
New York. of Six Nations, with copy of his (Haldimand's) letter to Washington,

asking him to communicate on the subject with Haldimand, and
take such measures for peace with him as the times require. News-

paper sent with provisional treaty; also letter from the Minister
of France at Philadelphia on the same subject. fias no oficial
information. General Grey's arrival expected, when he (Carleton)
will sail for Europe. 60

Apil 6 Same to the same. Dispatches received from Townshend wit
NeOw York. information of a general peace. Copy of letter and proclamation

enclosed. Letter from the Treasury enclosed. 61
April 8, M. Morgan to Captain Mathews. With account of money paid to
New York' Capt. Tonge of the naval armament of Canada. 62
April 9, Same to the same. Money for expenses going to Canada paid to
NeW York. Capt. Tonge and Mr. Rober.tson. . 62
oJUne 4, Sir Guy Carleton to General Haldimand., The case of the loyalists

New York. demands the most benevolent consideration. Thousands have gone
to Nova Scotia, where they had grants of land; 200 families wish
to go to Canada; he urges making them grants of land, &c. 63

Sone , Same to the same. Orders received to send foreign troops to
New ork. Europe. Will embark as many as the transports can receive.

Sends letters for Riedesel, &c. Account to be transmitted of

expenses incurred for American prisoners. 64
, Yo Same to the same. Troops belonging to corps in Canada sent to

Ni-York' Quebec. 6
Same to the same. Loyalists desirous of settling in the County of

eYor. Frontenac. Return of thoseembarked, who are formed into eight

companies of militia; the forms of commissions of officers
juy 1 enclose 635

b Haldimand to Carleton, Preparations for embarkin
Jfllyee hilimn teebr g the Ger-

man troope. Has made every preparatory step in his power to
succour loyalists; the families mentioned by Sir Guy will be treated
in the same way. 39

Segnst 8, Carleton to fHaldimand. Liet of persons embarked to sail for*5W York' Canada; recommends them to be assisted. 66

SYork' Same to the same. Orders received for distribution of the Royal
Regiment of Artillery. Four companies of the 4th battalion for
Quebec; a company of the 1st battalion for Dominica or Barbadoes,

ýtt6niber 7 and one of the 3rd battalion to EnglAnd. 67
pt; b York. Same to the same. Another return of loyalists for Canada,

strongly recommended for grants of land, &c. 68
Sttember 15, Hadimand to Carleton. Arrivai of loyalists. Seamen and a fewqu*bn. loyalista provided with passages for New York. 40
2 oe 9 Sir Guy Carleton to General Haldimand. The generai disposition

o**- of the people not to comply with the terms of the treaty. The
evacuation of New York may be completed next month. 68
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH SIa HENRY CLINTON, SIR G-UY CARLETON AND
OTHER OFFICEas.

17'77- 1 78 .- VoL. I.

B. 147. B.M., 21,807.
1777.

November 12, Carleton to Haldimand. His pleasure at laldimand's appoint-
Quebec. ment as his successor. Foy has been sent to Britain with information

for the Ministry and with instructions to wait on him (Haldimand).
1778. Hiopes to see the latter in spring. Page 1

May 3, Sir W. Howe to Carleton. Sir Henry Clinton has been appointed
Philadelphia. to succeed him (Howe) in the command from No-a Scotia to West

Florida. He (Howe) shall probably have left before this reaches
Quebec. 3

May 5, Clinton to Germaine. Evacuated Philadelphia on the 18th June;
New York. proceeded to Gloucester Point, crossed the Delaware in safety. The

enemy having abandoned Mount Holly, marched without difficulty,
except such as arose from the destruction of bridges, the swampy
land and excessive heat. Crossed the creek at Crosswick, the eneiy
not having had time to destroy the bridge. His reasons for taking
the passage by the Raritan ; the army led through Freehold to
the Navesink; stores, wheeled carriages of every description,
horses, &c., placed in charge of Knyphausen, the train extending for
twelve miles. The covering force is given in detail. The march of
Knyphausen's division at daybreak of the 28th June, followed by the
other division at eight o'clock; the regiments mentioned in detail.
Skirmish by the Queen's Rangers with the enemy ; attack by the
enemy in force under Lafayette repulsed and his forces fell back to
a strong position above Freehold court bouse. The first and second.
divisions gave way and were completely routed when they took a
third position, with a marsby bollow in front. The enemy's position
occupied after further fighting and marched through the night. The
baggage, the object of attack, was saved. The credit of defeating
12,000 troops, whilst the men were so worn with heat and fatigue
that many fell dead without a wound. An additional force ordered
up, so as to attack Washington should opportunjity offer; strong
position taken up near Middleton ; -arriva] at Navesink and pasage
of the whole army to Sandy Hook Island. Return of killed and
wounded sent. (It does not accompany this letter). The enemy'a
loss supposed to be more considerable, especially in killed. Death of
Lieut. Col. Monckton. The serviccs of Cornwallis, Major General Grey
and Brigadiers Mathieu, Leslie and Erskine. The dispatch sent by
Colonel Paterson. 4

July 5,' Haldimand to Clinton (in French). Announcing his arrival to
Quebec. succeed Carleton. Hopes to receive news of the proceedings of the

commissioners and that pacification may have been effected on
reasonable terms, All quiet here; a good navy is on Lake Cham-
plain and a reinforcement sent to Niagara. 14

July 25, Same to Carleton. Asks advice as to discharging Lils drawn by
QuebC. Hamilton from Detroit. 18
July 25, Carleton to Haldimand. That considering the duties of Lient.
Quebec. Governor Himilton, the expenses of his post must be very great,

and had the bills arrived before the comm;d1 was out of his (Carle-
ton's) hands he would not have hesitated to diicharge them. The
Marine Department would, had ho remained, have been put under
the management of Lieut. Col. Boltor - officer at Niagara. 16
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1778. Clinton to Haldimand. Has received letters announcing bis arriv-
New i ork, al. Although no reinforcement is asked for, will send 2,000 men

if the presence of the French fleet does not compel him to defer it.
Colonel Johnson goes to Canada to arrange the Indian Depart-
ment. Sends copy of the letter addressed to Germaine (p. 4).
Colonel Johnson will give other details. Page 19

September 9, Same to the same. lad left New York to relieve Rhode Island,
New York. but the enemy had evacuated it the evening before. The French

fleet bas left Rhode Island and gone to Boston; the non arrival of
Lord Howe wi)l prevent the reinforcement (p. 19) from being sent,
the season being late; this may not be of consequence, as he b-
lieves 1,700 foreign troops have joined him (Haldimand). Respect-

ing an exchange of information. The rebels repulsed on the fron-
tiers of East Florida, and can do nothing against the Province before
a reinforcement arrives, which he will send eff. West Florida is also
out of danger. Is afraid the different detachments sent off wiil re.
duce him to a " starved defensive." Halifax lately strengthened
with nearly 2,000 men. 21

November 10, Haldimand to Clinton (in French). Has received duplicates but
Quebme. not originals of letters; begins to fear that some accident has hap-

pened to the ships, and is afraid that some officers were on board
whose services he needs. Congratulations on his measures on the
march from Philadelphia; it would be a great misfortune to be reduced
to the defensive. So long as he (Clinton) can act on the offensive,
there would be nothing to fear in Canada, but if the reverse should
be the case, the Province would be inundated with a deluge of rebeis,
as they know the importance of securing it, and wait only for a
favourable moment. The preparations he is making for defence.
(The fortifications, &c., described, and other measures detailed).
Should any movement be made to cross the lakes in winter, suggests
that Clinton might take steps to meet it. In that case he would
require reinforcements and had written for them on arrival. The
misfortune of Burgoyne shows how little help can be expected from
this quarter ; orders are given to occupy Crown Point to secure the
Indians. The movements of the rebels on the Illinois since troops
were withdrawn. Hamilton bas left for there to dislodge them. 27

NoYember 20, Same to the same (in French). Sends duplicates. No news of the
Quebec. ' Nancy " with Colonel Johnson; cannot now hope to see him

before May or June. Return of a party under Major Carleton to
destroy forage, grain, cattle, &c., on Lake Champlain. Carleton
writes that he had destroyed four months' provisions for 12,000 men,
and brought in 39 rebel prisoners. Sends this letter by Mr. Gordon,
a merchant ; if he return here in spring dispatches may be en-

trusted to him. 32
November 23, Same to the same (in French). Respecting the cypher to be used,
Quebec. &. 3

December 16, Letter in cypher from Haldimand to Clinton. 35
-Quebec 

35non

peb 17' Clinton to Haldimand. The rebels are building 100 bateaux and
NLew Yrk. three vessels at Stillwater. D'Estaing is blockaded in Martinique;

the Province of Georgia is ours. 36
Dispatch unsigned, that the rebel newspapers report that Britain

will never grant independencq, and that the war is to be prosecuted
with vigour. " We are in full possession of Georgia, as is General
Grant, with the troops which went froin hence, of the Island of St.
Lucie in the W. Indies," The bearers to be paid $200 ondelivery. 37
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1779.
February 24, Unsigned dispatch; of the rebels, building bateaux and vessels at
New York. Stillwater, intending to attack the Province of Quebec, being in-

vited to do this by two of its principal inhabitants. Page 38
Miarch 2, Haldimand to Clinton. Four vessels under the convoy of the
QuebI. "Nancy," in September last, are taken or are missing; the " Nancy "

put into Halifax from stress of weather, where the troops were quar-
tered. Has written to Brigadier Maclean to have them forwarded.
Will send vessels to Halifax in spring. Reports of enemy's move-
ments about Skenesborough ; Lae Champlain broken up; forage and
cattle destroyed, so that the enemy can make no considerable
attempt on that aide. Little intelligence has been received from
the upper posts, but all seens well there. 39

March 15, Clinton to IHfaldimand. The artificers to build at Stillwater have
New York. been recalled and the expedition to Canada apparently given up. 41
March 15. Report by John André, aide de.camp, of the favourable situation in

Georgia; the expedition to Canada will not take place ; D'Estaing
is blocked up, and the succours he expects from France followed
by a much superior naval force. The rebels have reports of
D'Estaing's own ship being taken ; their credit very low and
their counsels distracted. 42

April 13, Clinton to Haldimand. Ras taken every opportunity to com-
New York. municate; sends intelligence of news lately received of the enemy

to the westward. If he himself can act decidedly it will not be
from his own force but from the want of it in the enemy. Wash-
ington bas not yet completed the continental troops, but he may
take posts in this strong country that cannot be attacked ; cannot
attempt, till reinforced, to force him to action. Will send an
expedition to counteract that against Detroit. 43

April 13, Same to the same. Hopes that the successes in Georgia will
New York. enable him to redeem the army of convention ; commissioners are

at Amboy for that purpose. Brigadier Maclean ordered to erect a
fort on Penobscot River. The officers belonging to corps in Canada
shall be sent by the first opportunity. The rebels find much
difficulty in raising an army this year, owing to the depreciation of
their money ; they may assemble a numerous militia should an im-
portant stroke offer. Sends newspapers. Reported succesa of the
British over the French fleet in the West Indies, and capture of
seven French ships. ' 46

April 21 Same to Butler and Haldimand. The rebels to attadk Detroit this
New York. spring making a feint on the Susquehanna to draw off Butler and the

Indians. 47
May 28, Haldimand to Clinton. Sends another copy of his proposed
QIieb cypher with a few alterations. 48
May 28, dame to the same. The messenger sent is an honest man and toquebee. be trusted. The exertions to take post at Oswego defeated by

Hamilton's expedition to Vincennes and the immense consumption
of provisions by the Indians; hopes to establish a post at Oswego
during the summer, as the most effectuai means of securing the
fidelity of the Indians ; sends proclamations spread among them by
Lafayette and D'Estaing; the bad effect these have had on the ohief.
Brehm reports that Hamilton had made such promises to the Indiana
that their families have deserted their habitations and cultivation
is neglected, so that they muet starve if not supplied with twice
the quantity of provisions given them lat year. The English
flour has not arrived, and Canadian flour will not keep during
transport to these distant posts (Niagara, &c.,). Rebels building
bateaux at Stillwater, the naval force on Lake Champlain, and the
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1779. posts superior to any force they can bring, but they May penetrate
by small parties, into the heart of the country, where there is a
visible alteration since the beginning of hostilities with France,
and a set of men are carrying on correspondence with the rebels
receiving D'Estaing's proclamation and other papers; ho has not
yet been able to trace the correspondence or to get evidence
against suspected persons. The on y security is to have encamp-
ments to defend the passes into the country, and to prevent the
enemy from obtaining provisions. The deficiency of troops; only
1,600 regulars from Lake Ontario downward, who are so divided
that ho could not assemble more than 1,000 effective mon. Charac.
ter of the emigrants, Sir John Johnson's corps, &c. Necesity for
reinforcements owing to the desertion of the German troops, who
have imbibed the principles of the inhabitants; hopes that 2,000
regulars are now on their passage for Quebec. Necessity for a
supply of provisions, rum, &c. Has bad no recent intelligence from
Europe; will attempt to form a battalion or two of Canadian militia
and to disarma the disaffected parishes. Regrets this was not don
in 1776, as it would then have been easy; it would now be difficult
and only to be done with great caution. Tuscaroras and Oneidas
have lately been at Oswegatchie, killed two soldiers of the garri-
son and taken four prisoners. Is afraid the vessel ho sent the last
dispatches with has been taken and Gordon killed. Advices from the
Mohawk, &c., agree that bateaux are building and troops assemb-
ing, a proportion of these being French. Does not believe the latter
statement, but will take every precaution. No word from Niagara
or Detroit; believes they are safe, but doubts the safety Of Michil.
limakinak. DePeyster is a good soldier, and will do all that ho can
to defend the post. Most of the Indians who received provisions
are at Niagara. The whole of the Mohawk and Ochquaga villages
have been burned. Page 49

lâaldimand to Clinton. Sends dispatches by Louis Foy, nephew to
the late Captain Foy, hie secretary. Recommends him for employ.
ment. 58uly 4, Sir W. Howe to HEaldimand. Asking for leave of absence toLondon. Ensign Ralph Gore of the 34th Regiment.

uly i8, Major General Pattison to Haldimand. Certificate that theNew York. " Hawke " has cleared with a cargo to Quebec, to return to New
York with grain, &c. 6*

qi 19 Haldirnand to Clinton. Arrival of two large ships with provisions.
as no account of the merchant feet, except that it was to sail very

late, nor does ho know what troops are to come from Britain to this
Province. The arrival of the two ships has reduced the price of

S , grain and put the inhabitants in a botter disposition. 61
Same to the same. The want of provisions prevented him fromn

taking possession of Oswego, or of assembling the troops; ho is
pushing forward the supply just received. The laborious transport
prevents him still from attempting Oswego this season; the critical
situation of affairs in the upper country as shown by Butler's letters;
reinforcements are sent forward, and more will go Vhen provisions
can be supplied. The exertions of the men at the fortificatiotis have
made them stronger than the enemy can expect; his greatest fear is
about provisions, the Indian consumption is so enormous. Propose&
to send expeditions to Lake Champlain and Oswego to alarm the
country and to favour Clinton's expeditions. Repeats that the
arrival of the fleet bas had a go 'd effeot on the inhabitants, who
expected a French fleet; bas nt, fears this year. Renews his request
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1779. for a reinforcement of 2,000 mon, all British if possible, part of
them Burgoyne's men. Asks help to get Hamilton and his party
exchanged. Arrival of Specht, with some Germans. Page 63

July 28, Clinton to Haldimand. Reasons for not previously sending a
New York. reinforcement. Will now send 1,500 to 2,000 as soon as ho possibly

can. It is a severe blow to bis projects and ho hopes that the
demand bas been well considered. 67

August 28, Haldimand to Clinton. Congratulates him on his appointment-
Quebec. to be Colonel of the Royal Highland Emigrants, now put upon

the establishment. Ho bas given Col. McLean permission to send
an >fficer to recruit in New York, as it is impossible to do so
hore. 69

August 29, Same to the same. Sends letter addressed to Washington, respect-
Quebec. ing the treatment given to *Hamilton; wishes that ho might be

exchanged; leaves it at Clinton's option to forward it. Sends also
extract from a letter written by Butler to be used as ho (Clinton)
thinks proper. The last act of barbarity has greatly incensed the
Indians. 71Aus t 29, Same to the samo. Send duplicates of letters; the little that could

'O be done owing to the want or provisions; ho bad been obliged to
keep the troops in quarters in the lower part of the Province to
obtain fresh provisions, only three days' salt provisions being left
when the feet arrived; two of the feet taken and one wrecked.
The enormous supplies neoded for the upper posts from the number
of Indians whose villages have been destroyed. From the designs
against the Province, it will be seen how necessary the reinforce-
ments were. Detroit should bo able to hold out, un!ess the rebels
should get there in great force; is doing all in his power to get the
Five Nations to defend thoir country, but they complain that the
burden is thrown on them. The feet arrived ton days ago with a
company of Jägers on board. Expects some German recruits in the
fall, who will be worse than useless. Will, as directed, try to increase
the number of parties on the frontiers to alarm and to destroy the
crops. An expedition of the French up the St. Lawrence is pro-
jected. 73

September 4, Same to tho same. Disaareeabie accounts from the upper country;
Quebec. letters from Bolton and Butler show the danger of losing the alliance

of the Five Nations, from the regular advances of the enemy into
their country, and they will make poace with them, seeing no pros-
pect of help to resist. A force will be sent under Sir John Johnson
which will, ho hopes, produce a happy effect. The inconveniences
attending this expedition hy contracting exertions elsewhore. 14th
September. Alarming accounts of the state of affaîrs in the upper
country; the Indians near Detroit becoming lukewarm; French
proclamation circulated through the Illinois and Miamis country.
Report that McLean is blockaded (at Penobscot) by the French;
has received a satisfactory answer to a dispatch. 77

September 8, Governor Tryon to Haldimand. Sends a map of New York, and aNew York. print of Joseph Brant. Is happy to hear that Haldimand is at
Quebec. 81

September 8, General Pattison to the same. Introducing Colonel Loos. 82New York.
September 9, Clinton to the same. Recommending Colonel Loos. 84
New York.
September 9, Sanie to the samo. That he bas given up hopes of obtaining an

exchange of the army of convention. Has received the re-
inforcement, but only of two small regiments; had it arrived
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m1' in June serious purposes might have been attempted. lis
projected operations anticipating the early arrival of a reinforce..
ment. He had opened the campaign three weeks before
Washington expected it; had seized his short communication by
King's Ferry with the Eastern Provinces; ho must, to recover
it, risk a general action, or ho must retire behind the mountains to
save Fort Defiance, &0., &c. Re had reason to be jealous for West
Point; though without a fleet and superior army it could not be
attacked. Nfashington had retired bohind the mountains where ho
was greatly distressed for supplies; there was little grass for the
cavalry and carriage horses, and the roads were unrepaired. By the

army afloat Washington's strong position at Middlebrook could have
been got hold of by a rapid march when the troops were landed.
Washîngton's choice of difficulties. For Clinton to move with only
6,000 mon would have -been absurd. A thousand men had been
left to defend Stony Point and Verplanck; troops were collected from
Rhode Island and expeditions sent to Connecticut to tempt Wash-

ington to march there, but ho would not move from New Windsor.
lad ho done so Middlebrook could have been taken even with the
small force ho (Clinton) had, but it was fortunate that ho did not
as the delay in the arrival of the fleet would have given Washington
an opportunity to collect troops enough to force the position and cut
off all hopes of regaining that post. The delay caused by the affair
at Stony Point. The reported movements of LaMotte Piquet
obliged him (Clinton) to collect the army nearer King's Bridge.
His negotiations with E. A. (Ethan Allen); the messenger sent
with a letter had taken ili and despatched it by another, who brought
an answer from A, that ho would raise 4,000 men, attack the army
under Clinton against the Indians, and that his magazines, &c., were
ready. Recommends A. to fall back on Canada and coöperate with
Hlaldimand, or join bim (Clinton) if ho thought it expedient, enroll
men and naine offleers. The rumours seem to confirm the report of
A.'s intentions. His distress for troops, but he sends Haldimand
the reinforcement applied for. The danger to Georgia, unless
South Carolina is reduced; a considerable force will be detached
about the beginning of October. His force is not equal to the ser.
vices required. Ilopes the Indians from Canada will threaten the
frontiers of Virginia. The late operations on Lake Champinain, &c.,
were well timed in favour of E. A. Page 85

N Clinton to Haldimand. Introducing and recommending Colonel

se Sane to the same, in cypher. 96
.w of Same to the same. IHis disappointment at not receiving the amy
' of the convention, and of a reinorcement froin the West indies, but

had sent three regiments, one British. Had they arrived he would,
with recruits froin Europe, have had more than ho demanded, but
the convoy under the " Renown " had been dispersed in a gale; the
" Renown " had returned with seven Companies of the 44th and
part of the Lossberga; the rest of the troops are stili missing. The
dangerous state of affairs in Georgia, unlesas South Carolna is re-
duced, for which purpose ho would detach a considerable arma.
ment. Hopes the Indians wilI be prevailed on to threaten the
frontiers of Virginia, which would operate in favour of the Southera
movement, whilst a fleet would probably co-operate on the Chesa.
peake. (fias neither date nor signature, being the explanation
of a letter in cypher. By comparison with letter (p. 85) dated
9th September, 1779, it will be seen that this letter is an abstract
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1 of the contents of that communication (see also p. 136). The letter
in cypher is referred to on the latter page.) Page 134

September 18, Haldimand to Major General Jones. That ho will serve Mr. Pow-
Quebee. ell on his (Jones') recommondation; Mr. Powell may bogin the

practice of his profession at Montreal. 100
September 28, Same to Major General Pattison. Is unable to allow corn to be
Quebec. sent to New York owing to the almost total failure of the crop in

the Province, and the uncertainty of the arrival of victuallers. 101
september 28, Same to Clinton. Sends list of German officers not included in
Quebec. the Convention; asks that stops be taken for thoir exchange. Asks

his opinion on the subject of paying batt and forage money
to the officers who are prisoners. 102

September 28, Same to the same. Had sent report of lis having sent a streng
Quebec. reinforcement under Sir John Johnson to assist the Six Nations.

Sends copy of letter from Bolton resp ting the advance of the
enemy into the country of the Indiana, who are retiring in confusion
and despair. The object of the enemy seems to be to unite against
Niagara,which they may reach unless the reinforcement slould rouse
the Indians. la not afraid of Niagara if no accident happons to Sir
Jobn Johnson, as it will be well garrisoned and provisioned, the only
fear of provisions being on account of the numerous Indians flocking
in for protection. The sole trust this year is in the few troops, and
provisions will be hurried forward, the more so as there has been a
failure at Detroit as well as throughout the Province, so that should-
any misfortune befall the fleet of victuallers, or a part of it, ho would
h reduced to the last dimculties to subsist the troops. If ho
(Clinton) should send a reinforcement, hopes he will send also provis-
ions. The necessity of having a strong post at Oswego to preserve.
the upper country; the difficulty owing to want of provisions, which
has also prevented him from raising a body of Canadians. The im-
possibility of co-operating this fali with Clinton, owing to the loss
of the strong detachment ho was obliged to send to the upper coun-
try ; they were the picked troops, and ho cannot trust the Germans,
who conntantly desert. Arrival of Major Rogers and his officers ý
his scheme to raise men in this Province cannot succeed, none of the
new levies being yet completed; the Royal Emigrants have sent
to Newfoundland and other quartera to fill up; further reasons why
the proposal cannot be carried out. Asks that Lieutenant John
McDonell of the 84th, now with Butler, be allowed to remain with
him for the present, retaining his rank. 10

September 28, Same to the same. Recommending Captain Willoc, the bearer
Quebec. of dispatches. 109
September 28, Saine to the saine. Transmitting dispatches from Mr. Jordan,
Quebec. Deputy Paymaster Goneral. 110
September 28, Saine to the saine. Transmitting a pamphlet containing a cir•
Quebee. cumstantial and attested account of the affair at the Cedars in

1776. 111
October 3, Saine to the same. Letters from Bolton and Butler indicate that
Quebec. the rebels have abandoned their purpose against Niagara for this

season, but that they intend during the winter to preparo for an
attack in spring. 113

October 4, Saine to Admiral Arbuthnot. Congratulates him on his arrival
Quebec. at New York; aska for assistance in checking privateers in the

Gulph, and asks for his influencoe to have Schank promoted. 115
October 4, Saine to Clinton. Reporta the arrival of victuallers, which has
Quebec. removed bis painful anxiety. 117
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Oetoer Generals Knyphausen and Robertson to Hlaldimand. Letters
New York. covering a letter in cypher from Clinton, dated 22nd October, 1779,

received in Quebec on the 24th of May, 1780. Page 118, 120
November 1, Haldimand to Clinton. Report confirmed of the retreat of the
Qsebee' rebels from the Indian country, after laying it waste to within 80

miles of Niagara; they are fortified at Tioga, where Sir John John.
son cannot attack for want of stores and men. Sir John has fallen
back therefore, on Canada. He halted at Oswego to cut off the
Oneidas, but has been disappointed. No intention appears to have
existed to attack Canada last spring, unless a French fleet had ar
rived, but every preparation has been made for an attack next

spring, as even the arrival of a few French vessels would cause the
revolt of the Canadians. The rebels have opened roads to Niagara
and Detroit and established themselves on both, and have all the
winter to collect stores; how they can come by water without
meeting resistance. The Indians cannot be trusted without a con-
siderable force with them, and alone they cannot resist. Men have
for two years been employed making a road from New England to
Miesisquoi Bay. If 1,500 to 2,000 men are sent to defend the upper
country, this Province is left defenceless to a foreign invasion, and
the revolt of the Canadians ; if troops are not sent the upper coun.

try rnast fall. The German troops are entirely unfit for the service,
and cannot be trusted in any of the frontier posta. Gives these de.
tails so that he (Clinton) may judge whether he can take any steps
to counteract the designs of the enemy, who are evidently bent on
securing the upper posts, so as to get hold of the Indians and of the
fur trade. A scout to Penobscot bas returned with Colonel Lowder
and Captain deBadie (d'Abadie ?) (a French officer), carrying letters
from Colonel Allen to Congress, &c.; bas sent them to Lt. Governor

Hughes for bis and Brigadier McLean's information. The defeat
at Penobscot seems to have caused murmuring among the popula-
tion against the military and a refusal to obey them. 123

November 4 Same to the same. Has the pleasure of reporting the news that a
tuebee. reinforcement of 2,000 men had sailed from York some time ago;

has sent pilots, commissaries, &c., dnwn the river, to give every
assistance towards landing and quartering the troops in the lower

part of the Province, so that the transports may not be detained,
and for other reasons. 129

Extracts of orders given out to the Southern Army in 1776, 1777
and 1779, relating to the rank of officers raised in America, allow-

uzeo ance to wounded and disabled officers, &o. 131
enUaàry3ai Hlaldimand to Clinton. Had received by Rogers, arrived from

~be@. *Penobscot, letters of 28th July and 9th September, with one in

cypher of the latter date. Thanks for the information sent. Is
concerned at the unfortunate resuit of the endeavour to assist him

(Haldimand); bis request for reinforcement had been made on the
information from the ministry that he (Clinton) was to be consider-
ably reinforced from Europe, and that the troops from the isiands
were to be returned to him. The difficulty of communication from
every road, &c., being watched, making it almost impossible for a
messenger tc get through. Hopes for good news of Clinton's pro.
posed expedition; should it prove successful it would give a happy
turn to affairs on the Continent. Little to be expected from the
Indians towards the frontiers of Virginia, that is, from the western
Indians who resort to Detroit, as in spite of the expense, they are
falling off daily, particularly since the American alliance with the
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February 28,
Quebec.
February 28,
Quebec.

March 23,
Niew York.

54

French; the misfortune to Hamilton; the want of reinforcements ;
the pains of the Spanish to debauch them, and the steady advance
of the enemy into their country. Only the efforts of the Five
Nations have retained them. A scout. conducted by white mon,
met and defeated a party going to Fort Pitt from New Orleans, to
which place they had been sent to solicit supplies from the Spanish
governor, and were returning with three loaded bateaux, the party
consisting of 60 men, of whom 40 and their commander, Colonel
David Rogers, were killed, and Col. Campbell, with five more, taken
prisoners. Sends copies of letters, &c., found on them. Hearing
that the enemy were collecting troops for Washington, he had sent
to harass Albany, to alarm the frontiers and distress the country.
The scout had returned with scalps and nine prisoners, and had
destroyed grain, horses, cows and stock of all kinds; scouts for the
same purpose are continually kept out. What is the respective
rank of officers of corps raised by Clinton's authority, and officers of
established regiments ? There has been jealousy. Lieut.-Col. Rogers
has been here for some time; he has engaged 700 men for'bis corps.
D'Estaing's miscarriage at Savannah has been confirmed. Page 136

Ilaldimand to Clinton. The arrangement for sending and receiv-
ing secret messages. The necessity of corresponding in cypher. 142

Same to the same. A messenger sots out to try to find his way
to New York. Hopes to have the means of communicating. Sends,
in cypher, the arrangements made (p. 142, copy of this written
ont). Is impatient to hear of the result of the expedition to Caro-
lina; D'Estaing's miscarriage will render its success certain. Rogers
has been disappointed at not obtaining men from the Colonies; he
is goiug to Penobscot, through the woods, to organize the men ho
has engaged. Ho has been advanced the sum of £500 for subsis-
tence for himself and his officers. 143

General Robertson to Haldimand. Long letter in cypher. 145

April 29, Riedesel to the same. Had written last summer for the clothing
Few York· left in Canada o? the German troops of convention, te be sent te

New York for transport to Virginia; he now repeats the request.
Thanks him for kindness shown to the Duke of Brunswick's

Ray 2, troops. 150, 152
New York. Knyphausen to the same. Sends report of the fitting out of a

' large armament at Brest. 154

e York Same to the same. Further respecting the expodition from
' Brest; so soon as he can obtain a convoy, he will embark 1,000 men

for Quebec, which is all that can be spared ; the detachment at St.
John's may be moved to Quebec. The rebels report that the Brest
fleet in concert with Washington is to attack New York. It is
believed that Charleston is taken. 155

May 4 Clinton to the same. Letter in cypher, also one from Knyphau-New York. son of same date. 158 to 161
May ar Riedesel to the same. Introducing Captain Schlagenteuffel with

N a detachment of German troops. Asks that he be included in the
strength of German troops serving in Canada and paid as such.
Has met Captain Willoc; is disappointed that he was not exchanged;
knowing his zeal and ability, had hoped to be able to send him to
Canada, but he must now remain in New York till exchanged. 162

Brigadier General Leland to Haldimand. Introduces Colonel de
Long Island. Loos; hopes he will be more fortunate than he was last September,

when he sailed for Quebec. 164
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1780.
iay 16 Knyphausen to Raldimand. Introducing Colonel Loos. Lafayette

New York. and several French gentlemen have arrived at Boston in a French
frigate. Page 165

May 17 General ]Robertson to the same. Had left Clinton at James'
iew York. Island, near Charleston, in March, who had instructed him to send

the reinforcements that had sailed and put back last fail. Had
received news from Germaine of the fitting out of the Brest fleet,
report of which was sent to him (Haldimand) by DeVaux. It is
only to-day that the scanty convoy to send the troops has been got
ready. Returns will give details of the troops. Expects t- hear of
the taking of Charleston; a reinforcement sent from here on the
7th of April would furnish to the enemy a pretence for the surren.
der, or would force it. The rebels grow dissatisfied with their
present government and seem disposed to return to the former.
If Charleston be taken, and no French succour arrive, believes that
the people and troops will desert the Congress; their paper money
passes at 70 to one, and people do not care to part with their goods
for such trash; they are in want and have no hope of a new crop,
an insect having destroyed the wheat. From these facts, he believes
they do not intend to invade Canada this summer. If France took
Canada it would not create jealousy, and a division of Provinces
would leave France the ruling power in America; the summons by
D'Estaing to Prevost to surrender Savannah to the French King
caused great jealousy, and may show the French that they will lose
all the rebels if they off er to appropriate one of these Provinces.
Franklin, however, directs French measures, so that the attack will.
be made on New York, or for the relief of Charleston; in that event:
runners would be sent, so that he might make a movement on the
lakes or attack the frontiers of New York to divide the enemy's
force. Should the French force come up the St. Lawrence, a diversion
might be made from New York. 167

1<yiàeneral Phillips to the same. Has been here since the com.etrkr· missioners met at Amboy to negotiate an exchange of the conven.
tion army, which was unsuccessful and never intended to be other.
wise. There may be private exchanges and he will wait in the,
hope that he may be exchanged. Had the army of convention been
exchanged, these troops would have been sent to Canada, giving a
fine reinforcement of mon inured to the climate. Clothing sent
from Canada in 1778, was safely received in Virginia. Introduces
Lieutenant Smith, Royal Artillery, sent with dispatches ; also Mr.
Spillard, an assistant commissary, who was taken prisoner early in
1777 and is now exchanged. 171

is, Y Robertson to the same. Sends report of the defeat of the French
fleet gff St, Christopher's. 175

0ay o, Knyphausen to the same. Letter in cypher (p. 176). There follows
; York. the e xplanation of part of the letter, giving report of the capture of

Charleston, and the surrender of the enemy's whole army that
defended it ; sailing of a reinforcement for Quebec, and report of
the naval engagement in the West Indies. 11g

13, Haldimand to Robertson. Acknowledges recept of the dispatchuebee. in cypher dated 29th March. 180
'lebU 13, The same to Knyphausen. Has recived letter in cypher dated

~e• 18th March. The German troops who wintered on the Island of
St. John (P. E. I.) had sustained no injury ; a convoy is to be fur.
nished to bring them to the river. 181
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June 60 Admiral Arbuthnot to Haldimand. '"Six ships of the line and
New York. 4,000 forces are about to sail from Brest to co-oporate with the rebels

in this country." It is ) eported that the force is not to go against
Canada. If it should be shall take stops to protect that Province.
The promotion of Captain Schank is not in his power ; application
must be made to the Admiralty. Page 182

July 6, Clinton to the same. Letter in cypher. 184New York. Explanation of part follows. M. Ternay had sailed about the 3rd
May with 7 ships of the lino, from 20 to 25 transports, with 5,200
land forces, their destination supposed to be Canada. The French
fleet, ho bolieves, will assemble at Rhode Island, a division under
La Fayette will proceed by Connecticut River and No. 4 across the
lake to St. John's ; the other by the River St. Lawrence. 186

Haldimand to Knyphausen. The reinforcement from New York
arrived on the 25th June and a few days af ter the troops that had
wintered at St. Jobn's. In a few days shall send off the trans-
ports and the clothing for Burgoyne's army. Proposes to
raise some companies of Canadians and loyalists, but cannot
do so tilt the arrivai of the provision fleet. The Indiane are,
with great success, harassing the back settlements of all the Prov-
inces bordering on this. Sir John Johnson las just returned from
the Mohawk, whore he distressed the rebol inhabitants and brought
off 150 loyalists without the loss of a man. Bateaux are roady to
co-operate on Lake Champlain should the French fleet appear at
New York, but can do little for want of proviFi'ns. (This letter
was sent in cypher.) 187

July 11, Same to the same. Arrival of Qolonel de Loos. The reasons forQuebec. not sending the full reinforcement intended are satisfactory and the
want of provisions reconeiles him to it. No word yet of the provi-
sion fleet ; the difficulty of subsisting or of adding to the troops
should any misfortune happen to it. Sends duplicate of previous
letter, the means of sending before being uncertain. Is busy pre-
paring for the defence of the Province. Congratulates him on the
surrender of Charleston. 189

July 11, Same to Clinton. The arrival of Colonel de Loos; is grateful for
-Quobec' being afforded the assistance of so able an officer. Congratulates

him on the fall of Charleston. 192
July 1, Same to Riedesel. Arrival of Schlagenteuffel; howhe will arrangeQuebe. about paying his allowances. 194
July 11, Same to Robertson (Governor of New York). (Private.) Aaks
Quebee. for informatiun relating to the internai economy of the army as a

guide, there being a total want of instructions from home and of
established method here. The points on which information is asked
are given at length. 196

July 11, Same to the same. Arrival of de Loos, with the troops under him.
Quebec. Is making every preparation to guard against attack, believing that

it would be the interest of France to make an attempt on this Pro-
vince, which would be assisted by a general revolt of the inhabitants.
Believes, however, that the success at Charleston and the superiority
of the British fleet, will discourage the French from venturing up
the St. Lawrence. Believes, therefore, that the acherne will be aban-
doned. Trusts that Franklin's plan of an attack on New York will
be defeated. Proparations on Lake Champlain, but nothing beyond
Crown Point can bo effected from want of provisions ; his efforts to
raise additional corps. 206
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1"80.
July i' Haldimand to Pattison. Acknowledges letter received by the
Quebec. hands of de Loos ; thanks for offer of service. Page 209
1ly 11, Same to Phillips. Acknowledges letter; expresses sorrow at the

Qebec. failure of Phillips to obtain exchange. Clothing for the German

troops of convention will ho sent by returning transports. Spillard

juIy 12, will be employed in the commissariat ; the merits of Twiss. 210
Quebe. Same to Robertson. fias allowed Lieutenant Maynard and

Peter Henciershaw, a surgeon, to go to New York, where they hope
to be exchanged. They are to be closely watched and not allowed
to be exchanged. 213

jUly 12, Sane to Phillips. Cannot grant batt and forage money to De
Quebeç. Speth, during the time he was absent from the Province, for reasons

given. Asks that the exchange of Ensign DeChambeault may be
procured, so that lie miay return to the Province. Commissary Spil-
lard declines to serve without an increase of pay; ho has been allow-
ed to return to New York. 215

July 13, Same to Brigadier Leland. Has received the letters brought by
Quebec. Loos. 219
lyu 1b, Same to Sir William Howe. Will grant leave to Lieutenant Gore,

9uebee- now at Niagara, to return to Europe, it his services can be spared. 220
1ugust 13, The same to Clinton. No dependence can be placed on the word
'1ebee. of Allen or of those associated with him in Vermont, who cannot

be bound by laws or ties. If Allen could arm 4,000 men it would not
be safe to trust him in this Province, for under pretence of joining
the King's troops, he may watch an opportunity to seize the Pro.
vince. His taking possession of Albany would open a communica-
tion with New York and render Canada secure. Fears that the
dispatch (p. 89) bas fallen into the enemy's hands, as Allen's designs
were known, and it is reported he is raising a force to defend his
own State against both King and Congress. Allen bas never made
overtures to him (Haldimand). A Spanish frigate carried into
York has, it is !reported, brought a copy of a treaty between the
Courts of Spain and France and Franklin, by which Congress
engages to deliver by the 20th of June, 1780, the two Floridas to
Spain, and Nova Scotia and Canada to France. It is known that
d'Estaing's fleet was intended to attack the two latter places. The
Canadians expected it, and even the best of them wore disap.
pointed. Should it be pursued in spring and supplies not reach, the
Province would be lost. If post cannot be taken at Oswego, there
is no hope of keeping the Indians. The immense labour necessary
to put Oswogo in a defensible position ; in the meantime the
enemy could assemble at Fort Stanwix and march thence to the
attack in four days. He must, however, make an attempt to occupy
Oswego, if no immediate danger threaten the lower part of the Pro-
vince, and that he can be supplied with provisions. (The letter was
sent in cypher.) 221

-&ugust 14, Clinton to Haldimand. Ternay bas arrived at Rhode Island with
New York. seven sail of the line, three frigates and about 5,000 troops, who are

said to ho sickly. There is little probability of their attacking
Canada this year, their efforts being against New York. (Explana.
tion of cypher, p. 226.) 225

seember 9, Haldimand to Clinton. Will observe caution, but does no4 think
ee' at this late season Canada can bc attacked by sea. Ias ordered a

detachment of 600 chosen troops, besides Indians, to assemble at
Oswego and march through to Schenectady, to destroy the crops and
favour the escape of loyaliste. A large scout will also be sent by
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M-o. way of Lake George. Two-thirds of the fleet missing; the crops
tolerably good. (Original sent in cypher.) Page 227

September 9, Clinton to Haldimand. Letter in cypher. 229
New York. The explanation follows Repeats the news of the arrival of a

French fleet (p. 225). Sends copy of a proclamation prepared by
LaFayette for distribution, had he attacked Canada. An additional
reinforcement is daily expected from France. The report has helped
Washington to complete his army. The attack still seems to be
aimed at New York, and against Canada next spring. The success
to the southward may prevent a serious attack this season. 234

September 10, Same to the same. Arrival of Rochbleau (Rocheblave) and
New York. Schifflin (Schieffelin) who had escaped from the rebels, and were

entirely destitute. Has advanced them 100 guineas each, for which
they are to account on their arrival in Canada. (These two officers
formed part of Hlamilton's force on his expedition to Vincennes, and
were taken prisoners at the same time as he was.) 236

September 13, Haldimand to Clinton. Hopes that the parties sent to the
Quebec. frontiers, which shall hang as long as possible there, may alarm the

country and weaken the force sent against him (Clinton). Is pre.
paring to meet an anticipated attack during the winter from
Lafayette. (Original sent in cypher.) 238

October 2f, Clinton to Haldimand. Letters in cypher. 239 to 244New York. The discovery of the attempt by Arnold to give up the forts, &c.,
at West Point, has caused him to fly and join the British, it has
thrown the rebel army into confusion. Rodney on the coast
with a superior fleet ; no probability of a second French fleet this
year. Victory by Cornwallis over Gates at Camden, on the 16th of
August. Great defection in the Spanish colonies. 245

October 18, Same to the same. The greater part of the Quebec fleet has, heNew York. hears, been taken. Ternay's fleet with the French army blockaded
at Rhode Island. Rodney still here, so that attempts on New York
are given up. The fleet with recruits and stores has arrived but not
the Cork fleet which is much wanted. A force of 3,000 men, under
General Leslie, has sailed for the Chesapeake to co-operate with
Cornwallis, who is probably now in North Carolina. There is
reason to believe in a speedy accommodation with Spain. 24(i

The letter in cypher follows. 241
ONew or0 A plan (in French) proposed by Rocheblave for carrying on the

war. The plan enters into minute details. 249
October 20, Blaldimand to Clinton. Letters received ; papers enclosed show
Quebec. that there is a design upon this Province. Feairs some letters sent

have miscarried ; is trying a new route. No news of the victual-
]ers. Hopes the alarm on the frontiers may help him (Clint3n).
Forts Anu and George are destroyed. 268

November 6, Admiral Arbuthnot to Haldimand. Would gladly have sent an
"Royal account o the destruction of De Ternay's squadron, but it has keptOak," off
Rhode Island. in the port of Rhode Island and has not darud to meet His Majesty's

ships. The 5,000 men under Rochambeau have been detained on
the island, so that the rebels have derived no advantage from this
grand and formidable alliance duiring this campaign, but, on the
contrary, their councils are blasted by divisions and they are desti-
tute of a want of unanimity in the field. 269

November 15, Haldimand to Clinton. Letters received. Regrets the miscarriage
Quebec. of Arnold, but sends congratulations on the success of Cornwallis

and the favourable aspect of affairs in his (Clinton's) quarter. 271
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1780N
November 15 Haldimand to Clinton. Sonds this by Ensign Drummond going to
Quebee. New York, whero ho bas been promoted. Expeditions to the

frontiers bave been successfully executed. Sir John Johnson in
varjous actions has killed about 100 rebel officers and mon, among
others, Colonel Brown, an inveterate rebel, and taken 60 prisoners,
with little loss. Crops on the Scohary :nd Mohawk destroyed to
the extent of 600,000 bushels, besides cattle, &c.; further destruc.
tion on the Connecticut by Major Carleton and others. Has received
advice of a projected attack on Carleton Island and of the loss of a
new vessel on Lake Ontario, with ail the crew, Colonel Bolton, &c.
The serjous loss of the officers and ship; asks that officers may ba
sent from New York. Arrival of two small vessels from the fleet
of victualler', but no word of the rest; begins to despair of their
arrival. He will be obliged to recall provisions from Montreai and
Sorel, where they wore stored to be sent to the upper posta. The
scarcity caused by the non-arrival of the victuallers may have a
fatal effect on the Indians. Page 272

NOvember 15, The same to Clinton. Introduces Easign Prentice. 276
Quebee,

eQvember 15, The same to Robert son. Sends this by a vessel belonging to Mr.
QIebec. Pagan, a merchant who bas always been suspected. He has boon

promised, if the dispatches arrive safe, that the vessel may reurv
in spring, but not to trust anything on board that would b> useful
to the Americans. . 277

e1ember 16, The same to Clinton. Asks him to obtain from Arnold suc

16 information as may lead to positive evidence against Hay, Du-
Calvet and Cazeau. 278

Intelligence brought by George Harding and E manuel Ellerbick,
that Ethan Allen was expected to be in Canada with 600 Green
Mountain boys. Armstrong, sent to Albany, reports that a number.
of continentals had arrived there, and more were expected to go
against Allen. This news confirmed by all fiiends, and especially
by an old Quaker gentleman, 6 miles bolow Schuyler's House at
Saratoga, who said that Philip Schuyler was not a bad friend to
King George. Three French generals had been reconnoitring
about Lake Georgo; ail the inhabitants on the frontiers had been
warned to retire to the inhabited parts. 281

• date. Haldimand to Clinton. Sends intelligence brought in by Thomas
Man; is doubtful of its tiuth, Man being regarded as given to ex.
aggeration. Desires to know if Man was paid, as ho asks for bis
pay from the time he was taken prisoner. Only 18 ships of the
trade fleet of 42 ships bave arrived ; another fleet of victuallers was
to follow. Rebels report that a large ordnance ship was sunk in
action. A detachment from Detroit bas destroyed three forts on
the Ohio and taken about 400 prisoners; the fickleness of the
Indians prevented somothing greater. The Six Nations have been.
very active; the accounts from the Mohawk River ard frontier
confirm the reports of distress there, and their abhorrence of the
oppression they labour under. Albany papers ecoived with reports
of the movements of French and Spanish floots. The French forti-
fying Rhode Island. The Onoidas have seizod the Mohawk lands,,
and are protècting the harvest for the rebels. 28j

no date. The same to Captain Drummond. That ho has permitted his
nephew, Ensign Drummond, to go to New York tojoin the regi-

1781. ment in whiah ho has been promoted. 286
Que' 3 Tho same to Clinton. Wili attempt to defeat the designs of

JI Rochambeau; his greatest difficulty is the want of provisions, not a
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1781, single ship of the last fleet having arrived. Has been long con-
vinced that a combination exists here, but cannot discover the
principals. Has directed the bearer to give a verbal account of
the situation. Suggestion to attack Rhode Island, or a feint of
it, should large detachment of French troops leave it. Page 287

February 7, ialdimand to Clinton. Letter in cypher. 289
Quebec. Explanation follows. Has sent this off by a messenger, who

hopes to intercept a weekly courier from Washington to Albany.
Scouts are out to watch every route into the Province. Is afraid
his dispatches expected by way of Halifax have been taken. Falis
reports spread to influence the ignorant and the Indians. A few
lines from him (Clinton) would counteract these. Reference made
to request concerning Arnold (278). 290

February 28, The same to the same. Preparations made to receive the enemy;
Quebee. the invasion bas failed from the robels not having fulfilled their

engagement; dissensions prevail among them, and the troops of
Philadelphia have quit Washington's army. He has been put on
his guard against the people of Vermont, who are seeking to deceive
both Congress and the royal army. Will spare no pains to work on
them. (Sont in cypher.) 293

March 1, The same to the same. Has reason to fear that his a!spatchesQ*"° have been intercepted; asks for information as to the intentions of
Government respecting the Province. (Sent in cypher.) 293

March 1l Phillips to Haldimand. Ensign DeChambault has been exchanged
New-York. and proposes to go to Canada in spring; his services and good

character. 294
April 6, Account of cash paid to Canadian officers by warrant from Sir

Henry Clinton. 296
May 7. Proclamation by Sir Henry Clinton, offering a bounty to all per-New York. sons residing among the rebels, or serving in their army or militia,

who shall enlist for three years or during the rebellion, in any Pro-
vincial regiment they may make choice of. 297

May 8, Clinton to Haldimand. (Letters in cypher.) 299 to 305
New York. Explanation.-Ensign Drummond not yet arrived. Riedesel and

other officers exchanged and to go to Quebec; the question of con-
voy for them and for the victuallers at Ealifax. Sends newspapers
and cash account of Canadian officers (pp. 296, 306). The messen-
ger bas received no money. Vermont requires vigilant attention.
Ethan Allen was written to last summer, and this winter he enclosed
both letters to Congress in a letter of 9th March which was inter-
cepted, together with a letter from Ira Allen, with articles of union
between Vermont and the two counties of Cheshire and Grafton,
lying east of Connecticut River, and an Act to extend the jurisdic-
tion of Vermont west of the Hudson. This is no doubt to stir up
Congress to decide for Vermont against her neighbours, but why
does she widen the controversy by these extended claims ? Colonel
Wells, of Brattleborough, has sent verbal information that throws
light on the conduct of Vermont. fie offers a monthly communi-
cation. Chittenden and the Allens, he says, form, with a few other
persons, a junta who apprehend that they can make no stable agree-
ment except with the Crown. They knew .that New York Senate
had passed an Act to admit her as a separate State, and that the
Assembly was about to concur, but prevented by Clinton threatening
prorogation, apparently on the remonstrance of the French ambas-
sador, who said the King bad but contracted with thirteen states,
not with fourteen. Vermont may be allowed to play a double game
for a time in appearance. Wells admits that many in Vermont are
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1781' opposed to reunion, as well as a majority in Cheshire and Grafton.
The western extension was a project of Ira Allen's, probably to
counterbalance that majority, and ho was against the eastern union.
Chittenden, when questioned, boasted that his measures had saved
the frontiers. It ts desirable to have a speedy decision. States how

31 far he would go; has written for f al instructions. Page w07
Seaw Clinton to Haldimand. (Letter in cypher.) 311York. Clothing for the German troops, &c., and General Riedesel, officers

and men only wait for an opportunity to be sent to Halifax, The
ships of war at Quebec must convoy the vessels with Riedesel, and
also the victuallers from Halifax to Quebec. 313

JWne 6, Haldimand to Clinton. Letter received by the hand of Davis, whoQuebec. sets out to attempt to intercept the mail from Fishkill ; if he suo-
cecd it may enable himr (IHaldimand) to communicate the real de-
signs of Vermont, of whose people ho bas always been suspicious.
lad received a flag proposed by Chittenden for the purpose of ar.
ranging a cartel. Ira Allen was chosen, and has gone back, pro.
mising to use every effort to secure a reunion ; will hear shortly
the result. Ira Allen's plausible statements. The business is con-
ducted by a man who is well acquainted with their arts. Wells is
reported to be a good subject ; should be glad through his, or any
means, to bave frequent communication with him (Clinton). Will

try a shorter cypher by the first ship. The inconvenience and ex-
pense of the Admiral's refusal of convoy; only one frigate at Que.
bec, unless the " Canceaux " be called one, and she is not seaworthy.
Respecting the letters sent by Ensign Drummond, who took passage

S21, in one of Pagan's vessels, a man who bas long been suspected. 314
9un21' The same to the same. Dr. Smyth, of Albaoy, just afrived, having

escaped on his way to gaol ; suspects treachery on the part of some
of Ciinton's domestics, as Smyth was seized by order of Washington
and directed to be loaded with irons; no victuallers yet ar-

'U1Y 2 rived. 320
New % Clinton to Haldimand. No word yet of Ensign Drummond and

ork. Prentice; thinks that something worse than capture must bave be-
fallen them. " If a reunion of Vermont with the Mother country can
be effected it must be productive of happy consequences; but I confess
I have my suspicions of these people." Riedesel, &c., going with the
convoy sent by Admiral Graves. Two very large transports were
selected at Cork to take the cargoes of four smaller ones; hopes
they have reached Quebec by this time. Has learned nothing of
the intentions of Government respecting Canada. Will send all the
information ho can get from Arnold. Knyphausen wishes that part
of his regimbnt which is in Canada to be returned to New
York. 321

july 25, Robertson to the same. The owners of the " York " (or " Gore ")York sh to load oats at Quebec for New York. Oats and other grain
wilt be useful in New York. Z25

'ly 2 Memorandum that Arnold's papers having been all taken, ho can
ew York. only remember the nane of one suspected person, a Jesuit in Mont.

real, named Pierre. 326
Hlaldimand to Clinton. Encloses beating orders given by him

(Clinton) to Colonel Rogers, with other papers respecting recruit-
ing. The abuse of the privilege bas been an injury to the raising of
other levies, and bas caused discontent ; has restricted him to the
original instructions. If the recruits were sent to join Rogers' corps
it would cause the desertion of two-thirds of them ; proposes, there.
fore, to incorporate them with one of the provincial corps; the
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1781. duplicity of Colonel Rogers bas been very unworthy. The ineffi.
ciency of the officers recommended by Rogers. .He had promised
to raise men in a few months and had 700 men ready at Penobscot.
Sends note of money advanccd to him. Page 327

Auguet 2, Clinton to Haldimand. * Riedesel, with officers and men, has sailed.
New York. Knyphausen wishes to have his men back; they will be replaced by

others. The French and rebels only vait for a reinforcement from
the West Indies to attack New York. The importance, therefore,
of a diversion on the frontiers and the speedy decision of Vermont
in our favour. The forces opposed to him (Clinton) in this quarter
number 4,000 Fiench and 7,000 rebels; the latter do not increase
very fast, though the attack on New York is a favourite object. 331

August 2, Haldimand to Clinton. The distressing difficulty of communica-
Quebee. tion when serious attacks are threatened against New York and this

Province. Sends this by a small fast-sailing vessel in charge of a
faithful man who will siLk it if necessary. It will give all the trans-
actions with Vermont, with the proceedings in papers marked 1 t-
17. Vermont is forming magazines and raising men, avowedly to
defend themselves against any power that may invade it. The
people acknowledge a preference for Congress, provided they are ad-
mitted as a fourteenth state. This must take place when Vermont
has strength to assert it, for nothing can be done against this Prov-
ince, without the help or assent of Vermont, nor by that route
against the Colonies, the obstacles being the same. If a favourable
termination for Great Britain is pointed at, Vermont will become
loyal and offer assistance not needed, but if the contrary, she will
declare for Congress. In six months she will be a respectable ally
fçr either side. Had pressed for a decision which appeared to have
the desired effect on Ira Allen. Sends report of what took place on
bis return to Vermont. Flag arrived with a letter from Ira Allen
fraught with much sincerity or much duplicity; bad as he may be
he could not stand the test of the interview, so did not come. Will
hear what Fay proposes. (For these documents, &c., see B. 175, p.
88, &c.) Fears that Ensign Drummond has been wrecked on Mag-
dalen lsland and drowned, and has heard that Ensign Prentice was
east away; Report received that a body of French and Continentals
had been routed by him (Clinton) on White Plains. The want of
provisions is an obstacle to the defence of this Province or to make
any offensive movement in force. Gives details of the low state of
provisions and bis fears for the expected victuallers. 333

August 2, Same to the same (No. 6). Has not sent the last dispatch. The
QUebee danger of granting the delay asked for by the Vermonters, as it is

only for the purpose of strengthening themselves to act with Con-
gress. They are forming magazines and raising men, and in a few
montis they will become an important ally or a formidable enemy.
To carry on the deception Ethan has quitted the service, but Ira
Allen has gone as commissioner to Congress, and did not come
with the flag to avoid the test of a discovery. An intercepted letter
from Schuyler to Washington has just been sent in. It congratulates
him on the confirmation of the report that a detachment of De
Grasse's fleet will join that of De Touche to attack Quebec, and
agreeing that a demonstration should be made against New York
and that Rochambeau should not march till the fleet had left Boston;
he was to penetrate by Cohos. The letter appears to have been con-
veyed by design, to prevent a diversion in favour of New York,
where he conceives the blow is levelled. His distress for want of
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1781. provisions. (For intercepted letter seo B. 134, p. 79. It is dated
" Albany, 15th July, 17 1.") Page 339

Septemaber 13, Haldimand to Clinton (No. 7). Vermont Assembly is to meet
Quebec. on the 1st of October. Will thon send a large detachment to take

post and romain at Crown Point; strong parties wili also appear on
the Mohawk River. as hopes that these stops will produce a
favourable effect in the affairs of Vormont. The English and Cork
fleets, and troopi with Riedesel have arrived. 341

eptember 24, The same to the same (No. 8). The agents for Vermont affaira areQuebec. in conference with Ira Allen and Major Fay at Skenesborough. A
letter from these two says that they have instructions from the
Governor in writing to negotiate for a change of government and
have all the papers on the late proceedings of the Vermont agents
with Congress. They press for a meeting. It is certain that a
resolution has passed in Congress admitting Vermont as a separate
stato, provided the new territories are relinquished. This is in agita.
tion anid success with them, if they are inclined to join, will turn on
confirming to themn those territories. Is inclined to grant this, but
not without his (Clinton's) concurrence. The necessity of dispatch;
the delicacy in handling the troops on the frontiers of Vermont.
Orders have been given to ravage the Mohawk country. " Consider-
ing the uniformity of Ira Allen's conduct, ho must be the Most
accomplishcd villain living, if ho means to deceive us." 342

eptember 25, Statement (in French), by Riedesel, of Sir Henry Clinton's idea
Quebec. of a diversion which might be effected by sending from Canada a

force of 2,000 men by way of Niagara, Lake Erie and Presqu'Isle,
towards Fort Pitt, the Ohio, the Alleghany Mountains and as far as
the settlements on the back of Pennsylvania and Virginia, so as to
facilitate his expedition from the upper part of Chesapeake Bay.

sPteber 27,The arrangements are given in detail. 344
tuebec 27, Haldimand to Clinton. The letter accompanying this was pre.

pared on the 2nd ult. (p. 331), this being a continuation. The state.
ment on behalf of Vermont, as to the difficulty of a sudden revola...
tion, deserves some credit, but their obscure and mysterious conduct
excites suspicion. HoDes to give the result of the interview before
tbis letter is sent. Will post a strong force on the frontier when
the Assembly of Vermont meets on the 1st of October, and bas
directed strong parties to be sent from Niagara to the Mohawk and
frontiers of Pennsylvania. If these operations do not produce the
effect hoped for on Vermont, they will alarm and distress the enemy
by ravaging the frontiers and diminishing their supplies. They will
also afford loyalists an opportunity to escape from the oppression
they labour under. Asks that his transactions may be communicated
to General Robertson. 371

Quembe. 28, Same to the sane. The fate of Ensign Drummond confirmed;
there are accounts of the safety of Ensign Prentice, tbough ho was
shipwrecked. For Vermont, refers to previous letters. The two
large victuallers not arrived; the plentiful supply lately received
makes this of less consequence. Has sent back Knyphausen's troope;
hopes that they will be suitably replaced. 34)8ePteimber 29, Same to the same. Objections given, in detail, to Sir Henry

Quebec. Clinton's proposals for a diversion, as conveyed by Riedesel (p.
344). The difficulties of the route, &o, are pointel out; the strength
of Fort Pitt and the danger of relying on the Indians, &o. 351

P.S.-Gives an account of a stroke made by Joseph Brant on the
Ohio, and that it was hoped a large body of Indians would fall on
Clark's main body. The war in that part of the country, on the
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1781. British side, is purely defensive, except by scouting parties constantly
employed. On the 8th ult., a party of Indians attacked about 40
of the enemy, near German Flats, killed three officers and 19 men,
and took eight prisoners. Page 358

September 29, Sketch (in Frenc5h) of Colonel Connolly's plan transmitted toQue-
bec by tho hands of General Riedesel. His plan was to attack Fort
Pitt. Haldimand says (p. 352), in auswering Clinton's proposals, that
"this great undertaking must have proceeded from persons totally
ignorant of the unavoidable difficulties in the way, or influenced bv
private interested views. Such, there is but to great reason to
apprebend, are Mr. Crachan (Croghan) and Mr. Connolly," of whose
character he gives an account at p. 357). 359-

September 29, Haldimand to Robertson. Has, in consequence of his letter, given
QUebec. Pagan leave to take a cargo of grain to New York, but the high

price prevents. The quantity of provisions lately arrived, and the
good crop will, in the course of the winter, reduce the price of wheat
to 4". or 4s. 6d. a busbel. Should it be desired, he will purchase-
100,000 bushels for New York, should transports be sent, but imme-
diate notice must be given. Asks him to keep the matter quiet, or-
the merchants would keep up the price, and to provide specie for
payment. 364

Beptember 30, Same to the same. Will pay attention to General and Madame
Quebec. Riedesel, Does not wonder at bis anxiety for a settlement of the

affair of Vermont. Re bas carefully avoided desolating the coun-
try to keep a door open for reconciliation. Concessions have been
made by Congresh, yet it appears that the Governor and Council
a-e really inclined to accommodate with Government, on condition
that their acquisitions are confirmed to them. Has asked Clinton's
concurrence, but if ho receive no letter, he (Haldimand) must de-
cide the matter himself. His agents are now in conference with
Ira Allen and Fay. 366

P. S. of same date. Agents have returned froxi the conference
with Allen and Fay, who press for the issue of a proclamation,
promising to confirm their late assumed territory. Cannot take
ihe responsibility of such a stcp out of his district and com-
Mand, but shall promise, till be receives proper authority, that ho-
will consider theso territories as belonging to Vermont and protect
them. Has sent off a runner to ask Clinton to confirm bis
promises. 370,

September 30, The same to Knyphaueen. The detachment of bis regiment sent
Qubee. back, &c. 369"
October 1, The same to Clinton. Senda documents relating to the conter-
Quebec. ence with Ira Allen and Fay. His suspicions almost, if not entirely,

removed, but the prejidice of a majority and the prevailing influence
rf Congress may prevent any change for from one to three years.
Repeats substantially the contents of the letter to Robertson (p. 366).
The effect in New York and New Hampshire of granting Vermont's
demands. They are all in rebellion, and "if by sacrificing a part
of one to the interests of the other, a reunion of the most valuable
with the mother country can be effected, I think it my duty
to make the attempt." Will, therefore, issue- the proclamation; it is
to precede the detachment, which will be sent about the 12th or
14th inst., till which time the meeting of Assemblv is put off. No
offensive operations will be carrie! on by this deta~chment against
Vermont ; it will distress the other frontiers, showing the Ver-
mont people that it is the intention of the Gover- ment to pro, ect
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1781. them and facilitate the efforts of leading men to g in the populace

in preparation for a more effectual essay in the spring. Page 374
OctOber 2, Haldimand to Clinton. The transactions, enclosed, are carried
Quàebee' on under a solemn and mutual promise of secrecy, to be communicat-

octo ed only to him (Clinton) and General Robertson. 378

Quebrc3. Same to the same. Sends sketch of proclamation. Apologizes
for trespassing on his command. The happy results should it
succeed; should it fail, the boundaries would remain as before, and
the mysteries of Vermont would be seen through. . 379

October 3, The sanme to the same. Ia sending by the " Garland " voluminous
details of negotiations with Vermont. The necessity of ratilying
the proclamation. 380

Octobe 1, Robertson to Haldimand. Clinton went on board a fleet with
New ' *- 6,000 mon, to relieve Cornwallis, who surrendered on the 19th, the

day the fleet sailed. Sir Henry and Digby will consider the Ver-
mont business on their return. He (Robertson) would gladly give

up a good estate and every provincial interest to fix these people in
the interests of the Crown. The character of some of the Boston

Optobp People. 381
Ocow Y3r' Same to the saine. Letter in cypher. 406

?<ernYer Clinton to the same. Letter in cypher. 382

S 1ork. Explanation. Approves generally of Haldimand's course; the
change of boundaries may require an Act of Parliament, &c. Ar-
nold says that Du Calvet, Père Floquet, Ray, Cord, Freeman and
Watts were friends to the rebels. 385

?<ovember 14, Same to the same. His anxiety about affaira on the Chesapeake
New York. ' makes him dispatch a runner. If unfortunate, Vermont will be the

most dangerous enemy; affaira otherwise are in good train. St.
Leger's detachment bas had the effect expected; the Vermontera
appear concihated and a large body of the enemy are drawn to
Albany. " These efforts will prove feeble unattended to the south.
ward."y 387

o'vember 15, Haldimand to flinton. Sends duplicates of letters relating to
°°e- Vermont. Ras not yet issued the proclamation, the minds of the

people not being eufficiently prepared. Their interests depend on
the turn of affaira on the Chesapeake; if unfortunate, the populace
will never be gained by persuasion. Sailing of the trade fleot on the
25th, put back to Bic. Nearly all communication stopped to New
York by the imprudence of recruiting parties, &c. The atrange
fatality of a letter from Lord George Germaine falling into the hands
Of Vermonters, which showed them the consequence of which they
are considered in the political scales. 388

'ovember 16, Same to Robertson. Sending seamen to New York to be
Q .e- tried for attemnpting to seize the letter of marque " London " for the

purpose of taking ber into a rebel port. 392
Distribution ofthe army in 1781, under the eommand of General

Sir Henry Clinton. 394
Memorandum by Sir Henry Clinton to General Riedesel. Res-

pecting operations towards Fort Pitt. (Apparently a skeleton
sketch of the memorandum at p. 359 drawn up by Riedesel for

iHaldimand). 399
o> date. Haldimand to Clinton. Sends report received from a loyalist

in Albany, that the troops on the Hudson and Mohawk Rivera are
ordered at once to Peekskill to join French troops, supposed for an
attack on New York. Schuyler bas ordered 1,000 boats to be ready
by August. The frontiers to be guarded by nine months' men. A
draught of 800 men made from the militia. Al Tories ordered
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1781. east of Hudson River, and to be plundered at discretion. Does not
know the enemy's real designs or how far ho can make a diversion.
If the intention is aguainst this Province, ho can only say that every
preparation for defence is in progress. State of provisions is alarm-
ing ; now living from hand to mouth. Page 400

No date. Note (in French) apparently on this letter,that the carpenters
had been recalled after building 300 boats, fit for gun boats, being
decked, with eight oars and can carry 40 men. The disaffection of
the Canadiaus. 408

laldimand to Clinton. Sends a simpler cypher,'with examples in
French and English. 402 and 411

Rough draught of letter, with neither date nor signature, respect-
ing clothing for Burgoyne's army. 410

CORRESPONDENCE WITII SIR H. CLINTON AND OTHER OFFICERS AT
NEW YORK.

1777-1783--Vol. II

1782. B.148. B. M. 21,808.
January 2, Circular letter (in cypher) from Lord George Germaine. Page 1
Loudon.
January 2, Germaine to Haldimand (No. 34). Letter in cypher. 4
London.
February 22, Clinton to the same. Sends report made by Chief Justice Smith, of
New York. Ne*w York that though an attack was talked of on New York, it was

in reality to bo against Canada, and that Lafayette had gone to
France to propose it. 'Large stores of provisions are at the Fallis of
the Ohio. Clark is preparing a force for an attack on Detroit, to go
down the Ohio to the mouth of the Wabash, up to the carrying place,
and thence to Detroit, the garrison there being reported as very weak.
An attack on Canada to be made by the allied forces in spring. and
the French to be given Canada shoult be reduced. This agreement,
it is alleged, bas been sen on the proceedings of Congress. No
official information recoived that Macbean is to command the
artillery in this quarter (New York); understands that he is going
to succeed Williamson as Colonel of the 4th Battalion. 8

The cypher of this letter. il
March 5, Haldimand to Robertson. Has taken the opportunity of Lieut.
Quebec. Rogers carrying dispatches to write. las received no intelligence

for six months except through rebel newspapers, irregularly
received. Cannot understand it, as ho bas made every effort to
send letters, and can only conclude that bis messengers have fallen
into the hands of the enemy. Has the more cause to regret the
long silence, as preparations point to au invasion of Canadain
spring, which agrees with other information and the hopes of the
Canadians. Will make every preparation. 13

March 5, Same to Clinton. Is sending letters by an officer through the
Quebec. woods to Halifax Has not had any letter from him (Clinton) since

the one of the 2nd August reeeived on the 21st September, so that
the letters must have miscarried. Is particularly anxious to hear
about Vermont affairs. The reports of a projected attack on Canada
have, no doubt, reached him ; the Canadians look for some revoltiion
to their advantage, and there is no doubt of a communication between
them and the rebels. A report is circulated that the Pope has
issued a bull, absolving them from their oath of allegiance to the
English, if they return to allegiance to the French, and that the
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1782. Congress has issued a proclamation of pardon to all Americans who

had joined the King's army, but now support the independence of
the States. Wbetber truc or falso, these reports bave had their effect.
His anxiety for intelligence under these circumstanüces. Encloses a

duplicate of dispatch to Germaine. Page 16
arch 10, Clinton to Hialdimand. The Executive will require legislative aid

New York. to accomplish the wishes of the people of Vermont. The correspond-
ence and intercourse are to be continued. For safety. all the Ver-
monters wished to know has been sent through his (Haldimand's)
hands. An attack on Vermont meditated by the New Yorkers;
General Schuyier and Scott, one of their own delegates, disapprove
of this. Enclosed is a printed protest " by the State of New York"

against Congress, which makes the Vermont affair more worthy of
attention. Still believes that the attack by the enemy will be on
New York. 19

March 16, Haldimand to Clinton. Urging that intelligence be sent. 21
St. John' Same to the same. This is the nineteenth lotter he bas written
.&Pril 1, without hearing; believes their letters have mutually miscarried.
Montreal. Has no intelligence of the intentions of the enemy or of what is pas&-

ing to the soutb. 22
.April 26 Same to the same. Lieut. Weir goes to Livingston manor to
Montreal. recruit; will send to New York those nearest there ; asks that an

account may be kept of them, so that he shall receive credit for these
recruits.

-&Pril 28 Same to the same. Has received lotters written in February
Montreai. and March The d ifference of instructions to bim and to Clinton

respecting Vermont makes it difficult to act with any prospect
of success on the one band, without bazarding blame on the
other. In the face of the defcat of Cornwallis, tho hopes held
out to the Vermonters as to their interests being attended to,
will only be matter of ridicule, as is evident by their concessiong
to the Congrees, of their lato assumed jurisdiction, although they
were encouraged to believe it would be confirmed. Coorcion
alone can have any effect on them and should be carried into
execution if they do not accept the terms offered, or else the bare
appearance of troops will continue their idea that there was not
ability to force them. So soon as ho can ascertain that LaFayette's

proposal to invado Canada is abandoned, he will use every effort to
act on the frontiers as well as circumstances will admit, but it is im-

possible to penetrate far with his small force, &c. The danger St.
Leger ran last fali, not from Washington's force, but from the multi-
tude of militia and mon in arms ready to turn out at an hour's notice.
No movement can take place before Jane for reasons given. In
consequence of the reported attack by Clark on Datroit has sent to
reinforce it with two companies of Butler's Rangers who must be
drawn from Oswego, where ho hopes a post is now taken, prepara.
tions having been made during the winter at Carleton Island. Ris
concern at the substance of the negotiations with Vermont baving
been printed in a newspaper at Fishkill, proving that confidence was
betrayed. The bad effects of this. The further steps ho is taking
to communicate with Vermont. Arrivals espected shortly from
Europe, the ice having broken up carlier than usual. 24

'Oy 21 Carleton to Haldirnand. Letters to Clinton have been received,
New York. he (Carleton)haçing been appointed to chief command. The letters

written to him (Haldimand) and not recoived, are now so stale, that
it is useless to send duplicates. Of the nineteen letters be (Raidi-
mand) wrote, only those by the " Garland " and " Pandora " wore
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received. Had loft the new administration, &c.. in a disposition to
pursue peace ; measures, therefore, are to be defensive only. P. 30

May 27, Raldimand to Clinton. ls sending a messenger with letters toMontre,1 learn the state of affairs in the rebel country. Owing to difficulty
in collecting whoat and conveying it to the mills, ho cannot appear
on the frontiers so soon as mentioned, but by letters from Vermont
ho has reason for botter hopos of the sincerity of these people, who
report that they are gaining influence. They refer as proof of
this, to persons well known to hin, whom they propose sonding.
The officer sont to Biddle could not see him, the country being too
watchful. News received of the change of ministry but ho hais no
intelligence of their policy. Dispatches received. 32

May 31, Same to the same. Has not yet received letters, and does not
Montreal. know what change may take place by the change of ministry. 3&
May;31, Carleton to Haldimand. Has recoived letter written to Clinton
New York. in March. Sends "Gazettes," with report of Rodney's victory over-

DeGrasse. Cannot speak with certainty of the destination of the
French fleet. Will ba informed by Lieutenant Rogers, who carries
this letter, of the conjectures of its destination affecting Quebec. It
has been believed to be for Jamaica, for New York, and now
Canada is conjectured to be its aim. 36

June 4, ilaldimand to Clinton. A friendly note. The " Pandora " not yet
Quebec arrived. Waits ber arrival with anxioty for dispatches. 38
June 22, Same to Sir Guy Carleton (No. 1). Congratulating him on bis
Quebee. appointment to the chief command in the Southern Department. Is

afraid bis dispatch from London shared the fate of others on the-
" Bellona," which struck on a rock on the Traverse, leaving only time
for the crew to escape. Has had his ignorance of the intentions of
Government removed, by the letters from him (Carleton). Delays,
have luckily prevented intended movements, but all preparations are
in forwardness and troops sh all by degrees bo moved to Isle aux Noix
to carry on necessary works. Sbould endeavours for peace be in-
effectual, these troops will be ready. The confidential person from
Vermont not arrived, owing to ill-health. The agent has been
directed to write Allen for a private interview. The accommodation
will probably induce Vermont to close with Governmont, knowing
there is little to hope from the mercy of Congress and the neighbour-
ing Provinces. The dispatches vet received are of no moment. How
answers shall be sent to New York. Riedcsel says the Brunswick
officers of convention are exchanged; wishos they had been sent
as they are much wanted. Two mills only remaining on the
Mohawk; parties were sent to destroy them. Scouts have been
ordered to commit no hostilities in Vermont. 3

June 2, Same to Robertson. Introducing and recommending Mr.
quebee Moore, formerly very useful to Lord Cornwallis. His anxiety to,

know the changes that are to be made by the new ministry ; bas
had no letters which can allow him even to conjecture what these
may be. If America feels it for ber interest to accommodate she
will not long hesitate. Hopes to hear from him soon, Congratu-
lates him on Rodney's victory. Arrival of the trade fleet, briog-
ing Ilamilton, appointed Lieutenant.Governor of Quebec. 43

June 23, Same to Clinton. Sends duplicate of letter already sent in cypher.
In case the question of exchanges should be brought up, states that
no exchange bad been entered into, nor would ho until the engage-
ments of the Cedars and others had been fulfilled, the people of Ver-
mont having, however, been excluded fiom this resolution, and
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'182. favourable exchanges having been granted them. Letters to the

posts order them to confine themselves to defensive measures. The

trade fleet bas arrived at Bic with some dispatches. Page 45
JUly22, Carleton tol Haldimand. A formal letter; bas yet entered on no
New York. operations, either offensive or defensive. The success of the fleets in

the West Indies and Europe has disarranged the plans for attacking

Jamaica, Canada or New York. 48
July 2 Haldimand to Admiral Digby. Approves of his having roleased
Qiuebee the sailors charged with piracy, for the reasons given. 52
July 28 Samne to the same. Repeats tho statement about the released

seamen. The service rendered by Capt. Inglis, of the "Pandora,
being able to cruise in the Gulph at an carlier period than if the

July 28 ship had been laid up at Que bec. 5.

Qu 2, Same to Carleton. Acknowledges letters ; had no idea tili these
came that the preparations against Quebec, now frustrated, had
been so formidable. Cruisers have been stationed in the Gulph, to
watch, in case the attempt shouid be renewed, so as to carry news
at once to New York. Washington bas latelv been at Albany, and
adjacent posts, and has given orders to fortify Schenetady. The
strorgest assurances bave been brought from Vermont of the wish
of the leading -nen to re-unite with the mother country ; they have
gained about half of the populace, and are doing ail in their power
to influence the rest. Sends enclosed the substance of correspond-
ence and conversations with ihe agents. The embarrassing
situation of affairs, now that a new administration has been formed !

. he cen no longer act with Vermont till he receives instructions,
which ho can only expect by way of New York, and in the mean-
time detain the messenger in the best way he cen, taking every
care not to do anything that wiIl ombarrass the peace commissioners.
but .will try to keep the people of Vermont favourable, their
alliance being valuable in case of an attack on Canada. Had
delayed writing till the arrival of another messenger from Vermont,
with report of the proceedings of the Governor in Counci4, ail but,
two of the members being friendly. Sends report of the encounter
of rangers and Indians with the onemy near Sandusky, 250 of whom
were killed. The torture of Colonel Crawford and two captains by
the Indians, in retaliation for a wanton and barbarous massacre of
80 Moravian Indians near Muskingum. This act of cruelty is to be
greatly regretted, as it awakens in the Indians that barbarity which
unwearied effort lad totally extinguished. DePeyster reports a
concerted plan against Detroit, although nominally directed against
the Indians. Irwin goes by Tuscarawas, a party of militia by the
Shawanese and Colonel Clark by the Wabash. Has reinforced the
upper country. Brant had left Oswego for the Mohawk River
before orders to desist from hostility had reached ; hopes that ho
and bis party may be overtaken. 55.

2ee, Same to the same. A formai letter of congratulation on Car.
leton's appointment. 61

east 2. Carleton and Admirai Digby to Washington. That negotiations
I York. for a general peace have begun at Paris ; the Independence of the

thirteen Colonies is to be ackno wledged, with the confidence that the
loyaliets shall be restored to their possessions or compensation made
them. Laurens has been discharged and bas released Cornwallis
from his parole. Proposals for a general exchaDnge of prisoners. 63

6at , Carleton to Haldimand. Announces that negotiations for peace
SYork•. ave been begun. If the people of America are wise, they will

seek a union with England rather than expose themselves to dis.
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1782. traction, disensions and danger likely to follow. His (Haldimand's)
course to be guided by wisdom. Page 66

August 11, Haldimand to Carleton. The proposals of Vermont to join, pro-
Quebec. vided they are not exposed to the rage of the other Colonies. Under

cover of suspension ot hostilities, thousands, the people there think,
would flock to their country. lis embarrassed situation. 68

August 24, Certificate that Colonel Leutz of the Hesse Hanau troops has
New York. received, for the officers of his corpE, batt and forage money

for 1782. 70
A similar certificate follows for the Brunswick troops. 71

Augn't 24, Return of troops embarked for Canada. 72
New York.
August 25, M. Morgan, secretary to Carleton, to Mathews (?). Sending a note
New York. from Colonel Small to be laid before Haldimand for an answer. 73
August 25, Carleton to Haldimard. Introducing Abraham Cuyler, late mayor
New York. of Albany. He is to receive £200 sterling a year and bas been paid

up to June. Hopes that there will be no difficulty in Quebec in
regard to the farther payments. 74

August 25, Lieutenant General de Lossberg to Major General de Loos. Urging
New York. that the part of tho regiment now in Canada be returned to New

York. 15
August 25 Same to Haldimand. Respecting the return of the regimentNew York. of Lossberg from Canada to New York. 77
Augu-t 25, Carleton to the same. Sends copy of the letter to Washington
New York. (p. 63). Has shaped his conduct towards peace, but there is no dis-

position on the part of the enemy towards the same. Precautions
must be taken. The French fleet is off the coast; is probably now
at Boston. The arrival of the British fleet under Pigot may produce
a change. 78

August 25, Same to the su me. Sends return of German troops. Batt and
New York. forage money has been paid to the colonels. The Lossberg regiment

to be returned to New York. 80
August 26, General Alured Clarke to the sane. Has been appointed musterNew York. master general in room of Burgoyne, gone to the East Indies; pro-

pos.es to continue Holland as hisdeputy. 82
August 28, ialdimand to Carleton. Is relieved by the return of the messen-

Quebec. ger, having been afraid he was captured. His anxiety respecting
the people of Vermont; is concerned that the enemy seem inclined
to continue war rather than co me to terms. Sinoe Washington's last
tour all friends of Govern ment have been compelled to take the oath
of allegiance or to abandon their settiements; the people are over-
awed by Washington ; he bas issued an order to put ail persons to
death who refuse to bear arms when called on. This makes coi-
munication uncertain and difficult. Has made up his mind to go to
England next spring, and sends letter explaining the state of public
affairs. lad allowed many persons to return on parole; sende the
rest to New York, where they may be liberated or not as events shall
require. Respecting the appointment of Lieut. Col. Carleton aS
Quarter Master General in New York; asks that it be settled soonl
that Hope who succeeds him in Quebec mav take charge. 83

Intelligence brought by Davis referred to in preceding letter. 81
September 6, Carleton to Haldimand. Remarks on Haldimand's letters, &0.89
New York.
September 8, Haldimand to Carleton. His embarrassment respecting Vermont;
Quebec. plans proposed for free trade. &c.
Septernber 9, Carleton to laldimand. Letter in cypher. 4)3
New York.
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Mi72.OPtMbe 9, Carleton to Haldimand. Respecting claims for money advanced
New York. 'by a person (not named) to different baarers of dispatches. Page 95
8eptember 9, Samo to the same. Encloses duplicates, newspapers, &c. Gen.
New York. Paterso» at Haliax is ordered to send any aid wanted at Quebec.

New York threatened by Washington and the French. Asks that
the King's Rangers under Rogers be placed on the same footing as
other Provincial troops. 97

September 18, laldimand to Carleton. The discontent of th3 Indians at being
Quebec. restrained from hostilities ; they bave all left Oswega in disgust,

and Major Ross is in daily expectation of being insulted. The dis-
appointment of the Indians at no terms being made for them in
the negotiations for peace ; hopes that their case will be cou-
sidered. 99

September 25 Same to the same. The gentleman from Col. Wells arrived, but
Quebee. without a letter ; bas given him a sum to carry on the business of

procuring intelligence, &c. 101
SPtevaber 25 Carleton to Hlaldimand. Reports the preparations by Congress
*iw York. ' and the Assembly of Pennsylvania to attack the Indian country by

forces under Major General Potter and General Irwin ; the one to
assemble at Fort Munsey, and the other at Fort Pitt. Major
General Paterson has been ordered to reinforce him (laldimand)
with troops from Nova Scotia. The French and continentals under
Washington are assembled at Ver planck. The British fleet mostly
at New York, and the French fleet at Boston. " L'Aigle," Captain
Latouche, of 44 guns, and a valuable ship of 20 guns, loaded with
bale goods from France, were taken in the Delaware. 102

eptember - Haldimand t0 Carleton. Arrival of the "l Hussar ;" the arrival of a
Quebe. French fleet on the coast, which has put into Boston, Tùe disap-

pointment of the Brunswick troops at the non-arrival of clothing. If
too late this season, to send it early in spring; if they can be
spared, Riedesel wishes the Brunswick troops in New York to be
sent tojoin their corps. Lieutenant Colonel Carleton leaves by the
"R ussar ;" trusts that his appointment may be declared in orders,
so that Hope may enter on his duties in Quebec. Sends duplicates
of previous letters. Riedesel sends Lieutenant Schönewald to
Halifax and New York on business relating to the German troops ;
will wait on him (Carleton) for commands. 104

October 7, Same to the same. Is sending to New York 23 transports, fitteduebee' for the reception of troops on the 10th ; 9 more will follow in ton
days. Has not bedding sufficient to send. Transports with Bruns-
wick officers have arrived but no letters. 106

List of transports follows. 107
tober 10, Haldirmand to DeLossberg. Under present circumstances, cannot

e4 send the troops he asks for. 108
etober 1o, Same to Carleton (No. 11). Has received dispatches and copy of

**•e letter to Washington (p. 63) Is concerned that notwithstanding the
overtures of peace, the enemy show 80 little disposition for it,
either towards New York or the frontiers. Caldwell bas been
again compelled to attack the band who threaten the destruction
of the Indians, are making an attempt on Detroit and have
established themselves on the Ohio. Caldwell bas routed them
killed about 150, amongst them the commandant and five or six
field officers. Caldwell was hurrying to meet another party on the
march for Sandusky. The enemy are also jealous of Oswego, and
have had scouting parties there and towards Lake Champlain, which
they never had the temerity to do till scouts and Indians were
withdrawn. 109
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1782.
October 10, Haldimand to Carleton (No. 12). is sending off prisoners to be
Quebec. exchanged. Page 111
October 10, Same to the same (No. 13). Arrival of the Hesse Hanau and
Quebec. Brunswick troops; will see that the batt and forage money paid

to the colonels be accounted for. Cannot send the Lossberg
regiment ; would require an increase rather than a diminution of
his force. 112

October 10, Same to the sanie (No. 14). Sailing of the transports ; introduces
Quebec. Lieutenant Bradley, the agent. 114
October 11 Mathews to M. Morgan. Respecting the accounts of the lst and
Quebec. 2nd battalions of the 84th regiment. 115

October 16, Carleton to Haldimand. Refers to him (Haldimand) the claims of
New York. Dr. Smyth for settlement. Respecting the payment of mes-

sengers. 117
October 21, Raldimand to Carleton (No. 15). Respecting claims made for
Quebec. messengers, and for obtaining intelligence. (See also p. 117.) 11
October 21, Same to the same (No. 16). Sends duplicates with return of the
Quebec. transports, which sailed on the 10th. The number of the second

division is reduced to the four from New York, for reasons
stated. 121

October 21, Same to the sanie (No. 17). Introducing Major de Vaters-
Quebec. haim. 122
October 26, Carleton to Haldimand. Copies of letters in cypher. 123
New York.
October 30, Haldimand to Carleton (No. 18). Letter of the 25th September
Quebec. (p. 102) was received too late to obtain reinforcements from Nova

Scotia, which would have been very acceptable, and have enabled
him to push a strong letachment into the upper country. 129

November 11, Same to the same. The prisoners are collected for exchange ;
Quebee. those who could not b sent with propriety over Lake Champlain

have been shipped to Salem. On hearing of the projected attack
on the upper country, had separated the prisoners belonging tO
Pennsylvania, Virginia. &c., from those of York County and
neighbourhood, and had sent them (apparently the former) direct
to New York, as they would prove dangerous enemies in the
Indian country, among them boing Major Campbell, a man of ability
and a determined rebel. Complaints of the Indians, especially at
Detroit, of the reloase of prisoners, who m they had to meet a second
time. They are particularly anxious for tbe detention of Major
Campbell. Duplicates and list of prisoners of war enclosed. 130

November 11, Same to the sanie. Has received his (Carleton's) letters by way
Quebec. of Halifax. Should the invasion of the upper country take place be

wili apply to Paterson for reinforcements. He (Carleton) is nO
1783. doubt aware of the necessity for this. 132

February 17, Sanie to the same. Reports the feeling of the Indians and their
Quebec. determination to retaliate on the Virginians for the total destruction

of Standing Stone Village and the indiscriminate massacre of all its
inhabitants; representations should be made to Washington of the
fatal consequences of advantage being taken of the discontinuance of
offensive operations by the king's troops; bas tried every argument
to dissuade the Indians from their purpose, but cannot passively s8e
their country ravaged and their women and children murdered for
their attachient to the Royal cause; will, therefore, help theim
with troops and by every means to oppose the incursions of the
enemy. The difficulty of communicatting with Washington at this
distance prevents addressing him directly. Encloses an extract of

]ff.149
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1783. the speech by the Six Nations. Varions reports of events have
been received, but does not know whether they be true or
false. Page 133

March 24, D'e la Luzerno, minister plenipotentiary to the United States.Philadelphia. Order (in French), that in accordance with the articles of peace by
the different powers, hostilities are to be stopped, D'Estaing's
order is given in full. 136March 24, The United States in Congress, directing the agent of marine to
recall ail armed, vessels cruising under commisssions from the
United States. 139

M9rch 24, Da la Luzerne to Carleton (in French). Is pleased at the good
Philadelphia. disposition with respect to prisoners. Sends news of peace being

rest ored. 140
March 31, Carleton to Haldimand. Has transmitted te Washington speech

W York. of the Six Nations, &c., asking him to communicate directly
with him (Haldimand). Sends newspaper with provisional treaty
of peace, aiso copy of letier from the minister of France at Phila-
delphia. Other documents forwarded. Is in the expectation of
the arrival of Gen. Grey, and of his own return to Europe. 142

APil 6, Same to the same. Sends copy of Townshend's letter communi.
'New York. cating the certainty of a general peace. it
April 8, Morgan to Mathews. That Capt. Tonge bas rceived a warrant1 ew York for £50 on account of his pay as master and commander of the

naval armament on the lakes. 145
Xprii Y Same to the same. Capt. Tonge and Mr. Robertson have receivedew Yr. 40 guineas for lheir expenses to Canada. 146
Jule Carleton to laldimand. That thousands of loyalists have already

N sought sbelter in Nova Sceotia, where grants of land are to be made
them ; others wish to settle in Canada, and he recommends that
they be furnished with lands in the vicinity of Frontenac, with pro-
vision, &c., as in Nova Scotia 147

Jul,® Same to the same. Orders bave been received to send all foreign
• troops to Europe ; the arrangements. Transmits letter for Riedesel.

Recommends that an account of the expenses for the maintenance of
American prisoners be prepared as it will probably be called
for. 149o date. Form of commission for captains of militia in the district of
Frontenac. 151

juIy 4 The same for lieutenants. 153
*ew York. Embarkation return of eight companies of loyalists going to

•5 Canada, signed by Delancey. 155
We Yo Carleton to Haldimand. Had written on the 4th ulto., that 200

rk. families of distressed loyalists were desirous to embark for Canada,
and had asked for grants of land for them in the vicinity of
Frontenac. Sends a return of those embarked ; they are formed
into eight companies under the officers named. Sends forms of
commissions. 158

SYork. Embarkation return of troops going to Canada on board the
•o "Mary," transport. 157

(See.also 159, 160).
ue 7, Haldimand to Carleton. Will embark the German troops in

Canada, who will join in the Downs their corps shipped direct from
New York. Has been preparing every succour for the distressed
loyalists in Canada that the province can produce ; those sent from
New York will meet the same reception. 161
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July18' H. Chads to Lieutenant Shapcote. It is Sir Guy Carleton's
New York. orders that all loyalists going to Canada in the transports are to be

victualled. Page 163
July 9. Same to the same. He is to tako charge of the transports
New York. (names given) and under convoy of the " eres " to proceed to

Quebec, land the refugee loyalists and return to New York. 164
AugnUt 8, Carleton to Haldimand. Encloses lis't of loyalists who have em-
New York. barked and are ready to sail for Canada, where they wish to obtain

grants of land. 165
List follows. 1de

August 14, Return of detachments arrived from New York on board the
Quebec. " Mary," transport. 1q7
August 16, Return of loyalists arrived from New York. 168
Quebec.
August 17, Return of loyalists from Tryon County, arrived from NeW
Quebec. York. 169
August 22, Embarkation return of four companies of Royal Artillery, ordered
New York. for Canada. 171
Auguet 23, Carleton to Haldimand. Of the Royal Artillery serving at New
New York. York, four companies of the 4th battaion are to be sent to Canada,

a company of the 1st battalion, now in Canada, is to be sent to
Dominica, but if it is not restored to Great Britain, the company is
to be landed at Barbadoes ; a company of the 3rd battalion is to -o
to England. 173

Peptember 6, Return cf loyalists embarked for Quebec on board the " Grace
New York. and " Three Sisters." 174
September 7, Carleton to Haldimand. Sonds another return of loyalists, with
New York. an appeal on their bohalf similar to that already sent. 175
September 15, Baldimand to Carleton. The last of the transports have arrived ;
Quebee. will hasten their return Passage to New York ordered for a

number of seamen, who have been discharged from the lake ser-
vice. Four loyalist families return to New York, having been
disappointed in the sanguine hopes they had formed of thi'
country. 176

October 19, Carleton to Haldimand. Acknowledges receipt of letters.
New York. you have seen the papers published in several parts of this country,

you are not unapprised of the general temper of the peopl, and
their disinclination to comply with the provisional terms of a treaty
by which at the same time they obtain so much more than they bave
reason to expect. I hope you find a more equitable disposition
among those who are in your neighbourhood." It is thought that
the evacuation of New York may be completed in the course of nex
month. 177

No date. Stations of His Majesty's troops in New York and environs.
Memorandum, unsigned, respecting the settlement of accOunts of

the 84th regiment.
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